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THE PALACE OF THE LEATHERSTONEPAUGI-IS.

 

RUINS OF THE PALACES OF THE CAZSARS.

VERY sentimental traveller to Rome

must sometimes wonder if to come

to the Eternal City is not, after all, more

of a loss than a gain: Rome unvisited

holds such a solitary place in one's imag

inings. H!‘ is then a place around which

sweeps a different atmosphere from that

of any other city under the sun. One sees

it through poetic mists that veil every

prosaic reality. It is arched by an hori

zon against which the figures of its won

derful history are shadowed with scarcely

less of grandeur and glory than those the

old gods cast upon the Sacred Hill.

One who has never seen Rome is thus

led to imagine that those of his coun

try-people who have lived here for years

have become in a manner purged of all

natural commonplaceness. One thinks

of them as refined—sublimated, so to

speak—into beings worthy of reverence

and to be spoken of with awed admira

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1880, by J. B. Lrr-mrecorr & Co., in the Office of the

Librarian of Congress, at Washington.

VOL. XXVl.—r Q
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tion. For have not their feet wandered

where the Czesars' feet have trod, till that

famous ground has become common

earth to them? Have they not dwelt in

the shadow of mountains that have trem

bled beneath the tramp of Goth, Visigoth

and Ostrogoth, till those shadows have

become every-day shadows to them?

Have they not often watched beneath

the same stars that shone upon knightly

vigils, till the whiteness of those shining

hosts has made pure their souls as it

purified the heroic ones of old? Have

I

I

they not listened to the singing and sigh

ing of the selfsame winds that sung and

sighed about the spot where kingly Numa

wooed a nymph, till it must be that into

the commoner natures has entered some

of the sweetness and wisdom of that half

divine communion?

Thus the dreamer comes to Rome ex

pecting to enter and become enfolded by

those poetic mists, to live an ideal life

amid the tender melancholy that broods

over stately and storied ruin, and to for

get for evermore, while within the won

 

"t;nosrs or FLEAS" (cornzo non sxr-rrcuss or WILLIAM BLAKE).

drous precincts, that aught more prosaic

exists than the heroes of history, the fair

est visions of art and dreams of poesy.

So came the Leatherstonepaughs. And

so have the Leatherstonepaughs some

times wondered if, after all, to come to

Rome is not more of a loss than a gain

in the dimming of one of their fairest

ideals. For is there another city in the

world where certain of the vulgar verities

of life press themselves more prominent

ly into view than in the Eternal City?

Can one anywhere have a more forcible

conviction that greasy cookery is bile

provoking, and that it is because the syl

van bovine ruminates so long upon the

melancholy Campagna that one's din

ners become such a heavy and sorrow

ful matter in Rome? Is there any city

in the universe where fleas dwarf more

colossally and fiendishly Blake's famous

"ghosts " of their kind? Does one any

where come oftener in from wet streets, "a

dem'd moist, unpleasant body," to more

tomblike rooms ? Is one anywhere so

ceaselessly haunted by the disagreeable

consciousness that one pays ten times as

much for everything one buys as a native

pays, and that the trousered descendant

of the toga'd Roman regards the West

ern barbarian as quite as much his legiti

mate prey as the barbarian's barelegged

ancestors were the prey of his forefathers

before the tables of history were turned,

Rome fallen and breeches supplied to

all the world ? And are any mortal vis

tas more gorgeously illuminated by the

red guidebook of the Tourist than are the

- stately and storied ruins where the sen

timentalist seeketh the brooding of a ten

der melancholy, and findeth it not in the

presence of couriers, cabmen, beggars,
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photograph-peddlers, stovepipe hats, tie

backs and bridal giggles?

The dreamer thought to find old Rome

crystallized amid its glorious memories.

He finds a nineteenth-century city, with

gay shops and fashionable streets, living

over the heroic scenes of the ancients

and the actual woe and spiritual mysti

cism of the medizeval age; and he is dis

appointed—nay, even sometimes enraged

into a gnashing of the teeth at all things

Roman.

But after many weeks, after the sights

have been "done," the mouldy and mossy

nooks of the old city explored, and the

marvellous picturesqueness that hides in

strange places revealed—after one has a

speaking acquaintance with all the broken

bits of old statues that gather moth and

rust where the tourist cometh not and the

guidebook is not known, and has follow

ed the tiniest thread of legend or tradition

into all manner of mysterious regions,—

then the sentimentalist begins to love

Rome again—Rome as it is, not Rome

as it seemed through the glamours of

individual imagination.

This is what the Leatherstonepaughs

did. But first they fled the companion

ship of the beloved but somewhat loudly

shrieking American eagle as that proud

bird often appears in the hotels and pen

sions of Europe, and lived in a shabby

Roman palace, where only the soft bas

tard Latin was heard upon the stairs, and

where, if any mediasval ghost stalked in

rusted armor or glided in mouldering

cerements, it would not understand a

single word of their foreign, many-con

sonanted speech.

This palace stands, gay and grim, at

the corner of a gay street and a dingy

z/icolo, the street and alley contrasting in

color like a Claude Lorraine with a Nich

olas Poussin. Past one side of the pal

ace drifts all day a bright tide of foreign

sightseers, prosperous Romans, gay mod

els and flower-venders, handsome car

riages, dark-eyed girls with their sallow

chaperones, and olive-cheeked, huge

checked jeunesse dorée, evidently seek

ing for pretty faces as for pearls of great

price, as is the manner of the jeunesse

dorée of the Eternal City; while down

upon the scene looks a succession of

dwelling-houses, a gray-walled convent

or two, one of the stateliest palaces of

Rome—now let out in apartments and

hiding in obscure rooms the last two im

poverished descendants of a proud race

that helped to impoverish Rome—one

or two more prosperous palaces, and a

venerable church, looking like a sleepy

watchman of Zion suffering the enemy

to do as it will before his closed eyes.

On the other side is the vicolo, dark

of wall and dank of pavement, with pet

ticoats and shirts dangling from numer

ous windows and fluttering like gibbeted
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wretches in the air; with frowzy women

sewing or knitting in the sombre door

ways and squalid urchins screaming ev

erywhere; with humble vegetables and

cheap wines exposed for sale in dirty

windows; with usually a carriage or two

undergoing a washing at some stable

door; and with almost always an am

orous Romeo or two from some bright

er region wandering hopefully to and fro

amid the unpicturesque gloom of this

Roman lane to catch a wafted kiss or

a dropped letter from the rear window

of his Juliet's home. For nowhere else

in Europe, Asia, America, the Oceanic

Archipelago or the Better Land can the

Romeo-and-Juliet business be more open
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ly and freely carried on than in the by

streets of the Eternal City, where girls

are thought to be as jealously secluded

from the monster Man as are the women .

of a Turkish seraglio or the nuns of a
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European convent. These Romeos and

Juliets usually seem quite indifferent to

the number of unsympathetic eyes that

watch their little drama, providing only

Papa and Mamma Capulet are kept in

the dark in the shop below. Even the

observation of Signor and Signora Mon

tague would disturb them little, for it is

only Juliet who is guarded, and Romeo '

is evidently expected to get all the fun

out of life he can. In their dingy vicolo

the Leatherstonepaughs have seen three

Romeos watching three windows at the

same twilight moment. One ofthem stood

under an open window in the third story,

from whence a line was dropped down

to receive the letter he held in his hand.

Just as the letter-weighted line was drawn

up a window immediately below Juliet's

was thrown violently open, and an un

romantic head appeared to empty vials

of wrath upon the spectacled Romeo be

low for always hanging about the win

dows of the silly pz'zzz'carole girls above

and giving the house a ridiculous ap

pearance in the eyes of the passers-by.

Romeo answered audaciously that the

signora was mistaken in the man, that he

had never been under that window be

fore in his life, had never seen the Signo

rina Juliet, daughter of Capulet the piz

zicarole who lived above, but that he was

merely accompanying his friend Romeo,

who loved Juliet the daughter of the dm

c/zicre who lived a story below, and who

was now wooing her softly two or three

windows away. A shriek was his re

sponse as the wrathful head disappear

ed, while the lying Romeo laughed wick

edly and the Leatherstonepaughs immod

erately, in spite of themselves, to see Ju

liet, daughter of the drochiere, electrically

abstracted from /zer window as if by the

sudden application of a four-hundred-em

raged-mother-power to her lofty chignon

from behind, while the three Romeos, evi

dently all strangers to each other, folded

their tents like the Arab and silently stole

away.

The Leatherstonepaughs always sus
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pected that no lordly race, from father's

father to son's son, had ever dwelt in their

immense palace. They suspected rather

that it was, like many another mighty

Roman pile, reared by plebeian gains to
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shelter noble Romans fair and proud

whom Fate confined to economical

" flats," and whose wounded pride could

best be poulticed by the word palazzo.

Hans Christian Andersen knew this

palace well, and has described it as the

early home of his Inyflroz/z'satore. In those

days two fountains tinkled, one within,

the other just outside,

the dusky iron -barred

basement. One foun

tain, however, has

ceased to flow, and now

if a passer-by peeps in

at the grated window,

whence issue hot strong

vapors and bursts of

merry laughter, he will

see a huge stone basin

into whose foaming con

tents one fountain drips,

and over which a doz

en washerwomen bend

and pound with all their

might and main in a bit

of chiaroscuro that re

minds one of Correggio.

Over this Correggio

glimpse wide stone stairs

lead past dungeon-like

doors up five flights to

the skylighted roof.

Each of these doors has

a tiny opening through

which gleams a watch

ful eye and comes the

sound of the inevitable

"C/zz' 2?" whenever the

doorbell rings, as if each

comer were an armed

marauder strayed down

from the Middle Ages,

who must be well recon

noitred before the fort

ress-gates are unbarred.

It was in the ultimo piano that the

Leatherstonepaughs pitched their lodge

in a vast wilderness of colorful tiled roofs,

moss-grown and lichen-laden, amid a for

est of quaintly-shaped and smokeless

chimneys. Their floors, guiltless of rugs

or carpets, were of earthen tiles and worn

into hollows where the feet of the palace

dwellers passed oftenest to and fro. A

multitude of undraped windows opened

like doors upon stone balconies, whither

the inhabitants flew like a startled covey

of birds every time the king and queen

drove by in the street below, and upon

which they passed always from room to

room. The outer balcony looks down

upon the Piazza Barberini and its fa

THE COURT OF THE LEATIIERSTONEPAUGX-IS' PALACE.

mous Spouting Triton, with an horizon

line over the roofs broken by gloomy

stone-pines and cypresses that seem to

have grown from the buried griefs of

Rome's dead centuries. The inner bal

cony overlooks the court, where through

the wide windows of every story, amid

the potted plants and climbing vines

that never take on a shade of pallor in
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an Italian winter, and that adorn every

Roman balcony, one could see into the

penetralia ofa dozen Roman families and

wrest thence the most vital secrets—even

to how much Ro/mum Alfredo drank at

dinner or whether lemon -juice or sour
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wine gave piquancy to Rosina's salad.

Entirely unacquainted with these de

scendants of ancient patrician or pleb,

the Leatherstonepaughs ventilated orig

inal and individual theories concerning

them, and gave them names of their

own choosing.

"Rameses the Great has quarrelled

with the Sphinx and is flirting with the

Pyramid," whispered young Cain one

day as some of the family, leaning over

the iron railing, looked into the leafy,

azure-domed vault below, and saw into

the dining-room of a family whose

mysteriousness of habit and un-Italian

blankness of face gave them a fanciful

resemblance to the eternal riddles of

the Orient.

The "Pyramid," whose wide feet and

tiny head gave her her triangular title,

was evidently a teacher, for she so often

carried exercise-books and dog-eared

grammars in her hand. She chanced at

that moment to glance upward. "Lu

cia," she cried to the Sphinx, speaking

with an Italian accent that she flattered

herself was to the down-gazers an un

known tongue, "do look up to the fifth

logg1'a. If there isn't the Huge Bear, the

Middle-sized Bear and the Wee Bear

looking as if they wanted to come down

and eat us up!"

" Y' ain't fat 'nuf," yelled the Wee Bear

before the elder Bruins had time to squelch

him.

The studio-salon of the Leatherstone

paughs amid the clouds and chimneys

of the Eternal City was a chapter for the

curious. It was as spacious as a country

| meeting-house, as lofty as befits a palace.

It was frescoed like some of the modern

pseudo-Gothic and pine cathedrals that

. adorn the village-greens of New Eng

' land hamlets, and its pol-pourri of ar

1 tistic ideas was rich in helmeted Miner

vas, vine - wreathed Bacchuses, winged

Apollos and nameless classic nymphs.

all staring downward from the spandrels

of pointed arches with quite as much at

homeness as Olympian heroes would feel

.amid the mystic shades of the Scandi

navian Walhalla. This room was mag

nificent with crimson upholstery, upon

which rested a multitude of scarlet-em

broidered cushions that seemed to the

color-loving eye like a dream of plum

pudding after a nightmare of mince-pie.

Through this magnificence had drifted,

while yet the Leatherstonepaughs saw

Rome in all its idealizing mists, genera

tions of artists. Sometimes these artists

had had a sublime disdain of base lucre,

and sometimes base lucre had had a sub

lime disdain of them. Some of the latter

class—whose name is Legion—had mark

ed their passage by busts, statuettes and

paintings that served to remind Signora

Anina, their landlady, that promises ofa

remittance can be as fair and false as the

song of the Sirens or the guile of the Lore

ley. Crusaders in armor brandished their

lances there in evidence that Michael An

gelo Bivins never sent from Manhattan

the bit of white paper to redeem them.

Antignone—usually wearing a Leather

stonepaugh bonnet—mourned that Prax

iteles Periwinkle faded out of the vistas of

Rome to the banks of the Thames with

out her. Dancing Floras seemed joy

ous that they had not gone wandering

among the Theban Colossi with Zefferi

no, instead of staying to pay for his Ro

man lodging; while the walls smiled,

wept, simpered, threatened and gloom

ed with Madonnas, Dolorosas, Beatrices,

sprites, angels and fiends, the authors of

whose being had long ago drifted away on
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the ocean of poverty which sweeps about

the world, and beneath which sometimes

the richest-freighted ships go down. In

the twenty years that Signora Anina has

let her rooms to artists many such trag

edies have written significant and dreary

lines upon her walls.

That studio-salon was rich not alone

in painting and sculpure. The whatnot

was a museum whither might come the

Northern Goth and Southern Vandal to

learn what a Roman home can teach of

the artistic taste that Matthew Arnold de

clares to be the natural heritage only of

the nation which rocked the cradle of the

Renaissance when its old Romanesque

and Byzantine parents died. That what

not was covered with tiny china dogs

and cats, such as we benighted American

Goths buy for ten cents a dozen to fill

up the crevices in Billy's and Bobby's

Christmas stockings. Fancy inkstands

stood cheek by jowl with wire flower

baskets that were stuffed with crewel

roses of such outrageous hues as would

make the Angel of Color blaspheme.

Cut-glass spoon-holders kept in counte

nance shining plated table-casters eter

nally and spotlessly divorced from the

purpose of their being. There were gaudy

china vases by the dozen and simpering

china shepherdesses by the score. There

were plaster casts of the whole of Signora

Anina's family of nine children, from the

elder fiery Achilles to the younger hyster

ical Niobe. There were perfume-bottles

enough to start a coiffeur in business, and

woolly lambs enough for a dozen pasto

ral poems or as many bucolic butchers.

But the piano was piled high with Bee

thoven's sonatas and Chopin's delicious

dream-music, while a deluge of French

novels had evidently surged over that

palace of the Leatherstonepaughs.

Whenthe family took possession of

their share of the palazzo a corner of this

studio-salon was dedicated to a peculiar

member of their family. From that cor

ner she seldom moved save as she swept

away in some such elegant costume as

the others wore only upon gala-occasions,

or in some picturesque or wildly-fantastic

garb that would have lodged her in a po

liceman's care had she ever been suffered

to escape thus from the palace. All day

long, day after day, she tarried in her

corner mute and motionless, eying all

l comers and goers with a haughty stare.

Sometimes she leaned there with rigid

l finger pressed upon her lip, like a statue

of Silence; sometimes her hands were

pressed pathetically to her breast, like a

Mater Dolorosa; sometimes both arms

hung lax and limp by her side, like those
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of a heart-broken creature; and some

times she wildly clutched empty air, like

a Leatherstonepaugh enthusiastically in

ebriated or gone stark, staring, raving

mad!

Yet never, never, never was Silentia

Leatherstonepaugh known to break that

dreadful silence, even though honored

guests spoke to her kindly, and although

young Cain Leatherstonepaugh repeat

edly reviled her as had she been Abel's

wife. One day came an old Spanish

monk of whom Leah and Rachel would

learn the language of Castile. Silentia

gloomed in her dusky corner unseen of

the monk, who was left with her an in

| stant alone. A few moments before,
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moved perhaps by a dawning compre

hension of the unspeakable pathos of her

fate, young Cain had given her a dagger.

er!' I

 

When, two minutes after the monks ar

rival, Leah and Rachel entered the room,

a black sighing mass cowered in a cor

ner of the sofa, while Silentia rose spec

tre-like in the dimness, the dagger point

ed toward her heart.

" Madonna mia !” giggled the monk

hysterically when his petticoats were

pulled decorously about him and he was

set on his feet again, "I thought I should

be arrested for murder—pm/erino miof "

Another day came one of the Beelze

bub girls—Lady Diavoletta—who wished

to coax some of the Leatherstonepaughs

to paint her a series of fans with the tor

ments of Dante's Inferno. VVhen the door

bell rang, and while Cain cried " C/ri2'?"

at the peephole, Leah, who was just pos

ing for Rachel's barelegged gypsy, has

tily pulled a long silk skirt from haugh

ty but unresisting Silentia and hurried it

over her own head before Lady Diavo

letta was admitted. The heiress of the

Beelzebubs tarried but a moment, then

took her departure grimly, without hint

ing a word of her purpose. Said Lady

Diavoletta afterward to the Cherubim

sisters, "Would you believe it? I called

one day upon those Leatherstonepaughs,

and they never even apologized for re

ceiving me in a room where there was an

insane American just escaped from her

keeper, [ray beang arrangée pore doney

le eong eong!"

Dismal and grim though the exterior

of that palazzo was, needing but towers

and machicolated parapets to seem a fort

ress, or an encircling wall to seem a frown

ing monastery where cowled figures met

each other only to whisper sepulchrally,

"Brother, we must die," it was yet the

scene of not a few laughable experiences.

And perhaps even in this respect it may

SXLENTIA AS SHE APPEARED TO LADY

DIAVOLETTA BEELZERUB.

not have differed so widely as one might

think from cloistered shades of other

days, when out of sad, earth-colored
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raiment and the habit of dismal speech

human sentiment painted pictures while

yet the fagots grew apace for their de

struction as well as for the funeral-pyre

of their scolding and bellowing enemy,

Savonarola. For where Fra Angelico,

working from the life, could create a

San Sebastian so instinct with earthly

vitality and earthly bloom that pious

Florentine women could not say their

prayers in peace in its presence, there

must have been sometimes unbending

from the dole and drear of medizeval

asceticism into something very like hu

man fun.

One day the Leatherstonepaughs were

all at work in the immense studio. Silen

tia alone was idle, and, somewhat indec

orously draped only in a bit of old tap

estry, with dishevelled hair and lolling

head, leaned against the wall, apparent

ly in the last stages of inebriety. There
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were three easels, each bearing a canvas,

in different parts of the room. Before each

easel worked a Leatherstonepaugh, each

clad with classic simplicity in a long blue

cotton garment, decorated with many col

ors and smelling strongly of retouching

varnish, that covered her from the white

ruffle at her throat to the upper edge of

her black alpaca flounce.

The room was silent, and, except for

the deft action of brushes, motionless.

Only that from below was heard the mu

sical splash of the Barberini Tritons, and

that from the windows could be seen the

sombre pines of the Ludovisi gardens

swaying in solemn rhythmic measure

against the blue sky, all the world would

have seemed petrified into the complete

passiveness of sitting for its picture.

Marietta was their model. She was

posed in a nun's dress, pensive gray,

with virginal white bound primly across

her brow. Marietta is a capital model,

and her sad face and tender eyes were

upturned with exactly the desired expres

sion to the grinning mask in the centre of

the ceiling. Silentia kindly consented to

pose for the cross to which the nun clung;

that is, she wobbled weakly into the place

where the sacred emblem would have

been were this Nature and not Art, and

where the cross would be in the picture
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when completed. Marietta clung devout

ly to Silentia's ankles, and Silentia looked

as cross as possible.

"How unusual to see one of Italia's

children with a face like that!" said a

Leatherstoncpaugh as she studied the

nun's features. "One would say that

she had really found peace only after

some terrible suffering."

"She does not give me that impres

sion," said another Leatherstonepaugh.

"Her contours are too round, her color i

too undimmed, ever to have weathered

spiritual storms. She seems to me more

like one of Giovanni Bellini's Madonnas,

those fair, fresh girl-mothers whom sor

row has never breathed upon to blight a

line or tint, and yet who seem to have a

prophecy written upon their faces—not of

the glory of the agony, but of the life

long sadness of a strange destiny. This

girl has some mournful prescience per

haps. Let me talk with her by and

by."

"Marietta," said a Leatherstonepaugh

in the next repose, " ifyou were not obliged

to be a model, what would you choose to

be, of all things in the world?"

This was only an entering-wedge, in

tended by insidious degrees to pry open

the heart of the girl and learn the mys

tery of her Madonna-like sadness.

Marietta looked up quickly: "\Vhat

would I be, signorina? Dio mio! butl

would wear shining clothes and ride in the

Polytheama! Giacomo says I was born

for the circus. Will le signorine see?"

In the twinkling of an eye, before the

Leatherstonepaughs could breathe, the

pensive gray raiment was drawn up to

' the length of a ballet-skirt and the foot

of the Madonna-faced nun was in the

open mouth of one of Lucca della Rob

bia's singing-boys that hung on the wall

about five feet from the floor!

"Can any of the signorine do I/mt?"

she crowed triumphantly. "I can knock

off a man's hat or black his eye with my

foot."

All the Leatherstonepaughs groaned in

doleful chorus, " A-a-a-h-h !"

And it was not until young Cain, os

tracised from the studio during the séance,

whistled in through the keyhole sympa

thetic inquiries concerning the only woe

his little soul knew, "Watty matter in

yare? Ennybuddy dut e tummuck-ache ?"

that they chorused with laughter at their

"Giovanni - Bellini Madonna."

MARGARET BERTHA V\"RIGHT.

SHELLEY.

HELLEY, the wondrous music of thy soul

Breathes in the cloud and in the skylark's song,

That float as an embodied dream along

The dewy lids of Morning. I n the dole

That haunts the west wind, in the joyous roll

Of Arethusan fountains, or among

The wastes where Ozymandias the strong

Lies in colossal ruin, thy control

Speaks in the wedded rhyme. Thy spirit gave

A fragrance to all Nature, and a tone

To inexpressive Silence. Each apart—

Earth, Air and Ocean—claims thee as its own,

The twain that bred thee, and the panting wave

That clasped thee like an overflowing heart.

J. B. TABB.
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" HE SPLENDID SADDLE-HOSS."

" F course you will live at the hotel?"

"Not at all. The idea of leaving

one's work three times a day to dress for

meals!"

"May I ask, then, where you do pro

pose to reside?"

"In the cottage on the place, to be

sure."

The Pessimist thrust his hands into

his pockets and gave utterance to a

long, low whistle.

"You don't believe it? Come over

with us and look at it, and let us tell

you our plans."

"That negro hut, Hope?

can be in earnest?"

"She is until she has seen it," said

the Invalid, smiling. "You had better

go over with her: a sight of the place

will be more effectual than all your ar

guments."

"But she /zas seen it," said Merry.

"Two years ago, when we were here

and old Uncle Nat was so ill, we went

over there."

"And I remember the house perfect

ly," added Hope—"a charming long,

low, dark room, with no windows and a

great fireplace, and the most magnificent

live-oak overhanging the roof."

"How enchanting! Let us move in

at once." The Invalid rose from his

You never

chair, and taking Merry's arm, the four

descended the piazza-steps.

"Of course," explained Hope as we

walked slowly under the grand old trees

of the hotel park—"of course the carpen

ter and the painter and the glazier are to

intervene, and Merry and I must make

no end of curtains and things. But it

will be ever so much cheaper, when all

is done, than living at the hotel, besides

being so much more cozy; and if we are

to farm, we really should be on the spot."

"Meantime, I shall retain my room at

the hotel," said the Pessimist, letting down

the bars.

"You are expected to do that," retort

ed Merry, disdaining the bars and climb

ing over the fence. " It will be quite as

much as you deserve to be permitted to

take your meals with us. But there !

can you deny that that is beautiful?"

The wide field in which we were walk

ing terminated in a high bluff above the

St. John's. A belt of great forest trees

permitted only occasional glimpses of the

water on that side, but to the northward

the ground sloped gradually down to one

of the picturesque bays which so frequent

ly indent the shores of the beautiful riv

er. Huge live-oaks stood here and there

about the field, with soft gray Spanish

moss swaying from their dark branches.
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Under the shadow of one more mighty

than the rest stood the cottage, or ra

ther the two cottages, which formed the

much-discussed residence—two unpaint

ed, windowless buildings, with not a per

pendicular line in their whole superficial

extent.

The Pessimist withdrew the stick which

held the staple and threw open the un

shapely door. There were no steps, but a

little friendly pushing and pulling brought

even the invalid within the room. There

was a moment's silence; then, from Hope,

"Oh, the magnificent chimney! Think

of a fire of four-foot lightwood on a chilly

evening!"

"I should advise the use of the chim

ney as a sleeping-room: there seems to

be none other," said the Pessimist.

" But we can curtain off this entire end

of the room. How fortunate that it should

be so large! Here will be our bedroom,

and this corner shall be for Merry. And

when we have put one of those long, low

Swiss windows in the east side, and an

other here to the south, you'll see how

pleasant it will be."

" It appears to me," he remarked per

versely, "that windows will be a super

fluous luxury. One can see out at a doz

en places already ; and as for ventilation,

there is plenty of that through the roof."

"The frame really is sound," said the

Invalid, examining with a critical eye.

"Of course it is," said Hope. " Now

let us go into the kitchen. If that is only

half as good I shall be quite satisfied."

The kitchen-door, which was simply

an old packing-box cover, with the ad

dress outside by way of doorplate, was

a veritable "fat man's misery," but as

none of the party were particularly. fat

we all managed to squeeze through.

" Two rooms !" exclaimed Hope. "How

enchanting! I had no idea that there

was more than one. What a nice little

dining -room this will make! There is

just room enough."

Us four and no more,‘ " quoted Mer

ry. " But where will the handmaiden

sleep ?"

"The kitchen is large," said the Pes

simist, bowing his head to pass into the

next room: "it will only be making one

more curtain, Merry, and she can have

this corner."

" He is converted! he really is convert

ed!" cried Merry, clapping her hands.

"And now there is only papa, and then

we can go to the sawmill to order lum

ber."

"And to the Cove to find a carpenter,"

added Hope. "Papa can make up his

mind in the boat."

We had visited Florida two years be

fore, and, charmed with the climate, the

river, the oaks, the flowers, the sweet do

nothing life, we had followed the exam

ple of so many worthy Northerners and

had bought an old plantation, intending

to start an orange-grove. We had gone

over all the calculations which are so

freely circulated in the Florida papers

—so many trees to the acre, so many

oranges to the tree: the results were fair

ly dazzling. Even granting, with a lordly

indifference to trifles worthy of incipient

millionaires, that the trees should bear

only one-fifth of the computed number

of oranges, and that they should bring

but one-third of the estimated price, still

we should realize one thousand dollars

per acre. And there are three hundred

and sixty acres in our plantation. Ah!

even the Pessimist drew a long breath.

Circumstances had, however, prevent

ed our taking immediate steps toward se

curing this colossal fortune. But now that

it had become necessary for us to spend

the winter in a warm climate, our golden

projects were revived. We would start a

grove at once. It was not until we had been

three days at sea, southward bound, that

Hope, after diligent study of an old Flor

ida newspaper, picked up nobody knows

where, became the originator of the farm

ing plan now in process of development.

"The cultivation of the crop becomes

the cultivation of the grove," she said

with the sublime assurance of utter ig

norance, "and thus we shall get our

orange-grove at no cost whatever."

She was so much in earnest that the

Invalid was actually convinced by her

arguments, which, to do her justice, were

not original, but were filched from the

enthusiastic journal before alluded to.

It was decided that we were to go to
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farming.

anything about the business except such

waifs of experience as remained to the

Invalid after thirty years' absence from

It is true none of us knew I house immediately went into committee

of the whole to decide upon one. Hope

proposed Paradise Plantation; Merry sug

gested Fortune Grove; the Pessimist hint

grandpa's farm, where he used to spend > ed that Folly Farm would be appropriate,

the holidays.

in those times, and his agricultural ex

perience had consisted principally in

cracking butternuts and riding to the

wood-lot on the ox-sled. But this was

of no consequence, as Hope and Mer

ry agreed, since there were plenty of

books on the subject, and, besides,

there were the Florida newspapers!

" I warn you I wash my hands of the

whole concern," the Pessimist had said.

"You'll never make farming pay."

"Why not ?"

"Because you won't."

"But why, because?”

"The idea of women farming!"

"Oh, well, if you come to that, I

should just like to show you what wo

men can do,” cried Merry; and this

unlucky remark of the Pessimist set

tles the business. There is no longer

any question about farming.

No one could deny that the house

was pretty, and comfortable too, when

at last the carpenter and painter had

done their work, and the curtains and

the easy-chairs and the bookshelves

had taken their places, and the great

fire of pine logs was lighted, and the

mocking-bird's song streamed in with

the sunlight through the open door and

between the fluttering leaves of the ivy

screen at the window. The piano was

always open in the evenings, with Mer

ry or the Pessimist strumming on the

keys or trying some of the lovely new

songs; and Hope would be busy at her

table with farm-books and accounts;

and the Invalid, in his easy-chair, would

be listening to the music and falling off

to sleep and rousing himself with a little

clucking snore to pile more lightwood on

the fire; and the mocking-bird in his cov

ered cage would wake too and join lusti

ly in the song, till Merry smothered him

up in thicker coverings.

The first duty was evident. "Give it

a name, I beg," Merry had said the very

first evening in the new home; and the

Holidays were in winter but this proposition was ignominiously re
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"t'se DE SECTION, s1u-r.”

jected ; and the Invalid gave the casting

vote for I-lope's selection.

The hour for work having now arrived,

the man was not slow in presenting him

self. "I met an old fellow who used to

be a sort of overseer on this very plan

tation,” the Invalid said. "He says he

has an excellent horse, and you will need

one, Hope. I told him to come and see

you."

" Which? the man or the horse?" ask

ed Merry in a low voice.

"Both, apparently," answered the Pes

simist in the same tone, "for here they

come."

"Ole man Spaffbrd," as he announced

himself, was a darkey of ancient and ven

erable mien, tall, gaunt and weather

beaten. His steed was taller, gaunter

and apparently twice as old—an inter

esting study for the osteologist if there

be any such scientific person.
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" He splendid saddle-hoss, missis," said

the old man: "good wuk-hoss too—bery

fine hoss."

"It seems to me he's rather thin," said

Hope doubtfully.

" Dat kase we didn't make no corn dis

year, de ole woman an' me, we was bofe

so bad wid de misery in the leaders"

(rheumatism in the legs). " But Sancho

won't stay pore ef you buys corn enough,

missis. He powerful good horse to eat."

Further conversation revealed the fact

that old man Spaffbrd was "de chief man

ob de chu'ch."

" What! a minister?" asked the Invalid.

"No, sah, not azatly de preacher, sah,

but l'se de nex' t'ing to dat."

"What may your office be, then, un

cle ?" asked the Pessimist.

"l'se de section, sah," answered the

old man solemnly, making a low bow.

"The sexton! So you ring the bell,

do you?"

" Not azatly de bell, sah—we ain't got no

bell—but I bangs on de buzz-saw, sah."

"What does he mean ?" asked Merry.

The Pessimist shrugged his shoulders

without answering, but the "section"

hastened to explain: "You see, missy,

when dey pass roun' de hat to buy a bell

dey didn't lift nigh enough; so dey jis‘

bought a buzz-saw and hung it up in de

chu'ch-house; an' I hangs on de buzz

saw, missy."

The chief man of the church was found,

upon closer acquaintance, to be the sub

ject of a profound conviction that he was

the individual predestinated to superin

tend our farming interests. He was so

well persuaded of this high calling that

none of us dreamed of questioning it,

and he was forthwith installed in the

coveted office. At his suggestion an

other man, Dryden by name, was en

gaged to assist old man Spafford and

take care of Sancho, and a boy, called

Solomon, to wait upon Dryden and do

chores. A few day-laborers were also

temporarily hired, the season being so

far advanced and work pressing.

carpenters were recalled, for there was

a barn to build, and hen-coops and a

pig-sty, not to speak of a fence. Hope

and Merry flitted hither and thither

The '

armed with all sorts of impossible im

plements, which some one was sure to

want by the time they had worked five

minutes with them. As for the Pessi

mist, he confined himself to setting out

orange trees, the only legitimate busi

ness, he contended, on the place. This

work, however, he performed vicarious

ly, standing by and smoking while a

negro set out the trees.

"My duties appear to be limited to

paying the bills," remarked the Invalid,

"and I seem to be the only member of

the family who cannot let out the job."

"I thought the farm was to be self

supporting?" said the Pessimist.

" Well, so it is: wait till the crops are

raised," retorted Merry.

"Henderson says," observed Hope,

meditatively, "that there are six hun

dred dollars net profits to be obtained

from one acre of cabbages."

"Why don't you plant cabbages, then?

In this seven-acre lot, for instance?"

"Oh, that would be too many. Besides,

I have planted all I could get. It is too

late to sow the seed, but old man Spaf

ford had some beautiful plants he let

me have. He charged an extra price

because they were so choice, but Iwas

glad to get the best: it is cheapest in the

end. I got five thousand of them."

"What sort are they?" asked the In

valid.

"I don't know precisely. Spafford says

he done lost the paper, and he didn't

rightly understand the name nohow,

'long o' not being able to read ; but they

were a drefful choice kind."

"Oh, bother the name!" said the Pes

simist: "who cares what it is? A cab

bage is a cabbage, I presume. But what

have you in this seven-acre lot ?"

"Those are peas. Dryden says that in

North Carolina they realize four hundred

dollars an acre from them—when they

don't freeze."

The planting being now fairly over, we

began to look about us for other amuse

ment.

" Better not ride old Sancho," remark

ed old man Spafford one day as he ob

served the Pessimist putting a saddle on

the ancient quadruped.
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"Why not, uncle? You ride him your

self, and you said he was a very fine sad

dle-horse."

"I rides he bareback. Good hoss for

lady: better not put man's saddle on,"

persisted the old man.

The Pessimist vaulted into the saddle

by way of reply, calling out, "Open the

gate, Solomon," to the boy, who was go

ing down the lane. But the words were

 

not spoken before Sancho, darting for

ward, overturned the deliberate Solomon,

leaped the gate and rushed out into the

woods at a tremendous pace. The re

sounding beat of his hoofs and energetic

cries of "Whoa! whoa!" from his rider

were wafted back upon the breeze, grad

ually dying away in the distance, and

then reviving again as the fiery steed

reappeared at the same "grand galop."

OVERTURNED SOLOMON.

The Pessimist was without a hat, and his

countenance bore the marks of many a

fray with the lower branches of the trees.

"Here, take your old beast!" he said,

throwing the bridle impatiently to Spaf- .

ford. "What sort of an animal do you

call him ?"

The " section " approached with a grin

of delight: " He waw-hoss, sah. Young

missis rid he afo' the waw, an' he used

to lady saddle; but ole marsa rid he to

de waw, an' whenebber he feel man sad

dle on he back he runs dat a way, kase

he t'ink de Yankees a'ter him ;" and he

exchanged a glance of intelligence with

Sancho, who evidently enjoyed the joke.

The Invalid, who during the progress

of our planting had spent much time in

explorations among our " Cracker " neigh

bors, had made the discovery of a most

disreputable two-wheeled vehicle, which

he had purchased and brought home in

triumph. Its wheels were of different

sizes and projected from the axle at most

remarkable angles. One seat was con

siderably higher than the other, the cush

ionslooked like so many dishevelled dark

ey heads, and the whole establishment

had a most uncanny appearance. It was

a perfect match, however, for Sancho,

and that intelligent animal, waiving for

the time his objection to having Yankees

after him, consented to be harnessed into

the vehicle and to draw us slowly and

majestically about in the pine woods.

He never objected to stopping anywhere

while we gathered flowers, and we always

returned laden with treasures to deck our

little home withal, making many a rare

and beautiful new acquaintance among

the floral riches of pine barren and ham

mock.

Meantime, peas and cabbages and

many a "green " besides grew and flour

ished under old man Spafford's fostering

care. Crisp green lettuce and scarlet

radishes already graced our daily board,

and were doubly relished from being, so

to speak, the fruit of our own toil. Para

dise Plantation became the admiration of
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all the darkey and Cracker farmers for

miles around, and it was with the great

est delight that Hope would accompany

any chance visitor to the remotest corner

of the farm, unfolding her projects and

quoting Henderson to the open-mouthed

admiration of her interlocutor.

"Have you looked at the peas, lately,

Hope?" asked the Pessimist one lovely

February morning.

"Not since yesterday : why ?"

"Come and see," was the reply; and

we all repaired to the seven-acre lot in

company. A woeful sight met our eyes

—vines nipped off and trampled down

and general havoc and confusion in all

the ranks.

"Oh, what is it ?" cried Merry in dis

may.

"It's de rabbits, missy," replied old

man Spafford, who was looking on with

great interest. "Dey'll eat up ebery bit

o' greens you got, give 'em time enough."

"This must be stopped,” said Hope

firmly, recovering from her stupor of sur

prise. "I shall have a close fence put en

tirely around the place."

"But you've just got a new fence. It

will cost awfully."

" No matter," replied Hope with great

decision: "it shall be done. The idea

of being cheated out of all our profits by

the rabbits!"

"\Vhat makes them look so yellow?"

asked the Invalid as the family was look

ing at the peas over the new close fence

some evenings later.

"Don't they always do so when they

blossom ?" asked Hope.

"How's that, Spaffbrd ?" inquired the

Pessimist.

"Dey ain't, not to say, jis‘ right," re

plied that functionary, shaking his head.

" Why, what's the matter?" asked Hope

quickly.

"Groun' too pore, I 'spec', missis.

 

"l‘r's or-1 RABBITS, MISSY."

Mighty pore piece, dis: lan' all wore

out. Dat why dey sell so cheap."

"Then won't they bear?" asked Mer

ry in despairing accents.

"Oh yes," said Hope with determined

courage. "I had a quantity of fertilizers

put on. Besides, I'll send for more. It

isn't too late, I'm sure.—We'll use it for

top-dressing, eh, Spafford ?"

"I declare, Hope, I had no idea you

were such a farmer," said the Invalid

with a pleasant smile.

"And then, besides, we don't depend

upon the peas alone," continued Hope,

reflecting back the smile and speaking

with quite her accustomed cheerfulness -.

"there are the corn and the cabbages."

"And the potatoes and cucumbers,“
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added Merry as we returned slowly to

the house by way of all the points of in

tercst—the young orange trees, Merry's

newly-transplanted wisteria and the pig

pen.

" I rather suspect that t/zere is our most

profitable crop," said the Invalid as we

seated ourselves upon the piazza which

the Pessimist had lately built before the

house. He was looking toward a tree

which grew not far distant, sheltered by

two enormous oaks. Of fair size and

perfect proportions, this tree was one

mass of glossy, dark~green leaves, amid

PICKING PEAS.

which innumerable golden fruit glim

mered brightly in the setting sunlight.

" Our one bearing tree," answered

Hope. "Yes, if we only had a thousand

like it we might give up farming."

"We shall have them in time," said the

Pessimist complacently, looking abroad

upon the straight rows of tiny trees almost

hidden by the growing crops. "Thanks

to my perseverance—-"

"And Dryden's," interpolated Merry.

"There are a thousand four-year-old

trees planted," continued the Pessimist,

not noticing the interruption. "I won

der how many oranges that tree has

borne ?"

"I suppose we have eaten some twenty

Vo’.. XXVI.—a

a day from it for the last three months,"

said Merry. '

"Hardly that," said the Invalid, "but

say fifteen hundred. And the tree looks

almost as full as ever."

" What if we should have them gather

ed and sold?" suggested Hope—"just to

see what an orange tree is really worth.

Spaffbrd says that the fruit will not be so

good later. It will shrivel at last; and

we never can eat all those oranges in

any case."

Shipping the oranges was the pleasant

est work we had yet done. There was a

certain fascination in handling the firm

golden balls, in sorting and arranging,

in papering and packing; and there was

\
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real delight in despatching the first ship

ment from the farm—the more, perhaps,

as the prospect of other shipments be

gan to dwindle. The peas, in spite of

the top-dressing, looked yellow and sick

ly. The cucumbers would not run, and

more blossoms fell off than seemed de

sirable. The Pessimist left off laughing

at the idea of farming, and spent a great '

deal of time walking about the place,

looking into things in general.

" Isn't it almost time for those cabbages

to begin to head?" he asked one day on

returning from a tour of inspection.

"Dryden says," observed Merry, "that

those are not cabbages at all: they are

collards."

"What, under the sun, are collards ?"

asked the Invalid.

"They are a coarse sort of cabbage:

the colored people like them, but they

never head and they won't sell," said

Hope, looking up from a treatise on

agricultural chemistry. " If those should

be collards !"

She laid aside her book and went out

to investigate. "At any rate, they will

be good for the pigs," she remarked on

returning.

them in that great pot of hers and give

them a mess every day. It will save

corn."

"' Never say die !' " cried the Pessimist.

"'Polly, put the kettle on, -'tle on, -'tle

on! Polly, put—‘ " '

The Invalid interposed with a remark.

"Southern peas are selling in New York

at eight dollars a bushel," he said.

" Oh, those peas! Why won't they

grow ?" sighed Merry.

The perverse things would not grow.

Quotations went down to six dollars and

to four, and still ours were not ready to

ship. The Pessimist visited the field more

assiduously than ever; Merry looked de

spondent; only Hope kept up her courage.

" Henderson says," she remarked, clos

ing that well-thumbed volume, "that one

shouldn't look for profits from the first

year's farming. The profits come the

second year. Besides, I have learned

one thing by this year's experience.

Things should not be expected to grow

as fast in winter—even a Southern win- I

"I shall have Behavior boil '

ter—as in summer. Next year we will

come earlier and plant earlier, and be

ready for the first quotations."

It was a happy day for us all when at

last the peas were ready to harvest. The

seven-acre lot was dotted over with boys,

girls and old women, laughing and joking

as they picked. Dryden and old man

Spafford helped Hope and Merry with

the packing, and the Pessimist flourish

ed the marking-brush with the greatest

dexterity. The Invalid circulated between

pickers and packers, watching the pro

ceedings with profound interest.

In the midst of it all there came a show

er. How it did rain! And it would not

leave off, or if it did leave off in the even

ing it began again in the morning with

a fidelity which we would fain have seen

emulated by our help. One day's drench

ing always proved to be enough for those

worthies, and we had to scour the coun

try in the pouring rain to beat up recruits.

Then the Charleston steamer went by in .

spite of most frantic wavings of the sig

nal-flag, and our peas were left upon the

wharf, exposed to the fury of the elements.

They all got off at last in several de

tachments, and we had only to wait for

returns. The rain had ceased as soon

as the peas were shipped, and in the

warm, bright weather which followed we

all luxuriated in company with the frogs

and the lizards. The fields and woods

were full of flowers, the air was saturated

with sweet odors and sunshine and songs

of birds. A messenger of good cheer

came to us also by the post in the shape

of a cheque from the dealer to whom we

had sent our oranges.

"Forty dollars from a single tree!"

said Hope exultantly, holding up the

slip of paper. "And that after we had

eaten from it steadily for three months!"

"The tree is an eighteen-year-old seed

ling, Spafford says," said the Invalid,

looking at the document with interest.

"If our thousand do as well in fourteen

years, Hope, we may give up planting

I cabbages, eh?"

"The price will be down to nothing by

that time," said the Pessimist, not with

out a shade of excitement, which he en

deavored to conceal, as he looked at the
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cheque. "Still, it can't go below a cer

tain point, I suppose. The newspapers

are sounder on the orange question than

on some others, I fancy."

One would have thought that we had

never seen a cheque for forty dollars be

fore, so much did we rejoice over this one,

and so many hopes of future emolument

did we build upon it.

"What's the trouble with the cucum

 

PACKING.

bers, Spaffbrd ?" asked the Pessimist as ‘ " Do you mean to say you eat such things

we passed by them one evening on our

way up from the little wharf where we

had left our sailboat.

" T'ink it de sandemanders, sah. Dey

done burrow under dat whole cucumber

patch—eat all the roots. Cucumbers can't

grow widout roots, sah."

"But the Florida Agriculturatist says

that salamanders don't eat roots," said

Hope: "they only eat grubs and worms."

Spafford shook his head without vouch

safing a reply.

"The grubs and worms probably ate

the roots, and then the salamanders ate

them," observed the Pessimist. " That is

poetical justice, certainly. If we could

only eat the salamanders now, the retri

bution would be complete."

" Sandemanders ain't no 'count to eat,"

said old man Spafford. " Dey ain't many

critters good to eat. De meat I likes best

is wile-cat."

"Wild-cat, uncle!" exclaimed Merry.

as that ?"

"Why, missy," replied the old man

seriously, "a wile-cat's 'most de properest

varmint going. Nebber eats not'ing but

young pigs and birds and rabbits, and

sich. Yankee folks likes chicken-meat,

but 'tain't nigh so good."

"Well, if they eat rabbits I think bet

ter of them," said Hope; "and here

comes Solomon with the mail-bag."

Among the letters which the Invalid

turned out a yellow envelope was con

spicuous. Hope seized it eagerly. "From

the market-man," she said. "Now we'll

see."

She tore it open. A ten-cent piece,

a small currency note and a one-cent

stamp dropped into her lap. She read

the letter in silence, then handed it to

her husband.

" Ha! ha! ha!" laughed the Pessimist,

reading it over his shoulder. "This is

the worst I e1/er heard. 'Thirty-six crates
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arrived in worthless condition; twelve

crates at two dollars; fifty, at fifty cents;

freights, drayage, commissions;—baI

ance, thirty-six cents.' Thirty-six cents

for a hundred bushels of peas! Oh, ye

gods and little fishes!"

Even Hope was mute.

Merry took the document. " It was all

because of the rain," she said. "See!

those last crates, that were picked dry,

sold well enough. If all had done as

ed the first year."

"There's the corn, at any rate," said

Hope, rousing herself. "Dryden says it's

splendid, and no one else has any near

ly as early. We shall have the first of

the market."

The corn was our first thought in the

morning, and we walked out that way

to console ourselves with the sight of its

green and waving beauty, old Spafford

being of the party. On the road we

passed a colored woman, who greeted

us with the usual "Howdy?"

" How's all with you, Sister Lucindy ?"

asked the "section."

"All standin' up, thank God! I done

come t'rough your cornfield, Uncle Spaf

ford. De coons is to wuk dar."

We hastened on at this direful news.

"I declar' !" said old Spafford as we

reached the fence. "So dey is bin' to

wuk! Done tote off halfa dozen bushel

dis bery las‘ night. Mought as well give

it up, missis. Once dey gits a taste ob it,

good-bye .-'"

"Well, that's the worst I ez/er heard!"

exclaimed the Pessimist, resorting to his

favorite formula in his dismay. "Between

the coons and the commission-merchants

your profits will vanish, Hope."

"Do you think I shall give it up so?"

asked Hope stoutly. " We kept the rab

bits out with a fence, and we can keep

the coons out with something else. It is

only a few nights‘ watching and the corn

will be fit for sale. Dryden and Solomon

must come out with their dogs and guns

and lie in wait."

" Bravo, Hope! Don't give up the

ship," said the Invalid, smiling.

"Well, if she doesn't, neither will I,"

said the Pessimist. "For the matter of

that, it will be first-rate sport, and I won

der I haven't thought of coon-hunting

before. I'll come out and keep the boys

company, and we'll see if we don't ' sar

 cumvent the rascals' yet."

And we did save the corn, and sell

it too at a good price, the hotels in the

neighborhood being glad to get posses

sion of the rarity. Hope was radiant at

, the result of her determination : the Pes

well as that we should have had our '

money back; and that's all we expect- '

simist smiled a grim approval when she

counted up and displayed her bank-notes

and silver.

"A few years more of mistakes and

, losses, Hope, and you'll make quite a

farmer,' he condescended to acknow

ledge. " But do you think you have ex

hausted the catalogue of animal pests?"

"No," said Hope, laughing. "I never

dared to tell you about the Irish potatoes.

Something has eaten them all up : Uncle

Spafford says it is gophers."

"What is a gopher?" asked Merry.

"Is it any relation to the gryphon ?"

"It is a sagacious variety of snapping

turtle," replied the Invalid, " which walks

about seeking what it may devour."

"And devours my potatoes," said Hope.

"But we have got the better of the rab

bits and the coons, and I don't despair

next year even of the gophers and sala

manders."

"Even victory may be purchased too

dearly," said the Pessimist.

"After all, the experiment has not been

so expensive a one," said the Invalid,

laying down the neatly-kept farm-ledger,

which he had been examining. " The

orange trees are a good investment—our

one bearing tree has proved that—and as

for the money our farming experiment

has cost us, we should have spent as

much, I dare say, had we lived at the

hotel, and not have been one half as

comfortable."

" It is a cozy little home," admitted the

Pessimist, looking about the pretty room,

now thrown wide open to the early sum

mer and with a huge pot of creamy mag

nolia-blooms in the great chimney.

"It is the pleasantest winter I ever

spent," said Merry enthusiastically.

" Except that dreadful evening when the
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account of the peas came," said Hope,

drawing a long breath. "But I should

like to try it again: I shall never be quite

satisfied till I have made peas and cu

cumbers profitable."

"Then, all I have to say is, that you

are destined to drag out an unsatisfied

existence," said the Pessimist.

"I am not so sure of that," said the

Invalid.

And so we turned our faces northward,

not without a lingering sorrow at leaving

the home where we had spent so many

sweet and sunny days.

"Good-bye, Paradise Plantation," said

Merry as the little white house under the

live-oak receded from our view as we

stood upon the steamer's deck.

" It was not so inappropriately named,"

said the Invalid. "Our life there has sure

ly been more nearly paradisiacal than any

other we have known."

And to this even the Pessimist assented.

LOUISE SEYMOUR HOUGHTON.

THROUGH THE YELLOWSTONE PARK TO FORT CUSTER.

CONCLUDING PAPER.

T was about 8.3o A. M. before the boat

was found, some travellers having re

moved it from the place where Baronette

had cachéd it. A half hour sufficed to

wrap a tent-cover neatly around the bot

tom and to tack it fast on the thwarts.

Then two oblongs of flat wood were nail

ed on ten feet of pine-stems and called

oars; and, so equipped, we were ready

to start.

We had driven or ridden hundreds of

miles over a country familiar to any one

who chooses to read half a dozen books

or reports; but, once across the Yellow

stone, we should enter a region of which

little has been written since Lewis and

Clarke wandered across the head-waters

of the Missouri in 1805, and had their per

ils and adventures told anonymously by

one who was to become famous for many

noble qualities of mind and heart, for

great accomplishments and unmerited

misfortunes.*

Two or three of us sat on the blufir

enjoying our after-breakfast pipes and

watching the transport of our baggage.

The gray beach at our feet stretched with

irregular outline up the lake, and offered

one prominent cape whence the boat

started for its trips across the stream.

“ Nicholas Biddle.

By 1o.3o all the luggage was over, and

then began the business of forcing reluc

tant mules and horses to swim two hun

dred yards of cold, swift stream. The

bell-mare promptly declined to lead, and

only swam out to return again to the

shore. Then one or two soldiers strip

ped and forced their horses in, but in turn

became scared, and gave it up amidst

chaff and laughter. At last a line of

men, armed with stones, drove the whole

herd of seventy-five animals into the wa

ter with demoniac howls and a shower

of missiles. Once in, they took it calmly

enough, and, the brave little foal leading,

soon reached the farther bank. One old

war-horse of recalcitrant views turned

back, and had to be towed over.

Finally, we ourselves crossed, and the

judge and I, leaving the confusion be

hind us, struck off into some open woods

over an indistinct trail. Very soon Ma

jor Gregg overtook us, and we went into

camp about 4 P. M. on a rising ground

two miles from the lake, surrounded by

woods and bits of grass-land. Here

Captain G. and Mr. E. left us, going on

with Mr. Jump for a two days' hunt.

Next day, at 7 A. M., we rode away

over little prairies and across low pine

clad hills, and saw to right and left tiny
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parks with their forest boundaries, until,

after two miles, we came to Pelican Creek,

a broad grayish stream, having, notwith

standing its swift current, a look of being

meant by Nature for stagnation. As we

followed this unwholesome-looking water

eastward we crossed some quaking, ill

smelling morasses, and at last rode out

on a spacious plain, with Mounts Lang

ford, Doane and Stevenson far to the

south-east, and Mount Sheridan almost

south-west of us. The first three are bold

peaks, while about them lie lesser hills

numberless and nameless. The day

seemed absolutely clear, yet the moun

tains were mere serrated silhouettes, dim

with a silvery haze, through which gleam

ed the whiter silver of snow in patches or

filling the long ravines. Striking across

the plain, we came upon a tent and the

horses of Captain G. and Mr. E., who

were away in the hills.

Thence we followed the Pelican Valley,

which had broadened to a wide meadowy

plain, and about ten miles from the camp

we began a rough ride up the lessening

creek from the level. The valley was

half a mile wide, noisome with sulphur

springs and steam-vents, with now and

then a gayly-tinted hill-slope, color

ed like the cafion of the Yellowstone.

Some one seeing deer above us on the

hills, Dr. T., Mr. K. and Houston rode

off in pursuit. Presently came a dozen

shots far above us, and the major, who

had followed the hunters, sent his order

ly back for pack-mules to carry the two

black-tailed deer they had killed. After

a wild scramble through bogs we began

to ascend a narrow valley with the creek

on our left. Jack Baronette "guessed

some timber might have fell on that

trail." Trail there was none in reality,

only steep hillsides of soft scoriae, stream

ing sulphur-vents and a cat's cradle of

tumbled dead trees. Every few minutes

the axes were ringing, and a way was

cleared; then another halt, and more

axe-work, until we slipped and scram

bled and stumbled on to a little better

ground, to the comfort of man and

beast. .

. Eighteen miles of this savage riding

brought us to our next camp, where, as

the shooting was said to be good and the

cattle needed rest, it was decided to re

main two days. Our tents were pitched

on a grassy knoll overlooking the main

valley, which was bounded by hills of

some three or four hundred feet high,

between which the Pelican ran slowly

with bad water and wormy trout, though

there was no lack of wholesome springs

on the hill.

Mr. C. and Mr. T. went off with Jack,

and Mr. K. with Jump, to camp out and

hunt early. The night was clear, the

thermometer down to 24° Fahrenheit,

and the ice thick on the pails when we

rose. One of our parties came in with six

deer: the captain and Mr. C. remained

out. The camp was pleasant enough to

an idling observer like myself, but it was

not so agreeable to find the mountain

side, where Mr. T. and I were looking

for game, alive with mosquitos. I lit on

a place where the bears had been en

gaged in some rough-and-tumble games:

the ground was strewed with what the lad

who was with us asserted to be bears' hair.

It looked like the wreck of a thousand

chignons, and proved, on inspection, to

be a kind of tawny-colored moss!

All night long, at brief intervals, our

mules were scared by a dull, distant noise

like a musket-shot. A soldier told me it

was a mud volcano which he had seen

the day we arrived. I then found it

marked on Hayden's map, but learned

that it had not been seen by him, and

was only so located on information re

ceived from hunters. On the morning of

August 1st I persuaded the major to walk

over and look for the volcano. We cross

ed the valley, and, guided by the fre

quent explosions, climbed the hills to

the east, and, descending on the far side,

came into a small valley full of sluggish,

ill-smelling rills, among which we found

the remarkable crater, which, as it has

not been hitherto examined by any save

hunters, I shall describe at some length.

A gradual rising ground made up of

soft sulphureous and calcareous earth

was crowned by a more abrupt rise some

thirty-five feet high, composed of tough

gray clay. This was pierced by a cone

of regular form about thirty feet across
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at top and five feet at the bottom. On

the west, about one-third of the circum

ference was wanting from a point six

feet above the lowest level, thus enabling

one to be at a distance or to stand close

by, and yet see to the bottom of the pit.

The ground all around and the shrubs

and trees were dotted thick with flakes

of dry mud, which gave, at a distance,

a curious stippled look to the mud-spat

tered surfaces. As I stood watching the

volcano I could see through the clouds

of steam it steadily emitted that the bot

tom was full of dark gray clay mud,

thicker than a good mush, and that, ap

parently, there were two or more vents.

The outbreak of imprisoned steam at in

tervals of a half minute or more threw

the mud in small fig-like masses from

five to forty feet in air with a dull, boom

ing sound, sometimes loud enough to be

heard for miles through the awful still

ness of these lonely hills. It is clear,

from the fact of our finding these mud

patches at least one hundred yards from

the crater, that at times much more vio

lent explosions take place. The constant

plastering of the slopes of the crater which

these explosions cause tends to seal up its

vent, but the greater explosions cleanse

it at times, and all the while the steam

softens the masses on the sides, so that

they slip back into the boiling caldron

below. As one faces the slit in the cone

there lies to the right a pool of creamy

thin mud, white and yellow, feebly boil

ing. It is some thirty feet wide, and must

be not more than twenty feet from the

crater: its level I guessed at sixteen feet

above that of the bottom of the crater.

After an hour's observation near to

the volcano I retired some fifty feet, and,

sheltering myself under a stunted pine,

waited in the hope of seeing a greater

outbreak. After an hour more the boil

ing lessened and the frequent explosions

ceased for perhaps fifteen minutes. Then

of a sudden came a booming sound, fol

lowed by a hoarse noise, as the crater

filled with steam, out of which shot, some

seventy-five feet in air, about a cartload

of mud. It fell over an area of fifty yards

around the crater in large or small masses,

which flattened as they struck. As soon

as it ended I walked toward the crater.

A moment later a second squirt shot out

sideways and fell in a line athwart the

mud-pool near by, crossing the spot

where I had been standing so long, and

covering me, as I advanced, with rare

patches of hot mud. Some change took

place after this in the character and con

sistency of the mud, and now, at inter

vals, the curious spectacle was afforded

of rings of mud like the smoke-rings cast

by a cannon or engine-chimney. As they

turned in air they resembled at times the

figure 8: once they assumed the form of

a huge irregular spiral some ten feet high,

although usually the figures were like

long spikes, or, more rarely, thin form

less leaves, and even like bats or de

formed birds.

I walked back over the hills to camp,

where we found Captain G. and the com

missary with the best of two deer they

had shot. Later, Mr. C. and Mr. K.

came in with four elk, so that we were

well supplied. Of these various meats

the deer proved the best, the mountain

sheep the poorest. The minimum of the

night temperature was 34° Fahrenheit.

At eighty-five hundred feet above tide

the change at sundown was abrupt. Our

camp-fires had filled the little valley with

smoke, and through it the moon rose red

and sombre above the pine-clad outlines

of the eastward hills.

The next day Mr. E. and I, who liked

to break the journey by a walk, started

early, and, following a clear trail, soon

passed the mules. We left Pelican Creek

on our right, and crossed a low divide

into a cooly,* the valley of Broad Creek:

a second divide separated this from Cafion

Creek, both of which enter the Yellow

stone below the falls.

After some six miles afoot over grassy

rolling plains and bits of wood, the com

mand overtook us, and, mounting, we

followed the major for an hour or two

through bogs and streams, where now

and then down went a horse and over

went a trooper, or some one or two held

back at a nasty crossing until the major

smiled a little viciously, when the un

* A little valley— probably from the French cou

Iisse, a narrow channel.
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lucky ones plunged in and got through

or not as might chance.

About twelve some of us held up to

lunch, the train and escort passing us.

We followed them soon through dense

woods, and at last up a small brook in

a deep ravine among boulders big and

small. At last we lost the trail at the

foot of a slope one thousand feet high

of loose stones and earth, from the top

of which a cry hailed us, and we saw

that somehow the command had got up.

The ascent was very steep, but before we

made it a mule rolled down. As he was

laden with fresh antelope and deer meat,

fell made it look as if the poor beast had

been torn limb from limb; but, as a pack

er remarked, "Mules has got an all-fired

lot of livin' in 'em ;" and the mule was re

packed and started up again. " They jist

falls to make yer mad, anyway," added

the friendly biographer of the mule.

The sheer mountain-side above us was

not to be tried mounted; so afoot, bridle

in hand, we started up, pulling the horses

after us. I had not thought it could be

as hard work as it proved. There was a

singular and unfeeling lack ofintelligence

in the fashion the horse had of diffcring

with his leader. When the man was well

blown and stopped, the horse was sure

to be on his heels, or if the man desired

to move the horse had his own opinion

and proved restive. At last, horses and

men came out on a bit of level woodland

opening into glades full of snow. We

were eighty-four hundred feet in air, on

a spur of Amethyst or Specimen Moun

tain. We had meant, having made eigh

teen miles, to camp somewhere on this

hill, but the demon who drives men to

go a bit farther infested the major that

day; so presently the bugle sounded,

and we were in the saddle again, and

off for a delusive five-mile ride. As Mr.

G. Chopper once remarked, "De mile

stones to hebben ain't set no furder apart

dan dem in dis yere land ;" and I be

lieved him ere that day was done.

The top of this great hill, which may

be some ten thousand feet in height, is

large and irregular. Our trail lay over

its south-eastern shoulder. After a lit

tle ride through the woods we came out

abruptly on a vast rolling plain sloping

to the north-east, and broadening as it

fell away from us until, with intervals of

belts of wood, it ended in a much larger

plain on a lower level, quite half a mile

' distant, and of perhaps one thousand

' acres. About us, in the coolies, the " In

dian paint-brush " and numberless flow

, ers quite strange to us all so tinted the

dried grasses of these little vales as to

make the general hue seem a lovely

pink-gray. Below us, for a mile, rolled

1 grassy slopes, now tawny from the sum

, mer's rainless heat, and set with thou

the scattering of the yet red joints as he sands of balsam-firs in groups, scattered

as with the hand of unerring taste here

and there over all the broad expanse.

Many of them stood alone, slim, tall, gra

cious cones of green, feathered low, and

surrounded by a brighter green ring of

small shoots extending from two to four

feet beyond where the lowest boughs,

touching the earth, were reflected up

from it again in graceful curves. On

all sides long vistas, bounded by these

charming trees, stretched up into the

higher spurs. Ever the same flowers,

ever the same amazing look of centu

ries of cultivation, and the feeling that

it would be natural to come of a sudden

on a gentleman's seat or basking cows,

rather than upon the scared doe and

dappled fawn which fled through the

coverts near us. Vi'e had seen many

of these parks, but none like this one,

nor any sight of plain and tree and flow

ers so utterly satisfying in its complete

beauty. lt wanted but a contrast, and,

I as we rode through and out of a line of

firs, with a cry of wonder and simple ad

miration the rudest trooper pulled up his

horse to gaze, and the most brutal mule

guard paused, with nothing in his heart

but joy at the splendor of it.

At our feet the mountain fell away

abruptly, pine-clad, and at its base the

broad plain of the East Branch of the

Yellowstone wandered through a vast

valley, beyond which, in a huge semi

circle, rose a thousand nameless moun

tains, summit over summit, snow-flecked

or snow-clad, in boundless fields—a grim,

lonely, desolate horror of rugged, barren
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peaks, of dark gray for the most part, cleft

by deep shadows, and right in face of us

one superb slab of very pale gray buttress

ed limestone, perhaps a good thousand

feet high. Ithought it the most savage

mountain-scenery I had ever beheld,

while the almost feminine and tender

beauty of the parks which dotted these

wild hills was something to bear in re

membrance.

But the escort was moving, the mules

crowding on behind our halted column;

so presently we were slipping, sliding,

floundering down the hillside, now on

steep slopes, which made one a bit ner

vous to ride along; now waiting for the

axemen to clear away the tangle of trees

crushed to earth by the burden of some

year of excessive snow; now on the

horses, now off, through marsh and thick

et. I ask myself if I could ride that ride

to-day: it seems to me as if I could not.

One so fully gets rid of nerves in that clear,

dry altitude and wholesome life that the

worst perils, with a little repetition, become

as trifles, and no one talks about things

which at home would make a newspaper

paragraph. Yet I believe each of us con

fessed to some remnant of nervousness,

some special dread. Riding an hour or

two at night in a dense wood with no trail

is an experiment I advise any man to

try who thinks he has no nerves. A good

steep slope of a thousand feet of loose

stones to cross is not much more exhil

arating: nobody likes it.

The command was far ahead of two

or three of us when we had our final sen

sation at a smart little torrent near the

foot of the hill, a tributary of the main

river. The horses dive, in a manner,

into a cut made dark by overgrowth of

trees, then down a slippery bank, scuttle

through wild waters surging to the cinche,

over vast boulders and up the farther

bank, the stirrups striking the rocks to

left or right, till horse and man draw long

breaths of relief, and we are out on the

slightly-rolling valley of the East Yellow

stone, and turn our heads away from

Specimen Mountain toward Soda Butte.

Captain G. and I, who had fallen to the

rear, rode leisurely northward athwart

the open prairie on a clear trail, which

twice crossed the shallow river, and,

leaving the main valley, carried us

up a narrowing vale on slightly rising

ground. On either side and in front rose

abrupt mountains some two thousand feet

above the plain, and below the remark

able outline of Soda Butte marked the

line of the Park boundary. Near by

was a little corral where at some time

herdsmen had settled to give their cat

tle the use of the abundant grasses of

these well-watered valleys. VVhen there

are no Indian scares, the cattle herds

men make immense marches in sum

mer, gradually concentrating their stock

as the autumn comes on and returning

to the shelter of some permanent ranche.

The very severity and steadiness of the

winters are an advantage to cattle, which

do not suffer so much from low tem

perature as from lack of food. Farther

south, the frequent thaws rot the dried

grasses, which are otherwise admirable

fodder, but in Montana the steady cold

is rather preservative, and the winds

leave large parts of the plains so free

from snow that cattle readily provide

themselves with food.

The cone of Soda Butte stands out on

the open and level plain of the valley,

an isolated beehive-shaped mass eighty

feet high, and presenting a rough ap

pearance of irregular courses of crum

bled gray stone. It is a perfectly extinct

geyser-cone, chiefly notable for its seem

ing isolation from other deposits of like

nature, of which, however, the nearer

hills show some evidence. Close to the

butte is a spring, pointed out to us by

the major's orderly, who had been left

behind to secure our tasting its delec

table waters, which have immense credit

as of tonic and digestive value. I do not

distinctly recall all the nasty tastes which

have afflicted my palate, but I am quite

sure this was one of the vilest. It was a

combination of acid, sulphur and saline,

like a diabolic julep of lucifer-matches,

bad eggs, vinegar and magnesia. I pre

sume its horrible taste has secured it a

reputation for being good when it is down.

Close by it kindly Nature has placed a

stream of clear, sweet water.

A mile or so more brought us (August
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3d) to camp, which was pitched at the

end of the valley of Soda Butte. We

had had eleven hours in the saddle, and

had not ridden over twenty-eight or thirty

miles. The train came straggling in

late, and left us time to sharpen our

appetites and admire the reach of grassy

plain, the bold brown summits around

us, and at our feet a grass-fringed lake

of two or three acres. This pond is fed

by a quick mountain-stream of a tem

perature of 45° Fahrenheit, and the only

outlet is nearly blocked up by a tangled

network ofweeds and fallen timber which

prevents the fish from escaping. The bot

tom is thick with long grasses, and food

must be abundant in this curious little

preserve. The shores slope, so that it is

necessary to use a raft to get at the deep

holes in the middle.

At breakfast next morning some one

growled about the closeness of the night

air, when we were told, to our surprise,

that the minimum thermometer mark

ed 36° as the lowest night temperature.

Certain it is, the out-of-door-life changes

one's feelings about what is cold and what

is not. While we were discussing this

a soldier brought in a five-pound trout

taken in the lake, which so excited the

fishermen that presently there was a raft

builded, and the major and Mr. T., with

bare feet, were loading their frail craft

with huge trout, and, alas! securing for

themselves a painful attack of sunburn.

I found all these large trout to have fatty

degeneration of the heart and liver, but

no worms. They took the fly well.

August 5th, under clear skies as usual,

we struck at once into a trail which for

seventeen miles might have been a park

bridle-path, a little steeper, and in places

a little boggy. Our way took us east by

north into Soda Butte Cafion, a mile wide

below, and narrowing with a gradual rise,

until at Miner's Camp it is quite closely

bounded by high hillsides, the upper lev

el of the trail being over eight thousand

feet above the sea. The ride through

this irregular valley is very noble. For

a mile or two on our left rose a grand

mass of basalt quite two thousand feet

in height, buttressed with bold outlying

rocks and presenting very regular ba

saltic columns. A few miles farther the

views grew yet more interesting, because

around us rose tall ragged gray or dark

mountains, and among them gigantic

forms of red, brown and yellow limestone

rocks, as brilliant as the dolomites of the

Southern Tyrol. These wild contrasts

of form and color were finest about ten

miles up the cafion, where lies to the

west a sombre, dark square mountain,

crowned by what it needed little fancy

to believe a castle in ruins, with central

keep and far-reaching walls. On the

brow of a precipice fifteen hundred feet

above us, at the end of the castle-wall,

a gigantic figure in full armor seemed

to stand on guard for ever. Iwatched

it long as we rode round the great base

of the hill, and cannot recall any such

striking simulation elsewhere. My guides

called it the "Sentinel," but it haunted

me somehow as of a familiar grace until

suddenly I remembered the old town of

Innspruck and the Alte Kirche, and on

guard around the tomb of the great

Kaiser the bronze statues of knight and

dame, and, most charming of all, the

king of the Ostrogoths: that was he on

the mountain-top.

Everywhere on these hills the mining

prospector has roamed, and on the sum

mit of the pass we found agroup of cabins

where certain claims have been "staked

out" and much digging done. As yet,

they are as profitable, by reason of re

moteness, as may be the mines in the

lunar mountains. With careless glances

at piles of ore which may or may not be

valuable, we rode on to camp, two miles

beyond—not very comfortably, finding

water scarce, some rain falling and a

great wealth of midges, such as we call

in upper Pennsylvania "pungies," and

needing a smudge for the routing of

them. The night was cold and dewy,

and our sufferers were wretched with

sunburn.

The doctor and George Houston here

left us, and went on to a salt-lick famous

for game, but this proved a failure, some

one having carelessly set fire to the tract.

Indeed, in summer it is hard not to start

l these almost endless fires, since a spark

or a bit of pipe-cinder will at once set the
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grasses ablaze, to the destruction of hunt

ing and the annoyance of all travellers,

to whom a fire is something which sug

gests man, and the presence of man

needs, sad to say, an explanation. At

6 A. M., August 6th, Captain G. and the

lad Lee also went off on a side-trail after

game, and with lessened numbers we

broke camp rather late, and rode into

dense woods down a steady descent on

a fair trail. The changes of vegetation

were curious and sudden—from pines

and firs to elders, stunted willows and

sparse cottonwood bending over half-dry

beds of torrents, with vast boulders tell

ing of the fierce fury of water which must

have undermined, then loosened and at

last tumbled them from the hillsides.

These streams are, in the early spring,

impassable until a cold day and night

check the thaw in the hills, and thus al

low the impatient traveller to ford.

Gradually, as we rode on, the hills to

our left receded, and on our right the

summits of Index and Pilot stood up and

took the morning—long, straggling vol

canic masses of deep chocolate-brown,

black as against the crystalline purity of

cloudless blue skies, rising in the middle

to vast rugged, irregular cones fourteen

thousand feet above tide. From the be

wildering desolateness of these savage

peaks the eye wanders to the foot-hills,

tree-clad with millions of pines, and low

er yet to the wide valley of the West

Branch of Clarke's Fork of the Yellow

stone, through which a great stream

rushes; and then, beyond the river, park

over park with gracious boundaries of fir

and pine, and over all black peak and

snow-clad dome and slope, nameless,

untrodden, an infinite army of hills be

yond hills. The startling combination

of black volcanic peaks with gray and

tinted limestone still makes every mile

of the way strange and grand. In one

place the dark rock-slopes end abruptly

in a wall of white limestone one hundred

to two hundred feet high and regular as

ancient masonry. A little below was a

second of these singular dikes, which

run for twenty miles or more.

On a rising ground where we halted to

lunch a note was found stating that Dr.

T., failing to find game at the salt-lick,

had gone on ahead. While lingering

over our lunch in leisurely fashion, en

circled by this great mass of snow and

blackness, an orderly suddenly rode up

to hasten us to camp, as Indian signs

had been seen down the valley. In a

moment we were running our horses

over a sage-plain, and were soon in

camp, which was pitched on the West

Branch in the widening valley. Dr. T.

and George Houston, it appeared, had

seen a column of smoke four miles be

low on a butte across the river. As the

smoke was steady and did not spread,

like an accidental fire, it seemed wise to

wait for the party. There being no news

of Indians, and no probability of white

travellers, it was well to be cautious. It

might be a hunters' or prospectors' camp,

or a rallying-signal for scattered bands

of Sioux, or a courier from Fort Custer.

The doubt was unpleasant, and its effect

visible in the men, two of whom already

saw Indians.

"See 'em ?" says Jack. "Yes, they're

like the Devil: youjust doesn't see 'em !"

While we pitched camp sentinels were

thrown out, and two guides went off to

investigate the cause of the fire. Hous

ton came back in two hours, and relieved

us by his statement that no trails led to

the fire, and that its probable cause was

the lightning of the storm which had

overtaken us in camp the day before.

As the day waned the tints of the great

mountains before us changed curiously.

Of a broken chocolate-brown at noon, as

the sun set their eastern fronts assumed

a soft velvety look, while little purple

clouds of haze settled in the hollows and

rifts, fringing with tender grays the long

serrated ridges as they descended to the

plain. As the sun went down the single

huge obelisk of Pilot Mountain seemed

to be slowly growing upward out of the

gathering shadows below. Presently, as

the sun fell lower, the base of the moun

tain being swarthy with the growing night

fall, all of a sudden the upper half of

the bleak cone yet in sunshine cast up

ward, athwart the blue sky, upon the

moisture precipitated by the falling tem

perature, a great dark, broadening shaft
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of shadow, keen-edged and sombre, and

spreading far away into measureless space

—a sight indescribably strange and sol

emn.

The next day's ride down Clarke's

Fork still gave us morass and mud and

bad trails, with the same wonderful views

in the distance of snow-clad hills, and,

nearer, brown peaks and gray, with end

less limestone dikes. We camped at

twelve on Crandall's Creek, a mile from

the main branch of Clarke's Fork of the

Yellowstone, and learned from the guides

that no fish exist in these ample waters.

The doubts I at first had were lessened

after spending some hours in testing the

matter. Strange as it may seem, and

inexplicable, I am disposed to think the

guides are. right. We saw two "cow

punchers," who claimed to be starving,

and were questioned with some scepti

cism. In fact, every stranger is looked

after sharply with the ever-present fear

of horse-thieves and of the possibility of

being set afoot by a night-stampede of

the stock. Our hunting-parties were still

out when I started next morning at 8.3o

to climb a huge butte opposite our camp.

I reached the top at about twelve, and

found on the verge of a precipice some

twenty-five hundred feet above the vale

a curious semicircle of stones—probably

an Indian outlook made by the Nez Percés

in their retreat. Sitting with my back

against it, I looked around me. A doe

and fawn leapt away, startled from their

covert close by. Never, even in the Alps,

have I so felt the sense of loneliness—

never been so held awestruck by the

silence of the hills, by the boundless

ness of the space before me. No breath

of air stirred, no bird or insect hover

ed near. Away to the north-west Pilot

and Index rose stern and dark; across

the valley, to the north, out of endless

snow-fields, the long regular red-and

yellow pyramid of Bear Tooth Mountain

glowed in vivid light with amazing purity

of color; while between me and it the hills

fell away, crossed by intersecting bands

of dark firs, and between marvellous de

ceits of fertile farm-lands, hedges and

orchards. Here and there on the plain

tiny lakes lit up the sombre grasses, and

lower down the valley the waters of

Clarke's Fork, now green, now white

with foam, swept with sudden curve to

the north-east, and were lost in the walls

of its cafion like a scimitar half sheathed.

On my right, across the vast grass-slopes

of this great valley, on a gradual hill

slope, rose the most remarkable of the

lime dikes I have seen. It must enclose

with its gigantic wall a space of nearly

two miles in width, in the centre of which

a wild confusion of tinted limestone strata,

disturbed by some old convulsion of Na

ture, resembles the huge ruins of a great

town.

Soon after my return to camp, C. and

the doctor came in with great triumph,

having slain four bears. I was not pres

ent on this occasion, but I am inclined

to fancy, as regards the doctor, that he

verily believed the chief end and aim of

existence for him was to kill bears, while

C. had an enthusiasm of like nature,

somewhat toned down.

After a wild ride on cayooses across

Clarke's Fork and on the glowing pink

side-slopes of Bear Tooth, and a camp

in the hills, the ponies, which are always

astray, were caught, and a game-trail fol

lowed among the mountains. Suddenly,

Houston, in a stage-whisper, exclaimed,

"We've got him! He's an old buster,

he is!" He had seen a large gray bear

—improperly called a grizzly—feeding

a mile away in a long wide cooly. A

rough, scrambling ride under cover of a

spur, amid snow-drifts and tumbled trees,

enabled the bear-hunters to tie up their

ponies and push on afoot. If a man de

sire to lose confidence in his physical pow

ers, let him try a good run with a Win

chester rifle in hand nine thousand feet

above tidewater. Rounding the edge of

a hill and crossing a snow-drift, they

came in view of Bruin sixty yards away.

He came straight toward them against

the wind, when there appeared on the

left Bruin No. 2, to which the doctor di

rected his attention. Both bears fell at

the crack of the rifles, and with grunt

and snort rolled to the foot of the cooly.

Houston climbed a snowbank to recon

noitre, aware, as there were no trees to

climb, that an open cooly was no good
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courage.

place in which to face wounded bears.

Away went the doctor.

"Let them alone, doctor," said Hous

ton. " Hold up! That valley's full of

bears." For he had seen a third.

The doctor paused a moment, and

then there was a rush down the slope.

A second shot finished one bear, and

then began a running fight of a mile,

in which wind was of more value than

Finally, Bruin No. 2 stopped.

Leaving C. to end his days, the doctor

and Houston pursued No. 3. As the

bear grew weak and they approached

him, the doctor's excitement and Hous

ton's quite reasonable prudence rose to

gether.

" Don't go down that cooly, doctor."

Then a shot or two, a growl, and the

doctor gasping, "Do you think I left my

practice to let that bear die in his bed?"

"Well, the place is full of bears," said

George; and so on they went, now a

shot and now a growl, and then a hasty

retreat of Bruin, until, utterly blown and

in full sight of his prey, the unhappy

doctor murmured in an exhausted voice,

"Give me one cool shot, George."

"Darn it!" replied George, "who's

been warming your shots?"

And this one cool shot ended the fray.

Returning, they found the judge had driv

en his bear into a thicket, and, having

probably taken out a ne exeat or an in

junction, or some such effective legal

remedy against him, awaited reinforce

ments. As George and the doctor ar

rived the bear moved out into the open,

and was killed by a final shot.

Mr. Jump informs us that one gets an

awful price out of the Chinese for bear

galls; and it is the judge's opinion that

at this supreme moment the doctor would

have taken a contract to supply all China

with bile of Bruin. I suspect our friend

George has since told at many a camp

fire how the doctor's spurs danced down

the coolies, and how the judge corralled

his bear.

We broke camp August 1oth at four,

after a night of severe cold—27° Fahren

heit—but perfectly dry and dewless. E.

and I, as usual, pushed on ahead across

Lodge Pole Creek, and so down the

valley of Clarke's Fork. An increasing

luxury of growth gave us, in wood or

swamp, cottonwood, alder, willow, wild

currants and myriads of snow-white lil

ies, and, in pretty contrast, the red or

pink paint-brush. Losing Pilot and In

dex as the windings of the main valley

hid them, and leaving them behind us,

we began to see rocks of bright colors

and more and more regular walls of sil

very gray stone. At last the widening

valley broadened, and from it diverged

five valleys, like the fingers from a hand,

each the bed of a stream. As we turned

to the left and crossed the wildly-rolling

hills, and forded Clarke's Fork to camp

by Dead Indian Creek, the novelty and

splendor of this almost unequalled view

grew and grew. As I close my eyes it

comes before me as at the call of an en

chanter. From the main valley the out

look is down five grass-clad valleys dot

ted with trees and here and there flash

ing with the bright reflection from some

hurrying stream. The mountains between

rise from two to ten thousand feet, and

are singular for the contrasts they present.

The most distant to the right were black

serrated battlements, looking as if their

darkness were vacant spaces in the blue

sky beyond. The next hill was a mass

of gray limestone, and again, on the left,

rose a tall peak of ochreous yellows,

sombre reds and grays. The hill above

our camp was composed of red and yel

low rocks, fading below to gray débris,

bounded beneath by a band of grasses,

and below this another stratum of tinted

rock; and so down to the plain. The side

view of this group showed it to be wildly

distorted, the strata lying at every angle,

coming out against the distant lava-peaks

and the green slopes below them in a

glory of tenderly-graded colors.

It seems as if it should be easy to de

scribe a landscape so peculiar, and yet

I feel that I fail utterly to convey any

sense of the emotions excited by the

splendid sweep of each valley, by the

black fierceness of the lava-peaks thrown

up in Nature's mood of fury, by the great

"orchestra of colors" of the limestone

hills, and by a burning red sunset, fill

ing the spaces between the hills with
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hazy, ruddy gold, and, when all was

cold and dark, of a sudden flooding

each grim lava-battlement with the dim

mysterious pink flush of the afterglow,

such as one may see at rare times in the

Alps or the Tyrol. In crossing the heads

of these valleys, some day to be famous

ed Clarke's Fork, the major, Jack and I

being ahead. We came out on the far

side upon a bit of strand, above and

around which rose almost perpendic

ularly the eroded banks of the stream,

some fifteen feet high. While the guides 1

broke down the bank to allow of our

horses climbing it, I was struck with a

wonderful bit of water. To my right this

tall bank was perforated by numerous 1

holes, out of which flowed an immense

volume of water. It bounded forth be

tween the matted roots and welled up

the bank, had, with its sweet moisture,

bribed the ready mosses to build it nu

merous green basins, out of which also

it poured in prodigal flood.

At this point, Dead Indian, we at first

decided to await the looked-for scout,

but on the next morning the major re

solved to leave a note on a tripod for

Mr. T., still out hunting, and to camp

and wait on top of Cafion Mountain

above us. So we left the noisy creek

and the broken tepees of Joseph and the

Nez Percés, and the buffalo and deer

bones and the rarer bones of men, and

climbed some twenty-four hundred feet

of the hill above us: then passed over a

rolling plain, by ruddy gravel -hills and

grasses gray- or pink-stemmed, to camp,

on what Mr. Baronette called Cafion

Mountain, among scattered groups of

trees having a quaint resemblance to an

old apple-orchard. Here we held coun

sel as to whether we should wait longer

for the scout, push on rapidly to Custer,

or complete our plans by turning south

ward to see the Black Cafion of the Big

Horn River. Our doubt as to the steam

boats, which in the autumn are few and

far between, and our failing provisions,

decided us to push on to the fort. Hav

ing got in all our parties, with ample |

supplies of game, we started early next

day to begin the descent from these de

lightful hills to the plains below. We

rode twenty-eight miles, descending about

thirty-seven hundred feet over boundless

rolling, grass-clad foot-hills, behind us, to

' the left, the long mountain-line bound

1 ing the rugged cafion of Clarke's Fork,

as one of the sights of the world, we ford- 1 and to the right a march of lessening

' hills, and all before us one awful vast

gray, sad and silent plain, and in dim

mest distance again the gray summits

, about Pryor's Gap. The space before us

was a vast park, thick with cactus and

sage-brush, lit up here and there—

but especially at the point where the

cafion sets free the river on to the plain

—by brilliant masses of tinted rocks or

clays in level strata overlapping one an

other in bars of red, silver, pink, yellow

and gray. With a certain sense of sad

, ness we took a last look at these snowy
below from the sand, and, higher up I

summits rising out of their green crowns

of pine and fir, and, bidding adieu to the

wholesome hills, rode on to the grim al

kali plain with the thermometer at 92°.

And now the days of bad water had

come, each spring being the nastiest, and

the stuff not consoling when once down,

but making new and unquenchable thirst,

and leaving a vile and constant taste of

magnesia and chalk. And thus, over

sombre prairies and across a wicked

ford—where, of course, the captain and

T. got their baggage wet—and past bones

of men on which were piled stones, and

the man's breeches thrown over these for

a shroud or as a remembrance of the

shrivelled thing below being human, we

followed the Nez Percés‘ trail, to camp

at four by the broad rattling waters of

Clarke. Jack reported Indians near by

—indeed saw them: guessed them to be

Bannocks, as Crows would have come

in to beg. Sentinels were thrown out on

the bluffs near us and the stock watched

with redoubled care.

I think every man who has camped

much remembers, with a distinct vivid

ness, the camp-fires. I recall happy

hours by them in Maine and Canada

and on the north shore of Lake Superior,

and know, as every lover of the woods

knows, how each wood has its character,

its peculiar odors—even a language of its
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own. The burning pine has one speech,

the gum tree another. One friend at least

who was with me can recall our camps in

Maine,

Where fragrmt hummed the moist swamp-spruce,

And tongues unknown the cedar spoke,

While halfa century’s silent growth

Went up in cheery flame and smoke.

The cottonwood burns with a rich, rud

dy, abundant blaze and a faint pleasant

aroma. Not an unpicturesque scene, our

camp-fire, with the rough figures stretch

ed out on the grass and the captain march

ing his solemn round with uttterly unfa

tigable legs, Jack and George Houston

good-humoredly chaffing, and now and

again a howl responsive to the anguish

of a burnt boot. He who has lived a life

and never known a camp-fire is— Well,

may he have thatjoy in the Happy Hunt

ing-grounds!

The next day's ride was only inter

esting from the fact that we forded

Clarke's Fork five times in pretty wild

places, where, of course, Captain G. and

the doctor again had their baggage soak

ed. The annoyance of this when, after

ten hours in the saddle, you come to fill

your tobacco-bag and find the precious

treasure hopelessly wet, your writing

paper in your brushes, the lovely pho

tographs, a desolated family presented

on your departure, brilliant with yellow

mud— I pause: there are inconceivable

capacities for misery to be had out of a

complete daily wetting of camp-traps. I

don't think the captain ever quite got

over this last day's calamity, and I doubt

not he mourns over it to-day in England.

The ride of the next two days brought

us again to rising ground, the approach

to Pryor's Gap. On the 13th Irode on

ahead with George Houston, and had

an unsuccessful buffalo-hunt. We saw

about forty head, but by no device could

we get near enough for effective shoot

ing. I had, however, the luck to kill a

buck antelope and two does. Rejoining

the command in great triumph, I found

Jump, to my amusement, waving over

his head a red cotton umbrella which

some wandering Crow had dropped on

the trail. The umbrella being, from the

Crow point of view, a highly-prized orna- .

ment, it was not strange to find it on our

trail. In an evil moment I asked Jump

to hand it to me. As he did so it fell,

open, over the nose of my cayoose. As

to what happened I decline to explain:

there have been many calumnies con

cerning what Mr. Jump called "that 'ere

horse-show."

On this day we rode through the last

' range of considerable hills, past a vast

rock which meant "medicine" of some

kind for the Indian, as its clefts were

dotted with sacrificial beads, arrows and

bits of calico. A brief scramble and a

long descent carried us through Pryor's

Gap, and out again on to boundless

plains, thick with the fresh dung of the

buffaloes, which must have been here

within two days and been hurried south

ward by Crow hunting-parties. This to

our utter disgust, as we had been prom

ised abundance of buffalo beyond Pry

or's Gap.

A thirty-mile march brought us to a

poor camp by a marshy stream. Man

and beast showed the effects of the al

kaline waters, which seemed to me more

nasty every day. There is no doubt,

however, that it is possible to become

accustomed to their use, and no lands

are more capable of cultivation than

these if the water be sufficient for irri

gation. The camp was enlivened by an

adventure of the major's, which revenged

for us his atrocious habit of rising at 3

A. M. and saying "Now, gentlemen!" as

he stood relentless at the tent-doors. C.

and I had found a cafion near by about

one hundred feet deep and having a good

bathing stream. As we returned toward

it at evening we saw the gallant major

standing barelegged on the edge of the

cafion, gesticulating wildly, his saddle

bags and toilette matters far below be

side the creek. Still suffering with the

sunburn, he had been cooling his feet

in the water preparatory to a bath, when,

lo ! a bear standing on his hind legs eat

ing berries at a distance of only about

fifteen feet! The major promptly avail

ed himself of the shelter offered by the

bank of the stream ; but once there, how

was he to escape unseen? The water

was cold, the bear big, the major shoe
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less. Perhaps a bark simulative of a

courageous dog might induce the bear

to leave. No doubt, under such inspi

rations, it was well done. The bear,

amazed at the resources of the army,

fled—alas! not pursued by the happy

major, who escaped up the cafion-wall,

leaving his baggage to a generous foe,

which took no advantage of comb or

toothbrush. How the whole outfit turn

ed out to hunt that bear, and how he

was never found, I have not space to

tell more fully.

All of twelve hours the next day we

rode on under a blinding sunlight, a

cloudless sky, over dreary, rolling, dusty

plains, where the only relief from dead

grasses was the gray sage-brush and

cactus, from the shelter of which, now

and again, a warning rattle arose or a

more timid snake fled swiftly through the

dry grasses. Tinted cones of red and

brown clays or toadstool forms of eroded

sandstone added to the strange desolate

ness of the view; so that no sorrow was

felt when, after forty miles of it, we came

upon a picturesque band of Crows with

two chiefs, Raw Hide and Tin Belly.

It was an amazing sight to fresh eyes

—the clever ponies, these bold-featured,

bareheaded, copper-tinted fellows with

bead-decked leggins, gay shirts or .none,

and their rifles slung in brilliantly-deco

rated gun-covers across the saddle-bows.

We rode down the bluffs with them to

the flat valley of Beauvais Creek, where

a few lodges were camped with the horses,

twelve hundred or more, in a grove of

lordly cottonwood—a wild and pictur

esque sight. Tawny squaws surrounded

us in crowds, begging. A match, a car

tridge, anything but a quill toothpick, was

received with enthusiasm. I rode ahead

to the ford of the Beauvais Creek, and

met the squaws driving in the cayooses.

Altogether, it was much like a loosely-or

ganized circus. Our own camp being set,

we took our baths tranquilly, watched

by the squaws seated like men on their

ponies. One of them kindly accepted a

button and my wornout undershirt.

The cottonwood tree reigns supreme

throughout this country wherever there

is moisture, and marks with its varied

shades of green the sinuous line of every

water-course. Despised even here as

soft and easily rotted, "warping inside

out in a week," it is valuable as almost

the sole resource for fuel and timber, and

as making up in speed of growth for a too

ready rate of decay. Four or five years‘

growth renders it available for rails, and I

should think it must equal the eucalyptus

for draining moist lands. Many a pretty

face is the more admired for its owner's

wealth, and were the now-despised cot

tonwood of greater market-value it could

not, I think, have escaped a reputation

for beauty. A cottonwood grove of tall

trees ten to eighteen feet in diameter, set

twenty to forty feet apart, with dark-green

shining leaves spreading high in air over

a sod absolutely free of underbrush, struck

such of us as had no Western prejudices

as altogether a noble sight. Between'

Forts Custer and Keogh the cottonwoods

are still finer, and what a mocking-bird

is among birds are these among trees

now like the apple tree, now like the

olive, now resembling the cork or the

red-oak or the Lombardy poplar, and

sometimes quaintly deformed so as to

exhibit grotesque shapes,—all as if to

show what one tree can do in the way

of mimicking its fellows.'

To our delight, General Sheridan's old

war-scout, Mr. Campbell, rode in with

letters at dusk, and we had the happiness

to learn that our long absence had made

ill news for none of us. By six next day

we were up and away to see the great

Crow camp, which we reached by cross

ing a long ford of the swift Big Horn

River. There were one hundred and

twenty lodges, about one thousand Crows,

about two thousand dogs and as many

ponies. I think it was the commissary

who dared to say that every dog could not

have his day among the Crows, as there

would not be enough days to go round;

but surely never on earth was such a

canine chorus. It gave one a respect for

Crow nerves. Let me add, as a Yankee,

my veneration for the Crow as a bargain

er, and you will have the most salient

ideas I carried away from this medley

of dogs, horses, sullen, lounging braves

with pipes, naked children warmly clad
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with dirt, hideous squaws, skin lodges,

medicine-staffs gay with bead and feath

ers, and stenches for the describing of

which civilized language fails.

Crossing a branch of the Big Horn, we

rode away again over these interminable,

lonely grass-plains; past the reaping

machines and the vast wagons, with a

dozen pairs of oxen to each, sent out to

gather forage for the winter use of the

fort; past dried-up streams, whitewash

ed with snowy alkaline deposits, cheat

ing the eye at a distance with mockery

of foaming water. Still, mile on mile,

across rolling lands, with brief pause at

the river to water horses, scaring the gay

little prairie-dogs and laughing at the

swift scuttle away of jack-rabbits, until

by noon the long lines of Custer came

into sight.

These three days of sudden descent

from high levels to the terrible monotony

of the thirsty plains, without shade, with

the thermometer still in the nineties, be

gan to show curiously in the morale of

the outfit. The major got up earlier and

rode farther: our English captain walk

ed more and more around the camp-fire.

On one day the coffee gave out, and on

the next the sugar, and everything ex

cept the commissary's unfailing good

humor, which was, unluckily, not edible.

Mr. T. rode in silence beside the judge,

grimly calculating how soon he could

get a railroad over these plains. Even

the doctor fell away in the "talk" line.

Says Mr. Jump: "These 'ere plains ain't

as social as they might be." Some one

is responsible for the following brief effort

to evolve in verse the lugubrious elements

of a ride over alkali plains with failing

provender, weary horses, desiccating heat

and quenchless thirst:

Silent and weary and sun-baked, we rode o'er the

alkaline grass-plains,

Into and out of the coolies and through the gray green

of the sage-brush—

All the long line of the horses, with jingle of spur and

of bridle,

VOL. XXVl.—3

All the brown line of the mule-train, tired and foot

sore and straggling;

Nothing to right and to left, nothing before and be

hind us,

Save the dry yellowing grass, and afar on the hazy

horizon,

Sullen, and grim, and gray, sunburnt, monotonous

sand-heaps.

So we rode, sombre and listléss, day after day, while

the distance

Grew as we rode, till the eyeballs ached with the

terrible sameness.

By this time the command was straggling

in a long broken line, all eyes set on the

fort, where, about 1.3o, we dismounted

from our six hundred miles in the saddle

to find in the officers' club-room a hearty

welcome and the never-to-be-forgotten

sensation of a schooner of iced Milwau

kee beer. From Fort Custer we rode a

hundred and thirty miles in ambulances

to Fort Keogh. This portion of our jour

ney took us over the line to be follow

ed by the Northern Pacific Railroad, and

gave us a good idea of the wealthy grass

lands, capable of easy irrigation, border

ing the proposed line of rail. The river

is navigable to Custer until the middle of

September, and in wet seasons still later.

Already, much of the best land is taken

up, and we were able to buy chickens if

we could shoot them, and eggs and pota

toes, the latter the best I have seen in any

country. The river is marked by ample

groves of superb cottonwoods and by im

mense thickets of the wild prairie-rose

and moss-rose, while the shores are end

lessly interesting' and curious, especially

the left bank, on account of the singu

lar forms of the mud and sandstone hills,

along which, in places, lie for miles black

level strata of lignite. At Fort Keogh we

took a steamer to Bismarck, whence we

travelled by rail on the Northern Pacific

road, reaching home September 9th. We

hadjourneyed sixty-five hundred miles

on horses, six hundred; by ambulances,

four hundred; by boat, six hundred' and

seventy-five.

'S. WEIR MITCHELL, M. D.
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ADAM AND EVE.

CHAPTER XIX.

UNT I-lEPZIBAH'S house stood well

up the hill, far enough away from

the village to escape the hubbub and con

fusion which during the removal of any

considerable store of spirit were most cer

tain to prevail.

Hidden away in the recesses of a tor

tuous valley, amid hills whose steep sides

bristled with tier after tier of bare, broken

rocks, to reach or to leave Polperro by

any other mode than on foot was a task

of considerable difficulty. Wagons were

unknown, carts not available, and it was

only at the risk of his rider's life and limbs

that any horse ventured along the peril

ous descents and ascents of the old Tal

land road. Out of these obstacles, there

fore, arose the necessity for a number of

men who could manage the drays, dor

sals and crooks which were the more

common and favored modes of convey

ance. With the natural love of a little

excitement, combined with the desire to

do as you would be done by, it was only

thought neighborly to lend a hand at

whatever might be going on; and the

general result of this sociability was that

half the place might be found congrega

ted about the house, assisting to the best

of their ability to impede all progress and

successfully turn any attempt at work into

confusion and disorder.

To add to this tumult, a keg of spirits

was kept on tap, to which all comers

were made free, so that the crowd grew

first noisy and good-tempered, then riot

ously merry and quarrelsomely drunk,

until occasions had been known when a

general fight had ensued, the kegs had

got burst open and upset, the men who

were hired to deliver them lay madden

ed or helpless in the street, while the

spirit for which liberty and life had been

risked flowed into the gutters like so much

water.

In vain had Adam, to whom these

scenes afforded nothing but anger and

disgust, used all his endeavors to per

suade his fellow-workers to give up run

ning the vessel ashore with the cargo

in her. The Polperro men, except un

der necessity, turned a deaf ear to his

entreaties, and in many cases preferred

risking a seizure to foregoing the fool

hardy recklessness of openly defying the

arm of the law. The plan which Adam

would have seen universally adopted

here, as it was in most of the other

places round the coast, was that of drop

ping the kegs, slung on a rope, into the

sea, and (securing them by an anchor)

leaving them there until some convenient

season, when, certain of not being dis

turbed, they were landed, and either re

moved to a more distant hiding-place or

conveyed at once to their final destina

tion. But all this involved immediate

trouble and delay, and the men, who

without a complaint or murmur would

endure weeks of absence from their

homes, the moment those homes came

in sight grew irritable-under control and

impatient of all authority.

With a spirit of independence which

verged on rebellion, with an uncertain

temperament in which good and bad

lay jostled together so haphazard that

to calculate which at any given moment

might come uppermost was an impossibil

ity, these sons of the sea were hard to lead

and impossible to drive. Obstinate, cred

ulous, superstitious, they looked askant

on innovation and hated change, fearing

lest it should turn away the luck which

they vaunted in the face of discretion,

making it their boast that so many years

had gone by since any mischance had

overtaken the Polperro folk that they

could afford to laugh at the soldiers be

fore their faces and snap their fingers

at the cruisers behind their backs.

Under these circumstances it was not

to be supposed that Adam's arguments

proved very effective: no proposition he

made was ever favorably received, and

this one was more than usually unpop

ular. So, in spite of his prejudice against
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a rule which necessitated the sequence

.of riot and disorder, he had been forced

to give in, and to content himself by using

his authority to control violence and stem

as much as possible the tide of excess. It

was no small comfort to him that Eve

was absent, and the knowledge served

to smooth his temper and keep down his

irritability. Besides which, his spirits had

risen to no common height, a frequent

result of the reaction which sets in after

great emotion, although Adam placed

his happy mood to the credit of Eve's

kind words and soft glances.

It was late in the afternoon before the

kegs were all got out and safely cleared

off; but at length the last man took his

departure, the visitors began to disperse,

Uncle Zebedee and Jerrem disappeared

with them, and the house was left to.

the undisturbed possession of Joan and

Adam.

" I shall bring Eve back when I come,"

Adam said, reappearing from the smart

ening up he had been giving to himself.

"All right!" replied Joan, but in such

a weary voice that Adam's heart smote

him for leaving her sitting there alone,

and with a great effort at self-sacrifice he

said, "Would you like to go too?"

" Iss, ifI could go two p'r'aps I should,"

retorted Joan, "but as I'm only one

p'r'aps I might find myself one in the

way. There, go along with 'ee, do!" she

added, seeing him still hesitate. "You

knaw if there'd bin any chance 0' my

goin' you wouldn't ha' axed me."

A little huffed by this home-thrust,

Adam waited for nothing more, but,

turning away, he closed the door after

him and set off at a brisk pace up the

Lansallos road, toward Aunt Hepzibah's

house.

The light had now all but faded out,

and over everything seaward a cloudy

' film of mist hung thick and low; but this

would soon lift up and be blown away,

leaving the night clear and the sky bright

with the glitter of a myriad stars, beneath

whose twinkling light Adam would tell

his tale of love and hear the sweet reply;

and at the thought a thousand hopes

leaped into life and made his pulses

quicken and his nerves thrill. Strive as

he might, arrived at Aunt I-Iepzibah's he

could neither enter upon nor join in any

general conversation; and so marked

was his silence and embarrassed his

manner that the assembled party came

to the charitable conclusion that some

thing had gone wrong in the adjustment

of his liquor; and knowing it was ticklish

work to meddle with a man who with a

glass beyond had fallen a drop short,

they made no opposition to Eve's speedy

preparations for immediate departure.

"Oh, Eve," Adam exclaimed, giving

vent to deep-drawn sighs of relief as,

having turned from the farm-gate, they

were out of sight and hearing of the

house, "I hope you're not vexed with me

for seeming such a fool as I've been feel

ing there. 1 have been so longing for the

time to come when I could speak to you

that for thinking of it I couldn't talk about

the things they asked me of."

"Why, whatever can you have to say

of so much importance ?" stammered Eve,

trying to speak as if she was unconscious

of the subject he was about to broach;

and this from no coquetry, but because

of an embarrassment so allied to that

which Adam felt that if he could have

looked into her heart he would have seen

his answer in its tumultuous beating.

"I think you know," said Adam soft

ly; and as he spoke he stooped to catch

a glimpse of her averted face. " It's only

what I'd on my lips to say last night, only

the door was opened before I'd time to

get the words out, and afterward you

wouldn't so much as give me a look,

although," he added reproachfully, "you

sat up ever so long after I was gone, and

only ran away when you thought that I

was coming."

"No, indeed I didn't do that," said

Eve earnestly: "that was Joan whom

you heard. I went up stairs almost the

minute after you left."

" Is that really true ?" exclaimed Adam,

seizing both her hands and holding them

tight within his own. "Eve, you don't

know what I suffered, thinking you were

caught by Jerrem's talk and didn't care

whether I felt hurt or pleased. I lay

awake most of the night, thinking whe

ther it could ever be that you could care
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for me as by some magic you've made

me care for you. I fancied—"

But here a rustle in the hedge made

them both start. ' Adam turned quickly

round, but nothing was to be discovered.

"'Twas, most-like, nothing but a stoat

or a rabbit," he said, vexed at the inter

ruption: "still, 'tis all but certain there'll

be somebody upon the road. VVould you

mind crossing over to the cliff? 'Tis only

a little bit down the other side."

Eve raised no objection, and, turning,

they picked their way along the field, got

over the gate and down through the tan

gle of gorse and brier to the path which

ran along the Lansallos side of the cliff.

Every step of the way was familiar to

Adam, and he so guided Eve as to bring

her down to a rough bit of rock which

projected out and formed a seat on a

little flat of ground overhanging a deep

gully.

"There!" he said, in a tone of satis

faction, "this isn't so bad, is it? You

won't feel cold here, shall you?"

"No, not a bit," said Eve.

Then there was a pause, which Eve

broke by first giving a nervous, half

suppressed sigh, and then saying, " It's

very dark to-night, isn't it ?"

"Yes," said Adam, who had been

thinking how he should best begin his

subject. "I thought the mist was going

to clear off better than this, but that

seems to look like dirty weather blow

ing up ;" and he pointed to the watery

shroud behind which lay the waning

moon.

"I wish a storm would come on," said

Eve: "I should so like to see the sea

tossing up and the waves dashing over

everything."

" What! while we two are sitting here?"

said Adam, smiling.

"No: of course I don't mean now, this

very minute, but some time."

"Some time when I'm away at sea ?"

put in Adam.

Eve gave a little shudder: "Not for

the world! I should be frightened to

death if a storm came on and you away.

But you don't go out in very bad weath

er, do you, Adam ?"

"Not if I can help it, I don't," he an

swered. "Why, would you mind if I

did?" and he bent down so that he

could look into her face. "Eh, Eve,

would you?"

His tone and manner conveyed so

much more than the words that Eve

felt it impossible to meet his gaze.' "I

don't know." she faltered. "What do

you ask me for?"

"What do I ask you for ?" he repeat

ed, unable longer to repress the passion

ate torrent which he had been striving to

keep under. "Because suspense seems

to drive me mad. Because, try as I may,

I can't keep silent any longer. I want

ed. before I said more, to ask you about

somebody you've left behind you at Lon

don; but it's of no use. No matter what

he may be to you, I must tell you that I

love you, Eve—that you've managed in

this little time to make every bit of my

heart your own."

"Somebody in London ?" Eve silently

repeated. " Who could he mean? Not

Reuben May: how should he know about

him ?"

The words of love that followed this

surprise seemed swallowed up in her

desire to have her curiosity satisfied

and her fears set at rest. "What do you

mean about somebody I've left in Lon

don?" she said; and the question, ab

ruptly put, jarred upon Adam's excited

mood, strained as his feelings were, each

to its utmost tension. This man she had

left behind, then, could even at a mo

ment like this stand uppermost in her

mind.

"A man, I mean, to whom, before you

left, you gave a promise ;" and this time,

so at variance was the voice with Adam's

former tones of passionate avowal, that,

coupled with the shock of hearing that

word "promise," Eve's heart quailed,

and to keep herself from betraying her

agitation she was forced to say, with an

air of ill-feigned amazement, "A man I

left? somebody I gave a promise to? I

really don't know what you mean."

"Oh yes, you do ;" and by this time

every trace of wooing had passed from

Adam's face, and all the love so late set

flowing from his heart was choked and

forced back on himself. "Try and re
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member some fellow who thinks he's got

the right to ask how you're getting on

among the country bumpkins, whether

you ain't tired of them yet, and when

you're coming back. Perhaps," he add

ed, goaded on by Eve's continued si

lence, " 'twill help you if I say 'twas the

one who came to see you off aboard the

Mary Jane. I suppose you haven't for

got /zim?"

Eve's blood boiled at the sneer con

veyed in Adam's tone and look. Rais

ing her eyes defiantly to his, she said,

"Forgotten him? Certainly not. If you

had said anything about the Mary Jane

before I should have known directly who

you meant. That person is a very great

friend of mine."

" Friend?" said Adam.

" Yes, friend—the greatest friend I've

got."

" Oh, I'm very glad I know that, be

cause I don't approve of friends. The

woman I ask to be my wife must be con

tented with me, and not want anything

from anybody else."

" A most amiable decision to come to,"

said Eve. "I hope you may find some

body content to be so dictated to."

"I thought I had found somebody al

ready," said Adam, letting a softer inflec

tion come into his voice. "I fancied that

at least, Eve, you were made out of differ

ent stuff to the women who are always

hankering to catch every man's eye."

"And pray what should make you alter

your opinion? Am I to be thought the

worse of because an old friend, who had

promised he would be a brother to me,

offers to see me off on my journey, and

I let him come? You must have a very

poor opinion of women,‘Adam, or at least

a very poor opinion of me."

And the air of offended dignity with

which she gave this argument forced

Adam to exclaim, " Oh, Eve, forgive

me if I have spoken hastily: it is only

because I think so much more of you—

place you so much higher than any other

girl I ever saw—that makes me expect

so much more of you. Of course," he

continued, finding she remained silent,

"you had every right to allow your friend

to go with you, and it was only natural

he should wish to do so; only when I'm

so torn by love as I am I feel jealous of

every eye that's turned upon you: each

look you give another seems something

robbed from me."

Eve's heart began to soften: her in

dignation was beginning to melt away.

"And when I heard he was claiming

a promise, I—"

"What promise?" said Eve sharply.

"What promise did you give him ?" re

plied Adam warily, suspicion giving to

security another thrust.

"That's not to the point," said Eve.

"You sayl gave him a promise: I ask

what that promise was?"

"The very question I put to you. I

know what he says it was, and I want to

hear if what he says is true. Surely," he

added, seeing she hesitated, "if this is

only a friend, and a friend who is to be

looked on like a brother, you can't have

given him any promise that if you can

remember you can't repeat."

Eve's face betrayed her displeasure.

"Really, Adam," she said, "I know of

no right that you have to take me to

task in this manner."

"No," he answered: "I was going to

ask you to give me that right when you

interrupted me. However, that's very

soon set straight. I've told you I love

you: now I ask you if you love me,

and, if so, whether you will marry me?

After you've answered me I shall be

able to put my questions without fear

of offence."

"Will you, indeed?" said Eve. "I

should think that would rather depend

upon what the answer may be."

"Whatever it may be, I'm waiting for

it," said Adam grimly.

" Let me see: I must consider what

it was I was asked," said Eve. "First,

if—"

"Oh, don't trouble about the first: I

shall be satisfied of that if you answer

the second and tell me you will accept

me as a husband."

"Say keeper."

"Keeper, if that pleases you better."

"Thank you very much, but I don't

feel quite equal to the honor. I'm not

so tired yet of doing what pleases my
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self that I need submit my thoughts and

looks and actions to another person."

"Then you refuse to be my wife?"

"Yes, I do."

"And you cannot return the love I offer

you ?"

Eve was silent.

" Do you hear?" he said.

"Yes, I hear."

"Then answer: have I got your love,

or haven't I ?"

"Whatever love you might have had,"

she broke out passionately, "you've taken

care to kill."

"Kill!" he repeated. " It must have

been precious delicate if it couldn't stand

the answering of one question. Look

here, Eve. When I told you I had giv

en you my heart and every grain of love

in it, I only spoke the truth; but unless

you can give me yours as whole and as

entire as I have given mine, 'fore God

I'd rather jump off yonder rock than face

the misery that would come upon us both.

I know what 'tis to see another take what

should be yours—to see another given

what you are craving for. The torture

of that past is dead and gone, but the

devil it bred in me lives still, and woe

betide the man or woman who rouses

it!"

Instinctively Eve shrank back: the

look of pent-up passion frightened her

and made her whole body shiver.

"There! there! don't alarm yourself,"

said Adam, passing his hand over his

forehead as if to brush away the traces

which this outburst had occasioned: "I

don't want to frighten you. All I want

to know is, can you give me the loveI

ask of you ?"

"I couldn't bear to be suspected," fal

tered Eve.

"Then act so that you would be above

suspicion."

"With a person always on the watch,

looking out for this and that, so that one

would be afraid to speak or open one's

mouth, I don't see how one could possibly

be happy," said Eve. "All one did, all

one said, might be taken wrongly, and

when one were most innocent one might

be thought most guilty. No: I don't

think I could stand that, Adam."

"Very well," he said coldly. " If you

feel your love is too weak to bear that,

and a great deal more than that, you are

very wise to withhold it from me: those

who have much to give require much in

return."

"Oh, don't think I haven't that in me

which would make my love equal yours

any day," said Eve, nettled at the doubt

which Adam had flung at her. "If I

gave any one my heart, I should give it

all; but when I do that I hope it will be

to somebody who won't doubt me and

suspect me."

"Then I'd advise you not to give them

cause to," said Adam.

"And I'd advise you to keep your cau

tions for those that need them," replied

Eve, rising from where she had been sit

ting and turning her face in the direction

of home.

"Oh, you needn't fear being troubled

by any more I shall say," said Adam:

" I'm only sorry that I've been led to say

what I have."

" Pray don't let that trouble you : such

things, with me, go in at one ear and out

at the other."

" In that case I won't waste any more

words," said Adam; "so if you can keep

your tongue still you needn't fear being

obliged to listen to anything I shall say."

Eve gave a little scornful inclination of

her head in token of the accepted silence

between them, and in silence the two

commenced their walk and took their

way toward home.

CHAPTER XX.

EXCEPT the long surging roll of the

waves, as in monotonous succession they

dashed and broke against the rocks, not

a sound was to be heard. The night had

grown more lowering: the sprinkle of

stars was hid behind the dense masses

of cloud, through which, ever and anon,

the moon, with shadowy face, broke out

and fecbly cast down a glimmering light.

Below, the outspread stretch of water lay

dark and motionless, its glassy surface

cold and glittering like steel. Walking

a little in the rear of Adam, Eve shud
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dered as her eyes fell on the depths, over

whose brink the narrow path they trod

seemed hanging. lnstinctively she shrank

closer to the cliff-side, to be caught by the

long trails of bramble which, with brack

en and gorse, made the steep descent a

bristly wall. Insensibly affected by ex

ternal surroundings, unused to such com

plete darkness, the sombre aspect of the

scene filled her with nervous apprehen-\

sion: every bit of jutting rock she stum

bled against was a yawning precipice,

and at each step she took she died some

different death. The terrors of her mind

entirely absorbed all her former indiffer

ence and ill-humor, and she would have

gladly welcomed any accident which

would have afforded her a decent pre

text for breaking this horrible silence.

But nothing occurred, and they reached

the open piece of green and were close

on the crumbling ruins of St. Peter's

chapel without a word having passed

between them. The moon struggled out

with greater effort, and, to Eve's relief,

showed that the zigzag dangers of the

path were past, and there was now noth

ing worse to fear than what might happen

on any uneven grassy slope. Moreover,

the buzz of voices was near, and, though

they could not see the persons speaking,

Eve knew by the sound that they could

not be very far distant. Having before

him the peculiar want of reticence gener

ally displayed by the Polperro folk, Adam

would have given much to have been in

a position to ask Eve to remount the hill

and get down by the other side; but un

der present circumstances he felt it im

possible to make any suggestion: things

must take their course. And without a

word of warning he and Eve gained the

summit of the raised elevation which

formed a sheltered background to this

favorite loitering-place, at once to find

themselves the centre of observation to

a group of men whose noisy discussion

they had apparently interrupted.

"Why, 'tis my son Adam, ain't it?"

exclaimed the voice of Uncle Zebedee;

and at the sound of a little mingled

hoarseness and thickness Adam's heart

sank within him.—"And who's this he's | fears.

a got with un, eh ?"

"'Tis me, Uncle Zebedee," said Eve,

stepping down on to the flat and advan

cing toward where the.old man stood

lounging—" Eve, you know."

" Awh, Eve, is it?" exclaimed Zebedee.

"Why, how long's t'wind veered round

to your quarter, my maid? Be you two

sweetheartin' then, eh ?"

" I've been all day up to Aunt Hepzi

bah's," said Eve quickly, endeavoring to

cover her confusion, "and Adam came

to fetch me back: that's how it is we're

together."

"Wa-al, but he needn't ha' fetched 'ee

'less he'd got a mind for yer company, I

s‘pose," returned Zebedee with a mean

ing laugh. "Come, come now: 't 'ull

niver do for 'ee to try to cabobble Uncle

Zibedee. So you and Adam's courtyin',

be 'ee? \Va-al, there's nuffin' to be said

agen that, I s‘pose ?" and he looked round

as if inviting concurrence or contradic

tion.—" Her's my poor brother Andrer's

little maid, ye knaw, shipmates"—and

here he made a futile attempt to present

Eve to the assembled company—" what's

dead—and drownded—and gone to Da

vy's locker; so, notwithstandin' I'd lash

ins sooner 'twas our Joan he'd ha' fix-'d

on—Lord ha' massy !" he added paren

thetically, "Joan's worth a horsgead o'

she—still, what's wan man's mate's an

other man's pison; and, howsomedever

that lies, I reckon it needn't go for to

hinder me fra' drinkin' their healths in

a drap o' good liquor. So come along,

my hearties ;" and, making a movement

which sent him forward with a lurch, he

began muttering something about his sea

legs, the effect of which was drowned in

the shout evincing the ready satisfaction

with which this proposal for friendly con

viviality was hailed.

Eve drew in her breath, trying to gather

up courage and combat down the horrible

suspicion that Uncle Zebedee was not

quite himself, didn't exactly know what

he was saying, had taken too much to

drink. Vi/’ith congratulatory intent she

found herself jostled against by two or

three others near her, whose noisy glee

and uncertain gait only increased her

What should she do? Where

| could she go? What had become of
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Adam? Surely he would not go and

leave her amongst—

But already her question was answered

by a movement from some one behind,

who with a dexterous interposition suc

ceeded in placing himself between Uncle

Zebedee and herself.

"Father," and Adam's voice sound

ed more harsh and stern than usual,

"leave Eve to go home as she likes:

she's not used to these sort o' ways,

and she will not take things as you

mean them."

"Eh! what? How not mane 'em ?"

exclaimed old Zebedee, taken aback by

his son's sudden appearance. "I arn't

a said no harm that I knaws by: there's

no 'fence in givin' the maid a wet wel

come, I s‘pose."

A buzz of dissatisfaction at Adam's in

terference inspired Zebedee with renewed

confidence, and with two or three sways

in order to get the right balance he man

aged to bring himself to a standstill right

in front of Adam, into whose face he

looked with a comical expression of de

fiance and humor as he said, "Why,

come 'long with us, lad, do 'ee, and

name the liquor yerself, and see it passes

round free and turn and turn about: and

let's hab a song or two, and get up Rozzy

Treloar wi' his fiddle, and Zeke Orgall

there 'ull dance us a hornpipe;" and he

began a double-shuffle with his feet, add

ing, as his dexterity came to a sudden

and somewhat unsteady finish, "Tis a ill

wind that blows nobody no good, and a

poor heart what never rejices." '

Eve during this time had been vainly

endeavoring to make her escape—an im

possibility, as Adam saw, under existing

circumstances; and this decided him to

use no further argument; but, with his

arm put through his father's and in com

pany with the rest of the group, he ap

parently conceded to their wishes, and,

motioning Eve on, the party proceeded

along the path, down the steps and to

ward the quay, until they came in front

of the Three Pilchards, now the centre

of life and jollity, with the sound of voices

and the preparatory scraping of a fiddle

to enhance the promise of comfort which

glowed in the ruddy reflection sent by the

bright lights and cheerful fire through the

red window-curtain. -

"Now, father," exclaimed Adam with

a resolute grip of the old man's arm,

"you and me are homeward bound.

We'll welcome our neighbors some other

time, but for this evening let's say good

night to them."

"Good-night ?" repeated Zebedee : "how

good-night? Why, what 'ud be the manin'

o' that? None o' us ain't agoin' to part

company here, I hopes. We'm all goin'

to cast anchor to the same moorin's—eh,

mates ?"

"No, no, no!" said Adam, impatient

ly: "you come along home with me

now."

"lss, iss, all right!" laughed the old

man, trying to wriggle out of his son's

grasp; "only not just yet a whiles. I'm

agoin' in here to drink your good health,

Adam lad, and all here's a-comin' with

me—ain't us, hearties ?"

"Pack of stuff! Drink my health?" ex

claimed Adam. " There's no more reason

for drinking my health to-night than any

other night. Come along now, father:

you've had a hard day of it, you know,

and when you get home you can have

whatever you want quietly by your own

fireside."

But Zebedee, though perfectly good

humored, was by no means to be per

suaded: he continued to laugh and writhe

about as if the fact of his detention was

merely a good joke on Adam's part, the

lookers-on abetting and applauding his

determination, until Adam's temper could

restrain itself no longer, and with no very

pleasant explosion of wrath he let go his

hold and intimated that his father was

free to take what course pleased him

most.

" That's right, lad!" exclaimed old

Zebedee heartily, shaking himself to

gether. "You'm a good son and a capi

tal sailor-man, but you'm pore company,

Adam—verra pore company."

And with this truism (to which a gen

eral shout gave universal assent) ringing

in his ears, Adam strode away up the

street with all possible speed, and was

standing in front of the house-door when

he was suddenly struck by the thought
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of what had become of Eve. Since they

had halted in front of the Three Pilchards

he had seen nothing of her: she had dis

appeared, and in all probability had made

her way home.

The thought of having to confront her

caused him to hesitate: should he go in ?

\Vhat else could he do? where had he to

go? So, with a sort of desperation, he

pushed open the door and found himself

within the sitting-room. It was empty;

the fire had burnt low, the wick of the

unsnuffed candle had grown long; evi

dently Eve had not returned; and with

an undefined mixture of regret and relief

Adam sat down, leaned his arms on the

table and laid his head upon them.

During the whole day the various ex

citements he had undergone had so kept

his mind on the stretch that its powers of

keen susceptibility seemed now thorough

ly exhausted, and in place of the acute

pain he had previously suffered there

had come a dull, heavy weight of de

spair, before which his usual force and

determination seemed vanquished and

powerless. The feeling uppermost was

a sense of the injustice inflicted on him

—that he, who in practice and principle

was so far removed above his neighbors,

should be made to suffer for their follies

and misdeeds, should have to bear the

degradation of their vices. As to any

hope of reclaiming them, he had long

ago given that up, though not without a

certain disappointment in the omniscience

of that Providence which could refuse the

co-operation of his valuable agency.

Adam suffered from that strong belief

in himself which is apt, when carried to

excess, to throw a shadow on the highest

qualities. Outstepping the Pharisee, who

thanked God that he was not like other

men, Adam thanked himself, and fed his

vanity by the assurance that had the Po1

perro folk followed his lead and his ad

vice they would now be walking in his

footsteps; instead of which they had de

spised him as a leader and rejected him

as a counsellor, so that, exasperated by

their ignorance and stung by their ingrat

itude, he had cast them off and abandon

ed them for ever; and out of this disap

pointment had arisen a dim shadow of

some far-off future wherein he caught

glimpses of a new life filled with fresh

hopes and successful endeavors.

From the moment his heart had open

ed toward Eve her image seemed to be

associated with these hitherto undefined

longings: by the light of her love, of her

presence, her companionship, all that had

been vague seemed to take shape and'

grow into an object which was real and

a purpose to be accomplished; so that

now one of the sharpest pricks from the

thorn of disappointment came of the

knowledge that this hope was shatter

ed and this dream must be abandoned.

And, lost in moody retrospection, Adam

sat stabbing desire with the sword of

despair.

"Let me be! let me be!" he said in

answer to some one who was trying to

rouse him.

"Adam, it's me: do look up;" and in

spite of himself the voice which spoke

made him lift his head and look at the

speaker. "Adam, I'm so sorry!" and

Eve's face said more than her words.

"You've nothing to be sorry for," re

turned Adam sullenly.

"I want you to forgive me, Adam,"

continued Eve.

"I've nothing to forgive."

"Yes, you have ;" and a faint flush of

color came into her cheeks as she added

with hesitating confusion, "You know I

didn't mean you to take what I said as

you did, Adam; because"—and the col

or suddenly deepened and spread over

her face—"bec-ause I do care for you

very much indeed,"

Adam gave a despondent shake of his

head. "No, you don't," he said, stead

ily averting his eyes; "and a very good

thing too. I don't know who that wasn't

forced to it would willingly have anything

to do with such a God-forsaken place as

this is. I only know I'm sick of it, and

of myself and my life, and everything in

it."

"Oh, Adam, don't say that—don't say

you're sick of life. At least, not now;"

and she turned her face so that he might

read the reason.

"And why not now ?" he asked stolidly.

"What have I now that I hadn't before 2"'
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"Why, you've got me."

"You? You said you couldn't give me

the love I asked you for."

"Oh, but I didn't mean it. What I

said was because I felt so hurt that you

should suspect me as you seemed to."

"I never suspected you—never meant

to suspect you. All I wanted you to

know was that I must be all or nothing."

" Of course; and I meant that too, only

you— But there! don't let's drift back

to that again;" and as she spoke she

leaned her two hands upon his shoul

ders and stood looking down. "What

I want to say is, that every bit of love I

have is yours, Adam. I am afraid," she

added shyly, "you had got it all before

ever I knew whether you really wanted

it or not."

"And why couldn't you tell me that

before?" he said bitterly.

"Why, is it too late now?" asked Eve

humbly.

"Too late? You know it can't be too

late," exclaimed Adam, his old irritabil

ity getting the better of him: then, with

a sudden revulsion of his overwrought

susceptibilities, he cried, "Oh, Eve, Eve,

bear .with me to-night: I'm not what I

want to be. The words I try to speak

die away upon my lips, and my heart

seems sunk down so low that nothing

can rejoice it. To-morrow I shall be

master of myself again, and all will look

different."

"I hope so," sighed Eve tremulously.

"Things don't seem quite between us as

they ought to be. I sha'n't wait for Joan,"

she said, holding out her hand: "I shall

go up stairs now; so good-night, Adatn."

"Good-night," he said: then, keeping

hold of her hand, he drew her toward

him and stood looking down at her with

a face haggard and full of sadness.

The look acted as the last straw which

was to swamp the burden of Eve's grief.

Control was in vain, and in another in

stant, with Adam's arms around her, she

lay sobbing out her sorrow on his breast,

and the tears, as they came, thrust the

evil spirit away. So that when, an hour

later, the two said good-night again, their

vows had been exchanged and the troth

that bound them plighted; and Adam,

looking into Eve's face, smiled as he

said, "Whether for good luck or bad, the

sun of our love has risen in a watery sky."

CHAPTER XXI.

MOST of the actions and events of our

lives are chameleon-hued: their colors

vary according to the light by which we

view them. Thus Eve, who the night

before had seen nothing but happiness

in the final arrangement between Adam

and herself, awoke on the following morn

ing with a feeling of dissatisfaction and a

desire to be critical as to the rosy hues

which seemed then to color the advent

of their love.

The spring of tenderness which had

burst forth within her at sight of Adam's

humility and subsequent despair had

taken Eve by surprise. She knew, and

had known for some time, that much

within her was capable of answering to

the detnands which Adam's pleading

love would most probably require; but

that he had inspired her with a passion

which would make her lay her heart at

his feet, feeling for the time that, though

he trampled on it, there it must stay, was

a revelation entirely new, and, to Eve's

temperament, rather humiliating. She

had never felt any sympathy with those

lovesick maidens whose very existence

seemed swallowed up in another's being,

and had been proudly confident that

even when supplicated she should nev

er seem to stoop lower than to accept.

Therefore, just as we experience a sense

of failure when we find our discernment

led astray in our perception of a friend,

so now, although she studiously avoided

acknowledging it, she had the conscious

ness that she had utterly misconceived

her own character, and that the balance

by which she had adjusted the strength

of her emotions had been a false one.

A dread ran through her lest she should

be seized hold upon by some further in

consistency, and she resolved to set a

watch on the outposts of her senses, so

that they might not betray her into fur

ther weakness.

These thoughts were still agitating her
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mind when Joan suddenly awoke, and

after a time roused herself sufficiently to

say, "Why, whatever made you pop off

in such a hurry last night, Eve? I run

ned in a little after ten, and there wasn't

no signs of you nowheres; and then I

come upon Adam, and he told me you

was gone up to bed."

"Yes," said Eve : "I was so tired, and

my foot began to ache again, so I thought

there wasn't any use in my sitting up any

longer. But you were very late, Joan,

weren't you ?"

"Very early, more like," said Joan:

twas past wan before I shut my eyes.

Why, I come home three times to see if

uncle was back; and then I wouldn't

stand it no longer, so I went and fetched

un. '

"What, not from—where he was?"

exclaimed Eve.

Joan nodded her head. "Oh Lors!"

she said, " 'tain't the fust time by many ;

and," she added in a tone of satisfaction,

"I lets 'em know when they've brought

Joan Hocken down among 'em. I had

Jerrem out, and uncle atop of un, 'fore

they knawed where they was. Awh, I

don't stand beggin' and prayin', not I:

'tis 'whether or no, Tom Collins,‘ when

I come, I can tell 'ee."

"Well, they'd stay a very long time

before they'd be fetched by me," said

Eve emphatically. '

"Awh, don't 'ee say that, now," return

ed,Joan. "Where do 'ee think there'd

be the most harm in, then—sittin' com

fortable at home when you might go

down and 'tice 'em away, or the goin'

down and doin' of it ?"

"I've not a bit of patience with any

body who drinks," exclaimed Eve, evad

ing a direct answer.

" Then you'll never cure anybody of

it, my dear," replied Joan. "You'm like

Adam there, I reckon—wantin' to set the

world straight in one day, and all the

folks in it bottommost side upward; but,

as I tell un, he don't go to work the right

way. They that can't steer 'ull never

sail; and I'll bet any money that when

it comes to be counted up how many

glasses o' grog's been turned away from

uncle's lips, there'll be more set to the

nu

score o' my coaxin' than ever 'ull be to

Adam's bullyraggin'."

"Perhaps so," said Eve; and then,

wishing to avoid any argument into

which Adam could be brought, she

adroitly changed the subject, and only

indifferent topics were discussed until,

their dressing completed, the two girls

were ready to go down stairs.

The first person who answered the

summons to breakfast was Uncle Zebe

dee—not heavy-eyed and shamefaced,

as Eve had expected to see him, but

bright and rosy-checked as an apple.

He had been up and out since six

o'clock, looking after the repairs which

a boat of his was laid up to undergo,

and now, as he came into the house

fresh as a lark, he chirruped in a qua

very treble,

" Tom Truelove woo'd the sweetest fair

That e'er to tar was kind :

Her face was ofa booty rare

That's for all the world what yourn is,”

he said, breaking off to bestow a smack

ing kiss on Joan. "So look sharp, like

a good little maid as you be, and gi'e

us sommat to sit down for ;" and he

drew a chair to the table and began

flourishing the knife which had been

set there for him. Then, catching sight

of Eve, whose face, in her desire to spare

him, betrayed an irrepressible look of con

sciousness, he exclaimed, "Why, they've

bin tellin' up that I was a little over-free

in my speech last night about you, Eve:

is there any truth in it, eh ? I doan't fan

cy I could ha' said much amiss—did 1?"

"Oh, nothing to signify, uncle."

" 'Twas sommat ‘bout you and Adam,

warn't it ?" he continued with a puzzled

air: "'tis all in my head here, though I

can't zackly call it to mind. That's the

divil o' bein' a little o'ertook that ways,"

he added with the assurance of meeting

ready sympathy: "'tis so baffiin' to set

things all ship-shape the next mornin'.

I minds so far as this, that it had some

how to do with me holdin' to it that you

and Adam was goin' to be man and wife;

but if you axes for the why and the where

fore, I'm blessed ifl can tell 'ee."

'“VVhy, whatever put such as that into

your head?" said Joan sharply.
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"Wa-al, the liquor, I reckon," laugh

ed Zebedee. "And, somehow or 'nother,

Maister Adam didn't seem to have over

much relish for the notion ;" and he

screwed up his face and hugged him

self together as if his whole body was

tickled at his son's discomfiture. "But

there! never you mind that, Eve," he add

ed hastily: " there's more baws than one to

Polperro, and I'll wager for a halfscore

o' chaps ready to hab 'ee without yer

waitin' to be took up by my son Adam."

Poor Eve! it was certainly an embar- '

rassing situation to be placed in, for, with

no wish to conceal her engagement, to

announce it herself alone, and unaided

by even the presence of Adam, was a

task she naturally shrank from. In the

endeavor to avoid any direct reply she

sat watching anxiously for Adam's ar

rival, her sudden change of manner

construed by Zebedee into the effect

of wounded vanity, and by Joan into dis

pleasure at her uncle's undue interfer

ence. By sundry frowns and nods of

warning Joan tried to convey her ad

monitions to old Zebedee, in the midst

of which Adam entered, and with a smile '

at Eve and an inclusive nod to the rest

of the party took a chair and drew up

to the table.

"Surely," thought Eve, "he intends

telling them."

But Adam sat silent and occupied with

the plate before him.

-" He can't think I can go living on here

with Joan, even for a single day, and they

not know it ;" and in her perplexity she

turned on Adam a look full of inquiry

and meaning.

Still, Adam did not speak: in his own '

mind he was casting over the things he

meant to say when, breakfast over and

the two girls out of the way, he would

invite his father to smoke a pipe outside,

during the companionship of which he

intended taking old Zebedee decidedly

to task, and, putting his intended mar

riage with Eve well to the front, clinch

his arguments by the startling announce

ment that unless some reformation was

soon made he would leave his native

place and seek a home in a foreign

land. Such words and such threats as

these could not be uttered to a father

by a son save when they two stood quite

alone; and Adam, after meeting a sec

ond look from Eve, shook his head, feel

ing satisfied that she would know that

only some grave requirement deterred

him from immediately announcing the

happiness which henceforth was to crown

his life. But our intuition, at the best, is

’ somewhat narrow, and where the heart

is most concerned most faulty: there

fore Eve, and Adam too, felt each dis

appointed in the other's want of acqui

escence, and inclined to be critical on

the lack of mutual sympathy.

Suddenly the door opened and in walk

ed Jerrem, smiling and apparently more

1 radiant than usual under the knowledge

that he was more than usually an offend

er. Joan, who had her own reasons for

being very considerably put out with him,

was not disposed to receive him very gra

ciously; Adam vouchsafed him no notice

whatever; Uncle Zebedee, oppressed by

the sense of former good fellowship,

thought it discreet not to evince too

much cordiality; so that the onus of

the morning's welcome was thrown upon

Eve, who, utterly ignorant of any offence

Jerrem had given, thought it advisable to

make amends for the pettish impatience

she feared she had been betrayed into on

the previous morning.

Old Zebedee, whose resolves seldom

lasted over ten minutes, soon fell into

the swing of Jerrem's flow of talk ; a lit

tle later on and Joan was forced to put

in a word; so that the usual harmony

was just beginning to recover itself when,

in answer to a remark which Jerrem had

made, Eve managed to turn the laugh

so cleverly back upon him that Zebedee,

well pleased to see what good friends

they were growing, exclaimed, "Stop her

mouth! stop her mouth, lad! I'd ha'

done it when I was your years twenty

times over 'fore this. I-Ier's too sarcy—

too sarcy by half, her is."

Up started Jerrem, but Adam was be

fore him. "I don't know whether what

I'm going to say is known to anybody

here already," he burst out, "but I think

it's high time that some present should

be told by me that Eve has promised to
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be my wife ;" and, turning, he cast a look

of angry defiance at Jerrem, who, thor

oughly amazed, gradually sank down

and took possession of his chair again,

while old Zebedee went through the

dumb show of giving a long whistle,

and Joan, muttering an unmeaning some

thing, ran hastily out of the room. Eve,

angry and confused, turned from white

to red and from red to white.

A silence ensued—one of those pauses

when some event of our lives seems turn

ed into a gulf to separate us from our

former surroundings.

Adam was the first to speak, and with

a touch of irony he said, "You're none of

youverynimbleatwishingusjoy,Ifancy."

"And no wonder, you've a-tooked us

all aback so," said old Zebedee. "'T

seems to me I'm foaced to turn it round

and round afore I can swaller it for rale

right-down truth."

" Why, is it so very improbable, then ?"

asked Adam, already r\.'PLrltlI'Ig the ab

ruptness of the disclosure.

"Wa-al, 'twas no later than last night

that you was swearin' agen and cussin'

everybody from stem to starn for so

much as mentionin' it as likely. Now,"

he added, with as much show of displeas

ure as his cheery, weatherbeaten old face

would admit of, "I'll tell 'ee the mind

I've got to'ard these sort o' games: if

you see fit to board folks in the smoke,

why do it and no blame to 'ee, but hang

me if I can stomach 'ee sailin' under

false colors."

"There wasn't anything of false colors

about us, father," said Adam in a more

conciliatory tone; "for, though I had

certainly spoken to Eve, it was not until

after I'd parted with you last night that

she gave me her answer."

"Awh !" said the old man, only half

propitiated. "Wa-al, I s‘pose you can

settle your consarns without my help;

but I can tell 'ee this much, that if my

Joanna had took so long afore she could '

make her mind up, I'm blamed if her

ever should ha' had the chance o' bein'

your mother, Adam—so there!"

Adam bit his lip with vexation.

"There's no need for me to enter upon

any further explanations," he said:

"Eve's satisfied, I'm satisfied, so I don't

see why you shouldn't be satisfied."

"Awh, I'm satisfied enough," said Zeb

edee; "and, so far as that goes, though

I ain't much of a hand at speechifyin', I

hopes that neither of 'ee 'u1l never have

no raison to repent yer bargain. Eve's

a fine bowerly maid, so you'm well

matched there; and so long as she's

ready to listen to all you say and bide

by all you tells her, why 'twill be set

fair and sail easy."

" I can assure you Eve isn't prepared to

do anything of the sort, Uncle Zebedee,"

exclaimed Eve, unable to keep silence

any longer. "I've always been told if

I'd nothing else I've got the Pascals‘

temper; and that, according to your own

showing, isn't very fond of sitting quiet

and being rode over rough-shod."

The whistle which Uncle Zebedee had

tried to choke at its birth now came out

shrill, long and expressive, and Adam,

jumping up, said, "Come, come, Eve:

we've had enough of this. Surely there

isn't any need to take such idle talk as se

rious matter. If you and me hadn't seen

some good in one another we shouldn't

have taken each other, I suppose; and,

thank the Lord, we haven't to please any

body but our two selves."

"Wa-al, 'tis to be hoped you'll find

that task aisier than it looks," retorted

Uncle Zebedee with a touch of sarcasm;

while Jerrem, after watching Adam go

out, endeavored to throw a tone of re

gret into the flattering nothings he now

whispered by way of congratulation, but

Eve turned impatiently away from him.

She had no further inclination to talk or

to be talked to; and Uncle Zebedee hav

Jerrem joined him outside, and the two

sauntered away together toward the quay.

Left to the undisturbed indulgence of

her own reflections, Eve's mood was no

enviable one—the more difficult to bear

because she had to control the various

emotions struggling within her. She felt

it was time for plain speaking between

her and Adam, and rightly judged that

a proper understanding come to at once

, would be the safest means of securing

‘ future comfort. Turn and twist Adam's

ing by this time sought solace in a pipe, .
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abrupt announcement as she would, she

could assign but one cause for it, and that

cause was an overweening jealousy; and

as the prospect came before her of a life

time spent in the midst of doubt and sus

picion, the strength of her love seemed to

die away and her heart grew faint within

her. For surely if the demon of jealousy

could be roused by the sight of common

place attentions from one who was in every

waylikeabrother—forsoin Eve's eyesJer

rem seemed to be—what might not be ex

pected if at any time circumstances threw

her into the mixed company of strangers?

Eve had seen very little of men, but when

ever chance had afforded her the oppor

tunity of their society she had invariably

met with attention, and had felt inwardly

gratified by the knowledge that she was

attracting admiration; but now, if she

gave way to this prejudice of Adam's,

every time an eye was turned toward her

she would be filled with fear, and each

time a look was cast in her direction her

heart would sink with dread.

What should she do? Give him up?

Even with the prospect of possible mis

ery staring at her, Eve could not say yes,

and before the thought had more than

shaped itself a dozen suggestions were

battling down the dread alternative. She

would change him, influence him, con

vert him—anything but give him up or

give in to him. She forgot how much

easier it is to conceive plans than to car

ry them out—to arrange speeches than

to utter them. She forgot that only the

evening before, when, an opportunity be

ing afforded, she had resolved upon tell

ing Adam the whole circumstance of

Reuben May and the promise made be

tween them, while the words were yet on

' her lips she had drawn them back be

cause Adam had said he knew that the

promise was "nothing but the promise of

a letter ;" and Eve's courage had sudden

ly given way, and by her silence she had

led him to conclude that nothing else had

passed between them. Joan had spoken

of the envious grudge which Adam had

borne toward Jerrem because he had

shared in his mother's heart, so that this

was not the first time Adam had dropped

in gall to mingle with the cup of his love.

The thought of Joan brought the fact

of her unexplained disappearance to

Eve's mind, and, full of compunction at

the bare suspicion of having wounded

that generous heart, Eve jumped up with

the intention of seeking her and of bring

ing about a satisfactory explanation. She

had not far to go before she came upon

Joan, rubbing and scrubbing away as if

the welfare of all Polperro depended on

the amount of energy she could throw

into her work. Her face was flushed

and her voice unsteady, the natural con

sequences of such violent exercise, and

which Eve's approach but seemed to

lend greater force to.

"Joan, I want to speak to you."

"Awh, my dear, I can't listen to no

spakin' now," replied Joan hastily, "and

the tables looking as they do."

"But Tabithy always scrubs the tables,

Joan : why should you do it?"

"Tabithy's arms ain't half so young as

mine—worse luck for me or for she!"

Having by this time gained a little in

sight into Joan's peculiarities, Eve argued

no further, but sat herself down on a con

venient seat, waiting for the time when

the rasping sound of the brush would

come to an end. Her patience was put

to no very great tax, for after a few min

utes Joan flung the brush along the table,

exclaiming, " Awh, dmbbit the ole scrub

bin'! I must give over. I b'lieve I've

had enuf of it for this time, 't all events."

* "Joan, you ain't hurt with me, are

you?" said Eve, trying to push her into

the seat from which she had just risen.

"I wanted to be the first to tell you, only

that Adam spoke as he did, and took all

I Ivas going to say out of my mouth. It

leaves you to think me dreadfully sly."

"Awh, there wasn't much need for

tellin' me," said Joan with a sudden re

lax of manner. "When I didn't shut

my eyes o' purpose I could tell, from

the first, what was certain to happen."

"It was more than I could, then," said

Eve. "I hadn't given it a thought that

Adam meant to speak to me, and when

he asked me I was quite taken aback,

and said 'No' for ever so long."

"What made 'ee change yer mind so

suddent, then?" said Joan bluntly.
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Eve hesitated. "I hardly know," she

said, with a little confusion. "I think it

was seeing him so cast down made me

feel so dreadfully sorry."

"H'm!" said Joan. "Didn't 'ee never

feel no sorrow for t'other poor chap that

wanted to have 'ee—he to London, Reu

ben May?"

"Not enough to make me care in that

way for him : I certainly never did."

"And do you care for Adam, then ?"

"I think I do."

"Think ?"

"Well, I am sure I do."

" That's better. Well, Eve, I'll say this

far;" and Joan gave a sigh before the

other words would come out: " I'd rather

it should be you than anybody else I ever

saw."

The struggle with which these words

were said, their tone and the look 'in

Joan's face, seemed to reveal a state of

feeling which Eve had not suspected.

Throwing her arms round her, she cried

out, "Oh, Joan, why didn't he choose

you? You would have been much bet

ter for him than me."

"Lord bless the maid!"—and Joan

tried to laugh through her tears—"I

wouldn't ha' had un if he'd axed me.

Why, there'd ha' bin murder 'tween us

'fore a month was out: us 'ud ha' bin

hung for one 'nother. No: now don't

'ee take no such stuff as that into yer

head, 'cos there's nogsense in it. Ad

am's never looked 'pon me not more

than a sister ;" and, breaking down, Joan

sobbed hysterically; "and when you two's

married I shall feel 'zackly as if he was a

brother, and be gladder than e'er a one

else to see how happy you makes un."

" That's ifI do make him happy," said

Eve sadly.

"There's no fear but you'll do that,"

said Joan, resolutely wiping the tears

from her eyes; "and 'twill be your own

fault if you bain't happy too yourself,

Eve. Adam's got his fads to put up with,

and his fancies same as other men have,

and a masterful temper to keep under,

as nobody can tell better than me; but

for rale right-down goodness I shouldn't

know where to match his fellow—not if

I was to search the place through; and,

mind 'ee, after all, that's something to

be proud of in the man you've got to

say maister to."

Eve gave a little smile: "But he must

let me be mistress, you know, Joan."

"All right! only don't you stretch that

too far," said Joan warningly, "or no

good 'ull come of it; and be foreright in

all you do, and spake the truth to un.

I've many a time wished I could, but

with this to hide o' that one's and that

to hush up o' t'other's, I know he holds

me for a downright liard; and so I am

by his measure, I 'spects."

"I'm sure you're nothing of the sort,

Joan," said Eve. "Adam's always say

ing how much people think of you. He

told me only yesterday that he was cer

tain more than half the men of the place

had asked you to marry them."

"Did he ?" said Joan, not wholly dis

pleased that Adam should hold this opin

ion. "Awh, and ax they may, I reckon,

afore I shall find a man to say 'Yes' to."

"That is what I used to think myself,"

said Eve.

"Iss, and so you found it till Roger

put the question," replied Joan decisive

ly. Then, after a minute's pause, she

added, "What be 'ee goin' to do 'bout

the poor sawl to London, then1—eh?

You must tell he somehow."

"Oh, I don't see that," said Eve. "I

mean to write to him, because I prom

ised Iwould; and I shall tell him that

I've made up my mind not to go back,

but I sha'n't say anything more. There

isn't any need for it, that I see—at least,

not yet a while."

"Best to tell un all," argued Joan.

"Why shouldn't 'ee? 'Tis the same, so

far as you'm concerned, whether he's

killed to wance or dies by inches."

But Eve was not to be persuaded.

"There isn't any reason why I should,"

she said.

"No reason?" replied Joan. "Oh, Eve,

my dear," she added, "don't 'ee lct hap

piness harden your heart : if love is sweet

to gain, think how bitter 'tis to lose; and,

by all you've told me, you'll forfeit a bet

ter man than most in Reuben May."

Tbe AuI/ar of "Dorot/zy For."

[to us CONTlNURD.]
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ON THE SKUNK RIVER.

HE Lady of Shalott, looking into the

mirror which reflected the highway

"a bowshot from her bower-eaves," saw

the villagers passing to their daily labor

in the barley-fields; market-girls in red

cloaks and damsels of high degree; curly

shepherd-boys and long-haired pages

in gay livery; an abbot on an ambling

pad and knights in armor and nodding

plumes; and her constant pastime was

to weave these sights into the magic web

on which she wrought. I undertake, in a

modest way, to follow her example, and

weave a series of pictures from the sights

that daily meet my eyes.

The highway which runs a bowshot

from my bower-eaves is a much-trave1

led road, leading from the farms of a

prairie country into a prairie town. It is

a stripe of black earth fifteen or twenty

feet wide, the natural color of the soil,

ungraded, ungravelled, and just now

half a foot deep in mud from the melt

ing February snows. Looking in the di

rection from which it comes, a mile or

um of rolling prairie-land is visible, di

vided into farms of one hundred, one

hundred and forty or one hundred and

sixty acres. Just now it is faded yellow

in hue, with patches of snow in the hol

lows, and bare of trees, stumps or fences,

except the almost invisible wire-fences

which separate the fields from the road

and from each other. Here and there,

at wide intervals, a few farm-houses can

be seen, sheltered on the north and west

by a thickly-set row of cottonwood or

Lombardy poplar trees, which serve in

a great measure to break the sweep of

the pitiless Iowa winds. Most of the

houses are large and comfortable, and

are surrounded by barns, haystacks and

young orchards, denoting a long resi

dence and prosperity; but two or three,

far off on the horizon, are small wooden

structures, set on the bare prairie, with

out a tree or outbuilding near them, and

looking bleak and lonely. To one who

knows something of the straitened lives,

the struggles with poverty, that go on in

them, they seem doubly pitiful and des

olate.

The town into which the highway leads

lies straight before my window, flat, un

picturesque, uninteresting, marked by the

untidiness of crudeness and the untidi

ness of neglect. The ungraded streets

are trodden into a sticky pudding by

horses‘ feet, the board sidewalks are nar

row, uneven and broken, and the cross

ings are deep in mud. In the eastern

part of the town the dwellings are large,

comfortable, even elegant, with well-kept

grounds filled with trees and shrubbery,

and there are a few of the same charac

ter scattered here and there throughout

the town ; but the large majority ofhouses,

those that give the place its discouraged,

unambitious look, are small wooden

dwellings, a story or a story and a half

high, with the end facing the street and

a shed-kitchen behind. Those that are

painted are white or brown, but many

are unpainted, have no window-shutters

and are surrounded by untidy yards and

fences that need repair.

The centre of the town, both in posi

tion and importance, is "The Square."

This is an openspace planted thickly

with trees, which have now grown to a

large size and cast a refreshing shade

over the crowd that gathers there in

summer to hear political speeches or to

celebrate the Fourth of July. It is sur

rounded by hitching-racks, and on Sat

urdays and other unusually busy days

these racks, on all the four sides of the

Square, are so full of teams—general

ly two-horse farm-wagons—that there

is not room for another horse to be tied.

Facing the Square and extending a block

or two down adjacent streets are the busi

ness - houses —stores, banks, express -of

fice, livery-stables, post-office, gas-office,

the hotels, the opera-house, newspaper

and lawyers‘ offices. Many of the build

. ings are of brick, three stories high, faced

. or trimmed with stone, but the general
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effect is marred by the contiguity of lit

tle wooden shanties used as barber-shops

and meat-markets.

Except in the north-east, where the

land is rolling and densely wooded, the

horizon-line is flat and on a level with

our feet. The sun rises from the prairie

as he rises from the ocean, and his going

down is the same: no far-off line of snowy

mountains, no range of green hills nor

forest-crest, intercepts his earliest and

his latest rays. Over this wide stretch

of level land the wind sweeps with un

obstructed violence, and more than once

in the memory of settlers it has increased

to a destructive tornado, carrying build

ings, wagons, cattle and human beings

like chaff before it. Just now, a sky of

heavenly beauty and color bends over it,

and through the wide spaces blow deli

cious airs suggestive of early spring.

Nearly every day, and often many

times a day, farm-wagons drawn by two

horses pass along the highway in front

of my window. The wagon-bed is filled

with sacks of wheat or piled high with

yellow corn, and on the high spring-seat

in front sits the farmer driving, and by

him his wife, her head invariably wrap

ped in a white woollen nubia or a little

shawl, worn as a protection against the

catarrh-producing prairie winds. Cud

died in the hay at their feet, but keeping

abright lookout with round eager eyes,

are two or three stout, rosy children, and

often there is a baby in the mother's arms.

When "paw " has sold his wheat or corn

the whole family will walk around the

Square several times, looking in at the

shop-windows and staring at the people

on the sidewalk. When they have de

cided in which store they can get the best

bargains, they will go in and buy gro

ceries, calico and flannel, shoes for the

children, and perhaps a high chair for

the baby. Later in the day they rattle

by again, the farmer sitting alone on the

spring-seat, the wife and children, as a

better protection against the wind, on

some hay in the now empty wagon-bed

behind. So they jolt homeward over the

rough, frozen road or toil through sticky

mud, as the case may be, well pleased

with their purchases and their glimpse

Vor.. XXVI.—4

of town, and content to take up again

the round of monotonous life on their

isolated prairie-farm.

Sometimes on spring-like days, when

the roads are good, two women or a wo

man and one or two half-grown children

drive by in a spring-wagon, bringing

chickens, eggs, and butter to market.

Heavy wagons loaded with large clear

blocks of ice go by every day, the men

walking and driving or seated on a board

seat at the extreme rear of the wagon.

The great crystal cubes look, as they

flash in the sunshine, like building-ma

terial for Aladdin's palace quarried from

, some mine of jewels, but they are only

brought from the Skunk River,' three

miles distant, to the ice-houses in town,

and there packed away in sawdust for

summer use. On two days of the week

—shipping days for live-stock—farm

wagons with a high railing round the beds

go by, and inside the railing, crowded as

thickly as they can stand, are fat black

or black-and-white hogs, which thrust

their short noses between the boards and

squeal to get out. They are unloaded

at the cattle-pens near the railroad, and

thence shipped to pork-packers at Chi

cago.

And sometimes half a dozen Indians,

the roving gypsies of the West, dressed

in warm and comfortable clothing and

wrapped in red or blue blankets, ride

into town on good horses. They belong

to the Sacs and Foxes, a friendly, well-dis

posed remnant of people who live half a

day's ride to the north-east of this place.

They are better of’!~ than the average of

white people, for every man, woman and

child owns a quarter section of land in

the Indian Territory, and receives an

annuity of money besides. Immediately

after pay-day they visit the neighboring

towns, their pockets full of silver dollars,

and buy whatever necessity or fancy dic

tates. The women are generally neat

and comely in appearance, and the pap

pooses that peer from the bags hung on

either side of the ponies are bright-eyed,

round-faced youngsters, who never cry

and seldom cause any trouble. They

seem to be born with a certain amount

of gravity, and a capacity for patient en
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durance that forbids them to lift up their

voices at every slight provocation after

the manner of white babies. The Indian

ponies too are models of endurance. The

squaws tie their purchases in blankets

and hang them across the backs of their

ponies, swing their pappooses to one side

and perhaps a joint of fresh meat to the

other, then mount on top astride, dig the

pony's neck with their moccasined heels

and start 0ff at a trot. Sometimes a large

party of Indians, men, women and chil

dren, camp on Skunk River and fish. In

the spring they make a general hegira to

a wooded section two or three days‘ jour

ney to the northward for the purpose of

tapping the maple trees and boiling down

the syrup into sugar. As before mention

ed, they are friendly and inoffensive in

their dealings with the white people, but

their patience must be sorely tried some

times. The town-boys hoot at them,

throw stones at their ponies, and try in

many ways to annoy them. I remember

once seeing them pass through another

town on their annual spring excursion to

the sugar-camps. Two of the pack-ponies

had strayed behind the train, and a squaw

rode back to drive them ahead. A num

ber of town-boys, thinking this an excel

lent opportunity to have some fun, threw

sticks at them and drove them off on by

streets and up back alleys. The squaw

tried patiently again and again to get

them together and join the train, but it

was not until a brave turned back and

came to her assistance that she succeed

ed. Neither of the Indians uttered a Word

or betrayed by sign or expression that they

noticed the insults of the boys. \

Often, when the mud is too deep for

teams, farmers go by on horseback, with

their horses' tails tied into a knot to keep

them out of the mud. They have come

to town to learn the price of wheat, corn

or hogs, to bargain for some article of

farm use, or perhaps to pay the interest

on their mortgages. Many of them have

not yet paid entirely for their farms, and

comparatively few are free from debt in

some form. Some, being ambitious to

have large farms, have taken more land

than they can profitably manage or pay

for in a number of years, and are what is

called "land poor :" others, though con

tent with modest portions of sixty or a

hundred acres, have not yet been able,

by reason of poor crops, their own mis

management or some other cause, to

clear their farms of debt. They work

along from year to year, supporting their

families, paying the interest, and paying

off the principal little by little. When

the last payment is made and the mort

gage released, then the owner can hold

the land in spite of all other creditors.

His store-bills or other debts may run

up to hundreds of dollars, but his home

stead cannot be taken to satisfy them by

any process of law. This is the home

stead law of the State. A single excep

tion is made in favor of one creditor: the

mechanic who has erected the buildings

can hold what is called a mechanic's lien

upon the property until his claim is satis

fied. Advantage is often taken of this law

for the purpose of defrauding creditors.

In one instance a merchant who owned

a good residence in a city and a valuable

store-property, sold or transferred his re

sidence, moved his family into the rooms

above his store, and soon afterward fail

ed. His creditors tried to get possession

of his store-property, and entered suit,

but the testimony proved that it was his

dwelling also, and therefore exempt un

der the homestead law. The amount of

land that can be held in this way is lim

ited to forty acres.

Beginning life in a new country with

small capital involves many years of

hard work and strict economy, perhaps

privation and loneliness. This comes

especially hard on the farmers‘ wives,

many of whom have grown up in homes

of comfort and plenty in the older States.

Ask the men what they think of Iowa,

and they will say that it is a fine State;

it has many resources and advantages;

there is room for development here; the

avenues to positions of profit and honor

are not so crowded as they are in the

older States; a good class of emigrants

are settling up the State: that, on the

whole, Iowa has a bright future before it.

But the women do not deal in such gen

eralities. Their own home and individ

ual life is all the world to them, and if
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that is encompassed with toil and hard

ship, if all their cherished longings and

ambitions are denied and their hearts

sick with hope deferred, this talk about

the undeveloped resources of Iowa and

its future greatness has no interest or

meaning for them. In their isolated

homes on the bleak prairie they have

few social opportunities, and their strait

ened means do not allow them to buy

books or pictures, to take papers or mag

azines, or to indulge in many of the little

household ornaments dear to the femi

nine heart. What wonder, then, if their

eyes have a weary, questioning look, as

if they were always searching the flat

prairie-horizon for some promise or hope

of better days, something fresh and stim

ulating to vary the dull monotony of toil?

"There's a better time coming," the

farmer says. "Vt'hen we get the farm

paid for we will build a new house and

send the children to town to school ;"

and so the slow years go by. If every

new country is not actually fertilized with

the heart's blood of women, the settling

and development of it none the less re

quire the sacrifice of their lives. One gen

eration must cast itself into the breach,

must toil and endure and wear out in the

struggle with elementary forces, in order

that those who come after them may

begin life on a higher plane of physical

comfort and educational and social ad

vantages. They have not, like the set

tlers of Eastern States, had to fell forests,

grub up stumps, and so wrest their farms

from Nature; but they have none the less

endured the inevitable hardships of life

in a new, thinly-settled country, far from

markets, railroads, schools, churches and

all that puts a market value on man's la

bor. I see many women who have thus

sacrificed, and are sacrificing, their lives.

Their faces are wrinkled, their hands are

hard with rough, coarse work, they have

long ago ceased to have any personal

ambitions; but their hopes are centred

in their children. Their self-abnegation

is pathetic beyond words. Looking at

them and musing on their lives, I think

truly

The individual withers, and the world is more and

lTlOl'C

Must the old story be repeated over

and over again? Must some hearts be

denied all their lives long in order that a

possible good may come to others in the

future? Must some lives, full of throb

bing hopes and aspirations, be put down

in the dust and mire as stepping-stones,

that those who come after may go over

dryshod? Is the individual not to be

considered, but only the good of the

mass? Can there be justice and right

eousness in a plan that requires the life

long martyrdom of a few? Have not

these few as much right to a full and free

development, to liberty to work out their

own ambitions, as have any of the mul

titude who reap the benefit of their sac

rifices? But peace: this little existence

is not all there is of life, and in the sphere

of wider opportunities and higher activity

that awaits us there will be room for these

thwarted, stunted lives to grow and flour

ish and bloom in immortal beauty. With

our limited vision, our blind and short

sighted judgment, how can we presume

to say what is harsh or what is kind in

the discipline of life? The earth as she

flies on her track through space deviates

from a straight line less than the eighth

of an inch in the distance of twenty miles.

We, seeing only twenty miles of her

course, would declare that it was per

fectly straight, that it did not curve in

the slightest degree; yet flying on that

same course the earth makes every year

her vast elliptical journey around the sun.

Could we see a hundred million miles of

the track, we should discern the curve

very plainly. Could we see a part of

the boundless future of a life whose cir

cumstances in this little span of existence

were limited and depressing, we should

discern the meaning of much that view

ed separately seems hard and bitter and

useless.

The settlers of this State have chiefly

emigrated from the older States—In

diana, Ohio and the Eastern and Middle

States. There are many foreigners—

Swedes, Norwegians, Germans, Dutch

and lrish—who generally live in col

onies. The German element predomi

nates, especially in the cities. In the

south-western part of the State there is
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a colony of Russian Mennonites, and at

Amana, in the eastern part, there are sev

eral flourishing German colonies where

the members hold all property in com

mon. They preserve to some extent the

quaint customs and costumes of the Fath

erland, and one set down in the midst of

their homes without knowing where he

was might well believe himself in Ger

many. The Swedes and Norwegians

bear a good character for industry and

sobriety: the young women are in great

demand as house-servants and command

good wages. .

The emigrants from older States were

many of them farmers of small means,

who came through in covered wagons

with their families and household stuff.

In pleasant weather this mode of trav

elling was not disagreeable, but in rainy

or cold weather it was very uncomfort

able. No one could walk in the deep

mud: the whole family were obliged to

huddle together in the back part of the

wagon, wrapped in bed-quilts or other

covers, while the driver, generally the

head of the family, sat on the seat in

front, exposed to the cold or driving rain.

The horses slowly dragged the heavily

laden wagon through the mud, and the

progress toward their new home was

tedious in the extreme. The wagons

were usually common farm-wagons with

hoops of wood, larger and stouter than

barrel hoops, arched over the bed and

covered with white cotton cloth. Some

times, as a protection against rain, a large

square of black oil-cloth was spread over

the white cover. The front of the wagon

was left open : at the back the cover was

drawn together by a string run through

the hem. Before leaving his old home

the farmer generally held a public sale

and disposed of his household furniture,

farming utensils and the horses and cat

tle he did not intend to take with him.

Sometimes this property went by private

sale to the purchaser of his farm. He

reserved the bedding, a few cooking uten

sils and other necessaries. These were

loaded into the wagon, a feed-box for

the horses was fastened behind, an axe

strapped to it, and a tar-bucket hung un

derneath. Flour and bacon were stored

away in a box under the driver's seat, or,

if they expected no chance for replenish

ing on the way, another wagon was filled

with stores. Then, when all was ready,

the farmer and his family looked their

last upon their old home, bade good-bye

to the friends who had gathered to see

them off, took their places in the wagon

and began the long, tedious journey to

" Ioway." Hitherto they had had a local

habitation and a name: now, for several

months, they were to be known simply

as "movers." Among the memories of

a childhood spent in a village on the old

National 'Pike those pertaining to movers

are the earliest. It was the pastime of

my playmates and myself to hang on the

fence and watch the long train of white

covered wagons go by, always toward

the setting sun. Sometimes there were

twenty in a train, and the slow creak of

the wagons, the labored stepping of the

horses, had an important sound to our

childish ears. It was

The tread of pioneers

Of nations yet to be.

Looking backward to that time, it

seems to me now that they went by

every day. It was a common sight, but

one which never lost its interest to us.

The cry of "Movers! movers!" would

draw us from our play to hang idly on

the fence until the procession had pass

ed. In some instances nightfall over

took them just as they reached our vil

lage, and they camped by the roadside,

lighting fires on the ground with which
to cook their evening meal. Our timid-i

ity was greater than our curiosity, and we

seldom went near their camps. Movers,

in our estimation, were above "strag

glers," the name by which we knew the

vagrants—forerunners ofthe great tribe of

tramps—who occasionally passed along

the road with a bundle on a stick over

their shoulders; but still, they were a

vague, unknown class, whose intentions

toward us were questionable, and we re

mained in the vicinity of our mothers'

apron-strings so long as they were in the

neighborhood.

When the weeks or months of slow

travel during the day and camping out

by night were over, and the new home
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on the prairie was reached, the dis

comforts and privations of the emigra

ting family were not ended: they were

only fairly begun. There was no house

in which to lay their heads, no saw-mill

where lumber could be obtained, no tree

to shelter them, unless they had the good

fortune to locate near a stream—nothing

but a smooth, level expanse of prairie

sod, bright green and gay with the flow

ers of early summer or faded and parched

with the droughts of autumn. Sometimes

they camped in the open air until lumber

could be brought from a distance and a

rude shanty erected, but often they built

a turf house, in which they passed their

first winter. These houses were construct

ed by cutting blocks of turf about eigh

teen inches square—the roots of prairie

grass being that long—and piling one

upon another until the walls were raised

to the desired height. Slender poles were

then laid across from wall to wall, and

on these other strips and squares of turf

were piled until a roof thick enough to

keep out the rain was formed. A turf

fireplace and chimney were constructed

at one end; the opening left for entrance

was braced with poles and provided with

a door; and sometimes a square opening

was cut in the end opposite the chimney

and a piece of muslin stretched across it

to serve as a window. The original earth

formed the floor, and piles of turf covered

with' bedding served as beds. It was only

when the family intended to live some

time in the turf house that all these pains

were taken to make it comfortable. Many

of these dwellings were dark huts, with

floors a foot or two below the level of the

ground and without window or chimney.

These were intended for temporary occu

pation. A few of this kind, still inhabit

ed, are to be seen in the sparsely-settled

north-western part of the State. I do not

mean this description to apply in a gen

eral sense to the early settlers of Iowa.

Many parts of the State are heavily

wooded, and cabins of hewed logs chink

ed with mud are still to be seen here and

there—specimens of the early homes. In

the regions where turf houses were neces

sary prairie-hay was burned as fuel.

When his family was housed from the

weather the farmer turned his attention

to his land. The virgin sod had to be

broken and the rich black soil turned up

in ridges to the air and sunlight. When

the ground was prepared the stock of

seed-corn was planted or wheat sown,

and the farmer's old life began again

under new and quite diffdrent circum

stances. In the eastern and oldest-set

tled part of the State these beginnings

date back a generation: in the western

part they are still fresh and recent. In the

old part well-cultivated fields, large barns,

orchards, gardens and comfortable farm

houses greet the traveller's eye: in the

new he may travel for half a day with

out seeing a single dwelling, and may

consider himself fortunate if he does not

have to pass the night under the lee side

of a haystack.

After a foothold has been gained in a

new country and a home established, a

generation, perhaps two, must pass away

before a fine type of humanity is pro

duced. The fathers and mothers have

toiled for the actual necessaries of life,

and gained them. The children are sup

plied with physical comforts. Plenty of

food and exercise in the pure air give

them stalwart frames, good blood and

perfect animal health, but there is a bo

vine stolidity of expression in their faces,

a suggestion of kinship with the clod.

They are honest-hearted and well-mean

ing—stupid, not naturally, but because

their minds have never been quicken

ed and stimulated. They grope in a blind

way for better things, and wonder if life

means no more than to plough and sow

and reap, to wash and cook and sew.

Isee young people of this class by the

score, and my heart goes out toward

them in pity, though they are all un

conscious of needing pity. Perhaps one

out of every hundred will break from the

slowly -stepping ranks and run ahead to

taste of the springs of knowledge reserved

I for the next generation, but the vast ma

jority will go down to their graves with

out ever attaining to the ripeness and sym

metry of a fully-developed life. Their

children perhaps—certainly their grand

children—will attain a fine physical and

mental type; and by that time "the prai
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ries " will cease to be a synonym for lack

of society and remoteness from liberal

and refining influences.

The land in this vicinity is largely de

voted to wheat, corn and oats: much,

however, is used for pasturage, and sev

eral fine stock-farms lie within a radius

of five miles‘. Sheep-rearing is a profit

able industry, the woollen manufactory

at this place affording a convenient and

ready market for the clip. But the statis

tics of Iowa show that the rearing of hogs

is a more prominent industry than any of

these. The agricultural fairs that are held

at the county-seats in August or Septem

ber every year serve to display the growth

of these and other industries and the de

velopment of the resources of the coun

try, as well as the advance in material

comfort. The fair- ground is generally

a smooth plat of ground several acres

in extent just outside the city limits,

and besides the race-track and wooden

"amphitheatre" there are sheds for cat

tle, stalls for horses, pens for hogs and

sheep and poultry, a large open shed for

the exhibition of agricultural machinery

and implements, a long wooden build

ing—us.ually called "Farmers‘ Hall "

where fruits, grain and vegetables are

displayed, and another, called "Floral

Hall," where there is a motley display

consisting of flowering plants and cut

flowers, needlework, embroidery, pieced

bed-quilts, silk chair-cushions and sofa

pillows, jellies, preserves, jams, butter,

cake, bread—the handiwork of women.

There is generally a crowd of women

from the country around these exhibits,

examining them and bestowing friendly

comment or criticism.

The fair which is held here every year

affords a good opportunity for a study of

the bucolic character. Farm-wagons, full

of men, women and children, come in

from the country early in the morning,

and by eleven o'clock the halls are

crowded with red-faced and dusty sight

seers, who elbow their way good-humor

edly from one attractive exhibit to anoth

er, and gaze with open eyes and mouth

and loud and frequent comment. At

noon they retire to their wagons or the

shade of the buildings to eat their dinner,

which they have brought from home in a

large basket, and there is a great flourish

of fried chicken legs and wings and a gen

erous display of pics, pickles and ginger

bread. The young men and half-grown

boys have scorned the slow progress of the

farm- wagons, and have come into town

early on horseback. They have looked

forward to this occasion for months, and

perhaps have bought a suit of " store

clothes" in honor of it. They have al

ready seen the various exhibits, and now

that the dinner-hour has arrived they

seek refreshment—not from the family

dinner-basket, but from some of the va

rious eating-stands temporarily erected

on the grounds—and buy pop-beer, roast

ed peanuts and candy of the vendors,

who understand the art of extracting

money from the rural pockets. Then in

the afternoon come the races, and, hav

ing paid a quarter for a seat in the "am

phitheatre," they give themselves up to

the great excitement of the day. The

incidents of fair-time will serve as food

for thought and conversation for weeks

afterward. It is the legitimate dissipa

tion of the season.

Vt/hat character shall I choose as a

typical Iowan ? Not the occupant of the

large brick house with tall evergreens in

front which meets my sight whenever I

look toward the country. An old wo

man lives there alone, except for a ser

vant or two, having buried her husband

and ten children. She is worth a hun

dred thousand dollars, but can neither

read nor write. Her strong common

sense and deep fund of experience sup

ply her lack of education, and one would

not think while listening to her that she

was ignorant of letters. Her life has

been one of toil and sorrow, but her ex

pression is one of brave cheerfulness.

She and her husband came to this place

forty years ago. They were the first

white settlers, and for neighbors they

had Indians and wolves. They entered

most of the land on which the town now

stands, and when other settlers came in

and the town was laid out their land be

came valuable, and thus the foundation

of their fortune was laid. But as riches

increased, cares also increased: the hus
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band was so weighed down by respon

sibility and anxiety that his mind gave

way, and in a fit of despondency he com

mitted suicide. The sons and daughters

who died, with the exception of two or

three, were taken away in childhood.

So the large mansion, with its richly

furnished rooms, is shut up from the sun

light and rarely echoes to the patter of

childish feet. The mistress lives in the

back part, but exercises a care over the

whole house, which is kept in a state of

perfect order and neatness. Not a speck

of dirt is to be seen on the painted wood

work or the window-glass, not a stain

mars the floor—long as the deck of a

ship—of the porch which extends the

length of the ell. The plates in the cor

ner cupboard in the sitting-room are

freshly arranged every day, the tins in

the kitchen shine till you can see your

face in them, and in summer the clean

flower-beds, bright with pansies, roses,

carnations and geraniums, that border

the long walk leading to the front gate

and adorn the side yards, attest the care

and neatness of the mistress. Though

she has lived on the prairie for forty

years, yet the expressions that savor of

her early life in a densely-wooded State

still cling to her, and if you find her in

her working-dress among her flowers

she will beg you to excuse her appear

ance, adding, "I look as if I was just

out of the timber."

But this character, though interesting,

is not a typical one. Neither is that of

the pinched, hungry-looking little man

whose five acres and small dwelling

meet my sight when I look toward the

country in another direction. His patch

of ground is devoted to market-garden

ing, and from its slender profits he is try

ing to support himself and wife and four

children and pay off a mortgage of sev

eral hundred dollars. He has lately in

vented an ingenious toy for children, and

is trying to raise enough money to get it

patented, hoping when that is done to

reap large profits from the sale ,of it.

He is like a poor trembling little mouse

caught and held in the paws of a cruel

cat. Sometimes Fate relaxes her grip on

him, and he breathes freer and dares to

hope for a larger liberty: then she puts

her paw on him again, and tosses him

and plays with him in very wantonness.

Neither are the three old-maid sisters

whose house I often pass types of Iowa

character, but I cannot forbear describ

ing them. Their names are Semira,

Amanda and Melvina. There is noth

ing distinctive in their personal appear

ance, but their character, as expressed

in their home and surroundings, is quite

interesting. Their little low house is on

a corner lot, and as the other three cor

ners are occupied by large two-story

houses, it seems lower still by contrast.

It is unpainted, and has a little wooden

porch 'over the front door. The floors

are covered with homemade carpet, and

braided mats are laid before each door

and in front of the old-fashioned bureau,

which has brass rings for handles on the

drawers. A snow tree made of frayed

white cotton or linen cloth adorns the

table in the best room ; woolly dogs with

bead eyes and cotton-flannel rabbits with

pink ears stand on the mantel; a bead

hanging-basket filled with artificial flow

ers decorates the window; an elaborate

air-castle, made of straw and bright

worsted, hangs from the middle of the

low ceiling; and hung against the wall,

between two glaring woodcuts represent

ing "Lady Caroline" in red and " High

land Mary " in blue, is a deep frame filled

with worsted flowers, to which a butter

fly and a bumble-bee have been pinned.

Paper lacework depends from their kitch

en-shelves, and common eggshells, arti

ficially colored. decorate the lilac-bushes

in the side yard. They are always mak

ing new mats or piecing quilts in a new

pattern.

As soon as the first bluebird warbles

they begin to work in their flower and

vegetable garden, and from then until it

is time to cover the verbena-beds in the

fall I rarely pass without seeing one or

more of them, with sunbonnet on head

and hoe in hand, busy at work. Besides

keeping their little front yard a mass of

gorgeous bloom and their vegetable gar

den free from weed or stone, they raise

canary-birds to sell and take care of a

dozen hives of bees. Last fall 'I frequent
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ly saw all three of them in the yard, with a

neighbor or two called in for conference,

and all twittering and chattering like

blackbirds in March. Finally, the mys

tery was solved. Going past one day, I

saw a carpenter deliberately cutting out

the whole end of the house, and soon a

large bay-window made its appearance.

When this was completed three rows of

Sh€lv as were put up inside close to the

glass, and immediately filled with plants

in pots and tin cans. What endless oc

cupation and entertainment the watering

and watching and tending of these must

afford the sisters during winter!

Neither does another neighbor of mine

supply the typel seek—the old Quaker

farmer, who is discontented and change

able in his disposition, having lived in

Indiana a while, then in Iowa, then in

Indiana again, and who is now in Iowa

for the second time. He rents some land

which lies just across the railroad, and

in summer, when he is ploughing the

growing corn, I hear him talking to his

horse. He calls her a "contrary old

jade," and jerks the lines and saws her

mouth, and says, "Get over in that other

row, I tell thee!" Once I heard him

mutter to her, when he was leading her

home after the day's work was done, "I

came as near killin' thee to-day as ever

I did."

I will take for one type a man whom

we met last summer in the country. We

had driven for miles along the country

roads in search of a certain little glen

where the maiden-hair ferns grew waist

high and as broad across as the fronds

of palms, and having found it and filled

our spring-wagon with the treasures, we

set out to return home by another road.

We lost our way, but did not regret it, as

this mischance made known to us the

most stately and graceful tree we had

ever seen—one that was certainly worth

half a day's ride to see. The road left

the treeless uplands, where the sunshine

reflected from the bright yellow stubble

of the newly-cut wheat-fields beat against

our faces with a steady glare, and dipped

into a cool, green, shady hollow where

cows cropped the rich grass or stood

knee-deep in the water of a little stream.

Well they might stand in quiet content

ment: a king might have envied them

their surroundings. Overhead rose a

dozen or more of the tallest and finest

elms we had ever seen, stretching their

thick branches till they met and formed

a canopy so dense that only a stray sun

beam or two pierced through and fell

upon the smooth green sward. Peerless

among them stood an elm of mighty girth

and lofty height, its widely-stretching

branches as large around, where they

left the trunk, as a common tree, and

clothed to the farthest twig with luxu

riant foliage. And all up and down the

mossy trunk and around the branches

grew young twigs from a few inches to

a foot or two in length, half hiding the

shaggy bark with their tender green

leaves. It was a combination of tree

majesty and grace that is rarely seen.

In a tropical forest I have beheld a lofty

tree covered thickly all over its trunk and

branches with ferns and parasitic plants,

but the sight, though beautiful, was sug

gestive of morbid, unnatural growth. This

royal elm out of its own sap had clothed

its trunk as with a thickly-twining vine.

When, after gazing our fill, we drove re

luctantly out of the shady green hollow

into the sunshine, and began to climb a

hill, we saw at the top a small house sur

rounded by fruit trees and shaded in

front by a grape-arbor. On reaching it

we stopped to ask our way of a man who

sat in his shirt-sleeves near the front door,

fanning himself with his straw hat. He

seemed frank and inclined to talk, and

asked us to stop and rest a while in the

shade. We did so, and his wife brought

us some fresh buttermilk to drink, the

children gathering about to look at us

as if our advent was the incident of the

month. In conversation we learned that

he was the owner of forty acres, which

he devoted largely to the cultivation of

small fruits. The land was paid for, with

the exception of a mortgage of three hun

dred dollars, which he hoped to lift in a

season or two if the yield was good.

"We're doing well now," he said, "but

when we started, eight years ago, it was

truly discouraging. There was no house

on the place when we came here. We
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put up the room we now use as a kitchen,

and lived in it for two years and a half.

It was so small that it only held a bed,

a table, a cook-stove and two or three

chairs, and when the table was drawn

out for meals my wife had to set the

rocking-chair on the bed, because there

wasn't room for it on the floor. She

helped me on the farm the first year or

two. We moved here late in the spring,

and I only had time to get the sod broken

before corn-planting time. My wife had

a lame foot that spring, but I made her

a sort of crutch-stilt, and with this she

walked over the ground as I ploughed it,

making holes in the earth by means of

it and dropping in the corn. She also

rode the reaper when our wheat was ripe

the next year, and I followed, binding

and stacking. She has helped me in

many other ways on the farm, for she is

as ambitious as I am to have aplace free

from debt which we can call our own.

We added these two other rooms in the

third year, and when we are out of debt

and have money ahead we shall put up

another addition: we shall need it as the

children grow up. I have a nice lot of

small fruit—strawberries, raspberries, cur

rants, gooseberries—and besides these I

sell every spring a great many early

vegetables. The small fruits pay me

more to the acre than anything else I

could raise. There is a good market for

them in the neighboring towns, and I

seldom have to hire any help. My chil

dren do most of the picking."

It is only a bit of personal history, to

be sure, but it affords an insight into the

life of one who, like many others in this .

State, began with only his bare hands

and habits of industry and economy for

capital.

Another typical illustration is supplied

by a man whose home we visited in the

winter. His comfortable farm-house was

overflowing with the good things of life:

a piano and an organ stood in the parlor,

and a well-filled bookcase in the sitting

room; a large bay-window was bright

with flowering plants; and base-burner

coal-stoves and double-paned windows

mocked at the efforts of the wintry winds

and kept perpetual summer within. In

the large barn were farm-wagons, a car

riage, a buggy, a sleigh—a vehicle for

every purpose. The farmer invited us

one morning to step into a large sled

which stood at the door, and took us

half a mile to his stock-yards. There

we saw fat, sleek cattle by the dozen

and fat hogs by the score, great cribs

bursting with corn, a windmill pump

and other conveniences for watering

stock. Besides all these possessions this

man owns two or three other good farms,

and has money loaned on mortgages; in

short, is worth about fifty thousand dol

lars, every cent of which he has gained

by his own exertions in the last twenty

years. He said: "\Vhen my father died

and his estate was divided among his

children, each of us received eighty-three

dollars as his share. I resolved then that

if thrift and energy could avail anything

I would have more than that to leave to

each of my children when I died. It has

required constant hard work and shrewd

planning, but I have gained my stake,

and am not a very old man yet," pass

ing his hand over his hair, which was

thinly sprinkled with gray.

This man gave us a description of a

tornado which passed over that portion

of the State a number of years ago. It

was shortly after he was married and

while he was staying at his father-in

law's house. The whole family were

away from home that day, and when

they returned they found only the cel

lar. The house had been lifted from its

foundation, and carried so far on the

mighty wings of the hurricane that noth

ing pertaining to it was ever found ex

cept the rolling-pin and a few boards

of the yellow-painted kitchen-floor. Of

a new farm-wagon nothing remained

but one tire, and that was flattened out

straight. The trees that stood in the yard

had been broken off at the surface of the

ground. The grass lay stretched in the

direction of the hurricane as ifa flood of

water had passed over it. Horses, cattle

and human beings had been lifted and

carried several rods through the air, then

cast violently to earth again. Those who

witnessed the course of the tornado said

that it seemed to strike the ground, then
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go up in the air, passing harmlessly over

a mile or two of country, then strike again,

all the time whirling over and over, and

occasionally casting out fragments of the

spoils it had gathered up. After passing

east to a point beyond the Mississippi it

disappeared.

This part of Iowa has rich deposits of

coal, and mining is a regular and im

portant business. The coal-mines lying

a few miles south of this place are the

largest west of the Mississippi River.

thriving little town has grown up around

them, composed chiefly of miners' cot

tages, stores and superintendents' dwell

ings. A creek winds through it whose

banks are shaded by elms and carpeted

in spring and early summer with prairie

fiowers; and a range of wooded hills in

whose depths the richest coal-deposits lie

lends a picturesque aspect to the scene,

and partly compensates for the dreary

look of the town itself, the comfortless

appearance of many of the miners' houses

and the great heaps of slag and refuse

coal at the mouth of the mines. Mules

hitched to little cars serve to draw the

coal out of several of the mines, but the

largest one is provided with an engine,

which, by means of an endless rope of

twisted wire, pulls long trains of loaded

cars out of the depths of the mine and

up to a high platform above the railroad,

whence the coal is pitched into the wait

ing cars beneath. Sixty-five railroad cars

are sometimes loaded in one day from

this single mine. The coal is soft coal,

and is sold by retail at from six to seven

cents a bushel.

One April day, when the woods were

white and pink with the bloom of the

wild plum and crab trees and the ground

was blue with violets, we rode over to this

place, and, hitching our horses to some

trees growing over the principal mine,

we descended to the entrance. A miner,

an intelligent middle-aged man who was

off work just then, volunteered to be our

guide, and after providing each of us with

alittle oil lamp like the one he wore in

his hat-brim, he led us into the dark open

ing that yawned in the hillside. The pas

sage was six or seven feet wide, and so

low that we could not stand erect. Un

A .

der our feet was the narrow track, the

space between the ties being slippery with

mud: over our heads and on either hand

were walls of rock, with a thick vein of

coal running through them, braced every

few feet with heavy timbers. The track

began to descend, and soon we lost sight

of the daylight and had to depend entire

ly on the feeble glimmer of our lamps.

We occasionally came to smooth-plas

tered spaces in the walls, the closed-up

mouths of old side-tunnels, and placing

our hands upon them felt that they were

warm. Fires were raging in the aban

doned galleries, but, being shut away from

the air and from access to the main tun

nel, they were not dangerous. The dan

gers usually dreaded by the miners are

the falling of heavy masses of earth and

rock from the roof of the gallery and the

sudden flow of water into the mine from

some of the secret sources in the hillside.

After penetrating about a quarter of a

mile into the mine and descending one

hundred and twenty feet, we reached the

end of the main tunnel and saw the great

wheel, fixed in the solid rock, on which

the endless steel rope turned. A train

of loaded cars had passed out just be

fore we entered the mine, and on a switch

near the end of the track stood another

train of empty cars. The air thus far

on our dark journey had been cool and

good, for the main tunnel was ventilated

by means of air-shafts that pierced the

hillside to the daylight above; but now

our guide opened the door of what seem

ed a subterranean dungeon, closed it be

hind us when we had passed through,

lifted a heavy curtain that hung before

us, and ushered us into a branch-tunnel

where the air was hot and stifling and

heavy with the fumes of powder. At the

farther end we saw tiny specks of light

moving about. As we neared them we

found that they were lamps fastened in

the hat-bands of the miners at work in

this distant tunnel—literally, "the bowels

of the earth." Some were using picks

and shovels, others were drilling holes

in the solid coal and putting in blasts of

gunpowder. When these blasts were fired

a subterranean thunder shook the place:

it seemed as ifthe hill were falling in upon
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us. Little cars stood upon the track part

ly filled with coal, and mules were hitch

ed to them. The forms of these animals

loomed large and dark in the dim light:

they seemed like some monsters of a

previous geologic age. The men them

selves, blackened with coal and grimy

with powder-smoke, might have seemed'

like gnomes or trolls had we not seen

their homes in the plain, familiar sun

light above, and known that they were

working for daily bread for themselves

and families. They are paid according

to the amount of coal they dig. Some

have earned as high as one hundred and

thirty dollars a month, but half that sum

' would be nearer the average.

As we left this shaft and came back

into the main tunnel we saw a miner sit

ting by the track with his small tin bucket

open. It was noon and he was eating his

It might just as well have been

midnight, so dense was the darkness.

We seemed to have been an uncompu

table time in the depths, yet, glancing at

the bunch of wild flowers in my belt,I

saw that they were only beginning to

wilt. Did poor Proserpine have the same

feeling when she was ravished from the

sunshine and the green and flowery earth

and carried into the dark underground

kingdom of Pluto? Remembering her

fate, I whispered to my companion, "We

will not eat anything while here—no, not

so much as one pomegranate-seed."

There are many smaller coal-mines in

this vicinity—hardly a hillside but has a

dark doorway leading into it—but they

are not all worked regularly or by more

than a few hands.

On the road leading from town to the

Skunk River one has glimpses of another

industry. Limekilns, with uncouth signs

announcing lime for sale at twenty-five

cents a bushel, thrust themselves almost

into the road, and the cabins or neatly

whitewashed board huts of the lime-burn

ers border the way. Some have grass

plots and mounds of flowers around

them: others are without ornament, if >

we except the children with blue eyes,

red cheeks and hair like corn-silk that

hang on the fence and watch us ride by.

Skunk River is a broad, still stream,

with hilly banks heavily wooded with

willow, oak, maple, sycamore and bass

wood. Here we find the earliest wild

flowers in spring: blue and purple hepat

icas blossom among the withered leaves

on the ground while the branches above

are still bare, and a little later crowds of

violets and spring-beauties brighten the

tender grass; clusters of diacentra—or

" Dutchman's breeches," as the children

call them—nod from the shelter of de

caying stumps to small yellow lilies with

spotted leaves and tufts of fresh green

ferns.

The place is equally a favorite bird

haunt. The prairie-chicken, the best

known game-bird of the State, chooses

rather the open prairie, but wild-ducks

settle and feed here in their migratory

journeys, attracting the sportsman by

their presence; the fish-hawk makes his

nest in the trees on the bank ; the small

blue heron wades pensively along the

margin; and the common wood-birds,

such as blackbirds, bluebirds, jays, spar

rows and woodpeckers, chatter or warble

qr scold among the branches. Some

times the redbird flashes like a living

flame through the green tree-tops, or the

brilliant orange-and-black plumage of the

Baltimore oriole contrasts with the lilac

gray bark of an old tree-trunk.

Besides the small wild flowers there

are many shrubs and trees that bloom

in spring. The haw tree and wild plum

put forth masses of small creamy-white

flowers, the redbud tree blooms along

the water-courses, the dogwood in the

woods and the wild crab-apple upon the

open hillside. The crab trees often form

dense thickets an acre or two in extent,

and when all their branches are thickly

set with coral buds or deep-pink blossoms

they form a picture upon which the eye

delights to rest. Spring redeems even

the flat prairie from the blank monotony

which wearies the eye in winter. There

are few places in this vicinity where the

virgin sod has not been broken, conse

quently few spots where the original,

, much - praised prairie- flowers grow; but

a tender green clothes all the plain, hun

dreds of meadow-larks sing in the grass,

the tints and colors of the sky are lovely
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beyond words, and the balmy winds

breathe airs of Paradise.

Even the town, whose ugliness has

offended artistic taste and one's love of

neatness all winter, clothes itself in fo

liage and hides its ungraceful outlines

in bowery verdure. Lilacs scent the air,

roses crowd through the broken fences,

the milky floss of the cottonwood trees

is strewed upon the sidewalks or floats

like thistledown upon the air. To one

sensitive to physical surroundings the

change is like that from a sullen face to

a smiling one, from a forbidding aspect

to a cheerful one. The constant bracing

of one's self against the influence of one's

surroundings is relaxed: a feeling of re

lief and contentment comes instead. Our

thirst for picturesque beauty may not be

satisfied, but we accept with thankful

hearts the quiet loveliness of spring. In

this, as in deeper experiences, we learn

that

At best we gain not happiness,

But peace, friends—peace in the strife.

Louise COFFIN Jomas.

A FORGOTTEN AMERICAN WORTHY.

THE pleasant agricultural village of

Reading, in Fairfield county, West

ern Connecticut, presents much that is

charming and picturesque in scenery,

and is withal replete with historic inci.

dents; but its chief claim to interest rests

on the fact that it was the birthplace of

Joel Barlow, who has decided claims to

the distinction of being the father of

American letters. Nearly seventy years

have passed since the poet's tragic death,

and the story of his life is still untold,

while his memory has nearly faded from

the minds of the living; nor would it be

easy, at this late day, to collect sufficient

material for an extended biography if such

were demanded. Some pleasant tradi

tions still linger in the sleepy atmosphere

of his native village; a few of his letters

and papers still remain in his family; con

temporary newspapers had much to say

both for and against him; the reviewers

of his day noticed his poems, sometimes

with approbation, sometimes with bitter

ness. There are fragmentary sketches of

him in encyclopaedias and biographical

dictionaries, and several pigeonholes in

the State Department are filled with musty

documents written by him when abroad

in his country's diplomatic service. From

these sources alone is the scholar of our

times to glean his knowledge of one who

in his day filled as large a space in the

public eye as almost any of his contem

poraries, and whose talents, virtues and

public services entitled him to as lasting

a fame as theirs.

Not from any of these sources, but from

the Barlow family register in the ancient

records of Fairfield, we learn that the poet

was born on March 24, 1754, and not in

1755, as is almost universally stated by

the encyclopzedists. His father was Sam

uel Barlow, a wealthy farmer of the vil

lage—his mother, Elizabeth Hull, a con

nection of the general and commodore

of the same name who figured so promi

nently in the war of 1812. There is lit

tle in the early career of the poet of in

terest to the modern reader. He is first

presented to us in the village traditions

as a chubby, rosy-faced boy, intent on

mastering the Greek and Latin tasks

dealt out to him by Parson Bartlett, the

Congregational minister of the village,

who, like many of the New England

clergy of that day, added the duties of

schoolmaster to those of the clergyman.

In a year or two he was placed at Moor's

school for boys in Hanover, New Hamp

shire, and on completing his preparatory

course he entered Dartmouth College in

1774. His father had died the Decem

ber previous, and, with the view probably
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of being nearer his mother and family

in Reading, he left Dartmouth in his

Freshman year and was entered at Yale.

Barlow's college career was marked by

close application to study, and won for

him the respect and confidence of all

with whom he came in contact. Dur

ing his second year the war of the Rev

olution broke out, but the young poet,

though an ardent patriot, clung to his

books, resolutely closing his ears to the

clamor of war that invaded his sacred

cloisters until the long summer vacation

arrived. Then he threw aside books and

gown and joined his four brothers in the

Continental ranks, where he did yeo

man's service for his country. He grad

uated in 1778, and signalized the occa

sion by reciting an original poem call

ed the "Prospect of Peace," which, in

the quaint language of one of his con

temporaries, gained him "a very pretty

reputation as a poet."

The next year found him a chaplain in

the Continental army, in the same bri

gade with his friend Dwight, later renown

ed as the poet-president of Yale College,

and with Colonel Humphreys, whom we

shall find associated with him in a far

different mission. The two young chap

lains, not content with the performance

of their clerical duties, wrote in con

nection with Humphreys stirring patri

otic lyrics that were set to music and

sung by the soldiers around the camp

fires and on the weary march, and aid

ed largely in allaying discontent and in

inducing them to bear their hardships

patiently.

For four years, or until the peace of

1783, Barlow continued to serve his coun

try in the army: he left the service as poor

as when he entered it, and a second time

the question of a vocation in life present

ed itself. He at length chose the law,

but before being admitted to practice per

formed an act which, however foolish it

may have seemed to the worldly wise,

proved to be one of the most fortunate

events of his life. Although poor and

possessing none of the qualities of the

successful bread-winner, he united his

fortunes with those of an amiable and

charming young lady—Miss Ruth Bald

win of New Haven, daughter of Michael

Baldwin, Esq., and sister of Hon. Abra

ham C. Baldwin, whom the student will

remember as a Senator of note from Geor

gia. After marriage the young husband

settled in Hartford, first in the study, and

later in the practice, of the law. In Hart

ford we find him assuming the duties of

lawyer, journalist and bookseller, and in

all proving the truth of the fact often no

ted, that the possession of literary talent

generally unfits one for the rough, every

day work of the world. As a lawyer Bar

low lacked the smoothness and suavity

of the practised advocate, while the pet

ty details and trickeries of the profession

disgusted him. As an editor he made

his journal, the American Jllercwy, no

table for the high literary and moral ex

cellence of its articles, but it was not suc

cessful financially, simply because it lack

ed a constituency sufficiently cultured to

appreciate and sustain it. His bookstore,

which stood on the quiet, elm-shaded

main street of the then provincial vil

lage, was opened to dispose of his psalm

book and poems, and was closed when

this was accomplished.

As a poet, however, he was more suc

cessful, and it was here that the assur

ance of literary ability, so dear to the

heart of the neophyte, first came to him.

Dr. Watts‘s "imitation" of the Psalms,

incomplete and inappropriate in many

respects, was then the only version with

in reach of the Puritan churches, and in

1785 the Congregational Association of

Connecticut applied to the poet for a re

vised edition of the work. Barlow read

ily complied, and published his revision

the same year, adding to it several psalms

which Dr. Watts had omitted. This work

was received with marked favor by the

Congregational churches, and was used

by them exclusively until rumors of the

author's lapse from orthodoxy reached

them, when it was superseded by a ver

sion prepared by Dr. Dwight.

- Two years after, in 1787, Barlow pub

lished his Vision qf Columbus, a poem

conceived while in the army and largely

written during the poet's summer vaca

tions at Reading. It was received with

unbounded favor by his patriotic coun
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trymen, and after passing through sev

eral editions at home was republished

both in London and Paris, and made its

author the best known American in the

literary circles of his day. There was in

Hartford at this time a coterie of literary

spirits whose sprightliness and bonho

mie had gained for them the sobriquet

of the "Hartford Wits." Dr. Lemuel

Hopkins was doubtless the chief factor '

in the organization of this club: Bar

low, John Trumbull, Colonel Humphreys,

Richard Alsop and Theodore Dwight

all of whom had gained literary distinc

tion—were its chief members. The prin

cipal publications of the club were the

Anarc/ziad, a satirical poem, and the

Er/zo, which consisted of a series of pa

pers in verse lampooning the social and

political follies of the day. To both of

these, it is said, Barlow was a prominent

contributor. He was also a prominent

figure in the organization, about this time,

of the Connecticut Cincinnati, a society

formed by Revolutionary officers for urg

ing upon Congress their claims for ser

vices rendered in the Revolution.

In these varied pursuits and amid such

pleasant associations three years passed

away, but during all this time the grim

spectre of Want had menaced the poet

—first at a distance, but with each suc

ceeding month approaching nearer and

nearer, until now, in 1788, it stared him

in the face. His patrimony had been

nearly exhausted in his education; his

law-business was unremunerative; his

paper, as we have said, was not a suc

cess financially; and his poetry brought

him much more honor than cash. And

thus it happened that at the age of thir

ty-four he found himself without money

or employment. At this trying juncture

there came from the West—fruitful pa

rent of such schemes!—the prospectus

of the Scioto Land Company, furnish

ed with glaring head-lines and seduc

tive phrases, and parading in its list of

stockholders scores of the best-known

names in the community. This com

pany claimed to have become the for

tunate possessor of unnumbered acres in

the valley of the Scioto, and was anx

ious to share its good fortune—for a con

sideration—with Eastern and European

capitalists. It was desirous ofosecuring

an agent to negotiate its sales in Europe,

and, quite naturally, its choice fell on

Joel Barlow, the only American having

a reputation abroad who was at liberty

to undertake the mission; and, since the

company bore a good repute and offered

fair remuneration, the poet very gladly

embraced its offer. He does not seem

to have met with much success in Eng

land, but in France his reception was

much more encouraging. An estate in

the New World was a veritable c/uiteau

en Espagne to the mercurial Frenchmen,

and they purchased with some avidity;

but just as the agent's ground was pre

pared for a plenteous harvest news came

that the Scioto Company had burst, as

bubbles will, leaving to its dupes only

a number of well-executed maps, some

worthless parchments called deeds, and

that valuable experience which comes

with a knowledge of the ways of the

world. Barlow, being the company's

principal agent abroad, came in for his

full share of the abuse excited by its ope

rations; and yet it is evident that he was

as innocent of its real character as any

one, and that he had accepted the position

of agent with full confidence in the com

pany's integrity. Its collapse left him as

poor as ever, and a stranger in a strange

land, notwithstanding he was surround

ed here by conditions that assured him

the generous and honorable career which

had been denied him in the New World.

Of the foreigners who then thronged

cosmopolitan Paris, none were so pop

ular as Americans. Benjamin Franklin

and Silas Deane, by their courtesy and

dignity, joined to republican simplicity,

had provided passports for their coun

trymen to the good graces of all French

men: besides, the name "republican"

was a word of magic import in France

at that time. Barlow's reputation as a

poet was also of great service to him at

a time when literature exercised a com

manding influence both in society and

politics. He was presented at court, ad

mitted to the companionship of wits and

savants, and was enabled, by the favor

of some financial magnates, to participate
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' enlightened of the rival factions.

in speculations which proved so success

ful that in a short time he was raised

above me pressure of want. But in less

than a year after his arrival the Rev

olution broke out, and involved him in

its horrors. His sympathies were en

tirely with the Girondists —the party of

the literati, and the most patriotic and

He is

said to have entered heartily into the

advocacy of their cause, writing pamph

lets and addresses in their interest and

contributing frequently to their journals:

he is also said to have figured prominent

ly at the meetings of the Girondist lead

ers held in the salon of Madame Roland.

The atrocities of the Jacobins, however,

so shocked and disgusted him that he

shortly withdrew and went into retire

ment outside of the city. The greater

part of the years 1791—92 he spent in

England, with occasional visits to France.

During one of these visits the privileges

of French citizenship were conferred on

him—an honor that had been previously

conferred on but two Americans, Wash

ington and Hamilton.

In 1795 a crisis in his fortunes occur

.red, and from this date the story of his

life becomes an interesting and import

ant one. He had been for some months

on a business-tour through the northern

provinces, and, returning to Paris early

in September, was surprised at receiving

a visit from his old friend Colonel David

Humphreys, who had been American

minister to Portugal for some years, and

was now in Paris on a political mission.

He was accompanied on this visit by

James Monroe, then American minis

ter at the French court. They bore a

commission from President Washington

naming Barlow consul at Algiers, and

their object was to induce him to accept

the appointment. The post was one of

{extreme difficulty and danger, and had

Barlow consulted his own wishes and

interests he would undoubtedly have de

clined it. But by appeals to his philan

thropy, and by representations that from

his knowledge of courts and experience

of the world he was well fitted for the

performance of the duties assigned to

him, he was at length induced to ac

cept the commission. Preparations were

at once made for the journey. His busi

ness-affairs were arranged and his will

made: then, bidding his wife farewell,

he set out with Humphreys on the 12th

of September, 1795, for Lisbon, en mute

for the Barbary coast.

At the time of Barlow's mission Algiers

was at the height of its power and arro

gance. Great Britain, France, Spain,

Holland, Denmark, Sweden and Venice

were tributaries of this barbarous state,

which waged successful war with Russia,

Austria, Portugal, Naples, Sardinia, Ge

noa and Malta. Its first depredation on

American commerce was committed on

the 25th of July, 1785, when the schoon

er Maria, Stevens master, owned in Bos

ton, was seized off Cape St. Vincent by

a corsair and carried into Algiers. Five

days later the ship Dauphin of Phila

delphia, Captain O'Brien, was taken and

carried into the same port. Other cap

tures quickly followed, so that at the

time of Barlow's mission there were one

hundred and twenty American citizens

in the Algerine prisons, exclusive of some

forty that had been liberated by death or

ransomed through the private exertions

of their friends.

The course pursued by Congress for

the liberation of these captives cannot be

viewed with complacency even at this

late day. After some hesitation it de

cided to ransom the prisoners, and pro

ceeded to negotiate—first, through Mr.

John Lamb, its agent at Algiers, and

secondly through the general of the

Mathurins, a religious order of France

instituted in early times for the redemp

tion of Christian captives from the infi

del powers. These negotiations extend

ed through a period of six years, and

accomplished nothing, from the fact that

the dey invariably demanded double the

sum which Congress thought it could

afford to pay. In June, 1792, with the

hope of negotiating a treaty and rescu

ing the captives, the celebrated John Paul

Jones was appointed consul to Algiers,

but died before reaching the scene of

his mission. His successor, Mr. Thomas

Barclay, died at Lisbon January I9, 1793,

while on his way to Algiers. The con
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duct of Barbary affairs was next confided

to Colonel Humphreys, our minister to

Portugal, with power to name an agent

who should act under him, and Mr. Pierre

E. Skjoldebrand, a brother of the Swe

dish consul, was appointed under this

arrangement; but the latter gentleman

seems to have been no more successful

than his predecessors. Late in 1794,

Humphreys returned to America, and

while here it was arranged that Joseph

Donaldson should accompany him on

his return as agent for Tunis and Tripoli,

while Barlow, it was hoped, could be in

duced to accept the mission to Algiers

and the general oversight of Barbary

affairs.

The two diplomats left America early

in April, 1795, and proceeded to Gibral

tar, where they separated, Donaldson

continuing his journey to Algiers 1/id

Alicant, and Humphreys hastening on

to Paris in search of Barlow, as has been

narrated. Colonel Humphreys and Mr.

Barlow did not reach Lisbon until the

17th of November, and when the latter

was about prosecuting his journey he

was surprised by a visit from Captain

O'Brien, who had been despatched by

Mr. Donaldson with a newly-signed

treaty with Algiers. Mr. Donaldson, it

was learned, had reached Algiers on the

3d of September, and finding the dey in

a genial mood had forthwith concluded

a treaty with him, considering that he

had sufficient authority for this under

the general instructions of Colonel Hum

phreys. It was found that some of the

conditions of the treaty could not be ful

filled, particularly one stipulating that

the first payment of nearly eight hun

dred thousand dollars should be made

by the 5th of January, 1796; and Bar

low therefore hatened forward to Al

giers to explain the matter to the dey

and make such attempts at pacification

as were practicable, while Captain O'Bri

en was sent to London in the brig Sophia

for the money. Of his life in Algiers,

and of the subsequent fate of the treaty,

some particulars are given in a letter

from Barlow to Humphreys, dated at

Algiers April 5, 1796, and also in a let

ter to Mrs. Barlow written about the

same time.

is as follows:

"SIR: We have now what we hope

will be more agreeable news to you. For

two days past we have been witnesses to

a scene of as complete and poignant dis

tress as can be imagined, arising from the

total state of despair in which our cap

tives found themselves involved, and we

without the power of administering the

least comfort or hope. The threat of send

ing us away had been reiterated with ev

ery mark of a fixed and final decision,

and the dey went so far as to declare

that after the thirty days, if the money

did not come, he never would be at peace

with the Americans. Bacri the Jew, who

has as much art in this sort of manage

ment as any man we ever knew, who

has more influence with the dey than all

the regency put together, and who alone

has been able to soothe his impatience

on this subject for three months past, now

seemed unable to make the least impres

sion, and the dey finally forbade him,

under pain of his highest displeasure, to

speak to him any more about the Amer

icans. His cruisers are now out, and for

some days past he has been occupied

with his new war against the Danes.

Three days ago the Danish prizes began

to come in, and it was thought that this

circumstance might put him in good-hu

mor, so that the Jew might find a chance

of renewing our subject in some shape or

other; and we instructed the Jew that if

he could engage him in conversation on

his cruisers and prizes he might offer him

a new American-built ship of twenty guns

which should sail very fast, to be present

ed to his daughter, on condition that he

would wait six months longer for our

money. The Jew observed that we had

better say a ship of twenty-four guns, to

which we agreed. After seeing him three

or four times yesterday under pretence

of other business, without being able to

touch upon this, he went this morning

and succeeded.

"The novelty of the proposition gained

the dey's attention for a moment, and he

consented to see us on the subject; but

he told the Jew to tell us that it must be

a ship of thirty-six guns or he would not

The letter to Humphreys
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listen to the proposition. We were con

vinced that we ought not to hesitate an

instant. We accordingly went and as

sented to his demand, and he has agreed

to let everything remain as it is for the

term of three months from this day, but "

desired us to remember that not a single

day beyond that will be allowed on any

account.

"We consider the business as now set

tled on this footing, and it is the best

ground that we could possibly place it

upon. You still have it in your power

to say peace or no peace: you have an

alternative. In the other case war was

inevitable, and there would have been

no hope of peace during the reign of

this dey. . . .

" In order to save the treaty, which has

been the subject of infinite anxiety and

vexation, we found it necessary some

time ago to make an offer to the Jew

of ten thousand sequins (eighteen thou

sand dollars), to be paid eventually if

he succeeded, and to be distributed by

him among such great officers of state

as he thought necessary, and as much

of it to be kept for himself as he could

keep consistent with success. The whole

of this new arrangement will cost the

United States about fifty-three thousand

dollars. We expect to incur blame, be

cause it is impossible to give you a com

plete view of the circumstances, but we

are perfectly confident of having acted

right."

A few weeks later the long-expected

ransom arrived: the prison-doors were

thrown open, and the captives came out

into the sunlight. How pitifully the poet

diplomatist received them, how tenderly

he cared for their wants, and how he ex

erted himself to secure for them a speedy

passage to their native land, may be in

ferred from the character of the man.

Having now accomplished the object of

his mission, it was to be expected that he

would be free to give up his unpleasant

post and return to France. But in the

adjacent states of Tunis and Tripoli there

were other prisons in which American

citizens were confined, and until they

were liberated he does not seem to have

considered his mission as fully perform
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ed. Six months or more were spent in

effecting this object, and when it was

accomplished he very gladly delivered

up his credentials to the government

and returned to his home and friends

in France.

The succeeding eight years were spent

in congenial pursuits, chiefly of a literary

and philanthropic character. He pur

chased the large hotel of the count Cler

mont Tonnere, near Paris, which he trans

formed into an elegant villa: here he lived

during his residence in France, dispen

sing a broad hospitality and enjoying

the friendship of the leading minds of

the Empire, as well as the companion

ship of all Americans of note who visit

ed the capital. But at length, in I805,

after seventeen years of absence, the

home-longing which sooner or later

comes to every exile seized upon him,

and, yielding to its influence, he dis

posed of his estates in France and with

his faithful wife embarked for America.

Great changes had occurred in his na

tive land during these seventeen years.

Washington was gone, and with him the

power and prestige of Federalism; Jef

ferson and Burr had led the Republican

hosts to victory; Presbyterianism as a

political force was dead; and everywhere

in society the old order was giving place

to the new. This was more markedly

the case in New England, where the

Puritan crust was being broken and pul

verized by the gradual upheaval of the

Republican strata. Withal, it was an era

of intense political feeling and of partisan

bitterness without a parallel.

This will explain, perhaps, the varying

manner in which Barlow was received

by the different parties among his coun

trymen. The Republicans greeted him

with acclamation as the honored citizen

of two republics, the man who had peril

led life and health in rescuing his coun

trymen from slavery. The Federalists,

on the other hand, united in traducing

him—an assertion which may be gain

said, but which can be abundantly proved

by reference to the Federal newspapers

and magazines of the day. In evidence,

and as a curious instance of the political

bitterness of the times, I' will adduce the
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following article from the Boston Reper

twy, printed in the August after the poet's

return:

"JEFFERSON, BARLOW AND PAINE.

" In our last paper was announced, and

that with extreme regret, the return of

Joel Barlow, Esq., to this country. This

man, the strong friend of Mr. Jefferson

and confidential companion of his late

warm defender, Tom Paine, is one of the

most barefaced infidels that ever appear

ed in Christendom. Some facts respect

ing these distinguished personages may

serve to show the votaries of Christian

ity what a band of open enemies (to

the faith) is now assembling in this

country.

" Mr. Jefferson, in his famous Notes on

Vz'r.gr'/zia, advances opinions incompat

ible with Mosaic history. This cannot

be disputed, nor will Mr. Jefferson dare

to deny that he has, since he has been

President of the United States, publicly

made the Eucharist a subject of impious

ridicule. Tom Paine has written two

books for the express purpose of com

bating the Holy Scriptures. His Age qf

Reason is but too common, and his letter

to the late Samuel Adams still evinces his

perverse adherence to his infidel system.

"Joel Barlow is said to have written

the following shocking letter to his cor

respondent, John Fellows, dated Ham

burg, May 23, 1805: 'I rejoice at the

progress of good sense over the dam

nable imposture of C/zristian mummery.

I had no doubt of the effect of Paine's

Age of Reason : it may be cavilled at

a while, but it must prevail. Though

things as good have been often said,

they were never said in so good a way,'

etc. Mr. Barlow can now answer for

himself: if this letter be a forgery, let

him inform the public. It has never yet

been contradicted, though it has been

four years published in America."

From which we gather that in the po

litical code of that day the grossest cal

umnies if uncontradicted were to be ac

cepted as truth. There is not the slight

est evidence, however, in his writings or

public utterances that the poet ever re

nounced the faith of his fathers, although

it is not probable that he was a very strict

Presbyterian at this time.

Barlow seems not to have returned

with any hopes of political preferment:

at least he made no attempt to enter the

field of politics, but after spending sev

eral months in travel took up his resi

dence in Washington and devoted him

self to philosophical studies and the cul

tivation of the Muses. He had purchased

a beautiful site on the banks of the Po

tomac within the city limits, and here he

erected a mansion whose beauty and ele

gance made it famous throughout the

country. This mansion he called Kal

orama, and the wealth and correct taste

of its owner were lavishly employed

in its adornment. Broad green lawns,

shaded by forest trees, surrounded the

house, fountains sparkled and gleamed

amid the shrubberies, and gay parterres

of flowers added their beauty to the scene.

Within, French carpets, mirrors, statuary,

pictures and bric-a-brac betokened the

foreign tastes of the owner. In the li

brary was gathered the most extensive

private collection of foreign books which

the country then contained. Kalorama

was the Holland House of America,

where were to be met all the notables

of the land, political, literary or philan

thropic. The President, heads of depart

ments, Congressmen, foreign ambassa

dors, poets, authors, reformers, invent

ors, were all to be seen there. Robert

Fulton, the father of steam-navigation,

was the poet's firm friend, and received

substantial aid from him in his enter

prise. Jefferson, throwing off the cares

of state, often paid him infonnal visits,

and the two sages had a pet plan which

was generally the subject of conversa

tion on these occasions. This was the

scheme of a national university, to be

modelled after the Institute of France,

and to combine a university, a learned

society, a naval and military school and

an academy of fine arts. The move

ment had been originated by Washing

ton, and Jefferson and Barlow, with many

other leading men of the day, were its

warm friends and promoters. In 1806,

Barlow, at Jefferson's suggestion, drew

up a prospectus, which was printed and
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circulated throughout the country. So

great a public sentiment in favor of the

scheme was developed that a bill for its

endowment was shortly after introduced

in Congress; but New England exerted

her influence against it in favor of Yale

and Harvard so successfully that it was

defeated.

The chief literary work which occu

pied the poet in this classic retreat was

T/2e Co/umbiad, which appeared in 1808.

He also busied himself with collecting

materials for a general history of the

United States—a work which, if he had

been permitted to finish it, would have

proved no doubt a valuable contribution

to this department of literature. But in

the midst of this scholarly retirement he

was surprised at receiving a note from Mr.

Monroe, then Secretary of State, offering

him the position of minister to France,

and urging his acceptance of it in the

strongest terms.

Our relations with France were then

(1811) in a very critical state, owing to

the latter's repeated attacks on American

commerce, and it was of vital moment to

the government that a man so universal

ly respected by the French people, and

so familiar with the French court and its

circle of wily diplomats, as was Barlow,

should have charge of American inter

ests in that quarter. A man less unself

ish, less patriotic, would have refused the

burden of such a position, especially one

so foreign to his tastes and desires; but

the poet in this case, as in 1795, seems

not to have hesitated an instant at the call

of his country. Kalorama was closed—

not sold, for its owner hoped that his ab

sence would not be of long duration—

preparations for the journey were speed

ily made, and early in August, 1811, Bar

low, accompanied by his faithful wife, was

set down at the port of Annapolis, where

the famous frigate Constitution, Captain

Hull, had been lying for some time in

readiness to receive him. In Annapolis

the poet was received with distinguished

honor: at his embarkation crowds throng

ed the quay, and a number of distinguish

ed citizens were gathered at the gang

plank to bid him God-speed on his jour

ney. Captain Hull received his guest

I

with the honor due his station: then the

Constitution spread her sails, and, gay

with bunting and responding heartily to

the salutes from the forts on shore, swept

gallantly down the bay and out to sea.

The beautiful city, gleaming amid the

foliage of its stately forest trees, and the

low level shores, green with orchards and

growing corn, were the last objects that

the poet beheld ere the outlines of his

native land sank beneath the waters.

Happily, he could not foresee the untime

ly death in waiting for him not eighteen

months distant, nor the lonely sepulchre

in the Polish waste, nor the still more bit

ter fact that ere two generations should

pass an ungrateful country would entire

ly forget his services and martyrdom.

Barlow's correspondence with Mr. Mon

roe and the duke de Bassano while abroad

on this mission forms an interesting and

hitherto unpublished chapter in our his

tory. It has rested undisturbed in the

pigeonholcs of the State Department for

nearly a century, and if published in con

nection with a brief memoir of the poet

would prove a valuable addition to our

annals. The first of the series is Mr. Mon

roe's letter of instruction to the newly

appointed minister, defining the objects

of his mission, which were, in brief, in

demnity for past spoliations and security

from further depredations. The second

paper is Mr. Barlow's first letter from

Paris, under date of September 29, 1811,

and is as follows:

"I seize the first occasion to announce

to you my arrival, though I have little

else to announce. I landed at Cherbourg

the 8th of this month, and arrived at Pa

ris the Igth. The emperor has been re

siding for some time at Compiegne, and

it unluckily happened that he set out

thence for the coast and for Holland the

day of my arrival here. The duke de

Bassano, Minister of Foreign Relations,

came the next day to Paris for two days

only, when he was to follow the emperor

tojoin him in Holland. General Turreau

and others, who called on me the morning

after I reached Paris, assured me that the

duke was desirous of seeing me as soon

as possible and with as little ceremony.

"On the 21st I made my first visit to
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him, which of course had no other object

than that of delivering my credentials. I

expressed my regret at the emperor's ab

sence, and the consequent delay of such

business as was rendered particularly ur

gent by the necessity of sending home

the frigate and by the approaching ses

sion of Congress, as well as by the dis

tressed situation of those American citi

zens who were awaiting the result of de

cisions which might be hastened by the

expositions I was charged to make on

the part of the President of the United

States. He said the emperor had fore

seen the urgency of the case, and had

charged him to remedy the evil, as far

as could be done, by dispensing with my

presentation to His Majesty till his re

turn, and that I might immediately pro

ceed to business as ifl had been present

ed. He said the most flattering things

from the emperor relative to my appoint

ment. He observed that His Majesty

had expected my arrival with some solici

tude, and was disposed to do everything

that I could reasonably ask to maintain a

good intelligence between the two coun

tries. . . . I explained to him with as

much precision as possible the sentiments

of the President on the most pressing ob

jects of my mission, and threw in such

observations as seemed to arise out of

what I conceived to be the true interests

of France. He heard me with patience

and apparent solicitude, endeavored to

explain away some of the evils of which

we complain, and expressed a strong de

sire to explain away the rest. He said

that many of the ideas I suggested were

new to him, and were very important

that he should lay them before the em

peror with fidelity and in a manner cal

culated to produce the most favorable

impression; desired me to reduce them

to writing, to be presented in a more sol

emn form; and endeavored to convince

me that he doubted not our being able

on the return of the emperor to remove

all obstacles to a most perfect harmony

between the two countries."

In a letter dated December 19, 1811,

he writes:

"Since the date of my last I have had

many interviews with the Minister of For

eign Relations. I have explained several

points, and urged every argument for as

speedy an answer to my note of the 10th

as its very serious importance would al

low. He always treats the subject with

apparent candor and solicitude, seems

anxious to gain information, and de

clares that neither he nor the emperor

had before understood American affairs,

and always assures me that he is nearly

ready with his answer. But he says the

emperor's taking so long a time to con

sider it and make up his decision is not

without reason, for it opens a wide field

for meditation on very interesting mat

ters. He says the emperor has read the

note repeatedly and with great attention

—that he told him the reasoning in it

was everywhere just and the conclusions

undeniable, but to reconcile its principles

with his continental system presented dif

ficulties not easy to remove. From what

the emperor told me himself at the last

diplomatic audience, and from a variety

of hints and other circumstances remark

ed among the people about his person, I

have been made to believe that he is real

ly changing his system relative to our

trade, and that the answer to my note

will be more satisfactory than I had at

first expected."

Several other letters from the poet to

Monroe follow, all of the same general

tenor—complaining of delay, yet hope

ful that the treaty would shortly be se

cured. February 8, 1812, he writes to

the Secretary of State that the duke is

"at work upon the treaty, and probably

in good earnest, but the discussions with

Russia and the other affairs of this Con

tinent give him and the emperor so much

occupation that I cannot count upon their

getting on very fast with ours."

Amid these delays the summer passed

away, and the emperor, intent on map

ping out his great campaign against Rus

sia, still neglected to sign the important

instrument. Early in the summer Na

poleon left Paris for Wilna to take com

mand of the vast armies that had been

collected for the invasion, and from that

place, on the 11th of October, the duke

de Bassano addressed the following note

to Mr. Barlow in Paris:
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"SIR: I have had the honor to make

known to you how much I regretted, in

the negotiation commenced between the

United States and France, the delayswhich

inevitably attended a correspondence car

ried on at so great a distance. Your gov

ernment has desired to see the epoch of

this arrangement draw near: His Majesty

is animated by the same dispositions, and,

willing to assure to the negotiation a re

sult the most prompt, he has thought that

it would be expedient to suppress the in

termediaries and to transfer the confer

ence to Wilna. His Majesty has in con

sequence authorized me, sir, to treat di

rectly with you; and if you will come to

this town I dare hope that, with the de

sire which animates us both to conciliate

such important interests, we shall imme

diately be enabled to remove all the dif

ficulties which until now have appeared

to impede the progress of the negotiation.

I have apprised the duke of Dalberg that

his mission was thus terminated, and I

have laid before His Majesty the actual

state of the negotiation, to the end that

when you arrive at Wilna, the different

questions being already illustrated either

by your judicious observation or by the

instructions I shall have received, we

may, sir, conclude an arrangement so

desirable and so conformable to the mu

tually amicable views of our two govern

ments."

Barlow could do no less than comply

with this invitation, since, as he remark

ed in a letter to Monroe under date of

October 25, "it was impossible to refuse

it without giving offence." His letter ac

cepting the duke's invitation was prob

ably the last ever written by him, and

is dated Paris, October 25, 1812:

"SIR: In consequence of the letter you

did me the honor to write me on the 11th

of this month, I accept your invitation,

and leave Paris to-morrow for Wilna,

where I hope to arrive in fifteen or eigh

teen days from this date. The negotia

tion on which you have done me the

honor to invite me at Wilna is so com

pletely prepared in all its parts between

the duke of Dalberg and myself, and,

as I understand, sent on to you for your

approbation about the 18th of the pres

ent month, that I am persuaded that if

it could have arrived before the date of

your letter the necessity of this meeting

would not have existed, as I am con

fident His Majesty would have found

the project reasonable and acceptable

in all its parts, and would have ordered

that minister to conclude and sign both

the treaty of commerce and the conven

tion of indemnities."

Barlow left Paris for Wilna on the 26th

of October in his private carriage, yet

travelling night and day and with relays

of horses at the post-towns to expedite

his progress. His sole companion was

his nephew and secretary of legation,

Thomas Barlow, who had been educated

and given an honorable position in life

through the poet's munificence. Their

route, the same as that pursued by Na

poleon a few weeks before, led across

the Belgian frontiers and through the

forests and defiles of the German prin

cipalities. Once across the Niemen, they

met with rumors of the emperor's disas

ter at Moscow, and that portions of his

army were then in full retreat, but, dis

crediting them, pushed on to Wilna,

which they reached about the 1st of

December. Wilna is the only consid

erable village in Russia between the

Niemen and Moscow: it is a quaint and

venerable town, capital of the ancient

province of Lithuania, and played an

important part in Napoleon's Russian

campaign, being the rendezvous of his

legions after crossing the Niemen and

the site of his army-hospitals. When

our travellers entered it, it was filled with

a horde of panic-stricken fugitives, who

made the town a temporary resting-place

before continuing their flight to the fron

tiers ; nor were they long in learning the,

to them, distressing news that the French

army was in swift retreat, and that the

duke de Bassano, so far from being at

leisure to attend a diplomatic conference

at Wilna, was then on the frontiers hur

rying forward reinforcements to cover the

retreat of his emperor across the Beresina.

The perilous journey had been made

in vain, and the treaty was doomed to

still further delay. It now only remain

ed for Barlow to extricate himself from
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his dangerous position and to reach the

frontiers before the fleeing army and the

pursuing Cossacks should close every

avenue of escape.

Thomas Barlow on his return to Amer

ica sometimes favored his friends with

vivid pictures of the sufferings and pri

vations endured by the travellers in their

flight from \Vilna. The passage of so

many men had rendered the roads well

nigh impassable; food, even of the mean

est kind, could only be procured with the

greatest difficulty; and often the travel

lers were mixed up with the flying masses,

as it seemed inextricably. Ruined habi

tations, wagons and provision-vans over

turned and pillaged, men dying by scores

from hunger and starvation, and frozen

corpses of men and horses, were objects

that constantly presented themselves. At

length they crossed the Niemen and pur

sued their journey through Poland, still

suffering terribly from the cold and from

the insufficient nature of the food obtain

able; but on reaching Zarrow,* an ob

scure village near Cracow, the poet was

seized with a sudden and fatal attack of

pneumonia, the result, no doubt, of pri

vation and exposure. He was borne to

a little Jewish cottage, the only inn that

the village afforded, and there died De

cember 26, 1812. His remains were in

terred in the little churchyard of the vil

lage where he died. It is rarely that an

American visits his grave, and the gov

ernment has never taken interest enough

in its minister to erect a memorial slab

above his dust; but wifely devotion has

supplied the omission, and a plain mon

ument of marble, on which are inscribed

his name, age and station and the cir

cumstances of his death, marks the po

et's place of sepulture.

The news of his death seems not to

have reached the United States until the

succeeding March. The Federal jour

nals merely announced the fact without

comment: the Republican papers pub

lished formal eulogiums on the dead

statesman. President Madison, in his

inaugural of 1813, thus referred to the

event: "The sudden death of the dis

' The name is variously written Zarrow, Zarniwica

and Zarrowitch.

tinguished citizen who represented the

United States in France, without any spe

cial arrangement by him for such a con

clusion, has kept us without the expected

sequel to his last communications; nor

has the French government taken any

measures for bringing the depending ne

gotiations to a conclusion through its rep

resentative in the United States."

In France the poet's demise excited a

more general feeling of regret, perhaps,

than in his own country. A formal eu

logy on his life and character was pro

nounced by Dupont de Nemours before

the Society for the Encouragement of

National Industry, and the year suc

ceeding his death an account of his life

and writings was published at Paris in

quarto form, accompanied by one canto

of T/te (.'olumbimt', translated into French

heroic verse. The American residents of

Paris also addressed a letter of condo

lence to Mrs. Barlow, in which is appa

rent the general sentiment of respect and

affection entertained for the poet in the

French capital.

" In private life," says one of his eulo

gists, "Mr. Barlow was highly esteemed

for his amiable temperament and many

social excellences. His manners were

generally grave and dignified, and he

possessed but little facility of general

conversation, but with his intimate friends

he was easy and familiar, and upon top

ics which deeply interested him he con

versed with much animation."

Another thus refers to his domestic re

lations: "The affection of Mr. Barlow for

his lovely wife was unusually strong, and

on her part it was fully reciprocated. She

cheerfully in early life cast in her lot with

his ' for better or for worse '—and some

times the worst, so far as their pecuniary

prospects were concerned. In their dark

est days Barlow ever found light and en

couragement at home in the smiles, sym

pathy and counsel of his prudent, faithful

wife. No matter how dark and porten

tous the cloud that brooded over them

might be, she always contrived to give

it a silver lining, and his subsequent suc

cess in life he always attributed more to

her influence over him than to anything

else."
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Barlow lived a dual life—the life of a

poet as well as of a diplomatist—and this

paper can scarcely be considered com

plete unless it touches somewhat on his

literary productions. It will be the ver

dict of all who study his life carefully

that he was a better statesman than poet,

and a better philanthropist than either;

yet as a poet he surpassed his contem

poraries, producing works that fairly en

title him to the distinction of being the

father of American letters. His ./{asty

Pudding would be a valuable addition to

any literature, and in his Ad1/ice to t/ze

Priv/ile.ged Orders and his Cons;§z'racy of

I('z'ngs much poetic power and insight is

apparent. It was on his epic of The Co

lumbiad that he no doubt founded his

hopes of fame, but, though the book was

extensively read in its day and passed

through several editions on both conti

nents, no reprint has been demanded in

modern times, and it long since dropped

out of the category of books that are

read.

Barlow's private letters from abroad

would have possessed undoubted inter

est to the present generation, but, so far

as is known, none of them have been

preserved—with one exception, however.

There is in existence a long letter of his,

written to his wife while he was in Algiers

in imminent danger from the plague, and

which was to be forwarded to her only in

case of his death. It was found among

his papers after his death nearly sixteen

years later. 'lYtis letter has already ap

peared in print, but it will be new to

most of our readers, and it is so remark

able in itself, and throws such light on

the character of the writer, that, in spite

of its length, no apology is required for

inserting it here:

" To Airs. Barlow in Paris .

" A1.oums, 8th July, 1796.

"MY DEAREST LIFE AND ONLY Love:

I run no risk of alarming your extreme

sensibility by writing this letter, since it

is not my intention that it shall come into

your hands unless and until, through

some other channel, you shall be in

formed of the event which it anticipates

as possible. For our happy union to be

dissolved by death is indeed at every

moment possible; but at this time there

is an uncommon degree of danger that

you may lose a life which I know you

value more than you do your own. I

say I know this, because I have long

been taught, from our perfect sympathy

of affection, to judge your heart by mine;

and I can say solemnly and truly, as far

as I know myself, that I have no other

value for my own life than as a means

of continuing a conjugal union with the

best of women—the wife of my soul, my

first, my last, my only love. I have told

you in my current letters that the plague

is raging with considerable violence in

this place. I must tell you in this, if it

should be your fortune to see it, that a

pressing duty of humanity requires me

to expose myself more than other con

siderations would justify in endeavoring

to save as many of our unhappy citizens

as possible from falling a sacrifice, and

to embark them at this cruel moment for

their country. Though they are dying very

fast, it is possible that my exertions may

be the means of saving a number who

otherwise would perish. If this should

be the case, and 1 should fall instead of

I/mm, my tender, generous friend must

not upbraid my memory by ever think

ingl did too much. But she cannot help

it: I know she cannot. Yet, my dearest

love, give me leave, since I must anti

cipate your affliction, to lay before you

some reflections which would recur to

you at last, but which ought to strike

your mind at first, to mingle with and

assuage your first emotions of grief. You

cannot judge at your distance of the risk

I am taking, nor ofthe necessity of taking

it; and I am convinced that were you in

my place you would do more than I shall

do, for your kind, intrepid spirit has more

courage than mine, and always had.

"Another consideration: Many ofthese

persons have wives at home as well as I,

from whom they have been much longer

separated, under more affecting circum

stances, having been held in a merciless

and desponding slavery: if their wives

love them as mine does me (a thing I

cannot believe, but have no right to deny),

ask these lately disconsolate and now joy
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ous families whether I have done too

much.

"Since I write this as if it were my

last poor demonstration of affection to

my lovely friend, I have much to say;

and it is with dilficulty that I can steal

an hour from the fatigue of business to

devote to the grateful, painful task. But

tell me (you cannot tell me) where shall

I begin? where shall I end? how shall I

put an eternal period to a correspond

ence which has given me so much com

fort? With what expression of regret

shall I take leave of my happiness ? with

what words of tenderness, of gratitude,

of counsel, of consolation, shall I pay

you for what I am robbing you of—the

husband whom you cherish, the friend

who is all your own?

"But I am giving vent to more weak

ness than I intended: this, my dear, is

a letter of business, not of love, and I

wonder I cannot enter upon-it and keep

to my subject. Enclosed is my last will,

made in conformity to the one I left in

the hands of Doctor Hopkins of Hart

ford, as you may remember. The great

er part of our property now lying in Paris,

I thought proper to renew this instrument,

that you might enter immediately upon the

settlement of your affairs, without waiting

to send to America for the other paper.

"You will likewise find enclosed a

schedule of our property debts and de

mands, with explanations, as nearly just

as I can make it from memory in the ab

sence of my papers. If the French Re

public is consolidated, and her funds rise

to par, or near it, as I believe they will

do soon after the war, the effects noted

in this schedule may amount to a capital

of about one hundred and twenty thou

sand dollars, besides paying my debts;

which sum, vested in the American funds

or mortgages equally solid, would pro

duce something more than seven thou

sand dollars a year perpetual income.

"If the French should fund their debt

anew at one-half its nominal value (which

is possible), so that the part of your prop

erty now vested in those funds should

diminish in proportion, still, taking the

whole together, it will not make a dif

ference of more than one-third, and the

annual income may still be near five

thousand dollars. Events unforeseen by

me may, however, reduce it considerably

lower. But, whatever may be the value

of what I leave, it is left simply and

wholly to you.

"Perhaps some of my relations may

think it strange that I have not mention

ed them in this final disposition of my

effects, especially if they should prove to

be as considerable as I hope they may.

But, my dearest love, I will tell you my

reasons, and I hope you will approve

them; for if I can excuse myself to you

in a point in which your generous del

icacy would be more likely to question

the propriety of my conduct than in most

others, I am sure my arguments will be

convincing to those whose objections may

arise from their interest.

"First. In a view ofjustice and equity,

whatever we possess at this moment is

a joint property between ourselves, and

ought to remain to the survivor. When

you gave me your blessed self you know

I was destitute of every other possession,

as of every other enjoyment: I was rich

only in the fund of your affectionate econ

omy and the sweet consolation of your

society. In our various struggles and

disappointments while trying to obtain

a moderate competency for the quiet

enjoyment of what we used to call the

remainder of our lives, I have been ren

dered happy by misfortunes, for the heav

iest we have met with were turned into

blessings by the opportuflities they gave

me to discover new virtues in you, who

taught me how to bear them.

"I have often told you since the year

1791, the period of our deepest difficul

ties (and even during that period), that

I had never been so easy and contented

before; and I have certainly been hap

pier in you during the latter years of our

union than I was in former years; not

that I have loved you more ardently or

more exclusively, for that was impossible,

but I have loved you betiter: my heart

has been more full of your excellence

and less agitated with objects of ambi

tion, which used to devour me too much.

".I recall these things to your mind to

convince you of my full belief that the
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acquisition of the competency which we

seem at last to have secured is owing

more to your energy than my own: I

mean the energy of your virtues, which

gave me consolation, and even happi

ness, under circumstances wherein, if I

had been alone or with a partner no bet

ter than myself, I should have sunk.

"These fruits of our joint exertions you

expected to enjoy wit]: me, else I know

you would not have wished for them.

But if by my death you are to be de

prived of the greater part of the comfort

you expected, it would surely be unjust

and cruel to deprive you of the remain

der, or any portion of it, by giving any

part of this property to others. It is

yours in the truest sense in which prop

erty can be considered; and I should

have no right, if I were disposed, to take

it from you.

"Sewndly. Of my relations, I have

some thirty or forty, nephews and nieces

and their children, the greater part of

whom I have never seen, and from whom

I have had no news for seven or eight

years. Among them there may be some

necessitous ones who would be proper

objects of particular legacies, yet it would

be impossible for me at this moment to

know which they are. It was my inten

tion, and still is if I live, to go to Amer

ica, to make discrimination among them

according to their wants, and to give

them such relief as might be in my pow

er, without waiting to do it by legacy.

Now, my lovely wife, if this task and the

means of performing it should devolve

upon you, I need not recommend it: our

joint liberality would have been less ex

tensive and less grateful to the receivers

. than yours will be alone.

"Your mun relations in the same de

gree of alfinity are few in number. I

hope I need not tell you that in my af

fections I know no difference between

yours and mine. I include them all in

the same recommendation, without any

other distinction than what may arise

from their wants and your ability to do

them good.

"If Colonel B or his wife (either

of them being left by the other) should

be in a situation otherwise than comfort

able, I wish my generous friend to render

it so as far as may be in her power. We

may have had more powerful friends

than they, but never any more sincere.

He has the most frank and loyal spirit in

the world, and she is possessed of many

amiable and almost heroic virtues.

"Mary , poor girl !—you know her

worth, her virtues, and her talents, and I

am sure you will not fail to keep yourself

informed of her circumstances. She has

friends, or at least lmd them, more able

than you will be to yield her assistance

in case of need. But they may forsake

her for reasons which to your enlighten

ed and benevolent mind would rather be

an additional inducement to contribute

to her happiness. Excuse me, my dear

est life, for my being so particular on a

subject which, considering to whom it is

addressed, may appear superfluous; but

ldo it rather to show that I agree with

you in these sentiments than to pretend

that they originate on my part. With

this view I must pursue them a little fur

ther. One of the principal gratifications

in which I intended, and still intend to

indulge myself if I should live to enjoy

with you the means of doing it, is to suc

cor the unfortunate of every description

as far as possible—to encourage merit

where I find it, and try to create it where

it does not exist. This has long been a

favorite project with me; but, having al

ways been destitute of the means of car

rying it into effect to any considerable

degree, I have not conversed with you

upon it as much as I wish I had. Though

I can say nothing that will be new to you

on the pleasure of employing one's atten

tion and resources in this way, yet some

useful hints might be given on the means

of multiplying good actions from small

resources; for I would not confine my

pleasure to the simple duties of c/zarzly

in the beggar's sense of the word.

"First. Much may be done by advis

ing with poor persons, contriving for

them, and pointing out the objects on

which they can employ their own in

dustry.

"Serond/y. Many persons and families

in a crisis of difficulty might be extricated

and set up in the world by little loans of
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money, for which they might give good

security and refund within a year; and

the same fund might then go to relieve

a second and a third; and thus a dozen

families might be set on the independent

footing of their own industry in the course

of a dozen years by the help of fifty dol

lars, and the owner lose nothing but the

interest. Some judgment would be ne

cessary in these operations, as well as

care and attention in finding out the

proper objects. How many of these are

to be found in prisons, thrown in and

confined for years, for small debts which

their industry and their liberty would en

able them to discharge in a short time!

Imprisonment for debt still exists as a

stain upon our country, as most others.

France, indeed, has set us the example of

abolishing it, but I am apprehensive she

will relapse from this, as I see she is in

clined to do from many other good things

which she began in her magnanimous

struggle for the renovation of society.

" T/u'ra'/y. With your benevolence, your

character and connections, you may put

in motion a much greater fund of charity

than you will yourself possess. It is by

searching out the objects of distress or

misfortune, and recommending them to

their wealthy neighbors in such a man

ner as to excite their attention. I have

often remarked to you (I forget whether

you agree with me in it or not) that there

is more goodness at the bottom of the

human heart than the world will gen

erally allow. Men are as often hinder

ed from doing a generous thing by an

indolence either of thought or action as

by a selfish principle. If they knew what

the action was, when and where it was

to be done and how to do it, their ob

stacles would be overcome. In this man

ner one may bring the resources of others

into contribution, and with such a grace

as to obtain the thanks both of the givers

and receivers.

"Fourt/zl}/. The example of one benef

icent person, like yourself, in a neighbor

hood or a town would go a great way.

It would doubtless be imitated by others,

extend far, and benefit thousands whom

you might never hear of.

"I certainly hope to escape from this

place and return to your beloved arms.

No man has stronger inducements to wish

to live than I have. I have no quarrel

with the world: it has used me as well

as could be expected. I have valuable

friends in every country where I have

put my foot, not excepting this abomi

nable sink of wickedness, pestilence and

folly—the city of Algiers. I have a pret

ty extensive and dear-bought knowledge

of mankind; a most valuable collection

of books; a pure and undivided taste

for domestic tranquillity, the social in

tercourse of friends, study, and the exer

cise of charity. I have a moderate but

sufficient income, perfect health, an un

impaired constitution, and, to give the

relish to all enj oyments and smooth away

the asperities that might arise from un

foreseen calamities, I have the wife that

my youth chose and my advancing age

has cherished—the pattern of excellence,

the example of every virtue—from whom

all my joys have risen, in whom all my

hopes are centred.

"I will use every precaution for my

safety, as well for your sake as mine.

But if you should see me no more, my

dearest friend, you will not forget I loved

you. As you have valued my love, and

as you believe this letter is written with

an intention to promote your happiness

at a time when it will be for ever out of

my power to contribute to it in any other

way, I beg you will kindly receive the

last advice I can give you, with which I

am going to close our endearing inter

course. . . . Submitting with patience to

a destiny that is unavoidable, let your

tenderness for me soon cease to agitate

that lovely bosom : banish it to the house

of darkness and dust, with the object that

can no longer be benefited by it, and

transfer your affections to some worthy

person who shall supply my place in the

relation I have borne to you. It is for

the living, not the dead, to be rendered

happy by the sweetness of your temper,

the purity of your heart, your exalted sen

timents, your cultivated spirit, your undi

vided love. Happy man of your choice

should he know and prize the treasure

of such a wife! Oh, treat her tenderly,

my dear sir: she is used to nothing but
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kindness, unbounded love and confi

dence. She is all that any reasonable

man can desire. She is more than I

have merited, or perhaps than you can

merit. My resigning her to your charge,

though but the result of uncontrollable

necessity, is done with a degree of cheer

fulness—a cheerfulness inspired by the

hope that her happiness will be the ob

ject of your care and the long-continued

fruit of your affection.

" Farewell, my wife; and though I am

not used to subscribe my letters address

ed to you, your familiarity with my wri

ting having always rendered it unneces

sary, yet it seems proper that the last

characters which this hand shall trace

for your perusal should compose the

name of your most faithful, most affec

tionate and most grateful husband,

"JOEL BARLOW."

After her husband's decease Mrs. Bar

low returned to America, and continued

to reside at Kalorama until her death in

1818. CHARLES BURR TODD.

TERESA DI FAENZA.

F he should wed a woman like a flower,

Fresh as the dew and royal as a rose,

Veined with spring-fire, mesmeric in repose,

His world-vext brain to lull with mystic power,

Great-souled to track his flight through heavens starred,

Upborne by wings of trust and love, yet meek

As one who has no self-set goal to seek,

His inspiration and his best reward,

At once his Art's deep secret and clear crown,

His every-day made dream, his dream fulfilled,

If such a wife he wooed to be his own,

God knows 'twere well. Even I no less had willed.

Yet, O my heart! wouldst thou for his dear sake

Frankly rejoice, or with self-pity break?

What could I bring in dower? A restless heart,

As eager, ardent, hungry, as his own,

Face burned pale olive by our Southern sun,

A mind long used to musings grave apart.

Gold, noble name or fame I ne'er regret,

Albeit all are lacking; but the glow

Of spring-like beauty, but the overflow

Of simple, youthful joy. And yet—and yet—

A proud voice whispers: Vain may be his quest,

What fruit soe'er he pluck, what laurels green,

Through all the world, for just this prize unseen

I in my deep heart harbor quite unguessed:

I alone know what full hands I should bring

Were I to lay my wealth before my king.

EMMA LAZARUS.
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PIPISTRELLO.

AM only Pipistrello. Nothing but that

—nothing more than any one of the

round brown pebbles that the wind sets

rolling down the dry bed of the Tiber in

summer.

I am Pipistrello, the mime, the fool,

the posturer, the juggler, the spangled

saltinbanco, the people's plaything, that

runs and leaps and turns and twists, and

laughs at himself and is laughed at by

all, and lives by his limbs like his broth

er the dancing bear and his cousin the

monkey in a red coat and a feathered

cap. 4

I am Pipistrello, five-and-twenty years

old, and strong as you see, and good to

look at, the women have said. I can

leap and run against any man, and I

can break a bar of iron against my knee,

and I can keep up with the fastest horse

that flies, and I can root up a young oak

without too much effort. I am strong

enough, and my life is at the full, and a

day's sickness I never have known, and

my mother is living. Yet I lie under

sentence of death, and to-morrow I die

on the scaffold: if nothing come between

this and the break of dawn, I am a dead

man with to-morrow's sun.

And nothing will come: why should

it?

I am only Pipistrello. The people

have loved me, indeed, but that is no

reason why the law should spare me.

Nor would I wish that it should—not I.

They come and stand and stare at me

through the grating, men and women

and maidens and babies. A few of them

cry a little, and one little mite of a child

thrusts at me with a little brown hand the

half of a red pomegranate. But for the

most part they laugh. Why, of course

they do. The street-children always

laugh to see a big black steer with his

bold horned head go down under the

mace of the butcher: the street always

finds that droll. The strength of the

bull could scatter the crowd as the north

wind scatters the dust, if he were free;

but he is not, and his strength serves him

nothing: the hammer fells him and the

crowd laughs.

The people of this old Orte know me

so well. Right and left, up and down,

through the country I have gone all the

years of my life. Wherever there was

fair or festa, there was I, Pipistrello, in

the midst. It is not a bad life, believe

me. No life is bad that has the sun and

the rain upon it, and the free will of the

feet and the feel of the wind, and noth

ing between it and heaven.

My father had led the same kind of

life before me: he died at Genoa, his

spine broken in two, like a snapped

bough, by a fall from the trapeze be

fore the eyes of all the citizens. I was

a big baby in that time, thrown from

hand to hand by the men in their spec

tacles as they would have thrown a ball

or an orange.

My mother was a young and gentle

creature, full of tenderness for her own

people, with strangers shy and afraid.

She was the daughter of a poor weaver.

My father had found and wooed her in

Etruria, and although he had never ta

ken the trouble to espouse her before

the mayor, yet he had loved her and

had always treated her with great re

spect. She was a woman very pure and

very honest. Alas, the poor soul! To

day her hair is white as the snow, and

they tell me she is mad. So much the

better for her if she know nothing; but

I fear the mad and the imbecile know

all and see all, crouching in their hap

less gloom.

When my father died thus at Genoa

my mother took a hatred for that man

ner of living, and she broke off all ties

with the athletes who had been his com

rades, and, taking the little money that

was hers in a little leather bag, she fled

away with me to the old town of Orte,

where my grandmother still lived, the

widow of the weaver. The troop wished

to keep me with them, for, although I
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was but five years old, I was supple and

light and very fearless, and never afraid

of being thrown up in the air, a living

ball, in their games and sports.

Orte was just the same then as it is

now. These very aged towns I think nev

er change: if you try to alter them you

must break them up and destroy them

utterly. Orte has known the Etruscans:

she can very well do without modern

folk. At Orte my mother and grand

mother dwelt together in one room that

looked over the river—a large vaulted

chamber with grated casements, with

thick stone walls—a chamber in what

had once been a palace. My mother

was then still very young and beautiful

—of a pale, serious beauty, full of sad

ness. She smiled on me sometimes, but

never once did I hear her laugh. She

had never laughed since that awful day

when, in the full sunlight, in the midst

of the people, in the sight of the sea, in

Genoa, a man had dropped from air to

earth like an eagle fallen stone dead from

the skies, struck by lightning.

My mother had many suitors. She was

beautiful of face, as I say, like one of the

Madonnas of our old painters: she was

industrious, and all her little world knew

very well that she would one day inherit

the strip of field and the red cow that my

grandmother owned outside the gates of

Orte. All these pretty suitors of course

made a great fuss with me, caressed me

often, and brought me tomatoes, green

figs, crickets in wire cages, fried fish and

playthings. But my mother looked at

none of them. When a woman's eyes

are always looking downward on a grave,

how should their tear-laden lids be lifted

to see a fresh lover? She repulsed them

all, always. She lived, lonely and sad,

as well as she could in our great garret:

we ate little, our bed was hard, and she

and my grandam labored hard to get a

pittance. But when a rich bailiff sought

her in honest marriage, she kissed me

and wept over me, and said again and

again, "No, no! To your father Iwill

be faithful, let what will chance to us."

The bailiff soon consoled himself: he

married a big country wench who had

a fine rope of pearls and gold bracelets,

and I continued to grow up by my moth

er's side where the Tiber is gilded with

the gold of the dawns and rolls its heavy

waves under the weeping boughs of its

willows. My boyish strength increased

in the heat of the summers, and I grew

like a young brown stalk of the tall

maize. I herded the cow, cut the rushes

and hewed wood, and I was always hap

py, even when my mother would send

me to the old priest to learn things out

of books. She wished to make a monk

of me, but the mere idea made me shud

der with fear. I loved to climb the oaks,

to swing in the maples, to scale the roofs

and the towers and the masts of the ves

sels. What had I to do with a monkish

frock and a whitewashed cell? Ouf! I

put my fingers in my ears and ran away

whenever my poor mother talked of the

cloister.

My limbs were always dancing, and

my blood was always leaping, laughing,

boiling merrily in my veins. A priest?

What an idea! I had never wholly for

gotten the glad, bright days of childhood

when my father had thrown me about in

the air like a ball: I had never wholly

forgotten the shouts of the people, the

sight of the human sea of faces, the loud,

frank laugh of the populace, the sparkle

of the spangled habit, the intoxication

of the applause of a crowd. I had only

been five years old then, yet I remem

bered, and sometimes in the night I cried

bitterly for, those dead days. I had only

been a little brown thing, with curls as

black as the raven's wing, and they had

thrown me from one to the other light

ly, laughingly, like a ripe apple, like a

smooth peach. But I had known what

it was to get drunk on the "hurrahs"

of the multitude, and I did not forget

them as I grew up here a youth in old

Orte.

The son of an athlete can never rest

quiet at home and at school like the

children of cobblers and coppersmiths

and vine-dressers. All my life was beat

ing in me, tumbling, palpitating, bub

bling, panting in me—moving inces

santly, like the wings of a swallow when

the hour draws near for its flight and the

thirst for the south rises in it. With all
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my force I adored my pale, lovely, Ma

donna-like mother, but all the same, as

I trotted toward the priest with a satchel

on my back, I used to think, Would it

be very wicked to throw the books into

the river and run away to the fields?

And, in truth, I used to run away very

often, scampering over the country around

Orte like a mountain - hare, climbing the

belfries of the churches, pulling off their

weathercocks or setting their bells a-ring

ing—doing a thousand and one mis

chievous antics; but I always returned

at nightfall to my mother's side. It

seemed to me it would be cruel and

cowardly to leave her, for she had but

me in the world.

" You promise to be sensible and quiet,

Pippo ?" the poor soul always murmured.

And I used to say "Yes," and mean it.

But can a bird promise not to fly when it

feels in its instincts the coming of spring?

Can a young colt promise not to fling out

his limbs when he feels the yielding turf

beneath his hoofs?

I never wished to be disobedient, but,

somehow, ten minutes after I was out of

her sight I was high above on some tower

or belfry, with the martens and the pig

eons circling about my curly head. I

was so happy on high there, looking

down on all the old town misty with dust,

the men and women like ants on an ant

heap, the historic river like a mere rib

bon, yellow and twisted, the palaces and

the tombs all hidden under the same gray

veil of summer dust! I was so happy

there !—and they spoke of making me

into a monk, or, if I would not hear of

that, of turning me into a clerk in a no

tary's office!

A mohk? a clerk? when all the trees

cried out to me to climb and all the

birds called to me to fly! I used to cry

about it with hot tears that stung my face

like lashes, lying with my head hidden

on my arms in the grass by the old Tiber

water. For I was not twelve years old,

and to be shut up in Orte always, grow

ing gray and wrinkled as the notary had

done over the wicked, crabbed, evil-look

ing skins that set the neighbors at war!

The thought broke my heart. Neverthe

less, I loved my mother, and I mended

my quills, and tried to write my best, and

said to the boys of the town, "I cannot

bend iron or leap or race any more. I

am going to write for my bread in the

notary's office a year hence, for my

mother wishes it, and so it must be."

And I did my best not to look up to

the jackdaws circling rouhd the towers

or the old river running away to Rome.

For all the waters cried to me to leap,

and all the birds to fly. And you cannot

tell, unless you have been born to do it

as I was, how good it is to climb and

climb and climb, and see the green earth

grow pale beneath you, and the people

dwindle till they are small as dust, and

the houses fade till they seem like heaps

of sand. The air gets so clear around

you, and the great black wings flap close

against your face; and you sit astride

where the bells are, with some quaint

stone face beside you that was carved on

the pinnacle here a thousand years and

more ago, and has hardly been seen of

man ever since; and the white clouds

are so near you that you seem to bathe

in them; and the winds toss the trees

far below, and sweep by you as they

go down to torment the trees and the

sea, the men that work, and the roofs

that cover them, and the sails of their

ships in the ocean. Men are so far from

you, and heaven seems so near! The

fields and the plains are lost in the va

pors that divide you from them, and all

their noise of living multitudes comes

very faintly to your ear, and sweetly like

the low murmuring of bees in the white

blossoms of an acacia in the month of

May.

But you do not understand, you poor

toilers in cities who pace the street and

watch the faces of the rich.

I was to be a'notary's clerk—I, called

Pipistrello (the bat) because I was always

whirling and wheeling in air. I was to be

a clerk, so my mother and grandmother

decided for me, with the old notary him

self who lived at the corner, and made

his daily bread by carrying fire and sword

where he could through the affairs of his

neighbors. He was an old rascal, but

my mother did not know that: he prom

ised to be a safe and trustworthy guardian
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of my youth, and she believed he had

power to keep me safe from all dangers

of destiny. She wanted to be sure that

I should never run the risks of my fa

ther's career: she wanted to see me al

ways before the plate of herb soup on

her table. Poor mother!

One day in Orte chance gave me an

other fate than this of her desires.

One fine sunrise on the morning of

Palm Sunday I heard the sharp sound

of a screeching fife, the metallic clash of

cymbals, the shouts of boys, the rattle of

a little drum. It was the rataplan beat

ing before a troop of wrestlers and jug

glers who were traversing the Marche

and Reggio Emilia. The troop station

ed themselves in a little square burnt by

the sun and surrounded by old crum

bling houses: I ran with the rest of the

lads of Orte to see them. Orte was in

holiday guise: aged, wrinkled, deserted,

forgotten by the world as she is,'she made

herself gay that day with palms and lilies

and lilac and the branches of willow;

and her people, honest, joyous, clad in

their best, who filled the streets and the

churches and wine-houses, after mass

flocked with one accord and pressure

around the play-place of the strollers.

It was in the month of April: outside

the walls and on the banks of Tiber, still

swollen by the floods of winter, one could

see the gold of millions of daffodils and the

bright crimson and yellow of tulips in the

green corn. The scent of flowers and herbs

came into the town and filled its dusky

and narrow ways; the boatmen had

green branches fastened to their masts;

in the stillness of evening one heard the

song of crickets, and even a mosquito

would come and blow his shrill little

trumpet, and one was willing to say to

him "Welcome!" because on his little

horn he blew the good news, "Summer

,is here!" Ah, those bright summers of

my youth! I am old now—ay, old,

though I have lived through only twenty

five years.

This afternoon, on Palm Sunday, I ran

to see the athletes as a moth flies to the

candle: in Italy all the world loves the

saltinbanco, be he dumb or speaking, in

wood or in flesh, and all Orte hastened,

as I hastened, under the sunny skies of

Easter. I saw, I trembled, I laughed: I

sobbed with ecstasy. It was so many

years that I had not seen my brothers!

Were they not my brothers all?

This day of Palm, when our Orte, so

brown and so gray, was all full of foliage

and blossom like an old pitcher full of

orange-flowers for a bridal, it was a some

what brilliant troop of gymnasts which

came to amuse the town. The troop was

composed of an old man and his five

sons, handsome youths, and very strong,

of course. They climbed on each other's

shoulders, building up a living pyramid ;

they bent and broke bars of iron; they

severed a sheep with one blow of a sword;

in a word, they did what my father had

done before them. As for me, I watched

them stupefied, fascinated, dazzled, drunk

with delight, and almost crazy with a tor

rent of memories that seemed to rain on

me like lava as I watched each exploit,

as I heard each shout of the applauding

multitudes.

It is a terrible thing, a horrible thing,

those inherited memories that are born

in you with the blood of others. I look

ed at them, I say, intoxicated with joy,

mad with recollection and with longing;

—and my mother destined me to a no

tary's desk, and wished me to be shut

there all my life, pen in hand, sowing the

seeds of all the hatreds, of all the crimes,

of all the sorrows of mankind, lighting up

the flames of rage and of greed in hu

man souls for an acre of ground, for a

roll of gold ! She wished to make me a

notary's clerk! I gazed at these men

who seemed to me so happy—these slen

der, agile, vigorous creatures in their skins

that shone like the skins of green snakes,

in their broidered, glittering, spangled

vests, in their little velvet caps with the

white plume in each. "Take me! take

me!" I shrieked to them; and the old

king of the troop looked hard at me, and

when their games were finished crossed

the cord that marked their arena and

threw his strong arms about me, and

cried, " Body of Christ! you are little

Pippo!" For he had been my father's

mate. To be brief, when the little band

left Orte I went with them.
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It was wickedly done, for my poor

mother slept, knowing nothing, when in

the dusk before daybreak I slipped

through the bars of the casement and

noiselessly dropped on to a raft in the

river below, and thence joined my new

friends. It was wickedly done; but I

could not help it. Fate was stronger

than I.

The old man did not disturb himself

as to whether what he had encouraged

me to do was ill or well. He foresaw in

me an athlete who would do him honor

and make the ducats ring merrier in his

purse. Besides, I had cost him nothing.

From this time life indeed began for

me. I wept often; I felt the barb of a

real remorse; when I passed a crucifix

on the road I trembled with true terror

and penitence; but I fled away, always.

I drew my girdle closer about my span

gled coat, and, despite all my remorse, I

was happy. When I was very, very far

away I wrote to my mother, and she under

stood, poor soul! that there were no means

of forcing me back to her. Children are

egotists: childhood has little feeling.

When the child suffers he thirsts for his

mother, but when he is happy, alas! he

thinks little and rarely about her.

I was very happy, full of force and of

success: the men kept their word and '

taught me all their tricks, all their ex

ploits. Soon I surpassed my teachers in

address and in temerity. I soon became

the glory of their band. In the summer

time we wandered over the vast Lombard

plains and the low Tuscan mountains;

in winter we displayed our prowess in

Rome, in Naples, in Palermo; we loiter

ed wherever the sun was warm or the

people liked to laugh.

From time to time I thought of my

mother: I sent her money. I shivered

a little when I saw a Madonna, for all

Madonnas have the smile that our moth

er has for our infancy. I thought of her,

but I never went home. I was Pipistrel

lo the champion-wrestler. I was a young

Hercules, with a spangled tunic in lieu

of a lion-skin. I was a thousand years,

ten thousand leagues, away from the

child of Orte. God is just. It is just

that I die here, for in my happy years I

forgot my mother. I lived in the sunlight

—before the crowds, the nervous crowds

of Italy—singing, shouting, leaping, tri

umphing; and I forgot my mother alone

in the old chamber above the Tiber

quite alone, for my grandam was dead.

That I have slain what I have slain—

that is nothing. I would do the same

thing again had I to live my life again.

Yes, without pause or mercy would I do

it. But my mother—she has lived alone,

and she is mad. That is my crime.

I was a tall, strong youth, full of cour

age and handsome to the eye of women :

I led a life noisy and joyous, and for ever

in movement. I was what my father had

been before me. So they all said. Only

I liked to finger a book, and my father

never had looked inside one, and out of

remembrance of the belief of my mother

I uncovered my head as I passed a church

or saw a shrine, and to do this had not

been in my father's habits. In these

years I made a great deal of money—a

great deal, at least, for a stroller—but it

went as fast as it came. I was never a

vicious man, nor a great gambler or

drinker, yet my plump pieces soon took

wing from my pocket, for I was very gay

and I liked to play a lover's part. My

life was a good life, that I know: as for

the life of the rich and of the noble, I

cannot tell what it is like, but I think it

is of a surety more gloomy and mournful

than mine. In Italy one wants so little.

The air and the light, and a little red

wine, and the warmth of the wind, and
i a handful of maize or of grapes, and an

old guitar, and a niche to sleep in near a

fountain that murmurs and sings to the

mosses and marbles,—these are enough,

these are happiness in Italy. And it is

not difficult to have thus much, or was

not so in those days. I was never very

poor, but whenever money jingled in my

purse I treated all the troop and half the

town, and we laughed loud till daybreak.

I was never aught save Pipistrello—

Pipistrello the wrestler, who jumped and

leaped, and lifted an ox from the ground

as easily as other men lift a child. No

doubt to the wise it seems a fool's life, to

the holy a life impure. But I had been

born for it: no other was possible to me;
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and when money rained upon me, ifl

could ease an aching heart, or make a

sick lad the stouter for a hearty meal, or

make a tiny child the gladder for a lap

ful of copper coins, or give a poor stray

dog a friend and a bed of straw, or a be

labored mule a helpful push to the wheels

of his cart,—well, that was all the good

a mountebank could look to do in this

world, and one could go to sleep easy

upon it.

When the old man died who had been

my father's comrade the troop fell to

pieces, quarrelling over his leavings.

The five brothers came to a common

issue of stabbing. In Italy one takes to

the knife as naturally as a child to the

breast. Tired of their disputesI I left

them squabbling and struck off by my

self, and got a little band together, quite

of youths, apd with them made merry

all across the country from sea to sea.

We were at that time in the south. I

was very popular with the people. When

my games were done I could sing to the

mandoline, and improvise, and make

them laugh and weep: some graver men

who heard me said I might have been a

great actor or a great singer. Perhaps:

I never was anything but Pipistrello the

stroller. I wanted the fresh air and the

wandering and the sports of my strength'

too much ever to have been shut in a

roofed theatre, ever to have been cooped

up where lamps were burning.

One day, when we were in dusty, brown

Calabria, parching just then under June

suns, with heavy dust on its aloe-hedges

and its maize-fields, a sudden remorse

smote me: I thought of my mother, all

alone in Orte. I had thought of her

scores of times, but I had felt ashamed

to go and see her—I who had left her so

basely. This day my remorse was great

er than my shame. I was master of my

little troop. I said to them, "It is hot

here: we will go up Rome-way, along

the Tiber;" and we did so.

I have never been out of my own land:

I fancy it must be so dark there, the oth

er side of the mountains. I know the by

roads and the hill-paths of Italy as a cit

izen knows the streets and lanes of his

own contrada. \Ve worked and played

Voc. XXVI.—6

our way now up through the Basilicata

we were right near Orte—dull, old, gray

colored Orte, crumbling away on the

banks of Tiber. Then my heart beat

and my knees shook, and I thought, If

she is dead?

I left my comrades drinking and rest

ing at a wine-shop just outside the town,

and went all alone to look for her. I

found the house—the gloomy barred

window hanging over the water, the

dark stone walls frowning down on the

gloomy street. There was a woman,

quite old, with white hair, who was get

ting up water at the street-fountain that

I had gone to a thousand times in my

childhood. I looked at her. I did not

know her: I only saw a woman feeble

and old. But she, with the brass ser

c/zia filled, turned round and saw me,

and dropped the brazen pitcher on the

ground, and fell at my feet with a bit

ter cry. Then I knew her.

When in the light of the hot, strong

sun I saw how in those ten years my

mother had grown old—old, bent, bro

ken, white-haired, in those ten years that

had been all glow and glitter, and pleas

ure and pastime, and movement and

mirth to me—then I knew that I had

sinned against her with a mighty sin—

a sin of cruelty, of neglect, of selfish

wickedness. She had been young still

when I had left her—young and fair to

look at, and without a silver line in her

ebon hair, and with suitors about her for

her beauty like bees about the blossoms

of the ivy in the autumn-time. And now

—now she was quite old.

She never rebuked me: she only said,

"My son! my son! God be praised!"

and said that a thousand times, weep

ing and trembling. Some women are

like this.

When the bright, burning midsummer

day had grown into a gray, firefly-light

ed night, I laid me down on the narrow

bed where I had slept as a child, and my

mother kissed me as though I were a

child. It seemed to purify me from all

the sins of all the absent years, except,

indeed, of that one unpardonable sin

. against her. In the morning she open

and Campania and Latium, till at last
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ed the drawers of an old bureau and

showed me everything I had sent her

all those years: all was untouched, the

money as well as the presents. "I took

nothing while you did not give me your

self," she said. I felt my throat choke.

It was early day: she asked me to go

to mass with her. I did so to please her.

All the while I watched her bent, feeble,

aged figure and the white hair under the

yellow kerchief, and felt as if I had kill

ed her. This lone old creature was not

the mother like Raffaelle's Madonna I

had left: I could never make her again

what she had been.

" It is my son," she said to her neigh

bors, but she said it with pain rather than

with pride, for she hated my calling; but

Orte was of another way of thinking. Orte

flocked to see me, having heard of Pipis

trello, its own Pipistrello, who had plagued

it with his childish tricks, having grown

into fame amongst the cities and vii

lages as the strongest man in all Italy.

For indeed I wzs that; and my mother,

with dim, tear-laden eyes, looked at me

and said, "You are the image of your

father. Oh, my dear, my love! take

care."

She, poor soul! saw nothing but the

fall she had seen that day at Genoa of

a strong man who dropped like a stone.

But I fear to weary you. Well! I had

left my spangled dress and all insignia

of my calling with my comrades at the

wine-shop, fearing to harass my mother

by sight oflall those things which would

be so full of bitter recollection and dread

to her. But Orte clamored for me to

show it my powers—Oxte, which was

more than half asleep by Tiber's side,

like that nymph Canens whom I used

to read of in my Latin school-books—

Orte, which had no earthly thing to do

this long and lazy day in the drought

of a rainless June.

I could not afford to baulk the popular

will, and I was proud to show them all I

could do—l, Pipistrello, whom they had

cuffed and kicked so often in the old

time for climbing their walnut trees and

their pear trees, their house-roofs and

their church-towers. So, when the day

cooled I drew a circle with a red rope

round myself and my men on a piece of

waste ground outside the town, and all

Orte flocked out there as the sun went

down, shouting and cheering for me as

though Pipistrello were a king or a hero.

The populace is always thus—the gid

diest-pated fool that ever screamed, as

loud and as ignorant as a parrot, as

changeful as the wind in March, as base

as the cuckoo. The same people threw

stones at me when they brought me to

this prison—the same people that feast

ed and applauded me then, that first day

of my return to Orte. To-day, indeed,

some women weep, and the little child

brings me half a pomegranate. That is

more remembrance than some fallen

idols get, for the populace is cruel: it

is a beast that fawns and slavers, then

tears.

It was a rainless June, as I say. It

was very warm that evening; the low

west was vermilion and the higher sky

was violet; bars of gold parted the two

colors; the crickets were hooting, the

bats were wheeling, great night-moths

were abroad. I felt very happy that night.

With us Italians pain rarely stays long.

We feel sharply, but it soon passes. I

had drowned my remorse in the glory

and vanity of showing Orte all I could

do by the sheer force of my muscles and

sinews. We are not a very brave people,

nor a strong one, and so strength and

bravery seem very rare and fine things

on our soil, and we make a great clat

ter and uproar when we ever find them

amidst us. I had them both, and the

people were in ecstasies with all I did.

I put out all my powers, and in the cir

cle of red rope exerted all my might, as

though I had been performing before

kings. After all, there is no applause

that so flatters a man as that which he

wrings from unwilling throats, and I

know Orte had been long set against

me by reason of my boyish mischief

and my flight.

In real truth, I did nothing now in my

manhood so really perilous as I had done

in my childhood, when I had climbed to

the top of the cross on the church and sat

astride of it. But they had called that

mischief and blasphemy: they called
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-the things I did now gymnastics, and ap

plauded them till the noise might have

wakened the Etrurian dead under the

soil.

At last I came to the feat which, though

far from the hardest to me, always look

ed to the crowd the most wonderful: it

was my old master's trick of holding his

five sons on his shoulder. Only I out

shone him, and sustained on mine seven

men in four tiers, and the topmost had

on his head little Febo.

The mite whom we called Phoebus,

because we had found him at sunrise

and he had such yellow locks—yellow

as the dandelion or the buttercup—was

a stray thing picked up on the seashore

in Apulia—a soft, merry, chirping little

fellow, of whom we were all fond, and

to whom we had easily taught that ab

sence of fear which enabled us to play

ball with him in our spectacles. He al

ways delighted the people, he was such

a pretty little lad, and not, perhaps, more

than four years old then, and always

laughing, always ready. To him it was

only fun, as it had been to me at his

years. I never thought it was cruel to

use him so, I had been so happy in it

myself. All at once, as I stood erect

sustaining the men on my shoulders, the

topmost one holding on his head our tiny

Phoebus—all at once as I did this, which

I had done a hundred times, and had al

ways done in safety—all at once, amongst

the sea of upturned faces in the glowing

evening light, I saw one woman's eyes.

She was leaning a little forward, resting

her cheek on her hand. She had black

lace about her head and yellow japonica

flowers above her left ear. She was look

ing at me and smiling a little. I

I met her eyes, full, across the dust

reddened by the sunset glow as the dust

of a battlefield is reddened with blood.

Ifelt as if Iwere stabbed; the red dust

seemed to swim round me; I staggered

slightly: in another instant I had recov

ered myself, but the momentary oscilla

tion had terrified my comrades. The

seventh and highest, feeling the human

pyramid tremble beneath him, involun

tarily, unconsciously, opened his arms to

save himself. He did not lose his bal

ance, but he let the child fall. It drop

ped as an apple broken o6' the bough

falls to the earth.

There was a moment of horrible si

lence. Then the men leaped down,

tumbling and huddling one over another,

not knowing what they did. The audi

ence rose screaming, and broke the rope

and swarmed into the arena. I stooped

and took up the child. He was dead.

His neck had been broken in the fall.

He had struck the earth with the back

of his head; he was rolled up on the

sand like a little dead kid; his tiny tinsel

crown had fallen off his curls, his tiny

tinselled limbs were. crushed under him,

his blossom-like mouth was half open.

It was horrible.

People spoke to me: I did not see or

hear them. The crowd parted and scat

tered, some voluble, some dumb, with

the shock of what they had seen. I lift

ed up what a moment before had been

little Phmbus, and bore him in my arms

to my mother's house.

She was sitting at home alone, as she

had been alone these ten years and more.

When she saw the dead baby in those

glistening spangled clothes she shudder

ed, and understood without words. "An

other life?" she said, and said nothing

more: she was thinking of my father.

Then she took the dead child and laid

him on her knees as if he had been a

living one, and rocked him on her breast

and smoothed the sand out of his pretty

yellow curls. "The people go always in

the hope of seeing somethfhg die," she

said at length. "That is what they go

for: you killed the baby for their sport.

It was cruel."

I went out of the house and felt as if

I had murdered him—the little fair, in

nocent thing who had run along with

us over the dusty roads, and along the

sad seashores, and under the forest trees,

laughing and chirping as the birds chirp,

and when he was tired lifting up his arms

to be carried on the top of the big drum,

and sitting there throned like a king.

Poor little dead Phcebus! It was true

what my mother had said: the people

throng to us in hope of seeing our de.ath,

and yet when they do see it they are
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frightened and sickened and sorrowful.

Orte was so this night.

"Could I help it ?" I cried to my com

rades fiercely ; and in my own soul I said

to myself, "Could I help it? That wo

man looked at me."

Who was she? All through the pain

that filled me for the death of the child -

that wonder was awake in me always.

She had looked so strange there, so un

like the rest, though she was all in black

and had the lace about her head which

is common enough in our country. All

the night long I saw her face—a beauti

ful face, with heavy lids and drooping

hair, like that marble head they call the

Braschi Antinous down in Rome.

Little Phoebus was laid that night in

my mother's house, with lilies about him,

while a little candle that the moths flick

ered into burnt at his feet. As I sat and

watched by him to drive away the rats

which came up in hordes at night from

Tiber into the rooms that overhung the

river, I only saw that face. It had been

a bad home-coming.

I would play no more in Orte, nor go

with these men any more. I disbanded

my troop and let them pass their own

ways. I had coin enough to live on for

months : that was enough for the present.

I felt as if the sight of the red rope and

the spangled vest and the watching crowd

would be horrible to me—those things

which I had loved so well. Little Phoe

bus was put away in the dark earth, as

the little Etruscan children had been so

many hundred years before him, and I

buried his little crown and his little coat

with him, as the Etruscans buried the

playthings. Poor little man! we had

taught him to make Death his toy, and

his toy had been stronger than he.

After his burial I began my search for

the woman whose face I had seen in the

crowd. My mother never asked me

whencel came or where I went. The

death of Phaabus had destroyed the

trembling joy with which she had seen

me return to her: happiness came to her

too late. When grief has sat long by

one hearth, it is impossible to warm the

ashes of joy again: they are cold and

dead for ever. My time passed sadly;

a terrible calmness had succeeded to the

gayety and noise of my life; a frightful

silence had replaced the frenzied shouts,

the boisterous laughter, of the people:

sometimes it seemed to me that I had

died, not Phoabus.

The constant hope of finding the Wo

man I had seen but once occupied me

always. I roamed the country without

ceasing, always with that single hope be

fore me. Days became weeks: I wan

dered miserably, like a dog without mas

ter or home.

One day I saw her. Having on my

shoulder my girella, which gave me a

pretext for straying along the river-side,

I came to that part of Etruria where (so

I had used to learn from the school-books

in my childhood) the Etruscans in an

cient times drew up in order of battle to

receive Fabius. The country is pretty

about there, or at least it seemed so to

me. The oak woods descend to the edge

of the Tiber: from them one sees the

snow of the Apennines; the little towns

of Giove and Penna are white on the

Umbrian hills; in the low fields the vine

and the olive and the maize and the

wheat grow together. Here one finds

our Lagherello, which I had heard schol

ars say is no other than the Lake Vadi

mon of which Pliny speaks. Of that I

know nothing: it is a poor little pool now,

filled with rushes, peopled with frogs. By

the side of this pool I saw her again: she

looked at me. Like a madman I plunged

into the water, but the reeds and the lilies

entangled me in their meshes: the long

grasses and water-weeds were netted into

an impenetrable mass. I stood there up

to my waist in water, incapable of move

ment, like the poor cattle of which Pliny

tells, who used to mistake all this verdure

for dry land, and so drifted out into the

middle of the lake. She looked at me,

laughed a little, and disappeared.

Before sunset I had learned who she

was from a peasant who came there to

cut the reeds.

Near to the Lagherello is a villa named

Sam' Aloisa: about its walls there is a

sombre, melancholy wood, a remnant of

that famous forest which in the ancient

times the Romans dreaded as the borders
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of hell. The Tiber rolls close by, yellow

and muddy with the black buffaloes de

scending to its brink to drink, and the

snakes and the toads in its brakes count

ing by millions—sad, always sad, wheth

er swollen by flood in autumn and vom

iting torrents of mud, or whether with

naked sands and barren bed in summer,

with the fever-vapors rising fromits shal

ylow shoals. The villa is dull and mourn

ful like the river—built of stone, fortified

in bygone centuries, without color, with

out light, without garden or greenery, all

its casements closed like the eyelids of a

living man that is blind.

This was and is Sant' Aloisa. In the

old times, no doubt, the villa had been

strong and great, and peopled with a

brilliant feudal pomp, and noisy with the

clash and stir of soldiery: now it is pov

erty-stricken and empty, naked and si

lent, looking down on the tawny, sullen

swell of the Tiber—the terrible Tiber,

that has devoured so much gold, so much

treasure, so much beauty, and hidden so

many dead and so many crimes, and

flows on mute and gloomy between its

poisonous marshes. Of Tiber I have

always felt afraid.

Sant' Aloisa has always been a fief of

the old counts Marchioni. One of that

race lived still, and owned the old grounds

and the old walls, though the fortunes of

the family had long fallen into decay.

Taddeo Marchioni was scarcely above

his own peasants in his manners and way

of life. He was ugly, avaricious, rustic,

cruel. He was lord of the soil indeed,

but he lived miserably, and this beautiful

woman had been his wife seven years.

At fifteen her father, a priest who passed

as her uncle, had wedded her to Taddeo

Marchioni. She had dwelt here seven

mortal years, in this gloomy wood, by

these yellow waters, amidst these pesti

lential marshes. Her marriage had made

her a countess, that was all. For the

rest, it had consigned her, living, to a

tomb.

The lives of our Italian women are gay

enough in the cities, but in the country

these women grow gray and pallid as the

wings of the night-moth. They have no

love for Nature, for air, for the woods, for

the fields: flowers say nothing to them.

They look neither at the blossoms nor the

stars. The only things which please them

are a black mask and a murmur of love,

a hidden meeting, the noise of the streets,

the bouquets of a carnival. What should

they do in the loneliness and wildness of

the broad and open country—our women,

who only breathe at their ease in the ob

scurity of their pake or under the shelter

of a domino?

The travellers who run over our land

and see our women laughing with wide

opened rose-red mouths upon their bal

conies at Berlingaccio or at Pentolaccia

can never understand the immense, the

inconsolable, desolation of dulness which

weighs on the lives of these women in the

little towns of the provinces and the coun

try-houses of the hills and plains. They

have the priest and the chapel: that is

all.

In Italy we have no Choice between

the peasant-woman toiling in the plough

ed fields, and growing black with the

scorch of the sun, and bowed and aged

with the burdens she bears, and the ladies

who live between the alcove and the

confessional, only going forth from their

chambers by night as fireflies glisten,

and living on secret love and daily gos

sip. What can these do in their gaunt,

dull villas—they who detest the sough of

the wind and the sight of a tree, who flee

from a dog and scream at a tempest, who

will not read, and whose only lore is the

sweet science of the passions ?

This 1 came to know later. All I saw

that day, as I tramped around it wet and

cold, was the gloomy evil shadow of the

great place that had once been a fortress,

the barred and shattered windows, the

iron-studded doors, the grass-grown bas

tions. She had made me kill Phtebus,

and yet I only lived to see her face again.

Sometimes I think love is the darkest

mystery of life: mere desire will not ex

plain it, nor will the passions or the affec

tions. You pass years amidst crowds

and know naught of it: then all at once

you meet a stranger's eyes, and never

again are you free. That is love. Who

shall say whence it comes? It is a bolt

from the gods that descends from heav
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en and strikes us down into hell. We

can do nothing.

I went home slowly when evening fell.

I had seen her eyes across the crowd in

Orte once, and once across the pool that

was the Vadimon, and I was hers for

evermore. Explain that, ye wise men,

who in your pride have long words for

all things. Nay, you may be wise, but

it is beyond you.

My mother and I spoke but little at

this time. That home was a sad one:

the death of the child and the absence

of long years had left a chill in it. VVe

ate together, chiefly in silence: it was al

ways a pain to her that I was but Pipis

trello the gymnast—not a steadfast, deep

rooted, well-loved citizen of Orte, with a

trade to my hand and a place in church

and market. Every day she thought I

should wander again; every day she

knew my savings shrank in their bag;

every day she heard her neighbors say,

"And your Pippo? will he not quiet down

and take a wife and a calling?"

Poor mother! Other women had their

sons safe stay-at-homes, wedded fathers

of children, peaceable subjects of the

king, smoking at their own doors after

the day's work was done. She would

have been so blessed had I been like

them—I, who was a wrestler and a roys

terer, a mere public toy that had broken

down in the sight of all Orte. My father

had never failed as I had failed. He had

never killed a child that trusted in his

strength: he had fallen himself and died.

That difference between us was always in

her eyes. I saw it when I met them; and

she would make up little knots ofcommon

flowers and carry them to the tiny grave

of Phoebus, my victim. Once I said to

her, "I could not help it: I would have

given my life to save him." She only

replied, "If you had consented to bide

at home the child would be living."

Nay, I thought, if she had not looked

at me— But of that I said nothing. I

kept the memory of that woman in my

heart, and went night and day about the

lake and the river and the marshes of

Sant' Aloisa. Once or twice I saw Tad

deo Marchioni, the old count—a gray,

shrunken, decrepit figure of a man, old,

I

i

with a lean face and a long hard jaw—

but of her, for days that lengthened into

weeks, I saw nothing. There are fish in

the Lagherello. I got the square huge

net of our country, and set it in the water

as our habit is, and watched in the sedges

from dawn to eve. \Vhat I watched for

was the coming of the vision I had once

seen there: the fish came and went at

their will for me.

One day, sick of watching vainly, and

having some good fish in the net, I drag

ged them out into the reeds, and pushed

them in a creel, and shouldered them,

and went straight to the gloomy walls of

Sant' Aloisa. There were no gates: the

sedges of the low lands went along the

front of the great pile, almost touching it.

Around it were fields gray with olives,

and there was neither garden nor grass

land: all had been ploughed up that

was not marsh and swamp.

The great doors were close fastened.

I entered boldly by a little entrance at

the side, and found myself in the great

naked hall of marble, empty and still and

damp. There was a woman there, old

and miserable, who called her master.

Taddeo Marchioni came and saw the

fish, and chaffered for them with long

hesitation and shrewd greed, as misers

love to do, and then at last refused

them: they were too dear, he said. I

threw them down and said to him,

"Count, give me a stoup of wine and

they are yours." That pleased him: he

bade the serving-woman carry the fish

away, and told me to follow him. He

took me into a vaulted stone chamber,

and poured with a niggard hand a glass

of me.:/zo-Wno. I looked at him : he was

lean, gray, unlovely. I could have crush

ed him to death with one hand.

These great old villas in the lone places

of Italy are usually full at least of pleas

ant life—of women hurrying to the silk

worms and the spinning and the linen

press, of barefooted men loitering about

on a thousand pleas or errands to their

master. But Sant' Aloisa was silent and

empty.

Passing an open door, I saw her. She

was sitting, doing nothing, in a room

whose faded tapestries were gray as
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spiders' webs, and she was beautiful as

only one woman is here and there in a

generation. She looked at me, and I

thought she smiled.

I went out with my brain on fire and

my sight dim. I saw only that smile—

that sudden, momentary smile whose fel

low had brought death to little Phoebus.

And I felt she had known me again,

though she had seen me but once, in

my spangled coat of velvet and silver,

and now I had my legs bare to the knee,

and was clad in a rough blue shirt and

woollen jacket, like any other country

fellow upon Tiber's side.

As I was going out the serving-wench

plucked my sleeve and whispered to me,

"Come back a moment: she wishes to

see you."

My heart leaped, then stood still. I

turned back into the house, and with

trembling knees went into that chamber

where the dusky tapestry mouldered on

the walls. She looked at me, sitting idly

there herself in the bare, melancholy

room—a woman with the face of our

Titian's Venus.

"Did the child die?" she asked.

I stammered something, I knew not

what.

"Why did you tremble that day ?" she

said, with the flicker of a'smile about her

lovely mouth: "you look strong—and

bold."

How the words had courage and mad

ness enough to leap to my lips I know

not, but I do know I said to her, "You

looked at me."

She frowned a moment: then she laugh

ed. No doubt she had known it before.

"Your nerves were not of iron, then, as

they should be," she said carelessly.

"Well! the people wanted to see some

thing die. They always do: you must

know that. Bring more fish for my hus

band to-morrow. Now go."

I trembled from head to foot. I had

said this bold and insolent thing to her

face, and she still bade me return!

No doubt had I been a man well born

I should have fallen at her feet and sworn

a midsummer madness: I should have

been emboldened to any coarse avowal,

to any passionate effrontery. But I was

only a stroller—a poor ignorant soul,

half Hercules, half fool. I trembled

and was mute.

When the air blew about me once more

I felt as if I had been drunk—drunk on

that sweet yeasty wine of a new vintage

which makes the brain light and foolish.

She had bade me return !

That day my mother ate alone at home.

When night fell it found me by the La

gherello. I set my nets: I slept in a shep

herd's hut. Ihad forgotten Phoebus: I

only saw her face. What was she like?

I cannot tell you. She was like Titian's

Venus. Go and look at it—she who plays

with the little dog in the Tribune at Pitti:

that one I mean. With all that beauty,

half disclosed like the bud of a pome

granate-flower, she had been given to

Taddeo Marchioni, and here for seven

years she had dwelt, shut in by stone

walls.

Living so, a woman becomes a saint

or a devil. Taddeo Marchioni forgot or

never knew that. He left her in his

chamber as he left the figures of the

tapestry, till her bloom should fade like

theirs, and time write wrinkles on her as

it wove webs on them. He forgot! he

forgot! He was old and slow of blood

and feeble of sight: she was scarcely

beautiful to him. There were a few poor

peasants near, and a priest as old as Tad

deo Marchioni was; and though Orte was

within five miles, the sour and jealous

temper of her husband shut her up in

that prison-house as Pia Tolomei was

shut in the house of death in the Ma

remma.

That night I watched impatient for the

dawn. Impatient I watched the daybreak

deepen into day. All the loveliness of

that change was lost on me: I only count

ed the hours in restless haste. Poor fools!

our hours are in sum so few, and yet we

for ever wish them shorter, and fling

them, scarcely used, behind us roughly,

as a child flings his broken toys.

The sultry morning was broad and

bright over the land before I dared take

up such fish as had entered my girella

in the night and bend my steps to Sant'

Aloisa. Fever-mists hung over the cane

brakes and the reedy swamps; the earth
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was baked and cracked; everything look

ed thirsty, withered, pallid, dull, decay

ing: in the heats of August it is always

so desolate wherever Tiber rolls. " Mar

chioni is out," said the old brown crone

whom I had seen the day before. "But

come in: bring your fish to Madama Fla

via. '

It was a strange, gaunt wilderness of

stone, this old villa of the Marchioni. It

would have held hundreds of serving

men—it had as many chambers as one

of the palaces down in Rome—but this

old woman was all the servitor it had,

and in the grand old hall, with sculptured

shields upon the columns of it and Um

brian frescoes in the roof, she spread

their board and brought them their on

ion-soup and their dish of pasla, and

while they ate it looked on and muttered

her talk and twirled her distaff, day after

day, year after year, the same. Life is

homely and frugal here, and has few

graces. The ways of life in these grand

old places are like nettles and thistles set

in an old majolica vase that has had

knights and angels painted on it. You

know what I mean, you who know Italy.

Do you remember those pictures of Vit

torio Carpaccio and of Gentiléo? They

say that this is the life our Italy saw once

in her cities and her villas: that is the life

she wants. Sometimes, when you are

all alone in these vast deserted places,

the ghosts of all that pageantry pass by

you, and they seem fitter than the living

people for these courts and halls.

"Madama Flavia will see the fish,"

said the old crone, and hobbled away.

Madama Flavia! How many times

has Tiber heard such a name as that

breathed on a lover's mouth to the sigh

of the mandoline, uttered in revel or in

combat, or as a poisoner whispered it

stealing to mix the drug with the wine in

the goblet. Madama Flavia! All Italy

seemed in it—all love, all woe! There

is a magic in some names.

Madama Flavia! Just such a woman

as this it needs would be to fitly wear

such a name—a woman with low brows

and eyes that burn, and a mouth like the

folded leaves that lie in the heart of a

rose—a woman to kneel at morn in the

black shadows of the confessional, and

to go down into the crowd of masks at

night and make men drunk with love.

"Madama Flavia!" The name (so

much it said to me) halted stupidly on

my lips: I stood in her presence like a

foolish creature. I never before had

lacked either courage or audacity: I

trembled now. I had been awake all

the night, gazing at the dim, dusky pile

of her roof as it rose out from the olives

black against the stars; and she knew it

—she knew it very well. That I saw in

her face. And she was Madama Flavia,

and I was Pipistrello the juggler. What

could I say to her? I could have fallen

at her feet and kissed her or killed her,

but I could not speak. No doubt I look

ed but a poor boor to her—a giant and a

dolt.

She was leaning against a great old

marble vase—leaning her hands on it,

and her chin on her hands. She had

some red carnations in her breast: their

perfume came to me. She was surround

ed by decay, dusty desolation, the bar

renness of a poverty that is drearier than

any of the poverty of the poor; but so

might have looked Madama Lucrezia in

those old days when the Borgia was God's

vicegerent.

At the haul of fish she never glanced:

she gazed at me with meditation in her

eyes. "You are very strong," she said

abruptly.

At that I could do no less than laugh.

It was as if she had said the ox in the

yoke was strong or the Tiber strong at

flood.

"Why are you a fisherman now ?" she

said. "\Vhy do you leave your arena?"

1 shuddered a little. "Since the child

fell"—I muttered, thinking she would

understand the remorse that made my

old beloved calling horrible to me.

" It was no fault of yours," she said

with a dreamy smile. "They say I have

the evil eye—"

"You have, madama," I said bluntly,

and then felt a choking in my throat,

fearing my own rashness.

Her beautiful eyes had a bright scorn

in them, and a cold mockery of me.

"Why do you stay, then?" she asked,
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and smiled at the red carnations care

lessly.

"Because—rather would I die of be

holding you than live shut out from sight

of you," I said in my madness. "Ma

dama, I am a great useless fool: I have

done nothing but leap and climb and

make a show. I am big and strong as

the oxen are, but they work, and I have

never worked. I have shown myself,

and the people have thrown me money

—a silly life, good to no man or beast.

Oh yes, that I know full well now; and

I have killed Phoebus because you look

ed at me ; and my mother, who has loved

me all her life, is old before her time

through my fault. I am a graceless fool,

a mountebank. When I put off my

spangles and stand thus, you see the rude

peasant that I am. And yet in all the

great, wide, crowded world I know there

does not live another who could love you

as I love—seeing you twice."

I stopped; the sound of my own voice

frightened me; the dull tapestries upon

the wall heaved and rocked round me.

I saw her as through a mist, leaning there

with both arms on the broken marble

vase.

A momentary smile passed over her

face. She seemed diverted, not angered

as I feared. She had listened without

protest. No doubt she knew it very well

before I spoke. "You are very strong,"

she said at length. "Strong men are

always feeble—somewhere. If the count

Taddeo heard you he would—" Then

some sudden fancy struck her, and she

laughed aloud, her bright red lips all

tremulous and convulsed with laughter.

"What could he do? You could crush

him with one hand, as you could crush

a newt! Poor Taddeo! did he not beat

your fish down, give you watered wine,

the rinsings of the barrel, yesterday?

That is Taddeo always."

She laughed again, but there was

something so cruel in that laughter that

it held me mute. I dared not speak to

her. I stood there stupidly.

"Do you know that he is rich?" she

Said abruptly, gnawing with her lovely

teeth the jagged leaf of one of her car

nations. "Yes, he is rich, Taddeo. That

is why my father sold me to him. Tad

deo is rich: he has gold in the ground,

in the trees, in the rafters and the stones

of the house; he has gold in Roman

banks; he has gold in foreign scrip, and

in ships, and in jewels, and in leases:

he is rich. And he lives like a gray

spider in'the cellar-corner. He shuts

me up here. VVe eat black bread, we

see no living soul: once in the year or

so I go to Orte or to Penna. And I am

twenty-three years old, and I can read

my own face in the niirror." She paus

ed; her breast heaved, her beautiful low

brows drew together in bitter fury at her

fate: she had no thought of me.

I waited, mute. I did not dare to

speak.

It was all true: she was the wife of

Taddeo Marchioni, shut here as in a

prison, with her youth passing and her

loveliness unseen, and her angry soul

consuming itself in its own fires. I

loved her: what use was that to her—a

man who had naught in all the world but

the strength of his sinews and muscles?

She remembered me suddenly, and

gave me agesture of dismissal: "Take

your fish to the woman; I cannot pay

you for them; I have never as much as

a bronze coin. But—you may come

back another day. Bring more—bring

more." Then with a more imperious

gesture she made me leave her.

I stumbled out of the old dark, close

shuttered house into the burning bril

liancy of the August day, giddy with

passion and with hope. She knew I

loved her, and yet she bade me return!

I know not how much, how little, that

may mean in other lands, but here in

Italy it has but one language—language

enough to make a lover's heart leap like

the wild goat. Yet hope is perhaps too

great a word to measure rightly the tim

id joy that filled my breast. I lay in the

shepherd's hut wide awake that night,

hearing the frogs croak from the I.aghe

rello and the crickets sing in the hot dark

ness. The hut was empty: shepherd and

sheep and dogs were all gone up to the

higher grounds amongst the hills. There

were some dry fern-plants in a corner of

it. I lay on these and stared at the plan
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ets above me throbbing in the intense

blue of the skies: they seemed to throb,

they seemed alive.

A mile away, between me and the stars,

was the grand black pile of Sant' Aloisa.

Christ! it was strange! I had led a

rough life, I had been no saint. I had

always been ready for jest or dance or

intrigue with a pretty woman, and some

times women far above me had cast their

eyes down on the arena, as in Spain la

dies do in the bull-ring to pick a lover I

out thence for his strength; but I had

nevercared. I had loved, laughed and

wandered away with the stroller's happy

liberty, but I had never cared. Now, all

at once, the whole world seemed dead—

dead heaven and earth—and only one

woman's two eyes left living in the uni

verse, living and looking into my soul

and burning it to ashes. Do you know

what I mean? No? Ah, then you know

not love.

All the night I lay awake—the short

hot night when the western gold of sun

set scarce fades into dark ere the east

seems to glow luminous and transparent

with the dawn. Ah! the sunrise I I shall

see it once more, only once more! I

shall see it through those bars, a hand's

breadth of it above Tiber, no more; and

when again it spreads its rosy warmth

over the sky and reddens the river and

the plain, I shall be dead—a headless

thing pushed away under the earth and

lime, and over my brain and skull the

wise men will peer with knife and scalpel,

and pour the plaster over its bones to take

a cast, and say most likely to one anoth

er, as I heard them say once before a

cast in a museum, "A good face, a fair

brow, fine lines: strange that he should

have been a murderer!" Well! so be it.

Even though I lived for fourscore years

and ten, the sun would nevermore rise

for me as it rose before Phoebus died.

At that time I lived only to see a shad

ow on the barred windows, a hand open a

lattice, a veiled head glide by through the

moonbeams. I was wretched, yet never

had I been so happy. The bolt of the

gods stuns as it falls, but it intoxicates

also.

I had been such a fool! such a fool!

When she had said so much I had said

nothing: that last moment haunted me

with unending pain. If I had been

bolder, if I had only known what to an

swer, ifl had only seized her in my arms

and kissed her! It would have been

better to have had that one moment, and

have died for it, than have been turned

out of her presence like a poor cowardly

clod.

I cannot tell how the long hot days

went on: they were days of drought to

the land, but they were days of paradise

to me. The fever-mists were heavy and

the peasants sickened. Tiber was low,

and had fetid odors as its yellow shallows

dried up in the sun, clouds of gnats hov

ered over the Lagherello and its beds of

rushes, and the sullen wind blew always

from the south-east, bringing the desert

sand with it. But to me this sickly sum

mer was so fair that I continued to live in

the absent shepherd's empty hut. I con

tinued to net the fish when I could, and

now and again I saw her. I lived only

in the hope of seeing her face. She had

the evil eye. Well, let it rest on me and

bring me all woe, so that only I might

live in its light one day! So I said in

my madness, not knowing.

I must have looked mad at that time to

the few scattered peasants about the pool.

I lived on a handful of maize, a crust of

bread. I cast my nets in the water, and

once or twice went up to Sant' Aloisa

with the small fish, and was sent away by

the crone Marietta. August passed, and

the time drew nigh for the 'gathering of

the grapes, ripe here sooner than in the

Lombard and the Tuscan plains. But

the vintage of Sant' AIo'1'sa was slight,

for the ground was covered with olives

in nearly every part. When they were

stripping what few poor vines there were

I offered myself for that work. I thought

so I might behold her. There was no

mirth on the lands of Taddeo Marchioni:

the people were poor and dull. Fever

that came from the river and the swamps

had lessened their numbers by death and

weakened those who were living: my

strength was welcome to those ague

stricken creatures.

The day of the gathering was very
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hot: no rain had fallen. The oxen in

the wains were merely skin and bone:

their tongues were parched and swollen

in their muzzled mouths. The grass had

been long all burnt up, and the beasts

famished: the air was stifling, pregnant

with storm.

Amidst the sere and arid fields, and

the woods, black and gray, of ilex and

of olive, the great old square house rose

before us, pale, solitary, mysterious—a

mausoleum that shut in living creatures:

it terrified me.

Night fell as the last wagon, loaded

with the last casks of grapes, rolled slow

ly with heavy grinding wheels toward the

cellars of Sant' Aloisa. With the wagon

there were a few men enfeebled with fe

ver, a few women shivering with ague.

I walked behind the wagon, pushing it

to aid the weary oxen. There was no

moon: here and there a torch flickered

in a copper sconce filled with oil. The

courtyard and the cellar were of enor

mous size: in the old times Sant' Aloisa

had sheltered fifteen hundred men. In

the darkness, where a torch flared when

he passed, I saw now and then Taddeo

Marchioni coming and going, giving or

ders in his high, thin voice, screaming

always, swearing sometimes, always sus

pecting- some theft. He did not see me.

He was entirely absorbed in his vintage

and in the rebukes he hurled at his peas

ants. I drew back into the shadow, lean

ing against the column of the gateway, a

huge wall blackened with time and damp.

The' bell of the old clock-tower sounded

the nineteenth hour of the night. All at

I once the servant Marietta muttered in my

ear, " Go in: she wants to speak with you.

Go in to the tapestry-room on the other

side of the house: you remember."

My blood bounded in my veins. I '

asked nothing better of Fate. I glided

along the old walls, leaving the central

court and the master there absorbed in

his work, and I found with some diffi

culty the little side-door by which I had

entered the house before. I trembled

from head to foot, as in that hour. I

felt myself all at once to be ugly, heavy, '

stupid, a brute to frighten any woman—

sweating from the labors of the day, cov

ered with dust, poor and frightful in my

rough hempen shirt, with my naked legs

and my bare knees impregnated with the

juice of the grapes. And I dared to love

this woman—I! Loved her", though she

had slain Phoebus.

My mind was all in confusion: I was

no longer master of myself. I scarce

ly drew breath; my head was giddy; I

staggered as I went along those endless

galleries and passages, as I had done

that day when Phoebus had fallen on

the sand of my arena. At last I reach

ed—how I knew not—the room of the

arazzz', scarcely lighted by a lamp of

bronze that hung from the ceiling by a

chain. In the twilight I saw the woman

with the fatal gaze, with the lips of rose,

with the features of Lucrezia, of Venus,

the woman who in all ages has destroy

ed man.

Then I forgot that I was a laborer, a

peasant, a juggler, a wrestler, a vaga

bond—that Iwas clad in coarse linen

of hemp—that I was dirty and filthy and

ignorant and coarse. I forgot myself: I

only remembered my love—my love im

mense as the sky, omnipotent as Deity.

I fell on my knees before her. I only

cried with stifled voice, "I am yours! I

am yours!" I did not even ask her to

be mine. I was her slave, her tool, her

servitor, her thing, to be cherished or

rejected as she would. I shivered, I

sobbed. I had never known before, it

seemed to me, what love could be; and

it made a madman of me.

All the while she said nothing: she let

me kiss her gown, her feet, the stone floor

on which she stood. Suddenly and ab

ruptly she said only, "You are a droll

creature: you love me, really—you ?"

Then I spoke, beside myself the while.

I remember nothing that I said: she heard

me in silence, standing erect above me

where I knceled. The light was very

faint; the lamp swung to and fro on its

bronze chain; I saw only the eyes of

the woman burning their will into mine.

She bent her head slightly: her voice

was very low. She said only, "I have

known it a long time. Yes, you love

me, but how? How?"

How? I knew no words that could
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' tell her. Human tongues never have

language enough for that: a look can

tell it. I looked at her.

She trembled for a moment as though

Ihad hurt her. Soon she regained her

empire over herself. " But how?"

muttered very low, bending over me

her beautiful head, nearly touching mine.

"But how? Enough to— ?"

She paused. Enough? Enough for

what? Enough to deny heaven, to defy

hell, to brave death and torment, to do

all that a man could do: who could do

more?

"And I love you—I." She murmured

the words very low: the evening wind

which touches the roses was never soft

er than her voice. She brushed my hair

with her lips. "I love you," she repeat

ed. " For you are strong, you are strong."

Kneeling before her there, I took her

in my arms. I drew her close to me: I

drank the wine of Paradise—the wine

that makes men mad.

But she stopped me, drew herself away

from me, yet gently, without wrath. " No,"

she said, "not yet, not yet." Then she

added, lower still, "You must deserve

me."

Deserve her? I did not comprehend.

I knew well that I did not deserve my

joy, poor fool that lwas, mere man of

the people, with the trestles of the vil

lage fair for all my royal throne. But,

since she loved me, a crowd of ideas

confused and giddy thronged on my

brain and whirled madly together. Up

above in the belfries and the towers in

my infancy, with the clear blue air about

me and the peopled world at my feet, I

had dreamed so many foolish gracious

things—things heroical, fantastical, wo

ven from the legends of saints and the

poems of wandering minstrels. When

she spoke to me thus these old beauti

ful fancies came back to my memory.

If she wished me to become a soldier

for her sake, I thought—
She looked at me, burninglmy soul

with her eyes, that grew sombre yet bril~

liant, like the Tiber water lighted by a

golden moon. " You must deserve me,"

she repeated: "you must deliver me.

You are strong."

she ,

" lam ready," I answered. I was still

kneeling before her. I had at my throat

a rude cross that my mother had hung

there in my childish years. I touched

the cross with my right hand in sign of

oath and steadfastness. "I am ready,"

I said to her. "What do you wish ?"

She answered, "You must free me.

You are strong."

Even then I did not understand.

"Free ?" I repeated. "You would fly

with me?"

She gave a gesture, superb, impatient,

contemptuous. She drew herself back

ward and more erect. Her eyes had a

terrible brilliancy in them. She was so

beautiful, but as fierce in that hour as the

wild beast that I saw once at a fair break

from its cage and descend amidst the

people, and which I strangled in my

arms unaided.

She murmured through her closed

teeth, "You must kill him. You are

strong."

With a bound I rose to my feet. In

the burning night an icy cold chilled my

blood, my limbs, my heart.

Kill him? Whom? The old man?

I, young and strong as Lwas, and his

wife's lover?

I looked at her. What will be the

scaffold to-morrow to me, since I have

lived through that moment?

She looked at me, always with her sor

ceress‘s eyes. "You must kill him," she

said briefly. "It will be so easy to you.

If you love me it will be done. If not

—farewell." '

A horrible terror seized on me. I said

nothing. I was stupefied. The gloomy

shadows of the chamber surrounded us

like a mystic vapor; the pale figures of

the tapestries seemed like the ghosts

arisen from the grave to witness against

us; the oppressive heat of the night hour

lay on our heads like an iron hand.

A phantom parted us: the spectre of a

cowardly crime had come between us.

"You do not love me," she said slow

ly. She grew impatient, angered, fever

ish : a dumb rage began to work in her.

She had no fear.

I drew my breath with effbrt. It seem

ed as if some one were strangling me.
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Kill him! Kill him ! These ghastly

words re-echoed in my ears. Kill an

old and feeble man ? It was worse than

a crime : it was a cowardice.

"You do not love me," she repeated

with utter scorn. "Go—go !"

A cry to her sprang from my very soul :

"Anything else, anything but that ! Ask

my own life, and you shall have it."

"I ask what I wish."

As she answered me thus she drew

herself in all her full height upward un

der the faint radiance from the lamp.

Her magnificent beauty shone in it like

a grand white flower of the datura under

the suns of autumn. A disdain without

bounds, without limit, without mercy,

gleamed from her eyes. She despised

me—a man of the people, a public wrest

ler, a bravo, only made to kill at his mis

tress's order, only of use to draw the

stiletto in secrecy at the whim and will

of a woman.

I was Italian, yet I dared not slay a

feeble old man in the soft dark of a' sum

mer night, to find my reward on the breast

of his wife.

Silence fell between us. Her eyes of

scorn glanced over me, and all her beauty

tempted me and cried to me, " Kill, kill,

kill! and all this is thine!"

Then her eyes filled with tears, her

proud loveliness grew humble, and, a

supplicant, she stretched out her arms

to me: she cried, "Ah, you love me not:

you have no pity. I may live and die

here: you will not save me. You are

strong as the lions are—you are so strong,

and yet you are afraid."

I I shook in all my limbs. Yes, I was

afraid—I was afraid of her, afraid of my

self. I shivered: she looked at me al

ways, her burning eyes now humid and

soft with tears.

"In open war, in combat, all you wish,"

I said to her slowly. "But an old man

—in secret—to be his assassin—"

My voice failed me. I saw the light

in the lamp that swung above, oscillating

between us: it seemed to me like the

frail life of Taddeo Marchioni that swung

on a thread at our will.

She drew herself upward once more.

Her tears were burned up in the fires of

a terrible dumb rage. She cried aloud,

"You are a coward. Go!"

I fell once more at her feet; Iseized

her by her gown; Ikissed her feet. "Any

other thing!" I cried to her in my an

guish—"any other thing! But the life

of a weak old man! It would be hor

rible. I am not a coward: I am brave.

It is for cowards to kill the feeble : I can

not. And you would not wish it? No,

no, you would not wish it? It is a

dream, a nightmare! It is not possible.

I adore you ! I adore you ! I am a mad-;

man. Iam yours; I give you my life;

I give you my body and my soul. But

to kill a feeble old man that I could

crush in my arms as a fly is stifled in

wine! No, no, no! Any other thing,

any other thing! But not that."

She thrust me from her with her foot.

"That or nothing," she said coldly.

The sweat fell from my brow in the

agony of this hon’ible hour. I was ready

to give my life for her, but an old man,

a murder done in secret! All my soul

revolted.

"But you love me !" I cried to her;

and a great sob rose in my throat.

"You refuse to do this thing ?" she an

swered.

"Yes."

Then she threw me away from her

with the strength of a tigress: "Imbe

cile! You thought I loved you? I

should have used you: that is all."

The lamp went out: the darkness was

complete. I stretched my hands out, to

meet but empty air. If I were alone I

could not tell : I touched nothing, I heard

nothing, I saw nothing. A strange gid

diness came upon me; my limbs trem

bled under the weight of my body and

gave way; I lost consciousness. It is

what we call in this country a stroke of

the blood.

Vi'hen my senses revived I opened my

eyes. It was still night about me, but a

pallid light shone into the chamber, for

the moon had risen, and its rays pene

trated through the iron bars of the high

windows. I remembered all.

I rose with pain and effort: the heavy

fall on the stone floor had bruised and

strained me. A great stupor, the stupor
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of horror, had fallen upon me. I felt allat once old, quite old. The thought of I

my mother passed through my mind for

the first time for many days. My poor

mother!

By the light of the moon I tried to find

my way out of this chamber—a chamber

accursed. I gained the entrance of the

gallery. Silence reigned everywhere. I

could not tell what hour it was. The

lustre from the skies sufficed to illumine

fitfully the vast and sombre passages. I

found the door by which I had entered

the house, and I felt the hot air of the

night blow upon my forehead, as hot now

as it had been at noonday.

I passed into the great open court.

Above it hung the moon, late risen,

round, yellow, luminous. I looked up

ward at it: this familiar object seemed

to me a strange and unknown thing. I

walked slowly across the pavement of

the courtyard on a sheer instinct, as you

may see a wounded dog walk, bearing

death in him. My heart seemed like a

stone in my breast: my blood seemed

like ice in my veins. All around me were

the walls of Sant' Aloisa, silent, gray,

austere.

My foot touched something on the

ground, I looked at it. It was a thing

without form—a block of oak wood or a

slab of marble ?—yet I looked at it, and

my eyes were rooted there and could not

look elsewhere. The moon shed a sinis

ter white light upon this thing. I looked

long, standing there motionless and with

out power to move. Then I saw what it

was, this shapeless thing: it was the body

of Taddeo Marchioni—dead, horribly

dead, fallen face downward, stretched

out upon the stones, a knife plunged

into the back of the throat, and left

there. He had been stabbed from be

hind.

I looked, I saw, I understood: it was

her act.

I stooped; I touched the corpse; I

turned the face to the light; Isearched

for a pulse of life, a breath. There was

none : he was dead. A single blow had

been given, and the blow had been sure.

A ghastly grimace distended the thin lips

of the toothless mouth; the eyes were

starting from their orbits; the hands

were clenched: it had been a death

swift, silent, violent, terrible.

I drew out the knife, deep buried in

the bone of the throat below the skull.

It was my knife, the same with which I

had slashed asunder the boughs of the

vines in the day just gone in the vintage

fields. She had taken it, no doubt, from

my girdle when I had fallen at her feet.

"I understand," I said to the dead

man: " it is her work."

The dead mouth seemed to laugh.

A casement opened on the court. A

voice cried aloud. The voice was hers:

it'cried for help. From the silent dwelling

came a sound of hurrying feet: the flame

of a torch borne in a peasant's hand fell

red on the livid moonlight.

She came with naked feet, with un

loosed hair, as though roused from her

bed, beautiful in her disarray, and cry

ing aloud, "An assassin! an assassin!"

I u.nderstood all. She meant to send

me to the scaffold in her place. It was

my knife: that would be testimony

enough for a tribunal. Justice is blind.

She cried aloud: they seized me, and

the dead man lay between us, stretched

on the stones and bathed in blood. I

looked at her: she did not tremble.

But she had forgotten that I was strong

—strong with the strength of the lion, of

the hull, of the eagle. She had forgotten.

With a gesture I flung far away from me,

against the walls, the men who had seized

me: with a bound I sprang upon her. I

took her in my arms in her naked love

liness, scarcely veiled by the disordered

linen, by the loosened hair, and shining

like marble in the glisten of the moon.

I seized her in my arms ; I kissed her on

her lips; I pressed against my heart her

beautiful white bosom. Then between

her two breasts I plunged my knife, red

with the blood of her dead lord. "I

avenge Phoebus," I said to her.

Now you know why to-morrow they

will kill me, why my mother is mad.

Hush! I am tired. Let me sleep in

peace.

* * * * *

And on the morrow he slept.

OUIDA.
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STUDIES IN THE SLUMS.

III.—NAN; OR, A GIRL'S LIFE.

" N' this one? Lord have mercy on

her, an' forgive me for saying it

the way I do every time I look at her!

It comes out of itself, an' there's times

when I could think for a minute that He

will; an' then it comes over me like a

blackness on everything that her chance

is gone. Look at that one by her. Ain't

he a rough? Ain't he just fit for the

Rogues' Gallery, an' nowhere else I’

And yet— Well, it's a long story, an'

you won't want to- hear it all."

"Every word," I said. "For once, we

are all alone, and the rain pours down so

nobody is likely to interrupt. Such a

face as that could hardly help having a

story, and'a strange one."

"The most of it happens often enough,

but I'll tell you. You think it's pretty,

but that black an' white thing doesn't

tell much. If you could once have

looked at her, you'd have wanted to do

something, same as 'most everybody did

when the time for doin' was over. Let

me get my bit of work, an' then I'll tell

you."

It was in the "McAuley Mission-pan

lor." The street below, cleared by the

pouring rain, was comparatively silent,

though now and then a sailor swung by

unmindful of wet, or the sound of a

banjo came from the tenement-houses

opposite. Below us, in the chapel, the

janitor scrubbed vigorously to the tune

which seems for some unknown reason

to be always a powerful motive-power,

" I'm goin' home, no more to roam,"

the brush coming down with a whack at

each measure. In my hands was the

mission album, a motley collection of

faces, as devoid of Nature or any clew

to the real characteristics of the owners

as the average photograph usually is, but

here and there one with a suggestion of

interest and, in this special case, of beau

ty—a delicate, pensive face, with a mass

of floating hair, deep, dark eyes, and ex

quisite curves in cheek and lip and chin

—the face of some gently born and nur

tured maiden, looking dreamily out upon

a world which thus far, at least, could

have shown her only its tender, never

its cruel or unfriendly, side, and not, as

its place would indicate, that of one who

had somehow and at some strange time

found a home in these slums. Beauty

of a vulgar, striking sort is common

enough there—vivid coloring, even a

sparkle and light poverty has had no

power to kill—but this face had no share

in such dower, and the dark, soft eyes

had a compelling power which made

mine search them for their secret,—not

theirs, after all, it might prove, but only a

gift from some remote ancestor, who could

transmit outline, and even expression, but

not the soul that had made them.

Mrs. McAuley slipped the picture from

its place as she sat down by me again.

"I ought to have done that long ago,"

she said. "Jerry is always telling me

I've no business to keep it where every

body can look at it an' ask about her;

an' I hadn't, indeed, for it brings up a

time I'd hardly think or talk about unless

I had to for some good. I'll put it away

with two or three more I keep for myself;

an' Jerry 'll be glad of it, for he hates to

think of her, 'most as much as I do.

"Her father and mother? Ah, that's

it: if she'd had I/zem! But, you see,

her mother was a young thing that wasn't

used to roughing it, an' this Nan only a

baby then. They were decent English

folks, an' he looked like a gentleman;

but all we know was that she died of

ship-fever on the passage over, an' was

buried at sea; an' he had it too, an' came

'most as nigh dyin', fin' just had strength

to crawl ashore with Nan in his arms.

I-Ie'd a cousin in the Bowery, a woman

that kept a little store for notions, but

didn't make any headway on account of

two drinkin' sons; an' he went to her,

an' just fell on the floor before he'd half

finished his story. She put him to bed,
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and, though the sons swore he shouldn't

stay, an' said they'd chuck him out on

the sidewalk, she had her way. It didn't

take him long to die, an' he'd a good bit

of money that reconciled them ; but when

he was gone there was the baby, just

wa1kin' an' toddlin' into everything, an'

would scream if Pete came near her. He .

was the oldest, an' he hated her worse

than poison, an' about once in so often

he'd swear he'd send her to the orphan

asylum or anywhere that she'd be out of

his sight. Jack didn't care one way or

another, but the mother was just bound '

up in the little thing; an' she was, they '

said, just that wonderful-lookin' that peo

ple stopped an' stared at her. Her eyes

weren't black, as they look there, but

gray, with those long curly lashes that

looked innocent an' baby-like to the very

last minute; and her hair—oh, you never

saw such hair! Not bleached out, as

they do it now, to a dead yellow, but a

pure gold-color, an' every thread of it

alive. I've taken hold of it many a time

to see it curl round my finger, an' the

little rings of it lying round her forehead ;

an' her face to the last as pure-lookin' as

a pearl—clear an' soft, you know—an',

when I saw her first, with a little color in

her cheeks no deeper than the pink in a

pink rose.

"Now, it'll seem to you like a bit out

of the P0lzire Gazelte or those horrid sto

ry-papers, but, do you know, when she

wasn't three Pete came home one night

just drunk enough to be cunnin', an' he

said, after he'd had his supper, he want

ed to take the child a little way, only

round the corner, to show her to some

friends of his. Mrs. Simpson said No—

whoever wanted to see her could come

there, but she shouldn't let her be taken

round. The shop-bell rang that minute,

an' she went out. It wasn't ten minutes,

but when she came back Pete an' the

child weren't there. ' She ran to the door '

an' looked up an' down the street, but it

was twelve years before she ever saw

that child again. Pete was gone a week, .

an' when he come home not a word ‘

would he say but that the child was

safe enough, an' he'd had enough of

her round under foot. They had high

words. She told him he should never

have another cent till Nan was brought

back, an' he went out swearin' an' curs

in', to be brought home in half an hour

past any tellin' in this world. He'd been

knocked down an' run over by a fire

engine, an', though there was life enough

left to look at his mother an' try to speak,

speak he couldn't.

" Well, there was nothin' that woman

didn't do, far as her money would go.

She'd a nephew was a policeman, an'.

he hunted, an' plenty more, but never

a sign or a word. She couldn't get out

much on account of the shop, but when

ever she did there wasn't a beggar with

a child that she wouldn't stop an' look

with all her eyes to see if it might be Nan.

l You wouldn't think anybody would take

a child that way to be tormented with,

when there's hundreds runnin' round

loose that nobody claims; but, for all

that, it's done. Not as often- as peoples

think. There's more kidnappin' in the '

story-papers than ever gets done really,

but it does happen now and then. An'

New York's a better place to hide in than

anywheres out of it. I know plenty of

places this minute where the police could

n't find a man if they hunted a month.

" Pete Simpson took this child to a hole

in the Five Points, rag-pickers an' beg

gars an' worse, an' gave her to a woman

that took children that was wanted out

o' the way. He paid her a dollar, an'

said she could make enough out of her

' to pay for the trouble, she was so fair

lookin'. She was one of the women that

sit round with a baby an' one or two

children close to her, mostly with laud

anum enough to make 'em stupid.

"Nan was spirited, an' she screamed

an' fought, but blows soon hushed her.

She remembered, she's told me. She

didn't know where she'd come from, but

she knew it was clean an' decent, an' she

wouldn't eat till hunger made her. Then

there was a long time she came up with

three or four that made a kind of a livin'

pickin' pockets an' a turn now an' then

as newsboys, or beggin' cold victuals an'

pickin' up any light thing they could see

if they were let in. Nan changed hands

a dozen times, an' she never would have
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known where she come from if Charley

Calkins hadn't kept half an eye to her.

He was six years older, an' nobody knew

who he belonged to; an' he an' Nan

picked rags together, an' whatever trick

he knew he taught her. They cropped

her hair, an' dirt hid all the prettiness

there was, but by ten she'd learned

enough to get any bit of finery she could,

an' to fight 'em off when they wanted to

cut her hair still. She'd dance an' sing

to any hand-organ that come along; an'

that was where I saw her first—when she

was twelve, I should think—with a lot 0'

men an' boys standin' round, an' she

dancin' an' singin' till the very monkey

on the organ danced too. I was in a

house on Cherry street then, with some

girls that played at a variety theatre on

the Bowery, an' Nan by this time was

so tall they'd made her a waiter-girl in

one of the beer-shops. It was. there the

theatre-man saw her one day goin' down

to the ferry. He thought she was older,

for she never let on, an' she was tall as

she ever was, an' her hair floatin' back

the way she would always have it. She

could read. She'd been to school one

term, because she would, an' she had .a

way with her that you'd think she was

twenty. So it didn't take long. The va

riety-man said he'd make her fortune, an'

she thought he would; an' next day she

come an' told me she had agreed for

three years.

" She didn't know there was work in

it, but she soon found there was just as

much drudgery as in the rag-pickin' or

a beer-shop. But she had an ambition.

She said she'd started here, an' she

would stay an' learn everything there

was, but she believed she should be an

actress in the Old Bowery yet. That

seemed a great thing to me in those

days, an' I looked at her an' wondered

if she knew enough, an' if she'd speak

to us when she got there. She was so

silent sometimes that it daunted us, an'

then she'd have spells of bein' wilder

than the wildest; but she said straight

enough, 'I'm not goin' to stay down in

this hole: I'm goin' to be rich an' a lady;

an' you'll see it.'

"The time came when she did get to

VoL. XXVI.—7

the Old Bowery, an' the manager glad to

have her too. The variety-man swore

he'd kill her for leavin', for she drew

at the last bigger houses than he ever

had again. How she learned it all you

couldn't tell, but the night we all turned

out to see her in The Rm/er's Bride you'd

have said yourself she was wonderful—

painted of course, and fixed off, but a

voice that made you cry, an' a way just

as natural as if she believed every word

she said. An' when she came out the

third time, after such a stampin' an'

callin' as you never heard, with her

eyes shinin' an' me/z a smile, I cried

with all my might.

"It was the very next day. Charley

Calkins was bar-tender in a saloon, but

getting off whenever he could to see Nan

‘act. That was another thing. She would

n't take any fancy name, but was Nan

Evans straight through—on the bills an'

everywhere—an' every one she'd grown

up with went to see her, an' felt sort of

proud to think she belonged to the Fourth

\Vard. An' a strange thing was, that,

though so many were after her, she nev

er seemed to care for anybody but this

Charley, that had knocked her round

himself, though he wouldn't let anybody

else.

"Well, the old woman that had taken

her first was dyin'. She was Charley's

aunt, an' so she sent for him, for want of

any other relation, an' told him she'd a

little money for him, an' was a mind to

give a little to Nan. Charley said, 'All

right !' He knew she most likely had a

good bit, for they often do, but then he

said, ' You've always kept to yourself

where you got Nan, an' I'm a mind to

know.'—‘ Simpson's, up the Bowery,‘ she

said; an' that was the very last word she

ever spoke. She left thirteen hundred

dollars in the Bowery Bank, an' it seem

ed as if there were odd sums in every

bunch of rags in the room, so that Char

ley had enough to set him up pretty well.

An' it didn't take him long after he start

ed his own saloon near the theatre to find

out, among all the Simpsons, the woman

that had had Nan. She had her store

still, an' a young woman to help her, an'

she cried a little when Charley told her.
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But she was a member of the Mott Street

Church, an' when she said, ' Where is she

now? and why don't she come herself?'

an' Charley said, 'She couldn't, because

rehearsal's going on,‘ she looked at him.

"' Re- what ?' says she.

"'Re-hearsal: she's an actress,' says

he; an' she shut her eyes up as if the

sight of him after such words was poison.

"'I want nothing to do with her,‘ says

she. ' I've had my fill of sorrow an' trou

ble from wickedness. You can go, an'

say no more.'

"This didn't suit Charley, for he knew

how Nan kept herself sort of respectable

even when she was with the worst, an' he

was bound to find out all he could.

"Well, he hung on an' asked questions

till he'd found out all there was, an' thatI

was little, as you know. But Nan had

wondered many a time where she came

from, an' if she'd ever belonged to any

body, an' he wanted to be the first one

to tell her. He scared the old lady, for

he wasn't long from the Island, where

he'd been sent up for assault an' battery,

an', do what you would to him, clothes

nor nothin' could ever make him look

like anything but a rough. But he was

bound to know, for he thought there

might be money belonging to her or folks

that would do for her. There wasn't a

soul, though, that he could find out, an'

the next thing was to go to Nan an' tell

her about it. They'd have been wiser

to have waited a day, till the old lady'd '

a chance to quiet down and think it all

over; but he went straight to Nan an'

told her he'd found some of her folks;

an' she, without a word, put on her hat

an' went with him. If she'd been alone

it might have been better, for Charley

seemed worse than he was. The old

lady was in the room back of the shop,

neat as a pin, an' Nan looked as if she

was looking through everything to see

if she could remember.

ness, an' come here an' repent, I'll keep

you.

Wickedness ?' Nan says, sort of be

wildered—‘ repent ?'

"' I don't know as it would do, either,'

the old lady said, beginning to be doubt

ful again. 'A lost creature, that's only a

disgrace, so that I couldn't hold my head

up, any more'n I can when I think how

Pete went: I couldn't well stand it.'

"'You won't have to,‘ said Nan, with

her head high. 'I did think I'd found

some folks, but it seems not ;' an' out

she went.

"Charley shook his fist an' swore.

' Nice folks, Christians are !' he said. ' I

like 'em, 'em ! I'd like to burn her

shop over her head !'

Nonsense !' Nan said, as if she didn't

mind a bit. 'I thought it would feel good

to have somebody I belonged to, but it

wouldn't.. I never could stand anything

like her shaking her head over me; but

it's strange how I've always been hoping,

an' now how I don't care.'

"Then Charley told her she'd better

go home with him: he'd got a comfort

able, nice place, an' he'd never bother

her. They'd talked it over many a time,

but she'd held off, always thinking she

might find her folks.

"Marriage didn't mean anything to either

of them. How could it, coming up the

way they had? though she'd never been

like the other girls. You can't think how

they could be the heathen they were?

Remember what you've seen an' heard

in this very place, an' then remember

that ten years ago, even, a decent man

or woman didn't dare go up these alleys

even by daylight, an' the two or three

missionaries were in danger of their lives ;

an' you'll see how much chance they'd

had of learning.

"Nan wasn't sixteen then, an' she

didn't think ahead, though if she had

likely she would have done the same.

She had her choice, but she'd always

known Charley, an' so it ended that

way.

"Then came a long time when my

own troubles were thick, an' I went off

to the country an' lost sight of her. It

"An' when the old lady saw her there

was a minute she cried again an' took

hold of Nan. 'It's her very look,' she

said, ' an' her hair an' all ;' but then she

stiffened. ' I've no call to feel sure,‘ she

said, 'but if you are Nan, an' want to be

decent, an' will give up all your wicked- i was two years before I came back, an'
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then everything was changed. All that

set I'd known seemed to have gone to

the bad together—some in prison and

some dead. Jerry was out then, an' we

were married an' began together in the

little room down the street; an' now I

thought often of Nan. They told me

Charley was drinkin' himself to death,

an' that she was at the theatre still, an'

kept things goin' with her money, an'

that he knocked her round, when he was

out of his head, the worst way. It wasn't

long before I went to her. She looked

so beautiful you wouldn't think a fiend

could want to hurt her, an' her eyes had

just the look of that picture. I told her

how I had turned about, an' how happy

we both were, in spite of hard times an'

little work; but she listeried like one in

a dream, an' I knew enough to see that

I should have to tell her many times be

fore she would understand or care. But

she seemed so frail I couldn't bear to

leave her so. An' the worst of it was,

that she'd begun to wish Charley would

marry her, an' he thought it was all non

sense, an' swore at her if she said a word

about it. She'd been gettin' more and

more sensible, an' he'd just been goin'

the other way, but she kept her old fond

ness for him. I said nothing then, but

one day I found her cryin', an' her arm

so she could hardly move it; an' it came

out he'd knocked her down, an' told her

she could clear out when she liked, for

he was sick of her pale face an' her big

eyes an' her airs, an' meant to bring a

woman there with some life in her.

Things don't come out as we plan,'

she said. ' I was going to be a lady, but

I forgot that anybody had anything to

do with it but myself. An' nowl can't

go to any decent place, an' Charley

doesn't want me any longer. See how

nice it all looks here, Maria. I've fixed

it myself, an' I've always been so glad

that after the play was over I could come

/mme—not to somebody else's room, but

my own place—an' I never thought there

was any reason why it wouldn't always

be my place. Men aren't like women.

I was true to Charley, and I'll never think

of anybody else; but he says I must get

out of this.'

"Well, I wanted her to understand

that I knew plenty would help her, an' I

tried to tell her she could begin a dif

ferent life; but she just opened her eyes,

astonished at me.

"'You think I'd go to one of those

1-Iomcs?' she said. 'You're crazy. I

can make my livin' easy enough at the

theatre, even if I'm not so strong as I

was. What have I done more than any

body, after all? Do you think I'd be

pointed at an' talked over the way those

women are? I'd throw myself in the

river first! I've learned enough these

years. I go to church sometimes, an'

hear men in the pulpit talk about things

I know better than they do. I've found

out what the good people, the respectable

people, are like. I've found out, too,

what I might have been, an' that if I live

a thousand years I never can be it in this

world; an' that's one reason I thought

Charley might be willing to marry me.

But I shall never say anything more

now, for, you see, it isn't goin' to make

so very much matter. I had a bad cold

in the spring, an' the doctor said then I

must be very careful or I should go with

consumption. See my arm ? They said

the other day I'd have to do something

to plump up, but I never shall: I'm

goin', an' I'm glad of it.'

"'Then, if that's got to be, let it be

goin' home,' I said. 'Nan, there's ev

erything waitin' for you if you'll only

take it. Come down to one of the meet

in's an' you'll hear. Won't you?'

"'I don't understand it,' she said.

'Everything's in a twist. Years an'

years and never hear of God, an' not a

soul come near you to tell about Him,

an' all at once they say He loves you,

and always has. Bah! If He loved,

an' people think about it as they pre

tend, how dare they let there be such

places for us to come up in? If God is

what they say, He ought to strike the

people dead that keep Him to them

selves till it is too late for-us ever to be

helped. There! I won't talk about it. I

don't care: all I want is quiet, an' I'll

have it soon.'

"I saw there was no use then, an' I

made up my mind. I'd seen this Mrs.
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Simpson, for Nan had told me when it

all happened, an' I'd gone to the store

on purpose; an' I went straight there.

'I've come from Nan,‘ I said, 'but she

doesn't know it. She's a dyin' girl, an'

as you helped the father I want you to

help the daughter. You're a Christian

woman, an' the only soul belongin' to

her, an' the time's come to do something.'

"'The father was decent,' she said:

'I've nothing to do with street-women.'

"' It's through your own son that she

grew up to know no better,' I said, for

I knew the whole story then, though

nobody did when she was down there.

' It's for you to give her your hand now,

an' not throw it up to her, any more'n

the Lord when he said, "Go, and sin no

more." She's in trouble an' sick, and

doesn't know what way to turn, an' sore

hearted; an' if you would go to her in

the right way you might save a soul, for

then she'd believe people meant what

they said.'

" ' She's the same to me as dead,' she

said. ' I mourned her sharp enough, but

it ain't in nature to take one again after

they've been thought dead; an' you know

they're straight from corruption itself.

There's places for her to go if she's tired

of wickedness, but I don't want to see

her bold face, an' her head high, as if

she was respectable. An' I don't want

to be plagued no more. I don't deny I

lotted on her before she was took away,

but I never want to think about her again;

so you needn't come nor send. I've said

my say, an' I hope the Lord will save

her.'

It's good He's more merciful than

His creatures,‘ I said; an' I went away

more angry than I ever want to get. I

couldn't quite make it out—l can't to

this day—how she could mourn so over

the child, an' yet never have a thought

for all the years she'd had to suffer.

"There came a month that everything

crowded. I thought of Nan, but could

n't go up, till one day Tom Owens came

in—you know him—an' he said, 'It's all

up with Charley Calkins.'

How ?' I said.

"' Smallpox,' he said, 'an' Nan's drop

ped everything to nurse him. She'd left

there, they said, an' the woman he brought

in to take her place cut the minute she

found he had the smallpox. He won't

live, they say.'

"This was before they were so partic

ular about carrying them off to hospital.

The house was cleared an' the saloon

shut up, but Nan was allowed to stay

because she'd been exposed anyway, an'

it was no use to send her off. He had it

the worst way, an' he'd scream an' swear

he wouldn't die, an' strike out at her,

though he couldn't see, his face and eyes

bein' all closed up. It didn't last but a

week, and then he died, but Nan hadn't

taken off her clothes or hardly slept one

instant. He was stupid at the last, an'

when she saw he was gone she fell on

the floor in a faint; an' when she come

to the blood poured from her mouth, an'

all they could do was to take her off to

the hospital. She didn't take the small

pox, but it was a good while before she

could be let to see anybody. When they

thought it was safe she sent for me, but

it was hard to think it could be the same

Nan I'd known. Every breath come with

pain, and she was wasted to a shadow,

but she smiled at me an' drew me down

to kiss her. ' You see, I sha'n't be trou

bled or make trouble much longer,' she

said, 'but oh, ifl only could rest!'

"Poor soul! She couldn't breathe ly

in' down, nor sleep but a bit at a time,

an' it was awful to have her goin' so, an'

she not twenty.

"I knelt down by her. She had a lit

tle room to herself, for she had some

money yet, and I prayed till I couldn't

speak for crying. 'Nan, Nan!' I said,

'you're goin' straight to the next world,

an' you've got to be judged. What will

you do without a Saviour? Try to think

about it.'

"She patted my hand as if I were the

one to be quieted. 'Don't bother,' she

said: 'I don't mind, an' you mustn't.

If He's as good as you say He'll see that

it's all right. I'm too tired to care: I

only want to get through. There's noth

ing to live for, an' I'm glad it's 'most

over. I want you to come every day,

for it won't be long.'

"' Let me bring Jerry,‘ I said, but she
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only laughed. She'd known him at his

hardest, an' couldn't realize he might be

different; but after a week or two she

let him come, an' she'd lie an' listen

with a sort of wonder as she watched

him. But nothing seemed to take hold

of her. She looked like a flower lyin'

there, an' you'd think her only a child,

for they'd cut her hair, and it lay in little

rings all over her head; an' Jerry just

cried over her, to think that unless she

hearkened she was lost. She liked to be

read to, but you couldn't make her be

lieve, somehow, that any of it was real.

'l'd believe it if I could,' she said, 'but

why should I ? I don't see why you do.

It sounds good, but it doesn't seem to

mean anything. Why hasn't anybody

ever told me before?'

"'Try to believe, only try !' I'd say.

'Ask God to make you. He can, and He

will if you only ask ;' but all she'd say

was, ' I don't seem to care enough. How

can I? If it is true He will see about

it.' '

"That was only a day or two before

the end. The opium, maybe, hindered

her thinkin', but she looked quiet an'

no sign of trouble between the coughing

times. The last night of all I stayed

with her. They said she would go at

daybreak, an' I sat an' watched an'

prayed, beggin' for one word or sign

that the Lord heard us. It never came,

though. She opened her eyes suddenly

from a half sleep, and threw out her

hands. I took one, but she did not

know me. She looked toward the east

and smiled. ' Why! are you coming for

me ?' she said, and then fell back, but

that look stayed—a smile as sweet as

was ever on a mortal face. An' that's

why I never can help sayin', 'Lord have

mercy on her !' and do you wonder even

when I know better? But—"

HELEN CAMPBELL.

MY TREASURE.

NDER the sea my treasure lies—

Only a pair of starry eyes,

That looked out from their azure skies

\Vith innocent wonder, sweet surprise,

That they should have strayed from Paradise.

Under the sea lies my treasure low—

Little white hands like flakes of snow,

Once soft and warm; and I loved them so!

Ah! the tide will come and the tide will go,

But their tender touch I shall never know.

Under the sea—oh, wealth most rare !—

Are silken trcsses of golden hair,

Each amber thread, each lock so fair,

Gleaming out from the darkness there,

With the same soft light they used to wear.

Under the sea—oh, treasure sweet!

Lies a curl-crowned head and tiny feet
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That in days gone by, when the shadows fleet

Were growing long in the darkening street,

Came bounding forth their love to meet.

And I sometimes think, as down by the sea

I sit and dream, that there comes to me

From my darling a message that none may see,

Save those who can read love's mystery

By Nature written on leaf and tree.

Strange things to my spirit-eyes lie bare

In the azure depths of the summer air:

Through the snowy leaves of the lily fair

Gleams her pure white soul, and I compare

Its golden heart to her sunny hair.

The perfume nestling among the leaves,

Or blown on the wind from the autumn sheaves,

ls her spirit of love, my soul believes;

And while my stricken heart still grieves

That gentle presence its pang relieves.

A shell is cast by the waves at my feet,

With its wondrous music low and sweet;

And in its murmuring tones I greet

The voice of my love, while its crimson flush

From her fair young cheek has stolen the blush.

Mid white foam, tossed on the pebbly strand,

I catch a glimpse of a waving hand:

'Tis a greeting that well I understand;

But to those who see not the soul of things

'Tis only the spray which the wild wave flings.

The pearl's rare whiteness, the coral's red,

From the brow and the lip of my beautiful dead

Their soft tints stole when her spirit fled;

And it seems to me that sweet words, unsaid

By my darling, gleam through the light they shed.

Thus down by the sea, in the white sunshine,

While the winds and the waves their sighs combine,

I sit, and wait from my love a sign;

And a message comes to my waiting eyes

From under the sea where my treasure lies.

H. L. LEONARD.
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ON SPELLING REFORM.

HE agitation for "reform" in Eng

lish spelling continues, but, so far,

without involving anything that can be

properly called discussion. Discussion

implies argument on both sides—a strik

ing by twos. Most of the appeals to the

public on this subject, whether through

the newspapers and magazines or on the

platform, have been made by the advo

cates of the movement. The other side,

if another side there be, has been com

paratively silent, uttering occasionally

only words of dissent. I presume this

follows a law of Nature: those who favor

movement move, and those who desire

peace keep it and are still. But it ought

not to be inferred that the noise made

by the "spelling reformers" is represent

ative of the scholarship of the coun

try, or that the silence of the conserva

tives indicates acquiescence in all the

propositions suggested and urged by the

radicals. There is much that can be

said that has not been said. Some late

announcements on the part of those who

advocate the evisceration of the English

language and literature are of a kind to

call for some reply. I have no desire, at

present, to enter into an elaborate discus

sion of the merits or demerits of the new

departure in literature. The present agi

tation is only a skirmish, and ought not

to be dignified by the title of a battle:

whether we shall have a battle on this

skirmish-line remains to be seen.

In the January number of the Prince

ton Re1/z'ew there appeared a paper from

the pen of Professor Francis A. March

in commendation of the "reform." The

professor is one of the most active as

well as able of those who have spoken

on that side, and, while he incidental

ly and modestly crowns Mr. George P.

Marsh as chief of the movement, his fel

low-soldiers, if they are wise, will bestow

the crown upon him. In the article refer

red to the professor emphasizes his earn

estness by securing the printing of his ad

mirable paper in the peculiar orthography

he advocates. This orthography is prac

tically the same as that advocated and

contended for by the American Philolog

ical Association and the Spelling-Reform

Association. Any criticism, therefore, of

the peculiar orthography of the profes

sor's paper is a criticism of the adopted

orthography of the whole body of "re

formers," so far as they are agreed, for

in some details they still disagree.

The readers of the professor's paper

will notice that in a large number of

words the usual terminal ed is changed

to t. This is in accordance with one of

the rules recommended by the Spelling

Reform Association and laid down au

thoritatively by the American Philolog

ical Association. The phraseology of the

rule is to make the substitution where

ever the final ed "has the sound of t."

It is to the professor's application of this

rule that l now desire to call the atten

tion of the reader. The "reformers"

write broac/zt, ceast, a'islz'ng*uz's/zt, esta&

tis/zt, z'ntradu;t,past,pr¢y}1dzfl,pronoun;"t,

rankt, pluckt, learnt, redupt, spelt, trickt,

unearl/z‘ and assert that they write the

words as they pronounce them. In the

rule given by the A» P. A. for the substi

tution of ed for t, las/zt and imprest are

given as examples.

All of us are undoubtedly aware of the

ease with which the sound represented by

ed can be reduced to a I-sound in vocal

ization. But even if the sound of t is

given at the termination of the words

named, not much is gained by the "re

form" in the actual use of the words.

On the contrary, it adds another tangle

in the skein which children at school

must untangle. It either forms another

class of regular verbs, or swells the al

ready almost unmanageable list of irreg

ular verbs. In either case it is shifting the

burden from the shoulders of adults to

those of children, already, as the reform

ers tell us, overburdened and overwork

ed. When a man really and sincerely

asks himself the question, "Do I pro
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nounce las/ed as though written las/zt?"

and tests his own practice in that respect,

it will not take him long to determine that

he does not know. It requires a very

delicate ear to make the determination.

This may also be said of most of the

words quoted above. The terminal ed

means something: it means what it pur

ports to mean when used. The I may

have a meaning, but that meaning can

not accompany it when it acts as a sub

stitute for ed. The common-sense view

would be, in cases of doubt, to use letters

with a significance you desire to convey

by their use.

In the paper to which I have referred

Professor March informs us that "what

t/ze sc/mlars want for historical spelling

is a simple and uniform fonetic system,

which shall record the current pronun

ciation." This assumption is not acci

dental, I think, nor is the spirit of the

Pharisee confined to Professor March.

Nearly all of the advocates of this spe

cial " reform" assume the prerogative

of determining who are and who are

not "scholars." In the same paper the
professor says: "The sc/mlarsi proper

have, in truth, lost all patience with the

etymological objection. 'Save us from

such champions!' says Professor Whit

ney: 'they may be allowed K) speak

for themselves, since they know best

their own infirmity of back and need

of braces: the rest of the guild, how

ever, will thank them for nothing."'

Again: "In conclusion, it may be ob

served that it is mainly among /zalf

taug/zt dabblers in filology that etymo

logical spelling has found its support

ers. Al1 lrue filologirts and filological

bodies have uniformly denounct it as a

monstrous absurdity, both from a prac

tical and a scientific point of view." The

professor also quotes approvingly Profes

sor Lounsbury as saying that the " spell

ing reform numbers among its advocates

e1/ery lz'ngln'stic sc/zolar of any eminence

whatever." Of course, these statements,

whether made by Professor March or by

the distinguished scholars whom he cites,

are strong arguments. That the profes

sor so considers them is attested by the

logical conclusion drawn from them in

\

the very next paragraph after the one

in which they are given. There he says:

"It may be taken, then, as certain, and

agreed by all whose judgment is en

titled to consideration, that there are no

sound arguments against fonetic spelling

to be drawn from scientific and historical

considerations."

We always forgive something to en

thusiasts and reformers. They are ex

pected to ctiervesce once in a while, and

when they indulge in gush and self-ap

preciation it is taken asa matter of course.

Whether or not it strengthens or weakens

their arguments is yet to be determined.

At any rate, the exhibit that is made of

them and of their intemperance is fur

nished by themselves.

There is an illogical argument for the

new spelling drawn from the published

facts of illiteracy. We are told that the

last national census reports 5,658,144 per

sons, ten years of age and over, who can

not read and write, and this number is

said to be "one-fifth of the whole pop

ulation." The census of 187o reports a

total population of 38,558,371, and a to

tal of illiterates, ten years of age and over.

of 5,660,o74, which is only 14% per cent.

of the total population. This is nearer

one-seventh than one-fifth. This "one

fifth" the professor compares with the

number of illiterates in other countries

in order to bring discredit upon the Eng

lish language, showing by the compari

son that there is alarger percentage of

illiterates where the English language is

spoken and written than in non-English

Protestant countries. He reports illiter

ates in England at 33 per cent. of the

population. "In other Protestant coun

tries of Europe they are comparatively

few. In Switzerland, Denmark, Sweden

and Norway there are none to speak of;

in Germany, as a whole, they count 12

per cent., but some of the states have

none." Professor March asserts that

"one of the causes of the excessive illit

eracy among the English-speaking peo

ple is the difficulty of the English spell

ing ;" and his argument proceeds on the

assumption that this is in fact the main

cause.

Even if assent be given to the state
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, —less than 7% per cent.

ment that the difficulty attendant upon

the acquisition of correctness in English

orthography is one of the causes of Eng

lish and American illiteracy, the next

step is to determine the force and effi

ciency of the cause in that direction;

and this determination cannot be had

on the basis of bald, unguarded and

extravagant statements such as I have

cited. The illiteracy of the American

people must not be judged by the bare

figures given above. The census returns

furnish data for a more just discrimina

tion. The statistician must not forget the

item of 777,864 illiterates of foreign birth

going to swell the grand total. This leaves

4,882,21o native-born illiterates —a per

centage of less than 13. Of the native

born illiterates reported by the census

returns, there are 2,763,991 reported as

colored. This number is more than one

half the colored population, and also over

one-half of the whole number of reported

native illiterates. I think none of the re

formers would insist that the illiteracy of

the colored population ought to be charged

to "the difficulties of English spelling "~

I hardly need to state why: the reason

will readily suggest itself to all.

Eliminating from the problem the for

eign and colored factors, we find a na

tive white population in 187o of28,121,816,

and native white illiterates, of ten years of

age and over, to the number of 2,102,670

Of this number

of native white illiterates, l,443,g56—

two-thirds of the whole—are reported

from the States lately known as Slave

States. In these States, as is well known,

there are peculiar reasons for the illiter

acy of the white as well as of the color

ed native, outside of any consideration

of the difficulty of mastering English

orthography. This survey takes no ac

count of the native children with foreign

parents, as it would not materially disturb

the percentage, nor of the populations of

New Mexico, Arizona, Southern Califor

nia and Colorado, all largely settled by

Mexicans and Spaniards, among whom

. there is doubtless a larger percentage of

illiterates than among the same number

of native whites in the Northern States.

If account be taken of all these elements,

I think the percentage of illiterates proper

to be charged up to the English language

and American institutions would be re

duced to about 3% per cent.

The next consideration is as to the

cause of this large percentage of illiter

ates among the native white population

of the United States. Professor March

ascribes it in part to "the difficulties of

the English spelling," and he adds: " We

ar now having ernest testimony to this

fact from scholars and educators in Eng

land." He names Max Miller and "Dr.

Morell, one of Her Majesty's inspectors of

schools," and quotes from both of them.

Dr. Morell states that in some examina

tions for the civil service, out of 1972 fail

ures, "1866 candidates were pluckt for

spelling; that is, eighteen out of every

nineteen who faild, faild in spelling."

Max Mtiller, as quoted, bears testimony

to the fact that in the public schools of

England 9o per cent. fail "to read with

tolerable ease and expression a passage

from a newspaper, and spell the same

with tolerable accuracy." This is the

substance of the " ernest testimony " from

"scholars and educators in England." All

this testimony has been previously given

by the same "reformer" and by others

without variation or corroboration. The

facts stated seem to be isolated ones, as

well as "grand, gloomy and peculiar."

One swallow does not make a summer,

nor do one eminent philologist and one

uneminent educator make "scholars and

educators." But when the testimony is

carefully viewed, what does it amount to?

Some of the very elements necessary in

the consideration of the testimony are

wanting. What was the extent of the

failures by the candidates forcivil service?

Did they miss one word or more? Were

they more deficient in spelling than in

other branches? Of the 90 per cent. of

the public-school pupils who failed, what

is the class composing those pupils?

Were they as deficient in other branches

as in spelling? VVhat were the news

paper passages selected for trial? What

is meant by "tolerable ease and expres

sion" and "tolerable accuracy"? Ac-.

cording to the testimony itself, the ref

erence of Max Miiller is to the "new
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schools" established since the late ex

tension of education in England. Con

fessedly, then, this applies to classes of

pupils who had formerly been deprived

of educational advantages and privileges.

It is a wonder that 10 per cent. were suc

cessful. The testimony furnished is more

' "ernest " than valuable.

The state of education in Protestant

countries where other languages than the

English are spoken is taken as a conclu

sive argument for the efficiency of pho

netic orthography. Denmark, Norway,

Sweden and Switzerland are named as

shining exemplars in this regard. It is

because the languages of those countries

are orthographic models that the people

are so highly educated. The general fact

is incontrovertible that among those peo

ple there is less illiteracy than among

those who speak the English language.

As Switzerland has no national language,

the Swiss people should not have been

named except in company with those

others whose languages they use. But

the bare fact of the smaller percentage of

illiteracy among the people above named

is not conclusive as to the retarding and

depressing influence which the "difficul

ties of English spelling" have upon the

spread of education among the American '

people. In Denmark attendance upon ,

school for seven years by every child of

school age is compulsory. The number

of children of school age for 1876 was 1

2o0,761, while the number in attendance

upon the public schools was 194,198, the

attendance being 96 per cent. of the '

whole number of children of school age.

In addition to the attendance upon the

public schools, there were 13,994 in at

tendance upon private schools: some

of these evidently were above or below 1

school age. We thus see how efficiently

the compulsory system is enforced. This

system is not new to that country, but

has been in existence for many years,

and the results seem to justify the state

ment in the Rqfiorl qf I/ze Commissioner

ofEducationfor z87z, that "even among

the lower classes a remarkable knowledge

bf general history and geography, but

more especially of Scandinavian litera

ture and history," is found.

In Norway, as in Denmark, from the

eighth to the fifteenth year attendance

upon school is obligatory. In 1866, of a

total of 212,137 country children of school

age, 2o6,623, or more than 97 per cent.

of the whole, were in attendance at school.

In the towns and cities less than 1 per

cent. failed to attend school. In Swe

den compulsory attendance upon school

is the rule. In 1868, of the whole num

ber of children of school age, the average

attendance amounted to 97 per cent.

There is no general or national system

of common-school instruction in Switz

erland. Each canton regulates its own

schools. There, as in Denmark, Norway

and Sweden, attendance upon schools is

made compulsory. In 1870 the attend

ance of children between six and thirteen

years of age was between 95 and 96 per

cent. of the whole school population.

Now, what kind of a school system

have we in the United States? Here, as

in Switzerland, there is no general or na

tional system of school instruction. Each

State regulates its .own schools in all de

tails. In 187o the total school population,

excluding the Territories, in the United

States was 14,o93,778; the number act

ually enrolled in the public schools was

8,881,848, or 63 per cent. of the whole;

and the average daily attendance upon

the public schools was 4,886,289, or a

little over 34% per cent. of the school

population. An inclusion of the Terri

' tories in the computation does not vary

the percentage in any appreciable degree.

In the Northern States only, excluding

the Territories, and excluding also Min

nesota and Wisconsin, whose returns I

have not at hand, there were 8,364,841

school population, while the average dai

ly attendance was only 3,72o,133, a trifle

over 44 per cent.

In the United States there is practi

cally no compulsory attendance upon

school. Schools are provided by the

State, and the children attend or refrain

from attendance as suits the convenience

or wish of the pupils or their parents. That

compulsory attendance upon school is

productive of a wider and more thorough

diffusion of knowledge is probably con

ceded by all. At least, educators so
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urge. VVhat would Professor March

have? Does he expect to find educa

tion as thorough and general among a

people of whose school population less

than one-half are in usual attendance at

school, and less than two-thirds even en

rolled as occasional attendants at school,

as among a people with whom over 95

per cent. of the school population are

in constant and habitual attendance?

When we consider the published school

statistics of this nation, it is no wonder

that about one-seventh of the whole are

unable to read and write. Shall we give

no credit to compulsory systems of edu

cation, and still insist that the illiteracy

of the United States is caused in any ap

preciable degree by the "difficulties of

English spelling"?

Early in 1879, Professor Edward North

assured us that the Italians and Span

iards have discarded M for f in p/u'[os

op/z] and its fellows. Professor March

gleefully records that "the Italians, like

the Spaniards, have returned to f They

write and printfilosofia " for p/zz'/osop/u'a,

and tz'sz'ra for 1fi/zI/nlrz'ca. Professor Louns

bury, in his elaborate articles in Scribner

lately, commends the Italians for writing

tz'sico and the Spaniards for writing tisica.

These of course are commendations of

those peoples for the simplicity of their

orthography, and they are mentioned as

worthy examples for us. Yet we are not

advised by either of the three professors

named that the Italians and Spaniards

are for that reason gaining upon the

English people in intelligence, educa

tional progress and culture. No statis

ticsare advanced disclosing the narrow

percentage of illiteracy found in Italy and

Spain, and a comparison made between

that narrow percentage and the wide per

centage already advertised as existing in

English-speaking states. If "the difficul

ties of English spelling" be a serious cause

of illiteracy in England and the United

States, the simplicity of the Italian and

Spanish spelling ought to be a cause of

high proficiency in literary and educa

tional attainments among the people of

Italy and Spain. A commendation of

those two nations for their taste in dis

carding "Greek orthography" to be ef

fective ought to be supplemented with

some evidence of the usefulness of that

operation. Unless so supplemented, the

commendation can have no weight as

an argument. The Anglo-Saxon race

has not been accustomed to follow the

Latins in literary and educational mat

ters. The past and present condition of

those two countries affords no guarantee

that their adoption of the so-called sim

pler spelling is commendable. There are

persons whose corroboration of a state

ment adds no weight to it with their

neighbors. It adds no force to the ar

guments of the " reformers " that the

Italians and Spaniards endorse them.

The demand for "spelling reform" is

based upon the assumption that the pro

nunciation constitutes the word—in other

words, that the real word is the breath by

means of which itis uttered. In the word

'u/is/zed philologists assure us that the let

ters e d are remains of did, as if it were

written did wis/z,- and it certainly has

that sense. It is proposed to substitute

I for the ed, because, we are told by the

"reformers," the t represents the sound

given to those two letters. Of course the

t stands for nothing: it does not repre

sent any idea. It is only a character, and

its pronunciation only a breath, without

any significance. The new word cannot

mean rlid wis/z. The "reformers " must

contend that wis/zt is the real word, or

their position cannot be maintained for an

instant. If the word still remains wis/zed

—' 'd[duu's/z "—though pronounced zuis/zt,

their proposition to c‘onform the spelling

to the pronunciation is laughable. There

can be no conformation and the old words

remain. Whenever a change is made in

a single letter of a word, the word is bro

ken : it is no longer the same word. The

new form becomes a new word, and there

can be no objection to any one giving to

it any significance he chooses. In a cer

tain sense, and also to a certain extent,

letters are representative, and are not the

real words. Before the arts of writing

and printing were invented the sound of

course constituted the representative of

the idea sought to be conveyed. The

invention of the arts of writing and print

ing brought into use other representatives
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of ideas. The cuneiform characters and

the hieroglyphics were representatives of

ideas, though there could be no pronun

ciation of them. Letters came into use

as representatives merely. In an age of

printing it is hardly correct to say that

they are only used to signify sounds.

They are now more than that: they have

become more important than the sounds

even. They are now representatives of

of pronunciation are taking place, and

there are variations in the pronunciation

of many words, but the word as written i

and printed is the arbiter.

In the Sanscrit we find the verb hm

to see, and the later word gna, to know,

as the result of seeing. The words are

practically spelled alike, each beginning

with a guttural sound. The latter could 1

only have, at first, the idea of acquiring ’

or possessing knowledge by sight. It is

evident that the Greek yz;/wirrzw and the '

Latin gnosco came directly from the San

scrit gym, after the vowel between the gut

tural g, or k and n, had been eliminated;

and it is also evident that the g, or gut

tural sound, with which gna and its Greek

and Latin children began, was vocalized.

The other branch of the Aryan family

retained the vowel between the guttural

sound and the terminal n. Hence we

have the Gothic kunzmn, lvznzm, Anglo

Saxon cunmm, German kennen, to ex

amine, to know. Hence, also, our am,

to know, to be able; cunnz'n.(r, knowing,

skilful; and know, to perceive, to have

knowledge of. \\"hil.e we pronounce know

without the guttural sound, the word it

self and the significance it embodies

necessitate the continued use of the k.

The sound of knmu, as we use it, gives

no idea of sight or of knowledge or ofWhen we hear it articulated, '

ability.

and we understand that know is the word

meant, we then recognize the sense in

tended to be conveyed. VVe are able to

do this because of our ability to construct

and give arbitrary significance to new

words, and to transfer the sense of an

old word to one newly formed. When

any word is used in speech of which the

pronunciation does not correspond with

the letters with which the word is written,

we instinctively image the written or print

ed word in the mind, and others appre

hend the sense intended. I am aware of

a certain answer that may be made to this

, —namely, that illiterate persons are able

to understand a word only from its sound

as it falls on their ears; but I am speak

ing now of a civilized language as used

by a civilized people, and illiterates and

' their language do not come under this

ideas, and not of sound. Modifications ll purview.

The movement inaugurated by Profes

sor March and his associates contem

plates the displacement of the k or gut

tural sound from know and knowlmfge,

both in writing and speaking. They say,

in effect, if not in so many words, that

because there is no guttural sound in the

pronunciation, therefore there is none in

the word. Some people say again, pro

nouncing the word as it is spelled : others

say agm, as, I believe, Professor March

does. These two classes mean the same

thing, but it is quite evident that they do

not say the same thing. Al' cannot be

the equivalent of e. To so hold would be

to make "confusion worse confounded"

in English orthography. By one class of

literary people neif/u-r is pronounced as

though the e were absent, and by another

class as though the z' were not present.

No one, I think, will contend for the

identity, or even equivalence, of z' and e.

If not identical or equivalent, they must

be different. Ifai is different from c, then

again and agm cannot be the same word,

and if z' and e are neither identical nor

equivalent, nit/ur and meI/ter are two dif

ferent words. The logic of the "reform

ers" would bring the utmost confusion

into the language. It would make two

separate words identical in significance.

It would make into one word with four

different meanings the four words rzix;/zt,

rite, write, wrz:?/zt. The words signel and

signalure are formed from the stem sign,

and yet the stem when standing alone

' has a different vocalization from what it

has when used in the derivative words.

By the logic of the " reformers " the word

szlgvz when used alone is not the same as

the same letters, arranged in the same

order, when used in signalure, szigne't,

resignation and the like. The word is
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changed, but the original significance re

mains. When a person responds, even

in writing, "It is me," grammarians say

'he is incorrect—that he ought to say " I.''

But he means the person and thing he

would mean if he said "I." He simply

spells "I " in a different way. Is he not

just as correct as he who writes no when

he means know? or he who writes film

qfer when he means p/zilosap/zer?

But Professor March dogmatically says

that " fonetic spelling does not mean that

every one is to write as he pronounces or

as he thinks he pronounces. There ar

all sorts of people. We must hav some

thing else written than 'confessions of

provincials.' " This may be understood

as modifying the idea expressed earlier

in the same paper, that the proper func

tion of writing "is truthfully to represent

the present speech." But the difficulties

to be encountered in an effort to make

the present speech homogeneous will

baffle the wisdom of the reformers. I

will not answer the question now—I will

only ask it: What is the present speech ?

Who is to determine that? "The schol

ars formally recognize that there is and

ought to be a standard speech and stand

ard writing." I do not quite seize the

idea embodied in the above - quoted

sentences about writing as we think we

pronounce and about "confessions of

provincials." We may agree that there

ought to be, probably, a standard speech,

both spoken and written. That we have

the standard written speech must be con

fessed, or did have until Professor March

and his colaborers began the publication

of their ideas in "bad spelling." The

spoken speech is far from homogeneity.

Some of the most pretentious scholars

assume that we have a standard of pro

nunciation. That the standard is not

adhered to, and is therefore, to all intents

and purposes, no standard at all, is evi

dent. The learned or college-bred use

one pronunciation, and for that class that

is the standard. Those who are deficient

in education do not follow that standard.

As the educated seem to drift naturally

to centres of population, there is assumed

to be a city standard and a country stand

ard of pronunciation. The professor tells

us that the country standard must be

abolished, the city standard adopted, and

then the new era will open out in beauty.

Or does he mean, as his words are open

to this meaning, that a spoken word is not

I/m word unless it is spoken in accord

ance with the city or college-bred stand

ard? But sound is sound, by whomso

ever uttered, and if the word is mere

sound a provincial can make words as

well as any one else. The proposition

is, I/e word is the word spoken and not

the word written, unless the word is

spoken by a provincial. To be t/ze word,

it must be intoned and articulated in ac

cordance with the intonation and articu

lation of the literati. If this is the logi

cal outcome of the position taken by the

"spelling reformers," then we know our

soundings.

We speak of progress in connection

with intellectual, moral, religious, social

and political matters and civilization. In

the use of the word we discard its true

meaning, "stepping forward" in a phys

ical sense. We cannot have an idea

that the mind or the morals or the man

ners take steps. So when we say we

will consider a matter we do not neces

sarily mean that two or more of us will

sit toget/zer about the matter.

meet for delz'beraz‘z'on there is no process

of weighing intended, no proposal to use

the scales, in arriving at a conclusion in the

matter we have in mind. We my "step

ping forward," "sitting together" and

" weighing," but we mean something else.

When Professor Whitney, in the quo

tation I have given in the early part of

this paper,’ says of the spelling conserva

tives, "They know best their own infirm

ity of back," he has no idea that the back

has anything to do with their refusal to

follow him in his chimerical ramble after

an ideal orthography. When Professor

March, in the paper from which I have

quoted, says that "a host of scholars are

pursuing the historical study of the Eng

lish language," he means something more

than, and different from, what his words

indicate, and he certainly doesn't mean

what his words do indicate. The matter

of pursuit is altogether one of physics.

These words of an intellectual signif

When we '
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icance which I have noted are so used

because we have no words in our lan

guage which have meanings such as

those we attach to them. We are obliged

to take words of a physical and material

significance and use them as intimations

of the sense we wish to convey. As men

take a material substance—gold, silver,

ivory, wood or stone—and use it as an

image or symbol of the deity they wor

ship, so we use words of a material

sense to express, in some faint degree,

the intellectual and moral ideas we de

sire to disclose.

The bald statement, expressed or im

plied, that the sounds we produce in our

attempts to utter a word constitute the

true word, requires some material modifi

cation, but to what extent it is not for me

now to discuss. VVhen that necessity for

modification is admitted by the reform

ers, it is for them to survey its limits.

They are the aggressors in the contest

that is precipitated. They must outline

and define their own case.

There are many considerations favor

able to a modification of the present spell

ing of several classes of words. A reform

is needed, and must come, but it will not

come, and ought not to come, with the

character and to the extent desired by

the "reformers." A reform that shall

make the spelling better, and not mere

ly make it over, should be aided by all

admirers of the English language. The

just limitations of that reform have not

been indicated yet by any of the "reform

ers." That those limitations will soon be

surveyed and marked I do not doubt.

> M. B. C. TRUE.

AN OPEN LOOK AT THE POLITlCAL.SlTUATlON.

ACAULAY, in describing the rise

of the two great parties which have

alternately governed England during the

last two centuries, traces the division to a

fundamental distinction which "had al

ways existed and always must exist," caus

ing the human mind "to be drawn in op

posite directions by the charm ofhabit and

the charm of novelty," and separating

mankind into two classes—those who are

"anxious to preserve" and those who are

" eager to reform." It seems to us extreme

ly doubtful whetherthis theory, so neat and

compact, so simple to state and so easy to

illustrate, would suffice to explain all the

struggles, great and small, that have agi

tated society, varying in character and

circumstances, and ranging from fervent

emulation to violent collision—from the

ferment of ideas which is the surest sign

of vitality to the selfish and aimless con

vulsions that portend dissolution. Ap

plied to that condition of things by which

it was suggested, the theory may be al

lowed to stand. The history of parlia

mentary government in England, in re

cent times at least, presents a tolerably

fair example of a contest between two

parties composed respectively of men

who desired and men who resisted inno

vation—of those who looked forward to

an ideal future and those who looked

back to an ideal past. That the former

should triumph in the long run lay in

the very necessity of things; but, what

ever may be thought of the changes that

have taken place, no one would venture

to assert that the contest has ever been

conducted with purely selfish aims; that

no great principles were involved in it;

that the general mass of the voters have

been the mere tools of artful leaders; that

appeals to the reason, or at least to the

interests or the prejudices, of the whole

nation or of different classes have been

wanting on either side; that at any crisis

there has been no discussion of measures,

past or prospective, no talk of any ques

tion concerning the honor or welfare of

the country ; or that victory has ever been
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achieved or contemplated by the employ

ment of mere cunning or fraud. But in

a state of things of which one might as

sert all this without fear of contradiction

the existence of two parties, however

evenly balanced, could hardly be ac

counted for by the sway in opposite di

rections of the charms of habit and of

novelty and the natural antagonism be

tween men who are anxious to preserve

and men who are eager to reform. That

such a state of things may actually exist

there can be no doubt, since, if history

had no example to offer in the past, one

which is equally undeniable and con

spicuous is presented by the United

States at the present moment. Here is

a people divided into two great parties,

neither of which is anxious to preserve

what the other would seek to destroy,

or eager to reform anything which the

other would leave untouched; no prin

ciple involving any question or policy

of the present or the future is inscribed

on the banner of either; no discussions

are held, no appeals are put forth, with

the object of convincing opponents, stim

ulating supporters, creating public opin

ion or arousing public sentiment: a great

struggle is at hand, and all that any one

knows about the nature of it is, that it

concerns the possession of the govern

ment, and that the chiefs of the winning

faction will reward as many as possible

of their most active adherents by con

firming them in office or appointing them

to ofl‘ice—this being the one feature of

the matter in which the "charm of hab

it" and "the charm of novelty" have a

visible influence.

We shall probably be told in reply that

this state of things is only momentary;

that there is now a suspension of arms

preparatory to the decisive conflict; that

on each side, while the great host of war

riors is at rest, the chiefs are in consulta

tion, counting up their resources, prepar

ing the plan of battle—above all, select

ing the generalissimo; and that when

these arrangements are completed and

the time of action draws near the trump

ets will give forth no uncertain sound,

banners emblazoned with the most heart

stirring devices will be advanced, and

we shall fall into line according as our

temperaments and sympathies incline us

to join with those who are "anxious to

preserve" or with those who are "eager

to reform." It is of course certain that a

few weeks hence the aspect will have

changed in some respects : we shall have

been told the names of the "candidates"

whom we are to support or oppose; we

shall hear all that can be learned or im

agined about their characters and acts,

and see them painted by turns as angels

and demons; we shall also be reminded

of the traditions which they represent

or are figured as representing, and shall

be assured that certain shibboleths and

watchwords should be the objects of our

veneration and certain others of our ab

horrence, and that on our choice between

them will depend the ruin or salvation of

the country. But we shall be no wiser

then than we are now in regard to any

one measure or set of measures affecting

the welfare of the nation, and tending

either to preserve or to reform, which one

party proposes to carry out and the other

to reject. The proclamations of each

will be full of promises and disavowals,

but these, it is very certain, will not touch

a single principle of the least importance

which will be disputed by the other. Each

party will parade its " record," its glorious

achievements in the past, when it carried

the country triumphantly through dangers

in which the other party had involved it;

but on neither side will any distinctive

line of policy be enunciated, for the sim

ple reason that on neither side has any

distinctive line of policy been conceived

or even thought of. Finally, it is not at

all certain that the battle will be decided

by the usual and regular methods of po

litical warfare—that "the will of the ma

jority " will be allowed to express itself

or suffered to prevail—that fraudulent

devices or actual violence may not ulti

mately determine the result.

The inquiry naturally suggests itself

how this state of things has been brought

about—above all, whether it is, as many

intelligent persons seem to suspect, an

unavoidable outgrowth of democratic in

stitutions. This, indeed, is a question

important not only to us, but to all the
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civilized nations of the world, for there

is nothing more certain in regard to the

present tendencies of civilization than

that they are setting rapidly and irresist

ibly toward the general adoption of demo

cratic forms of government. The oldest

and greatest of the European nations,

after trying almost every conceivable sys

tem, has returned, not so much from a

deliberate preference as from the break

down of every other, to that which had

twice before failed as an experiment, but

which now gives fair promise of success

ful and permanent operation—a republic

based on universal suffrage. In many

other countries what is virtually the same

system in a somewhat different form seems

to be firmly established, and in these the

ever-potent example of France may be

expected at some more or less remote

conjuncture to bring about the final

change that shall make the form and the

name coincide with the reality. Eng

land, which at one time led the van in

this movement, has been outstripped by

several of the continental nations, but its

constant, though somewhat zigzag, ad

vances in the same direction cannot be

doubted, while community of race and

former relations make the comparison

between its condition and prospects and

those of the United States more mutual

ly interesting and instructive than any

that could be instituted between either

and another foreign country.

We are aided in making this compar

ison by a lecture delivered recently be

fore the Law Academy of Philadelphia,

and since published as a pamphlet, in

which form we hope it may obtain the

wide circulation and general attention

which it well merits. In a rapid sketch

of the development and present working

of the English constitution the author,

Judge Hare, shows how the government,

which, in theory at least, was originally

a personal one, has come to be parlia

mentary and in the strictest sense popu

lar, that branch of the legislature which is

elected by the people having raised itself

from a subordinate position "to be the

hinge on which all else depends, control

ling the House of Lords, selecting the

ministers and wielding through them the

power of the Crown." Hence a com

plete harmony, which whenever it is

broken is instantly restored, between the

executive and the legislature, the latter

in turn being the organ of the public

sentiment, which acts through unobstruct

ed channels and can neither be defied

nor evaded. In America, on the other

hand, to say nothing of those organic

provisions of the Constitution which ren

der the executive and the two branches

of the legislature mutually independent,

and sometimes, consequently, out of har

mony with each other, divergent in their

action and liable to an absolute deadlock,

the method by which it was directly in

tended to secure the result that has been

fortuitously obtained in England—-name»

ly, the selection of an executive by a de

liberative assembly chosen by the people

—has been practically subverted and its

purpose utterly frustrated. The Electo

ral Colleges do not elect, but merely re

port the result of an election. This, on

the surface, is a change in the direction

of a more complete democracy. What

was devised as a check on the popular

impulse of the moment has broken down,

and the people have taken into their own

hands the mission they were expected to

entrust to a small representative body.

But, while thus assuming an apparently

absolute freedom of- choice, they virtual

ly, and we may say necessarily, surren

dered to small, nominally representative,

bodies the designation of the persons be

tween whom the choice must be made.

These bodies, unknown to the Constitu

tion, not elected or convoked or regulated

by any processes or forms of law, have

.taken upon themselves all the functions

of the electors, except that it is left to the

people to throw the casting vote. Now,

whatever may be thought of the actual

workings of this system, it seems to us

to be in itself the result of a change as

natural and legitimate as any that has

taken place in the practice of the English

constitution. The Electoral College was

one of those devices which are theoreti

cally simple and beautiful, but which have

never worked beneficially since the world

began; and we have perhaps some rea

son to be grateful that it was virtually
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superseded before it had time to become

the focus of intrigue and corruption which

was otherwise its inevitable fate. Since

the choice of a President could not be re

mitted to one or both Houses of Congress

—which would have been the least ob

jectionable plan—and has devolved upon

the people, some previous process of sift

ing and nominating is indispensable in

order that there may be a real and effec

tive election ; and we do not see that any

method of accomplishing this object could

have been devised more suitable in itself

or more conformable to the general cha

racter of our political system than that

which has been adopted. Conventions

representing the great mass of the elec

tors and various shades of opinion might

be counted upon to select the most eli

gible candidates—eligible, that is to say,

in the sense of having the best chance

amongst the members of their respective

parties of being elected. For a long pe

riod this system worked sufficiently well.

If the ablest men were not put forward,

this was understood to be because they

were not also the most popular. If the

mass of the voters were not represented

in the conventions, this was attributed to

their own indifference or negligence. If

a split occurred, leading to the nomina

tion of different candidates by the same

party, this was the result of a division of

sentiment on some great question, and

might be considered a healthy indication

—a proof that the interests, real or sup

posed, of the country or some section of

the country were the objects of prime

consideration.

We do not, therefore, agree with those

who hold that our institutions have de

teriorated, or with those who think that

democracy has proved a failure. On the

contrary, we believe that a simpler dem

ocratic system, with fewer checks and

balances, would be an improvement on

our present Constitution. The framers

of that Constitution had two apprehen

sions constantly before their minds—one,

that of -a military usurper overthrowing

popular freedom; the other, that of an

insurrectionary populace overthrowing

law and government. Experience has

shown that neither of these dangers

Vot..XXVl.—8

could be realized in a country and with

a population like ours: the elements of

them do not exist, nor are the occasions

in the least likely to arise. The two

great evils to which we are exposed are

a breakdown of national unity and a de

cay of political life. The former evil—

resulting from the magnitude of the

country, the conflict of interests in its

different sections, the State organizations

and semi-sovereignty, and the consequent

lack of that strong centralization of ad

ministrative powers and functions which,

however much of a bugbear to many peo

ple's imaginations, is indispensable to a

complete nationality—has threatened us

in the past and may be expected to

threaten us in the future. The latter

evil threatens us now.

If we turn to England, we see political

life in its fullest vigor. The recent elec

tion called forth nearly the entire force

of the voting population, and the contest

was carried on with well-directed vigor

and amid almost unparalleled excite

ment. Questions affecting both domes

tic and foreign policy, and felt to be vital

by the whole community, were ardently,

persistently and minutely discussed in

public meetings and at the hustings; and

the general nature of the issue indicated

with sufficient clearness the maintenance

of the old division throughout the bulk

of the nation between a party anxious to

preserve and a party eager to reform.

Men of the highest character and dis

tinction in every walk of life were among

the most. ardent participants in the strug

gle; but no crowds of office-holders and

office-seekers opposed each other en

masse or were prominent in the strug

gle, the former having as a class nothing

to fear, and the latter as a class nothing

to hope, from the result. So far was the

leader of the opposition from being sus

pected of a mere selfish desire to grasp

the position to which in case of victory

his pre-eminent ability and activity en

titled him that it was altogether doubtful

whether he would be willing to accept it.

He and all the other men who marshalled

or exhorted the opposing lines stood forth

as the acknowledged representatives of

certain principles and public measures,
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and in that capacity alone were they

assailed or defended. The contest was

decided by strictly legal methods; no

suspicion existed as to the inviolability

of the ballot-boxes or the correctness and

validity of the returns; and the cases in

which corrupt or undue influence was

charged were reserved for the adjudica

tion of impartial tribunals.

No one supposes that the impending

struggle in the United States will be of

this nature. There is no question before

the country involving the policy of the

government or the interests of the na

tion. There are no leaders who are the

representatives of any principle or idea.

The ardor of the contest will be confined

to the men whose individual interests are

directly or indirectly at stake: the man

agement of the contest will be wholly in

their hands, and no security will be felt

as to the legality of the result. What

ever display of popular enthusiasm may

be made will be chiefly of a factitious

nature. Such excitement as may be felt

will be to a large extent of the kind which

is awakened by a " big show " or an ath

letic contest. The general mass of the

voters will no doubt fall into line in re

sponse to signals and cries which, though

they have lost their original meaning,

still retain a certain efficacy, but a great

falling off from the old fervor and dis

cipline will, we venture to think, be al

most everywhere apparent. More intel

ligent persons will either stand aloof with

conscious powerlessness or strike feebly

and wildly from a sense of embitterment.

The energy put forth will indicate dis

ease rather than health; the activity ex

hibited will be not so much that of a

great organism as of the parasites that

are preying on it.

lt cannot be denied that there is in this

country a natural tendency toward po

litical stagnation. With the exception

of slavery and the questions arising from

it—which fill, it is true, a large space in

our history, but which must be consider

ed abnormal in their origin—there has

never been any great and potent cause

of dissension, such as rises periodically

in almost every country in Europe, set

ting class against class, changing the form

or character of the government and shak

ing the foundations of society. In Eng

land a gradual revolution has been al

ways going on, and there have been sev

eral struggles even in the present century

where a popular insurrection loomed in

l the background and was averted only by

concession. Our institutions, on the con

trary, have undergone no change and

been exposed to no danger in any fun

damental point. They were accepted by

the whole people, and their stability was

a subject of national pride. There were

two great parties, each of which scented

in every measure projected by the other

a design to unsettle the balance between

the States and the general government,

but both claimed to be the guardians of

the Constitution, and their mutual rancor

was founded mainly on jealousy. But

for the existence of slavery, and the in

evitable antagonism provoked by it, there

must have been a constant decrease of

interest in political questions as it became

more apparent that these could not affect

the freedom and security which, coupled

with the natural advantages of the coun

try, afforded the fullest scope and strong

est stimulant to industrial activity. The

extinction of slavery was the cutting away

of an excrescence: the wound under a

proper treatment was sure to heal, and

even under unwise treatment Nature has

been doing her work until only a scar

remains. Painful, too, as was the opera

tion, its success has given the clearest

proof of the health and vigor of our sys

tem, thus increasing the tendency to po

litical inactivity and an over-exertion of

energy in other directions. This in itself

seems not to be a matter for alarm: if

the latent strength be undiminished we

can dispense with displays of mere nerv

ous excitement. And, in point of fact,

the latent strength is, we believe, undi

minished; only, there is no general con

sciousness that it needs to be put forth,

still less any general agreement as to

how it should be put forth.

What has happened is, that not only

has the stream of political activity been

growing languid, but its channel is be

coming choked. The noisome atmo

sphere that exhales from it causes deli
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cate people to avert their nostrils, timid

people to apprehend a universal malaria,

and many people of the same and other

classes to assert that the sluices are not

,merely defective, but constructed on a

plan totally and fatally wrong. Some

bold and sagacious spirits have, however,

taken the proper course in such cases by

examining the obstructions and deter

mining their nature and origin. Accord

ing to their report, the difficulty lies not in

any general unsoundness of the works,

but in the failure to detect and stop a

side issue from certain foul subterranean

regions, the discharge from which be

comes copious and offensive in propor

tion as the regular flood is feeble and

low. In plainer words, we are told that

the mode in which places in the public

service are filled and held has made the

active pursuit of politics a mere trade,

attracting the basest cupidities, conduct

ed by the most shameless methods, and

putting the control of public affairs, di

rectly or indirectly, into impure and in

competent hands. This view has been

so fully elaborated, and the facts that con

firm it are so abundant and notorious,

that further argument is unnecessary.

It is equally clear that the state of things

thus briefly described has no necessary

connection with democratic institutions.

The spread of democracy in Europe has

been attended by a gradual purification

in the political atmosphere. The system

of "patronage " had its origin in oligar

chy, and wherever it is found oligarchy

must exist in reality if not in name. In

stead of being an inherent part of our

institutions, it is as much an excrescence,

an abnormal feature, as slavery was; but,

unlike that, it might be removed with

perfect safety and by the simplest kind

of operation.

Here, then, is a question worthy to

come before the nation as an issue of the

first magnitude. Here is a thing affect

ing the interests of the whole country

which some men are anxious to preserve

and which others are eager to reform.

It remains only to consider how it can

best be brought before the nation.

VVe shall perhaps be told that it is al

ready before the nation ; that the account

we have given of the nature of the ap

proaching contest is incorrect or incom

plete; that on the skirts of the two par

ties is a body of "Independents," carry

ing the banner of Reform and strong

enough to decide the contest and give

the victory to whichever party will adopt

that standard as its own.

Now, we have to remark that the tac

tics thus proposed have been tried twice

before. Eight years ago the Reformers

allied themselves with the Democratic

party, which accepted their leader—cho

sen, apparently, because he was neither

a Reformer nor a Democrat—and the

result was not only defeat, but disgrace,

with disarray along the whole of the com

bined line. Four years ago they adhered

to the Republican party, having secured,

by a compromise, the nomination of Mr.

Hayes. Apart from the fact that Mr.

Hayes was not elected, but obtained the

position which he holds through, we will

say, "the accident of an accident," his

possession of the Presidency has not ad

vanced the cause of Reform by a hair's

breadth. We do not need to discuss his

appointments or his views or his consist

ency: it is sufficient to say that he has had

neither the power nor the opportunity to

institute Reform, and that no President,

while other things are unchanged, am

have that power and Opportunity. The

truth is, that there is a great confusion,

both as to the object they have to aim at

and as to the means of accomplishing it,

in the minds of the Reformers. They

talk and act continually as if their sole

and immediate object were to secure the

appointment to office of men of decent

character and ability, and as if the elec

tion of a particular candidate for the

Presidency, or even the defeat of a par

ticular candidate, would afford a suffi

cient guarantee on this point. They are

"ready to vote for any Republican nom

'inee but Grant," and, in case of his nom

ination, to vote, we suppose, for any

Democratic nominee but Tilden—cer

tainly for Mr. Bayard. It may be safely

admitted that no possible candidate for

the Presidency enjoys a higher reputation

for probity and general fitness for the

place than Mr. Bayard—one reason, un
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happily, why he is not likely to be called

upon to fill it. But, supposing him to be

raised to it, what is one of the first uses

he may be expected to make of it if not

to turn out the solid mass of Republican

office-holders and fill their places with

Democrats? If Mr. Hayes, with whom

the Reformers have been at least par

tially satisfied, had succeeded to a Dem

ocratic administration, can it be doubt

ed that he would have made a similar

change in favor of the Republicans? Is

not every President bound by fealty to

his party, consequently by a regard for

his honor and reputation, to perpetuate

a system which the true aim of Reform

is to abolish?

Even if we should concede, what it is

impossible to believe, that a President

personally irreproachable might be trust

ed to make no unfit appointments, this

would not reach the source of the vils

of which we have to complain, which ies

in the met/‘rod by which appointments are

made and in the tenure by which they are

held. So long as the system of "patron

age" and "rotation in office" prevails,

little real improvement even in the civil

service can be looked for. But improve

ment of the civil service, important as

it is in itself, is an insignificant object

of aspiration compared with the general

purification of political life, the elevation

of the public sentiment, the creation of

a school of statesmanship in that arena

which is now only a mart for hucksters,

bargaining and wrangling, drowning all

discussions and impeding all transac

tions of a legitimate nature. The class

who fill that arena and block every av

enue to it cannot be dispossessed so long

as the system which furnishes the capital

and material for their traffic remains un

changed. It is a matter of demonstration

that if the civil service were put on the

same footing as in England and other

European countries, the machinery by

which parties are now governed, not led,

public spirit stifled, not animated, legisla

tion misdirected or reduced to impotence,

and "politics " and "politician " made

by-words of reproach and objects of con

tempt, must decay and .perish. We are

not setting up any ideal state of things as

the result, but only such as shall show a

conformity between our political life and

our social life, exhibiting equal defects

but also equal merits in both, affording

the same scope to honorable ambition,

healthy activity and right purpose in the

one as in the other. We are not calling

for any change in the character of our

institutions or one which they afford no

means of effecting, but the removal by a

method which they themselves provide

of an incumbrance which impairs their

nature and impedes their working. No

partial measure will suffice—none that

will depend for its efficacy on the dispo

sition of those whose duty it will be to

enforce it—none that will be exposed to

the attacks of those whose interest it will

be to reverse it. The end can be secured

neither by the action of the President nor

by that of Congress. Reform, in order

that it may endure and bear fruit, must

be engrafted on the organic law, its prin

ciples made the subject of an amendment

to the Constitution, in which they should

have been originally incorporated.

It may be urged in reply that the pres

ent action of those who desire Reform

is of a preliminary character; that they

are simply grasping the instruments with

which the work is to be done; that the

ultimate object can be achieved only in

the distant future, when the nationhas

been aroused to a sense of its necessity.

But the question arises, Is their present

action consistent with their principles and

'suited to advance their purpose? When

they stand between the opposite parties,

dickering with each in turn, ready to ac

cept any candidate but one that either

may put forward, inciting people by the

prospect of their support to violate their

pledges, are they introducing purer meth

ods or giving their sanction to those which

are now in use? Will any nomination

they may obtain by such means bring

the question squarely before the nation ?

Would a President elected by their aid be

recognized by the country as the cham

pion of Reform? Are they more likely

to "capture" the party with which they

connect themselves or to be captured by

it? If they give their aid to the Demo

crats, will they expect the Democrats in
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return to give aid to the cause of Re

form? If they support a Republican

candidate satisfactory to themselves, will

not the lukewarmness or disaffection of

large sections of the party ensure his de

feat? If the "best man" on each side

be nominated, are the Reformers secure

against a division and melting away of

their own unorganized and easily-dis

heartened ranks? Will the victory, in

any case, be other than a party victory,

leaving the fruits to be reaped and fur

ther operations to be planned by those

who have organized and conducted the

campaign ? .

We know well that it is only in a dis

tant future that Reform can hope for a

complete and assured success. But it is

in a distant future that the greatest need

for it, and with that need its opportunity,

will arise. Serious as are the present ef

fects of the virus that has stolen into our

system, its malignant character and fatal

tendency are apparent only to those who

have made it the subject of a careful di

agnosis. This in part accounts for the

apathy of the great mass of the people

under a state of things which in almost

any other country would lead to a pro

found and general agitation. Another

cause lies in the consciousness of a pow

er to remedy all such evils by peaceful

and ordinary methods; and a third, in the

present lack of any organization for ap

plying those methods. This lack will be

supplied, and the first step toward a

remedy taken, when, instead of a body

of " Independents " making no direct ap

peal to the people, treating alternately

with each of the two existing organiza

tions, and liable to be merged in one or

the other, we have.a Reform Party stand

ing on its own ground, assuming a dis

tinctive character, refusing any junction

or compromise with other parties, and

trusting to the only means consistent

with its aim and capable of attaining it.

Eight years ago there was a junction with

the Democrats, four years ago a compro

mise with the Republicans, and one or

other of these courses is the only choice

presented now. This policy can lead

only to defeat or to an empty and illu

sive victory, worse than defeat.

Had a different policy been pursued in

the past, the situation at present would,

we believe, be a very hopeful one. It is

impossible not to see that the existing par

ties are undergoing a disintegration which

was inevitable from several causes, and

which on one side at least would be far

more rapid if a third party stood ready to

profit by it. One cause of this disintegra

tion is the natural tendency to decay of

organizations that have lost their raison

d 'élre—that have ceased to embody any

vital principle and consequently to ap

peal to any strong and general senti

ment. Another is the disgust inspired by

the base uses to which they have been

turned—a feeling shared by a far larger

number of voters than those who have

already proclaimed their independence.

A third lies in the feuds among the lead

ers and managers of each party, who,

having no longer any principle to repre

seht or any common cause to contend

for, have thrown away all pretence of

disinterestedness and generous emulation

and engaged in-a strife of which the na

ture is undisguised and the effect easy to

foresee. Thus it is that outraged princi

ples work out their revenge, making their

violators mutually destructive, and clear

ing a way for those who are prepared to

assert and maintain them. In the Dem

ocratic party the breach may possibly be

skinned over, though it can hardly be

healed: in the Republican party it must

widen and deepen. The latter stands

now in a position analogous to that of

the Whig party when it made its last

vain attempt to elect its candidate, and

shortly after went to pieces, the mass of

its adherents going over to that meagre

band which in the same election had

stood firm around the standard of Lib

erty. It is for the Reformers to say whe

ther they will contend for the inheritance

which is legitimately theirs. With a cause

so clear they have no right to intrigue and

no reason to despair. They have on their

side the best iritelligence of the country,

and consequently at their command the

agencies which have ever been the most

potent in the long run. What they need

is faith, concert and consistency.
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EDELWEISS.

VERYBODY has heard of it, and

those who have been in Switzer

land have seen in the shop-windows, if

nowhere else, or in the hat of the man

who leads their horse over the Vi/engern

Alp, the little irregular, star-shaped flow

er with thick petals that look as if they

were cut out of white flannel. People

may not be certain how its name is pro

nounced—may call it eedelwise, or even

1211ez1/r'se—but as to its habits every one

is fully persuaded in his own mind ; that

is to say, if one person believes that it

grows on rocks, another is equally sure

that it blooms under the snow, while in

either case there is apt to be an impres

sion that it is found only in regions where

the foot of the ordinary tourist may not

venture. The writer has found it, how

ever, in various places perfectly access

ible to good walkers or where a horse

could carry those not in that category.

Edelweiss certainly likes to grow among

rocks, on the brink of a precipice or down

the face of it, and out of reach if pos

sible; but it will also nestle in the grass

at some distance from the brink, and may

be found even where there is no precipice

at all.

The village of Zweisimmen is a quiet

summer resort in the Upper Simmen

thal, in the canton of Berne. The val

ley is green and peaceful, with chalets

dotted over all the mountain-sides: the

rocks of the Spielgarten tower on the one

hand, the snow of the Wildstrubel closes

the view to the south, where the Rawyl

Pass leads to Sion in the valley of the

Rhone, and, looking northward, the

mountains grow more and more blue

and distant in the direction of Thun.

From Zweisimmen, on four excursions,

the writer and others have had the pleas

ure of picking edelweiss. First, at the

Fromattgrat. Horses and saddles are

forthcoming when required, and the four

legs go as far as the scattered chalets of

Fromatt, thewide mountain-pasture which

is reached after a steady ascent of two

hours and a half. Across from the cha

lets rises the grat or ridge where we have

to seek our edelweiss. As we mount

higher the gray masses of the Spielgarten

seem very near: a fresh vivifying wind,

the breath of the Alps, makes one forget

how warm it was toiling up the gorge.

The clouds are drawing around in white

veils and sweeping down into the valley,

quite concealing our destination at times,

hiding even the members of the party

from each other if they separate them

selves a little. Our fine day takes on a

decidedly dot1btful aspect: nevertheless,

after the first cry, "Here's some!" no

body thinks of impending discomforts.

Here and there in the grass the soft white

petals have opened, but where the grat

sinks straight down for hundreds of feet

it grows more abundantly, on the edge,

and, alas! chiefly over the edge; and

here a steady head and common pru

dence come in play. Furnished with

those requisites, we can collect a bunch

of edelweiss, and go on our way rejoicing

even though the rain-drops begin to fall,

the wind grows wilder, and presently hail

comes in cutting dashes anything but

agreeable to one's features. We go back

along the ridge and descend to the broad

roofed chalet that lies invitingly below.

lt goes by the name of the Stierenberger

\Virthschaft, and is known to all the cow

herds round; but we want no doubtful

wine, only fresh milk and thick cream in

a wooden bowl, and a brown fluid called

coffee. Bread we brought with us, not

caring to exercise our teeth on last month's

bake. In any case, nothing more solid

than bread and cheese is to be found

here, tavern though it is. A fire blazes

in the first room, which has no window,

and might properly be styled the ante

chamber of the cow-house, into which

there is a fine view through an open

door. Sixty tails are peacefully whisking

to and fro, for in the middle of the day

the cattle are housed to protect them
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from flies. All the implements of cheese

making—the immense copper kettle, the

presses, pails, etc.—are kept in the ante

chamber. After trying to dry ourselves

'at the hearth, and discovering that much

hail comes down the great square chim

ney and very little smoke goes up, we

are shown into the "best room," the fur

niture of which consists of a bed, a pine

table and benches. In the adjoining

apartment are two beds, the gayly-paint

ed chest in which our hostess brought

home her bridal outfit, and another table;

while in both rooms the knives and forks

are stuck in the chinks of the beams over

the benches—a convenient arrangement

by which one has only to stretch up an

arm and take down from the ceiling

whatever implement is needed. In most

of these chalets a tall man might be em

barrassed what to do with his head: it is

only necessary to go into their houses to

perceive that the Swiss mountaineers are

short of stature. When the hail and rain

have ceased we start downward over the

hilly pastures, through pine woods and

beside a rushing stream, into the valley,

and so back to Zweisimmen.

Another excursion was to go up to the

same inn, and thence to a little lake at

the foot of the Seeberg, where edelweiss

is again to be found. At Iffigen Lake it

may also be had in abundance; and the

fourth and last occasion on which we

picked it was on the Rawyl Pass. From

Zweisimmen one drives to Lenk, whence

the fine glaciers of the Wildstrubel are

in full view, then through the village and

up a steep ascent, but a good carriage

road still, to the beautiful lffigen Fall.

The water descends almost perpendicu

larly over picturesque rocks from a great

height, falling in long arrows that seem

to hesitate and linger in mid-air, and

then take a fresh swoop down: a rain

bow spans it at the foot, where the mist

rises. Here the carriage is left, and those

who intend to ride take to the saddle.

The way goes up steeply to the broad

lffigen Alp, shut in on either hand by

Nature's towering gray battlements.

Having reached the chalets at the far

ther end of the pasture, we find ourselves

facing the solid rock and wondering what

next. Over the brow of the lofty para

pet falls a little stream, looking like a

white ribbon as it foams on its dizzy way.

"The path certainly cannot be there,"

we say; but, as it happens, it is just

there. It zigzags up, cut with infinite

labor in the face of the mountain, like

the famous Gemmi road from Loeche

les-Bains, only that it is not so smooth

and more picturesque. The Rawyl, like

the Gemmi, is sometimes given the rep

utation of a dangerous pass, but in our

party a lady rode the whole way without

feeling the least uneasiness. The path

goes up and up until it crosses the water

fall, where one is showered with cooling

spray: soon after we are over the top of

the rock and on plainer ground, but still

mounting. A hut is passed where the

guide says travellers can spend the night

should it overtake them. There is in

deed nothing to prevent their spending

the night there, but also nothing to aid

them in so doing: the place is uninhab

ited and unfurnished, the only sign that

it is a shelter for human beings and not

for cattle being a tiny stove in one corner,

with a pile of wood. Now a small green

lake lies beside the way, and then the

chalet on the summit is in sight, and a

cross that marks the boundary between

the cantons of Berne and Valais. There

the highest point of our journey is reach

ed in two and three-quarter hours from

where the carriage was left, and we walk

nearly another hour on the level. Snow

lies in wide fields in several places across

the path: the pass is never wholly free

from it, for what is rain in the valley is apt

to be snow at seven thousand nine hun

dred feet, the height of the Rawyl. Dur

ing this part of the way the scene is most

wild and impressive : the dark masses

of the Mittaghorn, the Rohrbachstein and

Rawylhorn, and the dazzling glacier ofthe

Wildhorn rise majestically into blue space,

while from the granite summits to the very

path under our feet there is nothing but

rock, rock, rock! It is as if we were passing

where the foot of man had never trod be

fore, so solemn is the stillness here in the

midst of the-"everlasting hills." To see

one solitary bird flitting fitfully from point

to point only makes the loneliness seem
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greater, and it is absolutely touching to

find in a place like this the lovely lit

tle Ranunculus a/pestris and Ranun

culus glada/z's forcing a way between

the shingly stones and opening their

delicate white petals to light and air.

The purple Linaria alpina keeps them

company, but it is only farther on,

and as we come to green again, that

asters, pansies and gentians gem the

grass. Where the way begins to descend

to Sion there is an enchanting view into

the valley of the Rhone, and for a back

ground to the picture a superb line of

glaciers and snow- peaks, among them

the Matterhorn. The path to Sion can

be traced for some distance down, but our

party intended to go back by the way it

came; and while we still lingered, wander

ing among the knolls and rocks, we dis

covered edelweiss, faded and gray, how

ever, for in these regions the latter part of

August is too late to find it in perfection.

As American ladies have the reputa

tion of being poor pedestrians, it may

be of interest to add that ladies walked

on all these excursions. G. H. P.

SPOILED CHILDREN.

IT will always remain a mystery to

sensible people why, when they are held

to a rigid consistency, compelled to face

palpable and indisputable facts, and to

acknowledge that under all circumstances

two and two make four, and never five,

there is another class who from child

hood to old age thrive on their mistakes,

are never forced to pay the piper, and

are granted the privilege of counting the

sum of two and two as four when conve

nient, and five when they like, or a hun

dred if so it should please them.

These are the spoiled children of the

world, whose fate it is to get the best of

everything without regard to their deserts.

Others may be warm, may shiver with

cold, may be weary, may be ill, but they

must not complain. The burden of lam

entation comes from those who were never

too warm or too cold, never weary or ill,

but who tremble lest in some cruel way

they should be forced to suffer, and thus

provide against it beforehand. To these

spoiled children the system of things in

general has no other design than to give

them comfort in particular. And by some

subtle law of attraction the good things

of the world are almost certain naturally

to gravitate toward them. They sleep’

well; they dine well; they are petted by

everybody; they have no despairs; they

never suffer from other people's mishaps.

A woman who marries one of these

spoiled children may be sure of an op

portunity to practise all the feminine vir

tues. She is certain to have been very

much in love with him, for he was hand

some, could dance and flirt to perfec

tion, and was the very ideal of a charm

ing lover. The little dash of selfishness

in his ante-nuptial imperiousness and

tender tyranny pleased her, for it seem

ed to be the expression of a more ardent

love than that of every-day men. It de

pends very much upon her generosity

and largeness of heart whether she soon

wakes up to the fact that she has mar

ried a being destitute of sympathy, wholly

careless and ignorant of others' needs and

requirements, full of caprices, allowing

every impulse to carry him away, and

thoroughly bent on having his own will

and bending everybody about him to his

own purposes. Self-renunciation and ab

solute devotion and self-sacrifice are nat

ural to women of a certain quality of in

tellect and heart, and possess the most

powerful charm to their imagination, pro

vided they can have a dash of romance

or a kindling of sentiment. Hence this

form of martyrdom offers the female sex

the pose in which it has sat for its por

trait all the centuries since civilization

began, and the picture stands out im

pressively against a background we all

can recognize. As a school for heroism

nothing can equal marriage with a spoil

ed child. '

But, although probably quite as many

instances may be found in one sex as in

the other, the characteristics of a spoil

ed child are distinctly feminine, and in

no measure belong to robust masculin

ity. Thus, for a study, let us take a girl

who from her cradle has found every

thing subordinate to her princess-like

whims, inclinations and caprices, and

has had her way by smiles and cajol
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eries or sobs and tears, as the case may

be. She finds out at an early age that

it is pleasanter and more profitable to be

petted and pampered than to be forced

to shift for herself. She learns that an

easy little pitiful curve of her coral lips

and upward glance of her baby orbs is

answered by certain manifestations of ten

derness and concern: thus she "makes

eyes," flirts, as it were, before she can

talk, and studies the art of successful

tyranny. The nursery—in fact, the en

tire house—rejoices when she rejoices

and trembles when she weeps. She

wants everything she sees, and sulks at

any superiority of circumstances in an

other; but then she sulks bewitchingly.

Wherever she goes she carries an im

perious sway, and keeps her foot well

on the necks of her admirers.

The spoiled child blossoms into per

fection as a young lady. That is her

destiny, and to the proper fulfilment of

it her family and friends stand ready to

devote themselves. It may be they are

a trifle weary of her incalculable temper,

that her fascinations have palled a little

upon them, and that her mysterious in

ability to put up with the lot of every

day mortals and bear disagreeables con

tentedly has worn out their patience.

They want her to marry, and, without

wasting any empty wishing upon a re

sult so certain to come, she wants to

marry herself. She is not likely to have

unattainable ideals: what she demands

is a continuation of her petted existence

—a lifelong adorer to minister to her van

ity and desires, to find her always beau

tiful, always precious, and to smooth

away the rough places of life for her.

Nothing can be more bewitching than

she is on her entrance into society. Noth

ing could seem more desirable to an ad

mirer than the possession of the beautiful

creature, who, with her alternations of

sweetness and imperiousness, tenderness,

and cruelty, stimulates his ardor and ap

pears more like a spirit of fire and dew

than a real woman. It seems to him the

most delightful thing in the world when

she confesses that she'never likes what

she has, but always craves what she has

not—that she hates everything useful and

prosaic and likes everything which peo

ple declare she ought to renounce. She

is unreasonable, and he loves her un

reason—it bewitches him: she is obsti

nate, and he loves to feel the strength of

her tiny will, as if it were the manifesta

tion of some phenomenal force in her

nature. Her scorn for common things,

her fastidiousness, her indifference to the

little obligations which compel less dainty

and spirited creatures,—all act as chains

and rivet his attachment to her.

A few months later, when she has be

come his wife, and he is forced to look at

her tempers and her caprices, at her fas

tidiousness and expensiveness, from an

altered standpoint, her whole character

seems to be illuminated with new light.

He no longer finds her charming when

she has an incurable restlessness and

melancholy: her pretty negations of Hue

facts life present to her begin to seem to

him the product of a mind undisciplined

by any actual knowledge that she is "a

human creature, subject to the same laws

as other human creatures." He has hith

erto considered that her scorn for the

common and usual indicated an ap

preciation of the rarest and loftiest, but

she seems to have no appreciation for

anything save enjoyment. She has no

idea of the true purposes of life: she

likes everything dwarfed to suit her own

stature. It is not by compliance that her

husband can give her more than tem

porary pleasure. If she wants to see

Europe, Europe will not satisfy her.

"Sense will support itself handsomely

in most countries," says Carlyle, "on

eighteen pence a day, but for fantasy

planets and solar systems will not suf

fice." L. W.

PRAYER-MEETING ELOQUENCE.

WEEKLY prayer-meetings in New Eng

land villages offer a variety of singular

experiences to the unaccustomed listen

er, and it seems almost incredible at times

that they can furnish spiritual sustenance

even to the devout. There are apt to be

two or three among the regular attend

ants who being, according to their own

estimate, "gifted in prayer," raise their

voices loud and long with many a mel
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lifluous phrase and lofty-sounding poly

syllable. Mr. Eli Lewis is one of the

most eloquent among the church-mem

bers in the village of C—, and if left

to his own way would engross the en

tire evening with his prayers and exhor

tations. Nothing is too large for his im

agination to grasp nor too small for his

observations to consider. "0Lord, T/ou

knowest!" he repeats endlessly, some

times qualifying this statement by put

ting into the next phrase, "0 Lord, T/rou

art probably aware! " He is fond of

poetry too, and frequently interpolates

into his petition and thanksgiving his

favorite verses. His fellow-worshippers

are fully conscious of his excellent in

tentions, but there is some jealousy of

the surpassing length of his prayers.

The other evening he was standing, as

hi! custom is, with his long arms up

raised with many a strange gesture. He

had been on his feet half an hour already,

and there began to be signs of restless

ness among the bowed heads around

him. Still, there was no sign of any let

up. He was engaged in drawing a viv

id picture of the condition of the uni

verse in the abstract, the world in gen

eral and his country and native village

in particular, and required ample time

fully to elucidate his views regarding

their needs, but proposed to illustrate it

by quotations. " O Lord," said he, "Thou

knowest what the poet Cowper says—"

He paused and cleared his throat as if

the better to articulate the inspired strains

of poetry, and began again more em

phatically: "O Lord, Thou art probably

aware what the poet Cowper says—" but

the second time broke off. He could not

remember what it was the poet Cowper

said, but with a view to taking the place

his memory halted at, went back to the

starting-place and recommenced: "O

Lord, Thou recollectest what the poet

Cowper says—" It was of no use: he

could not think of it, and with a wild

gesture put his hand to his head. "O

Lord," he exclaimed in a tone of exces

sive pain, "1 cannot remember w/ml Me

floet Cowper says," and prepared to go

on with other matter; but Deacon Smith

had been watching his opportunity for

twenty minutes, and was already on his

feet. "Let us pray," he said in a deep

voice, which broke on Brother Lewis‘s

ears with preternatural power, and he

was obliged to sit down while the senior

deacon held forth. No sooner, however,

had Deacon Smith's amen sounded than

Mr. Eli Lewis started up. "O Lord," he

cried in a tone of heartfelt satisfaction,

"I remember now what the poet Cow

per says;" and, repeating it at length,

he finished his remarks.

It was Deacon Smith who one Sunday

asked his pastor to put a petition for rain

into his afternoon prayer, as moisture was

very much needed by the deacon's parch

ed fields and meadows. Accordingly, Dr.

Peters, who was something of a rhetori

cian, alluded in his prayer to the mel

ancholy prospects of the harvest unless

rain should soon be sent, and requested

that the Almighty would consider their

sufferings and dispense the floods which

He held in His right hand. After ser

vice, as the reverend doctor left the

church, he saw Mr. Smith standing rigid

in the porch, perhaps looking for a ris

ing cloud, and remarked to him, " \Vell,

deacon, I hope our petition may be an

swered." Hc received only a snort of

wrath and defiance in reply. Rather

puzzled as to what had vexed his pa

rishioner, Dr. Peters said blandly, "You

heard my prayer for a shower, Deacon

Smith?" The deacon turned grimly: "I

heard you mention the matter of rain,

Dr. Peters, but, good Heavens, sir! you

s/zould /mw insistelt' upon it!" A. T.

THE JARDIN D'ACCLIMATATION OF

PARIS.

Tms beautiful garden, one of the most

attractive places in the world, was estab

lished in the Bois de Boulogne in 1860.

It was in the most flourishing condition

at the time of the breaking out of the war

with Germany. That war nearly ruined

it. During the siege elephants and other

valuable animals were sacrificed for food.

The carrier-pigeons that did such noble

service during the siege were mostly

raised in this establishment, and those

that survived the war are kept there and

most tenderly preserved. "Many died
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gloriously on the field of honor," as we

read in the records of the society, which

preserve a full account of their wonderful

feats. Some of them again and again

dared the Prussian lines, carrying those

precious microscopic despatches photo

graphed upon pellicles of collodion —so

light that the whole one hundred and fif

teen thousand received during the siege

do not weigh over one gramme, a little

over fifteen grains! .

The great greenhouse of these gardens

for plants that cannot endure a tempera

ture lower than two degrees below zero

centigrade (28.4° Fahr.) would enchant

even the most indifferent observer. The

building itself is one of the finest struc

tures of its kind. It was once the prop

erty of the Lemichez Brothers, celebrated

florists at Villiers, at which place it was

known as the Palais des Flors. 'I'he Ac

climatation Society purchased it in 1.86i,

and every winter since then there has

been a magnificent and unfailing display

of flowers there. Masses of camellias,

rhododendrons, azaleas, primroses, bru

yéres, pelargoniums constantly succeed

each other. These are merely to de

light the visitors, the great object of the

hothouse being to nurse foreign plants

and experiment with them. Among the

rare ones are the paper-plant of the Ara

tia family; the C/mmazrops, or hemp

plant; the P/0rmium tmax, or New

Zealand flax; and the Eucab/plus of

Australia, that wonderful tree introduced

lately into Algeria, where it grows six

metres a year, and yields more revenue

than the cereals. This, at least, is what

the official handbook of the garden says.

It may be that the famous "fever-plant"

has lost some of the faith accorded to it

at first.

At the end of this great greenhouse

there is a beautiful grotto where a little

brook loses itself playing hide-and-seek

among the fronds of the maiden-hair

and other lovely ferns. At the right of

this grotto is a reading-room where vis

itors may find all the current periodicals

—on the left, the library of the society,

rich in works upon agriculture, zoolec/z

nie, natural history, travels, industrial

and domestic economy, etc., in several

languages. The remarkable thing about

this great greenhouse is the ever-flourish

ing, ever-perfect condition of its vege

tation. Of course this effect must be

secured by succursal hothouses, not al

ways open to visitors. No tree, no plant,

ever appears there in a sickly condition,

but this may be said also of the animals

in the gardens. I shall not soon for

get a great wire canary cage some sixteen

or more feet square, enclosing consid

erable shrubbery and scores of birds.

There I received my first notion of the

natural brilliancy of the plumage of these

birds: its golden sheen literally dazzled

the eyes.

The garden does excellent work for

the French people besides furnishing a

popular school and an inimitable pleas

ure resort: it assures the preservation of

approved varieties of fruits, grains, ani

mals. Whoever questions the absolute

purity of his stock, from a garden herb

up to an Arabian steed, can place this

beyond question by substituting those

furnished by the Society of Acclimatation.

Eggs of birds packed in its garden have

safely crossed the Atlantic, seventy-five

per cent. hatching on their arrival. So

immensely has the business of the so

ciety increased that more ground has had

to be secured for nursery and seed-raising

purposes, and the whole vast Zoological

Gardens of Marseilles have been secured

and turned into a "tender," as it were,

to the Jardin d'Acclimatation at Paris.

This was a very important acquisition.

Marseilles, the great Mediterranean sea

port of France, is necessarily the spot

where treasures from Africa, Asia and

the South Sea Islands have to be land

ed, and they arrive often in a critical

condition and need rest and careful nurs

ing before continuing their journey.

One of the functions of the garden is

to restock parks with game when the

pheasants, hares, wild-boars, deer, etc.

become too rare for good sport: anoth

er is to tame and break to the harness

certain animals counted unmanageable.

The zebra is one of these. The society

has succeeded perfectly in breaking the

zebra and making him work in the field

quite like the horse. An ostrich also
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allows itself to be harnessed to a small

carriage and to draw two children in it

over the garden. Still another work of

the society is to breed new species. A

very beautiful animal has been bred by

crossing the wild-ass of Mongolia with

the French variety.

Among the rare animals of the garden

may be mentioned the apteryx, the only

bird existing belonging to the same fam

ily as the Dinornis giganteus and the still

larger E/iyomz's maximus of Madagas

car—monstrous wingless birds now ex

tinct. One of the eggs of the latter in a

fossil condition is preserved in the mu

seum of the Garden of Plants in Paris.

Its longer axis is sixteen inches, I think.

It is, for an egg, a most wonderful thing,

and on account of its size the bird laying

it has been supposed to be of very much

greater size than even the Dinomz's gi

ganteur, a perfect skeleton of which ex

ists; but this seems to be a too hasty

conclusion, for the apteryx, a member of

the same family, has laid an egg or two

in captivity, and one of these on being

weighed proved to be very nearly one

fourth the whole weight of the bird, the

bird weighing sixty ounces and the egg

fourteen and a half.

The Tallcgalla Lat/mmi, or brush-tur

key of Australia, is another rare bird. lt

does not sit upon its eggs, but constructs

a sort of hot-bed for them, which it

watches during the whole term as assid

uously as a wise florist does his seeds

' planted under glass or as a baker does

his ovens. As in the ostrich family, it is

the male that has the entire care of the

family from the moment the eggs are

laid—a fairer division of labor than we

see in most ménagm. The interesting

process of constructing the hot-bed has

been observed several times in Europe.

It is as follows: When the time arrives

for the making of the nest the enclosure

is supplied with sticks, leaves and detritus

of various kinds. The male then, with

his tail to the centre of the enclosure,

commences with his powerful feet to

throw up a mound of the materials fur

nished. To do this he walks around in

a series of concentric circles. When the

mound is about four feet high the female

adds a few artistic touches by way of

smoothing down, evening the surface and

making a depression in the centre, where

the eggs in due time are laid in a circle,

each with the point downward and no

two in contact. The male tends this hot

bed most unweariedly. "A cylindrical

opening is always maintained in the cen

tre of the circle"—no doubt for ventila

tion—and the male will often cover and

uncover the eggs two or three times a

day, according to the change of tem

perature. The observer, noting how in

telligently this bird watches the tempera

ture, almost expects to see him thrust a

thermometer into his mound! On the

second day after it is hatched the young

bird leaves the nest, but returns to it in

the afternoon, and is very cozily tucked

up by his devoted papa.

One thing in the garden that used to

greatly attract visitors was the Gaveuse

Martin, a machine for cramming fowls

in order to fatten them rapidly. The

society considered Martin's invention of

so much importance to the world that it

granted him a building in the garden

and permission to charge a special ad

mission. The machine has since been

introduced into the artificial egg-hatch

ing establishment of Mr. Baker at Cats

kill-on-the-Hudson; at least, he has a

machine for "forced feeding" which

must greatly resemble Martin's. Speci

mens fattened by the Gaveuse Martin,

all ready for the broc/ze, used to be sold

on the premises. The interior of the

building was occupied by six gigantic

e'pz'm'tiles, each holding two hundred birds.

A windlass mounted upon a railroad en

abled the operator (gm/eur, from ga1/er,

to cram, an inelegant term) very easily

to raise himself to any story of the epi

nette. The latter was a cylinder turning

upon its axis, and thus passing every bird

in review. "An india-rubber tube intro

duced into the throat, accompanied by

the pressure of the foot upon a pedal,

makes the bird absorb its copious and

succulent repast in the wink of an eye."

Four hundred an hour have been thus

fed by one operator. Fowls thus fatten

ed are said to possess a delicacy of fla

vor entirely their own. M. H.
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LITERATURE OF THE DAY.

Christy Carew. By May Laflhn, author of

" The Honorable Miss Ferrard,” etc.

(Leisure-Hour Series.) New York: Hen

ry Holt & Co.

The novels to which Miss Lafl'an gives a

sponsor in affixing her signature to the

latest, C/rristy Carew, present two strong

and distinct claims to our notice in the vig

or and realism with which they are written,

and the thorough picture they give of Ireland,

politically and socially, at the present day.

They are no mere repetitions of hackneyed

Irish stories, no sketches drawn from a nar

row or partial phase of life, but the result of

large and penetrating observation among all

classes, made in a thoroughly systematized

manner, so as to form a thoughtful and al

most exhaustive study of a country which is

more dogmatized over than understood. Ire

land has never been depicted with so much

interest and sympathy by any novelist since

Miss Edgeworth wrote her ./lioml Taler, and

both the country and the art of novel-writing

have advanced since then, the latter possibly

more than the former. Miss Edgeworth, in

deed, has been singularly unfortunate. She

drew from life, and her talent and observa

tion were worthy of a more lasting shrine,

while the artificiality of her books has caused

them to decay even faster than those of some

of her contemporaries. Her successors in

Irish fiction, with no lack of talent, have

been too often careless in using it, or have

preferred story-telling to observation. Miss

Laffan wields a genuine Irish pen, graphic,

keen of satire, with plenty of sharp Hiber

nian humor, but she shows in its exercise a

care and directness of aim which are not the

common qualities of Irish writers. In begin

ning her career as a novelist she had the

courage to refrain from the pursuit of -those

finer artistic beauties which lure to failure

so many writers incapable of seizing them:

she even put aside the question of plot, and

strove to give a sound and truthful represen

tation of life and manners.

That end was gained with masterly suc

cess. No one reading the anonymous novel

llogan, ill. P., would have been likely to set

it down from internal evidence as a woman’s

book: it is one of the stoutest and most vig

orous pieces of fiction which have appeared

for years. We can find no trace of its hav

ing been reprinted in this country, and are

at a loss to account for the omission: its

distinctively Irish character ought to form

an attraction. fl,gan, M. P., is a political

novel as realistic as Anthony Trollope's, but

more incisive in tone and wider in scope.

Instead of confining her energies to the do

ings and conversations of one set of people,

Miss Laffan looks at polities as they are mir

rored in society, sketching not alone the wire

pulling and petty diplomacies, but phases of

life resulting therefrom. In Hogan, Ill. P.,

we have a vivid mup d'r2z'l of Dublin society,

with its 'sharp, irregular boundaries, its sects

and sets, its manner of comporting and amus

ing itself. The field is a wide one, but Miss

Lafi'an has the happy art of generalization—

of portraying a whole society in a few well

marked types. There is no confusion of cha

racter, and though we seem to have shaken

hands with all Dublin in her pages, from

great dignitaries to school-boys, the picture

is never overcrowded.

"A drop of ditch-water under a micro

scope ” Hogan calls the society of his native

city—"everybody pushing upward on the

social ladder kicking down those behind.”

This zoological spectacle is not confined to

Dublin, but there appears to be a combina

tion of strictness and indefiniteness of pre

cedence belonging peculiarly to that place.

At the top of the ladder, though not so firm

ly fixed there as before the Disestablishment,

is the Protestant set, regarding the Castle as

its stronghold and looking down on the Ro

man Catholic set, who reciprocate the con

tempt. These grand divisions are separated

by a strict line of demarcation, even the per

formance of the marriage ceremony between

Protestants and Catholies being forbidden in

Dublin. They contain an endless ramifica

tion of lesser groups, whose relations we may

attempt to illustrate by quoting from the book

before us an account of the mutual position

of Mrs. O'Neil and Mrs. Carew, the former

the wife of a tradesman shortly to become

lord mayor, the latter a " 'vert” from Prot

estantism and the spouse of a Crown solici

tor in debt to his future mayorship. "The
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lady mayoress elect, conscious of her pro

spective dignity in addition to the heavy

bill due by the Carews, was the least pos

sible shade—not patronizing, for that would

have been impossible—but perhaps independ

ent in manner. She did not turn her head

toward her companion as she addressed her;

she put more questions to her and in a broad

er accent than she usually did in conversa

tion; and she barely gave her interlocutor

time to finish the rather curt contributions

she vouchsafed toward the conversation. On

her side, Mrs. Carew, mindful of her position

and of her superior accent,which implied even

more, wanting to be condescending and pat

ronizing, and half afraid to be openly imper

tinent, was calm and self-possessed. She

grew more freezingly courteous as the other

lady grew less formal.”

We have said that Miss Laffan began with

realism pure and simple. Hagan, M. P., re

mains, so far, to our mind, her strongest book,

but there are finer and sweeter qualities in

her other writings. We should be inclined

to rank 77t2. Ilonara//e Alirr Fer-rard as an

artistic rather than a realistic book, though

it is based on the same soundness of obser

vation as its predecessor. It is an episode,

suggestive, rather analytic in treatment, with

the freshness of a first impression—1e r/mrme

de l'izmr/in/é. The heroine is a singularly

original, fresh and attractive conception.

The book deals almost wholly with the out

side aspects of things, with picturesque ra

ther than moral traits, though a breath of

feeling true and sweet is wafted across it

and heightens its fine vague beauty.

A deeper humanity is shown in the short

story Fli/trrs, Tatters and I/zc Counse/lor,

which made its first appearance in this

magazine in January, 1879. This sketch

gained a quicker popularity than her long

er novels, and drew forth warm eulogies

from critics so far apart in standard as Rus

kin, Leslie Stephen and Bret Harte.

Cln-l3-Iy Cara¢/, in its picture of two mid

dle-class Catholic families in Dublin, takes

us back to the society described in Hogan,

Ill. P., but its range is narrower and its theme

rather social than political. It is asofter and

more attractive book than Hogan, M. P.,

though, like that novel, it is devoted to a

realistic picture of life. Miss Laffan's cha

racters have the merit of being always real.

They are often types. but they are never

mere abstractions. Whatever their import

ance or qualities. they stand firmly on their

feet, are individual and alive. Her men are

drawn with a vigor which ought to ensure

them from the reproach of being ladies' men.

They may display traits of weakness, but

these are due to no faltering on the author's

part. In Ckrzlrty Carnu the men are in a

minority as far as minuteness of portraiture

goes, and the most elaborate touches are be

stowed on the two young girls who act as

heroines, for the one is as prominent as the

other. Christy and her friend Esther O'Neil

present two types of girlhood. Esther, dhmte

and gentle, is a very tender, lovable figure,

but there is perhaps more skill shown in

the more contradictory character of Christy,

a pretty girl addicted to flirting, keenly in

telligent and impatient of the restraints and

inconsistencies of her religious teaching, yet

with an earnestness which makes her feel

the emptiness of her life and vaguely seek

for something higher. When each of the

friends is sought by a Protestant lover their

different ways of regarding the calamity are

in keeping with their characters, and though

any reader will agree with Christy that Es

ther was the more deserving of happiness,

no one will be sorry that her own love-story

should find a pleasant dénouement. As an

argument in favor of mixed marriages the

book would have been stronger if Esther’s

lover had been separated from her only by

prejudice, and not by unworthiness as well,

but the pathos of the story is in no way mar

red by the neglect to clinch an argument.

Like all Miss Lafl”an's novels, it is simple in

plot. Construction is not her strong point,

and though C/irz'sty Carrw has more story to

it than her former books, it is by no means

technically perfect. There is a certain hurry

about it : its good things are not driven home,

and effects upon which more skilful artists

would dwell at length are dropped in a con

centration upon other objects. The book, in

the American edition, is also marred by nu

merous typographical defects that betray a

singular laxity in proof-reading.

Hagan, AI. P., was published in 1876:

Miss I.afi'an's career as a novelist is there

fore only four years old. We will not at

tempt to cast its future: we have simply

endeavored, as far as space would admit,

to point out the soundness of its foundation

and the method by which it has been laid.

In all that she has written there is a reserved

strength, a sincerity and conscientiousness,
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America, smoothing away the difficulties,

assuming the responsibilities, and escorting

her in person, while taking charge at the

same time of two other interesting and oth

erwise unprotected females. It was, indeed,

we need hardly say, in feminine affairs that

Mr. Wikoff was most at home. But his

obliging disposition made him equally ready

to execute commissions for members of the

Bonaparte family, his relations with whom

grew closer and more interesting at a period

subsequent to that which is embraced in this

volume. Many other notabilities, both Amer

ican and European, have more or less prom

inence in its pages. Some letters from Mrs.

Grote are especially deserving of notice. As

long as it is confined to personal topies the

narrative is never dull. Without being dis

tinguished for vigor or wit, it has the grace

ful and sprightly garrulity characteristic of

the well-preserved veteran. Unfortunately, it

betrays also the tendency to tediousness which

belongs to a revered epoch, much of it being

devoted to persons and things seen only from

a distance and without the powers of vision

requisite for penetrating their true character.

But, in spite of this defect, the book is ex

ceedingly readable and enjoyable, and we

trust to have a continuation of it which may

show a restraining influence exercised with

kindness and tact, such as were so often ex

erted by the author for the benefit of his '

which mark her work as unmistakably gen

uine. A large store of observation lies be

hind all her writing, and an intellectual pow

er of a very high order is apparent through

out. What she lacks is a mellowness and

breadth of art which would enable her to

blend and concentrate her qualities—to bring

the realism of Ilogan, M. P., into unison

with the grace of The Hanorable Illisr Fer

mrd and the pathos and sympathy of C/rrir

ty Carer1/—to give form and completeness to

her work. Then Ireland would have a great

novelist.

The Reminiscences of an Idler.- By Henry

\‘'ikoff. New York: Fords, Howard &

Hulbert.

The reminiscences of idle men are apt to

be more entertaining than those of busy men.

The idler, passing his time in search of

amusement, can hardly fail to communicate

it when he yields up his store of experiences.

Being disengaged, his mind is more observ

ant and more retentive of the by-play of life,

which is the only amusing part of it, than that

of one of the chief actors can possibly be.

Moreover, idlers are the natural confidants

of the busy: they are consulted, made useful

as go-betweens, entrusted with those little

services which, being transient and discon

nected, are precisely suited to their disposi

tion and secure them a place in the economy

of Nature. Mr. Wikoff has been a model

idler, with large opportunities of this de

scription. From boyhood he has, accord

ing to his own account, shirked all regular

application and devoted himself to the pur

suit of pleasure, including the gratification

of an intelligent but superficial curiosity in

regard to men and manners. He has come

in close contact with a great variety of peo

ple, especially of a class whose private lives

and public careers react in the production

of a piquant interest. These associations

kept his hands full of what only a very rigid

censor would denominate mischief. His in

timacy with Forrest gained him a suitable

companion in a journey to the Crimea, and

the tragedian a not less suitable negotiator

in the arrangements for his marriage and his

professional engagements in London. He

aided Lady Bulwer in her fight with her

husband's family and the recovery of her

stolen lap-dog. His friendly offices to Fan

ny Ellsler were more important and fruitful.

He had the chief share in bringing her to

friends.

The Life and Work of Vi/illiam Augustus

Muhlenberg. By Anne Ayres. New York:

Harper & Brothers.

There could not well be a stronger con

trast than between the subject of this book

and that of the one just noticed. We have

called Mr. Wikoff a model idler, and with at

least equal truth we may call Dr. Muhlen

berg a model worker, not because he was

unremitting and methodical in labor or be

cause his work was his delight, but because

it was consecrated by a devoted singleness of

purpose and crowned by the noblest achieve

ments. The life of the founder of St. Luke's

Hospital and St. Johnland, as exhibited in

this faithful record, has the simplicity and

grandeur of an antique statue, and in the

contemplation of it the marvel of its rare

perfection grows, till we are half inclined to

ask whether it, too, be not some relic of the

remote past rather than a product of our own

age. Saintly purity, unbounded beneficence,
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intense earnestness and great-hearted liber

ality of sentiment were never more symmet

rically blended than in the character of " the

great presbyter,” whose ministrations were

neither inspired nor confined by any narrow

er dogma than "that love to man, flowing

from love to God,” which, as he himself,

with no lack of humility, said, "had been

their impulse." It has been justly observed

that "he was eminently the common prop

erty of a common Christianity,” and not less

truly that "there is, and ever will be, more

of Christian charity in the world because

Dr. Muhlenberg has lived in it as he did.”

He was perhaps not a man of extraordinary

intellect, but his singularly healthy mind,

with its union of resoluteness and candor,

sound sense and lively fancy, gave the need

ed counterpoise to his moral qualities, keep

ing his enterprises within the domain of the

useful and the practical, and thus saving him

from the disappointments that too often

checker the career of the philanthropist.

This biography, written from long and in

timate knowledge and admirable alike in

spirit and execution, will find, we may trust,

a multitude of readers among members of

all sects and those who belong to none. Its

interest is of a far more absorbing kind than

any that can be excited by gossip or anec

dote. It is that of a vivid portraiture, in

which nothing characteristic is missing, in

which the details are all hannonious, and

which awakens not only our admiration, but

our warmest sympathies.
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BALLOON ENTANGLED IN A TREE.

CATTERED here and there in this

matter-of-fact, utilitarian age of Busi

ness one finds instances of that love of

. turers of all.

' daring for its own sake, with an insati

able longing for new scenes and novel

sensations, which in the days of chivalry

moved the mass of men to put saddle to

horse and ride off Somewhere seeking

Something—just as occasional trilobites,

lonely and misshapen, are found in ages

subsequent to the Silurian. Of such stuff

are our Arctic and African explorers made;

the men who run the lightning-expresses

have a touch of it; it crops out in steeple

climbers, cave-explorers, beast-tamers;

' it makes men assault cloud-piercing and

ice-mantled mountain-peaks and launch

their frail canoes for voyages down earth

riving cafions and across continent-sun

dering oceans. Sometimes action is de

' nied, and then it strikes in and makes

poets—perhaps the most daring adven

It must be dilficult for

the beaters of iron and the barterers in

swine to understand why such useless tim

ber is allowed to cumber the great work

house; but then we don't know exactly

what the trilobites were good for, and

' the utilitarians may find comfort in the

reflection that at the present rate the ob

' noxious family is likely to entirely dis

appear with the Palzeozoic.

Atéronauts have been free and accept

ed members of this order of modern

knights-errant, from hot-headed, ill-fated

Pilitre de Rozier down to Gaston Tissan
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dier, the man who still edits La Ahlure '

in the lower strata of an ocean into the

treacherous upper depths of which he

has risen seven miles. Your true aero

naut is not an inventor of flying-ma

chines, not much concerned about what

is known as the "problem of aerial nav

igation." He is content to take the wings

of the morning and be carried away to the

uttermost parts of the earth. Problems

he leaves to the scientists : he wooes the

wilderness he cannot subdue. He is an

explorer of unknown regions, a beauty

worshipper at a shrine whose pearly, sun

kissed portals open to him alone. Peo

ple travel thousands of miles horizontal

ly to rest their eyes on scenes infinitely

less novel, beautiful and grand than one

perpendicular mile of vantage would

open to them, little matter whence taken.

Having accepted the wind for his pilot,

our argonaut seeks no improvement upon

his aerial raft. Like the bow and ar

row, it long ago reached perfection, and,

though he may cherish some choice and 1

secret recipe for varnish or be the inven

tor of an improved valve, he generally

builds with a birdlike reliance on instinct

and tradition. Gas-bag, netting, concen

trating-ring, basket, valve, anchor, drag

rope and exploding cord,—what has the

century of ballooning added to its essen

tials ? how can coming centuries improve

this perfection of simplicity? At-irial nav

igation is altogether another thing. A

swallow does not rise by displacing a '

volume of air whose specific gravity is I

greater than its own, but by using the '

atmosphere as a fulcrum. Otherwise it

must possess a bulk which its tiny wings

would be powerless to impel against the

opposing breeze. Mr. Grimley, the aero

naut, writing of some experiments he has

recently been making at Montreal with

an ingenious arrangement of revolving

fans invented by two gentlemen of that

city, says: "The Cowan and Paje pro

pelling and steering apparatus worked

as well as could be expected, but the air

will never be navigated by balloons driv

en by machinery. It is opposed to com

mon sense." Few fully appreciate the

extreme mobility of the atmosphere or

the intensity of the force which wind ex

erts on surfaces opposed to its action. A

child with a palm-leaf fan can drive a

balloon in equilibrium about at will in

an atmosphere entirely quiet, while the

same balloon, under the impulse of a

lively gale, will tear itself loose from the

aggregated avoirdupois of all who can lay

hands upon it, and wrench great branches

from the forest giants over which it skims.

Doubtless, to the disheartening influence

of a practical knowledge of the real dif

, ficulties in the way of aerial navigation

is due the fact that the great mass of

those who have attempted it have been

scientists without practice, or fools with

out either scientific training or experi

mental data.

However strongly, as devout utilita

rians, we may feel it our duty to disap

prove, officially, of a class so little neces

sary to the body politic, aeronauts are in

teresting talkers, being able, like Shake

speare's Moor, to speak of "most dis

astrous chances, of mm/ing accidents by

flood and field, of antres vast and des

erts idle, rough quarries, rocks and hills

whose heads touch heaven."

Among American aeronauts none pos

sessed a larger fund of such thrilling in

cident or greater enthusiasm for his call

ing than he who recently paid that last

penalty which ever hovers over its fol

lowers—the venerable John Wise. His

autobiography, T[troug/z t/ze Air, is a

prose poem on the glories of Cloudland.

The following extract from a private let

ter written by him in 1876, after an aero

nautical career of forty years, comprising

nearly five hundred ascensions, illustrates

this enthusiasm and his views on the san

itary aspect of aeronautics: "I claim that

the balloon is the best sanitarium within

the grasp of enervated humanity. I can

demonstrate its utility, by theory and by

fact, for all chronic diseases and for the

improvement of the mental and physical

functions. Elevate a person ten or twelve

thousand feet above the sea-level and his

whole texture expands: a wrinkled, ca

daverous person fills out as plump as a

youth. Then the beauty and magnitude

of the scenery within the scope of vision

exalt the mental faculties, soul and body

become exhilarated, the appetite is quick
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ened and all the symptoms of convales

cence ensue. Why, my dear friend, I

am bound to ascribe my health and vig

or at the age of over sixty-eight to my

profession, and only for that do I persist

in it. When I make up my mind to rust

and die I will give up balloon-ascensions."

Since Mr. Wise was not of a nature to

be easily reconciled to "rust and die,"

can we doubt that the great transit could

have come to him at no kinder season

than when it should seem but a brief

pausing on his upward flight? Though

it will never be known just how or when

he met the end, we may be certain that

he had walked hand in hand with Death

too long to greatly dread the final em

brace. May we not think of him now

as feasting his spirit on the splendid vis

ions of that Promised Land which, Moses

like, it was permitted him to see prefig

ured in its earthly type? Throughout

his adventures, too generally known to

require more than passing allusion, one

sees the same passionate devotion to the

grand and sublime in sight and sensa

tion, the same calm disregard of danger,

whether exploding his balloon at an alti

tude of thirteen thousand feet and coolly

noting the "fearful moaning noise caused

by the air rushing through the network

and the gas escaping above," preparing

to test a lifelong theory of a steady east

erly current by attempting to make it the

medium of crossing the Atlantic, or par

ticipating with La Mountain and others

in a voyage which, begun at St. Louis at

6.30 P. M., July I, 1859, met daybreak at

Fort Wayne, extended over the length of

Lake Erie, included a view of Niagara

from the altitude of a mile, and finally,

after skirmishing within thirty feet of the

storm -tossed waves of Lake Ontario for

fifty miles and ploughing a tornado-track

through a dense forest, terminated in a

treetop near Sackett's Harbor, Jefferson

county, New York, at 2.2o P. ir.—twelve

hundred miles in nineteen hours and for

ty minutes! Puck's promise kept! the

seven-league boots outdone!

Upon his son, Charles E. Wise, and

his grandson, John VVise, Jr., he bestow

ed his skill and engrafted his enthusiasm.

The latter began his aeronautical career

with his teens, and though not yet out

of them has made over forty ascensions.

One of these excursions, made in the au

tumn of 1875 from Waynesburg, Greene

county, Pennsylvania, sufficiently dem

onstrates, if any demonstration is need

ed, that a boy's luck and pluck are equal

to anything. It had been raining the

proverbial pitchforks all day, and the hy

drogen oozed into the gas-bag with even

more than its accustomed sluggishness.

The curiosity of a country crowd was not

easily damped, however, and the basket
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was finally attached and Master Johnny

stepped on board. The aérostat sensibly

refused to consider the proposition for an

ascension, although urged by the succes

sive relinquishment of barometer, lunch,

water-bottle, coat, drag-rope and grapnel.

As a last resort, the entire lower third of

the gas-bag, which was uninflated, was

cut away, the valve - cord by accident

sharing the same fate, leaving an open

ing about seventeen feet in diameter.

Then, "the crowd having given us room,

father asked me whether I felt timid about

going. I told him I was determined to

go if the balloon would take me. He

said, 'Good-bye, Johnny :' I said, 'Good

bye,‘ and found myself shooting up into

space on a cold, rainy October day, coat

less, without ropes, anchor or valve-cord,

the rags of the-balloon fluttering in the

breeze created by the sudden ascent; the
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multitude vociferously cheering me one

moment and the next calling me to come

back for God's sake! But I only replied

by hurrahing and waving my hat, feeling

perfectly mol, and rather enjoying the ex

citement of the vast crowd that was now

fast disappearing below me. In seven

minutes the earth vanished from my sight,

and I passed from a driving rain below

the clouds into a dense snowstorm above
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them. My feet and hands were almost

numb with cold, and the prospect was

about as cheerless as it well could be,

when a thought passed through my brain

that made me laugh outright. I had heard

of people coming down in bursted bal

loons, but I was the first who had ever

gone up in one. The idea appeared so

ridiculous that it really made me feel

warmer." Think of this aerial babe in

the woods, with Nature's awful forces war

ring about him and the earth lost to view,

laughing himself warm over a joke at the

expense of his terrible situation!

Perhaps it was the balloon, but I believe

it could only have been his good angel,

that brought the boy safely down into

a small cleared space in a forest thirty

eight minutes and forty miles from the

point of departure.

Another of Master John's voyages cu

riously illustrates the different directions

of coexistent currents. On July 4, I878,

Truly, I

" he jests at scars that never felt a wound." ,

I physician.

he made an ascension from Lancaster,

Pennsylvania, landing ten miles south

of the city, while J. M. Johnston, of the

'Lancaster Intelligmcer, who ascended

in another balloon at the same moment,

came down at a point equally distant in

an exactly opposite direction from the

city.

With the name of John Wise that of

another aeronaut equally well known is

associated—not alone by their joint at

tempt to cross the Atlantic by balloon,

but also on account of the probably iden

tical manner and locality of the death of

both—Washington I-I. Donaldson. While

the interest in the mysterious fate of Don

aldson and Grimwood was yet fresh in

the public mind Mr. Wise published a

pamphlet giving a fanciful account of

their adventures, as if related by the

aeronaut. In the light of the Wise-Burr

tragedy its concluding paragraph has a

singular significance: "In the end I ask

the world to deal charitably with me.

Should my body be found, give it de

cent burial and write for an epitaph:

'Here 'lies the body of a man whose

reckless ambition and fear of being ac

cused of want of nerve have sacrificed

his own life and betrayed a fel1ow-mor

tal into the snares of death, with no high

er object than to serve the interests of a

scheme which, to say the best of it, is

but a poor thing in the progress of art

and refinement.' "

Donaldson was a man in many re

spects remarkable, in some admirable.

With scant schooling, his father gave

him a thorough training as a draughts

man and engraver. Allowed to choose

for himself, he embarked in the amuse

ment business, his active and versatile

temperament leading him to become in

turn a rope-walker, gymnast, actor, ven

triloquist and, singularly enough, electro

For most of these varied call

ings he had a certain adaptability by rea

son of his splendid physique, perfect

health, entire abstinence from stimu

lants, ready wit, good-humor, fertility in

expedients and promptitude and energy

in execution, as well as by the daring

and ambition naturally associated with

such physical and mental qualifications.
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A friend writes of him: " He was as ready

to navigate a cockle-shell from the Bat

tery to Long Branch as he was to run

a velocipede along a hundred yards of

slack wire." His drawings, particularly

those illustrating aeronautical scenes and

incidents, were spirited and faithful. He

tried his hand at verse-making among

the rest. The following brief outburst,

written after all the old loves had given

place to that which became the absorb

ing passion of his life, and printed on his

letter-heads and admission-cards, sufii- '

ciently illustrates the manner and matter

of his efforts in this direction :

There’s pleasure in a lively trip when sailing through

the air.

The word is given, " Let her go l"—to land I know

not where.

The view is grand: 'tis like a dream when many

miles from home:

My castle in the air I love, above the clouds to roam.

Not an ideal character certainly, but a

complete one in its way, and readily rec

ognizable as belonging to a born aero

naut. The unromantic but not unusual

inability of a professional predecessor to

pay his board-bill, obliging him to leave

his balloon with mine host as surety, first

placed in Donaldson's hands the means

by which he became afterward best

known. Fearless as he undoubtedly

was, an ascension was undertaken with

the misgivings which usually preface an

initial stepping from terra firma to the

inconstant air. Once aloft, however, with

the widespreading splendor and endless

immensity of the earth's surface unroll

in'g beneath him, and an exquisite phys

ical exhilaration thrilling along his nerves,

Donaldson became heart and soul an

aeronaut. The novel and sensational

expedients with which he embellished

his subsequent ascensions are well known.

Becomingly dressed in tights, he delight

ed to sail away skyward hanging by one

hand from a trapeze-bar, generally termi

nating a variety of feats thereon by pois

ing himself a moment on his back, then

suddenly dropping backward, catching by

his feet on the side-ropes—easy and safe

enough, doubtless, with his preliminary

acrobatic training, but blood-curdling to

the breathless spectators beneath. He

left drawings for a jointed bar which, at

' the proper time, should apparently break

' in two and leave him dangling to one of

the pieces. For a consideration which

the citizens of Binghamton, New York,

sensibly declined to give he offered to as

cend to the height of a mile in a paper

balloon, there set fire to it and descend

in a parachute.

A little incident, not generally known,

illustrates the gentler side of his nature.

He had been giving one of his trapeze

DONALI)SON'S DANGER.

exhibitions at Ithaca, New York, and

was induced by some Cornell students

to furnish them captive ascensions from

the university campus. As if specially

for the occasion, there came three days

of delightful May weather with a propi

tiously quiet atmosphere. To the natu

ral elevation of the location were added

several hundred feet of rope, affording

a bird's-eye view of Cayuga Lake, the

town and far-famed adjacent scenery.

Two or three hundred persons were

"sent up," including several university

professors. Donaldson was in his ele
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ment, and kept everybody laughing at

his jokes and amusing experiments. He

had a crowd of children constantly at his

heels, and in the intervals of waiting for

pay-passengers would tumble them into

'the basket to the number of six or eight,

and send them skyward screaming with

delight and pelting him with a shower

of hats and caps. Did their mothers

know? Probably not, or there might

have been screaming of a less joyous

\

J -I

J

DONALDSON AND THE CHILDREN.

kind. One diminutive but intrepid youth

of six won for himself the proud distinc

tion of "our old experienced aeronaut,"

being generally used as ballast in mak

ing up a load.

Donaldson's fondness for proving his

nerve in the face of a doubting crowd l

led him into many difficulties, as it final

ly caused his death. Once, when about

to make an ascension at Pittsburg with

a balloon that had not been used since

the previous season, his assistant, Har

ry Gilbert, noticed that the ropes attach

ing the netting to the concentrating-ring

seemed rotten, and proposed to replace

them with new. This Donaldson insist

ed would take too much time, but he was

finally induced to allow eight of the six

teen to be renewed. While giving his cus

tomary trapeze performance high above

the housetops the old cords began to snap,

and before he could bring the balloon

down every one of them had parted

a startling intimation

of how his rashness

might have resulted.

Among the unkill

ed American aero

nauts undoubtedly the

best known for profes

sional skill and expe

rience is Samuel A.

King. He seems to

have been a predes

tined air-sailor, for

he made his first as

cension (Philadelphia,

I851) in his twenty

third year, and dur

ing more than two

hundred subsequent

voyages, many of

them extending over

hundreds of miles, and

some adding darkness

and proximity to large

bodies of water to the

ordinary dangers, he

has shown an intuitive

knowledge of the con

struction and manage

ment of the balloon

and an appreciation

of aerial forces which,

while they have not robbed his experi

ences of thrilling incidents, have kept

them singularly free from disastrous con

sequences. One of the most memorable

of these excursions was made from Ply

mouth, New Hampshire, September 26,

I872, on which occasion Mr. King was

accompanied by his friend and frequent

fellow-voyager, Luther L. Holden, of

the Boston .'7ournat. The balloon used

only held twenty thousand cubic feet of

gas, but was inflated with hydrogen. It
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was liberated at 4.18 P. M., and imme

diately manifested a determination to ac

company some dense black clouds which

were hurrying in a north-easterly direc

tion toward the heart of the mountain

region on the verge of which Plymouth

lies. Over Mount \Vashington and across

the Androscoggin Valley it flew at the rate

of fifty miles an hour. At six o'clock

Lake Umbagog was floating beneath our

adventurers, and be

fore they realized their

danger—so deceptive

are time and space

when reckoned from

balloons — night sur

prised them in the

great Maine wilder

ness. The alternative

was between a descent

in a trackless forest a

hundred miles from hu

man habitation, with

scant provisions and

no firearms or fishing

tackle, and an all-night

voyage, trusting to luck

and theirballast for get

ting beyond the wilder

ness. They had taken

chances together be

fore, and they went on

now. If they failed to

get out of the woods,

they could tear up the

balloon, and, encasing

the wicker-basket with

the waterproof mate

rial, float down some

favoring stream. On

and on for hours in an unknown direc

tion, over an unknown region, winged

by the wind and ally of the storm, they

went, until, in the dismal watches of the

early morning, to darkness, uncertainty

and the intensity of isolation a new hor

ror was added. The murmur of p1ash

ing forest-streams, which had hitherto

been the only sound greeting them from

the nether gloom, now gave place to the i

measured roll of the surf, and this, in

turn, to complete silence. They were

drifting out to sea, and were already far

beyond the shore! The valve was open

ed at once, and as the balloon slowly set

tled into a dense, chilly fog the occupants

of the basket momentarily expected a

plunge-bath. The drag-rope, however,

behaved with distinguished consideration,

holding them a few feet above the waves,

through which it whisked at a terrific

rate. The weary and anxious watchers

were thus kept in suspense for nearly

half an hour, when suddenly there broke

THE BUFFALO XN MONUMENTAL PARK, CLEVELAND.

| through the fog ahead the welcome out

lines of a forest-shore, and in a moment

more the drag-rope had lifted them above

the treetops. By five o'clock it became

light enough to note the time and that

they were travelling in a south-westerly

direction exactly contrary to their course

of the evening before. At seven o'clock

the balloon was moored to a limb, and

its passengers, climbing down the drag

l rope, made their way to a railroad-cut

' ting which they had noticed while aloft.

It proved to be on the line of the Inter

colonial Railway in the county of Rimou
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ski, Lower Canada, three hundred miles

below Quebec. They had been dancing

along the southern border of the Gulf of

St. Lawrence, and, had they not descend

ed from the upper current into the water,

were in a fair way to have next sighted

land somewhere on the coast of Labrador. '

Mr. King first brought large balloons

into use in this country, and has thus

been able to share the pleasures and '

perils of most of his sailings up and

down with one or more companions,

generally journalists.

loons in use twenty-five years ago would

hold more than twenty thousand cubic

feet of gas. Of the large balloons the

Buffalo became widely known on ac

count of its size and the number of no

table voyages it made. Capacity, sym

metry, lightness and staying quality con

sidered, it was probably the best balloon

ever built in America. When fully in

flated it contained ninety-one thousand

cubic feet of gas, and would carry up

a dozen passengers. It was the Buffalo

which on the memorable press-excursion

from Cleveland, September 4, 1874, gave

the reporters such a realizing sense of the

pleasantness of dry land, the greater part

of the day being spent in sailing to and

fro over Lake Erie, the voyage being far

ther extended in the darkness of night

across Essex county, Ontario, Lake St.

Clair and into Michigan. The writer

happened to be on the Cleveland steam

er with the returning party, and had oc

casion to notice that the amateurs were

too busily engaged in writing up their

notes to thoroughly enjoy Mr. King's

waggish allusions to "sea-sickness."

A night-trip made from the city of

Buffalo in its namesake on July 4, 1874,

was noteworthy for the magnificent suc

cess attending the use of the drag-rope.

The balloon took a south-easterly course

across the State of Pennsylvania, going I

over the Alleghany Mountains and oth- '

er ridges in the southern section of the

State, being kept close to the earth most

of the way. The relief of weight caused

by a portion of the drag-rope lying and

trailing upon the treetops enabled the

balloon to climb the side of the moun

tain at about the same relative eleva

Few of the bal- l

tion. Swinging clear from the crest of

the ridge, the balloon would soon set

tle into the valley, to repeat the same

manoeuvre farther on. Sunrise met the

party near the Maryland line, and after

a delightful sail across a portion of that

State, Delaware and Delaware Bay, a

landing was made in Southern New

Jersey, four hundred miles and thirteen

hours from the starting-point. The Buf

falo will also be remembered in connec

tion with the ascension from the exposi

tion-grounds during the Centennial Ex

hibition.

The failure of the costly experiments

undertaken by Mr. King for the Amer

ican Aeronautic Society, at Coney Island

last season, simply affords another illus

tration of the aeronautical axiom that

"Captives are uncertain." Under the

most favorable circumstances, and at

inland points least exposed, on perhaps

not more than a dozen days in the year

will the air be sufficiently quiet to make

captive ascensions practicable and pleas

ant, and the dilficulty is of course greatly

enhanced at the seacoast. The society

proposes to again thoroughly test the

matter this season, studying the velocity

of the wind near the ocean from various

altitudes.

Charles H. Grimley, whose views on

aerial navigation have been alluded to,

is a young Englishman who, while an

expert air-sailor, has gained his expe

rience rather in the pursuit of pleasure

than of money, dedicating to the latter

a more terrestrial vocation. His intro

duction to the upper currents was in the

capacity of assistant to Stephen A. Sim

monds, a wealthy enthusiast of London

who made ascensions for the British

Aeronautical Society. Mr. Grimley has

made between forty and fifty aerial ex

cursions, on one of them covering a dis

tance of one hundred and sixty miles in

three and a half hours, and on another

occasion attaining a height of nineteen

thousand four hundred feet. A number

of these voyages were made in Canada. .

Some of his descents have resulted in se

vere bruises. One of these unpleasantly

sudden landings closed a brief trip made

from Pittsburg in October, 1875, and took
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place on the Monongahela River five

miles above that city. Mr. Grimley was

accompanied by Harry Byram of the

Pitt/sburg .Dz'rpatc/z. Two things regulate

the force of impact in a balloon descent

—the strength of the surface-current and

the amount of ballast the aeronaut has

with which to overbalance the weight in

excess of equilibrium causing the descent.

Both were against our

adventurers. Most of

their ballast had been

expended in getting

into the air, and while

they had found almost

a calm at an elevation

of forty-five hundred

feet, the surface - cur

rent was terrific. The

balloon approached

the earth at an angle of

about forty-five degrees

with fearful velocity,

flew across Beck's Run

and tore into a clump

of trees growing on a

rocky ledge dividing

the ravine from the

river. The basket was

dashed from one tree

trunk to another, and,

the balloon finally im

paling itself on the

branches of a huge

oak, both its occupants

were hurled halfway down the river-bank,

the fall rendering them insensible. With

returning consciousness came a sense of

sundry bruises and cuts on their persons.

A scalp-wound on Mr. Grimley's forehead

had bled profusely upon both, imparting

a sad and sanguinary cast to the counte

nances turned toward those who came to

their assistance.

While preparing for an ascent from

Bethel, Vermont, in September, 1877, a

squall hurled the balloon over upon its

side, causing a rent which extended from

the mouth upward for eighteen feet, and

then along a transverse seam some six

feet. Mr. Grimley thus describes the re

sult: "This gaping hole caused a loss of

several thousand feet of gas, but as still

enough remained to take me up, I de

termined to ascend, hoping that when I

was out of the disturbing influence of the

wind the rent would not extend. In this,

however, I was disappointed, for, reach

ing an altitude of twelve hundred feet, a

counter-current struck the balloon, caus

ing it to sway violently and jerking the

torn portion to and fro until it ripped six

feet farther around the seam. The bal
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loon continued to rise until it had attain

ed an elevation of thirty-five hundred

feet, the gas meanwhile pouring in vol

umes from the hole. The weight of the

torn portion hanging down caused the

rent to enlarge every minute, until it ex

tended nearly halfway round, the whole

interior of the balloon being plainly vis

ible. I kept as still as possible, as the

slightest agitation of the car tended to

hasten the ripping. The balloon had

slowly descended nearly a thousand feet

when suddenly, with a sharp crack, the

rip extended upward about five feet

more, until stopped by another seam.

I now began to be alarmed, fearing the

balloon would collapse entirely. I was

over the roughest and most mountainous

part of Vermont, with no place in sight
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suitable for a landing. The balloon was

falling rapidly. I threw out everything

in the car, anchor and ropes included,

to check the descent, but to no purpose.

I struck the rocky summit of Mount Tun

bridge with a crash, instantly collapsing

the balloon and throwing me out of the

basket, inflicting injuries from which I

did not recover for many months."

The press-excursions, originated, as

hinted above, by Mr. King, and brought

into such prominence by Donaldson in

connection with Barnum's Hippodrome,

produced a new and interesting class of

atironauts, peculiar, I believe, to this

country and decade. The reporter is

the true author, after all. If he have the

courage and enthusiasm to plunge into

the most untried and dangerous of life's

paths, and the skill to transcribe his im

pressions in the freshest and most vivid

colors, he possesses one form of the only

readers to listen to him—unhackneyed

experience.

One of Mr. Holden's adventures has

been described above. After Tissandier,

he is doubtless the veteran journalistic

aeronaut of the world. Beginning in 1861,

he has made in all twenty-six voyages,

some of them perilously eventful, inclu

ding several night-flights of hundreds of

miles. Most of his experience has been

gained with Mr. King, though he accom

panied Donaldson on several occasions.

At the request of Professor Abby of the

Signal Service, Mr. Holden took frequent

barometrical and hygrometrical observa

tions in his later excursions. He has

made no ascensions for some years, his

surplus time and enthusiasm being di

verted to European travel. The follow

ing bit of description admirably illus

that bursts upon the vision of the bal

loon-passenger as he rises above the

housetops and trees. There is a mo

ment when he beholds the thousands

of upturned faces, the throngs of peo

ple in the street, at the windows and on

the housetops, teams moving lazily hith

er and thither, and amid all a confused

fluttering of leaves, frightened birds, wav

ing flags and handkerchiefs, and a gen

eral commotion quite indescribable. But

in another moment the men become mere

black spots on a field of green, the horses

and carriages are reduced to toys and the

houses to the dimensions of the blocks

children use at play. While all detail is

disappearing there is a seeming contrac

tion of larger objects. Streets have drawn

nearer to each other: it is but a few steps

from one extremity of a town to the oth

er, and remote places are brought within

slight distances of the objects beneath his

feet."

Mr. Frank H. Taylor, of flarpefs

I/I/'m.-k/y, has an aeronautical record sec

ond only to that of Mr-. Holden, having

been basketed on several trips each with

Wise, Donaldson and King. Mr. Alfred

Ford, of 77zc (}'ra;7/uh', who with Donald

son and Lunt started on the disastrous

Transatlantic voyage in the Graphic bal

, loon, and Rev. H. B. Jeffries, of the Pitls

valid plea for a man's asking the world of ' burg Leader, who olficiated at the bal

, loon-wedding over Cincinnati, are also

- entitled to rank as veterans. The Eu

ropean literature of ballooning, with its

accurate and brilliant descriptions by

Glaisher, Tissandier, De Fonvielle and

Dupuis-Delcour, has nothing more graph

ic and absorbing than some of the ac

counts dashed off in the white heat of

enthusiasm by these and other American

journalists. The nervousness and chaff

ing before the start; the thrill and won

der of the upward rush; the strange ex

hilaration coming with relivening confi

dence; the unspeakable loveliness and

grandeur of the prospect; the thousand

varied incidents of the too-brief journey;

the short, sharp excitement of the land

ing; the awe and curiosity of the im

> promptu crowd invariably on the ground

: before the balloon, and reluctantly leav

trates his style: "lt is a strange scene '

 loon."

ing it only when the last whiff of gas is

rolled out of it and the last rope thrown

into the wagon; the moonlight ride to

the station with the gas-bag for a pillow

1 and the brain too busy with the strange

ness of the day for much talk,—all this

and more, in endless diversity of circum

stance and treatment, these gentlemen

have embalmed for the curious millions

who cannot or will not go "up in a bal

WILL O. Barns.
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ADAM AND EVE.

CHAPTER XXII.

HE month of December was well

advanced before Eve's letter had

reached Reuben May. It came to him

one morning when, notwithstanding the

fog which reigned around, Reuben had

arisen in more than usually good spirits,

able to laugh at his neighbors for railing

against weather which he declared was

good weather and seasonable.

The moment the postman entered the

shop his heart gave a great bound—for

who but Eve would write to him ?—and

no sooner had his eyes fallen on the

handwriting than his whole being re

joiced, for surely nothing but good news

could be heralded by such glad feelings.

With a resolute self-denial, of which on

most occasions Reuben was somewhat

proud, he refused himself the immediate

gratification of his desires, and with a

hasty glance laid the letter on one side

while he entered into a needlessly long

discussion with the postman, gossiped

with a customer—for whose satisfaction

he volunteered a minute inspection of a

watch which might have very reasonably

been put off until the morrow—and final

ly (there being nothing else by which the

long-coveted pleasure could be further

delayed) he took up the letter and care

fully turned it first this side and then that

before breaking the seal and unfolding

the paper.

What would it say? That she was

coming back—coming home? But when ?

how soon? In a month? in a week?

now at once? In one flash of vision

Reuben saw the furniture polished and

comfortably arranged, the room smart

ened up and looking its best with a blaz

ing fire and a singing kettle, and a cozy

meal ready laid for two people; and then

all they would have to say to one another

—on his part much to hear and little to

tell, for his life had jogged on at a very

commonplace trot, his business neither

better nor worse, but still, with the aid

of the little sum his more than rigid econ

omy had enabled him to save, they might

make a fair start, free from all debt and

able to pay their way.

These thoughts only occupied the time

which Reuben took to undo the compli

cated folds by which, before the days of

envelopes, correspondents endeavored to

baffle the curiosity of those who sought

to know more than was intended for

them. But what is this? for Reuben's

eyes had been so greedy to suck up the

words that he had not given his mind

time to grasp their meaning: " Not com

ing back! never—any more !"—"I like

the place, the people, and, above all, my

relations, so very much that I should nev

er be happy now away from them."

He repeated the words over again and

again before he seemed to have the least

comprehension of what they meant: then,

in a stupor of dull despondency, he read

on to the end, and learnt that all his

hopes were over, that his life was a blank,

and that the thing he had dreaded so

much as to cheat himself into the belief

that it could never happen had come to

pass. And yet he was still Reuben May,

and lived and breathed, and hadn't much

concern beyond the thought of how he

should best send the things she had left

to Polperro—the place she never intend

ed to leave, the place she now could nev

er be happy away from.

Later on, a hundred wild schemes and

mad desires wrestled and fought, trying

to combat with his judgment and put to

flight his sense of resolution; but now,

as in the first moment of death, with the

vain hope of realizing his loss, the mourn

er sits gazing at the inanimate form be- .

fore him, so Reuben, holding the letter

in his hands, returned again and again

to the words which had dealt death to

his hopes and told him that the love he

lived for no longer lived for him. For

Eve had been very emphatic in enforcing

this resolve, and had so strongly worded
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her decision that, try as he would, Reu

ben could find no chink by which a ray

of hope might gain admittance: all was

dark with the gloom of despair, and this

notwithstanding that Adam had not been

mentioned, and Reuben had no more

certain knowledge of a rival to guide

him than the jaundiced workings of a

jealous heart. Many events had con

curred to bring about this blamable reti

cence. In the first place, the letter which

Eve had commenced as a mere fulfilment

of her promise had grown through a host

of changing moods; for as time went on

many a sweet and bitter found its way to

that stream whose course did never yet

run smooth; and could the pages before

him have presented one tithe of these

varied emotions, Reuben's sober nature

would have rejoiced in the certainty that

such an excess of sensitiveness needed

but time and opportunity to wear itself

out.

It was nearly two months now since it

had been known all through the place

that Adam Pascal was keeping company

with his cousin Eve, and the Polperro

folk, one and all, agreed that no good

could surely come of a courtship carried

on after such a contrary fashion; for the

two were never for twenty-four hours in

, the same mind, and the game of love

seemed to resolve itself into a war of

extremes wherein anger, devotion, sus

picion and jealousy raged by turns and

afforded equal occasions of scandal and

surprise. To add to their original diffi

culties, the lovers had now to contend

against the circumstances of time and

place, for during the winter, from most

of the men being on shore and without

occupation, conviviality and merriment

were rife among them, and from Hell

ringing Night, which ushered in Gun

powder Plot, until Valentine's Day was

passed, revels, dances or amusements

of any kind which brought people to

gether were welcomed and well attend

get away from her own thoughts, and

to avoid as much as was possible the

opportunity of being a looker-on at hap

piness in which she had no personal '

share, Joan greedily availed herself of

every invitation which was given or

could be got at, and, as was to be ex

pected, Eve, young, fresh and a novice,

became to a certain degree infected with

the anxiety to participate in most of these

amusements. Adam made no objection,

and, though he did not join them with

much spirit and alacrity, he neither by

word nor deed threw any obstacle in

their way to lessen their anticipation or

spoil their pleasure, while Jerrem, head,

chief and master of ceremonies, found

in these occasions ample opportunity for

trying Adam'sjealousy and tickling Eve's

vanity.

Nettled by the indifference which, from

her open cordiality, Jerrem soon saw Eve

felt toward him, he taxed every art of

pleasing to its utmost, with the determi

nation of not being baffled in his attempts

to supplant Adam, who in Jerrem's eyes

was a man upon whom Fortune had lav

ished her choicest favors. Born in Pol

perro, Zebedee's son, heir to the Lottery,

captain of her now in all but name, what

had Adam to desire? while he, Jerrem,

belonged to no one, could claim no one,

had no name and could not say where

he came from. Down in the depths of

a heart in which nothing that was good

or bad ever lingered long Jerrem let this

fester rankle, until often, when he seem

ed most gay and reckless, some thought

less word or idle joke would set it smart

ing. The one compensation he looked

upon as given to him above Adam was

the power of attraction, by which he

could supplant him with others and rob

him of their affection; so that, though

he was no more charmed by Eve's rare

beauty than he was won by her coy mod

esty, no sooner did he see that Adam's

affection was turned toward her than he

coveted her love and desired to boast of

it as being his own. With this object in

view, he began by enlisting Eve's sym

pathies with his forlorn position, infer

. ring a certain similarity in their orphan

ed. With the not unnatural desire to . ed condition which might well lead her

to bestow upon him her especial inter

est and regard; and so well was this

part played that before long Eve found

herself learning unconsciously to regard
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Adam as severe and unyielding toward

Jerrem, whose misfortune it was to be

too easily influenced. Seeing her strong

in her own rectitude and no less con

vinced of the truth of Jerrem's well-in

tentioned resolutions, Adam felt it next to

impossible to poison Eve's ears with tales

and scandals of which her innocent life

led her to have no suspicion :' therefore,

though the sight of their slightest inter

course rankled within him, he was forced

to keep silent, knowing as he did that if

he so much as pointed an arrow every

head was wagged at him, and if he dared

to let it fly home every tongue was ready

to cry shame on his treachery.

So the winter wore away, and as each

day lengthened Adam found it more dif

ficult to master his suspicions, to contend

with his surroundings and to control the

love which had taken complete hold and

mastery of all his senses. With untiring

anxiety he continued to dodge every

movement of Jerrem and Eve—all those

about him noting it, laughing over it,

and, while they thwarted and tricked

him, making merry at his expense, un

til Jerrem, growing bolder under such

auspicious countenance, no longer hesi

tated to throw a very decided air of love

making into his hitherto innocent and

friendly intercourse.

Shocked and pained by Jerrem's al

tered tone, Eve sought refuge in Joan's

broader experience by begging that she

would counsel her as to the best way of

putting a stop to this ungenerous con

duct.

"Awh, my dear," cried Joan, " unless

you'm wantin' to see murder in the house

you mustn't braithe no word of it. 'Tw'ud

be worse than death to Jerrem if 't should

iver come to Adam's ears: why, he'd

have his life if he swung gallows-high

for takin' of it. So, like a good maid,

keep it from un now, 'cos they'm all on

the eve o' startin', an'd by the time they

comes home agen Jerrem 'ull have forgot

all about 'ee."

Eve hesitated: "I told him if ever he

spoke like that to me again I'd tell

Adam."

" Iss, but you won't do it, though," re

turned Joan, "'cos there ain't no manin'

in what he says, you knaw. 'Tis only

what he's told up to scores and hunderds

o' other maidens afore, the rapskallion

rogued raskil! And that Adam knaws,

and's had it in his mind from fust along

what game he was after. Us two knaws

un for what he is, my dear—wan best

loved where he's least trusted."

"It's so different to the men I've ever

had to do with," said Eve.

"Iss, but you never knawed but wan

afore you comed here, did 'ee ?"

"I only knew one man well," returned

Eve.

"Awh, then, you must bide a bit 'fore

you can fathom their deepness," replied

Joan; "and while you'm waitin' I wouldn't

advise 'ee to take it for granted that the

world's made up o' Reuben Mays—nor

Adam Pascals neither ;" and she ran to

the door to welcome a cousin for whose

approach she had been waiting, while

Eve, worried and perplexed, let her

thoughts revert to the old friend who

seemed to have quite forgotten her; for

Reuben had sent no answer to Eve's let

ter, and thus had afforded no opportunity

for the further announcement she had in

tended making. His silence, interpreted

by her into indifference, had hurt her

more than she liked owning, even to her

self; and the confession of their mutual

promise, which she had intended making

to Adam, was still withheld, because her

vanity forbade her to speak of a man

whose affection she had undoubtedly

overrated.

Already there had been some'talk of

the furniture being sent for, and with this

in view the next time she saw Sammy

Tucker she asked him if he had been to

Fowey lately, and if he had seen any

thing of Captain Triggs.

Sammy, as was his wont, blushed up

to the eyes before he stammered out

something about having met "unjust for

a minit comin' down by Place, 'cos he'd

bin up there to fetch sommit he was goin'

to car'y to London for Squire Trefry ; but

that was a brave bit agone, so, p'r'aps,"

added Sammy, "he's back by now, 'cos

they wos a-startin' away that ebenin'."

Eve made no other remark, and Sam

my turned away, not sorry to escape fur
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ther interrogation, for it had so happened

that the opportunity alluded to had been

turned by Sammy to the best advantage,

and he had contrived in the space of ten

minutes to put Captain Triggs in posses

sion of the whole facts of Adam and 1

Eve's courtship, adding that "Folks said '

'twas a burnin' shame o' he to marry she,

and Joan Hocken fo'ced to stand by and

look on; and her's" (indicating by his

thumb it was his stepmother he meant)

" ha' tooked on tar'ible bad, and bin as

moody-hearted as could be ever since."

Captain Triggs nodded his head in

sympathy; and then went on his way

with the intuitive conviction that this bit

of news, which he intended repeating to

"thickee chap in London," would not be

received with welcome. "However," he

reflected, "'tis allays best to knaw the

warst, so I shall tell un the fust time I

meets un, which is safe to be afore long,

'cos o' the ole gentleman," meaning there

by an ancient silver watch through whose '

medium Captain Triggs and Reuben had

struck up an intimacy. How Reuben

blessed that watch and delighted in those

ancient works which would not go, and

so afforded him an opportunity for at

least one visit!

Each time the Mary Jane came to

London, Reuben was made acquainted

with the fact, and the following evening

found him in the little cabin poring over

the intricacies of his antique friend,

whose former capabilities, when in the

possession of his father, Captain Triggs

was never weary of recounting.

Standing behind Reuben, Triggs would

nod and chuckle at each fresh difficulty

that presented itself, delighting in the

proud certainty that after all the London

chap "'ud find the ole gentleman had

proved wan too many for he ;" and when

Reuben, desirous of further information,

would prepare his way for the next visit

by declaring he must have another try

at him, Triggs, radiant but magnanimous,

would answer, "lss, iss, lad, do 'ee come

agen; for 'tis aisy to see with half a eye

that 'tain't wan look, nor two neither,

that 'ull circumnavigate the insides o'

that ole chap if 'taint to his liken to be

set agoin'."

CHAPTER XXlll.

IT was some weeks after the receipt of

Eve's letter that Reuben, having paid sev

eral fruitless visits to Kay's Wharf, walk

ed down one afternoon to find the Mary

Jane in and Captain Triggs on board.

The work of the short winter's day was

all but over, and Reuben accepted an in

vitation to bide where he was and have

a bit of a yarn.

"You've bin bad, haven't 'ee ?" Cap

tain Triggs said with friendly anxiety as,

seated in the little cabin, their faces were

brought on a level of near inspection.

"Me—bad ?" replied Reuben. "No.

Why, what made you think of that ?"

"'Cos you'm lookin' so gashly about

the gills."

"Oh, I was always a hatchet-faced fel

low," said Reuben, wondering as he

spoke whether his lack of personal ap

pearanee had in any way damaged his

cause with Eve, for poor Reuben was in

that state when thoughts, actions, words

have but one centre round which they

all seem unavoidably to revolve.

"But you'm wuss than ever now. I

reckon," continued Captain Triggs, " 'tis

through addlin' your head over them

clocks and watches too close, eh ?"

"Well, perhaps so," said Reuben. "I

often think that if I could I should like

to be more in the open air."

"Come for a voyage with me, then,"

said Triggs heartily. "I'll take 'ee, and

give 'ee a shake-down free, and yer mate

and drink for the aitin'. Come, you can't

have fairer than that said, now, can 'ee ?"

A wild thought rushed into Reuben's

mind. Should he go with him, see Eve

2 once more, and try whether it was pos

sible to move her to some other decision ?

"You're very kind, I'm sure," he began,

"and I feel very much obliged for such

an offer; but—"

"There ! 'tis nothin' to be obliged for,"

interrupted Triggs, thinking it was Reu

ben's modesty made him hesitate. "We'm

a hand short, so anywise there's a berth

empty; and as for the vittals, they allays

cooks a sight more than us can get the

rids of. So I'm only ofi'erin' 'ee what us

can't ate ourselves."

"I think you mean what you're say

"1
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ing," said Reuben—" at least," he added,

smiling, "1 hope you do, for 'pon my

word I feel as if I should like very much

to go."

" Iss, sure,

sha'n't start afore next week, and you'll

be to Bristol and back 'fore they've had

time to miss 'ee here."

"Bristol ?" ejaculated Reuben. " I

again ?"

"Not to wance, I ain't, but wouldn't

'ee rather go to Bristol? 'Tis a brave

place, you know. For my part, I'd so

soon see Bristol as London: 'tis pretty

much o' the same lookout here as there."

But while Captain Triggs had been say

ing these words his thoughts had made

a sudden leap toward the truth, and,

finding Reuben not ready with a remark,

he continued: " 'Tain't on no account of

the young female you comed aboard here

with that's makin' 'ee think 0' Cornwall,

is it ?"

"Yes, it is," said Reuben bluntly. "I

want to see her. I've had a letter from

her, and it needs a little talkin' over."

"Awh! then I 'spects there's no need

for me to tell 'ee that her's took up with

Adam Pascal. You knaws it already?"

Reuben felt as if a pike had been

driven into his heart, but his self-com

mand stood him in good stead, and he

said quite steadily, "Do you happen to

know him or anything about him?"

"Awh, iss: I knaws 'en fast enuf,"

said Triggs, who felt by intuition that

Reuben's desire was to know no good

of him, "and a precious stomachy chap

he is. Lord! I pities the maid who'll be

his missis: whether gentle or simple, her's

got her work cut out afore her."

" In what way? How do ye mean?"

"Why, he's got the temper o' the old

un to stand up agen, and wherever he

shows .his face he must be head and chief

and must lay down the law, and you must

hearken to act by it or else look out for

squalls."

Reuben drew his breath more freely.

"And what is he?" he asked.

"Wa-all, I reckon he's her cousin, you

knaw," answered Triggs, misinterpreting

the question, "'cos he's ole Zebedee's

Come along, then. Us '

: ed Reuben in horror.

thought you were going to Cornwall

awnly son, and the ole chap's got houses

and lands and I dunno what all. But,

there! Iwouldn'tchange with 'em; for you

knaw what they be, all alike—a drunk

in', fightin', cussin' lot. Lor's! I cudn't

stand it, I cudn't, to be drunk from morn

in' to night and from night to mornin'."

"And is he one of this sort?" exclaim

"Why, are her

relations like that?"

" They'm all tarred with the wan brush,

I reckon," replied Triggs. "If not, they

cudn't keep things goin' as they do: 'tis

the drink car'ies 'em through with it.

Why, I knaws by the little I've a done

that ways myself how 'tis. Git a good

skinful o' grog in 'ee, and wan man feels

he's five, and, so long as it lasts, he's got

the sperrit and 'ull do the work o' five

too: then when 'tis beginnin' to drop a

bit, in with more liquor, and so go on till

the job's over."

"And how long do they keep it up?"

said Reuben.

"Wa-all, that's more than I can an

swer for. Let me see," said Triggs, re

flectively. -"There was ole Zeke Spry:

he was up eighty-seben, and he used to

say he'd never, that he knowed by and

could help, bin to bed not to say sober

since he'd comed to years o' discretion.

But in that ways he was only wan o'

many; and after he was dead 't hap

pened just as 't ole chap had said it

wud, for he used to say, 'When I'm

tooked folks 'ull get up a talk that ole

Zeke Spry killed hisself with drink; but

don't you listen to it,' he says, "cos

'tain't nothin' o' the sort: he died for

want 0' breath—that's what killed he ;'

and I reckon he was about right, else

there wudn't be nobo'dy left to die in

Polperro." '

" Polperro ?" said Reuben: "that's

where your ship goes to?"

"No, not ezactly: I goes to Fowey,

but they bain't over a step or so apart

—a matter o' six miles, say."

'There was a pause, which Captain

Triggs broke by saying, "Iss, I thought

whether it wudn't surprise 'ee to hear

'bout it bein' Adam Pascal. They'm

none of 'em overmuch took with it, I

reckon, for they allays counted on 'im
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havin' Joan Hocken: her's another cou

sin, and another nice handful, by all that's

told up."

Reuben's spirit groaned within him.

"Oh, if I'd only known of this before!"

he said. " I'd have kept her by force from '

going, or if she would have gone I'd

have gone with her.

so differently!" he continued, addressing

Triggs. "A more respectable woman nev

er lived than her mother was."

"Awhl so the Pascals all be: there's

none of 'em but what's respectable and

well-to-do. \Vhat I've bin tellin' of 'ee

is their ways, you knaw: 'tain't nothing

agen 'em."

" It's quite decided me to go down and

see her, though," said Reuben. "I feel

it's what her mother would have me do:

she in a way asked me to act a brother's

part to her when she wa dying, for she

didn't dream about her having anything

to do with these relations whom she's got

among now."

"Wa-all, 'twas a thousand pities you

let her go, then," said Triggs; "and,

though I'm not wantin' to hinder 'ee

for you'm so welcome to a passage down

to Fowey as you be round to Bristol—

still, don't it strike 'ee that if her wudn't

stay here for yer axin' then, her ain't

likely to budge from there for your axin'

now ?"

"I can but try, though," said Reuben,

"and if you let me go when you're go

ing——"

"Say no more, and the thing's set

tled," replied Triggs decisively. "I shall

come back to London with a return car

go, which 'ull have to be delivered: an

other wan 'ull be tooked in, and, that

aboard, off us goes."

"Then the bargain's made," said Reu

ben, holding out his hand; "and when

ever you're ready to start you'll find me

ready to go."

Captain Triggs gave the hand a hearty

shake in token of his willingness to per

form his share of the compact; and the

matter being so far settled, Reuben made

his necessary preparations, and with all

the patience he could summon to his aid

endeavored to wait with calmness the '

date of departure.

She was brought up ,

While Reuben was waiting in London

activity had begun to stir again in Pol

perro. The season of pleasure was over:

the men had grown weary of idleness

. a'nd merrymaking, and most of them

now anxiously awaited the fresh trip on

which they were about to start. The first

run after March was always an import

ant one, and the leaders of the various

crews had been at some trouble to ar

range this point to the general satisfac

tion.

Adam's temper had been sorely tried

during these discussions, but never had

he so well governed it nor kept his sharp

speech under such good control; the rea

son being that at length he had found an

other outlet for his wounded sensibility.

With the knowledge that the heart he

most cared for applauded and sympa

thized with his hopes and his failures Adam

could be silent and be calm. To Jerrem

alone the cause of this alteration was ap

parent, and with all the lynx-eyed sharp

ness of vexed and wounded vanity he

tried to thwart and irritate Adam by

sneering remarks and covert suggestions

that all must now give way to him: it was

nothing but "follow my leader" and do

and say what he chose—words which

were as pitch upon tow to natures so

readily inflamed, so headstrong against

government and impatient of everything

which savored of control. And the fur

ther misfortune of this was that Adam,

though detecting Jerrem's influence in all

this opposition, was unable to speak of it

to Eve. It was the single point relating

to the whole matter on which the two kept

silent, each regarding the very mention

of Jerrem's name as a firebrand which

might perchance destroy the wonderful

harmony which for the last week or so

had reigned between them, and which

to both was so sweet that neither had

the courage to endanger or destroy it.

At length the day of departure had

come, and as each hour brought the in

evitable separation closer Eve's heart

began to discover itself more openly, and

she no longer disguised or hid from those

1 around that her love, her hopes, her fears

were centred upon Adam.

l In vain did Jerrem try, by the most
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despairing looks and despondent sighs,

to attract her attention and entice her

to an interview. Away from Adam's side

—or, Adam absent, from Joan's company

—Eve would not stir, until Jerrem, driv

en into downright ill-humor, was forced

, to take refuge in sullen silence.

It had been decided that the Lottery

was to start in the evening, and the day

had been a busy one, but toward the end

of the afternoon Adam managed to spare

a little time, which was to be devoted to

Eve and to saying the farewell which in

reality was then to take place between

them.

In order to ensuren certain amount

of privacy, it had been arranged that

Eve should go to an opening some half

way up Talland lane and there await

Adam's approach, which he would make

by scrambling up from under the cliff

and so across to where she could see

and come to meet him.

Accordingly, as soon as five o'clock

had struck, Eve, who had been fidget

ing about for some time, got,up and said,

"Joan, if Jerrem comes in you won't tell

where I've gone, will you ?"

"Well, seein' I don't knaw the where

abouts of it myself, I should be puzzled,"

said Joan.

" I'm goin' up Talland lane to meet

Adam," faltered Eve; "and as it's to

say good-bye, l—we—don't want any

body else, you see."

The tremulous tone of the last few

words made Joan turn round, and, look

ing at Eve, she saw that the gathered

tears were ready to fall from her eyes.

Joan had felt a desire to be sharp in

speech, but the sight of Eve's face melt

ed her anger at once, and with a sudden

change of manner she said, "Why, bless

the maid! what's there to cry about?

You'm a nice one, I just say, to be a

sailor's wife! Lor's! don't let 'em see

that you frets to see their backs, or

they'll be gettin' it into their heads next

that they'm somebodys and we can't

live without 'em. They'll come back

soon enough, and a sight too soon for

a good many here, I can tell 'ee."

Eve shook her head. "But will they

come back?" she said despairingly. "I
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feel something different to what I ever

felt before—a presentiment of evil, as

if something would happen. What could

happen to them, Joan ?"'

"Lord bless 'ee! don't ax un what

could happen to 'em. VVhy, a hun

derd things: they could be wracked and

drowned, or catched and killed, or took

ed and hung." Then, bursting into a

laugh at Eve's face of horror, she ex

claimed, "Pack o' stuff, nonsense! Don't

'ee take heed o' no fancies nor rubbish o'

that sort. They'll come back safe enuf,

as they've allays done afore. Nothin's

ever happened to 'em yet: what should

make it now? T' world ain't a-comin'

to an end 'cos you'm come down fra'

London town. There, get along with 'ee,

do!" and she pushed her gently toward

the door, adding, with a sigh, " 'Twould

be a poor tale if Adam was never to come

back now, and it the first time he ever

left behind un anything he cared to see

agen."

Eve soon reached her point of obser

vation, and under shelter of the hedge

she stood looking with anxious eyes in

the direction from which Adam was to

come. It had been a clear bright day,

and the air blew fresh and cool; the sky

(except to windward, where a few white

fleecy masses lay scattered about) was

cloudless; the sea was of a deep-indigo

blue, flecked with ridges of foam, which

unfurled and spread along each wave,

crested its tip and rode triumphant to

the shore. Inside the Peak, over the

harbor, the gulls were congregated, some

fluttering over the water, some riding on

its surface, some flying in circles over

the heights, now green and soft with the

thick fresh grass of spring. Down the

spine of the cliff the tangle of brier-wood

and brambles, though not leafless, still

showed brown, and the long trails which

were lifted and bowed down as the sud

den gusts of wind swept over them, look

ed bare and wintry.

Eve gave an involuntary shiver, and

her eyes, so quick to drink in each va

ried aspect of the sea, now seemed to try

and shut out its beauty from before her.

What should she do if the wind blew

and the waves rose as she had seen them
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do of late, rejoicing in the sight, with

Adam by her side? But with him away,

she here alone—oh, her spirit sank within '

her; and to drive away the thoughts which

came crowding into her mind she left her

shelter, and, hurrying along the little path,

crossed the cress-grown brook, and was

soon halfway up the craggy ascent, when

Adam, who had reached the top from the

other side, called out, "Hallo! I didn't

think to find you here. We'd best walk

back a bit, or else we shall be just in the

eye of the wind, and it's coming on rather

fresh."

"You won't go if it blows, Adam ?"

and Eve's face betrayed her anxiety.

"Oh, my dear one," he said kindly,

"you mustn't think of the wind's having

anything to do with me. Besides, it's

all in our favor, you know: it'll rock us

to sleep all the sooner."

Eve tried to smile back as she looked

up at him, but it was a very feeble at

tempt. "I don't want to feel frightened)'

she said, "but I can't help it."

"Can't help what?"

"Why, thinking that something may

happen."

"Oh, nonsense!" he said: "there's

nothing going to happen. It's because

you care for me you think like that.

Why, look at me: ain't I the same?

Before this I never felt anything but glad

to be off and get away; but this time"

—and he drew a long sigh, as if to get

rid of the oppression—"I seem to carry

about a lump of lead inside me, and the

nearer it comes to saying good-bye the

heavier it grows."

This sympathy seemed to afford Eve

some consolation, and when she spoke

again it was to ask in a more cheerful

tone how long their probable absence

would be, where they were going, what

time they would take in getting there ; to

all of which Adam answered with un

necessary exactness, for both of them

felt they were talking, for talking's sake,

of things about which they knew all they

could know already. Yet how was it

possible, in the light of open day, when

at any moment they might be joined by

a third person, to speak of that which

lay deep down in their hearts, waiting

only for a word, a caress, a tender look,

to give it voice?

Adam had had a dozen cautions, en

treaties, injunctions to give to Eve: he

had been counting through every minute

of the day the time to this hour, and now it

had come and he seemed to have nothing

to say—could think of nothing except how

long he could possibly give to remaining.

"By Jove!" he exclaimed after more

than an hour had slipped away—time

wasted in irrelevant questions and an

swers, with long pauses between, when

neither could think of anything to say,

and each wondered why the other did

not speak—"By have, Eve! I must be

off: I didn't think the time had gone so

quick. We mustn't start at the furthest

later than eight; and if I ain't there to

look after them nobody 'll think it worth

while to be ready."

They were back under shelter of the

hedge again now, and Adam (who pos

sessed the singular quality of not caring

to do his lovemaking in public) ventured

to put his arm round Eve's waist and

draw her toward him. "You'll never let

me go again," he said, "without bein'

able to leave you my wife, Eve, will you ?

'Tis that, I b'lieve, is pressing on me. I

wish now more than ever that you had

n't persisted in saying no all this long

winter." .

"I won't say no next time," she said,

while the hitherto restrained tears began

to fall thick and fast.

Adam's delight was not spoken in

words, and for the time he forgot all

about the possibility of being overlook

ed: "Then, when I come back I sha'n't

be kept waiting any longer ?".

"No."

' "And we shall be married at once?"

"Yes."

Adam strained her again to his heart.

"Then, come what may," he said, "I

sha'n't fear it. So long as I've got you,

Eve, I don't care what happens. It's no

good," he said, after another pause. " The

time's up, and I must be off. Cheer up,

my girl, cheer up ! Look up at me, Eve,

that's a sweetheart! Now, one kiss more,

and after that we must go on to the gate,

and then good-bye indeed."
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But, the gate reached and the good-bye

said, Eve still lingered. "Oh, Adam!"

she cried, " stop—wait for one instant."

And Adam, well pleased to be detain

ed, turned toward her once more.

"Good-bye, Adam: God watch over

you!"

"Amen, my girl, amen! May He

watch over both of us, for before Him

we are one now, Eve: we've taken each

other, as the book has it, for better, for

worse, for richer, for poorer, in sickness

and in health."
l"Till death do you part," said the

sepulchral tones of a voice behind the

hedge; and with a laugh at the start he

had given them Jerrem passed by the

gate and went on his way.

CHAPTER .XXlV.

SEVERAL weeks had now passed by

since the bustle of departure was over,

and, though no direct intelligence had

come from the absentees, a rumor had

somehow spread abroad that the expect

ed run of goods was to be one of the

largest ever made in Polperro.

The probability of this fact had been

known to the leaders of the expedition

before they started, and had afforded

Adam another opportunity for impress

ing upon them the great necessity for

increased caution.

Grown suspicious at the supineness

which generally pervaded the revenue'

department, the government had decided

upon a complete revolution, and during

the winter months the entire force of the

coast had been everywhere superseded

and in many places increased. Both at

Lone and Fowey the cutters had new of

ficers and crews, and the men, inflamed

with the zeal of newcomers, were most

ardent to make a capture and so prove

themselves worthy of the post assigned

to them.

While all his comrades had affected

to laugh at these movements, Adam had

viewed them with anxiety—had seen the

graveness of their import and the dis

asters likely to arise from them ; and at

length his arguments had so far prevail

ed that a little better regulation was made

for the working of signals and ensuring

that they should be given and attended

to if required. In case of danger the rule

was to burn a fire on different heights 'of

the cliff, and small huts were even erect

ed for that purpose; but the lighting of

these fires was often delayed until the

last moment: what had become every

body's business was nobody's business,

and secure that, in any case, the cruisers

were no more willing to fight than the

smugglers were wanting to be fought,

hazards were often incurred which with

men whose silence could not be bought

(for up to that time every crew had had

its go-between) would most certainly

have proved fatal.

Upon the present force no influence

could as yet be got to bear, and, to prove

the temper of their dispositions, no soon

er was it known to them that three of the

most daring of the Polperro vessels were

absent than they set to watching the place

with such untiring yigilance that it need

ed all the sharpness of those left behind

to follow their movements and arrange

the signals so that they might warn their

friends without exciting undue suspicions

among their enemies.

Night after night, in one place or an

other, the sheltered flicker of the flame

shone forth as a warning that any at

tempt to land would prove dangerous,

until, word being suddenly brought that

the cruiser had gone off to Polruan, out

went the fire, and, an answering light

showing that at least one of the vessels

was on the watch, when the morning

dawned the Stamp and Go was in and

her cargo safe under water. The Lot

tery, she said, had contrived to decoy

the revenue-men away, hoping that by

that means the two smaller vessels might

stand a chance of running in, but from

their having to part company and keep

well away from each other, the Stamp

and Go, though certain the Cleopatra

was not far off, had lost sight of her.

The day passed away, the evening

light had all but faded, when to the

watchers the Cleopatra, with crowded

sail and aided by a south-west wind, was

seen trying to make the harbor, close fol
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lowed by the cruiser. The news flew

over the place like lightning, and but a

few minutes seemed to have passed be

fore all Polperro swarmed the cliffs, each

trying to secure a vantage-point by put

ting forth some strong claim of interest

in those on board. With trembling hearts

and anxious gaze the lookers-on watched

each movement of the two vessels, a dead

silence prevailing among them so long as

they both followed in the same course,

but the instant a clever tack was made

by which the pursuers were baffled, up

rose the shout of many voices, and cries

were heard and prayers uttered that the

darkness would come quickly on and

afford their friends a safe entrance.

Except to such men as steered the

Cleopatra, to enter Polperro harbor amid

darkness and wind was a task beyond

their skill; and, knowing this, and see

ing by her adversary's tactics the near

possibility of defeat, the cruiser had re

sort to her guns, trying to cut away the

Cleopatra's gear, and by that means com

pel her to heave-to. But, though partly

disabled, the stout little vessel bore on

waid, and night's friendly clouds coming

to her aid, the discomfited cruiser had to

withdraw within hearing of the trium

phant shouts which welcomed her rival's

safety.

With the exception of the Lottery all

was now safe, but no fears were enter

tained on her account, because, from her

superior size and her well-known fast

sailing qualities, the risks which had en

dangered the other two vessels would

in no way affect her. She had merely

to cruise outside and await, with all the

patience her crew could command, a fit

ting opportunity for slipping in, escaping

the revenue-men and turning on them a

fresh downpour of taunts and ridicule.

In proof of this, several of the neigh

boring fishing-boats had from time to

time seen and spoken to the Lottery;

and with a view to render those at home

perfectly at ease every now and again

one of these trusty messengers would

arrive with a few words which would be

speedily circulated among those most in

terested. The fact of her absence, and

the knowledge that at any time the at

tempt to land might be made, naturally

kept every one on the strain ; and direct

ly night set in both Joan and Eve trem

bled at each movement and started at

every sound.

One night, as, in case of surprise, they

were setting all things in order, a sud

den shuffling made Joan fly to the door.

"Why, Jonathan," she exclaimed, ad

mitting the man whom Eve had never

seen since the evening after her arrival,

"what's up? What brings you here,

eh ?"

"I've comed with sunimat for you,"

he said, casting a suspicitms look at

Eve.

"Well, out with it, then," said Joan,

quickly adding, as she jerked her head

in that direction, "us don't have no secrets

from she."

"Awh, doant 'ee ?" returned Jonathan

in a voice which sounded the reverse of

complimentary. "Wa-all, then, there's

what 'tis;" and he held toward her a

piece of paper folded up like a letter.

" Who's it from? where did 'ee get un ?"

asked Joan, while Eve exclaimed, "Oh',

Joan, see is it from them?"

"I can't stay no longer," said Jonathan,

preparing to retreat.

"But you must stay till we've made out

what this here is," said Joan.

Jonathan shook his head. "'Tain't

nothin' to do with what I'm about," he

answered, determined not to be detained,

"and I've got to run all the faster 'cos

I've comed round this way to bring it.

But Jerrem gived it to me," he whisper

ed, "and Adam ain't to be tould nothin'

of it ;" and he added a few more' words

which made Joan release her hold of him

and seem as.anxious to see him gone as

he was to go.

The first part of the whisperhad reach

ed Eve's ears, and the hope which had

leaped into her heart had been forced

back by the disappointment that Jerrem,

not Adam, had sent the letter. Still, it

might contain some news of their return,

and she turned to Joan with a look of

impatient inquiry.

"I wonder whatever 'tis about?" said

Joan, claiming the right of ownership so

far as the unfolding the missive went.
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"Some random talk or 'nother, I'll be

bound," she added, with a keener know

ledge of her correspondent than Eve pos

sessed. " I'll warrant he's a nice handful

aboard there 'mongst 'em all, with noth

in' to do but drinkin' and dice-throwin'

from mornin' to night. Awh, laws!" she

said, with a sigh of discontent as the

written page lay open before her, "what's

the good o' sendin' a passel 0' writin'

like that to me? 'T might so well be

double Dutch for aught I can make out

o' any o' it. There! take and read it,

do 'ee, Eve, and let's hear what he says i

—a good deal more ‘bout you than me,

I'll lay a wager to."

"Then I don't know why he should,"

said Eve.

"No, nor I neither," laughed Joan;

"but, there! I ain't jealous o' he, for, as

I'm Jerrem's cut- and- come -agen, his

makin' up to other maidens only leaves

un more relish for comin' back to the

dish he can stick by."

Eve's eyes had by this time run over

the carelessly-written, sprawling page of

the letter, and her face flushed up crim

son as she said, "l really do wish Jerrem

would give over all this silly nonsense.

He has no business to write in this way

to me."

"To you?" exclaimed Joan, snatching

back the letter to look at the outside.

"Why, that ain't to you ;" and she laid

her finger on the direction. "Come now,

'tis true I bain't much of a scholard, but

I'm blessed if I can't swear to my awn

name when 1 secs un."

"That's only the outside," said Eve:

"all the rest is to me—nothing but a par

cel of silly questions, asking me how he

has offended me, and why I don't treat

him as I used to; as if he didn't know

that he has nobody but himself to blame

for the difference!"

"And ain't there nothin' else? Don't he

send no word to me ?" asked Joan ruefully.

Eve, who was only too glad that poor

Joan's ignorance prevented her reading

the exaggerated rhodomontade of peni

tence and despair with which the paper

was filled, ignored the first question. " He

says," she said, turning to read from the

page, " 'As you won't give me the oppor

tunity of speaking to you, promise me

that when we meet, which will be to

morrow night—‘ Oh, Joan, can that be

true? do you think he means really to

morrow ?" then, running her eyes farther

on, she continued: "Perhaps he does, for

—listen, Joan—‘ You mustn't split on me

to Adam, who's cock-a-hoop about giv

ing you all a surprise, and there'd be the

devil to pay if he found out I'd blown the

gaff.' "

" Now, ain't that Jerrem all over ?" ex

claimed Joan angrily, anything but pleas

ed at the neglect she had suffered—"just

flyin' in the face o' everything Adam

wants done. He knaws how things has

got abroad afore, nobody could tell how,

and yet, 'cos he's axed, he can't keep a

quiet tongue in his head."

"I tell you what we'll do," said Eve

"not take a bit of notice of the letter,

Joan, and just act as if we'd never had

it: shall we?"

"Well, I reckon 'twould be the best

way, for I shouldn't wonder but they be

comin'," she added, while Eve, anxious

to be rid of the letter, hastily flung it into

the fire and stood watching it blaze up

and die out. "Jonathan gave a hint o'

somethin'," continued Joan, "though he

never named no time, which, if he was

trusted with, he knaws better than to tell

of." '

"I wonder they do trust him, thoug ,"

said Eve, "seeing he's rather silly ?"

" Awh ! most 0' his silly is to serve his

own turn. Why, to see un elsewheres

you'd say he'd stored up his wits to Pol

perro, and left 'em here till he gets back

agen; and that's how 'tis he ferrets out

the things he does, 'cos nobody minds

un nor pays no heed to un; and if he

does by chance come creepin' up or stand

anigh, ' 'Tis only poor foolish Jonathan,'

they says."

CHAPTER XXV.

THE sun which came streaming in

through the windows next morning seem

ed the herald of coming joy. Eve was

the first to be awakened, and she soon

aroused Joan. "It won't make no dif
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ference to them because the day's fine,"

she asked: "will it, Joan ?"

"Not a bit: they don't care a dump

what the day is, so long as the night's

only dark enough; and there'll be no

show o' moon this week."

"Oh, l'm so glad!" said Eve, breaking

out into a snatch of an old song which

had caught her fancy.

" Awh, my dear, don't 'ee begin to sing,

not till breakfast is over," exclaimed Joan.

Sing afore you bite, cry afore night.' "

"Cry with joy perhaps," laughed Eve;

still, she hushed her melody and hasten

ed her speed to get quickly dressed and

her breakfast over. That done with, the

house had to be fresh put in order, while

Joan applied herself to the making of

she said, "if they won't all of 'em be just

ready for a jollification this time, and no

mistake!"

"And I'm sure they deserve to have

one," said Eve, whose ideas of merry

making were on a much broader scale

now than formerly. It was true she still

'always avoided the sight of a drunken

man and ran away from a fight, but this

was more because her feelings were out

raged at these sights than because her

sense of right and wrong was any longer

shocked at the vices which led to them.

"I'll tell 'ee what I think l'll do," said

Joan as, her culinary tasks over. she felt

at liberty to indulge in some relaxation:

"Hi just run in to Polly Taprail's and

two or three places near, and see if the

wind's blowed them any of this news."

"Yes, do," said Eve, "and I shall go

along by the Warren a little way and

look at the sea, and that—"

"Lord save the maid !" laughed Joan :

"whatever you finds in the say to look

at I can't tell. 1 knaw 'tis there, but I

niver wants to turn my eyes that way,

'ceptin' 'tis to look at somethin' 'pon it."

"Wait till you've been in a town like

I have for some time," said Eve.

"Wait? Iss, 1 'spects 'twill be wait

'fore my turn comes to be in a town for

long. Awh, but I should just like to

go to London, though," she added:

" wouldn't I just come back ginteel!"

and she walked out of the door with

the imaginary strut such an importance

would warrant her in assuming. Eve

followed, and the two walked together

down Lansallos street, at the corner of

which they parted—Joan to go to Mrs.

Taprail's, and Eve along by the Warren

toward Talland, for, although she had

not told her intention to Joan, she had '

made up her mind to walk on to where

she could get sight of Talland Bay.

She was just in that state of hope and

fear when inaction becomes positive pain,

and relief is only felt while in pursuit of

an object which entails some degree of

bodily movement. Joan had so laugh

ed at her fears for the Lottery that to a

great extent her anxiety had subsided;

1 and everybody else seemed so certain
various pies and pastries; "For, you see," i

that with Adam's caution and foresight

nothing could possibly happen to them

that to doubt their safety seemed to doubt

his wisdom.

During this last voyage Adam had had

a considerable rise in the opinions of the

Polperro folk: they would not admit it

too openly, but in discussions between

twos and threes it was acknowledged that

"Adam had took the measure o' they

new revenoo-chaps from the fust, and

said they was a cunnin', desateful lot,

and not to be dealt with no ways ;" and

Eve, knowing the opposition he had had

to undergo, felt a just pride that they

were forced into seeing that his fears

had some ground and that his advice

was worth following out.

Once past the houses, she determined no

longer to linger, but walk on as briskly'as

possible; and this was the more advisable

because the day was a true April one:

sharp showers of mingled hail and rain

had succeeded the sun, which now again

was shining out with dazzling brightness.

The sea was green and rippled over

with short dancing waves, across which

ran long slanting shadows of a bright

violet hue, reflected from the sun and

shy ; but by the time Eve reached a jut

ting stone which served as a landmark

all this was vanishing, and, turning, she

saw coming up a swift creeping shadow

which drew behind it a misty veil that

covered up both sea and sky and blot

ted them from view.
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"Oh my! here's another hailstorm

coming," she said; and, drawing the

hood of her cloak close over her face,

she made all haste down the steep bit

of irregular rock toward where she knew

that, a little way off the path, a huge

boulder would afford her shelter.

Down came the rain, and with it such

a gust of wind that, stumbling up the bit

of cliff on which the stone stood, Eve was

almost bent double. Hullo! Somebody

was here already, and, shaking back her

hood to see who her companion in dis

tress might be, she uttered a sharp scream

of horror, for the man who stood before

her was no other than Reuben May.

"Then you're not glad to see me, Eve ?"

he said, for the movement Eve had in

voluntarily made was to put out her hands

as if to push him away.

Eve tried to speak, but the sudden

fright of his unexpected presence seemed

to have dried up her throat and tongue

and taken away all power of utterance.

"Your old chum, Capen Triggs, asked

me how I should like to take a bit of a

trip with him, and I thought, as I hadn't

much to keep me, I'd take his offer; and,

as he's stopped at Plymouth for a day or

so, I made up my mind to come so far

as here and see for myself if some of

what I've been told is true."

"\Vhy, what have you been told?"

said Eve, catching at anything which

might spare her some of the unpleas

antness of a first communication.

"Well, for one thing, that you're going

to be married to your cousin."

Eve's color rose, and Reuben, think

ing it might be anger, said, " Don't make

any mistake, Eve: I haven't come to

speak about myself. All that's past and

over, and God only knows why I ever

got such folly into my head ;" and Reu

ben thought himself perfectly sincere in

making this statement, for he had talked

himself into the belief that this journey

was undertaken from the sole desire to

carry out his trust. " What I've come to

do is to speak to you like a friend, and

ask you to tell me what sort of people

these are that you're among, and how

the man gets his living that you're think

ing of being married to."

l

Eve hesitated: then she said, "There

is no need for me to answer you, Reu

ben, because I can see that somebody

already has been talking about them to

you—haven't they?"

"Yes, they have, but how do I know

that what they've said is true?"

' "Oh, I dare say it's true enough," she

said: "people ain't likely to tell you false

about a thing nobody here feels ashamed

to own to."

" Not ashamed of being drunkards, law

' breakers, thieves?" said Reuben sternly.

"Reuben May," exclaimed Eve, flam

ing up with indignation and entirely for

getting that but a little time before she

had held an exactly similar opinion, "do

you forget that you're speaking of my own

father's blood - relations— people who're

called by the same name I am ?"

" No, I don't forget it, Eve; and I don't

forget, neither, that if I didn't think that

down here you would soon become ruin

ed, body and soul, I'd rather cut my

tongue out than it should give utterance

to a word that could cause you pain.

You speak of your father, but think of

your mother, Iive—think if she could

rise up before you could you ask her

blessing on what you're going toido ?"

Eve's face quivered with emotion, and

Reuben, seizing his advantage, continued:

"Perhaps you think I'm saying this be

cause I'm wanting you for myself, but,

as God will judge us, 'tisn't that that's

making me speak, Eve ;" and he held

out his hand toward her. " You've known

me for many a long year now—my heart's

been laid more bare to you than to any

living creature: do you believe what I'm

saying to you?"

"Yes, Reuben, I do," she answered

firmly, though the tears, no longer re

strained, came streaming from her eyes ;

"and you must also believe what I say

to you—that my cousin is a man as hon

est and upright as yourself, that he would

n't defraud any one of the value ofa pin's

point, nor take a thing that he didn't

think himself he'd got a proper right

to."

"Good God, Eve! is it possible that

you can speak like this of one who gets

his living by smuggling?" and a spasm
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of positive agony passed over Reuben's

face as he tried to realize the change of

thought and feeling which could induce

a calm defence of such iniquity. " What's

the difference whether a man robs me or

he robs the king? Isn't he stealing just

the same?"

T'No, certainly not," said Eve, quickl

ly. "I can't explain it all to you, but I

know this—that what they bring over

they buy and pay for, and certainly,

therefore, have some right to."

"Have a right to ?" repeated Reuben.

" Well, that's good ! So men have a right

to smuggle, have they? and smuggling

isn't stealing? Come! I should just like

this cousin of yours to give me half an

hour of his company to argue out that

matter in."

"My cousin isn't at home," said Eve,

filled with a sudden horror of what might

be expected from an argument between '

two such tempers as Reuben and Adam

possessed. "And if you've only come

here to argue, whether 'tis with me or

with them, Reuben, 'tis a waste of time

that'll do no good to you nor any of us."

Reuben did not speak. He stood and

for a few moments looked fixedly at her:

then he turned away and hid his face in

his hands. The sudden change from

anger to sorrow came upon Eve unex

pectedly: anything like a display of

emotion was so foreign to Reuben that

she could not help being affected by it,

and after a minute's struggle with her

self she laid her hand on his arm, say

ing gently, " Reuben, don't let me think

you've come all this long way only to

quarrel and say bitter things to'me: let

me believe 'tis as you said—because you

weren't satisfied, and felt, for mother's

sake, you wanted to be a friend to me

still. I feel now as if I ought to have

told you when I wrote that I was going

to marry my cousin Adam, but I didn't

do it because I thought you'd write to

me, and then 'twould be easier to speak;

and When you didn't take no notice I

thought you meant to let me go alto

gether, and I can't tell you how hurt I

felt. I couldn't help saying to myself

over and over again (though I was so

angry with you I didn't know what to

friend as Reuben—never.

do), 'I shall never have another such

Eve's words had their effect, and when

Reuben turned his pale face to her again

his whole mood was softened. "'Tis to

be the same friend I always was that I've

come, Eve," he said; "only you know

me, and how I can never keep from

blurting out all at once things that I

ought to bring round bit by bit, so that

they might do good and not give

offence."

"You haven't offended me yet," she

said—"at least," she added, smiling in

her old way at him, "not beyond what

I can look over; and so faras I can and it

will ease your mind, Reuben, I'll try to

tell you all you care to know about uncle

and—the rest of them. I'm sure if you

knew them you'd like them : you couldn't

help it—more particularly Joan and Ad

am, if you once saw those two."

"And why can't I see them, Eve? It

wouldn't seem so very strange, being

your frien.d—for that's all I claim to be

—going there to see you, would it ?"

"No, I don't know that it would;

only," and here she _hesitated, "what

ever you saw that you didn't like, Reu

ben, you'd only speak to me about.

You wouldn't begin arguing with them,

would you?"

Reuben shook his head. Then with

a sudden impulse, he said, "And have

you really given all your love to this

man, Eve?"

"Yes," she said, not averting her eyes,

although her face was covered with a

quick blush.

"And whatever comes you mean to

be his wife?"

"I don't mean to be anybody else's

wife," she said.

"And he—he cares for you ?"

" If he didn't be sure I should have

never cared for him."

Reuben sighed. " VVell," he said, "I'll

go and see him. I'll have a talk with

him, and try and find out what sort of

stuff he's made of. If I could go away

certain that things ain't as bad as I fear

ed to find them, I should take back a

lighter heart with me. You say he isn't

home now. Is he at sea, then?"
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"No, not at sea: he's close by."

"Then you expect him back soon ?"

"Yes: we expect him back to-night."

"To-night? Then I think I'll change

my plan. I meant to go back to Ply

mouth and see what Triggs is about to

do, for I'm going round to London with

him when he goes; but if you're expect

ing your cousin so soon, why shouldn't I

stop here till I've seen him ?"

"Oh, but he mightn't come," said Eve,

who in any case had no wish that Reu

ben should appear until she had paved

the way for his reception, and above all

things desired his absence on this par

ticular occasion.

"Well, I must take my chance of that

—unless," he added, catching sight of

her face, " there's any reason against my

stopping ?"

Eve colored. "Well," she said, "per

haps they mightn't care, as they don't

know you, about your being here. You

see," she added by way of excuse, "they

have been away a long while now."

"Been to France, I s‘pose ?" said Reu

ben in a tone which conveyed his sus

picions. '

"No," replied Eve, determined not to

seem ashamed of their occupation: "I

think they've been to Guernsey."

"Oh, well, all the same, so far as what

they went to fetch. Then they're going

to try and land their cargo, I s‘pose ?"

"I don't know what they may be go

ing to try and do"—and Eve endeavor

ed to imitate the sneer with which Reu

ben had emphasized the word—"but I

know that trying with them means doing.

There's nobody about here," she added

with a borrowed spice of Joan'-s manner,

"would care to put themselves in the

way of trying to hinder the Lottery."

" 'Tis strange, then, that they shouldn't

choose to come in open daylight, rather

than be sneaking in under cover of a

dark night," said Reuben aggravatingly.

"As it happens," retorted Eve, with an

assumption of superior nautical know- '

ledge, "the dark night suits them best,

by reason that at high tide they can come

in close to Down I-Ind. Oh, you needn't

try to think you can hurt me by your

sneers at them," she said, inwardly smart

ing under the contempt she knew Reuben

felt. "I feel hurt at your wanting to say

such things, but not at all at what you

say. T/ml can't touch me."

"No, so I see," said Reuben hopeless

ly. Then, after a minute's pause, he

burst out with a passionate, "Oh, Eve, I

feel as if I could take and jump into the

sea with you, so as I might feel you'd be

safe from the life I'm certain you're go

in' to be dragged down to. You may

think fair now of this man, because he's

only showed you his fair side; but they

who know him know him for what he is

—bloodthirsty, violent, a drunkard, nev

er sober, with his neck in a noose and

the gallows swinging over his head.

What hold will you have over one who

fears neither God nor devil? Yes, but

I will speak. You shall listen to the

truth from me," for she had tried to inter

rupt him. " It isn't too late, and 'tis but

fit that you know what others say of

him."

Eve's anger had risen until she seem

ed turned into a fury, and her voice,

usually low and°full, now sounded hard

and sharp as she cried, "If they said a

hundred times worse of him I would still

marry him; and if he stood on the gal

lows, that you say swings over his head,

I'd stand by his side and say I was his

wife."

"God pity you!" groaned Reuben.

"I want no pity," she said, "and so

you can tell those who would throw it

away on me. Say to them that you

sought me out to cast taunts at me, but

it was of no use, for what you thought I

should be ashamed of I gloried in, and

could look you and all the world in the

face "—and she seemed to grow taller as
she spoke—"land say I felt proud to be a

smuggler's wife ;" and, turning, she made

a movement as if to go.

But Reuben took a step so as to im

pede her. "Is this to be our parting?"

he said. "Can you throw away the only

friend you've got left?"

"I don't call you a friend," she said.

" You'll know me for being so one day,

though, and bitterly rue you didn't pay

more heed to my words."

"Never!" she said proudly. " I'd trust
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Adam with my life: he's true as steel.

Now," she added, stepping on one side,

"I have no more time to stay: I must

go back; so let me pass."

Mechanically Reuben moved. Stung

by her words, irritated by a sense of fail

ure, filled with the sharpest jealousy

against his rival, he saw no other course

open to him than to let her go her way

and to go his. "Good-bye, then, Eve,"

he said, in a dry, cold voice.

"Good-bye," she answered.

"I don't think, after what's passed, you

need expect to see me again," he ventur

ed, with the secret hope that she would

pause and say something that might lead

to a fresh discussion.

"I had no notion that you'd still have

athought of coming. I should look upon

a visit from you as very out of place."

"Oh, well, be sure 1 sha'n't force my

self where I'm not wanted."

" Then you'll be wise to stay away, for

you'll never be wanted where I am."

And without another glance in his di

rection she walked away, while Reuben

stood and watched hér out of sight.

"That's ended," he said, setting his lips

firmly together and hardening the ex

pression of his naturally grave face.

"That mad game's finished, and finish

ed so that I think I've done with sweet

hearting for as long as I live. Well,

thank God! a man may get on very

fairly though the woman that he made a

fool of himself for fiings back his love

and turns him over for somebody else."

Then, as if some unseen hand had dealt

him a sudden thrust, he cried out, "\Vhy

did I ever see her? VVhy was I made to

care for her? Haven't I known the folly

of it all along, and fought and strove from

the first to get the better of myself? and

here she comes down and sees a fellow

whose eye is tickled by her looks, and

he gets in a week what I've been beg

ging and praying for years for; and they

tell you that God's ways are just and that

He rewards the good and punishes the

evil!" and Reuben's face worked with

suppressed emotion, for in spirit he stood

before his Creator and upbraided Him

with "Lo! these many years have I

served Thee, neither transgressed I at

any time Thy commandments; and yet

this drunkard, this evil-liver, this law

breaker, is given that for which in my

soul I have thirsted!" and the devils

of envy and revenge ran by his side re

joicing, while Fate flew before and lured

him on to where Opportunity stood and

welcomed his approach.

Tbe AuI/mr ql“ "Darot/zy Fox."

[To in: corrr1uvxn.]

POSSESSION.

HE is thine own at last, O faithful soul!

The love that changed not with the changing years

Hath its reward: Desire's strong prayers and tears

Fall useless since thy hand hath touched the goal.

See how she yieldeth up to thy control

Each mystery of her beauty: enter, thou,

A vanquished victor. None can disavow

Thy royal, love-bought right unto the whole

Of love's rich feast.- Oh outspread golden hair,

White brow, red lips whereon thy lips are set

With rapturous thrills undreamed of, past compare!

Oh ecstasy of bliss! And yet—and yet—

What doth it .profit thee that every part

ls thine except the little wayward heart?

ELIZA CALVERT HALL.
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AN OLD ENGLISH HOME: BRAMSHILL HOUSE.

A PECULIAR charm hangs about an

Elizabethan country-house.

The castles belong to an utterly dif

ferent state of things and people—to a

rougher, coarser time. Their towers and

walls, where the jackdaws build in the

ivy; their moats, where tlre hoary carp

bask and fatten; their drawbridges and

heavy doors and loopholed windows,-—~

these all tell of the unrest, the semi-war

like state of feudal days, when each great

seigneur was a petty king.in his own

county, with his private as well as pub

lic feuds, and his little army of men-at

arms ready to do his bidding, to sally

forth and fight for the king or to defend

his'own walls against some more power

ful neighbor.

The great houses of the eighteenth

century have a different character again,

with their Italian facades and trim ter

raced gardens, where the wits and beau

ties of dull Queen Anne's time amused

themselves after their somewhat rude

fashion. They speak of a solid luxury

in keeping with the heavy features and

ponderous minds of the worthies of those

days.

But the Elizabethan, or even early Ja

cobean, house tells us of England in her

golden age. The walls of red brick, gray

with lichens; the rows of wide stone-mul

lioned windows and hanging oriels; the

delicate, fanciful chimneys rising in great

clusters above the pointed gables; the

broad stone steps leading up to the hos

pitable door; the smooth green terraces

and bowling-lawns, walled in, it is true,

but closed with gates of curiously-wrought

ironwork meant more for ornament than

for defence,—all these serve to recall the

days when learning and wealth joined

hands with the Maiden Queen to raise

England from the depths into which she

had sunk—the days of "the worthies

whom Elizabeth, without distinction of

rank or age, gathered round her in the

ever-glorious wars of her great reign."

It was then that Burleigh and Wal

singham talked statecraft; that Raleigh

and Drake, Frobisher and Grenville, sail

ed the seas and beat the Spanish Arma

da; that the "sea-dogs" brought the

treasures of the New World to the feet

of the queen, and filled men's minds with

dreams of El Dorados where gold and

jewels were as common as the sand on

the seashore. It was then that English

literature, all but dead during the storm

of the Reformation, began to revive.

And then it was that a galaxy of poets

arose such as the world had never seen

before; that Sidney wrote his Arcadia,

Spenser his Faerie Queevze,- that Chris

topher Marlowe, Beaumont and Fletcher

and merrie Ben Jonson founded the

English drama; and that Shakespeare,

poet of poets, overshadowed them all

with that stupendous genius which has

filled succeeding generations with won

der and love.

Then it was that men began to think

of their home as a casket in which to

enshrine the gentler tastes and luxuries

which peace at home and continental in

fluences from without were fostering in

England. The casket must be fitted for

its treasure; and so it came to pass that

throughout the length and breadth of

the land those fair Elizabethan mansions

sprang up.

l see one such now in my mind's eye

—one that I love well, for since my ear

liest childhood it has filled me with awe

and admiration and delight. It was built

by James I. as a hunting-box for his son,

Prince Henry, but ere the house was fin

ished the young prince was dead, and

all the promise of his short life gone with

him. Had he lived, our English history

for the next hundred years might have

been a different story. Bramshill then

passed into other hands—first to Lord

Zouch, then to the Copes, who still own

it—but in the finely-carved stone balus

trade above the great western door the
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three plumes of the prince of Wales‘s

feathers may still be seen, the sole me

mento of its royal origin. Only~half the

original house remains : the rest was de

stroyed by fire a couple of hundred years

ago.

palace.

You enter through the heavily-nailed

and barred doors, and find yourself in a V

vast hall panelled up to the ceiling with '

old oak. The immense fireplace with

its brass dogs and andirons tells of the

yule log that still at Christmas burns upon

the hearth, and trophies of arms of all

ages—from the Toledo blade that can

be bent by the point into a semicircle, so

perfect is the temper of its steel, to the

Sikh sword that was brought home after

the Indian mutiny—form fitting orna

ments for the walls.

Then come many rooms, with deep- I

embrasured windows looking out on the '

terrace, each beautiful or curious in its

own way—a noble dining-room hung

with old grisaille tapestry, from which

you may learn the life of Decius Mus

if you have patience to disentangle the

strange medley of impossible figures in

gardens with impossible flowers, where

impossible beasts roam in herds and im

possible birds sing among the branches.

But the glory of the house is its first

floor. The wide oak staircase leads you

up first to the chapel-room, with its oriel

windows overhanging the western door,

its Italian cabinets, its rare china, its

chairs and couches covered with crewel

work more than two hundred years old,

yet with colors as fresh as on the day that

Lady Zouch and her maidens set in the

stitches. Then there is the great draw

ing-room, with its precious Italian marble

chimney -piece, more brass dogs, more ta

pestry, more recessed windows. Then

the library, full of priceless books, to '

which the present learned owner is con

stantly adding new volumes. The mere

ceilings are a study in themselves, for

they are covered with mouldings and

traceries and hanging bosses of marvel

lous workmanship of the time of Inigo

Jones—designed, some say, by him, for he

used to stay at Eversley, hard by, with

a friend and fellow-pupil of Sir Christo

pher Vi'ren. Then comes the long gallery,

running the whole width of the building,

stored with curiosities, where we used to

. run races and play hide-and-seek with

' the children of the house in bygone days,

Yet what still stands is verily a ' and tremble when evening came on lest

some bogie from his lurking-place should

spring out upon us. The bedrooms are

panelled with oak painted white, with

splendid fireplaces and carved mantel

pieces that reach the ceiling.

And besides all these there are en

chanting little rooms reached by unex

pected staircases, by secret doors in the

wall, by dark passages where one hears

, the rustle of ghostly brocade dresses.

Those are the most lovable rooms, for,

once safely in them, one is at home and

warm, while in the state rooms one feels,

as the dear old squire who died here

thirty years ago said, "like a pea in a

drum."

Down from the house slopes the pzirk,

with its green glades, its heather-covered

knolls, its huge oaks, its delicate silver

i birches—above all, its matchless Scotch

firs, which James I. planted here, as he

did in many places in England, to re

mind himself of the land of his birth.

The hardy northern trees took kindly to

their new home, and they have seeded

themselves and spread far and wide over

vast tracts of country. But nowhere

south of Tweed are finer specimens to

be found than in this old Hampshire park.

Three great avenues of them run round

a triangle half a mile across, and outside

the shade of their black branches the

purple heather and waving bracken form

a carpet fit for elves and fairies.

From the western front of the house a

double avenue of gigantic elms leads

down to the river that gleams in silver

lines beneath the bridge, and ends where

the moors begin on the opposite hill a

mile away. Up this avenue in olden

days the deer were driven toward the

house, to be killed at the feet of the la

dies, who stepped down in hoops and fur

belows and dainty shoes to the iron gates

between two pepper-box towers where

gorgeous peacocks now strut and sun

themselves.

Those were_ the days when, sorely
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against his own wish, Archbishop Ab

bot, my worthy ancestor, went a-hunting

in the park on Sunday at the command

of the king his master, who with the arch

bishop was a guest of Lord Zouch. Well '

for him had it been if he had resisted the

royal will, for, as it befell, the arrow from

his crossbow, glancing from a tree, struck

one of the keepers and killed him then

and there. The poor archbishop, it is

said, never smiled again, and his sad,

tender face in Vandyke's noble picture

looks down on me from the wall as I

write and bears out the truth of the sto- '

ry. Often and often when we children

were playing in the park did we wander 1

about, trying to settle from which tree

the arrow glanced, conjuring up before

our eyes the whole scene—the king's

anger and the archbishop's despair at

the catastrophe—and feeling the while a

proud personal interest in it all. Ah,

what good days those were, roaming

about knee-deep in heather, catching

the rare moths, chasing the squirrels that '

whisked up the fir stems and mocked us

from their high perch, searching the hol- '

low trees for woodpeckers' nests, eating

the beech-nuts or pricking our fingers as

we tried to open the husks of the Span

ish chestnuts that grew by the lake!

From among the bulrushes the coots

sailed out at our approach, and the tiny

dabchick dived so deep that we thought,

" This time she must be drowned," when,

1o and behold! she would appear twenty

yards off, a little black balt with a yel

low bill,'only to take breath and plunge

again. Sometimes in a hard winter we

would hear high in the sky the cry of a

weird pack of hounds. Nearer and near

er drew that unearthly music, till we held

our breath in a kind of delightful terror,

and then above our heads appeared a

flock of wild swans on the search for wa

ter; and down they dropped, like white

cannon-balls, into the lake, sending a

mass of spray into the air and shivering

the smooth black surface of the water

into a thousand ripples that circled away

and lapped against the banks in mimic

waves.

But I think my most exquisite moment

saw close by me a little fox-cub—a furry

darling, about as big as a four-months‘

old kitten, with black stripes across his

fat back. He had ventured out of the

fox-earths on the other side of the park

palings, and did not know how to get

back to his anxious mother. I tried to

catch him, but that was not to be, and

, young Reineke soon found a way home.

Nevertheless, the joy was mine, never to

1 be forgotten, of having seen a real wild

beast so near.

Even on dark and stormy days the

park has its own strange charm as one

walks up the gloomy avenue on the soft

fir-needles glistening with rain. A mur

' mur fills the air as of sea-waves beating

on the shore: it is the wet south-west

wind soughing overhead and lashing the

writhing branches. One thinks of the

, German fairy-tales, and half expects to

meet the old woman who led Hansel

and Grethel captive, or to come sud

denly upon her house with its ginger

bread roof and barley-sugar windows.

I remember once taking a well-known

musician through those fir woods one

dark afternoon as the wind was making

soft music above us. He was silent, and

I was disappointed, for I had fancied that

the new country would delight him and

excite his imagination. But when we

reached home he sat down to the piano

in the dark, and played on and on as

if he were pouring out his whole soul

in the flood of sweet melody; and when,

after an hour of marvellous improvisa

tion, he stopped and said to us, "I could

n't help it: I had to reel off all that I have

been seeing and hearing this afternoon,"

then lwas content, for I knew nothing

had been thrown away on our friend,

and that if he could not talk about it all

he could do even better.

But if you would see Bramshill in all

its pride come on some November morn

ing to the first meet of the season.

Well do I recollect the excitement of

those happy days. How long the night

seemefibefore morning broke and I was

sure it was not pouring with rain! How

' pleasant to run down to breakfast all neat

and trim in one's habit! And then when

of happiness was one spring day when l l flask and sandwiches were safely bestow
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ed, white gloves buttoned and hat firmly

secured, how eagerly I watched for half

past ten to walk out to the stables, where

the horses were stamping and snorting

impatiently, knowing full well by their

marvellous instinct what enjoyment was

before them! Then my little bay Sin

tram came dancing out, followed by Puff,

the dear old brown mare. I was tossed

into the saddle, and away we went at that

peculiarly unpleasant and tiring pace, a

"cover trot," which for some inscrutable

reason is the right thing if you are going

to a meet. Less than a trot, more than

a walk, you can neither sit still nor rise

in your stirrup, but must just jog along

till you fairly ache. The horses pull and

fight with their bits as we keep them in

the soft sandy ditch up the lane to spare

their precious feet. At the few cottages

we pass women and children are all

standing at their garden-gates to watch

the "quality" go by. The ploughmen

in the fields discover that the furrows

nearest the road need a great deal of at

tention; the shepherds fold their sheep

to-day close to the hedge, so as to secure

front places for the show; and if we

chance to run this way every man will

leave his work and follow us as long as

his breath lasts, and his master, who is

riding, will not grumble, for if hounds

are running every man, be he rich or

poor, has a right to run too.

Up the sandy hill we go, and out on

the wide moors, covered with soft brown

heather, which stretch away with hardly

a break twenty miles south and east to

Aldershot Camp or Windsor Forest. On

the brow of the hill grows a mighty bush

of furze which always goes by the name

of "Miss Bremer's furze-bush." When

the dainty Swedish novelist once came

to gladden Eversley Rectory with her

presence she told how she longed to see

the plant before which Linnzeus had fall

en on his knees; and she walked up this I

selfsame hill and with eyes full of tears

gazed on the prickly shrub with its mist

of golden-colored, apricot-scentQd flow

ers. The old Hampshire proverb says,

"When furze is out of flower kissing is

out of fashion ;" and, sure enough, there

is not a month in the year in which you

may not find a blossom or two among

the green spines.

Now we cross a green road, the Welsh

Ride, which in the autumn is covered

with thousands of cattle making their way

in great herds from the Welsh mountains

and Devonshire pastures to the winter

fairs round London. The drovers used

to boast that they could bring their beasts

all the way from Wales without once go

ing off turf or through a turnpike. Now,

alas! crowded cattle-trucks on the rail

way are fast superseding the old-fashion

ed, wholesome way of travelling, and we

seldom have the autumnal air filled with

the lowing of the herds, the barking of

the attendant dogs and the shouts of the

drovers on their sturdy 'Welsh ponies.

But to-day the Welsh Ride looks gay

enough, for it is dotted with little knots

of horsemen in black or red coats using

it as a short cut from Aldershot and Sand

hurst. We turn off the moor into the

shadow of the fir avenue that leads half

a mile up to the park-gates. The ground,

covered with a soft carpet of pine-needles

and burrowed everywhere by the roots

of the trees, gives off a hollow echo to

the horses' clattering hoofs. The sombre

avenue is alive in unwonted fashion to

day. Now we pass a group of pedes

, trians from the village; now a young

farmer comes by on a half-broken colt

which is to make its first acquaintance

' with the hounds; then a break with a

’ big party from a country-house in Miss

Mitford's village passes us with a gay

greeting as it rattles on. A tiny nutshell

of a pony-carriage full of babies comes

trotting along, and its driver, poor Shel

don Williams, will make notes of the

scene and put them into one of his clev

er hunting-pictures, little dreaming of the

day when his early death will leave those

babies penniless. Now a group of the

redcoats we saw on the Welsh Ride

overtakes us, and Sintram plunges and

dances as a wild little thorough-bred

comes up to our side. His master, who

has already gained his Victoria Cross

twice—first as a little lad in the trenches

at Sevastopol, and again for desperate

deeds of valor in the lndian mutiny—is

to win yet further glory in 1879 at the
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head of the "flying column" in Zulu

land—Evelyn VVood, the most gallant

and humane of all that gallant band.

The white park-gate is held wide open

by a poor ne'er-do-weel in a shabby old

red coat—John Ellis by name. How he

gets his living no one knows, but if there

is a meet of fox-hounds anywhere within '

ten miles, there he is sure to be, holding

' people's horses or ready at a gate for .

stray pennies and sixpences. There is

usually such a hanger-on to every pack

of hounds in England—one who travels '

immense distances on foot to turn up in

unexpected places and get a few hard

earned shillings as his reward. We jog

along under the magnificent silver firs,

only to be equalled by those in the duke

of Wellington's park at Strathfieldsaye,

hard by; then up the lime avenue which ,

borders the cricket-ground, where thir

ty years ago the most famous matches

in Hampshire were played; and as we

reach the iron gates leading up to the

house our little knot of riders has swell- 1

ed into a veritable cavalcade.

Down the drive we trot, past the sta

bles, where the watch-dogs strain angrily

at their chains and a little green monkey

jibbers with rage and excitement, and in

another moment we turn under the shad

ow of the great house up to the western

door. Here all is life and bustle. Twen

ty or thirty carriages are drawn up by the

widespreading lawn: grooms are holding

horses ready for their masters, who are

refreshing the inner man with cherry

brandy and cold breakfast indoors. A

tinkle of bells is heard as the duchess

of Wellington drives herself up with her

three ponies abreast, Russian fashion.

Then a perfectly-appointed brougham,

with a pair of magnificent cobs, stops in

a corner, and a soldier-like foreigner in

a red coat helps out a quiet-looking Eng

lish lady wrapped up in furs. She slips

them ofi' as her groom leads up a price

less horse for her to mount, and in a

moment is in the saddle, and will ride

as straight as any man in the field to

day. Her husband, Count Morella, bet

ter known as the famous Carlist general

Cabrera, whose strange and terrible his

tory many years ago fascinated the gen

I tle English heiress, now satisfies his war

' like spirit by fox-hunting on the best

horses that money can buy, and has

settled down into a quiet English coun

try gentleman.

The hounds have arrived before us.

There they are—the beauties !—on the

‘ green grass, and we ride in among them

i to have a word with Tom Swetman the

i

i

huntsman and good George Austin the

whip, the latter of whom has given me

i a lead over many a fence. Gallant Tom !

the bravest and gentlest of men, how lit

l tle we thought that in a year or two we

should never see your honest face again

on earth! But you will be long remem

bered, though you are with us no more,

and the story will be told for years to

come of a day when the hounds ran into

their fox on the South-western Railway.

1 lt was in a cutting fifty feet deep, with a

tremeddous fence at the top. Tom ar

rived just in time to see his hounds on

the rails, with poor Reynard dead in

their midst and the express train from

Southampton speeding up the hill at fif

ty miles an hour. He crammed his horse

over the great post and rails, down the

almost perpendicular side of the cutting,

whipped the hounds off, and, as the train

rushed screaming by, rode out from un

‘ der the very wheels of the engine and

up the farther bank with his rescued

pack.

But now our master, Mr. Garth, comes

down the steps—a signal that we must

no longer waste time talking with our

neighbors, and like a good old friend he

gives us a private programme of the way

we shall draw. Stirrups are lengthened

or shortened, girths tightened, restive

horses led away to unobserved corners

where their owners can try to mount

without being seen by the assembled

multitude. Sintram executes a war

l dance on his hind legs, to the delight

of some schoolboys in a wagonette, the

terror of their fair companions and the

extreme disgust of his-mistress at having

to practice the /mute école before so large

an audience. Ah, my poor Sintram ! He

danced once too often, and one fine day

came to a sad end by falling backward

. and breaking his neck.
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Tom now comes up to the master: poorpedestrians! Weareoff,andshallnot

"Shall we go, sir?"

"Yes—now, I think."

Tom, followed by his splendid pack and

his two whippers-in. Then comes the

master, and we all crowd after them pell

mell with horses plunging and kicking,

and as soon as we are fairly out in the

open a kind of stampede takes place

among the unruly young ones, and we

see many' an involuntary steeple-chase

over the smooth green cricket-ground.

Through the dark avenues of fir trees

we ca'nter to the temple, a little summer- 1

house on a promontory in the sea of

wood that lies below, and we stand ad

miring the far blue distant view away to

the Hogsback and the South Downs be

yond Basingstoke as the hounds begin

their work. There they are: you can

see their twinkling tails as they draw the

heather-covered slopes beneath us and

disappear among the golden-brown brack

en, while one of the whips plunges down

after them and shakes a shower of am

ber leaves froin the silver birches as he

brushes past them.

Something streaks away down a green

drive. A young hound gives tongue, but

his note of triumph quickly changes to a

yelp as the vigilant whip catches him with

the tip of his long lash and roars, " War' *

hare!" Poor little man! He has tried

to run what is called a "short-tailed fox,"

and returns to the pack a sadder and

a wiser dog. But now the tails twinkle

faster than .ever. A low whimper from

some of the old hounds, then a burst of >

joyous music from the pack.

"Gone away!" yells Tom, standing up

in his stirrups and tooting his horn.

Then that unmistakable screech which

is supposed to mean "Tally-ho!" from

a group of beaters and keepers in the

distance, and there, against the park

palings, a beautiful red thing scudding

along the soft ride, flat to the ground,

his bushy tail flying straight behind him.

Reynard himself! Now let all look out

for themselves. Adieu,carriages! adieu,

* In hunting dialect the warning " 'ware " or " be

ware " is shortened to " war'," as in the old advice,

" War' horse, war' hound, war' heel 2"

i see you again till dinner-time. Through

' the park-gate we stream away, down the

A crack of the whips and away trots 1 fir avenue, along the Welsh Ride. Vi'e

have got a splendid start, and our horses

fly on beside Countess Morella, who looks

the perfection of a hunting lady in her

plain neat habit just down to her feet.

Rcynard is making for Coombes‘s

Wood, but the earths were all stopped

this morning at four o'clock; so away he

' speeds again, leaving the rectory and its

lovely meadows and the dear old church

l below us—away past the bogs where the

cotton-grass and the flycatcher, the blue

gentian and the yellow asphodel, grow

among the treacherous tussocks—away

to Eversley Wood. Here the same fate

—a fagot or three or four sods in the

mouth of each hole—awaits him; so,

changing his tactics, he strikes boldly

across Hartfordbridge Flats for Lord

Calthorpe's woods at I-llvetham.

And now woe to the unwary or to

the newcomer who thinks our heather

covered moors are all plain sailing! for

along them run long lines of ruts, the re

mains of the old pack-road of the Middle

Ages, worn by the traffic of centuries and

nowicovered deep in purple heath. The

only way to get over them, unless you

stop and walk, is to jump boldly into

the middle like the man in the nursery

rhyme, and then jump out again: horses

that have been in the country for a while

soon learn to do this. But some luckless

ensign who has lately joined his regiment

at Aldershot comes down bodily, and

horse and man roll and struggle in the

deep ruts which William the Conqueror's

pack-horses helped to tread out as they

came from London to Winchester.

Now the woods are drawing near,

and we cross the old London road, the

high-road between the metropolis and

Southampton, along which ninety stage

coaches ran every day in the good old

times. A mile off to our right, down

Star Hill, lies the famous White Lion

lnn, now a miserable pot-house, where

George IV. used to stay, and where, on

the day that the London and South

western Railway was opened, the old

ostler cut his throat in sheer despair,
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for Othello's occupation was gone. Ten

miles up the road lies Bagshot Heath,

the terror of travellers in those coaching

days. There stood, and stands still, a

little -wayside inn called the Golden

Farmer, where many of the coaches

stopped to water the horses. The wea

ried travellers of the end of last century,

touched by the tender solicitude of the

charming landlord, confided to his sym

pathetic ear their fears of the highway

men who were said to infest the heath.

Cheered and encouraged with assurances

from their host of the perfect safety of the

particular road they intended taking', the

travellers set out. But usually, when they

had gone about a mile, the coach would

stop with a sudden jerk, and a masked

man on a magnificent horse would ride

up, pistol in hand, and demand their

money or their life. Sometimes serious

encounters took place with this leader

and his band, and then the wounded

and terrified victims would drag them

selves back to the Golden Farmer, where

the host, full of commiseration for their

misfortunes, would lavish care and kind

ness upon them. This went on for years,

and it was not until hundreds of robberies

had been committed that the discovery

was made of the identity of the fasci

nating landlord and the desperate cap

tain of the highwaymen.

Many.are the tales the old people at

Eversley used to tell of the "gentlemen

of the road" in their fathers' and grand

fathers' time. Even in quiet Eversley

itself a curate lived some hundred years

ago whose strange career ended on the

gallows. He owned a splendid black

horse which no one ever saw him mount.

But it was whispered that if any one peep

ed into its stable in the morning the beau

tiful creature was seen covered with foam,

bathed in perspiration, trembling as if it

had just come in from a long gallop; and

at last it was found out that Parson Dar

by belonged to the gang of highwaymen

on Bagshot Heath. He was caught red

handed, and hanged close to the Golden

Farmer in chains on a gibbet of which

the posts were still standing forty years

ago. But what became of his black horse

no one ever could tell me. Now the Lon

Vo1-.XXVI.—n

don road is as safe and quiet as any other

well-kept highway, and the wildest pas

sengers upon it are a few wandering gyp

- sies, who travel up and down it from fair

to race and from race to fair.

But Reynard is speeding away through

the pleasant fir woods, and we are fol

lowing him as fast as we can lay legs

to ground—scrambling over the rotten

banks, scurrying along the soft rides,

lying low on our saddles to avoid the

sweeping boughs, and watching with all

our eyes for the slippery roots that crawl

along the surface of the sandy soil. Down

through the bogs, across the bridge by

the home farm, past the park, into the

fallow fields, with half a dozen tremen

dous fences which send my heart up into

my throat till Sintram lands me safe over

each, into the fir woods again, up to the

foot of the Queen's Mounts; and there,

where good Queen Bess sat and watched

the deer being driven up to her feet. do

we run into our gallant fox, and a " Whoo

hoop!" from Tom proclaims that Rey

nard is no more.

But our run has led us far from home,

and while the hounds trot on to Dog

mersfield Park to draw the coverts of

the descendants of the old regicide Mild

may, let us wend our way once more to

Bramshill and linger a while longer about

the terraces and gardens of the dear old

house.

Come back with me, gentle reader,

through the iron gates under the crum

bling archways of the pleasaunce, where

the Virginia creeper twines its delicate

wreaths and glorifies the old stones in

autumn with a flush of flame. The troco

ground, with its green turf as smooth as

a billiard-table, is just as it was in the

days of King James. There in the cen

tre is the iron ring through which the

lords and dames drove the heavy wood

en troco-balls; and if you go into the

garden-hall through that arched corri

dor you will see the actual balls that they

used, and the long poles, with a kind of

iron cup at their ends, with which the

players pushed them—forerunners of

the modern croquet-box that lies beside

them.

Under the sunny walls run straight
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wide borders, where the bees make mer

ry among pinks and lilies, mignonette and

gilliflowers, and the walls themselves are

tangled with old-fashioned roses and hon

eysuckles. One double yellow rose tree

of prodigious age is kept as the apple of

the gardener"s eye. Tradition tells that

it was brought a hundred years ago from

Damascus—a fact which I am quite will

ing to believe, for the knotted stem tells

its own story, and certainly there never

was a sweeter rose or one more worthy

of coming from the far-famed gardens

of the East. Many a thousand blossoms

have I picked from its descendants, for

it is the ancestor of a hardy race: every

sucker of the family grows and thrives

in the poorest soil, and covers itself each

June with a thick mass of canary-colored

blossoms. During the three weeks that

the yellow briers were in flower every

room in Eversley Rectory was decked

out with flat bowls of them on a ground

of green ferns, and purple-black pansies

mingled with their golden blooms.

Round about the house masses of ana

other yellow flower are planted with no

sparing hand—the great St. John's wort.

It is pleasant to look upon, but it has

another value. Dare I tell it in the nine

teenth century, this age of railroads and

telegraphs and iron-clads, when space

and time are in a fair way to be anni

hilated, and nothing is so sacred that it

may not be questioned, no problem so

hard that men may not try to solve it?

In the days when Bramshill House was

built our forefathers believed firnfly in a

whole unseen or rarely-seen world around

them of fairies, ghosts, spirits and witches.

In some out-of-the-way corners in Eng

land—even in these days of board schools

and competitive examinations, when we

are told that King Arthur never existed

and that William Tell is a "sun-myth"

—some remnants of this belief still lin

ger. In Devonshire folks speak“ shyly

and with bated breath of the "good peo

ple ;" and even in the year of grace 1879

a Warwickshire laborer was had up be

fore the magistrates for having with a

pitchfork half killed a poor old woman

whom he declared to be a witch. But

be that as it may, in the reign of James I.

no one doubted the existence of the spirit

world about us, and on St. John's ‘Eve all

its denizens, good and bad, were supposed

to wander freely where they would. One

only thing they feared, and that was the

great St. John's wort. Therefore, all who

wished to guard house and home from

the unwelcome visitors, who pinched the

maids, turned the milk sour and plagued

their victims with a thousand impish tricks,

planted it freely about their gardens; and

thus it is that you see its golden flowers

amid their shining rich green leaves and

crimson shoots round nearly all old Eng

lish homes.

Do not laugh at these old fables, gen

tle reader. When we wander over the

green turf and through the wide halls

we seem to have opened a door that

leads us back into the past out of the

turmoil of the nineteenth century. And

surely for a moment it can do us.no harm

to leave our striving, hurrying, anxious

modern life, and picture to ourselves the

days when our forefathers maybe were

ignorant and superstitious, but when they

knew how to build and how to fight and

how to write—the days when England

became "a nest of singing birds."

Rost': G. KINGSLEY.
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CANOEING ON THE HIGH MISSISSIPPI.

TWO PAPERS.—I.

" HE Kleiner Fritz and Hattie of Louisville and the Betsy D. of

Cincinnati made the canoe-fleet which the Northern Pacific Rail

way shunted out upon its station-platform at Detroit City, Minnesota,

in the early gray of last July's first Thursday. We had bargained by

post with Beaulieu, a shrewd, wiry, reckless French half-breed, for

transportation of ourselves, canoes, equipment and provisions to

Itasca Lake, or to a point upon the Mississippi five miles be

low the lake, as we might elect. His assurance

was that four days and forty-one dollars would

carry us to our first objective point. His helpers

were a lively young half-breed, son-in-law of the

murdered chief Hole-in-the-Day, another big

mongrel, fat, plodding and reticent, and a young

Indian who could speak a few English words, but

was destitute of ideas in either English or Chip

pewa. Their motive-power was grazing on the

open prairie back of the ragged village. The

Reservation Indian, denied liq

uor at home, reckons upon a trip

out of bounds as fair opportunity

for a spree, so that catching and

harnessing the ponies and cattle

was a tedious task that covered

the hours from breakfast well

on toward noon; but at last the

Hattie was firmly imbedded in

prairie-grass and soft luggage

upon one wagon, the Fritz and

the Betsy were bound together

upon a second, and the men of

the fleet, with the stores, filled

I , .. . the third. ,

''}-“_"l‘’>, ' " From Detroit City to Itasca

T ' Lake is about forty miles in a

straight line, but no practicable way thither approximates to a direct line, and he

who would see the beautiful lake and the head of the great river must travel for

seven or eight days and endure many hardships. Sixty miles were to be done on

wheels. The first day's travel was to White Earth Agency, twenty-two miles across

a rolling prairie which steadily rises toward its climax in the Hauteur des Terres.

The soil is of rare fertility, and the unbounded fields were clothed in the greenest

of green, flecked with wild flowers of every hue in luxuriant profusion. Clumps of

trees gave variety to the broad and beautiful view, while scores of clear little lakes

gemmed the prairie as with great drops of molten silver. The eye swept an horizon

of twenty miles, and once twenty leagues were within our visual grasp. The plod

ding fat man went his way in a dignified walk, but the passenger vehicle and that

which bore the other boats, travelling by order of Beaulieu, who had in him more

Detroit whiskey than ordinary discretion, came more than half the way at a terrible

gait, spite of our remonstrances and greatly to our trepidation. Examination showed
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that the Betsy was racked and pounded

beyond all excuse, while the poor Fritz

revealed a hole in its graceful side like

that made by a six-pound cannon-shot

—a sad beginning for so long a cruise.

Thence we went on slowly to the agency,

where our first task was to find a clever

Vermont Yankee reputed as the man to

repair the unwelcome and inexcusable

damage. The ingenious and genial fel

low worked through the hot Fourth of

July, while we mingled with the Indians

and took part in their celebration, the first

ever conducted entirely by themselves.

White Earth Agency is the seat of gov

ernment of three reservations which em

brace the homes of all the Chippewas.

White Earth Reservation is thirty - six

miles square, and is peopled by near

ly seventeen hundred Indians and half

breeds. These were formerly gathered

upon Crow VVing River, near Brainerd,

where they existed in drunkenness, bar

barism and destitution. In 1868 they

were removed here, and the institutions

of Christian civilization were introduced.

They live in comfortable cabins and bark

lodges. The agent, Major C. A. Ruffee,

is a gentleman of capacity and integrity.

Using his authority well and wisely, he

is a king throughout his dominion of

thirteen hundred square miles. His hap

py blending of civil and military govern

ment gives satisfaction to all who are well

disposed. The Chippewas deal kindly

among themselves, and have no quar

rels with the whites. They have a well

arranged police system, with a chief, lieu

tenants and sergeants, embracing sixteen

men in all, and directly responsible to the

agent. No liquor is allowed on the res

ervation. They have no pilfering, and

the few locks and bolts are rarely need

ed. In case of trespass or disagreement

the parties come or are summoned before

the agent, who examines the case on its

merits, weighs the facts and the equities,

decides; and there the quarrel ends.

The seat of the agency is an orderless

village gathered about a greeh-shored

little lake, and includes the office of the

agent, the post~office, a warehouse for sup

plies, a meat-shop, two trading-stores and

an untidy and comfortless hotel. Near by

\

is the neat cottage of the agent, a large

and comely boarding-school, an indus

trial school, and the residences of the

chief clerk and of the head-farmer, who

teaches and aids the Indians in practical

farming. Not far away to the south is

the Roman Catholic church; a mile to

the north is the hospital, a large and

cheerful building; 'and near the hospi

tal are the tasteful Protestant Episcopal

chapel and the rectory of the Rev. Mr.

Gilfillan, who for fourteen years has wor

thily occupied a parish coextensive with

the Chippewa Nation. The true solution

of the Indian question is being worked

out at White Earth in results that augur

well for the future. Each child may se

cure education, and the minds and morals

of all ages are cared for. Their churches

are well attended and their schools have

outgrown present accommodations. Their

religious services and schools are con

ducted in their own language. They

have an educated Indian clergyman

who can scarcely speak English, while

Mr. Gilfillan speaks the Chippewa as flu

ently as his mother-tongue. They have

few quarrels, no thieving, no drunken

ness, no abject poverty. They are not

more perfect than others of human kind,

but according to their light and sphere

they are as good as a similar average

of whites anywhere.

is to make them kind, moral, educated

and industrious Indians, not make-be

lieve white men, and the work is doing

and promising well in sincere and ca

pable hands.

The Indian Fourth-of-July celebration

took place in an open, treeless prairie.

The festivities centred in a series of races

run in pairs by the small and wiry Indian

ponies over a curved, mowed and rolled

half- mile course. Nearly all the young

men were betters, in stakes of from twen

ty-five cents to ten dollars. There were

no pools, but hard running, straight bet

ting and square paying. The chief of

police was the president of the course.

All were in good-humor. There was no

liquor, neither was there a harsh word

or a- blow among the five hundred. Af

ter the races ealables, tea, coffee and ice

water were enjoyed with laughter and

The wise purpose '
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chat. In the evening we cruisers gave a

show of rockets and Roman candles, to

the great delight of the Indians, and the

day closed with a dance in the large

dining-hall of the boarding-school.

Our damaged boats repaired and prep

arations completed for three weeks‘ ab

sence from civilization, we set out near

mid-day of Saturday for the march to

Wild Rice River, eighteen miles. Our

way lay among the cabins, lodges and

farms of the Chippewas, over a billowy,

green immensity bordered on the cast

by the lines of the I-Iauteur des Terres,

which shut us from the Mississippi Val

ley, and horizoned on the west by the

slopes beyond the famed Red River of

the North. Our day's journey termi

nated, in a driving rainstorm, on the

banks of Wild Rice River, where are a

trading-store, the cabin of the trader and

a neat chapel of the Protestant Episco

pal mission. Our habitation for the night

was a dark, muddy, odorous storehouse, in

 

ACROSS THE PRAIRIE.

whose nether apartment we munched a

frugal supper, then climbed a ladder to

beds upon the bare floor between stacks

of snake-root, which had accumulated

from barterings with the Indians. Dur

ing the night the rainstorm grew to a

gale which rocked our night's home like

a ship at sea to the music of heaven's

grand diapasons. Sunday morning, im

pelled by the expense of our large ret

inue and the cheerlessness of our refuge,

we pushed on for the foot of Wild Rice

Lake, twenty miles distant over prairies

and through forests. Two miles out we

were overtaken by another fierce storm,

which drove us to the shelter of the last

human habitation, save two others near

by, that we should see for three weeks.

The broad, sweeping bow of the black

cloud, the peculiar detonations of thun

der in that clear atmosphere, the rush

of wind, rain and hail, unhindered by

the treeless and trackless moor, were

lessons of God's majesty and power more

impressive than cathedral mass or prayer

and song and psalm of men. Out of the

storm's first onset we rushed unasked into

the hut of an Indian family, and surprised

a pair of squaws and a six-months‘ pap

poose squatting on a dirty and rain-po0l

ed floor in almost total darkness. In an

hour the storm had gone its eastward

way, the sun shone out, and we resumed

our trail among spruces, pines, oaks and

elms to the foot of the lake, where we

were to dismiss our prairie- schooners.

Monday, with the early sun, we left teams

and drivers, to push on by lakes, up riv

ers and through the pathless wilderness

beyond all roads and habitations. Our

party was reduced to the barest needs for

the severe work before us. Besides our
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three selves we had a corps of five In- l three weeks based upon the army ration,

dians as guides and packers, each of

whom was a character, and all bore

themselves through four days of severe

work honestly, cheerfully and helpfully. '

They were Henry St. Clair, a half-breed, 1

our interpreter, to whom we could only

address measured monosyllables with

any hope of imparting ideas, but always

faithful, frank and wise; Kewashaw

konce, the guide, a man of push and

a genuine wag; Kawaybawgo, a huge

hunter, whose old long shot-gun has

banged over almost every acre of these

wilds; Metagooe, a sleepy, thick-headed

fellow; and Waisonbekton, young and

active, always ready for work or burden

and constantly alert for new and inter

esting things in Nature.

At the foot of Wi.ld Rice Lake we pre

pared our canoes for voyaging, and be

gan our long paddle toward the source

of the Mississippi, whence we were to de

scend to civilization. A brief description

of our little ships and equipment will help

to a better understanding of our cruise.

Each voyager had a' Rob Roy canoe,

slightly improved as to model and built

upon the incomparable plan of Mr. Rush

ton of Canton, New York. The canoes

are fourteen feet long, ten and a half

inches deep and twenty-seven inches

wide, decked over except a man-hole

sixteen by about thirty-six inches, and

weighing, with the mast and lug sail,

from fifty to fifty-six pounds. The pad

dle is eight feet long, bladed at each end,

grasped in the middle, and drives the

canoe by strokes alternating on each

side. The traveller sits flat upon the

boat's floor, facing the bow. The ca

noe is not only a vehicle, but furnishes a

dry and secure bed for sleeping at night,

and, with its rubber apron, is a refuge from

rain and storm. Each boat was equip

ped with an air-pillow, rubber blanket,

rubber poncho, woollen blankets, rubber

navy-bag and haversack. The general

outfit represented a fine double shot-gun,

a small and effective rifle, a revolver, fish

ing-tackle for each man, compass, ane

roid barometer, thermometer, folding

stove, stew-pans in nests, frying-pan,

broiler, table-ware, and provisions for

' with dried fruits, condensed milk. brandy,

medicines, etc., purchased at St. Paul.

Our stores and equipment suitably di

vided between the canoes, we paddled

up through the outlet and into the lake,

followed by Metagooe and Waisonbek

ton in a large birch-bark canoe bearing

the provisions and camp-supplies of the

Indians, while their companions walked

across the country.

Wild Rice Lake is about one mile by

five miles in extent. It is named from

the wild rice which grows up from its

shallow depths over almost its whole ex

tent. Each autumn hundreds of lndians

gather upon its shores in tents and lodges

to secure the crop. Two squaws pass

slowly through the thick rice in a birch

canoe, one paddling at the stern and the

other at the bow, drawing the ripe rice

over the gunwale and with a club flail

ing the grain out of the straw into the

boat. There and thus every family upon

the reservation may secure an important

part of the winter's provisions.

Through and over this green and pro

ductive sea we paddled about four miles

to the mouth of Wild Rice River, which

flows out of Upper Wild Rice Lake, then

up the narrow, deep and crooked river.

At our noon rendezvous Kawaybawgo

and his foot-companions came in with a

fine deer, the victim of his old but effect

ive gun. In the early afternoon our prog

ress became slow and excessively weary

ing from the shallowing of the river and

its wonderful crookedness. The current

ran like a mill-race around hundreds of

short turns, and had its own exaspera

ting way upon our keels. Finally, we

were obliged to wade and drag the ca

noes after us in water varying between

ankle- and waist-deep. A few hours of

this wore us all out, and we called a halt

and camp, utterly exhausted, with not

more than twelve miles to the credit of

the hard day's work. The Betsy D.'s

skipper rolled over dead-beaten and

sick; the Hattie's captain floundered up

into the deep grass, incapable of further

effort; while he of the Kleiner Fritz,

scarcely better off, prescribed camphor

and black coffee for the one and cherry
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brandy for the other, discreetly mixing

the prescription for himself. Medication,

an hour's rest andjuicy rashers of broiled

venison from the Indians' generous store

soon brought the expedition to its wonted

cheer and vigor.

Supper over, we filled the pipes of the

Indians with fine tobacco and asked for

a council. VVe all sat around a bright

fire, and soon effected a bargain with the

Indians to drag our canoes on up the lit

tle river, leaving us to walk across the

country with the guide. Early the fol

lowing morning we started, four of our

party with the canoes, and we on foot

with Kewashawkonce. The guide was

TAKING WATER, WILD RlCE LAKE.

pantomimed by our fat man for a con

servative pace becoming the hot morn

ing and the difficult route. Ke, as we

abbreviated him, strode into an unbro

ken forest, grown with dense underbrush,

strewn with fallen trees at almost every

step, diversified by swamps and thickets

through which he beat his way by main

strength, and now and then traversed by

rivers—all streams are rivers there—into

which he plunged with never an interro

gation-mark, and so on briskly, up hill

and down, till, with three miles of walk

ing, wading, climbing and struggling, we

were brought to bay, tired out. Half an

hour's rest and some refreshingwild straw

berries prepared us for such another stage.

Then an hour more of this terrible strain

made us drop again for rest. Another

hour, and before noon, hot and jaded,

we came out upon a low bluff overhang

ing the river, and stopped for lunch. The

guide, apparently fresh and unwearied,

cut a sheet of birch bark for tinder, lit

a fire as defence against mosquitos, and

in sixty seconds was snoring. We were

not slow in following his example, and

the sun was dropping over into the west

when we awoke. The guide examined

the river, and informed us that our wa

ding section was yet below. Standing

in mid-stream drinking from his hands,
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he saw a fine pickerel's graceful move

ments a rod away, reached out for a half

sunken bit of a tree's branch, plunged it

dexterously at the fish, struck it fairly in

the back, and brought it up to us with a

satisfied grunt. We lounged the after

noon away, and at six o'clock Metagooe

came wearily to our camp with the Fritz

at his heels. Half an hour later his com

rades came with the other Rob Roys,

their camp-traps loaded upon the decks

and upon the interpreter's back. Our

inquiry as to what had become of their

birch canoe brought from Henry, as he

dropped his pack, the sententious answer,

" Busted." Over the evening's pipes and

camp-fire, less than eight miles of actual

distance accomplished, we resolved to

abandon the shallow river and to port

age directly to Upper Wild Rice Lake.

The skipper of the Betsy proposed for

the three of us a joint bed: Cincinnati
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MINNESOTA MOSQUITOS.

feet have a troublesome time under a Rob

Roy's low deck. We assented, stretched

our rubber blankets, spread our woollens,

adjusted the Betsy's long mosquito-bar

and crawled carefully under it in expec

tation of a- glorious sleep under the stars

and the pines; but the dreams of the

Hattie's captain, the trombonings of the

Betsy's nose, the tossings of the Fritz

and the savage industry of the mosquitos

drove anything but troubled sleep from

our eyelids, and we welcomed the early

"Ho! ho! ho!" and improvised gong

of the irrepressible Kawaybawgo.

Before we had done with our coffee,

venison and slap-jacks the Indians had

made yokes for carrying the canoes on

their heads and shoulders, and had re

duced the camp to packs. Soon we were

off upon the first posé of a regular In

dian portage. Each of three lndians had

upon his shoulders one of the canoes,
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his head within its hot and darkening :

sides, its bow pointing forward high in the l

air and its stern hanging low behind his

heels. The other two squatted upon heel

and toe, drew the broad strap of their

carryingthongs over their foreheads, and

with a plunge and a grunt sprang to their I

feet, each with a great hump of six score

pounds. Then we plunged, in Indian

file, into a trackless forest,land jogtrotted

our way for three miles, when in a clump

of pines, without a word ora signal, down

came the boats and the

packs. Three of the

splendid fellows loosed

their pack-thongs and

took their rest in tramp

ing back unloaded to

camp for what had been

left. The others, with

us, rested a few mo

ments: then we pushed

on till two miles brought

us out upon the low,

jungled shore ofa beau

tiful lake about one mile

by two in extent. The

guide, without a word,

laid down his load, but

not his clothes, and with

a swift rush sprang far

out into the lake, swam

up and down, splashing,

shouting and laughing,

came dripping to shore,

lit his smudge-fire, lay

down in a sunny place,

snored an hour, awoke

dry and vigorous, and

with awhoop he andWai

sonbekton dashed into

the woods to go back for

their share of the luggage left behind.

While they were gone we enjoyed our

lunch and gave a name to the lovely lake

which had rippled so long, far away from

the haunts of men, without identity. We

christened it Rob Roy Lake, in honor of

our fleet. It lies half a mile to the south

west of Upper Wild Rice Lake, into which

its waters flow, and is set down on Col

ton's sectional map in the township range

numbered thirty-seven. Our entire patty

reunited, we canoeists paddled across to 1

the lake's outlet, a narrow, miry stream

which loses itself in a swamp, and that

in turn merges into the Upper Wild Rice

Lake. Vi'e paddled and poled down to

the end of the little river, and came to

a dead stand in the matted roots of the

swamp-grass: then waded waist-deep in

the mire and slime, each dragging his

canoe with the aid of an Indian, until we

came out upon the open water. Thence

a paddle of two miles along the coast

brought us to another little stream flow

THE MISSISSIPPI AT LAST!

ing into the lake. As we came to its

mouth Kawaybawgo was feasting upon

a duck he had killed and broiled, of which

he offered me a portion with a smile and

interrogative grunt which seemed to com

passionate my wet, weary and forlorn ap

pearance. A splendid pike, two feet long,

came gracefully out of the stream and

hung motionless in the clear water. I

pointed him out to the Indian and the

Hattie's captain, both of whom were

standing near him. At the instant their
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eyes fell upon him he moved: then, as

they started for him, he darted like a

flash for deep water, pursued by the two

men at the top of their speed through a

sheet of water six inches deep for nearly

a hundred feet out. It' was a fair race,

and the six-feet -three Indian made a

splendid spurt, but the pike won.

The stream bore us upward to the float

ing bog out of which it flowed. We drew

the canoes out upon a meadow which un

dulated in graceful billows at our every

movement. A step would shake all the

surface for a rod about us, while our com

bined tread sent waves ofgrassy earth in

every direction. A sudden leap so shook

the liquid spilled over the cup's edge.

The whole meadow, solid to the eye, is

but one of those monster sponges that

hold in abeyance waters which other- '

wise would sweep like a flood down the

great rivers. Beyond this billowy field

we came to the open water of another

unnamed lake, about one mile long,

fringed about with green pines, to which

we gave the name of Longworth, in hon

or ofCincinnati's distinguishedjudge, and

to a lovely little green island thickly

grown with trees we gave the name of

another canoeist left behind, Mr. Emp

son of Louisville. At the head of Long

worth Lake, and in plain view of Emp

son Island, within a space cleared out of

a dense jungle, we made our last camp

before reaching the coveted Mississippi.

Our stay here was marked in red by the

most vindictive attack from mosquitos

in all the cruise. No one unacquaint

ed with the Northern Minnesota wilder

ness in midsummer, or with a region hav

ing a similar insect population, can at all

imagine the number and fierceness of the

ravenous aerial hosts that had beset us

all the way from White Earth. In mid

day they keep one constantly alert, while

at night they are beyond credible report.

They are small, shrewd and persistent.

As I lay awake their myriad voices about

and above me made a great chorus, real

ly grand and impressive, out of which for

a few seconds at a time there came bursts

of harmony which I could hardly separate

from the idea of a vast, distant chorus of

human voices. Against their voracity no

ordinary bar is a bar at all. We had

gone to their haunts provided with net

ting which at home gave immunity, but

through its meshes these mosquitos in

serted their bills, then their heads, then

struggled through bodily, and came down

upon us like demons. We were dressed

in woollens, our hands were in dogskin

gloves and our heads and necks in thick

calico hoods and capes, but all such pro

tections were naught when those scream

ing villains had a mind for blood. At

one onslaught they would go into the

' ' shrinking flesh through two thicknesses

the cup of cold coffee sitting by one of the ,

Indians, six or seven yards away, that I

of wool and two of cotton, or through a

heavy dogskin glove, or through the thick

and hardened skin of the hand's palm or

the foot's ball, or through a buckskin

moccasin and cotton hose—through any

protection at our command except a cot

ton canopy hung wide of our heads and

bodies.

Sung and stung out of all endurance

by the very centre of that army of the

wilderness, we were astir in the grayest

of our second Thursday's dawn, and

were soon in readiness for our final port

age over the crests of the Heights of

Land to the river, which out of our long

and severe march had become to us a

veritable Mecca. Our way was up a gen

tle range of hills, whose tops, but a few

yards wide, divide the waters which flow

southward to the great Gulf from those

which seek their far northward trend

through the Red River of the North.

The first division of our party reached

the Mississippi before noon with a joy

born out of a week's toil and hardship,

and in a trice I was drinking of and lav

ing in its swift, bright water. We could

hardly realize that in this deep, rushing

brook, not more than four or five paces

wide, we saw the beginnings of that ma

jestic current which drains half a con

tinent. Soon our second division came

up, we ate our last lunch in company,

and the Indians, each shaking us by the

hand with a grunt and a smile, then go

ing off into the forest with a cheer, left

us alone in that vast and uninhabited

wilderness. Late in the afternoon we
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launched our canoes into the little riv- ,

er, and loaded them for our journey to

its head, camping about three miles

above our point of embarkation.

The next morning we started with light i

hearts upon what we supposed would be

but a short journey to the river's source, [

to meet an exasperating disappointment.

We had made a bargain for transporta- l

tion from the railway to Itasca Lake or I

Q, > .

to a point five miles below, all fully dia

grammed and uhderstood by correspond

ence, but found ourselves set down by

the employés of the rascally half-breed

—who had been careful to leave us at

Wild Rice Lake—in an unknown land,

six days from civilization, at a point near

ly or quite thirty miles below the lake, be

low a region of rapids and obstructions

against which we had especially stipu
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lated, and up which no craft had ever

travelled. A mile's work brought us to

the beginning of this second series of

troubles. Lying across the river at all

heights, depths and angles were the

tough pine logs we had dreaded, and at

every mile or two were tumbling rapids.

All that long Friday we took our turns

with the axe, lopping off branches that

we might squeeze under or shunt over

logs; climbing with our stores and boats

over great log-drifts held by the grip of

the rocky defiles; wading through shoals

and dragging our canoes through mud

and sand; plunging suddenly into holes

that engulfed us to our armpits; pad

dling astride our decks over pools too

deep for wading; chopping and wrench

ing logs that forbade other means of pas

sage; fighting inch by inch up plunging

gorges, down which and over whose rug

ged boulders the narrowed waters foam

ed in almost resistless fury and milky

foam—on and up, rod by rod, half a

mile in the hour, till we came to a weary

and desolate camp not two leagues from

our breakfasts. There we cooked our

suppers and ate in hoods and gloves,

fighting mosquitos and black flies for

every morsel, speculating as to the mor

row's probabilities and discussing the

question of victory or defeat. We rose

from the night's sleep resolved upon see

ing Itasca, and until mid-afternoon fought

over again the battles of yesterday, and

at last came out upon a smooth, placid
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stream, up which we paddled with easy

swing some nine miles. Then the river

narrowed and shallowed, and we again

took to our feet upon a beautiful gravelly

bottom. At times the way was closed

to sight by rushes and wild rice, and

we could only beat our way through. At

last the water, thickly grown with reeds,

broadened and deepened, and a score

of paddle-strokes carried us through the

green curtain out upon Itasca's beautiful

surface, over which we glided, under the

shadows of the setting sun, up to School

craft's Island for a Sunday's quiet.

Our heavy and restful sleep was not

broken till long after the sun was glinting

upon us through the trees. Our first work

was given to building a lodge of under

brush and making preparations for two

days‘ stay on the lonely island, completed

by unfurling the signal of the New York

Canoe Club from a high stump hard by

the camp-fire. Barring the mosquitos,

Sunday's rest was a pleasant and refresh

ing sequence to ten days of toil and strug

gle, and Monday found us in hearty read

iness for a thorough exploration of Itasca

Lake and its feeders. \Ve took a lunch,

our guns and scientific instruments, and

paddled up the south-west arm of the lake

to find and explore the leading tributary.

We found the outlets of five small streams,

two having well-defined mouths and three

filtering into the lake through bogs. Se

lecting the larger of the two open streams,

we paddled into its sluggish waters, ten

feet wide and one foot deep where they

enter the lake. Slow and sinuous prog

ress of two hundred yards brought us to

a blockade of logs and to shallow water.

We landed, fastened the canoes, took our

bearings by compass and started for a

tramp through thicket and forest to Elk

Lake, which we reached after a rapid

walk of thirty-five minutes. This lake is

an oval of about one mile in its longest

diameter. It lies about half a mile in a

straight line south from Itasca. Its shores

are marshy, bordered by hills densely

timbered. Its sources are boggy streams

having little or no clearly-defined course.

To all appearance, these bogs and this

small lake are the uttermost tributaries

to Itasca Lake, and the latter, concen

trating these minor streams and sending

them out as one, is the true head of the

Father of Waters.

Elk Lake was a place of misadventure

to us. Our struggle through the thicket

and dense forest was hot and exhausting.

Our scientist left there a fine aneroid ba

rometer, which a second hot walk failed

to recover. Our photographer, arrived

at the lake with a grievous burden of

camera, plates, tripod, etc., found that

he had forgotten his lens tubes, and was

compelled to double his tracks back to the

canoes, then wade out into the swampy

borders of the lake, waist-deep in slime,

to secure a view of this highest Missis

sippi water, only to have his plate light

struck and ruined by an accident on the

homeward journey.

While the artist was gone for his for

gotten lenses our Nimrod missed a fine

eagle which swept over our heads at long

range. So we returned to our island

camp in no very good mood, but a suc

cessful troll for lake-trout, and a good

supper off two fine fellows baked under

the coals in birch jackets, sent us to bed

in good spirits and with no regrets save

for the lost barometer.

A. H. SIEGFRIED.
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NATIONAL MUSIC AN INTERPRETER OF NATIONAL CHARACTER.

HE popular music of any people is,

in a great measure, the thermom

eter of its physical sensitiveness and its

moral sentiments ; and the reason of this

is evident. The shepherd tending his

flock, the fisherman mending his nets,

the soldier on the march, the peasant at

the plough, has no inducement to sing

unless his heart's emotion incite him to

it. A true national music is, then, what

the Germans call Vo/ksmuszk, and, spring

ing from the hearts of the people, it is

psychologically one of their best inter

preters. For this reason the composers

of national melodies are seldom known

to fame. A national song composes it

self: the musician's lyre is the musician's

heart, and from the sorrow, triumph and

travail of life comes the child of song.

The assertion, then, that music is a

universal language is only half true: it

has a great variety of dialects; and it is

this very sensitiveness to human influ

ence which makes it so universally elo

quent. Let us turn first to the East, for

it still retains its primitive music, and at

this very hour some muezzin is calling

from his minaret or some Jew intoning his

Talmud in the same musical cadence with

which Syrian maidens sang the hymns to

Cybele.

All Oriental music is distinguished by

a pathetic, long-drawn, wailing monot

ony quite in keeping with the stationary

and contemplative character of the peo

ple. We are struck at once with its fre

quent repetitions of one note and its

short and cautious transitions, the inter

vals rarely being greater than a half, or

at most a full, note. The conclusion of

a measure is generally a descent, and the

commencement of a new one seems to

be a feeble effort to rise from the dreamy

apathy in which Eastern imagination de

lights; but it is immediately followed by

the fall of the rhythmus, re-establishing

its languid repose. The frequent use of

half notes induces a predominance of the

minor key, and this, with the constant

recurrence of the rhythmical fall, imparts

to Semitic and Hindoo music that mel

ancholy, lethargic uniformity which ex

presses in a striking manner the benumb

ed energies and undeveloped spirit of the

people among whom it is found. When

a race has substituted habit and custom

for national feeling, its music is neces

sarily monotonous and characterless, for

the stronger the ‘national feeling of any

people, the more intense, vivid and pro

nounced will be its music.

Hindoo music is almost untranslatable

to Western ears, but Sir VV. Jones, in an

essay on the musical modes of the Hin

doos—to be found in the third volume

of the Asiatic 1\’esearc/ms—makes an at

tempt to render one of their most pop

ular songs. The original, of which he

also gives a copy, looks like a mixture

of Egyptian hieroglyphics and Chinese

characters, and how far our notation

represents it it is impossible to say; for,

though Sir W. Jones was an erudite Ori

ental scholar, that of itself would not

render him a good translator of Hindoo

music. The air is a song of love and

spring, and the measure is indicated,

"rapid and gay :"

 

Kindred to Semitic and I-Iindoo music,

though venturing on bolder intervals, is

Chinese, Persian and Arabian. The al

most untranslatable airs of India assume

in China something like an artless mel
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ody. Their smallest intervals are semi

tones, which have been in use, like ev

erything else in China, from time im

memorial. Nevertheless, in the diatonic

series of seven intervals the Chinese usu

ally avoid the two semitones by omitting

the fourth and the seventh, so that their

scale consists really of only five intervals,

and as they regard F as their principal

key (just as we regard C as ours), the

Chinese scale stands thus:

CHINESE SCALE.
 

This scale is, however, by no means con

fined to China, but is met with in several

Asiatic countries—Japan, Siam, Java, etc.

In order to judge how it affects the cha

racter of music, I have copied the follow

ing Chinese air and Japanese song from

Carl Engel's Researc/zes into Popular

Songs and Customs .

cmuess AIR, "MOO-LEE-tt'l-IA.”
 

JAPANESE AIR.

Atttgza.

$§;/%!@@..%*

 

Hetotsutoyah... He toyo

a la de ha Nekhee ya ka

,?‘
Nek hee ya ka dé Ka za du

[§~: __ _ _ _ :

11 T: ‘—

ta ta ta-n.t Mat-su ka za du,

 

Arabic music, which is Asiatic in its

foundation, shows decided traces of the

wider civilization and greater independ

ence of character to which this race at

tained. The delicate gradations of sounds

are still adhered to in the form of multi

tudes of grace-notes, but the intervals are

longer and the melodies more decided.

, The overloading of the melody by an ex

'cessive use of trills and grace-notes by

Persians, Arabians, and even Spaniards,

in their popular music, indicates some

common sentiment; and it is remark

able that the European Jews preserve this

same Oriental ornamentation in the vocal

performances of their synagogues. Nu

merous examples of Arabic music may

be found in Lane's ./Modem Egypt. This

writer professes great admiration for it,

and says he " never heard the song of the

Mekka water-carriers without emotion,"

though it consists of only three notes:

Ed-dje-ne wa-el moy fe-za-ta-ly

S3 - heb es Sa - byl.

The translation of the line is, "Paradise

and forgiveness be the lot of him who

gave you this water !" It is said that

the Arabic music is a powerful exponent

of the wild, fierce and yet romantic nature

of that people, though it did not commend

itself to Engel and other musicians at the

Paris Exposition. But, however void of

beauty and expression any national mu

sic is to us, it is certainly felt to possess

these qualities by the people to whom

it belongs; and it is very likely that our

music would seem to them just as un

intelligible and discordant. When the

French missionary Amiot played some

of Boildieu's and Rossini's melodies to a

Chinese mandarin he said, with a polite

shake of the head, "They are sadly de

void of meaning and expression, while

the Chinese music penetrates the soul."

Both Venice and Spain show traces of

Arabic influence in their national music.

In Venetian airs it is onlya dim memory,

manifesting itself by the frequent repeti
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tion of single notes, whereas the Spanish

nielodies are often so Moorish in construc

tion and sentiment that it is easy to fancy

in them tones like the call of the muez

zin. Thus, too, the following Spanish

song, judged by its repetitions and short

intervals, might easily be taken for an

Arabic air:

Se-rasdue-fiademi vi - da. . . .

 

ly interpreted by their narrow, sombre,

subdued melodies. They are the voice

of a people whose ideas revolved in a

narrow circle—of people who dwelt on

vast gray plains dotted with sad brown

huts, and who heard no sounds but the

sighing of the wind through the dark pine

forests. The "Vesper Hymn," known to

every ordinary player, is a very good ex

ample of the general character of Rus

sian melodies. The songs of the peas

ants are further distinguished by their

frequent modulation from the major to

the minor key, as if not long could they

be joyful, and also by the peculiar way

in which they are rendered. The tonic

and the dominant are the prevalent in

tervals, and the intermediate notes are

slurred or slightly sounded. Rochlitz

found it impossible to convey this pecu

liarity by notation, but gives the follow

ing melody as a favorite accompaniment

to the serf-songs of Northern Russia:
 

Por-que le fi - nc -res mu - ger . . .

Sc-ras due-fia dc mi vi

It is to be noted that instruments of per

cussion are the natural exponents of such

primitive music, and that, therefore, the

East has its drum, gong and cymbals, Ara

bia its tambourine, Spain its castanets.

The Sclavs, being a pure race, have

also a very decided national music. Its

peculiarity is smooth, lisping, sibillating

sounds, analogous to the rustling of leaves

.in a forest. Having no native accent in

their own language, they easily imitate

that of others; and this imparts to the

Sclavonic races that admirable facility

for speaking foreign languages which

distinguishes them. This characteristic

of their speech is faithfully reproduced

in their music, especially in that of the

southern Sclavs. It is indicated by con

tinuous notes of the same value, and by

a compass scarcely ever exceeding a

fifth. Its negative peculiarities harmo

nize exactly with the history of the Rus

sians. The sad, doleful monotony of

their existence in the past is pathetical

 

The Poles, members of this family,

have had a great national existence,

and their national music echoes its his

tory and its character. The heartstirring

strains of their mazurkas make many a

bosom beat and ache as they remind the

listeners of past times. Polish music is

the voice of a light-minded, brave-heart

ed people who lived in a gay turmoil and

drained with eager lips and reckless spir'

its the cup of glory and ofjoy. The Po

lish polkas and mazurkas, with their

changing and fugitive rhythmus and

their lively, uneven time, admirably
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embody the light and graceful spirit of

this people.

In striking contrast to the character

and music of the Slavic peoples are the

character and music of the Hungarians.

Living on the confines of the East and

West, this people belong to the former

by descent and to the latter by civiliza

tion. Between two elements, they have

been exposed to the attacks of both,

and their history records only a contin

ual struggle for existence as a nation.

This prolonged warfare has made na

lz'onality the uppermost thought in the

life of the Hungarian : it is the influence

controlling all his ideas, his feelings, his

poetry and his art. His music embalms

a thousand years of struggle for it, and

every note of its wild, melancholy strains

breathes tales of war and sorrow, of hope

and triumph. The music interpreting

such an intense nationality ought to be

a peculiar one; and it is. A foreigner,

having once heard it, can never mistake

its sounds for those of any other national

music. '

But to understand the Magyar music

you must apprehend the l\'Iagyar's cha

racter. He is a singular mixture of East

and West, habitually passive and mel

ancholy, yet easily roused to the wildest

excitement. His step is slow, his face

pensive, his manners imposing and dig

nified; yet when once roused he rushes

forward with a furious impetuosity which

his enemies have learned to estimate and

dread. His eloquence is wonderful, and

after success he throws aside his solem- ,

nity and gives himself up with wild aban- I

don to the feast, the dance and the song.

All this various character he has impart

ed to his national music: it is full of pa

thos and earnestness, yet often impetuous

and even hilarious. The "Rakotzy" is

so perfectly national that it thrills like a

shout from the Hungarian heart, and it

is no wonder that the Austrian govern

ment found it necessary to forbid it to be

played on public occasions, and even to

confiscate all printed copies of it. " When

I hear the ' Rzikétzy,' " said a famous

Hungarian, "I feel as ifl must arise and

conquer the world." As my readers can

easily procure a copy of it, it would be

a kind of sacrilege to give so grand a

march shorn of any of its noble propBr

tions; and I can with far more justice

give an example which embraces two of

the most predominant traits of Hungarian

songs—the Scotch catc/z introduced in

the middle or end of the bar, instead of

at the beginning as in Scotch music, and

the beautiful modulations from the major

to the minor key of the minor third—a

1 change very unusual in any national mu

sic but the Hungarian:

HUNGARIAN AIR.

 

We cannot leave Hungarian music

without noticing the fact that it has been

greatly influenced by the gypsies of that

country, by whom it is mainly cultivated

as an art. In Hungary, indeed, there is

no stately festival, no public rejoicing, no

private merrymaking, without some gyp

sy band; and it would be impossible to

find more sympathetic interpreters of its

intense and passionate spirit. But if pro

fessional musicians, they are nomadic

ones : they wander through all the towns

and villages of Transylvania and \Valla

chia, and are everywhere welcome. In

dance-music the life and impetuosity of

their musical movements, their varying

rhythms and the strange thrill of their

wild dissonances are absolutely enthrall

ing. Charles Boner, in his work on Tran

sylvania, says that even the aged find it

impossible to resist the dance when a

gypsy band invites them to it. Their

prelude is slow and sonorous, the music
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uickens, there is a rush of tones, the

&ntastic melody hastens on at a head

long pace—every one, old and young,

is under its spell.

Many of the Hungarian gypsies are

composers as well as performers. Pou

gr:itz and Patikzirus are names beloved

wherever the "Czardas" is listened to;

and where, in Hungary, is not the "Czar

das" listened to? No one can play a

" Czardas " like a gypsy, and he is often

rewarded for it in the most exaggerated

manner; for he soon has his audience

so excited that they call for it again and

again, and heap recompense on recom

pense, until, in their passionate delight,

the last ducat, the last watch, ring, and

even horse, has been bestowed. The

gypsies of Hungary conclude all pieces

---.1
I.'-"--___\ _-_. 1‘-G?

___.-~\ _-----I
\-

It may be said that the gypsy has no

nationality, and can therefore have no

national music. This is hardly true.

The gypsy has no country, but his sen

timent of nationality is strong and per

sistent, and his music is as peculiar as

his language and customs. It is true

that he steals the music of the country

in which he sojourns just as readily as

Voi.. XXVl.—tz

ending in the minor key by substituting

the major chord for the minor chord; for

instance, a passage written thus,

 

they finish thus :

E~

following instinctively a rule which we

find frequently observed in the most

classical compositions. The following

is a martial dance of the gypsies, but

the most elaborate notation would only

be the skeleton of any example: the best

parts of all their performances are those

they improvise while playing:

 

he steals the poultry from the roost or

the linen from the line, but he always

imparts to it some echo of his far East

ern home and some flavor of the tent

and the hedgerow. Twice in my life

this fact has struck me in a remarkable

manner. Once, on the skirts of a pine

forest in the wilds of Argyleshire, I came

suddenly on a gypsy-camp celebrating a
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wedding. The women were dancing the

"Romalis" to a violin and tambourine.

The music, the dance, the conical tents,

the flashing swarthy faces, the careless

piquant dresses, were all so Oriental in

character that in spite of the mountains,

the moors and the heather I found it hard

to realize that l was in the heart of Scot

land. Even when the most distinctive

Scotch pibrochs were played I was quite

conscious of an Eastern clash in them

which no Scot could or would have given.

Again: eighteen months ago I found a

camp of English gypsies in the Rocky

Mountains a little beyond Golden. One

man was leaning against a tree fiddling

negro melodies to the birds, but negro

melodies with the flavor of the tent in

stead of the cabin. At my request he

played "Yankee Doodle," and imparted

to it a revolutionary dash, a piquant

mocking defiance, which convinced me

that he knew its history and was inter

preting it from his own heart—a fact

which a subsequent conversation con

firmed. I often wonder that no musical

speculator has ever organized a band of

Russian, Hungarian and English gypsies.

Certainly, it would give us a far more

characteristic entertainment than bands

of blackened "minstrels."

The Swiss love their national music as

they love their mountains and their free

dom; and at first sight it seems singular

that a people so blended with the prog

ress of liberty should possess a music

singularly simple and pastoral. But in

this fact we perceive how truly music ex

plains character, for as early as the four

teenth century their political faith, like

their mode of life, was simple and averse

to display. In a few ordinary words the

deputies of Appenzell said all that has

since been said with infinite bombast:

"We are convinced that mankind are

born for order, but not for servitude

that they must have magistrates whom

they themselves elect, but not masters to

grovel under." The essentials of true

freedom having thus early become an

every-day enjoyment, a people so plain

and simple sang naturally melodies sug

gestive of the calm pastoral life so dear I

to them.

Stt'ISS SONG.
 

We must notice that the favorite in

strument of the Swiss, the Alp-horn, has

caused a predilection for a certain pro

gression of intervals. The Alp-horn is

a long tube of fir-wood having the same

compass as the trumpet. But on both

these instruments the upper F is not an

exact F, neither is it an exact F sharp,

and thus in most Alpine tunes there are

passages like the following, where the

notes marked X ought to be F natural,

but are nearly F sharp. However, this

irregular tone charms the Swiss, and is

one of the peculiarities of their "Ranz

des Vaches:"

$5.1,"-‘is-tEi_=t‘?a

But it is in the national music of the

Celtic race that we find the most famil

iar examples of melody symbolizing cha

racter. The purest form of it is undoubt

edly the Irish; and who will not bear wit

ness that in its half-laughing and half

sobbing notes we hear the voice of the

race? Its musical distinetion is the em

phatic and striking introduction of the

sixth major, but this peculiarity is also

prominent in Scotch and Welsh airs, and

is a favorite termination in all mountain

ous countries. To a fine sensibility there

is, I think, a much more peculiar trait in

Irish music, whether gay or sad—a strain

of longing which imparts a charm like

songs of memory—a strain so subtle that

my explanation can only be intelligible

to those who have already apprehend

ed it.

Kindred to the Irish is the Welsh and
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the Scotch music. The Welsh has a

more hopeless sob, the Scotch a wilder

mirth. We feel in the old Welsh tunes

that terrible struggle they had, first with

the Romans, and then with the Anglo

Normans; and whoever has heard the

"March of the Men of Haerlech" will

understand why King Edward slew the

Welsh Bards.

The most striking examples of Scotch

music are the pibrochs and strathspeys.

These compositions generally ring with

a wild laughter that is almost harassing,

especially when it is enhanced by the

abrupt close with the fifth instead of the

keynote. The ear, which has been long

ing for the rest, has a sense of being

teased and deluded with the rollicking

strain. As exponents of the cautious,

cannie Scot we should think them a sa

tire did we not know what a wild vein of

Celtic wit runs through the granite foun

dation of his character. If it be true that

national musics embalm peculiar human

ities, of no country is this so true as of

Scotland, for no people and no history

is so highly picturesque and so full of

the broadest lights and shadows. In

their earliest history we find this antith

esis. They lived rudely as peasants: they.

fought as if possessed by the very spirit

of chivalry. When they abolished the

magnificence of the papacy they inau

gurated the barest of churches. They

and the last to lay down arms for the

rights of his descendants. They are

worldly-wise to a proverb, and yet wild

ly susceptible to poetry and romance.

The songs of such a people have ne

cessarily a great variety: the color and

the perfume of life are in them. Listen

to the mocking, railing drollery of "There

cam' a young man," the sly humor of the

"Laird o' Cockpen,” or "Hey, Johnnie

Cope!" and you may understand one

side of Scottish character. The Border

ballads, that go lilting along to the gal

loping of horses and jingling of spurs,

are the interpretation of another side.

The same acti1/e influence accompanies

the Jacobite songs—" Up wi' the bonnets

for bonnie Dundee!" filled many a legion

for Prince Charles—and the blood kin

dles yet to their fife-like and drum-like

movements. Again, the stately rhythm

and march of some of the oldest airs

make them peculiarly suitable for pa

triotic songs; and Burns took advantage

of this when he adapted " Scots wha hae "

to the air of" Hey, Tuttie Taittie !" for to

this spirit-stirring strain Bruce and his

heroes marched to the field of Bannock

burn.

Scotch music is a good example of the

fact that the favorite musical instruments

of the different nations have undoubted

ly caused some favorite group of notes,

constituting motz"1/es of a peculiar rhythm,

which are employed with evident pref

erence. Thus, the use of the minor sev

enth instead of the major seventh (as in

"Wha'll be King but Charlie i’"), and the

sudden modulation from the minor key

to the major key, a whole tone below,

are in exact accord with the bagpipe,

and are more certain in the strathspeys,

reels and dances which are universally

played on that instrument; the intervals

of which are

E55‘-g*§E%

with the bass of the drone emitting A, so

that A minor must be regarded as the

principal key of this instrument. In

deed, Macdonald, in his Co/uplete Tutor

, for t/ze Great 1{z.'g/z/mm’ Bagpipe, gives

were the first to betray Charles Stuart, I the odd rule that the " piper is to pay no

attention to the flats and sharps marked

on the clef, as they are not used in pipe

music."

In Scotch music are also continually

found motives of a rhythm in which the

first note has only one-fourth the'dura

tion of the second. This is known as the

Scotch catch or snap, and evidently origi

nated in the strathspeys, though it is now

a distinction of many fine songs, notably

so of" Roy's Wife of Aldavalloch."

That these old melodies are the voice

of ancient Scotland is proved by the fact

that no modern musician has been able

to imitate them. Haydn tried to rear

range some of them, and failed, and

Geminiani blotted quires of paper in at

tempting to write a second part to the

" Broom o' the Cowdenknowes." No:
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ere we can add anything to the nation

al music of Scotland we must restore the

precise national conditions of which it

was the articulate idea.

English music, until the days of the

Tudors, was really French: England

sang, as all Europe did, the songs of

the Troubadours. But the "Chanson

de Roland" and the "Complaint of the

Chitelain de Courcy " were not English

strains, for a national song is a winged

fact. France was the legitimate succes

sor of the Troubadours, and many of

their oldest songs would serve to-day as

airs de t/auafl-t/z'1le. The French national

music has mostly grown out of civil dis

sensions and party conflicts. What scenes

do the "Carillon," the atrocious "Carma

gnole " and the " Marseillaise " bring up!

The " Carillon" had been Marie Antoi

nette's favorite tune: it pursued her from

her palace to her prison, startled her on

her way to her trial, and was probably

the last sound she heard as she lay

bound under the guillotine.

When not breathing blood and anar

chy French popular music has a wonder

ful range: it is gallant, mocking, elegant,

or full of absolute nonsense and frivolity.

In fact, French music has always been

so intensely national that it would have

been impossible for England to have long

borrowed it; and in the days of the Tu

dors we find English character beginning

to explain itself in those admirable tunes

and ballads which form a regular and

successive declaration of English prin

ciples, with their sound piety, broad fun,

perfect liberty of speech and capital eat

ing and drinking. They have neither the

wailing grief nor the boisterous merriment

of Celtic music, and they lack entirely

the monotonous tenderness of the Trou

badours; but they are full of buoyant,

daring independence, and have a cer

tain lmmetiness which strikes in a very

powerful manner some chord in the An

glo-Saxon heart.

The cosmopolitan nature of the Ger

man speaks to all the world in his mu

sic. Of all national musics it is the grand

est and the most developed: we see this

in the position it gives to rhythms. Na

tional musics with undeveloped rhythms

are the speech of people just awaken

ing, while music that has them strongly

marked and regularly introduced belongs

to people of fully-matured energies. Only

in the .'7odlers and Landlers of the Tyrol

ese, Austrian and Swiss mountains is the

original Teutonic iambic preserved in its

purity. In all other German music every

kind of rhythm is met with, no kind be

ing predominant. For the musical lan

guage of Germany embraces not only the

few octaves of passion, but the whole key

board of existence. It has preludes, sym

phonies and sonatas for every phase of

life. Nothing smaller than this range

would suffice to express the multiform

ideas of a people so thoughtful and cos

mopolitan. And though by this univer

sal sympathy Gcrman music may have

lost a purely national life, it is a most

sufficing compensation to have gained

the power of expressing the'idcas'of a

whole epoch.

Musical taste in America is in progress

of formation. We have no national mu

sic: we have not even a decided prefer

ence for any style. \Ve like Beethoven

and Chopin, but we also like Rossini and

Donizetti and delight in Lecocq and Sul

livan. In no respect is the national pride

so utterly forgotten as in music. We give

to all schools a fair hearing. The great

Gcrman masters are household words:

the national music of every land is wel

come. We have been learning to like

Italian opera at an insane cost; we have

kindly winked at the follies of opera

bouffe; probably nowhere in the world

are the intellectual depths of a German

symphony and the passionate declama

tion of an Italian recitative more thor

oughly appreciated. This is the natural

musical exposition of our complex and

various life. This wondrous variety,

which indicates possibilities not yet re

vealed, pleases us without being always

clear to our feelings and intellect. Still,

we shall not ask, with the Frenchman,

"Sonate, que veux-tu ?" We are satis

fied with what the present affords, and

what new masters shall appear or what

new instruments he invented we know

not. Always the epochs will have their

own interpreter. One hundred years ago
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who had imagined a Weber or Steinway

piano, that piece of furniture with a soul

in it ?

It has been suggested to me while

writing this paper that national melodies 1

are in a great measure influenced by the

physical features of the country in which

they rise. l think very little so. It is

true that the music of all mountainous

countries has many points of resem

blance, but it is because the people of

such countries have strong mental and

moral similitudes. Savages are not in

spired by the most lovely scenery, and

a collection of national airs from differ

ent parts of the world would not reveal

to us whether they were written in val

leys or on mountains or by the sound

ing seashore.

There are distinct ensigns by which

national music may be as promptly de

tected as a ship by its colors. Spanish

airs have in them the rapid twinkling,

so to speak, of the guitar; the mountain

melodies of Switzerland recall the open

notes of the Alp-horn; the Irish and

Scotch musics have their marks as plain

ly impressed upon them as the physiog

nomy of the peoples is distinct, and it is

MALLSTON'S

TH E railroad-village of Fairfield

woke up one spring morning and

found a clumsy blue car, with a skylight

in its roof, standing on the common near

the blacksmith-shop. Horses and tongue

were already removed, the former being

turned into the tavern pasture and the

latter stowed in the tavern barn. A small

sky-colored ladder led up to the door

of this artistic heaven, which remained

closed long after a crowd of loungers

had gathered around it.

The Fairfield loungers were famously

lazy savages, though to the last degree

good-natured and obliging. They wore

butternut overalls and colored shirts, a

nothing to the purpose to say that they

have been cleverly imitated: the mark

still remains a fact, and is the mysterious

specialty that thrills the rich, the poor,

the soldier and the churchman, the peas

ant and the exile. Whatever analogy

exists between a country and its music

is mainly with the inward character of

the people themselves, and is generally

too profound to be theorized upon. We

only know that at every step we advance

in the science of music we are decipher

ing what is written within us, not tran

scribing anything from without.

Nor as Americans are we insensible to

the value of a national music. The few

airs which have any claim to represent

us in this capacity have done service that

no money can estimate. During the late

war wherever the rebel flag was raised it

was necessary to silence "Yankee Doo

die." Like the " Marseillaise," it was an

institution before which its enemies trem

bled; and when we have produced or an

nexed something infinitely grander we

shall not forget the saucy, free-and-easy,

mind-your-own-business melody that car

ried the nation cheerfully through two

great crises. AMELIA E. BARR.

YOUNGEST.

few adding the picturesque touch 7 of

bright handkerchiefs and broad straw

hats: there were a few coats in various

stages of rags and grease, and one or two

pairs of boots, but the wearers of these

put on no airs over the long ankles and

sprawling toes which blossomed around

them. The whole smoking, stoop-shoul

dered, ill-scented throng were descend

ants of that Tennessee and Carolina ele

ment which more enterprising Hoosiers

deplore, because in every generation it re

peats the ignorance and unthrift branded

so many years ago into the "poor white"

of the South. .

Those who could read traced the legend
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"Photographic Car" on the sides of the

vehicle, and with many a rude joke each

bantered the other to have his picter took

for such purposes as skeerin' stock off the

railroad-track or knockin' the crows stiff.

Their scuffling and haw-haws waked the

occupant of the car, who rose in his bunk

and drew the curtain from a window. The

boys saw his face and hushed. Raising

the window, he scattered a bunch of

handbills among them, which set them

all to scrambling, and, when they had

caught the bills, to struggling with large

and small type which announced that an

unrivalled photographer would be in that

vicinity in a very few days with his beau

tiful travelling-car, giving everybody an

opportunity of securing such tin -types

and photographs as only the large cities

turned out, and at the lowest possible

prices.

Presently the photographer appeared

at his own door and looked abroad.

The tender spring morning, though it

glorified surrounding woods and rich

farming-lands, could do little for this di

lapidated village, which consisted of one

lane of rickety dwellings crossed at right

angles by the Peru Railroad, a stern brick

building, a wooden elevator and a mill.

It was a squalid sight, though the festive

season of the year and that glamourous

air peculiar to Indiana brooded it. The

photographer surveyed his new field with

an amused sneer, and descended the steps

to go to his breakfast at the tavern, a

peak-roofed white frame set among locust

tTees—the best house on the street. Be

fore it stood that lozenge-shaped sign on

a fat post which stands before all country

taverns. making a vague, lonesome ap- '

peal to the traveller.

The loungers moved in groups on the

station-platform, their hands in their

pockets and their necks stretched for- ,

I and two, taking it between them, canward, eying the stranger.

Out of the blue distance on the rail

road two plumes of steam rose suddenly:

then a black object stood up on the track

and gave two calls at a crossing. Dou

ble-shuffles were danced on the platform,

as if the approaching train charged these

vagabonds with some of its own strength.

It screamed, and bore down upon this ‘

dilapidated station to stop for one brief

minute, change mail-sacks and gaze pity

ingly out of its one eye at the howling

crew which never failed to greet it there.

People in the cars also looked out as if

glad they were not stopping, and a few

with long checks in their hats, who ap

peared to be travelling to the earth's

ends, were envied by a girl approach

ing the post-office in the brick block.

She waited near the photographic car

until the train passed, her lip curling at

this blue van and the pretensions of its

owner.

Later she came out of the post-office

by a back hall, and, darting a fierce look

at Jim Croddy, who ran against her in

his performance of the double-shuffle,

took her way across the common, crush

ing her letters in her hand. This time she

scarcely looked at the photographic van,

but with dilated eyes and set teeth pur

sued her path into the springing weeds.

The photographer, who had returned,

looked at her, however, and found her

individuality so attractive that he watch

ed her swift step until it took her out of

sight within the doorway of a brick res

idence detached from the village by a

meadow and long lawn.

The young man opened his car and

prepared for business. His landlady was

going to bring her grandchild to be pho

tographed. A locker received his prim

itive couch, and he further cleared the

deck for action by stowing in the back

apartment where he prepared his chem

icals all remaining litter. Jim Croddy

and kindred spirit! ventured to look in.

" See here, boys," inquired the pho

tographer, "couldn't one of you get me

a bucket of water from somewhere?"

They would all do it. The heartiest

and most obliging set of idlers in the

world, they almost fought for the pail,

tered to the pump in front of the post

office. The rest were fain to enter, tread

ing each other's bare heels as they tum

bled up the steps.

" Don't you want your pictures taken?"

inquired the artist, quizzically surveying

his shaggy crowd.

"We ain't got no money," replied
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Bill Stillman, the smallest but readiest

tongued.

"You got money, Bill," retorted Leon

ard Price, a parchment-colored wisp of

nineteen who had recently become a

widower.

"I got to git clo'es with it if I hev'.

There's Mallston: git him to set for /zz's

picter."

Mallston was hooted for as he came

across the dewy grass on feet of brawn,

shaming puny rustics by his huge phy

sique. The photographer mentally limn

ed him: a bushy, low-browed head and

dark, reddish, full-lipped face, bearded;

muscle massed upon his arms and tatter

clothed legs; a deep, prominent chest;

hands large, black, powerful; the whole

man advancing with a lightness which

in some barbaric conqueror would have

been called dignified grace.

Mallston had nothing to answer for

himself. He stood folding his arms and

looking in. It was said he had African

blood in his veins—barely enough to stain

the red of his skin, pinch up his children's

hair and give them those mournful, pas

sionate black eyes through which the

tragedy of the race always looks. But

so vague, so mere a hearsay, was this ne

gro stain, if it existed at all, that he had

married a white wife, and moved in so

ciety unchallenged by these very fastid

ious descendants of Carolina and Ten

nessee.

Mallston's wife had lately added a son

to his family. He had two sons before,

also two daughters. From any stand

point it seemed an unnecessary addition

when the economist considers that he

had no means of support except his big

fingered paws, and these, though very

willing, depended on chance jobs and

days‘ works given him by other men. In

face of these facts the youngest was there

as well as the oldest—scarcely seven; the

second, scarcely five; and the third and

fourth, aged three and a half and two—

in his rented house of one room, contain

ing beds in opposite corners, a table and

a cooking-stove in front of the fireplace.

A generous family and scant provision for

it being the mode in Fairfield, however,

Mallston may not have seen his desper

l ate position, especially with summer and

harvest wages coming. Just now he was

' out of a job, having finished a ditching

contract, and his black, speculative eyes

looked anxiously at the photographer.

"Come, clear now!" exclaimed that

young man with some authority to his

loafers: "I am going to have some sit

ters.‘'

The landlady and her grandchild were

already coming to take advantage of

morning sunlight and the domestic lull

before dinner. With them came a curi

ous neighbor in ill-made, trailing calico

and dejected sun-bonnet, who walked

with her hands on her hips and puckered

her upper lip, with consciousness of the

loss of two front teeth, when she laughed.

As they proceeded at a pace regulated by

the toddling child, they encountered an

old woman with no teeth at all, whose

nose and chin leaned very much toward

each other: her grizzled hair curled un

der a still more dejected sun-bonnet,

and, setting down a basket of clothes,

she stood panting from exertion and wip

ing her wan face on the bonnet cape.

"I'm a-garn to hick'ry that Bill," she

exclaimed weakly. "I tole him to carry

me wash-water, and here he is stannin'

round thish yer car! George and John's

just out, too, and so's Foster. Soon's

they git the'r vittles they up and leave

me to do the best I kin. Laws! who's

garn to pay out money fer fortygraphs?

If folks all had to work as hard as I do,

they wouldn't have no money fer no such

things, so they wouldn't. It 'ud stan' 'em

in hand to be savin'."

"Why don't you drive off some yer

good-fer-nothin' boys and make 'em do

somethin', Mis‘ Stillman?" bantered the

neighbor.

"Well, they've all been a-workin'," re

lented the mother. "Bill, he's as good

a feller to work as ever was if he don't

git with a lot of orn'ry boys. Hit hurts

Fawt to work stiddy, so it does.—Bill,

come here and tote these clo'es home

fer me."

Bill came, ruddy and laughing from a

sculfle, and walked off with the basket.

"And git the wash-water and make a

fire under the kittle," called his mother.
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"I'll be apt to," responded Bill.

"Come along into the daguerreyan

car, Mis' Stillman," invited the landlady.

"You never see the inside o' one, did

you ?"

"Laws! is that wher' you're garn to?

I can't stop but a minute. Hit looks

mighty fine. The boys said this feller

was drivin' into town last night when

meetin' broke. Who's garn to have their

picter took ?—You, Jane ?"

" Me ?" replied the neighbor.

no: I ain't rich."

"Oh, you'll change your minds," drawl

ed the landlady patrtmizingly, as became

" Laws!

a lady of means: "he takes 'em reel '

cheap."

The photographer met this group at

his door and assisted them into the car,

from which all his earlier visitors had dis

persed except Mallston.

Mallston stood at the steps and watch

ed the landlady's grandchild prepared for

a sitting. The rabble had begun their

morning business of pitching horseshoes,

but his interest was held by that little

child—its fresh clothes, rings of black

hair and pomegranate coloring. The

artist, having placed his camera, was in

the farther room preparing his plate.

When he came out and was in the act

of closing the door he noticed Mallston,

and asked, " Do you want a job ?"

The barbarian did decidedly.

"Come into the back room, then, and

help me."

Mallston went striding through the car,

and placed himself in an obedient atti

tude behind the partition.

" Laws !" exclaimed Mrs. Stillman,

standing between the camera, where the

artist was burying his head under a black

cloth, and the object to be photographed,

"when we lived in Bartholomew county

—'twas the year after we moved f'm

Johnson county—Foster and John they

was little fellers then, and Idid want

the'r picters that bad, so I did. But the'r

pap he 'lowed it was a waste o' money.

Pore man l he was a mighty hard worker:

he'd go a mile'd to make a cent, and then

he'd lose it all with bad management, so

he would. But I had easy times them

days, with everything to my han' : l spun

and wove all the jeansthe men-folks wore,

and we milked a dozen cows—"

"VVill you please move aside?"

"Git out o' the way, Mis‘ Stillman : the

' man can't see through ye."

" Oh !" exclaimed the old woman, jerk

ing herself from the photographer's line

of vision, "I didn't go fer to git in the

way. But this ain't doin' my washin',"

she added, moving toward the entrance.

Here, on a little shelf, she found some tiles

and brushes, which she took up to exam

ine and hold before the other women,

who were seated awaiting the picture

taking. "What's these here things?"

"Artists‘ materials," replied the pho

tographer, removing his head from under

the black cloth. and that from the camera.

—"Now, my little man, look straight at

the hole in the box, and don't move.

That large brick house—keep perfectly

quiet—across the field seems a good point

to sketch from. Who lives there?"

" Harbisons," replied the landlady.

" Harbisons, eh? I suppose it was l\liss

Harbison I saw go past this morning ?—

Don't move, my little man."

"I do' know," demurred the washer

woman, whose sole recreation in life was

the faculty of speech. "I ain't seen l\lis‘

Harbison to town to-day. They's him

and her and the boys. Both the boys is

away f'm home now. What-fer lookin'

woman ?"

" It was a young lady in a wide hat."

"Oh, that's Miss Gill: she's some kin

to 'em. She's a school-teacher to Bunker

Hill or Peru. Laws! Ihate to see any

body so proud."

"That's a good boy !" said the photog

rapher. He removed his plate and car

ried it to the rear room, where he re

quired the assistance of Mallston, who

' had watched the process with silent in

terest. Presently reappearing with the

dripping negative, which he held for the

women to see, he repeated incidentally,

"Proud, is she, this Miss Gill?"

"Yes, she is, kind o'," testified the

neighbor who was called Jane.—" lt's a

reel good one, ain't it ?"

" If ye take as good as this all the time,"

cried the pleased landlady, holding off

the negative and giving that excited drawl
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to the terminal word which may distin

guish Kentuckians, for she claimed to V

be one, "every girl in town 'll be comin'

after the'r picter-uh !"

"Except the proud Miss Gill."

The landlady, who had a moustache,

bristled it over her square mouth : "I

never ast much about her.

o' yaller-complected, but some says she's

smart. Bill Harbison was smart too, but

he's all broke up now. They don't own

nothin' but the house and grounds they're ,

I bracelets and went to the car to test thislivin' in."

"Laws!" poured in the steady washer- '

woman, "I used to work fer Mis‘ l-Iarbi- '

son when she was well off—I done knit

socks and pieced quilts—and she was al

ways liber'l, so she was. When we fust

come here he was gittin' down with his

last sickness, and we left a good place in

Bartholomew county, fer /z1's folks they

kep' a-writin', 'Here's the place, Billy:

this is wher' you'll find the flitter tree and

the honey pond.' And it wasn't never

my will, but come we must; and you

orte seen Fairfield then. Why, ther'

wasn't nothin' but mud, so ther' wasn't.

—My soul! if thern don't go Bill, and I

know he ain't carried me no wash-water."

The artist helped her down the Steps

and asked her to come again, which

courtesy she distrusted. She 'lowed he

was p'tendin'. He throwed his head up

like he was big-feelin'. It ruffied her that

anybody should be big-feelin' over a pore

widder-woman that took in days' washin's,

and had a pack 0' triflin' boys that et her

out o' house and home.

Still, this old woman enjoyed the fruit

trees' budding promise as she patted along

the railroad, and perhaps some old thrill

shot again as a meadow-lark uttered his

short, rich madrigal from the weather

darkened fence.

" Ho, Mis‘ Stillman," called Mallston's

wife, standing in her door with the young

est on her arm, " le's go over and see that

ther' picter car."

"I done done it," responded the old

woman.

By the end of two weeks this photo

graphic car had done good execution on

the community. The artist himself ap

peared friendly, which greatly assisted

She's kind 7

his trade, openness to familiarity being a

prime virtue in all rustic neighborhoods.

Every youngster who came to the store

after groceries, with a bag slung over the

horse's neck in which to carry them, gave

pap no peace until means were furnished

for a rosy-cheeked tin-type of himself in

a pink, green or purple case. The Ap

pledore girls, handsome daughters of a

rich farmer, and therefore able to sit for

pictures in Kokomo, or even Indianapo

lis, yet put on all their chains, rings and

young photographer's skill. Mrs. Still

man received money from her daughter

in Ellwood, together with the written com

mand : "You go and git your fortygraph

took fer me, mother: we don't none of us

never know what's agarn to happen." So

she removed her black alpaca from its

peg on the wall for her adornment, and

came also, explaining to the neighbors

that Kit sent the money, so she did, and

was makin' a pore mouth about not hav

in' no picter of mother. And having got

the picture, she used all her past trials and

present misfortunes to save half the price,

which she succeeded in doing.

Every day the artist had a few sitters.

It was surprising how many of the bil

ious, bare-legged children who collect

ed to gaze at his framed specimens were

brought to be photographed, for most of

the villagers were squalidly poor and the

farmers were entering their busy season.

During this time he had opened the

Harbison domicile to himself, being son

of a friend who had sat in the State legis

lature with Mr. Harbison. All Fairfield

knew that he went there nearly every

day, and that it was not to shoot with the

long-bow on the lawn. They had no idea

how he loved to lounge from one empty

room to another of this picturesque, half

furnished house, and how he was grati

fied by the fitness of the inhabitants to

their abode. He liked to see Miss Gill

tuck a bunch of peach-blossoms in her

coil of hair, and to feel the quickening

influences of spring supplemented by

her electricity.

Mrs. Harbison took her earth-loving

hands from garden-making and went to

show the young people the ferns in the
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woods. She pulled her sun-bonnet over

her eyes and trod out with the solid steps

of a woman bred to love the soil under

her feet. The photographer sketched

along the way, but he finally sat down

by Little Wildcat where the water boiled

over boulders, and Mrs. Harbison went

farther to dig ginseng. There was a joy

ful hurry of birds all around. That leop

ard of the Indiana woods, the sycamore,

repeated itself in vistas.

" Sycamores always look like dazzling

marble shafts blackened with patches of

moss," said the young man.

" And their leaves," said the girl sitting 1

on the log not far from him, "smell like

poetry. I spread them on my face late

in summer after a shower and suck up

their breath. But I never can put the

sensation into words."

" How's that for a sycamore?" he asked, -

showing a scrap.

She examined it with great satisfaction:

"Why do you go about with a photo

graphic car? Why don't you set out to

be an artist?"

I-Ielaughed: "Because there is so much ,

of the vagabond in me, I suppose. Then

I never had any education in art. Folks

as poor as Job's turkey."

"But a man can do so much or so 1

little."

"Well, when I'm going about with the '

car I see a great many odd people, and 1

can pick up little striking things for stud

ies. I get a living, too, such as it is,

which I shouldn't do if I set up as an

artist. Look here!" He turned over his

book and showed an etching of Mallston

stepping across the common carrying his

youngest, with the four older children at

his heels.

They both laughed at it.ear.

" He's a good fellow,'

photographer, "but there's no end to

the ignorance and misery such creatures

bring upon the world. He couldn't take

decent care of himself, and he has a wife

and five children hanging on him."

" It is just so with nearly all these peo

ple," exclaimed Miss Gill -in high scorn.

"They have no idea of what life should

be—no ambition, and scarcely a soul

One had sprawled, and was ,

evidently lifting a howl to the paternal 1

remarked the ,

to divide around among them all. It

smothers me!" She threw her arms

out impetuously. "I want such different

things—the society of the cultivated, the

stimulus of great natures. Maybe I could

write something that would get before the

public then."

" Have you ever sent anything East ?"

he inq'uired with a Hoosier's vast respect

for older civilization.

" Yes," she answered with a falling in

flection of voice and head. "But it's no

use: I never shall amount to anything

with my surroundings."

The water gurgled over its boulders

and the green landscape sent up an ex

quisite loamy breath. The young peo

ple, both representing the afflatus of the

State, met in one tragic look which ended

in a smile.

Next morning Mallston took his usual

post in the car, shifting from one bare

' foot to the other, while the photographer

lounged on his locker waiting for custom.

' The native frequently parted his shaggy

' jaws, but considered how he should offer

his information. He watched his employ

er with real attachment, and his dark red

face deepened its hue around the eyes as

he broke out, "\Ve've got a little feller t'

'r house."

" What! not another one ?"

" He's two month ole," explained Mall

ston.

"Oh, your youngest. Vi'hy, yes, I've

seen him." Mallston was evidently sur

prised that so humble a creature as his

youngest had attracted the great photog

rapher's notice. " He's a fine youngster,"

added the latter.

Mallston was then emboldened to blurt

out, " We've named him."

"You have? Vi"ell, what do you call

him ?"

"We called him after you."

"Why, here's an honor! How did you

come to name him for me ?"

"1done it."

" Let me see: what can I do for him?

Suppose you bring him over now while

' we aren't very busy and I'll take his

picture."

Mallston grinned with pleasure: "My

woman wanted his picter. My woman
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'lowed mebby you wouldn't charge for

it if you knowed he was a namesake." I

" Certainly I won't. So bring him right

along and we'll do our best for him." 1

It was some time before he reappear- l

ed, carrying his youngest in his arms, its ,

cheeks polished and its wet hair turning

over in rings, decked in its chief finery,

a blue quilted cloak. The mother came 1

along to hold her cherub in her lap. She

was a long, raw-boned woman, immature

in face under all her crust of care and '

tan, evidently distressed in her free waist ,

by the tightness of her calico dress and '

in her unfenced feet by shoes.

"What are' you going to do with the

baby?" inquired Miss Gill kindly as she

encountered this group at right angles on

her return from the post-office.

"Garn with him to the man to git his '

picter. Come in and see him took," in

vited Mrs. Mallston timidly.

The young woman, ready to seize on

any distraction, went in, scarcely under

standing that her bruised ambition reach

ed for healing to such homely, lowly na

tures as these.

The artist was glad to see her, and she

sat on the locker while preparations went

on. She exchanged amused glances with

him when the other Mallstons flocked to

the steps, bellowing in various keys for

their mother, and on their being swung

in by one arm and placed in a row on

the opposite locker, she gazed at them in

turn, wondering what the future held out

to such lumps of dirt and sombre black

eyes. V

Mallston set his youngest on the moth

er's lap and looked at it with sneaking i

fondness. The whole tribe seemed equal

ly dear to him, but this youngest appeal

ed to his strength, Mrs. Mallston was

not celebrated as a tender mother. She

went after pails of water and left her chil

dren playing beside the railroad-track; ‘

their tattered and ludicrous appearance '

bespoke her unskilfulness with the needle;

she was said to have scalded the eldest ,

boy with a skilletful of hot water in which

she had soaked bacon, pouring it out of

the window on his head. But she prob

ably did as well as she knew how, and '

Mallston did much better. The photog- '

rapher watched him go back a dozen

times to straighten the baby's sturdy legs,

' tap it under the' chin with his colossal

fore finger, cluck in the laughing red cav

ern of his mouth and change the folds of

its quilted cloak with quite a professional

air. What were poverty, the world's ne

, glect, hard labor and circumscribed life

to this man? That muscle which gath

ered and distributed the streams of his

body may have been to him a heaven in

which these five youngsters ministered

as angels.

The young man felt moved with an

emotion he resisted: "My God! can it

be that this savage is right in his instincts,

and I am wrong? Can some peculiar

blessing of Heaven rest on the man who

dares Fate for family love? Or is the

poor wretch's fondness a recompense for

his overburdened lot ?"

The baby took a fine picture. Mall

ston stood by a window and gazed at the

large tin-type. His full lips dropped apart

and his head leaned sidewise. He turn

ed to his wife and said with a foolish ex

pression, "If the little feller 'ud happen

to drop off now we got sumpin' to remem

ber him by."

" My childern's kind o' sickly," remark

ed his wife, marshalling forth her quar

tette, " fer all they look so hearty."

The photographic car remained day

after day, although sitters seldom came

now, for even the loafers were helping to

put in crops. The horses which should

have dragged it out almost any dewy

morning were not exactly eating their

heads off, being turned upon pasture, but

the landlord was famous for getting his

entertainment's worth. As long as week

ly board-bills were paid he said it was

none of his business if the man stayed

all summer.

On Monday the photographer resolved,

"I will start on Wednesday ;" on Wed

nesday he decided, "I will wait till Sat

urday ;" and on Saturday, "It's too late

in the week now, but I must go next

Monday."

Mrs. Harbison, when interviewed about

the generous portion of time he spent on

her lawn with her summer visitor, an
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swered with downrightness, "Well, what

if he does like to come to our place? We

know all about his folks. And if them

two wants to sit and talk, they're fit com

pany fer each other, and I reckon it won't

hurt 'em. So what you going to do about

it ?"

The village was going to talk about it.

The female population gathered at the

storekeeper's house, their favorite rally

ing-place because the storekeeper's wife

had no opinions of her own, but made a

good echo to whatever was said, and there

they judged that Gill girl for taking up

with strangers like she done, so stuck up,

and hoped it would turn out he was a

married man, and wouldn't that bring her

down ?

Meanwhile, the photographer stretched

himself on his oilcloth-cushioned locker

and stared at the now fully-unfurled

woods, without one mental glance at the

vivid moss in its shades, its four varieties

of ferns or the ruined cabin with one side

thrown down, showing flickers of sunlight

through the gaps of its fireplace. He

called himself ill names for remaining

where he was, and made a crazy picture

of a photographic car seesawing along

the country roads, with a figure he well

knew sitting on the platform beside him

as he drove. It was so absurd, but he

quoted Mrs. Dalles's song of "Brave

Love" while he etched:

We eould not want for long,

While my man had his violin

And I my sweet love-song.

The world has aye gone well with us,

Old man, since we were one :

Our homeless wanderings down the lanes,

They long ago were done.

Then, across some chasm of indefinite

time, he saw a studio and himself happy

at an easel, with this devoted dark face

resting against his side, reciting her work

to him and quivering with joy at some

sign of success. But the whole panorama

dissolved at a breath.

"Now, aren't you a nice fellow," he

addressed himself, "a brilliant rascal, a

wise genius, to be thinking of such a

thing?"

Miss Gill was returning from the woods

with a full basket before the morning heat

came on. A few women at the store

keeper's fence looked sidewise at each

other as she paused to chat under the

photographer's window.

The morning was so clear that every

object stood in startling relief. A plume

of steam far up the leafy railroad vista

heralded the Peru express‘s lightning

passage through the town. Scarcely a

lounger was left on the platform. Mall

ston had a job of cleaning the cellar for

the storekeeper, and at intervals appear

ed from its gaping doors with a basket of

decayed potatoes on his shoulders. The

landscape rung with bird-songs, and the

girl, who had skimmed the cream ofi' such

a morning, looked up and laughed at her

dejected friend. She had purple violets

tucked into her coil of hair, her belt and

under her collar.

"What are you doing here? Why aren't

you out trying to catch the effect of day

twilight in the thick woods?"

" I've been trying," he replied without

smiling, "to catch the effect of a rash

action—and a woman's face."

"I-low solemn! Let me see it.

Mrs. Stillman's ?"

"No, it isn't: it's my wife's."

Her half-lifted hand dropped. \Vhile

her eyes met his without blenching she

turned ghastly white, her face seeming to

wither into sudden age.

The express-train whistled. Only a

moment before its steam-plume had been

her symbol of rushing success in life, and

now, for some scarcely apprehended

reason, she felt that the train and Fate

were running her down. With intuitive

resistance and a defiant sweep of her

body she turned toward it and scream

ed aloud.

The photographer could not credit this

rapid change to himself when he saw

upon the track a small rough cart drawn

by Mallston's oldest girl and containing

his youngest stretched upon a dirty pil

low. The express was coming down

grade at full speed, but at its whistle the

oldest child turned off the track and tried

to drag her burden across the rail. The

cart upset, and the baby sprawled, cry

ing, between the rails, while his sister

fled crying toward home.

Is it
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This whole occurrence was a flash: it

seemed to the spectators they had barely

started forward with their blood curdling,

the engine had but screamed, and Mall

ston was merely seen dropping a basket

of potatoes and leaping with upright hair

and starting eyes, before the whole thing

was over. The train stopped with such a

recoil that many passengers were thrown

from their seats: the engineer dropped

from his cab, and there was a crowd.

Mallston was jammed into a heap

against a tall board fence which sur

rounded the store-lot. The baby sprawl

ed near him, where he had thrown it when

the engine struck him.

"Are you hurt?" asked the photogra

pher, turning him over.

He sat up, looking dazed and ludi

crous: "Wher's the little feller ?"

"I got him," panted the breathless

mother, shaking the child from side to

side as she showed it to him.

"11c's all right," cried the engineer,

"but I hit you. Where are you hurt?"

"I ain't hurt no place," said Mallston,

crawling up on all fours, "'cept wher'

my back and head hit the fence." He

stood up grinning at the excited crowd,

and put his sneaking, protecting finger

tips under the baby's chin. The young

est had ceased to yell during the fright,

but this touched him off again.

"You skeered the poor little feller,"

said Mallston severely, but the engineer

was already mounting his cab, laughing

with relief. The train passed on, people

crowding the platforms.

Women felt the baby's limbs: there

were no hurts except a bruise on one fat

leg and a little more than the usual

amount of dirt on its face.

"Are you sure you aren't injured?"

urged the photographer, shaking his man.

But Mallston looked into his eyes with

a preoccupied mind, and said, as to the

only person present who would appre

ciate the depth of the remark, "I couldn't

a-stood that, by jeeminy !" Tears stood

in his big bovine eyes.

The group dispersed, many glad to

have enjoyed such a genuine sensation,

Mrs. Stillman declaring to the neighbor

and the landlady she hadn't had such a

skeer since the time /zc was took in the

dead o' night with bleedin' at the lungs,

and not a doctor in ten mile, and every

minute like to be his last, so it was.

The artist followed Miss Gill from the

spot. She picked up her basket beside

the photographic car, her face so subli

mated it seemed never to have known

any other look. '

"I didn't understand human nature,"

she confessed to the photographer, who

had entered his car and again appeared

at the window above her. "That fellow

has the poetry in him that I can't write

out. I'm afraid I'm going to cry."

The artist held down his sketch-book

to her. Dabbing back her‘ tears with one

hand, she took it with the other and ex

claimed at once, "Why, you've sketched

me!"

"When a man like that dares so much

for home happiness in this world, I think

I can dare a little, poor, struggling dog

as I am. I called that a while ago the

picture of my wife; and it shall be—my

woman," infusing the idiom of his native

State with its primitive, tender meaning.

She handed back the book, and he

took it, with her hand.

" Do you dare?" trembled the girl with

a laugh, mindful that all Fairfield was

out.

"I think I do," he replied, smiling also

as he followed her eyes toward a group

proceeding down the railroad—" even in

spite of that."

Mrs. Mallston was walking beside her

husband, making a display of ankle-bone

under her scant calico wrapper, her sun

bonnet flapping to her nose, the fourju

veniles able to walk dangling from her

fingers or drapery. Mallston, straight as

a hickory tree, carried his youngest on his

bosom, patting its cheek with his horny,

potato-scented palm.

M. H. CATHERWOOD.
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THE EARLY

OR many years both before and af

ter the Revolution the western part

of New York was claimed by Massachu

setts. The dispute was finally settled in

1786 by the latter State retaining the title

to the soil westward of a meridian line

extending from Pennsylvania to Lake

Ontario. The line was afterward ascer

tained to be the meridian of Washington.

It passed near Elmira, through the county

of Seneca, and pierced the town of Lyons

in the county of Wayne. The area of the

.\lassachusetts claim was more than sev

en million acres, or about fifteen counties

as they are now arranged. The entire

tract was sold in 1787 to Oliver Phelps

and Daniel Gorman for one million dol

lars. Phelps and Gorman immediately

proceeded to Canandaigua and obtained

the Indian title to one-third of the tract.

A land-office was opened -in that village,

the first of its kind in America. But the

sales, although rapid, prevented the ruin

neither of the purchasers nor of Robert

Morris, the financier of the Revolution,

who came forward to help them. The

Holland Land Company profited by these

misfortunes. The rich valleys of the

Genesee and its tributaries more than

made good its promises to actual settlers,

as is readily proved by the waving fields

of grain which greet the traveller through

that section to-day.

In the year 1815 there came to the

town of Palmyra, in Wayne county, a

family by the name of Smith. Their for

mer home was Sharon, Vermont. The

father's name was Joseph, the mother's

maiden name was Lucy Mack, and they

were both of Scotch descent. Their son

Joseph, afterward "the Prophet," was

born on December 23, I805. Hyrum,

another son, helped his father at the

trade of a cooper. Joseph, Jr., grew up

with the reputation of being an idle and

ignorant youth, given to chicken-thiev

ing, and, like his father, extremely super

stitious. Both father and sons believed

in witchcraft, and they frequently "di

DAYS OF MORMONISM.

vined " the presence of water by a fork

ed stick or hazel rod. Orlando Sanders

of Palmyra, a well-preserved gentleman

of over eighty, tells us that the Smith

family worked for his father and for him

self. He gives them the credit of being

good workers, but declares that they

could save no money. He also states

that Joseph, Jr., was "a greeny," both

large and strong. By nature he was

peaceably disposed, but when he had

taken too much liquor he was inclined

to fight, with or without provocation.

The profession of a water-witch did not

bring enough ducats to the Smith fam

ily ; so the attempt was made to find hid

den treasures. Failing in this, the un

folding flower of Mormonism would' have

been nipped in the bud had not Joe's fa

ther and brother been engaged in digging

a well upon the premises of Clark Chase

in September, 1819. Joseph, Jr., stood

idly by with some of the Chase children

when a stone resembling a child's foot

was thrown from the well. The Chase

children claimed the curiosity, as it was

considered, but Joe seized and retained it.

Afterward, for a series of years, he claim

ed that by the use of it he was enabled to

discover stolen property and to locate the

place where treasure was buried.

After living in Palmyra for about ten

years, the Smith family moved southward

a few miles and settled in Manchester,

the northern town of Ontario county.

Their residence was a primitive one, even

for those days. William Van Camp, the

aged editor of the Demoeratic Press at

Lyons, recalls the fact that it was a log

house from the following circumstance.

Martin Harris, a farmer near Palmyra,

visited the Smiths while he was yet in

doubt concerning the doctrines of Mor

monism. One night, while he was in

his room, curtained off from the single

large room of the interior, there appear

ed to him no less a personage than Jesus

Christ. Harris was informed that Mor

monism was the true faith, and Van
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Camp knows that it was a log house,

although no vestige now remains, be

cause Harris told him that his celestial

visitor was lying on the beam overhead !

One mile from the Smith residence was

the farm of Alonzo Sanders, now owned

by William T. Sampson, commander in

the United States Navy. This farm is

four miles south of Palmyra, on the road

toward Canandaigua. It includes a bar

ren hill which rises abruptly to the height

of one hundred and fifty feet. The ridge

runs almost due north and south, and

from the summit there are beautiful views

ofthe hills surrounding Canandaigua and

Seneca Lakes. It is known to the present

generation as "Gold Bible Hill :" to Joe

Smith it was known as "the Hill Cumor

ah," where the angel Moroni announced

to him the presence ofthe "golden plates"

giving an account of the fate which at

tended the early inhabitants of America.

With these plates would be found the only

means by which they could be read, the

wonderful spectacles known as the " Urim

and Thummim." Joe was not averse to

such a revelation, for his hazel rod and

his " peek-stone" had already failed him.

There had been various religious awaken

ings in the neighborhood, and when the

various sects began to quarrel over the

converts Joe arose and announced that

his mission was to restore the true priest

hood. He appointed a number of meet

ings, but no one seemed inclined to fol

low him as the leader of a new religion.

In September, 1823, an angel appeared

to him, forgave his many lapses from

grace and announced the golden plates.

These plates, however, were not found

for several years. In the mean time the

' scene of Smith's operations shifted along

the banks of Seneca Lake and down the

tributaries ofthe Susquehanna to the point

where that river sweeps southward into

Pennsylvania past a borough of its own

name, and then northward into New

York. before it finally crosses Pennsyl

vania on its way to the Chesapeake.

The borough of Susquehanna forms an

important station on the Erie Railway,

one hundred and ninety miles north-west

of New York City. All about the local

ity houses are built in little groups upon

the steep hillsides: even the railroad

shops could not be erected before the

ground was levelled for them. When the

river first cut a channel through the Ap

palachin Mountains it was very saving of

its strength. Should anything besides the

river attempt to enter this valley it must

either hang against the sides or swim.

Joe Smith had paid several visits to

this region when the first settlers were

struggling with the wilderness. It was

a much wilder country than that about

Palmyra, and the inhabitants were much

more credulous. Upon these people Smith

practised with his peek-stone. A number

of aged persons now living in that vicin

ity give this description of the prophet:

He was six feet or a trifle over in height;

of stout build, but wiry; his hair and

complexion were light; his eyes were

blue and mild; and "he did not look

as if he knew enough to fool people so,"

as one old lady expresses it. When

"peeking" he kneeled and buried his

face in his white stovepipe hat, within

which was the peek-stone. He declared

it to be so much like looking into the wa

ter that the "deflection of flight" some

times took him out of his course. On a

wilderness-hi1l—now a part of Jacob J.

Skinner's farm—his peek-stone discover

ed a ton of silver bars which had been bur

ied by weary Spaniards as they trudged

up the Susquehanna. An expedition for

their recovery was undertaken as soon

as Smith could muster enough followers

to do the work. Unlike St. Paul, Joe did

not work with his own hands, and he did

not hesitate to be chargeable to any one.

Several round excavations were made on

the crown of a hill, the largest of which

was about thirty-five feet in diameter and

of about the same depth. The water was

drained toward the south, and a shanty

covered the hole from the eyes of the

scoffers and the profane. The diggers

had proceeded with great labor, and were

just ready to grasp the silver, when the

charm moved it three hundred feet to the

north-east. Joe tracked it with his peek

stone to its hiding-place. It was not so

far under the surface this time—only

about twenty feet—and the faithful again

worked with a will. The dilatory move
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ments of the silver caused anxiety to Mr.

Isaac Hale, with whom the diggers had

been "boarding round." Hale was a

stiff old Methodist whose business judg

ment told him that he was taking too

much stock in this "big bonanza." For

all his anxiety, the silver again flitted

away, and alighted fifty feet beyond the

big hole. They determined to capture

it if they ran the hill through a sieve.

The third hole had been sunk fifteen

out of the necessary twenty feet when

the treasure once more jumped to the

other side of the big hole. Then the

prophet had a vision: the blood of a

black sheep must be shed and sprinkled

around the diggings. Black sheep were

scarce, and while they waited for one the

faithful obtained their needed rest. At

length, no sheep appearing, Joe said that

a black dog might answer. A dog, there

fore, was killed, and the blood was sprink

led on the ground. After that the silver

never went far away. Still, it waltzed

about the big hole in such a lively man

ner that frequent tunnelling to effect its

capture availed nothing. At last the

prophet decided that it was of no use

to dig unless one of their number was

made a sacrifice. None of the faithful

responded to his call, and thus the mag

nificent scheme was abandoned. Oliver

Harper, one of the diggers who furnish

ed the money, was soon afterward mur

dered. The prophet thought this might

answer for a sacrifice : he again rallied the

diggers, but the charm remained stubborn

and would not reveal the silver.*

There was, however, another object for

which Smith said the Lord had sent him

to Susquehanna; and that was—a wife.

"' On a scorching day in July I visited Susquehan

na to obtain an authentic narrative from several par

ties who were eye-witnesses of the events which they

related. At the residence of Mrs. Elizabeth Squires

I found both herself and Mrs. Sally Mcliune, the

widow of Joseph McKune. Mrs. Squires is consid

erably over seventy, and Mrs. McKune is about eigh

ty, years of age. Both these ladies lived in the

neighborhood at the time of the Smith manifesta

tions. The statement given above with regard to

the digging for treasure is that of Mrs. Meliune, sup

plemented by Mrs. Squires. Jacob J. Skinner, the

present owner of the farm, was about sixteen years

old at the time of the search. For a number ofycars

he has been engaged in filling the holes with stone to

protect his cattle, but the boys still use the north

east hole as a swimming-pond in the summer.

Until he obtained one there was no use

in trying to get certain buried treasures at

Palymra. A headless Spaniard guarded

it with great vigilance, but would, it ap

peared, be driven away if Smith should

shake millinery and dry-goods bills at

him. Joseph stopped at the house of

Isaac Hale, already noticed as having

furnished board to the diggers. Mr.

Hale owned a farm on the north side

of the river, a mile and a half below the

present borough of Susquehanna. He

had three daughters, two of them already

married. The second daughter, Emma,

was easily persuaded to join her for

tunes with those of the adventurer. The

father, however, made so much opposi

tion that they crossed over into the State

of New York, and were married at Wind

sor, a neighboring town. This was prob

ably early in 1826. Mr. Hale threaten

ed to shoot his son-in-law—the " Peek

er," as he called him—if he ever re

turned.

About these days, every other tneans of

gaining a living without honest work hav

ing been exhausted, the prophet thought

it was time to find the golden plates.

Returning to the vicinity of Palmyra,

Smith and his followers began to dig

for the plates on the eastern side of the

hill. It was announced that each one

of the diggers must be pure in deed,

and that no evil thought must cross his

mind as he worked. One night a spade

struck an iron box at the same moment

that an evil thought seized one of the

diggers. The box sank to lower depths

amid thunder and lightning, while Smith

announced that nothing could be done

that night but to go home and pray.

They were more fortunate, however, in

leaving their evil thoughts at home on

the night of September 22, 1826, for then,

according to the faithful, the golden plates

were taken from "the Hill Cumorah with

a mighty display of celestial machinery."

It is recorded that after the prize had

been delivered to the prophet by angels

his eyes were opened and he saw legions

of devils struggling with a celestial host

to keep the plates concealed. On his re

turn to Susquehanna with a bandaged

. head, Smith gave out that he had had
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an encounter with the chief devil, and

been severely wounded by a blow "struck

from the shoulder."

With the golden plates were also found

the Urim and Thummim, the magic spec

tacles or religious peek-stones, "transpa

rent and clear as crystal," which should

translate the hieroglyphics on the plates.

There were three witnesses who swore by

all that was sacred that the angel of the

Lord laid these plates before them, and

that "they were translated by the gift

and power of God." The three witnesses

were Oliver Cowdery, who was finally ex

pelled from the brotherhood in l\Iissou

ri; David Whitner, who abandoned the

Mormons and settled in Richmond, Mis

souri, where he still lives; and Martin

Harris, who quarrelled with Smith in the

same State and returned to New York to

live.

Such a precious treasure as was now

in the hands of Smith was not to be

"borne in earthly vessels frail." He ap

plied to Willard Chase, a son of that

Clark Chase on whose premises the orig

inal peek-stone was discovered, to make

him awooden box for the plates. The

compensation was to be a share in the

prospective profits from the "Gold Book."

Chase's lack of faith in both the man and

the book caused him to decline the work.

Smith thereupon thrust his gold plates

and the rings which connected them into

a bag of beans and started for Susque

hanna. Twenty miles above that bor

ough lies the village of Harpersville.

Here lived Benjamin Wasson, who mar

ried one of Mrs. Smith's sisters. Wasson

was a cabinetmaker, and, although not a

Mormon, he made 'a strong box for the

plates. Smith announced that no one

could look into the box and live, but

when his father-in-law, Hale, wished to

try it Smith hid the box in the woods.

Hale, in his statement of 1834, declared

that Smith translated the plates in his

own house, "with the stone in his hat

and his hat over his face," while the

plates were still hid in the woods.

Fortunately for Smith, he did not have

to depend upon Hale for a place in which

to carry on his operations. His wife had

a six-acre place in a corner of her father's
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farm, adjoining the farm of Joseph Mc

Kune. Upon this little strip of land Smith

moved a partly-finished house, twenty-six

feet broad, eighteen feet deep and four

teen feet in the posts. It is evident, from

the stovepipe through the roof, that the

edifice was never finished. After Smith

left this region Martin Harris came from

Palmyra and sold the house to McKune,

whose widow lived in it for about forty

years. It is now the farm-residence of

her son, Benjamin McKune, high sheriff

of Susquehanna county, and lies close to

the track of the Erie Railway, a mile and

a half west of Susquehanna Dépot. The

elder McKune strongly suspected that

Smith and his gang were counterfeiters.

The prophet's original plan was that

the plates should be translated by an in

fant son, who should perform other mir

acles and become his successor. But his

expectations were doomed to disappoint

ment, for in a little fern-grown cemetery

near at hand is a tottering slab of black

sandstone with the simple inscription,

" In memory of an infant son of Jo

seph and Emma Smith, June 15, 1828."

Hence the magic spectacles were very

opportunely found with the plates. The

little low chamber in Smith's house was

used as a translating-room. The prophet

and his plates were screened even from

the sight of his scribes, Martin Harris,

Oliver Cowdery and Reuben Hale, by

blankets secured with nails. While the

translation was going on the neighbors

frequently called to discuss the forthcom

ing book, which, it was alleged, would

make the Hale family very rich. Occa

sionally a visitor was allowed to feel the

thickness of the Golden Book as it re

posed within a pillow-case, but no one

was permitted to see it.*

The "celestial machinery" for the

* Among the callers was Samuel Brush, now a vig

orous man of seventy-five, who carries on a large

farm and a lumber-mill three miles south-west of

Susquehanna. At the time of the translation he oft

en called Reuben Hale away from his work, and the

pair went for a walk. Reuben also explained the

phenomenon of the peck-stone on the theory of

"deflected light." Mr. Brush declares that Martin

Harris was a believer in "second sight," and that

" Smith was a good and kind neighbor"—testimony

which is also given by Mrs. McKune, Mrs. Squires

and Mr. Skinner.
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translating process was very simple. A

copy of the hieroglyphics was taken, and

then Smith either wrote his translation

on a slate or dictated for others to write

on paper. Martin Harris having taken a

scroll containing some of the hieroglyph

ics to Professor Anthon, the characters

were pronounced to be partly Greek, part

ly Hebrew and partly Roman inverted,

with a rude copy of Humboldt's Mexican

calendar at the end. That the prophet

was not well advanced either in Greek

or English appears from a story related

by the Rev. Henry Caswall, who visited

Nauvoo, Illinois, in 1842. He had with

him a copy of the Psalter in Greek, which

he handed to the prophet and asked him

to explain its contents. Smith looked at

it a few moments, and then replied, "No,

it ain't Greek at all, except perhaps a few

words. What ain't Greek is Egyptian,

and what ain't Egyptian is Greek. This

book is very valuable: it is a dz'dz'onmy

of Egyptian /zz'er0g1yp/zics." Pointing to

the capital letters at the beginning of

each verse, he said, "Them figures is

Egyptian hieroglyphics, and them which

follows is the interpretation of the hiero

glyphics, written in the reformed Egyp

tian. Them characters is like the let

ters that was engraved on the golden

plates." Upon this the Mormons be

gan to congratulate Mr. Caswall on the

information he was receiving. "There!"

they said, "we told you so: we told you

that our prophet would give you satisfac

tion. None but our prophet can explain

these mysteries." The prophet then at

tempted to buy the book, on the ground

that it could be of no use to Caswall, be

cause he did not understand it! Refus

ing to sell, Caswall inquired the mean

ing of certain of the hieroglyphics on the

papyrus of the prophet. When cornered

the prophet slipped out of the room, and

Caswall saw him no more.

Mrs. McKune relates the particulars

of an incident which took place early in

1828. Martin Harris had advanced so

much money to Smith that his wife came

from Palmyra in great alarm to arrest the

destruction of property and to reclaim her

husband if possible. Harris showed her

the sacred writings, already nearly com

pIeted,. as an inducement for her to hold

her peace. She found where the manu

script was concealed, and at once secured

it. When asked to return it she replied,

"Joe Smith may peek for it." This he

attempted to do, but accused her of un

fairly removing the manuscript whenev

er the attendants had almost reached it.

After waiting a little time, she produced

a portion of the roll and declared Smith

to be a fraud. The remainder of the

manuscript she retained, and finally burn

ed it, with the remark, "If it cannot be

found there will be an end to the part

nership between Joe Smith and my bus

band." Joe never undertook to use his

wonderful spectacles for a second trans

lation of the matter in the missing man

uscript: he feared that Mrs. Harris might

produce a totally different Bible consist

ing of his first translation.

Mrs. Squires and Mrs. McKune agree

in saying that no converts were made by

Smith and Harris in the vicinity of Sus

quehanna. The scene of the Mormon en

deavors was suddenly moved along the

beautiful valley of the Susquehanna to a

point north of the Appalachin Mountains

and just within the borders of New York.

In the locality of Harpersville and Nine

veh a broad plain had been settled by a

colony of emigrants called "the Vermont

Sufferers," from their having formerly oc

cupied land which was claimed by both

Massachusetts and New York. Three

miles above Nineveh lies Afton, just on

the edge of Chenango county, and a short

distance above are Sidney, in Delaware

county, and Otego, in Otsego county.

Smith and his followers operated with

the peek-stone in this part of the valley,

where he was a comparative stranger.

George Collington, one of the most

substantial farmers in Broome county,

was then a lad of sixteen. One evening,

at twilight, he discovered Smith, Joseph

Knight, William Hale (uncle of Smith's

wife) and two men named Culver and

Blowers in the act of dodging through

the woods with shovels and picks upon

their shoulders, their object being to dis

cover a salt-spring by the agency of the

peek-stone. He followed them, under

cover of the brush, to a point where they
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stopped for consultation and finally de

cided to dig the next day. Noticing that

Bostwick Badger, who then owned the

farm now occupied by Collington, had

felled an oak near the place, and that

he had drawn out the timber, Coiling

ton obtained permission to cut the top for

wood. Collington's axe and the proph

et's diggers began operations about the

same time on the following morning. -

Out from the treetop came Collington

and asked what they were doing. They

told him to mind his business, which he

did by thoroughly publishing them about

the neighborhood—a proceeding that

brought them a number of unwelcome

visitors in the place of one. Frederick

Davenport furnished young Collington

with a half bushel of salt to be depos

ited in the hole at night. By morning

the water had dissolved the salt and re

tained its briny flavor.' Bottles were

filled for exhibition, and the stock of

the converts in the peek-stone ran high

until the trick was discovered. It was

claimed that the peek-stone also pointed

out an extensive silver-mine on the farm

of Abram Cornell at Bettsburg, nearly

opposite Nineveh. No silver was found

except that furnished by Josiah Stowell,

a not over-bright man whose little all

went into the pocket of Smith.

However much he might fail in dis

covering material treasures, Smith's hold

upon the religious infatuation of his fol

lowers grew more and more strong. John

Morse, an aged convert to Mormonism,

had recently died, and Smith was sent

for to restore him to life. After looking

at him Smith declined, because it would

be a pity to have him suffer rheumatism

and die again so soon! This was some

thing like Brigham Young's refusal to re

store a lost leg to one of his Mormons,

on the ground that if he did it the man

would be obliged to walk on three legs

all through eternity!

Mrs. Marsh says that Joseph Knight

and his sons were on one occasion in her

husband's hay-field, and boldly declared

that Smith could perform miracles. On

being challenged for an example, Joseph

Knight said, "The prophet cast the Devil

out of me. He looked like a black cat;

and he ran into a pile of brush." The

prophet prayed for a deceased shoemaker

in Greene, Chenango county. This man

had joined their Church, and the Mor

mons needed his property to help them

in leaving the country. The widow re

fused to sign the property over until the

prayers had been offered for the return

of her husband. The prayers having

availed nothing, the executor sought to

recover the property. Thomas A. John

son, then a law-student and a brother of

Mrs. Marsh, was sent to Harpersville to

get possession. Smith's followers were

encamped in the barn of Joseph Knight,

and they threatened to shoot. By the

advice of friends Johnson compromised '

the matter by taking a valuable horse.

All accounts agree that Smith drank

freely, both in the Susquehanna and in

the I-Iarpersville neighborhoods. Mrs.

McKune relates that one night Smith

volunteered to pray the frost away from

the corn-field of his brother-in-law, Mi

chael Morse. The field was not saved,

probably because it had an exposure

toward the north and the west. A num

ber of witnesses in the vicinity of Nin

eveh remember that the prophet set a

day for that village to sink, but that he

afterward repented and withdrew his

curse. He did, however, announce that

on a certain evening, about twilight, he

would walk on the water. The place of

his selection was watched by Gentile boys

until one of Smith's followers was seen

to construct a bridge of planks just under

the surface. Watching their opportunity,

the boys removed the outer planks.

fore the prophet made the attempt to

walk he exhorted his followers to have

strong faith. When his bridge sudden

ly gave way he swam ashore and said,

"Woe unto you of little faith! Your

faith would not hold me up."

There were other boys in the neigh

borhood who thought it rare sport to an

noy the Mormons. The same Joseph

Knight who has already figured in this

narrative owned a small farm on which

he had built a combined grist- and card

ing-mill. The power was obtained by

means of a small stream, the outlet of

Perch Pond to the Susquehanna River,

Be- 7
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opposite Harpersville. This stream was

dammed, so that the Mormon converts

might be baptized by immersion. The

day for the ceremony was fixed, but the

boys so persistently destroyed the dam

that the Mormons did not attempt to re

build it till the night before, and then

they were obliged to stand guard until

the hour for the baptism had arrived.

Knight's barn was a rude structure of

about forty by thirty feet, but it served

the purpose of a tabernacle in the wil

derness for a number of months. The

prophet himself was not a very successful

preacher, but the versatile Sidney Rigdon

more than made up for his defects. Smith

Baker gives Rigdon the credit of being

" a decent speaker, as preachers averaged

in those days." '

A semblance'of persecution having

strengthened the Church, the Gentile in

habitants of the Susquehanna Valley

were glad when a "revelation" caused

the sixty Mormons to pack their traps

and move westward. Some of the fol-—

lowers were moved by a spirit of adven

ture, while others placed their property in

the common lot and determined to accom

pany the prophet to his earthly as well as

to his heavenly kingdom. Smith Baker

was one of the teamsters, and reports that

the train consisted of three baggage- and

eleven passenger-wagons. The exodus

was along the old State road, north of

Binghamton, to Ithaca, and thence, across

Cayuga Lake, to Palmyra.

The Saints in the region about the

Gold Bible Hill had not been idle while

these things were occurring in Susque

hanna. William Van Camp relates that

he and all the other boys believed Hen

Pack Hill, a mile east of Palmyra, would

open to allow a giant to step forth and

place his foot upon Palmyra to crush it.

This would be the end of all disbelievers

in Mormonism, and the Saints would at

once be gathered together in that vicin

ity. "I did not know then," says Mr.

Van Camp, "how easy it is for men to

lie."

Mr. Van Camp is about seventy years

old, and Major John H. Gilbert, who still

resides in Palmyra, is about seventy-six.

Both of these gentlemen were working

in the office of the Wayne Sentinel, E.

B. Grandin proprietor, during the months

i from September, 1829, to March, 1830,

the time during which the Book of Mor

mon was in process of printing. The

office was in the third story of a building

now known as "Exchange Row," in the

principal street of Palmyra. The fore

man was Mr. Pomeroy Tucker, who after

ward published a work on Mormonism.

Major Gilbert was a compositor and also

a dancing-master. His duties in the lat

ter calling took him away from his" case "

so frequently that Van Camp "distrib

uted" in order to give him a chance to

work the next day. The "copy" was

on ruled paper—an expensive thing in

those. days—and the letters were so close

ly crowded together that words like and

or Mr were divided at the end of the line.

The copy was in Cowdery's handwriting,

but it was produced from a tightly-but

toned coat every morning by Hyrum

Smith. One day's supply only was given

at a time, and even this was carefully

taken away at night, there being but one

occasion when permission was given to

Major Gilbert to take it away from the

office. Major Gilbert and others say

that David Whitner of Richmond, Mis

souri, has this manuscript copy; and it

has been stated recently that he has been

called upon by officials from Salt Lake

City to produce it, and refused.*

There were no marks of punctuation

in the copy—a sore trial to both Tucker

and Gilbert in "reading proof." At such

times Cowdery occasionally "held the

copy." In the absence of Cowdery the

proof- readers often resorted to the ortho

dox Bible to verify some foggy passage.

The "matter " was "paged" so that thir

ty-two pages could be printed at a time

on one of Hoe's "Smith" six-column

hand-presses. After the sheets had been

run through once and properly dried, they

were reversed and printed on the other

side. The bookbinder then folded them

by hand, and severed them with an ivory

paper-cutter. The result was that the

* A note of inquiry has elicited from this sole sur

vivor of the original " three witnesses " the informa

tion that he has this manuscript. Perhaps he may

yet startle the Mormon world by publishing a fae

simile edition of the original "translationf'
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twenty-five hundred large sheets made

five thousand small sheets, with sixteen

pages printed upon each side. Major

Gilbert has an unbound copy of the

book, which he saved, sheet by sheet,

as it came from the press.

Martin Harris furnished the funds for

printing the book by a mortgage of three

thousand dollars on his farm. He cele

brated the completion of the work by

inviting all the printers to his house.

Mrs. Harris (the same who secreted the

manuscript at Susquehanna) had not

signed the mortgage. Harris brought

his guests within the door—as Van Camp

relates it—and introduced them to his

wife, who bowed coldly and took no

pains to welcome them. At length Har

ris asked for the cider-pitcher, and went

to the spot indicated by his wife. Re

turning with it in his hand, he showed

a large hole in the bottom. " Well," said

Mrs. Harris, "it has as much bottom as

your old Bible has." There was enough

bottom to the Bible, however, to give a

comfortable sum of money to "Joseph

Smith, Jr., Author and Proprietor." Or

lando Sanders, son of Alonzo Sanders

before mentioned, says that the Smiths

made too much money to walk any

longer: he sold them a horse, and he

now has a Bible which he took in pay

ment for a bridle.

The most reasonable theory of the

origin of the Book of Mormon connects

the work directly with Solomon Spalding,

a soldier of the Revolution from Connecti

cut and a graduate from Dartmouth in the

class of 1785. Failing health induced

Spalding to leave the ministry and to join

his brother in a mercantile life at Cherry

Valley and Richfield, New York. In 18o9

he removed thence to Conneaut, in Ash

tabula county, the extreme north-eastern

corner of Ohio. Next west of Ashtabula is

Lake county, wherein is located Kirtland

—a place of great historic interest to the

Mormons, as will appear before our nar

rative closes. While Spalding was in

Conneaut he wrote a few novels of so

unmeritorious a nature that no one would

publish them. At length the opening of

an Indian mound gave him a basis of

facts upon which he built a story relating

to the Indian population of America and

its descent from the Lost Tribes of Israel.

He announced that the title of his novel

would be The lllanttjcrtltt Found, and

that he proposed to publish a sensational

story of its discovery in a cave in Ohio.

Spalding frequently read extracts to his

friends, and one of them furnished him

with money, so that he could proceed to

Pittsburg and have the novel printed.

The manuscript remained in the office

of Patterson & Lambdin in that city for

some time, but it was never published.

It is probable that it was taken away by

Spalding, who died shortly after (in 1816)

at Amity, Washington county, near Pitts

burg. While it was in the office it is be

lieved that Sidney Rigdon, a young print

er, was so pleased with the novel that he

took a copy for future use.' Rigdon was

born in Alleghany county, Pennsylvania,

February 19, 1793. He received a fair

English education, and in 1817 became

an orthodox Christian preacher. He soon

gave forth strange doctrines, which were

founded on the manuscript in his posses

sion, and then he abandoned pi-eaching

for a number of years "to study the Bi

ble," as he expressed it. Moving into

Lake county, Ohio, he prepared the minds

of his followers for some new ism. It can

not be accurately stated just when, where

and how he met Joseph Smith and added

his religious enthusiasm to the humbug

gery of the Peeker. But that such a union

was formed appears from the talk of Smith

regarding the gold plates, and from the

actual finding of them in the manner pro

posed by Spalding fourteen years before.

The union is still more evident when we

listen to witnesses who had heard Spald

ing's readings, and who afterward recog

nized them in the Book of Mormon, with

additions of a religious nature. These

witnesses noted certain inconsistencies

in the Book of Mormon which they had

formerly discovered in Spalding's novel.

History records that the widow of Spald

ing sent the manuscript to Conneaut,

where it was publicly compared with

the printed book and the fraud exposed.

Soon afterward the manuscript was spirit

ed away from Mrs. Spalding, probably to

avoid the certainty of a still more con
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vincing disclosure. Major Gilbert testi

fied that Rigdon dogged Smith's footsteps

about Palmyra for nearly two years be

fore the Bible was printed. He is of

opinion that Rigdon was among those

who listened to Spalding in Conneaut,

and took notes on those occasions. The

Bible itself is full of the religious ques

tions which stirred the people of Vt'estern

New York in those days—a most strange

thing in a celestial work of such great

antiquity.

Immediately after the publication of

the Book the Church was duly organized

at Manchester. On April 6, i83o, six

members were ordained elders—Joseph

Smith, Sr., Joseph Smith, Jr., llyrum

Smith, Samuel Smith, Oliver Cowdery

and Joseph Knight. The first confer

ence was held at Fayette, Seneca county,

in June. A special "revelation" at this

time made Smith's wife "the Elect Lady

and Daughter of God," with the high

sounding title of "Electa Cyria." In

later years this lady became disgusted

with her husband's religion, and refused

after his death to leave Illinois for Utah.

She remained in Nauvoo, and married

a Gentile named Bidamon. For a long

time she kept the Mansion House in that

place, where she died April 3o, I879.

Another revelation was to the effect that

Palmyra was not the gathering-place of

the Saints, after all, but that they should

proceed to Kirtland in Ohio. Conse

quently, the early part of 1831 saw them

colonized in that place, the move being

known as "The First Hegira." Still an

other revelation (on the 6th ofJune) stated

that some point in Missouri was the reli

able spot. Smith immediately selected a

tract in Jackson county, near Independ

ence. By 1833 the few Mormons who

had moved thither were so persecuted

that they went into Clay county, and

thence, in 1838, into Caldwell county,

naming their settlement "Far West."

The main body of the Mormons, how

ever, remained in Kirtland from I831 till

they were forced to join their Western

brethren in 1838. Brigham Young, an

other native of Vermont, joined at Kirt

land in I832,-and was ordained an elder.

The conference of elders on May 3, 1833,

repudiated the name of "Mormons" and

adopted that of " Latter-Day Saints."

The first presidency consisted of Smith,

Rigdon and Frederick G. Williams. In

May, 1835, the Twelve Apostles—among

them Brigham Young, Heber C. Kimball

and Orson Hyde—left on a mission for

proselytes. During the same year Rig

don' s Book qf Doctrine arm’ Cm/enants

and his Leclures on Fait/z were adopted.

‘ A professor of Hebrew also joined them,

and all the male adults entered upon the

study of that language with a will,

Rigdon was by far the ablest man in

the band. His earlier religious affilia

tions were with the Campbellitcs, now

called Disciples. At the time of the Mor

mon advent he lived in Mentor, the next

town to Kirtland, but he had no farm or

any other property to offer them, as has

been frequently stated. Those of his fol

lowers whom he found in Kirtland fre

quently remarked that they " had a good

time before Joe Smith came." A very

clear idea of his religious power may be

gained by the following statement ofJudge

Jolm Barr, ex-sheriff of Cuyahoga county,

Ohio, and a most excellent authority on

the history of the Western Reserve. The

statement has never been made public

hitherto: "ln I830 I was deputy sheriff,

and, being at Willoughby (now in Lake

county) on official business, determined

to go to Mayfield, which is seven or eight

miles up the Chagrin River, and hear

Cowdery and Rigdon on the revelations

of Mormonism. Varnem J. Card, the

lawyer, and myself started early Sunday

morning on horseback. We found the

roads crowded with people going in the

same direction. Services in the church

were opened by Cowdery with prayer and

singing, in which he thanked God fer

vently for the new revelation. He related

the manner of finding the golden plates

of Nephi. He was followed by Rigdon,

a famous Baptist preacher, well known

throughout the eastern part of the West

ern Reserve and also in Western Penn

sylvania. His voice and manner were

always imposing. He was regarded as

an eloquent man at all times, and now

he seemed fully aroused. He said he

had not been satisfied in his religious
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yearnings until now. At night he had

often been unable to sleep, walking and

praying for more light and comfort in his

religion. While in the midst of this ag

ony he heard of the revelation of Joe

Smith, which Brother Cowdery had ex

plained: under this his soul suddenly

found peace. It filled all his aspirations.

At the close of a long harangue in this

earnest manner, during which every one

present was. silent, though very much

affected, he inquired whether any one de

sired to come forward and be immersed.

Only one man arose. This was an aged

'dead-beat' by the name of Cahoon, who

occasionally joined the Shakers, and lived

on the country generally. The place se

lected for immersion was a clear pool in

the river above the bridge, around which

was a beautiful rise of ground on the west

side for the audience. On the east bank

was a sharp bluffand some stumps, where

Mr. Card and myself stationed ourselves.

The time of baptism was fixed at 2 P. M.

Long before this hour the spot was sur

rounded by as many people as could

have a clear view. Rigdon went into the

pool—which at the deepest was about

four feet—and after a suitable address,

with prayer, Cahoon came forward and

was immersed. Standing in the water,

Rigdon gave one of his most powerful ex

hortations. The assembly became greatly

affected. As he proceeded he called for

the converts to step forward. They came

through the crowd in rapid succession to

the number of thirty, and were immersed,

with no intermission of the discourse on

the part of Rigdon. Mr. Card was ap

parently the most stoical of men—of a

clear, unexcitable temperament, with un

orthodox and vague religious ideas. He

afterward became prosecuting attorney

for Cuyahoga county. While the excit

ing scene was transpiring below us in the

valley and in the pool, the faces of the

crowd expressing the most intense emo

tion, Mr. Card suddenly seized my arm

and said, 'Take me away!' Taking his

arm, I saw that his face was so pale that

he seemed to be about to faint. His

frame trembled as we walked away and

mounted our horses. We rode a mile

toward Willoughby before a word was

said. Rising the hill out of the valley, he

seemed to recover, and said, 'Mr. Barr,

if you had not been there I certainly

should have gone into the water.' He

said the impulse was irresistible."

Kirtland is on the Kirtland branch of

the Chagrin River, so named from the

disappointment of a party of early sur

veyors, who thought they were in the

valley of the Cuyahoga, the first river

to the westward. The village is nine

miles west of Painesville, three from Wil

loughby and twenty-two from Cleveland.

Mentor is the nearest station on the Lake

Shore Railway. Besides the Temple, the

Mormons erected a number of substantial

buildings, which show that they expected

to remain in Kirtland. The residences

of Smith and Rigdon are almost under

the eaves of the Temple, and the theo

logical seminary is now occupied by the

Methodists for a church. A square mile

was laid out in half-acre lots, and a num

ber of farms were bought—the "Church

farm" being half a mile down one of the

most beautiful valleys which it is possible

to conceive in a range of country so uni

formly level.

Many an interesting story is told re

garding the Mormon methods of carry

ing on business with the merchants of

Cleveland. A bank was started, like

other "wild-cat" banks of that period,

without a charter from the State of Ohio.

The institution was called "The Kirtland

Safety Society Bank." A number of its

bills of issue may be seen at the rooms

of the \Vestern Reserve Historical Soci

ety in Cleveland. An examination of

these bills shows that early in 1837 Smith

was cashier and Rigdon was president,

Two or three months later either Rigdon

or Williams was secretary, and Smith

was treasurer. Thus the process of in

flation must have been both easy and

rapid. Richard Hilliard, a leading mer

chant of Cleveland, received their bills

for a few days, and then took possession

of all their available assets. They were

also in debt for their farms and for goods

bought in New York. The bubble burst,

and many in the vicinity of Kirtland were

among the sufferers. Smith and Rigdon

fled to Far West, after having been tar
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red and feathered for their peculiar theo

ries of finance.

The Mormons weredriven from Mis

souri by Governor Boggs‘s "Extraordi

nary Order," which caused them to gain

sympathy as having been persecuted in

a slave State. They moved to Hancock

county, Illinois, in 1840, and built up

Nauvoo by a charter with most unusual

privileges. Smith here announced a new

revelation, sustaining polygamy, which

was supplemented by Young in 1852.

His rebellious followers started a paper,

which he promptly demolished. He was

under arrest by the State authorities when

a mob shot him on the 27th of June, 1844.

On his death Brigham Young tricked the

expectant Rigdon out of the successor

ship. Rigdon then refused to recognize

Young's authority, and for this contu

macy he was excommunicated and de

livered to the Devil "to be buffeted in

the flesh for a thousand years." Return

ing to Pittsburg, Rigdon led a life of utter

obscurity, and finally died in Friendship,

Allegany county, New York,July I4, 1876.

Cowdery, Whitner and Harris either de

serted or were cut off. The Legislature

of Illinois repealed the charter of Nau

voo in 1845. Most of the Mormons ga

thered at Council Bluffs, Iowa, in June,

1846. Those who were left in Nauvoo

were driven out at the point of the bay

onet. Early in 1847 pioneers crossed the

Plains to Salt Lake Valley, whither Young

followed them in July. A crop was raised

that year. In I848 the main body of the

Mormons were safely lodged within the

confines of Utah.

By far the most important and endur

ing monument left by the Mormons in

Kirtland is their Temple, The advent

of several hundred strangers into the

midst of the insignificant hamlet was

an event of considerable importance, but

when they selected a most commanding

site, of easy access to the public highway,

and commenced the building of a church,

all Northern Ohio looked on in wonder.

A structure of such pretensions would be

a tent upon a goodly-sized town of this

generation, but the several hundred Mor

mons who built it gave cheerfully each

one his tenth in labor, materials or money

for the four years from 1832 to 1836, the

entire cost being estimated at forty thou

sand dollars. The visitor, come from

whatever direction he may, has the Tem

ple constantly in view as a reminder of

, the quainter style of"meeting-houses"

in New England. Its architectural supe

riority over the meeting-houses is prob

ably due to the fact that Smith had a

"revelation" which gave him the exact

measurements and proportions. The size

upon the ground is eighty feet by sixty,

and the eastern gable runs up into a

square tower, surmounted by a domed

belfry, to the height of one hundred and

twenty-five feet. Two lofty stories above

a low basement are covered by a shingled

, roof pierced with dormer windows. Large

. Gothic windows of the Henry VIII. shape

are filled with seven-by-nine glass, and

afford relief to the solid walls of stone

and stucco that have so well survived

the ravages of nearly half a century,

though the iron rust streaking the exterior,

the moss-grown shingles, the wasps' nests

under the eaves, and the two immense

chimneys already tottering to their fall,

give evidence of approaching ruin.

As much as this even the careless pass

er-by cannot well avoid seeing. The more

patient and accurate visitor may readily

repeat my own experience as Iwent in

search of the key on a bleak day in De

cember. " The people ought to fix it up,"

said one informant: "it is a good thing

for Kirtland ;" the force of which remark

I did not realize till I called upon an old

Mormon woman who was said to have

the keys. Inquiry at her little cabin re

sulted in my being directed to "go to

Electy Stratton's." The latter personage,

my cicerone, stated that her parents were

Mormons—that her father had spent sev

eral hundred dollars in the cause; and

so "it was thought best that their family

should have the keys for a while now."

The small fee for visiting the Temple was

the "good thing for Kirtland," and the

custody of the keys was not to remain

long in one family. Opening a rickety

gate, we entered the churchyard. High

aloft, just under the pediment, I could

read this inscription in golden letters upon

a white tablet : "House of the Lord, built
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by the Church of Christ, I834." Instead

of the words "of Christ" the original in

scription read "of the Latter-Day Saints."

The Temple faces the east. Solid green

doors, with oval panels, open into a ves

' tibule extending across the entire front,

and terminating on either hand in a semi

circular stairway. The ceiling is cut away

from the front wall to allow a flood of

light to enter from a huge square window

above, and the open space is railed off

like a steamer's cabin. At the right, un

der the stairway, is the "Temple Register

Room," containing a record of visitors.

On the left is the "Library," with a curi

ous collection of whale-oil chandeliers.

On the left of the wall, parallel with the

front, is the "Gentlemen's Entrance :" on

the right is the " Ladies' Entrance." Be

tween these doors are the inscriptions:

" Laus Dco," "Cruxmihianchora," "Mag

na veritas, et prevalebit." The auditor

ium occupies all the rest of the first story,

but one could wish that the wall which

divided it from the vestibule need not

have spoiled one of the beautiful windows

at either end, thus leaving an ungainly

half window in the auditorium. A row

of wooden pillars on either side gives the

effect of galleries as the room is entered,

but a closer view shows that the space

between the rows is arched toward the

centre of the ceiling. One of the pillars

contains a windlass, which in former times

controlled the heavy canvas curtains from

above. The larger curtain fell into

grooves between the high-back pews in

such a manner as to separate the men

from the women : the smaller curtains, at

right angles to the other, divided both the

men and the women into separate class

rooms. Thus the audience was quartered

or halved at pleasure, and the whole au

dience was enabled to face either west

ward or eastward by simply changing the

movable benches from one side of the

pews to the other. Clusters of richly

carved pulpits, rising by threes, in three

tiers, fill up either end of the room. The

eastern cluster is devoted to the Aaronic

Priesthood, which also includes the Levit

ical Priesthood, and administered the tem

poral affairs of the Church. Each of the

three pulpits in the upper tier has upon

the front the letters " B. P. A.," meaning

Bishop Presiding over Aaronic Priest

hood; the middle tier has the letters

" P. A. P.," Presiding Aaronic Priest; the

lower tier has the letters " P. A. T.," Pre

siding Aaronic Teacher; a smaller pul

pit below is labelled " P. A. D.," Presid

ing Aaronic Doorkeeper. The pulpits

against the western endare built up

against an outer window, with alternate

panes of red and white glass in the arch

ed transom. These pulpits were occupied

by the spiritual leaders, or the Melchis

edec Priesthood, Joe Smith's seat being

in the highest tier. This tier of pulpits

is marked "M. P. C.," Melchisedec Presi

dent of Counsellors; the middle tier is

marked "P. M. H.," Melchisedec Presid

ing High Priest; the lower tier is " M. H.

P.," Melchisedec High Priest. Curtains

from above were arranged to come down

between the different tiers of the priest

hood, but so arranged that while those

of one degree might shut themselves

away from the audience "for consulta

tion," they could not hide themselves

from their superiors in ecclesiastical rank.

Strings and nails in the ceiling are the

only remnants of these remarkable par

titions. A simple desk below the Mel

chisedec pulpit bears the title " M. P. E.,"

Melchisedec Presiding Elder. The let

ters are-in red curtain-cord, and the desk

itself, like all the pulpits above, is cover

ed with green calico. In the days of the

Temple's glory rich velvet upholstery

set off all the carved work of the pulpits,

and golden letters shone from spots which

are now simply marked by black paint.

The gilt mouldings which formerly set off

the plain white finish of the woodwork

were first despoiled by the vandals, and

then entirely removed by the faithful to

prevent further destruction. These mot

toes still remain upon the walls: "No

cross, no crown ;" "The Lord reigneth,

let His people rejoice ;" and "Great is

our Lord, and of great power." Over

the arched window behind the ten Mel

chisedec pulpits, and just beneath the

vertical modillion which forms the key

stone of the ornamental wooden arch, is

the text, "Holiness unto the Lord."

Such is the auditorium to-day—a room
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which will comfortably hold six hundred

people, but which was often packed so

full that relays of worshippers came and

went during a single service. The high

pews in the corners were for the best

singers in Israel; and in one of these

pews, the natives assert, an insane wo

man was in the habit of rising and toot

ing on a horn whenever the sentiments

of the officiating minister did not meet '

with her approval. Smith was in the

habit of announcing from his lofty pul

pit, "The truth is good enough without

dressing up, but Brother Rigdon will now

proceed to dress it up."

Over the auditorium is a similar room

with lower ceilings and plainer pulpits,

each marked with initials which it would

be tiresome to explain. This hall was

used as a school of the prophets where

Latin and Hebrew were taught. Marks

of the desks remain, but the desks them

selves have long since been carried away,

and the hall has been used for an Odd

Fellows' lodge and for various social pur

poses. On one of the pillars is this re

markable announcement: "THE SALT

LAKE Mormons.—When Joseph Smith

was killed on June 27, 1844, Brigham

Young assumed the leaders/zip of the

Church, telling the people in the winter

of 1846 that all the God they wanted was '

/zim, and all the Bible they wanted was

in /zis heart. He led or drove about two

thousand people to Utah in 1847, starting

for Upper California and landing at Salt

Lake, where, in 1852, Brigham Young

presented the Polygamic Rm/e1ation(?)

to the people. The True Church re

mained disorganized till 186o, when Jo

seph Smith took the leadership or Presi

dency of I/ze Church at Amboy, Illinois.

I/Ve (thirty thousand) have no affiliation

with the Morvnons whatever. They are

to us an apostate people, working all

manner of Mamination before God and

man. We are no part or parcel of them '

in any sense w/zate:/er. Let this be dis

tinct/y understood: we are not lllormons.

Truth is truth, wherever it is found."

In the vestibule of the Temple there is

'a photograph of Joseph Smith, Jr., and

over it is the inscription, "Joseph Smith,

Jr., M. P. C. President of the Re-organized

Church of J. C. of L. D. 5. He resides

at Plano, Kendall county, Illinois." Mr.

. Smith, who is a son of the prophet, was

born in Kirtland November 6, I832. He

removed with his parents to Missouri and

Illinois, and was in his twelfth year when

- his father was killed at Nauvoo. He

was a farmer, a school-director and jus

tice of the peace. Removing to Canton,

Illinois, he studied law, and has held

various city offices. In 1860 he began to

preach Mormonism according to the no

tice nailed on the pillar of the Temple.

In I866 he removed to Plano to take

charge of T/e Lalter-Day Saints' Her

ald, a position which he still retains. in

connection with the presidency of the

Church. Under date of December 23,

1879, Mr. Smith writes: "I am now pretty

widely recognized as the leader of that

wing of the Mormon Church declaring

primitive Mormonism, but denying and

opposing polygamy and Utah Mormon

ism. . . . We hope they [the Utah Mor

mons] are waning in power. We are

maintaining an active ministry in Utah,

striving to show the people there their

errors. . . . It is not my province to

state whether the Church will return to

Kirtland or not."

From Mr. Smith's further statements

it seems that the various sects—such as

Rigdonites, Strangites, etc.—into which

the Mormons were broken after leaving

Kirtland are very few in numbers and

very widely scattered. His reformed

Church believes in the Trinity, future

punishment, the laying on of hands, an

organization like the primitive Church,

continued revelations, single marriages,

and the creed of most orthodox churches

relating to the atonement and the ordi

nances of the gospel. The title to the

Church property at Kirtland is now in

Mr. Smith and a Mr. Forscutt, who de

rived their title through a Mr. Huntley,

the purchaser under a mortgage sale

against the prophet. Proceedings to re

move the cloud from the title are now in

the Ohio courts. " It is believed," writes

Mr. Smith, "that the real title is in the

Church, and not in Joseph Smith as an

individual nor in his legal heirs or as

signees."
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The space under the roof is utilized by

a series of school-rooms, each with fall

ing plastering and "ratty " floors. Here

the young Mormons were taught to as

cend the Hill of Science by trudging up

some scores of steps several times a day.

Strange and dark cubbyholes stare at the

visitor from all sides. In one of these

was kept the body of Joseph, the son of

Jacob, known by a roll of papyrus which

was found in his hand. Joe Smith trans

lated the characters on the roll, being fa

vored with a "special revelation" when

ever any of the characters were missing

by reason of the mutilation of the roll.

Still up the stairway within a small

square tower, now without a bell, I thrust

my way until a little trap-door allowed an

egress. But the railing had gone, and I

clung to the belfry-blinds while I survey

ed the cold waters of Lake Erie on the

north, the rise of Little Mountain on the

south, and, between them the broad tract

of rolling country divided by the Chagrin

River. I descended through labyrinthine

passages, and came again to the ground

and to the outer air with a sense of relief

after my two hours‘ sojourn within the

Mormon Temple.

FREDERIC G. MATHER.

A VENGEANCE.

ROM savage pass and rugged shore

The noise of angry hosts had fled,

The bitter battle raged no more

Where fiery bolts had wrought their scars,

And where the dying and the dead

In many a woeful heap 'were flung,

While night above the 1’-Egean hung

Its melancholy maze of stars.

One boyish Greek, of princely line,

Lay splashed with blood and wounded sore:

His wan face in its anguish bore

The delicate symmetry divine

Carved by the old sculptors of his land;

A broken blade was in his hand,

Half slipping from the foreeless hold

That once had swayed it long and well;

And round his form in tatters fell

The velvet raiment flowered with gold.

But while the calm night later grew

He heard the stealthy, rustling sound

Of one who trailed on laggard knees

A shattered shape along the ground;

And soon with sharp surprise he knew

That in the encircling gloom profound

A fierce Turk crawled by slow degrees

To where in helpless pain he lay.

Then, too, he witnessed with dismay
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That from the prone Turk's rancorous eye

Flashed the barbaric lurid trace

Of hate's indomitable hell—

Such hate as death alone could quell,

As death alone could satisfy.

Closer the loitering figure drew,

With naked bosom red from fight,

With ruthless fingers clutching tight

A dagger stained by murderous hue,

Till now, in one great lurch, he threw

His whole frame forward, aiming quick

A deadly, inexorable blow,

That, weakly faltering, missed its mark,

And left the assassin breathing thick,

Levelled by nerveless overthrow,

There near the Greek chief, in the dark.

Then he that saw the baffled crime,

Half careless of his life's release,

Since death must win him soon as prey,

Turned on his foe a smile sublime

With pity, and the stars of Greece

Beheld him smile, and only they.

All night the two lay side by side,

Each near to death, yet living each:

All night the grim Turk moaned and cried,

Beset with pangs of horrid thirst,

Save when his dagger crept to reach,

By wandering, ineffectual way,

The prostrate Greek he yearned to slay,

And failure stung him till he cursed.

But when soft prophecies of morn

Had wrapped the sea in wistful white,

A band of men, with faces worn,

Clomb inland past a'beetling height

To find the young chief they adored,

Sought eagerly since fall of sun,

And now in ghastly change restored. . . .

One raised a torch of ruddy shine,

And, kneeling by their leader, one

Set to his mouth a gourd of wine.

Then the young Greek, with wave of hand,

Showed the swart pagan at his side;

So, motioning to the gathered band,

That none could choose but understand,

"Let this man drink," he said, and died.

EDGAR FAWCE'I'T.
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STUDIES IN

IV.—JACK.

" I'VE never told the whole straight

ahead, ma'am. The Lord knows

it all, an' there've been times I couldn't

ha' done it, an' wouldn't ha' done it if

I could ha' helped it. For, you see, in

spite of the deviltry I never quite got rid

of the sense that God sat lookin' at me,

an' that, I do suppose, came from what

stuck to me, whether or no, in the school.

An' you'd wonder that anything stuck or

could.

"I'll begin at the beginnin'. Drink?

No, it wasn't my drinkin'. You'd think

that must ha' been it, but it wasn't, for

all I came up in the Fourth Ward—the

only sober bartender the ward ever see,

or ever will see, I reckon. -

"The very first thing that ever I re

member is my mother dead drunk on

the floor. I thought it was deadIwithout

the drunk, an' stood screamin'; an' my

father come up an' some of the neigh

bors. We was all respectable then, an'

one of them says, 'The Lord help you,

Mr. Brown! She's begun ag'in.' He

didn't speak, but just lifted her up an'

put her on the bed, and then he sat

down and covered up his face with his

hands, an' was so still I thought he

was dead too. I crawled up to him

whimperin', an' he lifted me up.

"'Jack,' he says, 'my heart's broke.

It's no use: she's bound to go to the bad,

an' maybe you'll take after her.'

"I screamed ag'in, though I didn't

know what that meant, but he hushed

me. 'Jack,‘ he said, 'you're a little fel

low, an' your troubles ain't begun yet.

I'd give my life this minute to take you

with me.' He held me up to him tight

an' took my breath, so 't I couldn't ask

him where; an' then he cried.

"That was the beginnin' of me, if get

tin' a gleam of sense means beginnin' for

folks; for, though I didn't know what it

all meant, I did know he wanted comfort

bad as I did, an' we hugged up to one

THE SLUMS.

another. But I know now all the ins

and the outs, for I was told by one that

knew them both.

"She was a pretty girl in a mill in Fall

River—fast, like some of them, but with

an innocent face an' big blue eyes, like

a child's, to the very last. Many's the

time I've seen 'em with no more sense,

nor as much, as a baby's in 'em. He

was a young shoemaker, that fell in love

with the pretty face, an' married her out

of hand then an' there, an' took her to

New York, where he'd got a good place

—foreman in a factory. His folks lived

in Fall River, and hers oi? somewheres.

I haven't never seen any of 'em, an'

good reason not to want to.

"She liked fine clothes, an' thought

she was goin' to be a lady an' do noth

in'; an' when the first baby come it was

a bother to her, for she wasn't strong,

an' one of the neighbors told her to drink

beer. There's no use spinnin' it out. It

began with beer, but it ended with whis

key, an' the first my father ever knew

was the dead baby that she'd killed roll

in' over on it in a drunken sleep.

"That cured her for a year. She was

afraid of my father, for at first, in his

fury, he swore he'd give her up to the

officers; an' then she cried so, an' went

on day after day, till he couldn't but be

sorry for her ag'in. An' then I come

along—many's the time I've cursed the

day—an' till I was four all was well

enough. Then it came. She'd been

takin' a little slyly a good while, but no

body knew till it got to be too much for

her ag'in. It was partly trouble, I will

say, for my father was weakly an' goin'

with consumption, an' she was fond of

him. But this time there was no stop

pin' her. She'd pawn everything: she's

taken the jacket off me in a winter's day

an' sent me with it to the pawnbroker's,

an' I not darin' not to go. To the last

minute my father did what he could. I

was six when he died, an' he'd dress me
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himself an' try to keep me decent. She

was drunk the very night he died, an'

not a soul near. I sat on the bed an'

looked at him. '.Iack,‘ he said, 'hate

whiskey long as you live: it's killed me,

an' it'll kill your mother. It's a devil.'

"There was a saloon under us then.

We had got lower and lower, for, fix up as

father might, there was never any surely

he wouldn't find things smashed or sold

out; an' at last there wasn't anything to

sell. An' when he was gone I can't re

member as I ever see her sober. I got

to hate the smell of it so it sickened me.

It does now, though it was my trade to

sell the stuff, an' I never minded that.

"I lost track of her. I was a newsboy

an' lookin' out for myself when I was

eight, an' sometimes I'd hunt her up, an'

she'd hug me an' go on over me if she

'wasn't too drunk; but mostly I didn't.

I might ha' been respectable enough, for

I liked my work, but I got in with a set

of boys that had learned to pick pockets.

It was good fun. I had quick ways, an'

the first time I ever hauled out a hand

kerchief I thought it about the smartest

game anybody could play. It's more for

the excitement of it, half the time, than

from real native cussedness, that boys

begin; an' I didn't think one way or

another. But the time come when I

did think. I was caught with fellows

that had been up half a dozen times,

an' because I was little they sent me to

the house of refuge.

" Now, I ain't goin' to say more'n I can

help about that, for there was one man I

sha'n't ever forget. He's dead now, but

he meant work with them boys, an' he

did it. I believe he loved 'em every one

just because they had souls. But what I

do say is, that, far's I know, eight boys

out o' ten come out worse'n when they

went in. \Vhy not? They're mostly

the worst sort, an' it's a kind of rivalry

amongst them which '11 tell the most

deviltry. There ain't a trick nor turn

you can't be put up to, an' I learned 'em

every one. I learned some other things

too. We had to study some, an' I was

quick, an' I learned Bible-verses so well

they thought I was a crack scholar; an'

we all laughed, thinkin' how easy you

can humbug a teacher. But the last year

I was wild to get away an' try my hand

at some of the new kinks I'd learned. I

I was fourteen and full grown, so't I was

always taken for twenty; an' I thought

I was a man, sure. I run away twice,

an' was brought back, an' it went hard

with me, for they flogged me each time

so't I couldn't stir for a week.

"At last time was up. I'd made up

my mind what to do: I'd settled it by

that time that everybody was ready to

humbug, an' the pious-taJkin' ones worst

of all, for I'd seen some that I'd spotted

in lies many a time. The first thing I

did was to chuck away the Bible they'd

given me an' make straight for Micky

Hagan's. You don't know what that

means? I'll tell you. Micky I-lagan's

was one of the receivin'-places for river

thievin'. He had boats to let, an' bought

out an' out or advanced on the swag, just

'as you pleased; an' mostly you're in his

debt, because you get into the way of

swappin', an' he sets his own price on

the thing you fancy.

"Now, I've thought it all out, ma'am,

many a time. If there'd been anybodv

to take hold of us in the right way I don't

believe we should have come out as we

did. I wasn't bad all through then: I

mean, I was ready to do a good turn if

I could, an' bound for a lark anyhow.

But we'd smuggled in novels and story

papers till our heads was full of what

fine things we'd do. They didn't give

us better things. There was books-—yes,

plenty of 'em—but mostly long-winded

stuff about fellers that died young, bein'

too good for this world. There wasn't

anybody to tell us we'd a right to some

fun, and the Lord meant us to enjoy life,

nor to get us busy in some way that would

take our minds off real wickedness. These

preachers hadn't ever been boys: they'd

been born in their white chokers, I be

lieve, an' knew no more of real human

'nature than they did of common sense.

If I had a boy growin' up I'd keep him

hard at something, an' try an' have him

like it, too. A boy don't mind work if

I there's anything he can see to be got by

it. Why, see how I did. At fifteen out

I all night long, up an' down the river,
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schemin' all ways to circumvent the

watchmen, for they're that 'cute it needs

all your brains an' more to get ahead of

'em. You see, a ship '11 come in an' un-  

load partly, an' there's two or three days

they're on the keen lookout till they're

nigh empty; an' then's the best time

for light plunder—ropes an' such. But

I went in for reg'lar doin's—bags of cof

fee or spice, or anything goin'. We had

a dodge for a good while they couldn't

make out—goin' along soft, oars muffled,

hardly drawin' a long breath, till we'd

got under the dock, where I'd seen the

coffee-bags lie, an' a man on 'em with

pistol cocked. Then, slow an' easy, bore

with a big auger up through them beams

and straight into the bag, an' the coffee'd

pour down into the bag we held under.

Went off with seven bags that very way

one night, an' Iwas that full of laugh!

I walked back down the dock when we'd

landed 'em, an' saw the watchman jest

dancin' an' swearin', he was so mad.

What's up ?' I says, innocent as could

be, goin' up to him.

"‘It's them d——- river-thieves,‘ he

says, 'with a new kink, 'em! I'll be

even with 'em yet. Here's seven holes

right up through, an' the Lord only knows

how they could do it an' I not hear 'em.

They're that thick I believe there's one to

every bag of coffee on ship or off; but I'll

get 'em yet.' He looked at me sharp as

a rat, but I kept my face straight till I'd

walked off, an' then I believe I laughed

a day without stoppin'.

"That went on three years. I'd got to

think no man alive could take me, for

I'd been grabbed a dozen times, an' al

ways slipped out somehow. I'd been shot

at, an' hit twice ;' been knocked over

board, an' swum under the dock—‘most

froze an' stiff with ice before I could get

out. An' then to think that it was only

a coil of rope took me at last! I thought

'twas spices, but the captain 'd been too

quick for us, an' every bag was in the

government storehouse. I crawled up

the side like a cat an' felt round, mad

enough to find only that rope; an' I'd

just dropped it over the side when there '

was a light, an' three men on me. I

dropped, but they had me. I fought like

mad, but the handcuffs were on, an' I

was marched off quicker'n I can tell it.

An' one was the very man that had

sworn to be even with us, an' he knew

me on the spot. That trial didn't take

long. 'In consideration of my youth,‘

the judge said, I was to have 'only ten

years.' Only ten years ! He didn't know

how it looked to me, that loved my own

life an' freedom so't I couldn't bear a

house over me even a day, but must be

out in the air. I swore I'd kill whoever

took me, an' I fought with the keeper

till they chained me like a wild beast;

an' that's the wayl went to Sing-Sing.

an' all warned they'd got the devil's own

to deal with.

"There was six months I fought: there

wasn't a week I wasn't up for punish

ment. Do you know what that means?

It's better now, they say. Then it meant

the shower-bath till you fainted dead,

an' when you came to, put back to have

it ag'in. It meant the leather collar an'

jacket, an' your head wellnigh cut off

when, half dead, you had to let it drop

a bit. It meant kicks an' cuffs an' flog

gin's an' half rations. I was down to

skin an' bone. 'You're goin', sure, Jack,‘

I said; an' then I said, 'What's the use?

Behave yourself an' maybe you'll get par

doned out, or, better yet, maybe you'll get

away.'

" It was tough work. I hated that keep

er so't I could have brained him joyfully

any minute. I'd set my teeth when he

came near, for the murder 'd run down

my arms till my hands twitched an' tin

gled to get at him. I swore I'd kill him

if I ever got a chance to do it quietly, for

he'd treated us worse than dogs. But I

mended my ways. It took a year of hard

work before I could hold on to myself.

I'd get a sight at the sky when we cross

ed the yard, an' my heart was up in my

throat every time. Oh, to be out! If

only I could be on the river ag'in an'

smell the salt an' feel the wind! I've

lain on my floor in the cell many a night

an' cried like a baby for only ten min

utes' freedom. I'm that way yet: there's

wild blood in me from somewhere, an' I'd

, make a better Indian than white man any

day."
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Jack's restless motions were the best

proof of his theory. As his story began

he had sat quietly in the little mission

parlor, but now he was walking hastily

up and down, stopping a moment at

some special point, then starting again

—a tall, lean figure, with characteristic

New England face, very thin now, and

with a hectic flush on the sunken cheeks,

but shrewd and kindly—the narrow chin

and high cheek-bones, prominent nose

and soft thin hair, seeming to belong

wholly to the type of New England vil

lager, and by no possibility to the rough

and desperate native of the Fourth Ward.

Born in his own place on some quiet in

land farm, he would have turned ped

dler, or, nearer the sea, have chosen that

for his vocation ; but it was impossible to

look upon him as an ex-convict or to do

away with the impression of respectabil

ity which seems part of the New England

birthright.

" At last," he went on, "things changed.

A new chaplain came, for one thing, an'

I'd got so quiet they changed my cell an'

put me on the other side the buildin'. I

went on in a kind of dream. I worked

like two, an' they begun to take notice

of me. The chaplain 'd come an' talk

to me, an' he worked over me well; but

he might as well have talked to the dead.

But my veiy keepin' still made him think

he'd half got me, an' he'd fetch books an'

papers; an' things got easier that way. I

read an' studied: I was bound now to

know something, an' I worked at that

hard as I did at everything else; an' there

come a time when I was recommended

for pardon, an' five years an' a day after

I went in he brought it to me. I could

n't speak : I could have gone on my

knees to him, an' he had sense to know

how I felt.

"'Jack,‘ he said, 'you're very young

yet, an' new is your chance. Try to be

an honest man an' pray for help. I wish

I knew if you will pray.'

"'You'd make me if any one could,‘

I says, 'but I ain't sure of the use of it

yet: I wish I was.'

" He just looked at me sorrowful, for I

hadn't said even that much before, an' I

went off.

"An' I did mean to keep straight. I'd

’ had enough of prison; but when Iwent

round askin' for work, not a soul would

have me. A jail-bird !—well, they thought

not. I grew mad ag'in, an' yet I would

n't take to the river, for, somehow, I'd

lost my courage. Then I met an old pal,

an' he took me round to Micky's saloon.

The barkeeper 'djust been stuck in a fight.

I'd been a profitable one for Micky, an'

1 maybe he thought, beginnin' there, I'd go

i back to the river once more. An' there

Iwas three years, an' fights nigh every

l night of the year. I could stop 'em when

no one else could, for I was always sober.

"'Why don't you drink ?' they'd say,

an' I'd tell 'em I wanted what brains I

had unfuddled. But I hated it worse an'

worse. I'd have stopped any minute if

there'd been one alive to take me by the

hand an' say, ' Here's honest work.' I

looked at folks when I went out, to see

if there was one that could be spoken to.

An' at last I made up my mind for an

other try. I'd saved some money an'

could live a while, an' one Saturday

night I just left when Micky paid me.

'Get another man,‘ I said: 'I'm done ;'

an' I walked out, with him shoutin' after

me.

"Then lwaited three months. I an

swered advertisements, an' I put 'em in.

I went here an' I went there, an' always

it was the same story, for I answered

every one square. An' at last I was sick

of it all: I had nothing to live for. 'I'm

tired of living with rascals,‘ I said, 'an'

good folks are too good .to have any

thing to do with me. I've had all I want.

If work don't come in a week I'll get out

of this the easiest way.'

" It didn't come. My money was gone:

I'd gone hungry two days. I'd been on

half rations before that, till my strength

was all gone: I'd pawned my clothes till

I wasn't decent. Then I hadn't a cent

even for a place on the floor in a lodg

in"-house, an' I sat in the City Hall Park

long as they would let me. Then, when

I was tired of bein' rapped over the head,

I got up an' walked down Beekman street

to the river—slow, for I was too far gone

to move fast. But as I got nearer some

thing seemed to pull me on: I began to
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run. ' It's the end of all trouble,' I said;

an' Iwent across like a shot an' down

the docks. It was bright moonlight, an'

I had sense to jump for a dark place

where the light was cut off; an' that's

all I remember. I must have hit my

head ag'inst a boat, for when they took -

me out it was for dead. Two of my old

pals hauled me out, an' worked there on

the dock to bring me to, till the ambu

lance come an' took me to Bellevue.

"I wouldn't have lived, but I didn't

know enough not to, bein' in a fever a

month. Then I come out of it dazed an'

stupid, an' it wasn't till I'd been there

six weeks that I got my senses fairly an'

knew I was alive after all.

"'I'll do it better next time,' I said,

bein' bound to get out of it still; but that

night a man in the bed next me began

to talk an' ask about it. I told him the

whole. When I got through he says, ' I

don't know but one man in New York

that'll know just what to do, an' that's

McAuley of Water street. You go there

soon's you can stir an' tell him.'

"I laughed. 'I'm done tellin',‘ I said.

"'Try him,‘ he says; an' he was that

urgent that I promised. I'd ha' given a

hand if I hadn't, though.

"I went out, tremblin' an' sick, an'

without a spot to lay my head; an' right

there I stood by the river an' thought it

would come easier this time. But I'd

never go back on my word, an' so I

started down, crawlin' along, an' didn't

get there till meetin' had begun. I did

n't know what sort of a place it was.

" It was new then, in an old rookery

of a house, but the room clean an' de

cent, an' just a little sign out, ' HELPING

HAND FOR MEN.' I sat an' listened an'

wondered till it was over, an' then tried

to go, but first I knew I tumbled in a

dead faint an' was bein' taken up stairs.

They made me a bed next their own

room. 'You'd better not,' I said: 'I'm

a jail-bird an' a rascal, an' nobody alive

wants to have anything to do with me.'

"'You be quiet,‘ says Jerry. 'I'm a

jail-bird myself, but the Lord Jesus has

VOL. XXVI.—14

forgiven me an' made me happy; an'

He'll do the same by you.'

"They kept me there a week, an' you'd

think I was their own, the way they treat

ed me. But I stuck it out : 'When I see

a man that's always been respectable

come to me an' give me work, an' say

he's not afraid or ashamed to, then may

be I'll believe in your Lord Jesus Christ

you talk about; but how am I goin' to

without ?'

"An' that very night it came. You

know him well—the gentleman that

looks as if the wind had never blown

rough on him, an' yet with an eye that

can't be fooled.

".'You don't need to tell me a word,'

he.says: 'Ibelieve you 'are honest, an'

you can begin to-morrow if you're strong

enough. It's light' work, an' it shall be

made easier at first.'

"I looked at him, an' it seemed to me

something that had frozen me all up in

side melted that minute. I burst out cry

in', an' couldn't stop. An' then, first

thing I knew, he was down on his knees

prayin' for me. 'Dear Lord,' he said,

'he is Thy child, he has always been

Thy child. Make him know it to-night:

make him know that Thy love has fol

lowed him and will hold him up, so that

his feet will never slip again.'

"These words stayed by me. I could

n't speak, an' he went away. He knew

what he'd done.

"That's all. Some of the men shake

their heads: they say it wasn't regular

conversion. All I know is, the sense of

God come into me then, an' it's never

left me. It keeps me on the watch for

every soul in trouble. I'm down on the

docks o' nights. I know the signs, an'

now an' then I can help one that's far

gone. I'm goin' myself, you see. There

ain't much left of me but a cough an'

some bones, but I shall be up to the last.

God is that good to me that I'll go quick

when I do go; but, quick or slow, I bless

Him every hour of the day for the old

mission an' my chance."

HELEN CAMPBELL.
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W E S T B R O O K .

UTH looked very warm and tired as people say, " Have you met her? Have

she came up the path in the strong

sunlight; and in striking contrast to her

sat Miss Custer in the sheltered veranda,

with her cool gray draperies flowing about

her in the most graceful folds that could

be imagined, as though a sculptor's hand

had arranged them. Her dress was cut

so as to disclose her white throat rising,

swan-like, above a ruffling of soft yellow

lace; and her sleeves, flaring a little and

short enough to reveal a good deal of the

exquisitely-moulded arms, were edged

with the same costly trimming, throwing

a creamy shadow on the white skin and

giving it a tinge like ivory.

Miss Custer liked being considered a

brunette, and direeted all the arts of her

toilette to the bringing out of that idea.

She had not much to commence with,

however. Her eyes were brown, it is

true, but they were a sort of amber

brown, large and serene, with dusky,

long-fringed lids drooping over them;

and her hair, which was dark in the

shadow of the veranda, all hemmed in

with trees in thick foliage, was bright

gold in certain lights.

She was an amply-framed, finely-pro

portioned person, and rejoiced in her

physique, having a masculine pride in

her breadth of shoulders and depth of

chest. But in all other respects she was

exquisitely feminine: she never display

ed either strength or agility. Vl/estbrook

was a country place, and in the young

folks‘ rambles about town and out over

the hills she was more often fatigued

than anybody else, and obliged to accept

support from some one of the gentle

men, all of whom were eager enough

to offer their services.

She had been in Westbrook only two

weeks—she had come to rest herself from

the burdens of fashionable life—but‘ she

was already very much at home with the

place and the people. She was one of

those pcrsons. who immediately interest

the whole neighborhood, and of whom

you been introduced to her ?"

She was not an entire stranger: there

were a good many people in Westbrook

who had known her parents years be

fore, and who took her at once upon

the credit of her family.

Ruth looked tired and warm, I say, as

she came up the path. It was after four

o'clock, and school was just out. She

was the teacher of the grammar depart

ment in the ugly red-brick school-house

down at the other end of the town, and

she had had a tiresome walk through

the heat.

Miss Custer dropped her work, some

delicate embroidery, in her lap and fold

ed her white hands upon it, and smiled

down at her. She liked Ruth, and was

glad to see her coming: the afternoon

had been rather dull because she was

alone, and she was not constituted for

solitude.

Doctor Ebling had said at the dinner

table that, with Ruth's permission—at

which Ruth blushed and said something

rather saucy, for her—he would read The

S;fianis/r Gypsy to Miss Custer out in the

shade.

" It is so confoundedly healthy at this

particular season," he said, "especially

up among these Connecticut hills, that

a physician's occupation's gone."

First, however, he went down town—

going part of the way with Ruth—to

make sure that no orders were await

ing him at his office, intending to come

back immediately.

Miss Custer stepped across the hall

from the dining-room into the sitting

room, made cool by having the blinds

closed, and struck a few chords on the

piano. Herbert Bruce, a young attor

ney of some wealth and some renown,

and bosom friend of Doctor llbling, fol

lowed her-, and stood, hat in hand, with

his shoulder against the door-jamb. "So

you have never read The G)/p.\:y?" he

remarked.
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Miss Custer turned quickly and came

a step toward him. "Oh yes, I have

read it," she returned. "Or, rather, a

good many people have read it to me.

But one can stand hearing a poem 9.

good many times, you know."

" By Jove! that's a cooler!" thought

Bruce. "No doubt she has been bored

to death by that wretched Gypsy, and

now Ebling is going to martyrize her

again, and make a fool of himself into

the bargain."

"Won't you be seated ?" Miss Custer

asked, "and let me play you something ?"

In the shaded room, with her languid.

eyes intensified, she was a decided bru

nette, and a very brilliant and beautiful

one. Mr. Bruce, pleading business, al

though he knew there was not a soul

stirring down street, and nothing more

to be done in his office than in that of

Mortimer Lightwood, Esq., declined ra

ther ungraciously and stalked off.

"A born coquctte!" he muttered with

his hat pulled over his eyes. " Ebling's

a fool: Ruth Stanley is worth a dozen

of her."

Miss Custer went up stairs and made

her afternoon toilette, then got out her em

broidery and came down to her accus

tomed rustic arm-chair, smilingly con

scious of the perfection of all that per

tained to herself, from the soft ringlets

on her broad forehead, so different from

the stiff, frowsy crimps of the country

girls, to the small Newport ties with their

cardinal-red bows, the only bright color

about her. She was just beginning to

wonder what kept the doctor so long,

when, raising her eyes from a reverie

which had been almost a nap, she saw

him driving by at a fast trot, with a farm

boy galloping on horseback beside him.

He waved his hand to her.

Just.then Hugh, son and heir of Aunt

Ruby, mistress of this \Vestbrook board

ing-establishment, who had been sent

down town after dinner to do some mar

keting,' came in at the gate with a basket

on his arm, eating an apple. He paused

when he came up, and rested himself

by putting one foot on the lower step

and settling his weight upon the other.

" There's a man out east bin awfully cut

up in a mowin'-machine," said he, glan

cing up at Miss Custer sideways from un

der his broad-brimmed straw hat, sure

that she would appreciate the news, he

being the first to tell it; for he had a boy

ish conceit that Miss Custer had a very

high opinion of him, and even indulged

the fancy that if he were a man—say

twenty-one—instead of a youth of sev

enteen, he could cut out all them down

town fellers that hung round her.

"Oh! poor man!" said Miss Custer

with a sweetness of sympathy that must

have comforted the wounded person im

mensely had he heard it.

"Burnses‘ boy came in for Doc Eb

ling," continued I-Iugh. "They don't

know whether they can patch him up

again or not."

"I suppose the doctor will find out,"

said Miss Custer complacently; and

Hugh flung away his apple-core and

walked on around the house.

Miss Custer hardly knew what 'to do

with herself. She went back to her room,

and was tempted to lie down, but then it

would rumple her dress and spoil her

hair. She thought of the invalid lady,

Mrs. Tascher, whose room was at the

other end of the hall, but she had an

uncomfortable intuition that Mrs. Tascher

disliked her. For herself, she disliked no

body: there were people who were not

congenial to her, but she never took the

trouble to get up a feeling against them.

But it seemed to her Mrs. Tascher had

not only clearly-defined but conscien

tious likes and dislikes. She had tried

to overcome the opposing current so far

as it concerned herself, because it was

unpleasant; and, although not wholly

unaccountable—for she was conscious

of some weaknesses, as most mortals are

—so far as Mrs. Tascher was affected by

her shortcomings the prejudice seemed

unfounded. She had never injured her

—never, except in that large sense in

which all good souls are injured by

wrong-doing; which large sense Miss

Custer, perhaps, had but a dim con

sciousness of'even when stung—for she

was very susceptible—by the criticism,

open or implied, of certain high, dis

criminating natures. '
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After a while she went down to the

back regions, and glided in upon the

white kitchen-floor with her sweeping

skirts.

Aunt Ruby looked up with an excla

mation of surprise. She was picking

over raspberries for tea: " Oh, you ought

n't to come in here, Miss Custer: you'll

spoil your clothes."

" Impossible," said Miss Custer, glan

cing around at the cleanness of every

thing with flattering significance, and

seated herself in a low splint-bottomed

chair.

" To be sure, Peggy scrubbed this morn

ing," said Aunt Ruby with a feeling of

satisfaction, "but one can't ever be very

sure about a kitchen-floor."

"I could always be sure enough of

yours to scatter my best things upon it,"

said Miss Custer, who, wishing to be en

tertained, was exceedingly good-natured;

though, for that matter, she was seldom

otherwise. .

Aunt Ruby, who was greatly taken

with the fine-lady boarder who made

herself so common, entertained her bet

ter than she thought, for Miss Custer

took a curious interest in most of the

people she met, and liked to study them.

Of course Aunt Ruby could not spend

time for her own or anybody else's amuse

ment merely : when she got through with

the raspberries she went at something

else, her loose slippers clattering over

the floor back and forth wherever her

duty called her. But still, she talked,

and Miss Custer sat looking out into the

clean-swept'back yard with its boxed-up

flower-beds blooming with the gayest an

nuals, and its cooped-up hens with their

broods of puffy chickens scratching and

picking and chirping outside.

"Have Doctor Ebling and Miss Stan

ley been long engaged?" Miss Custer

asked, the conversation having some

how led up to that query.

"Oh, la! yes," Aunt Ruby answered

"for more'n a year. The way of it was:

Ruth's guardian, Mr. Murray, who was a

minister, went off to some forrin country

several years ago to be a missionary, and

left Ruth here to finish her education.

He was to send for her to come an' teach

in a mission-school if she wanted to go—

an' she al'ays said she did—after she'd

graduated in the normal. But she came

up here to stay a spell after graduatin',

an' met Doctor Ebling; an' they took a

notice to each other right away, an' were

engaged. She wrote to Mr. Murray about

it, an' he gave his consent to the mar

riage. But it couldn't take place just

yet, for the doctor had only just begun

his practice an' wasn't ready to settle

down."

" That is, I suppose, he had not suffi

cient means to set up housekeeping ?"

said Miss Custer, smiling.

"Well, perhaps not in the way he'd

like," Aunt Ruby returned evasively,

not being a gossip in the mischievous

sense.

"And your other gentleman-boarder,

Mr. Bruce—" began Miss Custer, and

then stopped.

"Oh, he's got enough money to set up

housekeeping like a king," said Aunt

Ruby, feeling that this was safe ground.

" If he had anybody to set up with him,"

she added, and laughed at her own wit.

"But did Miss Stanley really think

of going to teach in a foreign mission

school?" Miss Custer asked.

" To be sure she did," said Aunt Ruby.

"She's a Christian girl, if ever there was

one. You might look the world over,

Miss Custer, an' you'd hardly find an

other girl like Ruth Stanley. She's the

same as a missionary right here at home,

because she looks out for every poor an'

sick body in the town, an' spends half

her wages to help them."

"Just the sort of person, then, for a

doctor's wife," laughed Miss Custer, and

gathered up her embroidery to go back

to the veranda.

Instead of going through the dining

room, the way she had entered, she cross

ed over to the door of the back sitting

room, which was ajar, and pushed it open.

She started and her cheeks crimsoned, at

the recollection of her conversation with

Aunt Ruby, on finding the sitting-room

occupied.

Mrs. Tascher sat in Aunt Ruby's great

arm-chair, with its calico cushions, look

ing over some fashion-plates in the care
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lessly-indolent way that very warm wea

ther induces. She had some pieces of

muslin and a pair of scissors beside her

on the table, as though she had been

cutting out. She looked up with a smile

that was intended simply as an expres

sion of politeness, and not such a smile

as she would give a friend, and nodded:

"Good-afternoon, Miss Custer."

Miss Custer, feeling herself compro

mised by having been caught gossiping

—and by Mrs. Tascher, of all people !

fortified herself by a little accession of

pride in her usually suave demeanor.

" Jood-afternoon," she returned, passing

on through the room. "How stiflingly

warm it is here!"

"Yes. I have been thinking of going

into the parlor," said Mrs. Tascher: "it

is always cool there, because the blinds

are kept closed."

" Does she say that to prevent my tak

ing refuge in the parlor?" thought Miss

Custer, and moved on and went outside.

By and by some soft piano-strains came

through the window, the sash of which was

raised, at her back. When they ceased

she became conscious, without turning

her head to look through the shutters,

that Mrs. Tascher had seated herself in

an easy-chair and taken up a book from

the centre -table, which held the usual

stock of gilt-edged poems—Whittier's,

Tennyson's, etc.

Nearly an hour passed in sultry silence,

broken only by the buzzing of flies and,

now and then, a subdued sound of wheels

on the sandy road below. At last the

gate-latch clicked, and Ruth came in,

walking slowly up the path.

Doctor Ebling had driven by a few

moments before, and gone up the alley

to the stable, and just as Ruth reached

the 'steps, shutting her parasol and smi

ling up rather wearily at Miss Custer, he

came around the corner of the house,

lifting his hat and wiping the perspira

tion from his face.

"Why, where have you been?" Ruth

asked in surprise.

" In the country," said he.

"And just think, Miss Stanley," ex

claimed Miss Custer, speaking to Ruth,

but looking a smiling reproach at the

doctor, and for a moment forgetting the

parlor occupant at her back, "here I have

been sitting this whole blessed afternoon!

I could have borne the infliction of my

own solitary company better, of course,

if I had not been promised an entertain

ment."

"You must charge your disappoint

ment to a poor fellow who got himself

cut to pieces by a grass-mower," said

the doctor.

"Vi/’ho was it ?" asked Ruth quickly,

with a sympathetic play of facial muscles.

"A man by the name of Burgess, out

east of town."

"And is he in a bad way?"

"Rather."

Ruth stood for a moment with her eyes

upon the ground, absorbed in the thought

of a fellow-being in distress, and the doc

tor, glancing from her up to Miss Custer,

was conscious of the strong contrast be

tween them.

Miss Custer was ten years Ruth's se

nior, but just now it looked as if it might

be the other way : teaching gave Ruth a

jaded look that seemed like age. But

she was only eighteen. She wore a plain

brown dress and linen cuffs and collar,

all of which bore the stamp of the school

room. Her shoes were dusty, and her

hair, untouched since early morning, had

settled into a mass at the back ofher neck,

more artistic than stylish.

By and by she excused herself and

went into the house; It was her habit to

take a bath and dress herself before tea.

The doctor came up and seated him

self on the top step, and remarked that

he didn't know whether it would be worth

while to go up towri before supper or not.

Miss Custer was about to persuade him

that it would not be worth while, when a

movement on the part of Mrs. Tascher

recalled her to the consciousness of that

lady's proximity and put her under a

sort of constraint. " Do you suppose

your office to be strewn with orders for

your immediate attendance upon wound

ed individuals?" she asked carelessly.

"If I thought it was," said he, "I'd

make for the woods over yonder and

hide myself."

"Unnatural physician! I always sup
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posed medical men to be the most de

voted to their profession, and the fondest

of exercising it, of all beings."

"AS to devotion," said the doctor, "I

agree with you —we are a devoted class.

But as to exercise of any description, that

is contrary to all human inclination in

such a temperature as this."

"And yet Miss Stanley endures it,"

said Miss Custer, and could have bitten

her tongue the next moment.

A grave expression settled upon the

doctor's face. "Yes," said he, "her brave

spirit surmounts everything. She is of a

different make-up from all the other peo

ple I know. And, by the way, it always

seems to me irrelevant to bring her into

comparison with ordinary mortals," he

added; and, getting up and settling his

hat upon his head, he strode off.

Miss Custer felt a pang of keen regret.

"I have offended him," she thought.

But at the supper-table, an hour or two

later, there was no evidence of offence in

his attitude toward her, though it must be

allowed that he paid rather more atten

tion to Ruth than usual when she came

down stairs freshened up in a light-color

, ed lawn dress and her dark hair hand

somely coiled and ornamented with a

half-blown rose. She sat just opposite

Doctor Ebling and beside 'Miss Custer,

and stood the contrast with that amber

eyed beauty very well. Doctor Ebling

thought so, and it had a tendency to ele

vate his spirits. The three carried on an

animated dialogue. Mr. Bruce, at the

end of the table, was abstracted, and ate

his supper with great diligence, except

when Mrs. Tascher, being his nearest

neighbor, addressed 5. remark to him:

then he turned to her with the utmost

deference and replied as elaborately as

friendly politeness demanded.

"Any of you folks in for a boat-ride

this evening?" called up Hugh from the

lower end of the table. "My Sally Lunn

is anchored down by the big oak if you

want her, and here's the key," holding

it up.

" Why, yes," said Doctor Ebling, taking

it upon himself to answer. Hugh's ques

tions and remarks were usually addressed

to the company collectively, and the doc

tor generally was tacitly elected spokes

man.—"Don't you want to go, ladies?"

he asked, "and you, Bruce?"

The ladies, Ruth and Miss Custer, as

sented with bright looks.

Mr. Bruce replied deliberatively that he

was not sure he could leave the office.

"Oh, come now, Bruce, that's put on,"

said the doctor. " No man, whatever his

profession, unless he be a farmer, can

convince me of a pressure of business

at this season. Banish the delusive idea

and make yourself agreeable for once."

Mr. Bruce raised his head, showing at

the same time a flash of his white teeth

and his black eyes. "For once ?" he

repeated. "Making myself agreeable,

or making a grotesque caricature of my

self in my struggles to be agreeable, has

been the business of my life."

"Oh, Mr. Bruce!" laughed Ruth. " Ev

erybody knows you are delightful, but the

idea of your making an effort in that di

rection is too absurd."

"ifl had made that speech," thought

Miss Custer, "Mrs..Tascher would have

looked a severe criticism."

Mrs. Tascher, as it was, looked across

at Ruth and said laughingly, "That hits

him hard, my dear, but he ought not to

wince."

Mr. Bruce /md colored slightly and

broken up the gravity of his face.

Later, when they all rose from the

table, Mrs. Tascher, under some pretext

or other, detained him a moment. "Do

go !" she said: "you see how it is—Ruth

never has the doctor to herself a moment

any more. They used to take delightful

little moonlight strolls together, and were

as happy as a pair of young lovers ought

to be. Now there is always a third party."

"Oh! So you think I ought to sac

rifice myself to the happiness of the

precious lovers? And what if I get en

thralled myself? Who will come to my

rescue ?"

"I Am willing to trust you," laughed

Mrs. Tascher. "You have thirty years

upon your head, and a vast amount of

hard practicality in it: Dr. Ebling lacks

something of bot ."

The girls had got their hats and were

already out upon the veranda.
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" Come, Bruce: have you decided whe

ther there is an important case pending

or not?" called the doctor.

Mrs. Tascher gave him a little push,

and he saunteredout. She stood in the

doorway and saw him, with a feeling of

satisfaction, pair off with Miss Custer

after they had got outside the gate. "I

believe she likes him twenty times bet

ter than she does the doctor," she solilo

quized. "And yet with what persistency

she clings to Ruth and her lover! Poor

Ruth! She takes her down in good faith."

The stream upon which Westbrook was

built was about half a mile distant, and

the sun was going down when they reach

ed the big oak where the boat was an

chored. Doctor Ebling clambered down

the steep bank and unlocked it, and got in

and rowed up a little way to where there

was a better descent.

"Now, then, shall we all go at once,"

said he, " or take turns?"

" It is such a diminutive vessel," said

Bruce, eying it doubtingly, " that perhaps

Miss Custer and myselfhad better' pause

upon the brink ' here, and wait until you

two have made a short voyage."

"Oh, we shall not make a very short

voyage," said Ruth, running down the

bank and grasping the doctor's hand as

he held it out to steady her in stepping

into the boat. "I want to go up as far

as the bridge and make a sketch to

night: the sunset and the nioon-rise are

lovely."

"Better come on—don't think we'll up

set," said the doctor, beginning, never

theless, to push off.

Bruce looked about and found a log to

sit on. "Just spread your shawl on it,"

said he; and Miss Custer was obliged to

unfold her beautiful white burnous.

"What an idea!" she thought, "and

how ungallant he is!"

And yet he had a remarkable power

of fascination, though, as Ruth said, he

made no effort to please.

He took a seat beside her, and for

some time his eyes followed the boat.

After a while he said, "And did you

manage to get through with Tim Span

is/z Gyjfisy again ?”

"Oh no," said Miss Custer. "Didn't

you know? The doctor was called into

the country."

"Ah! he was?"

"Yes."

" Then you lost your afternoon's enter

tainment? That must have been a great

deprivation."

He turned his head and looked at her

with a lingering, exploring gaze that was

difficult for her to fathom. How should

she answer? He was certainly the only

being of his sex who baffled or embar

rassed her.

"It was indeed," she returned demure

ly, and yet with a hope that he might dis

cover that she was but half in earnest.

Her eyelids drooped and her lips were

curved with a smile. She was pleas

urably conscious of his prolonged gaze,

and hoped something from it, knowing

from much previous experience the pow

er of her beauty.

The silence was very eloquent. He

broke it—or intensified it indeed—by re

peating' from The Gypsy, in a low and

remarkably well-modulated voice,

" Do you know

Sometimes when we sit silent, and the air

Breathes gently on us from the orange trees,

It seems that with the whisper ofa word

Our souls must shrink, yet poorer, more apart.

ls it not so?

Do you know the answer ?" he asked,

never once taking away his eyes. /

She raised hers and gave it with equal

effect :

" Yes, dearest, it is tme.

Speech is but broken light upon the depth

Of the unspoken : even your loved words

Float in the larger meaning of your voice

As something dimmer."

There was nothing audacious in her

manner of repéating it—.no coquettish

reference, in voice or glance, to him.

She threw into her eyes an expression

of complete absorption in the spirit and

story of the 'poem, and appeared to be far

away with Don Silva and Fedalina.

Her seriousness and evident intensity

of feeling were a surprise to him. He

had simply been trying her with a care

less stroke, but he seemed to strike true

flint. "I could have sworn," he thought

to himself, "that she was making fun of

Ebling's proposition to read to her to

day when she said one could stand hear
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ing a poem a good many times." And

he actually went on repeating passage af

ter passage, while she sat with her hands

folded and her eyes fixed dreamily, drink

ing it in like distant music sounding all

the way from the Spanish shores.

They were both so absorbed—not in

the poem, but in thoughts that floated

under the poem and circled right around

themselves—that they did not hear the

dipping of the oars as the doctor rowed

back to shore in the white moonlight—

not softened now, as it had been a while

ago, by the mellow tints in the west.

"Hallo!" he called. "Come down now

and embark."

"Shall we ?" asked Bruce in a voice so

low that it seemed almost tender.

She answered by getting up, and he

took the burnous off the log and folded

it about her shoulders. It gave her a

conscious thrill.

They sauntered down, and Bruce gave

her his hand to make the descent of the

bank. Ruth sprang up like a gazelle

while the doctor held the boat to shore,

and then pushed it off when the occu

pants were seated.

"I'm the poorest rower in Christen

dom," said Bruce, taking up the oars

and making a few awkward strokes.

"Never mind about rowing," said Miss

Custer. "V\t'hen we get out into the cur

rent let us drift: I like itjust as well."

Bruce did so, resting the handles of

the oars upon his knees.

Perfect silence reigned. The moon

was strangely bright, making the very

air silvery. Miss Custer, with the rarest

tact, let the stillness alone, knowing there

was power in it. .

By and by Bruce murmured,

" With drcamful cyu,

My spirit lies

Under the walls of Paradise.

What a strange effect moonlight and wa

ter have upon us, Miss Custer! They

seem almost to disembody us. I can

hardly ever recall a single line of poetry

in the daytime when the sun is shining.

But moonlight brings out all the delicate

images of the mind's palimpsest."

"Pray, then, go on and repeat some

thing more," said Miss Custer in a low

I even there.

voice: "I like to hear you.

rest of 'Drifting.' "

Bruce complied, and then struck upon

Byron, and was surprised and delighted

to find that Miss Custer followed him

The truth was, Miss Cus

ter had rehearsed all these things many

times before with different actors. The

' whole plot lay before her, ending and
i all. Bruce was certainly hooked, and

all she had to do was to draw the line

carefully in. To be sure, he was an odd

specimen, a sort of man she was not

much acquainted with; but that made

him all the more interesting, and she

was conscious of her power to manage

him.

At last Bruce put the boat about with

out consulting her, and rowed back to

the landing in silence and with consid

erable dexterity, considering his self-de

preciation as a rower. Ruth and the doc

tor, who had no doubt been affected by

the moonlight too, stood on the bank

waiting for them. They all went home

together, a rather merry party, and im

mediately dispersed for the night.

The next morning, when Miss Custer

came down to breakfast radiant and joy

ous, with a consciousness of being in

perfect keeping with the unpoetic sun

shine, she was stricken with consterna

tion at finding Mr. Bruce as distant and

nonchalant as ever. No lingering, ex

ploring glahce this morning—nothing

but the usual flash of his dark eyes as

he bowed to her. Was it possible that

all the fine effects of last night had pass

ed out of his consciousness?

Some time during the day Bruce found

an opportunity to say to Mrs. Tascher,

" Don't ask me to do it again: I came

near making a fool of myself last night.

Got to quoting poetry and all that."

"Did you, indeed?" said she, laugh

ing. "If the siren had that effect on

you, a hardened bachelor, consider how

it would go with Ebling."

" Ebling's heart is supposed to be pre

occupied," said Bruce: "mine is an ' ach

ing void.' "

That evening Hugh challenged Miss

Custer to a game of croquet, and she.

'I with secret reluctance, but a very good

Repeat the
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grace—being one ofthose sweetly-amiable

people who never speak ill of any one,

and never manifest the least boredom, no

matter who undertakes the office of en

tertainer to them—accepted. However,

she would make the most she could out

of it. She invited the rest of the com

pany to come down and look on and

see that she had fair play. Bruce, at

whom she glanced appealingly, paid no

heed, but put on his hat and went down

town with the air of a man greatly pre

occupied and oppressed with business

cares. Mrs. Tascher never went out

when the dew was falling, and so there

was nobody but Ruth and the doctor.

They complied at once, and took seats

on a rustic bench under the trees.

Miss Custer was conscious of showing

to advantage in this picturesque game,

and paid far more attention to her atti

tudes than her strokes: as a consequence,

she was beaten, and immediately threw

down her mallet.

"I'll give you another chance," said

Hugh wistfully.

"Oh, I could never redeem myself with

you if we should play till doomsday," she

answered.

" You /z/z1/c beaten me," persisted Hugh.

" But I have a presentiment that 1 can't

do it to-night," she returned.

"Well, then, Hugh," said the doctor,

getting up and helping himself to a mal

let, "if she is so disheartened, suppose

we give her a chance to come off second

best by taking a game with me ?"

Hugh, smiling, but a little put out,

stepped back, and the contest began,

with far more animation on the part of

Miss Custer. Presently Hugh's mother

called him, and he went away. After a

time Ruth called to the players, who were

both at the other end of the ground, "Say,

folks, if you'll excuse me I'll go in."

Miss Custer turned round and answer

ed, "Oh, poor child! Ipresume you do

find it dull."

Ruth ran up to Mrs. Tascher's room.

Her acquaintance with that lady she

counted among the best things of her

life. The world had seemed larger and

brighter and better since she had known

her.

Mrs. Tascher was a widow: she had

considerable wealth, but being an inva

lid she was deprived of the enjoyment

of it to a great extent. She welcomed

Ruth's friendly little visits always with

a smile that seemed to make her soul

stand out upon her face. She was what

one might call a woman of the world.

That is, she had travelled much, read

much, studied people much, and min

gled all her previous life in intelligent

and refined society.

"Why, where is the rest of your party,

my dear?" she asked as Ruth tapped on

the door and came in.

"Hugh's mother wanted him," Ruth

answered, "and I left Frank and Miss

Custer playing a game."

Mrs. Tascher's smile faded. She felt

tempted to speak a word of warning, but

it seemed too bad to destroy the innocent

faith of this high-minded, unsuspecting

girl. She gave Ruth a chair, and Ruth

begged her to read something: Mrs.

Tascher's reading was sweeter than mu

sic to her. She complied readily, because

it gave her pleasure to do anything Ruth

asked. "Here is apoem by \Vhittier, just

out," she said, taking up a magazine,

the leaves of which she had cut only

that afternoon. She began it, and Ruth

leaned back in her chair and closed her

eyes the better to see the images that

passed in her mind. Mrs. Tascher read

on until the light grew so dim that she

could not see the lines, and then she

got up and went to the window to fin

ish. She glanced out as she did so, and

stood silent. At last she said, "Come

here, Ruth."

Ruth got up and went and looked out.

Away down at the farther end of the

lawn stood Miss Custer and the doctor

with their elbows resting upon the fence,

evidently very deeply absorbed in each

other. The spot was very lonely and

still, hemmed in by trees, and would

not have been visible from below—per

haps from hardly any other point but this

window.

" Doesn't it strike you, Ruth, that a

couple of young people must be rather

sentimental to stray away like that?"

asked Mrs. Tascher.
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Ruth laughed, but not very joyously,

and immediately turned away from the

window, as though the sight hurt her.

Mrs. Tascher did so too, and struck a

match to light her lamp. "If I were you,

Ruth," she said as she settled the shade

over it, "I would go down to the croquet

ground, from where you can see those

people, and call to them."

"Oh no," said Ruth with a shiver.

" Why, you see," continued Mrs. Tasch

er, "it doesn't look well. Miss Custer

ought to know better, but she is so vain

of her influence over gentlemen that she

exercises it upon every occasion that of

fers. It doesn't appear to make any dif

ference who the gentleman is: it would

be all the same to her now if it were Hugh

instead of the doctor. I believe she does

care something for Bruce, and he is her

lawful prey ; but she knows the doctor is

not in the market."

Ruth threw back her head proudly.

" He can be in the market," she said

hoarsely.

"No, no, my dear," said Mrs. Tascher,

shaking her head. "I don't want you to

get reckless: I want to see you play this

game with Miss Custer with a cool hand

and come out ahead. You can do it,

and you will be stronger and safer in

the end."

Ruth pretty soon went out. She enter

ed her room with her hand upon her

heart, and sat down by the window with

out striking a light. In the course of

half an hour the doctor and Miss Cus

ter appeared in sight, walking slowly

toward the house. They passed directly

under her window, but their voices were

so low that she could distinguish no word.

By and by she heard the piano going. A

moment after Mrs. Tascher tapped on her

door, and, turning the knob, put her head

in and called, "Ruth!"

Ruth got up and came forward.

"Come," said her visitor, "let us go

down to the parlor."

"I cannot," said Ruth: "please don't

ask me."

"Foolish child!" said Mrs.Tascher. "I

am a thousand times sorry that I brought

this thing to your notice."

"It was brought to my notice long ago,"

said Ruth brokenly; and Mrs. Tascher

turned and went down stairs.

The doctor was leaning back in an

easy-chair, completely absorbed in watch

ing the exquisite figure at the piano and

listening to the strains she evoked.

"One would think she had feeling,"

commented Mrs. Tascher mentally as

she entered the room and swept across

to the vacant seat beside the doctor, dis

pelling somehow, with her strong pres

ence, the spirit of sentimentalism that

pervaded the atmosphere. "Why, Doc

tor Ebling, are you here?" she asked : "I

supposed you had gone to town. Where

is Miss Stanley?"

" I — I don't know," said the doctor—

honestly enough, to be sure.

"I thought you all went down to the

croquet-ground ?"

" Yes, we did. But she came back,

and left Miss Custer and myself to fin

ish our game."

"Oh, then I presume she is in her room. '

—Have you finished playing, Miss Cus

ter ?" with a smile of placid indifference

as Miss Custer turned round on the piano

stool.

" Yes," said Miss Custer, getting up and

taking a chair. "Doctor Ebling wished

to hear the ' Last Hope.' "

"You haven't come to that in your ex

perience yet, have you, doctor?" laughed

Mrs. Tascher, though she was not in the

habit of playing upon words.

" No," said the doctor. "It seems to

me the 'last hope' is that we feel when

we draw our last breath."

The three spent the evening together,

and Mrs. Tascher brought into exercise

the old charms and graces of manner and

conversation that years ago had made her

one of the most brilliant and fascinating

women society could boast of. She was

not old—not more than thirty-five—and

when animated she was still beautiful:

her face became illuminated and stars

shone in her eyes. She so far outdid

Miss Custer in the matter of pleasing

and entertaining that when the doctor

went away he hardly thought of the lat

ter. He said to himself as he went down

town, " What a remarkably brilliant wo

man Mrs. Tascher must have been in her
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day! And is yet, for that matter. Hus

band been dead six years: wonder why

she never married again?"

Then he wondered with a slight feeling '

of uneasiness where Ruth had kept her

self all the evening. "How affectionate

ly and admiringly Mrs. Tascher always

speaks of Ruth!" he said, and added,

"Well, she is a noble girl."

There was an indefinable hardness in

Ruth's manner the next morning. Her

voice was hollow and her smile seemed

ironical, though she was unusually gay.

Mrs. Tascher, who observed her close

ly and with some uneasiness, thought

her mockingly attentive to Miss Custer.

Something was said at the dinner-table

again about the doctor's promise to read

to Miss Custer, and Ruth exclaimed, " By

all means !—Miss Custer, make him stay

at home and read you that poem."

The doctor of course fell readily in with

the idea, and said he would not go down

town this time to see if there were any

orders: if anybody wanted him it was

generally known that if he was not in

his office he was at his boarding-place.

"Why did you do it?" said Mrs. Tasch

er, putting her handkerchief on her head

and going down to the gate with Ruth.

"Because," said Ruth with drawn lips

and heaving bosom, "I do not want to

get him unfairly. If there is some one

else who interests him more than I, he

is still at liberty to choose."

"Ruth," said Mrs. Tascher, and her

eyes flashed, " do you think she is getting

him fairly? You have no conception of

the scheming of that woman."

"Oh yes, indeed I believe I know it '

all," said Ruth, and hurried away.

In a few days school closed, and Ruth

packed her trunk and went up to Merton,

a little village about twenty miles distant,

to visit her aunt. Almost as soon as she

was gone Miss Custer was taken sick.

Aunt Ruby insisted upon her occupying

the spare bedroom, a cool, spacious apart

ment opening off the back sitting-room.

The professional services of Doctor Eb

ling were of course engaged at once, and

he proved himself very attentive at least.

To save appearances and for Ruth's

sake, although she had little hope, Mrs.

‘

Tascher took up her position in the sick

room and compelled the doctor to give

all his directions to her. He pronounced

the malady a low fever brought on by the

extreme heat of the season. Mrs. Tasch

er thought it was the result of exposure to

night-dews, carelessness in regard to diet

and lack of proper exercise.

Her presence, it must be allowed, put

but little constraint upon the extraordi

naryintimacy of the pair. The doctor

was all devotion, and Miss Custer all

languor and dependence. She made a

beautiful invalid, with her rare complex

ion and her white, lissome hands lying

so restfully and helplessly on the coun

terpane. One day, after being freshly

dressed in an embroidered gown of the

finest texture, and instructing Mrs. Tasch

er how to wind her hair, which was long

and abundant, around the top of her

head in a coronet that was very becom

ing to her, she requested to have Mr.

Bruce sent in when he came to his din

ner. She had some affairs that must be

looked into immediately by a legal eye.

"Had you not better just send him a

message?" asked Mrs. Tascher.

"No: I prefer to attend to it myself,"

she returned coldly.

Bruce was therefore sent in, and Mrs.

Tascher stepped out into the sitting-room.

Miss Custer, who was certainly very white,

raised her dusky eyelids, smiled faintly

and held out her jewelled hand. Bruce,

standing awkwardly enough by the bed

side, took it, but without apparent appre

ciation of its loveliness.

The invalid had chosen an inopportune

moment: despite the subdued light of the

chamber, it was high noon and the sun

shone burningly outside, and Bruce, who

had just eaten a hearty dinner, was utter

ly devoid of sentiment and indifferent to

nice effects. There was a tumbler of dewy

roses on alittle table beside the bed, and

he picked out one, and, sitting down, be

gan eating the leaves one by one. "I

hope," said he. thinking it a good plan

to rally the sick a little, "you haven't

got so discouraged by this indisposition

—which the doctor tells me is not at

all serious—that you wish to make your

will?"
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" No," she returned, hardly able to con

ceal her disgust at the unfeeling wretch:

"I merely wish to send to my attorney

for some money."

"Oh, is that it?" said Bruce, laughing.

"Then the doctor was right. So long as

a person takes a controlling interest in

his affairs he is safe."
I "A per.ron."' thought Miss Custer, and

really curled her lip. She gave him her

lawyer's address, stated the sum she want

ed and told him he might say that she

was ill.

"And unable to write," added Bruce.

"All right! I shall be as prompt in the

execution of your commission as the ex

igences of the case appear to demand."

He took up his hat and went out cheer

ily, and Miss Custer turned her face to

the wall and cried. For a day or two she

was worse: then she grew better, and

was finally able to sit up. At the expi

ration of two weeks Ruth came back.

She was very pale and her face had a

rigid look. Miss Custer met her sweet

ly, being still under the subduing influ

ence of invalidism, and Ruth tried to feel

kindly to her; which was a great vexation

to Mrs. Tascher. '

"Let me alone," said Ruth passionate

ly one day. " Don't you see how I hate

her? I could almost kill her! l am try

ing to fight down the demon in me."

The doctor, who had himself grown

thin and haggard -looking, welcomed

Ruth back with an air of constraint.

One day the young folks of the village

got up a picnic and invited Aunt Ruby's

boarders. The doctor at first hesitated

about giving his permission for Miss Cus

ter to go, but she coaxed, and he finally

consented. The evening before the pic

nic Ruth requested an interview with the

doctor, and they walked out into the

grove. She told him she wished to re

lease him from his engagement, and it

was a painful satisfaction to her to see

the agony that was in his face. He ac

cused himself bitterly—said he had bro

ken up her happiness and ruined her life,

that he could never forgive himself, and

ended by refusing to accept his release,

and declaring that he should never availhimselfof any ofthe advantages it offered. ,

The next morning he went to Bruce

with white face and strained eyes, and

begged him, for the love he bore him, to

take Miss Custer to the picnic and to stay

by her.

"So, my boy," said Bruce, not a little

affected, "you have got into the ditch

and want me to help you out? Well,

I will do what I can.—Thank the Lord,

his eyes are opened at last!" he mut

tered as Ebling went away.

The picnic-ground was a wooded hill

side that sloped down into a grassy mead

ow a mile from town. The company all

got together at the appointed hour—two

in the afternoon—in the street below Aunt

Ruby's, and waited for her boarders to

come out. Ruth had persuaded Mrs.

Tascher to go, and the doctor, with a

painful attempt to appear natural, kept

beside her and was scrupulously atten

tive to her comfort. Ruth playfully claim

ed Hugh as her escort. Bruce, true to

agreement, monopolized Miss Custer in

a masterly way, much to her surprise.

She tried to snub him at first, but he ig

nored all her efforts in that direction with

consummate stupidity, and in the end she

submitted with a charming grace that was

torture to the doctor.

Everybody seemed in fine spirits, but

on the part of two or three members of

the company we have reason to suppose

that it was only seeming. And perhaps

a little general knowledge of the affairs

of mankind might justify us in the sus

picion that there were others not so hap

py as their bright looks seemed to war

rant. But, however that might be, ev

ery one threw in his or her contribu

tion to the pleasure and amusement of

the day. The doctor helped to lay out a

croquet- ground and fixed the target for

archery-practice; Hugh was active in

putting up swings; some of the older

and more dignified gentlemen, includ

ing Bruce, took upon themselves the

lighter duty of entertaining the ladies;

when lunch-time came some of the

young fellows kindled a fire, and Ruth

boiled the coffee. After that there was

a good deal of pairing off and walking

about, or sitting cozily upon old mossy,

fallen trunks of trees.
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Miss Custer, who had not yet risen

from the grass-plot where she had sat to

eat her dinner, looked away down across

the green meadows with sleepy, half-shut

eyes, and asked, "What is that pile of

stones in the corner yonder?"

A youthful jeweller whom she remem

bered among her distant admirers an

swered, " It's an old well. This place

here used to be a stock-farm. but it has

n't been used for that for a good many

years; so the framework and buckets

have been taken away."

Miss Custer, seized with a sudden im

pulse, sprang up and exclaimed, " I have

a great mind to go down and take a look

into it. Old wells have a peculiar fas

cination for me, and that one looks so

lovely and romantic!"

She had a thought that Bruce might

volunteer to accompany her, but that in

dolent barrister, sprawling upon the grass

at her feet, hardly felt called upon by the

nature of his agreement with Ebling to

undergo quite so much as that. He re

flected that it was his business to keep

the charmer out of mischief for the day.

"And if she meanders away to that fas

cinating well," he thought, "in her own

solitary company, nobody will be dam

aged, so far as I can see."

But Miss Custer, seeing no other way

and feeling the position a little awkward,

appealed to Ruth, who got up and started

with her. When they had clambered

down the rather steep hill to the mead

ow's edge Miss Custer affectionately took

her arm. " Don't you think picnics are

stupid things?" she asked confidingly.

"Why," said Ruth, "we didn't think

so this morning."

"Oh no, not when we were anticipa

ting, but

One of the pleasures of having a rout

Is the pleasure of having it over.

I shall be glad when we get back home,

though I suppose we shall not start till

near sundown."

When they reached the well Miss Cus

ter stepped upon the flat white stones

with which it was walled up to the sur

face of the ground and gazed down into

its dark depths. "What a queer feeling

that is which one is almost sure to have

standing upon the edge of danger !—a

sort of reckless impulse to throw one's

self forward. Did you ever feel it ?"

Ruth, standing just behind her as she

leaned over, saw her hands involuntari

ly clutch her dress, as though the strange

temptation were so great that she must

hold herself forcibly back from it. "I

have—a thousand times," she added;

‘‘and I feel it now."

"Take care!" cried Ruth, catching at

her.

Miss Custer, in turning away her charm

ed gaze, lost her balance from sheer diz

ziness and plunged forward. Ruth, with

a look and cry of horror, bent over and

saw the fearful descent, so quick and so

noiseless until the dull splash was heard

and the black water opened and closed

again. Then she threw up her hands

and started to run toward the hill, call

ing loudly. But already they had seen

and were coming. One—Doctor Ebling

—was far ahead of the rest. Ruth met

him and turned back with him.

"Ruth, you did it: I saw you push

her," he found breath to say. But Ruth's

sensibilities were too shocked to feel the

accusation.

The doctor wa halfway down the well

before any one else reached the spot.

Bruce had had the forethought to cut

down a swing and bring the rope. In a

very few minutes Miss Custer—or what

was believed to be her lifeless body—

was lying wet upon the grass and the

doctor, also dripping, was making a has

ty examination of her condition. "I think

she will live," was his verdict, "but we

must get her home with all speed."

A light wagon coming up the road was

signalled to, and they got her into it and

drove furiously to town. By the time the

rest of the party reached home she was

partially recovered, though very weak

and terribly shaken.

As soon as it was said that she was out

of danger and would probably suffer no

serious consequences Ruth recalled the

doctor's frightful words: "You did it: I

saw you push her."

She rushed in search of him. He was

in the parlor, walking back and forth

with a troubled air. She went up to
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him: "Frank, you accused me of doing

that dreadful thing. I have just remem

bered what you said—that you saw me

push her. I did not: I put out my hand

to save her."

"I hope to God you did!" said he, but

his look was doubting and reproachful.

"Why, Frank," she said, with scarce

ly enough breath to speak the words, "if

you do not believe me it will kill me !"

Just then some one came to the door

and beckoned to him, and he went out.

Ruth turned, with a breaking heart, to

go up stairs. The youthful jeweller was

talking to Mrs. Tascher in the hall.

"Yes," he was saying, "I saw it all.

She was standing leaning over the well,

and was just turning to step back when

she gave a sort of lurch as if she had got

dizzy, and Miss Stanley reached out her

hand and caught her by the shoulder.

But she had got the start of her, and

over she went in a twinkling. The whole

thing was done in an instant."

"Oh, Mr. Omes, I wish you would ex

plain all that to Doctor Ebling," said

Ruth, coming up.

"Oh, he knows all about it: he saw it

the same as I did," said the young man.

A suspicion crossed Ruth's mind that

the doctor .{'m~1u, but she could not be

lieve him so base.

Miss Custer was doomed to have a

serious time of it, after all. The great

excitement brought on fever again, and

for some days her recovery was thought

doubtful. Everybody in the house did

all that was in her or his power to do,

and the doctor was more devoted than

ever. It became a fixed idea that he

would marry Miss Custer as soon as she

was able to sit up. He and Ruth scarce

ly spoke to each other.

One day Mrs. Tascher told Ruth she

must go away.

"Yes, I know," answered Ruth : "I am

going."

She packed her trunk again—this time

taking all her things—and went back to

her aunt's. In less than a week Mrs.

Tascher had a letter from her stating

that she had started, under the escort

of a friend of her guardian's, for Beirut.

It was so great a shock to Mrs. Tasch

er that she scarcely left her room for ten

days after it, and indeed did not wholly

recover until another letter came, dated

from far-off Syria, with a curious com

mingling of the strange and the familiar

in the well-known handwriting and the

foreign post-mark, assuring her that her

young friend was safely sheltered under

the protection of her guardian and his es

timable wife. Ruth dwelt entirely upon

her new experience, and never mention

ed the old. She had not so much to say

about her journey, though it was inter

esting and delightful, as about her arrival

and the meeting with her dear friends.

whose loved faces were so sweetly famil

iar in that strange, strange land that she

fell upon their necks and wept. She drew

vivid pictures of the magnificent scenery

that lay around her in her new home

the gardens, the orange-groves, the figs

and olives, the terraced slope of Mount

Lebanon, the glorious Mediterranean.

Mrs. Tascher was comforted, though

the void made by Ruth's absence was

almost like death, the wide space seem

ed so unspannable. She wrote back at

once in all the fulness of her heart, and

Ruth was not so absorbed in grief for the

loss of her lover but that she appreciated

and was deeply grateful for the tender,

unfailing affection of her friend. Mrs.

Tascher, who felt that the sharpest knife

was the best to be used in a case of ur

gent surgical necessity, wrote briefly that

the doctor and Miss Custer were married

—that Miss Custer had begged for at least

three months' preparation, but the doctor

was impatient; and so, as soon as she

was able to stand the journey to Boston,

where her friends and property were, they

had joined hands and started.

"The marriage took place in the par

lor," Mrs. Tascher wrote, "and the house

hold were invited to be present. I, how

ever, had a bad headache and could not

get down stairs; Bruce pleaded 'busi

ness ;' and poor Hugh, whose boyish

affections have been cruelly tampered

with, had a fishing engagement. So

there was nobody but Aunt Ruby and

her 'help' to witness the touching cere

mony except the minister and his wife.

It was touching, I suppose: Miss Custer
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wept bitterly at being so ' neglected,‘ and

Ebling is mortally offended with Bruce."

Three years went by; which space of

time Mrs. Tascher spent chiefly in Flor

ida and New York, going back and forth

as the seasons changed in obedience to

medical authority. At last she conclud

ed to try a few weeks in Westbrook again.

Aunt Ruby, who still kept boarders —all

strangers, however—gave her the old

rooms up stairs with their pleasant win

dows. Here she sat and wrote to Ruth

a few days after her arrival.

Ruth had become quite contented, and

even happy, under the warm Syrian sun,

watching with earnest, loving eyes the de

velopment of barbarism and heathenism

into civilization and Christianity, though

it seemed very much to her sometimes as

if she had lost her place and personality

in the world. She was swallowed up in

the great pagan East, and was nothing

to the land that owned her—to the peo

ple that were her people. She was dead

to the life and world to which she had

been born.

The family of her guardian, together

with some of their pupils, had removed

to a little village up the side of the mount

to spend a few of the hottest weeks, as

was their custom. The mail was reg

ularly brought up by a young Arab rid

ing a mule. One evening, when Ruth

had gone to sit alone on one of the grassy

terraces overlooking the sea and the lux

uriant foliage and vegetation below—a

thing she liked, though it usually made

her pensive and a little sad—a young

Syrian girl ran down and gave her a let

ter. It was Mrs. Tascher's, and I will take

the liberty to transcribe a part of it here :

"Aunt Ruby has furnished me with a

good many surprising items in regard to

the fortunes and actions of our old asso

ciates. Bruce (he was a splendid fellow

—wasn't he?—solid, practical and all

that), who, you remember, had a good

deal of means, has built himself a house,

something quite elegant. It stands on

that little knoll on the other side of the

town, overlooking the river. I mean to

go over and take a look at it some day:

it is said to be beautifully furnished, and

is kept by an old maiden aunt of our -

friend. Bruce, by the way, is in Eu

rope, though what took him there I can

not conjecture, unless he means to bring

home a European exportation in the shape

of a wife. I wish, my dear, you had taken

a fancy to him: I always thought he ad

mired you. You don't mind my probing

an old wound—do you ?—because I want

to speak of some of the others. Miss Cus

ter's fortune, as it turned out, was extreme

ly limited. She had, I believe, enough to

furnish a small rented house here, and

she and the doctor immediately went to

housekeeping. But time, which settles

all things and places them in their true

light and relations, has brought to the

notice of this precious pair that they are

very ill adapted to each other: it is even

said that they quarrel. The coarser gossips

affirm that Mrs. Ebling is lazy and shift

less, and that the doctor is disheartened

and neglects his business. I have seen

him once, and can judge something of

his state by his bearing and looks. He

is certainly not the sort of man I once

thought he would make. Whether there

is better stuff in him than what we see

developed, or whether he owes what he

is entirely to circumstances, is an unsolv

able question. I am inclined to think that

every person has the making of two indi

viduals in him-—one bad, the other good.

What a pity that a man usually has only

one chance! If he makes a mistake he is

lost. My dear Ruth, in the whole course

of my life I have kept my eyes upon the

infallible law of cause and effect; and I

know this, that wrong-doing inevitably

brings its own retribution."

When Ruth took her eyes from this

letter and .fixed them upon the distant

blue water-depths they were brimful of

' tears. "Yes, wrong-doing is followed by

retribution," she thought, "but where is

the reward for right-doing ?"

Oh, she felt so lonely in that far-off

heathen land, with the shadow of ,oth

ers' wrong-doing lying always across

her path! Why must she suffer and

be alone?

A step from behind startled her, and

she sprang up and turned round. A pair

of black eyes were smiling at her from

a handsome, familiar face. "Oh, Mr.
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Bruce !" she cried, and flew up the steps, I

holding out both her hands. ,

"I have come such a long way to see ,

you," said Bruce, "that my motive must i

be pretty conspicuous: I don't mean to i

try to conceal it. Perhaps you have nev

er thought of me as a man you would be '

at all likely to marry. Still, I have made

it my business to come and ask you, and

I thought I might better let you know my I

errand at once, instead of leaving you to

guess it from any clownish efforts of mine

to do the agreeable to you." I ‘

He certainly broke it to her very well,

smiling and holding her hands—so well

that she laughed heartily and was at home

with him in a moment. i

One day it was rumored in Westbrook

that Bruce had come home with a wife.

The news had but just reached Aunt Ru

by's premises when Bruce himself came

rapidly up the path and asked for Mrs.

Tascher. She came down at once. "I

have come for you to go and call upon

my wife," said he.

"Why, Mr. Bruce—" she began.

But he stopped her, and in spite of her

demurring carried her off.

"You certainly /za1/e a lovely place,

Mr. Bruce," she said, looking admiring

ly round as they mounted the front steps

of his residence. The door flew open,

and there, waiting to welcome her, stood

the bride—Ruth. ALICE ILGENFRITZ.

WHERE LIGHTNING STRIKES.

THE air has been growing hotter for

many days, with "occasional coun

teracting influences" (as "Probabilities "

says), until the sunshine-loving doves

hide under shadowing gables and the

robins and sparrows sit on the lower

branches of the trees with little wings

lifted from their palpitating sides. The

multitudinous shrilling of the grasshop

pers adds emphasis to the white heats

of the air. Even the housefly seeks the

shade and hums drowsily in complicated

orbits about the upper part of the room,

or, with too keen proboscis, destroys my

last crumb of comfort, the post-prandial

nap.

My eyes open upon aworld that dreams.

The trees stand motionless. Among their

tops the bull-bat darts erratically. The

pale star of thistledown mounts on some

mysterious current, like an infant soul

departing heavenward. The hum of the

near city is hushed. The sound of the

church-hells is muffled. The trumpeting

of the steamer comes from the bay, as

though some lone sea-monster called

aloud for companionship. There is a

sudden rattle and roar as a train rushes

by, and then the smoke drifts away over

the glowing landscape.

But there is an increasing opaque dim

ness in the western horizon that steadily

deepens in color. Fleece-like clouds rap

idly increase in height and density, and

a sheet of pale flame flashes from the

midst and is gone. A glowing, crinkly

line marks the edge of the cloud, and

disappears.

Now swallows soar far up in the sky,

the doves make wild, uncertain flights

above the steeples, and the hoarse trum

pet of the steamer again calls for recog

nition. At the west another bright line

falls, zigzag, to a distant hill, revealed an

instant, then lost in the shadow of the

cloud. Soon there is a low, momentary

rumble, and you are assured that the

swift, delightful, dangerous shower, that

cools the earth without interrupting our

pleasures for dreary days, is approaching.

No one whose dwelling is not better pro

tected than most of those which bear the

vain and flimsy decorations called "light

ning-rods" can know whether his own
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house may not in a few moments receive ,

a ruinous stroke, or that it may not be

his lot to enter eternity with the first flash

from that dark, towering mass of sulphur

ous hue that already casts its ominous

shadow upon his face.

Timid persons should experience glad

ness rather than alarm at the sound of

the thunder and the flash of the light

ning, both being signals that personal

danger is past for the time. Persons who

have been struck and rendered insensible,

but who have afterward recovered, had

not seen or heard what hurt them. Un

less we are acquainted with the locality,

and know the points likely to receive the

fiery bolt, if a disruptive discharge occurs

near us there is no telling the spot of

danger or of safety in open ground. A

discharge from the front of the cloud may

take a downward angle of forty-five de

grees, and, passing over hill and forest,

strike an insignificant knoll or a moist

meadow half 2r mile in advance of the

cloud. For myself, if overtaken in the

country by a thunderstorm, I would seek

the nearest and most convenient shelter

from the rain and take my chance with

the lightning.

Teams and the persons accompanying

them appear to be peculiarly in danger

during a thunderstorm. Caves, and even

deep mines, affbrd no absolute safety, for

the thunderbolt has been known to enter

even these. Tall trees are more danger

ous than low ones, but none of them

appear capable of affording protection

against this mysterious element. The

people of different countries have regard

ed various kinds of trees as exempt from

the electric stroke, but inquiry has always

shown that every species has suffered in

one locality or another. The beech, from

some cause, has probably escaped more

generally than any other tree of consid

erable size-in northern latitudes. But it

is the neighborhood of a good conductor,

not a sheltering non-conductor, that af

fords safety. Some scientific'men have

advised a station of fifteen to forty feet

from a tree, or such a position between

several trees, but it has sometimes hap

pened that such open spaces have re

ceived the bolt. In cities and villages,
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likewise, open spaces are not found to be

places of safety.*

The question whether the small metal

lic articles usually carried about the per

son increase the danger is a matter of

some concern. Many persons on the ap

proach of a thunderstorm customarily re

lieve themselves of these things. Hair

pins, clasps and the metallic springs often

used in the dresses of ladies are not, how

ever, so easily got rid of. From the rec

ord of the effects of lightning upon the

human body we reach the conclusion that

metal is dangerous about the person only

according to its position. Constantine

mentions that during a thunderstorm a

lady raised her arm to close a window,

when a flash of lightning entered: her

golden bracelet was entirely dissipated,

but without the slightest injury to the

wearer. A similar case is reported in the

Edinburg/z N¢~zz/ P/iz'loso;fi/z'z'cal Youmal

for 1844. During a violent thunderstorm

a fishing-boat belonging to Midyell, in

the Shetland Islands, was struck by light

ning. The discharge came down the

mast (which it'tore into shivers) and

melted a watch in the pocket of a man

who was sitting close by, without at all

injuring him. He was not even aware

of what had happened until, on taking

out his watch, he found it fused into one

mass. Instances might be cited where a

portion of the shoe was carried away with

out serious injury to the wearer, and where

knitting-needles, scissors and other house

hold implements have been struck, some

times conducting the current to the per

son with fatal effect.

During a thunderstorm in France in

July, 1858, a peasant-woman, on her

way home from the fields, was struck

down by lightning. No wound was de

tected upon her person, but her hair was

singed and a part of a silver comb melt

ed. Here metal seems to have con

ducted the electricity to the body. On

the other hand, the traveller Brydone

' of the upward stroke.

* Among other beliefs in regard to lightning is that

It has even found expression

in the Amer/'ean Yournatqt' Science and Arls'. On

careful consideration of the cases offered in support,

both printed and unprinted, l find that every one is

susceptible of a reasonable explanation without this

theory.
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relates a circumstance which happened

to a lady who was regarding a thunder

storm from her window. At a flash of

lightning her bonnet was reduced to

ashes, nothing else about her being af

fected. Brydone supposes the electric

current to have been attracted by the

metallic wire which maintained the shape

of her bonnet. Hence he proposes that

either these wires be abandoned or in

times of danger a metallic chain be at

tached to the bonnet, by which the

charge might pass to the earth. Ac

cordingly, we find that it became fash

ionable in France at that period to wear

on the top of the bonnet an ornament of

bright metal connecting with a small sil

ver chain dropping down to the ground.

At about the same time umbrellas were

carried fitted with wires and chain for a

similar purpose.

In July, 1819, lightning fell upon the

prison of Biberach in Suabia, and there

struck, in a common apartment, among

twenty prisoners, one only—a condemn

ed captain of brigands, who was chained

about the waist. A similar arrangement

of metal proved fatal in another case.

On the 9th of October, 1836, on the coast

of Italy, a young man was struck by light

ning and killed. It was found that he

wore a girdle containing gold coins. Un

doubtedly, danger or safety depends on

properly placing the conducting object.

It may convey the current to the vital

organs or it may ward off the stroke.

Probably any line of metal parallel with

the length of the body when upright

would be in some degree a protection. I

The noted Dr. King once saw a military

company receive a discharge of electri

city from the clouds upon their bayonets,

whence their muskets conducted it to

the ground without harm or any painful

shock. On the other hand, a battalion

of French infantry, while marching be

tween Mouzon and Stenay, June 2, 1849,

was struck by lightning, and two men

killed, while about two hundred were

struck to the ground. Blood flowed from I

their mouths, ears and noses. This effect

appears to have been the result of the

concussion. Similar results sometimes

follow from heavy discharges of artillery.

Uniform testimony goes to show that

men in metallic armor have never been

fatally injured by lightning. A complete

suit of metallic armor embodies the prin

ciple of the well-known electrical cage of

Faraday. This is simply a basket of wire

network with its open side to the ground.

If the wire is of proper size and the ca

pacity sufficient, this cage is the most

effectual protection possible, unless the

walls be of solid iron.

If one places beside him a better direct

conductor to the earth than his own body,

he will not be fatally injured by the elec

tric current, though, if it pass very near,

he may be blinded by the glare or deaf

ened by the noise—cffects which are usu

ally temporary. Equal safety for build

ings may be similarly secured.

Glass being so well known as an ex

cellent non-conductor, some have been

led to suppose it effectual in warding off

the disruptive stroke. Hence chambers

or cases ofglass have actually been made

for the use of individuals who were apt to

be overcome with terror during the prev

alence of a thunderstorm. In this belief,

also, the vane of Christ Church in Don

caster, England, was furnished with a

glass ball; but the spire was afterward

struck, causing great damage. Many

also think they may sit beside a closed

window in safety, but records of holes

being melted in the glass and whole

windows crumbled to powder by light

ning are too numerous to admit of any

reliance upon such a precaution.

In the case of silken garments the evi

dence met with does not warrant a state

ment either for or against the'm; yet there

appears to be no reason why this non

conductor should be more of a safeguard

than any other. No doubt an abundance

of gold and silver lace, or cloth having

threads of these metals, might prove a

protection. Feather beds, too, have been

regarded as places of safety, but persons

have been killed by lightning while in

bed. Dr. Franklin advised especially

that the vicinity of chimneys be avoided,

because lightning often enters a room by

them. All metallic bodies, mirrors and

gilded ornaments, he held, should like

wise be shunned. Contact with the walls
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or the floor or proximity to a chandelier,

a projecting gas-pipe, a position between

two considerable pieces or surfaces of

metals, unless distant, are all hazardous.

Draughts of air are also to be avoided.

Bell-wires may generally be considered

as protective, though too small to be ef

fectual. Perhaps a hammock, in addi

tion to the preceding precautions, will

afford as much security as can be de

rived from insulation. But in a building

having continuous iron walls, posts or pil

lars from top to bottom, or in one which

is properly supplied with conductors in

other forms, all the foregoing precautions

may be neglected without apprehension.

Yet, as was suggested early in this article,

the great number of buildings damaged

by lightning while furnished with rods

has caused much distrust of this system

of protection. '

From the large number of trees receiv

ing the electric current it has come to be

thought by many that these may be the

best protectors of buildings if properly

placed. In a case coming under my ob

servation a tree received (or at least de

flected) the current and communicated it

to the house. In many instances, how

ever, the building is struck while tall trees

near by are untouched.

There is no doubt that lightning gen

erally strikes elevated rather than low ob

jects, and therefore it has been thought

that a building surrounded by steeples

had nothing to fear. As previously stated,

however, the bolt sometimes selects a low

object when high ones are at hand. For

example, lightning fell upon a house

occupied by Lord Tilney in Naples, al

though it was surrounded on all sides, at

the distance of four or five hundred paces,

by the towers and domes of a great num

ber of churches, all wet with a heavy

ram.

In considering the matter of protection

from lightning we must bear in mind that

trees, buildings, masts and other elevated

points exert no attractive power on the

thundercloud except in connection with

the great plane where they are situated.

The primary cause of the discharge is

not in the metals of the building, the ex

act point or line in which the insulation

by the air breaks down being determined

by a variety of causes. The elevated

points of a building or ship may form a

channel for the passage of the current,

but it is not the only one nor the cause

of the discharge, which would take place

sooner or later though the ship or build

ing were absent altogether.

There has been a difference of opinion

in regard to the area protected by light

ning-conductors, early notions on this

point having been muchexaggerated.

Leroy's, in 1788, is the earliest positive

statement which I have met. It is, that

a conductor protects a horizontal space

around it equal to somewhat more than

three times the height of the metal rod

above the building to which it is attached.

The physical section of the Academy of

Sciences of Paris, on being consulted by

the Minister of War in 1823, expressed

the opinion that a lightning-conductor

protects a circular space of which the ra

dius is equal to the height of the rod.

Here, apparently, is a wide difierence,

but possibly the estimates refer to differ~

ent elevations. Leroy clearly intended

an area at a level with the top of the

building: thus, supposing the rod to be

attached to a chimney six feet in height

and to rise a foot and a half above the

chimney, then it would protect a radius

of about ten feet on the roof. The esti

mate of the Academy of Sciences speaks

of the total height of the rod, and refers

to a horizontal area at the base of the

measurement, whether this began at the

ground or at the top of the structure to

which the rod is attached. In this view

the estimates do not differ so much as

might appear, the latter being about one

third less than that of Leroy. Other

French writers estimate the area protect

ed as having a radius of double the height

of the rod above the highest point of the

connected structure, being twice the ra

dius allowed by the Academy. Later

physicists have been cautious in giving

figures, for experience has shown that

estimates of protection are not accurate

ly observed by the descending bolt. For

instance, when Her Majesty's corvette

Dido, furnished with the best system of

conductors, was struck by lightning, the
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discharge fell in a double or forked cur

rent upon the main royal mast, one of

the branches striking the extreme point

of the royal yard arm and passing along

to the conductor on the mast, while the

other fork fell on the vane, spindle and

truck; which last was split open. As

soon as the discharge reached the con

ductor all damage ceased.

The practice of the best electricians

has now long been to protect all angles

and projections, the latter by a branch

of the rod, and the former by running a

line of rod over them, having at every

few feet sharp points of an inch or two in

length attached to and standing out at

right angles with the rod. Indeed, some

go even beyond this, forming points along

the whole length of the conductors by

notching the corners of a square rod

with a chisel. Sometimes a rod is twist

ed for ornament, but with a loss for prac

tical uses, for in a twisted rod the elec

trical current is retarded, and a portion

of the charge is more liable to leave the

conductor.

In England, during our Revolutionary

war, an active scientific discussion was

carried on as to whether the upper end

of a lightning-conductor should be sharp

or blunt. "The scientific aspect of the

question soon became lost in political

acrimony, those who, with Dr. _Franklin,

advocated sharp conductors, being class

ed with him and the Revolutionary party,

while those who advocated blunt con

ductors were held to be loyal subjects

and good citizens." There is a difference

in the action of a sharp conductor and

one with a blunt end or terminating in

a ball. In the first the point silently re

ceives the current, while in the other the

opposite electricities of the rod and cloud

may meet with explosion ; but the build

ing will not necessarily be injured from

this cause. M. Michel proposed to com

bine the advantages of the two systems

by having the rod terminate in a spherical

enlargement from which should project

points in various directions. This, he

thought, would lessen the danger of fu

sion and control the current at distances

where it might escape other forms of ter

minal. Some American electricians now

use a modification of this form, surmount

ing the rod with a branching tip, while

others prefer the single point. The latter

is the form used in the American and

British navies. The vane, with its appur

tenances, is sometimesmade the termi

nal of the conductor, and should at least

always be connected.

The practice is also a good one of

combining balustrades, finials and other

metal-work at the tops of buildings with

the system, by which protection is ren

dered more complete. Especially is it

important to connect with a metallic roof

at its lower edge, and with the gutters,

unless the rain-conductors connect with

the earth to its moist mass.

In regard to the material for conduc

tors, copper is undoubtedly the best, but

more expensive than iron. The latter is

more liable to rust, and on account of its

lower conductive power is more easily

melted. An electrical explosion which

only melts a copper wire would utterly

destroy an iron wire of twice the diam

cter of the former. In being heated a

rod contracts in length, and is then liable

to fracture by the shrinkage, but if of suf

ficient size these results are not likely to

occur. An iron rod, by successively re

ceiving an electrical discharge, is some

times reduced in size.

The conducting power of metals likely

to be found in buildings is as follows:

taking the power of lead as one, that of

tin will be t-wo—that is, tin conducts elec

tricity twice as well as lead ; iron, nearly

two and a half times as well; zinc, four

times; and copper, twelve times'. From

this comparison of conducting power the

important fact will appear that when any

two of these metals are used in the same

line of conduction, the one of low power

should be proportionately larger. Sir W.

S. Harris—perhaps the best authority on

lightning-rods in general—advises that

the size of the rod, if of iron, should be

' three-fourths of an inch in diameter, al

though he admits that probably never

in the experience of man has a rod half

an inch in diameter been melted by an

electrical discharge. He regarded the

extent of surface rather. than quantity of

metal in the conductor as the measure of
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its power, while many other electricians

hold the contrary opinion.

It is important that the conductor

should form an unbroken line through

out its extent, otherwise there is danger

that a portion of the charge may be di

verted from it. For instance: a large

barn struck not long since had a con

ductor at each of three corners. In or

der to maintain the uniformity of the four

angles of the square hip roof, a rod was

run from the main conductor down the 1

fourth angle to the hip, where it termi

nated in an erect point. A heavy dis

charge struck the main rod at the cu

pola, and, descending, divided among

the four branches. That on the short

branch jumped from its end to the metal

sheathing along the angle of the roof,

which it followed to the gutter, passing

along this to one of the conductors, do

ing some damage on the way.

not the charge found a line of metal on

which to continue its course from the

end of the rod, it would have done great- ‘

er damage, and most likely have set the

building on fire.

Another point of importance is, that

the connection of the joints of the rod be

perfect, as explosions and fusion occur

wherever the surface in contact is less

than the size of the rod, unless the lat

ter is much larger than necessary. The

hook and the lap joints, if not very care

fully made, are liable to this objection.

The best connection, no doubt, is that

of the screw coupling. '

The insulation of the rod from the

building is an expense not only without

the least advantage, but the contrary.

Harris (T/mnderstorms, pp. 129, 131)

says: "This practice is not only useless,

but disadvantageous, and is manifestly

inconsistent with the principles on which

conductors are applied." Dr. Franklin

says: "The rod may be fastened to the

wall, chimney, etc. with staples of iron.

The lightning will not' leave the rod to

pass into the wall through these staples.

It would rather, if any were in the wall,

pass out of it into the rod, to get more

readily by that conductor to the earth."

The practice may have gained vogue

from an observance of the use of glass

Had '

l

l

I

knobs as insulators of telegraph-wires.

Many intelligent people have failed to

apprehend the vast difference between

the low tension of voltaic electricity and

frictional electricity, lightning being in

the nature of the latter. The fact that

when lightning strikes the telegraph-wire

it jumps from the wire to the posts, often

tearing in pieces half a dozen in a row,

ought to be conclusive in regard to in

sulating lightning-rods.

The same considerations will also ef

fectually dissipate the fallacy by which

l the horizontal lightning-rod has duped

so many people in certain portions of

the West; for if the wire be cut off

from the ground-connections (in which

condition it accords with the conductor

in question) the posts (which answer to

the building thus "protected ") must suf

fer still greater damage. So far from

being insulated, the rod should be con

nected with all considerable masses of

metal in the building, these having also

a good connection with the earth. Fre

quently during a thunder-shower—some

times even on the approach of one—all

metallic objects will be electrified, and

those of considerable size will often yield

a spark; and this without the building

containing these objects being struck.

When struck, the larger masses of metal

might occasion a dangerous explosion

from induction, though at some distance

from the rod: for this reason, as before

stated, they should be connected with

the ground. Being then liable to receive

a part of the current from the conductor

in case this be too small, they should be

connected with it, as otherwise the cur

rent would cause damage in its passage.

' In a word, therefore, all metal bodies in

a building should, as far as possible, be

made a part of the system of conduction.

This matter is not well understood gen

erally. A dwelling in Boston having

been struck by lightning a few years

since, a neighbor remarked that "it was'

fortunate the lightning did not reach the

gas-pipe, for it would then have gone all

over the house." The fact was, that the

bolt did not go more than five feet inside

the house before it struck the pipe, and

there all damage ended. The idea may
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be novel to most people, but if the gas

or water-pipes were carried above the

roof to the usual height of lightning-rods,

they would form a very efficient system

of conductors so long as they were con- '

nected with the main pipes in the gtreet.

Knowing the destructive character of

lightning when it passes through air,

wood, brick, stone or other non-conduc

tor, people are naturally fearful of al

lowing the current to run through their

houses.

not more different than are the disruptive

discharge while passing through a non

conductor and the same current passing

through a good conductor.

The system of lightning-conductors in

use in the British navy goes through the

woodwork of the vessel, the conductors

sunk in the side of the masts connecting

with the sea through the metal bolts in

the hull. After the terrible charge of elec

tricity had fallen on the Chichester, Cap

tain Stewart wrote : " I examined the

planks about the bolts, and found all

quite fair and water - tight." (These

"bolts" formed the lower part of the

system of conduction, passing through

the bottom of the vessel and connecting

with the water.) After twenty-five years‘

use there had not, as we learn from the

Britis/z /Vautiical Alagazine for March,

1853, been a solitary instance of serious

damage by lightning on ships fitted with

these conductors, though many had been

struck by heavy discharges. In our own

navy the conductors pass from the up

per part of the mast over the side of the

vessel.

It is not, however, to advocate making

the gas- and water-pipes the main lines

of conduction that I have made these ci

tations, but to remove in some degree the

dread of"having the lightning come into

the house." A better conductor would be

the metal covering of the roof when such

material is used. When a good metallic

connection is made between a metal roof

and metal rain-conductors, which, in their

turn, are well connected with the earth,

nothing further is needed for complete

protection than a rod soldered to the roof

for each chimney or other projection. But

as the lightning is liable to melt the plate

But the lion and the lamb are I

at the point where it enters, especially if

the metal be tin or zinc, it is well to sol

der points at the angles. Some, "to make

assurance doubly sure," carry the rods

over the whole distance quite to the

ground in addition. All authorities con

sider such a system as this to be as com

plete a defence against lightning as pos

sible.

"If," says Harris, " a building or a ship

were perfectly metallic in all its parts, no

damage could possibly arise to it when

struck by lightning, since the explosive

action would vanish the instant the elec

trical agency entered the metal. In ap

plying lightning-conductors, therefore, as

a means of guarding against the destruc

tive effects of lightning, our object should

be to carry out this principle in all its gen

erality, and bring the building or ship as

nearly as possible into that state of pas

sive electrical resistance it would have

supposing the whole mass were iron

throughout."

After the most careful and extended

inquiry possible to him, it is the writer's

conclusion that in nearly every case of

serious damage by lightning to a build

ing having conductors of any well-known

system (except the horizontal, which is

not a conductor at all in the usual sense

of the word), the failure to protect has

been on account of a dqfectiw ground

connection. The fact is the more sur

prising as this connection is so much

within control and is the least costly part

of the system. This fault has arisen from

the failure of lightning-rod men, as well

as owners of buildings, to apprehend what

constitutes a ground-connection for elec

tricity. If the eye sees the end of the

conductor pass a short distance beneath

the surface, all the connection necessary

is thought to be effected, because "the

ground is always wet enough in a show

er." In the cities it is customary to con

nect the rod with the water- or gas-pipes

in the street, which makes the conduction

perfect. In the absence of these it is best

to carry the rod to a well; and it is al

ways desirable to enlarge the lower end

of the conductor, which may be done by

soldering it there to a sheet of copper. If

the termination of the line cannot be car
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ried to a well, it should be deeply buried

in a bed of coke or charcoal that has been

subjected to a red heat.

A season or two ago a large barn in

the vicinity of Boston was struck by light

ning, and though there were rods at three

of the four corners, three kine were kill

ed by the discharge. The barn stood upon

the side of a hill, having a cellar and sub

cellar, the bottom of the last being very

moist. An ox stood in one corner, a cow

in another and a heifer at a third, and

each received a fatal stroke. On exam

ination it was found that the rods entered

the ground to the depth of only about one

foot, and the soil, being dry, perfectly in

sulated them. Consequently, on the way

to damp earth the currents jumped to the

nearest conductors, which happened to

be these unfortunate animals. In placing

conductors it must not be forgotten that

dry earth in general is not a conductor.

Neither will any small quantity of surface

water serve to check the rage of the elec

tric stroke, unless there is a connection

of moisture with the mass of moisture be

low the soil.

The depth to which lightning may pen

etrate before it is so dissipated as to lose

its dangerous character is shown by the

fulgurites, or "lightning- tubes," some

times found in sandy soils. Their for

mation has been conclusively traced to

disruptive electrical discharges from the

clouds, which have melted the sand by

the intense heat generated in passing

through to a moist earth. These tubes

generally divide into prongs, like a par

snip, as they descend. The inner surface

is smooth and very bright. It scratches

glass and strikes fire as a flint. They are

sometimes found three inches in external

diameter, and extending to a depth of

thirty feet. In one instance five of these

tubes were found in a single bill.

This tendency of certain localities to

receive the electrical discharge is further

illustrated by the number of times cer

tain buildings in every considerable town

have been struck. As before stated, the

elevation of the structure does not seem

to be the determining influence in direct

ing the stroke, for the unfortunate edifice

often stands much lower than some oth

ers in the vicinity which have always

escaped. Numerous illustrations of this

fact are found in the records of European

countries. Hollis Street Church in Bos

ton has been struck several times, though

the ground on which it stands is but little

above the level of the sea, while the State

House, on the very apex of Beacon Hill,

with great quantities of metal in surface

and mass, is not known ever to have re

ceived a disruptive discharge. It has

been supposed that the copper covering

of the roof, including the gilded dome, its

rain-pipes and four excellent lightning

rods, have had the effect of neutralizing

the air about it by constant conduction of

mild currents. Yet the rod on the spire of

Somerset Street Church, near by and east

ward of the State-House, but lower, has

been seen to receive a disruptive dis

charge. Bunker Hill Monument, about

a mile north-west and some twenty feet

higher, has several times received pow

erful discharges, which a good conductor

has always carried harmlessly away.

There has also been observed a tend

ency of the current not only to strike cer

tain buildings, but to enter the earth at

a certain point whenever such buildings

are struck. Some of our oldest and most

successful appliers of rods believe that at

certain points there are natural electric

currents, or at least readier Conduction

for them than at others. Yet these points

can become known only by repeated dis

asters. Lightning-rod men who are adepts

in their business now take care to over

come adverse currents by enlarging the

lower part of the conductors and by car

rying them to greater depth.

Soon after the powder-magazine of the

Boston Navy Yard was completed the

neighboring residents grew fearful, and

petitioned the authorities that it should

be better protected from lightning. It

had already four excellent rods, one at

each corner of the building; but to these

peaceful and unwarlike citizens every

thunderstorm was a great battle in which

their homes were in danger of destruction

and their own lives in jeopardy. The re

sult of their action was, that a trench four

feet deep was dug entirely around the

magazine, and in its bottom was laid a
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continuous lineof sheet copper four inches | is supposed that thenceforth the tremors

in width: to this the plate of each rod was I of the good citizens ceased. The mas

soldered, and then the soil was replaced.* sive magazine with its fiery contents yet

No one could doubt now that the stealthy stands, though terrible pcals of thunder

upward stroke would be caught and the have shaken it and fearful bolts have

mysterious earth-currents overcome. It fallen near. GEORGE J. VARNEY.

THE SEA'S SECRET.

UST as it is, it hath been, love, I know

J So long ago

That time and place have faded: I forget

What rivers ran, what hills closed round us; yet

Thus much my soul remembers: thou and I

Saw the sun's rise and set, felt life slip by.

And then it was that first the deep-voiced sea

Sang low to thee and me

Its ancient secrets by the lonely shore;

And we two watched the strange birds dip and soar

Between the fading sea-line, far and dim,

And the white dazzle of the sands' long rim.

All that thou saidst—all that we heard and told

In some lost language old—

Has perished like the speech; yet I/u's remains:

From the vast desert of the ocean-plains

A great moon climbing, with a dull red glare

Like smouldering fire, far up the purple air.

And then—I cannot grasp it—yet I know

That something, long ago,

Held fast thy soul to mine with cords of pain

And marvellous joy, and love's sweet loss and gain.

All save that love the years have swept away—

A thousand years, a single yesterday!

But when my soul dreams, by the lonely sea,

Back to eternity,

I hear an echo, through its hollow moan,

From those lost lives drowned in the centuries gone:

I catch the haunting memory, and I know

The secret that you told me long ago.

G. A. DAVIS.

’F It is not usual that the body of moisture can be reached so near the surface, but this magazine is

situated on low ground.
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- DUNGENESS, GENERAL' GREENE'S SEA-ISLAND PLANTATION.

OUTI-IERNMOST of those famed

"Sea Islands " of Georgia, lying

right in sight of Florida's northern shore,

on the northern verge of the tropic bor

der-land, Cumberland Island presents its

beach-front to the ocean. It unites with

in itself all those attractions which have

made Florida famous—all but river and

lake: it has the balmiest climate in the

South ; the vegetation of its forests is

semi-tropical ; it has game in abundance.

It has all these, and yet its territory is now

a waste.

In November I visited it, and again in

April, and later in August. To reach it

one must go first to St. Mary's, the town

farthest south on the Georgia coast, or to

Fernandina, the northernmost city in

Florida. In either case he will have to

hire a boat and a boatman, and in ei

ther case he must carry with him his

provisions.

St. Mary's in April is St. Mary's in Au

gust—a drowsy, quaint old town, warm in

the daytime and cool at night; hot in the

sunlight, but with cool sea-breezes. The

streets of St. Mary's are her glory: they

are one hundred feet wide, carpeted with

a green sward smooth as a shaven lawn,

lined with live-oaks and china trees. In

April the latter are in full bloom, their li

lac blossoms hanging in dense panicles,

the green leaves flecking them just enough

to afford contrast, and the sombre Span

ish moss depending gracefully from every

branch and limb. Great gaudy butter

flies are continually hovering over them

and fluttering uneasily from flower to

flower, and gleaming humming-birds, our

own Northern summer visitors (the Tro

c/zzlus colixbrz's), are flashing from tree to

tree, now poised a moment in air, now

sipping honey from the tiny cups.

From the lighthouse dome at Fernan

dina one can look over half the island,

trace the white sand-beach miles to the

south—follow it north till it curves in

land where Amelia Sound, the mouth

of the St. Mary's River, forms the harbor.

Away north runs up Cumberland Beach,

and among the trees and over a broad

stretch of marsh gleam white the ruins of

" Dungeness." West, again, one sees the

gloomy pines of the main land,.behind

which the sun goes down, lighting glori

ously the marsh and silver threads of the

river.

Unlike the seasons of the North, there

is here no perceptible line of demarca

tion between them. We cannot positive

ly assert that spring has opened or sum

mer or winter begun. As for autumn and

harvest-time, the crops are being contin

ually gathered in. So since the year came

in I have seen various plants and shrubs

in bloom that ought to open with spring.

Up the Ocklawaha in January I saw the

blackberry or dewberry in blossom ; and

ever since, along the St. John's in that

month and February, on the banks of

the St. Mary's in February and March,

and even here, in Fernandina and St.

Mary's, it is blossoming and bearing fruit.

It is this week—the first week in April—

that we obtained the first fruit for the

table, buying it for ten cents a quart. It

puzzles one to think of planting. When

must he begin? Last Christmas one of

our truck-farmers had a large crop of

peas ready to harvest: a chance frost

gobbled them up, however: now (April)

peas and potatoes are in their prime.

By the middle of April the china trees

have dropped their blossoms, and the

streets beneath are strewn with withered

flowers. The fragrance that filled the air

has departed with the humming-birds and

butterflies. The pomegranate still con

tinues in bloom : its vividly-scarlet flowers

have delighted us ever since the middle

of March. The figs commenced leafing

with the month: now they are green with

broad leaves, and in the axil of each ap

pears the rudiment of a fruit. They are

grotesquely gnarled and twisted, taking

most unthought-of shapes and positions.

The mocking -birds have mated and

begun the construction of their nests.

'
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Their music is delightful: nearly all the

day long they sing, and sometimes in the

night. It seems almost wicked—to mer

cenary man—to think that birds worth

hventy-five dollars apiece are freely flut

tering about unharmed. \Vhen the breed

ing season has opened, however, it will

not close without some family of mock

ing-birds being made desolate, for the

young Ethiopian hath an ear for musicI

and most eagerly seeketh the young bird

in its downy nest, trusting to the unsus

pecting Yankee for remuneration therefor.

The month went out in glorious style:

every morning of its thirty days had

opened with unclouded sky, and each

night's sun went down with a blaze of

glory that flooded the marshes with gold

en light and left painted on the sky clouds

of royal purple and crimson. Two or three

showers sprang upon us in the afternoon,

ending after a stay of an hour or two, cool

ing the air and refreshing weary man most

wonderfully. Plums and peaches are near

ly grown and turning color. They afford

another illustration of the dilatory mo

.tions of vegetation here. In January I

left some plum trees in full bloom: re

turning a month later, I found the same

trees still white with flowers. The peaches

were pink with bloom in February and

March, and even in April some blushing

flowers appear.

This was Fernandina and St. Mary's

in April: in August the latter town had

changed but little. The streets were as

green as in early spring: the flowers were

fewer, but the air. was heavy with the fra

grance of crape-myrtle and orange. It

was hot in the morning, but an early

breeze from the ocean soon came in,

blowing with refreshing coolness all day

long. It was even pleasanter than in

spring and winter, the air clearer and

more bracing, and annoying insects had

disappeared.

St. Mary's is intimately connected with

Cumberland Island in history. In the

war of i812 the island was taken, and

the slaves were offered their freedom by

Admiral Cockburn; but such was their

attachment to the place and their mas

ters that but one availed himself of this

opportunity to escape. At Point Peter,

where the main land of Georgia termi

nates in the marshes of St. Mary's, a

fight occurred, and there are yet the re

mains of an earthwork thrown up by the

Americans to repulse the British fleet in

its advance on St. Mary's.

The oldest inhabitant of St. Mary's,

who is said to have scored a century, old

"Daddy Paddy "—a negro who bears in

his face the tattooing of his native Africa

—participated in that fight. He lives in

a little cabin on a street by the wharf, and

devotes his time to fishing, at which he

is very expert. Upon being questioned

regarding the fight, he seemed rather

hazy as to dates, but was positive as to

the time he first saw America: " De wah

ob de rebenue was jes‘ clar' peace when

' I land at Charleston from Afriky. Was

young man den, jes‘ growd. No, sah,

nebah saw Gin'l Wash'tun, but heah ob

him, sah : he fout wid de British, sah, an'

gain de vic'try at New Orleans, sah."

"That was General Jackson, uncle."

"No, sah! Gin'l Jackson mout ha' ben

thar, but Gin'! Wash'tun, he hab a ham'

in it. Yes, sah, I'se de fust settlah, sah:

was in St. Mary's afo' a street was laid

out [in 1787], an' 'twas all bay-gall an'

hammock."

The Indian name of Cumberland Isl

and was Missoe ("beautiful land and

this was changed when Oglethorpe vis

ited the island, at the request of an In

dian chief who had received some kind

ness from the duke of Cumberland. It

is related in an old English record, of

which I have seen a'copy, that the duke

was so well pleased at this evidence of

good-will that he caused a hunting-lodge

to be erected there, and named it Dunge

ness, after his country-seat, Castle Dunge

ness, on the cape of Dungeness in the

county of Kent. From that time until

the breaking out of the Revolution it

was "owned successively by peers of

the British realm."

The island is eighteen miles in length

and from half a mile to three miles in

breadth. The soil is sandy, adapted to

the culture of cotton, corn, potatoes, etc.:

pomegranates, olives, dates, figs, limes,

lemons, oranges and melons yield abun

dant crops. The great frost of 183 5, which
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few pines.

extended over the entire peninsula of Flor

ida, destroyed the fine groves of orange

trees: at one time this fruit was shipped in

schooner-loads, and from one tree three

thousand oranges have been gathered.

The forest trees are live-oak, cedar and a

A most interesting fact in the

history of the island is found in its chron

icles, for here were obtained the timbers

for the Constitution (Old Ironsides), that

noble frigate so well known to every

American. Some of the stumps of the

indestructible live-oak from which the

timber was cut for her ribs may yet be

seen. Deer, raccoons, bear and 'pos

sum are abundant in the thick forest.

The climate is temperate and healthy:

many of the former slaves live to a great

age. The island has never been afflieted

by fever; while the town of Brunswick,

to the north, and Fernandina, just across

the channel to the south, have been

scourged by Yellow Jack, Cumberland

has ever remained untouched. St. Ma

ry's, across the marshes on the main

land, also boasts this immunity.

The creeks of the marshes swarm with

fish of every sort, and there are oyster

beds containing large and toothsome

bivalves. With 'possums and'coons, fish

and oysters, is it strange that Cuffie clung

to his old home long after his master had

left it? is it a matter of wonder that there

yet remains a remnant of the old slave

population, houseless and poverty-strick

en, clinging to the island that once gave

them so delightful a home? At the close

of the war, it is related, Mr. Stafford, pro

prietor of the central portion of the island,

burned his negro houses to the ground,

telling his people to go, as he had no

more use for them nor they for him.

Cumberland to-day is nearly depopula

ted, the fertile cotton- and corn-fields run

to waste, and wild hogs and half-wild

horses roam over the pasture and scrub

that cover once-cultivated fields.

The history of this island commences

with that of Georgia. We read that in

1742 the Spaniards invaded Georgia and

landed on the island. With a fleet of

thirty-six sail and with more than three

thousand troops from Havana and St.

Augustine, they entered the harbor of

St. Simons, north of Cumberland, and

erected a battery of twenty guns. Gen

eral Oglethorpe, with eight hundred men,

exclusive of lndians, was then on the

island. He withdrew to his fort at Fred

erica, and anxiously awaited reinforce

ments from Carolina. By turning to ac

count the desertion of a French soldier

he precipitated the attack of the Span

iards, and on their march to Frederica

they fell into an ambuscade. Great

slaughter ensued, and they retreated

precipitately. The place of conflict is to

this day known as "Bloody Marsh." The

Spaniards retreated south along the coast

in their vessels, and on their way attack

ed Fort William, at the southern extrem

ity of Cumberland Island, but were re

pulsed with loss. This fort, which was

constructed, l think, by Oglethorpe, is

placed on the extreme southern end of

Cumberland in a map of the island made

in 18o2. Even then the fort was half sub

merged at high water, and at the present

day its site is far out in the channel. The

water of the river-mouth is constantly en

croaching upon the land, and the ruins

of a house once standing upon the south

ern point may be seen, it is said, beneath

the water at low tide. Old Fort William

has been seen within the memory of resi

dents of St. Mary's, but likewise beneath

the waves.

About 177o that rare naturalist and

botanist, William Bartram, landed here

and traversed the island, being set across

to Amelia Island (Fernandina) by a hunt

er whom he found living here. He was

then at the commencement of his roman

tic journeyings among the Seminole In

dians up the St. John's River, then run

ning through a wilderness. Another for

tification, Fort St. Andrew, situated on the

north-west point of the island, may still

be traced by the ruins of its walls. A

well is known there into which, it is said,

the English threw ten thousand pounds

in silver upon the approach of the Span

iards. In this way, by vestiges of foun

dation-walls, are indicated the various

settlements of the island—mansions and

cabins that have passed away, leaving

no other sign but these sad memorials of

the past.
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At the conclusion of peace, and imme

diately after the close of the Revolution,

the southern portion of Cumberland Isl

and came into the possession of General

Nathaniel Greene. It is said by some to

have been presented to him by the State

of Georgia in connection with the beau

tiful estate of Mulberry Grove, where he

removed with his family and took up his ,

' summit of this shell-mound was levelledresidence. His lamentably premature

death prevented the consummation of his

design to build here a retreat in which to

spend the hot summer months. He had

resided but a year upon his estate of Mul

berry Grove, and had hardly commenced

to beautify and adorn this chosen resi

dence of his maturer years, when a sun

stroke cut him down in the prime of his

life.

The general had selected the site of the

mansion to be built at Dungeness, and

had planned the grounds, laid out a gar

den—which subsequently became famous

for its tropical products and roses—and

had lined through the forests of live-oak

those avenues which have since grown to

such magnificent proportions. As has

been related, he did not live to see the

completion of his work, but died almost

at its very inception. In 1786 the year

of his death, the foundation-walls were

laid of the mansion-home of Dunge

ness, but the building was not finished

till 1803. Even after it had been oc

cupied for years, and during the sixty

years and more it was used as a resi

dence by the descendants of General

Greene, there remained a few unfinished

rooms. A tradition in the family to the

effect that some great misfortune would

befall it if the building were finished pre

vented, it is said, its completion. In the

early part of the present century it was

the most elegant residence on the coast.

A mound of shells, the accumulation

of centuries and the result of countless

Indian feasts, rose high above the south

ern marsh of Cumberland. A forest of

live-oaks surrounded it on three sides,

and at its feet ran the broad creek which

wound through the marsh for miles, seek

ing the Sound at a point opposite the Flor

ida shore. Here, for ages of time, the In

dians of the South had resorted to feast

upon the oysters with which the creek was

filled. The Creek Indians—the most hon

orable with whom the United States ever

' had dealings, from whom sprang the Sem

inoles, and who occupied the entire terri

tory of Georgia and Carolina at the period

' of the white man's advent—were the last

who aided in the erection of this monu

ment to a race now passed away. The

for the site of the house, and a terraced

area of ari acre or more constructed with

the shells. ' Upon this base, raised above

the general level of the island, its foun

dations were laid. It was four stories in

height above the basement, and from

cellar-stone to eaves was forty-five feet.

There were four chimneys and sixteen

fireplaces, and twenty rooms above the

first floor. The walls at the base were

six feet in thickness, and above the ground

four feet. They were composed of the ma

terial known as "tabby," a mixture of

shells, lime and broken stone or gravel

with water; which mass, being pressed

in a mould of boards, becomes when

dry as hard and durable as rock. The

walls are now as solid as stone itself.

The second story above the terrace con

tained the principal rooms: the room in

the south -east corner was the drawing

room in the time of the Shows and the

Nightingales. The room immediately

back of the drawing-room, in the north

east corner, was the dining-room: a wide

hall ran through the centre, upon the op

posite side of which were two rooms, used

respectively as school- and sewing-room.

Above these apartments, in the third story,

were the chambers. That directly above .

the drawing-room is the most interesting

of all, for it was occupied by General Har

ry Lee, who was confined there by sick

ness, and there died. The interior of the

house corresponded with its exterior in

beauty of finish and magnificence of dec

oration and appointments.

Enclosed by a high wall of ma.sonry

(the "tabby " just described) was a tract

of twelve acres devoted to the cultivation

of flowers and tropical fruits. This wall,

now broken down in places and over

grown with ivy- and trumpet-vines, yet

divides the garden from the larger fields
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once devoted to cotton and cane. . The I if you wish to view the wide-extended

gardener's house was next the mansion,

and joined to it by this high wall. The

garden lay to the south, reaching the

marsh in successive terraces. On and

about the semicircular terrace immediate

ly around the house were planted crape

myrtle, clove trees and sago-palms: some

yet remain to indicate what an Eden

like retreat was this garden of spices

and bloom half a century ago. The first

broad terrace, which ran the entire length

of the garden-wall east and west, was di

vided by an avenue of olives, which sep

arated in front of the house, leaving a

space in which were two noble magno

lias. A broad walk ran from the house

to the lower garden, which was divided

from the other by a thick-set hedge of

mock-orange: in this garden was an

other walk bordered by olives. This

space was entirely devoted to flowers:

on each side was a grove of orange trees,

and in the lower garden were the fig, In

dia-rubber and date-palm, the golden date

of Africa. Of trees there were the cam

phor tree, coffee, Portuguese laurel, "tree

of Paradise," crape-myrtle, guava, lime,

orange, citron, pomegranate, sago-palm

and many others whose home is in the

tropics. The delicious climate of this isl

and, several degrees warmer than that

of the main land in the same latitude,,

enabled the proprietors of this insular

Paradise to grow nearly all the fruits of

the torrid zone.

A little tongue of land runs from the

garden into the marsh, an elevation of

the original shell-mound, covered with

oaks hung with long gray moss. This

was called "The Park," and here the

inhabitants of this favored estate would

resort for recreation in the afternoon and

evening. Near this strip of land, beneath

the shade of an immense live-oak, lux

uriates a clump of West India bamboo,

said to have originated from a single

stalk brought here by General Lee. The

feathery lances clash and rattle with all

the wild abandon characteristic of them

in their native isles. I have not seen a

more perfect group outside the islands

of the Caribbean Sea.

From the walls of the second story—

prospect to the south you must clamber

there—you can look across three thou

sand acres of salt marsh to Fernandina

and St. Mary's, along the river and beach,

across miles of ocean. Ivy climbs the

corner wall of the ruins and covers gar

den-wall and trees. Ruin everywhere

stares you in the face: on every side are

deserted fields and gardens—fields that

employed the labor of four hundred ne

groes ; fields that were fertile and yielded

' large crops of the famous "Sea-Island

cotton." Bales from this estate were never

"sampled." The Sea-Island cotton that
i took the prize at the World's Fair in Lon

don was raised on this island.

East of the garden, stretching toward

the ocean-beach, is the olive-grove. Sev

enty years ago the first olive trees were

imported from Italy and the south of

France. They grew and flourished, and

years ago this grove yielded a profit to

its owners. In 1755, Mr. Henry Laurens

of South Carolina imported and planted

olives, capers, limes, ginger, etc., and in

l785the olive was successfully grown in

South Carolina; but probably there is

not at the present day a grove equal in

extent to this. It was estimated that a

large tree would average a gallon of oil

per year : there were eight hundred plant

ed and brought to a flourishing and profit

able stage of growth. There are several

hundred now, scattered through a waste

of briers and scrub and overgrown with

moss.

But the avenues? In the hottest day

there are shade and coolness beneath the

intertwined branches of the live-oaks that

arch above them. The eye is refreshed

in gazing down these vistas over the

leaf-strewn floors of sand. The sunshine

sifts through the arch above, flecking the

roadway with a mosaic of leaves and

boughs in light and shade. From the

limbs hang graceful pennons of Span

ish moss, festooned at the sides, waved

by every wind, changing in every light.

Grapevines with stems six inches in di

ameter climb into the huge oaks and

swing from tree to tree, linking limb with

limb: the tree-tops are purple with great

fruit-clusters. To the whole scene the
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dwarf palmetto gives a semi-tropic as- l

pect. There are no signs of life, save a '

lizard darting over the leaves, stopping

midway to look at you with bright eyes.

In the evening the squirrels come out in i

countless numbers, and their crashing

leaps may be heard in all directions; ‘

blight cardinal-birds, Florida jays and

gay nonpareils enliven the gloom; the

jays chatter in the branches and mock

ing-birds carol from the topmost limbs.

It is one of the joys of earth to walk

through the Grand Avenue of Dunge

ness at sunset.

There were, when the estate was in '

prosperous condition, eleven miles of

avenues, seven miles of beach, eight

miles of walks and nine miles of open ’

roads. Grand Avenue, running midway

the length of the island, was cleared

eighteen miles, to High Point. There

are now but three miles cleared, but you

can look straight down beneath the arch

of live-oaks for more than a mile of its

length. From the Sound to the beach,

crossing Central Avenue, ran River Av

enue for a distance of about a mile.

This live-oak forest, which covers sev

eral thousand acres, is densely filled with

scrub palmetto, impenetrable almost, and

so difficult to pierce that the deer with

which the forest swarms choose the old

paths and roadways in their walks from

sleeping- to feeding-grounds. The hunt

ers take advantage of this, and after start

ing their dogs in the scrub post themselves

on the main avenues where the paths in

tersect, and shoot the deer as they jump

out. The deer of the island are estimated

by thousands, and a State law which pro

hibits the hunting of deer with dogs, ex

cept with the owner's permission, has aid

ed in their increase. Halfway up the isl

and are numerous ponds, to which ducks

resort in the winter in vast numbers. Bear

are plentiful in the deep woods, and their

tracks,'with those of the deer in greater

abundance, are often found crossing the

abandoned fields.

Three hundred feet in width, hard as

stone, shell-strewn, between wind-hollow

ed sand-dunes and foaming surf, this |

beach of Cumberland stretches for twen

ty miles. The sands that border it are

covered with a network of beautiful con

volvulus, tufts of sea-oats with nodding

plumes, and picturesque clumps of Span

ish bayonet ( Yucca gloriosa) with pyra

mids of snowy flowers. This and the

prickly pear suggest the climate of the

tropics. I find them on the sandhills

bordering the ocean-beach, the wind

swept dunes between the "beach-ham

mock" and the hard sand of the wave

washed beach. They are called barren

by many, these sandhills of the Atlantic

coast, but I never find them so. To me

they are always attractive, whether I am

traversing the sand-slopes of Cape Cod

or the similar ones of Florida. Even the

grasses possess a character of their own

—gracefully erect, tiny circles traced

about them where the last wind has

caused them to brush the sand. Here

too are grasses rare and beautiful—the

feathery fox-tail, the tall, loose-branched

sea-oats, and many others with names

unknown, which you may see ornament

ing the famous palmetto hats.

So fascinating are these sand-dunes

that one wanders among them for hours,

following in the paths worn by the feet

of cattle which roam these hills and the

neighboring marsh' in a half-wild state.

Sometimes the banks will shelve abrupt

ly, hollowed out by the wind, and one

can look down into a hole ten or twenty

feet deep, arched over by thorn-bushes,

grapevines and a species of bay. These

sand-caverns are of frequent occurrence.

There are clumps of scrubby oak com

pletely covered with scarlet honeysuckle

and trumpet-flower. While seeking to

investigate one of these I startled a hen

quail, which, after whirring rapidly out

of sight, returned and manifested much

anxiety by plaintive calls. This is a queer

place for quail: in the neighborhood of

old fields, where they can easily run out

and glean a hasty meal from weeds and

broken ground, is their chosen place for

a nest.

Along the surface of the sea long lines

of pelicans pursue a lumbering flight;

graceful terns (sea-swallows) skim the

waves; a great blue heron stalks across

the hard sand, majestic, solitary and

shy of man's approach; and dainty lit
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tle beach-birds, piping plover in snowy

white and drab, glide rapidly past the

surf-line. A mile below Beach Avenue

is a high sandhill shelving abruptly to

ward the beach, half -buried trees pro

jecting from its western slope: it is now

known as "Eagle Cliff," so called by the

proprietor of Dungencss from the fact

of my shooting an eagle there one day

in November. '

in the beach-hammock are the same

wind - hollowed hills, rooted into perma

nence by twisted oaks and magnolias.

Upon their limbs in April the Spanish

moss and air-plants were just blossom

ing, the former into little star-like, hard

ly-discernible flowers, the latter throwing

up a green stem with a pink terminal

bud, which in August had burst into a

spike of crimson flowers. Curious lichens

cover the rough trunks of these oaks—

some gray, some ashy-white, some pink,

some scarlet like blotches of blood. The

Alitc/zcl/a, the little partridge-berry, is

here in bloom, and has been since the

year came in.

The marsh that borders the beach

hammock and spreads a sea of silvery

green before the mansion is not barren of

attractions. Inquisitive and faint-hearted

fiddler-crabs are darting in and out of

their holes in the mud : an alligator now

and then shows a hint of a head above

the water of the creek, along whose banks

walk daintily and proudly egrets and her

ons robed in white, and from the reeds

of which myriads of water-hens send up

a deafening chatter.

Midway between the mansion and the

beach, in the southern corner of the or

chard of olive trees, which overhang and

surround it, is the graveyard of the fam

ily. It is the last object to which in this

narrative I call attention, but to the vis

itor it is the most interesting, the fullest

of memories of the past. By a wind

ing and secluded path from the deserted

garden, along the banks of the solitary

marsh, beneath great water-oaks hung

with funereal moss, one reaches this lit

tle cemetery, a few mods of ground wall

ed in from the adjoining copsewood—

A lonesome aere, thinly grown

With grass and wandermg vines.

Three tombs and three headstones indi

cate at least six of the graves with which

this little lot is filled. In one of these

graves rest the bones of her who shared

the fortunes of the gallant general, the

"Washington of the South," when he

rested after the last decisive battle and

retired to his Georgia plantation. In an

other lies buried his daughter, and in an

other the gallant "Light-Horse Harry,"

who so ably assisted him at Eutaw Springs

—the brave and eloquent Lee. Upon the

first marble slab is eng-raven, "In mem

ory of Catherine Miller (widow of the late

Major-General Nathaniel Greene, Com

mander-in-Chief of the American Revo

lutionary Army in the Southern Depart

ment in 1783), who died Sept. 2d, 1814,

aged 59 years. She possessed great tal

ents and exalted virtues." Phineas Miller,

Esq., a native of Connecticut and a grad

uate of Yale College, who had been en

gaged by General Greene as law-tutor to

his son, managed the widow's estates after

the general's death, and later married her.

His grave is here, though unmarked by

any stone.

And this name revives the memory of

one of the greatest inventions of the eigh

teenth century. Eli Whitney, the inven

tor of the cotton-gin, was born in West

borough, Massachusetts, December 8,

1765. In 1792 he obtained a position as

tutor to the children of a Georgia planter,

but owing to the imperfect postal regula

tions his letter of acceptance was not

received, and on arriving in Savannah

he found his place occupied by anoth

er. Without means or friends, he was

in great want, when his circumstances

became known to Mrs. Greene (then re

siding at Mulberry Grove), who, being a

lady of benevolent heart, invited him to

make her house his home until he should

find remunerative employment.

One day, while this lady was engaged

in working a sort of embroidery called

" tambour-work," she complained to

young Whitney that the frame she was

using was too rough and tore the deli

cate threads. Anxious to gratify his ben

efactress, Whitney quickly constructed a

frame so superior in every respect that

she thought it a great invention. It
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chanced shortly after that a party of gen

tlemen, many of them old friends and

officers who had served under General

Greene, met at her house, and were dis

cussing the merits and profits of cotton,

which had been lately introduced into

the State. One of them remarked that

unless some machine could be devised

for removing the seed it would never

be a profitable crop (the cleaning of one

pound of cotton being then a day's work).

Mrs. Greene, who heard the remark, re

plied that a young man, a Mr. Whitney,

then in her house, could probably help

them. She then sent for Whitney, intro

duced him, extolled his genius and com

mended him to their friendship. He set

to work under great disadvantages, hav

ing to make his tools, and even his wires,

which at that time could not be had in Sa

vannah. By Mrs. Greene and Mr. Miller

he was furnished with abundant means

wherewith to complete his machine. It

was first exhibited privately to a select

company, but it could not long remain a

secret, and its fame, which spread rapid

ly throughout the South, was the cause of

great excitement. The shop containing

the model was broken open and the ma

chine was stolen: by this means the pub

lic became possessed of the secret, and

before another could be made a number

of machines were in successful operation.

A partnership was entered into between

Miller and Whitney, and in 1793 a large

area was planted with cotton in expecta

tion that the new gin would enable them

to market it at little expense. In 1795

their shops, which had been removed to

New Haven, were destroyed by fire, thus

reducing the firm to the verge of bank

ruptcy. The faith and energy of Mr.

Miller are well shown in the following

letter, written from Dungeness to Whit

ney in New Haven: "I think we ought

to meet such events with equanimity. We

are pursuing a valuable object by honor

able means, and I believe our measures

are such as are justified by virtue and mo

rality. It has pleased Providence to post

pone the attainment of this object. In

the midst of all the reflections called up

by our misfortunes, while feeling keenly

sensitive to the loss, injury and wrong

we have sustained, I feel an exultant joy

that you possess a mind similar to my

own, that you are not disheartened, that

you will persevere and endeavor at all

hazards to attain the main object. I will

devote all my time, all my thoughts, all

my exertions, all the fortune I possess

and all the money I can borrow, to com

pass and complete the business we have

undertaken; and if fortune should by any

future disaster deprive us of our reward,

we will at least have deserved it."

While thus embarrassed information

came from England that the cotton clean

ed by their gins was ruined. Whitney

nearly gave way under the strain, and

wrote to Mr. Miller at Dungeness: "Our

extreme embarrassments are now so great

that it seems impossible to struggle longer

against them. It has required my utmost

exertions to exist, without making any

progress in our business. I have labored

hard to stem the strong current of dis

appointment which threatens to carry us .

over the cataract, but have labored with

a shattered oar, and in vain unless some

speedy help come. Life is short at best,

and six or seven of its best years are an

immense sacrifice to him who makes it."

Returning South, he constructed a new

model (it is said at Dungeness), with

the object in view so to improve upon

the old one as to remove the seed with

out injury to the staple. It was first tried

in the presence of Mrs. Greene and Mr.

Miller, but found lacking in an import

ant particular. Mrs. Greene exclaimed,

"Why, Mr. Whitney, you want a brus ,"

and with a stroke of her handkerchief

removed the lint. Comprehending her

idea at once, he replied, "Mrs. Greene,

you have completed the cotton-gin."

With the further fortunes of the brave

inventor we have no more to do, as that

part of his history intimately connected

with Dungen.ess ends here. I-Iis subse

quent trials, disappointments, triumphs,

all the world knows. His friend and

partner, who so nobly sustained him,

lies buried here, so tradition says, having

died in 1806 of lockjaw caused by run

ning an orange-thorn through his hand

while removing trees from Florida to

Dungeness.
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Near the tomb of Mrs. Miller is another: I ginia.

"Sacred to pure affection. This simple

stone covers the remains of James Shaw.

His virtues are not to be learned from

perishable marble; but when the records

of Heaven shall be unfolded it is believed

they will be found written there in cha

racters as durable as the volumes of eter

nity. Died January 6th, I82o, aged 35

years." And by the side of this latter

another marble slab, with this inscription,

which explains itself: "Louisa C. Shaw,

relict of James Shaw, Esq., and youngest

daughter of Major-General Nathaniel

Greene of the Army of the Revolution.

Died at Dungeness, Georgia, April 24th,

I83], aged 45 years."

This ends the record of the residence

of the family of General Greene at Dunge

ness. That they made it their home for

many years is evident—that they re

moved here soon after the death of the

general is probable. In the division of

General Greene's possessions Dungeness

became the property of Mrs. Shaw, his

youngest daughter: she, dying childless,

left it to her nephew, Phineas Miller

Nightingale. Mrs. Nightingale, wife of

the grandson of General Greene, to whom

this property was given, was daughter of

Rufus King, governor of New York, and

granddaughter of Rufus King, minister to

Great Britain during the elderAdams‘s ad

ministration. The Nightingales, descend

ants of General Greene, remained in un

disturbed possession until the late war,

dispensing unbounded hospitality at their

princely mansion. During the war the

house was occupied by Northern troops

until its close, when, through the negli

gence of some negro refugees, it was

burned. Its ruins alone testify to the

wealth of former years which now is de

parted, and the broad acreage of untilled

fields and the ruined negro cabins cry

out loudly for those who will never re

turn to bless them.

Let us turn once more to that cemetery

in the olive-grove. Another stone claims

our attention, a tablet to the memory of

him who pronounced those glowing words,

"First in war, first in peace, first in the

hearts of his countrymen :" "Sacred to

the memory of Gen. Henry Lee of Vir

VOL. XXVI.—i6

Obiit 25 March, I8l8, aetat. 63."

In 1814, General Lee was injured by a

mob in Baltimore, and never recover

ed. Early in 1818 he arrived at Dunge

ness from Cuba, whither he had gone to

regain his health. He landed from a

schooner at the river landing, a weak,

decrepit old man, in whom it would have

been difficult to recognize the dashing

Light-Horse Harry of the Revolution.

A grandson of General Greene's, Phineas

Miller Nightingale, was loitering near the

landing. Calling him, General Lee learn

ed who he was, and despatched him to

his aunt, Mrs. Shaw, with the intelligence

ofhis arrival. "Tell her," said he, "that

the old friend and companion of General

Greene has come to die in the arms of

his daughter." .

A carriage was sent for him, and he

was installed in the southern chamber

above the drawing-room, and everything

done to alleviate his pain that the kindest

forethought could suggest. He lingered

here some two months, and then pass

ed away, and was buried in the family

burying-ground. His only baggage at

the time of his arrival was an old hair

covered trunk nailed round with brass

headed nails.

An anecdote is preserved in the family

relating to the general's residence there.

One of the servants, Sara by name

commonly called "the Duchess" from

her stately demeanor—incurred his ill

will. General Lee once threatened to

throw his boot at her, and the Duchess

turned upon him and replied, " If you do

I'll throw it back at you." This answer

so pleased the old general that he would

afterward permit no other servant to wait

upon him.

Some years after his death a stone was

placed above his grave by his son, Gen

eral Robert E. Lee, who a few months

prior to his death visited his father's

grave in company with his daughter.

These are some of the associations that

cluster about the ruins of Dungeness, giv

ing to those ivy-grown walls, to forest

and shore, an interest which mere attrac

tions of scenery and climate could not

awaken. FREDERICK A. OBER.
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OUR

" WESTERN MEMORABILIA."

NE of the pioneers of the old-book

trade in New York was William J.

Gowans, whose career as a dealer in old

and rare books covered a period of near

ly fifty years, and brought him into a con

tact more or less intimate with all the lit

erary and many of the other notables of

his day. Gowans had some literary as

pirations, and in his old age projected a

book which he proposed to call Western

zlkmorabilz'a, and which was to consist of

sketches and reminiscences of the famous

men he had met in his career. This book

was never published—somewhat to the

loss of American literature, I am inclined

to think after perusing some of its scatter

ed fragments which have recently come

into my possession. These are full of

detail, and, as throwing light on the cha

racters of some persons of whom far too

little is known, are certainly worthy of

preservation.

On Poe I find the following notes: "The

characters drawn of Poe by his various

biographers and critics may with safety

be pronounced an excess of exaggera

tion, but this is not to be much won

dered at when it is considered that these

men were his rivals, either as poets or

prose-writers, and it is well known that

such are generally as jealous of each oth

er as are the ladies who are handsome

of those who desire to be considered so.

It is an old truism, and as true as it is

old, that in the multitude of counsellors

there is safety. I therefore will show

you my opinion of this gifted but unfor

tunate genius: it may be estimated as

worth little, but it has this merit: it

comes from an eye- and ear-witness, and

this, it must be remembered, is the very

highest of legal evidence. For eight

months or more, 'one house contained

us, us one table fed.' During that time

I saw much of him, and had an oppor

tunity of conversing with him often; and I

I' must say I never saw him the least af

fected with liquor, nor ever descend to
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any known vice, while he was one of

the most courteous, gentlemanly and in

telligent companions I have ever met.

Besides, he had an extra inducement to

be a good man, for he had a wife of

matchless beauty and loveliness: her

eye could match that of any houri, and

her face defy the genius of a Canova to

imitate; her temper and disposition were

of surpassing sweetness; in addition, she

seemed as much devoted to him and his

every interest as ayoung mother is to her

first-born. During this time he wrote his

longest prose romance, entitled the Ad

z/entiures qf Art/mr Gordon hm. Poe

had a remarkably pleasing and prepos

sessing countenance—what the ladies

would call decidedly handsome. He

died after a brief and fitful career at

Baltimore, October, I849, where his re

mains lie interred in an obscure burying

ground."

Of Simms he writes, under date of Oct.

I5, 1868: "To-day I had the pleasure of

a call from \Villiam Gilmore Simms, the

novelist. He is quite affable in conver

sation, and apparently well stocked with

general information, which he can im

part with fluency. He appears somewhat

downcast, or rather, I should say, has a

melancholy cast of countenance: he is

advanced in years, with a profusion of

hair around his face, chin and throat

is apparently between sixty and seventy

years of age. I requested him to enroll

his name in my autograph-book, which

he did with readiness. He remarked that

he was often requested to do so, especial

ly by the ladies. I replied that this was

a debt which every man incurred when

he became public property either by his

words, actions or writings. He acquiesced

in the justice of the remark. Mr. Simms

was in search of a copy of Johnson's

Hz'story qf I/ze Semz'noles, to aid him in

making a new book. He was accom

panied by Mr. Duykinck."

Halleck is thus introduced : " On a cer

, tain occasion I was passing a Roman
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Catholic church in New York: seeing the

doors open and throngs of people press

ing in, I stepped inside to see what I

could see.

when I beheld Fitzgreene Halleck stand

ing uncovered, with reverential- attitude,

among the crowd of unshorn and un

washed worshippers. I remained till I

saw him leave. In doing so he made a

courteous bow, as is the polite custom of

the humblest of these people on taking

their departure.

"On the subject of compliments paid

him for poetical talents, Mr. Halleck

once said to me, 'They are generally

made by those who are ignorant or who

have a desire to please or flatter, or per

haps a combination of all. As a general

thipg, they are devoid of sincerity, and

rather offensive than pleasing. There is

no general rule without its exception, how

ever, and in my bagful of compliments I

cherish one which comes under that rule,

and reflecting upon it affords me real

pleasure as it did then. On a warm day

in summer a young man came into the

offflce with a countenance glowing with

ardor, innocence and honesty, and his

eyesbeaming with enthusiasm. Said he,

"Is Mr. Halleck to be found here?" I an

swered in the affirmative. Continued he,

with evidently increased emotion, "Could

I see him ?"—"You see him now," I re

plied. I-Ie grasped me by the hand with

a hearty vigorousness that added to my

conviction of his sincerity. Said he, "I

am happy, most happy, in having had

the pleasure at last of seeing one whose

poems have afforded me no ordinary

gratification and delight. I have longed

to see you, and I have dreamt that I have

seen you, but now I behold you with

mine own eyes. God bless you for ever

and ever! I have come eleven hundred

miles, from the banks of the Miami in

Ohio, mainly for that purpose, and I have

been compensated for my pains."'

" Mr. Halleck told me that he had been

solicited to write a life of his early and

beloved friend Drake. ' But,' said he, 'I

did not well see how I could grant such

a request: I had no lever for my fulcrum.

What could I say about one who had

studied pharmacy, dissection, written a

few poems, and then left the scene of

action? I had no material, and a mere

meaningless eulogy would have been out

I had not well got inside I of the question.'

"In personal appearance Halleek was

rather below the medium height and well

built: in walking he had a rather slow

and shuffling gait, as if something afflict

ed his feet; a florid, bland and pleasant

countenance ; a bright gray eye; was re

markably pleasant and courteous in con

versation, and, as a natural consequence,

much beloved by all who had the pleas

ure of his acquaintance. But to that

brilliancy in conversation which some of

his admirers have been pleased to attrib

ute to him in my opinion he could lay no

claim. His library was sold at auction

in New York on the evening of October

12, 1868. If the collection disposed of on

that occasion was really his library in full,

it must be confessed it was a sorry affair

and meagre in the extreme. In surveying

the collection a judge of the value of such

property would perhaps pronounce it

worth from one hundred and twenty-five

to one hundred and fifty dollars. The

books brought fabulous prices—at least

ten times their value. The company was

large, good-humored and just in the frame

of mind to be a little more than liberal,

doubtless stimulated to be so,from a de

sire to possess a relic of the departed poet

who had added fame to the literature of

his country. The following are the names

of a few of the books and the prices they

brought: [Vic/zolas lVt'£l'leby, with the au

thor's autograph, ,$i8; Bryant's little vol

ume of poems entitled T/1z'r{y Poems, with

the author's autograph, $11 ; Campbell's

Poems, with Halleck's autograph, $8.50;

Calalogue of t/zc Sfra1ubcr'r:y [1/z'/I Collec

tion, $16; Barnaby Ruofge, presentation

copy by the author to Halleck, $15 ; Cole

ridge's Poems, with a few notes by Hal

leck, $io; Fanny, a poem by Mr. Hal

leck, ,5to. The sum-total realized for his

library was twelve hundred and fifty dol

lars."

Aaron Burr is the subject of some in

teresting reminiscences : "Shortly after I

came to New York, Aaron Burr was point

ed out to me as he was slowly wending

his way up Broadway, between Cham

Ifi
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bers street and the old theatre, on the

City Hall side. I frequently afterward

met him in this and other streets. He

was always an object of interest, inas

much as he had become an historical

character, somewhat notoriously so. I

will attempt to describe his appearance,

or rather how he appeared to me: He

was small, thin and attenuated in form,

perhaps a little over five feet in height,

weight not much over a hundred pounds.

He walked with a slow, measured and

feeble step, stooping considerably, occa

sionally with both hands behind his back.

He had a keen face and deep-set, dark

eye, his hat set deep on his head, the

back part sunk down to the collar of the

coat and the back brim somewhat turned

upward. He was dressed in threadbare

black cloth, having the appearance of

what is known as shabby genteel. His

countenance wore a melancholy aspect,

and his whole appearance betokened one

dejected, forsaken, forgotten or cast aside,

and conscious of his position. He was

invariably alone when I saw him, except

on asingle occasion: that was on the side

walk in Broadway fronting what is now

the Astor House, where he was standing

talking very familiarly with a young wo- '

man whom he held by one hand. His 1

countenance on that occasion was cheer

ful, lighted up and bland—altogether dif

ferent from what it appeared to me when

I saw him alone and in conversation with

himself. Burr must have been a very ex

act man in his business-alfairs. His re

ceipt-book came into my possession. I

found there receipts for a load of wood,

a carpenter's work for one day, a pair

of boots, milk for a certain number of

weeks, suit of clothes, besides numerous

other small transactions that but few

would think of taking a receipt for. The

book was but a sorry, cheap affair, and

could not have cost when new more than

fifty cents."

Edwin Forrest is thus mentioned: " At

the time when Forrest was earning his

reputation on the boards of the Bowery

Theatre I was connected with that insti

tution, and of course had an opportunity

of seeing him every night he performed.

Mr. Forrest appeared to be possessed of

the perfection of physical form, more

especially conspicuous when arrayed in

sotne peculiar costumes which tended to

display it to the best advantage. He

had a stentorian voice, and must have

had lungs not less invulnerable than

one of Homer's heroes. He had a fine

masculine face and prepossessing coun

tenance, much resembling many of the

notable Greeks and Romans whose por

traits have come down to our time, and

a keen intellectual eye. His countenance

at times assumed an air of hauteur which

doubtless had become a habit, either from

, personating characters of this stamp or

from a consciousness of his merited pop

ularity. He left the impression on the

beholder of one intoxicated with success

and the repletion of human applause.

He kept aloof from all around him, ahd

condescended to no social intercourse

with any one on the stage, and appeared

to entertain a contempt for his audience.

He has now lost that mercurial,

youthful appearance which was then so

conspicuous, and which.doubtless aided

in laying the foundation of his wide

spread reputation. He was then straight

as an arrow and elastic as a circus-rider,

the very beau-ideal of physical perfec

tion: now he bears the marks of decay,

or rather, as is said of grain just before

harvest, he has a ripe appearance. If

he would consult his renown he would

retire from the stage, and never set foot

upon it again."

The fragments also contain notes on

Bryant, Parton, Mrs. Siddons and several

eminent divines and journalists. Of the

latter class the fullest relate to James Gor

don Bennett, founder of the Herald, and

his coadjutor, William H. Attree. The

following are extracts: "I remember en

tering the subterranean office of Mr. Ben

nett early in the career of the Herald and

purchasing a single copy of the paper, for

which I paid the sum of one cent only.

On this occasion the proprietor, editor

and vender was seated at his desk busily

engaged in writing, and appeared to pay

little or no attention to me as I entered. On

making known my object in coming in,

he requested me to put my money down

on the counter and help myself to a pa
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per: all this time he continued his wri

ting operations. The office was a single

oblong, underground room. Its furniture

consisted of a counter, which also served

as a desk, constructed from two flour-bar

rels, perhaps empty, standing apart from

each other about four feet, with a single

plank covering both; a chair, placed in

the centre, upon which sat the editor busy

at his vocation, with an inkstand by his

right hand; on the end nearest the door

were placed the papers for sale. I attrib

ute the success of the flefald to a com

bination of circumstances—to the peculiar

fitness of its editor for his position, to its

cheapness, and its advertising patronage,

which was considerable. In the fourth

place, it early secured the assistance of

William H. Attree, a man of uncommon

abilities as a reporter and a concocter of

pithy as well as ludicrous chapters great

ly calculated to captivate many readers.

In fact, this clever and talented assistant

in some respects never had his match.

He did not, as other reporters do, take

down in short-hand what the speaker or

reader said, but sat and heard the pass

ing discourse like any other casual spec

tator: when over he would go home to

his room, write out in full all that had

been said on the occasion, and that en

tirely from memory. On a certain occa

sion I hinted to him my incredulity about

his ability to report as he had frequently

informed me. To put the matter beyond

doubt, he requested me to accompany him

to Clinton Hall to hear some literary mag

nate let off his intellectual steam.

cordingly accompanied him as per ar

rangement. We were seated together in

the same pew. He placed his hands in

his pockets and continued in that position

during the delivery of the discourse, and '

when it was finished he remarked to me

that I would not only find the substance '

lac-I

of what had been said or done, but he

infused life and soul into this department

of journalism. His reports were full, ac

curate, graphic; and, what is more, he

frequently flattered the vanity of the

speaker by making a much better speech

for him than he possibly could for him

self. Poor Attree died in 1849, and is

entombed at Greenwood."

It is probable that other fragments of

this work are in existence, and if so it is

hoped that the publication of these will

tend to their discovery. C. B. T.

CONCERNING NIGHT-NOIS ES.

MANY a time these summer nights am

I startled out of my midnight sleep by

a conversation like the following as two

friends pause on the corner beneath my

suburban window:

" Well, good-night."

"Good-night."

"Holden a moment. I want to—"

"Oh yes. Rely on me. Do you think

he will—"

" He promised."

" Oh, then he'll do it.

good—"

" Good-night, good-night."

" Wait an instant. But how shall I-—"

" . . . Now you understand?"

"Oh yes. Good-night."

" Good-night."

" Good-night."

After these exclamations, uttered with

piercing distinctncss, have been ex

changed, the belated revellers from some

club or whist-party or an evening at the

theatre in town terminate their sweet

sorrow at parting by going their several

ways to their different homes, where, no

doubt, on retiring to rest they sink at

once into blameless slumber, ignorant

of the fact that for me they have mur

dered sleep.

I had gone to bed betimes, wornout

with hard mental labor: I had hoped for

a night's repose to recruit my energies for

the morrow. This sleep I craved was no

1uxuriou's indulgence of pampered incli

nation, but my stock in trade my bone,

my sinew, my heart's courage, my men

tal inspiration, the immediate jewel of my

Well, then,

of this harangue in the lferald the next

day, but that I would find it word for

word. On the following morning I pro

cured the paper, and read the report of

what I had heard the previous evening;

and I must say I was struck with aston

ishment at its perfect accuracy. Before

Mr. Attree's time reporting for the press

in New York was a mere outline or sketch 1 soul.
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Who steals my purse steals trash; 'tis something,

nothing:

'Twas mine, 'tis his, and has been slave to thousands :

But he that filches from me my Ntt}HT'S sump

Robs me of that which not enriches him,

And makes me poor indeed.

But let me now repose again: tender

ly entreated, softly courted, sleep may re

turn. There are many specifics for bring

ing slumber to mutinous eyelids. Let me

remember what they are.

First. To think of the wind blowing on

a field of grain. Watch with your mind's

eye the long wavy undulations, the gold

en sheen which takes the light. VVhat a

dreamy, exquisite rhythm! (Still, I don't

sleep.)

Second. Repeat the multiplication-ta

ble backward, from twelve times down to

twice. (Hopeless, the only result being

to render my mathematical powers acute

ly, preternaturally awake, so that I begin

to estimate the magnitude of my summer

expenses.)

T/zird. Try to decide where' to spend

the August vacation. I am thinking of

Lake George, the Saguenay, Sea Girt, the

White Mountains, when all at once I be

gin to yield drowsily to the influence of

long conversations about nothing which

take possession of my mind—mere gib

berish, strings of words without sense.

Thank Heaven, I am off! I am actually

going to sleep. 1tI/tyet!

Down the street comes a man with an

accordion. He is playing "Annie Lau

rie." Every now and then he strikes a

wrong note. Excruciating agony I Did

he render it correctly it might blend with

a romantic dream, but when he insists

on flatting persistently, as for bonnie An

nie Laurie he offers to lay him down and

die, who is to bear it? And why does he

not consummate the proffered sacrifice by

dying at once? Iwould cheerfully bury

him. He passes slowly, lingeringly, seem

ing to pause outside of my window, as if

my casement enshrined that form like the

snowdrift and that throat like the swan's.

But, although he vanishes finally, the

street has become alive. Two men pass

in deeply-interesting conversation, one of

them assuring the other that he has not

done " a stroke's work" in two years.

He is maudlin, of course. "A strokc's

work"? And as if any man could ex

pect to find work and to do it after keep

ing such hours as these !

And now comes 'f the whistler." I had

been expecting him. He is to-night

whistling airs from Pinafore. The Pi

rates, thank Heaven! furnishes him no

airs. He whistlcs—let me confess, re

luctant although I am to do it—he whis

tles to perfection. There is nothing ex

perimental, nothing tentative, in his notes,

which come clear, sharp, in perfect time

and tune.

The clock strikes two. It is the voice

of doom, for presently the 2.19 freight

train will thunder slowly through our end

of the town. It renders my case utterly

hopeless. One might as well expect to

sleep in momentary expectation of the

Juggernaut. I know its every sound: I

can feel the bridge at Junction, five

miles away, tremble under it. I listen

and wait, every nerve on edge. A mile

and a half the other side of our station

the engine will first snort, then begin a

series of shrieks—shrieks suggestive of

warning, imminent danger, supreme per

il, the climax of a tragical catastrophe.

For at least five minutes shall I be com

pelled to listen while the engineer—if it

be a real living engine-man who impels

this chorus of fiends—runs the full scale

of his shrill tooting, perhaps deeming it

essential to the safety of the town, which

ought to be asleep, or to the dignity of

his long, creeping train of coal- and

freight-laden cars.

Even the Juggernaut passes: it is gone.

I emerge, faint and wornout from the trial.

Now that it is toward three o'clock, every

body except the policeman in bed, and no

more trains to come until after five, one

might suppose there was some chance for

an interval of peace, of repose. I get up

and walk about a little in order to feel,

with the opportunity, the inclination for

slumber. Yes, it will come. . . .

Scarcely have I ventured to close my

eyes again before there begins a chirp, a

twitter, a general thrill of sound. All the

birds are awake, and are soon in full

chorus. Presently a flush of color will

run around the horizon, and it will be

dawn. The actual night has flown. I
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can hear Smith, our grocery-man around

the corner, setting off into the country

for his milk and eggs. Several market

carts are abroad. . . . There goes an

extra train, shrieking direly along the

curve.

It is actually growing light. With the

first gleam of day my excellent aunt—

who embodies all my future expectations

of wealth—sleeping in the next chamber,

turns in her bed, yawns loudly and un

reservedly, gets up and takes an obser

vation, opening and closing her shutters

with a bang. By breakfast-time my rev

ered relation becomes a respectable and

no longer a riotous member of society,

but during the early morning hours her

inventions for disturbing her neighbors

are ingenious and diabolical.

By five o'clock the morning-trains be

gin, followed at half-past six by fifty fac

tory-whistles. The children are awake

and stirring. The housemaid is banging

her utensils on piazza and in hallway:

the cook is flirting with the milk- and but

ter-man at the back gate, and exclaiming

"Oh Laws!" to some news or pleasantry

of his. The licensed venders are abroad.

There are all sorts of cries. It is less than

an hour to breakfast. The night is lost:

one foolish, intolerable noise has spoiled

all. L. W.

TABARIN, THE FRENCH MERRY

ANDREW.

THE French word Irtb(U’t'!Z is almost

obsolete, and its English synon'ym, mer

ry-andrew, is not much in vogue, but as

they are andronymics, to coin a word, em

balmingthe memories of two famous char

latans, they possess an abiding interest

apart from all question of their use or dis

use.

Andrew Borde and Tabarin were both

charlatans and both famous, but here all

resemblance between them ceases. The

former was a witty and eccentric quack,

who travelled about from place to place

and country to country selling drugs and

practising medicine in fairs and market

places, where his glib tongue readily

gathered crowds and earned him the

nickname which has since passed cur

rent in English as a generic term for buf

foons of all sorts and conditions. The

tenth volume of the 15.t'lra Series of the

Early English Text Society is wholly de

voted to Borde, and well repays perusal,

although probably few who read it will

agree with Mr. Furnivall, the editor, that

"any one who would make him more of

a merry-andrew than anything else is a

bigger fool than he would make Borde."

Tabarin, however, was a veritable and

inimitable clown, and his name has fig

ured in French literature both as a proper

and a common noun almost from the day

that he and his partner, Mondor, set up

their booth on the Pont Neuf. They be

gan their sale of ointments and liniments

in Paris about the year 1618, attracting

custom by their absurd dialogues in the

vein of the circus-clown and ring-mas

ter of to-day. Occasionally they left

the city to try their luck in the provinces,

but during most of their career they were

to be found on the bridge near the en

trance to the Place Dauphine. Tabarin

retired from the business about 1.630, but

his partner continued at the old stand

with a new cl.own, who must have been

either less witty or more obscene than

Tabarin, for in 1634 Mondor was abated

as a nuisance by the authorities.

Tabarin was blessed with a wife and

daughter: his wife's name was Francis

quine; his daughter married the cele

brated buffoon Gaultier Garguille. The

story goes that when he left Mondor he

bought a small country-place near Paris,

where he passed his latter days comfort

ably on his earnings. There are two tra

ditions current as to the manner of his

death: according to one, he was killed

by some noblemen in a hunting quarrel;

according to the other, he died from the

effects of heavy drinking for a wager.

He is said to have styled himself Taba

rin because he usually appeared in a lit

tle tabard, called in Italian labarrino, but

his true name and his nationality are alike

unknown.

Tabarin's pleasantries, as jotted down

by members of his audiences, have been

given to the world at divers times in va

rious forms, and have latterly been col

lected and published in a body with those

of his less successful rival Grattelard; but
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very few of them are suited to nineteenth

century taste, and most of them are gross

to the last degree. Some of the present

able ones are here given, and may serve

as specimens of his manner, though they

will scarcely account for his reputation :

7lzb. Who are the politest people m the

world, master?

Aion. I've travelled in Spain, Italy and

Germany, and I assure you thatthe French

nation is by all odds the most courteous.

They are the only people in the world that

kiss and compliment, and above all take

off hats.

Tab. Take off hats! If that's courtesy

I don't want any of it.

Mon. Taking off hats, Tabarin, is an

ancient custom originating among the

Romans. It is done in token of good

will.

Tab. So you say taking off hats is the

pink of politeness? Now, if that's so, do

you want to know who I think are the po

litest people?

Mon. .Yes: who?

Tab. \Vhy, our Paris street-thieves, for

they don't stop at taking off hats, but take

cloaks off too.

* ‘- * * *

Tab. Master, why don't they let women

take orders?

Alon. Because the sex is frail, Tabarin,

and not worthy to conduct the services of

the Church, which are sacred mysteries.

Tab. Humbug! It's because they al

ways will have the last word, so it would

n't do to let them give the responses.

Why, the services would never end.

By similar logic Tabarin demonstrates,

among others, the following propositions:

An ass is a better linguist than his mas

ter, because he understands when he is

spoken to, while his lingo is all lost upon

the man.

A fiddler has the hardest lot of all man

kind, because his life depends upon a bit

of wood and a piece of cord, for all the

world like a malefactor's.

Cut-purses are the most liberal of all

'men, for they not only empty their own

purses, but those of other people.

If you put a miller, a tailor, a bailiff

and an attorney in a bag, the first thing

to come out will be a thief.

The most wonderful gardener and the

most wonderful tree in the world are re

spectively Jack Ketch and the gallows

tree, because when the hangman plants

that unpleasant vegetable it bears fruit

the same day.

If you see six birds on a tree, and shoot

three, there will be mme left, for of course

the remaining three will fly away. This

last jest is so trite to-day as to be absolute

ly threadbare.

Tabarin's wits were not exhausted by

this kind of buffbonery. He issued com

ic proclamations and almanacs, and even

produced short farces in which his wife

performed with him. From one of these

farces Moliere is supposed to have bor

rowed the ideas for his sack-scene in the

Four1eries dz Scapz'n.

La Fontaine stole one of Grattelard's

dialogues bodily, and converted it into

the celebrated fable of The Acorn and

t/zc Pm/tpkin. Grattelard was contem

porary with Tabarin, as remarked above :

he and his partner, Désidério Déscombes,

sold quack medicines at the north end of

the Pont Neuf. The dialogue in ques

tion follows, at least so much of it as is

in point, and will serve as tailpiece to the

specimens of Tabarin's wit:

Grat. I had a great discussion this

morning with a philosopher, trying to

prove to him that Nature often makes

great mistakes.

D. D. No, no, Grattelard: everything

that Nature does is done for the best.

Grat. Just wait now: let me tell you

how I had to give in.

D. D. Well, how was it?

Grat. We were walking in the garden,

and pretty soon we came across a tre

mendous pumpkin, as big as a Swiss

drum. " There!" said I: "Nature has no

better sense than to hang a great thing

like that on such a slender vine that the

least breeze can break it off."

D. D. Then you blamed Nature in the

matter of the pumpkin ?

Grat. Yes, for of course there ought

to be some proportion inter sustinens

et sustmtum,- but, by Heavens, I soon

changed my mind, for just as l was pass

ing under a great oak tree down fell an

acorn and struck me on the nose. Of
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course I had to admit that Nature was

right, after all, for if she had put a pump

kin up there I should have been in a

pretty pickle.

D. D. Yes indeed, Grattelard: you

would have cut a fine figure drinking

out of a bottle with your nose in a sling.

Grat. By the Georgics of Virgil, 'twould

be all up with spectacles for my old age.

Tabarin was the first of the series of

clowns that enlivened the streets of Paris

for two hundred years, or, at any rate,

the first to attain celebrity: Bobeche in

our own century was the last. He made

a great noise in his day, but nothing keeps

his memory green except the Bobeche of

Offenbach's Barbe-la'/cue. Tabarin, how

ever, has a new lease of life in two of the

handy little-volumes of the Bz'!lz'oI/}qzze

Elzé1/z'rzknne. S. E. T.

A LEGION OF DEVILS.

"EVERYBODY knows," said Beppo, my

Roman model, "that the English are

mad, signor. For has not the padre told

me so? and does he not say that the fires

of Purgatory burn within them? Else

why do they roll about in a tub of water

every morning, if not to cool their vitals ?

It is an insult to an Italian to wash him:

we only wash dead bodies ;" and Beppo

draws his huge frame up to its full height,

while his black eyes flash, and I mentally

acknowledge him and his begrimed rags

picturesque if filthy.

" Si, si, they are all mad," he continues,

"and they keep horses and dogs as mad

as themselves; and they ride out, dressed

in the very color of the flames of Purga

tory, to run screaming and shouting after

poor foxes over the Campagna, notwith

standing the Holy Father has rigorously

prohibited that sort of insanity, and has

placed his gendarmerie purposely to stop

it. But who can stop z'/ r1z2z1/o1o egli sum'

lzn.gelz'? Why, signor, if they want foxes,

I myself, Beppo Donati, would catch them

any number for a paul or two. But they

are all mad, all mad. And the dogs, it is

well known how they became possessed ;

for," lowering his voice and coming near

er me, "I myself saw the arch-fiend him

"The signor has been in the Catacombs

of the blessed martyrs, but cannot know

as much about them as myself, who was

custodian for many a year in the danger

ous and least frequented ones; and it was

there that I received the hurt that caused

me to turn model. Many are the hours

I have passed in the remote ones lying

miles away from the Eternal City, where

the only available entrance was a tortu

ous, chimney-like hole almost filled with

rubbish, and so insignificant in appear

ance that it had remained concealed by

a few bushes from the time it was last

used by the blessed martyrs themselves

till to-day.

"To descend this aperture, signor, one

struggles along with much difficulty: ly

ing on one's chest, and with a lighted ta

per in one hand, the other holding a rope

that has been made fast to a tree outside,

one slides down by degrees feet foremost.

The passages are usually narrowed and

choked by the rubbish, and descend near

ly perpendicularly to where, lower down,

they open wider and your feet touch steps

cut roughly in the rock; but you must not

trust them, for the soft stone will crumble

with your weight. After descending some

sixty or seventy feet you suddenly bump

against an old stone doorway, and you are

at the bottom. But on passing the door

way your position is even worse, as the

stagnant pools of muddy water reach up

to your knees, and the passages are too

low to admit of your standing upright,

while you stretch your taper into a thick

darkness that closes over everything a

few yards distant and prevents your see

ing anything but the horizontal niches in

tiers, one above the other, where the mor

tal remains of the beatific lie surrounded

by the symbols of the faith they died for.

Here they keep their vigil century after

century over our Holy City, while they

await their glorious resurrection.

"I have been miles under the Cam

pagna in these subterranean cemeteries.

No one has yet ascertained their entire

extent. They branch out in every direc

tion, and the ramifications are so count

less—not only on a level, but in stories

self and his legions enter them bodily. I ' underlying one another—and so many

will tell the signor how it was. of them have fallen in or been filled
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with water, that no successful attempt has

ever been made to follow them to their

extremities. Nor can it be found out

whether they communicate with one an

other or remain as they were originally,

distinct from each other.

" You have heard, signor, that the

early Christians celebrated the feasts of

the Church by visiting the then newly

decorated and consecrated subterranean

cemeteries, and that on one of these

occasions, when a large crowd of persons

had entered to celebrate a festival, it oc

curred to the ruling authorities that the

opportunity mightbe advantageously used

to lessen by so many the troublesome and

ever-increasing population of the new

faith. Accordingly, a number of huge

stones were brought and the entrance

built up and rigidly guarded till all the

unfortunate prisoners had died a mar

tyr's death.

"After that, to guard against a repeti

tion of such an act, various apertures of

exit were made, and may now be fre

quently found on the Campagna, where,

when one's foot sinks into a doubtful

looking hole filled with rubbish, one

knows it penetrates to the depths be

neath. Secret passages were also made

to debouch in the private houses of well

known Christians or buildings set apart

for Christian worship; and it was from one

of these walled-up doorways that I, Bep

po Donati, myself saw r0Z /nz'mco/o per

formed and a legion of devils let loose.

"It was in the church of St. Prassede.

St. Prassede, the signor knows, was one

of the daughters of the senator Pudens

mentioned by St. Paul as sending his

greetings to Timothy. The present church

stands on the site of the very house once

inhabited by this Christian family, and in

the dark crypt under the high altar there

is a walled-up doorway with the sign of

the cross upon it. The crypt was origin

ally the cellar of the ancient house, into

which debouched one of the secret en

trances to the Catacombs: at one ex

tremity of the crypt is the doorway in

question, now strongly built up, with the

cross impressed in its superficial stucco.

"For many centuries the subterranean

excavations behind the crypt have been

haunted by the Evil One and his coad

jutors, who break forth from time to time

in unearthly noises, racings, scamperings,

moanings and yellings, and scarcely a

man, woman or child in the vicinity but

has heard them with their own veritable

ears. Many special services of exorcism

have been performed in the church above

to meet the occasions as they might arise,

but with no permanent effect. And, sig

nor, notwithstanding the cloud of wit

nesses that can testify to these super

natural sounds, the city contains scep

tics, and none more determined than

the learned Father Xavier of the Holy

Propaganda.

"The day of the miracle that I am

about to tell you of was a dark, wet

Thursday in November, when my wife

Teresina and myself attended high mass

at St. Prassede, in honor of Teresina's

festa. At the conclusion of the mass

strange sounds were heard behind the

walls of the crypt, and more especially

at the back of the walled-up door. Gasps,

yellings, scamperings, and then a cessa

tion, and again a repetition of the same

unearthly sounds with increased vehe

mence. Sometimes they would seem to

recede till they died away in the distance,

and then come rushing as if a whole le

gion of the enemy were close at hand.

From the body of the church the crypt is

approached by an open passage down a

wide flight of steps immediately in front

of the high altar, and the walled door, as

well as the whole of the crypt, can be

distinctly seen from the top of the steps.

When the mysterious noises were first

heard most of the congregation had re

treated precipitately to the doors, but

some of the more pious or venturesome

—among whom were Teresina and my

self—had remained, and were leaning

over the balusters while the padre de

scended with his attendants to perform

the special service appointed for the oc

casion. The exorcism took effect, for the

noises, from being very uproarious, sud

denly ceased altogether, and the arch

fiend seemed pacified, if not utterly rout

ed, until, at the close of the service, a

bell was rung as appointed in the office.

The sound of this bell had the effect of
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increasing the demoniac uproar to such a

degree that the padre officiating was fain

to hurry through the rest of the service

as best he could and beat a precipitate

retreat, with the acolytes, bells and all,

to the sacristy.

"Teresina and myself had fled to the

door of the church, where we stationed

ourselves in a convenient place for a

start when the occasion might require it.

We had not been there long when we

saw Father Xavier—the sceptic I told

the signor about—enter the church with

two assistants armed with crowbars and

pickaxes, and proceed immediately to

the crypt, where no doubt could exist

as to the noises at that moment, as the

yellings, scamperings and scramblings

were loud enough in all conscience. The

sacristan came out from the body of the

church and suggested another exorcism

to the reverend father, who answered

that he preferred the pickaxe, and, turn

ing to beckon to his workmen, found

they had fled. Nowise daunted, the

reverend gentleman took off his coat,

rolled up his sleeves and went to work

with a will, making the vault re-echo

with his blows. This operation, while it

had the effect of thinning the audience

still further in the church, where Tere

sina and I lingered. certainly abated the

noises behind the door, until the padre's

blows, continuing with unabated energy,

effected a breach where the very head

and claws of the Evil One himself were

actually to be seen protruding through

the aperture: in one moment more the

whole troop of the enemy had dashed

through the opening, upset the padre,

and were in full career through the

church, from whence the whole assem

bly took flight into the streets, uttering

frantic shouts and seeking safety in

the houses.

had it all to themselves, and continued

their career until they arrived at the

place where the English keep their

hounds, where, with a tremendous yell,

they leaped over the gate and disap

peared in the kennels.

"I myself saw this, signor," said Bep

po, giving his head an emphatic nod,

" and have I not every reason for saying

The legionaries of Satan,

that the hounds, as well as their masters,

are possessed?"

Beppo's story still leaving some phys

iological questions unsolved in my dark

Protestant mind, I took occasion to speak

to Father Xavier himself about it when

I next met him. From him I learned

that on the morning in question a party

of English left the city on a hunting-ex

cursion on the Campagna. A fox was

unearthed after considerable delay, and

a sharp run started, when suddenly fox,

dogs and all disappeared down one of

the numerous holes leading to the Cata

combs. As the occurrence was not un-'

usual, the hunt waited, expecting them

to reappear up some other aperture; but

after lingering the greater part of the day

they were obliged to return to the city

without the dogs, who had found their

way through the dark and intricate pas

sages to the door of the crypt, where the

sceptical padre, as we have seen, libe

rated them. M. S. D.

THE DEHIDOFFS.

READERS of the agreeable memoirs

of Madame Le Brun may remember the

passage in which she speaks of a certain

"M. Demidoff, le plus riche particulier

de la Russie." His father, she goes on

to say, had left him an inheritance of

great value in the shape of mines, the

products of which he sold to the govern

ment on very profitable terms. His en

ormous wealth enabled him to obtain the

, hand of a Miss Strogonov, the daughter

of one of the most ancient families of the

land. Their union was an harmonious

one, and they left two sons, "of whom

one," concludes our -author, "lives most

of the time at Paris, and, like his father,

is very fond of art."

Madame Le Brun's friend was Nicolai

Demidoff (1774—1828), one of the least

distinguished members of his family, who

have been the mining-kings of Russia for

two centuries. The contemporary of Peter

the Great was ennobled by him (without

receiving a title), and in the patent it was

decreed that the family should be for ever

free from military and other service, "that

they may devote themselves to the dis

covery of metals." Nicolai's son Anatoli
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was born in Moscow March 24, 1813: he

was sent to Paris to be educated, and re

mained there till his eighteenth year, study

ing at various institutions, including the

law-school and the Ecole Polytechnique.

Shortly after his return his father died, ’

and he came into possession of an enor

mous property, which he immediately

began to spend, lavishly, but generously.

In St. Petersburg he bought and furnish

ed a large building to serve as a chari

table institution. From its kitchen two

hundred thousand meals are given year

ly to the poor, and in it one hundred and

fifty orphans are housed and fed, one

hundred and fifty girls are trained to be

capable servants, and forty impoverished

gentlewomen find a home. Vi'hen the

cholera raged in the same city not long

afterward he not only established a hos

pital, but is said to have devoted himself

personally to the care of the sick. In the

furtherance of science and art he was still

more munificent. He founded the Demi

doff prizes, which annually distribute near

ly four thousand dollars to the authors of

the most useful works published during

the year, while from his mines in Siberia

eight young men went forth yearly to ac

quire a thorough technical education at

his expense. In I837, urged by the great

need of coal felt by the Russian indus

trial classes, he began a three years' ex

ploration of the Black Sea country, ac

companied by a staff of six professors,

who produced a detailed report, not only

of. the coal-deposits, but also of the zo

ology, botany and geology of the region

traversed. The results of their labors are

described in four octavo volumes— Voy

age dans la Russie méridionale, exécutée

sous la dirertion de M. Anatole de Demi

a"qfi'—and inscribed to the emperor Nich

olas. One reward of this labor was elec

tion to the Institute de France, his compet

itors being Parry and Sir John Franklin.

Some years before this time he had

entered the diplomatic service, being at

taché, first, at Vienna, then at Rome, then

chargé d'alfaires at Florence. Here he

met and married Mathilde Bonaparte,

who, through her mother, was closely

connected with his sovereign. Nicolai's

daughter had been allowed to make a

love-match in marrying the duke of

Leuchtenberg, son of Eugene Beauhar

nais, and the emperor was by no means

pleased to have another mésalliance in

the family. What most offended him,

however, was the fact that M. Demidoff,

in the Catholic as well as in the Greek

' marriage ceremony, had promised to edu

' cate his children in the faith of the offici

ating priest. In consequence of this he

was deprived of such titular honors as he

possessed and was ordered to live abroad.

As the married pair did not get on very

well, and as, after a childless union of fou.r

years, they agreed to separate, Demi

doff was again received into the impe

rial favor. He had meantime bought

the fine estate and mansion of San Do

nato, near Florence; and as he thought

the possessor of so much wealth and the

husband of so noble a lady deserved to

have a title, be dubbed himself " prince,"

and continued to enjoy this self-given title,

probably in. the hope that an uncontested

use would give him a prescriptive right to

bear it. In this hope he was disappoint

ed, for Count Medem, an attaché of the

Russian embassy at Paris, noticing

"Prince Demidoff" on the list of the

members of the Jockey Club, crossed

the name out, adding the observation,

"ll n'y a pas de prince Demidoff." A

bloodless duel followed.

In the lately-published memoirs of the

German novelist Hackliinder—who in

1843 figured as secretary to the crown

prince of Wiirtemberg during his visit to

Italy—we have an agreeable picture of

M. Demidoff at San Donato. "His paint

ings, sculptures, odd furniture, bronzes

and weapons were arranged in an irreg

ular and apparently arbitrary fashion, so

that they did not produce the wearisome

effect of an ordinary collection, but look

ed rather like treasures with which their

owner had surrounded himself partly for

use, partly only to look at." Demidoff

"was a tall, thin man," continues Mr.

Hackliinder, "with light, almost yellow,

complexion, and always dressed with ex

treme elegance. On the occasion of our

first visit to his town-house the princess

was painting in her studio, in which art

she was more than a dilettante. The
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prince went first to her with Demidoff,

and after they had come back we heard

from her a peal of the heartiest laughter,

which rung down through five large rooms.

Soon after she came out and greeted us

in the kindest fashion. She was then

a young and handsome woman, with a

splendid figure, graceful curves, fine eyes

and complexion,—all beautified and il

lumined by her pleasant voice and hap

py manner."

In 1851, Demidoff bought the villa of

San Martini, which Bonaparte occupied

during his stay in Elba, improved the

building at a cost of forty thousand dol

lars, and made of it a museum in which

were to be seen all sorts of curiosities

LITERATURE

A History of Classical Greek Literature. By

the Rev. P. Mahaffy, M. A., Fellow and

Professor of Ancient History, Trinity Col

lege, Dublin. New York : Harper &

Brothers.

It is easy to imagine a history of Greek

literature which should be not only useful

and stimulative to the student, but fascinating

to the general mass of intelligent readers.

The literature of Greece is not, like that of

modern nations, the mirror of a many-color

ed life; but the originality, variety and per

fection of its forms make it on the whole the

most complete and splendid representation

of thought and imagination which the world

possesses. While it owed little or nothing

to any foreign influence, it was itself the

source of all later conceptions of literary art,

and though it exists only in fragmentary re

mains, these still furnish the chief standard

of excellence in nearly every department.

The subject is therefore unique both in the

value of its materials and in the definiteness

of its limits. What is demanded for the ad

equate treatment of it is not universal know

ledge, but minute and thorough scholarship;

not a wide and diversified experience, an un

limited range of sympathies, the power of

detecting subtle motives and disentangling

connected with the great emperor—hats,

swords, pistols, portraits of the king of

Rome, and manuscripts for which he paid

one hundred thousand dollars. His uncle's

other collections the present M. (or, if you

like, Prince) Demidoff sold at auction the

present year: I have not heard whether

the Elba relics were sold with them.

Florence. as well as St. Petersburg,

owes much to M. Demidoff—among

other things, an asylum in which fifty

boys are trained in silk-weaving. It was

in Paris, however, not in the city which

he so long honored with his residence,

that in 187o this philanthropic and enter

prising man took leave of worldly van

ities. A. V.

OF THE DAY.

complicated threads of action, but a compre

hension of the simple and eternal elements of

character and conduct, the faculty of tracing

a specific development from its origin to its

decline, while indicating its connection with

other indigenous growths of the same soil,

and a vivid sense of the marvellous rapidity

and exquisite beauty.of the simultaneous or

successive unfoldings. Given these powers,

unhampered by any defect of mere technical

skill, and it is hard to see how any mind sus

ceptible of being interested in their applica

tion to such a topic could resist their sway.

We do not know what ideal Mr. Mahaffy

may have formed of the task he has under

taken' or of the qualities demanded for it.

His preface gives no intimation on this point,

and his " introduction " affords only negative

evidence in his refusal to follow "the usual

practice with historians of Greek literature”

and "begin with a survey of the character

and genius of the race, the peculiar features

of the language, and the action which phys

ical circumstances have produced upon the

development of all these things.” Instead

of any discussions of this nature, which " in

many German books are,” it appears, " so

long and so vague that the student is wearied

before he arrives at a single fact,” the natu
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ral division of literature into poetry and prose

is made the starting-point. The former, in

accordance with "a well-known law of hu

man progress,” precedes the latter, but is

gradually supplanted by it. " This may be

seen among us in the education of children,

who pass in a few years through successive

stages not unlike those of humanity at large

in its progress from mental infancy to mature

thought. \'Ve know that little children can

be taught to repeat and remember rhymes

long before they will listen to the simplest

story in prose.” On the other hand, " when

the majority of people begin to read, poetry

loses its hold upon the public. and the prose

Writer, who composes with greater simplicity

and less labor, at last obtains an advantage

over his rival the poet, who is put into com

petition with all the older poets now circu

lating amongamore learned public.” In ac

cordance with this profound yet simple the

ory—from which we gather that the Golden

Age of the poets was that in which there

were no readers—the work is divided into

two nearly equal parts, the first dealing with

poetry and the second with prose, and this

" is now the accepted order among the Ger

man writers on the subject.”

In the first volume epic, lyric and dra

matic poetry are dealt with in the order in

which they are here named, while in the sec

ond the arrangement is strictly chronological,

taking up historians, philosophers and orators

as they appeared upon the scene. Except in

the case of the epic and the drama there is

no examination of the rise or nature of any

particular form of composition, and the ex

ceptions merely touch the familiar ground

of the origin of the Homeric poems and the

rise of the ./Eschylean tragedy. 'Some ac

count is given of the principal authors, their

works are more or less fully enumerated and

some of them analyzed, style and similar

matters are discussed in a summary and de- >

cisive tone—crities, ancient and modern, who

have held different views from those of Mr.

Mahatfy being sharply reprehended—-and the

final sections of some of the chapters are de

voted to bibliography, including modern im

itations and translations. Although Mr. Ma

haify is never otherwise than terse—or, more

properly speaking, curt—he sometimes conde

scends to repetition. Thus he tells us in three

or four different places that Sophocles and

Thucydides " play at hide-and-seek with the

reader.” These two authors, thus happily

classed together, represent " the artificial ob

scurity of the Attic epoch,” in distinction from

" the pregnant obscurity ” of Heracleitus and

./Eschylus and "the redundant obscurity of

some modern poets.” The attempt of " Clas

sen and others” to explain the involutions

and anacolutha of Thucydides by "the un

developed condition of Attic prose, and the

difficulties of wrestling with an unformed

idiom to express adequately great and preg

nant thoughts,” is triumphantly refuted by

the statement that " Euripides and Cratinus

had already perfected the use of Attic Greek

in dramatic dialogue,” and " in Attic prose

Antiphon had already attained clearness, as

we can see in his extant speeches.” As Clas

sen, in his discussion of the question, has not

omitted to notice Antiphon, it may be doubt

ed whether he would accept this fact as con

clusive. Another point in regard to Thucyd

ides is introduced in a manner that prepares

us for some startling disclosures : " As regards

the historian’s trustworthiness, it has been so

universally lauded that it is high time to de

clare how far his statements are to be accept

ed as absolute truths.” But expectation sub

sides when we are assured in the next sen

tence that " on contemporary facts his author

ity is -very good, and so far there has been no

proof of any inaccuracy brought home to

him.” He is open to doubt, it appears, "only

when he goes into archaeology,” by which

term Mr. Mahaffy understands early Sicilian

history, which " reaches back three hundred

years, nay to three hundred years before the

advent of the Greeks.” It has " only lately,”

it appears, been discovered that Thucydides

had no personal knowledge of the events of

that remote period, but' "copied from Dio

nysius of Syracuse,” and hence " the whole

tradition requires careful consideration.” In

that case, we fear, the "high time” for de

ciding on the "absolute truth” of the his

torian's statements will have to be indefinite

ly postponed. Meantime we learn from the

work before us the striking fact, that "the

night-escape of the Plateaus from their city,”

as related in the third book of Thucydides,

" has been reproduced in our own day by Sir

E. Creasy, in his Greek novel, The Otd Love

and (lie A/'ew.” It has sometimes been de

bated whether the Greeks had any novels:

it is now settled that they had oue—written

by an Englishman. It is to be hoped that

this discovery will give a new impetus to the

interest in Greek literature, which must be at
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a low ebb if Mr. Mahaffy be correct in stating

that "even diligent scholars find it a task to

read a dialogue of Plato honestly through.”

To be sure, if Plato's style and matter were

simply such as Mr. Mahaffy describes them,

there would be no great inducement to make

'the attempt. The same remark would apply

to most of the extant plays of Sophocles.

The (Edipus Rex, in particular, reveals itself

in Mr. Mahafl'y's analysis as a mere farrago

of inconsistencies and absurdities. In allu

sion to the very different estimate of Profes

sor Campbell, Mr. MahatTy remarks, " Though

I deeply respect this simple-hearted enthusi

asm, it does not appear to me the best way

of stimulating the study of any writer.” Still,

Mr. Mahalfy can occasionally defend a Greek

author against the strictures of other crities.

Thus he cannot agree with Mr. Simcox in

giving "some credence to the attacks on

Demosthenes charging him with unchastity.

These,” he observes, " the whole man's life

and his portrait-statue forbid us to believe.”

We do not quite understand how the fact that

Demosthenes was a " whole man” tends to

rebut the charge referred to, and if what

Mr. Mahaffy meant to say be "the man's

whole life,” this is simply begging the ques

tion, a part of that whole being the point

of dispute. But the evidence of the "por

trait-statue" is, of course, resistless, and one

cannot but regret, in the interests of public

decency, that testimony so conclusive is not

admitted in modern trials involving a similar

issue. One great characteristic of Mr. Ma

haffy's style is an unsparing use of the first

personal pronoun. "I think,” "I do not

think." "I conceive,” "I believe,” "I atl

vocate,” "I infer,” "I would select,” "I

had predicted,” are forms of expression strewn

abundantly, often in clusters, over the pages

of the work, the subject to which they refer

being generally one on which most other peo

ple do not " think" or " conceive ” as Mr.

Mahaffy does. One is reminded of an epi

gram on Whewell, master of Trinity College

(Oxford, not Dublin), after the appearance

of his Plurali!y of IVorl¢1s.'

His eye, as it ranges through boundless infinity,

Finds the ehief work of God the master of Trinity.

\\'illiam Cowper. By Goldwin Smith. (Eng

lish-Men-of-Letters Series.) New York:

Harper 82 Brothers.

Much thoughtful and sympathetic criticism

has been written on the life and writings of

Cowper, without any new facts being brought

to light or any decided progress made. His

character reveals itself and his life is minutely

recorded in his correspondence; but the few

points which his letters leave unexplained still

remain obscure after long search and study.

The question of his rupture with Lady Aus

ten, for instance, is just where Hayley left it.

His poems present elements so apparently

irreconcilable that, while their qualities are

universally recognized, their place in litera

ture is still an unsettled one. The reader

of T/1e Task may ask himself in one breath

whether it is poetry at all, or whether it be

not great poetry. There is no trace of the

instinctive poetic utterance of bards such as

Shelley and Keats, but there is a constant

appeal to the strongest and most elemen

tary human feelings, rarely met with in any

but the greatest works of art. It was never

Cowper’s fate to be exposed to that brilliant

but unsympathetic criticism which is the most

short-sighted kind. No comprehension of

him can be got without bringing in feeling

as a factor of judgment, and it would not

be singular if the moral beauty of his verse

should blind readers to its artistic faults. As

a matter of fact, however, the tendency now

a-days is to exaggerate Cowper's position

rather than his qualities, and this arises not

from warmth of feeling, but from hasty dog

matizing. There is a marked difference be

tween 77ze Task and any poem preceding it,

but the distance from T/it Task to The Ex

rursion is still wider. The resemblance to

Wordsworth in the former poem is tolerably

superficial: it is a likeness with a difference.

Cowper was the observer, not the priest, of

Nature, watching her minutely and tenderly,

but with none of Wordsworth's passion. The V

finest passages in The Task are wholly de

scriptive, and of description pure and simple

there is very little in Wordsworth’s writings.

Neither is there any strong proof of Cowper's

influence in the work of his successor, though

the influence felt most strongly by each was

the same—that of Milton. \\"hen M. Taine

speaks of the revolution effected by Cowper

as one of style, when Mr. Lowell character

izes ‘lVordsworth’s blank verse as " essen

tially the blank verse of Cowper,” those emi

nent crities agree in exalting Cowper above

his age at the very point where he is most

closely bound to it. In sentiment he made a

certain advance toward \Vordsworth, though

on a lower plane, but in diction he is distinctly
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of the eighteenth century. His style is often

as artificial as that of any of its rhymesters:

it is full of inversions, freighted with long,

formal words, and still more marred by

others of a false dilettante ring. Words

worth would never have spoken of " embel

lished Nature,” "embroidered banks,” or

applied the word "elegant” to a rose, any

more than he would have used "lubricity" '

or "stercoraceous" in verse.

Yet, formal as Cowper's language often is,

narrow as are the ideas which take up a large

part of his writings, the essence of his poetry

is its truth. A false note in feeling he seldom

struck, and the most artificial language can

not hinder his lines from going direct to the

heart. The high-water mark of his genius

was reached in two or three poems in which .

the words are in full harmony with the thought

and reflect it limpidly, with no attempt at the

"embellishment” which he too frequently

employed.

In a book designed to introduce the subject

to many readers we could have wished for a

little more sympathy of tone than Mr. Gold

win Smith has allowed himself in his other

wise admirable volume. It is hardly neces

sary, for instance, to insist on the obvious

narrowness of Cowper's religion. That the

book is too short is a failing on the right side,

and chargeable to the plan of the series rather

than the writer, whose terse style and excel

lent arrangement make it fullof interest. Cow

per’s life and poetry are bound together in a

singularly close union. He belongs by cir

cumstances rather than by genius to those un

fortunate minds which, thrown off the proper

balance, have gained a deeper insight and a

stronger hold upon others through their very

weakness. What lends a peculiar pathos and

charrn to his figure is the purity and gentle

ness of his mind, the efforts by which he clung

to truth in the cruel darkness of mental dis

ease, and the innocent gayety and light-heart

edness which alternated with gloom. Like

Rousseau, Cowper had, by the very reaction

from sadness, a rare keenness of enjoyment.

Little things were enough to feast it, and

hence the most trivial matters came natu

rally into his verse. His poems have cer

tainly had a varied history. Written to af

ford occupation to a mind on the verge of

madness, linked with the slightest events of

his daily life, it has been their fate to serve

for along time as poetic tracts, and after

ward to be exalted by crities as prophecies

of a new order of things, the beginning of

a literary revolution.
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A LYNX STIRS UP THE CAMP.

TASCA LAKE was first seen of white

men by William Morrison, an old

trader, in 18o4. Several expeditions at

tempted to find the source of the Great

River, but the region was not explored

till 18.1,2—by Schoolcraft, who regard

ed himself as the discoverer of Itasca.

Much interesting matter concerning the

lake and its vicinity has been written by

Schoolcraft, Beltrami and Nicollet, but

the exceeding difficulty of reaching it,

and the absence of any other induce

ments thither than a spirit of adventure

and curiosity, make visitors to its soli

tudes few and far between. Itasca is fed

in all by six small streams, each too in

significant to be called the river's source.

It has three arms—one to the south-east,

about three and a half miles long, fed by

a small brook of clear and lively water;

one to the south-west, about two miles and

a half long, fed by the five small streams

already described; and one reaching

northward to the outlet, about two and

a half miles. These unite in a central

portion about one mile square. The

arms are from one-fourth of a mile to

one mile wide, and the lake's extreme

length is about seven miles. Its water

is clear and warm. July thirteenth, when

the temperature of the air was 76°, the

water in the largest arm of the lake va

ried between 74° and 80°. We saw no

springs nor evidences of them, and the

water's temperature indicates that it re

ceives nothing from below. Still, it is

sweet and pure to the taste and bright

and sparkling to the eye. Careful sound

ings gave a depth varying between four

teen and a half and twenty-six feet. The

only island is that named by Schoolcraft

after himself in 1832. It is in the central

body ofthe lake, and commands a partial

view of each arm. It is about one hun

dred and fifty feet wide by three hundred

feet long, varying in height from its wa
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ter-line to twenty-five feet, and is thickly

timbered with maple, elm, oak and a l

thicket of bushes.

On Tuesday morning, July 14., at six

o'clock, we paddled away from the isl

and to the foot of the lake. The outlet is

entirely obscured by reeds and wild rice,

through which the water converges in

almost imperceptible current toward the

river's first definite banks. This screen

penetrated, I stopped the Kleiner Fritz

in mid-stream and accurately measured

width, depth and current. I found the

width twenty feet, the depth on either

side of my canoe as she pointed down

the stream thirty-one inches, and the

speed of the current two and one-tenth

miles to the hour. The first four miles

of the infant's course is swift and crook

ed, over a bed of red sand and gravel,

thickly interspersed with mussel and

other small shells, and bordered with

reeds. Through these, at two points,

we beat our way on foot, dragging the

canoes through unmade channels. In

deed, nearly all of these first four miles

demanded frequent leaps from the boats

to direct their swift and crooked course,

until we came to a stretch of savanna

country, through which the river washes

its way in serpentine windings for nine

miles with a gentle current from thirty to

sixty feet wide, bordered by high grass,

bearing the appearance and having the

even depth of a canal. An easy, monot

onous paddle through these broad mead

ows brought us to the head of the first

rapids, the scene of our two days' up

ward struggle. These rapids extend

about twelve miles as the river runs, al- I

ternating between rattling, rocky plunges

and swift, smooth water, for the most part

through a densely-wooded ravine cleft

through low but abrupt hills, and as lone

ly and cheerless as the heart of Africa.

The solitude is of that sort which takes

hold upon the very soul and weaves about

it hues of the sombrest cast. From our

parting with the Indians on first reaching 1

the river we had neither seen nor heard '

a human being, nor were there save here

and there remote traces of man's hand.

No men dwell there : nothing invites

men there. A few birds and fewer ani

|

mals hold absolute dominion. Wander

ing there, one's senses become intensely

alert. But for the hoot of the owl, the

caw of the crow, the scream of the eagle,

the infrequent twitter of small birds, the

mighty but subdued roar of insects, the

rush of water over the rocks and the sigh

and sough of the wind among the pines,

the lonely wanderer has no sign of aught

but the rank and dank vegetation and a

gloomy, oppressive plodding on and on,

without an instant's relief in the sights

and sounds of human life. \Ve entered

upon the descent of the rapids in no very

cheerful mood.

The downward way was easier, and we

had cleared away, in the upward struggle,

such obstructions as were within our con

trol. Still, we travelled slowly and wea

rily, and came out of our first day's home

ward work wet and worn into a camp in

the high grass a good twenty miles from

the start of the morning. We drew the

canoes from the water, made our beds

of blankets inside, lashed our paddles to

the masts for ridge-poles, thatched our lit

tle cabins with our rubber blankets, hung

our mosquito-bars beneath, then cooked

and ate under the flare of our camp-fire,

and sought our canoe-beds. for that sweet

sleep which comes of weariness of body,

but not of mind, under the bright stars

and broad-faced moon shining with un

wonted clearness in that clear air.

The night proved very cool. Our out

er garments, wet from so much leaping

in and out of the canoes, and rolled up

for storage on the decks over night, were

found in the early morning frozen stiff,

and had to be thawed before we could

unroll them. The thermometer register

ed 33° after six o'clock, and frost lay upon

all our surroundings.

For two and a half days our course was

down a stream winding gracefully through

a broad region of savanna country, oc

casionally varied by the crossing of low

sandy ridges beautifully groved by lofty

yellow pines. In the savannas the shores

are made of black soil drifted in,'and

forming, with the dense mass of grass

roots, a tough compound in which the

earthy and vegetable parts are about

equal, while the tall grass, growing per
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pendicularly from the shore, makes a

stretch of walls on either side, the mo

notony of which becomes at last so tire

some that a twenty-feet hill, a boulder as

large as a bushel basket or a tree of un

usual size or kind becomes specially in

teresting. Standing on tiptoe in the ca

noes, we could see nothing before or

around us but a boundless meadow, with

here and there a clump of pines, and

before and behind the serpent-like creep

|

1

ings of the river. The only physical life

to be seen was in the countless ducks,

chiefly of the teal and mallard varieties,

a few small birds and the fish—lake-trout,

grass-bass, pickerel and sturgeon—-con

stantly darting under and around us or

poised motionless in water so clear that

every fin and scale was seen at depths

of six and eight feet. The ducks were

exceedingly wild—something not easily

accounted for in that untroubled and un

 

A BLOW ON BALL CLUB LAKE.

inhabited country; but we were readily

able to reinforce our staple supplies with

juicy birds and flaky fish broiled over a

lively fire or baked under the glowing

coals.

By noon of Friday, the 18th, we had

come to an average width in the river

of eighty feet and a sluggish flow of six

feet in depth. Vt'e halted for our lunch at

the mouth of the South (or Plantagenian)

Fork of the Mississippi, up which School

craft's party pursued its way to Itasca

Lake. Thence a short run brought us

suddenly upon Lake Marquette, a love

ly sheet of water with clearly-defined

and solid shores, about one mile by two

in extent, exactly across the centre of

which the river' has entrance and exit.

Beyond this, a short mile brought us to

the sandy beaches of Bemidji Lake, the

first considerable body of water in our

downward travel, and about one hundred

and twenty-five miles, as the river winds,

VOL. XXVI.—1B

from Itasca. The real name of the lake, as

used by the Indians and whites adjacent,

is Benidjigemah, meaning "across the

lake," and Bemidji is frequently known

as Traverse Lake. It is a lovely, un

broken expanse, about seven miles long

and four miles wide. Its shores are of

beautiful white sand, gravel and boulders,

reaching back to open pine-groved bluffs.

Our shore-searchers found agate, topaz,

carnelian, etc. Our approach to Bemidji

had been invested with special interest as

the first unmistakable landmark in our

lonely wanderings, and as the home of

one man—a half-breed—the only human

being who has a home above Cass Lake.

We found his hut, but not himself, at the

river's outlet. The lodge is neatly built

of bark. It was surrounded by good

patches of corn, potatoes, wheat, beans

and wild raspberries. There is a stable

for a horse and a cow, and all about

were the conventional traps of a civil
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ized biped who lives upon a blending of

wit, woodcraft and industry. We greatly

wished to see this hermit, whose nearest

neighbors are thirty miles away. His

dog welcomed us with all the passion of

canine hunger and days of isolation, but

the master was gone to Leech Lake, as

we afterward found from his Cass Lake

neighbors. The wind favored a sail

across the lake—a welcome variation

from our hitherto entirely muscular pro

pulsion—so we rigged our spars and can

vas, drifted smoothly out into the trough

of the lively but not angry waves, and

swept swiftly across the clear, bright lit

tle sea. The white caps dashed over our

decks and a few sharp puffs half careen

ed our little ships, but the crossing was

safely and quickly made. It was yet

only mid-afternoon, but we had paddled

steadily and made good progress nearly

four days; so we went into early camp on

a bluff overlooking the entire lake, did

our first washing of travel-stained gar

ments, brought up epistolary arrearages,

caught two fine lake-trout for our next

breakfast and went to sound sleep in the

nine-and-a-half-o'clock twilight.

Vtle had been advised that we should

need guides in finding our exits from the

lakes, which were obscured by reeds and

wild rice. But no guide was to be had,

and we easily found our own way. The

river at the outlet of Bemidji Lake is about

one hundred and fifty feet wide, very shal

low, and runs swiftly over a bed of large

gravel and boulders thickly grown with

aquatic grass and weeds. We had gone

but a little way when a rattling ahead told

ofnear proximity to swift and rough water,

down which we danced at a speed peril

ous to the boats, but not to our personal

safety. The-river was unusually low, so

that the many bouldery rapids which oth

erwise would have been welcome were

now only the vexatious hints of what

might have been. The shallow foam

dashed down each rocky ledge without

channel or choice, and whichever way

we went we soon wished we had gone

another. The rocks were too many for

evasion, and the swift current caught ,

' then leaped astride her deck and paddledour keels upon their half- sunken heads,

which held us fast in imminent peril of a

swamp or a capsize, our only safety lying

in open eyes, quick and skilful use of the

paddle or a sudden leap overboard at a

critical instant. Added to these dilficul

ties, a gusty head wind and lively show

ers obscured the boulders and the few

open channels. So we went on all the

forenoon, hampered by our ponchos,

poling, drifting, paddling and peering

our way, blinded by wind and rain, till

we came to the last of these labyrinths,

liveliest and most treacherous ofall. We

were soaked, and only dreaded an upset

for our provisions and equipments. The

rapid was long, rough, swift, crooked.

The Kleiner Fritz led the way into the

swirl, and was caught, a hundred feet

down, hard and fast by her bow-keel,

swung around against another boulder

at her stern, and was pinned fast in no

sort of danger, the water boiling under

and around her, while her captain sat at

his leisure as under the inevitable, with

a don't-care-a-dash-ative procrastination

of the not-to-be-avoided jump overboard

and wade for deeper water. The Betsy

D., following closely, passed the Fritz

with a rush which narrowly escaped the

impalement of the one by the other's

sharp nose, struck, hung for a moment,

while the water dashed over her decks

and around her manhole, then washed

loose and went onward safely to still

water. The Fritz, solid as the Pyramids,

beckoned the Hattie to come on without

awaiting the questionable time of the lat

ter's release; so the namesake of the

hazel-eyed and brown-haired Indiana

girl came into the boil and bubble, sailed

gayly by the troubles of the others, was

gliding on toward quiet seas under her

skipper's gleeful whoops, when, bang!

went her bow upon a rock, from which

a moment's work freed her: tz-z-z-z-z-zip

crunched her copper nails over another

just under water, whence she went bump

ing and crunching, her captain's prudent

and energetic guidance knocking his flag

one way and his wooden hatch the other,

till finally his troubles were behind him.

Then the Fritz began to stir. Her com

mander went overboard and released her,

cautiously down the rift and slowly down

__l
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the quieter water below, howling through

the pelting rain,

" Then let the world wag along as it will :

\Ve'll be gay and happy still,"

until he came upon his comrades—one

stumbling about over the blackened roots

of grass and underbrush from a recent fire

in search of wood for our needed noon

day blaze; the other with wet matches

and birch bark, and imprecations for

which there was ample justification,

vainly seeking that without which hot cof

fee and broiled bacon cannot be. The

Kleiner Fritz's haversack supplied dry

matches, fire began to snap, coffee boil

ed, bacon sputtered on the ends of willow

rods, hard tack was set out for each man,

and we sat upon our heels for lunch un

PEKAGEMA FALLS.

der the weeping skies and willows, com

paring notes and experiences.

Thence, three hours through monoto

nous savanna and steady rain brought

us to the uppermost bay of Cass Lake,

and unexpectedly upon a straggling In

dian village. We bore down upon it with

yells, and there came tumbling out from

birch lodges and bark cabins the first hu

man beings we had seen for more than

ten days, in all the ages, sizes, tints, cos

tumes and shades of filth known to the

Chippewas of the interior wilderness. At

first they were a little shy of us, but we

got into a stumbling conversation with

the only man of the whole lot who wore

breeches or could compass a little Eng

lish, and soon the dirty, laughing, won

dering, chattering gang came down to

inspect us and our, to them, marvellous
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craft, and to fully enjoy what was per

haps the most interesting event in many

a long month of their uneventful lives.

Then we paddled across the bay, or up

per lake, out into the broader swells of

Cass Lake itself, pulled four miles across

to the northernmost point of Colcaspi, or

Grand Island, and made our second Sat

urday night's camp upon its white sands

at or very near the spot where Schoolcraft

and his party had encamped inJuly, forty

seven years before. The landward side

of the beautiful beach is skirted by an al

most impenetrable jungle. We had fre

quently seen traces, old and new, of deer,

moose, bears and smaller animals, but

had seen none of the animals themselves

save one fine deer, and our sleep had

been wholly undisturbed by prowlers ;

so we sank to rest on Grand Island with

no fears of invasion. At midnight the

occupant of the Kleiner Fritz was aroused

by a scratching upon the side of the ca

noe and low, whining howls. He partially

arose, confused and half asleep, in doubt

as' to the character of his disturber, which

went forward, climbed upon the deck and

confronted him through the narrow gable

of his rubber roof with a pair of fiery eyes,

which to his startled imagination seemed

like the blazing of a comet in duplicate.

The owner of the eyes was at arm's length,

with nothing but a mosquito-bar interven

ing. Thenthe eyes suddenly disappeared,

and the scratching and howling were re

newed in a determined and partially suc

cessful effort to get between the overlap

ping rubber blankets to the captain of the

Fritz. This movement was defeated by a

quick grasp of the edges of the blankets,

and while the animal was snarling and

pawing at the shielded fist of his intend

ed victim lusty shouts went out for the

camp to arouse and see what the enemy

might be, as the Fritz was unwilling to

uncover to his unknown assailant. The

Hattie's skipper, hard by, saw that some

thing unusual was on hand, peered out,

and so increased the uproar as to draw

the adversary's attack. Then the Betsy

bore down upon us all just as the hungry

and persistent beast was crouching for a

leap at the I-lattie's jugular, the loud bang

of a Parker rifle rang out upon the stillness,

and a fine, muscular lynx lay dead at the

Cincinnati Nimrod's feet. The animal's

trail showed that he had prowled around

our bacon and hard tack in contempt, had

inspected the Betsy's commander as he

lay on the sand in his blanket and under

a huge yellow mosquito-bar, but had evi

dently concluded that any man who could

snore as that man usually did was not a

good subject for attack, and so came on

down the beach in search of blood less

formidably defended. We renewed our

fire, examined our dead disturber, and

turned in again to sound sleep under the

assuring suggestion ofthe Cincinnati man

that, whatever else the jungle might hide,

two cannon-balls rarely enter the same

hole.

Our heavy and late slumber was broken

by the laugh and chatter of two Indian

women and a child, who in a bark canoe

a little way from shore were regarding

our camp in noisy curiosity. My blanket

suddenly thrown aside and a good-morn

ing in English took them by surprise, and

they paddled away vigorously toward a

group of lodges some four miles across

the lake. In the glorious sunset of a

restful Sunday we crossed the glassy lake

to its outlet, taking two fine lake-trout of

four pounds as we went, and glided out

of as beautiful a lake as sun and moon

shine upon into the swift, steady, deep

current of what for the first time in its

long way Gulfward bears the full dignity

of a river. Its green banks are some two

hundred feet apart. The water has a

regular depth of from five to six feet, and

all the way to Lake Winnibegoshish af

fords an unbroken channel for a medium

sized Western steamer. The shores, al

ternating between low, firm, grass-grown

earth and benches of luxuriant green

twenty feet high, grown over with open

groves of fine yellow pines, were so beau

tiful and regular that we could hardly

persuade ourselves that we should not

see, as we rounded the graceful curves,

some fine old mansion of which these

turfed knolls and charming groves seein

ed the elegant lawns and parks. Our fleet

unanimously voted the river between Cass

and Winnibegoshish Lakes the mostbeau

tiful of all its upper course.
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VVe began our second week upon the

Mississippi with a breakfast of baked lake

trout, slapjacks, maple syrup and coffee,

which embodied the culinary skill of the

entire fleet: then started for Winnibego

shish in the height of good spirits and

physical vigor. In one of our easy, five

miles-an-hour swings around the graceful

curves we were met by a duck flying close

over our heads with noisy quacks. A

little farther we came upon the cause of

the bird's lively flight in an Indian boy,

1 not above nine years old, paddling a large

. birch canoe, over the gunwale of which

peeped the muzzle of a sanguinary-look

l, ing old shot-gun. The diminutive sports

’ man was for a moment dashed by our

sudden and novel appearance, but, from

the way he urged his canoe and from the

determined set of his dirty face, we had

small room to doubt the ultimate fate of

the flying mallard. Anothercurve brought

l us in sight of the home of the little sav

l age, where a dozen Indians, in all stages
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of nudity, were encamped upon a high

bluff. A concerted whoop from our fleet

brought all of them from their smoky

lodges, and we swept by under their won

dering eyes and exclamations. Then

the high land was left behind, and half

an hour between low meadows brought

us out upon the yellow sands and heav

ing swells of Lake Winnibegoshish, the

largest in the Mississippi chain, the di

mensions of which, including its lovely

north-eastern bay, are about eleven by

thirteen miles. The name signifies "mis

erable dirty-water lake," but save a faint

tinge of brown its waters are as pure and

sparkling as those of any of the upper

lakes. Our entrance upon Winnibego

shish was under a driving storm of wind

and mist, against which we paddled three

miles to Duck Point, a slender finger of

wooded sand and boulder reaching half

a mile out, at whose junction with the

main land is a miserable village of most

villainous - looking Indians. One man

alone could speak a little English, and

through him we negotiated for replenish

ing our provisions. Meantime, the storm

freshened and embargoed an eight-mile

journey across an open and boiling sea;

so we paddled to the outermost joint upon

the jutting finger for a bivouac under the

trees, waiting the hoped-for lull of wind

and wave at sunset. The smoke of our

fire invited to our camp the hungry na

tives, who dogged us at every turn all

the long afternoon, in squads of all num

bers under twenty, and of all ages be

tween two and seventy. One club-footed
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and club -handed fellow of forbidding

visage protested with hand and head that

he neither spoke nor understood our ver

nacular. Later, he sidled up to the Hat

tie's skipper and said in an earnest $olla

z/oce, "Gib me dime." Denied the dime,

he intimated to the Betsy that he doted

on bacon, of which we were each broiling

a slice. The Betsy's captain was bent

upon securing an Indian fish-spear, and

he pantomimed to the twinkling eyes of

the copper-skin that he would invest a

generous chunk of bacon in barbed iron.

The Indian strode back to his village, and

soon returned with the spear, which he

transferred to the Betsy's stores.

The conventional Indian maiden be

sieged the bachelor two-thirds of our ex

pedition with all the wiles that could be

embodied in a comely and clean-calicoed

charmer up in the twenties, who finally

bore away from the Betsy's private stores a

fan of stunning colors and other odds and

ends of a St. Paul notion-store ; while the

guileless commander of the Hattie, whose

cumulative years should have taught him

better, and whose thinly-clad brain-shel

ter and disreputable attempt at sailor cos

tume should have blunted all feminine

javelins, surrendered to the ugliest old

septuagenarian in the village, and sent

her heart away rejoicing in the ownership

of a policeman's whistle courted by her

leering eyes and already smirched by her

dirty lips, together with a stock of tea,

crackers and bacon for which her ex

panded corporosity evinced no imminent

need. At last rid of our importunate ac

quaintances, we turned in for a sleep,

which we resolved should be broken at

the first moment, dark or light, when we

might cross the lake. Before daylight

the Betsy's resonant call awoke us, and

in the earliest gray we paddled out upon

a heavy but not foaming sea, and after two

and a half hours of monotonous splash

ing in the trough of the waves landed for

breakfast on the eastern shore, whence

we crossed a lovely bay and passed out

once more upon the river.

A mile on our way we came to the

prettiest of the many Indian burying

grounds which we saw now and then.

Formerly, the Indians deposited their

dead upon rude scaffolds well up in

the air. Now they seek high ground

and place the bodies of the departed in

shallow graves, over which they build

little wooden houses a foot or two high

with gabled roofs, and mark each with a

white flag raised upon a pole a few feet

above the sleeper's head. In this neigh

borhood we inquired of a stalwart brave

concerning our proximity to a portage by

means of which a short walk over to a

small lake near the head of Ball Club

Lake anda pull of six miles down the

latter would bring us out again into the

river, and save a tedious voyage of twen

ty-five to thirty miles through a broad

savanna. The Indian in his old birch

canoe joined our fleet, and led us to the

beginning of the portage near the foot of

Little Winnipeg Lake. We had carried

two canoes and all the baggage over to

the water on the other side of a sandy

ridge, leaving only the Kleiner Fritz to

be brought, when our guide and packer,

with a preliminary grunt, said " Money ?"

inquiring how much we intended to pay

him. He had worked hard for four

hours, for which we tried to tell him that

we should pay him one dollar when he

should bring over the remaining canoe;

but we could not make him understand

what a dollar was. We then laid down,

one after another, four silver quarter

dollars and two bars of tobacco; where

upon he gave a satisfied grunt and an

affirmative nod, disappeared in the for

est, and in less than an hour returned

with the Fritz upon his steaming shoul

ders, having covered more than three

miles in the round trip.

As we pulled out upon Ball Club Lake

a gentle stern wind bade us hoist our

canvas for an easy and pleasant sail of

six or seven miles down to the open river.

\Ve glided out gayly before a gentle breeze,

and sailed restfully over the little rippling

waves, our speed increasing, though we

hardly noted the signs of a gale driv

ing after us over the hills behind. The

Hattie was leading well over to the port

shore, the Fritz bearing straight down the

middle, with the Betsy on the starboard

quarter, when the storm struck us with a

vigor that increased with each gust. The
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black clouds swished over our hmds,

seemingly almost within reach of our

paddles. The sails tugged at the sheets

with tiresome strength. The canoes

now plunged into a wave at the bows

and were now swept by others astern, as

they rushed forward like mettlesome colts

or hung poised upon or within a rolling

swell, until, with the increasing gale, the

roaring waves dashed entirely over decks

and men. The Hattie bore away to lee

ward and rode the gale finely, but at last

prudence bade the furling of her sail. Ex

pecting no such blow, the Fritz had not

taken the precaution to arrange her rub

ber apron for keeping out the waves from

her manhole, and now, between holding

the sheet, steering and watching the gus

ty wind, neither hand nor eye could be

spared for defensive preparations; so her

skipper struck sail and paddled for the

westward shore, with the Betsy lunging

and plunging close behind. We on the

windward side sought the smoother water

within the reeds, and drove along rapid

ly under bare poles, out of sight of the

Hattie, separated at nightfall by miles of

raging sea. We rode before the wind to
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the foot of the lake, where we were con

fronted by the alternative of atoilsome and

unsafe paddle around the coast against the

storm's full force, or camping in mutual

anxiety as to the fate of the unseen party

—a by no means pleasant sedative for a

night's rest upon wild and uninhabited

shores. We decided upon the pull, and

labored on, now upon the easy swells

within the reeds, and then tossing upon

the crests in open places, until at last a

whirling column of smoke a mile ahead

gave us assurance of the Hattie's safety.

The reunited fleet paddled down into the

Mississippi, enlivening the darkness until

we could find camping-ground beyond

the marshes by a comparison of storm

experiences and congratulations that we

had escaped the bottom of the lake.

Late in the afternoon of the next day,

after a monotonous pull through the in

terminable windings of Eagle Nest Sa

vanna, we swept around a curve of high

tillable land upon the uppermost farm cul

tivated by whites, eighteen miles above

Pekagema Falls, and one hundred and

seventy miles by river beyond the North

ern Pacific Railroad. Thomas Smith and

his partner, farming, herding and lumber

ing at the mouth of Vermilion River, were

the first white men we had seen since July

6, seventeen days, and with them we en

joyed a chat in straight English. Nine

miles below we camped at River Camp,

the second farm downward, where we

were kindly supplied with vegetables and

with fresh milk, which seemed to us then

like the nectar of the gods. Thursday,
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24th, we reached Pekagema Falls, awild

pitch of some twenty feet, with rapids

above and below, down which the strong

volume of the .river plunges with terrible

force in picturesque beauty. A carry

around the falls and three miles of pad

dling brought us to Grand Rapids, and

we rushed like the wind into the whirl

and boil of its upper ledge, down the

steep and crooked incline for two hun

dred yards, out of which we shot up to

the bank under a little group of houses

where Warren Potter and Knox & Wake

field conduct the uppermost post-olfice

and stores upon the river. We speedily

closed our partly-completed letters and

posted them for a pack-mail upon an

Indian's back sixty-five miles to Aitkin,

while we should follow the tortuous river

thither for one hundred and fifty miles.

We had hoped for a rest and lift hence

to Aitkin upon the good steamboat City

of Aitkin, which makes a few lonely trips

each spring and fall, but the low water had

prevented her return from her last voyage,

made ten days before our arrival. Our

stores replenished, after two hours of rest

we started again in a driving rain, and

under the hearty hm 1/oyage of a dozen

frontiersmen and Indians shot the two

lively lower ledges of Grand Rapids,

and came out on smooth water, whose

sluggish flow, broken by a very few rifts,

bore us thence one hundred and fifty

miles to the next white settlement at Alt

kin. The entire distance lies through low

bottom-lands heavily timbered, and our

course was drearily monotonous. We left

Grand Rapids at mid-afternoon of Thurs

day, July 24, and camped on Friday night

four miles below Swan River. Late on

Saturday we passed Sandy Lake River

—where formerly were a large Indian

population and an important trading

post, founded and for many years con

ducted by Mr. Aitkin, who was promi

nently identified with the early history

of that region, and is now commemorated

in the town and county bearing his name,

but where now remain only one or two

deserted cabins and a few Indian graves,

over which white flags were flapping in

the sultry breeze—and camped two miles

below. Monday's afternoon brought us

to Aitkin, so that we had covered one hun

dred and fifty miles of sluggish channel,

at low summer tide, in three working days.

We had been four weeks beyond possi

bility of home-tidings, and we swooped

down upon the disciple of Morse in that

far-away village with work that kept him

clicking for an hour. We were hand

somely taken in by Warren Potter, a pio

neer and an active and intelligent factor

in the business of that region, in whose

tasteful home we for the first time in a

month sat down and ate in Christian fash

ion under a civilized roof. Having lost

a week in the farther wilderness, we de

cided to take the rail to Minneapolis, that

we might enjoy the beautiful river thence

to Lake Pepin, yet reach our homes with

in the appointed time. Half a day was

enjoyed at Brainerd, the junction of the

Northern Pacific main line with the St.

Paul branch, and the most important town

between Lake Superior and the Missouri.

It is beautifully built and picturesquely

scattered among the pines upon the Mis

sissippi's eastern bank, not far above Crow

Wing River. Thence we were carried

over the splendid railway, passing the

now abandoned Fort Ripley, winding

along or near to the river and across

the wheat-fields, through the busy and

beautiful city of mills, below St. Antho

ny's roar and down the dancing rapids

to a pleasant island-camp between the

green-and-gray bluffs that bind Minne

apolis to Minnehaha—the first really

fine scenery this side of Itasca's solitude.

A delightful paddle under a bright morn

ing sun and over swift, clear water car

ried us to the little brook whose laughter,

three-quarters of a mile up a deep ravine,

has been sent by Longfellow rippling out

ward to all the world. VVe rounded the

great white-faced sand-rock that marks

the outlet, paddled as far as we might up

the quiet stream, beached the canoes un

der the shade of the willows, walked a lit

tle way up the brook, past a deserted mill,

under cool shadows of rock and wood, and

enjoyed for half an hour the simple, se

ductive charms of the "Laughing Wa

ter." Then we tramped back to our boats,

floated down under the old walls of Fort

Snclling and between the chalk -white
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cliffs which line the broadening river, I anded stream carried us to Lake Pepin,

until we came in sight of St. Paul's roofs [ one of the loveliest mirrors that reflects

and spires, and soon were enjoying the

thoughtful care and generous hospitality

of the Minnesota Boat Club. Another

day's close brought us to Red Wing,

backgrounded by the green bluffs and

reddened cliffs of its bold hills. One

more pull down the now broad and isl

the sun, and to Frontenac's white beach.

The keels of the Fritz, the Betsy and the

Hattie crunched the sands at the end of

their long journey, the boats were shunted

back upon the railway, and their weary

owners were soon dozing in restful lor

getfulness upon the couches of the un
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surpassed Chicago, Milwaukee and St.

Paul line.

Beyond reasonable doubt, our party is

the only one that ever pushed its way by

boat up the entire course of the farther

most Mississippi. Beyond any question,

our canoes were the first wooden boats

that ever traversed those waters. School

craft, in 1832, came all the way down the

upper river without portages, but he had

very high water and many helpers, in

spite of which one of his birch canoes was

wrecked. The correspondent of a New

York newspaper claimed the complete I have ever been.

trip in his canoe some five years ago,

but his own guide and others told us

that his Dolly Varden never was above

Brainerd, and that his portages above

were frequent. So we may well feel an

honest pride in our Rushton-built Rob

Roys and our hard knocks, and may

remember with pardonable gratification

that upon our own feet and keels we have

penetrated the solitudes lying around the

source of the world's most remarkable

river, where no men live and where, prob

ably, not more than two-score white men

A. H. SIEGFRIED.
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ADAM AND EVE.

CHAPTER XXVI.

Y the time Reuben May entered the

little town of Looe he had come to

a decision about his movements and how

he should carry out his plan of getting

back to London. Not by going with

Captain Triggs, for the monotonous in

action of a sailing voyage would now be

insupportable to him, but by walking as

far as he could, and now and then, when

ever it was possible, endeavoring to get

a cheap lift on the road. His first step

must therefore be to inform Triggs of his

decision, and to do this he must get back

to Plymouth, a distance from Looe of

some fifteen or sixteen miles.

In going through Looe that morning

he had stopped for a few minutes at a

small inn which stood not far from the

beach; and having now crossed the riv

er which divides West from East Looe,

he began looking about for this house,

intending to get some refreshments, to

rest for an hour or so, and then proceed

on his journey.

Already the town-clock was striking

six, and Reuben calculated that if he

started between nine and ten he should

have time to take another good rest on

the road—which he had already once

that day traversed—and reach Plymouth

Barbican, where the Mary Jane lay, by

daybreak.

The inn found, he ordered his meal

and informed the landlady of his inten

tion.

"Why, do 'ee stop here till mornin',

then," exclaimed the large-hearted Corn

ish woman. "If 'tis the matter o' the

money," she added, eying him critical

ly," that's hinderin' 'ee from it, it needn't

to, for I'll see us don't have no quarrel

'bout the price o' the bed."

Reuben assured her that choice, not

necessity, impelled his onward foot

steps; and, thus satisfied, she bade him

"Take and lie down on the settle there

inside the bar-parlor; for," she added,

"'less 'tis the sergeant over fra Liskeard

'tain't likely you'll be disturbed no ways;

and I shall be in and out to see you'm

all right."

Reuben stretched himself out, and,

overcome by the excitement and fatigue

of the day, was soon asleep and dream

ing of those happier times when he and

Eve had walked as friends together. Sud

denly some one seemed to speak her

name, and though the name at once

wove itself into the movement of the

dream, the external sound had aroused

the sleeper, and he opened his eyes to

see three men sitting near talking over

their grog.

With just enough consciousness to al

low of his noticing that one was a soldier

and the other two were sailors, Reuben

looked for a minute, then closed his eyes,

and was again sinking back into sleep

when the name of Eve was repeated, and

this time with such effect that all Reu

ben's senses seemed to quicken into life,

and, cautiously opening his eyes, so as to

look without being observed, he saw that

it was the soldier who was speaking.

"Young chap, thinks I," he was say

ing, "you little fancy there's one so near

who's got your sweetheart's seal dangling

to his fob ;" and with an air of self-satis

fied vanity he held out for inspection a

curious little seal which Reuben at once

recognized as the same which he himself

had given to Eve.

The unexpected sight came upon him

with such surprise that, had not the height

of the little table served as a screen to

shelter him from view, his sudden move

ment must have betrayed his wakefulness.

" He's a nice one for any woman to be

tied to, he is 2" replied the younger of the

two sailors. "Why, the only time as I

ever had what you may call a fair look

at un was one night in to the King o'

Proosia's, and there he was dealing out

his soft sawder to little Nancy Lagassick

as if he couldn't live a minute out o' her

sight."

" That's about it," laughed the soldier.
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"He's one of your own sort there: you

Jacks are all alike, with a wife in every

port. However," he added—and as he

spoke he gave a complacent stroke to

his good-looking face—"he may thank

his stars that a matter of seven miles or

so lays between his pretty Eve and Cap

tain Van Courtland's troop, or there'd

have been a cutting-out expedition that,

saving the presence of those I speak be

fore "—and he gave a most exasperating

wink—"might have proved a trifle more

successful than such things have of late."

"Here, 1 say," said the sailor, flaming

up at this ill-timed jocularity, "p'ra'ps

you'll tell me what 'tis you're drivin' at;

for I've got to hear of it if you, or any 0'

your cloth either, ever made a find yet.

'You're mighty 'cute ‘bout other folks,

though when the spirits was under yer

very noses, and you searched the houses

through 'twas knowed to be stowed in,

you couldn't lay hold on a single cask.

'Tis true we mayn't have nabbed the

men, but by jingo if 't has come to us

bein' made fools of by the women!"

"There, now, stash it there!" said his

older comrade, who had no wish to see

a quarrel ensue. "So far as I can see,

there's no cause for bounce 'twixt either

o' us; though only you give us a chance

of getting near to them, sergeant," he said,

turning to the soldier, "and I'll promise

you shall make it all square with this

pretty lass you fancy while her lover's

cutting capers under Tyburn tree."

"' A chance?' " repeated his compan

ion, despondingly: "where's it to come

from, and the only one we'd got cut away

from under us by those Hart chaps?"

"How so? where's the Hart 'off to,

then?" asked the sergeant.

"Off to Port Mellint," said the man

addressed. "Nothing but a hoax, I fan

cy, but still she was bound to go ;" and

so saying he tossed off the remainder of

his grog and began making a movement,

saying, as he did so, to his somewhat

quarrelsomely-disposed shipmate, "Here,

I say, Bill, come 'long down to the ren

dezvoos with me, and if there's nothin'

up for to-night what d'ye say to stepping

round to Paddy Burke's ? He's asked us

to come ever so many times, you know."

"Paddy Burke?" said the sergeant.

"Whatl do you know him? Why, if

you're going there, I'll step so far with

you."

" We1l, we're bound for the rendezvoos

first," said the sailor.

"All right! I can find plenty to do

while you're in there."

"Then come along;' and, only stop

ping to exchange a few words in passing

with the landlady, out they all went, and

Reuben was left alone, a prey to the

thoughts which now came crowding into

his mind.

For a few minutes he sat with his arms

resting on the table as if communing with

himself: then, starting up as if filled with

a sudden resolve, he went out and asked

the landlady a few commonplace ques

tions, and finally inquired whereabouts

and in what direction did the rendezvous

lie.

"Close down by the bridge, the first

house after you pass the second turning.

Why?" she said: "be 'ee wanting to see

anybody there ?"

" No," said Reuben: "I only heard the

fellows that came in there talking about

the rendezvous, and I wondered whether

I'd passed it."

"Why, iss, o' course you did, comin'

in. 'Tis the house with the flag stream

in' over the doorways."

Reuben waited for no further informa

tion. He said something about not know

ing it was so late, bade the landlady a

rather abrupt farewell, and went his way.

Down the narrow street he hurried,

turned a corner, and found himself in

front of the house indicated, outside

which all was dark. Nobody near, and,

with the exception of himself, not a soul

to be seen. Inside, he could hear voices,

and the more plainly from the top sash

of the window being a little way open.

By the help of the iron stanchion driven

in to support the flagstaff he managed to

get up, steady himself on the window-sill

and take a survey of the room. Several

men were in it, and among them the two

he had already seen, one of whom was

speaking to a person whom, from his uni

form, Reuben took to be an officer.

The sight apparently decided what he
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had before hesitated about, and getting

down he took from his pocket a slip of

paper—one he had provided in case he

should want to leave a message for Eve

—and rapidly wrote on it these words:

"The Lottery is expected at Polperro to

night. They will land at Down End as

soon as the tide will let them get near."

Folding this, he once more mounted

the window-sill, tossed the paper into

the room, lingered for but an instant to

see that it was picked up, then jumped

down, ran with all speed, and was soon

lost amid the darkness which surrounded

him.

As he hurried from the house an echo

seemed to carry to his ears the shout

which greeted this surprise—a surprise

which set every one talking at once,

each one speaking and no one listen- '

ing. Some were for going, some for

staying away, some for treating it as a

serious matter, others for taking it as a

joke.

At length the officer called "Silence !"

and after a pause, addressing the men

present in a few words, he said that

however it might turn out he considered

that he should only be doing his duty by

ordering the boats to proceed to the place

named and see what amount oftruth there

was in this somewhat mysterious manoeu

vre. If it was nothing but a hoax they

must bear to have the laugh once more

turned against them; but should it turn

out the truth! The buzz which greeted

this bare supposition showed how favor

ably his decision was regarded, and the

absent men were ordered to be summon

ed without delay. Everything was got

ready as quickly as possible, and in a lit

tle over an hour two boats started, fully

equipped and manned, to lie in ambush

near the coast midway between Looe

and Polperro.

While Fate, in the shape of Reuben

May, had been hastening events toward

a disastrous climax, the course of circum

stances in Polperro had not gone altogeth

er smoothly. To Eve's vexation, because

of the impossibility ofspeaking of her late

encounter with Reuben May, she found

on her return home that during her ab

sence Mrs. Tucker had arrived, with the

rare and unappreciated announcement

that she had come to stop and have her

tea with them. The example set by Mrs.

Tucker was followed by an invitation to

two or three other elderly friends, so that

between her hospitality and her excite

ment Joan had no opportunity of noticing

any undue change in Eve's manner or

appearance. Two or three remarks were

made on her pale face and abstracted air,

but this more by the way of teasing than

anything else; while Joan, remembering

the suppressed anxiety she was most

probably trying to subdue, endeavored

, to come to her aid and assist in turn

ing away this over-scrutiny of her tell

tale appearance.

The opportunity thus afforded by si

lence gave time for reflection, and Eve,'

who had never been quite straightfor

ward or very explicit about herself and

Reuben May, now began to hesitate.

Perhaps, after all, it would be better to

say nothing, for Joan was certain to

ask questions which, without betraying

' the annoyance she had undergone, Eve

hardly saw her way to answering. Again,

it was not impossible but that Reuben's

anger might relent, and if so he would

most probably seek another interview,

in which to beg her pardon.

In her heart Eve hoped and believed

this would be the case; for, indignant

ly as she had defied Reuben's scorn

and flung back his reproaches, they had

been each a separate sting to her, and

she longed for the chance to be afford

ed Reuben of seeing how immeasur

ably above the general run of men was

the one she had chosen.

"Here, I say, Eve!" exclaimed Joan,

as she came in-doors from bidding good

bye to the last departure: "come bear a

hand and let's set the place all straight:

I can't abide the men's coming home to

find usall in a muddle."

Eve turned to with a good will, and

the girls soon had the satisfaction of see

ing the room look as bright and cheery

as they desired.

" Let's see—ten minutes past 'leben,"

said Joan, looking at the clock. ''I don't

see how 'tis possible for 'em to venture

in 'fore wan, 'less 'tis to Yallow Rock,
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and they'd hardly try that. What do 'ee

say, Eve? Shall we run up out to cliff,

top o' Talland lane, and see if us can

see any signs of 'em ?"

"Oh do, Joan!"

And, throwing their cloaks over them,

off they set.

"Here, give me your hand," said Joan

as they reached the gate and entered upon

the path which Eve had last' trod with

Adam by her side. "I knaw the path

better than you, and 'tis a bit narrow for

a pitch-dark night like this. Take care:

we'm come to the watter.

Now up we goes till we get atop, and

then we'll have a good look round us."

Thus instructed, Eve managed to get

on, and, stumbling up by Joan's side,

they quickly reached the narrow line of

level which seemed to overhang the

depths below.

"Vi'e couldn't see them if they were

there," said Eve, turning to Joan, who

was still peering into the darkness.

"No, 'tis blacker than I thought," said

Joan cheerily : " that's ever so much help

to 'em, and— Hooray! the fires is out!

Do 'ee see, Eve? There ain't a spark o'

nothin' nowheres. Ole Jonathan's hoax

ed 'em fine this time : the gawpuses have

sooked it all in, and, I'll be bound, raced

off so fast as wind and tide 'ud carry 'em."

"Then they're sure to come now ?" said

Eve excitedly.

"Certain," said Joan. "They've seed

the fires put out, and knaw it means the

bait's swallowed and the cruiser is off. I

shouldn't wonder a bit if they'm close in

shore, only waitin' for the tide to give 'em

a proper draw o' water, so that they may

send the kegs over."

"Should we go on a bit farther," said

Eve, "and get down the hill by the War

ren stile? We might meet some of 'em,

perhaps." -

"Better not," said Joan. "To tell 'ee

the truth, 'tis best to make our way home

so quick as can, for I wudn't say us 'ull

have 'em back quicker than I thought."

"Then let's make haste," exclaimed

Eve, giving her hand to Joan, while she

turned her head to take a farewell glance

in the direction where it was probable the

vessel was now waiting. "Oh, Joan !

That's right. ,

what's that ?" For a fiery arrow had

seemed to shoot along the darkness,

and in quick succession came another

and another.

Joan did not answer, but she seemed

to catch her breath, and, clutching hold

of Eve, she made a spring up on to the

wall over which they had before been

looking. And now a succession of sharp

cracks were heard, then the tongues of

fire darted through the air, and again all

was gloom.

"O Lord !" groaned Joan, "I hope 'tain't

nothin's gone wrong with 'em." '

In an instant Eve had scrambled up by

her side: "What can it be? what could

go wrong, Joan ?"

But Joan's whole attention seemed now

centred on the opposite cliff, from where,

a little below Hard Head, after a few

minutes' watching, Eve saw a blue light

burning: this was answered by another

lower down, then a rocket was sent up,

at sight of which Joan clasped her hands

and cried, "Awh, 'tis they! 'tis they!

Lord save 'em! Lord help 'em! They

cursed hounds have surely played 'em

false."

"What! not taken them, Joan ?"

"They won't be taken," she said fierce

ly. " Do you think, unless 'twas over their

dead bodies, they'd ever let king's men

stand masters on the Lottery's deck ?"

Eve's heart died within her, and with

one rush every detail of the lawless life

seemed to come before her.

"There they go again!" cried Joan;

and this time, by the sound, she knew

their position was altered to the westward

and somewhat nearer to land. " Lord

send they mayn't knaw their course!"

she continued: "'tis but a point or two

on, and they'll surely touch the Steeple

Reef.—Awh, you blidthirsty cowards! I

wish I'd the pitchin' of every man of 'ee

overboards : 'tis precious little mercy you'd

get from me. And the blessed sawls to

be caught in yer snarin' traps close into

home, anighst their very doors, too !—

Eve, I must go and see what they means

to do for 'em. ' They'll never suffer to see

'em butchered whilst there's a man in

Polperro to go out and help 'em."

Forgetting in her terror all the dilficul
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ties she had before seen in the path, Eve

managed to keep up with Joan, whose

flying footsteps never stayed until she

found herself in front of a long building

close under shelter of the Peak which

had been named as a sort of assembling

place in-case of danger.

" 'Tis they?" Joan called out in breath

less agony, pushing her way through the

crowd of men now hastening up from

all directions toward the captain of the

Cleopatra.

"I'm feared so ;' and his grave face

bespoke how fraught with anxiety his

fears were.

"What can it be, d'ee think ?"

" Can't tell noways. They who brought

us word saw the Hart sail, and steady

watch has been kept up, so that us knaws

her ain't back."

" You manes to do somethin' for 'em ?"

said Joan.

"Never fear but us‘ll do what us can,

though that's mighty little, I can tell 'ee,

Joan."

Joan gave an impatient groan. Her

thorough comprehension of their danger

and its possible consequences lent activ

ity to her distress, while Eve, with noth

ing more tangible than the knowledge

that a terrible danger was near, seemed

the prey to indefinite horrors which took

away from her every sense but the sense

of suffering.

By this time the whole place was astir,

people running to this point and that,

asking questions, listening to rumors,

hazarding a hundred conjectures, each

more wild than the other. A couple of

boats had been manned, ready to row

round by the cliff One party had gone

toward the Warren, another to Yellow

Rock. All were filled with the keenest

desire not only to aid their comrades, but

to be revenged on those who had snared

them into this cunningly-devised pitfall.

But amid all this zeal arose the question,

What could they do?

Absolutely nothing, for by this time the

firing had ceased, the contest was appa

rently over, and around them impene

trable darkness again reigned supreme.

To show any lights by which some point

serve as abeacon to the enemy. To send

out a boat might be to run it into their

very jaws, for surely, were assistance

needed, those on board the Lottery would

know that by this time trusty friends were

anxiously watching, waiting for but the

slightest signal to be given to risk life

and limb in their service.

The wisest thing to be done was to put

everything in order for a sudden call, and

then sit down and' patiently abide the re

sult. This decision being put into effect,

the excited crowd began to thin, and be

fore long, with the exception of those who

could render assistance, very few lookers

on remained. Joan had lingered till the

last, and then, urged by the possibility

that many of her house-comforts might

be needed, she hurried home to join Eve,

who had gone before her.

With their minds running upon all the

varied accidents of a fight, the girls, with

out exchanging a word of their separate

fears, got ready what each fancied might

prove the best remedy, until, nothing more

being left to do, they sat down, one on

each side of the fire, and counted the

minutes by which time dragged out this

weary watching into hours.

" Couldn't 'ee say a few hymns or some

thin', Eve?" Joan said at length, with a

hope of breaking this dreadful monotony.

Eve shook her head.

"No ?" said Joan disappointedly. "I

thought you might ha' knowed o' some."

Then, after another pause, struck by a

happier suggestion, she said, "S'pose us

was to get down the big Bible.and read

a bit, eh? \Vhat do 'ee say?"

But Eve only shook her head again.

"No," she said, in a hard, dry voice: "I

couldn't read the Bible now."

"Couldn't 'ee ?" sighed Joan. "Then,

after all, it' don't seem that religion and

that's much of a comfort. By what

I'd heard," she added, "I thought 'twas

made o' purpose for folks to lay hold on

in times o' trouble."

CHAPTER XXVII.

IT was close upon three o'clock: Joan

of land should be discovered might only T had fallen into an uneasy doze and Eve

Y
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was beginning to nod, when a rattle of

the latch made them both start up.

" It can't be! Iss, it is, though!"

screamed Joan, rushing forward to meet

Adam, who caught both the girls in a

close embrace.

"Uncle? uncle?" Joan cried.

"All safe," said Adam, releasing her

while he strained Eve closer to his heart. '

"We're all back safe and sound, and, '

saving Tom Braddon and Israel Rick

ard, without a scratch 'pon any of us."

"Thank God!" sighed Eve, while Joan,

verily jumping for joy, cried, "But where

be they to, eh, Adam? I must rin, wher

ever 'tis, and see 'em, and make sure of

it with my awn eyes."

"I left them down to quay with the rest:

they're all together there," said Adam, un

willing to lose the opportunity of securing

a few minutes alone with Eve, and yet

unable to command his voice so that it

should sound in its ordinary tone.

The jar in it caught Joan's quick ear,

and, turning, she said, "Why, whatever

have 'ee bin about, then? What's the

manin' of it all? Did they play 'ee

false, or how ?"

Adam gave a puzzled shake of the

head. "You know quite as much about

it as I do," he said. "We started, and

got on fair and right enough so far as

Down End, and I was for at once drop

ping out the kegs, as had been agreed

upon to do, at Sandy Bottom—"

"Well ?" said Joan.

"Yes, 'twould ha' been well if we'd

done it. Instead of which, no sooner

was the fires seen to be out—meaning,

as all thought, that the Hart was safe

off—than nothing would do but we must

go on to Yellow Rock, which meant wait

ing for over an hour till the tide served

for it."

" But you never gived in to 'em, Adam ?"

" Gived in?" he repeated bitterly. "Af

ter Jerrem had once put the thought into

their heads you might so well have tried

to turn stone walls as get either one to lay

a finger on anything. They wanted to

know what was the good o' taking the

trouble to sink the kegs overboard when

by just waitin' we could store all safe in ,

the caves along there, under cliff."

, that I kept 'em from doing it.

" Most half drunk, I s‘pose ?" said Joan.

" By Jove! then they'd pretty soon

something to make 'ein sober," replied

Adam grimly; "for in little more than

half an hour we spied the two boats com

in' up behind us, and 'fore they was well

caught sight of they'd opened out fire."

"And had 'ee got to return it ?" asked

Joan.

"Not till they were close up we didn't,

and then I b'lieve the sight of us would

have been enough; only, as usual, Mr.

. Jerrem must be on the contrary, and let

fly a shot that knocked down the bow

oar of the foremost boat like a nine-pin.

That got up their blood a bit, and then

at it our chaps went, tooth and nail—

such a scrimmage as hasn't been seen

hereabouts since the Happy-go-Lucky

was took and Welland shot in her."

"Lord save us! However did 'ee

manage to get off so well ?" said Joan.

"Get OH?" he said. "Why, we could

have made a clean sweep of the whole

lot, and all the cry against me now is

The

fools! not to see that our best chance

is to do nothing more than defend our

selves, and not run our necks into a

noose by taking life while there's any

help for it!"

"Was the man shot dead that Jerrem

fired at?" asked Eve.

"No, I hope not; or, if so, we haven't

heard the last of it, for, depend on it, this

new officer, Buller, he's an ugly customer

to deal with, and won't take things quite

so easy as old Ravens used to do."

" You'll be faintin' for somethin' to eat,"

said Joan, moving toward the kitchen.

"No, I ain't," said Adam, laying a de

taining hand uponher. "I couldn't touch

a thing: I want to be a bit quiet, that's all.

My head seems all of a miz-maze like."

"Then I'll just run down and see un

cle," said Joan, "and try and persuade

un to come home alongs, shall I?"

Adam gave an expressive movement

of his face. "You can try," he said,

"but you haven't got much chance o'

bringin' him, poor old chap ! He thinks,

like the rest of 'em, that they've done a

fine night's work, and they must keep

it up by drinking to blood and glory. I
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only hope it may end there, but if it

doesn't, whatever comes, Jerrem's the

one who's got to answer for it all."

While he was saying these words Ad

am was pulling off his jacket, and now

went to the kitchen to find some water

with which to remove the black and dirt

from his begrimed face and hands.

Eve hastened to assist him, but not

before Joan had managed, by laying her

finger on her lip, to attract her attention.

" For goodness gracious' sake," she

whispered, "don't 'ee brathe no word

'bout the letter to un: there'd be worse

than murder 'twixt 'em now."

Eve nodded an assurance of silence,

and, opening the door, Joan went out

into the street, already alive with people,

most of them bent on the same errand

as herself, anxious to hear the incidents

of the fight confirmed by the testimony

of the principal actors.

The gathering-point was the sail-house

behind the Peak, and thither, in com

pany with several friends, Joan made her

way, and soon found herself hailed with

delight by Uncle Zebedee and Jerrem,

both of whom were by this time primed

up to giving the most extraordinary and

vivid accounts of the fight, every detail

of which was entirely corroborated by

those who had been present and those

who had been absent; for the constant

demand made on the keg of spirits which,

in honor of the 1/ictory, old Zebedee had

insisted on having broached there, was

beginning to take effect, so that the greater

portion of the listeners were now turned

into talkers, and thus it was impossible

to tell those who had seen from those who

had heard; and the wrangling, laughter,

disputes and congratulations made such

a hubbub of confusion that the room

seemed for the time turned into a very

pandemonium.

Only one thing all gave hearty assent

to: that was that Jerrem was the hero on

whom the merit of triumph rested, for

if he hadn't fired that first shot ten to

one but they should have listened to

somebody whom, in deference to Zebe

dee, they refrained from naming, and in

dicated by a nod in his direction, and let

the white-livered scoundrels sneak off

with the boast that the Polperro men were

afraid to give fight to them. Afraid!

\Vhy, they were afraid of nothing, not

they! They'd give chase to the Hart,

board the Looe cutter, swamp the boats,

and utterly rout and destroy the whole

excise department : the more bloodthirsty

the resolution proposed, the louder was it

greeted.

The spirit of lawless riot seemed sud

denly let loose among them, and men

who were usually kind-hearted and—

after their rough fashion—tenderly-dis

posed seemed turned into devils whose

delight was in violence and whose pleas

ure was excess.

While this revelry was growing more

fast and furious below Adam was still

sitting quietly at home, with Eve by his

side using her every art to dispel the

gloom by which her lover's spirits were

clouded—not so much on account of the

recent fight, for Adam apprehended no

such great score of danger on that head.

It was true that of late such frays had

been of rare occurrence, yet many had

taken place before, and with disastrous

results, and yet the chief actors in them

still lived to tell the tale; so that it was

not altogether that which disturbed him,

although it greatly added to his former

moodiness, which had originally sprung

out of the growing distaste to the life he

led.

The inaction of the time spent in dodg

ing about, with nothing to occupy him,

nothing to interest him, had turned Ad

am's thoughts inward, and made him de

termine to have done with these ventures,

in which, except as far as the gain went,

he really had nothing in common with

the companions who took part in them.

But, as he very well knew, it was far

easier to take this resolution in thought

than it was to put it into action. Once

let the idea of his leavingthem get abroad,

and difficulties would confront him which

ever way he turned: obstacles would

block his path and suspicion dodge his

footsteps.

His comrades, though not very far-see

ing men, were quite sharp enough to es

timate the danger of losing sight of one

who was in possession of all their secrets,
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and who could at any moment lay his

finger upon every hiding-place in their

district.

Adam himself had often listened to

and, in company with others, silently

commended—a story told of years gone

by, when a brother of the owner of the

Stamp and Go, one Herkles Johns, had

been pressed into the king's service, and

had there acquitted himself so gallantly

that on his return a commission had been

offered to him, which he, longing to take,

accepted under condition of getting leave

to see his native place again. \Vith the fore

boding that the change of circumstances

would not be well received, he seized the

opportunity occasioned by the joy of his

return to speak of the commission as a

reward offered to him, and asked the ad

vice of those around as to whether he had

not best accept it. Opposition met him

on every side. ''What !" they said, "of

his own free will put himself in a place

where some day he might be forced to

seize his father's vessel or swear away

the lives of those he had been born

among?" The bare idea was inadmis

sible; and when, from asking advice, he

grew into giving his opinion, and finally

into announcing his decision, an ominous

silence fell on those who heard him; and,

though he was unmolested during his

stay, and permitted to leave his former

home, he was never known to reach his

ship, aboard which his mysterious disap

pearance was much talked of, and in

quiries set afloat to find out the reason

of his absence; but among those whose

name he bore, and whose confidence he

had shared, he seemed to be utterly for

gotten. His name was never mentioned

nor his fate inquired into; and Adam,

remembering that he had seen the justice

of this treatment, felt the full force of its

reasoning now applied to his own case,

and his heart sank before the difficulties

in which he found himself entangled.

Even to Eve he could not open out his

mind clearly, for, unless to one born and

bred among them, the dangers and in

terests of the free-traders were matters

quite beyond comprehension; so that

now, when Eve was pleading, with all

her owers of persuasion, that for her
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sake Adam would give up this life of

reckless daring, the seemingly deaf ear

he turned to her entreaties was dulled

through perplexity, and not, as she be

lieved, from obstinacy.

Eve, in her turn, could not be thor

oughly explicit. There was a skeleton

cupboard, the key of which she was hid

ing from Adam's sight; for it was not en

tircly "for her sake" she desired him to

abandon his present occupation: it was

because, in the anxiety she had recently

undergone, in the terror which had been

forced upon her, the glaze of security had

been roughly dispelled, and the life in all

its lawlessness and violence had stood

forth before her. The warnings and de

nunciations which only a few hours be

fore, when Reuben May had uttered them,

she had laughed to scorn as idle words,

now rang in her ears like a fatal knell:

the rope he had said would hang them

all was then a sieve ofunsown hemp,since

sprung up, and now the fatal cord which

dangled dangerously near.

The secret thoughts of each fell like a

shadow between them: an invisible hand

seemed to thrust them asunder, and, in

spite of the love they both felt, both were

equally conscious ofa want of that entire

sympathy which is the keystone to per

fect union.

"You were very glad to see me come

back to you, Eve ?" Adam asked, as,

tired of waiting for Joan, Eve at length

decided to sit up no longer.

"Glad, Adam? Why do you ask?"

"I can't tell," he said. "I s‘pose it's

this confounded upset of everything that

makes me feel as I do feel—as if," he

added, passing his hand over his fore

head, "I hadn't a bit of trust or hope or

comfort in anything in the world."

"I know exactly," said Eve. "That's

just as I felt when we were waiting for

you to come back. Joan asked if we

should read the Bible, but I said no, I

couldn't: I felt too wicked for that."

"\Vicked ?" said Adam. "Why, what

should make you feel wicked ?"

Eve hesitated. Should she unburden

her heart and confess to him all the fears

and scruples which made it feel so heavy

and ill at ease? A moment's indecision,
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and the opportunity lost, she said in a

dejected tone, "Oh, I cannot tell; only

that I suppose such thoughts come to all

of us sometimes."

Adam looked at her, but Eve's eyes

were averted; and, seeing how pale and

troubled was the expression on her face,

he said, "You are over-tired : all this tur

moil has been too much for you. Go off

now and try to get some sleep. Yes,

don't stay up longer," he added, seeing

that she hesitated. "I shall be glad of

some rest myself, and to-morrow we shall

find things looking better than they seem

to do now."

Once alone, Adam reseated himself

and sat gazing abstractedly into the fire:

then with an effort he seemed to try and

shake his senses together, to step out of

himself and put his mind into a working

order of thought, so that he might weigh

and sift the occurrences of these recent

events.

The first question which had flashed

into everybody's mind was, \\lhat had '

led to this sudden attack? Had they

been betrayed? and if so, Who had be

trayed them? Could it be Jonathan?

Though the thought was at once nega

tived, no other outsider knew of their in

tended movements. Of course the mat

ter had been discussed—as all matters

were discussed and voted for or against

—among the crew; but to doubt either

of them was to doubt one's self, and any

fear of betrayal among themselves was

unknown. The amount of baseness such

a suspicion would imply was too great to

be incurred even in thought. What, then,

could have led to this surprise? Had

their movements been watched, and this

decoy of the cutter only swallowed with

the view of throwing them off their guard?

Adam was lost in speculation, from

which he was aroused by the door being

softly opened and Joan coming in. "\Vhy,

Adam, I thought to find 'ee in bed," she

said. "Come, now, you must be dread

ful tired." Then, sitting down to loosen

her hood, she added with a sigh, "I stay

ed down there so long as I could, till I

saw 'twasn't no good, so I comed away

home and left 'em. 'Tis best way, I

b'lieve."

"I knew 'twas no good your going,"

said Adam hopelessly. "I saw before I

left 'em what they'd made up their minds

to."

"Well, perhaps there's a little excuse

this time," said Joan, not willing to blame

those who were so dear to her; "but,

1 Adam," she broke out, while her face he

spoke her keen appreciation of his supe

riority, "why can't th' others be like you,

awh, my dear? How different things 'ud

be if they only was!"

Adam shook his head. "Oh, don't

wish 'em like me," he said. "I often

wish I could take my pleasure in the

same things and in the same way that

they do: I should be much happier, I

b'lieve."

" No, now, don't 'ee say that."

"Why, what good has it done that I'm

otherwise?"

" Why, ever so much—more than you'll

ever know, by a good bit. I needn't go

no further than my awnself to tell 'ee that.

P'r'aps you mayn't think it, but I've bin

kep' fra doin' ever so many things by the

thought o' 'What'Il Adam say ?' and

with the glass in my hand I've set it

down untasted, thinkin' to myself, ' Now

you'm actin' agen Adam's wish, you

knaw.' "

Adam smiled as he gave her a little

shake of the hand.

"That's how 'tis, you see," she con

tinued : " you'm doin' good without knaw

in' of it." Then, turning her dark eyes

wistfully upon him, she asked, "Do 'ee

ever think a bit 'pon poor Joan while

you'm away, Adam? Come, now, you

mustn't shove off from me altogether,

you knaw: you must leave me a dinkey

little corner to squeeze into by."

Adam clasped her hand tighter. "Oh,

Joan," he said, " I'd give the whole world

to see my way clearer than I do now:

I often wish that I could take you all off

to some place far away and begin life

over again."

"Awh!" said Joan in a tone of sym

pathy to which her heart did not very

cordially respond, "that 'ud be a capital

job, that would; but you ain't manin'

away from Polperro ?"

" Yes, faraway. I've bin thinkin' about
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it for a good bit: don't you remember I

said something o' the sort to father a little

time back ?"

" Iss, but I didn't knaw there was any

more sense to your words than to threat

en un, like. Awh, my dear!" she said

with a decided shake of the head, "that

'ud never do: don't 'ee get hold o' such

a thought as that. Turn your back upon

the place? \Vhy, whatever 'ud they be

about to let 'ee do it ?"

Joan's words only echoed Adam's own

thoughts: still, he tried to combat them

by saying, "I don't see why any one

should try to interfere with what I might

choose to do: what odds could it make

to them?"

"Odds ?" repeated Joan. "Why, you'd

hold all their lives in your wan hand.

Only ax yourself the question, Where's

either one of 'em you'd like to see take

hisself off nobody knows why or where ?"

Adam could find no satisfactory reply

to this argument: he therefore changed

the subject by saying, "I wish I could

fathom this last business. 'Tis a good

deal out o' the course o' plain sailing.

So far as I know by, there wasn't a liv

ing soul but Jonathan who could have

said what was up for to-night."

"Jonathan's right enough," said Joan

decidedly. "I should feel a good deal

more mistrust 'bout some of 'em lettin'

their tongues rin too fast."

"There was nobody to let them run fast

to," said Adam.

"Then there's the writin'," said Joan,

trying to discover if Adam knew any

thing about Jerrem's letter. '

Adam shook his head. " 'Tisn't noth

ing o' that sort," he said. "I don't know

that, beyond Jerrem and me, either o' the

others know how to write; and I said par

ticular that I should send no word by

speech or letter, and the rest must do the

same; and Jonathan would ha' told me

if they'd broke through in any way, for

I put the question to him 'fore he snoved

off."

"Oh, did 'ee ?" said Joan, turning her

eyes away, while into her heart there crept

a suspicion of Jonathan's perfect honesty.

Was it possible that his love of money

might have led him to betray his old

friends ? Joan's fears were aroused.

"'Tis a poor job ofit," she said, anxious

ly. "I wish to goodness 't had happen

ed to any o' the rest, so long as you and

uncle was out of it."

"And not Jerrem ?" said Adam, with a

feeble attempt at his old teasing.

"Awh, Jerrem's sure to fall 'pon his

feet, throw un which way you will," said

Joan. "Besides, if he didn't"—and she

turned a look of reproach on Adam

"Jerrem ain't you, Adam, nor uncle nei

ther. I don't deny that I don't love Jer

rem dearly, 'cos I do "—and for an in

stant her voice seemed to wrestle with

the rush of tears which streamed from

her eyes as she sobbed—"but for you or

uncle, why, I'd shed my heart's blood

like watter—iss that I would, and not

think 'twas any such great thing, nei

ther."

"There's no need to tell me that," said

Adam, whose heart, softened by his love

for Eve, had grown very tender toward

Joan. "Nobody knows you better than

I do. There isn't another woman in the

whole world I'd trust with the things I'd

trust you with, Joan."

"There's a dear!" said Joan, recover

ing herself. "It does me good to hear

'ee spake like that. 'Tis such a time since

I had a word with 'ee that I began to feel

I don't know how-wise."

"Well, yes," said Adam, smiling, " 'tis

a bravish spell since you and me were

together by our own two selves. But

I declare your talk's done me more

good than anything I've had to-day. I

feel ever so much better now than I did

before."

Joan was about to answer, when a sound

made them both start and stand for a mo

ment listening.

" 'Tis gone, whatever it was," said Ad

am, taking a step forward. "I don't hear

nothing now, do you?"

Joan pushed back the door leading to

the stairs. "No," she said: "I reckon

'twas nothin' but the boards. I-Iowiver,

'tis time I went, or I shall be wakin' up

Eve. Her's a poor sleeper in general,

but, what with wan thing and 'nother, I

'spects her's reg'lar wornout, poor sawl!

to-night."
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

\VORNOUT and tired as she felt when

she went up stairs, Eve's mind was so

excited by the day's adventures that she

found it impossible to lull her sharpened

senses into anything like repose, and after

hearing Joan come in she lay tossing and

restless, wondering why it was she did

not come up, and what could possibly be

the cause of her stopping so long below.

As time went on her impatience grew

into anxiety, which in its turn became

suspicion, until, unable longer to restrain

herself, she got up, and, after listening

with some evident surprise at the stair

head, cautiously stole down the stairs and

peeped, through the chink left by the ill

fitting hinge of the door, into the room.

"There isn't another woman in the

whole world I'd trust with the things I'd

trust you with, Joan," Adam was saying.

Eve bent a trifle farther forward. "You've

done me more good than anything I've

had to-day. I feel ever so much better

now than I did before."

An involuntary movement, giving a

different balance to her position, made

the stairs creak, and to avoid detection

Eve had to make a hasty retreat and

hurry back, so that when Joan came up

stairs it was to find her apparently in

such a profound sleep that there was lit

tle reason to fear any sound she might

make would arouse her; but long after

Joan had sunk to rest, and even Adam

had forgotten his troubles and anxieties,

Eve nourished and fed the canker of

jealousy which had crept into her heart

—a jealousy not directed toward Joan,

but turned upon Adam for recalling to

her mind that old grievance of not giving

her his full trust.

At another time these speeches would

not have come with half the importance:

it would have been merely a vexation

which a few sharp words would have ex

ploded and put an end to. But now,

combined with the untoward circum

stances of situation—for Eve could not

confess herself a listener—was the fact

that her nerves, her senses and her con

science secmed strained to a point which

made each feather- weight appear a

burden.

Filled with that smart of wounded love

whose sweetest balm revenge seems to

supply, Eve lay awake until the gray

light of day had filled the room, and

then, from sheer exhaustion, she fell into

a doze which gradually deepened into a

heavy sleep, so that when she again open

ed her eyes the sun was shining full and

strong.

Starting up, she looked round for Joan,

but Joan had been up for a couple of

hours and more. She had arisen very

stealthily, creeping about with the hope

that Eve would not be disturbed by her

movements, for Adam's great desire was

that Eve's feelings should be in no way

outraged by discovering either in Uncle

Zebedee or in Jerrem traces of the pre

vious night's debauch ; and this, by Joan's

help, was managed so well that when

Eve made her appearance she was told

that Uncle Zebedee, tired like herself,

was not yet awake, while Jerrem, brisk

ed up by several nips of raw spirit, was

lounging about in a state of lassitude and

depression which might very well be at

tributed to reaction and fatigue.

Perhaps if Eve could have known that

Adam was not present she would have

toned down the amount of cordiality she

threw into her greeting of Jerrem—a

greeting he accepted with such a happy

adjustment of pleasure and gratitude that

to have shown a difference on the score

of Adam's absence would have been to

step back into their former unpleasant

footing.

"Adam's gone out," said Jerrem in

answer to the inquiring look Eve was

sending round the kitchen.

"Oh, I wasn't looking for Adam," said

Eve, while the rush of vexed color denied

the assertion: "I was wondering where

Joan could be."

"She was in here a minute ago," said

Jerrem, "telling me 'twas a shame to be

idlin' about so."

" Why, are you still busy ?"" said Eve.

" No, nothin' to speak of but what 'ull

wait—and fit it should—till I'd spoken to

you, Eve. I ain't like one who's got the

chance o' comin' when he's minded to,"

he added, " or the grass wouldn't ha' had

much chance o' growin' under my feet

. _,_=
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after once they felt the shore. No, now,

don't look put out with me: I ain't goin'

to ask ye to listen to nothin' you don't

want to hear.

o' that while I've bin away, and 'tis all

done with and pitched overboard; and

that's what made me write that letter,

'cos I wanted us two to be like what we

used to be, you know."

"I wish you hadn't written that letter,

though," said Eve, only half inclined to

credit Jerrem's assertions.

"Well, as things have turned out, so

do I," said Jerrem, who, although he did

not confess it to himself, would have giv

en all he possessed to feel quite certain

Eve would keep his secret. "You see,

it's so awkard like, when everybody's

tryin' to ferret out how this affair came

about. You didn't happen to mention

it to nobody, I s‘pose ?" and he turned

a keen glance of inquiry toward Eve.

"Me mention it ?" said Eve: "I should

think not! Joan can tell you how angry

we both were, for of course we knew that

unless Adam had some good cause he

wouldn't have wished it kept so secret."

"And do you think I should have quit

ted a word to any livin' soul but your

self?" exclaimed Jerrem. "I haven't

much sense in your eyes, I know, Eve,

but you might give me credit o' knowing

who's to be trusted and who isn't."

"VVhat's that about trustin' ?" said

Joan, who now made her appearance.

"I tell 'ee what 'tis, Mr. Jerrem, you'm

not to be trusted anyhows. Wlhy, what

could 'ee ha' hin thinkin' of to go sendin'

that letter you did, after Adam had spoke

to 'ee all? There'd be a purty set-out of

it, you knaw, Jerrem, if the thing was to

get winded about. I, for wan, shouldn't

thank 'ee, I can tell 'ee, for gettin' my

name mixed up with it, and me made

nothin' better than a cat's-paw of."

"Who's goin' to wind it about?" said

Jerrem, throwing his arm round her and

drawing her coaxingly toward him. "You

ain't, and I ain't, and I'll answer for it

Eve ain't; and so long as we three keep

our tongues atween our teeth, who'll be

the wiser—eh ?"

"Awh, that's all very fine," returned

Joan, far from mollified, "but there's a .

I've tried to see the folly '

somebody hasn't a-kept their tongues si

lent; and who it can be beats me to tell.

Did Jonathan knaw for certain 'bout the

landin'? or was it only guess-work with

un ?"

"I ain't sure; but Jonathan's safe

enough," said Jerrem, " and so's the rest

too. 'Twarn't through no blabbin', take

my word for that: 'twas a reg'lar right

down set scheme from beginnin' to end,

and that's why I should ha' liked to ha'

give 'em a payin'-out that they wouldn't

ha' forgot in a hurry. I'd ha' scored their

reckonin' for 'em, I can tell 'ee !"

"Awh! iss, I dare say," said Joan with

scornful contempt: " you allays think you

knaws better than they you'm bound to

listen to. I-Iowsomedever, when all's

said and done, I shall finish with the

same I began with—that you'd no right

to send that letter."

" Well, you've told me that afore," said

Jerrem sullenly.

"Iss, and now I tells 'ee behind," re

torted Joan, "and to front and to back,

and round all the sides—so there!"

"Oh, all right!" said Jerrem: "have

your talk out: it don't matter to me ;"

and he threw himself down on the settle

with apparent unconcern, taking from

his breast-pocket a letter which he care

fully unfolded.—" Did you know that I'd

got a letter gived me to Guernsey, Eve,"

he said—"one they'd ha' kept waitin'

there for months for me ?"

Eve looked up, and, to her vexation,

saw Jerrem reading the letter which on

her first arrival she had written : the back

of it was turned toward her, so as to os

tentatiously display the two splotches of

red sealing-wax.

"Why, you doan't mane to say you've

a-got /ze?" exclaimed Joan, her anger

completely giving way to her amazement.

"Well, I never! after all this long whiles,

and us a-tryin' to stop un, too !—Eve, do

'ee see he's got the letter you writ, kisses

and all ?"

"Joan!" exclaimed Eve in a tone of

mingled reproof and annoyance, while

Jerrem made a feint of pressing the im

pressions to his lips, casting the while a

look in Eve's direction, which Joan inter

cepting, she said, "Awh! iss I would, see
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ing they'm so much mine as Eve's, and

you doan't know t'other from which."

"That's all you can tell," said Jerrem.

" Iss, and all you can tell, too," replied

Joan; adding, as the frown on his face he

tokened rising anger, "There, my dear,

you'd best step inside wi' me and get

a drop more 0' your mornin's physic, I

reckon."

"Physic ?" growled Jerrem. "I don't

want no physic—leastwise, no more than

I've had from you already."

"Glad to hear it," said Joan. "When

you change your mind—which, depend

on it, 'ull be afore long—you'll find me

close to hand.—I must make up a few

somethin's for this evenin'," she said,

addressing Eve, "in case any of 'em

drops in. Adam's gone off," she added,

"I don't know where, nor he neither till

his work's done."

"Might just as well have saved hisself

the trouble," growled Jerrem.

" No, now, he mightn't," replied Joan.

" There's spurrits enoughto wan place and

t'other to float a Injyman in, and the soon

er 'tis got the rids of the better, for 'twill

be more by luck than good management

if all they kegs is got away unseen."

" Oh, of course Adam's perfect," sneer

ed Jerrem. Then, catching sight of Eve's

face as he watched Joan go into the kitch

en, he added with a desponding sigh, "I

only wish I was; but the world's made

for some: I s‘pose the more they have

the more they get."

Eve did not answer: perhaps she had

not heard, as she was just now engaged

in shifting her position so as to escape

the dazzling rays of the sun, which came

pouring down on her head. The move

ment seemed to awaken her to a sense of

the day's' unusual brightness, and, getting

up, she went to the window and looked.

out. "Isn't it like summer ?" she said,

speaking more to herself than to Jerrem.

"I really must say I should like to have

gone somewhere for a walk."

The words, simple in themselves, flung

in their tone a whole volume of reproach

at Adam, for to Eve's exacting mind there

could be no necessity urgent enough to

take Adam away without ever seeing her

or leaving a message for her.

"Well, come out with me," said Jerrem:

"there's nothin' I should like better than

a bit of a stroll. I'd got it in my head be

fore you spoke."

Eve hesitated.

" P'r'aps you'm thinkin' Adam 'ud

blame 'ee for it ?"

"Oh dear, no, I'm not: I'm not quite

such a slave to Adam's opinion as that.

Besides," she added, feeling she was

speaking with undue asperity, "surely

everybody may go for a walk without

being blamed by anybody for it: at all

events, I mean to go."

"That's right," said Jerrem.—"I-Iere,

I say, Joan, me and Eve's goin' out for

a little."

"(}oin' out? Where to ?” said Joan,

coming forward toward the door, to

which he had advanced.

"Oh, round about for abit—by Chapel

Rock and out that ways."

"Well, if you goes with her, mind you

comes back with her. D'ee hear, now?

—Don't 'ee trust un out o' yer sight, Eve,

my dear—not further than you can see un,

nor so far if you can help it."

"You mind yer own business," said

Jerrem.

" If you was to do that you'd stay at

home, then," said Joan, dropping her

voice; "but that's you all over, tryin' to

put your finger into somebody's else's

pie.—I doubt whether 'twill over-please

Adam either," she added, coming back

from watching them down the street;

"but, there! if he and Eve's to sail in

one boat, the sooner he learns 'twon't

always be his turn to handle the tiller

the better."

It was getting on for three o'clock

when Adam, having completed all the

business he could accomplish on that

day, was returning home. He had been

to the few gentlemen's' houses near, had

visited most of the large farms around,

and had found a good many customers

ready to relieve him of a considerable

portion of the spirit which, by reason of

their living so near at hand, would thus

evade much of the danger attendant on

a more distant transfer.

Every one had heard of the recent at
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tack on the Lottery, and much sympathy

was expressed and many congratulations

were tendered on account of their happy

escape.

Adam was a general favorite, looked up

to and respected as an honest, straight

forward fellow; and so little condemna

tion was felt against the trade carried on

that the very magistrate consented to take

a portion of the goods, and saw no breach

of his office in the admonition he gave to

keep a sharp lookout against these new

comers, who seemed somewhat over

inclined to show their teeth.

Adam spoke freely of the anxiety he

felt as to the result of the encounter, but

very few seemed to share it. Most of

them considered that, having escaped,

with the exception of strengthened vigi

lance no further notice would be taken,

so that his mind was considerably relieved

about the matter, and his heart felt light

er and his pace more brisk in returning

than when in the morning he had set out

on his errand.

His last visit had been to Lizzen, and

thence, instead of going back by the road,

he struck across to the cliff by a narrow

path known to him, and which would save

him some considerable distance.

The day was perfect—the sky cloudless,

the sea tranquil: the young verdure of

the crag-crowned cliffs lay bathed in soft

sunshine. For a moment Adam paused,

struck by the air of quiet calm which

overspread everything around. Not a

breath of wind seemed abroad, not a sail

in sight, not a sound to be heard. A few

scattered sheep were lazily feeding near;

below them a man was tilling a fresh

cleared patch of ground; far away be

yond two figures were standing side by

side.

Involuntarily, Adam's eyes rested on

these two, and while he gazed upon them

there sprang up into his heart the wish

that Eve was here. He wanted her—

wanted to remind her of the promise she

had given him before they parted, the

promise that on his return she would no

longer delay, but tell him the day on

which he might claim her for his wife.

A minute more, and with all speed he

was making a straight cut across the cliff

side. Disregarding the path, he scram

bled over the projections of rock and

trampled down the furze, with only one

thought in his mind—how soon he could

reach home.

"Where's Eve, Joan?" he asked as,

having looked through two of the rooms,

he came, still in breathless haste, into the

outer kitchen, where Joan was now busily

engaged in baking her cakes.

"Ain't her outside nowheres ?" said

Joan, wiping her face with her apron to

conceal its expression.

"No, I can't see her."

" Awh, then, I reckon they'm not come

in yet ;" and by this time she had re

covered herself sufficiently to turn round

and answer with indifference.

"Who's they?" said Adam quickly.

"Why, her went out for a bit of a stroll

with Jerrem. They—"

But Adam interrupted her. "Jerrem ?"

be exclaimed. "Why should she go out

with Jerrem ?"

"Awh, he's right enough now," said

Joan. "He's so sober as a judge, or I

wou.ldn't ha' suffered 'en anighst her,

Eve thought she should like a bit of a

walk, and he offered to go with her; and

I was very glad of it too, for Tabithy

wanted to sandy the floors, so their room

was better for we than their company."

" 'Tis very strange," said Adam, "that

Eve can't see how she puts me out by

goin' off any way like this with Jerrem.

I won't have it," he added, with rising

anger, "and if she's to be my wife she

sha'n't do it, either; so she'd best choose

between us before things go too far."

"Awh, don't 'ee take it like that," said

Joan soothingly. "'Twasn't done with

no manin' in it. Her hadn't any more

thought o' vexin' 'ee than a babby; nor

I neither, so far as that goes, or I should

ha' put a stopper on it, you may be sure.

Why, go and meet 'em. They'm only

out by Chapel Rock: they left word where

they was goin' a-purpose."

A little mollified by this, Adam said,

"I don't tell Eve everything, but Jerrem

and I haven't pulled together for a long

time, and the more we see o' one another

the worse it is, and the less I want him

to have anything to say to Eve. He's
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always carryin' on some game or 'nother.

When we were at Guernsey he made a

reg'lar set-out of it 'bout some letter that

came there to him. Well, who could that

have been from? Nobody we know any

thing about, or he'd have said so. Be

sides, who should want to write to him,

or what business had he to go blabbin'

about which place we were bound for?

I haven't seen all the soundings o' that

affair clear yet, but I mean to. I ain't

goin' to be 'jammed in a clench like

Jackson' for Jerrem nor nobody else."

Joan made no answer. She seemed to

be engaged in turning her crock round,

and while bending down she said, " VVell,

I should go after 'em if I was you. They'm

sure not to be very far off, and I'll get tea

ready while you'm gone."

Adam moved away. Somewhat reluc

tant to go, he lingered about the rooms

for some time, making up his mind what

he should do. He could not help being

haunted by an idea that the two people

he had seen standing were Eve and Jer

rem. It was a suspicion which angered

him beyond measure, and after onc.e let

ting it come before him it rankled so sorely

that he determined to satisfy himself, and

therefore started off down the street, past

the quay and up by the steps.

" I-Iere, where be goin' to?" called out

a voice behind him.

Without stopping Adam turned his

head. "Oh, Poll, is that you?" he said.

"Iss."

"Have ye seen Eve pass this way ? I

think she'd got Jerrem with her."

"S'pose if I have?" said Poll, with

whom Adam was no favorite: "they

doesn't want you. You stay where you

be now. I hates to see anybody a-spi

lin' sport like that."

With no very pleasant remark on the

old woman Adam turned to go on.

"Awh, you may rin," she cried, "but

you woan't catch up they. They was

bound for Nolan Point, and they's past

there long afore now."

Then the two he had seen were they!

An indescribable feeling ofjealousy stung

Adam, and, giving way to his temper in

ward home, while she stood enjoying his

discomfiture, laughing heartily at it as she

called out, "I hears 'ee. Swear away!

I don't mind yer cusses, not I. Better

hear they than be deef."

CHAPTER XXIX.

"JOAN, you needn't expect me till you

see me "—Joan turned quickly round to

see Adam at the door, looking angry

and determined—"and you can tell Eve

from me that as it seems all one to her

whatever companion she has, I don't

see any need for forcing myself where

I am told I should only be one in the

way."

"Adam—" But the door was already

slammed, and Joan again left in posses

sion of the kitchen.—"Now, there 'tis,"

she said in a tone of vexation, "just as

I thought: a reg'lar piece o' work made

all out o' nothin'. Drabbit the maid!

If her's got the man her wants, why can't

her study un a bit? But somehow there's

bin a crooked stick lyin' in her path all

day to-day: her's nipped about some

thin', I'm positive sure o' that; and they

all just come home too, and everythin',

and now to be at daggers-drawn with

one 'nother! 'Tis terrible, 'tis."

Joan's reflections, interrupted by the

necessary attention which her cakes and

pasties made upon her, lasted over some

considerable time, and they had not yet

come to an end when two of the principal

objects of them presented themselves be

fore her. "Why, wherever have 'ee bin

to?" she said peevishly. "Whatever

made 'ee stay away like this for—actin'

so foolish, when you knaws, both of 'ee,

what a poor temper Adam's got if any

thin' goes contrary with un ?"

Jerrem shrugged his shoulders, while'

Eve, at once assuming an injured air for

such an unmerited attack, said, "Really,

Joan, I don't know what you mean. Old

Poll Potter has just been telling us that

Adam came flying and fuming up her

way, wanting to know if she'd seen us,

and then, when she said where we'd gone

a volley of oaths against old Poll, he , to, he used the most dreadful language

turned back, repassed her and went to- l to her—I'm sure I don't know for what

he.' I
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reason. He chose to go out without me

this morning."

"But that was 'bout business," said

Joan.

"Oh, business!" repeated Eve. "Busi

ness is a very convenient word when you

don't want to tell a person what your real

errand is. Not that I want to pry into

Adam's secrets—far from it. He's quite

welcome to keep what he likes from me,

only I'd rather he wouldn't tell me half

things. I like to know all or none."

Joan looked mystified, and Jerrem,

seeing she did not know what to say,

came to the rescue. " I'm sure I'm very

vexed if I've been the cause of anything

o' this, Eve," he said humbly.

"You needn't be at all vexed : it's noth

ing at all to do with you. You asked me

to go, and I said yes: if I hadn't wanted

to go I should have said no. Any one

would think I'd committed a crime, in

stead of taking a simple walk, with no

other fault than not happening to return

home at the very same minute that it

suited Adam to come back at."

"But how is it he's a seed you if you

haven't a seed he?" said Joan, fairly puz

zled by this game of cross~purposes. " He

came home all right 'nuf, and then went

off to see whereabouts he could find 'ee

to; and 'bout quarter'n hour after back

he comes in a reg'lar pelt, and says, ' You

tell Eve,‘ he says, 'that I'm not goin' to

foace myself where I'm told I sha'n't be

wanted.' Awh, my dear, he'd seed 'ee

somewheres," she continued in answer to

Eve's shrug of bewilderment: "I could

tell that so soon as iver I'd clapped eyes

on un."

"And where's he off to now?" said

Eve, determined to have an immediate

settlement of her wrongs.

"I can't tell: he just flung they words

at me and was gone."

Eve said no more, but with the appar

ent intention of taking off her hat went

up stairs, while Joan, bidding Jerrem go

and see if Uncle Zebedee was roused up

yet, returned to her previous occupation

of preparing the tea. When it was ready

she called out, "Come 'long, Eve ;" but

no answer was returned. "Tay's ready,

my dear." Still no reply.—"She can't

ha' gone out agen ?" thought Joan, mount

ing the stairs to ascertain the cause of the

silence, which was soon explained by the

sight of Eve flung down on the bed, with

her head buried in the pillow.—"Now,

whatever be doin' this for?" exclaimed

Joan, bending down and discovering that

Eve was sobbing as if her heart would

break. "Awh, doan't cry now, there's a

dear: 't 'ull all come straight agen. Why,

now, you'll see Adam 'ull be back in no

time. 'Twas only through bein' baulked

when he'd a come back 0' purpose to

take 'ee out."

"How was I to know that?" sobbed

Eve.

"No, o' course you didn't, and that's

what I told un. But, lors! 'tis in the

nature o' men to be jealous o' one 'nother,

and with Adam more partickler o' Jer

rem; so for the future you must humor

un a bit, 'cos there's things atwixt they

two you doan't know nothin' of, and so

can't allays tell when the shoe's pinchin'

most."

"I often think whether Adam and me

will be happy together," said Eve, sitting

up and drying her eyes. "I'm willing to

give in, but I won't be trampled upon."

"And he won't want to trample 'pon

'cc, neither. Only you study un 2r bit,

and you'll soon learn the measure o'

Adam's foot. Why, 'tis only to see un

lookin' at 'ee to tell how he loves 'ee;"

and Joan successfully kept down a rising

sigh as she added, "Lors! he wouldn't

let a fly pitch 'pon 'ee if he could help it."

" If he'd seen us before he came in first

he'd have surely told you ?" said Eve.

"Awh, he hadn't seen 'ee then," said

Joan, " 'cos, though he was a bit vexed,

he wasn't in no temper. 'Twas after he

went out the second time that he must

have cast eyes on 'ee some way. Jerrem

wasn't up to none of his nonsense, was

he ?" she asked. "'Cos I knaws what

Jerrem is. He don't think no more o'

givin' 'ee a kiss or that than he does o'

noddin' his head or crookin' his elbaw;

and if Adam caught un at that, it 'ud be

enough for he."

Eve shook her head. "Jerrem never

takes none of those liberties with me,"

she said: "he knows I won't allow him
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to. The whole of the time we did noth

ing but talk and walk along till we came

to a nice place, and then we stayed for a

little while looking at the view together,

and after that came back."

" 'Tis more than I can make out, then,"

said Joan, " 'cos, though I wondered when

you set off whether Adam would 'zactly

relish your bein' with Jerrem, I never

thought 'twould put un out like this."

" It makes me feel so miserable !" said

Eve, trying to keep back her tears; "for

oh, Joan "—and she threw her arms round

Joan's neck—" I do love him very dearly!"

"Iss, my dear, I knaws you do," re

turned Joan soothingly, "and he loves

you too."

"Then why can't we always feel the

same, Joan, and be comfortable and kind

and pleasant to one another?"

"Oh lors! that 'ud be a reg'lar milk

and-watter set-out o' it. No, so long as

you doan't carry on too far on the wan

tack I likes a bit of a breeze now and

then: it freshens 'ee up and puts new

life into 'ee. But here, come along down

now, and when Adam comes back seem

as if nothin' had happened, and p'r'aps

seein' you make so light of it 'ull make

un forget all about it."

So advised, Eve dried her eyes and

smoothed down her ruffled appearance,

and in a short time joined the party be

low, which now included Uncle Zebedee,

Barnabas Tadd and Zeke Teague, who

had brought word that the Hart had only

that morning returned to Fowey, entirely

ignorant of the skirmish which had taken

place between the Looe boats and the

Lottery, and that, though it was reported

that the man shot had been shot dead,

nothing was known for certain, as it

seemed that the men of Looe station

were not over-anxious to have the thing

talked about.

"I should think they wasn't, neither,"

chuckled Uncle Zebedee. " Sneakin',

cowardly lot! they was game enough

whiles they was creepin' up behind, but,

lors! so soon as us shawed our faces, and

they seed they'd got men to dale with,

there was another tale to tell, and no

mistake. I much doubt whether or no

wan amongst 'em had ever smelt powder

afore our Jerrem here let 'em have a sniff

0' his mixin'. 'Tis my belief—and I ha'n't

a got a doubt on the matter, neither—that

if he hadn't let fly when he did they'd ha'

drawed off and gone away boastin' that

they'd got the best o' it."

"Well, and more's the pity you didn't

let 'em, then," said Joan. "I would, I

knaw. Safe bind's safe find, and you

can never tell when fightin' begins where

'tis goin' to end to."

" It shouldn't ha' ended where it did if

I'd had my way," said Jerrem.

"Awh, well! there, never mind," said

old Zebedee. "You'll have a chance

agen, never fear, and then we must make

'ee capen. I-Iow 'd that plaze 'ee, eh?"

Jerrem's face bespoke his satisfaction.

"Take care I don't hold 'ee to yer word,"

he said, laughing. "I've got witnesses,

mind, to prove it: here's Barnabas here,

and Zeke Teague, and they won't say me

nay, I'll wager—will 'ee, lads?"

"Wa-all, bide a bit, bide a bit," said

Zebedee, winking in appreciation of this

joke. "There'll be two or three o' the

oldsters drap in durin' the ebenin', and

then us 'II have a bit of a jaw together

on it, and weigh sides on the matter."

As Uncle Zebedee anticipated, the eve

ning brought a goodly number of visitors,

who, one after another, came dropping in

until the sitting-room was pretty well fill

ed, and it was as much as Eve and Joan

could manage to see that each one was

comfortably seated and provided for.

There were the captains of the three

vessels, with a portion of the crew of

each, several men belonging to the place

—all more or less mixed up with the ven

tures—and of course the crew of the Lot

tery, by no means yet tired of having

their story listened to and their adven

ture discussed. Adam's absence was felt

to be a great relief, and each one inward

ly voted it as a proof that Adam himself

saw that he'd altogether made a miss

ment and gone nigh to damage the

whole concern. Many a jerk of the

head or the thumb accompanied a whis

per that "he'd a tooked hisself off," and

drew forth the response that "'twas the

proper line to pursoo ;" and, feeling they

had no fear of interruption, they resign
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ed themselves to enjoyment and settled

down tojollity, in the very midst of which

Adam made his appearance. But the

time was passed when his presence or his

absence could in any way affect them,

and, instead of the uncomfortable silence

which at an earlier stage might have fall

en upon the party, his entrance was now

only the occasion of hard hits and rough

jokes, which Adam, seeing the influence

under which they were made, tried to bear

with all the temper he could command.

"Don't 'ee take no notice of 'em," said

Joan, bending over him to set down some

fresh glasses. "They ain't worth yer an

ger, not one among 'em. I've kept Eve

out of it so much as I could, and after

now there won't be no need for her to

come in agen; so you go outside there.

Her's a waitin' to have a word with 'ee."

"Then wait she may," said Adam:

"I'm goin' to stop where I am.—Here,

father," he cried, "pass the liquor this

way. Come, push the grog about. Last

come first served, you know."

The heartiness with which this was said

caused considerable astonishment.

" lss, iss, lad," said old Zebedee, his face

glowing under the effects ofhot punch and

the efforts of hospitality. "That's well

said. Set to with a will, and you'll catch

us up yet."

During the laughter called forth by

this challenge, Joan took another oppor

tunity of speaking. "Why, what be

'bout, Adam?" she said, seeing how un

like his speech and action were to his

usual self. "Doan't 'ee go and cut off

your naws to spite yer face, now. Eve's

close by here. Her's as sorry as any

thin', her is: her wouldn't ha' gone out

for twenty pounds if her'd knawed it."

"I wish you'd hold yer tongue," said

Adam: "I've told you I'm goin' to stop

here. Be off with you, now!"

But Joan, bent on striving to keep him

from an excess to which she saw exas

peration was goading him, made one

more effort. "Awh, Adam," she said,

"do 'ee come now. Eve —"

" Eve be —"

But before the word had well escaped

his lips Joan's hand was clapped over his

mouth. Too late, for Eve had come up

behind them, and as Adam turned his

head to shake Joan off he found himself

face to face before her, and the look of

outraged love she fixed upon him made

his heart quail within him. \Vhat could

he do? what should he say? Nothing

now, for before he could gather up his

senses she had passed by him and was

gone.

A sickening feeling came over Adam,

and he could barely put his lips to the

glass which, in order to avert attention, he

had caught up and raised to his mouth.

At ablow all the resolutions he had forced

himself to were upset and scattered, for

he had returned with the reckless deter

mination of plunging into whatever dis

sipation chanced to be going on.

He had roamed about, angry and tor

mented, until the climax of passion was

succeeded by an overpowering sense of

gloom, to get away from which he had de

termined to abandon himself, and, fling

ing all restraint aside, sink down to that

level over which the better part of his

nature had vainly tried to soar. But now,

in the feeling of degradation which Eye's

eyes had flashed upon him, the grossness

' of these excesses came freshly before him,

and the knowledge that even in thought

he had entertained them made him feel

lowered in his own eyes; and if in his

eyes, how must he look in hers?

Without a movement he knew every

time that she entered the room : he heard

her exchange words with some of those

present, applaud a song of Barnabas

Tadd's, answer a question of Uncle Zeb

edee's, and, sharpest thorn of all, stand

behind Jerrem's chair, talking to him

while some of the roughest hits were

being made at his own mistaken judg

ment in holding back those who were

ready to have "sunk the Looe boats and

all aboard 'em."

In the anguish of his heart Adam could

have cried aloud. It seemed to him that

until now he had never tasted the bitter

ness of love nor smarted under the sharp

tooth of jealousy. There were lapses

when, sending a covert look across the

table, those around him faded away and

only Eve and Jerrem stood before him,

and while he gazed a harsh, discordant
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laugh would break the spell, and, start

ing, he would find that it was his own

voice which had jarred upon his ear.

His head seemed on fire, his senses con

fused. Turning his eyes upon the tum

bler of grog which he had poured out, he

could hardly credit that it still stood all

but untasted before him. A noisy song

with a rollicking chorus was being sung,

and for a moment Adam shut his eyes,

trying to recollect himself. All in vain:

everything seemed jumbled and mixed

together.

 

Suddenly, in the midst of the clamor,

a noise outside was heard. The door was

burst violently open and as violently shut

again by Jonathan, who, throwing him

self with all his force against it, cried out,

"They'm comin' ! they'm after 'ee—close

by—the sodjers. You'm trapped!" And,

exhausted and overcome by exertion and

excitement, his tall form swayed to and

fro, and then fell back in a death-like

swoon upon the floor.

T/u: Ant/zor of "Dorot/zy Fox."

[To us cor'-rmuan.]

A VILLEGGIATURA IN ASISI.

O most travellers a visit to Asisi is a

flying visit. They drive over from Pe

rugia or up from the railway station, and if,

besides San Francesco and Santa Chiara,

they see the cathedral and San Damiano,

they believe themselves to have exhaust

ed the sights of the town. The beautiful

front of what was once a temple of Mi

nerva can be seen in passing through the

piazza in which it stands: the departing

visitors glance back at the city from the

plain, and—"Buona notte, Asisi!"

Yet this town, as well as most Italian

paesi, would reward a more lengthened

stay, and, unlike many of them, a refined

life is possible here. A person at once

studiously and economically inclined

might do much worse than commit him

self to spend several months in the city

of St. Francis. We did so last year, on

the same principle that made us in child

hood prefer the cherries that the birds had

pecked, finding them the sweetest. We

had heard Asisi abused: it was out of the

world, it was desperately dull and there

was nothing to eat. VVe therefore sent

and engaged an apartment for the sum

mer, and our confidence was not betrayed.

Perhaps the hotels are not good: we

have never tried them. But the market

is excellent for a mountain-city, and in

the autumn figs and grapes are cheap

and abundant. There are apartments to

be let, and servants to be had who, with

a little instruction, soon learn to cook in a

civilized manner.

We have a fancy that there is a differ

ent moral atmosphere in a town surround

ed by olive trees and one set in vineyards,

the former being more sober and reserved,

the latter more joyous and expansive. The

latter may, indeed, carry its spirit too far

—like the little city of Zagorolo near

Rome, where the inhabitants are noted

at the same time for the strength and ex

cellence of their wines and for the quar

relsomeness of their dispositions. Pale

strina, a little way off on the hillside, with

a flowing skirt of vines all about it,

breathes laughter in its very air. One

may sit in I3ernardini's—known to all

visitors to the city of Fmtune—and hear

the travellers who come there laugh over

mishaps which they would have growled

over anywhere else. The comparison

might be made of many other towns.

Asisi is set in a world of olives. They

swing like smoke from a censer all through

the corn and. grain of the plain; they roll

up the hills and mountains, climbing the

almost perpendicular heights like goats;

they crawl through the ravines; they cover

the tiny plateaus set between the crowded

hills ; and plantations of slim young trees
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are set through the city, bending like long

feathers and turning a soft silver as the

wind passes over them. It is delightful

to walk under the olive trees in early

summer, when they hang full of strings

of tiny cream-colored blossoms. In win

ter these blossoms will have changed to

a small black fruit. The trees are as rug

ged as the roughest old apple trees, and

many of them are supported only on a

hollow half-circle of trunk or on two or

three mere sticks. One wonders how

these slender fragments of trunk can

support that spreading weight above,

especially in wind and tempest, and how

that wealth of blossom and fruit can draw

sufficient sustenance through such nar

row and splintered channels; but the

olive is tough, and the oil that runs in its

veins for blood keeps it ever vigorous.

True to my fancy—which, indeed, it

helped to nourish—Asisi is a serious town.

It has even an air of gentle melancholy,

which is not, however, depressing, but

which inclines to thoughtfulness and

study. Travellers are familiar with its

aspect—the crowning citadel with the

ring of green turf between it and the

city, which stretches across the shoulders

of the mountain, row above row of gray

houses, with the magnificent pile of the

church and convent of St. Francis at its

western extremity, clasped to the steep

rock with a hold that an earthquake could

scarcely loosen. Three long streets stretch

from east to west, the central one a very

respectable street, clean, well-paved, and

delightfully quiet. You may sit in a win

dow there and hear nothing the livelong

day but the drip of a fountain and the

screaming of clouds of swallows, which

are, without exception, the most impudent

birds that can be imagined. Annoyed

one day by the persistent "peeping" of

a swallow that had perched in a nook

just outside my window, I leaned out and

frightened him away with my handker

chief. He darted down to a little olive

plantation below, and a minute after up

came a score or two of swallows and be

gan flying round in a circle directly be

fore my window, screaming like little de

mons. Now and then one would dart

out of the circle and make a vicious dip

toward my face, with the evident wish to

peek my eyes out, so that I was glad to

draw back. It reminded me of the fa

mous circular battery which attacked one

of the Confederate forts during our civil

war, and it was quite as well managed.

The 1/eflurino whom we took from the

station up to the town on our arrival told

me, when I gave my address, that the

Sor Filomena had gone away from Asisi,

and I had better go to the hotel Leone.

I insisted on being taken to the Sor Filo

mena's house. He replied that the house

was closed, and renewed his recommen

dations of the Leone. After the inevitable

combat we succeeded in having ourselves

set down at our lodgings, where Sor Filo

mena's rosy face appeared at the open

door.

"Why did you tell such a lie?" I ask

ed of the unblushing vetturino, using the

rough word bu.g7'a.

He looked insulted: "I have not told

a bugia."

With a philosophical desire for infor

mation I repeated the question, using the

milder word mmsog'/ta. He drew him

self up, looked virtuous and declared

that he had not told a mensogna.

"Why, then," I asked, "have you said

one thing for another?"

It was just what he wanted. He im

mediately began a profuse verbal expla

nation of why one thing was sometimes

better to say than another, why one was

truer than another, and so mixed up his

mm msa and un' alfra casa as to put me

quite /orr de combat, and send me into

the house with the impression that I ought

to be ashamed of myself for having told

somebody a lie. It brought to my mind

one of my father's favorite quotations:

"Some things can be done as well as

some other things."

I was shown to my room, which was

rough, as all rooms in Asisi are, but large

and high. As Sor I-'ilomena said, it had

r0r' aria sz.'g7zorzle in spite of the coarse

brick floor and the ugly doors and lumpy

walls. Some large dauby old paintings

gave a color to the dimness, there were

a fine old oak secretary black with age,

a real bishop's carved stool with a red

cushion laid on it, and a long window
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opening on to a view of the wide plain

with its circling mountains and its many

cities and paeseIlz'—Perugia shining white

from the neighboring hill; Spello and

Spoleto standing out in bold profile in

the opposite direction; Montefalco lying

like a gray pile of rocks on a southern

hilltop; the village and church of Santa 1

Maria degli Angeli nestled like a flock of

doves in the plain; and halfa dozen others.

I ordered writing-table and chair to

be set before the window, and enthroned

upon the bishop's tabouret an unabridged

Worcester— this being probably his first

visit to Asisi—and I was immediately at

home.

The servant, Maria, whose maternal

grandmother was a countess, was mak

ing some last arrangements in the room.

"Come and see what a beautiful new

moon there is," I said to her.

She came to the window and looked

toward the west. "That isn't the moon :

it is a star," she said, fixing her eyes

upon Venus. ,

It was quite characteristic of her class.

They all think that forestieri do not know

the moon from a star.

I pointed lower down, to where an ec

static crescent was melting in the sunset

gold.

She gazed at it a moment, then said:

" It is beautiful: I never noticed it before.

I never look at the sky except to see what

the weather is to be. It is for you signori

to look at beautiful things, not for us flo

1/ereltr'.—Do you see the sky in America?"

she asked presently.

I assured her that we do, and that the

sun, moon and stars shine in it just as

here in Italy.

She was greatly puzzled. "I thought

that America was under ground," she

said.

I remembered Galileo and held my

peace. Besides, in these days of uni

versal knowledge, when we hear scien

tific terms lisped by infant lips, it is re

freshing to see an example of fine old

fashioned ignorance. Yet this woman

had better manners than are to be found

in most drawing-rooms, a sweet, courte

ous dignity, and in matters which came

within her personal knowledge great good

senseand judgment. Only she had never

learned that from the centre of the earth

all directions are up.

Of course a stranger's first visit in Asisi

is to the basilica of San Francesco, and,

though I had seen it before, I lost no time

in renewing my acquaintance with it.

This church is not only the jewel of Asisi,

but one of the most precious of Italy. It

is among churches what a person of ge

nius is in a crowd. The rich marbles

one sees elsewhere suggest the mechanic

in their arrangement, and one grows al

most tired of them; but here the soul of

Art and Faith has poured itself out, cov

ering all the wide walls, the ceilings, the

sides of arches, the ribs of groinings—

every foot of space, in short—with life

and color; and how much more precious

is one of those solemn pearly faces than

a panel of alabaster or the most cunning

mosaic of marbles I In the upper church

alone there are twenty-two large frescoes

of Cimabue and thirty of Giotto. Over

these pours the light from fourteen large

colored windows, unimpeded by side

aisles. When the sun beats upon these

windows the church seems to be filled

with a transparent mist softly tinted with

a thousand rich hues. The deep-blue,

star-sown vault sparkles and the figures

on the walls become a vision.

The upper church has been in danger

of losing its beautiful choir, a marvel of

carving and inlarsio, which Cavalcasella,

inspector of fine arts in Italy, removed

for the odd reason that it was a work of

the fourteenth century, while the church

was of the thirteenth, and to be in per

fect keeping should have a stone choir.

I have not learned whether this hyper

purist will require of the congregation

a thirteenth-century costume when the

church is again open for service.

These beautiful stalls, one hundred

and two in number, are now placed for

safe-keeping in what was the infirmary

of the adjoining college. Possibly, when

the work going on pmn /nizno in the

church is completed, they may be re

stored to their original place. Their

sombre richness would show well in

that radiant atmosphere.

The work in the church is, however.
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well done, and was greatly needed, for

those precious frescoes were gradually

going to decay. No touch of pencil is

allowed: the work is one of preservation

merely, and is being conducted with the

greatest care. The loosened intonaco is

found by tapping lightly on the wall:

plaster is then slipped underneath and

the painting firmly pressed to its place.

At first gesso was used, but it was found

not to answer the purpose. Every small

est fragment of painting is saved, and the

blank spaces are filled in with plaster

which is painted a light gray. This fresh

ens and throws out the adjoining colors.

It is customary to call the lower church

"devotional." With many, a dark church

is always devotional. I should rather call

it sympathetic. Every sort of mood may

here find itself reflected, and the sinner be

as much at home as the saint. Anger and

hate may hide as well as devotion: the

artist may dream, the weary may rest, the

stupid doze. The only objects which ever

seemed to me utterly incongruous there

were a brisk company of hurried tourists,

red-covered guidebook in hand, clatter

ing with sharp-sounding boot-heels up

the dim nave and talking with sharp, loud

voices at the very steps of the altar where

people were kneeling at the most solemn

moment of the mass. But even these in

variably soften their tones and their move

ments after a while.

This church has always some pleasant

surprise for the frequent visitor. The

morning light shows one picture, the

evening light another: the sunrise adorns

this window, the sunset that. There is

no hour from dawn to dark in which

some gem of ancient painting does not

look its best, while little noticed, if seen

at all, at other hours. Some are seen by

a reflected light; others, when the church

is so dark that one may stumble against

a person in the nave, gather to themselves

the dim and scattered rays like an aureole,

from which they look out with soft dis

tinctness; and there are others, again,

upon which a sun-ray, finding a narrow

passage through arch after arch, alights

with a sudden momentary glory that is

almost startling.

It is a fascinating place, that middle

church—never light, but always traversed

by some varying illumination which is

ever lost in shadows. And in those shad

ows how much may lurk of present ma

terial beauty and of beautiful memory!

Here, before the chapel of St. Louis,

Raphael lingered, learning the frescoed

Sibyls of its vault so by heart that he al

most reproduced them afterward in the

Pace at Rome—that dear Raphael who

did not fear being called a plagiarist, his

soul was so full of beauty, and he so

transfigured whatever he touched with

that suave pencil of his that seemed to

have been dipped in light for a color.

And where did the feet of Michael Angelo

rest when he stood in the transept and

praised that Crucifixion painted on the

wall? One might expect that the stones

would have been conscious of the Orph

eus they Supported.

In the college adjoining the church

there were a year ago but fifteen monks,

and no others are admitted. When these

fifteen shall be dead the convent—Sacro

Collegio they call it—will pass entirely

into the hands of the government, which

now uses the greater part of it for a school

for the sons of poor teachers, who are sent

here from all parts of Italy.

Accompanied by a professor of the co’

lege, we went over that part of the build

ing not appropriated to the monks. It is

a little town in itself, and has something

of the variety and contrasts of a town.

To go from the vast refectory to that up

per part of the building called the Ghetto,

with its interminable low and narrow cor

ridor and lines of little chambers, is to

see the two extremes of which building

is capable.

Without intending to write a statistical

article, X may give a few of the dimen

sions we took note of. The refectory is

one hundred and ninety feet long and

forty wide, and is capable of seating at

table five hundred persons. The tables

run around the room, with a single row

of seats against the wall, and are served

from the centre of the hall. Quite across

one end extends a painting of the Last

Supper. At one side is a tiny pulpit,

from which in the old time one would

read aloud while the monks ate.
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The infirmary and rooms used for stor

ing articles in ordinary use occupy twenty

large chambers. The five elementary

school-rooms are each fifty feet square,

the kitchen is eighty-three feet square,

and the fencing-hall and garden adjoin

ing contain together' over sixty-six hun

dred square feet. The cistern under the

cloister is of nearly the same size.

There is water in profusion—in the

court, the kitchen, the boys' wash-rooms,

wherever it can be needed. In the en

try from the principal court is an odd

fourteenth-century fountain which is a

perfect calendar. It is set against the

wall, and is in twelve compartments, an

swering to the twelve months of the year.

In the frieze above are carved roses, red

stone on a white ground—in some com

partments thirty, in others thirty-one, an

swering to the days of the month. All

the fountains are made of the crimson

and-white stone of Asisi, which is seen

everywhere about the city—in vases for

holywater, in pavements, in garden-walls,

in the foundations of houses. The stone,

a red sandstone, is found in plenty in the

adjoining mountains, and has a rich, soft

crimson hue with irregular lines of white.

But it is very hard to work, and could

scarcely be made to pay the expense

of the necessary machinery.

"For what I should have to pay for a

bath of red marble, about one hundred

lire (twenty dollars)," said the Count

B—— to me, "I could buy a bath of

Carrara."

"Baths of crimson marble and of Car

rara!" I thought, and remembered with

an involuntary shudder my dear native

zinc.

But to return to the Sacro Collegio. In

one of the immense labyrinthine cellars

is a batte for wine capable of containing

five thousand litri. There, it is said—I

know not how truly—once a year, when

the botte was emptied, came four of the

spiritual fathers of the college above, with

a table and chairs, and played a certain

game of cards, which was one of their

simple amusements. VVhether this meet

ing was intended as an exorcism of any

evil influences which might threaten the

new must about to be put in, or a mild

bacchanalian tribute to the empty space

from which they had drawn so much com

fort and checrfulness during the year, or

whether the wine left some fine perfume

behind it which they wished to inhale,

tradition saith not. Maybe the fathers

never went there, and the story is mere

ly but trowato.

In the school of design we admired a

copy of some of the carving of the choir

of the cathedral of Asisi. The leaves

were remarkably crisp and all the lines

full of life. My guide told me that this

choir and the famous one of St. Peter's

in Perugia were designed by the same

artist, but that of Perugia was executed

by another and more timid hand, while

this of Asisi was carved by the artist

himself.

Our last visit in the college was to the

grand lo.ggia—finer than anything of the

kind I have seen in Italy except the

Loggia del Paradiso of Monte Casino,

which is open, while this of San Fran

cesco is closed. The grandeur of this

loggia, with its lofty arches and long per

spective, is in harmony with the magnif

icence of the view to be seen from it.

Seated there, on the stone divan that runs

the whole length of the colonnade, I lis

tened a while to the very interesting talk

of my companion. This gentleman, Pro

fessor Cristofani, is said to be one of the

most learned men in Umbria, and has

studied so thoroughly his native province

as to be an authority on all that concerns

its history and antiquities. A native of

Asisi, he has devoted himself especially

to that city, and his Storziz dz'/1sz'sz' and

Guir1a (Ii.-1sz'si are monuments of learn

ed and patient research. He has written

also a history of San Damiano which has

lately been translated in England.

The government took possession of this

church and convent of San Damiano, the

first home of St. Clara and her compan

ions, and proposed establishing there a

school of arts and trades; but Lord Ripon

persuaded them to sell the property to

him, and in his turn presented it to the

frati from whom it had been taken.

It is a rough place, but interesting in

memories.

"I have a book in pelm," the professor
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said, "which will, I think, be more valu

able and interesting than the others. I

have collected material for a history of

the church and convent of St. Francis,

and shall write it as soon as I have time.

I should be glad if it could be illustrated."

While he spoke my imagination was al

ready turning over the leaves of a history

of that stately monument, around which

clusters so much of Middle-Age story,

and looking at copies of forms and faces

which to remember is a dream of rainbows

and angels. There should be that quaint

Madonna who points her thumb over her

shoulder at St. Francis while she asks her

Son to bless him, and the three saints and

the Madonna of the north transept, and

the pictures at the entrance of the chapel

of San Martino, and the vault of the

chapel of St. Louis, and a thousand other

lovely things.

And, "Signor Professore," I said eager

ly, "how I should like to translate that

work, pictures and all, into English!"

He cordially consented, with many

compliments.

As we left the loggia he pointed to the

arch opposite the entrance-door. "That

is the arch of suicides," he said: "more

than one man has thrown himself down

that precipice."

We were joined by a Benedictine monk

as we went out, who proposed that we

should go up the campanile. It is pleas

ant to visit the bells of a famous or favor

ite church. It is like seeing a poet whose

songs we have heard, and pleasanter in

some respects; for while the poet may

mantle himself in commonplace at our

approach, like Olympus in clouds, one

can always waken the spirit of song in

these airy singers.

The way up this campanile is very

rough, a mere gravelly path, and one '

can only maintain his footing by holding

a rope that runs all the way up, follow

ing the four sides. Reaching the large

chamber at the top, we paid our respects

to the seven bells, whose intricate changes

I had so many times tried to follow. Their

ringing is a puzzle. In the middle hung

the melancholy campanorze, with a silvery

soprano by its side—a very Dante and

Beatrice among bells.

V0r.. XXVl.—2o

We stayed to hear the noon Angelus

strike, and while the last stroke was still

booming around the great bell I took a

step toward it and stretched my hand

out.

I was instantly snatched backward,

with a profusion of excuses.

"It is said," the professor explained,

"that if a bell be touched, even with the

finger-tip, while ringing, it will instantly

break. I do not know if it be true, but

it is worth guarding against."

It was indeed ! A fine appetite I should

have had for my breakfast, at that mo

ment awaiting me, if I had had to reflect

over it that the great bell of the great

basilica of St. Francis of Asisi had that

very morning been cracked into pieces

by my fore finger! What visions of hor

rified crowds of Asz'sz'natz', of black storms

of newspaper items, of censuring gossip

the world over, would have come between

me and that purple pigeon smothered in

rice which Maria had promised me! The

pope himself would have known me in

dividually out of the cloud of his subjects,

and have frowned upon my image. And

how it would have been whispered be

hind me to the end of my days, "That

is the lady who broke the great bell of

St. Francis"! But I had not broken it,

and it still hangs sound and strong, to

send its melancholy sweet music out to

meet the centuries as they roll in storm

and sunshine over the eastern mountains.

Let us be thankful for the evils which

might have happened and did not.

I cannot resist the temptation to relate

a little incident concerning this same

learned Professor Cristofani, it struck me

as so quaint. He is a poor man—litera

ture, and even teaching, do not pay very

well in Italian paesi—and he has a fam

ily. Cheaply as servants may be em

ployed, he could not afford one, and his

wife was not very well. Last summer

the A/pinz'stz' visited Asisi, and some of

the principal members, having an intro

' duction to him, wished to visit him.

Their stay in Asisi was short, and, be

ing sunrise-and-mountain-top people,

they made their call at six o'clock in

the morning on their way to the top of

Mount Asio, from which Asisi takes its
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name, and, I may here add, the correct

spelling of its name, which I have fol

lowed. A servant from the Leone Ho

tel showed the visitors to the house, and

very stupidly knocked at the kitchen-door.

A loud "Az/anti!" from within answer

ed the knock. The door was opened by '

the guide, revealing a tableau. The pro

fessor, with his shirt-sleeves rolled up and

an apron tied on, was earnestly kneading

a mass of dough preparatory to sending

it to the baker's oven, where everybody

bakes their bread, and his pretty blonde

young daughter was making coffee at the

kitchen fire.

"Well, I am a poor man, and my wife

was sick," he said afterward, in telling

the story, with a sad smile in his eyes,

which are as blue and almost as blind

as violets.

These stories awaken a laugh only at

the time, but gain a certain sublimity

when years have gilded them—like that

one of St. Bonaventura, which this re

minds us of: VVhen the two legates sent

by the pope of that time to carr.y the scar

let beretta of a cardinal to St. Bonaven

tura set out in search of him, they were

obliged to follow him to a little Francis

can convent at a short distance from Flor

ence, where he had retired for devotion

and to practise for a while the humble

rules of his order. As these two dignified

prelates came solemnly around an angle

of the building they glanced through the

open kitchen-window, and were aston

ished to see the personage they sought

engaged in washing the supper-dishes.

He accosted them with perfect calmness,

and, learning their errand, requested them

to hang the hat in a tree near by till he

should have finished washing the dishes.

They complied, and the pots and pans

and plates having been attended to, the

whole community adjourned to the chap

el and the saint received the dignity of

prince of the Church.

The eight days' festa of Corpus Domini

opened in Asisi with one of the most ex

quisite sights I have ever seen, the pro

cession of the cathedral as it passed from

San Francesco through Via Superba on '

its return to the cathedral. We took our

places in a window reserved for us, and

, the north side of the street.

waited. There all was quiet and de

serted. The air was perfumed by sprigs

of green which each one had strewn be

fore his own house. One living creature

alone was visible—a little boy who knelt

in the middle of the street and carefully

placed small yellow flowers in the fonu

of an immense sunflower chalked out on

the pavement. Here and there, in some

stairway-window, a shrine had been pre

pared, with its Madonna, lamp and flow

ers. It was near noon of a bright June

day, but the houses were so high that the

sun struck only on the upper stories of

All below

was in that transparent shadow wherein

objects look like pictures of themselves

or like reflections in clear water. The

whole street was indeed a picture, with

its gray houses set in irregular lines, and

as distinct in character as a line of men

and women would have been. On the

building opposite our window was an in

scriptiofttelling that Metastasio had lived

there—oq another a date, I419.

In 1419, when they piled the stones of

that wall, Christopher Columbus was not

born, yet the basilica of St. Francis had

been built more than one hundred and fif

ty years; and on such a June day as this

the Asisinati leaned from their windows

to see a Corpus Domini procession come

up the street, just as they were now do

ing. It came through the fragrant silence

and clear shadow like a vision. I could

not restrain an exclamation of surprise

1 and delight, for I had not dreamed of

anything so beautiful. The procession

would have been striking anywhere, but

shut in as it was between the soft gray

of the opposite stone houses, with the

green-sprinkled street beneath and the

glorious blue above, it was as wonderful

as if, looking down into clear deeps of

water, one should see the passing of some

pageant of an enchanted city buried deep

in the crystalline waves centuries ago.

There was nothing here but the proces

sion, leisurely occupying the whole street,

treading out faint odors without raising

a particle of dust. The crowd that in

other places always obscures and spoils

such a display here followed on behind.

The leisureliness of an Italian religious
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procession is something delicious, as well

as the way they have of forming hollow

squares and leaving the middle of the

street sacred to the grander dignities.

The members of the different societies

wore long robes of red, blue or of gray

trimmed with red, and had small three

cornered pieces of the material of the

robe suspended by a string at the back

of the neck, to be drawn up over the

head if necessary. The arms of the so

cieties were embroidered on the breast or

shoulder, and each one had its great paint

ed banner of Madonna or saint and a

magnificent crucifix with a veil as rich

as gold, silver, silk and embroidery could

make it. There were the white camiczk

half covering the brown robes of long

bearded, bare'-ankled Cappuccini, and

sheets of silver and gold in the vestments

of the other clergy.

Presently the canopy borne over the

Host appeared, with the incense-bearers

walking backward before it and swing

ing out faint clouds of smoke: the voices

of the choir grew audible, singing the

Pange tingua, and everybody knelt. In

a few minutes all was over.

There was a fair in connection with

this feast, the most notable part of which

was dishes of all sorts set on tables or

spread on the grass of the pleasant piazza

of St. Peter's, the Benedictine church, with

no roof over but the sky. The brown

and yellow-green earthenware for kitch

en use would have delighted any house

keeper. we bought some tiny sauce

pans with covers, and capable of hold

ing a small teacupful, for a cent each.

Italian housekeepers make great use of

earthen saucepans and jars for cooking.

One scarcely ever sees tin—iron almost

never. In rich houses copper is much

used, but brown ware is seen everywhere.

The next notable festa, and the great

feast of Asisi, is the Pardon, called vari

ously the Pardon of Asisi, the Pardon of

St. Francis and the Porziuncola.

In the old times, and particularly when

this indulgence could be obtained only

in Asisi, the concourse of people was so

great that there were not roofs to cover

them, and many slept in the open air.

But since the favor has been extended to

other churches, as well as from other rea

sons, the number is greatly diminished,

and consists chiefly of people in 1/zlleg

gialum near by and of a few hundred

Neapolitan peasants, who with undimin

ished fervor come to obtain the Pardon,

and whose singular performance, called

the gran ruala (the great wheel), every

body goes to see.

The Catholic reader will know that this

Pardon can be obtained only from ves

pers of the first to vespers of the second

day of August, and that while in every

other church communion is a necessary

condition, it is sufficient to merely pass

through the chapel of the Porziuncola, for

which St. Francis obtained the indulgence

from Pope Honorius.

There is a large fair in connection with

this festa—merchandise of all sorts in the

piazza and corso, and a cattle-fair in the

upper part of the town. The long white

road stretching from Asisi to Santa Maria

degli Angeli in the plain was quite black

with mnIadz'nz' coming up with their goods

in the early dawn, and asound ofhoofs and

of many feet told that the procession was

passing the house. There were carts full

of produce, men leading white and dove

colored cattle, and women with large

round baskets on their heads. These

baskets contained live fowl. In one a

large melancholy turkey meditated on

his approaching fate: in another, two of

lighter disposition swung their long necks

about and viewed the scene. One of

these baskets was as pretty as the black

bird pie of famous memory. In it sat

eight chickens of an age to make their

début on the platter, all settled into a

fluft'y, soft-gray cushion, out of which

their little heads and necks and half

raised wings peeped and turned and flut

tered in a manner that testified to the

agitation of their spirits. The woman

carrying this basket would have made

a pretty caryatid, chickens and all, so

straight was she, so robust her shoulders

and so full and regular the oval of her

face.

The cattle were superb—some im

mensely large, others delicately small,

and all with such long, slim, pointed

horns as made one shrink. Those strong,
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high-lifted heads carried their weapons

like unsheathed scymitars. Red cords

were twined across their foreheads from 1

horn to horn, and red tassels swung be- i

side their faces. This procession passed

in almost entire silence, with only a pat- '

tering of hoofs that sounded like heavy

rain.

Presently appeared a light wagon in

which sat alone a large fleshy woman,

who had quite the expression of one

making a triumphal entry into the city.

Her black hair was elaborately dressed i

in braids fastened with gold pins and

in short curls on the forehead, and was

lightly covered with a black lace veil.

Her dress was a sky-blue silk, with a lace

shawl carefully draped over the wide

shoulders. Her hands were loaded with

rings and her neck with gold chains, and

a large medallion swung over two large

brooches. There was a smile of con

scious superiority on her coarsely-hand

some face as she glanced over the con

tadini, who humbly made way for her.

A small, meek, well-dressed man who

walked beside the wagon seemed to be

the proprietor of its occupant, and to be

somewhat oppressed by his good fortune.

There was no room for him in the wagon.

It occurred to me that this might be an

avatar of the old woman of Banbury Cross.

from a heavy shower falls only in scatter

ed drops, and I was about turning from

the window when my eyes fell upon a

beautiful bit of color across the way,

standing out, as so much Italian color

does, against the background of a gray

stone wall. It was an odd, slim cone,

something over five feet high, made of

grass and clover sprinkled through with

burning poppies. I was just thinking

that this verdure must be fastened to a

pole set into the ground when it began

to move. The fresh, long grass waved,

the poppies glowed like live coals when 1

blown upon, two slim brown feet and 1

ankles appeared under the green fringe,

and the dimpled elbow of a slim brown

arm peeped out above. Nothing else hu- '

man was visible as this figure walked

away up the street toward the fair. Poor l

Ruth! She had neither cows, pigs nor |

chickens, but she came with such riches

as she could glean at the roadside from

bountiful Nature, clothed and covered

from the top of her invisible head down

,' to her well-turned ankles in a garment

as fair as fancy could weave.

Later, Count B came to take me to

the cattle-fair, where we found the upper

piazza all a drift of shaded snow at one

side with cows and oxen, and at the other

a shining chestnut-color with horses and

donkeys. We walked among these crea

tures, my companion warding away from

me their long horns and telling me some

little items of bovine character which may

be known the world over, but which were

new to me. Some cattle are women

haters, he said, and in a country where

women have so much to do with the cat

tle that was a great defect. The buyer

detected the flaw in this way: he passed

his hand slowly down the creature's back

from the neck to the tail: then a woman

would do the same. If the animal made

any difference between the two or looked

round at the woman, he would not buy.

They try them also when they are eating

in the stall. If the animal looks round

when it is eating at the person who is ap

proaching, it is ill-natured.

We went then to see the old theatre,

, where plays used to be performed on

The crowd thinned away like rain that 1 great occasions. It was a large circle of

stone wall, a miniature of the old amphi

theatre of the Roman Forum, with the

sky for a roof. But now a vegetable

garden grows where the spectacle once

was seen, and along the walls where the

audience sat and gazed deep-hued wall

flowers bloom and delicate jasmine-vines

hang out their white stars.

Farther on is an old city-gate, which,

unfortunately, was to be torn down to

make way for a new road. Those gates

are veritable pictures, with their beautiful

round arches and the niche with its fresco

underneath. This porta preserved per

fectly in the crimson stone the smooth

slide down which the suspended gate

slipped at night or in times of danger.

Returning through the piazza, I saw

the balcony of a public building draped

with red satin, and a flag hung out in it.

While this flag was out, Count B—
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said, no creature which was sold could

be returned to the seller, no matter what

flaw might be discovered in it after the

bargain was concluded. It was then the

time to get rid of women-hating cows and

oxen and "made-up " horses.

In the afternoon we went to the church

of St. Francis to see the piccola ruola of

the Neapolitan peasants, which is appar

ently a rehearsal for the gran mola to

be performed in the Porziuncola the day

following. These people were all gone,

when we reached the church, to follow a

relic-bearing procession of Franciscans

to the little chapel built over the spot

where St. Francis was born, and the

spectators took advantage of the oppor

tunity to range themselves about the walls

and wherever they could find places. We

were scarcely in the seats offered us in

the choir when a murmur of subdued ex

clamations, a trampling of many feet and

a cloud of dust that filled the vestibule

announced the return of the procession.

The gates of the iron grating which shut

off the chancel and transepts from the

nave were opened to admit the monks

with their relic, and closed immediately

to exclude the crowd. After the short

function was ended they were again

opened, and the crowd rushed in and

began to run around the altar.

These people were all poor: many

were old and had to be held up and

helped along by a younger person at

either side. The women wore handker

chiefs on their heads, and many wore

those sandals made of a piece of leather

tied up over the foot with strings which

give these peasants their popular name of

scr'uscz'arz', an imitative word derived from

the scuffling sound of the sandals in walk

ing. They hurried eagerly on, hustling

each other, murmuring prayers and ejacu

lations, and seemed quite unconscious of

the crowd of persons who had come there

to stare, perhaps to laugh, at them. The

Asisinati looked on without taking any

part, and with a curiosity not unmingled

with contempt. ‘‘The Neapolitans are so

material!" they say.

These repeated circlings of the altar,

I was told, are intended as so many visits,

each time they go round having the value

of a visit. Many of these people seek

the Pardon not only for themselves, but

for friends who are unable to come. The

absent confess and communicate at their

parish church at home, and unite their

intention with that of the person who

makes the visit for them.

My padrona dz" am: told me an anec

dote in illustration of this materialism of

the Neapolitans, which the Asisinati are

anxious not to be thought to share: On

the first of August several years before,

she said, when the church of St. Francis

was full of people waiting around the

confessionals, a man at one of them was

observed to be disputing with the priest

inside. Pressed so closely as they were,

many might excuse themselves for being

aware that the penitent was refusing to

agree to the penance imposed by the

priest, who consequently declined to give

him absolution. The priest cut the dis

pute short by closing the wicket and ad

dressing himself to the penitent at the oth

er side. The man left his place and wan

dered disconsolately about the church,

followed by many curious eyes, for not

to listen in silent submission to the pen

ance imposed by the priest is a rare scan

dal. After a while he seemed to have

resolved on a compromise, but it was no

longer possible to obtain his place in ad

vance of the crowd, where each one wait

ed his turn. He took a post, therefore,

directly opposite the front of the confes

sional, as near as he could get, but with

half the width of the nave between, and

waited till the priest should be visible.

The moment came when the confessor,

turning from one penitent to another, was

seen from the front. The man leaned

eagerly forward, and throwing out his

right hand with three fingers extended,

as if playing morra, called out, "Quello

del casotiello, volete farlo per tre ?" ("You

in the confessional there, will you do it

for three ?") (These peasants call the

confessional casotiello,) Whether the bar

gain related to a number of prayers to

be said, a number of visits or of masses,

does not concern us.

. The next afternoon we went down to

Santa Maria degli Angeli in the plain, the

very penetralia of the Pardon. Those
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who have visited this church know that

the little chapel of the Porziuncola, which

is enclosed in its midst like the heart in

a body, has two doors—one at the lower

end, the other at the upper right corner.

It is very dim except when its altar is

blazing with candles and its hanging

lamps lighted. As we have already said,

a visit to this chapel or merely passing

through it, for a person who has confess

ed, satisfies the outward conditions of the

Pardon.

In the gran ruota which we were about

to witness the Neapolitans entered in an

unbroken line at the lower door, passed

out without stopping at the upper, ran

down the side-aisle of the church and out

of the door, in again at the great door, up

the nave, and again through the chapel,

repeating this over and over for fifteen or

twenty minutes. While they make the

wheel no one else enters the chapel: all

are spectators.

It was for these poor people the supreme

moment. They had come from afar at

an expense which they could ill afford;

they had endured fatigue, perhaps hun

ger; and they had been mocked at. But,

so far, they had accomplished their task.

They had confessed their sins with all the

fervor and sincerity of which they were

capable, had visited the birthplace, the

home, the basilica and the distant moun

tain-retreat of St. Francis, and they had

gathered the miraculous yellow fennel

flowers of the mountain. Now they were

to receive the Pardon. The chains of

hell had fallen from them in confession :

at the moment of entering the chapel the

bonds of Purgatory would also be loos

ened, and if they should drop dead there,

or die before having committed another

sin, they would fly straight to heaven as

larks into the morning sky. No passing

from a miserable present to a miserable

Purgatory, but unimaginable bliss in an

instant. Their ideal bliss might not be

the highest which the human mind is ca

pable of conceiving, but it was the high

est that they could conceive, and their

souls strained blindly upward to that point

where imagination faints against the thrill

ing cord with which the body holds the

spirit in tether. To these people heaven

was not a mere theological expression, a

vague place which might or might not

be: it was as real as the bay and the sky

of Naples and the smoking volcano that

nursed for ever their sense of unknown

terrors. It was as real as the poppies in

their grass and the oranges ripening on

their trees. Maria Santissima, in her white

robe and the blue mantle where they

could count the creases, was there, with

ever the vision of a Babe in her arms,

and Gesu, the arms of whose cross should

fall into folds of a glorious garment about

his naked crucified form, in sleeves to his

hands, in folds about his feet and raised

into a crown about his head. Into this

blessed company no earthly pain could

enter to destroy their delights. Cold and

hunger and the dagger's point could never

find them more, nor sickness rack them,

nor betrayal set their blood in a poisoned

flame, nor earthquakes chill them with

terror. Lying in that heavenly sunshine,

with fruit-laden boughs within reach and

heaps of gold beside them if they should

wish for it, they could laugh at Vesuvius

licking in vain with its fiery tongue to

ward theln, and at the black clouds heavy

with hail that would spread ruin over the

fields far away from these celestial vine

yards and the waving grain of Paradise.

Exalted by such visions, what to them

were the gazing crowd and their own rags

and squalor? They entered the Porziun

cola singing: they came out at the side

door transfigured, and silent except for

some breathless " Maria !" or "Gesii ! "

Their arms were thrown upward, their

glowing black eyes were upraised, their

thin swarthy faces burned with a vivid

scarlet, their white teeth glittered between

the parted lips. Round and round they

went like a great water-wheel that re

volves in sun and shadow, and the spray

it tossed up as it issued from the Porzi

uncola was rapture, the fiery spray of

the soul.

At last all remained outside the chapel,

making two long lines from either side

the door down the nave to the open air,

their faces ever toward the chapel. Then

they began to sing in voices as clear and

sweet as a chorus of birds. Not a harsh

note was there. They sang some hymn
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that had come down to them from other

generations as the robins and the hobo

links drop their songs down to future

nestlings, and ever a long-drawn note

stretched bright and steady from one

stanza to another. So singing, they

stepped slowly’ backward, always gaz

ing steadily at the lighted altar of the

Porziuncola, visible through the door,

and, stepping backward and singing,

they slowly drew themselves out of the

church, and the Pardon for them was

over.

But though Asisi is not without its no

table sights, the chief pleasures there are

quiet ones. A walk down through the

olive trees to the dry bed of the torrent

Tescio will please one who is accustom

ed to rivers which never leave their beds.

One strays among the rocks and pebbles

that the rushing waters have brought

down from the mountains, and stands

dryshod under the arches of the bridges,

with something of the feeling excited by

visiting a deserted house; with the differ

ence that the Undine people are sure to

come rushing down from the mountains

again some day. There one searches out

charming little nooks which would make

the loveliest of pictures. There was one

in the Via del Terz' Ordine which was a

sweet bit of color. Two rows of stone

houses facing on other streets turn their

backs to this, and shade it to a soft twi

light, till it seems a corridor with a high

blue ceiling rather than a street. There

it lies forgotten. No one passes through

it or looks into it. In one spot the tall

houses are separated by a rod or so of

high garden-wall with an arch in the

middle of it, and under the arch is a

door. Over this arch climbs a rose-vine

with dropping clusters of tiny pink roses

that lean on the stone, hang down into

the shadow or lift and melt into the liq

uid, dazzling blue of the sky. Except

the roses and the sky all is a gray shad

ow. It reminds one of some lovely pic

ture of the Madonna with clustering cher

ub faces about her head, and you think

it would not be discordant with the scene

if a miraculous figure should steal into

sight under that arch. It is one of the

charms of Italy that it can always fitly

frame whatever picture your imagination

may paint.

One finds a pleasant and cultivated so

ciety there too. One of my most highly

esteemed visitors was the canonico priare

of the cathedral, whose father had been

an officer in the guard of the First Napo

leon. A pious and dignified elderly man,

this prelate is not too grave to be some

times amusing as well as instructive. In

his youth he had the privilege of being

intimate with Cardinal Mezzofanti, who

apparently took a fancy to the young

Locatelli—"Tommassino " he called him,

which is a musical way of saying Tommy

At length he offered to give him lessons

in Greek. Full of proud delight at such

a privilege, the student went with his

books for the first lesson, and was most

kindly received.

"Listen, Tommassino !" the cardinal

said, turning over the leaves of a great

folio. "Here is a magnificent passage

of St. Chrysoston1's ;" and he read it out

enthusiastically in fine, sonorous Greek.

"But I do not understand what it

means," said the pupil.

"To be sure ;" and the savant at once.

translated the passage into musical Ital

ian, and pointed out its beauties of thought

and expression. And so on, passage after

passage, but never a word of grammar.

Another time it was another of the Fa

thers or a heathen poet or a chapter from

the Bible read, translated and comment

ed upon; but never from first to last did

Tommassino learn to conjugate a verb

or form a sentence from his learned

professor.

"Mezzofanti," the prior said, "was as

good as he was learned. He lived sim

ply, would not have been known from a

common priest by his dress in the street,

and visited the sick like a parish priest."

Just at the foot of the hill on which

Asisi is built a farm-school was establish

ed a few years ago, the first director being

the Benedictine abate Lisi, a nobleman

by birth and a farmer-monk by choice.

His death a year or two ago was deeply

regretted. To this establishment boys

are sent, instead of to prison, after their

first conviction for an offence against the

law. We saw this school on a former
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visit to Asisi, and were much amused to

see the tall, raw-boned abate stride about

in his long black robe, which some of his

motions threatened to rend from top to

bottom. Clergymen habituated to the

wearing of the long robe acquire, little

by little, a restrained step and carriage,

somewhat like a woman's, so that in or

dinary masculine dress they may be dis

covered by their walk: one would say

that they walk like women dressed in

men's garments. The free stride in a

narrow petticoat is almost comical.

On this occasion we had a new exem

plification of the almost incredible riches

of Italy, for the abate Lisi's house was

crowded with objects dug up in digging

cellars and drains and in cultivating the

farm, though there had been no intention

to excavate and the owner was rather em

barrassed than otherwise by the riches

he had acquired. Ancient coins of many

different nations, fragments of exquisite

architectural carving, statuary and house

hold utensils, loaded shelves, tables and

drawers. Italy would seem to be wrought

of such like a coral-reef, down to its very

foundations in the deep.

The abate had no utopian ideas con

cerning his work, though he heartily de

voted his life to it. "These boys," he

said, "will go out contadini—still thieves,

if you will—but they will limit themselves

to stealing a third out of their master's

portion of the produce."

In Asisi we learned to understand what

we may call atmospheric politics, and it

confirmed our former opinion that the

Italian people do not care a fig who gov

ems them if only they are well fed. When

they are hungry they rebel, and the only

freedom they covet is freedom from the

pangs of hunger. They are equally well

pleased with the pope or with "Vittorio,"

as they called him, if their simple meal

is always within reach; and if on feast

days they can have a chicken, red wine

instead of white, and a dolce, their con

tentment rises to enthusiasm.

A drought or a destructive rain is there

fore to be feared by any government, es

pecially if there be malcontents to make

use of it. There was quite a severe

drought in Asisi last summer, and loud

and deep were the imprecations we heard

against the government." As the vines

withered and the corn shrank, so wither

ed and shrank the king and his ministers

in the esteem of these poor people. Count

Bindangoli told me that they very much

feared some democratic demonstration,

and that they were anxiously looking for

ward to the winter. In vain for weeks

we looked over to Perugia for rain (rain

comes to Asisi only from that direction).

In vain were prayers in the churches,

processions and promises. We saw the

gray showers sail around the horizon,

heard their far-off thunders, saw the

lightning zigzag down through the slant

ing torrents, and almost saw the hills

grow green under them. The only tem

pests we had were those we saw brood

ing on the brows of scowling contadini.

They talked openly of a republic, they

were sick of the devouring taxes, they

regretted the papacy: there was certain

ly danger of some "scompiglio," my pa

drone di casa assured me.

At length, after long weeks of waiting,

Perugia disappeared in a gray deluge:

the rain came marching like an army

across the plain toward us, its first scat

tered drops printed the dust, its sheets of

water drenched the windows, its small

torrents rushed down the steep streets.

The mountains grew dim and almost dis

appeared : we were shut in with hope and

a fresh delight. Then the deluge settled

into a gentle rain, under which the grapes

swelled out their globes, the corn rustled

with a fuller growth and the hearts of

men grew content. The king and his

ministers also budded out into new beau

ty, and flourished in popular esteem like

the green bay tree, and the republic was

quenched—till the next drought.

Tlie Aulhor o "Signor /llona1rlim"r Z\'ierr.”
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HORSE-RACING IN FRANCE.

TWO PAPERS.—I.

THE RACE-COOKSE 7 AT LONGCIIAM PS.

HE passion for horse-racing, which

for more than two centuries has

made the sport a national one in Eng

land, cannot be said to exist in France,

and the introduction of this "pastime of

princes" into the latter country has been

of comparatively recent date. Mention,

it is true, has been found of races on the

plain of Les Sablons as early as 1776,

and in the next year a sweepstakes of

forty horses, followed by one of as many

asses, was run at Fontainebleau in the

presence of the court. But it is not until

1783 that one meets with the semblance

of an organization, and this as a mere

caprice of certain grandees, who affected

an English style in everything, and who

thought to introduce the customs of the

English turf along with the c/mpcau An

glais and the riding-coat. It was notably

the comte d'Artois (afterward Charles X.),

the duc de Chartres (Philippe Egalité),

the marquis de Conflans and the prince

de Guéménée who fancied themselves

obliged, in their character of Angloma

niacs, to patronize the race-course; but

the public of that time, to whom this im

itation of English manners was not only

an absurdity, but almost a treason against

the state, gave but a cold reception to the

attempted innovation. Racing, too, from

its very nature, found itself in direct con

flict with all the traditions of the ancient

school of equitation, and it encountered

from the beginning the severe censure

and opposition of horsemen accustomed

to the measured paces of the manége,

whose highest art consisted in consuming

a whole hour in achieving at a gallop the

length of the terrace of St. Germain. The
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professors of this equestrian minuet, as

solemn and formal in the saddle as was

the dancer Dupré in the ballets of the

period, predicted the speedy decay of the

old system of horsemanship and the ex

tinction of the native breed of horses if

France should allow her soil to be in

vaded by foreign thoroughbreds with

their English jockeys and trainers. The

first French sportsmen—to use the word

in its limited sense—thus found them

selves not only unsupported by public

opinion, but alone in the midst of an ac

tively-hostile community, and no one can

say how the unequal contest might have

ended had not the graver events of the

Revolution intervened to put an end, for

a time at least, not only to the luxurious

pleasures, but to all the hopes and am

bitions, of the noble class of idlers.

The wars with England that followed

retarded for a quarter of a century the in

troduction of racing into France. The

first ministerial ordinance in which the

words pm' sang occur is that of the 3d of

March, I833, signed by Louis Philippe

and countersigned by Adolphe Thiers,

establishing a register of the thorough

breds existing in France—in other words,

a national stud-book, by which name it is

universally known. The following year

witnessed the foundation of the celebrated

Society for the Encouragement of the Im

provement of Breeds of French Horses,

more easily recognized under the famil

iar title of the "Jockey Club." The first

report of this society exposed the de

plorable condition of all the races of

horses in the country, exhausted as they

had been by the frightful draughts made

upon them in the imperial wars, and con

cluded by urging the necessity of the cre

ation of a pure native stock, of which the

best individuals, to be selected by trial

of their qualities of speed and endurance

upon the track, should be devoted to re

production. This was the doctrine which

had been practically applied in England,

and which had there produced in less

than a century the most important and

valuable results. France had but to fol

low the example ofher neighbor, and, bor

rowing from the English stock of thor

oughbreds, to establish a regular system

of races as the means of developing and

improving the breed of horses upon her

own soil.

This reasoning seemed logical enough,

but the administration of the Haras, or

breeding-stables—which is in France a

branch of the civil service—opposed this

innovation, and contended that the only

pure type of horse was the primitive Arab,

and that every departure from this result

ed in the production of an animal more

or less degenerate and debased. The

reply of the Jockey Club was, that the

English thoroughbred is, in fact, nothing

else than a pure Arab, modified only by

the influences of climate and treatment,

and that it would be much wiser and

easier to profit by a result already ob

tained than to undertake to retrace, with

all its difficulties and delays, the same

road that England had taken a century

to travel.

The experience gained since 1833 has

shown that the conclusions of the Jockey

Club were right, but the evidence of facts

and of the results obtained has not yet

brought the discussion to a close. The

administration of the Haras still keeps

up its opposition to the raising of thor

oughbreds, and will no doubt continue

to do so for some time to come, so tena

cious is the hold of routine;—or, as the

Englishman might say, of red tape—

upon the official mind in France, whe

ther the question be one of finance, of

war or of the breeding of horses.

But it is not only against the ill-will of

the administration that the Jockey Club

has had to struggle during all these years :

, it has had also to contend with the still

7 more disheartening indifference of the

l public in the matter of racing. There is

1 no disputing the fact that the genuine

lover of the horse, the /zoznzm! de c/w1/01

—or, if I may be forgiven a hit of slang

for the sake of its expressiveness, the

/mrsey man, whether he be coachman or

groom, jockey or trainer—is not in France

a genuine product of the soil, as he seems

to be in England. Look at the difference

, between the cabman of London and his

l brother of Paris, if there be enough af

finity between them to justify this term

of relationship. The one drives his horse,
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the other seems to be driven by his. In

London the driver of an omnibus has the

air of a gentleman managing a four-in

hand: in Paris the imbecile who holds

the reins looks like a workman who has

been hired by the day to do a job that he

doesn't understand. So pronounced is

this antipathy—for it is more than indif

ference—of the genuine man of the people

toward all things pertaining to the horse

that, notwithstanding all the encourage

ments that for nearly half a century have

been lavishly offered for the purpose of

developing a public taste in this direction,

not a single jockey or trainer who can

properly be called a Frenchman has thus

far made his appearance. All the /men

and boys employed in the racing-stables

are of English origin, though many, per

haps most, of them have been born in

France; but the purity of their English

blood, so important in their profession, is

as jealously preserved by consanguineous

marriages as is that of the noble animals

in their charge. It was an absolute ne

cessity for the early turfmen of France

to import the Anglo-Saxon man with the

Anglo-Arabian horse if they would bring

to a creditable conclusion the programme

of 1833. And during all the long period

that has since elapsed what courage and

patience, what determined will, to say

nothing of the prodigious expenditure of

money, have been shown by the founders

of the race-course in France and by their

successors! Their perseverance has had

its reward, indeed, in the brilliancy of the

results obtained, but there is still due to

them an ampler tribute of recognition

than they have yet received, and it will be

a grateful duty to dwell for a while upon

the history of the Jockey Club.

Of its fourteen original members but

two survive, the duc de Nemours and M.

Ernest Leroy. The other twelve were His

Royal Highness the duc d'Orléans, M.

Rieussec, who was killed by the infernal

machine of Fieschi, the comte de Cam

bis, equerry to the duc d'Orléans, Count

Demidoff, Fasquel, the chevalier de Ma

chado, the prince de la i\'loskowa, W. de

Normandie, Lord Henry Seymour, Achille

Delamarre, Charles Lafitte and Caccia.

To these fourteen gentlemen were soon

added others of the highest rank or of

the first position in the aristocratic world

of Paris. People began to talk with bated

breath of the Jockey Club and of its

doings, and strange stories were whis

pered of the habits of some of its dis

tinguished members. The eccentricities

of Count Demidoff and of Major Frazer,

the obstreperous fooleries of Lord Henry

Seymour, the studied extravagances of

Comte d'Alton-Shee, created in the pub

lic mind the impression that the club was

nothing less than a sort of infernal pit,

peopled by wicked dandies like Balzac's

De Marsay, Maxime de Trailles, Ras

tignac, etc. Even the box of the club

at the opera was dubbed with the uncan

ny nickname lvge infemale, and the talk

of the town ran upon the frightful sums

lost and won every night at the tables of

the exclusive arcle, while the nocturnal

passer-by pointed with a shudder to the

windows of the first floor at the corner

of the Rue de Grammont and the Boule

vard, glimmering until morning dawn

with a light altogether satanic. The truth

must be confessed that the jeunesse dorée

of the period affected a style somewhat

"loud." There was exaggeration in ev

erything—in literature—for it was the

epoch of the great romantic impulse—in

art, in politics: what wonder, then, that

the distractions of high life should over

pass the boundaries of good taste, and

even of propriety? The Jockey Club in

the time of Louis Philippe did but recall

the good old days of Brookes‘s and of

White's, of the two Foxes, of George Sel

wyn and of Sheridan. But how changed

is all this! There is not to-day in Paris,

perhaps in the world, a more sedate, rep

utable and in every sense temperate club

than the "Jockey." It concerns itself

only with racing, the legitimate object of

its foundation, and nothing else is dis

cussed in its salons, if we except one

room, which under the Empire was bap

tized "The Camp of Chilons," for the

reason that it had come to be reserved

for the use of the old soldiers, who met

there to talk over incidents of army life.

Baccarat, that scourge of Parisian clubs,

is forbidden, and lovers of play are obliged

to content themselves with a harmless rub
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ber of whist. As one black ball in six is

sufficient to exclude a candidate—or, to

use the official euphemism, to cause his

"postponement "—it is not difficult for the

coterie that controls the club to keep it

clear of all noisy, or even of merely too

conspicuous, individuality. Lord Henry

Seymour would be "pilled " to-day by a

probably unanimous vote. A candidate

may enjoy all the advantages of wealth

and position, he may have the entrée to

all the salons, and may even be a mem

ber of clubs as exclusive as the Union

and the Pommes-de-Terre, and yet he

may find himself unable to gain admis

sion to the Jockey. Any excess of noto

riety, any marked personal eccentricity,

would surely place him under the ban.

Scions of ancient families, who have had

the wisdom to spend in the country and

with their parents the three or four years

succeeding their college life, would have

a much better chance of admission than

a leader of fashion such as I have de

scribed. The illustrious General de Cha

rette; M. Soubeyran, at that time gov

ernor of the Crédit foncier of France;

the young Henry Say, brother-in-law of

the prince A. de Broglie, rich and accom

plished, and the owner, moreover, of a

fine racing-stable; together with many

other gentlemen whose private lives were

above suspicion ,—have been blackballed

for the simple reason that they were too

widely known. As to foreigners, let them

avoid the mortification of certain defeat

by abstaining from offering themselves,

unless indeed they should happen to be

the possessors of a great historic name

or should occupy in their own country a

position out of the reach of ordinary mor

tals. This careful exclusion of all origi

nality and diversity has, by degrees, com

municated to the club a complexion some

what negative and colorless, but at the

same time, it must be admitted, of the

most perfect distinction. The most in

fluential members, although generally

very wealthy, live in Paris with but few

of the external signs of luxury, and de

vote their incomes to home comforts and

to the improvement of their estates. If

one should happen to meet on the

Champs Elysées a mail-coach or a dau

mont* that makes the promenaders turn

and look back, or if there be an award

scine at the Variétés or the Palais Royal

that serves as a point of attraction for all

the lorgnettes of the theatre, one may be

quite sure that the owners of these bril

liant turnouts and the occupants of this

envied box are not members of the club

—"I/ze Club," par excellence, for thus is

it spoken of in Paris. It is considered

quite correct at the club to devote one's

self to the raising of cattle and sheep, as

the comtes de Bouvillé, de Béhague, de

l-lauteserre and others have done with

such success, and one may even follow

the example of the comte de Falloux, the

eloquent Academician, in emblazoning

with one's arms a pen of fat pigs at a

competitive show, without in the least

derogating from one's dignity. One may

also sell the wine from one's vineyards

and the iron from one's furnaces—for the

iron industry is in France looked upon

as a sort of heritage of the nobility—but

to get money by any other means than

those I have indicated would be consid

ered in the worst possible taste. On the

other hand, it is permitted to any' mem

ber of the club to lose as much money as

he pleases without loss of the respect of

his fellows, and the surest way to arrive

at this result is to undertake the breeding

and running of horses.

As to the external appearance and bear

ing of the perfect clubman, it is very much

that of Disraeli's hero, "who could hard

ly be called a dandy or a beau. There

was nothing in his dress, though some

mysterious arrangement in his costume

—some rare simplicity, some curious hap

piness—always made him distinguished:

there was nothing, however, in his dress,

which could account for the influence that

he exercised over the manners of his con

temporaries;" and it is probably a fact

that a member of the club is never no

ticed by passers on the street on account

of anything in his dress or appearance.

In short, the club seems to have adopted

for its motto Sanrla sz'mplz'¢-z'tas, and the

*Daumant, an open carriage, the French name of

which has been adopted by the English, like lam/au,

etc. lt is drawn by two horses driven abreast, and

each mounted by a postilion. The nearest English

equivalent is a " vietoria."
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descendants of the old nobility of France, I

excluded as they practically are to-day

from all public employment save that of

the army, seem determined to live amongst

themselves, in tranquillity and retirement,

in such a way as to attract the least pos

sible notice from the press or from the

crowd. Their portraits never find their

way into the illustrated papers, and no

penny-a-liner ventures to make them the

subject of a biographical sketch: indeed,

any one rash enough to seek to tread

formation and material necessary to his

undertaking.

As an illustration of the care taken by

the ruling spirits of the club to preserve

the attitude which they have assumed to- "

ward the public, it may be worth men

tioning that Isabelle, who for a long time

enjoyed the distinction of serving the

club as its accredited flower-girl, and

who in that capacity used to hold herself

in readiness every evening in her velvet

tub at the foot of the staircase of the

splendid apartments at the corner of the

Boulevard and the Rue Scribe—the pres- '

ent location of the club—was dismissed

for no other reason than that she had '

become too extensively known to the gay '

world of Paris. Excluded from the sa

cred paddock on the race-course, she is

to-day compelled to content herself on i

great occasions with selling her flowers

on the public turf from a pretty basket

wagon drawn by a pair of coquettish '

black ponies, or "toy" ponies in the

language of the day.

Notwithstanding the magnificence of

the present quarters of the club to which

I have referred, one cannot help regret

ting that, unlike the Agricultural Society

and the Club of the Champs Elysées, it

is obliged to confine itself to one story

of the building—the first floor, according

to continental enumeration—though the

rental of this floor alone amounts to some

three hundred thousand francs a year.

The committee on races, composed of

fifteen members (founders) and fifteen

associate members—the latter elected

every year by the founders—represents

the club in all that concerns its finances

and property, votes the budget, the pro

gramme of all races and the conditions

of the prizes, and not only legislates in

making the laws that govern the course,

but acts also as judge in deciding ques

tions that may arise under the code that

it has established. . And as a legislative

body it has its hands almost as full as

that of the state, for the budget of the

society grows from year to year as rap

, idly as the nation's, and there are now

upon this forbidden ground would find “

himself met at the threshold by a dig- '

nified but very decided refusal of all in- '

forty-nine turfs for which it is responsible

or to which it has extended its protection.

The presidency of the committee, after

, having been held for many years by the

1 lamented Vicomte Daru, passed on his

1 death last year to M. Auguste Lupin,

the oldest proprietor of race-horses in

France. To M. Lupin, moreover, be

longs the honor of being the first breed

er in France who has beaten the Eng

lish in their own country by gaining the

Goodwood Cup in 1855 with Jouvence—

a success that was renewed by his horse

Dollar in 1864. M. Lupin, who had six

times won the Jockey Club Purse (the

French Derby) and twice the Grand Prix

de Paris, occupies very much the same

position in France that Lord Falmouth

holds in England, and, like him, he nev

er bets. His colors, black jacket and

red cap, are exceedingly popular, and

received even more than their wonted

share of applause in the year 1875, the

most brilliant season in the history of

his stables, when he carried off all the

best prizes with St. Cyr, Salvator and Al

manza. His stud, which has numbered

amongst its stallions the Baron, Dollar

and the Flying Dutchman, is at Vaucres

son, near Versailles. His training-stables

are at La Croix, St. Ouen.

Of the remaining members of the com

mittee on races, the best known are the

prince de la Moskowa, the comte A. de

Noailles, Henry Delamarre, Comte Fré

déric de Lagrange, Comte A. des Cars, J.

Mackenzie-Grieves, Comte H. de Turtot,

the duc de Fitz-James, Baron Shickler,

the prince A. d'Aremberg, Prince Joachim

Murat, Comte Roederer, the marquis de

Lauriston, Baron Gustave de Rothschild,

E. Fould and the comtes de St. Sauveur,
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de Kergorlay and de Juigné. Most of

these gentlemen run their horses, or have

done so, and the list will be found to com

prise, with two or three exceptions, the

principal turfmen of France. The comte

de Juigné and the prince d'Aremberg,

both very rich, and much liked in Paris,

have formed a partnership in turf mat

ters, and the colors they have adopted,

yellow and red stripes for the jacket,

with black cap, are always warmly wel

comed. In 1873, with Montargis, they

won the Cambridgeshire Stakes, which

were last year carried off by the Amer

ican horse Parole, and in I877 they re

newed the exploit with Jongleur. The

count, on this latter occasion, had taken

no pains to conceal the merits of his

horse, but, on the contrary, had spoken

openly of what he believed to be his '

chances, and had even advised the bet

ting public to risk their money upon him.

As the English were giving forty to one

against him, the consequence of M. de

Juigné's friendly counsel was that the

morning after the race saw a perfect

shower of gold descending upon Paris,

the English guineas falling even into the '

white caps held out with eager hands by

the scullions of the cafés that line the

Boulevard. One well-known restaura

teur, Catelain, of the Restaurant Helder

on the Boulevard des ltaliens, pocketed

a million of francs, and testified his satis

faction, if not his gratitude, by forthwith

baptizing a new dish with the name of

the winning horse. The comte de Juigné

himself cleared three millions, and many

members of the club were made the rich

er by sums ranging from one hundred to

one hundred and fifty thousand francs.

The marquis de Castellane, an habitual

gambler, who happened to have put only

a couple of hundred louis on the horse,

could not hide his chagrin that his ven

ture had returned him but a hundred '

and sixty thousand francs. Jongleur won

the French Derby (one hundred and three

thousand francs) in 1877, besides thirteen

other important races. He was unfortu

nately killed while galloping in his pad

dock in September, 1878.

The Scotch jacket and white cap of the

duc de Fitz-James, owner of the fine La 1

Sorie stud, and the same colors, worn by

the jockeys of the duc de Fézenzac, have

won but few of the prizes of the turf, and

another nobleman, the comte de Berteux

(green jacket, red cap) is noted for the

incredible persistency of his bad luck. M.

Edouard Fould, whose mount is known

1 by the jackets hooped with yellow and

black and caps of the latter color, is the

proprietor of the well-known D'Ibos stud

at the foot of the Pyrenees, one of the

largest and best-ordered establishments

of the kind in France; and it is to him

. and to his uncle, the late Achille Fould,

’ that the South owes in a great degree the

breeding and development of the thor

oughbred horse. M. Deléitre (green jacket

and cap) raises every year, at La Celle

St. Cloud, some twenty yearlings, of which

he keeps but three or four, selling the rest

at Tattersall's, Rue Beaujon, to the high

est bidder. They generally bring about

six thousand francs a head, on an average.

The feeling against Germany after the

war led to a proposition to expel from the

club all members belonging to that coun

try ; and it was only the liking and sym

pathy felt for one of them, Baron Schick

ler, a very wealthy lover of the turf and

. for a long time resident in France, which

caused a rejection of the motion. Baron

Schickler, however, has nominally retired

from the turf since I870, and his horses

are now run under the pseudonyme of

Davis. His colors are white for the

jacket, with red sleeves and cherry cap.

Another member, Mr. A. de Montgom

ery, the excellent Norman breeder and

the fortunate owner of La Toucques and

of Fervaques, has also given up racing

under his own name, and devotes him

self exclusively to the oversight of the

Rothschild stables. The good-fortune

which the mere possession of this dis

tinguished name would seem sufficient

to ensure has not followed the colors

of Baron Gustave de Rothschild in the

racing field, where his blue jackets and

yellow caps have not been the first to

reach the winning-post in the contests for

1 the most important prizes. He buys, nev

ertheless, the best mares and the finest

stallions, and he has to-day, in his excel

lent stud at Meautry, the illustrious Boiard,.
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who had won, before he came into the

baron's possession, the Ascot Cup of 1873

and the Grand Prix de Paris. The Roths

child training-stables are at Chantilly.

Boiard, as well as Vermont, another of

the grandest horses ever foaled in France,

and a winner also of the Grand Prix de

Paris, was formerly in possession of M.

Henry Delamarre, who in the days of

the Empire enjoyed a short period of

most remarkable success, having won

the French Derby no less than three times

within four years. His choice of colors

was a maroon jacket with red sleeves

and black cap. He had some lesser tri

umphs last year, at the autumn meeting

in the Bois de Boulogne, where his mare

Reine Claude won the Prix du Moulin

by two lengths, his horse Vicomte, who

up to that time had been running so bad

ly, taking the Prix d'Automne, while the

second prize of the same name was car

ried off by Clélié, thus gaining for the

Delamarre stables three races out of the

five contested on that day. All M. De

lamarre's horses come from the Bois

Roussel stud, belonging to Comte Roe

derer.

There remain to be mentioned, amongst

the number of gentlemen who are in the

habit of entering their horses for races in

France, a Belgian, the comte de Meeiis,

one of whose horses was the favorite in

the race last mentioned, and though beat

en, as often happens with favorites, he

and other animals from the same stables

have this year carried away several of the

provincial prizes; M. L. André, owner of

this sezson's winners of the steeple-chase

handicap known as the Prix de Pontoise

and of several hurdle-races; M. A. de

Borda, who was unsuccessful in the pres

ent year in three at least of the races

in which he had entered; M. E. de la

Charme, who in June, 1879, took the Grand

Prix du Conseil-Général (handicap) at Ly

ons, and in September won at Vincennes

the hurdle-race Prix de Charenton; the

marquis de Caumont-Laforce, whose col

ors were first this summer at Moulins in

the Prix du Conseil-Général, and in the

third Criterium at Fontainebleau, as well

as in the grand handicap at Beauvais last

July; W. P. Aumont, who has been not

without some good luck in the provinces

during the past season; M. Moreau-Chas

lon, whose successes of late have hardly

been in proportion to his numerous en

tries, though he won the last Prix des Vil

las at Vésinet, the Prix du Jockey Club

(three thousand francs) at Ch:3.lons-sur

Safme and the Prix du Mont-Valérien at

the Bois de Boulogne; and, to bring to an

end our long list of devotees of the turf,

we add the name of NI: Ephrussi, who,

amongst the numerous races in which he

has entered horses in 1879, has been vic

torious in not a few—for instance, in the

steeple-chase handicap at La Marche,

called the Prix de Clairefontaine, in L'Ex

press at Fontainebleau, in the Prix de

Neuilly at the Bois de Boulogne, and in

the handicap for the Prix des Ecuries at

Chantilly, as well as in a race for gentle

men riders only at Maison-Lafitte. Be

sides these and others, he gained last Au

gust the Jockey Club Prize (five thousand

francs) at Chalons-sur-Sa6ne, the Prix de

Louray at Déauville for the like amount,

another of the same figures at Vichy, and

the six thousand francs of the Grand Prix

du Havre. Most of the gentlemen last

named are the owners of a comparative

ly small number of horses, which are;

perhaps without exception, entrusted to

the care of the famous trainer Henry

Jennings of La Croix, St. Ouen, near

Compiegne.

Henry Jennings is a character. His

low, broad-brimmed beaver—which has

gained him the sobriquet of "Old Hat"

—pulled well down over a square-built

head, the old-fashioned high cravat in

which his neck is buried to the ears, the

big shoes ensconced in clumsy gaiters,

give him more the air of a Yorkshire

gentleman-farmer of the old school than

of a man whose home since his earliest

youth has'been in France. He is one

of the most original figures in the motley

scene as he goes his rounds in the pad

dock, mysterious and knowing, very spar

ing of his words, and responding only in

monosyllables even to the questions of

his patrons, while he whispers in the

ears of his joc‘keys the final instructions

which many an interested spectator would

give something to hear. Beginning his
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career in the service of the prince de

Beauvan, from which he passed first to

that of the duc de Morny and afterward

to that of the comte de Lagrange, he is

now a public trainer upon his own ac

count, with more than a hundred horses

under his care. No one has devoted

more intelligent study to the education

of the racer or shown a more intuitive

knowledge of his nature and of his needs.

It was he who first threw off the shackles

of ancient custom by which a horse dur

ing the period of training was kept in such

an unnatural condition, by means of drugs

and sweatings, that at the end of his term

of probation he was a pitiful object to be

hold. The pictures and engravings of

twenty years ago bear witness to the de- '

gree of "wasting " to which a horse was 7

reduced on the eve of a race, and the

caricatures of the period are hardly over- '

drawn when they exhibit to us the ghost

of an animal mounted by ~a phantom

jockey. When people saw that Jen

nings was able to bring to the winning

post horses in good condition, whose train

ing had been based upon nothing but

regular work, they at first looked on in

astonishment, but afterward found their

profit in imitating his example. Under

this rational system it has been proved

that the animal gains in power and en

durance while he loses nothing in speed.

The same intrepid trainer has ventured

upon another innovation. Impressed with

the inconveniences of shoeing, and an

noyed by the difficulty of finding a skil

ful smith in moving from one place to j

another in the country, he conceived the

idea of letting his horses go shoeless, both

during training and on the track; and, '

despite all that could be urged againstthe practice his horses‘ feet are in excel- '

lent condition. His many successes on

the turf have not, however, been crown

ed, as yet, by the Grand Prix de Paris,

though in 1877 he thought to realize the

dream of his ambition with Jongleur,

whom he had trained and whom he

loved like a son; and when the noble

horse was beaten by an outsider, St

Christopher, "Old Hat" could not con

trol an exhibition of ill-humor as amusing

as it was touching. When Jongleur died

Jennings wept for perhaps the first time

in his life, and he was still unable to re

strain his tears when he described the tor

tures of the poor beast as he struck his

head against the sides of his box in the

agonies of lockjaw.

Let us close our list—in which, how

ever, we have endeavored to enumerate

only the principal figures upon the French

turf—with two names; and first that of

the young Edmond Blanc, heir to the im

mense fortune gained by his late father

 as director of the famous gaming-tables

of Monaco. The latter, like a prudent

parent, forbade his son to race or to play,

and Edmond, obeying the letter of the

law—at least during the lifetime of his

father—was known, if known at all upon

the course, under the pseudonyme of

James. At present, however, he is the

owner of an important stud and stable

which are constantly increasing, and

which bid fair before long to take rank

amongst the principal establishments in

the country. Waggish tongues have whis

pered that when he had to make choice

' of colors he naturally inclined to "rouge

et noir," but finding these already ap

propriated by M. Lupin, the representa

tive of "trente et quarante" was forced

to content himself with tints more bril

liant perhaps, but less suggestive. But

let him laugh who wins. The annals of

the turf for I879 inscribe the name of

M. Blanc as winner of the Grand Prix de

Paris. It was his mare, Nubienne, who

first reached the winning-post by a neck

in a field of eleven horses, M. Fould's

Saltéador being second, with barely a

head between him and the third, Flavio

II., belonging to the comte Frédéric de

Lagrange.

This latter proprietor, the most cele

brated of all—in the sense of being the

most widely known and the most talked

about—I have reserved for the end of

my catalogue. Comte de Lagrange made

his début upon the turf in the year 1857,

now more than twenty years ago, by buy

ing outright the great stable of M. Alex

ander Aumont, which boasted at that

time amongst its distinguished ornaments

the famous Monarque, who had, before

passing into the hands of his new own
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er, gained eight races in eight run, and

who, under the colors of the comte, al

most repeated the feat by winning eight

in nine ; and of these two were the Good

wood Cup and the Newmarket Handi

cap. Afterward, at the Dangu stud, he

achieved a fame of another sort, but in

the eyes of horsemen perhaps still more

important. Never has sire transmitted to

his colts his own best qualities with such

certainty and regularity. Hospodar, Le

Mandarin, Trocadéro were amongst his

invaluable gifts to the comte, but his

crowning glory is the paternity of the il

lustrious Gladiateur, the Eclipse of mod

ern times. Gladiateur, said the baron

d'Etreilly, recalls Monarque as one hun

dred recalls ten. There were the very

same lines, the same length of clean

muscular neck well set on the same

deep and grandly-placed shoulders, the

same arching of the loins, the same con

tour of hips and quarters, but all in pro

portions so colossal that every one who

saw him, no matter how indifferent to

horseflesh in general, remained transfix

ed in admiration of a living machine of

such gigantic power.

The first appearance of Gladiateur

upon the race-course was at the New

market autumn meeting of 1864, where

he won the Clearwell Stakes, beating a

field of twelve horses. He was kept suf

fieiently "shady," however, during the

winter to enable his owner to make some

advantageous bets upon him, though it

required careful management to conceal

his extraordinary powers. His training

remains a legend in the annals of the

stables of Royal-Lieu, where the jockeys

will tell you how he completely knocked

all the other horses out of time, and how

two or three of the very best put in relay

to wait upon him were not enough to cov

er the distance. Fille-de-l'Air herself

had to be sacrificed, and it was in one

of these terrible gallops that she finished

her career as a runner. Mandarin alone

stood out, but even he, they say, showed

such mortal terror of the trial that when

he was led out to accompany his redoubt

able brother he trembled from head to

foot, bathed in sweat. In I865, Gladi

ateur gained the two thousand guineas

VUL. XXVl.—2t

and the Derby at Epsom, and for the

first time the blue ribbon was borne

away from the English. "When Gladi

ateur runs," said the English papers at

this time, "the other horses hardly seem

to move." The next month he ran for

the Grand Prix de Paris. His jockey,

Harry Grimshaw, had the coquetry to

keep him in the rear of the field almost

to the end, as if he were taking a gallop

for exercise, and when Vertugadin reach

ed the last turn the favorite, some eight

lengths behind, seemed to have forgotten

that he was in the race at all. The pub

lic had made up its mind that it had been

cheated, when all at once the great horse,

coming up with a rush, passed all his ri

vals at a bound, to resume at their head

his former easy and tranquil pace. There

had not been even a contest: Gladiateur

had merely put himself on his legs, and

all had been said. These three victories

brought in to Comte de Lagrange the sum

of four hundred and forty-one thousand

seven hundred and twenty-five francs, to

say nothing of the bets. Gladiateur after

ward won the race of six thousand metres

(two miles fourteenfurlongs) which now

bears his name, and also the Great St.

Leger at Doncaster. He was beaten but

once—in the Cambridgeshire, where he

was weighted at a positively absurd fig

ure, and when, moreover, the track was

excessively heavy. After his retirement

from the turf he was sold in 1871 for

breeding purposes in England for two

hundred thousand francs, and died in

1876.

Like M. Fould and several other breth

ren of the turf, Comte de Lagrange felt

the discouragements of the Franco-Ger

man war, and sold all his horses to M.

Lefevre. Fortunately, however, he had

retained in his stud at Dangu a splendid

lot of breeding-mares, and with these he

has since been able to reconstruct a sta

ble of the first order, though the effort has

cost him a very considerable sum. In

deed, he himself admits that to cover ex

penses he would have to make as much

as thirty thousand pounds every year.

Four times victorious in the French Der

by before 187o, he has since repeated

this success for two successive years—in
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1878 with Insulaire, and in 1879 with

Zut. His colors (blue jacket with red

sleeves and a red cap) are as well known

in England as in his own country. With

in the last six years he has three times

won the Oaks at Epsom with Regalia,

Reine and Camelia, the Goodwood Cup

with Flageolet, the two thousand guineas

and the Middlepark and Dewhurst Plates

with Chamant. On the 12th of June, last

year, at Ascot, he gained two races out of

three, and in the third one of his horses

came in second.

But the count is by no means always

a winner, nor does he always win with

the horse that, by all signs, ought to be

the victor. He has somehow acquired,

whether justly or not, the reputation of

being a "knowing hand" upon the turf,

and all turfmen will understand what is

implied in the term, whether of good or

of evil. His stable has been called a

" surprise-box," which simply means that

the "horse carrying the first colors does

not always carry the money ;" that peo

ple who think they know the merits of

his horses frequently lose a good deal by

the unexpected turn of affairs upon the

track; and that the count, in short, man

ages to take care of himself in exercis

ing the undoubted right of an owner, as

by rule established, to win if he can with

any one of the horses that he may have

running together for any given event.

Nothing dishonorable, according to the

laws ofthe turf, has ever been proved, nor

perhaps even been charged, against him ;

but as one of his countrymen, from whom i

I have just now quoted, remarks, "He is

fond of showing to demonstration that a

man does not keep two hundred horses

in training just to amuse the gallery."

These repeated triumphs, as well as the

not less frequent ones of MM. Lefevre,

Lupin and de Juigné, have naturally set

the English a-thinking. They have to

admit that the time has passed when their

handicappers could contemptuously give

a French horse weights in his favor, and

a party headed by Lords Falmouth, Hard

wicke and Vivian and Sir John Astley of i

the London Jockey Club has been formed

with the object of bringing about some

modifications of the international code. .

A war of words has ensued between Ad

miral Rous and Viscount Daru, the re

spective presidents of the two societies, in

the course of which the admiral has urged

that as English horses are admitted to

only two races in France, the Grand Prix

de Paris and the Déauville Cup, while

French horses are at liberty to enter upon

any course in England, it is quite time

that a reciprocity of privileges were rec

ognized, and that racers be put upon an

equal footing in the two countries. Not

at all, replies M. Daru; and for this rea

son: there are three times as many race

horses in England as in France, and the

small number of the latter would bring

down the value of the French prizes to

next to nothing if the stakes are based,

as they are in England, upon the sum

total of the entries. In France the gov

ernment, the encouragement societies, the

towns, the railway companies, all have to

help to make up the purses, and often

with very considerable sums. Would it

be fair to let in English horses in the pro

portion of, say, three to one—supposing

the value of the horses to be equal—to

carry off two-thirds of these subscrip

tions? To this the Englishman answers,

not without a show of reason, that if the

foreign horses should come into France

in any great numbers this very circum

stance would make.the entrance-moneys

a sufficient remuneration to the winner,

and that the government, the Jockey Club

and the rest would be relieved from a

continuance of their subventions. The

discussion is still kept up, and it is not

unlikely that the successors of MM.

Rous and Daru will keep on exchang

ing notes for some years without coming

nearer to a solution than the diplomats

have come to a settlement of the Eastern

Question.

I have said that the Jockey Club of

Paris grants subventions to the racing sp

cieties of the provinces, which it takes

under its patronage to the number of

about forty-five, but it undertakes the

actual direction of the races at only three

places — namely, Chantilly, Fontaine

bleau and Déauville-sur-Mer—besides

those of Paris. Up to I856, the Paris

races were run on the Champ de Mars,
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where the track was too hard and the

turns were very sharp and awkward. In

the last-mentioned year the city ceded to

the Société d'Encouragement the open

field at Longchamps, lying between the

western limit of the Bois de Boulogne

and the river Seine. The ground meas

ures about sixty-six hectares in superficial

area, and this ample space has permitted

the laying out of several tracks of differ

ent lengths and of varying form, and has

avoided any necessity for sharp turns.

The whole race-course is well sodded, and

the ground is as good as artificially-made

ground can be. It is kept up and im

proved by yearly outlays, and these very

considerable expenses are confided to Mr.

J. Mackenzie-Grieves, so well known for

his horsemanship to all the promenaders

of the Bois.

The race-course at Longchamps enjoys

advantages of situation and surroundings

superior, beyond all question, to those of

any other in the world. The approaches

to it from Paris are by an uninterrupted

succession of the most charming drives

—the Champs Elysées, the grand ave

nue of the Bois de Boulogne, and finally

through the lovely shaded alleys of the

Bois. Arrived at the Cascade, made fa

mous by the attempt of Berezowski upon

the life of the czar in 1867, the eye takes

in at a glance the whole of the vast space

devoted to the race-course, overlooked

to the right by a picturesque windmill and

an ancient ivy-mantled tower, and at the

farther extremity by the stands for spec

tators. To the left the view stretches over

the rich undulating hills of Sevres and

of Meudon, strewn with pretty villas and

towers and steeples, and rests in the dim

distance upon the blue horizon of Les

Verrieres.

The elegant central stand or tribune,

of brick and stone, is reserved for the

chief of the state. In the time of the

last presidency it was almost always oc

cupied by the marshal, a great lover of

horses, and by his little court; but his

successor, M. Grévy, whose sporting pro

pensities are satisfied by a game of bil

liards or a day's shooting with his point

' ers, generally waives his privilege in favor

of the members of the diplomatic corps.

The stand to the left of the track is the

official tribune, very gay and attractive

in the days of the Empire, when it was

filled by the members of the municipal

council of Paris and their families, but

to-day rather a blot upon the picture, the

wives of the Republican aediles belong

ing to a lower—though, in this case, a

newer—stratum of society than did their

imperial predecessors. The Jockey Club

reserves for itself the first stand to the

right, from which all women are rigor

ously excluded. The female element,

however, is represented upon the lower

ranges of benches, though the ladies be

longing to the more exclusive circles of

fashion prefer a simple chair upon the

gravel of the paddock. It is there, at

the foot of the club-stand, that may be

seen any Sunday.in spring, expanding

under the rays of the vernal sun, the

fresh toilettes that have bloomed but yes

terday, or it may be this very morning,

in the conservatories of Worth and La

ferriere. The butterflies of this garden

of sweets are the jaunty hats whose ten

der wings of azure or of rose have but

just unfolded themselves to the light of

day. My figure of "butterfly hats" has

been ventured upon in the hope that it

may be found somewhat newer than that

of the "gentlemen butterflies" which the

reporters of the press have chased so

often and so long that the down is quite

rubbed from its wings, to say nothing of

the superior fitness of the comparison in

the present case. In fact, the gentlemen do

but very rarely flutter from flower to flow

er within the sacred confines of the pad

dock, but are much more apt to betake

themselves in crowds to the less showy

parterre of the betting-ground, where,

under the shadow of the famous chestnut

tree, such enormous wagers are laid, and

especially do they congregate in the neigh

borhood of the tall narrow slates set up by

such well-known bookmakers as Wright,

Valentine and Saffery.

Each successive year sees an increase

in the number of betters, who contribute

indirectly, by means of subscriptions to

the races, a very important proportion of

the budget of the Jockey Club. But if any

one should imagine from this constant
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growth of receipts that the taste for racing

is extending in France, and is likely to

become national, he would be making a

great mistake: what is growing, and with

alarming rapidity, is the passion for gam

bling, for the indulgence of which the

"improvement of the breed of horses"

is but a convenient and sufficiently trans

parent veil. Whether the money of the

player rolls around the green carpet of

the race-course or upon that of M. Blane

at Monte Carlo, the impulse that keeps

it in motion is the same, and the book

maker's slate is as dangerous as the rou

lette-table. The manager of the one piles

up a fortune as surely as the director of

the other, and in both cases the money

seems to be made with an almost mathe

matical certainty and regularity. They

tell of one day—that-of the Grand Prix

of l877—when Saffery, the Steel of the

French turf and the leviathan of book

makers, cleared as much as fifty thou

sand dollars. Wright, Valentine, Mor

ris and many more make in propor

tion to their outlay. Four or five years

ago these worthies had open offices on

the Rue de Choiseul and the Boulevard

des ltaliens, where betting on the English

and French races went on night and day ;

but the police, following the lead of that

of London, stepped in to put an end to

this traffic in contraband goods, and the

shops for the sale of this sort of mer

chandise are now shut up. But if all this

has been done, and if even those great

1/oz'tures de plmlcs which once made the

most picturesque ornament of the turf,

have been banished out of sight, it has

been impossible to uproot the practice of

betting, which has more devotees to-day

than ever before. It has been discover

ed in other countries than France that

the only way to deal with an ineradicable

evil is to check its growth, and an attempt

to prohibit pool-selling a year or two ago

in one of the States of this Union only

resulted in the adoption of an ingenious

evasion whereby the p:'c1'ures of the horses

entered were sold at auction—a practice

which is, if I am not misinformed, still

kept up. The same fiction, under another

form, is to be seen to-day in France. In

order to bet openly one has to buy an

entrance-ticket to the paddock, which

costs him twenty francs, whereas the gen

eral entry to the grounds is but one franc,

and any one found betting outside the

enclosure or enceinte of the stables is

liable to arrest. The police, no doubt,

are willing to accept the theory that a

man who can afford to pay twenty francs

for a little square of rose- or yellow-tinted

paper is rich enough to be allowed to in

dulge in any other extravagant freaks that

he pleases.

But with all the numerous bets that are

made, and the excitement and interest

that must necessarily be aroused, there is

nothing of the turbulent and uproarious

demonstration so characteristic of the

English race-course. The "rough" ele

ment is kept away from the French turf,

partly because it would find its surround

ings there uncongenial with its tastes, and

partly by the small entrance-fee required ;

and one is thus spared at Longchamps

the sight of those specimens of the va

rious forms of human misery and degra

dation that offend the eye at Epsom and

infest even the more aristocratic meetings

of Ascot and Goodwood. At the French

races, too, one never hears the shrieks

and howls of an English crowd, save

perhaps when in some very important

contest the favorite is beaten, and even

then the yells come from English throats:

it is the bookmakers‘ song of victory. A

stranger at Longchamps would perceive

at once that racing has no hold upon the

popular heart, and that, so far as it is an

amusement at all apart from the gam

bling spirit evoked, it is merely the hob

by and pastime of a certain number of

idle gentlemen. As to the great mass of

spectators, who are not interested in the

betting, they go to Longchamps as they

would go to any place where uniforms

and pretty toilettes and fine carriages are

to be seen; for the Parisian, as one of

them has well said, "never misses a re

view, and he goes to the races, although

he understands nothing about them : the

horses scarcely interest him at all. But

there he is because he must do as 'all

Paris' does: he even tries to master a

few words of the barbarous jargon which

it is considered bon-ton to speak at these
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places, for it seems that the French

language, so rich, so flexible, so accu

rate, is insufficient to express the rela

tions and affinities between man and

the horse."

The mceinte du ;6esage, often called in

vulgar English "the betting-ring," or the

enclosure mentioned above to which hold

ers of twenty-franc tickets are admitted,

at Longchamps is scrupulously guarded

by the stewards of the Jockey Club from

the invasion of the demi-monde—a term

that I employ in the sense in which it is

understood to-day, and not in that which

it bore twenty years ago. A woman of

this demi - monde, which the younger

Dumas has defined as that "community

of married women of whom one never

sees the husbands," may enter the pad

dock if she appears upon the arm of a

gentleman, but the really objectionable

element is obliged to confine itself to the

five-franc stands or to wander over the

public lawns. Some of the fashionable

actresses of the day and the best-known

120/[es-petites may be seen sunning them

selves in their victorias or their "eight

springs " by the side of the track in front

of the stands, but this is not from any

interest that they feel in the performances

of Zut or of Rayon d'Or, but simply be

cause to make the "return from the races"

it is necessary to have been to them, and

every woman of any pretension to fash

ion, no matter what "world" she may

belong to, must be seen in the gay pro

cession that wends its way through the

splendid avenue on the return from

Longchamps.

The great day at Longchamps, that

crowns the Parisian season like the "bou

quet" at the end of a long series of fire

works, is the international féte of the

Grand Prix de Paris, run for the first time

in I863. It is open to entire horses and

to fillies of all breeds and of all countries,

three-year-olds, and of the prize, one hun

dred thousand francs, half is given by the

city of Paris and half by the five great

railway companies. It was the late duc

de Morny who first persuaded the munici

pal council and the administrations of the

railways to make this annual appropria

tion; all of which, together with the en

tries, a thousand francs each, goes to the

winner, after deducting ten thousand

francs given to the second horse and

five thousand to the third. Last year the

amount won by Nubienne, carrying fifty

three and a half kilogrammes, was one

hundred and forty-one thousand nine

hundred and seventy-five francs, and the

time made was three minutes thirty-three

seconds on a track of three thousand

metres — one mile seven furlongs, or

three furlongs longer than that of the

Derby at Epsom.

The fixing of Sunday for this interna

tional contest has aroused the prejudices

of the English, and has been the occasion

of a long correspondence between Ad

miral Rous and Viscount Daru, but the

committee on races has refused to change

the day, contending, with reason, that the

French people cannot be expected to ex

change their usages for those of a foreign

country. Although it is understood that

Queen Victoria has formally forbidden

the prince of Wales to assist at these

profane solemnities, this interdict has not

prevented the appearance there of some

of the principal personages of England,

and we have several times noticed the

presence of the dukes of St. Albans, Ar

gyll, Beaufort and Hamilton, the marquis

of VVestminster and Lords Powlett, How

ard and Falmouth; though the last, be

it said, is believed to be influenced by

his respect for the day in his refusal to

run his horses in France.

Those who remember the foundation

of the Grand Prix will recall the extraor

dinary excitement of the occasion, when

the whole population of Paris, as one of

the enemies of the new system of racing

said, turned out as they would to a cap

ital execution or the drawing of a grand

lottery or the ascension of a monster bal

loon : the next day the name of the win

ner was in everybody's mouth, and there

was but one great man in the universe

for that day at least—he who had con

ceived the idea of the Grand Prix de Paris.

The receipts on this occasion amounted to

eighty-one thousand francs: last year they

were two hundred and forty thousand. I

subjoin a list of the winners from 1863 to

1879, inclusive: '
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Years. Horses. Owners. Nationality.

186-5..The Rangcr.....H. Savile . . . . . . . . . . . . ..English.

r86.;..Vermont..... ..H. Delamarre... ..French.

 

..Comte F. dc Lagrange..Freneh.
 

rB65..Gladizueu

 

 

 

 

1866..Ceylon ..Duke of Beaufort ..... .. English.

1867..Fcrvacques. ..A. de Montgomery ..French.

1B6B..The Earl. \larquis of Hasungs .English.

1869..Glaneur... A. Lupin ....................French.

1B7o..Sornette.. . French.

tB7r .............. ..

r872..Cremorne .....Euglish.

1873..Boiard . ..French.

IB74.,Trent English.

1875..Salvato .....French.

rB76..Kisber . ......Hungarian.

t877..St. Christophe..Comte F. de Lagrange..French.

1B78..'1'hurio .......... ..Princc Sollikolf..........Russian.

18-;g..Nubienne ..Edmond Blane ........... ..French.
 

It will be seen by this list that the supe

riority of the English-bred horse over the

French is far from being established. Of

sixteen races, the English have gained but

five,* while they have been three times

second and four times third, and in 1875

their three representatives came in last.

The winner of the Epsom Derby has

been beaten several times, as in the

case, amongst others, of Blair Athol by

Vermont and Doncaster by Boiard. The

winners of the two chief prizes of last

year were a French, an English and an

Hungarian horse—-Gladiateur, Cremorne

and Kisber. It may be remarked also

that the winner of the French Derby,

as it is called, which is run at Chantilly

a fortnight earlier, is almost never the

gainer of the Grand Prix, the only ex

ceptions having been Boiard and Sal

vator. This result is no doubt the con

sequence of the system of training too

long in vogue in France, and upheld by

Tom Jennings and the Carters, which

consists in bringing a horse to the post

in the maximum of his condition upon

a given day and for a given event. The

animal can never be in better state, and

if he does not win the race for which he

has been specially prepared, it is because

he is not good enough: he cannot be

made to do any better than he has done.

But if it is hard to bring a horse to this

culminating point of training, it is still

more difficult to keep him there, even

for a period of a few days. Training has

been compared to the sides of a triangle:

' Since this article was written the Grand Prix has

again been won (June, 188o) by an English horse,

Robert the Devil.

when one has reached the apex one must

perforce begin to descend. It being, then,

impossible that the animal should sup

port for any length of time the extreme

tension of his whole organism that per

fect training supposes, it but very rare

ly happens that the horse prepared ac- .

cording to this system—-for the French

Derby, for example—can be maintained

in such a condition as to enable him to

win the Epsom Derby or the Grand Prix

de Paris. We have heretofore referred

to the reaction against this practice of

excessive training, and to the efforts of

Henry Jennings in the direction of a

reform—cfforts which within the last

few years have been crowned with great

success.

But we must now return to the Grand

Prix. An invalid who had been forbid

den by his doctor to read the newspapers

for several months, and who should chance

to make his first promenade on the Bou

levards on the eve of the Grand Prix,

would know at a glance that .something

extraordinary was about to happen. At

every step he would meet the unmistaka

ble garb that announces the English

man on his travels—at every turn he

would hear the language of Shakespeare

and of Mr. Labouchere adorned with a

good deal of horse-talk. Coney's Cos

mopolitan Bar, Rue Scribe, is full on this

day of betters and bookmakers. and pos

sibly of Englishmen of a higher rank,

whilst its silver g1v'l—which is not of sil

ver, however, but polished so bright as

almost to look like it—smokes with the

broiling steak, and the gin cocktails and

brandy-and-soda flow unceasingly. To

ward midnight, especially—after the Sa

lon des Courses has closed its doors—is

Coney's to be seen in its glory. The cir

cus of the Champs Elysées, where Satur

day is the favorite day, makes on this

particular Saturday its largest receipts

in the year; the Jardin Mabille is pack

ed; the very hackney-coachmen wear

the independent, half-insolent look that

they have had since morning and will

have till the evening of the next day—

unfailing sign in Paris that some great

spectacle is impending; milliners and

dressmakers are out of their wits; the
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world has gone mad. The restaurant

waiters and the barbers of the Boulevard

may condescend, if you happen to be a

regular customer and given to tipping, to

enlighten you on the chances of the re

spective horses. The most knowing in

these matters are supposed to be Pierre,

the host of the Grand Café, right under

the rooms of the Jockey Club, and the

rotund Henry, keeper of the Restaurant

Bignon, Avenue de l'Opéra, the confidant

of certain turfmen, who may favor him

with invaluable hints if their.sa/mis of

woodcocks should have been a success

or their catelette doul;le be done to a turn.

Charles, of the Café Durand, Place de la

Madeleine, and Henry, the barber of the

Boulevard des Italiens, are also posted

in the quotations and keep themselves

well informed.

On Sunday morning by ten o'clock the

Bois de Boulogne is filled with pedes

trians, who take their breakfast on the

grass to while away the time of wait

ing. The restaurants Madrid and the

Cascade, where the tables are spread

amidst flowers and shaded by trees—a

feature that is duly remembered in the

bills, like an /zars d'teu1're—are turning

visitors away. Toward half-past two the

enclosure of the paddock is absolutely

full: not a vacant chair is to be found,

and a fearful consumption of iced cham

pagne begins at the buffet. For, strange

to say, the weather is always fine on this

day, and the Encouragement Society is

as notorious for its good-luck in this re

spect as the Skating Club and the Steeple

chase Society are for quite the opposite.

By degrees—and perhaps helped by the

champagne—the vast throng will be

observed, as the supreme moment ap

proaches, to depart from its habitually

staid and calm demeanor, and finally to

show some signs of enthusiasm, though

without growing in the least noisy and

turbulent, like that at Epsom on the

Derby Day. Once in a year, however,

as the French say, doesn't make a cus

tom, and the Parisian crowd, to quote its

own expression, "croit que c'est arrivé."

The applause, in case the winner is a

French horse, comes from patriotic mo

tives: if he happens to be English it is

given from a feeling of courtesy; and

the crowd having done its duty in either

case, the famous "return," that has often

furnished a subject for the painter, be

gins. And a wondrous sight it is. Up

to six o'clock the innumerable carriages

continue to defile upon the several routes

that lead to the city, forming a procession

of which the head touches the Place de

la Concorde, whilst the extremity still

reaches to the tribunes of Longchamps.

And when evening comes on, and bets

are settled, and heated brains seek to

prolong the day's excitement far into

the night, such haunts as the Mabille

grow so noisy that the police is generally

obliged to interfere. There was a time

when, on these occasions, that jolly no

bleman, the duke of Hamilton, then a

prominent figure on the French turf, did

not disdain to lead his followers to the

battle in person, and to practise the noble

art of boxing upon all comers, whether

policemen or bookmakers. But these

deeds of former days are now but tra

ditions: His Grace has married, which

is said to have taught him wisdom, and

the bookmakers have grown into million

aires, with .a sense of the gravity becom

ing their position. L. LEJEUNE.
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HE short October day had come to

an end. It had been one of those

soft, misty, delicious days common enough

at this season of the year. The gather

ing darkness perplexed the young girl

who, without maid or escort of any kind,

stood peering through the gloom at the

little way-station. Discouraged, appar

ently, at the result of her search, sh'e en

tered the station-house, and inquired, in

rather a depressed voice, if they knew

whether Mrs. Pinckney had sent a car

riage or vehicle of any kind for her:

"she was expected," she added.

Youth and good looks are naturally

effective, and the young Irishman in au

thority there, Michael Redmond, was by

no means insensible to their influence.

He darted out with an air of alacrity,

returning, however, almost immediately

with the depressing information that Mrs.

Pinckney's carriage was not there. " She

went herself to the city this morning,

madam," he said, with an effort at con

solation. "Perhaps in her absence the

servants have forgotten —" Here he

paused.

"It is very unfortunate," she murmur

ed, evidently not accustomed to such

emergencies. Nature, however, although

ill-seconded by herprevious life, had given

her both courage and decision. " Is there

nothing here which I can hire? is there

nobody to drive me to Mrs. Pinckney's ?"

" I'll see, madam," returned the young

man.

Whyhe used the term "madam," which

was undoubtedly misplaced, toward so

youthful a person, is only to be explained

by an idea he had of exaggerated respect,

a kind of protection apparently to her

loneliness and helplessness.

He darted headlong out again into the

darkness. "There is a boy here with an

open wagon, madam," returning almost

as quickly as he went out. " It is not an

elegant conveyance, but—" and he hesi

tated—"it is the only one."

"Oh, it will do, thank you: anything

will do which can carry me to the house.

Is there room for my trunk?"

Michael with strong, serviceable arms

swung ~_'t'l3e trunk lightly into the wagon.

She was already seated, the boy, who was

to drive, beside her.

"Oh, thank you." She drew a diminu

tive purse from her travelling-bag, and

was evidently about to recompense him

when something in his manner deterred

her. She thanked him again, for gra

cious words fell lightly and easily from

her lips, and the little vehicle went rattling

out upon the road.

Mrs. Pinckney's house was four or five

miles from the station: the boy drove at

a furious pace, and it was by good luck

rather than by good guidance that no

catastrophe occurred. The beautiful day

was succeeded by a cloudy evening: nei

ther moon nor stars were visible, and as

they passed through the avenue leading

to the house, under the branches of mag

nificent old trees, large drops of rain be

gan to fall. The light which shone through

the open door revealed camp-chairs still

standing on the lawn, and children's toys

were scattered over the veranda. The

boy's rough feet as he carried in her trunk

annihilated the face of a smart French

doll, and Miss Featherstone's dress

caught on, and was torn by, a nail in a

dilapidated rocking - horse. The light

came from a picturesque-looking lamp

which hung from an arch in the centre

of a broad, low hall. She rang the bell:

the sound reverberated through the house,

yet no one came. The boy, who had

stood the trunk on end, growing impa

tient, rang again : they heard voices, hub

bub and confusion, children's cries, ser

vants summoned, a man speaking very

volubly in French. Then very imperfect

English sentences were shouted in a kind

of despair. The door was divided in the

middle, with a large brass knocker as an

appendage to the upper half. Miss Feath

erstone, growing anxious and impatient,

sounded this vigorously, which brought a
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maid, who had evidently quite lost her

head, to the door.

"This is Mrs. Pinckney's ?" said the

young girl in prompt, cheerful tones. "I

am Miss Featherstone, the governess,

whom Mrs. Pinckney expects."

"Yes, ma'am," replied the servant in

an absent, distracted manner. LY

"Marie!" shrieked the Fret.‘-It voice

in shrill tones of alarm and anger.

"Please, miss, I must go. Do come

in and sit down : I'll send somebody—"

"Marie ! Marie !—Where is that z/ilaine

femme ?"

At the second summons she fled, leav

ing Miss Featherstone and the boy, stand

ing with her trunk on his shoulders, on

the threshold.

The young girl walked in, sat down in

a large leathern chair, and was taking

out her purse to pay her driver when a

little fat man, with a very red face and

bushy black hair, came flying through

the hall, carrying a child in his arms.

He was followed by two or three sob

bing children and the girl whom Miss

Featherstone had already seen. " My

dear mees," he said, never stopping un

til he reached the governess, "see this

leetle enfant, this cher petit Henri. He

has already one contortion—spasm—what

you call it ?—and I fear he goes to have

one other. Ma chere mademoiselle, have

you some experience? Is it that you know

what we shall do ?"

The child lay pale and unconscious in

the arms of the distressed little foreigner.

Miss Featherstone tore off her gloves;

her purse, unheeded, fell on the floor;

she led the way into the nearest room,

which proved to be the dining-room, the

helpless group following. "Bring a tub of

hot water for his feet," she said in calm,

decided tones. She was seated, and had

taken the child in her arms.—" Now, mon

sieur "—to the Frenchman—" will you be

kind enough to give me some ice from that

pitcher on the sideboard behind you ?"

She drew a delicate little handkerchief

from her pocket, and, putting pieces of

ice in it, held it to the child's head.

"Some one," she continued, "take off

his shoes and stockings."

Her composure restored a degree of

order, although no one seemed to have

recovered their senses sufficiently to obey

her as to the child's shoes. The boy who

had acted as her driver knelt down and

proceeded to accomplish it. When the

poor little feet were up to the knees in

hot water and the child was evidently

reviving, she said, "The doctor should

be sent for immediately. As this boy

has a horse and wagon at the door, it

would be best to send him. What is

the name of your family physician?"

"Doctor Harris."

"You know where he lives?"

"Oh yes, ma'am, very well."

"Stop a moment: some one write a

line, so that there shall be no mistake."

The foreigner flung up his hands with

a gesture of despair. "It is so difficile

for me to write l'Anglais—" he began.

With the child lying on her left arm

she opened her bag with her right—the

little driver, the most collected person

besides herself of the party, holding it

up to her—found a scrap of paper and a

pencil and wrote a brief, urgent appeal

to the physician to come immediately,

mentioning that the mother was from

home, and signing herself " Iaura Feath

erstone, governess."

Sooner than she would have believed

possible Doctor Harris appeared: he came

in his own gig, the little driver who had

been so active in the events of the even

ing vanishing entirely from the scene,

and, as it was afterward remembered,

in the confusion without his douceur.

Doctor Harris, a comparatively young

man, was cheerful and reassuring. "There

will probably be no recurrence of the con

vulsions," he said, examining the child,

who was sleeping tranquilly in the young

girl's arms; "but what was the exciting

cause? what has he been eating?"

"I find him with a grand heap of the

raisins and the nuts," replied the French

tutor excitedly. "Madame goes to town

this morning and takes la bonne pour

s‘en servir—le pauvre enfant est aban

donné, voila tout!" Gesticulating with

much vehemence, he sat down at the

conclusion as if exhausted by his efforts.

"What has been done for the child ?"

asked the physician in a cautious whisper.
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The little Frenchman rose; his eyes

flashed; he waved his fat, short arms

toward Miss Featherstone: "Cette chere

mademoiselle, she is one angel from the

sky: she do it all," with increased ani

mation and violence—"ice for his head,

hot water for his feet. I could not tink,

I was so accablé."

This vehement declamation not being

calculated to, ensure the patient's slum

bers, Doctor Harris ordered the little fel

low to be undressed and put to bed im

mediately. "I should like to see you, my

dear young lady, when you are at lei

sure," he said as Miss Featherstone rose,

still with the child in her arms, and was

following the maid to the nursery: "I

have directions to leave in case of a re

currence. However, I don't think there

will be any return of the convulsions,"

he added.

The maid, reduced to helplessness by

terror, looked on while Miss Featherstone

undressed the sleeping boy. She laid him

in the bed, ordered the servant to sit by

his side until her return, put the candle

on the floor so that it would not shine in

his face, and went out to meet the doctor.

"Who will be with the child during the

night?" was his first query.

"Hé1as ! I do not know," cried the for

eigner with a gesture of despair.

"If there is no one else to take care

of him I will," replied the young girl

cheerfully.

" It is infaime !" said t-he tutor.—" Cette

chere mademoiselle has but arrived: she

is weary. Parbleu ! she must be hungry.

Why not somebody tink of dis ?—My dear

mees, have you had dinner? Non ? J'en

ctais stir," with a groan.

Mr. Brown—for that was the tutor's

very English name—was so dramatic in

the expression of his good feeling that

Miss Featherstone could not repress a

smile as she turned to the physician, and,

taking out her pencil and a little memo

randum-book, said, " If you'll give me

directions, Doctor Harris, I think that

I'm perfectly competent to take care of

the child."

Doctor I-Iarris, who was gallant and a

bachelor, made a whispered remonstrance

referring to her fatigue, but she replied

gravely, "I am in perfect health, and it

never makes me ill to sit up with a sick

person: I have had experience." Some

painful remembrance evidently agitated

her, for her voice suddenly failed.

They were interrupted by the sound of

carriage-wheels rolling rapidly up the

avenue.

"Voici madame!" cried Mr. Brown,

' who flew to the door to hand Mrs. Pinck

, ney out.

He had taken the earliest opportunity

to enlighten her as to the child's illness,

for they heard her exclaim, "I know it:

oh, I have heard of it! Vi'here is the

doctor?"

Mrs. Pinckney was tall and slight: she

had blonde hair, large, beautiful eyes—

they were blue—and regular features. In

short, she was exceedingly pretty : so

thought Doctor Harris, and he made

many salaams before her.

" Oh, doctor," she exclaimed, rushing

up to him and grasping his arm, "is there

any danger? Tell me, is there any

danger ?"

"Not the slightest, ma'am," he replied

promptly.

She wouldn't be reassured: "But why

not ? Convulsions are so serious, they are

so terrible! I had a relative who was

ruined for life by epilepsy : he was a

handsome fellow, but he lost good looks,

mind, everything. Oh, Doctor Harris,

don't tell me that my poor little Harry

is to have epilepsy!" She had the art

of puckering her forehead into a thousand

wrinkles, yet looking lovely in spite of it.

"I certainly shall not tell you anything

of the kind." said the doctor with a reas

suring smile, " for it wouldn't be true; but

who is the relative who had epilepsy?"

"Oh, a nephew of my husband, and he

had a dreadful fall. He fell out of a sec

ond-story window : it was in the country,

and rather a low house, but it finished

him, poor fellow! Oh, doctor, sit down:

I am tired to death, and this news has so

upset me! Will you assure me, upon

your honor, that my child will never have

epilepsy i"'

"Sincerely, Mrs. Pinckney, I don't

think there is the least danger; but you

must be careful as to what he eats. Nuts
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and raisins are not a particularly whole

some diet for a child three years old."

She looked about inquiringly, and did

not seem the least surprised as her eye

fell on Miss Featherstone.

The tutor, still irate from his alarm,

exclaimed, " You take la bonne, madame.

I am occupy with mes éleves: then I am

not in his care."

Mrs. Pinckney, who was not an irrita

ble woman, took no notice of this implied

reproach: "What is to be done with him

to-night, Doctor Harris? Can you sleep

here?" As he shook his head, "You'll

come the first thing in the morning? Oh,

doctor, can I go to bed and sleep comfort

ably? Do you assure me that there is

not the slightest danger of a recurrence

of those dreadful spasms?"

When the distressed mother spoke of

sleeping comfortably a smile, which all his

admiration for the fair widow could not

restrain, flickered over Doctor Harris‘s

face: "I was about to give this young

lady"—and he turned to Miss Feather

stone—"directions for the night, as we

didn't expect you home: she has been

very kind and elficient, and was going

to take care of the child; but now—"

He was interrupted by Mrs. Pinckney

crossing the room, seizing Miss Feather

stone's hand and kissing her with effu

sion: "My dear Miss Featherstone

your name is Featherstone, is it not ?—I

have no words to thank you sufficiently."

"Oh, the chere mees !" burst forth the

little Frenchman. "I was so full of

frighten I not know what to do, which

way to turn myself; and she, so calm,

so smoot/z," he said, hesitating for a word,

and apparently discomfited when he found

it—"she take the helm, she issue the or

ders: every one obey, and the child is

saved." After this peroration he glanced

around as if for applause.

"I was about to say," resumed Doctor

Harris, "that, now that the nurse has re

turned, Miss Featherstone, who has been

travelling all day, had better have some

dinner and be sent to bed."

"Oh, certainly," replied Mrs. Pinck

ney; "and now that I'm so much re

lieved I'd like some dinner myself.—

Mr. Brown, do you know what pros

pects there are of our having any din

ner ?"

The tutor shrugged his shoulders and

spread his hands with a deprecatory ges

ture: ."I know not, my dear madame.

Les enfants et moi, we have our dinner

at two o'clock: we did not comprehend

that madame would return to-night," as

a happy apologetic afterthought.

Mrs. Pinckney glanced at a little watch

which she took from her belt: "Twelve

o'clock, but the servants probably have

not gone to bed."—She rang the bell.

"Mary," to a maid who entered, "tell

the cook to make some tea and send in

cold chicken or beef—whatever is left

from dinner."

"I think the fire is out, Mrs. Pinck

ney," the servant hesitatingly replied.

"Oh, no matter: let her get a few chips

and make a fire: I must have my tea."—

Doctor I-Iarris rose. "Oh, doctor, don't

go until you have taken one more look

at my darling."

> The nursery was on the same floor.

Mrs. Pinckney insisted on kissing the

child, much to the physician's annoyance.

He checked her, and carefully refrained

from talking himself while in the room.

As he was taking leave at the front door

she repeated, "Now, doctor, you're sure

I can be comfortable—that I can go to

bed and go to sleep? Tell me positive

ly "—and she looked earnestly in his face

—"that the child will never have anoth

er convulsion." '

He laughed, and bent an admiring ten

der gaze on the pretty mother, who stood

appealingly before him: "My dear Mrs.

Pinckney, I cannot swear positively that

Harry will never have another convulsion,

particularly if he is allowed to eat nuts

and raisins ad lz'bitum: however, with

ordinary care I don't think it at all prob

able."—"Is it possible," he reflected as

he drove home, "that I want to marry

that woman, selfish and inconsiderate as

she is? Why, she would have let the

governess, a perfect stranger, sit up with

the child if I hadn't interfered! She is

awfully pretty, though. I can't help liking

her: then, her money would be a com

fortable addition to my professional emolu

ments."
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Although the hot, strong tea was very

grateful in her exhausted condition, this,

with the very excitements of the day, kept

Miss Featherstone awake the brief re

mainder of the night. She breakfasted

the following morning with the children

and their tutor. To her great surprise,

little Harry, looking pale and wan, was

at the table.

"Madame is too ill to rise," Mr. Brown

announced in his very best English, "and

the bonne is attending her. Will this

dear mees take the head of the table and

us oblige by pouring out the coffee?"

Miss Featherstone cheerfully acceded,

and left her own breakfast cooling while

she coaxed and consoled the little in

valid, who was quite fretful after his last

night's experiences. She was making an

attempt to eat something herself when

Mrs. Pinckney sent for her, and, as there

was no one to take care of the child, she

carried him in her arms to his mother's

room.

" Good-morning, Miss Featherstone ; "

and she devoured the curly-headed boy

with kisses. Mrs. Pinckney, reclining on

large pillows, looked prettier than ever.

No degree of negligence affected her ap

pearance: her light, curling, slightly-dis

hevelled hair and delicate, clear skin

were the more attractive under conditions

which would be fatal to many women.

"Sit down, Miss Featherstone.—Adr':le !"

calling to the nurse, "you must take dear

little Harry away: I want to talk to Miss

Featherstone. Be very careful of him:

don't let him eat or over-fatigue himself.

And, Adele, after lunch come and help

me dress: I think I should feel better for

a drive.—Don't you think I should feel

better for a drive, Miss Featherstone?

I'm in miserable health," she added as

the door closed on the nurse and child,

"I've had so much trouble. I've lost

my husband—he died of consumption"

—she seized her pocket-handkerchief

and began to cry: "I was alone, ex

cept for servants, with him at St. Au

gustine. I think his family were very

inconsiderate. I wrote letter after letter,

telling them of his condition and begging

and imploring them to come to my assist

ance; but no one came. I had just left

him for a few hours to get a little rest—I

was so worn out with anxiety and the re

sponsibility—and he died—alone—with

his nurse—" Sobs choked her voice.

Miss Featherstone rose and kissed her:

it was a way she had of comforting. Mrs.

Pinckney received the caress graciously,

and pressed her hand.

"Then my income is not nearly so large

as it was," she resumed, "and I'm obliged

to practise a great deal of economy. I've

discharged my maid, and share the chil

dren's nurse with them, and Adeleis grow

ing quite discontented with double duty.

I parted with Baptiste also : it was a fright

ful sacrifice, for he was just a perfect but

ler. I'm always having economy talked

at me by my husband's family, and I

hate it!" with a discontented sigh. "I

had a house in New York," she contin

ued, "which they urged me to give up.

They said I couldn't afford to keep both,

and it was better for the children to keep

the country-house, and that here on the

river it would be easy to get to town. I'm

extravagantly fond of going to the theatre

and opera, and have had in a great mea

sure to relinquish it. I went even when

Iwas in mourning: the doctors said I must

be amused. We'll go sometimes this win

ter together," she added coaxingly. "Well,

now, Miss Featherstone, as to your role

of governess: I don't feel as if you were

to be anything but my nice new friend,

you were so kind last night to my dear

little Harry. You teach the common Eng

lish branches and the rudiments of Latin,

French and music ? Mr. Brown—is it

not an odd name for such a thorough

Frenchman? but his father was English,

although he was born and educated in

France—-Mr. Brown teaches them Latin

and French at present, but I don't know

how long I shall keep him; so you'll be

relieved of that. I shall want you to act

as a friend in the household—I'm so

much of an invalid—sit at the head of

the table occasionally, and give orders to

the servants."

Miss Featherstone looked slightly per

plexed. Her duties as governess were

mingling in a distracting manner with

those of housekeeper.

"The children are so young," Mrs.
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Pinckney said apologetically, "they can't

be kept at their lessons from morning

till night. Rose is eleven, Alfred nine,

Dick seven. Harry might possibly learn

his alphabet, but I doubt it. You can

arrange the hours and studies to suit

yourself; and I want you to govern and

manage the children—relieve me in that

way as much as possible. I hope you'll

be very comfortable and happy in my

house, Miss Featherstone. If there is

anything out of the way in your room or

anywhere else, let me know. I'm sure

we shall be good friends ;" and with a

hearty, affectionate kiss she dismissed

the governess.

As Miss Featherstone descended the

stairs she met Doctor Harris, gallant and

gay, with a rose in his buttonhole, follow

ed by the nurse and child, on a visit of

reassurance to the fair mother.

Nothing is truer than that homely old

proverb, "The lame and the lazy are al

ways provided for;" and Mrs. Pinckney

was provided for effectually when she

lit upon Miss Featherstone. Just before

Christmas the governess was summon

ed to an interview with Mrs. Pinckney,

who was, as usual, in bed: "Oh, my dear

Miss Featherstone, I'm in despair—ill

again. Christmas coming, and my hus

band's brother, Colonel Pinckney, is on

his way to make us a visit. If there's

any one I feel nervous and fidgety be

fore, it is Colonel Pinckney: he seems to

look you through and see all your faults

and weaknesses: at least, he does mine,

and he makes me see them too, which

I don't like one bit. I do the best I

can: I'm in such miserable health, and

have had so much to break me down.

Did you ever know any one, dear Miss

Featherstone, who had had so much

trouble?—my husband's death and

all."

The young girl did not reply. Visions

of her own lonely home rose before her

—her mother fading slowly away un

der an accumulation of misfortunes; her

only brother shot in the Union army; her

father sinking into almost a dishonored

grave through hopeless liabilities brought

on indirectly by the war; she, petted and

idolized, the only remaining member of

the family, seeking her daily bread and

finding a pittance by working among

strangers. She hung her head and had

not a word with which to reply.

" I dare say you've had troubles of your

own," exclaimed Mrs. Pinckney. "Of

course you have, or you wouldn't be here,

you dear creature ! It is well for me that

you are here, though," kissing her affec

tionately. "Now, everything must be just

right when this haughty, fastidious broth

er-in-law of mine comes. He isn't apt to

find fault, but I am conscious that he is

secretly criticising my dress, my dinners,

the gaucheries of the servants, my moral

qualities, even the wayI turn my sen

tences. I shouldn't mind trying to talk

my very best English if he were not pry

ing into my motives: it is difficult to be

on one's guard in every direction," with

a sigh.

"I should think he'd be very disagree

able," said Miss Featherstone.

" No :" the no was hesitating. " He is

dangerously attractive: atleast he attracts

me. I'm all the time wondering what he

is thinking, which keeps me perpetually

thinking of him. He is a Southerner,

you know, and was in the army; so you

must be very careful, 'my dear mees,' as

Mr. Brown says, not to come out with

your 'truly loyal' sentiments: he won't

like them."

"I don't care whether he likes them

or not." Miss Featherstone's face was

crimson: it was the first spark of tem

per she had shown since she came into

the house.

Mrs. Pinckney looked at her in sur

prise, then laughed: "I'm delighted to

see something human about you: I

thought you were a saint."

"By no manner of means," returned

the governess curtly.

"I shall warn Dick not to get upon the

subject of the war," was the note that

Mrs. Pinckney, inconsequent as she gen

erally was, made of the scene.—" But I'm

forgetting why I sent for you," she said

aloud. "I want you to go to town and

buy Christmas presents and quantities

of things to eat and drink. I was going

myself, but I never can count upon a day

as to being well with any certainty," with
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rather an ostentatious sigh. " I've made

out a list: there's plenty of money, isn't

there ?"

Miss Featherstone had the care of the

money and accounts: "Yes," hesitating

ly; "that is—"

"No matter," interrupted Mrs. Pinck

ney. "I have accounts at hosts of places.

The carriage is ordered to take you to the

station: will you be ready, dear, at ten

o'clock ?"

Miss Featherstone looked at her watch

and hurried to her room.

It was snowing when she returned from

New York : great flakes fell on her as she

stepped, loaded with bundles, out of the

carriage. The children met her with joy

ful whoops at the front door: "Oh, here's

dear little Miss Featherstone, and we

know she's got our Christmas presents.

—You can't deny it. Hurrah!"

They dragged her into the dining-room,

where the table, decked with flowers, was

handsomely arranged for dinner. A blaz

ing wood-fire roared on the hearth: in

front of it stood a tall, handsome man

with a military air. He was dark, with

brilliant eyes, a certain regularity of fea

tures, and, as his passport declared, his

hair was dark brown and curly. Colonel

Pinckney looked haughty and impene

trable, as his sister-in-law had described

him. Mrs. Pinckney, exquisitely dressed,

reclined in a large chair by the corner of

the fireplace: she held up a pretty fan to

screen her face from the heat, and was

talking gayly to her brother-in-law. At

a table in a corner Mr. Brown, by the

light of a large lamp, was endeavoring,

with great difficulty, to read an English

paper.

"Oh, mamma, see poor little Miss

Featherstone loaded down with boxes

and bundles !" shrieked the children,

dragging her up to the fire.

"Dear children, do go and get Adele

to take them," said their mother.—" Here,

Mary," to a servant who entered, "carry

these packages up to my dressing-room.

—There are more in the carriage?" in

reply to a remark of Miss Featherstone.

—"Adele," to her maid, who stood at the

door, "bring in everything you find in the

carriage."

Two or three weeks passed, and Col

onel Pinckney made no sign of depar

ture. In spite of his unsocial tendencies,

he drove and dined out with his sister

in-law, for many nice people chose this

winter to remain at their country-houses.

He took long walks by himself, and made

inroads into the school-room, for he was

very fond of the children. Mrs. Pinck

ney was less frequently indisposed, and

exerted herself in a measure to entertain

him. She never, by any accident, occu

pied herself, and was one morning lying

back in a large chair by a coal-fire in the

library, her little idle hands resting on

her lap, when Colonel Pinckney, who had

been examining the books on the shelves

which lined the room, assumed his usual

position, with his back to the fire, and

startled his sister-in-law by exclaiming,

"Where did you get your white slave,

Virginia ?"—Mrs. Pinckney looked be

wildered—"this young girl who fills so

many places in the house? She appears

to be nurse, housekeeper, governess and

maid-of-all-work in one."

"My dear Dick, what do you mean?"

exclaimed Mrs. Pinckney with some in

dignation. " Do you think I impose upon

Miss Featherstone? I love her dearly.

Then my delicate health, and you know

I'm obliged to be economical."

Colonel Pinckney made a movement

of impatience and almost disgust. " How

much do you pay her ?" he abruptly ex

claimed, turning his flashing eyes upon

his companion.

" How angry you look ! how you fright

en me!" said Mrs. Pinckney, who had a

trick of coming out with everything she

thought. "I pay her"—and she stam

mered—"two hundred dollars a year."

"The devil !" he exclaimed. "I beg

your pardon. Virginia, but I can hardly

believe it. \Vhat an absurd compensa

tion for all that girl does! Why, one of

your dresses frequently costs more than

that: I see your bills, you know."

"I'm very sorry you do if this is the

use you make of your knowledge," re

plied Mrs. Pinckney in an injured tone.

" She is in mourning, and does not require

many dresses: besides, Richard, no one

preaches economy to me more than you
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do. I'm sick of the very word," petu

lantly.

"What position, really, is she supposed

to occupy?"

"She is the governess," said Mrs. Pinck

ney in a sulky tone.

"Now listen, Virginia. I have seen

that young girl darning stockings in the

school-room and at the same time hear

ing the children's lessons; I have seen

her arrange the dinner-table, with the

children clinging to her skirts; I have

seen her with the keys, giving out the

stores; I know she keeps your accounts ; _

and I can readily comprehend where

those clear, well-expressed letters came

from, although signed by you, which I

have frequently received in my charac

ter of guardian and executor."

"You certainly don't think I meant to

deceive you as to the letters?"

"Oh no," replied her brother-in-law:

"I don't think you in the least deceitful,

Virginia ;" and in his own mind reflect

ed, Hypocrisy is the homage which

vice pays to virtue.' "

Nobody likes hypocrisy, to be sure,

but Mrs. Pinckney did not take the trou

ble to veil her peccadilloes. Easy and

indolent as she was, being now thor

oughly roused by his thinly-veiled con

tempt, she endeavored to be disagree

able in her turn. With the most inno

cent air in the world she exclaimed, "I

declare, Dick, I believe you're in love

with Miss Featherstone, although you

like fair women—"

"And she is dark," he interrupted.

"Regular features—"

"And her dear little nose is slightly

relr0ussée,- but you cannot deny, Vir

ginia, that she has a most captivating

air."

"I'm fond of her, but I do not think

her captivating." Mrs. Pinckney was

now thoroughly out of temper. She was

not naturally envious, but she could be

roused to envy. "And so you're in love

with her ?" satirically.

" How can I help it ?" he returned with

a mocking air. "She has magnificent

eyes, a bewildering smile: then she has

thatje ne sais quot", as our foreign friend

would say. There is no defining it, there

is no assuming it. To conclude, I con

sider Miss Featherstone dangerously at

traetive."

"Just what I told her you were," re

turned Mrs. Pinckney, who saw he was

trying to tease her, and had recovered

by this time her equanimity. In spite of

his phlegm he looked interested. " You'd

better take care and make no reference

to the war, for she is furiously loyal, I

can tell you," said Mrs. Pinckney, recall

ing the conversation. " Since when have

you been in love with her?"

" From the very first moment I saw

her, when she entered the dining-room,

her cheeks brilliant from the cold, her

lovely eyes, blinded by the light, peering

through their long lashes, a little becom

ing embarrassment in her air as she saw

your humble servant—laden down with

your bundles, and your children, as usu

al, clinging to her skirts."

"Dick, how disagreeable you are!"

and Mrs. Pinckney began to pout again.

" We are all her lovers," he malicious

ly continued—" all the men here—Doctor

Harris, Mr. Brown and—" he bowed ex

pressively.

"Doctor Harris?" exclaimed his sister

in-law. This defection cut her to the

heart.

"The day my namesake and godchild,

little Dick, was ill I went to the nursery,

as in duty bound: you know how fond I

am of that child. There was Miss Feath

erstone, not the nurse, interested and con

cerned, sitting by the patient. There was

Doctor Harris, interested and absorbed

with Miss Featherstone. His looks were

unmistakable: I saw it at a glance. And

as for Mr. Brown, he raves about this

' dear mees‘ or ' cette chere mademoiselle'

by the hour together. She carried his

heart by storm the first time he saw

her, as she did mine."

" How far does your admiration lead

you? Do you wish any assistance from

me ?"

"As you please : I am indifferent," he

returned, shrugging his shoulders. "Se

riously, Virginia—I say this in my cha

racter of guardian and adviser-general

to the family—I think what you give her

is a beggarly pittance in return for all she
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does, and I suggest that you raise her

salary."

Miss Featherstone, although prejudiced

at first against Colonel Pinckney, grew

by degrees to like him. His manner to

her was grave and respectful; he carried

off the children, quite conveniently some

times, when she was almost worn out with

fatigue; and the air of friendly interest

with which his dark eyes rested upon her

was in a manner comforting. Their little

interviews, although she was unconscious

of it, gave zest to her life.

One cold morning, as she sat before

breakfast with little Harry on her lap,

warming his hands before the dining

room fire, Colonel Pinckney exclaimed,

"Miss Featherstone., did you have the

care of that child last night?"

"Yes," as she pressed the fat little

hands in hers.

"And dressed him this morning?"

"Why, yes. Colonel Pinckney, ex

cuse me: why shouldn't I?"

"Virginia is the most selfish human

being I ever knew in my life," he burst

forth. "You, after working like a slave

during the day, cannot even have your

night's rest undisturbed. I'll speak to

her, and insist upon it that this state of

things shall not continue any longer."

Miss Featherstone looked annoyed:

"Mr. Pinckney"—she never would, if

she remembered it, call him "Colonel"

—''I beg that you will do nothing of the

kind. Mrs. Pinckney is quite ill with a

cold: she can scarcely speak above a

whisper, and she required Adele's ser

vices during the night. I volunteered

it was my own arrangement—sleeping

with the child," eagerly.

"Oh yes," he returned, "you are re

markably well suited to each other—you

and Virginia: you give, and she takes,"

sarcastically. " Listen, Miss Featherstone.

I have known that woman twelve years

—it is exactly twelve years since my un

fortunate brother married her—and in all

that time I never knew her consider but

one human being, and that was herself."

"Indeed, you're very much mistaken,

Colonel—that is, Mr.—Pinckney, as far

as I am concerned. Mrs. Pinckney is

really very kind to me. I am exceed

ingly fond of her, but I cannot bear to

see things going wrong, and when I can

I make them right. Mrs. Pinckney is in

delicate health."

"That's all nonsense," he interrupted.

"She spends her time studying her sen

sations. If she were poor she'd have

something better to do. I think you are

doing wrong morally, Miss Featherstone.

You are encouraging her in idleness and

selfishness by taking her duties and hear

ing them on your young shoulders.—Now,

Harry, come here," to that small indi

~vidual, who slowly and unwillingly de

scended from the governess‘s lap: "leave

Miss Featherstone, my young friend, to

pour out the coffee and eat her own

breakfast. Adele is with mamma, is

she? Vt'ell, Uncle Dick will give Har

ry his breakfast."

The cold was intense the following day,

yet Miss Featherstone, well mulfled up,

was on her way to the hall-door, where

the sleigh was waiting to take her to the

station.

"Forgive me," exclaimed Colonel

Pinckney, who waylaid her, much to

her annoyance, "but what are you go

ing to do for the family now ?"

"I am going to New York to get a

cook," she replied with a decided air.

"Do you know the state of the ther

mometer ?"

"I don't care anything about it," with

some obstinacy, tugging at the button of

her glove.

"But I do," he said. "Now, Miss

Featherstone, while I'm here I am mas

ter of the house, and if it's necessary to

go to town it's I that am going—to use

Pat's vernacular—and not you. Give

me directions, and I'll follow them im

plicitly."

"So Dick went, did he ?" said Mrs.

Pinckney. She was propped up in bed

with large pillows: Miss Featherstone,

still in her bonnet, sat by her side.

"Yes: it was very kind, for I don't

know what would have become of the

children all day, poor things! and you

sick."

Mrs. Pinckney glanced searchingly at

her. "Dick is very kind when he pleases,

1 and exceedingly efficient," returned the
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invalid: "I've no doubt he'll bring back

a capital cook."

"I had a great prejudice against Mr.

Pinckney," said Miss Featherstone, slow

ly smoothing out her gloves, "but I con

fess it has vanished, there is something

so straightforward and manly about him ;

and he certainly is very kind."

" He does not flatter you at all ?"

"Oh no; and that is one reason I like

him. I detest the gallant, tender man

ner which many men affect toward wo

men."

"Doctor Harris, for instance?"

"Well, Doctor Harris, for instance,"

returned Miss Featherstone, smiling,

and blushing a little.

" Doctor Harris has certainly made love

to her, and Dick as certainly hasn't. I

wonder—oh, how I wonder!—whether

he was in earnest the other day?" Her

large blue eyes were fixed scrutinizingly

on the governess, although she thought,

not said, these things. " He thinks you

do a great deal too much in the house,

and was quite abusive to me about it:

he actually swore when he discovered

the amount of your salary. Now, my

dear Miss Featherstone, you may name

your own price: I'll give you anything

you ask, for no amount of money can

represent the comfort you are to me."

"I don't want one cent more than

I at present receive," replied the gov

erness, kissing her fondly.

A few days after Colonel Pinckney—a

self-constituted committee, apparently, for

the prevention of cruelty to governesses

——surprised Miss Fcatherstone in the

school-room. She was seated before the

fire in a low chair, little Harry, who was

fretful from a cold, lying on her lap, the

other children clustered around her. As

he softly opened the door he heard these

words : Blondine,‘ replied the fairy

Bienveillante sadly, ' no matter what you

see or hear, do not lose courage or hope.' "

As she told the story in low, drowsy tones

she was also mending the heel of a little

stocking.

" It is abominable!" the colonel cried :

" you are worn out with fatigue: I hear it in

your voice. I called you a 'white slave'

to Virginia: nothing is truer. You've to

VoL. XXVl.—22

day given out supplies from the store

room, you were in the kitchen a long

time with the new cook, you set the

lunch-table—don't deny it, for I saw you

—-besides taking care of the children and

hearing their lessons." -

"While Mrs. Pinckney is ill this is

absolutely necessary," she returned with

decision : "of course it makes some con

fusion having a new cook—"

"Children," he interrupted, "this sé

ance is to be broken up: scamper off to

Adele to get ready: I'll ask mamma to

let you drive to the station in the coupé

to meet. Mr. Brown: there will certain

ly be room for such little folks.—And as

to you, Miss Featherstone, as head of the

house pre tem. I order you to put on your

hat and cloak and walk in the garden for

awhile with me : the paths are quite hard

and dry."

"Mamma! mammal we are to drive

to the station: Uncle Dick says so,"

shrieked the children, breaking up a de

licious little doze into which Mrs. Pinck

ney had fallen while Adele sat at her

sewing in the darkened room.

"is Uncle Dick going with you?"

" No, he is going to walk in the garden

with Miss Featherstone."

Mrs. Pinckney felt quite cross: "He is

' positively insolent, ordering things about

in this way, interrupting my nap and all.

What, under Heaven, should I do without

her if he is in earnest about Miss Feath

erstone ?"

If she could have heard what Colonel

Pinckney was saying in the garden she

would have been still crosser.

"I want to enlighten you a little as to

my fair sister-in-law," he began after a

few commonplaces.

"Oh, please don't, Colonel Pinckney "

— unconsciously she was sliding into

the "Colonel." "I'd much rather you

wouldn't. I think—" and she hesitated.

" What do you think ?"

"Why"—and she looked embarrass

ed—"I am afraid Ishall not love Mrs.

Pinckney as well if you analyze and show

up all her little weaknesses. Vi'e could

none of us bear it," she continued warm

ly. "Remember that line

He to her faults a little blind.
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I like to love people, and feel like a wo

man in some novel I've read: ' Long and

deeply let me be beguiled with regard to

the infirmities of those I love.' "

"You're an angel!" he cried.

Miss Featherstone looked startled and

annoyed.

Colonel Pinckney, with much self-pos

session, recovered himself immediately.

"We all know it," he continued jesting

ly—"Mr. Brown, the children, servants

and all; but, in spite of this, you shall

not be imposed upon. Now, I wish to

give you a résumé of Mrs. Pinckney's

life—"

"Oh, Colonel Pinckney! when we are

under her roof!"

"It is a shelter bought with my father's

money," he returned. "But you must

and shall hear me: it is necessary. She

is the incarnation of selfishness: in a

young person it could go no further. One

can pardon anything rather than selfish

ness. She entirely exhausted our charity

during poor Harry's long illness. She

travelled with every comfort that money

could give: she had her maid, Harry had

his man, the children were left with my

mother. One winter they went to Nassau,

the next to the south of France: from

both places she wrote such despairing

letters that my poor old father and moth

er were nearly beside themselves. It was

like the explosion of a bomb-shell in the

household when a letter came from Vir

ginia. Sometimes I used to read and

suppress them: they were filled with

shrieks and lamentations. Harry was

in a rapid decline; the mental torture

was more than she could bear; some

one must come immediately out to her,

etc. The first winter my eldest brother

went, to the serious injury of his business:

he is a lawyer. I went when they were

in Europe, my wound not yet healed. By

George! Harry looked in better health

than I: every one thought I was the in

valid. The doctor was called in imme

diately, who said I had endangered my

life by the expedition. I found out my

lady had been to balls and on excursions

all the time she was writing those harrow- I

ing letters." -

" Is it possible," said Miss Featherstone,

"that you think Mrs. Pinckney is false

that she deliberately tells untruths ?"

"Not a bit of it," interrupted Colonel

Pinckney. "She loves to complain and

make herself an objectofsympathy. Poor

Harry, of course, had a constant cough,

and whenever he took cold all his dis

tressing symptoms were aggravated : then

she'd write her letters. By the time they

were received he would be pretty well

again. You can see for yourself what

she is: she sends for Doctor Harris, has

Adele sleep on a mattress on the floor in

her room, leaving little Harry to keep you

awake all night—a fine preparation for

the drudgery of the next day—then to

ward evening she rises, makes a beautiful

toilette, and drives with me several miles

to a dinner-party. Not a month ago, you

remember, this occurred when we went

to Judge Lawrence's. To go back to my

poor brother: let me tell you what hap

pened from her crying wolf so often. The

next winter they went to St. Augustine:

we live in Virginia, you know. A few

weeks after their arrival the alarming let

ters began and continued to appear. I

took it upon myself to suppress most of

them, for really I had grown scarcely to

believe a word she said with regard to her

husband, and, as I am sanguine, thought

poor Harry would overcome the disease,

as our father had before him, and live to

a good old age. One morning, however,

a telegram came: he was dead!" Col

onel Pinckney could scarcely speak. Re

covering himself a little, he continued in

husky tones: "He died alone with his

nurse: Virginia, taking care of herself

as usual, was in another room asleep."

" I wonder what they are talking about?"

thought Mrs. Pinckney, twisting her pret

ty neck in all directions so she could see

them from her bed. Their two heads were

close together: he was speaking earnest

ly, and Miss Featherstone's eyes were on

the ground.

Mrs. Pinckney dressed and went down

to dinner. although she had not quite re

covered the use of her voice. " Dick," she

whispered, " it was a fine move, your send

ingthechildren away this afternoon', so that

you could have Miss Featherstone all to

yourself. Did you come to the point?"
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"No, but I will one of these days: I

am preparing her mind," he added mis

chievously.

As time went on a vague uneasiness

seized the young governess. She im

agined Mrs. Pinckney was growing cool

in her manner toward her: certainly,

Doctor Harris, who was constantly at the

house, was becoming importunate in his

attentions. Once she looked up sudden

ly at as prosaic a place as the dinner

table. Colonel Pinckney was gazing both

ardently and admiringly upon her. " Cer

tainly I must be losing my senses to im

agine these men in love with me: it's

preposterous."

Mr. Brown put the matter at rest, as

far as he was concerned, for one day, as

she returned from a walk, he accosted

her on the veranda, and with a series of

the most violent grimaces and gesticula

tions, his eyes flashing, his face working

in every possible direction, he told her

that he was d'ésa1é: his life depended

upon her. He was so odd and absurd

in his avowal that she burst out laughing:

then, as she beheld an indignant, inquir

ing expression on his honest red counte

nance, she grew frightened, sank on a

seat and wept hysterically. This encour

aged him: he sat down beside her and

exclaimed, " Dear mees "—and he peer

ed at her blandly—"your life is empty:

so is mine. Letit be for me—oh, so beau

tiful!"—and he spread out his little fat

hands with rapture —" to comfort and con

sole one heavenly existence, ensemble."

He placed a hand on each stout knee

and gazed benignly down upon her.

She hung her head as sheepishly as

if she returned the little foreigner's affec

tion—afraid of wounding him, she was

speechless—when at this unlucky mo

ment Colonel Pinckney, coming sudden

ly round the house, walked up the steps.

She saw him glance at her—Mr. Brown's

back was toward him—and a smile he

evidently couldn't restrain stole over his

face.

"Oh, Mr. Brown, I'm so sorry!" she

found courage at length to say. "You

are very kind—you've always been kind

to me from the moment I entered the

house—but indeed you must never speak

on this subject again." She shook hands

with him in her embarrassment, appa

rently as a proof of friendship, then ran

into the house.

"Virginia, what do you think has hap

pened to me ?" dried Colonel Pinckney,

bursting into his sister-in-law's room,

which he seldom invaded. "Yesterday,

as I came up the steps, Isurprised Mr.

Brown, who was offering himself—bad

English, poverty and all—to Miss Feath

erstone. This minute — by George !— I

stumbled into the dining-room, and there

is Doctor Harris going through the same

performance."

"Sit down and tell me all about it,"

exclaimed Mrs. Pinckney, her curiosity

overcoming her pique.

"Each time," continued Colonel Pinck

ney, "the lover's back was turned toward

me, while I had a most distinct view of

Miss Featherstone, who was blushing,

hanging her head and looking as dis

tressed as possible, poor little soul!"

" Why! won't she accept the doctor?"

said Mrs. Pinckney with animation.

" It didn't look like it. I couldn't hear

what he said, but his back had a hopeless

expression. Did you know that she came

from one of the best families in Philadel

phia, that most aristocratic of cities, and

that they were very wealthy ? Her only

brother was killed in the war, and she is

the sole unfortunate survivor."

"She might do many a worse thing

than marry Doctor Harris: he is well'

educated and a gentleman."

" She could do a better thing, and that

is to marry me," exclaimed the colonel.

"I'm going to give her a chance, and

will tell you the result immediately. I

wonder who'll stumble in upon my woo

ing ?" and with mirthful eyes he darted

out of the room.

"I never knew a man so changed,"

soliloquized Mrs. Pinckney. "He used

to be haughty and reserved: now he

talks a great deal, uses slang expressions

and romps and plays with the children

like any ordinary mortal. One can nev

er tell whether he is in earnest or not. I

don't believe he'd have told me if he'd

really meant to offer himself."

A day or two afterward Miss Feather
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stone had occasion to go to town. It

was exceedingly inconvenient, for she

was needed everywhere as usual, but

gloves and boots must be replenished,

even by impecunious heroines. As she

came down Colonel Pinckney handed

her into the carriage and followed her.

She felt a little annoyed, but supposed

he was driving only to the station: how

ever, he sent the coachman home, and

when the cars came up he entered and

took his seat beside her.

"You look depressed, Miss Feather

stone : I hope that my going to New York

meets with your approbation ? I've been

neglecting a thousand necessary matters,

and the pleasure of your company to-day

gave me the necessary incentive."

He was so frank as to his motives that

Miss Featherstone laid aside her reserve

in a measure, and became communica

tive. "Everything has changed, Colonel

Pinckney," she said with a sigh. "Mrs.

Pinckney has grown decidedly cool, and

I think you have opened my eyes so that

I don't love her quite as much as I did.

I am sorry: I should rather have been

blind. Then—" She paused, feeling

that her confidences must go no further.

"Then," he continued, "it makes it

very embarrassing that the tutor and

family physician should both have fall

en in love with you."

"I think of leaving," she continued,

neither admitting nor contradicting his

assertion. "Forgive me: you have spoken

from the best motives, but I think you

have made trouble," she added hesita

tingly. "Mrs. Pinckney is now continu

ally on the alert to prevent my working ;

she will no longer let little Harry sleep in

my room; she orders the dinner for the

first time since I've been in the house;

the children are swooped off by Adele

as soon as their school-hours are over;

and everything is odd, strange and un

comfortable. I think I must go away. I

wrote an advertisement to put in the pa

pers: perhaps you could do it for me ?"

she said timidly: "I dread going to the

offices."

" Certainly," he replied courteously, and

put it in his pocket.

Colonel Pinckney appeared to share her .

' enced girl.

depression, and he sat for some time si

lent: then he said in an agitated voice,

"It will be a sorrowful day for that house

when you leave it: I never knew such a

transformation as you have effected. Un

til this winter my only associations with

it have been of dirt, gloom and disorder:

the children were neglected and fretful,

the dinners shocking and ill served ; and

this with an army of servants and money

spent ad liéitum. Now, on the contrary,

' the rooms are fresh, cheerful and agree

able; there are pleasant odors, bright fires,

attractive meals; the children perfect both

in appearance and manner; and all this

owing to the influence—perhaps I ought

to say labors—of one young, inexperi

I've always imagined I dis

liked efficient women: I've changed my

mind. When I was young l1 fair, indo

lent creature, always well dressed and

smiling, was my beau ideal: now a bru

nette, bright and energetic—some one

who never thinks of herself, but is mak

ing everybody else happy and comfort

able—this is my present divinity." He

smiled tenderly upon her.

Miss Featherstone endeavored to shake

off her embarrassment. He was a frank,

kind-hearted man, entirely unlike his sis

ter-in-law's idea of him, with an exagge

rated gratitude for her exertions in his

brother's family. She would not be so

silly as to imagine every man was being

transformed into a lover. "You are

kinder to me than I deserve," she said,

then changed the conversation.

She expected to meet him as she took

the train to return, but he was nowhere

to be seen. He did not even appear

when the train stopped, and she had a

solitary drive to the house.

"Did you know that Dick had gone?"

said Mrs. Pinckney at the dinner-table,

levelling scrutinizing glances from her

lovely blue eyes.

" No," answered the governess with

sudden depression and embarrassment:

"he said nothing about leaving this morn

ing. You know Colonel Pinckney went

to New York in the train that I did."

"You didn't see him after your arrival?"

" No: he put me on a car and left me."

"I suspect it was an after-thought," said
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'children hanging about her.

Mrs. Pinckney. "I had a telegram, di

recting me to send on his travelling

bag by express: the rest of his luggage

was to be left until further orders.—Is

it possible that she has refused him?"

thought Mrs. Pinckney behind her fan.

She was occupying her usual seat by

the fire: Miss Featherstone was in a low

chair, with Harry on her lap, the other

She was

telling them a story, but they were not

as well entertained as usual. The young

governess was unlike herself to-night,

and little touches, dramatic effects and

gay inflections of the voice were lacking.

A month passed, and nothing had been

heard from Colonel Pinckney. " He might

have written just one line," said his sister

in-law querulously. She was in her favor

ite position, propped up by pillows on the

bed, Miss Featherstone at her side wait

ing to receive orders, for gradually all

her old duties had been permitted to

slip back into her willing hands. "Cer

tainly he seemed to enjoy himself when

he was here; yet not one line of thanks

or remembrance have I received. I

heard," . she said mysteriously, "that

Dick was very devoted to Miss Living

stone at Saratoga last summer—there's

no end to the women who have been in

love with /zim : perhaps this sudden move

has something to do with her. Nothing

but a great emergency can excuse him,"

petulantly.

That day, for the first time, the chil

dren wearied Miss Featherstone, and she

carried them in a body to Adele, saying

that she had a violent headache and was

going out in the garden for a walk. As

she paced slowly up and down the tears

fell over her pale checks. The only win

dow from which she could be seen was

Mrs. Pinckney's, and that lady, she knew,

was too much absorbed in her own sen

sations to give her a thought. "How I

despise myself!" she murmured, "how

degraded I am in my own eyes! Can I

ever recover my self~respect? I'm so mis

erable that I should like to die because

Colonel Pinckney has left the house, and "

—she hesitated—"because his sister-in

law thinks he was drawn away by Miss

Livingstone. Oh!"—and she groaned

and clasped her hands frantically together

—"and all this agony for a man who

has never uttered a word of love to

me !" Here a remembrance of his whole

air and manner rather contradicted this

thought. "Everything wearies me: I

am actually impatient of the children,

and when Mrs. Pinckney wails and com

plains I can scarcely listen with decency.

I want to burst out upon her and say,

'You silly, tiresome woman! you have

had your dream of love and your hus

band; you have still four dear children ;

you have a home, plenty of money, hosts

of friends, besides youth and good looks;

while I am—oh, how desolate!' "

This imaginary attack upon Mrs. Pinck

ney seemed to comfort her somewhat, for

she dried her tears and tried to form a

plan of action: "He evidently didn't put

my advertisement in the paper, for I've

looked in vain for it. I must go away

where I shall never see Colonel Pinckney

again. I'll stifle, throttle, this miserable

love, and endeavor once more to be en

during and courageous."

Just then the house-door opened : some

one walked down the veranda steps and

came rapidly in her direction.

"I have been looking everywhere for

you," cried Colonel Pinckney; and he

seized both her hands: "no one seemed

to know where you had gone."

The bright color rose in her cheeks,

and in spite of her resolve her eyes beam

ed with delight. She murmured inarticu

lately that she had told Adele, then re

lapsed into silence.

" I have to implore your forgiveness for

neglecting to obey as to the advertisement,

but the truth is—" and he hesitated—"I

have a plan. It may not meet with your

concurrence," he added, "but I wished

to submit it before you made other and

irrevocable arrangements."

"You have thought of some position

for me ?" she forced herself to say, all

the bloom and delight vanishing from

her face.

"Yes. I know an individual who wants

precisely such a person as you are, for—

a wife."

"Colonel Pinckney!" she exclaimed

indignantly.
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"Do forgive me, dear Miss Feather

stone. I am such a confounded poltroon "

—and he seized her hands again—"that

I dare not risk my fate; but that person

is"—and he looked down upon her, his

heart beating so violently that he could

scarcely speak—"that person is—my

self!"

THE HOME OF THE G£NTIAA'.S'. [Sam-.

Of what happened then Mrs. Pinckney,

roused by her brother-in-law's return, was

cognizant, for actually, in the open air,

with her blue eyes bent eagerly upon

them, he clasped the governess in his

arms. " It is a fact accomplished !" cried

the fair widow with a sigh, and sank back

upon her pillows.

THE HOME OF THE GENTIANS.

HERE is a lonesome hamlet of the dead

Spread on a high ridge, up above a lake

A quiet meadow-slope, unfrequented,

Where in the wind a thousand wild flowers shake.

But most of all, the delicate gentian here,

Screnely blue as the sweet eyes of Hope,

Doth prosper in th' untroubled atmosphere,

Where wide its fringed eyelids love to ope.

You cannot set a foot upon the ground

On warm September noons, in this old croft,

But there some satiny blossom crushed is found,

Swift springing up to look again aloft.

Prized! sung of poets! sought for singly where

Adventurous feet may hardly dare to climb!

Here, scattered lavishly and without care,

' In all the sweet luxuriance of their prime.

Ah! how the yellow-thighed, brown-coated bee

Dives prodigally into those blue deeps

Of glistening, odorless satin fair to see,

And soon forgetting wherefore, tranced, sleeps!

And how the golden butterflies skim over,

And poise, all fondly, on these lifted lips,

Leaving the riches of the sweet red clover

For the blue gentians' fine and fairy tips!

Beautiful wildlings, proud, refined and shy!

Mysteries ye are, have been, and yet shall be:

The secrets of your being in ye lie,

And no man yet hath found their hidden key.

Might we not laugh at our world's vaunted lore,

For ever boasting, "This, and this, I know "?

Not all the science of its hard-won store

Can make one single fringed gentian grow.

Howmu) GLYNDON.
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NEWPORT A HUNDRED YEARS AGO.

HERE is a magnetism in places

which has as strong and subtle a

potency as that which belongs to certain

persons. Newport, Rhode Island, is not

an inapt example of the class of which I

speak. The wonderful mildness of the

air, coupled with its exhilarating quali

ties; the fertility of the soil, which throws

tropical vegetation over the stern realism

of crag and precipice; the mixture of the

wildest features of Nature with its soft

est and most intoxicating influences,—all

these anomalies, unexplained even by the

proximity of the itself inexplicable Gulf

Stream, combine to form a perfect and

most desirable whole. Nor is this de

scription over-colored or the offshoot of

the latter-day caprice that has made of

the place a fashionable resort. The very

name of the State suggests that of a clas

sic island famed for its atmosphere; and

as Verrazano, writing in 1524, compares

Block Island to Rhodes, it is possible

that hence arose its title. Neal in 1717,

and the Abbé Robin in 1771, both speak

of Newport as the Paradise of New Eng

land, and endorse its Indian appellation,

Aquidneck, or the Isle of Peace. Berke

ley, dean of Derry, who came here in 1729

full of zealous but utopian plans of pro

selytism, writes of it that "the climate is

warmer than Italy, and far preferable to

Bermuda" (his original destination). In

deed, it is to the good man's enthusiasm

for Newport that we owe his burst of po

etical prophecy, "Westward the course

of empire takes its way."

If the staid and reverend Berkeley, he

whom Swift, writing to Lord Carteret,

recommends as "one of the first men in

the kingdom for learning and virtue,"

and of whom Pope exclaims, "To Berke

ley every virtue under heaven," found

here this fascination, what wonder that

more excitable pilgrims of Latin blood

made of it a Mecca? The French par

ticularly came often to Newport in early

colonial days, and have left jottings of

their stay and the pleasure it afforded

them. Monsieur de CrE:vecoeur.visited

it in 1772, and found delight in its nat

ural beauties. He notes the bay and

harbor, the approach to which be con

siders remarkably fine, and admires the

acacia and plane trees which line the

roads, all of which, unfortunately, were

destroyed during the Revolution. The

young attaché of the French lcgation of

to-day, who chafes at the diplomatic du

ties which delay his shaking off the dust

of \Vashington for the delights of New

port, hardly comprehends how much he

redity has to do with his appreciation of

it. He does not stop to think, as he sips

his post-prandial coffee at Hartman's

window, of the line of French chivalry

that a century ago made their favorite

promenade by the spot where he now sits.

His mind, running on Mrs. A 's ball

or Mrs. B 's lawn-tennis, is far from

dreaming of the irresistible De Lauzun,

the gallant De Fersen, a fugitive from

the love of a queen, but destined to serve

her as lackey in her need, the two hand

some Viosmenils, the baron Cromot du

Bourg, the duc de Deux-Ponts, or any

of the brilliant cortége of a bygone day.

But what memories the mere enumera

tion of their names brings up! Rank

and valor were the heritage of all of

them; an heroic but unhappy end the

fate of most. Who can say that the

aroma of their presence does not still

linger round the old town, up and down

the narrow streets where they passed with

gay jests and clanking sword, or in the

quaint mansions, still peeping out from

behind century-old hedges, where they

left the record of their graces in the heart

of their host and of their loves on his

window-pane? What can be pleasanter

than for the American pen to linger over

the page of history that chronicles the gen

erous sympathy which brought this fine

flower of France to our shores ? Where

is the heart, even in our cynical nine

teenth century, which holds enthusiasm

an anachronism, that does not thrill at
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the recollection of the chivalry that quit

ted the luxury and revels of Versailles to

dare the dangers of an ocean-voyage

(then no ten-day pleasure-trip) for a cause

that still hung in the balances of success?

Viewed practically, the help offered was

even more deserving of praise. The

French are not an adventurous nation:

they are not fond of travelling. Hugo

says Paris is the world, and to the av

erage Frenchman it embodies the world

it comprises: it is the world. Expatriated,

he would rather dwell, like the poet, on a

barren island within sight of the shores

of France than seek or find new worlds

to conquer. It must therefore be con

ceded that the sentiment which brought

us our allies in 1780 was a hearty one,

nor had they encouragement from the

example of others; for, although La

Fayette, young and full of ardor, had

fired the hearts of his compatriots, and

made it the fashion to help us even be

fore the alliance in 1778, yet the expedi

tion of that year under the comte d'Es

taing had been an utter failure. There

was, however, a strong incentive which

brought the young nobles of the time to

us, and that was the one which the old

philosopher declared to be at the bottom

of every case—a woman. In this par

ticular instance the prestige was heighten

ed by the fact that she was also a queen.

Marie Antoinette was then at the zenith

of her beauty and power. The timid,

shrinking dauphiness, forced to the arms

of an unwilling husband, himself a mere

cipher, had expanded into a fascinating

woman, reigning triumphantly over the

court and the affections of her vacillating

spouse. The birth, after years of wed

lock, of several children completed her

conquest and gave her the dominion

she craved, and she now threw her in

fluence unreservedly into the balance for

the American colonies, little dreaming she

was therein laying the first stone toward

her own ruin.

On the 6th of February, 1778, the treaty

between the United States and France

was signed, followed in July of the same

year by a declaration from the king pro

tecting neutral ships, although bound for

hostile ports and carrying contraband

goods. Meanwhile, on the 13th of April,

the French fleet had sailed from Toulon

under the command of D'Estaing, who

had with him on the Languedoc, his flag

ship, a regularly appointed envoy, Girard

de Rayneville, who had full power to rec

ognize the independence of the States,

Silas Deane, one of the American com

missioners, and such well-known officers

as the comte de la Mottc-Piquet, the Bailli

de Suffren, De Guichen, D'Orvilliers, De

Grasse and others. The history of this

first expedition is a short and disastrous

one. The voyage was long, owing to the

ships being unequally matched in speed,

and it was ninety days after leaving Tou

lon before they anchored in Delaware

Bay. D'Estaing had hoped to surprise

Lord Howe, who was guarding the mouth

of the Delaware to strengthen the position

of Sir Henry Clinton at Philadelphia, but

when the fleet arrived Clinton had evac

uated Philadelphia, and was in the har

bor of New York. Here the French ad

miral followed him, but, finding no pilots

at Sandy Hook willing to take him over

the bar, he on Washington's recommen

dation proceeded to Rhode Island to co

operate with Sullivan, who was in com

mand of the army there, which was di

vided into two brigades under Generals

Greene and La Fayette. On the 29th of

July, 1778, the French fleet appeared off

Newport, to the delight of the inhabitants,

who were suffering ftpm the English oc

cupation, and saw in prospect an end to

their troubles. But, alas! their joy was

premature. Sullivan was so slow in mov

ing that the moment for action was lost.

Lord Howe, having received reinforce

ments, appeared off Point Judith, where

D'Estaing tried to meet and give him

battle; but a hurricane coming up, both

fleets were obliged to spend their energies

in saving themselves from destruction,

and before the storm passed the French

ships were so scattered that all hope of

success had to be abandoned. D'Estaing

found himself on the 13th of August sep

arated from his convoy, and his ship, Le

Languedoc, bereft of rudder and masts,

forced to an encounter with three Eng

lish vessels. His fleet rallied round him,

but it was too late after a disastrous action
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to do anything but repair damages: in

fact, Lord Howe had already reached

Sandy Hook. D'Estaing appeared off

Newport on the 20th to announce that

he should be obliged by instructions to go

to Boston for provisions and water, and

thus ended the first visit of the French to

Newport, to the dismay of the inhabitants.

Sullivan criticised D'Estaing severely, but

was obliged by La Fayette to retract : in

deed, it is a question whether the fault of

failure lay in Sullivan's procrastination or

in want of judgment on the part of the

French commander, who nevertheless,

on his return to France, interested him

self to induce the government to send

out twelve thousand men to America.

La Fayette also, through his friendship

with Vergennes, exerted himself toward

the same end, the proposition being not

unfavorably received by the government,

which merely demurred as to the num

ber of troops required. Before leaving

France, however, La Fayette had secured

full consent to the expedition, and on him

devolved the grateful task of bearing to

Congress and Washington the news of

the co-operation of that country. The

fleet was prepared at Brest, and was

placed under Admiral de Ternay, the

command of the troops being given to

the comte de Rochambeau, not through

court favor, but in consideration of the

affection of the army for him. '

Jean Baptiste de Vimeur, comte de

Rochambeau and marshal of France,

was born in Vend6me in 1725. At six

teen he served under the maréchal de

Broglie, was afterward aide to the duc

d'Orléans, and distinguished himself in

the battles of Crevelt, Minden, Closter

kamp and Corbach, being seriously

wounded several times. A thorough

soldier, Rochambeau possessed not only

courage, but a clear, practical eye, ac

companied by foresight and judgment.

His memoirs show him to have taken

more kindly to the camp than the court,

and outside of war to have been fond of

the sports of a country gentleman. His

appearance in Trumbull's picture of the

surrender of Cornwallis shows us more

of a Cincinnatus than of an Alexander.

He was reserved in his manner, even

with his officers, and De Fersen, writing

to his father, complains of it, acknow

ledging, however, that it was shown less

with him than with others. Later on he

does Rochambeau justice, and says : " His

example had its effect on the army, and

the severe orders he gave restrained

everybody and enforced that discipline

which was the admiration of the Ameri

cans and of the English who witnessed

it. The wise, prudent and simple con

duct of M. de Rochambeau has done

more to conciliate America to us than the

gain of four battles."

With this representative soldier of his

time came so fine a showing of the no

blesse of France, fresh from the most

brilliant court of Europe, that they are

worth a short description. They are in

teresting, if from nothing else, from the

fact that they are the men who appear

on the page of history one day steeped

in the enervating luxury and intrigue of

Versailles and Marly, the next fighting

and dying with the courage of the lion

hearted Henri de la Rochejaquelin in

Vendée, leaving as an epitaph on their

whole generation the words of the Chou

an chief, "Allons chercherl'ennemi! Sije

recule, tuez moi; si j'avance, suivez moi;

si je meurs, vengez moi !" Never even

in Napoleon's campaigns, where each man

had as incentive a name and fortune to

carve, was there such a race of soldiers

as these same aristocrats.

First and foremost, let us mention Ar

mand Louis de Gontaut, duc de Lauzun,

the duc de Biron of the Vendée. He was

the gayest gallant of the time, and wheth

er with the Polish princess Czmtoriski, the

beautiful Lady Sarah Bunbury—George

lII.'s admiration as he saw her making

hay at Holland House—Mesdames de

Stainville and de Coig and the rollicking

actresses of the Comédie Franeaise, or

Mrs. Robinson (the prince of Wales‘s

" Perdita,"). seems to have had univer

sal success. We except the record that

gives him the love of Marie Antoinette.

To him was entrusted in this expedition

the legion that bore his name, with Count

Arthur Dillon as coadjutor. The maré

chals-de-camp were the two brothers

Viosmenil, celebrated for their beauty,
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and the marquis de Chastelleux, a mem

ber of the Institute and possessed of

some literary merit. He had written a

piece called La Félzdlé publique, which

drew from the wits of the day the follow

ing epigram:

A Chastellcux In place académique:

Qu' a-t-il done fait? Un livre bien concu.

Vous l'appelcz La /'?til'z'léf11'lz'l]uL',-

Le public fut heurcux, car il n'en a rien su.

He printed twenty-four impressions of

his travels in America by the aid of a

printing-press on the squadron, the first

record of a book having been published

privately in the colonies. The aides of

De Rochambeau were the handsome

Swede Count de Fersen, the marquis de

Vauban, Charles de Lamette (who fought

a famous duel in the Bois de Boulogne

with the duc de Castries), De Dumas and

De LaubediE:res: De Tarli was intendant.

The list of officers comprised such his

toric names as those of the marquis de

Laval-Montmorenci, the duc de Deux

Ponts (colonel of the regiment raised in

Alsace that bore his name), his two broth

ers, Vicomte de Chartres, De Custine,

D'Olonne, De Montesquieu and the vi

comte de Noailles. The last named had,

as ambassador to England, the task en

trusted to him of bearing to Lord Wey

mouth the news of the French alliance

with America.

The fleet which appeared off Newport

on thellth of July, 1780, comprised seven

ships of the line—the Duc de Bourgogne,

Neptune, Conquérant, Provence, Eveillé,

Jason and Ardeut—the frigates Surveil

lante, Amazone and Gentille, the corvette

Fantasque (which was a hospital-ship)

and the cutter La Guépe. There were

thirty-two transports with the expedition

ary corps of five thousand men. Ad

miral de Ternay, wisely profiting by

D'Estaing's experience, lost no time in

reaching his destination. He was wel

comed by the sight of the French flag

planted both on Point Judith and New

port Point, this being the signal agreed

on with La Fayette that all was well.

Only a few days later he would have

been intercepted by an English squadron,

Admiral Graves having sailed from Ports

mouth early in the season, intending to

prevent the French reaching Newport,

but his plans were deranged by the bad

weather. The squadron entered the beau

tiful harbor of Newport with flying flags

and pennons bright with the golden fleur

de-lys of France.

From the earliest days of the colony

Newport had taken a prominent place in

its history. Its natural advantages had

early singled it out for both commercial

and social distinction. One of the first

governors, Coddington, was its original

settler. An openly-avowed freedom from

prejudice was among the first declared

principles of Rhode Island. Quakers

and Jews were gladly received, and while

the former brought with them the tem

perance and moderation peculiar to their

tenets, the latter grafted on Newport com

merce the spirit of enterprise which made

the town celebrated in colonial annals for

its prosperity and importance. .The Jew

ish merchants were men of good origin,

fine presence and character. They were

many of them of high birth in Spain and

Portugal, and they have bequeathed to

posterity a record of stately hospitality

and unblemished integrity. The names

of Lopez, Riviera, Seixas and Touro are

honored and respected still in their former

home, and the fine arch that towers over

the gay promenade of to-day gives en

trance to their last resting-place, so sol

emn and so majestic a home of the dead

that it drew from the Nestor of American

poets a stirring apostrophe to the manes

of the dead sons of Israel. The fine

harbor and bay of Newport soon attracted

commerce from all nations, which heap

ed its wharves with riches and made

princes and magnates of its merchants

—a position they seemed born to sustain.

The Overings, Bannisters, Malboncs and

Redwoods kept open house and exercised

lavish hospitality—witness, as told by the

Newport 1{eral¢l' of June 7, 1766, the sto

ry of Colonel Godfrey Malbone's feast

on the lawn of his burning mansion, so

fine an edifice that its cost had been a

hundred thousand dollars in 1744; but

the house taking fire at the time he had

invited guests to dinner, he thus feasted

rather than disappoint them, and all

through the long summer night they held
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high revel and pledged each other in

jovial toasts while the flames of the burn

ing building illumined these Sardanapa

lian orgies. Year after year added to the

importance of this city by the sea: year

after year the Indies poured into its ware

houses the riches with which Newport,

out of its abundance, dowered New York,

Boston and Hartford and ornamented

and enriched the stately homes of its

merchants. There is, however, one blot

on its scutcheon—one which darkens the

picture of this prosperity and the means

that helped make it—and that is the slave

trade. Yes, the town which was to give

birth to William Ellery Channing was

one of the first to become interested in

this baleful traffic. It is true it was de

nounced by the Legislature, which as

early as 1652 made it penal to hold slaves,

yet statistics show that between 1730 and

1752 the return cargoes of all ships from

the West Indies consisted of them. The

slave-trade of Newport bore fruit in other

evils. At this time there were no less than

forty distilleries at work, and this rum,

exported to Africa, bought and brought

home the human freight. However, in

1774 the importation was prohibited, and

all male children born after 1784 were

declared to be free.

Nowhere was there a more courtly and

elegant society than in Newport. The

rules of etiquette were rigorously adhered

to, and there was no jesting on so sacred

a topic as the honor and respect due to

those whom the good rector of Trinity

was wont to allude to as moving in high

er spheres. De Ségur a year or two later

says of it: "Other parts of America were

only beautiful by anticipation, but Rhode

Island was complete. Newport, well and

regularly built, contained a numerous

population, whose happiness was indica

ted by its prosperity. It offered delight

ful circles composed of enlightened men

and modest and handsome women, whose

talents heightened their personal attrac

tions." To-day, Newportis the rendezvous

of the best society of the land. Hand

some women and clever men meet and

greet there, but can the society be more

distinguished than, from this description,

it must have been a century ago? We

wonder if the stately dames who in the

eighteenth century held court here would

quite approve of the laissez-aller of mod

ern intercourse. The youth of to-day,

whose highest praise for his fair partner

of the cotillon is often that she is "an

awfully good fellow," has little kinship

with his ancestor, who used to wait at

the street-corner to see the object of his

devotion go by under the convoy of her

father and mother and a couple of faithful

colored footmen, thinking himself happy

meanwhile if his divinity gave him a shy

glance. The gay girl of the period, who

scampers in her pony chaise down the

avenue from one engagement to the oth

er, and whose most sacred confidence is

apt to be that she adores horses and loves

"pottering about the stable." is, with all

her charms, quite different from the blush

ing little beauty of 178o, who in powder

ed hair, quilted petticoat and high, red

heeled shoes gave her lover a modest lit

tle glance at the street-corner, thinking

it a most delicious and unforeseen bit of

romance to have a lover at all. But oth

er times other manners, and nineteenth

century men and women are no doubt as

charming in their way as were our pretty

ancestresses and their gallants of a cen

tury ago.

The prosperity of Newport received a

check from the Revolution. The English

occupation resulted in a vandalism that

destroyed the fine mansions, turned pub

lic buildings, and even Trinity Church,

into barracks for the soldiers and stables

for their horses, laid waste the country,

cut down the trees and obliterated the

landmarks. Thus the French found it,

and they were welcomed as possible de

liverers and defenders from the English

rule. Rochambeau and his staff reached

Newport in the frigate Hermione on the

afternoon of the 11th of July, and the

next day the troops were landed, many

of them being ill and all in need of rest

after the long voyage and cramped quar

ters. The forts were put in possession of

the French, who proceeded to remodel

them into a better condition to resist a

siege. General Heath, hearing at Provi

dence the news of the arrival of the fleet,

came down to Newport to greet Rocham
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beau, whom he met on shore, going after

ward on board the Duc de Bourgogne to

see the admiral, who in return saluted the

town with thirteen guns. On the even

ing of the 12th Rochambeau dined with

General Heath, a grand illumination of

the town taking place afterward, and each

day saw some new festivity to welcome

the guests who had made the American

cause their own. The army had been

stationed across the island guarding the

town, the right toward the ships and the

left upon the sea, Rochambeau thus care

fully covering the position of his vessels

by the batteries. Everything was enfite.

The people were delighted with the man

ners and courtly polish of the French.

Robin says of the discipline insisted on

at Newport, "The oflicers employed po

liteness and amenity, the common sol

diers became mild, circumspect and mod

erate." The French at Newport were no

longer the frivolous race, presumptuous,

noisy, full of fatuity, they were reputed

to be. They lived quietly and retired,

limiting their society to their hosts, to

whom every day they became dearer.

These young nobles of birth and fortune,

to whom a sojourn at court must have

given a taste for dissipation and luxury,

were the first to set an example of frugal

ity and simplicity of life. They showed

themselves affable, popular, as if they had

never lived but with men who were on an

equality. Every one was won, even the

Tories, and their departure saddened

even more than their arrival had alarm

ed. Rochambeau also alludes to the dis

cipline of the army, and says: "It was

due to the zeal of the generals and supe

rior officers, and above all to the good

will of the soldiers. It contributed not a

little to make the State of Rhode Island

acquiesce in the proposition I made it, to

repair at our expense the mansions which

the English had mutilated, so that they

might serve as barracks for the soldiers

if the inhabitants would lodge the officers.

We spent twenty thousand crowns in re

pairing the houses, and left in the place

many marks of the generosity of France

toward its allies."

We have before us an old plan of New

port in 1777, and a list of the officers'

hosts. We find the general quartered at

302 New lane, corner of Clark and Mary

streets. Its proprietor, William Hunter,

was president of the Eastern Navy Board

at Boston and an earnest upholder of the

rights of the colonies. The gallant and

all-conquering Lauzun was at the widow

Deborah Hunter's, No. 264 Thames street.

Mrs. Hunter was the mother oftwo charm

ing daughters, whom Lauzun eulogizes in

his journal. His praise has been often

quoted, yet it is worth repeating, as it

shows this Lovelace in a new and pleas

ing light. He says: "Mrs. Hunter is a

widow of thirty-six who has two daugh

ters, whom she has well brought up. She

conceived a friendship for me, and I was

treated like one of the family. I passed

my time there. I was ill, and she took

care of me. lwas not in love with the

Misses Hunter, but had they been my

sisters I could not have been fonder of

them." The two Viosmenils and their

aides were at Joseph Wanton's, in Thames

street. The VVantons had been govern

ors of Rhode Island from 1732: Joseph

Wanton was the last governor under the

Crown. He is described as wearing a

large white wig with three curls—one fall

ing down his back and one forward over

each shoulder. De Chastelleux lodged

with Captain Maudsly, at No. 91 Spring

street; De Choisy at Jacob Riviera's in

\Vater street; the marquis de Laval and

the vicomte de Noaillcs at Thomas Rob

inson's, in Water street; the marquis de

Custine, the commander of the regiment

Saintonge, at Joseph Durfey's, 312 Grif

fin street; Colonel Malbone entertained

Lieutenant-Colonel de Querenel at No.

83 Thames street; while Colonel John

Malbone was the host of the command

ant Desandrouins, the colonel of the en

gineers, at No. 28 of the same street;

William Coggeshall of No. 135 Thames

street had the baron de Turpin and De

Plancher for guests; De Fersen and the

marquis de Darnas were at the house

of Robert Stevens, and De Laubedieres

and Baron de Closen at that of Henry

Potter, both in New lane; Madame Mc

Kay, I 15 Lewis street, quartered De Lintz

and Montesquieu; Joseph Antony, at 339

Spring street, Dumas; and Edward Haz
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ard, of271 Lewis street, thetwo D'Olonnes.

Admiral de Ternay was much on his ship,

but lodged at Colonel \Vanton's in Water

street; his captains, De la Chaise and Des

touches, were at Abraham Redwood's, 78

Thames street.

On the 21st of July, Admirals Graves

and Arbuthnot arrived off the harbor with

eleven vessels—one of ninety, six of sev

enty-four, three of sixty-four, and one of

fifty guns. The following day the num

ber was increased to nineteen, and from

this time the French squadron was effect

ually blockaded in Newport. Although

doubt seems to have been felt by some

as to the good intentions of the French

army, the general feeling on their arri

val was one ofJoy. On Sunday, the I5th,

the intelligence became known in Phila

delphia, where Congress was then sitting.

Washington ordered the soldiers to wear

a black-and-white cockade as a symbol

of the alliance, the American cockade

being black and the French white, but

seems withal to have felt nervous and

impatient for some decisive action. He

sent La Fayette to Newport to urge Roch

ambeau to make an attack on New York,

but the latter replied that he expected

from the admiral de Guichen, who com

manded the \Vest India squadron, five

ships of war, and declined to take any

steps until his army was in better condi

tion. La Fayette, who was young and

full of ardor, was hardly pleased with

Rochambeau's caution, but apologized

for his impetuosity on the ground of dis

liking to see the French troops shut up

in Newport while there was so much to

be done. To this Rochambeau replied

that he had an experience of forty years,

and that of fifteen thousand men who had

been killed and wounded under his orders

he could not reproach himself with the

loss of a single person killed on his ac

count. He desired, however, a personal

interview with Washington—a request

which from some reason the commander

in-chief did not seem anxious to grant.

There was at times a coolness in the re

lations between Rochambeau and VVash

ington, arising perhaps from a different

estimate of La Fayette; but the cloud,

if there was any, was never very percep

tible or of any long duration. On the

21st of August a committee of the Gen

eral Assembly of the State, at that time

in session at Newport, presented Roch

ambeau and De Ternay with a formal

address of welcome. De Rochambeau's

reply was full of manliness and good-will.

He said, " The French troops are restrain

ed by the strictest discipline, and, acting

under General Washington, will live with

the Americans as their brethren. I assure

the General Assembly that as brethren

not only my life, but the lives of the

troops under my command, are entirely

devoted to their service." This frank

avowal dissipated a fear felt by some that

the French might have some ulterior mo

tive in coming to the assistance of the

colonies.

It is not to be supposed that the belles

of Newport were indifferent to the advent

of these fascinating French paladins, or

that the gallant Gauls were unmoved by

the beauty and grace of the Newport wo

men. With one accord they joined in

admiration of their fair hostesses, not

only for their charms of face and figure,

but for the purity and innocence of their

characters, which made a deep impres

sion on these Sybarites, accustomed as

they were to the atmosphere of intrigue

and vice peculiar to the French court of

the day. \Ve find the record of this en

thusiasm in the letters and journals of

the officers, but for a picture of the spe

cial belles of the time there is none more

correct than that furnished by the prince

de Broglie and the comte de Ségur, who

visited Newport the following year. They

note particularly Miss Champlin, the

daughter of a rich merchant who lived

at No. 119 Thames street. Mr. Champ

lin had large shipping interests, which

he managed with great enterprise. At

his house De Broglie was introduced by

De Vauban, who as aide to De Rocham

beau had met all the Newport notables,

and the prince writes: "Mr. Champlin

was known for his wealth, but more for

the lovely face of his daughter. She was

not in the room when we entered, but ap

peared a moment after. She had beauti

ful eyes, an agreeable mouth, a lovely

face, a fine figure, a pretty foot, and the
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general effect was attractive. She added

to these advantages that of being charm

ingly cog'['Qw in the Paris style, besides

which she spoke and understood our

language." Of the Hunters, Lauzun's

hostesses, De Broglie says: "The elder,

without being regularly handsome, had

a noble appearance and an aristocratic

air. She was graceful, intellectual and

refined. Her toilette was as finished as

Miss Champlin's, but she was not as

fresh, in spite of what De Fersen said.

The younger, Nancy Hunter, is not so

modish, but a perfect rosebud. Her cha

racter is gay: she is always laughing, '

and has beautiful teeth—a thing not com

mon in America." But Vauban, who on

this occasion acted as master of ceremo

nies, promised the prince a greater treat

for the morrow, and took him on that

day to a house on the corner of Touro

street and the Park, where they found a

serious and silent old gentleman, who re

ceived them without comphment or rais

ing his hat and answered their questions

in monosyllables. The lively French

men would have made a short visit had

not the door opened and a young girl

entered; and here De Broglie's own rap

tures must speak: "It was Minerva her

self who had exchanged her warlike vest

ments for the charms of a simple shep

herdess. She was the daughter of a

Shaking Quaker. Her headdress was a

simple cap of fine muslin plaited and

passed round her head, which gave Pol

ly the effect of the Holy Virgin." Yes,

this was Polly Lawton (or Leighton), the

very pearl of Newport beauties, of whom

the prince says in continuation: "She

enchanted us all, and, though evidently

a little conscious of it, was not at all sor

ry to please those whom she graciously

called her friends. I confess that this

seductive Lawton appeared to me a c/z¢;/1

d'r2uvre of Nature, and in recalling her

image I am tempted to write a book

against the finery, the factitious graces

and the coquetry of many ladies whom

the world admires." Ségur says: "She

was a nymph rather than a woman, and

had the most graceful figure and beauti

ful form possible. Her eyes appeared to

reflect as in a mirror the meekness and

purity of her mind and the goodness of

her heart." Polly chides the count, ac

cording to the rules of her faith, for com

ing in obedience to the king, against the

command of God, to make war. "What

could I reply to such an angel?" says

the entranced Frenchman, "for she seem

ed to me a celestial being. Certainly,

had I not been married and happy in

my own country I should, while coming

to defend the liberty of the Americans,

have lost my own at the feet of Polly

Lawton." We fear the comtesse de Sé

gur would hardly have relished her lord's

raptures over the pretty Quakeress, and

would have quite approved of Rocham

beau's order which sent him back to his

post.

Among this bevy of Continental beau

ties, to whom we may add the names of

the lovely Miss Redwood — to whose

charms sailors in the street would doff

their hats, holding them low till she had

passed—the two Miss Ellerys, Miss Syl

ven, Miss Brinley, Miss Robinson and

others, it is not wonderful that the French

officers bore patiently the enforced block

ade. They indulged in constant festiv

ities, to which they invited their fair en

slavers. A deputation of Indians, num

bering nineteen and consisting of mem

bers of the Tuscarora, Caghnawgas and

Oneida tribes, visited the camp on the

2d of August. They were cordially re

ceived by Rochnmbeau, who gave them

a dinner at which they were reported to

have behaved well. After dining with

General Heath they performed their war

dance, which was a novel and interesting

sight to the French officers. As a return

for this entertainment the French army

gave a grand review, preceded by firing

of cannon. The sight must have been

a fine one. The regiments were among

the flower of European chivalry, some

of them of historical celebrity, such as

the regiment of Auvergne, whose motto

was " Sans lac/ze," and one of whose cap

tains, the famous D'Assas, is said to have

saved a whole brigade at the expense of

his life, crying, as he saw the enemy ap

proaching on his unsuspecting comrades,

"A moi Auvergne! voila les ennemis !"

and fell dead. The uniforms of the troops
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were most effective. The officers wore

white cockades and the colors of their I

regiments faced with white cloth. The

Bourbonnais regiment was in black and

' red, Saintonge in white and green, Dcux

Ponts in white; the Soissonnais wore pink

facings and grenadier caps with pink and

white plumes, while the artillery were in

blue with red facings. The savages were

delighted with the pageant, but in spite

of its splendor expressed more astonish

m nt at seeing trees loaded with fruit

nging over tents which the soldiers had

cupied for months than at anything else.

ey took their departure in September,

being presented with blankets and other

gifts by Rochambeau.

Perhaps the finest display was that

which celebrated the French king's birth

day on Friday, the 25th of August. The

ships were decorated with the flags of all

nations during the day and brilliantly il

luminated at night. High mass was cele

brated on the flag-ship, after which a

number of salutes were fired. The town

joined in the festivity. The bells of

Trinity were rung and the inhabitants

decorated their houses with flags. The

autumn was spent in agreeable pastimes,

but with the approach of winter it became

necessary to put the army into comfort

able quarters. The houses which Roch

ambeau had offered to repair were ready,

and the regiments were installed in them ;

the State-House, which had been used as

a hospital by the English, was put to the

same use by the French; and an upper

room in it was fitted up as a chapel, where

masses were said for the sick and dying

by the abbé de Glesnon, the chaplain of

the expedition. The list of the dead was

soon to include no less a person than

Admiral de Ternay. He was taken ill

of a fever early in December, and brought

on shore to the Hunter house, where he

died on the 15th, being buried with great

pomp in Trinity churchyard on the fol

lowing day. The coffin was carried

through the streets by sailors : nine

priests followed, chanting a requiem for

the departed llero. The tomb placed

over the remains by order of Louis XVI.

in 1785 having become injured by the

ravages of time, the United States gov

 

ernment in 1873, with the co-operation

of the marquis de Noailles, then French

minister, had it moved into the vestibule

of the church, placing a granite slab over

the tomb. One of Rochambeau's aides

ascribes the admiral's death to chagrin

at having let five English ships escape

him in an encounter.

The winter passed slowly. Rocham

beau ordered a large hall to be built as a

place of meeting for his officers, but it was

not completed until nearly spring. Mean

while, the Frenchmen gave occasionally '

a handsome ball to the American ladies,

such as that of which,' in January, the

officers of the regiment De Deux-Ponts

were the hosts, and one given by the

handsome Viosmenils on the anniversary

of the signing of the treaty of alliance,

February 6, 178I. But the crowning fes

tivity of the French stay in Newport took

place in March, when Washington visited

it for the purpose of witnessing the depar

ture of an expedition comprising part of

the French fleet under Destouches, which

was to co-operate with La Fayette on the

Chesapeake. The barge of the French

admiral was sent for the American chief,

and he crossed the bay from the Connecti

cut shore, landing at Barney's Ferry on the

corner of Long Wharf and Washington

street. The sight must have been an im

posing one—the beautiful harbor of New

port full of stately ships of war and gay

pleasure-craft, the French troops drawn

up in a close line, three deep, on either

side from the ferry-house up Long Wharf

and VVashington street to Clarke street,

where it turned at a right angle and con

tinued to Rochambeau's head-quarters,

while the inhabitants, wild with enthusi

asm, crowded the wharves and quays to

see the two commanders meet. Both

were men of fine and stately presence:‘

Washington was in the full prime of his

imposing manhood, the very picture of a

nation's chief; the French marshal was

covered with brilliant decorations, and

stood with doffed hat to welcome the

hero of Valley Forge. In the evening

the town was brilliantly illuminated, and,

as at that time many of the people were

very poor, the town council ordered that

candles should be distributed to all who
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were not well off enough to buy them, so

that every house might have lights in its

windows. The procession on this occa

sion was led by thirty boys bearing can

dles fixed on staffs: Washington and De

Rochambeau followed, and behind them

came a concourse of citizens. The night

was clear and there was not a breath to

fan the torches. The brilliant cortége

marched through the principal streets,

and then returned to the Vernon house,

corner of Clarke and Mary streets, where

Washington and Rochambeau were quar

tered. Vi/ashington waited on the door

step until all the officers and his friends

had entered the house, and then turning

to the boys who had acted as torch-bear

ers thanked them for their services. It

may be believed that these young patriots

felt well repaid. The French officers were

much impressed with the looks and bear

ing of the American chief. De Fersen,

writing to his father, says: " His fine and

majestic countenance, at the same time

honest and sweet, answers perfectly to his

moral qualities. He has the air of a hero.

He is very reserved and speaks little, but

is polite and frank. There is an air of

sadness about him which is not unbecom

ing, but renders him more interesting."

A few evenings after the French gave a

grand ball to Washington, which he open

ed with the beautiful Miss Champlin, at

whose house he had taken tea on that

evening. The gallant Frenchmen seized

the instruments from the band and them

selves played the music of the minuet "A

Successful Campaign" for a couple rep

resenting so much beauty and valor. The

entertainment was given in Mrs. Cowley's

assembly-rooms in Church street, and

Desoteux, aide-de-camp to Baron Vios

menil, had charge of the decorations. An

eye-witness says of the ball : "The room

was ornamented in an exceeding splendid

manner, and the judicious arrangement

of the various decorations exhibited a

sight beautiful beyond expression, and

showed the great taste and delicacy of

M. de Zoteux, one of Viosmenil's aides.

A superb collation was served, and the

ceremonies of the evening were conduct

ed with so much propriety and elegance

that they gave the highest satisfaction."

Perhaps it would be interesting to the

participants of the gay Newport cotillons

of to-day to know the names of the dances

with which the company regaled them

selves a hundred years ago. They were

"The Stony Point" (so named in honor

of General Wayne), "Miss McDonald's

Reel," " ATripto Carlisle," " Freemason's

Jig" and "The Faithful Shepherd." As

Benoni Peckham, the fashionable hair

dresser of the day, advertises in the New

port ./Iiercury a "large assortment of

braids, commodes, cushions and curls

for the occasion," we may guess that the

belles of Newport made elaborate toilettes.

One of them, writing to a friend in New

York, speaks of a dress she had worn at

some festivity which probably was not

unlike many at Washington's ball. "I

had," she says, "a most stiff and lustrous

petticoat of daffodil-colored lutestring,

with flowered gown and sleeves lined.

with crimson. My cap was of gauze

raised high in front, with doublings of

red and bows of the same, and was sent

me direct by the bark Fortune from Eng

land." So it seems the Newport beauties

did not disdain the exports of the mother

country they were at war with. A few

nights later the citizens gave a ball in

honor of the two heroes.

The visit of the French to Newport

terminated soon after this féte. Wash

ington and Rochambeau, it is said, plan

ned in the Vernon house an attack on

New York, and in May the vicomte de

Rochambeau brought to his father from

France the news of the sailing from Brest,

under Admiral de Grasse, of a large

squadron laden with supplies and rein

forcements. The restrictions imposed on

him by De Sartines were removed, and

the new ministry sent him full powers to

act. He therefore determined upon an

immediate move, for his troops were be

coming demoralized through long inactiv

ity. After a conference with Washington

at Weathersfield a summer campaign was

resolved upon, and, returning to Newport,

Rochambeau proceeded to make arrange

ments for it. The troops'.began to move

on the 1oth of June, almost a year from

the date of their arrival. A farewell din

ner was given on the Due de Bourgogne
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to which about sixty Newport people were

asked. The next day the whole army

left camp and marched to Providence, so

ending a sojourn which, although not pro

ductive of positive advantage, will long

remain a brilliant page in the history of

Newport.

A few words on the after fate of these

gay Frenchmen. The story is not a

bright one. The times that tried men's

souls were at hand, and many of them

fell victims. The comte de Rochambeau,

made a marshal by Louis XVI., narrow

ly escaped death under Robespierre. In

18o3 Napoleon gave him a pension and

the grand cross of the Legion of Honor:

he died in 1807. Lauzun perished on

the scaffold, sentenced by the Tribunal

in January, 1794. The night before his

death he was calm, slept and ate well.

When the jailer came for him he was

eating his breakfast. He said, "Citizen,

permit me to finish." Then, offering him

a glass, he said, "Take this wine: you

need strength for such a trade as you

ply." D'Estaing, on his return from

America, was commander at Grenada.

He became a member of the Assembly

of Notables, but being suspected by the

Terrorists was guillotined on the 29th of

April, 1793. The vicomte de Rocham

beau was killed at the battle of Leipsic;

Berthier became military confidant to

Napoleon, was made marshal of France

and murdered at Bamberg; the comte

de Viosmenil was made marshal at the

Restoration; his brother the marquis was

wounded and died, defending the royal

family; the comte de Darnas, who help

ed their flight, barely escaped with his

life; Fersen was killed in a riot at Stock

holm; the comte Christian de Deux-Ponts

was captured by Nelson while on a boat

excursion at Porto Cavallo: Nelson gen

erously released him on learning who he

was; Desoteux, the master of ceremo

nies of the Newport assembly, became

the celebrated Chouan chief in Vendée;

Dumas was president of the Assembly,

general of division. fought at Waterloo

and took a high rank in the constitution

al monarchy of I83o. With what interest

and sympathy must the Newport belles

have watched the career of their quondam
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admirers! How must the tragic fate of

some of them have saddened friendly

hearts beyond the ocean they had once

traversed as deliverers! The lot of the

fair danseuses of the French balls at

Newport was in most cases the ordinary

one, and yet the record of their loves and

their graces leaves a gracious fragrance

amid their former haunts in the city by

the sea. In the old streets and peeping

from the quaint latticed windows we can

with a little imagination see their grace

ful figures and fair faces, or find in the

Newport drawing- rooms their pictured

likenesses on the wall or in the persons of

their descendants, often no less piquante

and attractive than the dames of 178o.

Miss Champlin married, and until lately

her grandson was living in the old house,

the home of five successive generations;

her brother, Christopher Champlin, mar

ried the beautiful 1\Iiss Redwood; one of

the Miss Ellerys took for a husband Wil

liam Channing and became the mother

of a famous son; her granddaughter was

the wife of Washington Allston; the Miss

Hunters married abroad—one the comte

de Cardignan, the other Mr. Falconet, a

Naples banker.

We pass over the sad fate of Newport

for years following the Revolution—the

misery and dilapidation that succeeded

its former prosperity. We turn from the

picture which a later French traveller,

Brissot de Warville, draws of its poverty

and desolation in 1788 to look at the re

naissance, the rejuvenation that rescued

this historic spot from oblivion. To-day

lines of villas and stately mansions have

uplifted themselves on the avenues, and

gay crowds throng the streets. The shad

owy forms of a past generation may still

haunt the scenes of their former triumphs,

but must rejoice over the life and light

that nineteenth-century revels have dow

ered them with. The world rolls on, and

brings in its course new actors, new scenes,

a new drop-curtain, but men and women

are always men and women. The loves,

- hopes, fears, disappointments or triumphs

of to-day,—these, if nothing else, link us

to a past generation. The idler on the

club piazza, if not a Lauzun or Fersen,

may no doubt arouse himself as nobly
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in a grand question of right or wrong

(have we not seen it in our own genera

tion ?), unsheathe his sword and become,

like Lytton's hero, "now heard of, the

first on the wall :" the pretty belle of the

afternoon féte, may she not have the

same heart of steel and a spirit as true

as that of some eighteenth-century an

cestress? There is room, then, even in

this historic spot, for the gay modern cor

STUDIES IN

V.—DlET AND ITS DOINGS.

ATER and more scientific inves

tigations have tended to confirm

the truth of the rather broad statement

made by Buckle in his f/istory qf Ciwil

isatzbn, that rice and potatoes have done

more to establish pauperism than any and

all causes besides. A food easily pro

cured, sufficiently palatable to ensure no

dissatisfaction, and demanding no inge

nuity of preparation, would seem the ideal

diet, the promised rest for weary house

keepers and anxious political economists ;

but the latter class at least have found

their work made double and treble by the

results of such diet, while social reform

ers—above all, the advocates of total ab

stinence—are discovering that till varied

and savory food and drink are provided

the mass of the people will and must crave

the stimulant given by alcoholic drinks.

National dietaries and their results on

character and life, fascinating as the in

vestigation is, have no place in the pres

ent paper, the design of which is simply

to show the existing state of the food

question among the poor. Of these, poor

Irish form far the larger proportion, a

German or French pauper being almost

an anomaly. Thrift seems the birthright

of both the French and German peasant,

as well as of the middle class, and their

careful habits, joined to the better rate of

wages in America, soon make them pros

tége, for the life, the light, the prosperity

and pleasure which embalm old memo

ries and keep a centennial on the shrines

where the youth and chivalry of a cen

tury ago lived, loved and have left the

subtle odor of past adventure to add a

mysterious but not unlovely fragrance

to present experience.

FRANCES PIERREPONT Nonrn.

THE SLUMS.

perous and well-to-do citizens. It is in

the tenement-houses that we must seek

for the mass of the poor, and it is in the

tenement-houses that we find the causes

which, combined, are making of the gen

eration now coming up a terror in the

present and a promise of future evil be

yond man's power to reckon. They are

a class apart, retaining all the most bru

tal characteristics of the Irish peasant at

home, but without the redeeming light

heartedness, the tender impulses and

strong affections of that most perplexing

people. Sullen, malicious, conscience

less, with no capacity for enjoyment save

in drink and the lowest fortns of debauch

ery, they are filling our prisons and re

formatories, marching in an ever-increas

ing army through the quiet country; and

making a reign of terror wherever their

footsteps are heard. With a little added

intelligence they become Socialists, doing

their heartiest to ruin the institutions by

which they live. The Socialistic leader

knows well with what he deals, and can

sound every chord of jealousy and sus

picion and revenge lying open to his

touch. On the rich lies the whole re

sponsibility of want and disease and

crime.

three dark shadows flee fast before the

sunshine of prosperity. Character, in

telligence, common decencies and com

mon virtues have nothing to do with pres

Equalize property, and these,
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ent conditions, and the ardent leveller of

class-distinctions counts as his enemy any

one who seeks to give the poor a truer

knowledge of how far their earnings may

be made to go toward securing better food

or less pestilent homes.

Yet foul air and overcrowding would

be less fatal in their results were food un

1 derstood. The well-filled stomach gives

' strange powers of resistance to the body,

and nothing shows this more strongly

than the myriad cases of children and

infants who are taken from the tenement

houses to the sanitariums at Bath or Rock

away. A week or two of pure air and

plenty of milk gives a look almost of

health to children who have been brought

there often with glazed eyes and pinched,

ghastly little faces. Air has meant half,

but many mothers have been persuaded

to give milk or oatmeal porridge instead

of weak tea and bread poisoned with

alum, and have found the,child's strength

become a permanent and not temporary

fact.

That these children are alive at all,

that fatherhood and motherhood are al

lowed to be the right of drunkards and

criminals .of every grade, is a problem

whose present solution passes any human

power, but which all lovers of their kind

must sooner or later face. In the mean

, time the children are with us, born to in

heritances that talc every power good men

and women can bring to bear. Hopeless

as the outlook often seems, salvation for

the future'of the masses lies in these chil

dren. Not in a teaching which gives them

merely the power to grasp at the mass of

sensational reading, which fixes every

wretched tendency and blights every

seed of good, but in a practical training

which shall give the boys trades and

f-53: their restless hands and mischiev

ous minds to occupations that may en

sure an honest living, while the girls find

work from which, with few fortunate ex

ceptions, they are still debarred.

The American distaste for domestic

service seems to be shared in even great

er degree by the children of foreigners

born in this country and to a certain ex

tent Americanized. The mothers have

usually been servants, and still "go out

 

to days' work," but, no matter how nu

merous the family, such life for any daugh

ter is despised and discouraged from the

beginning. Work in a bag-factory or

any one of the thousand, but to the em

ployés profitless, industries of a great city

is eagerly sought, and hardships cheer

fully endured which ifenforced by a mis

tress would lead to a riot. To be a shop

girl seems the highest ambition. To have

dress and hair and expression a frowsy

and pitiful copy of the latest Fifth Ave

nue ridiculousness, to flirt with shop-boys

as feeble-minded and brainless as them

selves, and to marry as quickly as pos

sible, are the aims of all. Then come

more wretched, thriftless, ill - managed

homes, and their natural results in drunk

en husbands and vicious children; and

so the round goes on, the circle widening

year by year till its circumference touches

every class in society, and would make

our great cities almost what sober coun

try-folk believe them—" seas of iniquity."

Happily, to know an evil is to have

taken the first step in its eradication.

The work only recently begun—the past

five years having seen its growth from a

very humble and insignificant beginning

to its present promising proportions—

holds the solution of at least one equa

tion of the problem. To have made cook

ing and industrial training the fashion is

to have cleared away at aleap the thorny

underbrush and tangled growth on that

Debatable Ground, the best education for

the poor, and to find one's feet firmly set in

a way leading to a Promised Land to which

every believer in the new system is an ac

credited guide. That cooking-schools

and the knowledge of cheap and savory

preparation of food must soon have their

effect on the percentage of drunkards no

one can question; but with them, save

indirectly, this present paper does not

deal, its object being rather to show what

"daily bread " means to the lower classes

of New York, the same showing applying

with almost equal force to the working

poor of any large town throughout the

country. Knowledge of this sort must

come from patient waiting and watching

as one can, rather than from any systema

tized observation. The poor resent bitter
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ly, and with justice, any apparent inter

ference or spying, and only as one comes

to know them well can anything but the

most outside details of life be obtained.

In the matter of food there is an especial

touchiness and testiness, every woman

being convinced that to cook well is the

birthright of all women. I have found

the same conviction as solidly implanted

in far higher grades of society, and it

may be classed as one of the most firm

ly-seated of popular delusions that every

woman keeps house as instinctively and

surely when her time comes as a duck

takes to water.

Such was the faith of Norah Boylan,

tenant of half the third floor in a tene

ment-house whose location need not be

given—a "model tenement-house," six

stories high and swarming from basement

to attic, forty children making it hideous

with the screaming and wrangling of in

cessant fights, while in and over all rest

ed the penetrating, sickening "tenement

house smell," not to be drowned by steam

of washing or scent of food. Norah's

tongue was ready with the complaint all

she faced me now with hands on her hips

and a generally belligerent expression:

"An' shure, ma'am, you know yourself

it's only a dollar a day he's been earnin'

this many a day, an' thankful enough to

get that, wid Mike overhead wearin' his

tongue out wid askin' for work here an'

there an' everywhere. An' how'll we live

on that, an' the rim due reg'lar, an' the

agent poppin' in his ugly face an' off wid

the bit o' money, no matter how bare the

dish is? Bad cess to him! but I'd like

to have him hungered once an' know how .

it feels. If I hadn't the washin' we'd be

on the street this day."

"What do you live on, Norah?"

" Is it 'live ' ? Thin I could hardly say.

It's mate an' petatys an' tea, an' Pat will

have his glass. He's sober enough—not

like Mike, that's off on his sprees every 1

month; but now we don't be gettin' the

same as we used. Pat says there's that

cravin' in him that only the whiskey 'll

stop. It's tin dollars a month for the

rooms, an' that's two an' a half a week '

steady; an' there's only seven an' a half

left for the five mouths that must be fed,

an' the fire an' all, for I can't get more'n

the four dollars for me washin'. It's the

mate you must have to put strength in ye,

an' Pat would be havin' it three times a

day, an' now it's but once he can; an'

that's why he's after the whiskey. The

children an' meself has tay, an' it's all

that keeps us up."

" How do you cook your meat, Norah ?"

Norah looked at me suspiciously :

"Shure, the bit we get don't take long.

I puts it in the pan an' lets it fry till we're

ready. Poor folks can't have much roast

in' nor fine doin's. An' by that token it's

time it was on now, if you won't mind,

ma'am. The children 'll be in from

school, an' they must eat an' get back."

"I am going in a few moments, No

rah. Go right on."

Norah moved aside her boiler, drew a

frying-pan from her closet, put in a lump

of fat and laid in a piece of coarse beef

some two pounds in weight. A loaf of

bread came next, and was cut up, the

peculiar white indicating plainly what

I share alum had had in making the light

tongues made in I878—hard times; and ' ness to which she called my attention.

A handful of tea went into the tall tin

teapot, which was filled from the kettle

at the back of the stove.

"That isn't boiling water, is it ?" I ven

tured. .

"It'll boil fast enough," Norah answer

ed indifferently as she pulled open the

draughts, and soon had the top of the

stove red hot. The steak lay'in its bed

of fat, scorching peacefully, while the tea

boiled, giving off a rank and herby smell.

"Pat doesn't get home to dinner, then,

Norah ?"

" There's times he does, but mostly not.

They'd like a hot bite an' sup, but it's too

far off. There's five goes from he?“

' gcther, an' a pailful for each—bread an'

, coffee mostly, an' a bit o' bacon for some.

It's a hot supper I used to be gettin' him,

but the times is too hard, an' we're lucky

if we can have our tea an' bread, an'

molasses maybe for the children. Many's

the day Iwish myself back in old Ire

land."

As she talked the children came rush

ing up the stairs, Norah the second, pale
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faced and slender, leading the way; and

I took my leave, burning to speak, yet

knowing it useless. Fried boot-heel would

have been as nourishing and as tooth

some as that steak, and boiled boot-heel

as desirable and far less harmful a drink,

yet any word of suggestion would have

roused the quick Irish temper to fever

heat.

" It's Norah can cook equal to myself,"

Norah had said with pride as she emptied

the black and smoking mass into a dish;

and these methods certainly cannot be

said to be difficult to follow.

There is no conservatism like the con

servatism of ignorance, yet in this case

want of knowledge there certainly was

not. Norah had lived for two years be

fore her marriage with a family the mis

tress of which had taught her patiently

and indefatigably till she became able to

set a fairly-cooked meal upon the table,

but the knowledge acquired then seemed

to have been laid aside as having no con

nection with her own life. I have seen

the same thing—though, happily, only in

exceptional cases—among educated In

dians, girls who had spent years in the

schools at Faribault or under the direct

training of missionaries reverting on mar

riage to old wigwam habits, and content

to eat the parched corn and boiled dog

of their early experience. The same law

holds in full force among many of the

Irish, who, no matter how well trained or

how exacting in their demand for varied

food while servants, quickly lose the de

sire, and allow only a certain fixed order

from which it is wellnigh impossible to

move them.

In this case, tolerably well-to-do at first,

hard times had brought them to this

swarming tenement-house, from the va

rious rooms of which, as I passed down

the stairs, came the same odor of burn

ing fat and the rank steam of long-boiled

coffee or tea. My errand had been to

find the address of a little shop-girl, a

niece of Norah's, a child who had been

educated at one of the ward schools, and

whom no power could induce to take a

place as waitress or chambermaid. To

stand twelve or fourteen hours behind

the counter of a Grand street store met

her ideas of gentility and of personal free

dom far better than yielding to the re

quirements of a mistress; and the six

dollars a week went in cheap finery till

the hard times forced her to make it part

of the family fund. Then sore trouble

came. The father had died, the mother

was in hospital, from which she was never

likely to come out, and Katy, thrown ut

terly on her own resources, had found her

six dollars all inadequate to the demands

her habits made, and, frightened and per

plexed, went from one cheap boarding

house to another, four or five girls club

bing together to pay for the wretched

room they called home, and still striving

to keep up the appearance necessary for

their position. Cheap jewelry, banged

hair and a dress modelled after the latest

extremity of fashion were the ambition

of each and all, but neither jewelry nor

puffs and ruffles had been sufficient to

keep off the attack of pneumonia through

which these same girls had nursed her,

sitting up turn by turn at night, and

taking her duty by day that the place

might still be kept open for her.

Katy's cheeks were flushed and an

ominous cough still lingered, but she

spoke cheerfully: " It's my last day in:

I can go to-morrow. It's the beef-tea

has done it, I do believe. Did you know

Maria brought it to me every day? I

don't know what I'll do without it."

"Learn to make it yourself, Katy."

" Me ?" and Katy laughed incredulous

ly. "When would I get time? and what

would I make it on? We don't have a

fire but Sundays, and only a show of one

then. And I don't want it, either: I ain't

used to it."

"What do you live on, Katy?"

"Why, we did have breakfast and tea

here—coffee and meat for breakfast, and

bread and butter and tea for supper. I get

a cream-cake or some drop-cakes for din

ner, but for a good while I've just paid a

dollar a week for my share of the room,

and bought something for breakfast

'most always a pie. You can get a splen

did pie for five cents, and a pretty good

one for three; and it's plenty too. That's

the way the girls in the bag-factory do.

They don't get but three dollars a week,
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and it takes seventy-five cents for their

room, so they haven't got anything for

board. Mary Jones says she's settled on

pic, because it stays by better'n anything,

and once in a while she goes down to

Fulton Market and has some coffee. I

do too, but it spoils you for next day.

You keep thinking how'd you'd like a

cup when the chills go crawling all over

you, but it's no use."

"Couldn't it be made in the store ? The

girls could club together, and it would

cost much less than your pics and candy.

The gas is always burning, and you could

have a little water-boiler."

"You don't know much about stores

to think that. Why, Mr. Levy watches

like a cat to see we don't eat peanuts

or candy: we're fined if he catches us.

I've a good mind to take board at the

' Home,' only I should hate to be bossed

'round, and you can't get in very oft

en, either, it's so crowded. But I don't

mind so much now, for you see"—Katy's

pale cheeks grew pink—"Jim and I don't

mean to wait long. He has ten dollars a

week, and we can manage on that. He

says he's 'most poisoned with the stuff his

boarding-house keeper gives him, and he

wants me to keep house. Ijust laugh.

That's a servant-girl's work: 'tain't mine."

The old story. Ihad seen "Jim," and

knew him as rather a sensible-looking

young fellow for an East Side clerk in a

cheap store. What sort of future could

lie before them? What help could come

from this untrained child, herself helpless

and with too limited intelligence to under

stand what demand the new life made

upon her ? and could any way be found

to open her eyes and make her desire

better knowledge?

Busy with this always fresh problem, I

had come to a side street leading to the

market from which two or three small

groceries draw their supplies, and stop

ped for a moment to look at the flabby,

half-decayed vegetables, the coarse beef

and measly-looking pork from which

comes the sickly, heavy smell preceding

positive putrefaction.

"Look away! Get the sense of it all,"

said a brisk voice behind me—a voice I

knew well as that of one who gave days,

and often nights, to work in these very

streets. "Did you see that tall woman

with the big basket and a face like a

chimney-swallow? She runs a board

ing-house 'round on Madison street, and

this is the stuff she feeds them on. Poor

wretch ! She has a drunken husband and

three drinking sons. She means well,

would like to do better by her boarders,

but there is rent and gas and wear and

tear of all sorts, and she buys bob veal

and stale fish and rotten vegetables and

alum bread, trying to make the ends

meet. I've been there and tasted the

messes that come to her table, and I

would drink too if forced to live on them.

She's got sense, a little—enough not to

fly in a rage when I told her the food

was enough to make a drunkard of

every man in the house. 'I can't help

it,' she said, crying. 'I've only just so

much money, and the girl spoils most of

what I do get.'—' Cook yourself,' I said.

—' I can't,‘ she answered: 'I don't know

any better than the girl. I'll do anything

you say.' I am not a cook: I could not

tell her anything. 'Go to cooking-school,'

I said: 'it'll pay you.'—‘ I've neither time

nor money,‘ she said ; and there it ended.

What's to be done? I've just come

round the market. It is dinner-time,

and I think every other man was eat

ing pie. The same money might have

bought him a bowl of strong soup or

a plate of savory and nourishing stew,

if there had been anybody with sense

enough to provide it. Up and down, in

and out, wherever I go, I see that cooks

are the missionaries needed. Come in

here a moment."

I followed up the steps of a "Home"

for sailors, planned to give them a refuge

from the traps known as " sailors' board

ing-houses."

entered was spotlessly clean, and some

thirty men were dining. I looked for a

moment as my friend spoke with some

one sitting at the head of the table, then

passed out.

"You saw," he said, "plenty of food,

and all clean as a whistle, but what sort?

Steak fried to a crisp, soggy potatoes,

underdone cabbage and pork, bread rank

with alum, and coffee whose only merit

The long dining-room"w“e'
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is warmth. Those men are filled, but

not fed. The bread alone is condensed

dyspepsia. In an hour the weaker stom

achs will have what they call 'a gone

ness.' They will crave something, and

poor R— will have half a dozen of

them half drunk or wholly so on his

hands by night. He will pray and ex

hort, and bundle them up to the Mission

if he can, and cry as he tells me how

they will give way and yield to the devil

whether or no. And so it goes. Women

must get hold of this thing. It's the first

item in your temperance crusade, and till

the people have better food there is no

law or influence that can make them give

up drinking. I wouldn't if I were they."

Here the talk ended. My impetuous

friend disappeared around a corner, and

I went my way, a little surer than be

fore of the fact which was already so

distinct a belief it needed no new foun

dations, that better food will and must

mean better living. Hard times are pass

ing, but none the less is there still the

imperative demand for wider knowledge

of what food those hard-earned dollars

shall buy. Philanthropists may urge what

reforms they will—less crowding, purer

air, better sanitary regulations—but this

question of food underlies all. The

knowledge that is broad enough td en

sure good food is broad enough to mean

better living in all ways; and not till

such knowledge is the property of all

women can we look for the "emancipa

tion " from some of the deepest evils that

curse the life of woman in the slums and

out. Toward that end all women who

long to help, yet see no outlook, may

work, and with its full recognition will

come the day for which we wait—a day

whose faint dawn even now flushes the

east and gives promise, dim yet sure, of

the slowly-nearing light, holding even

when most clouded the certainty of

Purer manners, nobler laws.

HELEN CAMPBELL.

DELECTATIO PISCATORIA.

THE UPPER KENNEBEC.

ROM the great mere set round with sunbright mountains

Full born the river leaps,

Dashing the crystal of a thousand fountains

Down its romantic steeps.

'Tis now a torrent whose untamed endeavor

Is eager for the sea,

Angry that rock or reef should hinder ever

Its frantic liberty.

Then, for a space, a lake and river blended,

It sleeps with tranquil breast,

As if its haste and rage at last were ended,

And all it sought was rest.

In spicy woodpaths by its rapids straying,

I hear, with lingering feet,

Its liquid organ and the treetops playing

Te Deums strangely sweet.
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I break the covert: pictured far emerges

On the enraptured sight

The arrowy flow, green isles, a cascade's surges,

Foam-flaked in rosy light,

Still pools, and purples of the sleepy sedges,

The skyward forest-wall,

Old sorrowing pines and hazy mountain-ledges,

And soft blue over all.

O golden hours of summer's precious leisure!

From care and toil apart

Fresh drawn, I taste the angler's gentle pleasure

With friend of equal heart.

Trout leap and glitter, and the wild duck flutters

Where beds of lilies blow:

A loon his long, weird lamentation utters,

And Echo feels his woe.

We see in hemlock shade the reedy shallow,

Where, screened by dusky leaves,

The guileless moose comes down. to browse and wallow

On still balsamic eves.

The great blue heron starts as if we sought her,

On pinions of surprise,

And to our lure the darlings of the water

In pink and crimson rise.

Still gliding on, how throng the sweet romances

Of Youth's enchanted land!

A lordly eagle, as our bark advances,

Glares on us, sad and grand.

Onward we float where mellow sunset glory

Streams o'er the lakelet'stbreast,

And every ripple tells a golden story

Of the transfigured west.

Onward, into the evening's calm and beauty,

To camp and sleep we go:

Thrice bless‘d are lives, in tasks of love and duty,

That end in such a glow!

HORATIO NELSON POWERS.
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THE RUIN OF ME.

(TOLD BY A YOUNG MARRIED MAN.)

I AM Poverty scuffing about in old

shoes and rubbers. I was one of

those who, at a good salary, think up

smart things to put around in the corners

ofthe Chicago Times. When every news

paper, from the London Punc/z down, was

making jokes about Elihu Burritt's San

skrit far I/ze Firerz'de, it was I who beat

them all by saying in solid nonpareil,

" The best way to learn Sanskrit is to

board in a family of Sanskritters." It

was I who said, "Let the Communists

carry pistols: they may shoot each oth

er;" and, "Sara Bernhardt's children

are articles of 1/z'rlu."

0 quam me delerlaz‘ Sara Bernhardt!

I love such diversified, such picturesque

gifts. Sculpture, painting, acting, writing!

This is why I loved Lydia, who was an

ad.ept..at numberless arts and accomplish

ments. She was a brunette with a clear,

cream-tinged skin, red cheeks, rolling

black eyes, ripe velvety lips, and hair

of a beautiful hue and rich lustre—raven

black, yet purple as the pigeon's wing

in the sum I believe it is true that dark

people belong to the pre-historic races:

centuries of sunlight are fused in their

glowing complexion. Blondes are beau

tiful—both the rosy ones with pinkish

eyelids and warm golden locks, and the

pale ones with ash-colored hair, gray
eyes tand dark brows and lashes—but a

florid brunette excels them all.

In seeing Lydia you would make the

mistake that you usually make in judg

ing girls: entering among them, you think

their attitudes proclaim their traits. For

instance, you take the most giggling one

for a simpleton, but afterward learn that

she is a good scholar and has accepted

the Greek chair in a Western college,

and looking again you see she has a

strong frame, a capable head and large

bright eyes. Lydia dressed in the mode,

wore the high-heeled shoes that give such

a dainty look to the foot and gait, and

came into a room with a great effusion

of fashionableness; yet she was not in

the least what she seemed. She had a

great deal of what is more pleasing than

mere appearance, and that is character.

She was ambitious and energetic. She

did tatting when she did nothing else—

said it concealed her lack of repose and

liability to fidget. She was able to draw

la qzdntesscnce de tout: she could make

a mountain-spring of a mole-hill. She

also had a touch of temper: those who

are perfectly amiable are nothing else.

I was a youth blue-eyed and fair of

face, tall, thin and having a complying

spirit that has been— But let me not

anticipate. The race after fashion ever

wearied me—l shall stop early at some

standing-collar or heavy-neckcloth period

—and I never cared much for money—

could live with it or without it, desiring

"this man's art or that man's scope" ra

ther than his cash. There is such a great

majority of poor folks, I expected to be

one of them; still, I had a taste for hon

esty, asked favors of nobody, considered

the least debt a degradation, and thought

myself better than most rich people. I

was ofthe family and the religion of Plato,

who peddled oil to pay his expenses while

travelling in Egypt. .

We discover in others what they most

wish to hide: therefore I early discover

ed that Lydia's mother, who had a large

girl-family, and who knew that the sup

ply of some one to love greatly exceeds

the demand, was anxious to secure me

as a son-in-law. I was glad of it, for, let

poets and novelists say what they will,

the young fellow who marries with the

approval of friends drifts happily on,

while the rash boy who weds against

the good sense of his elders is dragged

bleeding along a rough way. So I mar

ried Lydia, and began life in gladness

and content. I liked her family and

they liked me. It puzzles me to see

how the English mother-in-law, who is

a grum-voiced, dogmatic and belligerent
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person with a jointure to bequeath, came

to be engrafted on our literature. The

inoffensive delicacy of an American el

derly woman forbids her the role of her

British sister. Our mother-in-law trou

bles are mostly confined to our low for

eign population. Neither have we a cha

racter similar to the silly, spiteful, dried

up old maid of English literature and its

American imitations, our spinsters being

generally stout and jolly personages and

rather over-fond of children. My moth

er-in-law was very nice, and we were the

best of friends.

Rich relations, as a general thing, are

abominable: the mere possession of one

sometimes makes a person disagreeable.

Show the person with a rich cousin the

most secluded cot among mountains, and,

"Oh, you should see my cousin's house

on Michigan Avenue!" is the reply; or

a beautiful room speaking the noble qual

ity of its occupant, and, "Call that nice?

You should see my cousin's house on

Michigan Avenue!" is remarked. But

Lydia's rich relations, the Stenes of Chi

cago, appeared to be exceptions. They

' ‘vere very clannish people, fond of their

own kin to the last degree. They came

from Michigan, and were of the old

colony stock, regular Yankee-Doodle

folks, the older ones and many of the

younger ones still using New England

idioms and quaint phrases that came

long ago from the East—yes, from the

holts of old England's Suffolk perhaps.

You could not persuade one of them to

call jelly anything but "jell " or a repast

anything but a "meal of victuals," and

they said "dooty" and "roomor" and

"noos" and "dawg," and sometimes

would pop out "his‘n" and "her'n."

Several of the Stenes had been in busi

ness thirty years in metropolitan Chicago,

yet they spoke in the twang of a Yankee

hill-country. The women of the family

were famous housekeepers—too neat to

keep a cat lest there might be a cat hair

on the carpet, and never liking visitors

unless there was a dreadful note of prepa

ration, and then they received grandly.

To show Lydia their good-will, they gave

her profuse wedding-presents and a splen

did trousseau. On my side I bought a

neat cottage, paying cash down—all the

money I had. It was one of a square

of cottages principally occupied by young

married people having plenty of children,

and a joyous crew they were. Our street

had a broad roadway and flagged side

walks edged with neat turf in which fine

trees were growing, and was lined with

beautiful homes of varied architecture,

suggesting charming interiors. A row

of tall, "high-stoop" New York houses

with dark stone trimmings stood next

to a row of English basements of tuck

pointed brick, and next to them was a

range of houses of light, cheerful Joliet

stone, with awnings at the windows and

carriage-steps as clean as gravestones.

Then came an old cottage fixed up nob

by, then a comfortable old wooden man

sion, then a splendid dwelling in the style

of thefifteenth century, and after that the

palace of a railway grandee. Here and

there on a corner stood a Gothic church.

All day well-dressed people trod our pave

ments and beautiful carriages rolled by

our windows. Our cottage was my ideal

of perfection : it had few rooms, but those

spacious. We had no sitting-room. Let

me see: what does that word suggest to

my mind? A table heaped with stale

newspapers, 9. stand piled with sewing,

a darned. carpet, scratched furniture and

fly-specked wall-paper.

Lydia's presents filled our house. All

were Eastlake and in good taste, the

colors sage-green, pumpkin-yellow and

ginger-brown, dashed with splashes of

peacock feathers and Japanese fans. The

vases were straddle-legged and pot-bel

lied Asiatic shapes. Dragons in bronze

and ivory, sticky-looking faience and glit

tering majolica, stood in the corners. Silk

embroideries representing the stork—a

scrawny bird with a scalp-lock at the back

of its neck, looking like a mosquito when

flying—and porcelain landscapes out of

drawing, like a child's first attempts, peo

pled by individuals with the expression

of having their hair pulled, hung 'twixt

our dados and friezes. Lydia's young

lady friends gave her their works in oil

or water-colors done in a fine, free-hand

style that may one day form a school of

its own. Our Chicago girls are people
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of nous. Their talk is "fluent as the

flight of a swallow:" their manners are

delightful—American manners must be

excellent, so many Englishmen marry

American girls. Their playing makes

us glad the seven poor strings of the old

musicians have been multiplied to seven

times seven: no Chicago girl is a musi

cian unless she has the masters at her

finger-tips. And they are readers too.

You would suppose, judging from the

papers, that our Chicagoans are inordi

nately fond of reading about the indis

cretions of rustic wives, and are given to

a perusal of the news in startling head

lines; but such is not the fact. We are

great readers of the distinguished maga

zines and of first-rate books, and our taste

for art is keen. When we go abroad we

don't care so much for mountains and

rivers—they are like potatoes and pork

to a man who is visiting: we have them

at home—but we are after art. Ruskin

says no people can be great in art unless

it lives among beautiful natural objects;

which is hard on us Chicago folks. if

we had any mountainous or rocky tracts

we should not live in them. if we pos

sessed a Mount Vesuvius we should use

it for getting up bogus eruptions to draw

tourists to our hotels, and we should tap

the foot of the mountain to draw off the

lava for our streets.

Lydla's finery had a subduing effect

'upon me, who had bounded my aspira

tions to what was distinctly within my

grasp—namely, things

Plain, but not sordid—though not splendid, clean.

Lydia was an expert housekeeper. "I

love a little house that I can clean all over,"

said she. She would have liked a Roman

villa made of polished marble, that could

be §T:'fl1bbed from top to bottom, or a

house of the melted and dyed cobble

stones that some genius has promised to

give us. Her china-closet was a picture,

with platters in rows and Cups hanging

on little brass hooks under the shelves.

Our whole house was exquisite, and be

came quite renowned for its elegance and

charm. Lydia's exuberant vitality was

attractive: her relations and friends liked

to come there. Some of our friends were

of the high, haughty, tone-y sort, which

would have been well enough if we had

not incurred debts in our housekeeping.

What and how great the merit and the art

To live on little with a thankful heartl

Lydia's rich uncle, Nathan Stene, gave

us a bookcase that caused my heart to

sink with an appalling premonition at its

first appearance, it was so huge and high.

How we got it into our parlor without cut

ting off the top and bottom words cannot

explain. That bookcase was my first

step toward ruin. I had a good many

books—not of scientific but of delightful

literature, the best works of the best au

thors—and my books were as shabby as

Charles Lamb's library. There never

were such dilapidated volumes as my

De Quinceys. Lydia had Ybung Airs.

.'7ara’z'ne and lots of other

Stickjaw pudding that tires the chin,

With the marmalade spread ever so thin ;

and her books were new-looking. She

said mine looked disgustingly dirty in

our new bookcase, so I had them re

bound; and this was my next step toward

ruin. Lydia wanted a long peacock

feather duster to dust the top of the book

case. I bought that. Our only long table

cloth was a damask, engarlanded and

diapered and resplendent with a colored

border warranted to wash. I had to buy

napkins to go with it. I bought a butter

knife to match a solid silver butter-dish,

and a set of individual salt-spoons to

match salt-cellars, and nut-picks and

crackers to match something else. More

over, there was a magnificent opera-glass

that required to be matched with theatre

going—/ml as I was wont to go, in an old

overcoat having its pockets stuffed with

old playbills. But why enumerate?

On the strength of her wedding-pres

ents Lydia became a gladiatrix in the

arena of society. She already belonged

to three clubs: she joined four more

a Private Theatrical, a History of Art, a

Conversation and a Sullrage Club. I

myself belong to but one, the Cremation

Club—am an officer in that: I split kind

lings. As the bordered tablecloth was

suitable for lunch-parties, Lydia enter

tained her friends at an hour when I was
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about town looking up paragraphs, but I

have no doubt she carried it off bravely,

and their discussions were as important

as those of a poultry convention on the

question of feathers or no feathers on

chickens‘ legsl ' V

At this time I found that great feasts

make small comforts scarce. Often, on

coming home and finding Lydia out, I

had Ionic hours alone, when I refreshed

myself with the great shouting, cheering

and laughter of the Greek armies and

people that gladden our dull hearts even

now, and for want of anything better I

regaled myself on the feasts offered by

Machaon (first Seotchman) in the Iliad,

and by Nestor, on the table with azure

feet and in the goblet with four handles

and four feet, with gold turtles drinking

at the brim from the handles. Or I sup

ped with Achilles while Patroclus turned

the meat on the bed of wide, glowing

embers and the tent brightened in the

blaze. Once, when I was seeking some

thing for that newspaper bore, Woman's

Sphere, I lunched with the Suffragists.

Each character of the Suffrage Club was

as clear as a figure cut on a sapphire.

The president, a matron of sixty wearing

waving gray hair and dressed in black,

with plenty of white lace under her chin,

had the air of a woman used to command

a large family and accustomed to plenty

of money and to good society. Her voice

was the agreeable barytone of her years,

its thin tones entirely gone, and her good

English was like gentle music: neverthe

less, an occasional strong tone or gesture

revealed her determined will. The Suf

fragists were handsomely dressed, were

self-possessed and appreciative of each

other's company, and were of all ages,

one being a plain young girl quietly

looking on and enjoying the world more

than a self-wrapped belle is capable of

doing.

But to my tale, which is to me more

absorbing than Rob Roy, Robinson Cru

soe and Boots at t/ze Swan combined.

Of all our visitors I preferred Uncle Na

than Stene. Not that I liked him per

sonally. He was the typical rich man:

I should know he was rich wherever I

met him. There are thousands like him:

they despise me utterly. Uncle Nathan

had a scorn for poor people. He dis

dained whole States that gave him a bad

market, and regarded young fellows who

smoke and go to the theatre as beggars'

dogs. He was of middle height, with

reddish complexion, sandy hair and eye

brows, quick, sharp gray eyes, and fea

tures of a short, clean, close aquiline cut,

with thin, dry lips—a man of iron, pig

iron. When young he might have been

facetious, but he had concentrated his

energies entirely on money, till there was

nothing left to go in other directions, and

his humor was now as sombre as the grin

of a hanged man. He had self-conceit,

which is a talent when combined with

some other qualities. Doctor Johnson's

observation, that to make money requires

talents, is true: a dull man cannot do it.

Uncle Nate had to remember thirty thou

sand articles in his business of wholesale

druggist. He was a perfect devil-fish for

sucking the goodness from every business

he was concerned in—banking, railroad

ing, and so on. He belonged to the Chi

cago Board of Trade, and was particu

larly useful in getting those fellows in

Indianapolis on a string, sending the

wheat up, up, until the Hoosiers had

made a few hundred thousands, and

then, when they thought they were go

ing to make millions, letting it down and

scooping them. My habit of listening in

tently to Uncle Nate's telegrammatic style

of talk caused him to like me. I resem

bled King Lear: I talked with those who

were wise, and said little, and Nathan's

aphorisms about trade and politics made

good paragraphs when boiled down to the

crisp cracklins.

While I worked and Lydia entertained

we were waltzing like the wind d,w to

ruin. No use to cry, "Ho! great gods!

I-lilloa! you're wanted here !" On we

went.

Worrying over pecuniary affairs grad

ually sapped my mind. To lose one's

eyes or all one's relations, or to be bitten

by a mad dog, will not unhinge the brain

so completely as pecuniary anxiety. My

paragraphs, spite of Nate's verbum saps.,

lost their originality. I resigned my post

on the Times. I became the collector on
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commission of certain rents of Uncle Na

than's. Whoso collects rents in Chicago

tenements should know how to box or

else to run: I could do neither. I got

little or nothing out of the devils and

devillets, my respected uncle's tenants.

He had a genius for the despatch of

business: I had none; therefore he con

cluded I was an ass, and wondered how

he came to be pleased with me. Oh, 'tis

a good thing to know what you can do,

and to do that, and know what you can

not do, and leave that alone. Dull as

weeds of Lethe was my task. 'Twas ter

rible! I thought it would never end. No

greater misery could be imagined than

what I endured in Nathan's service.

One morning of those days I picked up

a note in Lydia's writing hastily scrawled

as follows: "I have discovered your re

treat: I must see you. At seven o'clock

wave the lamp three times across the win

dow if all is well."

In my undecided way I pinned the note

to the blue silk pincushion on Lydia's

dressing-case. I had a sudden jealous

suspicion of an acquaintance of ours,

a furiously-striking English traveller—

"Bone-Boiler to the Queen" or some

thing—who had a long, silky, sweeping

moustache blowing about in the wind,

and parted his hair "sissy." But I went

to work all the same.

That day Uncle Nate was a worse

screw than ever. " How is it you never

hit a clam?" asked he.

"Your tenants have nothing, so I get

nothing," I replied.

"Nonsense! They must have some

thing. Drunken loafers are driving about

in livery-rigs everywhere—sure sign of

prosperity."

"Your people are not out,” I said.

"They sit around the house reading

yesterday's newspapers."

"They can't get work," said I.

"Everybody that wants to work is in

the ditch now-a-days: t/zat I know," said

the old man.

"Some are sick."

"They are well enough to walk three

miles to a brewery after a free drink."

"Some are too young to work."

"Hah! what's the use of having a par

cel of young ones to be poor relations to

the rest of the world ?" asked he.

"Some are positively starving," said I.

"What of that? You have to let them

starve. Five hundred thousand starved

in India last year, a country overrun with

sacred snakes and animals of all sorts

that they might have eaten. Three mil

lions starved in China, and they tore up

their English railway, the only thing that

could save them. What are you going to

do about it? Starving! Bet they are wal

lowing in the theatre every night," said

Nathan.

"The theatre with Lawrence Barrett!

1 wish they might see anything so ele

vating. Perhaps Ot/zello might make

some impression on them, such a stu

pendous temperance lecture it is !" I

groaned.

"If you would leave the theatre alone

you wouldn't be quite so short as you are

now," asserted Uncle Nate, almost pop

ping open with contempt.

"' Short,' man! ' Short' in your throat!"

shouted I, forgetting myself.

" Yes, short; and it's my opinion you've

shorted me in this business."

I could not kick our uncle out of his

premises, so I got out myself, not to re

turn; and I left in debt to him as well as

to the rest of the world. I went home

ward. Though it was August, a cold wind

blew from the lake, whipping the large,

flapping leaves of the castor-bean plants

in the front yards to rags. I quaffed the

lake in the wet wind. "No wonder," I

thought, "we're three parts water: our

world is." A young fellow on the street

car platform smoked a cigar that smell

ed like pigweed, cabbage-stalks and other

garden rubbish burning, and made me

sick. He enjoyed it, though: in fact, all,

including the street-car driver himself,

were on that day more than usually en

gaged in the intense enjoyment of be

ing Chicagoans. All but me, miserable.

The very windows and pavements of our

streets, being clean and cold, sent a chill

to my bones.

When I reached home Lydia was pin

ning on her habergeon, her neck-armor

of ribbons and lace, before the mirror.

"What is this?" I asked, pointing to
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the suspicious note, still pinned to the

cushion.

"That's the note that has to be found

in my room in the play-of Lost in Lon

don," she answered, turning the great

lamps of her eyes on mine.

As I had nothing to say to this, I went

and lay down on the sofa before the par

lor-fire. Though a grate in January is a

poor alfair—I never knew any human

being who really depended on one in

winter to speak in praise of it—on a cool

August day it is delicious. I fell into a

warm doze before the fire, then into a se

ries of agreeable naps. When Lydia said

supper was ready I did not want any, and

at bedtime I was too stiff to move easily.

After this, during several weeks, my

bedchamber became to me a place full of

sweet dreams and rest and quiet breath

ing. Luxurious indifference, a pleasure

in hearing the crickets in the grass of the

midsummer gardens, and voices talking

afar—a satisfaction in seeing the polished

walnut, marble and china and plenteous

linen towels of my washstand, my altar

to Hebe, and in seeing through a window,

While dey sank or mounted higher,

The light, a'e'rial gallery, golden railed,

Burn like a fringe of fire

on some remote palace of the city. These

and other sensations of malarial fever oc

cupied me for a while. In half dreams I

then enjoyed the minutest details of life

in an old farm-house that had been my

home, or walked through a picture-gallery

I had once frequented, seeing each picture

strangely perfect and splendidly limned.

Light diet and keeping quiet—which ev

ery Westerner knows to be the cure of this

fever—cured me. I came forth looking

like a sa/az'rl/z, one of those words marked

"obs." in the dictionary—means phantom

of a person about to die. It ought to be

revived; so here goes—r1uaz'rl/z.

Leaden before, my eyes were dross of lead.

I was pale and lank, but things had set

tled themselves in my mind: I had gone

back to my old ideas of honor and free

dom ; my mind was made up.

"Well, Lydia," said I, "you wanted to

manage: you were bound to wear the

breeches. As you make your pants, so

you must sit in them."

"You awful man!" said she.

"Now I will manage," said I.

"Indeed! Nothing would please me

better," said she.

"I will sell our house and all that's in

it, and get out of debt," said I.

"You mean to be one of the lower

classes and wear old rags," she ex

claimed.

"We have no class-distinctions but the

Saving Class and the Wasting Class. I

shall be of the first class. As to clothes,

they are despicable," I replied.

"People who despise clothes can't get

any."

"Well, I've done all I'm going to do to

ward developing the West, which consists

in getting into debt, as far as I can see."

When an able woman submits she sub

mits completely. Lydia put our house in

order. I filled the streets with dodgers

advertising our sale. I have not been a

paragraphist for nothing: the sale was a

success. I paid a part of my debts, and

gave notes for the rest that will keep my

future poor. I started in again on the

Times' city force. To board I hate: it's a

chicken's life—roosting on a perch, com

ing down to eat and then going back to

roost. So I got a little domicile in "The

Patch." Vtlhen the teakettle has begun

to spend the evening the new cheap wall

paper, the whitewash and the soapsuds

with which the floor has been scrubbed

emit peculiar odors.

" It smells poor - folksy here,

Lydia.

"All the better!" say I.

MARY DEAN.

“says
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SHORT STUDIES IN THE PICTURESQUE.

LTHOUGH our American climate,

with its fierce and pitiless extremes

of temperature, will never give the lush

meadows and lawns of moist England,

yet in the splendid and fiery lustres of

its autumn forests, in its gorgeous sunsets

and sunrises and in the wild beauty of

its hills and mountains there is that which

makes an English Midland landscape

seem tame in comparison. The rapid

changes of temperature in summer and

the sudden rising of vast masses of heat

ed air produce cloud-structures of the

most imposing description, especially

huge, irregular cumulus clouds that float

in equilibrium above us like colossal ice

bergs, airy mountain-ranges or tottering

battlemented towers and "looming bas

tions fringed with fire."

Yon clouds are big with flame, and not with rain,

Massed on the marvellous heaven in splendid pyres,

‘Ifhereon ethereal genii, half in pain

And half in triumph, light their mystic fires.

The brilliant deep-blue Italian skies of

the Middle and Southern States are full

of poetry, and will repay the most care

ful and prolonged study. I have seen,

far up in the zenith, silvery fringes of cir

rus clouds forming and melting away at

the same moment and in the same place,

ethereal and evanescent as a dream, easel

studies of Nature. Sometimes the clouds

take the form ofmost airily-delicate brown

crape, " hatchelled " on the sky in minute

lines and limnings. Now the sky looks

like a sweet silver-azure ceiling, the blue

peeping here and there through tender

masses of silver frosting. The skies of

the New England coast States are filled,

during a large part of spring, summer

and autumn, with a white and dreamy

haze, and do not produce cloud-phenom

ena on such an imposing scale as the

more brilliant skies of the interior. I

shall never forget a vast and glowing

sunset-scene I once witnessed in the

Ohio Valley.

ments, but what a spectacle! The set

ting sun was throwing his golden light

It lasted but a few mo- -

over the intensely green earth, and suf

fusing the irregular masses of clouds now

with a tender rosy light and now with

delicate saffron. All along the eastern

horizon extended a black-blue cloud-cur

tain of about twenty degrees in height,

across which played the zigzag gold of

the lightning. Overhead hung the gi

gantic ring of a complete rainbow (a rare

phenomenon), looking like the iridescent

rim of some vast sun that had shot from

its orbit and was rapidly nearing our

earth. In the north the while slept the

sweet blue sky in peace. Vtlhat a phan

tasmagoria of splendor, "the magic-lan

tern of Nature" ! What a rich contrast of

color !—the black and the gold, the green,

saffron, rose and azure, and the whole

crowned with a rainbow garland of glow

ing flowers. I felt assured that no sunset

of Italy or Greece could fling upon the

sky more costly pictures than these.

The delicacy and accuracy of touch

exhibited in The Scarlet Letter and in

0ldporl Days can hardly be appreciated

to the full by those who are unacquaint

ed with certain mellow and crumbling

towns and hamlets of the New England

coast, especially of the warm south coast.

Soft mists rise in summer like "rich dis

tilled perfumes" from the warm Gulf

Stream off Long Island Sound and drift

landward in invisible airy volumes. Sud

denly, as at a given signal, the sky be

comes troubled, grows dun: trembling

dew-specks glister upon the leaves, and

in a few moments the gray fog starts out

of the air on every side and clings to tree,

crag and house like shroud to corpse. It

is this warm moisture that gives to the

south-coast hamlets their mellow tint. I

have especially in mind at this moment

one romantic village whose stout old yeo

man elms hold their protecting foliage

shields over many a gray mansion as rich

in tradition as the House of the Seven

Gables, and only awaiting the touch of

some wizard hand to become immortal
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ized. The prevailing tint of these old

houses, and of everything that a lichen

can take hold of, is a sage-gray. There

seems to be something in the sea-breezes

unusually favorable to the growth of lich

ens, and they hold high carnival every

where, growing in riotous exuberance on

every tree and rock and fence. I saw

whole board fences so thickly tufted and

bearded with a rich, particolored mosaic

of lichens that from base-board to cope

board there was scarcely a square foot of

the original wood to be seen. On any

hazy Indian-summer afternoon, if you

look down the wide, irregular main street,

lined with its mighty elms and gambrel

roofed houses, all seems wrapped in a

dim gray atmosphere of antiquity, like

that surrounding Poe's House of Usher,

only not ghostly as that is. It is a strange

je ne sais quoi that eludes description, as

if houses and trees stood at the bottom of

a sea of visible heat.

Whatever of picturesqueness an Eng

lish hamlet has, this American one has. It

has its wealthy hereditary aristocracy, its

small farmers or squires and its peasants,

its ruins and haunted houses, its traditions

of savages and of the great men who

have honored it with their presence. The

town, moreover, is set off by a framework

of the most enchanting and varied sce

nery—river, streamlet, ocean, lighthouse,

hills with flower-and-grass-tufted crags,

and forests, while on any summer's day

one may see, far away and "sown in a

wrinkle of the monstrous hill," some

neighboring village with its graceful spire

of purest white gleaming and flaming in

the hot sunshine, like marble set in a foil

of malachite.

A window of my room looked out

upon a crystal stream that wound down

through the salt-meadows to the sea, and

twice a day, under the influence of the

seemingly-mysterious systole and diastole

of the tides, spread out into a wide-glit

tering lake and anon crept back again

into its sinuous bed. This water was as

fickle and wanton and many-mooded as

a coquettish girl. Now its translucent

glassy surface is unruffled by a single

wrinkle, and in its brilliant depths every

minutest feature of yonder drifting hay- .

barge is weirdly mirrored. I look out

again, and the face of the water is work

ing with rage under the lashing of the

wind: at the same time its face seems

white with fear, and its ghostly arms are

tossing, now in defiance and now in pit

eous appeal. But now, as I gaze, the

winds in their uncouth gambols tear a

huge rent in the cloud-tent they had raised

over the earth, and in the sweet blue be

yond appears the calm and smiling face

of the sun. Before its glance the wind

phantoms slink away in fear and the now

quiet streamlet smiles through its tears.

The stiff formality and the ridiculous so

lemnity of the old Puritan times still linger

about these secluded New England ham

lets. But each winter a huge Christmas

tree is set up in the church of the village

I have mentioned, and loaded with pres

ents. The winter I was there I went to

see the distribution. Recollecting the de

lightful Christmas days of my own child

hood, I was anticipating great pleasure.

Of course I was going to look in on a

scene of childish joy, of shouting and

laughing, and eating of candy and pop

corn in unlimited quantities. Memories

of the stories of Hans Andersen and the

Grimm brothers were floating through my

mind as I crunched the crisp snow under

my feet on my way to the church. I re

membered the rapture of those Christmas

mornings at home, when we children

stole down stairs by candlelight to the

warm room filled with the aromatic per

fume of the Christmas tree, that stood

there resplendent with presents from old

Santa Claus—Noah's arks, mimic land

scapes, dolls, sleds, colored cornucopias

bursting with bonbons, and especially

those books of fairy-tales from whose

rich creamy pages exhaled a most divine

and musty fragrance. Ah, the memory

of our childhood's hours! what is it but

that enchanted lake of the Arabian tale,

from whose quiet depths we are ever and

anon drawing up in our nets some magic

colored fish ? Well, I reached the church.

The children, dressed in their Sunday

go-to-meeting clothes, were sitting in the

high-backed pews in solemn silence, while

a reverend gentleman was delivering a

solemn exhortation to gratitude and good
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ness. Another followed. "Very well,

gentlemen," thought I, "but now please

to retire and give up the field to these

children." But no. The superintendent

of the Sunday-school now advanced: the

children marched up one by one, as their

names were called, and received their

presents from him. Some of them came

very near grinning (poor things l), but in

general they looked as if they were going

to their execution. When all was done

I/e meeting was dismisred !

Sauntering through the streets of this

village, and making note of the quaint

idiosyncrasies and irregularities of charac

ter and manner displayed by its humbler

folk, I thought of the sentiment which

Thoreau so exquisitely expresses in his

Week: "The forms of beauty fall nat

urally around him who is in the perform

ance of his proper work, as the curled

shavings drop from the plane and borings

cluster round the auger." Picturesque

ness characterizes the New England white

laborer, as it does the Southern black la

borer: especially is this true of those who

have emigrated from Europe when of

adult age, and have been unable to lay

aside the picturesque features of their

Old-World life.

One winter evening I discovered, a

few miles from the village, one of this

class: he was, on the whole, the strangest

human being whom it has ever been my

fortune to meet. About dusk I found

myself some distance away from the vil

lage, near the great bridge that spans the

river where it debouches into the sea.

The water was heaving in long, slow

swells. A deep silence had fallen over

the earth. The evening red was reflect

ed in the sea in rich blood dye, while the

colored lights of the bridge and the light

house glowed and burned in the deep,

here writhing along the waves like long

golden and crimson sea-serpents, and

there shooting down long, streamers of

light into the waves, to serve, I fancied,

as hanging lamps for that vast black,

star-bespangled abyss of the sky, that

weird sunken dome, that inverted world,

over which the water lay stretched out

like thin, translucent red glass, and to

look down into whose immeasurable and

VOL. XX\'I.—24

dizzy depths thrilled me both with pleas

ure and a kind of terror—that vague feel

ing of pain which the sublime always ex

cites in the mind.

I crossed the bridge and wandered

along the opposite side of the river by a

lonely path. Suddenly I saw smoke curl

ing up from a small recess of the beach.

It was a full mile from any human hab

itation known to me, and I hesitated for

a moment about advancing upon such

a place at dusk, especially as the winter

was one of the gloomiest in the period of

our long financial depression. However,

I decided to go on. Several overturned

fishing-boats lay upon the beach, with

a net drying upon one of them. A few

clamshells were scattered about, and near

the door of a small cabin lay a pile of

split kindlings. The cabin was consid

erably smaller in size than an English

railway-carriage, and nestled under the

overhanging bank of the river. No hu

man being was visible at first. But

presently I detected by the red glow of

his pipe a man in the interior of the cab

in. I sat down on a boat, not venturing

to approach nearer and beard the old

lion in his lair. But on his inviting me

to come in I went up to the door. It

was, however, only a meaningless form

of speech that led him to say "Come in,"

for it would hardly have been possible to

get into a cabin only five feet wide, with

the man himself sitting by a large rusty

stove right over against the door. He

placed a bootjack in the doorway for me

to sit down upon. There was no window

in the cabin. Firkins of fish were piled

up along the sides of the interior, and in

the dim background I saw a rude frame

work covered with straw which served as

a bed.

And now for the human being there.

The most noticeable peculiarity about

the strange old hermit was an enormous

wen which hung down from the front

part of his neck. This wen was fully as

large as a man's head. Long yellow hair

hung over his shoulders, and a huge red

beard reached to the middle of his breast

His beard a foot before him, and his hair

A yard behind.

His moustache alone showed signs of
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the scissors: he had there cleared a path

through the russet jungle of his beard,

that an entrance might be had to the

inner man. The eyes that looked out

from this thicket of hair had not that

7 hard, dangerous, angry look that expe

rience of such persons had taught me

to expect, but they expressed loneliness.

He told of the high tides of the month

of January in a certain year, when the

water rose so as to enter his cabin and

ponderous cakes of ice were knocking

and grinding against its sides in the night.

We talked of fish. He spoke of fyke-nets

and drag-nets and warp-lines, and of eel

spearing through the ice. He took espe

cial delight in telling me how the snow in

winter was swept away from his door in a

clean circle by the broom of some friend

ly wind. "It is the wind that does it,"

said he with touching naiveté. It almost

seemed to the poor old man's lonely heart

like a special favor on the part of the wind,

like a tender feeling and relenting on the

part of the icy-hearted winter wind for

him in his solitude and sadness as he lay

there cast out on the desolate shore of the

world, deformed and shattered in health—

Gleich einer Leiche

Die grollend ausgcworfen das Metr

"Like a corpse which the bellowing sea

has cast out."

Strange life! O utter barrenness of

existence! A pipe, a fire, fish, rags and

a bed of straw. God pity thee! God pity

thee, thou poor stricken deer! Take

heart, man, take heart! Be brave, and

dash away the bitter tear. Look up from

the lowly cabin-door into the solemn night

with its golden -burning stars, and even

the loosened harp-strings of thy shatter

ed old frame will vibrate and tremble to

the eternal melodies that thrill through

the mystic All : "God is in his heaven."

Dickens and Hawthorne have each

written of canal-life in America, the one

in a satirico-humorous way, the other

sympathetically. People side with one

or the other according as their disposi

tion is active and restless or indolent and

epicurean. I fight under the banner of

Hawthorne in defence of the canal. The

following sketch of one of the old pictu

resque Pennsylvania canals may be call

ed a vignette, for it is a fragment without

definite border or setting. But admirers

of Dickens are respectfully requested to

note that it is no mere fancy sketch of a

poetic mind, but was drawn from Nature,

every bit of it.

The first and most novel sensation I

experienced was that of the quiet and

seemingly mysterious gliding movement

of the boat. Ever and anon we passed

through a lock, How strange and thrill

ing the feeling, to stand on the deck and

see yourself slowly sinking into the great

mossy box, and then to see the great valves

of the lock slowly open, disclosingr what

seemed a new land and fresh vistas of

green landscape! It was like the open

ing of the gates of the future (1 pleased

myself with fancying) to my triumphant

progress. Gate after gate swung back its

ponderous valves: I was Habib advan

cing from isle to isle of the enchanted

sea. I uttered the word of power, and

the huge unwieldy gates of opposition

swung back with sullen and unwillingr

deference, compelled to respect the tal

isman I held. But hark ! Hear the

sweet notes of the supper-horn floating

through the cool gloom of twilight as the

tired reapers trudge home with their grain

cradles swung over their shoulders. Lis

ten to the tinkling mule-bells on the tow

path, see the bright crimson tassels of the

bridles, and the gayly-decorated boats,

their cabin-roofs adorned with pots of

herbs and flowers.

As we glide down the canal, ever and

anon we see some empty returning boat

(called "light boat" in the technical ca

nal phrase) rounding a curve before us,

It comes nearer: the horses walk the

same tow-path: how are the boats to

pass without confusion? Ah, the riddle

is solved. Our captain (who holds the

helm while the boy, his assistant, is down

in the cabin preparing supper) calls out

suddenly, at the last moment, "Whoa!"

The well-trained horses instantly stop;

the momentum of the boat carries it on ;

the rope slackens, disappears in the water,

except at the two ends; the approaching

horses step over it, and the approaching

boat 'glides over it. Vt/hen the approach
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ing "light boat" has passed nearly or I about the amphibious life one leads on

entirely over the rope our captain shouts

to his horses to go on: the rope tightens,

and all is as before.

The parts of the canal lying between

the locks are called " levels." On long

levels we could often see one or two

boats far ahead of us and going in the

same direction. Nothing could be pret

tier than the thin blue streamer of wood

smoke trailing out from the stovepipe of

the cabin-roof against the bright green

of the foliage along the banks. It told

us the cheery news that the fragrant cof

fee or tea was a-making in the cozy little

cabin below. And now, when supper is

done, the captain brings up his guitar

and plays sweet plaintive airs as we

glide through the quiet evening shad

ows. Night deepens: the stars come

out one by one, and are reflected in the

smooth dark water below in dreamy,

dusky splendor. VVe brush the dew

from the heavy foliage as we pass along.

Lithe alders and heavy vines trail in the

cool flood, and the fresh evening air is

filled with grateful harvest-scents and

the perfume of unseen flowers. And

now our pretty painted lamp-board is

fixed in its place in the bow. The bright

lamp throws its rich golden splendor be

fore us. The lamp is hid from us by the

board which holds it. We stand behind

in the dark, and watch the overhanging

sprays of foliage making strange, gro

tesque shadows that move fantastically

and sport and clutch and writhe like

wanton fiends, while the solid banks of

foliage themselves, reflected in the water

below, look, one fancies, like hanging gar

dens in the weird world to which the water

is but a window, and far, far down upon

whose dusky floor the flowers are golden

stars.

The canal over which I am now con

ducting my readers is one of the oldest

in the country. For many miles it is cut

out of the solid rock, following the wind

ings of the river and clinging close to the

contours of the hills. The particolored

rocks jut out in great square blocks,

which, in summer, are usually tufted

with grass or flowers. There is an in

describable air of coziness and safety

such a canal. You can here snap your

fingers at the terrors of the cruel water.

Here the mocking waves cannot "curl

their monstrous heads" as on the sea,

when with blind fury they dash against

' the helpless ship their ponderous and

shapeless forms, while sailors and pas

sengers alike are every moment expect

ing the final stroke that shall sink them

beneath the waves. On the canal you

cannot be drowned, on the canal you

cannot be wrecked. The shore is so de

lightfully near! You exult in the friend

ly companionship of the rocky wall that

towers above you, and in the assuring

presence of the flowers and shrubs that

cling there or reach out to you their thin

elvish hands. You feel that here un

tamed Nature (that great wolf) cannot

get her claws upon you. Upon this thread

of water you are soothed by the thought

that you are under the friendly and be

neficent protection of man.

About nine or ten o'clock each even

ing the boats tie up at some lock. .At all

of these locks there are refreshment

stands and neat taverns of which the

traveller must avail himself, since there

are no accommodations for visitors on the

boats. On the fourth day, wishing to

vary my experience, I boarded another

boat. Her deck was the very model of

neatness. Verily the spirit of either a

Yankee housewife or a Dutch vrow must

have presided over that boat and tyran

nized over the poor wretches who man

aged it. Black Care seemed to sit con

tinually upon their brows. They were liv

ing scrubbing-brushes. They were scrub

mad. From morn to dewy eve they scrub

bed and scrubbed and scrubbed, and

doubtless in their dreams they still scrub

bed on. The crew consisted of a man

and his wife, their boy and an old uncle

of the boy. I found, to my delight, that

the boy was a very communicative young

gentleman, flowing freely in talk without

any pumping on my part. The various

quaint technical phrases which I learned

from him shall now be imparted to the

reader. The berme, or /zeel-pm‘/z, is the

side of the canal opposite the tow-path;

basins are small coves in the canal where
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boats may lie over; stop-lock, a sort of

quay; the bz7, a timber-head at the bow

of the boat. Snub Mr! is a phrase of

command, meaning, "Tie the boat to a

post on the bank." Pljfie-poles are steer

ing-poles. The stam pile (of coal on this

canal) is in a large crib near the stern

and just in front of the cabin, and is

placed in this particular part of the long

and unwieldy boat in order to make her

obey the helm better. Timber-/zeads pro

ject above the deck to "snub" lines on.

Tow-posts are short upright posts near

the bow, to which the tow-line is fasten

ed. The combings are the pieces the

hatches rest on and surround the hold

in an oval form. The walr-planl: is the

edge of the deck, projecting out over the

water like a welt around the entire cir

cumference of the boat.

It may surprise many persons to learn

that on the tablelands of the Alleghany

Mountains there are still thousands of

square miles of virgin forests of hemlock

and pine through which roam bears and

deer in considerable numbers. The hem

lock trees are rapidly succumbing, how

ever, to the axe of the lumberman and

the bark-peeler. Bark-peeling is the great

industry there, almost every mountain

hollow along the lines of the few rail

ways that have penetrated the region in

Pennsylvania having its tannery in active

operation. This tanning business, by the

way, is in a very prosperous condition,

owing to the foreign demand for the liquor

extracted from the bark as well as to the

steadiness of the leather market. There

is a primitive freshness in the life of the

mountaineers and lumbermen of the Al

leghanies like that of the mining regions

of the far West. There is a sprinkling

of Canadians among the lumbermen, and

as a whole they are the most honest, good

natured, childlike set of men in existence.

They are the true priests of those high

and dim-green temple-aisles—priests of

Nature one might call them. The cabins

of the bark-peelers are made of rough,

sweet-smelling hemlock planks. The

smell of the hemlock bark is fresh and

tonical, and appetizing in the highest de

gree. The men eat fabulous quantities

of food: some require five meals a day.

I well remember my first meal in a moun

tain hemlock shanty. Imagine a long

table of unpainted boards with X-shaped

legs, and along each side of the table

benches for seats. Let there be upon the

table three large bowls of black sugar,

here and there towering stacks of white

bread (the slices an inch thick at least),

and beside each cover a teacup and sau

cer, a huge bowl filled to the brim with

steaming-hot apple-sauce, together with

a bowl of the same dimensions contain

ing beans. Now blow the supper-horn,

and hearken to the far halloo from the

mountain-side. Twenty blowzed and

bearded men, ravenous and wild-eyed

with hunger, presently file into the room.

They sit down: there is an awful and

solemn silence—they are evidently im

pressed with the momentous importance

of the occasion. You find your face grow

ing long; you think of funerals; make a

timid and humble remark which you hope

will be acceptable and within the range

of their comprehension. No answer: you

evidently have their pity. No word breaks

the sullen silence, except an occasional

request to pass something, uttered with

an effort as if the speaker had the lock

jaw. The meal is bolted with frightful

rapidity, generally in five or six minutes.

I remember that I was considerably scared

and dazed, on my first acquaintance with

these mountain-fauns, at seeing such a

systematic snatching and grabbing, such

a ferocious plying of knives and forks and

rattling of cups, by those huge-limbed,

brawny, whiskered fellows.

It is difficult to describe the perennial

beauty of the hemlock trees, with their

dark, rich foliage-masses and aromatic

odor. It seems a sacrilege to destroy

them so ruthlessly. When stripped of

their bark and stained with the dark-red

sap, they look like fallen giants spoiled

of their armor, lying there prone and

1 white-naked, as if there had been a battle

of the giants and the gods. These giants

were perfumed, it seems. Their huge

green plumes are now withered and torn,

and their red blood oozes slowly from

their bodies in thin and trickling streams.

You think of Ossian's heroes, of Thor
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and his hammer, of the Anakim or of

the steeple-high Brobdignagian cavalry,

and almost expect to hear groans issuing

from the colossal trunks that cumber the

ground on every side.

Everything is on a large scale in these

mighty forests. The horizon of your life

noiselessly widens, rolls gradually back

into immeasurable distances, and " deep

ens on and up." There is elasticity and

stretch in your thoughts. If you have read

Richter, his towering, godlike dreams of

time and eternity here find their fit in

terpretation. He had his Fichtelgebirge,

and you have your hemlock mountains.

Life seems heroic once more: you exult

in existence, and fondly think that here

you could be happy for ever. To live far

away from the cruel, hurrying world in a

sweet little hamlet you wot of, sunk in the

heart of the mountains at the bottom of a

deep, mossy mountain-chalice—a chalice

of richest chasing and filled with the pure

wine of God, the mountain-air; to live

there during the long summer days; to

stand in the flush of dawn with bared

head and inhale the fragrance of the

dew-drenched grass and the scarlet bal

sams; to walk with hushed step through

the wide forests, communing with the

powerful sylvan spirits that labor there.

watching with what miraculous delicacy

of touch their unseen fingers weave the

rich fantastic shrouds of fern and moss

that deck the dead and fallen trees or

anon give to the living their faint and

mottled tints of green and gray;—to

live thus through the summer hours, and

through autumn, winter, spring watch the

unrolling ofthe gorgeous scroll ofTirhe,—

this, you think, were living to some pur

pose! WILLIAM SLOANE Kamzenv.

OUR MONTHLY GOSSIP.

THE PARIS SALON OF 188o.

THE Salon (official) catalogue con

tains this year 696 pages. There

are 3957 paintings exhibited; 2o85 de

signs, sketches in charcoal and water

colors; 3o engravings on stone, etc. ; I I 1

designs for architecture; 46 specimens

of lithography; 701 pieces of sculpture;

305 eaux-fortes; and 54 specimens of

monumental art—in all 728o objects.

Though we all thought last year that the

number of paintings exhibited was im

mense, this year the number is 9r7 more.

Alas for the poor critics ! How many an

additional ache that implies for them!

Still, as we have a cozy reading-room at

the Palais de l'Industrie—an innovation

of this season for the benefit of those who

get tired of looking at the pictures and

wish to "take a rest"—the weary critic

may enter and take a seat (if he can find

one unoccupied, which is highly improb

able), and there write out his "notes," as

I am doing at this moment.

VVhile standing in front of a charm

ing picture by Dagnan-Bouveret ( Un Ar

cziient), I felt a soft arm brush gently

against mine, and glancing down rec

ognized the capricious Sara Bernhardt.

Yes, Sara was there, leaning on the arm

of Mr. Stevens, the Belgian painter who

is credited with finishing Sara's paint

ings, and followed by her son Maurice

and a little retinue of admirers, mostly

young men—artists and actors—and

stared at with persistency by all who saw

her pass. HThere goes Bernhardt!" "Did

you see Bernhardt ?" were the remarks on

all sides. Her head, which bore itself as

if quite unaware that a suit for three hun

dred and fifty thousand francs damages

was suspended over it like the sword of

Damocles, was covered with a mass ofrich

auburn-colored hair. She is as change

able as a chameleon in the matter of her

hair: I never see her twice with the same

colored e/ze1/elure.

The Salon this year contains at least
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fourgood—one might almost say g7'eat—

pictures. Of these four, the one to which

popular opinion seems to award the

grande médmlle d'/mnzzeur, is Bastien

Lepage's Yeonne d'/Irc. This large

painting (3% metres by 3140*!“ metres)

represents the Maid at the moment when,

seeing the vision of the Virgin, she is in

spired to go forth and save her country.

A peasant-girl, strong and muscular, she

leans against a tree, her face uplifted to

heaven and aglow with a noble inspira

tion. The cottage in the background, the

trees and weeds in the middle distance,

the distribution of light and the subdued

tones of this impressive picture, are all

excellent. Some critics object to the art

ist's perspective, but I fancy that is a bit

of lvypercriticism.

Then comes Fernand Cormon's Flég/tt

qf Cain, suggested by Victor Hugo's lines :

Lorsqu' avec ses enfants couverts de peaux dc bétes,

Echevelé, livide au milieu des tempétes,

Cain se fut enfui de devant Jéhovah.

This canvas is one of the largest in the

Salon—4 by 7 metres. The chief figures

are grandly painted and the whole pic

ture is very impressive.

Alphonse Alexis Morot's Good Samari

lan is an exceedingly strong picture. The

Samaritan is represented holding upon

his own beast the poor maltreated Jew

and walking by his side. The figure

painting is wonderful in its vigor and

wr1/e.

The fourth picture is Alexandre Ca

banel's P/zédre. The source of the artist's

inspiration was the well-known passage

from Euripides: "Consumed upon a bed

of grief, Phedre shuts herself up in her

palace, and with a thin veil envelops her

blonde head. It is now the third day that

her body has partaken of no nourish

ment: attacked by a concealed ill, she

longs to put an end to her sad fate."

Phedre, as she lies wishing only for death

as a surcease of sorrow, gazed upon with

solicitude by her pitying attendants, is a

vivid picture of all-consuming grief. The

decorative work of the bed and the wall

is chaste and classic.

Of the minor pictures, that of Dagnan

. Bouveret, (/11 Accident, is one of the best.

It is indeed a rare picture in the excel

lence of its execution in every detail. A

boy has been badly wounded in the wrist

by some accident, and the surgeon is en

gaged in dressing the injured part. The

dirty foot of the boy as it peeps out be

neath the chair, shod in a rough sabot

which fails to conceal its grime, the bowl

standing on the table half full of blood

and water while the wrist is now being

skilfully bandaged by the surgeon, whose

operations are watched with great solici

tude by the group of sympathetic relatives,

—all these features give a living interest to

this painting which is unusual. The red,

grimy hands of the old mother of the boy

are very faithfully painted. The expres

sion on the lad's face of heroic endurance

and a determination not to cry in any case

is touching.

As for Mademoiselle Sara Bernhardt's

La .'7'cune Fille et la /!Iorl—a veiled skele

ton coming up behind a young girl and

touching her on the shoulder—it would

attract little attention if it had not been

signed by the flighty (and lately ./Zeez'r1g)

actress. The verses underneath the pic

ture are the best part of it:

La Mort glisse en son réve, et tout has :

" Viens," dit elle,

" L'Amour c'est l'e'phe'mére,et jc suis l'immortelle."

The great names— Meissonier, Gé

r6me, Munkacsy, Madrazo, Berne-Belle

cour, Détaille, De Ncuville, Rosa Bon

heur, Flameng, etc.—are conspicuous this

year by their absence from the catalogue

of the Salon.

reason Munkacsy does not exhibit is be

cause the administration of the Beaux

Arts saw fit to place the pictures by for

eign artists separately in the Galérie des

En-angers. An "impressionist " artist

friend of mine—Miss Cassatt, the sister

of Vice-President Cassatt of the Pennsyl

vania Railroad Company—says that the

reason these distinguished artists do not

exhibit any more is that they are disgust

ed with the way in which the Salon is

conducted by Edmond Turquet, the pres

ent sous-secrétaire aux Beaux-Arts, and

the very unfair acts committed in the

awarding of medals, admission of pie

tures, etc.

M. Jean Jacques Henner's La Fon

laine is a true Correggio in delicacy and

It is whispered that the .
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clearness of tone. I-Iis treatment of the

flesh is peculiar, and much envied by

many a Paris artist. In this picture the

nymph, leaning over the fountain, is

dressed in a very inexpensive costume—

in fact, the same fashion that Mother Eve

introduced into Eden. There in the placid

water the beautiful creature contemplates

the reflection of her face, and seems to

breathe, with all her being, those charm

ing lines of Lafenestre:

Heure silencieusc, or': In nymphe se penehe

Sur la source des bois qui lui sert de miroir,

El réve en regardant mourir sa forme blanche

Dans l'eau pile of1 descend le mystére du soir.

Gustave Jacquet's Le llllnuet is one of

those pictures which fascinate and draw

us back again and again. A rarely-beau

tiful girl is dancing the minuet, surround

ed by a group of her friends, beautiful

blonde girls and a fair-haired young man.

The costumes are perfectly exquisite, yet

there is not too much c/zgflonzzerie in the

picture. There is a remarkable effect of

depth in the painting of the figure of the

dancing girl, especially at the feet and at

the bottom of her skirt. Perhaps the only

criticism that could fairly be passed upon

M. Jacquet's picture is that there is too

much of mere "prettiness " about his

principal figures.

A curious feature in this year's exhibi

tion is that there are three pictures of the

assassination of Marat by Charlotte Cor

day, two of which are hung in the same

room. There are also three paintings

representing a scene from Victor Hugo's

Hz'stoz're d 'z”1 C'rime, " L'enfant avait recu

deux balles dans la téte." The child is

represented in Henry Gervex's picture

as being lifted up by his friends, who

are examining the poor little wounded,

bleeding head. It is powerful in com

position and a very thrilling, realistic

picture. The other two representations

of this subject are by Paul Langlois

and Paul Robert.

Gustave Courtois's Dante and Vz'rgr'l

in [fell : T/re Cz'n'le of t/ze Traitors to I/eir

Country, is a picture very much studied

by all the artists who visit the Salon be

cause of its strange landscape, its won

derful effect of the glacial formations and

its marvellous effects of color. Benjamin

Constant's Les Demiers 1\’cbe'lles is one

of the best efforts of this artist, so fruit

ful in scenes drawn from Morocco and

Egyptian life. He has depicted the sul

tan going forth in great splendor from

the gates of the city of Morocco, sur

rounded by his army and courtiers, and

before him are brought, either dead or

alive, all the principal chiefs of the re

volted tribes. There is much that is

noble in the composition, and the color

ing is perfect.

The arrangement of the pictures this

year is not altogether satisfactory to the

artists. A radical change has been made

—grouping all the /'zors-comvurs men by

themselves, and all the foreigners by

themselves, and crowding about one thou

sand pictures out of doors into the cor

ridors which run around the garden of

the Palais de l'Industrie. A friend of

mine saw a French artist mount a step

ladder and deliberately cut out of the

frame his picture and carry it away with

him, because it was so badly hung.

The Illustrated Catalague of the Salon

is a somewhat remarkable work. It is

specially noticeable for the very curious

English translations of the titles of some

of the paintings. For instance, the title

of Gabriel Boutel's picture, Bomze d toul

faz're—a soldier seated with a baby in his

arms—is rendered, 1llaidfor anyt/u'ng ( !Priére ti Saint .'}'anw'er is rendered Pray

er AT Saint .17'anuarz'ous. Le Cabaret du

Pat ¢r' '£'laz'n is translated T/ze Ta1/ern qf

I/e Brass POT (instead of P611/t87 Mug).

Ed. Morin's Prommade en Alame is A

Fnp on Me 1Mzrm'.' Our friend from

Boston, Edwin Lord Weeks, is mention

ed as "LORD" Edwin Weeks! But the

best of all is La Cruc/ze cassée, translated

T/e Broken PIG! The title of another

picture is (in the catalogue) Good- bye,

Sweet. /zart!

Out of the 3957 oil paintings exhibited,

our country is represented by 113 pic

tures, the productions of 83 Americans.

Then we claim 13 of the aquarelle paint

ers, and there are in addition 11 natives

of the United States who exhibit designs

in charcoal, san.gmz'ne,gouac/ze, and paint

ings on either porcelain or faience; also 7

sculptors—in all, II4 of our compatriots
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whose works are in the present Salon.

New York claims the lion's share of these

artists, 4o being accredited to that State.

Of the remainder, 18 are from Boston,

13 from Philadelphia, 6 from New Or

leans, 3 from Chicago, 2 from Toledo, 2

from San Francisco, etc. etc.

I think it will be generally admitted

that the only really strong pictures exhib

ited by the American artists are John S.

Sargent's portrait of Madame Pailleron

(wife of the author of L'Etz'ncelle) and

his Fumée d'1Imlve Gris,- Henry Mos

ler's Tozlettede Nocc,- D. R. Knight's Une

flaltc ,- Miss Gardner's Prz'sci/la I/w Puri

lan ,- F. A. Bridgman's lfabzfiztion Arabe

ti Biskra ,- Charles E. DuBois‘s Aulumn

£1/ening on Lake Neur/zétel,- and Edwin

L.Weeks‘s EntbarbmrntefI/e Camels and

Grrlcway of an Old Fondak in I/ze 1{o/y

City of Sal/ée (Morocco)—both of which

were sold immediately after the opening.

Of course there are several other good

pictures by our compatriots, and some

that possess great merit. But the ones

indicated above are the only ones which

(excepting Picknell's two landscapes, Sur

le Bord du Alarais and La Route de Con

camrau) have called forth any special

notice from French critics or in any way

attracted much of the public attention

thus far. Mr. Sargent is a surprise and

a wonder to even his master, Carolus

Duran, whose portrait, painted by Sar

gent, attracted great attention in the Sa

lon of last.year and received an "honor

able mention." He has painted this year

a full-length in the open air, producing a

very sunny, strong out-door effect. The

hands attract much praise, but opinions

vary as to the face. His Fumée d'1Imbre

Gris represents a woman of Tangiers en

gaged in perfuming her clothing with the

fumes from a lamp in which ambergris

is burning. The white robes of the wo

man set off against a pearly-gray back

ground, the rising smoke, the curiously

tinted finger-nails of the woman, and the

rich rug on which the lamp stands, com

bine to make a very notable and curious

picture.

Miss Elizabeth J. Gardner of New

Hampshire has two excellent pictures

in the Salon—Prisci/la t/ze Puritan and

The Water's Edge. They are both well

hung, as indeed are most of our Amer

ican artists' contributions to this exhibi

tion. Out of the 11I pictures in oils sent

in by the Americans, I can recall 46 which

are hung "on the line," and there may

be even more. This is certainly treating

our countrymen very fairly. Miss Gard

ner's Au Bord de l'Eau represents two

young girls standing at the edge of a

pond, the one reaching down to pluck

a water-lily, and the other supporting

her by clasping her waist. There is

great purity in the tones of this picture,

and, though lacking somewhat in ac

tion, the coloring and drawing are both

admirable.

The most notable piece of statuary in

the Salon, the work of an American, is

Saint-Gaudens's statue of Admiral Far

ragut. Mr. Saint-Gaudens, who is a

native of New York, received about two

years ago from one hundred gentlemen

of that city, who had subscribed the ne

cessary funds, a commission to make a

statue of the great sailor. It is to be

placed in Madison Square, New York.

The pedestal is to be of granite, having

at its base a large seat, on the back of

which will be an inscription mentioning

the important events in the life of the

hero. The statue, of bronze, represents

Farragut in a standing posture, a little

larger than life-size. It is now being

cast, and will be ready to be placed in

position within two months. Mr. Saint

Gaudens is now at work on a statue of

Richard Robert Randall, the founder

of the Sailors‘ Snug Harbor on Staten

Island, in front of which institution this

statue is to be placed. This sculptor has

also nearly completed his cast of the fig

ures intended to ornament the mauso

leum of Ex-Senator E. D. Morgan (of

New York), about to be erected at Hart

ford, Connecticut. Mr. Saint-Gaudens

intends removing his atelier from Paris to

New York in June, and will hereafter be

permanently located in that city, where

he will be an important addition to the

art-movement in our own country.

The catalogue numbers, names and

birthplaces of the Americans who ex

hibit this year are here given:
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OIL PAINTINGS.

:o3. Audra, Rosémond Casimir, New Orleans, La.

:27. Bacon, Henry, Boston, Mzms.

139. Baird, William, Chicago.

142, 143. Baker, Miss Ellen K., Buffalo.

193. Bayard, Miss Kate, New York.

22o, 221. Beckwith. Arthur, New York.

329. Bierstadt, Albert, New York.

344. Bispham, Henry C., Philadelphia, Pa.

355, 356. Blackman, Walter, Chicago.

362. Blashfield, Edwin H., New York.

38o. Boggs, Frank Myers, New York.

49o, 491. Bridgman, Frederic D., Alabama.

519, 52o. Brown, Walter Francis, Rhode Island.

742. Cheret-Lauchaume de Gavarmy, J. L., New

Orleans.

823, 824. Coflin, Wm. Anderson, Allegheny City.

841. Collins, Alfred Q., Boston, Mass.

844. Comans, Mrs. Charlotte B., New York.

855. Conant, Miss Cornelia, New York.

866. Copeland, Allred Bryant, Boston.

89o. Correja, Henry, New York.

893, 894. Curson, l\liss Helen, Philadelphia.

933, 934. Cox, Kenyon, Warren, O.

965, 966. Daniel, George, New York.

. Davis, John Steeple, New York.

. Delport, S., New York.

1132, 1133. Deschamps, Mme. Camille, New York.

. DcLancey, William, New York.

1155. Drssommes, Edmond, New Orleans.

. Desvarreux-Larpentenr,Jas., St. Paul, Minn.

1199. Dillon, Henry, San Francisco. Cal.

1234, 1235. Dubois, Charles Edward, New York.

. Faller, Miss Emily, New York.

1426. Flagg, Lharles No€l, Brooklyn, N. Y.

1537, 1538. Gardner, Miss Elizabeth J., New Hamp

shire.

. Gault, Alfred de, New Orleans, La.

1569, 157o. Gay, Walter, Boston.

1614. Gilman, Ben Ferris, Salem, Mass.

1693, 1694. Gregory, Eliot, New York.

1796. Harrison, Thomas Alexander, Philadelphia.

1799, 13oo. Healy, George P. A., Boston.

18o1, 18o2. Heaton, Augustus G., Philadelphia.

1835, 1836. Herpin-Masseras, Madame Marguerite,

Boston, Mass.

1851, 1852. Hilliard, William H., Boston.

1853. Hinekley, Robert, Boston.

1859. Hlasko, Miss Annie, Philadelphia.

387. Jones, Bolton, Baltimore, Md.

2o11. Knight, Daniel Ridgeway, Philadelphia.

2337. Lippincott, William H., Philadelphia.

2364. Loomis, Chester, Syracuse, N. Y.

a5t3. Mason. Louis Gage, Boston.

2556, 2557. May, Edward Harrison, New York.

2666. Mitchell, John Ames, New York.

273o. Morgan, Charles W., Philadelphia.

2738. Mortimer, Stanley, New York.

2739, 274o. Mosler, Henry, Cincinnati, O.

2741. Moss, Charles E., Charloe, Kansas (Y).

2742, 2743. Moss, Frank, Philadelphia.

2760. Mowbray, Henry S., Alexandria, Egypt (of

American parentage).

2780. Neal, David, Lowell, Mass.

2789. Nicholls, Burr H., Buffalo, N. Y.

2823. Obermiller, Miss Louisa, Toledo, O.

2S78, 2879. Parker, Stephen Hills, New York,

2895. Pattison, James William, Boston. (Mr. Pat

tison exhibits also an aqnarelle.)

2944. Perkins, Miss Fanny A., New York.

3o14, 3015. Picknell, W. L., Boston, Mass.

3147, 3148. Ramsey, Milne, Philadelphia.

3177. Reilly, John Louis, New York.

3284. Robinson, Theodore, Irasburg.

3428, 3429. Sargent, John S., Philadelphia.

3525. Shonborn, Lewis, Nemora.

3578. Stone, Miss Marie L., New York.

3579. Strain, Daniel, Cincinnati, O.

3584. Swift, Clement.

36o6. Teka, Madame E., Boston, Mass.

3695. Tuckerman, Ernest, New York.

3697. Tuttle, C. F., Ohio.

585o. Vogel, Miss Christine, New Orleans.

3879. Walker, Henry, Boston.

3891, 3892. Weeks, Edwin Lord, Boston.

39oo, 39o1. Welch, Thaddeus, Laporte, Ind.

39o8, 39o9. ‘Williams, Frederic D., Boston.

3921. ‘Woodward, Wilbnr W., Indiana.

3923. Wright, Marian Lois.

DESIGNS, AQUARELLE5, PORCELAINS, ETc.

41o1. Berend, Edward, New York.

4182, 4183. Boker, Miss Orleana V., New York.

4187, 4188. Boni. Mrs. Marie Louise.

437o. Chauncey, Mrs. Lucy, New York.

4399, 44oo. Clark, George, New York.

4462. Crocker, Miss Sallie S., Portland, Me.

4474, 4475. Dana, Charles E., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

4578. Dixey, Mrs. Ellen S., Boston.

4586. Donohoe, Eliza, Buffalo, N. Y.

4686. Faqnani, Miss Nina, New York.

4688. Faller, Miss Emily, New York.

4855. Goodridge, Miss S. M.

4867. Greatorex, Miss Eleanor E., New York.

4868, 4869. Greatorex, Miss Kathleen, New York.

4927. Hardie, Robert G.

4953. Heuston, Miss Emma L., Saeramento, Cal.

5384. Merrill, Mrs. Emma F. R., New York.

5396. Mezzara, Mrs. Rosine, New York.

5562. Pering, Miss Cornelia.

5914. Tompkins, Miss Clcmentina, Washington.

6oo8, 6oo9. Volkmar, Charles, Baltimore.

6o15. Walker, Miss Sophia A.

6o28. Wheeler, Miss Mary, Concord.

6o29, 6o3o. Whidden, W. M., Boston.

SCULPTUR E.

6o81. Bartlett, Paul, New Haven.

6136. Boyle, John. Philadelphia.

6276. Donoghue, John, Chicago.

6312, 6313. Ezekiel, Moses, Richmond.

6371. Gould, Thomas Ridgway, Boston.

6534. Mezzara, Joseph, New York.

6661, 6662. Saint-Gaudens, Augustus, New York.

J. J. R.

A PLOT FOR AN HISTORICAL NOVEL.

IN I-lawthorne's American A-'0te-Book,

among his memoranda, into which he

conscientiously put every scrap and de

tail which might be useful in his writings,

is an allusion to the "Grey Property Case,"

a lawsuit which held the Pennsylvania

courts for more than half 2t century, and

turned upon a curious story which will be

new to some readers and may have slipped

from the recollection of others. It belongs

to the history of Mifflin, Juniata county,

first settled by Scotch-Irish colonists in
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1749. Two of the four men who claim

ed some land and built a fort had the

name of Grey, and the narrative concerns

the younger of these two brothers, John

Grey. One morning in August, 1756, he

left his wife and children at the fort and

set out on an expedition to Carlisle. He

was returning when he had an encounter

with a bear, and was detained on the

mountain-road for several hours. This

probably preserved his life, for when he

reached the settlement he found that the

fort had just been burned by the Indians,

and that every person in it had either 1

been killed or taken prisoner. Among

the latter were Grey's wife and his child, l

a beautiful little girl of three years old. I

Grey was an affectionate husband and

father, and he was almost heartbroken

by this catastrophe. Fired with longing

for revenge, he joined Colonel Arm

strong's expedition in September against

the Indian settlement at Kittanning on the

Ohio, with some hope that his wife and

child might be found among the captives

whom, it was rumored, the Indians had

carried there. Colonel Armstrong's on

slaught was successful: he succeeded in

burning the village, killed about fifty

savages and rescued eleven white pris

oners. Grey gained no information, how

ever, about his family, and, sick and ex

hausted by the disappointment and the

fatigues of the campaign, went home to

die. He left a will bequeathing one-half

of his farm to his wife and one-half to his

child if they returned from captivity. In

case his child should never be given up or

should not survive him, he gave her half

of the estate to his sister, who had a claim

against him, having lent him money.

The rumor was true that the Indians

had first carried Mrs. Grey and her little

daughter to Kittanning, but afterward, for

greater security, they were given over to

the French commander at Fort Duquesne.

They were confined there for a time, then

carried into Canada. About a year later

Mrs. Grey had a chance to escape. She

concealed herself among the skins in the

sledge of a fur-trader, and was thus able

to elude pursuit. She left her child be

hind her in captivity, and after passing

through a variety of adventures returned

to Tuscarora Valley, and, finding her

husband dead, proved his will and took

possession of her half of his property.

| Grey's sister was disposed to assert her

claim to the other portion, but Mrs. Grey

always maintained that her little daugh

ter Jane was alive, and would sooner or

later, after the French and Indian wars

were ended, be released and sent back.

In 1764 a treaty was made with the In

dians enforcing a general surrender of

all their white captives. A number of

stolen children were brought to Phila

delphia to be identified by their friends

and relations, and Mrs. Grey (who in the

mean time had married a Mr. Vi'illiams)

made the journey to this city in the hope

of claiming her little daughter Jane. Sev

en years had passed since Mrs. Williams

had seen the child, who might be expect

ed to have grown out of her remembrance.

But, even taking this into consideration,

there seemed at first to be none of the

children who in the least respect answer

ed the description of the lost girl. Mrs.

Grey probably longed to find her daughter

for affection's sake. But there was besides

a powerful motive to induce her, inasmuch

as she wished to get possession of the

other half of her husband's property,

which must otherwise be forfeited to his

sister, Mrs. James Grey. One of the cap

tive children, apparently about the same

age as the lost Jane, had found no one

to recognize her. Mrs. Williams deter

mined to take this girl and substitute her

for her own, and put an end to Mrs.

James Grey's claim. She did so, and

brought up the stranger for her own

child. The Grey property thus passed

wholly into the possession of Mrs. Wil

liams. The girl grew up rough, awk

ward and ugly, incapable of refinement

and even gross in her morals. She final

ly married a minister by the name of

Gillespie.

Meanwhile, the heirs of Mrs. James

Grey had gained some sort of information

which led them to suspect that the.re

turned girl was no relation of their uncle

John Grey, and in 1789 they brought a

lawsuit to recover their mother's half of

the property. By this time endless com

plications had arisen. Mrs. Vi/'illiams was
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dead: her half of her first husband's

farm had been bequeathed to her second

husband's kindred, and was now in part

held by them and in part had been bought

by half a dozen others. The supposed

daughter, Mrs. Gillespie, had died, as had

her husband, and their share had passed

to his relations. It had become almost

impossible for the most astute lawyers to

find beginning, middle or end to the claims

which were set forth. Plenty of evidence

was collected to show that Mrs. Williams

had substituted a stranger for her own

child, and the decision finally rested on

this, and the property was given up to

the heirs of Mrs. James Grey. This did

not happen, however, until 1834, when

few or none of the original litigants re

mained.

The real little Jane Grey, so it was said,

was brought up in a good family who

adopted her, and afterward married well

and had children, residing near Sir Wil

liam Johnson's place in Central New

York. L. W.

THE MISERIES OF CAMPING OUT.

MY DEAR Cousm LAURA: So you are

thinking about camping out, and want my

opinion as to whether the spot we chose

for our trout-fishing in June is a suitable

place for ladies to go? I should give a

decided negative. My brother takes his

wife and his sister usually, although he

fortunately left them at home last time.

I think they must have to "make be

lieve " a good deal to think it fun. I am

certain that had they been with us they

would have been forced to exercise their

largest powers of imagination. We set

out in fine weather, but entered the woods

in a driving snowstorm, and enjoyed a

forty-six-mile drive over a road that has,

I must say this for it, not been known to

be so bad for years. We came back in

a pelting rain. VVe made our camp in a

snowstorm, and the wood was wet and

would not burn, and our tent was damp

and would not dry. We fished in a boat

on the lake, swept by cold winds until

we were chilled to the bone and our

hands were so stiff we could not hold

the rods. My brother had a "chill " the

first night in camp. I had indigestion

from eating things fried in pork fat from

the first meal until I got a civilized repast

at Frank's house in New York. I was

bounced sore. My nose was peeled by

sun and cold. My lips were decorated

by three large cold-sores. My hands

bled constantly from a combination of

chap and sunburn. I made up my mind

if I ever got safely out of those woods it

would be several years at least before I

could be persuaded to enter them again.

The scenery is lovely, but one cannot

enjoy it. The fishing is good, but it is

hard work, and my own opinion is that

there is altogether "too much pork for a

shilling" in the whole business. Talk

about being "ten miles from a lemon"!

Try forty-six miles from a lemon over a

corduroy road. At first we had cold

weather, hence no black flies or mosqui

tos. When warm weather came on again

we had both of them, and our experience

was that the snowstorm was preferable.

The black flies made the day unendura

ble, and the mosquitos made the night

as well as the day a wasting misery.

\Ve had them everywhere—in the hut,

in the tent, at the table, on the lake, in

the woods. No smudge or lotion dis

courages them; oil of tar is their de

light, camphor they revel in; buzzing,

singing, biting continually are their pas

time. They are a galling curse—a nui

sance which no words can describe. A

lady mzjgr/zt go through all this if she had

perfect health and the endurance under

punishment of a prize-fighter. Your par

ty may travel all those weary miles and

strike a fortunate week of pleasant wea

ther, but you may, and more likely will,

have a week when it will rain dismally

straight through without stopping. We

found, on looking up the statistics, that

in an average season out of every twenty

two days eighteen will always be stormy,

lowering and dismal. No, don't camp

out unless you can make up your mind

beforehand to every kind of discomfort

and inconvenience to mar all that is

beautiful and all that is pleasing. I

speak of course of the localities I have

known in my three several attempts.

T/zey say it is different in other parts of

the region. But when you have plank
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roads and first-class hotels and all the

modern conveniences, I don't call that

going into the woods and camping out.

The real thing is not very much fun

except in the retrospect, when you can

thank your stars that you got out alive.

For the greater part it is a snare and a

delusion. But if you still pine for the

forests and streams and the free out-of

door life, I don't wish to discourage you,

and you know I never give advice.

Your affectionate cousin, F. G.

UNREFORMED SPELLING.

A LITTLE note has come to me which

gives an entertaining glimpse of the av

erage ability of a class. "John Stubbs ><

his mark" is obviously "low-watermark,"

but there are levels between that and

high-school possibilities which we cannot

often measure. The note is written on

fair white paper and had a white en

velope. The writer is American, the

wife of a fisherman, and about thirty

years old, though the handwriting is

like that of the old ladies of our grand

mothers' time. It is given of course, in

the full sense, lz'teralz'm, and is offered

for the encouragement—or the despair—

of the Spelling Reform Association. The

little touch of pathos makes one read

with respect:

Dear Madam June the 2'

Will you pleas to enclose the loo dol

lars in an envelope, so that the little boy

wont loose it: the little dog was too years

old the first of May: and my babey too

the 24 of April, they have always ben to

gether and he is verey intelegent indead

and you can learn him eneything you

would wish to fealing asuared he will re

ceve everey kindness you have the best

wishes of Mrs. Hattie —.

Perhaps it is well to add, the "1o0"

means ten. The hero is a black Skye,

long-haired, plume-tailed and soft-eyed.

What his views were upon removal from

the back alley of his youth to a well-ap

pointed though by no means luxurious

home he never said, but his investigation

was comically thorough, winding up in

dumb amaze at the discovery of himself

in a long mirror. His experience of

feminine humanity being limited to the

variety that rolls its sleeves above its el

bows and comports itself accordingly, he

bitterly resented good clothes, transferred

his affections to the housemaids, and only

much coaxing and much sugar could win

his heart for his new mistress.

"The little boy" had dubbed him "Pen

ny,” which hardly suited his silken attire

and his little haughty, imperious ways;

so, though the children will still call him

" Penny-wise " and "Four Farthings," the

mistress finds nothing less than "Penden

nis " due to his dignity. C. B. M.

OUR NEW VISITORS.

I SHOULD like to have Mr. Burroughs

or some of our naturalists write one of

their pleasant papers and explain the

mystery of the wood-thrush's advent in

our gardens and upon our lawns. Until

a year ago the wood-thrush was not one

of the birds which ever raised its note in

our pleasure-grounds. We heard them

in the woods, and looked at them, when

we intruded upon their privacy, with that

sort of shyness with which we watch

strangers. We knew their "wood-notes

wild," and admired their plumage, but

they did not inspire the same feeling as

their cousin the robin. But a year ago

all at once here was the thrush. Nobody

could tell when he came, how he came

or why he came. It seemed an accident,

for there was but one pair: it was as if

through innocence or ignorance, instead

of building their nests in their old chosen

haunts, they had wandered away and

lost themselves in the spacious grounds

of a gentleman's country-seat. They had

no dismay, no doubts, however: they

took possession of the lawn with the ut

most boldness. They were rarely out of

sight, hopping from morning until night

about the turf, flying from tree to tree

with their impulsive movements, more

graceful than the robins. They were

never silent, uttering perpetually their

mellow flute-like cry and singing their

simple but ecstatic melody.

That was last year; and this year,

188o, the thrushes are everywhere in this

Connecticut village by the Sound. Their

orange-and-tawny backs gleam in the
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sunshine from morning until night. There

are numbers of them. Their manners are

very marked. They have quite the air

of conquerors. All the other birds yield

them precedence, and they positively

domineer over the pugnacious little Eng

lish sparrow, who is content to keep in

the background and watch his chance

when feeding-time comes.

And of all the curious things about

them, what seems most inexplicable is

their tameness. They have no mistrust,

but eye you with an intelligent, knowing

look while bringing their young to feed

within half a dozen feet of you. They

LITERATURE

Alexander Pope. By Leslie Stephen. (Eng

lish Men-of-Letters Series.) New York:

Harper & Brothers.

The interest of this series, which increases

rather than diminishes—as one might have

feared would be the case—with each suc

ceeding volume, lies very much in the fact

that the list of writers, almost as long and

varied as that of the subjects, is a representa

tive one. It comprises men who have won

distinction in different departments—as nov

elists, historians, scholars, scientific expound

ers—but who here meet in the common field

of biographical criticism and work together

under the same limitations and conditions.

Hence their performances give us not so

much a measure of their individual powers

as of the tone of thought and intellectual

depth of the class to which they belong.

However diverse their abilities and special

fields of observation or research, their gen

eral range of knowledge, methods of study

and ideas of life are very much the same.

They are collectively "men of culture,” as

the writers of Queen Anne's time were

"wits,” and it is the qualities associated with

that term, rather than any distinct gifts or

characteristies, that are here called into play.

Mr. Trollope's T/uzr1*eray was perhaps an ex

ception—a black spot on the otherwise im

maculate whiteness. In a different way the

perch on the croquet-arches in the midst

of a noisy game. They sing directly

over your head with the utmost spirit

and vivacity, hardly ceasing all the fore

noon, and again bursting out toward

evening and maintaining their song until

every other bird's lay is hushed in the

twilight. White of Selborne would have

delighted in such a freak on the part of

these pretty gay strangers, who have

left secluded swampy haunts, the deep

dells where the blackberries twine and

the daisies and clover blossom, for our

close-cut lawns and elm- and willow

shaded nooks. A. T.

OF THE DAY.

general effect would have been still more

seriously impaired if Mr. Ruskin's co-opera

tion had been invited. The outcroppings of

a vulgar egotism might indicate a substratum

necessary to be taken into account, but it

would have been a clear loss of labor to fol

low the leadings of any eccentric vein. One

might wonder at the absence of Mr. Matthew

Arnold, the high priest of culture; but we

have to remember that Mr. Arnold is solici

tons to stand apart, that he holds up ideals

which he is careful to inform us are not those

of his time, and that he is fastidious in select

ing a pointof view where he cannot be jostled,

with perspectives to which no vision but his

own can accommodate itself. His culture

may represent that of the future, but certain

ly does not typify that of the present.

Mr. Leslie Stephen, on the contrary, might

very well stand as a type of his class both in

its positive and negative qualities. He, more

than any of his confréres, is a product of

culture. Unlike the greater number of them,

he has no special talent, or pet object of enthu

siasm, or erratic tendencies. He is a trained

critic, and is " nothing if not critical.” His

coolness is a real coolness, not the effect of

any "toning down” for the occasion, as we

may suspect to have been the case with Mr.

I-'roude and Mr. Goldwin Smith. His know

ledge is accurate, his judgments are sound,
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his taste is seldom at fault, his style is fault

less and colorless, he never attempts what he

is unable to do well and without any appear

ance of strain. Though he may have given

more attention to the literature of the eigh

teenth century than to that of any other pe

riod, one feels that he might safely have been

entrusted with the preparation of any volume

of this series. It was probably from a sense

of fitness, not by mere chance, that he was

selected to write the initial volume, which

pitched the key for those that were to follow,

and that so far he is the only writer who has

been called upon for a second contribution.

His task in the present instance has been

much less easy and simple than that which

he before undertook. In the case of John

son he had only to select and condense from

material so copious and authentic as left no

question of fact or problem of criticism un

settled. Pope's career, on the other hand,

after all the research that has been spent

upon it, is full of obscurities; his character,

while it invites, seems to evade, analysis;

even his rank and exact position in literature

cannot be said to be conclusively determined.

It is needless to say that Mr. Stephen has been

diligent and skilful in examining and sum

marizing whatever facts relating to his sub

ject have been brought to light by recent or

early investigation; that he weighs all the

evidence with strict impartiality, and, when

it is insufficient, is content to suspend judg

ment without resorting to conjecture; or that

his views both on points of conduct and lit

erary questions, if not marked by any strik

ing originality, show clear and vigorous think

ing and are stated in a way that provokes

no impatience or captions dissent. The in

terest of the narrative is well sustained, and

the general impression left by it that of a re

port made by an expert on documents that

needed to be thoroughly sifted in order that

the issues which had been raised might be

succinctly set forth and fully apprehended.

Further than this Mr. Stephen does not pre

tend to go. His report is preliminary, not

final. No matter previously left uncertain is

here determined. Instead of an added know

ledge, we are only made more sensible of our

former ignorance. Pope’s figure, far from

coming more distinctly into view, seems to

have receded and grown more vague. Cer

tain traits have perhaps been made more

noticeable than before, but those essential ele

ments of character which would define, ex

plain, reconcile, and enable us to conceive

the combination as a unit, have eluded ob

servation.

This is, of course, a natural result of the

gaps and contradictions in the evidence, the

lack especially of those minute details which

are not only necessary links, but often the

most suggestive features, in a record of facts

or delineation of character. And if it be

urged that a deeper insight would have in

some measure supplied this deficiency, the

answer can only be that we have no right to

expect from any man the exercise of powers

which he does not possess' or affect to pos

sess—powers which, in a case like this, would

need to be of the finest and rarest kind. We

may, however, fairly regret that Mr. Stephen

has not availed himself ofa resource that lay

within his reach for making the accessories

of his picture more brilliant and effective,

with the possible incidental result of throw

ing a stronger light on the principal figure.

\Vhatever else may be debated about Pope,

no one would deny that he was pre-eminent

ly the man of his time—not only its most con

spicuous figure, but the very embodiment of

its ideals. He suited it and it suited him.

Hence the fulness and in a certain sense per

fection of his work, the fact that he has giv

en his name to an epoch as well as a school,

and consequently the important place which

he still retains in the history of literature.

Men who were certainly not his inferiors in

intellectual power lived in the same age, par

took of its influence and contributed to its

achievements; but they were not so thor

oughly at home in it: their best qualities were

stunted, rather than developed, by its soil

and atmosphere. Dryden, one may safely

say, would have been greater had he lived

earlier, Fielding had he lived later. But one

cannot imagine Pope thriving in any other

air or producing equal work under different

influences. The qualities most esteemed by

his contemporaries he possessed in a super

lative degree; his limitations were mmmon

to the society in which he moved, and nei

ther he nor it was conscious of them as such;

consequently, what would have been impedi

ments to a diflerent nature were to his means

of free and spontaneous action. And not

only does he represent the ideas of his age.

but he depicted its types and manners. In

this respect he is the link between the comic

dramatists and the novelists, between Con

greve and Fielding. The wits, the beaux,
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the fine ladies, the Grub Street drudges of

the reign of Anne, whatever be the fidelity

or other merits of the portraitures, are more

familiar to us in the satires of Pope than as

reflected in any other mirror. For these rea

sons Pope is one of the last men who can be

studied to advantage from a single point of

view or in a detached position. \\'e need to

understand not only his personal relations but

his general affinities with the men and events

of his time—of that world, at least, of which

he was the centre. True, the period is better

known to readers generally than almost any

other. But it is not a copious accumulation

of facts or a labored analysis—for which there

would have been no space — that we miss in

Mr. Stephen's book, but such groupings and

irradiating touches as might have given us a

vivid glimpse, if only a glimpse, of the whole

field. Yet in lamenting that this much is not

given us we are perhaps making the mistake

before noticed, of demanding from a given

source what it could not supply. We are

driven back, therefore, on the reflection how

much the slightest things in art depend on

inspiration, on original power—how immeas

urable the distance is between the man of

culture and the man of genius.

Samuel Lover: A Biographical Sketch. With

Selections from his Writings and Corre

spondence. By Andrew James Symington.

New York: Harper & Brothers.

The memory of so genial and popular a

writer as Lover ought to be kept as green as

possible, and Mr. Symington has done well to

embody his Loveriana in a short life of the

Irish humorist. The new material brought

forth is slender, consisting simply of a few

letters and ten short poems, not of his best;

but it was worth publishing, and Mr. Syming

ton has the advantage, in treating of Lover, of

writing from personal knowledge. He has

rather slurred over the earlier part of Lover's

career, apparently from a fear of trespassing

on the preserves of a longer biography pre

viously published; which is a pity, as his

sketch will have most interest for readers

who come fresh to the subject. Even those

whose curiosity in regard to the writer has

not been stirred by reading his works may

get a very good idea of them from the selec

tions printed here. The book is not a critical

study: it enters into no details or analysis of

Lover’s character. It is simply a hurried out

line of his life, interspersed with songs and

stories which go a good way to make up for

the meagreness of personal anecdote, and

ending with some friendly letters and short

notes written by Lover during the last few

years of his life and addressed to Mr. Syming

ton. Most of these letters were written in poor

health from the Isle of Wight or Jersey, to

which places he was sent by the doctors.

They are not of the brilliant or gossipy or

der, but they are admirable in their good col

loquial English and cheerful, unaffected style.

Lover was a man of great activity of mind,

combined with warm affections. His life

story was not very romantic, but it was a

wholesome and pleasant one. When young

he was deeply attached to an English girl,

with whom, though they were separated (Mr.

Symington does not say from what cause), he

maintained through life a warm friendship.

The young lady married, and Lover consoled

himself and was married twice, each time, it

appears, very happily. His letters contain

many little domestic allusions, reporting his

own occupations and those of "the good little

wife” at their fireside in Kent or away at the

shore, where they look back with regret to

their own country-house. Lover had a warm

attachment to home, the house as well as the

inmates. "I cannot tell you,” he writes from

the Isle of Wight, "how much I have been

put off my balance by my exile from my own

house. For a time one is willing to make,

for health's sake, a sacrifice of domestic com

fort and give up the pleasant habits one can

indulge in in one's own home; but to lead

for months and months a lodging-house life

is very miserable: it benumbs the best of our

faculties; the edge of enjoyment is blunted.

Music is sweeter within the compass of your

own walls; the book is pleasanter taken from

the familiar shelfofyour own library; in one’s

own studio the habit of happy occupation has

made an atmosphere that has a charm in it.”

Gifted with a rare variety of talents, Lover

heartily enjoyed the exercise of each, and

found his chief pleasure in their develop

ment. He worked incessantly at painting,

writing or musical composition—worked for

love of the work, not from uneasy effort or

outside pressure. In this respect he presents

a happy contrast to his fellow-countryman

and brother-humorist Charles Lever, whose

biography, published some months ago, left

a painful impression on the mind in its view

of a man of genuine talent and attractive

qualities living in a feverish way and writing
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constantly against his inclination, too often

below his powers. As writers the two stand

side by side. Lover had more versatility of

talent, taking him partly outside the field of

literature. He made the most of his powers:

nothing which he has written gives the idea

that he might have done it better. lie was

a poet, which Lever was not, and had an

easy command of versification and language.

His songs, while they show no high poetic

qualities, are excellent of their kind, and his

facility in turning an impromptu verse isshown

in this scrap from the book before us in praise

of a friend and physician:

Whene'er your vitality

Is fceble in quality,

And you fear a fatality

May end the strife,

Then Dr. Joe Dickson

Is the man I would fix on

For putting new wicks on

The lamp of life.

In his stories Lover relied less on drollery

of incident and indulged more in play upon

words than Lever, but the humor of both is

essentially of the same kind and drawn from

the same source. Compared with much of

our American humor, it has a spontaneous

ness, and above all a lovable quality, that

ours lacks. The boy who has laughed over

Lorreyurr and llamly Andy is apt to look

back at them not merely with amusement,

but with a feeling of mlnaraderie and even

tenderness. He has laughed with them as well

as at them—has somehow gained through the

laughter a glimpse of the writer which inspires

liking and respect.

New England Bygones. By E. H. Arr.

Philadelphia: B. Lippincott & Co.

E. H. Arr has produced a very pleasant

book by a simple effort of memory. By let

ting the mind's eye travel back carefully and

vigilantly over the scenes of a youth passed

in a rural part of New England, and taking

notes of its journey, she has made a graphic

picture of life in that corner of the country

forty years ago. Not a few men and women

who were " raised ” there have carried away,

bit for bit, the same reminiscences, so exact

ly does one New England landscape resemble

another, in details of foreground at least. The

same description of orchard, stone walls or

old well will tit any farm in Maine or Mas

sachusetts, and fond recollection sniffs the

same odor of sputtering doughnuts through

the kitchen-door, whether it carries one back

to the Green hills or the White. Recollec

tions are alike, but impressions differ, one

class of minds retaining the sense of bareness

and gloom which is so continually insisted

upon in some New England books, and oth

ers, as in the book before us, dwelling lov

ingly upon the wholesome flavor, pungent yet

mellow, which gives New England country

life a distinctive charm unlike anything else

either in this or the mother-country. Even

the Sunday is pleasant to look back upon to

E. H. Arr; which is probably one instance

of the fact that retrospective pleasure is some

times totally disproportionate to present en

joyment.

The author is more successful in her treat

ment of landscape than of figures. Her vil

lage people are shown too much under one

aspect: she possesses none of the humor

which dares to take the most opposite traits,

the grotesque and the beautiful alike, and

blend them in a sound, artistic whole. Her

characters are evidently drawn from life, but

we miss the many little touches which would

make them alive. An essay on " Old Trees ”

contains some of the best work in the book,

with its charming sketch of an old orchard,

bringing to view the twisted trees and even

the irregularities of the ground, and to the

palate a sharp after-taste of yellowing apples

picked up from tufts of matted grass. After

all, the New England of the writer's bygones

does not differ essentially from the New Eng

land of to-day, though a more vivid study of

life would perhaps have brought out more

contrasts between the two.
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GLEN CAfiON.

HOSE adventurous gentlemen who

derive exhilaration from peril, and

extract febrifuge for the high pressure

of a too exuberant constitution from the

difficulties of the Alps, cannot find such

peaks as the Aiguille Verte and the Mat

terhorn, with their friable and precipitous

I

1

l
l

I

cliffs, among the Rocky Mountains. The

geological processes have been gentler

in evolving the latter than the former,

and in the proper season summits not

less elevated nor less splendid or com

prehensive than that of the Matterhorn,

upon which so many lives have been de
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fiantly wasted, may be attained without

any great degree of danger or fatigue.

All but the apex may often be reached

in the saddle. The bergsc/zrund with its

fragile lip of ice, the ere1/asse with its

treacherous bridges, and the a1/alanclu

which an ill-timed fo'otstep starts with

overwhelming havoc, do not threaten the

explorer of the Western mountains; and

ordinarily he passes from height to height

—from the base with its wreaths of ever

greens to the zone where vegetation is

limited to the gnarled dwarf-pine, from

the foot-hills to the basin of the crisp

alpine lake far above the life-limits—

without once having to scale a cliff, sup

posing, of course, that he has chosen the

best path. The trail may be narrow at

times, with nothing between it and a gulf,

and it may be pitched at an angle that

compels the use of "all-fours ;" but with

patience and discretion the ultimate peak

is conquered without rope-ladder or ice

axe, and the vastness of the world be

low, gray and cold at some hours, and

at others lighted with a splendor which

words cannot transcribe, is revealed to

the adventurer as satisfaction for his

toil.

But, though what may be called the

pure mountain-peaks do not entail the

same perils and difficulties as the mem

bers of the Alpine Club discover in Italy,

France, Switzerland and Germany, the

volcanic cones and cafion—walls of the

West have an unstable verticality which,

when it is not absolutely insurmountable,

is more difficult than the top of the Mat

terhorn itself; and though the various

expeditions under Wheeler, Powell, King

and Hayden have not had Aiguilles Vertes

to oppose them, they have been confront

ed by obstacles which could only be over

come by as much courage as certain of

the clubmen have required in their most

celebrated exploits. Indeed, nothing in

the journals of the Alpine Club compares

in the interest of the narrative or the peril

of the undertaking with Major Powell's

exploration of the cafions of the Colorado,

which, though its history has become fa

miliar to many readers through the official

report, gathers significance in contrast

with all other Western expeditions, and

stands out as an achievement of extraor

dinary daring.

The Colorado is formed by the junction

of the Grand and Green Rivers. The

Grand has its source in the Rocky Moun

tains five or six miles west of Long's Peak,

and the Green heads in the VVind River

Mountains near Fremont's Peak. Uniting

in the Colorado, they end as turbid floods

in the Gulf of California, a goal which

they reach through gorges set deep in the

bosom of the earth and bordered by a

region where the mutations of Nature are

in visible process. In all the world there

is no other river like this. The phenom

enal in form predominates : the water has

grooved a channel for itself over a mile

below the surrounding country, which is

a desert uninhabited and uninhabitable,

terraced with long series of cliffs or mesa

fronts, verdureless, voicelessand unbeau

tiful. It is a land of soft, crumbling soil

and parched rock, dyed with strange col

ors and broken into fantastic shapes. Na

ture is titanic and mad: the sane and

alleviating beauty of fertility is displaced

by an arid and inanimate desolateness,

which glows with alien splendor in evan

escent conditions of the atmosphere, but

which in those moments when the sun

casts a fatuous light upon it is more op

pressive in its influence upon the observer

than when the blaze of high noon exposes

all of its unyielding harshness. To the

feeling of desolation which comes over

one in such a region as this a quickened

sense and apprehension of the super

natural are added, and we seem to be

invaders of a border-land between the

solid earth and phantasy. Nature is dis

traught; and so much has man subordi

nated and possessed her elsewhere that

here, where existence is defeated by the

absolute impossibility of sustenance, a

poignant feeling of her imperfection steals

over us and weighs upon the mind.

Perhaps no portion of the earth's sur

face is more irremediably sterile, none

more hopelessly lost to human occupa

tion, and yet, an eminent geologist has

said, it is the wreck of a region once rich

and beautiful, changed and impoverished

by the deepening of its draining streams

—the most striking and suggestive ex
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ample of over-drainage of which we have

any knowledge. Though valueless to the

agriculturist, dreaded and shunned by

the emigrant, the miner and the trapper,

the Colorado plateau is a paradise to the

geologist, for nowhere else are the secrets

of the earth's structure so fully revealed

as here. Vilinding through it is the pro

S\VALLOtV CAVE, GREEN RIVER.

found chasm within which the river flows

from three thousand to six thousand feet

below the general level for five hundred

miles in unimaginable solitude and gloom,

and the perpendicular crags and precipices

which imprison the stream exhibit with

unusual clearness the zoological and phys

ical history of the land.

It was this chasm, with its cliffs of un—

l paralleled magnitude and its turbulent
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waters, that Major Powell explored, and

no chapter of Western adventure is more

interesting than his experiences. His

starting-point was Green River City, Wy

oming Territory, which is now reached

from the East by the Union Pacific Rail

way. On the second morning out from

Omaha the passengers find themselves

whirling through sandy yellowish gullies,

and, having completed their toilettes amid

the flying dust, they emerge at about eight

o'clock in a basin of gigantic and abnor

mal forms, upon which lie bands of dull

gold, pink, orange and vermilion. In

morass NEAR FLAMING some (SA1-AR AND FAMILY).

some instances the massive sandstones

have curious architectural resemblances,

as if they had been designed and scaled

on a draughting-board, but they have been

so oddly worked upon by the elements,

by the attrition of their own disintegrated

particles and the intangible carving of

water, that while one block stands out

as a castle embattled on a lofty precipice,

another looms up in the quivering air

with a quaint likeness to something nei

ther human nor divine. This is where

the Overland traveller makes his first ac

quaintance with those erosions which are

a characterizing element of Western sce

nery. A broad stream flows easily through

' the valley, and acquires a vivid emerald

hue from the shales in its bed, whence its
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name is derived. Under one of the high- 1 to the tourist for the excellence of the

est buttes a small town of newish wood- l breakfast which the tavern-keeper serves.

en buildings is scattered, and this is am- j But it was from here, on May 28, I869,

bitiously designated Green River City, that Major Powell started down the cafion

which, if for nothing else, is memorable i on that expedition from which the few

llll
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miners, stock-raisers and tradespeople tains; Captain Powell, a veteran of the

who saw his departure never expected to civil war; Lieutenant Bradley, also of the

see him return alive. His party consist- army; O. G. I-lowland, formerly a print

ed of nine men—J. C. Sumner and Wil- I er and country editor, who had become a

liam H. Dunn, both of whom had been hunter; Seneca Howland; Frank Good

trappers and guides in the Rocky Moun- i man ; Andrew Hall, a Scotch boy ; and
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"Billy " Hawkins, the cook, who had been

a soldier, a teamster and a trapper. These

were carefully selected for their reputed

courage and powers of endurance. The

boats in which they travelled were four

in number, and were built upon a mod

el which, as far as possible, combined

strength to resist the rocks with lightness

for portages and protection against the

over-wash of the waves. They were di

vided into three compartments, oak being

the material used in three and pine in

the fourth. The three larger ones were

each twenty-one feet long: the other was

sixteen feet long, and was constructed

for speed in rowing. Sufficient food was

taken to last ten months, with plenty of

ammunition and tools for building cabins

and repairing the boats, besides various

scientific instruments.

Thus equipped and in single file, the

expedition left Green River City behind

and pulled into the shadowsgof the phe

nomenal rocks in the early morning of

that May day of 1869. During the first

few days they had no serious mishap:

they lost an oar, broke a barometer-tube

and occasionally struck a bar. All around

them abounded examples of that natural

architecture which is seen from the pass

ing train at the "City "—weird statuary,

caverns, pinnacles and cliffs, dyed gray

and buff, red and brown, blue and black

—all drawn in horizontal strata like the

lines of a painter's brush. Mooring the

boats and ascending the cliffs after mak

ing camp, they saw the sun go down over

a vast landscape of glittering rock. The

shadows fell in the valleys and gulches,

and at this hour the lights became high

er and the depths deeper. The Uintah

Mountains stretched out in the south,

thrusting their peaks into the sky and

shining as if ensheathed with silver. The

distant pine forests had the bluish im

penetrability of a clear night-sky, and

pink clouds floated in motionless sus

pense until, with a final burst of splen

dor, the light expired.

At the end of sixty-two miles they

reached the mouth of Flaming Gorge,

near which some hunters and Indians

are settled. Flaming Gorge is a cafion .

bounded by perpendicular bluffs, banded

with red and yellow to a height of fif

teen hundred feet, and the water flowing

through it is a positive malachite in color,

crossed and edged with bars of glisten

ing white sand. It leads into Red Cafion,

and in 1869 it was the gateway to a region

which was almost wholly unknown. An

old Indian endeavored to deter Major

Powell from his purpose. He held his

hands above his head, with his arms

vertical, and, looking between them to

the sky, said, "Rocks h-e-a-p, h-e-a-p

high; the water go h-oo-woogh; water

pony (boat) heap buck. Water catch 'em,

no see 'em squaw any more, no see 'em

Injin anymore, no see 'em pappoose any

more." The prophecy was not encour

aging, and with some anxiety the ex

plorers left the last vestige of civilization

behind them. Below the gorge they ran

through Horseshoe Cafion, which de

scribes an elongated letter U in the

mountains, and several portages became

necessary. The cliffs increased a thou

sand feet in height, and in many places

the water completely filled the channel

between them ; but occasionally the cafion

opened into a little park, from the grassy

carpet of which sprang crimson flowers

on the stems of pear-shaped cactus-plants,

patches of blue.and yellow blossoms, and

a fragrant S;7irea.

As often as a rapid was approached

Major Powell stood on the deck of the

leading boat to examine it, and if he

could see a clear passage between the

rocks he gave orders to go ahead, but if

the channel was banicaded he signalled

the other boats to pull ashore, and land

ing himself he walked along the edge of

the cafion for further examination. If

still no channel could be found, the boats

were lowered to the head of the falls and

let down by ropes secured to the stem

and stern, or when this was impracticable

both the cargoes and the boats were car

ried by the men beyond the point of dif

ficulty. When it was decided to run the

rapids the greatest danger was encoun

tered in the first wave at the foot of the

falls, which gathered higher and higher

until it broke. if the boat struck it the

instant after it broke she cut through it,

and the men had all they could do to
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keep themselves from being washed over

board. If in going over the falls she was

caught by some side-current and borne

against the wave "broadside on," she was
I

capsized — an accident that happened

more than once, without fatal results,

however, as the compartments served as

buoys and the men clung to her and were

INDIANS GAMBLING.

dragged through the waves until quieter

water was reached. Where these rapids

occur the channel is usually narrowed by

rocks which have tumbled from the cliffs

or have been washed in by lateral streams;

but immediately above them a bay of

smooth water may usually be discovered

where a landing can be made with ease.

In such a bay Major Powell landed one

day, and, seeing one of the rear boats

making for the shore after he had given

his signal, he supposed the others would

side of the cafion-wall to look for the fall of

which a loud roar gave some premonition.

But a treacherous eddy carried the boat

manned by the two Howlands and Good

man into the current, and a moment later

she disappeared over the unseen falls.

The first fall was not great—not more

than ten or twelve feet—but below the

river sweeps down forty or fifty feet

through a channel filled with spiked rocks

which break it into whirlpools and frothy

crests. Major Powell scrambled around

follow her example, and walked along the I a crag just in time to see the boat strike
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one of these rocks, and, rebounding from

the shock, careen and fill the open com

partment with water. The oars were

dashed out of the hands of two of the

crew as she swung around and was car

ried down the stream with great velocity,

and immediately after she struck another

rock amidships, which broke her in two

and threw the men into the water. The

larger pa1t of the wreck floated buoyant

ly, and seizing it the men supported them

selves by it until a few hundred feet far

ther down they came to a second fall,

filled with huge boulders, upon which the

wreck was dashed to pieces, and the men

and the fragments were again carried out

of Major Powell's sight. He struggled

along the scant foothold afforded by the

cafion-wall, and coming suddenly to a

bend saw one of the men in a whirlpool

below a large rock, to which he was cling

ing with all possible tenacity. It was

Goodman, and a little farther on was

Howland tossed upon a small island,'

with his brother stranded upon a rock

some distance below. Howland struck

out for Goodman with a pole, by means

of which he relieved him from his preca

rious position, and very soon the wreck

ed crew stood together, bruised, shaken

and scared, but not disabled. A swift,

dangerous river was on each side of them

and a fall below them. It was now a

problem how to release them from this

imprisonment. Sumner volunteered, and

in one of the other boats started out from

above the island, and with skilful pad

dlinglanded upon it. Together with the

three shipwrecked men he then pushed

up stream until all stood up to their necks

in water, when one of them braced him

self against a rock and held the boat

while the three others jumped into her:

the man on the rock followed, and all four

then pulled vigorously for the shore, which

they reached in safety. Many years be- I

fore an adventurous trapper and his party

had been wrecked here and several lives

had been lost. Major Powell named the

spot Disaster Falls.

The cliffs are SO high that the twilight

is perpetual, and the sky seems like a flat

roof pressed across them. As the worn men

stretched themselves out in their blankets

they saw a bright star that appeared to

rest on the very verge of the eastern cliff,

and then to float from its resting-place on

the rock over the cafion. At first it was

like a jewel set on the brink of the cliff,

and as it moved out from the rock they

wondered that it did not fall. It did seem

to descend in a gentle curve, and the oth

er stars were apparently in the cafion, as

if the sky was spread over the gulf, rest

ing on either wall and swayed down by

its own weight.

Sixteen days after leaving Green River

City the explorers reached the end of the

Cafion of Lodore, which is nearly twenty

four miles long. The walls were never

less than two thousand feet high except

near the foot. They are very irregular,

standing in perpendicular or overhang

ing cliffs here, terraced there, or receding

in steep slopes broken by many side

gulches. The highest point of the wall

is twenty-seven hundred feet, but the

peaks a little distance off are a thousand

feet higher. Yellow pines, nut pines, firs

and cedars stand in dense forests on the

Uintah Mountains, and clinging to mov

ing rocks they have come down the walls

to the water's edge between Flaming

Gorge and Echo Park. The red sand

stones are lichened over, delicate mosses

grow in the moist places and ferns festoon

the walls.

A few days later they were upset again,

losing oars, guns and barometers, and on

July 18th they had only enough provisions

left for two months, though they had sup

plied themselves with quantities which,

barring accidents, should have lasted ten

months. On July 19th the Grand Cafion

of the Colorado became visible, and from

an eminence they could follow its course

for miles and catch glimpses of the river.

The Green, down which they had come so

far, bears in from the north-west through

a narrow, winding gorge. The Grand

comes in from the north-east through a

channel which from the explorer's point

of view seems bottomless. Away to the

west are lines of cliffs and ledges of rock,

with grotesque forms intervening. In the

east a chain of eruptive mountains is vis

ible, the slopes covered with pines, the

summits coated with snow and the gulches
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flanked by great crags. Wherever the men

looked there were rocks, deep gorges in

which the rivers were lost under cliffs, tow

ers and pinnacles, thousands of strange

ly-carved forms, and mountains blending

with the clouds. They passed the junc

tion of the Grand and Green, and on July

21st they were on the Colorado itself. The

walls are nearly vertical, and the river is

broad and swift, but free from rocks and

falls.

brink of the cliffs is nearly two thousand

feet, and the cliffs are reflected on the

quiet surface until it seems to the travel

lers that there is a vast abyss below them.

But the tranquillity is not lasting: a little

way below this space of majestic calm it

was necessary to make three portages in

succession, the distance being less than

three-quarters of a mile, with a fall of

seventy-five feet. In the evening Major

Powell sat upon a rock by the edge of

the river to look at the water and listen

to its roar. Heavy shadows settled in

the cafion as the sun passed behind the

cliffs, and no glint of light remained on

the crags above, but the waves were crest

ed with a white that seemed luminous. A

great fall broke at the foot of a block of

limestone fifty feet high, and rolled back

in immense billows. Over the sunken

rocks the flood was heaped up into mounds

and even cones. The tumult was extra

ordinary. At a point where the rocks

were very near the surface the water was

thrown up ten or fifteen feet,'and fell back

in gentle curves as in a fountain.

On August 3d the party traversed a

cafion of diversified features. The walls

were still vertical in places, especially

near the bends, and the river sweeping

round the capes had undermined the

cliffs. Sometimes the rocks overarched:

again curious narrow glens were found.

The men explored the glens, in one of

which they discovered a natural stairway

several hundred feet high leading to a

spring which burst out from an overhang

ing cliff among aspens and willows, while

along the edges of the brooklet there

were oaks and other rich vegetation.

There were also many side-cafions with

walls nearer to each other above than be

low, giving them the character of grottoes ;

From the edge of the water to the 5

and there were carved walls, arches, al

coves and monuments, to all of which

the collective name of Glen Cafion was

given.

One morning the surveyors came to a

point where the river filled the entire

channel and the walls were sheer to the

water's edge. They saw a fall below,

and in order to inspect it they pulled up

against one of the cliffs, in which was a

little shelf or crevice a few feet above

their heads. One man stood on the deck

of the boat while another climbed over

his shoulders into this insecure foothold,

along which they passed until it became

a shelf which was broken by a chasm

some yards farther on. They then re

turned to the boat and pulled across the

stream for some logs which had lodged

on the opposite shore, and with which it

was intended to bridge the gulf. It was

no easy work hauling the wood along the

fissure, but with care and patience they

accomplished it, and reached a point in

the cliffs from which the falls could be

seen. It seemed practicable to lower the

boats over the stormy waters by holding

them with ropes from the cliffs ; and this

was done successfully, the incident illus

trating how laborious their progress some

times became.

The scenery was of unending interest.

The rocks were of many colors—white,

gray, pink and purple, with saffron tints.

At an elbow of the river the water has

excavated a semicircular chamber which

would hold fifty thousand people, and

farther on the cliffs are of softly-tinted

marble lustrously polished by the waves.

At one place Major Powell walked for

more than a mile on a marble pavement

fretted with strange devices and emboss

ed with a thousand different patterns.

Through a cleft in the wall the sun shone

on this floor, which gleamed with irides

cent beauty. Exploring the cleft, Major

Powell found a succession of pools one

above another, and each cold and clear,

though the water of the river was a dull

red. Then a bend in the cafion disclosed

a massive abutment that seemed to be

set with a million brilliant gems as they

approached it, and every one wondered.

As they came closer to it they saw many
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springs bursting from the rock high over

head, and the spray in the sunshine forms

the gems which glitter in the walls, at

the base of which is a profusion of mosses,

ferns and flowers. To the place above

where the three portages were necessary

steps of the Treasury Building in Wash

ington and look down Pennsylvania Ave

nue to the Capitol Park, and measure this

distance overhead, and imagine cliffs to

extend to that altitude, and you will un

derstand what I mean," the explorer has

written ; "or stand at Canal street in New

York and look up Broadway to Grace

Church, and you have about the dis

tance; or stand at the Lake street bridge

in Chicago and look down to the Central .

THE HEART OF CATARACT CANON.

the name of Cataract Cafion was given;

and they were now well into the Grand

Cafion itself. The walls were more than

a mile in height, and, as Major Powell

says, a vertical altitude like this is not

easily pictured. "Stand on the south

Dép6t', and you have it again." A thou

sand feet of the distance is through gran

ite crags, above which are slopes and per

pendicular cliffs to the summit. Thegorge

is black and narrow below, red and gray

and flaring above.

Down these gloomy depths the expedi

tion constantly glided, ever listening and

ever peering ahead, for the cafion is wind

ing and they could not see more than a

few hundred yards in advance. The view
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changed every minute as some new crag

or pinnacle or glen or peak became vis- ,

ible; but the men were fully engaged l

listening for rapids and looking for rocks.

Navigation was exceedingly difficult, and .

it was often necessary to hold the boats

from ledges in the cliffs as the falls were

passed. The river was very deep and

the cafion very narrow. The waters

boiled and rushed in treacherous cur

rents, which sometimes whirled the boats

into the stream or hurried them against l

the walls. The oars were useless, and

each crew labored for its own preserva

tion as its frail vessel was spun round like

a top or borne with the speed of a loco

motive this way and that.

While they were thus uncontrollable

the boats entered a rapid, and

one of them was driven in shore,

but as there was no foothold for

a portage the men pushed into

the stream again. The next

minute a reflex wave filled the

open compartment and water

logged her: breaker after break

er rolled over her, and one cap

sized her. The men were thrown

out, but they managed to cling

to her, and as they'were swept

down the other boats rescued

them.

Heavy clouds rolled in the

cafion, filling it with gloom.

Sometimes they hung above

from wall to wall and formed a

roof: then a gust of wind from

a side-cafion made a rift in

them and the blue heavens were

revealed, or they dispersed in

patches which settled on the

crags, while puffs of vapor is

sued out of the smaller gulches,

and occasionally formed bars

across the cafion, one above an

other, each opening a different

vista. Vi'hen they discharged

their rains little rills first trickled

down the cliff. and these soon

became brooks: the brooks

grew into creeks and tumbled

down through innumerable cas

cades, which added their music

to the roar of the river. As soon

as the rain ceased rills, brooks,

creeks and cascades disappear

ed, their birth and death being

equally sudden.

Desolate and inaccessible as

the cafion is, many ruins of

buildings are found perched upon ledges

in the stupendous cliffs. In some in

stances the mouths of caves have been

walled in, and the evidences all point

to a race for ever dreading and fortify

ing itself against an invader. Why did
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these people chose their embattlements

so far away from all tillable land and

sources of subsistence? Major Powell

suggests this solution of the problem:

For a century or two after the settle

i

i
l
I

ment of Mexico many expeditions were

sent into the country now comprised in

Arizona and New Mexico for the pur

pose of bringing the town-building peo

ple under the dominion of the Spanish

LIGHTHOUSE ROCK IN THE CAfiON OF DESOLATION.

government. Many of their villages were

destroyed, and the inhabitants fled to

regions at that time unexplored; and

there are traditions among the existing

Pueblos that the cafions were these lands.

The Spanish conquerors had a monstrous

greed for gold and a lust for saving souls.

"Treasure they must have—if not on

earth why, then, in heaven—and when

they failed to find heathen temples be

decked with silver they propitiated Heav

en by seizing the heathen themselves.

1

i

i

i

There is yet extant a copy of a record

made by a heathen artist to express his

conception of the demands of the con

querors. In one part of the picture we

have a lake, and near by stands a priest

pouring water on the head of a native.

On the other side a poor Indian has a

cord around his throat. Lines run from

these two groups to a central figure, a

man with a beard and full Spanish pan

oply. The interpretation of the picture

' writing is this: ' Be baptized as this saved
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heathen, or be hanged as this damned

heathen.' Doubtless some of the peo

ple preferred a third alternative, and

rather than be baptized or hanged they

chose to be imprisoned within these

car'ion-walls."

The rains and the accidents in the rap

ids had seriously reduced the commissary

by this time, and the provisions left were

more or less injured. The bacon was

uneatable, and had to be thrown away:

the flour was musty, and the saleratus

was losfloverboard. On August 17th the

party had only enough food remaining

for ten days' use, and though they hoped

that the worst places had been passed,

the barometers were broken, and they

did hot know what descent they had yet

to make. The canvas which they had

brought with them for covering from

Green River City was rotten, there was

not one blanket apiece for the men, and

more than half the party were hatless.

Despite their hopes that the greatest ob

stacles had been overcome, however, on

the morning of August 27th they reach

ed a place which appeared more perilous

than any they had so far passed. They

landed on one side of the river, and

clambered over the granite pinnacles for

a mile or two without seeing any way by

which they could lower the boats. Then

they crossed to the other side and walk

ed along the top of a crag. In his eager

ness to reach a point where he could see

the roaring fall below, Major Powell went

too far, and was caught at a point where ,

I Howland endeavored to dissuade thehe could neither advance nor retreat:

the river was four hundred feet below,

and he was suspended in front of the

cliff with one foot on a small projecting

rock and one hand fixed in a little crev

ice. He called for help, and the men

passed him a line, but he could not let

go of the rock long enough to seize it.

While he felt his hold becoming weaker

and expected momentarily to drop into

the cafion, the men went to the boats and

obtained three of the largest oars. The

blade of one of them was pushed into '

' the table-lands for the Mormon settlethe crevice of a rock beyond him in such

a manner that it bound him across the

body to the wall, and another oar was

fixed so that he could stand upon it and

walk out of the difficulty. He breathed

again, but had felt that cold air which

seems to fan one when death is near.

Another hour was spent in examining

the river, but a good view of it could not

be obtained, and they once more went to

the opposite side. After some hard work

among the cliffs they discovered that the

lateral streams had washed a large num

ber of boulders into the river, forming a

dam over which the water made a broken

fall of about twenty feet, below which was

a rapid beset by huge rocks for two or

three hundred yards. This was border

ed on one side by a series of sharp pro

jections of the cafion-walls, and beyond

it was a second fall, ending in another

and no less threatening rapid. At the

bottom of the latter an immense slab of

granite projected fully halfway across the

river, and upon the inclined plane which

it formed the water rolled with all the

momentum gained in the falls and rap

ids above, and then swept over to the

left. The men viewed the prospect with

dismay, but Major Powell had an insa

tiable desire to complete the exploration.

He decided that it was possible to let the

boats down over the first fall, then to run

near the right cliff to a point just above

the second fall, where they could pull

into a little chute, and from the foot of

that across the stream to avoid the great

rock below. The men shook their heads,

and after supper—a sorry supper of un

leavened flour and water, coffee and ran

cid bacon, eaten on the rocks—the elder

leader from his purpose, and, failing to

do so, told him that he with his brother

and Dunn would go no farther. That

night Major Powell did not sleep at all,

but paced to and fro, now measuring the

remaining provisions, then contemplating

the rushing falls and rapids. Might not

Howland be right? Would it be wise to

venture into that maelstrom which was

white during the darkest hours of the

night? At one time he almost concluded

to leave the river and to strike out across

mcnts. But this trip had been the ob

ject of his life for many years, looked

forward to and dreamed of, and to leave
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the exploration unfinished when he was

so near the end, to acknowledge defeat,

was more than he could reconcile him

self to.

In the morning his brother, Captain

Powell, Sumner, Bradley, Hall and

Hawkins promised to remain with him,

but the Howlands and Dunn were fixed

in their determination to go no farther.

The provisions were divided, and one of

the boats was left with the deserters, who

were also provided with three guns : How

land was also entrusted with duplicate

copies of the records and with some me

mentos the voyagers desired to have sent

to friends and relatives should they not

GRANITE tVAl.LS.

be heard of again. It was a solemn part

ing. The Howlands and Dunn entreated

the others not to go on, telling them that

it was obvious madness; but the decision

had been made, and the two boats push

ed out into the stream.

They glided rapidly along the foot of

the wall, grazing one large rock, and then

they pulled into the falls and plunged

, over them. The -open compartment of

' the tnajor's boat was filled when she

struck the first wave below, but she cut

through the upheaval, and by vigorous

strokes was drawn away from the dan

gerous rock farther down. They were

scarcely a minute in running through the

rapids, and found that what had seemed

i almost hopeless from above was really
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less difficult than many other points on

the river. The Howlands and their com

panion were now out of sight, and guns

were fired to indicate to them that the

passage had been safely made and to in

duce them to follow ; but no answer came,

cafion from the left, and immediately be

low the river broke over two falls, beyond

which it rose in high waves and sdbsided

in whirlpools. The boats hugged the left

wall for some distance, but when the men

saw that they could not descend on this

side they pulled up

stream several hun

CAflON IN BSCALANTE BASIN.

Q

and after waiting two hours the descent

of the river was resumed.

A succession of falls and rapids still

had to be overcome, and in the afternoon

the explorers were once more threatened ,

A little stream entered the 'with defeat.

dred ya r d s and

crossed to the oth

er. Here t h e r e

was a bed of basalt

about one hundred

feet high, which,

disembarking, they

followed, pulling

the boats after them

by ropes. The ma

jor, as usual, went

ahead, and discov

ered that it would

be impossible to

lower the boats

from the cliff; but

the men had al

ready brought one

of them to the brink

of the falls and had

secured her by a

bight around a

crag. The other

boat, in which

Bradley had re

mained, was shoot

ing in and out from

the cliffs with great

violence, now

straining the line

by which she was

h e l d , and now

whirling again st

the rock as if she

would dash herself

to pieces. An ef

pass another rope

to Bradley, but he

was so preoccupied

that he did not notice it, and the others

saw him take a knife out of its sheath

and step forward to cut the line. He

had decided that it was better to go

over the falls with her than to wait for

her to be completely wrecked against.

fort was made to
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the rocks. He did

not show the least

alarm, and as he

leaned over to cut

the rope the boat

sheered into the

stream, the stern

post broke and he

was adrift. With

perfect composure

he seized the large

scull-oar, placed it

in the stern row

lock and pulled

with all his strength,

which was consid

erable, to turn the

bow down stream.

After the third

stroke she passed

over the falls and

was invisible for

several seconds,

when she reappear

ed upon a great

wave, dancing high

over its crest, then

sinking between

two vast walls of

water. The men

on the cliff held

their breath as they

watched. A g ai n

s h e disappeared,

and this time was

out of sight so long

that poor Bradley's

fate seemed settled;

but in a moment

more something

was noticed emer

ging from the water

farther down the

stream: it was the

boat, with Bradley

standing on deck

and twirling his hat

to show that he was

safe. He was spin

ning round in a

whirlpool, however,

and Sumner and

Powell were sent

along the cliff to

t'm.. XXVI.—26
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see if they could help him, while the

major and the others embarked in the

remaining boat and passed over the fall.

After reaching the brink they do not re

member what happened to them, except

that their boat was upset and that.Brad

ley pulled them out of the water. Pow

ell and Sumner joined them by climbing

along the cliff, and, having put the boats

in order, they once more started down the

streatm

On the next day, August 29th, three

months and five days after leaving Green

River City, they reached the foot of the

Grand Cafion of the Colorado, the pas

sage of which had been of continuous

peril and toil, and on the 30th they end

ed their exploration at a ranch, from

which the way was easy to Salt Lake

City. " Now the danger is over," writes

Major Powell in his diary; "now the toil

has ceased; now the gloom has disap

peared; now the firmament is bounded

only by the horizon; and what a vast ex

panse of constellations can be seen ! The

river rolls by us in silent majesty; the

quiet of the camp is sweet; our joy is

almost ecstasy. We sit till long after

midnight talking of the Grand Cafion,

talking of home, but chiefly talking of

the three men who left us. Are they

wandering in those depths, unable to

find a way out? are they searching over

the desert-lands above for water? or are

they nearing the settlements ?"

It was about a year afterward that their

fate became known. Major Powell was

continuing his explorations, and having

passed through Pa-ru-ni1-weap (or Roar

ing Water) Cafion, he spent some time

among the Indians in the region beyond,

from whom he learned that three white

men had been killed the year before.

They had come upon the Indian village

starving and exhausted with fatigue, say

ing that they had descended the Grand

Cafion. They were fed and started on

the way to the settlements, but they

had not gone far when an Indian ar

- rived from the east side of the Co1o

rado and told of some miners who had

killed a squaw in a drunken brawl.

He incited the tribe to follow and at

tack the three whites, who no doubt

were the murderers. Their story of

coming down the Grand Cafion was im

possible—no men had ever done that

and it was a falsehood designed to cov

er their guilt. Excited by a desire for

revenge, a party stole after them, sur

rounded them in ambush and filled them

with arrows. This was the tragic end of

Dunn and the Howland brothers.

Little need be added. The unflinch

ing courage, the quiet persistence and the

inexhaustible zeal of Major Powell en

abled him to achieve a geographical ex

ploit which had been deemed wholly im

practicable, and which in adventurous

ness puts most of the feats of the Alpine

Club in the shade. But the narrative may

derive a further interest from one other

fact concerning this intrepid explorer,

whom we have seen standing at the bow

of his boats and guiding them over tem

pestuous falls, rapids and whirlpools, soar

ing among the crags of almost perpen

dicular cafion-walls and suspended by

his fingers from the rocks four hundred

feet above the level of the river: Major

Powell is a one-armed man!

Wn.ua.wr H. RIDEING.
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ADAM AND EVE.

CHAPTER XXX.

OR an instant every one seemed par

alyzed and transfixed in the position

into which upon Jonathan's entrance they

had started. Then a sudden rush was

made toward the door, which several of

the strongest blocked up, while Adam

called vainly on them to stand aside

and give the chance of more air. Joan

flew for water, and Jerrem dashed it over

Jonathan.

There was a minute of anxious watch

ing, and then slowly over Jonathan's pal

lid face the signs of returning animation

began to. creep.

"Now, stand back—stand back from

him, do!" said Adam, fearing the effect

of so many faces crowding near would

only serve to further daze his scared

senses.—"What is it, Jonathan? what

is it, lad?" he asked, kneeling down by

him.

Jonathan tried to rise, and Adam mo

tioned for Barnabas Tadd to come and

assist in getting him on his feet.

"Now, sit down there," said Adam,

"and put your lips to this, and then tell

us what's up.”

Jonathan cowered down as he threw a

hasty glance round, the meaning of which

was answered by a general " You knaws

all of us, Jonathan, don't ee ?"

"Iss," said Jonathan, breaking into a

feeble laugh, "but somehows I'd a rinned

till I'd got 'em all, as I fancied, to my

heels, close by."

"And where are they, then?" said Ad

am, seizing the opportunity of getting at

the most important fact.

" Comin' 'long t' roadway, man by man,

and straddled on to their horses‘ backs.

They'm to take 'ee all, dead or livin',

sarch by night or day. Some o' 'cm is

come all the ways fra Plymouth, vowin'

and swearin' they'll have blid for blid,

and that if they can't pitch 'pon he who

fired to kill their man every sawl aboard

the Lottery shall swing gallows-high for

un. '

A volley of oaths ran through the room,

Joan threw up her arms in despair, Eve

groaned aloud.

Suddenly there was a movement as if

some one was breaking from a detaining

hand. 'Twas Jerrem, who, pushing for

ward, cried out, "Then I'll give myself

up to wance: nobody sha'n't suffer 'cos

0' me. I did it, and I wasn't afeared to

do it, neither, and no more I ain't afear

ed to answer for it now."

The buzz which negatived this offer

bespoke the appreciation of Jerrem's

magnanimity. '

Adam alone had taken no part in it:

turning, he said sternly, " Do we risk our

lives together, then, to skulk off when

danger offers and leave one to suffer for

all? Let's have no more of such idle

talk. While things promised to run smooth

you was welcome to the boast of havin'

fired first shot, but now every man aboard

fired it; and let he who says he didn't

stand out and say it now."

"Fair spoke and good sense," said the

men. '

"Then off with you, each to the place

he thinks. safest.—Jerrem and you, fa

ther, must stay here. I shall go to the

mill, and, Jonathan, for the night you'd

best come along with me."

With little visible excitement and but

few words the men began to depart, all

of them more or less stupefied by the in

fluence of drink, which, combined with

this unexpected dash to their hopes and

overthrow of their boastings, seemed to

rob them of all their energy. They were

ready to do whatever they were asked,

go wherever they were told, listen to all

that was said, but anything beyond this

was then impossible. They had no more

power of deciding, proposing, arranging

for themselves, than if they had been a

flock of sheep warned that a ravenous

wolf was near.

The one necessary action which seem

ed to have laid hold upon them was that

they must all solemnly shake hands ; and
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this in many cases they did over and over

again, repeating each time, with a warn

ing nod of the head, "Well, mate, 'tis a

bad job o' it, this," until some of the more

collected felt it necessary to interfere and

urge their immediate departure: then one

by one they stole away, leaving the house

in possession of its usual occupants.

Adam had already been up stairs to

get Uncle Zebedee—now utterly incapa

ble of any thought for himself—safely

placed in a secret closet which was hollow

ed in the wall behind the bed. Turning

to Jerrem as he came down, he said, " You

can manage to stow yourself away; only

mind, do it at once, so that the house is

got quiet before they've time to get here."

"All right," said Jerrem doggedly, while

Joan slid back the seat of the settle, turned

down a flap in the wall, and discovered

the hole in which Jerrem was to lie con

cealed. "There! there ain't another hid

in'-place like that in all Polperro," she

said. "They may send a whole reg'

ment o' sodgers afore a man among 'em

'ull pitch on 'ee there, Jerrem."

"And that's the reason why I don't

want to have it," said Jerrem. "I don't

see why I'm to have the pick and choice,

and why Adam's to go off to where they've

only got to search and find."

" Well, but 'tis as he says," urged Joan.

"They may ha' got you in their eye al

ready. Come, 'tis all settled now," she

continued persuasively ; "so get 'longs in

with 'ee, like a dear."

Jerrem gave a look round. Eve was

busy clearing the table, Adam was put

ting some tobacco into his pouch. He

hesitated, then he made a step forward,

then he drew back again, until at last,

with visible effort, he said, "Come, give

us yer hand, Adam." With no affecta

tion of cordiality Adam held out his hand.

"Whatever comes, you've spoke up fair

for me, and acted better than most would

ha' done, seein' that I've let my tongue

run a bit too fast 'bout you o' late."

"Oh, don't think I've done any more

for you than I should ha' done for either

one o' the others," said Adam, not willing

to accept a feather's weight of Jerrem's

gratitude. "However," he added, trying

to force himself into a greater show of

graciousness, "here's wishin' all may go

well with you, as with all of us!"

Not over-pleased with this cold recep

tion of his advances, Jerrem turned hasti

ly round to Joan. "Here, let's have a

kiss, Joan," he said.

" Iss, twenty, my dear, so long as you'll

only be quick 'bout it."

" Eve !"

"There! nonsense now !" exclaimed

Joan, warned by an expression in Adam's

face: "there's no call for no leave-takin'

with Eve: her 'll be here so well as you.''

The words, well-intentioned as they

were, served as fuel to Adams jealous

fire, and for a moment he felt that it was

impossible to go away and leave Jerrem

behind; but the next instant the very

knowledge of that passing weakness was

only urging him to greater self-command,

although the effort it cost him gave a hard

ness to his voice and a coldness to his

manner. One tender word, and his re

solve would be gone—one soft emotion,

and to go would be impossible.

Eve, on her part, with all her love re

awakened, her fears excited and her im

agination sharpened, was wrought up to

a pitch of emotion which each moment

grew more and more beyond her control.

In her efforts to keep calm she busied

herself in clearing the table and moving

to and fro the chairs, all the time keenly

alive to the fact that Joan was hovering

about Adam, suggesting comforts, sup

plying resources and pouring out a tor

rent of wordy hopes and fears. Surely

Adam would ask—Joan would think to

give them—one moment to themselves?

If not she would demand it, but before

she could speak, boom on her heart came

Adam's "Good-bye, Joan, good-bye."

What can she do now? How bear this

terrible parting? In her efforts to control

the desire to give vent to her agony her

powers of endurance utterly gave way.

A rushing sound as of many waters came

gurgling in her ears, dulling the voice of

some one who spoke from far off.

"What are they saying?" In vain she

tried to catch the words, to speak, to

move : then, gathering up all her strength,

with a piercing cry she tried to break the

spell. The room reeled, the ground he
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neath her gave way, a hundred voices

shrieked good-bye, and with their clamor

ringing in her ears Eve's spirit went down

into silence and darkness. Another min

ute, and she was again alive to all her

misery: Joan was kneeling beside her,

the tears streaming from her eyes.

"What is it? Where's Adam?” ex

claimed Eve, starting up.

" Gone," said Joan : " he said 'twas bet

ter to, 'fore you comed to yourself agen."

"Gone! and never said a word?" she

cried. "Gone! Oh, Joan, how could he?

how could he?"

" What would 'ee have un do, then?"

said Joan sharply. "Bide dallyin' here

to be took by the hounds o' sodgers that's

marchin' 'pon us all? That's fine love,

Iwill say." But suddenly a noise out

side made them both start and stand lis

tening with beating hearts until all again

was still and quiet: then Joan's quick

roused anger failed her, and, repenting

her sharp speech, she threw her arms

round Eve's neck, crying, "Awh, Eve,

don't 'ee lets you and me set 'bout quar

rellin', my dear, for if sorrow ain't a-draw

in' nigh my name's not Joan Hocken. I

never before felt the same way as I do

to-night. My spirits is gived way: my

heart seems to have falled flat down and

died within me, and, be doing what I may,

there keeps soundin' in my ears a nick

ety-knock like the tappin' on a coffin-lid."

CHAPTER XXXI.

SINCE the night on which Jonathan's

arrival had plunged the party assembled

at Zebedee Pascal's into such dismay a

week had passed by—seven days and

nights of terror and confusion.

The determined manner in which the

government authorities traced out each

clew and tracked every scent struck ter

ror into the stoutest hearts, and men who

had never before shrunk from danger in

any open form now feared to show their

faces, dared not sleep in their own houses,

nor, except by stealth, visit their own fami

lies. At dead of night, as well as in the

blaze of day, stealthy descents would be

made upon the place, the houses sur

rounded and strict search made. One

hour the streets would be deserted, the

next every corner bristled with rude sol

diery, flinging insults and imprecations

on the feeble old men and defenceless

women, who, panic-stricken, stood about

vainly endeavoring to seem at their ease

and keep up a show of indifference.

One of the first acts had been to seize

the Lottery, and orders had been issued

to arrest all or any of her crew, wherever

they might be found; but as yet no trace

of them had been discovered. Jerrem

and Uncle Zebedee still lay concealed

within the house, and Adam at the mill,

crouched beneath corn-bins, lay covered

by sacks and grain, while the tramp of

the soldiers sounded in his ears or the ring

of their voices set his stout heart quaking

with fear of discovery. To men whose

lives had been spent out of doors, with

the free air of heaven and the fresh salt

breeze of the sea constantly sweeping

over them, toil and hardship were pas

times compared to this inactivity ; and it

was little to be wondered at that for one

and all the single solace left seemed drink.

Drink deadened their restlessness, be

numbed their energies, made them forget

their dangers, sleep through their durance.

So that even Adam could not always hold

out against a solace which helped to short

. en the frightful monotony of those weary

days, dragged out for the most time in

solitude and darkness. With no occupa

tion, no resources, no companion, ever

dwelling on self and viewing each action,

past and present, by the light of an ex

aggerated (often a distorted) vision, Adam

grew irritable, morose, suspicious.

Why hadn't Joan come? Surely there

couldn't be anything to keep Eve away?

' And if so, might they not send a letter,

a message or some token to show him

that he was still in their thoughts? ln

vain did Mrs. Tucker urge the necessity

, of a caution hitherto unknown: in vain

did she repeat the stories brought of foot

steps dogged, and houses watched so that

, their inmates dare not run the smallest

risk for fear of its leading to detection.

Adam turned a deaf ear to all she said,

sinking at last down to the conclusion that

he could endure such suspense no longer,
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and, come what might, must the next day

steal back home and satisfy himself how

things were going on. The only conces

sion to her better judgment which Mrs.

Tucker could gain was his promise to

wait until she had been in to Polperro to

reconnoitre ; for though, from having seen

a party of soldiers pass that morning,

they knew some of the troop had left, it

was impossible to say how many remain

ed behind nor whether they had received

fresh strength from the opposite direction.

"I sha'n't give no more o' they than I

sees the wisdom of," reflected Mrs. Tuck

er as, primed with questions to ask Joan

and messages to give to Eve, she secure

ly fastened the doors preparatory to her

departure. "If I was to tell up such talk

to Eve her'd be piping off here next min

it or else sendin' back a pack o' silly

speeches that 'ud make Adam mazed to

go to she. 'Tis wonderful how took up

he is with a maid he knows so little of.

But there! 'tis the same with all the men,

I b'lieve—tickle their eye and good-bye

to their judgment." And giving the outer

gate a shake to assure herself that it could

not be opened without a preparatory warn

ing to those within, Mrs. Tucker turned

away and out into the road.

A natural tendency to be engrossed by

personal interests, together with a life of

narrowed circumstances, had somewhat

blunted the acuteness of Mrs. Tucker's

impressionable sensibilities, yet she could

not but be struck at the change these last

two weeks had wrought in the aspect of

the place. The houses, wont to stand

open so that friendly greetings might be

exchanged, were now closed and shut;

the blinds of most of the windows were

drawn down ; the streets, usually throng

ed with idlers, were all but deserted; the

few shops empty of wares and of cus

tomers. Calling to her recollection the

frequent prophetic warnings she had in

dulged in about these evil days to come,

Mrs. Tucker's heart smote her. Surely

Providence had never taken her at her

word and really brought a judgment on

the place? If so, seeing her own kith

and kin would be amongst the most to

suffer, it had read a very wrong meaning

in her words; for it stood to reason when

' folks talked serious-like they didn't al

ways stop to measure what they said, and

if a text or two o' Scripture sounded seem

ly, 'twas fitted in to help their speech out

with, not to be pulled abroad to seek the

downright meanin' o' each word.

Subdued and oppressed by these and

like reflections, Mrs. Tucker reached

Uncle Zebedee's house, inside which the

change wrought was in keeping with the

external sadness. Both girls looked ha

rassed and careworn —Joan, now that

there was no further occasion for that

display of spirit and bravado which be

fore the soldiers she had successfully con

trived to maintain, utterly broken down

and apathetically dejected; Eve, unable

to enter into all the difficulties or sympa

thize in the universal danger, ill at ease

with herself and irritable with all around

her. In her anxiety to hear about Adam

—what message he had sent and whether

she could not go to see him—she had

barely patience to listen to Mrs. Tucker's

roundabout details and lugubrious lamen

tations, and, choosing a very inopportune

moment, she broke out with, "What mes

sage has Adam sent, Mrs. Tucker? He's

sent a message to me, I'm sure: I know

he must have."

"Awh, well, if you knaws, you don't

want to be told, then," snorted Mrs. Tuck

er, ill pleased at having her demands

upon sympathy put to such sudden flight.

"Though don't you think, Eve, that Ad

am hasn't got somethin' else to think of

than sendin' love-messages and nonsense

o' that sort? He's a good deal too much

took up 'bout the trouble we'm all in for

that.—He hoped you was all well, and

keepin' yer spirits up, Joan."

"Poor sawl!" sighed Joan: "I 'spects

he finds that's more than he can do."

"Ah, you may well say that," replied

Mrs. Tucker, casting a troubled look to

ward her daughter's altered face. "Ad

am's doin' purtty much the same as you

be, Joan—frettin' his insides out."

" He's fretting, then ?" gasped Eve,

managing to get the words past the great

lump which seemed to choke her further

utterance.

"Frettin'," repeated Mrs. Tucker with

severity. " But there! why should I .7"
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she added, as if blaming her sense of in

jury. "I keeps forgettin' that, compared

with Joan, Eve, you'm nothin' but a stran

ger, as you may say; and, though I dare

say I sha'n't get your thanks for saying

it, still Adam could tell 'ee so well as me

that fresh faces is all very well in fair'

weather, but in times of trouble they

counts for very little aside o' they who's

bin brought up from the same cradle,

you may say."

Eve's swelling heart could bear no

more. This sense of being set aside and

looked on as a stranger was a gall which

of late she had been frequently called

upon to endure, but to have it hinted at

that Adam could share in this feeling to

ward her—oh, it was too much, and ris

ing hastily she turned to run up stairs.

"Now, there's no call to fly off in no

tantrums, Eve," said Mrs. Tucker; "so

just sit down now and listen to what else

I've got to say."

But Eve's outraged love could hide

itself no longer: to answer Joan's moth

er with anything like temper was impos

sible, and, knowing this, her only refuge

was in flight. "I don't want to hear any

more you may have to say, Mrs. Tuck

er;" and though Eve managed to keep

under the sharpness of her voice, she

could not control the indignant expres

sion of her face, which Mrs. Tucker fully

appreciating, she speeded her departure

by the inspiriting prediction that if Eve

didn't sup sorrow by the spoonful before

her hair was gray her name wasn't Ann

Tucker.

"Awh, don't 'ee say that," said Joan.

"You'm over-crabbit with her, mother,

and her only wantin' to hear some word

that Adam had sent to her ownself."

"But, mercy 'pon us! her must give

-me time to fetch my breath," exclaimed

Mrs. Tucker indignantly, "and I foaced

to fly off as I did for fear that Adam

should forestall me and go doin' some

thin' foolish!"

" He ain't wantin' to come home ?"

said Joan hurriedly.

" Iss, but he is, though. And when us

see they sodgers go past I thought no

other than he'd a set off then and there. ,

As I said to un,"Tis true you knows o' i can tell 'ee.

they that's gone, but how can 'ee tell

how many's left behind?' "

Joan shook her head. "They'm all

off," she said: "every man of 'em's

gone; but, for all that, Adam mustn't

come anighst us or show his face in the

place. 'Tis held everywhere that this

move is nothin' but a decoy to get the

men out o' hidin', and that done, back

they'll all come and drop down on 'em."

"Well, then, I'd best go back to wanst,"

cried Mrs. Tucker, starting up, "and try

and put a stop to his comin', tho' wheth

er he'll pay any heed to what I say is

more than I'll answer for."

"Tell un," said Joan, "that for all our

sakes he mustn't come, and say that I've

had word that Jonathan's lurkin' nigh

about here some place, so I reckon there's

somethin' up; and what it is he shall know

so soon as I can send word to un. Say

t/ml ought to tell un 'tisn't safe to stir,

'cos he knows that Jonathan would soon

er have gone to he than to either wan

here."

"Well, I'll tell un all you tells me to,"

said Mrs. Tucker with a somewhat hope

less expression; "but you knaw what

Adam is, Joan, when he fixes his mind

on anythin'; and I've had the works

o' the warld to keep un from comin' al

ready: he takes such fancies about 'ee

all as you never did. Ideclare if I didn't

knaw that p'r'aps he's a had more liquor

than he's used to take o' times I should

ha' fancied un light-headed like."

"And so he'll be if you gives much

sperrit to un, mother," said Joan anxious

ly: "'tis sure to stir his temper up. But

there !" she added despondingly, "what

can anybody do? 'Tis all they ha' got

to fly to. There's Jerrem at it fro' morn

in' to night; and as for uncle, dear sawl!

he's as happy as a clam at high watter."

" Iss, I reckon," said Mrs. Tucker: "it

don't never matter much what goes wrong,

so long as uncle gets his fill o' drink. I've

said scores o' times uncle's joy 'ud never

run dry so long as liquor lasted."

"Awh, well," said Joan, "I don't knaw

what us should ha' done if there'd ha'

bin no drink to give 'em: they'd ha' bin

more than Eve and me could manage, I

Nobody but our ownselves,
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mother, will ever knaw what us two maid

ens have had to go through."

"You've often had my thoughts with

'ee, Joan," said Mrs. Tucker, her eyes

dimmed by a rush of motherly sympathy

for all the girls must have suffered; "and

you can tell Eve (for her'll take it better

from you than from me) that Adam's al

lays a-thinkin' of her, and begged and

prayed that she wudn't forget un."

"No fear o' that," said Joan, anxious

that her mother should depart', "and

mind now you say, no matter what time

'tis, directly I'se seen Jonathan and knaws

'tis safe for we somebody shall bring un

word to come back, for Eve and me's

longin' to have a sight of un."

Charged with these messages, Mrs.

Tucker hastened back to the mill, where

all had gone well since her departure,

and where she found Adam more tract

able and reasonable than she had had

reason to anticipate. He listened to all

Joan's messages, agreed with her suspi

cions and seemed contented to abide by

her decision. The plain, unvarnished

statement which Mrs. Tucker gave of

the misery and gloom spread over the

place affected him visibly, and her ac

count of the two girls, and the alteration

she had seen in them, did not tend to

dispel his emotion.

"As for Joan," she said, letting a tear

escape and trickle down her cheek, " 'tis

heart-breal"tin' to look at her. Her's ter

rible wrapped up in you, Adam, is Joan

—more than, as her mother, I cares for

her to awn to, seem' how you'm situated

with Eve."

"Oh, Eve never made no difference

'twixt us two," said Adam. Then, after

a pause, he asked, "Didn't Eve give

you no word to give to me ?"

"Well, no," said Mrs. Tucker: then,

with the determination to deal fairly, she

added quickly, "but her was full o' ques

tions about 'ee, and that 'fore I'd time

to draw breath inside the place." Adam

was silent, and Mrs. Tucker, consider

ing the necessity for further explanation

removed by the compromise she had

made, continued: "You see, what with

Jerrem and uncle, and the drink that

goes on, they two poor maidens is kept

pretty much on the go; and Eve, never

bein' used to no such ways, seems ter

rible harried by it all."

"Harried ?" repeated Adam, with ill

suppressed bitterness, "and well she may

be; still, I should ha' thought she might

have managed to send, if 'twas no more

I than a word, back to me."

CHAPTER XXXII.

UNDER the plea that, notwithstanding

the lateness of the hour, Jonathan might

still possibly put in an appearance, Adam

lingered in his aunt's cheerful-looking

kitchen until after the clock had struck

eleven: then he very reluctantly got up,

and, bidding Mrs. Tucker and Sammy

good-night, betook himself to the mill

house, in which, with regard to his great

er safety, a bed had been made up for him.

Adatn felt that, court it as he might,

sleep was very far from his eyes, and that,

compared to his own society and the tor

ment of thought which harassed and rack

ed him each time he found himself alone,

even Sammy Tucker's' company was a

boon to be grateful for. There were times

during these hours of dreary loneliness

when Adam's whole nature seemed sub

merged by the billows of love —cruel

waves, which would toss him hither and

thither, making sport of his hapless con

dition, to strand him at length on the

quicksands of fear, where a thousand

terrible alarms would seize him and fill

him with dread as to how these disasters

might end. What would become of him ?

how would it fare with Eve and himself?

where could they go? what could they

do ?—questions ever swallowed up by the

constantly-recurring, all-important bewil

derment as to what could possibly have

brought about this dire disaster.

On this night Adam's thoughts were

more than usually engrossed by Eve: her

form seemed constantly before him, dis

tracting him with images as tempting and

unsatisfying as is the desert spring with

which desire mocks the thirst of the faint

ing traveller. At length that relaxation

of strength which in sterner natures takes

the place of tears subdued Adam, a soft
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ened feeling crept over him, and, shifting

his position so that he might rest his arms

against the corn-bin near, a deep-drawn

sigh escaped him.

"Hist!"

Adam started at the sound, and with

out moving turned his head and looked

rapidly about him. Nothing was to be

seen : with the exception of the small ra

dius round the lantern all was darkness

and gloom.

"Hist !" was repeated, and this time

there was no more doubt but that the

sound came from some one close by.

A clammy sweat stood on Adam's fore

head, his tongue felt dry and so powerless

that it needed an effort to force it to move.

"Who's there?" he said.

" 'Tis me—Jonathan."

Adam caught up the lantern, and, turn

ing it in the direction whence the voice

came, found to his relief that the rays

fell upon Jonathan's face. " Odds rot it,

lad!" he exclaimed, "but you've gived

me a turn ! How the deuce did you get

in here ? and why didn't ye come inside to

the house over there?"

"I've a bin scrooged down 'tween these

'ere sacks for ever so long," said Jonathan,

trying to stretch out his cramped limbs:

"I reckon I've had a bit o' a nap too, for

the time ha'n't a took long in goin', and

when I fust come 'twasn't altogether

dark.”

"'Tis close on the stroke o' twelve now,"

said Adam. "But come, what news, eh?

I-Iave ye got hold o' anything yet? Are

they devils off for good? Is that what

you've come to tell me ?"

"Iss, they's off this time, I fancy," said

Jonathan; "but 'twasn't that broffed me,

though I should ha' comed to tell 'ee o'

that too."

"No? What is it then?" demanded

Adam impatiently, turning the light so

that he could get a better command of

Jonathan's face.

"'Twas 'cos 0' this," said Jonathan,

his voice dropping to a whisper, so that,

though the words were trembling on his

lips, his agitation and excitement almost

prevented their utterance : " I've found it

out—all of it—who blowed the gaff 'pon

us.

Adam started forward : his face all but

touched Jonathan's, and an expression of

terrible eagerness came into his eyes.

"'Twas she!" hissed Jonathan—"she

—her from London—Eve ;" but before the

name was well uttered Adam had thrown

himself upon him and was grasping at

his throat as if to throttle him, while a

volley of imprecations poured from his

mouth, denouncing the base lie which

Jonathan had dared to utter. A moment

more, and this fit of impotent rage over,

he flung him violently off, and stood for

a moment trying to bring back his senses;

but the succession of circumstances had

been too much for him: his head swam

round, his knees shook under him, and

he had to grasp hold of a beam near to

steady himself.

"What for do 'ee sarve me like that,

then?" muttered Jonathan. "I ain't a

tellin' 'ee no more than I've a-heerd, and

what's the truth. Her name's all over

the place," he went on, forgetful of the

recent outburst and warming with his

narration. "Her's a reg'lar bad wan;

her's a-carr'ed on with a sodger-chap so

well as with Jerrem; her's a—"

"By the living Lord, if you speak an

other word I'll be your death !" exclaim

ed Adam.

"Wa-al, and so you may," exclaimed

Jonathan doggedly, "if so be you'll lave

me bide 'til l'se seed the end o' she.

Why, what do 'ee mane, then?" he cried,

a sudden suspicion throwing a light on

Adam's storm of indignation. "Her bain't

nawthin' to you—her's Jerrem's maid:

her bain't your maid? Why," he added,

finding that Adam didn't speak, "'twas

through the letter I carr'ed from he that

her'd got it to blab about. I wishes my

hand had bin struck off "—and he dashed

it violently against the wooden bin—"afore

I'd touched his letter or his money."

"What letter?" gasped Adam.

"Wa-al, I knaws you said I warn't to

take neither wan; but Jerrem he coaxes

and persuades, and says you ain't to knaw

nawthin' about it, and 'tain't nawthin' in

it, only 'cos he'd a got a letter fra' she to

Guernsey, and this was t' answer; and

then I knawed, 'cos I seed em, that they

was sweetheartin' and that, and—"
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"Did you give her that letter ?" said

Adam; and the sound of his voice was

so strange that Jonathan shrank back

and cowered close to the wall.

"Iss, I did," he faltered: "leastwise, I

gived un to Joan, but t'other wan had the

radin' in it."

There was a pause, during which Ad

am stood stunned, feeling that everything .

was'crumbling and giving way beneath

him—that he had no longer anything to

live for, anything to hope, anything to 1

fear. As, one after another, each former

bare suggestion of artifice now passed be

most improbable, in the wild hope that

one falsehood at least might afford him

some ray of light, however feeble, to dis

pel the horrors of this terrible darkness.

"And after she'd got the letter," he said,

" what—what about the rest ?"

his eyes rekindling in his eagerness to tell

the story: "somebody dropped a bit of

paper into the rendevoos winder, with

writin' 'pon it to say when and where

they'd find the Lottery to. Who 'twas

did it none knaws for sartain, but the

talk's got abroad 'twas a sergeant there,

'cos he'd a bin braggin' aforehand that

he'd got a watch-sale and that o' her'n'."

' " Her'n ?" echoed Adam.

" lss, o' Eve's. And he's allays a

showin' of it off, he is; and when they

axes un questions he doan't answer, but

he dangles the sale afront of 'em and

says, 'What d'ee think ?' he says; and

now he makes his brag that he shall hab

the maid yet, while her man's a-dancin'

gallus-high a top o' Tyburn tree."

The blood rushed up into Adam's face,

so that each vein stood a separate cord

of swollen, bursting rage.

"They wasn't a-manin' you, ye knaw,"

said Jonathan: " 'twar Jerrem. Her's

played un false, I reckon. Awh!" and

he gave a fiendish chuckle, "but us‘ll pay

her out for't, woan't us, eh ? Awnly you

give to me the ticklin' o' her ozel-pipe ;"

and he made a movement of his bony

fingers that conveyed such a hideous em

bodiment of his meaning that Adam, over

come by horror, threw up his arms with

a terrible cry to heaven, and falling prone

he let the bitterness of death pass over

the love that had so late lain warm at his

heart; while Jonathan crouched down,

, trembling and awestricken by the sight

of emotion which, though he could not

' comprehend nor account for, stirred in

him the sympathetic uneasiness of a

dumb animal. Afraid to move or speak,

he remained watching Adam's bent fig

ure until his shallow brain, incapable of

any sustained concentration of thought,

wandered off to other interests, from

, which he was recalled by a noise, and

fore him clothed in the raiment of certain I

deceit, he made a desperate clutch at the '

looking up he saw that Adam had raised

himself and was wiping his face with his

handkerchief. Did he feel so hot, then ?

No, it must be that he felt cold, for he

shivered and his teeth seemed to chatter

as he told Jonathan to stoop down by the

side there and hand him up a jar and a

- glass that he would find; and this got,

" \Vhy 'twas this way," cried Jonathan, , Adam poured out some of its contents,

and after tossing it off told Jonathan to

take the jar and help himself, for, as

nothing could be done until daylight,

they might as well lie down and try and

get some sleep. Jonathan's relish for

spirit once excited, he made himself tol

erably free of the permission, and before

long had helped himself to such purpose

that, stretched in a heavy sleep, unless

some one roused him he was not likely

to awake for some hours to come.

Then Adam got up and with cautious

movements stole down the ladder, undid

the small hatch-door which opened out

on the mill-stream, fastened it after him,

and leaping across stood for a few mo

ments asking himself what he had come

out to do. He didn't know, for as yet,

in the tumult of jealousy and revenge,

there was no outlet, no gap, by which he

might drain off any portion of that pas

sionate fire which was rapidly destroying

and consuming all his softer feelings. The

story which Jonathan had brought of the

betrayal to the sergeant, the fellow's boast

ings and his possession of the seal Adam

treated as an idle tale, its possibility van

quished by his conviction that Eve could

have had no share in it. It was the letter

from Jerrem which was the damnatory

proof in Adam's eyes—the proof by which
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he judged and condemned her; for had

not he himself seen and wondered at

Jerrem's anxiety to go to Guernsey, his

elation at finding a letter waiting him,

his display of wishing to be seen secretly

reading it, and now his ultimate betrayal

of them by sending an answer to it?

As for Jerrem—oh he would deal with

him as with a dog, and quickly send him

to that fate he so richly deserved. It was

not against Jerrem that the depths of his

bitterness welled over: as the strength

of his love, so ran his hate; and this all

turned to one direction, and that direc

tion pointed toward Eve.

He must see her, stand face to face

with her, smite her with reproaches, heap

upon her curses, show her how he could

trample on her love and fling her back

her perjured vows. And then? This

done, what was there left? From Jer

rem he could free himself. A word, a

blow, and all would be over: but how

with her? True, he could kill the vis

ible Eve with his own hands, but the

Eve who lived in his love, would she

not live there still? Ay; and though

he flung that body which could court the

gaze of other eyes than his full fathoms

deep, the fair image which dwelt before

him would remain present to his vision.

So that, do what he would, Eve would

live, ‘must live. Live! Crushing down

on that thought came the terrible conse

quences which might come of Jonathan's

tale being told—a tale so colored with all

their bitterest prejudices that it was cer

tain to be greedily listened to; and in the

storm of angry passion it would rouse

everything else would be swallowed up

by resentment against Eve's baseness;

and the fire once kindled, what would

come of it?

The picture which Adam's heated im

agination conjured up turned him hot and

cold; an agony of fear crept over him; ,

his heart sickened and grew faint within

him, and tlie hands which but a few min

utes before had longed to be steeped in

her blood now trembled and shook with

nervous dread lest a finger of harm should

be laid upon her.

These and a hundred visions more or

less wild coursed through Adam's brain

as his feet took their swift way toward

Polperro—not keeping along the open

road, but taking a path which, only

known to the inhabitants, would bring

him down almost in front of his own

house.

The night was dark, the sky lowering

and cloudy. Not a sound was to be

heard, not a soul had he seen, and al

ready Adam was discussing with himself

how best, without making an alarm, he

should awaken Joan and obtain admit

tance. Usually bars and bolts were un

known, doors were left unfastened, win

dows often open; but now all would be

securely shut, and he would have to rely

on the possibility of his signal being heard

by some one who might chance to be on

the watch.

Suddenly a noise fell upon his ear.

Surely he heard the sound of footsteps

and the hum of voices. It could never

be that the surprise they deemed a pos

sibility had turned out a certainty. Adam

crouched down, and under the shadow

of the wall glided silently along until he

came opposite the corner where the house

stood. lt was as he feared. There was

no further doubt. The shutters were

flung back, the door was half open, and

round it, easing their tired limbs as best

they might, stood crowded together a

dozen men, the portion of a party who

had evidently spread themselves about

the place.

Fortunately for Adam, the steps which

led up to the wooden orrel or balcony

at that time a common adornment to the

Polperro houses—afforded him a tolera

bly safe retreat, and, screened here, he

remained a silent watcher, hearing only

a confused murmur and seeing nothing

' save an occasional movement as one and

the other changed posts and passed in

and out of the opposite door. At length

a general parley seemed to take place:

the men fell into rank and at a slow pace

moved off down the street in the direction

of the quay. Adam looked cautiously

out. The door was now closed. Dare

he open it? Might he not find that a

sentinel had been left behind? How

about the other door? The chances

against it were as bad. The only pos
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sible way of ingress was by a shutter in

the wall which overlooked the brook and

communicated with the hiding-place in

which his father lay secreted. This shut

ter had been little used since the days of

press-gangs. It was painted in so exact

an imitation of the slated house-wall as

to defy detection, and to mark the spot

to the initiated eye a root of house-leek ,

projected out below and served to further '

screen the opening from view. The con

trivance of this shutter-entrance was well

known to Adam, and the mode of reach

ing it familiar to him : therefore if he could I

1 he ?" and in the effort he made to subduebut elude observation he was certain of

success.

The plan once decided on, he began

putting it into execution, and although it

seemed half a lifetime to him, but very

few minutes had elapsed before he had

crossed the road, ran waist-high into the

brook, scaled the wall and scrambled

down almost on top of old Zebedee, who,

stupefied by continual drink, sleep and

this constant confinement, took the sur

prise in a wonderfully calm manner.

"Hist, father! 'tis only me—Adam."

"A' right! a' right!" stammered Zeb

edee, too dazed to take in the whole mat

ter at once. "What is it, lad, eh? They

darned galoots ha'n't a tracked 'ee, have

'em? By the hooky! but they'm givin'

't us hot and strong this time, Adam:

they was trampin' ‘bout inside here a

minit agone, tryin' to keep our sperrits

up by a-rattlin' the bilboes in our ears.

Why, however did 'ee dodge 'em, eh?

What's the manin' o' it all ?"

"I thought they was gone," said Ad

am, "so I came down to see how you

were all getting on here."

"Iss, iss, sure. Wa-al, all right, I

s‘pose, but I ha'n't a bin let outside

much: Joan wonit have it, ye knaw.

Poor Joan!" he sighed, "her's terrible

moody-hearted 'bout 't all; and so's Eve

too. I never see'd maids take on as

they'm doin'; but there! Ireckon 'twill

soon be put a end to now."

" How so?" said Adam.

"Wa-al, you mustn't knaw, down be

low, more than you'm tawld," said the

old man with a significant wink and a

jerk of his head, "but Jerrem he let me

into it this ebenin' when he rinned up to

see me for a bit. Seems one o' they

sodger-chaps is carr'in' on with Eve, and

Jerrem's settin' her on to rig un up so

that her'll get un not to see what 'tain't

maned for un to look at."

"Well?" said Adam.

"Iss," said Zebedee, "but will it be

well? That's what I keeps axin' of un.

He's cock sure, sartain, that they can

manage it all. He's sick, he says, o' all

this skulkin', and he's blamed if he'll go

' on standin' it, neither."

" Oh !" hissed Adam, "he's sick of it, is

his voice the veins in his face rose up to

be purple cords. "He'd nothing to do

with bringing it on us all? it's no fault

of his that the place is turned into a hell

and we hunted down like a pack o' dogs ?"

HAwh, well, I dawn't knaw nuffin 'bout

that," said old Zebedee, huffily. "How

so be if 'tis so, when he's got clane off

'twill be all right agen."

"All right?" thundered Adam—"how

all right? Right that he should get off

and we be left here ?—that he shouldn't

swing, but we must stay to suffer?"

"Awh, come, come, come!" said the

old man with the testy impatience of one

ready to argue, but incapable of reason

ing. "'Tain't no talk o' swingin', now:

that was a bit o' brag on the boy's part:

he's so eager to save his neck as you or

me either. Awnly Jonathan's bin here

and tawld up summat that makes un want

to be off to wance, for he says, what us

all knaws, without he's minded to it you

can't slip a knot round Jonathan's clap

per; and 'tain't that Jerrem's afeared o'

his tongue, awnly for the keepin' up 0'

pace and quietness he fancies 'twould be

better for un to make hisself scarce for a

bit."

Adam's whole body quivered as a

spasm of rage ran through him ; and

Zebedee, noting the trembling movement

of his hands, conveyed his impression of

the cause by bestowing a glance, accom

panied with a pantomimic bend of his

elbow, in the direction of a certain stone

bottle which stood in the corner.

" Did Jonathan tell you what word 'twas

he'd brought ?" Adam managed to say.
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' the Three Pilchards," he said.

"Noa: I never cast eyes on un. He

warn't here ‘bove a foo minits 'fore he

slipped away, none of 'em knaws where

or how. He was warned not to go

anighst you," he added after a moment's

pause; "so I reckon you knaws no more

of un than us does."

"And Eve and Joan? were they let

into the secret?" asked Adam; and the

sound of his harsh voice grated even on

Zebedee's dulled ears.

" Iss, I reckon," he said, half turning,

" 'cos Eve's got to do the trick: her's to

bamfoozle the sodger.—Odds rot it, lad !"

he cried, startled at the expression which

leaped into Adam's haggard face, "what's

come to 'ee that you must turn round 'pon

us like that? Is it the maid you's got a

spite agen? Lors! but 'tis a poor stom

ach you's got to'rds her if you'm anger

ed by such a bit o' philanderin' as I've

tawld 'ee of. What d'ee mane, then?"

he added, his temper rising at such un

warrantable inconsistency. " I've knawed

as honest women as ever her is that's a

done that, and more too, for to get their

men safe off and out 0' way—iss, and

wasn't thought none the wus of, neither.

You'm growed mighty fancikul all to

wance 'bout what us is to do and what

us dussn't think o'. I'm sick o' such talk.

'Taint nawthin' else fra' mornin' to night

but Adam this and Adam that. I'm

darned if 'tis to be wondered at if the

maid plays 'ee false : by gosh ! I'd do the

trick, if I was she, 'fore I'd put up with

such fantads from you or either man

like 'ee. So there!"

Adam did not answer, and old Zebe

dee, interpreting the silence into an ad

mission of the force of his arguments,

forbore to press the advantage and gen

erously started a fresh topic.

tawld 'ee, I reckon, 'bout the bill they's

a posted up, right afore the winder, by

"Iss,"

he added, not waiting for an answer,

"the king's pardon and wan hunderd

pound to he who'll discover to 'em the

man who 'twas fired the fatal shot. Wan .

hunderd pound!" he sneered. "That's

a fat lot, surely; and as for t' king's par

don, why 'twudn't lave un braithin'-time

" They's a,

'twudn't. No fear!

yet that either wan in Polperro 'ud stink

their fingers wi' blid-money. Lord save

un! sich a man 'ud fetch up the divil his

self to see un pitched head foremost down

to bottom o' say, which 'ud be the end

I'd vote for un, and see it was carr'd out

too—iss, tho' his bones bore my own flesh

and blid 'pon 'em, I wud ;" and in his

anger the old man's rugged face grew

distorted with emotion.

But Adam neither spoke nor made

comment on his words. His eyes were

fixed on mid-air, his nostrils worked, his

mouth quivered. Within him a legion

of devils seemed to have broken loose,

and, sensible of the mastery they were

gaining over him, he leaped up and with

the wild despair of one who catches at

a straw to save him from destruction, it

came upon him to rush down and look

once more into' the face of her whom he

had found so fair and proved so false.

"What is it you'm goin' to do, then?"

said Zebedee, seeing that Adam had

stooped down and was raising the pan

el by which exit was effected.

"Goin' to see if the coast's clear," said

Adam.

"Better bide where you be," urged

Zebedee. "Joan or they's sure to rin

up so soon as 'tis all safe."

But Adam paid no heed: muttering

something about knowing what he was

about, he slipped up the partition and

crept under, cautiously ascertained that

the outer room was empty, and then,

crossing the passage, stole down the

stairs.

The door which led into the room was

shut, but through a convenient chink

Adam could take a survey of those with

in. Already his better self had begun to

struggle in his ear, already the whisper

which desire was prompting asked what

if Eve stood there alone and— But no,

his glance had taken in the whole: quick

as the lightning's flash the details of that

scene were given to Adam's gaze—Eve,

bent forward, standing beside the door,

over whose hatch a stranger's face was

thrust, while Joan, close to the spot where

Jerrem still lay hid, clasped her two hands

to spend it in—not if he war left here, 1' as if to stay the breath which longed to

Us ain't so bad off r
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cry, " He's free!" . . . The blow dealt,

the firebrand flung, each evil passion

quickened into life, filled with jealousy

and mad revenge, Adam turned swiftly

round and backward sped his way.

" They'm marched off, ain't 'em ?" said

old Zebedee as, Adam having given the

signal, he drew the panel of the door

aside. "I've a bin listenin' to their tramp

in' past.—Why, what's the time, lad, eh?

—must be close on break o' day, ain't

it ?"

"Just about," said Adam, pushing back

the shutter so that he might look out and

see that no one stood near enough to

overlook his descent.

"Why, you bain't goin"agen, be 'ee ?"

said Zebedee in amazement. " \Vhy, what

for be 'ee hikin' off like this, then—eh,

lad ?—Lord save us, he's gone!" he ex

claimed as Adam, swinging himself by a

dexterous twist on to the first ledge, let the

shutter close behind him. "Wa-al, I'm

blamed if this ain't a rum start! Sum

mat gone wrong with un now. I'll wager

he's a bin tiched up in the hunt some

hows, for a guinea; and if so be, 'tis with

wan o' they. They'm all sixes and seb

ens down below; so I'll lave 'em bide a

bit, and hab a tot o' liquor and lie down

for a spell. Lord send 'em to knaw the

vally o' pace and quietnessl But 'tis

wan and all the same—

Friends and faws,

To battle they gaws ;

And what they all fights about

Nawbody knaws."

It was broad daylight when Joan, hav

ing once before failed to make her uncle

hear, gave such-a vigorous rap that, start

ing up, the old man cried, "Ay, ay, mate!"

and with all speed unfastened the door.

Joan crept in and some conversation

ensued, in the midst of which, as the

recollection of the events just past occur

red to his mind, Zebedee asked, "What

was up with Adam?"

"With Adam?" echoed Joan.

"Iss: what made un start off like he i

did F"

Joan looked for a minute, then she lift

ed the stone bottle and shook its contents.

"Why, whatever be 'ee tellin' up ?" she

said.

"Tellin' up? Why, you seed un down

below, didn't 'ee? Iss you did now."

Completely puzzled what to think, Joan

shook her head.

"Lor' ha' massy! don't never tell me

he didn't shaw hisself. Why, the sodgers

was barely out o' doors 'fore he comes

tumblin' in to shutter there, and after a

bit he says, 'I'll just step down below,‘

he says, and out he goes; and in a quar

ter less no time back he comes tappin'

agen, and when I drawed open for un by

he pushes, and 'fore I could say ' Knife'

he was out and clane off."

" You haven't a bin dreamin' of it, have

'ee ?" said Joan, her face growing pale

with apprehension.

"Naw, 'tis gospel truth, every ward.

I've a had a toothful of liquor since, and

a bit o' caulk, but not a drap more."

"Jerrem's comin' up into t'other room,"

said Joan, not wishing to betray all the

alarm she felt: "will 'ee go into un there

the whiles I rins down and says a word

to Eve ?"

"Iss," said the old man, "and I'll

freshen mysen up a bit with a dash o'

cold watter: happen I may bring some

more o' it to my mind then."

But, his ablutions over and the whole

family assembled, Zebedee could throw

no more light on the subject, the recital

of which caused so much anxiety that

Joan, yielding to Eve's entreaties, de

cided to set off with all speed for Crum

plehorne.

"Mother, Adam's all right? ain't he

here still, and safe?" cried Joan, bursting

into the kitchen where Mrs. Tucker, only

just risen, was occupied with her house

duties.

"Iss, plaise the Lord, and, so far as I

.knaws of, he is," replied Mrs. Tucker,

greatly startled by Joan's unexpected

appearance. "Why, what do 'ee mane,

child, eh? But there !" she added start- '

ing up, "us‘ll make sure to wance and

knaw whether 'tis lies or truth we'm tell

in'.—Here, Sammy, off ever so quick as

legs can carry 'ee, and climber up and

fetch Adam back with 'ee."

Sammy started off, and Joan proceed

ed to communicate the cause of her un

, easiness.
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"Awh, my dear, is that all?" exclaim

ed Mrs. Tucker, at once pronouncing

sentence on poor old Zebedee's known

failing: "then my mind's made easy

agen. There's too much elbow-crookin'

'bout that story for me to set any hold

by it."

"Do 'ee think so ?" said Joan, ready

to catch at any straw of hope.

"Why, iss; and for this reason too.

I__..

But at this moment Sammy appeared,

and, without waiting for him to speak, the

,two women uttered a cry as they saw in

his face a confirmation of their fears.

"Iss, 'tis every ward true: he's a gone

shure 'nuf," exclaimed Sammy; "but by

his own accord, I reckon, 'cos there ain't

no signs 0' nothin' bein' open 'ceptin 'tis

the hatch over by t' mill-wheel."

"Awh, mother," cried Joan, "what

ever can be the manin' of it? My poor

heart's a sinkin' down lower than iver.

Oh Lord! if they should ha' cotched'un,

anyways !"

"Now, doan't 'ee take on like that,

Joan," said Mrs. Tucker. "'Tis like

temptin' o' Providence to do such like.

I'll be bound for't he's safe home alongst

afore now: he ain't like wan to act wild

and go steppin' into danger wi' both his

eyes wide open."

The possibility suggested, and Joan was

off again, back on her way to Polperro,

too impatient to wait while her mother put

on her bonnet to accompany her.

At the door stood Eve, breathless ex

pectation betraying itself in her every look

and gesture. Joan shook her head, while

Eve's finger, quick laid upon her lip,

warned her to be cautious.

"They're back," she muttered as Joan

came up close: "they've just marched

past and gone down to the quay."

" What for?" cried Joan.

"I don't know. Run and see, Joan:

everybody's flocking that way."

Joan ran down the street, and took her

place among a mob of people watching

with eager interest the movements of a

soldier who, with much unnecessary pa

rade and delay, was taking down the bill

of reward posted outside the Three Pilch

ards. A visible anticipation of the effect

about to be produced stirred the small

red-coated company, and they wheeled

round so as to take note of any sudden

emotion produced by the surprise they felt

sure awaited the assembly.

"Whatever is it, eh?" asked Joan, try

ing to catch a better sight of what was

going on.

"They'm stickin' up a noo reward, 't

seems," said an old man close by. " 'Tain't

no—"

But the swaying back of the crowd car

ried Joan with it. A surge forward, and

then on her ear fell a shrill cry, and as

the name of Jerrem Christmas started

from each mouth a hundred eyes seemed

turned upon her. For a moment the girl

stood dazed, staring around like some

wild animal at bay: then, flinging out

her arms, she forced those near her aside,

and rushing forward to the front made a

desperate clutch at the soldier. "Speak !

tell me! what's writ there ?" she cried.

"Writ there ?" said the man, startled

by the scared face that was turned up to

him. "VVhy, the warrant to seize for

murder Jerrem Christmas, living or dead,

on the king's evidence of Adam Pascal."

And the air was rent by a cry of un

utterable woe, caught up by each voice

around, and coming back in echoes from

far and near long after Joan lay a sense

less heap on the stones upon which she

had fallen.

The Aut/zor of "Dorot/zy Fox."

[ro as corrrnwr;n.]
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SEVEN WEEKS A MISSIONARY.

HE sights of Honolulu had not lost

their novelty—the tropical foliage

of palm, banana, bread-fruit, monkey

pod and algaroba trees; the dark-skin

ned, brightly-clad natives with flowers

on their heads, who walked with bare

feet and stately tread along the shady

sidewalks or tore through the streets on

horseback; the fine stone or wooden res

idences with wide cool verandas, or hum

bler native huts surrounded by walls of

coral-rock instead of fences; the deep

indigo-blue ocean on one hand and the V

' neck she wore a bright red silk handkerrich green mountains on the other, drip

ping with moisture and alternately dark

and bright with the gloom of clouds and

the glory of rainbows, still wore for me

their original freshness and interest—when

I received an urgent request to come to

Waialua, a little village on the other side

of the island. My host, to whom the note

was addressed, explained to me that there

was a mission-school at that place, a sem

inary for native girls. It was conducted

by Miss G—, the daughter of one of

the missionaries who first came to the

Hawaiian Islands fifty years before. She

had been sent to this country to be edu

cated, like most of the children of the

early missionaries, and had returned to

devote herself to the mental, moral and

physical welfare of the native girls—a

task which she was now accomplishing

with all the fervor, devotion and self

sacrifice of a Mary Lyon.

At this juncture she had forty-five girls,

from six to eighteen, under her care, and

but one assistant. The English teacher

who had assisted her for several years

had lately married, and the place was

still vacant. She wrote to my host, say

ing that she had heard there was a teach- 1

er from California at his house, and beg- '

ging me, through him, to come and help

her a few weeks.

ness to go, and in a few days Miss G—,

accompanied by a native girl, came on

horseback to meet me and conduct me

to Waialua.

I signified my willing- .

A gentleman of Honolulu, ,

his sister and a native woman called Ma

ria, who were going to Waialua and be

yond, joined us, so that our party con

sisted of six. We were variously mount

ed, on horses of different appearance and

disposition, and carried our luggage and

lunch in saddle-bags strapped on behind.

Maria's outfit especially interested me.

It was the usual costume for native wo

men, and consisted of a long flowing

black garment called a /zoloku, gathered

into a yoke at the shoulders and falling

unconfined to her bare feet. Around her

chief, and on her head a straw hat orna

mented with a lei, or wreath of fresh, frag

rant flowers, orange or jasmine. Men,

women and children wear these wreaths,

either on their heads or around their

necks. Sometimes they consist of the

bright yellow ilimu-flowers or brilliant

scarlet pomegranate-blossoms strung on

a fibre of the banana-stalk—sometimes

they are woven of ferns or of a fragrant

wild vine called maile. Maria was seat

ed astride on a wiry little black horse,

and instead of slipping her bare feet into

the stirrups she clasped the irons with

her toes. Besides her long, flowing black

dress she wore a width of bright red-flow

ered damask tied around herwaist, caught

into the stirrup on either side and flowing

a yard or two behind.

Waialua, our destination, was about a

third of the way around the island, but

the road, instead of following the sea

coast all the way, took a short cut across

an inland plateau, so that the distance

was but twenty-seven miles. VVe start

ed about one o'clock in the afternoon,

the hour when the streets are least fre

quented, and rode past the shops and

stores shaded with awnings, past the ba

zaars where sea-shells and white and

pink coral are offered for sale, through

the fish-market where shellfish and hid

eons-looking squid and bright fish, col

ored like rainbows or the gayest tropical

parrots, lay on little tables or floated in
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tanks of sea-water. Men with bundles

of green grass or hay for sale made way

for us as we passed, and the fat, short

legged dogs scattered right and left.

Although it was December, the air was

warm and balmy, tree and fruit and

flower were in the glory of endless sum

mer, and the ladies seated on verandas

or swinging in hammocks wore white

dresses. For one who dreads harsh,

cold winters the climate of Honolulu is

perfection. At the end of King street we

crossed a long bridge over the river, which

at that point widens out into a marsh bor

dered by reeds and rushes. Here we

saw a number of native canoes resting

on poles above the water. They were

about twenty feet long and quite narrow,

being hollowed out of tree-trunks. An

outrigger attached to one side serves to

balance them in the water. A fine smooth

road built on an embankment of stone

and earth leads across this marsh to a

strip of higher land near the sea where

the prison buildings stand. They are of

gray stone, with miniature towers, sur

rounded by a wall capped with stone,

the whole surmounted by a tower from

which waves the Hawaiian flag. In front

is a smooth lawn where grow century

plants and ornamental shrubs, including

the India-rubber tree. It is much finer

than the so-called palace of the king, a

many-roomed, one-story wooden cottage

in the centre of the city, surrounded by

a large grassy yard enclosed by a high

wall.

The land beyond the marshes is plant

ed in laro and irrigated by a network of

streams. Taro is the principal article of

food used by the natives: the root, which

looks somewhat like a gray sweet pota

to, is made into a paste called poi, and

the tops are eaten as greens. The plant

grows about two feet high, and has an ar

row-shaped leaf larger than one's hand.

Like rice, it grows in shallow pools of

water, and a patch of it looks like an in

undated garden. As we passed along

we saw half-clad natives standing knee

deep in mud and water pulling the full

grown plants or putting in young ones.

Reaching higher ground, we cantered

along a hard, smooth road bordered with
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short green grass. On either side were

dwellings of wood surrounded by broad

leafed banana trees, with here and there

a little shop for the sale of fruit. This is

a suburb of Honolulu and is called Ku

palama. We met a number of natives

on horseback going into town, the men

dressed in shirts and trousers of blue or

white cotton cloth, the women wearing

the long loose gowns I have described.

At last we reached the open country,

and started fairly on our long ride. On

our left was the ocean with "league-long

rollers thundering on the reef:" on our

right, a few miles away, was a line of

mountains, divided into numerous spurs

and peaks by deep valleys richly clothed

in tropical verdure. The country about

us was uncultivated and generally open,

but here and there were straggling lines

of low stone walls overgrown with a wild

vine resembling our morning-glory, the

masses of green leaves starred with large

pink flowers. The algaroba, a graceful

tree resembling the elm, grew along the

roadside, generally about fifteen feet high.

In Honolulu, where they are watered and

cared for, these trees attain a height of thir

ty or forty feet, sending forth long swaying

branches in every direction and forming

beautiful shade trees. Now and then we

crossed water-courses, where the banks

were carpeted with short green grass and

bordered with acacia-bushes covered with

feathery leaves and a profusion of yellow

ball-shaped flowers that perfumed the air

with their fragrance. The view up and

down these winding flower - bordered

streams was lovely. We rode for miles

over this monotonous country, gradual

ly rising to higher ground. Suddenly, al

most at our very feet, a little bowl-shaped

valley about half a mile in circumfer

ence opened to view. The upper rim all

around was covered with smooth green

grass, and the sides were hidden by the

foliage of dark-green mango trees, light

green kukui, bread - fruit and banana.

Coffee had formerly been cultivated here,

and a few bushes still grew wild, bearing

fragrant white flowers or bright red ber

ries. Through the bottom of the valley

ran a little stream, and on its banks were

three or four grass huts beneath tufts of
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tall cocoanut palms. Several scantily

clad children rolled about on the ground,

and in the shade of a tamarind tree an

old gray-headed man was pounding taro

root. The gray mass lay before him on

a flat stone, and he pounded it with a

stone pestle, then dipped his hands into

a calabash of water and kneaded it. A

woman was bathing in the stream, and

another stood at the door of one of the

huts holding her child on her hip.

Vi"e passed through three other deep

valleys like this, and in every case they

opened suddenly to view—hidden nests

of tropical foliage and color. The na

tives were seated in circles under the trees

eating poi, or wading in the stream look

ing for fish, or lounging on the grass near

their huts as though life were one long

holiday.

Now we entered a vast sunburnt plain

overgrown with huge thorny cactus twelve

or fifteen feet high. Without shade or

water or verdure it stretched before us to

distant table-lands, upholding mountains

whose peaks were veiled in cloud. The

solitude of the plain was rendered more

impressive by the absence of wild crea

tures of any kind: there were no birds

nor insects nor ground - squirrels nor

snakes. The cactus generally grew in

clumps, but sometimes it formed a green

prickly wall on either side of the road,

between which we had to pass as between

the bayonets of sentinels. Wherever the

road widened out we clattered along, six

abreast, at full speed. Maria, the native

woman, presented a picturesque appear

ance with her black dress and long flow

ing strcamers of bright red. She was an

elderly woman—perhaps fifty years old—

but as active as a young girl, and a good

rider. She had an unfailing fund of good

humor, and talked and laughed a great

deal. My other companions, with the

exception of the native girl, were chil

dren of early missionaries, and enliven

ed the journey by many interesting in

cidents of island life. At last we crossed

the cactus desert, ascended an eminence,

and then sank into a valley grand and

deep, shut in by walls carved in fantastic

shape by the action of water. Our road

was a narrow pathway, paved with stone,

that wound down the face of the cliff.

The natives call this place Ki-pa-pa,

which signifies "paved way."

As we were making the descent on one

side we saw a party of natives on horse

back winding down on the opposite. First

rode three men, single file, with children

perched in front of them, then three or

four women in black or gay-colored holo

kus, then a boy who led two pack-mules

laden with large baskets. All wore

wreaths of ferns or flowers. Vt/hen we

met they greeted us with a hearty "Alo

, /za!" ("Love to you!"), and in reply to

a question in Hawaiian said that they

were going to Honolulu with fresh fish,

bananas and oranges.

VVe climbed the rocky pathway rising

out of the valley, and found ourselves

on the high table-land toward which we

had shaped our course. It was smooth

as a floor and covered with short rich

grass. Instead of a broad road there

were about twenty parallel paths stretch

ing on before us as far as we could see,

furrowed by the feet of horses and pack

mules. Miles away on either side was a

line of lofty mountains whose serrated

outlines were sharply defined against the

evening sky. Darkness overtook us on

this plateau, and the rest of the journey

is a confused memory of steep ravines

down whose sides we cautiously made

our way, torrents of foaming water which

we forded, expanses of dark plain, and

at last the murmur of the ocean on the

reef. After reaching sea-level again we

passed between acres and acres of taro

patches where the water mirrored thelarge

bright stars and the arrow-shaped leaves

cast sharp-pointed shadows. We rode

through the quiet little village of Vt/aia

lua, sleeping beneath the shade of giant

pride-of-India and kukui trees, without

meeting any one, and forded the \Vaialua

River just where it flows over silver sands

into the sea. As we paused to let our

horses drink I looked-up at the cluster

of cocoanut palms that grew upon the

bank, and noticed how distinctly each

feathery frond was pencilled against the

sky, then down upon the placid river and

out upon the gently murmuring sea, and

thought that I had never gazed upon a
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more peaceful scene. Little did I think F

that it would soon be associated with dan

ger and dismay. Beyond the river were

two or three native huts thatched with

grass, and a little white cottage, the sum

mer home of Princess Lydia, the king's

sister. Passing these, we rode over a

smooth green lawn glittering with large

bright dewdrops, and dismounted in front

of the seminary-gate. The large white

washed brick house, two stories and a half

high, with wide verandas around three

sides, looks toward the sea. In front of

it is a garden filled with flowers and vines

and shrubbery, the pride and care of the

school-girls. There are oleander trees

with rose-colored blossoms, pomegranate

trees whose flowers glow amid the dark

green foliage like coals of fire, and orange

and lime trees covered with fragrant white

flowers, which the girls string and wear

around their necks. Besides roses, helio

trope, geraniums, sweet-pea, nasturtium

and other familiar flowers, there are fra

grant Japanese lilies, and also plants and

shrubs from the Micronesian Islands.

On one side is a grove of tamarind and

kukui-nut trees, mingled with tall cocoa

nut palms, which stretches to the deep,

still river, a few rods away: on the other l

is the school-house, a two-story frame.

painted white, shaded by tall pride-of- '

India trees and backéd by a field of corn. ,

My room opened on a veranda shaded

with kukui trees, and as the " coo-coo-ee

coo-coo-ee " of the doves in the branches >

came to my ears I thought that the trees

had received their name from the notes

of the doves, but afterward learnt that

,{'u,{-uz' in the Hawaiian language meant

"light," and that the nuts, being full of ,

oil, were strung on bamboo poles by the 1

natives and used as torches.

The morning after my arrival I saw the

girls at breakfast, and found them of all

shades of complexion from deep choco

late-brown to white. Their glossy black

hair, redolent of cocoanut oil, was orna- I

mented with fresh flowers, and their bright 1

black eyes danced with fun or languished

with sullen scorn. The younger ones

were bright and happy in their expres

sion, but the older ones seemed already

to realize the curse that rests upon their ,

decaying race, and to move with melan

choly languor, as if brooding over it in

stifled rebellion or resigned apathy. Some

would be called beautiful anywhere: they

were graceful in form, had fine regular

features and lovely, expressive eyes; oth

ers were attractive only on account of

their animation ; while one comical little

negro girl, who had somehow got mixed

with the Malay race, was as ugly as a

I-lottentot, and a veritable imp of dark

ness, as I afterward learned, so far as

mischief was concerned. The girls were

dressed in calico, and wore no shoes or

stockings. When they had eaten their

beef and poi, and we had finished our

breakfast, each girl got her Hawaiian

Testament and read a verse: then Miss

G , the principal, offered prayer in

the same language. When this was over

the routine work of the day began. Some

of the older girls remained in the dining

room to put away the food, wash the

dishes and sweep the floor; one went to

the kitchen to wash the pots and pans;

and the younger ones dispersed to va

' rious tasks—to sweep and dust the par

lor, the sitting-room or the school-room,

to gather up the litter of leaves and

branches from the yard and garden

paths, or to put the teachers' rooms in

order. The second floor and attic, both

filled with single beds covered with mos

quito-netting, were the girls' dormitories.

Each girl was expected to make her own

bed and hang up her clothes or put them

away in her trunk. A luna, or overseer,

in each dormitory superintended this

work, and reported any negligence on

the part of a girl to one of the teachers.

Miss ,G— was the life and soul of

the institution—principal and housekeep

er and accountant, all in one. She had

a faithful and devoted assistant in Miss

P , a young woman of twenty-two,

the daughter of a missionary then living

in Honolulu. My duties were to teach

classes in English in the forenoon and to -

oversee the sewing and some departments

of housekeeping in the afternoon. Miss

P had the smaller children, Miss

G taught the larger ones in Ha

waiian and gave music-lessons.

The routine of the school-roorri from
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nine to twelve in the forenoon and from

one till four in the afternoon was that of

any ordinary school, except that the girls

who prepared the meals were excused

earlier than the others. One day in the

week was devoted to washing and iron

ing down on the river-bank and in the

shade of the tamarind trees.

The girls had to be taught many things

besides the lessons in their books. At

home they slept on mats on the floor, ate

poi out of calabashes with their fingers

and wore only the holoku. Here they

were required to eat at table with knife

and fork and spoon, to sleep in beds and

to adopt the manners and customs of

civilization. Now and then, as a special

privilege, they asked to be allowed to eat

"native fashion," and great was their re

joicing and merrymaking as they sat,

crowned with flowers, on the veranda

floor and ate poi and raw fish with their

fingers, and talked Hawaiian. They were

required to talk English usually until the

four-o'clock bell sounded in the after

noon. From that until supper-time they

were allowed to talk native, and their

tongues ran fast.

On Wednesday afternoons the girls

went to bathe in the river, and on Satur- 1

day afternoons to bathe in the sea. It 1

usually fell to my lot to accompany them.

The river, back of the house a few rods, '

had steep banks ten or fifteen feet high 1

and a deep, still current. The girls would I

start to run as soon as they left the house,race with each other all the way and leapfrom the bank into the river below. Pres- j

ently their heads would appear above 1

water, and, laughing and blowing and

shaking the drops from their brown faces, |

they would swim across the river. The 1

older girls could dive and swim under l

water for some distance. They had learn- |

ed to swim as soon as they had learned I

to walk. They sometimes brought up

l

fish in their hands, and one girl told me

' that her father could dive and bring up

a fish in each hand and one in his mouth.

The little silver-fish caught in their dress

skirts they ate raw. The girls were al-  

ways glad when the time came to go 1

swimming in the sea, for they were very '

fond of a green moss which grew on the

reef, and the whole crowd would sit on

rocks picking and eating it while the

spray dashed over them.

Waialua means "the meeting of the

waters," or, literally, "two waters," and

the place is named from the perpetual

flow and counterflow of the river and the

ocean tide. The river pours into the sea,

the sea at high tide surges up the river,

beating back its waters, and the foam

and spray of the contending floods are

dashed high into the air, bedewing the

cluster of cocoanut palms that stand on

the bank above watching this perpetual

conflict. In calm weather and at low

tide there is a truce between the waters,

and the river flows calmly into the sea;

but immediately after a storm, when the

river is flooded with rains from the moun

tains and the sea hurls itself upon the

reef with a shock and a roar, then the

antagonism between the meeting waters

is at its height and the clash and uproar

of their fury are great.

Sometimes we .went on picnic excur

sions to places in the neighborhood—to

the beach of Waiamea, a mile or two dis

tant, where thousands of pretty shells lay

strewn upon the sand and branches of

white coral could be had for the picking

up, or to the orange-groves and indigo

thickets on the mountain-sides, where

large sweet oranges' ripened, coming back

wreathed with ferns and the fragrant vine

maile.

But we had plenty of oranges without

going after them. For half a dollar we

could buy a hundred large fine oranges

from the natives, who brought them to

the door, and we usually kept a tin wash

ing-tub full of the delicious fruit on hand.

A rml (twelve and a half cents) would

buy a bunch of bananas so heavy that it

took two of us to lift it to the hook in the

veranda-ceiling, and limes and small

Chinese oranges grew plentifully in the

front yard. Of cocoanuts and tamarinds

we made no account, they were so com

mon. Guavas grew wild on bushes ih

the neighborhood, and made delicious

pies. For vegetables we had taro, sweet

potatoes and something that tasted just

like summer squash, but which grew in

thick, pulpy clusters on a tree. The taro
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was brought to us just as it was pulled,

roots and nodding green tops, and of the

donkey who was laden with it little show

ed but his legs and his ears as his master

led him up to the gate. Another old man

furnished boiled and pounded taro, which

the girls mixed with water and made into

poi. He brought it in large bundles wrap

ped in broad green banana-leaves and

tied with fibres of the stalk. He had

two daughters in the school, and always

inquired about their progress in their

studies. One day, happening to look out

of the front door, I saw him coming up

the garden-walk. He had nothing on

but a shirt and a male (a strip of cloth)

about his loins: the malo was all that the

natives formerly wore. Neither the girls

who were weeding their garden, nor the

other teachers who were at work in the

parlor, seemed to think that there was

anything remarkable in his appearance.

He talked with Miss G— as usual about

the supply of taro for the school, and in

quired how his girls were doing. When

he was going away she said, "Uncle, why

do you not wear your clothes when you

come to see us? I thought you had laid

aside the heathen fashion." He replied

that he had but one suit of clothes, and

that he must save them to wear to church,

adding that he was anxious to give his

daughters an education, and must econo

mize in some way in order to pay for their

schooling.

The fuel needed for cooking wasbrought

down from the mountains by the native

boy who milked the cows for us and took

Calico, Miss G—'s riding horse, to wa

ter and to pasture. One day, when one

of the girls had started a fire in the stove,

a fragrance like incense diffused itself

through the house. Hastening to the

kitchen, I pulled out a half-burned piece

of sandal-wood and put it away in my

collection of shells and island curiosities.

A few days afterward an old native man

named Ka-hu-kai (Sea-shore), who lived

in one of the grass huts near the front

gate, came to sell me a piece of fragrant

wood of another kind. He had learned

that I attached a value to such things,

and expected to get a good price. He

inquired for the wa/zine /mole (foreign wo

man), and presented his bit of wood, say

ing that he would sell it for a dollar. I

declined to purchase. He walked down

through the garden and across the lawn,

but paused at the big gate for several min

utes, then retraced his steps. Holding

out the wood again, he said, "This is my

thought: you may have it for a real."

I gave him a real, and he went away

satisfied.

Every Sunday we crossed the bridge

that spanned Waialua River near the

ford, and made our way to the huge old

fashioned mission-church, which stood

in an open field surrounded by prickly

pears six or eight feet high. The thorny

prickly pears were stiff and ungraceful,

but a delicate wild vine grew all over

them and hung in festoons from the

top. While Pai-ku-li, the native minis

ter, preached a sermon in Hawaiian, I, not

understanding a word, looked at the side

pews where the old folks sat, and tried to

picture the life they had known in their

youth, when the great Kamehameha

reigned. In the pew next to the side

door sat Mr. Sea-shore, straight and sol

emn as a deacon, and his wife, a fat old

woman with a face that looked as if it

had been carved out of knotty mahog

any, but which was irradiated with an

expression of kindness and good-nature.

She wore a long black holoku, and on

her head was perched a little sailor hat

with a blue ribbon round it, which would

have been suitable for a girl six or eight

years old, but which looked decidedly

comical and out of place on Mrs. Sea

shore. She was barefooted, as I present

ly saw. Two or three times during the

sermon a red-eyed, dissipated-looking

dog with a baked taro-root in his mouth

had come to the door, and seemed about

to enter, but Mrs. Sea-shore. without dis

turbing the devotions, had kept him back

by threatening gestures. But when the

minister began to pray and nearly every

head was bowed, the dog came sneaking

in. Mrs. Sea-shore happened to raise her

head, and saw him. Drawing back her

holoku, she extended her bare foot and

planted a vigorous kick in his ribs, ex

claiming at the same time in an explosive

whisper, "Hala palah!" ("Get out!" or
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" Begone!") The dog went forth howl

ing, and did not return.

A few days later Miss G 's shoul

der was sprained by a fall from her horse,

and she sent for Mrs. Sea-shore. The old

woman came and lomz'-lomi-ed the shoul

der—kneaded it with her hands—until the

pain and stiffness were gone, then extract

ed the oil from some kukui-nuts by chew

ing them and applied it to the sprain. All

the time she kept up a chatter in Hawai

ian, talking, asking questions and show

ing her white tccth in hearty, good-hu

mored laughs. In answer to the ques

tions I put to her through Miss G—,

she told us much about her early life, the

superstitions and laboos that forbade men

and women to eat together and imposed

many meaningless and foolish restric

tions, and about her children, who had

died and gone to Po, the great shadowy

land, where, as she once believed, their

spirits had been eaten by the gods. We

formed quite a friendship for each other,

and she came often to see me, but would

not come into the house any farther than

the veranda or front hall, and there, re

fusing our offer of a chair, she would sit

on the floor. I spoke of going to see her

in return, but she said that her house was

not good enough to receive me, and beg

ged me not to come. Just before I left

Waialua she brought a mat she had

woven out of the long leaves of the pan

danus or screw pine, a square of lajbpa,

or native cloth, as large as a sheet, made

from the bark of a tree, and the tappa

pounder she had made it with (a square

mallet with different patterns cut on each

of the four faces), and gave them to me.

I offered her money in return, but she

refused it, saying she had given the things

out of alo/m, or love for me. On my re

turn to Honolulu I got the most gorgeous

red silk Chinese handkerchief that could

be found in Ah Fong and Ah Chuck's

establishment and sent it to her, and Miss

G—— wrote me that she wore it round

her neck at church every Sunday.

One of my duties was to go through the

dormitories the last thing at night, and

see that the doors were fastened and that

the girls had their mosquito-netting prop

their heads under the bedclothes. A

heathen superstition, of which they were

half ashamed, still exercised an influence

over them, and they were afraid that the

spirits of their dead relatives would come

back from Po and haunt them in the

night. They would not confess to this

fear, but many of them, ruled by it, cov

ered their heads with the bedclothes every

night. In my rounds, besides clouds of

bloodthirsty mosquitos, I frequently saw

centipedes crawling along the floor or

wall or up the netting, and sometimes a

large tarantula would dart forth from his

hiding-place in some nook or corner.

The centipedes were often six or seven

inches long. They were especially nu

merous during or immediately after rainy

weather. Little gray and green lizards

(mo-o) glided about the verandas, but

they were harmless. Scorpions are com

mon in the islands, but we were not trou

bled with them. They frequent hot, dry

places like sandbanks, and are often

found in piles of lumber.

\Ve had fine views of the scenery as

we passed to and fro between the main

building and the school-house—the sea,

fringed with cocoanut palms; the fertile

level plain, dotted with trees, on which

the village stood; and the green moun

tains, whose tops were generally dark

with rainclouds or brightened with bits

of rainbows. It seemed to be always

raining in that mysterious mountainous

centre of the islands which human foot

has never crossed, but it was usually

clear and bright at sea-level. After an

unusually hard rain we could see long,

flashing white waterfalls hanging, like

ribbons of silver, down the sides of the

green cliffs. From the attic-windows the

best view of the bay could be obtained,

and it was my delight to lean out of them

like "a blessed damosel" half an hour

at a time, gazing seaward and drinking

in the beauty of the scene. Waialua Bay

was shaped like a half moon, the tips of

which were distant headlands, and the

curve was the yellow, palm-fringed beach.

Into this crescent-shaped reach of water

rolled great waves from the outside ocean,

' following each other in regular stately

erly arranged, and were not sleeping with ' order with a front of milk-white foam
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and a veil of mist flying backward sev

eral yards from the summit. The Ha

waiian name for this place is E-hu-kai

(Sea-mist), and it is appropriately named,

for the floating veils of the billows keep

the surface of the entire bay dim with

mist. Gazing long upon the scene, my

eyes would be dazzled with color—the

intense blue of the sky and the water,

the bright yellow of the sand, the dark

rich green of the trees, and, looking into

the garden below, the flame-scarlet blos

soms of the pomegranates, the rose-pink

flowers of the oleanders and the cream

white clusters of the limes and oranges.

It seemed a land for poetry, for ro

mance, for day-dreaming. and the transi

tion from the attic-window to the prosaic

realities of house- and school-room work

was like a sudden awakening. I was

destined before leaving the place to have

a still more violent awakening to the real

ity that underlies appearances. Nature

in these beautiful islands is fair and love

ly, but deceitful. During long months

of sunny weather the waves gently kiss

the shore, the green slopes smile, the

mountains decorate themselves with

cloud-wreaths and rainbows; but there

comes a dreadful day when the green

and flowery earth yawns in horrid chasms,

when Mauna Loa trembles and belches

forth torrents of blood-red lava, when the

ocean, receding from the shore, returns

in a tidal wave that sweeps to the top of

the palms on the beach and engulfs the

people and their homes.

And the human nature here is some

what similar. The Hawaiians are plea

sing in form and feature, graceful, polite,

fond of music and dancing and wreath

ing themselves with flowers, and possess

withal a deep fund of poetry, which finds

expression in their own names, the names

they have bestowed upon waterfalls and

valleys and green peaks and sea-cliffs,

and in the meles or native songs which

commemorate events of personal interest

or national importance. But they too

have their volcanic outbursts, their sea

sons of fury and destruction. The last

public display of this side of their cha

racter was on the occasion of the election

of the present king. The supporters of

Queen Emma, the defeated candidate,

burst into the court-house, broke the

heads of the electors or threw them bod

ily out of the windows, and raised a riot

in the streets of Honolulu which was

quelled only by the assistance of the

crews of the men-of-war then in the har

bor—the English ship Tenedos and the

United States vessels -Portsmouth and

Tuscarora.

I come now to the rebellion which

broke forth in Waialua school when I

had been there three weeks. A month

or two before one of the school-girls had

died after a brief illness. The old hea

then superstition about praying to Death

had been revived by the lower class of

natives in the place, who were not friend

ly to the school, and had been transmit

ted by them to the older girls. While

yet ignorant of this I had noticed the

scowls and dark looks, the reluctant obe

dience and manifest distrust, of ten or

twelve girls from fifteen to eighteen, the

leaders in the school. The younger girls

were affectionate and obedient: they

brought flowers from their gardens and

wove wreaths for us; they lomi-lomi-ed

our hands and feet when we were sitting

at rest; if they neglected their tasks or

broke any of the taboos of the school,

it was through the carelessness of child

hood. But it seemed impossible to gain

the confidence of the older girls.

One day Miss P , the assistant

teacher, received word that her father

was quite sick, and immediately set out

for Honolulu on horseback. Miss G—

and I carried on the work of the school

as well as we could. A day or two after

MissP—left a tropical storm burst upon

us. It seemed as if the very heavens were

opened. The rain fell in torrents and the

air was filled with the flying branches of

trees. This continued a day and a night.

The next day, Sunday, the rain and wind

ceased, but sullen clouds still hung over

head, and there was an oppressive still

ness and languor in the air. Within,

there was something of the same atmo

sphere: the tropical nature of the girls

seemed to be in sympathy with the stormy

elements. They were silent and sullen

and brooding. The bridge over VVaialua
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had been washed away, and we could

not go to church. The oppressive day

passed and was succeeded by a similar

one. The older girls cast dark looks

upon us as they reluctantly went through

the round of school- and house-work. At

night the explosion occurred. All the

. girls were at the usual study-hour in the

basement dining-room. It was Miss

G 's turn to sit with them: Iwas in

the sitting-room directly above. Sud

denly I heard a loud yell, a sound as of

scuffling and Miss G—'s quick tones

of command. The next moment I was

down stairs. There stood Miss G— in

the middle of the room holding Elizabeth

Aukai, one of the largest and worst girls,

by the wrist. The girl's head was bent

and her teeth were buried in Miss G—'s

hand. The heathen had burst forth, the

volcanic eruption and earthquake had

come. I tried to pull her off, but she

was as strong as an ox. Loosening her

hold directly and hurling us off, she pour

ed forth a flood of abuse in Hawaiian.

She reviled the teachers and all the

cursed foreigners who were praying her

people to death. The Hawaiian lan

guage has no "swear words," but it is

particularly rich in abusive and reviling

epithets, and these were freely heaped

upon us. She ended her tirade by say

ing, "You shall not pray us to death, you

wicked, black-hearted foreigners!" and

her companions answered with a yell.

Then, snatching up a lamp, they ran up

stairs to their sleeping-rooms, screaming

and laughing and singing native songs

that had been forbidden in the school,

and, taking their shawls and Sunday

dresses from their trunks, they arrayed

themselves in all their finery and began

dancing an old heathen dance which is

taboo among the better class of natives

and only practised in secret by the more

degraded class of natives and half-whites.

lt sounded like Bedlam let loose. The

little girls, frightened and crying, and a

half-white girl of seventeen, Miss G 's

adopted daughter, remained with us. We

put the younger children to bed in their

sleeping-room, which was on the first

floor, and held a council together. "One

of us must cross the river and bring Pai

ku-li " (the native minister), said Miss

G-—. "He is Elizabeth Aukai's guar

dian—she is his wife's niece—and he can

control her if anybody 'can, and break

the hold of this superstition on the girls'

minds. Nothing that we can say or do

will do any good while they are in this

frenzy. Which of us shall go ?"

The bridge was washed away; there

was no boat; Miss P—-— had taken the

only horse to go to Honolulu. Whoever

went must ford the river. Like Lord Ul

lin's daughter, who would meet the raging

of the skies, but not an angry father, I

was less afraid to go than to stay, and

volunteered to bring Pai-ku-li.

" Li-li-noe shall go with you," said Miss

G——: "she is a good swimmer, and can

find the best way through the river."

Just then the whole crowd of girls came

screaming and laughing down the stairs,

swept through the sitting-room, mocking

and insulting Miss G—, then went back

up the other flight of stairs, which led to

the teachers' rooms and was taboo to the

school-girls. They were anxious to break

as many rules as possible.

With a lighted lantern hidden between

us Li-li-noe and I stole down through the

flower-garden and across the lawn. We

were anxious to keep the girls in ignorance

of our absence, lest they should attempt

some violence to Miss G while we

were gone. Stealing quietly past the

grass huts of the natives, we approached

the place where the bridge had been, and

brought forth our lantern to shed light

on the water-soaked path. Just ahead

the surf showed through the darkness

white and threatening, and beyond was

the ocean, dim heaving in the dusk. The

clash and roar of the meeting waters fill

ed the air, and we were sprinkled by the

flying spray as we stood debating on the

river's edge. Li-li-noe stepped down into

the water to find, if possible, a place shal

low enough to ford, but at the first step

she disappeared up to her shoulders.

" That will never do," she said, clamber

ing back: "you cannot cross there."

"Can we cross above the bridge?" I

asked. '

" l\'o : the water is ten feet deep there'

it is shallower toward the sea."
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"Then let us try there ;" and into the

water we went, Li-li-noe first. It was not

quite waist-deep, and in calm weather

there would have been no danger, but

now the current of the river and the tide

of the inrushing sea swept back and forth

with the force of a whirlpool.

got to the middle when a great wave,

white with foam, came roaring toward us

from the ocean. Li-li-noe threw herself

forward and began to swim. For a mo

ment there were darkness and the roar

of many waters around me, and my feet

were almost swept from under me. Look

ing upward at the cloudy sky and the tall ,

cocoanut trees on the bank, I thought of

the home and friends I might never see

again. The bitter salt water wet my face,

quenched the light and carried away my

shawl, but the wave returned without car

rying me out to sea. Then above the

noise of the waters I heard Li-li-noe's

voice calling to me from the other shore,

and just as another wave surged in I

reached her side and sank down on the

sand. Alter resting a few moments we

rose and began picking our way toward

the village, half a mile distant. Our route

led along a narrow path between the

muddy, watery road on one side and a

still more muddy, watery taro-patch on

the other. Without alight to guide our

steps, we slipped, now with one foot into

the road, now with the other into the taro

patch, and by the time we emerged into

the level cactus-field around the church

we were covered with mud to our knees.

Pai-ku-li lived nearly a mile beyond

the village, but close by the church lived

Mrs. W-—, whose place I had taken

as English teacher in the school. \Ve

knocked at her door to beg for alight,

and when she found what the matter was '

she made us come in, muddy and drip

ping as we were, and put on some dry

clothes, while her husband, pulling on

his boots, went for Pai-ku-Ii. She beg

ged me to stay all night, saying that she

would not trust her life with the girls at

such a time—they might attempt to poi

son us or to burn the house down—but I

thanked her for her hospitality and light

ed our lantern, and we started back as

soon as Mr. W

We had V

returned saying that 1

Pai-ku-li would come. We listened for

the sound of his horse's feet, for we had

planned to ride across the river, one at

a time, behind Pai-ku-li, but he did not

overtake us, and we waited at the river

nearly half an hour. One span of the

bridge remained, and as we stood on it

waiting, listening to the flapping of the '

cocoanut fronds in the night wind and

the hoarse murmuring and occasional

roar of the ocean, I thought of that line

of Longfellow's—

I stood on the bridge at midnight

and laughed to myself at the contrast be

tween the poetical and the actual. Still,

Pai-ku-li did not come, and, growing

anxious on Miss G—'s account, we re

solved to cross as we had before. Again

we went down into the cold flood, again

our light was quenched and our feet near

ly swept from under us, but we reached

the opposite side in safety. As we cross

ed the lawn we saw every window light

ed, and knew by the sounds of yelling

and singing and laughing that the girls

were still raving. Miss G— sat quiet

ly in the parlor. She had been up stairs

to try to reason with the girls, but they

drowned her voice with hooting and re

viling. Pai-ku-li came alittle later, but

he had no better success. He remained

with us that night and all the next day.

The screaming up stairs continued till

two or three o'clock at night, and began

again as soon as the first girl woke.

Early next morning a fleet messenger

started to Honolulu, and just at dusk two

gentlemen, the sheriff and Mr. P ,

who was Miss G—'s brother-in-law

and president of the board of trustees of

Waialua Seminary, rode up on foaming

horses. A court was held in the school

room, many natives—a few of the better

class who disapproved of the rebellion,

and more of the lower class who upheld

the rebels—being present as spectators,

but no one interrupting the prompt and

stern proceedings of Mr. P . Eliza

beth Aukai was whipped on her bare feet

and legs below the knee until she burst

out crying and begged for mercy and

asked Miss G—'s forgiveness for biting

her. Then she and the other rebels were
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expelled, and the sheriff took them away

that night. Those who lived on other

islands were sent home by the first

schooner leaving Honolulu. Thus end

ed the rebellion at Waialua school.

The remaining month of my stay pass

ed in peace and quietness. The need for

my assistance was less after the expulsion

of so many girls, but I remained in order

that Miss G— might take a short va

cation and the rest she so much needed.

During her absence Miss P and I

carried on the school. A few days after

the storm a little native boy brought to

the seminary the shawl which had been

washed from my shoulders the night I

went through the river. He had found

it lying on the beach half a mile below

the ford. It had been washed out to sea

and returned again by the waves. After

that we called it "the travelled shawl."

Every Monday morning the toot of the

postman's horn was heard in the village,

and one of us immediately went across

to get the mail. The bridge being gone,

we had to wade the river at the shallow

est place, near the sea. When I waded

across on such occasions I usually found

on the opposite shore a group of half

naked little natives who drew near to

watch with silent interest the process of

buttoning my shoes with a button-hook.

Th‘e whole school waded across to church

on Sundays.

The population of the village, with the

exception of two or three families, was

composed of natives and half-whites of

the lower class. Heathen superstition

mingled with modern vice. In some in

stances men and women lived together

without the ceremony of marriage. Be

yond the village the cane-fields began,

and beyond them, at the foot of the

mountains, lived a better class of na

tives, moral and industrious. Here, too,

were the cane-mills and the residences

of the planters. I remember one pretty

little cottage with walls of braided grass

and wooden roof and floor, surrounded

by cool, vine-shaded verandas. It stood

in the middle of a cane-plantation, and

was the home of an Englishman and his

wife, both highly cultivated and genial,

companionable people. He was a typi

cal Englishman in appearance, stout and

ruddy, and wore a blue flannel suit and

the white head-covering worn by his

countrymen in India. She was a grace

ful little creature with appealing dark eyes,

and looked too frail to have ever borne

hardship or cruelty, yet she had known

little else all her early life. She had been

left an orphan in England, and had been

sent out to Australia to make her living

as a governess. She was thrown among

brutal, coarse-mannered people, and re

ceived harsh treatment and suffered many

vicissitudes of fortune. Finally, her hus

band met and loved and married her,

and lifted her out of that hard life into

one which appeared by contrast a heav

en of peace and kindness and affection.

She often said frankly, "That was the

happiest event of my life. I can never

be thankful enough to him or love him

enough. Sometimes Idream I am back

again enduring that dreadful life in Aus

tralia, and when I wake and realize that

I am here in our own little cottage, thou

sands of miles from Australia, lam fresh

ly happy and grateful."

Near the foot of the mountains was a

Catholic church and a school, round

which a little village had grown up. The

self-sacrificing effbrts of the teachers have

been productive of good among the na

tives, but there seems little hope of any

co-operation between the Protestant mis

sionaries and them.

VVhen the time came for me to return

to Honolulu, MissP— offered to accom

pany me, and suggested that instead of

returning by the way I came we should

take the longer way and complete the

circuit of the island. As the road lay

directly along the sea-coast the entire dis

tance, there was no danger of our losing

our way. Miss P rode Calico, the

missionary steed, and I hired a white

horse of Nakaniella (Nathaniel), one of

the patrons of the school, choosing it in

preference to a bay brought for my in

spection the night before we started by

a sullen-looking native from the village.

When we had gone two or three miles

on our way we heard the sound of furi

ous galloping behind us, and looking

back saw this native, with a face like a
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thunder-cloud, approaching us on his

bay horse. Reaching us, he insisted on

my dismounting and taking his horse,

saying that I had promised to hire it the

night before. Miss P , being able to

speak Hawaiian, answered for me with

out slackening our pace. She said, in

reply to his demands, that the wahine

haole had not promised to take his horse;

that she would not pay him for his time

and trouble in bringing over the horse

that morning and riding after us; that

he might ride all the way to Honolulu

with us or go to law about the matter,

both of which he threatened. Fuming

with wrath, he rode along with us for a

mile or two, breathing out threatenings

and slaughter in vigorous Hawaiian:

then, uttering the spiteful wish, "May

your horses throw you and break your

necks!" he turned and rode back to

ward Waialua.

We passed through the ruins of a once

populous village: stone walls bordered

the road for a mile or more, and back of

them were the stone foundations of native

houses and /zez'aus (temples). Pandanus '

trees, with roots like stilts or props that

lifted them two or three feet from the

ground, grew inside the deserted enclo

sures: long grass waved from the chinks

and crevices. It was a mournful remind

er of the decay of the Hawaiian race.

Just beyond the ruined village a sluggish

creek flowed into the sea. At the mouth

of the valley whence it issued stood two

or three native huts. A man wearing a

malo was up on the roof of one, thatch

ing it with grass. Riding near, we hailed

him and inquired about a quicksand

which lay just ahead and which we must

cross. He told us to avoid the makai

side and keep to the mouka side. We

followed his directions, and crossed in

safety. For all practical purposes there .

are but two directions in the islands

mouka, meaning toward the mountains,

and makai, toward the sea.

\Ve rode all the forenoon over a level

strip of grassy open country bordering

the sea, with here and there a native hut

near a clump of cocoanuts or a taro-patch.

Toward noon we passed fenced pastures

in which many horses were grazing, and

l

came in sight of a picturesque cottage

near the shore. Miss G—- had told us

that on the lawn in front of this cottage

were two curious old stone idols which

had been discovered in a fish-pond, and

we rode up to the gate intending to ask

permission to enter and look at them. A

Chinese servant let us in, and the owner,

an Englishman who lived here during

part of the year, came and showed us the

idols, and then invited us inside his pret

ty cottage and gave us a lunch of bread

and butter and guava jelly and oranges.

The walls and ceilings were of native

wood, of the kinds used in delicate cab

inet-work and were polished until they

shone. The floor was covered with fine

straw matting, and around the room were

ranged easy-chairs and sofas of willow

and rattan. In one corner stood a piano

in an ebony case, and on a koa-wood

centre-table were a number of fine pho

tographs and works of art. Hanging

baskets filled with blooming plants hung

in each window and in the veranda. Al

together, it was the prettiest hermitage

imaginable.

Riding along that afternoon through a

country much like that we had pass

ed over in the morning, we heard from

a native hut the sound of the mourn

ful Hawaiian wail, "Auea! auea !" (pro

nounced like the word "away" long

drawn out). To our inquiry if any one

was dead within, a woman answered,

"No, but that some friends had come

from a distance on a visit." I have fre

quently seen two Hawaiian friends or

relations who had not met for a long

time express their emotions at seeing one

another again, not by kissing and laugh

ing and joyful exclamations, but by sit

ting down on the ground and wailing.

Perhaps it was done in remembrance of

their long separation and of the changes

that had taken place during that time.

The native mode of kissing consists in

rubbing noses together.

Not far from this place we passed a

Mormon settlement, a little colony sent

out from Utah. The group of bare white

buildings was some distance back from

the road, and we did not stop to visit

them. Near by was a /zou-tree swamp,
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a spongy, marshy place where cattle were

eating grass that grew under water. They

would reach down until their ears were

almost covered, take a mouthful and lift

up their heads while they chewed it. Thus

far on our journey there had been a level

plain two or three miles wide between the

sea and the mountains, but here the moun

tains came close down to the sea, leaving

only a little strip of land along the beach.

High, stern cliffs with strange profiles,

such as a lion, a canoe and a gigantic

hen on her nest, frowned upon us as we

rode along their base. We passed a cold

bubbling spring which had worn a large

basin for itself in the rock. It had for

merly been the bathing-place of a chief,

and therefore taboo to the common peo

ple. In one of our gallops along the

beach my stirrup-strap broke, and we

stopped in front of a solitary hut to ask

for a stout string. A squid was drying

on a pole and scenting the air with its

fishy odors. In answer to our call an

old man in a calico shirt came out of the

hut, and, taking some strips of /mu-bark,

twisted them into a strong string and

fastened the stirrup. I gave him a real,

and he exclaimed "Aloha l" with appar

ently as much surprise and delight as if

we had enriched him for life.

We rode through a little village at the

mouth of a beautiful green valley, forded

a river that ran through it, and passing

under more high clifl"s came about four

in the afternoon to Kahana, our stopping

place for the night. It was a little cluster

of houses at the head of a bay or inlet

of the sea, where the lovely transparent

water was green as grass, and stood in

the opening of a valley enclosed by high,

steep mountain-walls, with sharp ridges

down their sides clothed with rich forests.

All around us grew delicate, luxuriant

ferns, of which there are one hundred

and fifty varieties in the islands. Along

the shores of the bay some women were

wading, their dresses held above their

knees, picking shellfish and green sea

moss off the rocks for supper. We rode

up to the cottage of Kekoa, a native min

ister who had studied under Miss P 's

father. His half-Chinese, half-native wife

was in a grass hut at the back of the

house, and she came immediately to take

our horses, saying that her husband was

at the church, but would be at home soon.

Then opening the door, she told us to go

inside and rest ourselves. It was a pretty

cottage, with floors and walls of wood

and a grass roof. Braided mats of palm

and pandanus-leaves were on the floor,

and on the walls hung portraits of the

Hawaiian royal family and Generals Lee

and Grant. It had two rooms—a sitting

room and a bedroom—the first furnished

with a table and chairs, the latter with a

huge high-posted bedstead with a canopy

over it. Altogether, it was much above

the common native houses, and was evi

dently not used every day, but kept for

the reception of guests—travelling min

isters and the like.

When Kekoa came he welcomed us

warmly on account of the attachment he

had for Miss P 's father, and told us

to consider the house ours as long as it

pleased us to stay. He sent his wife to

catch a chicken, and soon set before us

on the table in the sitting-room a supper

consisting of boiled chicken, rice, baked

taro, coarse salt from the bay, and ba

nanas. We overlooked the absence of

bread, which the natives know not of, and

shared the use of the one knife and fork

between us. Our host waited on us, his

wife bringing the food to the door and

handing it to him. After supper other

natives came in, and Miss P——-— con

versed with them in Hawaiian. Being

tired and stiff from my long ride, I went

into the next room and lay down on the

bed. Mrs. Kekoa came in presently and

began to lomi-lomi me. She kneaded

me with her hands from head to foot,

just as a cook kneads dough, continuing

the process for nearly an hour, although

I begged her several times to stop lest

she should be tired. At the end of that

time all sensation of fatigue and stiffness

was gone and I felt fresh and well. Ke

koa and his wife slept in a grass hut sev

eral rods farther up the valley, and Miss

P and I had the house to ourselves.

In the middle of the night we were

awakened by the sound of a man talking

in through the open window of our room.

We both thought for a moment that it
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was our persecutor of the morning who I and see the tappa. The old woman said

had followed us as he had threatened,

but it proved to be a native from the head

of the valley who wanted to see Kekoa.

Miss P directed him to the grass hut

where our host slept, and he went away,

and we were not disturbed again. Next

morning we had breakfast like the sup

per, and asked for our horses. Kekoa

and his‘ wife begged us to stay longer,

but we could not, and parted from them

with much regret. We afterward sent

them some large photographs of scenes

in Honolulu, and received an affection

ate message from them in return. I look

back to Kahana as a sort of Happy Val

ley, and dream sometimes of going back

and seeing again its beautiful pale-green

bay, its glittering blue sea, its grand moun

tain-walls clothed in richest verdure, and

renewing my acquaintance with its kind

hearted people. Several natives gathered

to say good-bye, and two of them rode

with us out of the valley and saw us fair

ly on our way.

VVe rode past cane-plantations fenced

with palm - tree trunks or hedged with

huge prickly pear; past thickets of wild

indigo and castor bean; through guava

jungles, where we pulled and ate the

ripe fruit, yellow outside and pink with

in; past large fish-ponds that had been

constructed for the chiefs in former days;

past rice-fields where Chinese were scar

ing away the birds ; past threshing-floors

where Chinese were threshing rice; past

kamani trees (from Tahiti) that looked

like umbrellas slanting upward; past a

flock of mina-birds brought from Aus

tralia; past aloe-plants and vast thick

ets of red and yellow lantana in blossom,

reaching as high as our horses' necks.

We dismounted in front of a little grass

hut where we heard the sound of a tappa

pounder, and went to the door. An old

native woman, with her arms tattooed with

India-ink, was sitting on a mat spread on

the ground, with a sheet of moist red tappa

lying over a beam placed on the ground

in front of her, and a four-sided mallet in

her hand. Beside her sat a young half

white girl with a large tortoise-shell comb

in her hair and a fat little dog in her

arms. We asked if we could come in

"Yes," and displayed it with some pride.

She was making it to give to Queen Em

ma, hence the pains she was taking with

the coloring and the pattern. The bark

of a shrub resembling our pawpaw tree

is steeped in water until it becomes a

mass of pulp. Then it is laid on the

heavy beam and beaten with the tappa

pounder, and pulled and stretched until

it becomes a square sheet with firm edges,

about as thick as calico and six or eight

feet square. The juice of berries or dye

from the bark of trees furnishes the col

oring, and the pattern is determined by

the figures cut in the tappa-pounder.

Some fine mats rolled up in one corner

and some braided baskets on the wall

were also the work of this tappa-maker.

We passed through several villages as

we neared ourjourney's end, and the see

nery grew more interesting. The palm

trees on the beach framed views of little

islands bathed in sea-mist which lay half

a mile or more from the shore. Nar

row green valleys with high steep walls,

down whose sides flashed bright water

falls, opened to view one after another

on the mouka or inland side. At the

mouth of one we saw a twig of o/zia, or

native apple tree, placed carefully be

tween two stones. Some superstitious

native had put it there as an offering, that

the goddess of that valley might notroll

down rocks on him and kill him. The

Pall, a stupendous perpendicular clifffour

thousand feet high, faces the sea a few

miles from Honolulu. We came in sight

of it early in the afternoon, and stopped

on a grassy knoll near a clear stream to

eat our lunch and allow our horses to

graze. The hardest part of the whole

journey lay immediately before us. A

zigzag path has been cut up the face of

the cliff, but it is so steep and narrow that

carriages cannot pass over it, and it is

with much exertion and heavy panting

that it can be climbed by man or beast.

The face of the cliff is hung with vines

and ferns, and at its base grow palms

and the rich vegetation of the tropics. It

is the grandest bit of scenery on Oahu.

We. rode our horses to the foot of the

Pali: then, out of compassion for them,
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dismounted and led them up the long

steep path. stopping several times to rest.

On the way some natives passed us on

horseback, racing up the Pali! At the

top we stood a while in silence, gazing at

the magnificent prospect spread out be

low us. We could see miles of the road

we had come—silvery-green cane-plan

tations, little villages with white church

spires, rich groves of palm, kukui and

koa, and the sea rising like a darli blue

wall all around the horizon. Then we

mounted and turned our faces toward

Honolulu. On either side were lofty

mountain-walls, with perpendicular sides

clothed with vivid green and hung with

silvery waterfalls. 'We were entering the

city by Nuannu ("Cold Spring") Valley,

the most delightful and fashionable sub

urb. H ere were Queen Emma's residence,

set in the midst of extensive and beautiful

grounds, the Botanical Gardens, the res

idence of the American minister, the roy

al mausoleum and the house and gardens

once occupied by Kalumma, a former

queen. Crowds of gayly-dressed natives

galloped past us as we neared the city,

wearing wreaths of fern and flowers.

One man carried a half-grown pig in a

rope net attached to his stirrup: it look

ed tired of life. So, under the arching

algaroba and monkey-pod trees that

shade Nuannu Avenue, and past the

royal palms that grace the yards, we

rode into beautiful Honolulu.

Lourse Co]-'FIN Jones.

FINDELKIND OF MARTINSWAND: A CHILD'S STORY.

HERE was a little boy a year or two

since who lived under the shadow

of Martinswand. Most people know, I

should suppose, that the Martinswand is

that mountain in the Oberinnthal where,

several centuries ago, brave Kaiser Max

.lost his footing as he stalked the chamois

and fell upon a ledge of rock, and stayed

there, in mortal peril, for thirty hours, till

he was rescued by the strength and agil

ity of a Tyrol hunter—an angel in the

guise of a hunter, as the chronicles of

the time prefer to say. The Martinswand

is a grand mountain, being one of the

spurs of the greater Sonnstein, and rises

precipitously, looming, massive and lofty,

like a very fortress for giants, where it

stands right across that road which, if

you follow it long enough, takes you on

through Zirl to Landeck—old, pictu

resque. poetic Landeck, where Frederic

of the Empty Pockets rhymed his sorrows

in ballads to his people—and so on, by

Bludenz, into Switzerland itself, by as

noble a highway as any traveller can

ever desire to traverse on a summer's

day. The Martinswand is within a mile

of the little burg of Zirl, where the people,

in the time of their kaiser's peril, came out

with torches and bells, and the Host lift

ed up by their priest, and all prayed on

their knees underneath the gaunt pile of

limestone, which is the same to-day as it

was then, whilst Kaiser Max is dust. The

Martinswand soars up very steep and very

majestic, bare stone at its base and all

along its summit crowned with pine

woods; and on the other side of the road

that runs onward to Zirl are a little stone

church, quaint and low, and gray with

age, and a stone farm-house and cattle

sheds and timber-sheds of wood that is

darkly brown from time; and beyond

these are some of the most beautiful

meadows in the world, full of tall grass

and countless flowers, with pools and lit

tle estuaries made by the brimming Inn

River that flows by them. and beyond

the river the glaciers of the Sonnstein

and the Selrain and the wild Arlberg

region, and the golden glow of sunset

in the west, most often seen from here

through a veil of falling rain.

At this farm-house, with Martinswand
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towering above it and Zirl a mile beyond,

there lived, and lives still, a little boy who

bears the old historical name of Findel

kind. His father, Otto Korner, was the

last of a sturdy race of yeomen who had

fought with Hofer and Haspinger, and

had been free men always.

Findelkind came in the middle of sev

en other children, and was a pretty boy '

of nine years old, with slenderer limbs '

and paler cheeks than his rosy brethren,

and tender, dreamy, dark-blue eyes that

had the look, his mother told him, of '

seeking stars in midday—de c/erc/zer

midi [r quatorze /zeures, as the French

have it. He was a good little lad, and

seldom gave any trouble from disobedi

ence, though he often gave it from forget

fulness. His father angrily complained

that he was always in the clouds—that

is, he was always dreaming—and so very

often would spill the milk out of the pails,

chop his own fingers instead of the wood,

and stay watching the swallows when he

was sent to draw water. His brothers

and sisters were always making fun of

him: they were sturdier, ruddier and

merrier children than he was, loved romp

ing and climbing and nutting, thrashing

the walnut trees and sliding down snow

drifts, and got into mischief of a more

common and childish sort than Findel

kind's freaks of fancy. For indeed he

was a very fanciful little boy: everything

around had tongues for him, and he would

sit for hours among the long rushes on

the river's edge, trying to imagine what

the wild green-gray water had found in

its wanderings, and asking the water-rats

and the ducks to tell him about it; but

both rats and ducks were too busy to at

tend to an idle little boy, and never spoke,

which vexed him.

Findelkind, however, was very fond of

his books: he would study day and night i

in his little ignorant, primitive fashion. He

loved his missal and his primer, and could

spell them both out very fairly, and was

learning to write of a good priest in Zirl,

where he trotted three times a week with

his two little brothers. When not at school

he was chiefly set to guard the sheep and

the cows, which occupation left him very

much to himself, so that he had many

hours in the summer-time to stare up to

the skies and wonder, wonder, wonder

about all sorts of things; while in the

winter—the long, white, silent winter,

when the post-wagons ceased to run, and

the road into Switzerland was blocked,

and the whole world seemed asleep ex

cept for the roaring of the winds—Findel

kind, who still trotted over the snow to

school in Zirl, would dream still, sitting

on the wooden settle by the fire when he

came home again under Martinswand.

For the worst—or the best—of it all was

that he was Findelkind also.

This was what was always haunting

him. He was Findelkind, and to bear

this name seemed to him to mark him

out from all other children and dedicate

him to Heaven. One day three years

before, when he had been only six years

old, the priest in Zirl, who was a very

kindly and cheerful man, and amused

the children as much as he taught them,

had not allowed Findelkind to leave the

school to go home because the storm of

snow and wind was so violent, but had

kept him until the worst should pass, with

one or two other little lads who lived some

way off, and had let the boys roast apples

and chestnuts by the stove in his little

room, and while the wind howled and

the blinding snow fell without had told

the 'children the story of another Findel

kind, an earlier Findelkind, who had

lived in the flesh as far back as 1381,

and had been a little shepherd-lad—"just

like you," said the good man, looking at

the little boys munching their roast crabs

—"over there, above Stuben, where Dan

ube and Rhine meet and part." The

pass of Arlberg is even still so bleak and

- bitter that few care to climb there: the

mountains around are drear and barren,

and snow lies till midsummer, and even

longer sometimes. " But in the early ages,"

said the priest—and this is quite a true

tale, which the children heard with open

eyes, and mouths only not open because

they were full of crabs and chestnuts,—

"in the early ages," said the priest to

them, "the Arlberg was far more dreary

than it is now. There was only a mule

track over it, and no refuge for man or

beast; so that wanderers and peddlers,
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and those whose need for work or desire

for battle brought them over that frightful

pass, perished in great numbers and were

eaten by the bears and the wolves. The

little shepherd-boy, Findelkind—who was

a little boy five hundred years ago, re

member," added the priest—"was sorely

disturbed and distressed to see those poor

dead souls in the snow winter after win

ter, and to see the blanched bones lie on

the bare earth unburied when summer

melted the snow. It made him unhappy,

very unhappy; and what could he do,

he a little boy keeping sheep? He had

as his wage two florins a year—that was

all—but his heart rose high and he had

faith in God. Little as he was, he said

to himself he would try and do some

thing, so that year after year those poor

lost travellers and beasts should not per

ish so. He said nothing to anybody, but

he took the few florins he had saved up,

bade his master farewell and went on his

way begging—a little fourteenth-century

boy, with long, straight hair and a girdled

tunic, as you see them," continued the

priest, "in the miniatures in the black

letter missal that lies upon my desk. No

doubt Heaven favored him very strongly,

and the saints watched over him; still,

without the boldness of his own courage

and the faith in his own heart they would

not have done so. I suppose, too,' that

when knights in their armor and soldiers

in their camps saw such a little fellow

all alone they helped him, and perhaps

struck some blows for him, and so sped

him on his way and protected him from

robbers and from wild beasts. Still, be

sure that the real shield and the real re

ward that served Findelkind of Arlberg

was the pure and noble purpose that arm

ed him night and day. Now, history does

not tell us where Findelkind went, nor

how he fared, nor how long he was about 1

it, but history does tell us that the little

barefooted, long-haired boy, knocking

so boldly at castle-gates and city-walls

in the name of Christ and Christ's poor

brethren, did so well succeed in his quest

that before long he had returned to his

mountain-home with means to have a

church and a rude dwelling built, where

he lived with six other brave and chari- l

table souls, dedicating themselves to St.

Christopher, and going out night and

day, to the sound of the Angelus, seek

ing the lost and weary. This is really

what Findelkind of Arlberg did five cen

turies ago, and did so well that his fra

ternity of St. Christopher twenty years

after numbered amongst its members

archdukes, prelates and knights with

out number, and lasted as a great order

down to the days of Joseph II. This is

what Findelkind in the fourteenth cen

tury did, I tell you. Bear like faith in

your hearts, my children, and, though

your generation is a harder one than his,

because it is without faith, yet you shall

move mountains, because Christ and St.

Christopher will be with you."

Then the good man, having said that,

blessed them and left them alone to their

chestnuts and crabs and went into his

own oratory to prayer. The other boys

laughed and chattered, but Findelkind

sat very quietly thinking of his name

sake all the day after, and for many days

and weeks and months this story haunt

ed him. A little boy had done all that,

and this little boy had been called Fin

delkind—Findelkind, just like himself.

It was a beautiful story, and yet it tor

tured him. If the good man had known

how the history would root itself in the

child's mind perhaps he would never

have told it, for night and day it vexed

Findelkind, and yet seemed beckoning

to him and crying, "Go, thou, and do

likewise!"

But what could he do?

There was the snow, indeed, and there

were the mountains, as in the fourteenth

century, but there were no travellers lost.

The diligence did not go into Switzerland

after autumn, and the country-people who

went by on their mules and in their sledges

to Innspruck knew their way very well,

and were never likely to be adrift on a

winter's night or eaten by a wolf or a bear.

When spring came Findelkind sat by

the edge of the bright pure water amongst

the flowering grasses and felt his head

heavy. Findelkind of Arlberg, who was

in heaven now, must look down, he fan

cied, and think him so stupid and so

selfish sitting there. The first Findelkind
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a few centuries before had trotted down

on his bare feet from his mountain-pass,

and taken his little crook and gone out

boldly over all the land on his pilgrim

age, and knocked at castle-gates and city

walls in Christ's name and for love of the

poor. That was to do something indeed !

This poor little living Findelkind would

look at the miniatures in the priest's mis

sal, in one of which there was the four

teenth-century boy with long hanging

hair and a wallet and bare feet, and he

never doubted that it was the portrait of

the blessed Findelkind who was in heav

en; and he wondered if he looked like a

little boy there or if he were changed to

the likeness of an angel.

"He was a boy just like me," thought

the poor little fellow; and he felt so

ashamed of himself, so much ashamed;

and the priest had told him to try and

do the same. He brooded over it so

much, and it made him so anxious and

so vexed, that his brothers ate his por

ridge and he did not notice it, his sisters

pulled his curls and he did not feel it, his

father brought a stick down on his back

and he only started and stared, and his

mother cried because he was losing his

mind and would grow daft, and even his

mother's tears he scarcely saw. He was

always thinking of Findelkind in heaven.

When he went for water he spilt one

half; when he did his lessons, he forgot

the chief part; when he drove out the

cow, he let her munch the cabbages ; and

when he was set to watch the oven, he let

the loaves burn, like great Alfred. He

was always busied thinking, " Little Fin

delkind that is in heaven did so great

a thing: why may not I? I ought! I

ought!" What was the use of being

named after Findelkind that was in

heaven unless one did something great

too ?

Next to the church there is a little

stone sort of shed with two arched open

ings, and from it you look into the tiny

church with its crucifixes and relies, or

out to great, bold, sombre Martinswand,

as you like best; and in this spot Findel

kind would sit hour after hour while his

brothers and sisters were playing, and

look up at the mountains or on to the al

VoL. XXVI.—28

tar, and wish and pray and vex his little

soul most woefully ; and his ewes and his

lambs would crop the grass about the

entrance, and bleat to make him notice

them and lead them farther afield, but

all in vain. Even the dear sheep he

hardly heeded, and his pet ewes Kane

and Greta and the big ram Zips rubbed

their soft noses in his hand unnoticed.

So the summer passed away—the sum

mer that is so short in the mountains,

and yet so green and so radiant, with the

torrents tumbling through the flowers, and

the hay tossing in the meadows, and the

lads and lasses climbing to cut the rich

sweet grass of the alps. The short sum

mer passed as fast as a dragon-fly flashes

by, all green and gold, in the sun; and

it was near autumn once more, and still

Findelkind was always dreaming and

wondering what he could do for the good

of St. Christopher; and the longing to do

it all came more and more into his little

heart, and he puzzled his brain till his

head ached.

One autumn morning, whilst yet it was

dark, Findelkind made up his mind, and

rose before his brothers and stole down

stairs and out into the air, as it was easy

to do, because the house-door never was

bolted. He had nothing with him, he was

barefooted, and his school-satchel was

slung behind him, as Findelkind of Arl

berg's wallet had been five centuries be

fore. He took a little staff from the piles

of wood lying about, and went out on to

the highroad, on his way to do Heaven's

will. He was not very sure—but that

was because he was only nine years old

and not very wise—but Findelkind that

was in heaven had begged for the poor :

so would he.

His parents were very poor, but he did

not think of them as in want at any time,

because he always had his bowlful of

porridge and as much bread as he want

ed to eat. This morning he had had noth

ing to eat: he wished to be away before

any one could question him.

It was still dusk in the fresh autumn

morning; the sun had not risen behind

the glaciers of the Stubaythal, and the

road was scarcely seen; but he knew it

very well, and he set out bravely, saying
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his prayers to Christ and to St. Christo

pher and to Findelkind that was in heav

en. He was not in any way clear as to

what he would do, but he thought he

would find some great thing to do some

where lying like a jewel in the dust; and

he went on his way in faith, as Findel

kind of Arlberg had done. His heart

beat high, and his head lost its aching

pains, and his feet felt light—as light as

if there were wings to his ankles. He

would not go to Zirl, because Zirl he

knew so well, and there could be noth

ing very wonderful waiting there; and

he ran fast the other way. When he

was fairly out from under the shadow of

l\1artinswand he slackened his pace, and

saw the sun come up on his path and

begin to redden the gray-green water;

and the early Eilwagen from Landeck,

that had been lumbering along all the

night, overtook him. He would have

run after it and called out to the travel

lers for alms, but he felt ashamed: his

father had never let him beg, and he did

not know how to begin. The Eilwagen

rolled on through the autumn mud, and

that was one chance lost. He was sure

that the first Findelkind had not felt

ashamed when he had knocked at the

first castle-gate.

By and by, when he could not see

Martinswand by turning his head back

ever so, he came to an inn that used to

be a post-house in the old days when men

travelled only by road. A woman was

feeding chickens in the bright clear red

of the cold daybreak. Findelkind tim

idly held out his hand. " For the poor,"

he murmured, and doffed his cap.

The old woman looked at him sharp

ly: "Oh, is it you, little Findelkind?

Have you run 0ff from school? Be off

with you home ! I have mouths enough

to feed here."

Findelkind went away, and began to

learn that it is not easy to be a prophet

or a hero in one's own country. He

trotted a mile farther and met nothing.

At last he came to some cows by the

wayside, and a man tending them.

"Would you give me something to help

make a monastery?" he said timidly,

and once more took off his cap.

The man gave a great laugh: "A fine

monk you! And who wants more of

those lazy drones? Not I."

Findelkind never answered: he re

membered the priest had said that the

years he lived in were very hard ones,

and men in them had no faith. Ere long

he came to a big walled house, with tur

rets and grated casements—very big it

looked to him—like one of the first Fin

delkind's own castles. His heart beat

loud against his side, but he plucked up

his courage and knocked as loud as his

heart was beating. He knocked and

knocked, but no answer came. The

house was empty. But he did not know

that: he thought it was that the people

within were cruel, and he went sadly on

ward with the road winding before him,

and on his right the beautiful, impetuous

gray river, and on his left the green Mit

telgebirge and the mountainsthat rose be

hind it. By this time the sun was high:

its rays were glowing on the red of the

cranbeny-shrubs and the blue of the bil

berry-boughs; he was hungry and thirsty

and tired. But he did not give in for that :

he held on steadily. He knew that there

was near, somewhere near, a great city

that the people called Sprugg, and thith

er he had resolved to go. By noontide

he had walked eight miles, and come to

a green place where men were shooting

at targets, the tall thick grass all around

them; and a little way farther off was

atrain of people chanting and bearing

crosses and dressed in long flowing robes.

The place was the I-lottinger Au, and

the day was Saturday, and the village

was making ready to perform a miracle

play on the morrow. Findelkind ran to

the robed singing-folk, quite sure that he

saw the people of God. "Oh, take me!

take me!" he cried to them—" do take

me with you to do Heaven's work!"

But they pushed him aside for a crazy

little boy that spoilt their rehearsing.

" It was only for Hijtting-folk," said a

lad older than himself. "Get out of the

way with you, liebchen;" and the man

who carried the cross knocked him with

force on the head by mere accident, but

Findelkind thought he had meant it.

Were people so much kinder five cen
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turies before? he wondered, and felt sad

as the many - colored robes swept on

through the grass and the crack of the

rifles sounded sharply through the music

of the chanting voices. He went on foot

sore and sorrowful, thinking of the castle

doors that had opened and the city-gates

that had unclosed at the summons of ,

the little long-haired boy painted on the

missal. '

He had come now to where the houses

were much more numerous, though under

the shade of great trees—lovely old gray

houses, some of wood, some of stone,

some with frescoes on them and gold and

color and mottoes, some with deep-bar

red casements and carved portals and

sculptured figures—houses of the poorer

people now, but still memorials of a grand

and gracious time. For he had wander

ed into the quarter of St. Nicholas of this

fair mountain-city, which he, like his coun

try-folks, called Sprugg, though the gov

ernment and the world called it Inns

pruck.

He got out upon a long gray wooden

bridge, and looked up and down the

reaches of the river, and thought to him

self maybe this was not Sprugg but Jeru

salem, so beautiful it looked with its domes

shining golden in the sun, and the snow

of the Patscher Kofl and the Brandjoch

behind them. For little Findelkind had

never come so far before.

As he stood on the bridge so dreaming

a hand clutched him and a voice said,

"A whole kreutzer, or you do not pass."

Findelkind started and trembled. A

kreutzer? He had never owned such a

treasure in all his life. "I have no

money," he murmured timidly: "I came

to see if I could get money for the poor."

The keeper of the bridge laughed :

"You are a little beggar, you mean? Oh,

very well: then over my bridge you do

not go."

"But it is the city on the other side."

"To be sure it is the city, but over no

body goes without a kreutzer."

"I never have such a thing of my own

—never, never," said Findelkind, ready

to cry.

"Then you were a little fool to come

away from your home, wherever that may I

\

be," said the man at the bridge-head.

"Well, I will let you go, for you look a

baby. But do not beg: that is bad."

"Findelkind did it."

"Then Findelkind was a rogue and a

vagabond," said the taker of tolls.

"Oh, no, no, no!"

"Oh, yes, yes, yes, little saucebox!

and take that," said the man, giving him

a box on the ear, being angry at con

tradiction.

Findelkind's head drooped, and he

went slowly over the bridge, forgetting

that he ought to have thanked the toll

taker for a free passage. The world

seemed to him very difficult. How had

Findelkind done when he had come to

bridges? and oh, how had Findelkind

done when he had been hungry? For

this poor little Findelkind was getting

very hungry, and his stomach was as

empty as was his wallet.

A few steps brought him to the Gol

denes Dachl. He forgot his hunger and

his pain, seeing the sun shine on all that

gold and the curious painted galleries

under it. He thought it Was real, solid

gold. Real gold laid out on a house

roof, and the people all so poor! Fin

delkind began to muse, and wonder why

everybody did not climb up there and

take a tile off and be rich. But perhaps

it would be wicked. Perhaps God put

the roof there with all that gold to prove

people. Findelkind got bewildered. If

God did such a thing, was it kind?

His head seemed to swim, and the

sunshine went round and round with

him. There went by him just then a

very venerable-looking old man with

silver hair: he was wrapped in a long

cloak.

Findelkind pulled at the cloak gently,

and the old man looked down. "What

is it, my boy?" he asked.

Findelkind answered, "I came out to

get gold: may I take it off that roof?"

" It is not gold, child: it is gilding."

"What is gilding ?"

" It is a thing made to look like gold:

that is all."

" It is a lie, then !"

The old man smiled: "Well, nobody

thinks so. If you like to put it so, per
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haps it is. What do you want gold for,

you wee thing?"

" To build a monastery and house the

poor."

The old man's face scowled and grew

dark, for he was a Lutheran pastor from

Bavaria. " Who taught you such trash ?"

he said crossly.

" It is not trash: it is faith."

And Findelkind's face began to burn

and his blue eyes to darken and moisten.

There was a little crowd beginning to

gather, and the crowd was beginning to

laugh. There were some soldiers and

rifle-shooters in the throng, and they jeer

ed and joked, and made fun of the old

man in the long cloak, who grew angry

then with the child. "You are a little

idolater and a little impudent sinner,"

he said wrathfully, and shook the boy

by the shoulder and went away; and the

throng that had gathered round had only

poor Findelkind left to tease.

He was a very poor little boy indeed to

look at, with his sheepskin tunic and his

bare feet and legs, and his wallet that

never was to get filled.

"Where do you come from, and what

do you want?" they asked.

And he answered with a sob in his

voice, "I want to do like Findelkind of

Arlberg."

And then the crowd laughed, not know

ing at all what he meant, but laughing

just because they did not know, as crowds

always will do.

And only the big dogs, that are so very

big in this country, and are all loose and

free and good-natured citizens, came up to

him kindly and rubbed against him and

made friends ; and at that tears came into

his eyes and his courage rose, and he

lifted his head.

"You are cruel people to laugh," he

said indignantly: "the dogs are kinder.

People did not laugh at Findelkind. He

was a little boy just like me, no better

and no bigger, and as poor, and yet he

had so much faith, and the world then

was so good, that he left his sheep and

got money enough to build a church and

a hospice to Christ and St. Christopher.

And I want to do the same for the poor.

Not for myself—no, for the poor. I am

Findelkind too, and Findelkind that is

in heaven speaks to me." Then he

stopped, and a sob rose again in his

throat.

" He is crazy," said the people, laugh

ing, yet a little scared; for the priest at

Zirl had said rightly, This is not an age

of faith. At that moment there sounded,

coming from the barracks, that used to

be the Schloss in the old days of Kaiser

Max and Mary of Burgundy, the sound

of drums and trumpets and the tramp

of marching feet. It was one of the

corps of jiigers of Tyrol going down

from the avenue to the Rudolf Platz,

with their band before them and their

pennons streaming. It was a familiar

sight, but it drew the street-throngs to it

like magic: the age is not fond of dream

ers, but it is very fond of drums. In al

most a moment the old dark arcades and

the river-side and the passages near were

all empty, except for the old women sit

ting at their stalls of fruit or cakes or toys.

They are wonderful arched arcades, like

the cloisters of a cathedral more than

anything else, and the shops under them

are all homely and simple—shops of

leather, of furs, of clothes, of wooden

playthings, of sweet, wholesome bread.

They are very quaint, and kept by poor

folks for poor folks, but to the dazed eyes

of Findelkind they looked like a forbid

den Paradise, for he was so hungry and

so heartbroken, and he had never seen

any bigger place than little Zirl.

He stood and looked wistfully, but no

one offered him anything. Close by was

a stall of splendid purple grapes, but the

old woman that kept it was busy knit

ting. She only called to him to stand

out of her light. I

"You look a poor brat: have you a

home?" said another woman, who sold

bridles and whips and horses' bells and

the like.

"Oh yes, I have a home—by Martins

wand," said Findelkind with a sigh.

The woman looked at him sharply:

"Your parents have sent you on an er

rand here ?"

"No, I have run away."

" Run away? Oh, you bad boy! Un

, less, indeed—are they cruel to you ?"
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" No—very good."

"Are you a little rogue then, or a thief?"

"You are a bad woman to think such

things," said Findelkind hotly, knowing

himself on how innocent and sacred a

quest he was.

"Bad? I? Oh ho," said the old dame,

cracking one of her new whips in the air,

"I should like to make you jump about

with this, you thankless little vagabond!

Be off !"

Findelkind sighed again, his momen

tary anger passing, for he had been born

with a gentle temper, and thought him

self to blame much more readily than

he thought other people were—as, in

deed, every wise child does, only there

are so few children—or men—that are

wise.

He turned his head away from the

temptation of the bread- and fruit-stalls,

for in truth hunger gnawed him terribly,

and wandered a little to the left. From

where he stood he could see the long

beautiful street of Theresa with its oriels

and arches, painted windows and gilded

signs, and the steep, gray, dark moun

tains closing it in at the distance; but

the street frightened him, it looked so

grand, and he knew it would tempt him;

so he went where he saw the green tops

of some high elms and beeches. The

trees, like the dogs, seemed like friends:

it was the human creatures that were

cruel.

At that moment there came out of the

barrack-gates, with great noise of trum

pets and trampling of horses, a group of

riders in gorgeous uniforms, with sabres

and chains glancing and plumes tossing.

It looked to Findelkind like a group of

knights—those knights who had helped

and defended his namesake with their

steel and their gold in the old days of

the Arlberg quest. His heart gave a

leap, and he jumped on the dust forjoy,

and he ran forward and fell on his knees

and waved his cap like a little mad thing,

and cried out, "Oh, dear knights! oh,

great soldiers! help me, fight for me,

for the love of the saints! I have come

all the way from Martinswand, and I am

Findelkind, and I am trying to serve St.

Christopher like Findelkind of Arlberg."

But his little swaying body and plead

ing hands and shouting voice and blow

ing curls frightened the horses: one of

them swerved, and very nearly settled

the woes of Findelkind for ever and aye

by a kick. The soldier who rode the

horse reined him in with difficulty: he

was at the head of the little staff, being

indeed no less or more than the general

commanding the garrison, which in this

city is some fifteen thousand strong. An

orderly sprang from his saddle and seized

the child, and shook him and swore at

him. Findelkind was frightened, but he

shut his eyes and set his teeth, and said

to himself that the martyrs must have

had very much worse than these things

to suffer in their pilgrimage. He had

fancied these riders were knights—such

knights as the priest had shown him the

likeness of in old picture-books—whose

mission it had been to ride through the

world succoring the weak and weary and

always defending the right.

"What are your swords for if you are

not knights ?" he cried, desperately strug

gling in his captor's grip, and seeing

through his half-closed lids the sunshine

shining on steel scabbards.

"What does he want ?" asked the of

ficer in command of the garrison, whose

staff all this bright and martial array was.

He was riding out from the barracks to

an inspection on the Rudolf Platz. He

was a young man, and had little children

himself, and was half amused, halftouch

ed, to see the tiny figure of the dusty lit

tle boy.

"I want to build a monastery like Fin

delkind of Arlberg, and to help the poor,"

said our Findelkind valorously, though

his heart was beating like that of a little

mouse caught in a trap, for the horses

were trampling up the dust around him

and the orderly's grip was hard.

The officers laughed aloud; and in

deed he looked a poor little scrap of a

figure, very ill able to help even himself.

"Why do you laugh?" cried Findel

kind, losing his terror in his indignation,

and inspired with the courage which a

great earnestness always gives. "You

should not laugh. If you were true

knights you would not laugh: you would
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fight for me. I am little, I know. I am

very little, but he was no bigger than I,

and see what great things he did. But

the soldiers were good in those days:

they did not laugh and use bad words."

And Findelkind, on whose shoulder the

orderly's hold was still fast, faced the

horses which looked to him as huge as

Martinswand, and the swords which he

little doubted were to be sheathed in his

heart.

The officers stared, laughed again, then

whispered together, and Findelkind heard

them mutter the word "toll." Findel

kind, whose quick little ears were both

strained like a mountain-leveret's, un

derstood that the great men were saying

amongst themselves that it was not safe

for him to be about alone, and that it

would be kinder to him to catch and

cage him—the general view with which

the world regards enthusiasts.

He heard, he understood: he knew

that they did not mean to help him,

these men with the steel weapons and

the huge steeds, but that they meant to

shut him up in a prison—him, little free

born, forest-fed Findelkind. He wrench

ed himself out of the soldier's grip as the

rabbit wrenches itself out of the jaws of

the trap, even at the cost of leaving a

limb behind, shot between the horses'

legs, doubled like a hunted thing, and

spied a refuge. Opposite the avenue of

gigantic poplars and pleasant stretches of

grass shaded by other bigger trees there

stands a very famous church—famous

alike in the annals of history and of art—

the church of the Franciscans that holds

the tomb of Kaiser Max, though, alas! it

holds not his ashes, as his dying desire

was that it should. The church stands

here, a noble sombre place, with the Sil

ver Chapel of Philippina Wessler adjoin

ing it, and in front the fresh cool avenues

that lead to the river and the broad water

meadows, and the grand road bordered

with the painted stations of the Cross.

There were some peasants coming in

from the country driving cows; some

burghers in their carts with fat, slow

horses; some little children were at play

under the poplars and the elms; great

dogs were lying about on the grass: ev

erything was happy and at peace except

the poor throbbing heart of little Findel

kind, who thought the soldiers were com

ing after him to lock him up as mad, and

ran and ran as fast as his trembling legs

would carry him, making for sanctuary,

as in the old bygone days that he loved

many a soul less innocent than his had

done. The wide doors of the I-Iof Kirche

stood open, and on the steps lay a black

and tan hound, watching no doubt for its

master and mistress, who had gone with

in to pray. Findelkind in his terror vault

ed over the dog, and into the church

tumbled headlong.

It seemed quite dark, after the brilliant

sunshine on the river and the grass : his

forehead touched the stone floor as he

fell, and as he raised himself and stum

bled forward, reverent and bareheaded,

looking for the altar to cling to when the

soldiers should enter to seize him, his up

lifted eyes fell on the great tomb.

The tomb seems entirely to fill the

church as, with its twenty-four guardian

figures round it, it towers up in the twi

light that reigns here even at mid-day.

There is a stern majesty and grandeur

in it which dwarfs every other monument

and mausoleum. It is grim, it is rude,

it is savage, with the spirit of the rough

ages that created it; but it is great with

their greatness, it is heroic with their he

roism, it is simple with their simplicity.

As the awestricken eyes of the terrified

child fell on the mass of stone and bronze

the sight smote him breathless. The mail

ed warriors standing around it, so mo

tionless, so solemn, filled him with a

frozen, nameless fear. He had never a

doubt but that they were the dead arisen.

The foremost that met his eyes were

Theodoric and Arthur—the next, grim

Rodolf, father of a dynasty of emperors.

There, leaning on their swords, the three

gazed down on him, armored, armed,

majestic, serious, guarding the empty

grave, which to the child, who knew noth

ing of its history, seemed a bier; and at

the feet of Theodoric, who alone of them

all looked young and merciful, poor little

desperate Findelkind fell with a piteous

sob, and cried, "I am not mad ! Indeed,

indeed, I am not mad!"
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He did not know that these six figures '

were but statues of bronze. He was quite

sure they were the dead arisen, and meet

ing there around that tomb on which the

solitary kneeling knight watched and 1

prayed, encircled, as by a wall of steel,

by these his comrades. He was not

frightened: he was rather comforted and

stilled, as with a sudden sense of some

deep calm and certain help.

Findelkind, without knowing that he

was like so many dissatisfied poets and

artists much bigger than himself, dimly

felt in his little tired mind how beautiful

and how gorgeous and how grand the

world must have been when heroes and

knights like these had gone by in its daily

sunshine and its twilight storms. No won

der Findelkind in heaven had found his

pilgrimage so fair when, if he had needed

any help, he had only had to kneel and

clasp these firm mailed limbs, these strong

cross-hilted swords, in the name of Christ

and of the poor!

Theodoric seemed to look down on him

with benignant eyes from under the raised

visor, and Findelkind, weeping, threw his

small arms closer and closer round the

bronzed knees of the heroic figure and

sobbed aloud, "Help me! help me! Oh,

turn the hearts of the people to me, and

help me to do good !"

But Theodoric answered nothing.

There was no sound in the dark, hush

ed church; the gloom grew darker over

Findelkind's eyes; the mighty forms of

monarchs and of heroes grew dim before

his sight. He lost consciousness and fell

prone upon the stones at Theodoric's

feet, for he had fainted from hunger and

emotion.

When he awoke it was quite evening:

there was a lantern held over his head;

voices were muttering curiously and an

grily ; bending over him were two priests,

a sacristan of the church and his own

father. His little wallet lay by him on

the stones, always empty.

" Liebchen, were you mad ?" cried his

father, half in rage, half in tenderness.

"The chase you have led me! and your

mother thinking you were drowned! and

all the working day lost, running after

old women's tales of where they had seen

you! Oh, little fool! little fool! what was

amiss with Martinswand that you must

leave it ?"

Findelkind slowly and feebly rose and

sat up on the pavement, and looked up,

not at his father, but at the knight The

odoric. "I thought they would help me

to keep the poor," he muttered feebly as

he glanced at his own wallet. "And it is

empty, empty !"

"Are we not poor enough?" cried his

father with paternal impatience, ready

to tear his hair with vexation at having

such a little idiot for son. "Must you

rove afield to find poverty to help, when

it sits cold enough, the Lord knows, at

our own hearth? Oh, little ass! little

dolt! little maniac! fit only for a mad

house! talking to iron figures and tak

ing them for real men !—What have I

done, O Heaven, that I should be af

flicted thus ?"

And the poor man wept, being a good,

affectionate soul, but not very wise, and

believing that his boy was mad. Then,

seized with sudden rage once more at

thought of his day all wasted and its

hours harassed and miserable through

searching for the lost child, he plucked

up the light, slight figure of Findelkind

in his own arms, and with muttered

thanks and excuses to the sacristan of

the church, bore the boy out with him

into the evening air, and lifted him into

a cat which stood there with a horse

harnessed to one side of the pole, as the

country-people love to do, to the risk of

their own lives and their neighbors'. Fin

delkind said never a word: he was as

dumb as Theodoric had been to him; he

felt stupid, heavy, half blind; his father

pushed him some bread, and he ate it by

sheer instinct, as a lost animal will do.

The cart jogged on, the stars shone, the

great church vanished in the gloom of

night.

As they went through the city toward

the riverside and the homeward way

not a single word did his father, who

was a silent man at all times, address

to him. Only once as they passed the

bridge, "Son," he asked, "did you run

away truly thinking to please God and

help the poor?"
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"Truly I did," answered Findelkind

with a sob in his throat.

"Then thou wert an ass," said his fa

ther. " Didst never think of thy mother's

love and of my toil? Look at home."

Findelkind was mute. The drive was

very long, backward by the same way,

with the river shining in the moonlight

and the mountains half covered with the

clouds.

It was ten by the bells of Zirl when

they came once more under the solemn

shadow of grave Martinswand. There

were lights moving about the house, his

brothers and sisters were still up, his

mother ran out into the road, weeping

and laughing with fear and joy.

Findelkind himself said nothing. He

hung his head. They were too fond of

him to scold him or to jeer at him: they

made him go quickly to his bed, and his

mother made him a warm milk-posset

and kissed him. "We will punish thee

to-morrow, naughty and cruel one," said

his parent. " But thou art punished

enough already, for in thy place little

Stefan had the sheep, and he has lost

Katte's lambs, the beautiful twin lambs!

I dare not tell thy father to-night. Dost

hear the poor thing mourn ? Do not go

afield for thy duty again."

A pang went through the heart of Fin

delkind, as if a knife had pierced it. He

loved Katte better than almost any other

living thing, and she was bleating under

his window motherless and alone. They

were such beautiful lambs too !—lambs

that his father had promised should nev

er be killed, but be reared to swell the

flock.

Findelkind cowered down in his bed

and felt wretched beyond all wretched

ness. He had been brought back, his

wallet was empty, and Katte's lambs

were lost. He could not sleep. His

pulses were beating like so many steam

hammers : he felt as if his body were all

one great throbbing heart. His broth

ers, who lay in the same chamber with

him, were sound asleep: very soon his

father and mother also, on the other side

of the wall. Findelkind was alone, wide

awake, watching the big white moon

sail past his little casement and hearing

Katte bleat. Where were her poor twin

lambs? The night was bitterly cold, for

it was already far on in autumn; the

river had swollen and flooded many

fields; the snow for the last week had

fallen quite low down on the mountain

sides. Even if still living the little lambs

would die, out on such a night without

the mother or food and shelter of any

sort. Findelkind, whose vivid brain al

ways saw everything that he imagined as

if it were being acted before his eyes, in

fancy saw his two dear lambs floating

dead down the swollen tide, entangled

in rushes on the flooded shore, or fallen

with broken limbs upon a crest of rocks.

He saw them so plainly that scarcely

could he hold back his breath from

screaming aloud in the still night and

arousing the mourning wail of the des

olate mother.

At last he could bear it no longer: his

head burned, and his brain seemed whirl

ing round. At a bound he leaped out of

bed quite noiselessly, slid into his sheep

skins, and stole out as he had done the

night before, hardly knowing what he did.

Poor Katte was mourning in the wooden

shed with the other sheep, and the wail

of her sorrow sounded sadly across the

loud roar of the rushing river. The moon

was still high. Above, against the sky,

black and awful with clouds floating over

its summit, was the great Martinswand.

Findelkind this time called the big dog

Waldmar to him, and with the dog be

side him went once more out into the

cold and the gloom, whilst his father and

mother, his brothers and sisters, were

sleeping, and poor childless Katte alone

was awake. He looked up at the moun

tain, and then across the water-swept

meadows to the river. He was in doubt

which way to take. Then he thought

that in all likelihood the lambs would

have been seen if they had wandered

the river-way, and even little Stefan

would have had too much sense to let

them go there. So he crossed the road

and began to climb Martinswand. With

the instinct of the born mountaineer he

had brought out his crampons with him,

and had now fastened them on his feet:

he knew every part and ridge of the
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mountains, and had more than once

climbed over to that very spot where

Kaiser Max had hung in peril of his

life.

On second thoughts he bade Waldmar

go back to the house. The dog was a

clever mountaineer too, but Findelkind

did not wish to lead him into danger.

"I have done the wrong, and I will bear

the brunt," he said to himself; for he felt

as if he had killed Katte's children, and

the weight of the sin was like lead on his

heart, and he would not kill good Wald

mar too.

His little lantern did not show much

light, and as he went higher upward he

lost sight of the moon. The cold was

nothing to him, because the clear still

air was one in which he had been rear

ed; and the darkness he did not mind,

because he was used to that also; but the

weight of sorrow upon him he scarcely

knew how to bear, and how to find two

tiny lambs in this vast waste of silence

and shadow would have puzzled and

wearied older minds than his. Garibal

di and all his household, old soldiers

tried and true, sought all night once

upon Caprera on such a quest in vain.

If he could only have awakened his

brother Stefan to ask him which way

they had gone! But then, to be sure,

he remembered, Stefan must have told

that to all those who had been looking

for the lambs from sunset to nightfall.

All alone he began the ascent.

Time and again, in the glad spring

time and the fresh summer weather, he

had driven his flock upward to eat the

grass that grew in the clefts of the rocks

and on the broad green alps. The sheep

could not climb to the highest points, but

the goats did, and he with them. Time

and again he had lain on his back in

these uppermost heights, with the lower

clouds behind him and the black wings

of the birds and the crows almost touch

ing his forehead, as he lay gazing up into

the blue depth of the sky and dreaming,

dreaming, dreaming.

He would never dream any more now,

he thought to himself. His dreams had

cost Katte her lambs, and the world of

the dead Findelkind was gone for ever:

gone all the heroes and knights; gone

all the faith and the force; gone every

one who cared for the dear Christ and

the poor in pain.

The bells of Zirl were ringing midnight.

Findelkind heard, and wondered that only

two hours had gone by since his mother

had kissed him in his bed. It seemed

to him as if long, long nights had rolled

away and he had lived a hundred years.

He did not feel any fear of the dark calm

night, lit now and then by silvery gleams

of moon and stars. The mountain was

his old familiar friend, and the ways of

it had no more terror for him than these

hills here used to have for the bold heart

of Kaiser Max. Indeed, all he thought

of was Katte—Katte and the lambs. He

knew the way that the sheep-tracks ran

—the sheep could not climb so high as

the goats—and he knew too that little

Stefan could not climb so high as he.

So he began his search low down upon

Martinswand.

After midnight the cold increased:

there were snow-clouds hanging near,

and they opened over his head, and the

soft snow came flying along. For him

self he did not mind it, but alas for the

lambs! If it covered them, how would

he find them? And if they slept in it

they were dead.

It was bleak and bare on the moun

tain-side, though there were still patches

of grass, such as the flocks liked, that

had grown since the hay was cut. The

frost of the night made the stone slippery,

and even the irons gripped it with diFfi

culty, and there was a strong wind ris

ing like a giant's breath, and blowing his

small horn lantern to and fro. Now and

then he quaked a little with fear—not

fear of the night or the mountains, but

of strange spirits and dwarfs and goblins

of ill repute, said to haunt Martinswand

after nightfall. Old women had told him

of such things, though the priest always

said that they were only foolish tales,

there being nothing on God's earth wicked

save men and women who had not clean

hearts and hands. Findelkind believed

the priest; still, all alone on the side of

the mountain, with the snowflakes flying

round him, he felt a nervous thrill that
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made him tremble and almost turn back

ward. Almost, but not quite, for he thought

of Katte and the poor little lambs lost—

and perhaps dead—through his fault.

The path went zigzag and was very

steep; the Siberian pines swayed their

boughs in his face; stones that lay in his

path, unseen in the gloom, made him

stumble. Now and then a large bird of

the night flew by with a rushing sound:

the air grew so cold that all Martinswand

might have been turning to one huge

glacier. All at once he heard through

the stillness—for there is nothing so still

as a mountain-side in snow—a little piti

ful bleat. All his terrors vanished, all

his memories of ghost-tales passed away;

his heart gave a leap of joy ; he was sure

it was the cry of the lambs. He stopped

to listen more surely. He was now many

score of feet above the level of his home

and of Zirl: he was, as nearly as he

could judge, halfway as high as where

the cross in the cavern marks the spot

of the kaiser's peril. The little bleat

sounded above him, and it was very

feeble and faint.

Findelkind set his lantern down, braced

himself up by drawing tighter his old

leathern girdle, set his sheepskin cap firm

on his forehead, and went toward the

sound as far as he could judge that it

might be. He was out of the woods

now: there were only a few straggling

pines rooted here and there in a mass of

loose-lying rock and slate. So much he

could tell by the light of the lantern, and

the lambs, by the bleating, seemed still

above him.

It does not perhaps seem very hard

labor to hunt about by a dusky light

upon a desolate mountain-side, but when

the snow is falling fast, when the light is

only a small 'circle, wavering yellowish

on the white, when around is a wilder

ness of loose stones and yawning clefts,

when the air is ice and the hour is past

midnight, the task is not a light one for

a man; and Findelkind was a child, like

that Findelkind that was in heaven.

Long, very long, was his search: he

grew hot and forgot all fear, except a

spasm of terror lest his light should burn

low and die out. The bleating had quite

ceased now, and there was not even a

sigh to guide him ; but he knew that near

him the lambs must be, and he did not

waver nor despair.

He did not pray—praying in the morn

ing had been no use—but he trusted in

God, and he labored hard, toiling to and

fro, seeking in every nook and behind

each stone, and straining every muscle

and nerve, till the sweat rolled in a briny

dew off his forehead and his curls drip

ped with wet. At last, with a scream of

joy, he touched some soft, close wool that

gleamed white as the white snow. He

knelt down on the ground and peered

behind the stone by the full light of his

lantern: there lay the little lambs—two

little brothers, twin brothers, huddled close

together, asleep. Asleep? He was sure

they were asleep, for they were so silent

and still.

He bowed over them and kissed them,

and laughed and cried, and kissed them

again. Then a sudden horror smote him :

they were so very still. There they lay,

cuddled close, one on another, one little

white head on each little white body,

drawn closer than ever together to try

and get warm. He called to them; he

touched them; then he caught them up

in his arms, and kissed them again and

again and again. Alas ! they were frozen

and dead. Never again would they leap

in the long green grass, and frisk with

one another, and lie happy by Katte's

side: they had died calling for their

mother, and in the long, cold, cruel

night only Death had answered.

Findelkind did not weep nor scream

nor tremble: his heart seemed frozen,

like the dead lambs. It was he who had

killed them. He rose up and gathered

them in his arms, and cuddled them in

the skirts of his sheepskin tunic, and cast

his staff away that he might carry them;

and so, thus burdened with their weight,

set his face to the snow and the wind

once more and began his downward way.

Once a great sob shook him: that was

all. Now he had no fear. The night

might have been noonday, the snow

storm might have been summer, for

aught that he knew or cared.

Long and weary was the way, and
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often he stumbled and had to rest; often

the terrible sleep of the snow lay heavy

on his eyelids, and he longed to lie down

and be at rest, as the little brothers were ;

often it seemed to him that he would

never reach home again. But he shook

the lethargy off him and resisted the long

ing, and held on his way: he knew that

his mother would mourn for him as Katte

mourned for the lambs. At length, through

all difficulty and danger, when his light

had spent itself, and his strength had

wellnigh spent itself too, his feet touched

the old highroad. There were flickering

torches and many people and loud cries

around the church, as there had been

four hundred years before, when the last

sacrament had been said in the valley

for the hunter-king doomed to perish

above. His mother, being sleepless and

anxious, had risen long before it was

dawn, and had gone to the children's

chamber, and had found the bed of Fin

delkind empty once more.

He came into the midst of the people

with the two little lambs in his arms, and

he heeded neither the outcries of neigh

bors nor the frenzied joy of his mother:

his eyes looked straight before him and

his face was white like the snow. "I

killed them," he said; and then two

great tears rolled down his cheeks and

fell on the little cold bodies of the two

little dead twin brothers.

Findelkind was very ill for many nights

and many days after that. Whenever

he spoke in his fever he always said, "I

killed them." Never anything else. So

the dreary winter months went by, while

the deep snow filled up valleys and mea

dows and covered the great mountains

from summit to base, and all around Mar

tinswand was quite still, save that now and

then the post went by to Zirl, and on the

holy days the bells tolled: that was all.

His mother sat between the stove and

his bed with a sore heart; and his father,

as he went to and fro between the walls

of beaten snow from the wood-shed tol

the cattle-byre, was sorrowful, thinking

to himself the child would die and join

that earlier Findelkind whose home was

with the saints.

But the child did not die. He lay weak

and wasted and almost motionless a long

time, but slowly, as the spring-time drew

near, and the snows on the lower hills

loosened, and the abounding waters

coursed green and crystal-clear down

all the sides of the hills, I-'indelkind re

vived as the earth did, and by the time

the new grass was springing and the first

blue of the gentian gleamed on the Alps

he was well.

But to this day he seldom plays, and

scarcely ever laughs. His face is sad and

his eyes have a look of trouble. Some

times the priest of Zirl says of him to oth

ers, "He will be a great poet or a great

hero some day." VVho knows?

Meanwhile, in the heart of the child

there remains always a weary pain that

lies on his childish life as a stone may lie

on a flower. "I killed them," he says

often to himself, thinking of the two little

white brothers frozen to death on Martins

wand that cruel night; and he does the

things that are told him, and is obedient,

and tries to be content with the humble

daily duties that are his lot, and when he

says his prayers at bedtime always ends

them so : " Dear God, do let the little lambs

play with Findelkind that is in heaven."

OUIDA.
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HORSE-RACING IN FRANCE.

CONCLUDING PAPER.

BY the end of July the dispersion of

the racing fraternity has become

general. Some have gone into the prov

inces to lead the pleasant life of the chi

teau; some are in the Pyrenees, eating

trout and cotelelltes d'z'zard at Luchon;

while those whom the Paris season has

quite worn out, or put in what they would

call too " high " a condition, are refitting

at Mont Dore or else at Vichy, which is

the Saratoga of France—with this differ

ence, that nobody goes to Vichy unless

he is really ill, and that very few were

ever known to get married there. But

if our friend the sportsman should hap

pen to have nothing the matter with him,

and should know of nothing better to do

during the summer than to go where his

equine instincts would lead him, he may

spend the month of July at least in fol

lowing what is called "the Norman cir

cuit." This consists of a series of meet

ings at different places, either on the

coast or very near the Channel, in that

green land of Normandy which is to

France what the blue- grass region of

Kentucky is to America—the great horse

raising province of the country. Here the

circuit begins with the Beauvais meeting,

always largely attended by reason of its

proximity to Paris and to the numerous

chateaux, all occupied at this season of

the year, and in one ofwhich, at Mouchy

le-Chastel, the duc de Mouchy entertains

a large and distinguished company. Sun

day and Tuesday are the days for races

at Beauvais, Monday being given up to

pigeon-shooting. Then follow in quick

succession the courses of Amiens, Abbe

ville, Rouen, Havre and Caen; and in

all these places the daily programme will

be found to be a very varied one—too

much so, indeed, to suit the taste of the

English, whose notions of the fitness of

things are offended by the sight of a

steeple-chase and a flat-race on the same

track. The Normans, on the contrary,

finding even this double attraction in

sufficient, add to it the excitement of a

trotting-match in harness and under the

saddle. And such trotting! "Allais Z

marchais !" shouts the starter in good

Norman, and away go the horses, drag

ging their lumbering, rattling Norman

carts, guided by equally ponderous Nor

man peasants, over a track that is sure to

be heavy or else too hard—conditions suf

ficient of themselves to account for the fact

that the time made by these provincial

trotters has not by any means been re

duced to figures like the 2.18 of Dexter

or the phenomenal 2.14 of Goldsmith

Maid. lt is possible, however, that this

somewhat primitive condition of things

may be gradually bettered by time, and

that when American institutions and cus

toms shall have come to be the mode in

France trotting-races, and perhaps walk

ing-matches and base-ball, will be devel

oped with the rest; but up to the present

time, it must be confessed, these various

amusements have been regarded by the

French public with profound indifference.

I cannot help feeling the most lively

regret that trotting-contests should have

taken no hold upon the fancy of my

countrymen, who would find in their

magnificent roads an opportunity for the

demonstration of the practical, every-day

value of a good trotter far more favorable

than any possessed by America. But it

seems that no considerations of utility or

convenience can prevail against popular

prejudices and, above all, the modc,- and

we find even the baron d'Etreilles, official

handicapper and staftcr to the Jockey

Club—and therefore an authority—wri

ting this singular paragraph in Le S/wrl:

" Trotting-races deserve but little encour

agement. The so - called trotting - horse

does not, in fact, trot at all. His pace is

forced to such a degree of exaggeration

as to lose all regularity, at the same time

that it is rendered valueless for any prac

tical purpose. The trotter can no more

be put to his speed upon an ordinary
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road than can the racer himself. By I C/mwzlz'ne, which represents the interests

breaking up the natural gait of a horse

he is made to attain an exceptional speed,

it is true, but in doing so he has contract

ed an abnormal sort of movement for

which it is impossible to find a name. It

is something between a trot and a rack

ing pace, and with it a first-rate trotter

can make four kilometres (two miles and

a half) in seven minutes and a half, and

not much less, whatever may be said to

the contrary. I know that certain time

keepers have marked this distance as

having been done in seven minutes, but

this I consider disputable, to say the

least." M. d'Etreilles cites, however, as

an exception to his rules, a horse called

Rochester, belonging to the Prince E. de

Beauvan, which trotted nineteen miles

in one hour without breaking or pacing,

but when a return bet was proposed, with

the distance increased to twenty miles, the

owner of Rochester refused.

These assertions of the French author

ity will appear strange enough to Ameri

cans. But we must add that the views

of M. d'Etreilles on this subject are by

no means universally shared in France.

A writer whose practical experience and

long observation entitle his opinions to

much weight—M. Gayot—goes so far as

to say that the American trotters really

form a distinct race. "The Northern

States of the Union," he writes, "have

accomplished for the trotter what Eng

land has done for the thoroughbred: by

selecting the best—that is to say, the

swiftest and the most enduring—and by

breeding from these, there has been fixed

in the very nature of their progeny that

wonderful aptitude for speed which," in

direct contradiction to the opinion of M.

d'Etreilles, he declares to be " of the great

est practical utility."

The administration of the Haras and

the Society for the Encouragement of the

Raising of Horses of Half-blood have

established special meetings at which

trotting-prizes are given. That these are

by no means to be despised has been

proved by M. Jouben's Norman trotter

Tentateur, who last year earned for his

owner twenty thousand francs without the

bets. There is aspecial journal, La Frame

of the "trot," and its development has

been further encouraged by an appropria

tion of sixty thousand francs voted this

year by the Chamber. A former officer

of the Haras has also set up an establish

ment at Vire for the training of trotters.

In 1878 a track was laid out at Maison La

fitte, near Paris, for the trial of trotting

horses, and the government, in the hope

that animals trained to this gait would be

sent to Paris from other countries during

the great Exhibition if sufficient induce

ment- were offered, awarded a sum of

sixty-two thousand francs to be given in

premiums. Six races took place on the

principal day of the trials. These were

in harness to two— and four-wheeled wag

ons, and two of the matches were won

by Normans, two by English horses and

two by horses from Russia of the Orloff

breed. America was, unfortunately, not

represented. As to the public, it took

little interest in the event, notwithstand

ing its novelty: the few persons who had

come to look on soon grew tired of it, and

after the fourth race not a single spectator

was left upon the stands.

The marquis de MacMahon, brother

of the marshal, used to say that the gal

lop was the gait of happy people, the

natural movement of women and of fools.

"The three prettiest things in the world,"

wrote Balzac, "are a frigate under sail, a

woman dancing and a horse at full run."

I leave these opinions, so essentially

French, to the judgment of Americans,

and turn to another point of difference in

the racing customs of the two countries.

In France the practice of recording the

time of a race is looked upon as childish.

The reason given is, that horses that have

run or trotted separately against time will

often show quite contrary results when

matched against each other, and that the

one that has made the shortest time on

the separate trial will frequently be easily

beaten on the same track by the one that

showed less speed when tried alone.

However this may be, it appears that the

average speed of running races in France

has increased since 71872. At that time

it was one minute and two to three sec

onds for one thousand metres (five fur
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longs); for two thousand metres (a mile

and a quarter), 2m. 8 to 1os.; for three

thousand metres (one mile seven fur

longs), 3m. 34 to 35s.; for four thousand

metres (two miles and a half), 4m. 3o to

35s. The distance of the Prix Gladiateur '

(six thousand two hundred metres or three

and three-quarter miles one furlong)—the

longest in France—is generally accom

plished in 8m. 5w 6s., though Mon Etoile

has done it in 7m. 25s. But the mean

speed, as we have said, has been raised

since 1872, as it has been in America.

But let us come back to our Norman

circuit, which this digression about time

and trotting interrupted at Rouen. The

sleepy old mediazval town on this occa

sion rouses itself from its dreams of the

past and awakens to welcome the crowd

of Norman farmers who come flocking

in, clad for the most part in the national

blue blouse, but still bearing about their

persons those unmistakable though quite

indescribable marks by whieh the turf

man can recognize at a glance and under

any costume the man whose business is

with horses. Every trade and calling in

life perhaps may be said to impart to its

followers some distinguishing peculiarity

by which the brethren of the craft at least i

will instinctively know each other; and

amongst horse-fanciers these mysterious

signs of recognition are as infallible as

the signals of Freemasonry. As one pene

trates still farther into Normandy on his

way to the Caen races—which come off

a few days after those at Rouen—one be

comes still more alive to the fact that he

is in a great horse-raising country. It is

indeed to the departments of Calvados

and the Orne beyond all other places that

we owe those fine Norman stallions of

which so many have been imported into

America. In the Pin stud, at the fairs

of Guibray and of Montague, one may

see the descendants of the colossal Ro

man-nosed horses of Merlerault and Co

tentin which used to bear the weight of

riders clad in iron, and which figure at

a later day in the pictures of Van der

Meulen. The infusion of English blood

within the present century, and particu

larly during the Second Empire, has pro

foundly modified the character of the ani

mal known to our ancestors : the Norman,

with the rest of the various races once so

numerous in France, is rapidly disappear

ing, and it will not be very long before

two uniform types only will prevail—the

draught-horse and the thoroughbred.

The race-course at Caen is one of the

oldest in France, having been establish

ed as long ago as 1837. The most im

portant events of its programme are the

Prix de la Ville (handicap), with premium

and stakes amounting to twenty or twen

ty-five thousand francs, on which the

heaviest bets of the intermediate season

are made, and the Grand St. Léger of

France, which before the war took place

at Moulins, and which is far from being

of equal importance with the celebrated

race at Doncaster whose name it bears.

The site of the track at Caen is a beauti

ful meadow upon the banks of the Orne,

very long and bordered with fine trees,

but unfortunately too narrow, and con

sequently awkward at the turns.

By the rules of the Société colts of two

years are not allowed to run before the

first of August, and as the Caen races

take place during the first week of this

month, they have the first gathering of

the season's crop of two-year-olds—an

event which naturally excites the curios

ity of followers of the turf. The wisdom

and utility of subjecting animals of this

age to such a strain upon their powers

have been much discussed, and good

judges have strongly condemned the pre

cocious training involved, as tending to

check the natural development of the

horse, and sometimes putting a prema

ture end to his career as a racer. In

England these races have been multiplied

to abuse. There are signs of a reaction,

however, in France, where several own

ers of racing-stables, following the ex

ample set by M. Lupin, have found their

advantage in refusing to take part in the

pernicious practice. For, after all, these

first trials really prove nothing at all.

They are found to furnish no standard

by which any accurate measure can be

taken of the future achievements of the

horse. In fact, if one will take the trou

ble to examine the lists of winners of

these two-year-old criterions, as they are
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called, he will find but very few names

that have afterward become illustrious in

the annals of the turf.

The races of Caen over, their follow

ers take themselves some few leagues

farther upon their circuit, to attend the

meeting at Cabourg, one of those pretty

little towns, made up of about a hundred

villas, four hotels, a church and a casino,

that lie scattered along the Norman coast

like beads of a broken necklace. Living

is dear in these stylish little out-of-the

way places, and this naturally keeps

away the more plebeian element that

frequents the great centres. About the

fifteenth of August begins the week of

races at Déauville, the principal event

of the Norman circuit, bringing together

not unfrequently as many as a hundred

and sixty horses, and ranking, in fact, as

third in importance in all France, the

meetings at Longchamps and Chantilly

alone taking precedence of it. It is to

the duc de Morny that Déauville owes the

existence of its "hippodrome," but the

choice of this bit of sandy beach, that

seemed to have been thrown up and

abandoned by the sea like a waif, cannot

be called a happy one. It may be, how

ever, that the duke's selection of the site

was determined by its proximity to the

luxuriant valley of the Auge, so famous

for its excellent pasturage and for the

number of its stables. The Victor stud

belonging to M. Aumont, that of Fer

vacques, the property of M. de Mont

gomery, and the baron de Rothschild's

establishment at Meautry, are all in the

immediate neighborhood of Déauville;

but even these advantages do not com

pensate for the unfavorable character of

the track, laid out, as we have said, upon

land from which the sea had receded,

and which, as might have been expected,

was sure to be hard and cracked in a

dry season. To remedy this most serious

defect, and to bring the ground to its

present degree of excellence, large sums

had to be expended. The aspect of the

race-course to-day, however, is really

charming. A rustic air has been given

to the stands, the ring, even to the stables

that enclose the paddock, but it is a rus

ticity quite compatible with elegance, like

I garden of Trianon.

that of the pretty Norman farm in the

The purse for two

year-olds used to be called, under the

Empire, the Prix Morny, but this name

was withdrawn at the same time that the

statue of the duke, which once stood in

Déauville, was pulled down.

Our Norman circuit comes to a close

with the races at Dieppe, which finished

last year on the 26th of August. Dieppe

was celebrated during the Empire for its

steeple-chases, which were run upon a

somewhat hilly ground left almost in its

natural state—a very unusual thing in

France. The flat- and hurdle-races which

have succeeded to these since the war

are not of sufficient importance to de

tain us.

Returning from this agreeable summer '

j aunt, in which the pleasures of sea-bath

ing have added a zest to the enjoyment

of the race-course, the followers of the

turf will seek, on coming back to Paris

in the early days of September, the au

tumn meetings at Fontainebleau and at

Longchamps. But they will not find the

paddock of the latter at this season of the

year bustling with the life and fashion

that gave it such brilliancy in the spring,

and the "return from the races" is made

up of little else than hired cabs drawn by

broken-down steeds. It is just the period

when Paris, crowded with economical

strangers, English or German—the for

mer on their return, perhaps, from Switz

erland, the latter enjoying their vacation

after their manner—mourns the absence

of her own gay world. The /zaulcgomme

—the swells, the upper ten—-are still in

the provinces. They have left the sea

side, it is true—it was time for that—but

the season in the Pyrenees is not over

yet, and Luchon and Bigone will be full

until the middle of September, and not

before the month is ended will Biarritz

give up her pleasure-seekers. The open

ing of the shooting season on the first

Sunday of September has scattered the

sportsmen throughout the twenty-five or

thirty departments in which there is still

left a chance of finding game. But the

best shooting is in the neighborhood of

Paris, in the departments of Seine-et

Marne and Seine-et-Oise—at Grosbois
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with the prince de Wagram; at St. Ger

main-les-Corbeil on the estate of M. Dar

blay; at Bois-Boudran with the comte de

Greffuhle; or at the chéiteau of the baron

de Rothschild at Ferritares; and the nu

merous guests of these gentlemen may,

if they are inclined, take a day to see the

Omnium or the Prix Royal Oak run be

tween two batlues auxfairans. The Om

nium is the most important of the handi

caps: it is the French Cmsarewitch, though

with a difference. The distance of the

latter is two miles and two furlongs, that

of the Omnium but a mile and a half.

The value of the stakes is generally from

twenty -five to thirty thousand francs. As

its name would indicate, this race, by ex

ception to the fundamental principle of

'the Jockey Club, is open to horses of

every kind, without regard to pedigree,

above the age of three years. A horse

that has gained a prize of two thousand

francs after the publication of the weights

is handicapped with an overweight of two

kilogrammes and a half(a trifle over five

pounds); if he has gained several such,

with three kilos ; ifhe is the winner of an

eight-thousand-franc purse, he has to carry

an overweight of four kilos, or one of five

kilos if he has won more than one race

of the value last mentioned. The publi

cation of the weights takes place at the

end of June, when the betting begins.

Heavy and numerous are the wagers on

this important race, and as the prospects

of the various horses entered change from

time to time according to the prizes gain

ed and the overweights incurred, the

quotation naturally undergoes the most

unlooked-for variations. A lot of money

is won and lost before the real favorites

have revealed themselves; that is to say,

before the last week preceding the race.

The winner of the Omnium is hardly

ever a horse of the first rank, and the

baron d'lItreilles undertakes to tell us

why. The object of the handicap, he

says, being to equalize the chances of

several horses of different degrees of

merit, the handicapper is in a manner

obliged to make it next to impossible for

the first-rate horses to win; otherwise, the

owners of the inferior animals, seeing that

they had no chance, would prefer to pay

' ond~rate horses be put?

forfeit, and the harmony, as it were, of the

contest—the even balancing of chances,

which is of the very essence of the han

dicap—would be lacking. On the other

hand, the handicapper cannot bring the

chances of the really bad horses up to

the mean average, no matter how much

he may favor them in the weights, and

thus it nearly always turns out that the

Omnium, like every other important

handicap, is won by a horse of the sec

ond class, generally a three-year-old,

whose real merits have been hidden from

the handicapper. This concealment is

not so difficult as it might seem. There

are certain owners who, when they have

satisfied themselves by trials made before

the spring races that they have in their

stables a few horses not quite good enough

to stand a chance in the great contests,

but still by no means without valuable

qualities, prefer to reserve them for an

important affair like the Omnium, on

which they can bet heavily and to ad

vantage, especially if they have a "dark

horse," or one that is as yet unknown.

Otherwise, to what use could these sec

If one should

run them in the spring they might get

one or two of the smaller stakes, after

which everybody would have their meas

ure. Their owners, therefore, show wis

dom in keeping them out of sight, or per

haps, as some of the shrewder ones do,

by running them when rather out of con- .

dition, and thus ensuring their defeat by

adversaries really inferior to themselves.

In this way the handicapper is deceived

as to their true qualities, and is induced

to weight them advantageously for the

Omnium.

Many readers but little conversant with

turf matters will no doubt be scandalized

to hear of these tricks of the trade, and

will be apt to conclude that good faith is

no more the fashion at Longchamps than

at the Bourse, and that cleverness in bet

ting, as in stockjobbing, consists in know

ing when to depreciate values and when

to inflate them, as one happens to be a

bull or a bear in the market. The truth

is, that no rules can be devised, either by

Jockey Clubs or by imperial parliaments,

that can put a stop to these abuses: they
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will exist, in spite of legislation, as long

as the double character of owner and

better can be united in the same person.

If this person should not act in perfect

good faith, all restraining laws will be

illusory, because the betting owner has

the cards in his own hands, and can

withdraw a horse or make him run at

his pleasure, or even make him lose a

race in case of need. If the thing is

managed with skill, it is almost impos

sible to discover the deception. In 1877,

at Déauville, the comte de Clermont

Tonnere and his jockey, Goddart, were

' expelled from the turf because the latter

had "pulled" his horse in such a clumsy

and unmistakable way that the specta

tors could not fail to see it. This circum

stance was without precedent in France,

and yet how often has the trick, which in

this case was exposed, been practised

without any one being the wiser for it!

It ought to be added that the bettcrs

make one claim that is altogether unrea

sonable, and that is—at least this is the

only inference from their talk—that when

they have once "taken" a horse, as they

call it, in a race, the owner thereby loses

a part of his proprietorship in the animal,

and is bound to share his rights of own

ership with them. But one cannot thus

limit the rights of property, and as long

as the owner does not purposely lose a

race, and does not deceive the handi

capper as to the real value of his horse

for the purpose of getting a reduction of

weights, he can surely do as he pleases

with his own. There will remain, of

course, the question of morality and of

delicacy, of which each one must be the

judge for himself. M. Lupin, for exam

ple, and Lord Falmouth, when they have

two horses engaged for the same purse,

always let these take their chances, and

do nothing to prevent the better horse

from being the winner, while the comte

de Lagrange, as we have had occasion

to observe before, has acquired the rep

utation of winning, if he can, with his

worst animal, or at least with the one

upon whose success the public has least

counted. This is what took place when

he gained the Grand Prix de Paris in

1877 with an outsider, St. Christophe,

Vo’..XXVI.—29

whilst all the betters had calculated upon

the victory of his other horse, Verneuil.

So the duke of Hamilton in 1878 at Good

wood, where one of his horses was the

favorite, declared just at the start that he

meant to win with another, and by his

orders the favorite was pulled double at

the finish. The same year, in America,

Mr. Lorillard caused Parole, then a two

year-old, to be beaten by one of his sta

ble-companions and one decidedly his

intbrior. When this sort of thing is done

the ring makes a great uproar about it,

but without reason, for there can be no

question of an owner's right to save his

best horse, if he can, from a future over

weight by winning with another not so

good. Only he ought frankly to declare

his intention to do so before the race.

The autumn stakes that rank next in

importance to the Omnium are known as

the Prix Royal Oak, open, like its coun

terpart, the St. Leger of Doncaster, to

colts and fillies of three years only, with

an unloading of three pounds for the lat

ter. On this occasion one will have an

opportunity of seeing again in the Bois

de Boulogne the contestants of the great

prizes of the spring. The Royal Oak is

nearly always won by a horse of the first

class, and in the illustrious list may be

found the names of Gladiateur and of

four winners of the French Derby—Pa

tricien, Boiard, Kilt and Jongleur.

In October, Longchamps is deserted

for Chantilly, where the trials of two

year-olds take place—the first criterion

for horses, the second criterion for fillies

—the distance in these two races being

eight hundred metres, or half a mile.

The Grand Criterion, for colts and fil

lies, has a distance of double this, or one

mile (sixteen hundred metres). Since

their débuts in August at Caen and Déau

ville the young horses have had time to

harden and to show better what they are

made of; and it is in the Grand Criterion

that one looks for the most certain indi

cations of their future career. The names

of the winners will be found to include

many that have afterward become cele

brated, such as Mon Etoile, Stradella,

Le Béarnais, Mongoubert, Sornette, Ré

vigny and others.
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Chantilly is the birthplace of racing

in France. In the winter of l833—the

same year which also witnessed the foun

dation of the Jockey Club—Prince La

banoff, who was then living at Chantil

ly, and who had secured the privilege

of hunting in the forest, invited several

well-known lovers of the chase to join

him in the sport. Tempted by the elas

ticity of the turf, it occurred to the hunt

ers to get up a race, and meeting at the

Constable's Table—a spot where once

stood the stump of a large tree on which,

as the story goes, the constable of France

used to dine—they improvised a race

course which has proved the prolific

mother of the tracks to be found to-day

all over the country. In this first trial

M. de Normandie was the winner. The

fate of Chantilly was decided. Since the

suicide—or the assassination—of the last

of the Condés the castle had been aban

doned, the duc d'Aumale, its inheritor,

being then a minor. The little town

itself seemed dying of exhaustion. It

was resolved to infuse into it a new life

by taking advantage of the exceptional

quality of its turf. The soil is a rather

hard sand, resisting pressure, elastic, and

covered with a fine thick sward, and of

a natural drainage so excellent that even

the longest rains have no visible effect

upon it. On this ground—as good as, if

not better than, that at Newmarket—there

is to-day a track of two thousand metres,

or a mile and a quarter—the distance

generally adopted in France—with good

turns, excepting the one known as the

"Réservoirs," which is rather awkward,

and which has the additional disadvan

tage of skirting the road to the training

stables—a temptation to bolt that is some

times too strong for horses of a doubtful

character. For this reason there is some

times a little confusion in the field at this

point. Before coming to the last turn

there is a descent, followed by a rise

both of them pretty stiff—and this un

doubtedly has its effect on the result, for

the lazicr horses fall away a little on the

ascent. Just at this point too a clump

of trees happens to hide the track from

the spectators on the stands, and all the

lorgnettes are turned on the summit of

the rise to watch for the reappearance of

the horses, who are pretty sure to turn

up in a different order from that in which

they were last seen. This crisis of the

race is sometimes very exciting. A mag

nificent forest of beech borders and forms

a background to the race-course in the

rear of the stands; in front rise the splen

did and imposing stables of the duc d'Au

male, built by Mansard for the Great

Condé; on the right is the pretty Renais

sance chlteau of His Royal Highness;

while the view loses itself in a vast ho

rizon of distant forest and hills of misty

blue. The stands are the first that were

erected in France, and in 1833 they seem

ed no doubt the height of comfort and

elegance, but to-day they are quite too

small to accommodate the ever-increas

ing crowd. The stands as well as the

stables, and the race-course itself, all

belong to the duc d'Aumale, who gave

a splendid house-warming and brilliant

féte last October to celebrate the comple

tion of the restorations of his ancestral

chfiteau. Under the Empire, the prop

erty of the Orleans princes having been

confiscated, a nominal transfer of Chan

tilly was made to a friend of the family.

The emperor, having one day signified

his wish to witness the Derby, had the

mortification on his arrival to find the

reserved stand closed against him by the

prince's orders. It was necessary to force

the gate. The emperor took the hint,

however, and never went to Chantilly

again.

The soil of the Forest of Fontainebleau

being of the same nature as that of the

turf in the open, the alleys of the park

furnish an invaluable resource to the

trainer. For this reason, since racing

has come in vogue, most of the stables

have found their way to Chantilly or to

its immediate neighborhood, where one

of the largest and finest alleys of the for

est, running parallel to the railway and

known as the Alley of the Lions, has

been given up to their use. Thus, Chan

tilly, with its Derby Day and its training

grounds, may be called at once the

Epsom and the Newmarket of France.

There is hardly a horse, with the excep

tion of those of the comte de Lagrange
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and of M. Lupin, and those of Hen

ry Jennings, the public trainer, that

is not "worked" in the Alley of the

Lions. The Société d'Encouragement

has control of the training-ground as well

as of the track, and also claims the right

to keep spectators away from the trial

gallops, so that the duc d'Aumale, whose

proprietary privileges are thus usurped,

is often at war with the society. He has

stag-hunts twice a week during the win

ter, on Mondays and Thursdays, and

now and then on Sundays too—as he

did with the grand duke of Austria on

his late visit to Chantilly—and he natu

rally objects to having the hunt cut in

two by the gallops over his principal ave

nue. He worries the trainers to such a

degree that they begin to talk of quitting

Chantilly for some more hospitable quar

ters. VVhen things get to this pass the

duke, who, in his character of councillor

general, is bound to look after the inter

ests of his constituents, relents, and put

ting aside his personal wrongs calls a

parley with the stewards of the races,

offers a new prize—an object of art per

haps—or talks of enlarging the stands,

and the gage of reconciliation being ac

cepted, peace is made to last until some

new casus belli shall occur. His Royal

Highness is not forgetful of the duties of

his position. When he is at Chantilly on

a race-day he gracefully does the honors

of his reserved stand to all the little Or

leanist court. Since the reconciliation

that took place between the comte de

Paris and the comte de Chambord in

1873 this miniature court has been en

larged by the addition of several per

sonages of the Legitimist circle, and the

"ring" at Chantilly is often graced with

a most distinguished and aristocratic as

scmblage. Amongst the beauties of this

brilliant company may be especially no

ticed Madame de Viel-Castel, the young

princesse Amédé de Broglie, the duchesse

de Chaulnes with her strange, unconven

tional type of beauty, Madame Ferdinand

Bischoffsheim, the comtesse Beugnot, the

comtesse Tanneguy-Duchatel and the

princessede Sagan. And when all this

gay party has dispersed, and the duke is

left to his cigar—as constant a compan

ion as the historical weed in the mouth

of General Grant—he might almost fancy,

as he walks the great street of his good

town, that he is back again at Twicken

ham in the days of his exile. There is

something to remind him on every side

of the country that once sheltered him.

To right and left are English farrieries,

English saddleries, and English bars and

taverns too. English is the language that

reaches his ears, and English of the most

" horsey " sort that one can hear this side

of Newmarket. Everybody has the pe

culiar gait and costume that belong to the

English horseman : the low-crowned hat,

the short jacket, those tight trousers and

big, strong boots, are not to be mistaken.

It is a little world in itself, in which no

Frenchman could long exist, but its pe

culiar inhabitants have not, for all that,

neglected anything that may attract the

young folk of the country. They have

even offered the bribe of a race in which

only French jockeys are permitted to ride,

but these, with only an exception here and

there, have very promptly given up the

business, disgusted either by the severe

regimen required in the matter of diet or

by the rigorous discipline indispensable

in a training-stable. The few exceptions

to which I have referred have not sufficed

to prevent this race from falling into dis

repute; but it may be worth mentioning

that on the last occasion on which it was

run, the Igth October last, when but three

or four horses were'engaged, the baron

de Bizé, with what has been called a

veritable inspiration of genius, threw an

unlooked-for interest into the event by

mounting in person M. Camille Blanc's

horse Nonancourt, and winning the race

with him. It is to be borne in mind that

the riders must not only have been born

in France, but must be of French pa

rentage on the side of both father and

mother.

The best-known jockeys are nearly all

the children of English parents, and have

first seen the light in the little colony at

Chantilly or else have been brought very

young into France. I give some of their

names, classed according to the number

of victories gained by them respectively

in I878: Hunter, who generally rides for
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M. Fould, 47 victories; Wheeler, head

jockey and trainer for M. Ed. Blanc, 45

victories; Hislop, 39; Hudson, ex-jock

ey to M. Lupin, who gained last year

the Grand Prix de Paris, 36 victories;

Rolf, 35; Carratt, 32; Goater, who rides

for the comte de Lagrange, and who is

well known in England; and Edwards,

whose "mount" was at one time quite

the mode, and whose tragical death on

the 3d of October last created a painful

sensation. When Lamplugh was train

ing for the duke of Hamilton he made

Edwards "first stable-boy," and this and

his subsequent successes excited a violent '

jealousy in one of his stable-companions '

named Page. The two jockeys separated,

but instead of fighting a duel, as French

men might have done, they simply rode

against each other one day at Auteuil—

Pa e on Leona, and Edwards on Pean

d' ne. The struggle was a desperate

one: both riders got bad falls from their

exhausted mares, and from that time

poor Edwards never regained his aplomb.

He frequently came to grief afterward,

and met his death in consequence of a

fall from Slowmatch at Maison Lafitte.

One of the oldest celebrities of Chan

tilly is Charles Pratt, formerly trainer and

jockey for the baron Niviere and for the

late Charles Lafitte, and at present in the

service of the prince d'Aremberg. His

system of training approached very near

ly that of Henry Jennings, under whose

orders and instructions he had worked

for a long time. His horses were always

just in the right condition on the day

they were wanted, and as he never al

lowed them to be overridden, their legs

remained uninjured for many years—a

thing that has become too rare in France

as well as in England. As a jockey Pratt

possessed, better than any other, that

knowledge of pace without which a rider

is sure to commit irreparable mistakes.

At the Grand Prix de Paris of I870, when

he rode Sornette, he undertook the dar

ing feat of keeping the head of the field

from the start to the finish. Such an en

terprise in a race so important and so

trying as this demanded the nicest in

stinct for pace and the most thorough

knowledge, which as trainer he already

possessed, of the impressionable nature

and high qualities of his mare.

The autumn meetings at Chantilly close

the legitimate season in France. The af

fairs at Tours are of little interest except

to the foreign colony—which at this sea

son of the year is pretty numerous in

Touraine—and to the people of the sur

rounding country. On these occasions

the cavalry officers in garrison at Tours

get up paper hunts, a species of sport

which is rapidly growing in favor and

promises to become a national pastime.

Whatever interest attaches to the No

vember races at Bordeaux is purely local.

Turfmen who cannot get through the win

ter without the sight of the jockeys' silk

jackets and the bookmakers‘ mackin

toshes must betake themselves to Pau in

December. The first of the four winter

meetings takes place during this month

upon a heath at a distance of four kilo

metres—say about two miles and a half

—from the town. The exceptional cli

mate and situation of Pan, where the

frozen-out fox-hunters of England come

to hunt, and where there is a populous

American colony, will no doubt before

long give a certain importance to these

races, but just now the local committee

is short of funds and the stakes have

been insufficient to offer an attraction to

good horses. Last winter in one of the

steeple-chases all the horses tumbled

pell-mell into the river, which was the

very first obstacle they encountered, and

although the public was quite used to

seeing riders come to grief, it found the

incident somewhat extraordinary.

The meetings at Nice, the queen of all

winter residences in Europe, are much

finer and more worthy of attention. They

begin in January, and the programme has

to be arranged almost exclusively for stee

ple-chases and hurdle-races, as flat-racers

are not in condition for running at the

time when the season at Nice is at its

height. The greater number, and par

ticularly the best, of the racers have im

portant engagements for the spring meet

ings at Paris and at Chantilly, and even

in view of really valuable prizes they

could not afford at this time of year to

undergo a complete preparation, which
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would advance them too rapidly in their Y

training and would make it impossible

to have them in prime condition in the '

spring. The race-course at Nice is charm

ingly situated in the valley of the Var.

The perfume of flowers from numerous

beds reaches the stands, where one may 1

enjoy a magnificent view of mountain '

. gambling-hell—a hell disguised in theand sea, whilst a good band discourses

music in the intervals of the races. Some

of the prizes are important. The Grand

Prix de Monaco, for instance, popularly

known as "The Cup," consists of an ob

ject of art given by the prince of Monaco

and a purse of twenty thousand francs,

without counting the entrance - stakes.

On the second day is run the great hur

dle handicap for seventy-five hundred

francs called the Prix de Monte Carlo,

meeting the Grand Prix de Nice, a free

handicap steeple-chase for a purse of

ten thousand francs.

The international pigeon-shooting

matches at Monaco, which occur at the

same time, contribute, with the races, to i

give an extraordinary animation to this

period of the season at Nice.

ting-ring feels the influence of the prox

imity of the gaming-tables, where every

body goes; and yet one could so easily

exchange this feverish life of play for the

calmer enjoyments of the capital cuz'sz'ne

of London House and an after-dinner

stroll on the English Promenade or the

terraces of Monte Carlo, in dreamy con

templation of the mountains with their

misty grays and a sea and sky of such

heavenly blue. But no: this charming

programme is wantonly rejected: not the

finest orchestras, not the prettiest fétes,

not the newest chansonettes sung by Ju

dic and Jeanne Granier themselves, can

turn the players for a moment from the

pursuit of their one absorbing passion.

Play goes on at the Casino of Monte

Carlo the livelong day, the only relaxa

tion from the couleurgagnante or tiers et

tout being when the gamblers step across '

the way to take a shot at the pigeons or

a bet on the birds ; for they must bet on

something, if it is but on the number of

the box from which the next victim will

fly. And when in the evening the play- -

The bet- .

, broken line?

ers have returned to Nice it is only to in

dulge the fierce passion again in playing

baccarat—the terrible Parisian baccarat

—at the Massena Club or at the Mediter

ranean, where the betting is even higher

than at Monaco. Hundreds of thousands

of francs change hands every hour from

noon to six o'clock in the morning in this

colors of Paradise.

But let us fly from the perilous neigh

borhood and reach the nearest race

course by the fastest train we can find.

The passion for the turf is healthier

than the other, and its ends not so much

in need of concealment. Unluckily, we

shall not find just at this season—that is

to say, in February—anything going on

' excepting a few steeple-chases—some

and on the third and last day of the ' "jumping business," as the English say

rather contemptuously. In England there

are certain owners, such as Lord Lons

. dale, Captain Machell, Mr. Brayley and

others, who, though well known in flat

races, have also good hunters in their

stables, while the proprietors of the latter

in France confine themselves exclusively

to this specialty. Perhaps the best known

amongst them are the baron Jules Finot

and the marquis de St. Sauveur. Most

of the members of the Jockey Club affect

to look down upon the "illegitimate "

sport, as they call it. It would seem, how

ever, that this disdain is hardly justifiable,

' for as a spectacle at least a steeple-chase

is certainly more dramatic and more in

teresting than a flat-race. What can be

finer than the sight of a dozen gentlemen

or jockeys, as the case may be, charging

a brook and taking it clear in one un

And yet, despite the at

tractions and excitement of the sport, and

all the efforts made from time to time by

the Society of Steeple-chases to popular

7 ize it in France, it cannot as yet be called

a success. Complaint is made, as in Eng

land, of too short distances, of the in

sufficiency of the obstacles, of an over

straining of the pace. The whole thing

is coming to partake more and more of

the nature of a race, an essentially differ

ent thing. Field sports are not races—at

least they never ought to be. A steeple

chase can never answer the true purpose
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of the flat-race, which is to prove which is

the best horse, to the end that he may

ultimately reproduce his like. But no

body ever heard of "a sire calculated to

get steeple-chasers." The cleverness and

the special qualities that make a good

steeple-chaser are not transmitted. The

best have been horses of poor appearance,

often small and unsightly, that have been

given up by the trainer as incapable of

winning in flat-races. In England the

winners of the "Grand National" have

had no pedigree to speak of, and have

failed upon the track. Cassetéte had run

in nineteen races without gaining a single

one before he began his remarkable ca

reer as a hunter; Alcibiade had been

employed at Newmarket as a lad's horse;

Salamander was taken out of a cart to

win the great steeple-chases at Liverpool

and Warwick.

In France there is no Liverpool or Croy

don or Sandown for steeple-chases: there

is only an Auteuil. The other meetings

in the neighborhood of Paris—Maisons,

Le Vésinet, La Marche—are in the hands

of shameless speculators like Dennetier,

Oller and the rest. Poor horses, bought

in the selling races and hardly trained at

all to their new business, compete at these

places for slender purses, and often with

the help of dishonest tricks. Accidents,

as might be expected, are frequent, al

though the obstacles, with the exception

of the river at La Marche, are insignif

icant. But the pace is pushed to such

excess that the smallest fence becomes

dangerous. This last objection, however,

may be made even to the running at Au

'teuil, where the course is under the ju

dicious and honorable direction of the

Society of Steeple-chases. The pace is

quite too severe for such a long stretch,

strewn as it is with no less than twenty

four obstacles, and some of them pretty

serious. The weather, too, is nearly al

ways bad at Auteuil, even at the summer

meetings, and the ill-luck of the Steeple

chase Society in this respect has become

as proverbial as the good-fortune and fa

voring skies that smile upon the Société

d'Encouragement, its neighbor at Long

champs. It is not to be wondered at,

then, that the English do not feel at home

upon this dangerous track. They have

gained but twice the great interuational

steeple-chase founded in 1874—the first

time with Miss Hungerford in the year

just mentioned, and again with Congress

in I877. This prize, the most important

of the steeple-chase purses in France,

amounts to twelve hundred sovereigns,

added to a sweepstakes of twenty sover

eigns each, with twelve sovereigns forfeit

—or only two sovereigns if declared by

the published time—and is open to horses

of four years old and upward. It is run

in the early part of June. Last year,

whilst \Vild Monarch, belonging to the

marquis de St. Sauveur and ridden by

D'Anson, was winning the race, the

splendid stands took fire and were burn

ed, without the loss of a single life, and

even without a serious accident, thanks

to the ample width of the staircases and

of the exits. These stands were the new

est and the most comfortable in the coun

try. It is to be hoped that the society

will not allow itself to be discouraged by

such a persistent run of ill-luck, but that

it will continue to pursue its work, the

object of which it has declared to be "to

encourage, as far as its resources will per

mit, the breeding and raising of horses

for service and for the arrny." As the

Encouragement Society rests upon the

Jockey Club, so the Society of Steeple

chases finds its support in the Cercle of

the Rue Royale, commonly called the

Little Club or the Moutard. This club

was reorganized after the war under the

direction of the prince de Sagan, and has

made great sacrifices to bring Auteuil into

fashion.

The regular racing-season in France

begins on the 15th of March, and no

horse that has appeared upon any pub

lic track before this date is permitted to

enter. The first event of the series is the

spring meeting at Rheims—the French

Lincoln. Of the six flat-races run here,

one, known as the Derby of the East, is

for two-year-olds of the previous year,

with a purse of five thousand francs. ln

the "Champagne" races the winner gets,

besides his prize, a basket of a hundred

bottles of the sparkling wine instead of

the empty "cup" that gives its name to
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other famous contests. After Rheims the

next meeting in course is at Longchamps,

in the beginning of April, opening with

the Prix du Cadran, twenty-five thousand

francs, distance forty-two hundred metres,

for four-year-olds. Then comes the essay

of horses of the year in the Trial Sweep

stakes and the Prix Daru, corresponding

with the Two Thousand Guineas and the

Thousand Guineas at Newmarket. The

quotation begins to take shape as the fa

vorites for the great events of May and

June stand out more clearly. Of all the

prizes—not excepting even the Grand

Prix de Paris—the one most desired by

French turfmen is the French Derby, or,

to call it by its official name, the Prix du

Jockey Club, the crowning event of the

May meeting at Chantilly. The condi

tions of the Derby are as follows: For

colts and fillies of three years, distance

twenty-four hundred metres, or a mile

and a half, fifty thousand francs, or two

thousand pounds sterling, with stakes

added of forty pounds for each horse

twenty - four pounds forfeit, or twenty

pounds if declared out at a fixed date;

colts to carry one hundred and twenty

three pounds, and fillies one hundred

and twenty pounds. The purse last year

amounted to £3863 (96,575 francs). Like

the English Derby, its French namesake

is regarded as the test and gauge of the

quality of the year's production. In the

year of the foundation of this important

race (1836), and for the two succeeding

years, it was gained by Lord Henry Sey

mour's stable, whose trainer, Th. Car

ter, and whose stallion, Royal Oak, both

brought from England, were respectively

the best trainer and the best stallion of

that time. In 1839, however, the duc

d'Orléans's Romulus, foaled at the Meu

don stud, put an end to these victories

of the foreigner. In 184o the winner

was Tontine, belonging to M. Eugene

Aumont, but Lord Seymour, whose horse

had come in second, asserted that anoth

er horse had been substituted for Tontine,

and that under this name M. Aumont

had really entered the English filly Hé

rodiade, while the race was open only to

colts foaled and raised in France. A

lawsuit was the result, and while the

courts refused to admit Lord Seymour's

claim, the racing committee declared the

mare disqualified, and M. Aumont sold

his stable. In I841, Lord Seymour again

gained the Derby with Poetess (by Royal

Oak), who afterward became mother of

Heroine and of Monarque and grand

mother of Gladiateur. In 1843 there

was a dead heat between M. de Pontal

bra's Renonce and Prospero, belonging

to the trainer Th. Carter, and, as often

happens, the worse horse—in this case

it was Renonce—won the second heat.

In I848, the name of "Chantilly " being

just then too odious, the Derby was run

at Versailles, and was gained by M. Lu

pin's Gambetti. This same year is re

markable in the annals of the French

turf for the excellence of its production.

From this period until I853—the year of

Jouvence—M. Lupin enjoyed a series of

almost uninterrupted successes. In 1855

the Derby was won by the illustrious Mo

narque, and the following year witnessed

the first appearance upon the turf of the

now famous red and blue of Lagrange.

It was Beauvais, belonging to Madame

Latache de Fay, who in 186o carried off

the coveted prize, which was won the

next year by Gabrielle d'Estrées, from

the stable of the comte de Lagrange.

Then for a period of nine years the

count's stable had a run of ill-luck, its '

horses always starting as prime favorites

and being as invariably beaten. This

was Trocadéro's fate in 1867. He was

a great favorite, and had, moreover, on

this occasion the assistance of his stable

companion Mongoubert, a horse of first

rate qualities. This time, at least, the

count's backers were sure of success, but

the victory that seemed within their grasp

was wrested from their hands by the un

expected prowess developed upon the field

of battle by a newcomer, M. Delamarre's

Patricien. At a distance of two hundred

metres from the goal the three horses

named were alone in the race, and the

struggle between them was a desperate

one. It looked almost as if it might turn

out a dead heat, when Patricien, with a

tremendous effort, reached the winning

post a head in advance, after one of the

finest and best-contested races ever seen
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at Chantilly. In 1869, however, Consul

succeeded in turning the tide of adverse

fortune that had set in against the comte

de Lagrange, but it was only for the mo

ment, and it was not until X878 that he

was again the victor, when he won with

Insulaire. He repeated the success last

year with Zut, whom Goater brought in

to the winning-post a length and a half

ahead of the field.

Unfortunately, the winner ofthe French

Derby can hardly ever be in good condi

tion to contest the great race at Epsom.

These two important events are too near

in point of time, and the fatigue of the

journey, moreover, puts the horse that

has to make it at a disadvantage. Were

it not for this drawback it is probable that

the comte de Lagrange would beat the

English oftener than he does. In May,

1878, his horse Insulaire, having just

come in second in the Two Thousand

Guineas at Newmarket, left that place

for home, won the French Derby on

Sunday, and returned to England in

time for the Epsom Derby on Wednes

day, where he came in second. He re

crossed the Channel, and the following

Sunday was second again in the Grand

Prix de Paris, Thurio passing him only

by a head. Making the passage again

—and this was his fourth voyage within

fifteen days—he gained the Ascot Derby.

It is not unlikely that if this remarkable

horse had remained permanently in the

one country or the other he would have

carried off the principal prizes of the turf.

For the last three or four years the

racing men have been in the habit of

meeting, after the Grand Prix de Paris,

in the pretty park of La Marche, between

St. Cloud and St. Germain. It is quite a

private gathering, and as elegant as a

dashing turnout of some fifteen or twen

ty four-in-hands and a pretty luncheon

and charming flirtation can make it, and

if dancing has not yet been introduced

it soon will be. Prizes in the shape of

groups in bronze and paintings and valu

able weapons are awarded to the gentle

men present who may take part in the

hunting steeple-chase or the race with

polo ponies or with hacks.

In 1878 a new race-course was started

at Enghien, to the north of Paris. The

prizes are sufficiently large, the stands

comfortable and the track is good; and

these attractions, with the advantage of

the neighborhood of the Chantilly and

Morlaye stables, will no doubt make En

ghien a success. Steeple-chases and hur

dle-races predominate.

We can hardly close this review of

turf matters in France without at least

a reference to the so-called sporting jour

nals, but what we have to say of them can

be told in two words. They exist only in

name. Any one who buys Le 5pm, Le

Turf, Le Yorhy, Le Derby, the Re1/ue des

Sporls, etc., on the faith of their titles—

nearly all English, be it observed—wi1l

be greatly disappointed if he expects to

find in them anything beyond the mere

programmes of the races: they contain

no criticism worthy of the name, no ac

curate appreciation of the subject they

profess to treat of, and are even devoid

of all interesting details relating to it.

Far from following the example of their

fellows of London and New York, these

sheets concern themselves neither with

hunting. shooting or fishing, nor with

horse-breeding or cattle-raising, but give

us instead the valuable results of their

lucubrations upon the names of the win

ning horses of the future, and with such

sagacity that a subscriber to one of them

has made the calculation that if he had

bet but one louis upon each of the favor

ites recommended by his paper he would

have lost five hundred louis in the one

year of his subscription.

Let us add, however, that, the press

excepted, the English have nothing more

to teach their neighbors in turf matters.

The Pall Mall Gazette has well said that

the organization of racing in France has

taken a great deal of what is good from

the English turf, and has excluded most of

what is bad. The liberality of the French

Jockey Club is declared by Vanzlfy Fair

to be in striking contrast with the starve

ling policy of its English namesake. The

Daily Telqgrap/z has recently eulogized

the French club for having found out how

to rid the turf of the pest of publicans and

speculators and clerks of courses, and of

all the riffraff that encumber and disgrace
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it in England, and that make parliamen

tary intervention necessary. The French

turf, in fine, may be said to be inferior

to the English in the number of horses,

but its equal in respect of their qual

ity, while it must be admitted to be su

perior to it in the average morality of

their owners. L. LEJEUNE.

FROM FAR.

H, Love, come back, across the weary way

Thou didst go yesterday—

Dear Love, come back!

"I am too far upon my way to turn:

Be silent, hearts that yearn

Upon my track."

Oh, Love! Love! Love! sweet Love! we are uhdone

If thou indeed be gone

VVhere lost things are.

"Beyond the extremest sea's waste light and noise,

As from Ghostland, thy voice

Is borne afar."

Oh, Love, what was our sin that we should be

Forsakeh thus by thee?

So hard a lot!

"Upon your hearts my hands and lips were set—

My lips of fire—and yet

Ye knew me not."

Nay, surely, Love! We knew thee well, sweet Love!

Did we not breathe and move

\Vithin thy light?

"Ye did reject my thorns who wore my roses:

Now darkness closes

Upon your sight."

Oh, Love! stern Love!be not implacable:

We loved thee, Love, so well!

Come back to us!

"To whom, and where, and by what weary way

That I went yesterday,

Shall I come thus?"

Oh weep, weep, weep! for Love, who tarried long

VVith many a kiss and song,

Has taken wing.

No more he lightens in our eyes like fire:

He heeds not our desire,

or Songs we smg' PHILIP BOURKE MARSTON.
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AMERICANS ABROAD.

lVE-AND-TWENTY years ago

Americans had no cause to be par

ticularly proud of the manner in which,

from a social point of view, their travel

ling compatriots were looked upon in

Europe. At that epoch we were still the

object of what Mr. Lowell calls a "certain

condescension in foreigners." We were

still the recipients at their hands of that

certain half-curious, half-amused and

wholly patronizing inspection which, from

the height of their civilization, they might

be expected to bestow upon a novel spe

cies of humanity, with manners different

from their own, but recently sprung into

existence and notice and disporting itself

in their midst.

But this sort of thing has had its day.

By dint of having been able to produce,

here and there, for the edification of for

eigners, a few types of American man

hood and womanhood which came up to

the standard of high-breeding entertained

in the Old World, and of having occa

sionally dispensed hospitality, both at

home and abroad, in a manner which

was unexceptionable, besides having

shown other evidences in social life

not to speak of political life—of being

able to hold our own quite creditably,

the "condescension" has gradually di

minished in a very satisfactory manner.

It is now no longer kept alive by even

the typical American traveller such as he

was when five-and-twenty years ago a

familiar sight at every railway-station, in

every steamer and in every picture-gal

lery, museum and ruin of every town in

Europe. Now-a-days everybody in Amer

ica who lays any claim to the right of be

ing called "somebody," however small a

"somebody" it may be, has been to Eu

rope at least once in his or her life—on a

three months' Cook-excursion tour, if in

no other way. And those who have not

been have had a father, mother, brother,

sister, or in any case a cousin in some

degree, who has; so that there is always

a European trip in the family, so to speak.

The result of all this has naturally been

a certain amount of experience concern

ing Europe which has tended to wellnigh

exterminate the race of the typically-ver

dant American traveller. Occasional spe

cimens, with all their characteristics in

full and vigorous development, may still

be met, but these are merely isolated sur

vivors of a once widespread family. The

Americans that one meets to-day in Eu

rope, both those who travel and those

who reside there, are of a different con

formation and belong to a different type.

The crudeness which so shocked Euro

peans in their predecessors they have,

with characteristic adaptability, readily

and gracefully outgrown. But whether

they have improved in other respects,

and whether, on other grounds, we have

cause to be particularly proud of our

countrymen abroad at the present day,

is another question.

That Americans are constantly apolo

gizing to foreigners for America, for its

institutions, for its social life, and for

themselves as belonging to it, is a fact

which no one ever thinks of disputing.

In this faculty for disparaging our own

country we may flatter ourselves that we

have no equals. The Chinese may come

near us in their obsequious assurances as

to the utter unworthiness of everything

pertaining to them, but with the differ

ence that they, probably, are inwardly

profoundly convinced of the perfection

.of all that their idea of courtesy obliges

them to abuse, and mean nothing of

what they say ; whereas we do mean

everything we say.

The prejudice of the English, and their

attempts to transport a miniature Eng

land about with them wherever they go,

furnish a frequent subject ofjest to Amer

icans on the Continent. If the total im

munity from any such feeling which cha

racterizes the Americans themselves were

the result of breadth of ideas—if they

spoke as they do because they measured

the faults and follies, the merits and ad

.

l

l

__ a ___..l
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vantages, of their own institutions with as

impartial an eye as they would measure

those of other nations, and judged them

without either malice or extenuatio'n—we

might then have the privilege of con

demning narrow-mindedness and preju

dice. But we have no such breadth of

ideas. 'On the contrary, we have our

selves—none more so—the strongest sort

of prejudices—prejudices which prevent

us as a nation from taking wide, cosmo

politan views of things. The only differ

ence is that with us the prejudice, instead

of being in favor of everything belonging

to our own country, is, in far too many

cases, against it, consequently the most

objectionable, the least excusable, of

prejudices.

It is but rarely that we find a German,

a Frenchman, a Spaniard, an Italian, or

a Russian, who even having expat-riated

himself completely for one reason or an

other, and after years of absence, will not

have retained some affection for his na

tive country, some longing for it, some

feeling that it is the best place on earth

after all. But among any number of

Americans who have been on European

soil for any period of time, from twenty

days to twenty years, those who are bur

dened with any such affection, any such

longing, any such feeling, might be count

ed with ease. Indeed, if through some

inconceivable arrangement of human af

fairs the Americans abroad were to be

prevented from ever returning to their

own country, I imagine the majority

would bear the catastrophe with great

equanimity, and, aside from the natural

ties of family and pecuniary interests that

might bind them to their home, would

think the permanent life in Europe thus

enforced the happiest that Fate could

have bestowed upon them. For my part,

I never met but one American who was

anxious to return home—a lady, strange

to say—and her chief reason seemed to

be that she missed her pancakes, hot

breads, etc. for breakfast. All the oth

ers, men and women, had but one voice

to express how immeasurably more to

their taste was everything in Europe—

the climate, the life, the people, the coun

try, the food, the manners, the institu

tions, the customs—than anything in

America.

However, all Americans in Europe are

not of this class, although it includes the

majority. There is a comparatively small

number who are as much impressed with

the perfection of everything American as

the most ardent patriotism could desire.

These people go to Europe cased in a

triple armor of self-assertion, prepared

to poohpooh everything and everybody

that may come under their notice, and

above all to vindicate under all circum

stances their independence as free-born

American citizens by giving the world

around them the benefit of their opinions

upon all topics both in and out of season.

They stand before a c/ze/‘Z a"wuz/re of

some old master and declare in a loud,

aggressive voice that they see nothing

whatever to admire in it, that the by

standers may know that the judgment

of centuries will not weigh with t/zem.

They inquire with grim facetiousness,

and terrific emphasis on the pronom

inal adjectives, "Is t/zis what the peo

ple in this part of the world call a

steamboat ?" "Do they call that duck

pond a lake?" "Is that stream what

they call a river?" And so on, in a per

petual attitude of protest against every

thing not so large as their steamboats,

their lakes, their rivers. When this genus

of Americans abroad comes together with

the other genus—with the people who

think the most wretched daub that hangs

in the most obscure corner of a European

gallery, labelled with prudent indefinite

ness "of the school of ," better far

than the most conscientious work by the

most gifted of American artists—and a

discussion arises, as it is sure to do, on the

relative merits of Europe and America,

then indeed does Greek meet Greek, and,

both starting from equally false premises

and with equally false views, the cross

purposes, the rabid comparing of things

between which no comparison is possible,

the amount of absurd nonsense spoken

on either side, and the profound disdain

of one for the other, furnish a great deal

of amusement to Europeans, but make

an American who has any self-respect

suffer no small amount of mortification.
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There is but one ground upon which

these two classes of Americans meet in

common, and that is in their respect for

titles, coronets and coats-of-arms. lt is

useless to deny the immense impressive

ness which this sort of thing has for the

average American. Of course, if he be

of the aggressive sort he will scout the

very idea of any such imputation, one

of the favorite jokes of his tasteful stock

in trade being precisely to express sov

ereign contempt for anything and every

thing smacking of nobility, and to weigh

its advantages against the chink of his

own dollars and find it wanting. But

this does not in the least alter the matter.

The people who inveigh the most fierce

ly against the pretensions of blue blood

are generally, the world over, the ones

who are devoured by the most ardent

retrospective ambitions for grandfathers

and grandmothers; and the Americans

who cry out loudest against the hollow

vanity of the European aristocracy are

generally those who have genealogical

trees and coats-of-arms of authenticity

more or less questionable hanging in

their back parlor, and think themselves

a step removed from those among their

neighbors who boast of no such property.

It may not be pleasant for us to ac

knowledge to ourselves that our country

men abroad are cankered with toadyism

and are frightful snobs; but so it is, nev

ertheless. The fact is very visible, veil

it as we may. The American who has

not had it forced upon his attention in

innumerable ways—by the undisguised

enlpressement of those among his com

patriots who frankly spend their whole

time running after persons with titles, en

tertaining them and fawning upon them

in every possible manner, no more than

by the intensely American Americans

who profess supreme disregard for all

precedence and distinctions established

by society, and yet never fail to let you

know, quite accidentally, that Count This,

Baron That and Marquis the Other are

their very particular friends—has had an

exceptional experience indeed.

This manner of disposing of all Ameri

cans abroad by putting them into one of

these two categories may seem somewhat

sweeping, and it will be objected that

there are hundreds of our countrymen in

Europe who could never come under the

head of either. Granted. These hun

dreds undoubtedly exist: they are made

up of people of superior mind and in

telligence, of people of superior culture,

of people who occupy that exceptional

social position which, either through as

sociations of hereditary ease, refinement,

wealth and elegance, or by contact with

"the best " of everything from childhood

up, confers on those who belong to it

very much the same outward gloss the

world over. But it is never among such

exceptions that the distinctive character

istics of a nation are to be sought. These

are to be looked for in the great mass of

the people. Now, the great mass of Amer

icans who go abroad are people of aver

age minds, average education, average

positions; and that, thus taken as a mass,

they are lamentably lacking both in good

taste and dignity, every one must admit

who is in any degree familiar with the

American colonies in the cities of Europe

where our countrymen congregate.

I should perhaps say, to express my

self more accurately, "where our coun

trywomen congregate ;" for, after all, the

true representatives of America in Eu

rope are the American women. Nine

tenths of all the American colonies con

sist of mothers who, having left their

liege lords to their stocks and merchan

dise, have come abroad "for the educa

tion of their children "—an exceedingly

elastic as well as convenient formula,

which somehow always makes one think

of charity that "covereth a multitude of

sins." Occasionally—once in three or

four years perhaps—the husband leaves

his stocks or merchandise for a brief

space of time, crosses the Atlantic and

remains with his family a month or two.

Occasionally also he fails to appear alto

gether. I am not very sure but that this

last course is the one that foreigners ex

pect him to pursue, and that when he

deviates from it it is not rather a surprise

to them. Europeans, I fancy, are some

what apt to look upon the American hus

band as a myth. At all events, it seems

to take the experience of Thomas in many
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instances to convince them of his material

existence. The American who is con

tent to have his wife and children leave

him for an indefinite period ranging any

where from one year to ten years, and

during that time enjoy the advantages

of life and travel in Europe, while he

himself remains at home absorbed in his

business, is a species of the genus Homo

that Europeans are at a loss to compre

hend. Being so rarely seen in the flesh,

he necessarily occupies but a secondary

position in their estimation: indeed, I

think all American men, those of the

class named no more than those that

are more frequently seen abroad, such as

doctors, clergymen, consuls, etc., may be

said—some exception being made for the

"leisure class" possessed of four-in-hands

and so on, and an unlimited supply of

the world's goods—to be considered by

Europeans of no great significance, so

cially speaking. It is madame and mes

demoiselles who are all-important. Mon

sieur is thought a worthy person, with

some excellent qualities, such as freedom

from uncomfortable jealousies and sus

picions, and both capacity and willing

ness for furnishing remittances, but a per

son rather destitute of polish—invaluable

from a domestic point of view, from any

other somewhat uninteresting. But ma

dame and mesdemoiselles have every

possible tribute paid to their charms:

their beauty, their wit, their dash and

sparkle, their independence, receive as

large a share of admiration as the most

insatiable among them could desire.

It must be owned that the American

spirit, tempered by European education

or influences, makes a very delightful

compound. And it is astonishing to

mark how soon the toning process does

its work—how soon the most objection

able American girl of the sort known as

"fast," or even "loud," softens into a

very charming creature who makes the

admiration bestowed upon her by Eu

ropean men quite comprehensible.

That this admiration is returned is per

haps not less comprehensible. American

women, as a mass, are better educated

than American men, and are particularly

their superiors so far as outward grace

and polish and the general amenities of

life are concerned. These qualities, in

which their countrymen are deficient, and

the blander manners which accompany

them, they are apt to find well developed

in European men, whatever other virtues

or faults may be theirs; and when to thisl

fact is added the spice of novelty, the

strong liking that American girls manifest

for foreigners, and which has been the

cause of putting so many American

youths in anything but a benedictory

frame of mind, is easily accounted for,

and the marriages which so frequently

take place between our girls and Euro

pean men may be explained, even on

other grounds than the common ex

change of money on one side and title

on the other.

Be the motive of these marriages either

mutual interest or mutual inclination, in

neither case does the generally-accepted

theory that they are never happy bear

the test of application. So far as my

knowledge goes, the common experience

is quite the reverse. The number of

matches between American girls and

Europeans that turn out badly is small

compared to the number of those that

are perfectly satisfactory. It is astonish

ing to see how many of our girls, who

have been brought up in the belief of

the American woman's prerogative of

absolute supremacy in the domestic cir

cle, when they are thus married change

and seem quite content to relinquish not

a few of their ideas of perfectly untram

melled independence, and to take that

more subordinate position in matrimony

which European life and customs allot to

women. It is still more astonishing to

see how contentedly and cheerfully they

do so when marrying men, as they often

do, whose equals in every point, were

they their own countrymen, they would

consider decidedly bad partis—men with

no advantages of any description, with

out either position, career or any visible

means of livelihood, often passably des

titute of education and character as well.

How they contrive to be satisfied with

their bargain in this case is a puzzle, but

satisfied they are.

Marriages of this sort, where the man
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has absolutely nothing to offer beyond

the charms of his more or less blandly

persuasive person, excite no surprise

abroad. That a penniless male fortune

hunter should marry a girl with wealth

is considered in Europe at the present

day not only just, proper and quite as it

should be, but rather comme z'1faut than

otherwise. Let the case be reversed, and

a man of fortune permit himself the ca

price of marrying a portionless girl, and

society cries out in horror against the

mésalliance.

American women in Europe have two

chief aims and occupations. The first is

to obtain an entrée into the society of the

country in which they are residing, and

to identify themselves with that society:

the second is to revile one another.

So far as the first aim is concerned, it

is certainly most laudable, taken in one

sense: the persons who can live in the

midst of a people without endeavoring to

gain an insight into its character and its

customs must be possessed of an excep

tionally oyster-like organization indeed.

But the majority of American women

seek foreign society on other grounds

than this— chiefly from that tendency to

ape everything European and to decry

everything American to which I have

already alluded as being characteristic

of us as a nation. England and the

English are the principal models chosen

for imitation. It is marvellous to notice

the fondness of American women abroad

for the English accent and manner of

speech and way of thinking; how en

thusiastically they attend all the meets

in Rome; how plaintively they tell one

if one happens to have arrived quite re

cently from home, "Really, there is no

riding across country in your America,

you know." In the cities of the Conti

nent that have large English and Amer

ican colonies they attend the English

church in preference to their own. I be

lieve it is considered more exclusive to do

so, and better form. In this mania for

all things English we are not alone. John

Bull happens to be the fashion of the day

quite as much on the continent of Europe

as in America, and has quite as many de

voted worshippers there as among us.

Naturally, one of the chief reasons why

American women have so great a liking

for European society is to be found in the

fact of the far more important position

that married ladies occupy in that so

ciety than they do with us. For a woman

who feels that she has still attractions

which should not be buried in obscurity,

but who has found that since her mar

riage she has, to all intents and purposes,

been "laid upon the shelf," it is a very

delightful experience to see herself once

more the object of solicitous attention,

considered as one of the brilliant cen

tral ornaments of a ballroom, not as
oneiof its indispensable wall-decorations.

The experience seems to be so particu

larly pleasant to the majority of Ameri

can women, indeed, that they show the

greatest disinclination to sharing it one

with the other—a disinclination made

manifest by that habit of reviling each

other which I mentioned as the second

great aim and occupation of our coun

trywomen abroad. That there should be

very little kindness and fellow-feeling,

and a great deal of envy, hatred, malice

and all uncharitableness among their

members, is characteristic of all foreign

colonies in every country; but none cer

tainly can, in this respect, surpass the

American colonies in Europe, at least in

so far as their feminine representatives

are concerned. The extent to which these

ladies carry their backbiting and slander

ing, and the abnormal growth which their

jealousy of one another attains, fill the

masculine mind with amazement.

A lady of a certain age who had lived

in Europe twenty years, and who, in ad

dition to being a person of great clearness

and robustness of judgment, held a po

sition, as a widow with a comfortable com~

petency, which made her verdict unas

sailable by any suspicion of its being an

interested one, spoke to me once on this

subject. " In all my experience of Amer

ican life in Europe," she said, "I may

safely state that I have never met more

than half a dozen American women who

had anything but ill-natured remarks to

make of one another. No American wo

man need hope, live as she may, do as

she may, say what she may, to escape
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criticism at the hands of her country

women. The mildest manner in which

they will treat her in conversation will

be to say that she is 'nobody,‘ 'never

goes anywhere,‘ etc., and thus dismiss

her. In every other case it is, 'Mrs.

A—? Oh yes, such a charming per

son ! Perhaps just a little bit inclined to

put on airs, but then— Oh, a very nice

little woman. I don't suppose she has

ever really been accustomed to much,

you know. They say her mother was a

dressmaker, but of course one never

knows how true these things may be.

She does make frantic efforts to get into

society here: it is quite amusing. I think

the Von Z s have rather taken her

up. She has plenty of money to spend;

oh yes. I can't see how her husband

can afford to let her live in the style she

does abroad, but then that is /u's affair.

She entertains all these people, and of

course they go to her house because she

can give them some amusement.'—' Mrs.

B

Well, I think I do. Nice? Oh, I do not

know that there is anything to be said

against her. To be sure, in Paris people

did say some rather ugly things. There

was a Count L——. And I heard from

a very reliable source that she was not

on exactly good terms with her husband.

So, having daughters, you know, I was

obliged to be prudent and rather to shun

her than otherwise. Without wishing to

be ill-natured I feel inclined to advise you

to do the same: I think you will find it

quite as well to do so.'—' Mrs. C ?

Oh, my dear, such a coarse, common,

vulgar creature! She was never received

in any sort of good society in New York.

Her husband made money one fine day,

and she has come abroad and is trying

to impose upon people here. She is per

fectly ignorant—no education whatever.

And the daughters are horribly mau1/ais

gmre.'—' Mrs. D ? I should call her

an undesirable acquaintance. Not but

what she is a very nice sort of person—

in her way—but she does make up so

frightfully, and she looks so fast. Always

has a crowd of officers dangling about '

her. Her husband is a stick. They do

say that when his relatives came abroad

? Do I know anything about her? i

last winter they would not call upon him.

They were completely incensed at the

way in which he permits his wife to carry

on.'—‘ Mrs. E—? Pray, who is Mrs.

E— ? and where does she get the

money to live as she does? I knew her

a few years ago, when she had a thou

sand a year to live on, she and both her

children. And now, the toilettes she

makes! And, some people say, the

debts! And, really, I don't see how it

can be otherwise, knowing, as I do, that

all the members of her family are as poor

as church mice. Her husband commit

ted suicide, you know.—No! did you

never hear that? Oh yes: he was mixed

up in some rather shady transactions in

business, and put an end to himself in

that way.'—' Mrs. F—? Oh yes, I re

member. An old thing, with a grown-up

son, who dresses as if she were fifteen.

Dreadfully affected, and so silly I More

over, Mrs. I lived in the same house

with her in Dresden—had the apartment

above hers—and she told me the servants

said that Mrs. F was always in some

difficulty with tradespeople.' —' Miss

G ? Is it possible you have never

heard about her? Why, she ran away

with a footman, or something of the kind.

Was brought back before she had reach

ed the station, I believe; but you can

imagine the scandal! All the girls in

that family are rather queer, which, con

sidering the stock they come from, is

really not very strange,‘ etc. etc. etc."

In view of these facts, and of many

more of the same nature, when one sees

the people who come back from Europe

after an absence of a year or two unable

to speak their own language fluently, be

cause they have heard and spoken noth

ing but German or French or Italian dur

ing that time, and who cannot stand the

climate because they are not used to it;

when one sees the young ladies who re

turn home unable to take any interest in

American life, and who shut themselves

away from its society, which to them is

most unpolished and vapid, because they

have had a European education; when

one sees the hundred follies which a

glimpse of Europe will put into the heads

of people whom before one had had ev
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ery reason to think sensible enough,—

one feels inclined to ask one's self the

question, Are we to conclude that Euro

pean life is demoralizing to Americans?

Are we to conclude that the innumerable

advantages that such a life confers—

the wider view and broader knowledge

of things, the softening influences gained

by contact with a riper civilization, the

aesthetic tastes developed by acquaint

ance with older and more perfect art—

are to count as nothing, are to be out

weighed by the disadvantages of the

same life?

Certainly, out ofa hundred Americans

who go abroad ninety-nine return with

what they have lost in narrowness of ex

perience completely offset by what they

have gained in pretentious affectation.

So far from being improved in any way

are they that their well-wishers are in

clined to think it would have been far

better had they never gone at all.

I do not wish to draw the ultimate con

clusion from all this that it would be better

for Americans were their periodical exodus

to Europe to cease. Far from it. That cul

tivated Americans, and Americans par

ticularly of a more reflective than active

mind, should find the relative ease, cul

ture and simplicity of European life more

congenial to them than the restless, high

pressure life of America, is quite natural.

And if there are no interests or ties to

make their presence in their own coun

try imperatively necessary, it is certain

ly a matter of option with them where

they take up their abode. There is no

law, human or divine, to bind a person

to live in one certain spot when the sur

roundings are uncongenial to him, and

when no private duty fetters him to it, for

the simple reason that he has chanced to

be born there. Every one is certainly at

liberty to seek the centre that best suits

him and answers to his needs. Again,

there are numbers of persons who with

moderate means can live according to

their taste in Europe when it would be

impossible for them to do so in America

on the same amount. There are a thou

sand small gratifications that people can

afford themselves on a small income

abroad, a thousand small pleasures in

life from which in our country they would

be hopelessly debarred; and that they

should be debarred from them when es

cape is possible, and not only possible

but most simple and easy, would indeed

be hard.

But why cannot Americans indulge this

preference for life in Europe, why can they

not avail themselves of the choice if it is

open to them, and yet remember that they

are Americans, and that no circumstance

can absolve them from a sacred obliga

tion to show respect for their native coun

try, and to stand as its citizens on their

own dignity? Men and women may be

conscious of faults and weaknesses in

their parents, but they are not expected

to expose these weaknesses on that ac

count: instinctive delicacy in any one

but a churl would keep him from ac

knowledging any such failings to his

own heart. And a similar feeling should

teach us, even if our sympathies were not

with our own country, to treat it in word

and deed with respect. Until we do

learn to show this respect before Euro

peans we must still resign ourselves to

the imputation, if they wish to make it,

of crudeness, of being still sadly in want

of refining. ALAIN GORE.
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GLIMPSES OF PORTUGAL AND THE PORTUGUESE.
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HE mere name of Spain calls up at

once a string of flashing, barbaric pic

tures—Moorish magnificence and Chris

tian chivalry, bull-fights, boleros, sere

nades, tattered pride and cruel pleasure.

All these things go to form that piquant

whole,half Eastern, half European, which

is the Spain of our imaginations. Our

associations with the western part of the

Peninsula are, on the other hand, vague

and incomplete. Vasco da Gama, the

'earthquake of Lisbon, port wine and Por

tuguese plums are the Lusitanian prod

ucts most readily called to mind. After

them would come perhaps the names of

Magellan, ofPrince Henry the Navigator

and of the ill-fated Don Sebastian. One

poet of the country, Camoens, is as often

referred to as Tasso or Ariosto. Those

whose memories go back to the European

events of 1830 and thereabouts may re

call the Portuguese civil wars, the woes

of Dona Maria and the dark infamy of

Don Miguel. And more recently have

we not heard of the Portuguese Guide to

Engtis/z Co/rz/ersation and relished its de

licious discoveries in our language? All

these items do not, however, present a

very vivid or finished picture of the coun

try: like the words in a dictionary, they

are a trifle disconnected.

Portugal was the first station of Childe

Harold's pilgrimage, but it holds no place

in the ordinary European tour of to-day.

It does not connect with any of the main
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lines of travel in such a manner as to be

guile the tourist insensibly over its border:

a deliberate start must be made by steam

er from England in order to reach Lisbon

from the north. Another and probably

stronger reason for our neglect of its

scenery is that it is not talked of. We

go to Europe to see places and follow up

associations with which fame has already

made us familiar, and, though Portugal has

had a great past of which the records are

still extant, it has not been brought to our

notice by art.

The two nations living side by side on

the Peninsula, though originally of the

same stock and subjected to the same in

fluences, present more points of differ

ence than of likeness. Their early his

tory is the same. Hispania and Lusitania

both fell successively under the dominion

of the Romans and of the Moors, and

were modified to a considerable extent

by the civilization of each. Moorish in

fluence was predominant in Spain—Por

tugal retained more deeply the Roman

stamp. This is easily seen in the litera

ture of the two countries. Spanish bal

lads and plays show the Eastern delight

in hyperbole, the Eastern fertility of in

vention : Portuguese literature is com

pletely classic in spirit, avoiding all ex

aggeration, all offences against taste, and

confining itself to classic forms, such as

the pastoral, the epic and the sonnet.

Many Moorish customs survive in Por
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tugal to this day, but they have not be

come so closely assimilated there as in

Spain to the character of the people.

The cruelty which has always marked

the Spanish race is no part of the For

tuguese national character, which is con

spicuous rather for the "gentler-sexed

humanity." True, the bull-fight, that

barbarous legacy of the Moors, still lin

gers among the Portuguese, but the sport

Both Rome and Arabia stood sponsors

for the land they thus endowed. The

name Porlugal is compounded of the

Latin parlus, a "port," and the Arabic

calii/z, a "castle " or "fortress." The first

of these names was originally given to

the town which still retains it—Oporto

—one of the oldest of Portugal, and at

one time its capital.

The history of Portugal, when it sepa

_ . rates from that of Spain, is

the history of a single stu

A CXENT HOUSE IN OPORTO.

is pursued with no such wanton intoxica

tion of cruelty as in the country with

which its name is now associated. On

the other hand, the Roman tradition has

been preserved in Portugal more perfect

-ly than in Italy itself: in the "fairest of

Roman colonies," as it was once called,

there will be found manners and customs

which bring up more vividly the life por

trayed by the classic poets than any

existing among the peasants of modern

ltalv.

pendous achievement. A

small nation raising itself

in a short time to the pow

er of a great empire, reach

ing a height which to gain

was incredible, to keep im

possible, and at the first re

laxation of - effort suddenly

falling with a disastrous

crash, —that is the drama

of Portugal's greatness.

There was no gradual rise

or decline: it mounted and

fell. There is a tradition

that the first king of Por

tugal, Affonso Henriquez,

was crowned on the battle

field with a burst of enthu

siasm on the part of the’

soldiers whom he was lead

ing against the Saracens,

and that on the same day

he opened his reign by the

glorious victory of Ourique.

Less than half a century

previously the country had

been given as a fief to a

young knight, Count Hen

ry of Burgundy, on his

marriage with a daughter

of the king of Castile. The Moors were

overrunning it on the one hand, Cas

tile was eying it jealously on the oth

er, yet Affonso Henriquez made it an

independent and permanent kingdom.

This prince slaughtered Saracens and

carried off honors on the field as fast

as the Cid, but his deeds were not em

balmed in an epic destined to become a

storehouse of poetry for all the world.

His chronicler did not come till about

four centuries later, and then nearer and
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vaster achievements than those of Affbnso

Henriquez lay ready to his pen. At the

birth of Camoens, in I525, Portugal had

gained her greatest conquests, and, if the

shadows were already falling across her

power, she had still great men who were

making heroic efforts to retain it. Vasco

da Gama had died within the year. Al

buquerque, the hero of the Lusz'ado, the

noblest and most far-sighted mind in an

age of great men, had been dead ten

years. Camoens, like the Greek drama

tists, was soldier as well as poet: he was

not alone the singer of past adventures

—he was the reporter of what took place

under his own eyes. His epic was al

 

ready finished before the defeat of Don

Sebastian in the battle of Alcazar put an

end to the glory it celebrated, and in

dying shortly after the poet is said to

have breathed a prayer of thanksgiving

at being spared the pain of surviving his

country.

The period of Portuguese supremacy

lasted then, altogether, less than a cen

tury. There is an irresistible temptation

to ponder over what results were lost by

its sudden downfall, and to seek therein

some explanation of the strange fact that

Portugal alone among the southern- na

tions of Europe has never had a national

CHAPEL l\k;AR GUIMARAENS.

dations for it seemed to be laid: it was

the period at which early Spanish art was

putting forth its first efforts, while that of

Italy was in its prime. Under Emanuel

the Fortunate and his successor Portugal

was rich and powerful. Its intellect and

ambition had been stimulated by the

achievements of its great navigators.

There was an awakening of interest in

art and letters. A school of poets had

arisen of which Camoens was to be the

crown. The court, mindful of the duties

of patronage, was building new churches

' art. There was a moment when the foun

and convents and decorating the old ones

with religious pictures, and in Portugal

religious feeling has always been pecu

liarly strong. Many of these pictures

are still preserved. They are not, how

ever, of a high order of merit, and it is

not even certain that they are the work

of native artists, some authorities inclin

ing to the belief that they were done by

inferior Flemish painters visiting the coun

try, and are therefore the lees of the Flem

ish school, not the flower ofa national one.

Universal belief among the Portuguese
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ant. Philip ll. strengthened his claim to

of twenty thousand men into the country

under the command of the duke of Alva,

and the other heirs were too weak or too

divided to oppose him. The discoveries

' and conquests made by Portugal had laid

the foundations of riches and power for

other nations : her own immediate bene

fit from them was 

attributes them to Gran Vasco, a master

whose very existence is mythical, and I the vacant throne by sending ah army

who if he had lived several lives could

not have painted all the works of various

styles which are ascribed to him. That

the artistic sense was not lacking in the

Portuguese people is abundantly shown

in their architecture, in their repoussé

work of the fifteenth century and the

CLOISTERS OF BELEM CONVENT.

carvings in wood and stone. The church

and convent at Belem, the work of this

period, are ornamented by Gothic stone

work of exquisite richness and fertility of

invention. The church is unfinished, like

the epoch it commemorates. To an age

of activity and conquest succeeded one

of gloom and depression. The last of

the kings whom the nation had leaned

on, while it supported them so loyally,

had fallen at Alcazar, and in the struggle

which ensued for the succession Portugal

fell an easy prey to the strongest claim

V -I over. The period of

' I prosperous re p o s e

which may be expect

ed to follow one of

great national activ

ity was denied to her.

VVhen the house of

Braganza recovered

its rights, the impulse

to creative art wa s

extinct.

Though it was as a

maritime power that

Portugal rose to its

greatest height, it has

been from time im

memorial an agricul

tural nation, and the

mass of its people are

engaged in tilling the

soil. They are a

cheerful, industrious

race, who, far from

meriting Lord By

ron's contemptuous

epithet of" Lusitanian

boors," are gifted with

a natural courtesy and

refinement of man

ner. A New-Eng

land farmer would be

tempted to follow the poet's example and

regard them with contempt: weighed in

his balance, they would certainly be found

wanting. There is no public-school sys

tem in operation, and the Portuguese farm

er is not likely to be able to read or sign

his name. But the want of literature is

not felt in a Southern country, where so

cial intercourse is far more cultivated than

in our own rural districts. It is not by

reading the newspapers, but by talking

matters over with his neighbor, that the

Portuguese farmer obtains his sound and
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intelligent views on the politics of his

country. He is a great talker, taking a

keen interest in all that goes on, enjoy

ing a joke thoroughly and addressing his

comrade with all the ceremonies and dis

tinctions of a language which contains

half a dozen different forms of address.

The illiterate peasant is no whit behind

the man of culture in the purity of his Por

tuguese. In no country in Europe is the

language kept freer from dialect, and this

notwithstanding the fact that it is one of

involved grammatical forms. In France

the use of the imperfect subjunctive is

given up by the lower classes and by for

eigners, but in Portugal the peasant has

still deeper subtleties of speech at the

end of his tongue.

has a vocabulary of abuse before which

the Spaniard or the California mule-dri- ,

ver would be silenced, and you have the

extent of his linguistic accomplishments.

This profane eloquence was an art im~

parted no doubt by the Moors. The re

finements of syntax come from the Latin,

to which Portuguese bears more affinity

in forn1 than any other modern language.

From the Romans the Lusitanian re

ceived his first lessons in agriculture

lessons which have never been entirely

superseded. His plough was given him

by the Romans, and he has not yet seen

fit to alter the pattern. The ox-cart used

in town and country for all purposes of

draught is another relic preserved intact.

lts wheels of solid wood are fastened to

the axle, which revolves with them, this

revolution being accompanied by a chorus

of inharmonious shrieks and creaks and

walls which to the foreign and prejudiced

nerve is simply agonizing. Its master

hears it with a different car: he finds it

rather cheerful than otherwise, good to

enliven the oxen, to dispel the silence

of lonely places and to frighten away

Add to this that he 'I

the inside is heaped with purple grapes.

it is a goodly sight, and one which Ahna~

Tadema might paint as a Roman vin

' tage, for it is doubtless a counterfeit pre

sentment of the grape-laden wains which

moved in the season of vintage over the

Campagna. The results in both cases

were the same, for the 1/in/zo wrde, a

harsh but refreshing wine, made and
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drunk by the country-people, is made in

the same way and is probably identical

with that wherewith the Latin farmer

slaked his thirst. The recipe may have

descended through Lusus, the compan

ion of Bacchus, whom tradition names

as the father of the Lusitanian. Be that

as it may, the Portuguese is still favored

of the wine-god. Wine flows for him

even more freely than water, which gift

of Nature has to be dug for and sought

far and wide. He drinks the ruby liquid

at home and carries it afield: he even

wolves and bogies, of which enemies he ,

has a childish awe. Instead, therefore,

of pouring oil upon this discord, he ap

plies lemon-juice to aggravate the sound!

The cart pleases the eye of the stranger

more than his ear. When in the vintage

season the upright poles forming its sides

are bound together by a wickerwork of

vine branches with their large leaves, and

' shares it with his horse, who sinks his

nose, nothing 1oth, in its inviting depths.

and neither man nor beast shows any

ill effects from this indulgence.

It is in the north-western corner of the
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country, in the Minho province, that the

highest rural prosperity is to be met with.

This little province, scarcely as large as

the State of Delaware, but with more than

four times its population, has successfully

solved the problem of affbrding labor and

sustenance in nearly equal shares to a

large number of inhabitants. Bonanza

farming is unheard of there. The high

perfection of its culture, which gives the

whole province the trim, thriving air of a

well-kept garden, comes from individual

labor minutely bestowed on small sur

faces. No mowing-, threshing- or other

machines are used. Instead of labor

saving, there is labor cheerfully expend

ed—in the place of the patent mower, a

patient toiler (often of the fair sex), arm

ed with a short, curved reaping-hook.

The very water, which flows plentifully

in fountains and channels, comes not di

rect from heaven without the aid of man.

It is coaxed down from the hills in tedi

ous miles of aqueduct or forced up from

a great depth by a rustic water-wheel

worked by oxen, and is then distributed

over the land. Except for its aridity, the

climate is kind to the small farmer: there

is no long inactivity forced upon him by

a cold winter. A constant succession of

crops may be raised, and all through the

year he works cheerfully and industrious

ly, finding his ten acres enough and his

curious broad hoe dexterously wielded

the equivalent of shovel and pickaxe. If

ignorant of our inventions, he is intimate

ly acquainted with some American prod

ucts. If a Yankee were to walk into a

Portuguese farm-house and surprise the

family at dinner, he would be sure to see

on the table two articles which, however

oddly served, would be in their essen

tials familiar to him—lndian meal and

salt codfish. Indian corn has long been

cultivated as the principal grain: it is

mixed with rye to make the bread in

every-day use. The Newfoundland cod,

under the name of bacal/tau, has crept

far into the affections of the nation, its

lack of succulence being atoned for by a

rich infusion of olive oil, so that the na

tive heef, cheap and good as it is, has no

chance in comparison. Altogether, the

Portuguese peasant with his wine, his oil

and his bacalhau fares better than most

of his class. At Christmas-tide he stakes

his digestion on rebanadas, a Moorish in

vention—nothing less than ambrosial

flapjacks made by soaking huge slices

of wheaten bread in new milk, frying

them in olive oil and then spreading

them lavishly with honey.

The Portuguese can be industrious,

but all work and no play is a scheme of

life which would ill accord with his social,

pleasure-loving temperament. With a

wisdom rare in his day and generation,

and an energy unparalleled among South

ern races, he manages to combine the

two. After rising at dawn and working

from twelve to fifteen hours, he does not

sit down and fall asleep, but slings a gui

tar over his shoulder and is off to the

nearest threshing-floor to dance a (miero.

His dancing is not the more graceful for

coming after hours of field-labor, but it

lacks neither activity nor picturesque

ness: above all, it is the outcome of

light-heartedness and enjoyment in ca

pering. The night air, soft yet cool, is

refreshing after the intense heat of the

day: the too sudden lowering of tem

perature at sundown which makes the

evenings unhealthy in many Southern

countries is not experienced in Portu

gal. Every peasant has his guitar, for

a love of music is widely diffused, and

some of them not only sing but impro

vise. In the province of the Minho it is

not uncommon at these gatherings for a

match of improvisation to be held between

two rustic bards. One takes his guitar,

and in a slow, drawling recitative sings a

simple quatrain, which the other at once

caps with a second in rhyme and rhythm

matching the first. Verse follows verse

in steady succession, and the singer who

hesitates is lost: his rival rushes in with

a tide of rhyme which carries all before

it. In such primitive pleasures the shep

herds of the Virgilian eclogue indulged.

As the life of the peasant, so is that of

his wife or sweetheart. She shares in the

work, guiding the oxen, cutting grass,

even working on the road with hoe and

basket. "Verse sweetens toil, however

rude the sound." Like Wordsworth's

reaper, she sings as she works, and the
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day's labor over is ready to join in the

bolero. On féte-days she is arrayed in

all the magnificence of her peasant orna

ments, worth, if her family is well-to-do,

a hundred dollars or more—gold pend

ants in her ears, large gold chains of some

antique Moorish design falling in a triple

row over her gay bodice. The men wear

long hooded cloaks of brown homespun,

which they sometimes retain for conve

nience after the rest of the peasant-dress l

has been thrown aside for the regulation

coat and trousers. There is no tendency

to eccentricity in the national costume of

Portugal, but the Portuguese colony of

Madeira have invented a singular head

gear in a tiny skull-cap surmounted by

a steeple of tightly-wound cloth, which

serves as a handle to lift it by. Like the

German student's cap, it requires prac

tice to make it adhere at the required

angle. This is a bit of coxcombry which
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has no match in the simple, unaffected

vanity of the Portuguese.

The country is left during the greater

part of the year to the exclusive occupan

cy of the peasantry, the town atmosphere

being more congenial in the long run to

the social gentryof Portugal. The wealthy

class in Lisbon have their villas at Cintra,

in which paradise of Nature and art, with

its wonderful ensemble of precipices and

palaces, forest and garden scenes, they

can enjoy mountains without forsaking so

ciety. Many Oporto families own coun

try-houses in the Minho, and rusticate

there very pleasantly for a month or two

in early fall. The gentlemen have large

shooting-parties, conducted on widely

different principles from those so un

swervingly adhered to by Trollope's in

defatigable sporting character, Mr. Regi

nald Dobbs. ln a Portuguese shooting

the number of men and dogs is often to

tally disproportionate to that of the game',

and a single partridge may find itself the

centre of an alarming volley from a dozen

or more guns. The enjoyment is not mea

sured, however, by the success. There is

a great deal of talking and laughing, and

no discontent with the day's sport is ex

hibited even if there be little to show for

the skill and patience expended. There

is further occupation in superintending

vintage and harvest, while the orange

groves and luxuriant gardens offer plenty
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ofresources for exercise or idleness. Plant

life in Portugal is singularly varied even

for so warm a country. To the native

orange, olive and other trees of Southern

Europe have been added many exotics.

The large magnolia of our Southern

States, the Japanese camellia and the

Australian gum tree have made them

selves at home there, and grow as if

their roots were in their native soil. Ge

raniums and heliotrope, which we con

fine easily in flower-pots, assume a dif

ferent aspect in the public gardens of

Lisbon, where the former is seen in fla

ming trees and hedges twenty or thirty

feet high, and the latter distributes its

fragrance while covering the high walls

with its spreading arms.

The grapes from which port-wine is

made are all grown within the narrow

compass of a mountain -valley about

twenty-seven miles long by five or six

wide, where the conditions of soil and

climate most favorable to wine-culture

including a large degree of both heat and

cold—are found in perfection. Owing to

its elevation the frosts in this district are

tolerably severe, while in summer the sun

looks steadily down with his hot glance

into the valley till its vine-clad sides are

permeated by heat. The grapes ripened

there are of peculiar richness and strength.

The trade is all in the hands of a certain

number of English merchants at Oporto,

who buy the grapes as they hang of the

native farmers and have the wine made

under their own supervision. The wine

making is conducted in much the same

manner as in other countries, a certain

quantity of spirits being added to arrest

decay and ensure its preservation. All

wine has passed through the first stage

of decay, fermentation, and is liable at

any time to continue the course. It may

be made with little or no alcohol if it is

to be drunk within the year: to ensure a

longer lease of life some antiseptic is

necessary. Port is, from its richness,

peculiarly liable to decay, and will stand

fortification better than sherry, which be

ing a light wine is less in need of it and

more apt to be over-fortified. The area

in which port is produced being so small,

there can be no material difference in the

produce of different vineyards, but some

slight superiorities of soil or aspect have

given the Vesuvio, the Ralda and a few

other wines a special reputation.

The history of port is a somewhat cu

rious one. It is associated closely with

the old English gentleman of a bygone

generation, a staunch and bigoted being

who despised French wines as he abhor

red the French nation, and agreed with

Doctor Johnson that claret was for boys,

port for men. The vintage of 182o was

a remarkable one in Portugal. The port

made in that season was of a peculiar

strength and sweetness, in color nearly

black. The old English gentleman would

acknowledge no other as genuine, and,

as Nature positively refused to repeat the

experiment, the practice of dyeing port

with dried elderberries and increasing

the infusion of brandy to impart strength

and flavor was resorted to. It was suc

cessful for some time, but after a while

the secret oozed out, and the public began

to receive the garnet-hued liquid again

into favor, and to find, with Douglas Jer

rold, that it preferred the old port to the

elder. The elderberry is not sufficiently

common in Portugal to make the con

tinuation of this process popular with

wine-makers. At present port is tol

erably free from adulteration, though

its casks and those of an inferior red

wine of Spain after voyaging to Eng

land sometimes find their contents a

little mixed.

Oporto is the seat of the wine-trade,

and its huge warehouses are filled with

stores of port ripening to a good old age,

when the garnet will be exchanged for a

dark umber tint. A handsome, thriving

city is Oporto, mounting in terraces up

the slope of a steep hill. A fine quay

runs the length of the town along the

Douro, and here the active life of Oporto

is mainly concentrated. Any stranger

watching this stir of movement and color

will be struck by the prominent position

which women fill in the busy crowd. The

men do not absorb all branches of la

bor. Besides the water-carriers, market

women and fruit-vendors there may be

seen straight, stalwart lasses acting as

portresses to convey loads to and from
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the boats which are fastened to the river- I province enjoying a reputation for hon

wall. Many of the servants and other esty and faithful service combined with

laborers through Portugal come from 1 stupidity.

Galicia, the inhabitants of that Spanish l A sad contrast to the fertility of. tht
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Minho is presented by the country oppo

site Lisbon and the adjoining province

of Alemtejo. This Portuguese campagna

was in Roman days a fertile plain cov

ered with golden wheat-fields. Now it

is a barren, melancholy waste, producing

only ruins. It is in and about this region

that the most important Roman remains

in the country are to be found. The soil

in the neighborhood of Evora is rich in

 

coins and other relics, and Evora has,

besides its great aqueduct, the massive

pillars of a temple to Diana, which, sad

to say, was once put to ignoble use as a

slaughter-house. The ruins of Troia

have escaped desecration, if they have

not obtained the care and study which

they merit. Lying on a low tongue of

land which projects into the bay of Setu

bal, the city of Troia is buried, not in

Sketeh Map of I
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Pompeian lava, but in deep mounds of

sand, accumulated there by the winds

and waves. A tremendous storm in

I814 washed away a part of this sand

and revealed something of its treasure,

but it was not till 1850 that the hint was

followed up by antiquaries and a regular

digging made. A large Roman house

was uncovered, together with a vast dé

bris of marble columns, mosaic pave

ments, baths, urns, and other appurten

ances of Roman existence. The exca

vations have been far from thorough ; the

peninsular Troy still awaits its Schlie

mann. The name Troia was probably

bestowed by Portuguese antiquaries of

the Renaissance period, who mention it

thus.in their writings. According to Ro

I

man records, the city flourished about

3o0 A. 1>. as Cetobriga.

We must return to the Minho province

—still the most representative section of

Portugal—for monuments of Portuguese

antiquity. Guimaraens is the oldest town

of purely native growth, and is closely

associated with the life of Affbnso Hen

riquez. The massive castle in which he

was born, and the church which wit

nessed the christening of the first king

of Portugal, are still standing: the old

walls of the town date back to the time

of the hero; and not far off is the field

where he fought the battle which gained

him his independence at eighteen. \Vith

in a few miles of Guimaraens is Braga,

celebrated for centuries as a stronghold
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of the Church. Its Gothic cathedral is

of grand proportions, containing a triple

nave, and belongs to the thirteenth cen

tury. The church treasures shut up in

its sanctuary are among the richest in the

Peninsula.

Portugal presents the curious spectacle

of a country in which the customs of an

tiquit'y have lasted as long as its monu

ments. In a certain way the former are

the more impressive. As some little fa

miliar trait will sometimes give a fresher

insight into a great man than the more

important facts of his biography, so the

ploughing, harvesting and singing of a

Portuguese peasant, with their bucolic

simplicity, bring the life of the ancients

a little nearer to us than the sight of their

great aqueducts and columns. But the

nineteenth century is striking the death
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blow of the bucolic very fast, the world

over, and Portugal is awake and bestir

ring herself—not the less effectively that

she is making no noise about it. Never

theless, she is becoming better known.

A/Ir. Oswald Crawfurd, the English con

sul at Oporto, who has lived in Portugal

for many years, is writing about it from

the best point of view, half within, half

without. His book of travels published

under the pseudonym of Latouche, and a

volume entitled Porlugal, 01d and lVcw,

recently issued under his own name, throw

a strong, clear light upon the country and

its inhabitants. Another sympathetic and

entertaining traveller is Lady Jackson,

the author of Fair Lusztianz'a.

The Portugal of Mr. Crawfurd and

Lady Jackson is a different land from

that which Southey, Byron and other

English celebrities visited at the begin

ning of this century: it is not the same

which Wordsworth's daughter, Mrs. Quil

linan, travelled through on horseback in

1837, making light of inconveniences and

looking at everything with kind, frank

eyes. Lisbon is no longer a beautiful

casket filled with dirt and filth, but a

clean, bright and active city, and Por

tugal is no longer a sleeping land, but a

well-governed country,'which will prob

ably be hindered by its small natural

proportions, but not by any sluggish

ness or incapacity of its people, from

taking a high place among European

nations.
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A GRAVEYARD IDYL.

N the summer of ’87—, when young '

Doctor Putnam was recovering from

an attack of typhoid fever, he used to

take short walks in the suburbs of the

little provincial town where he lived. He

was still weak enough to need a cane,

and had to sit down now and then to rest.

His favorite haunt was an old-fashion- I

ed cemetery lying at the western edge of

the alluvial terrace on which the town is

built. The steep hillside abuts boldly on

the salt marsh. One of the cemetery

paths runs along the brink of the hill;

and here, on a wooden bench under a

clump of red cedars, Putnam would sit

for hours enjoying the listless mood of

convalescence. Vihere the will remains

passive, the mind, like an idle weather

cock, turns to every puff of suggestion,

and the senses, born new from sickness,

have the freshness and delicacy of a

child's. It soothed his eye to follow laz

ily the undulations of the creek, lying

like the folds of a blue silk ribbon on

the flat ground of the marsh below. He

watched the ebbing tide suck down the

water from the even lines of trenches that

sluiced the meadows till the black mud

at their bottom glistened in the sun. The

opposite hills were dark with the heavy

foliage of July. In the distance a sail

or two speckled the flashing waters of the

bay, and the lighthouse beyond bounded

the southern horizon.

It was a quiet, shady old cemetery, not

much disturbed by funerals. Only at rare

intervals a fresh heap of earth and a slab

of clean marble intruded with their tale

of a new and clamorous grief among the

sunken mounds and weatherstained tomb

stones of the ancient sleepers for whom

the tears had long been dried. Now and

then a mourner came to put flowers on a

grave; now and then one of the two or

three laborers who kept the walks and

shrubberies in order would come along

the path by Putnam's bench, trundling

a squeaking wheelbarrow; sometimes a

nurse with a baby-carriage found her way

in. But generally the only sounds to

break the quiet were the songs of birds,

the rumble of a wagon over the spile

bridge across the creek and the whetting

of scythes in the water-meadows, where

the mowers, in boots up to their waists,

went shearing the oozy plain and stack

ing up the salt hay.

One afternoon Putnam was in his ac

customed seat, whistling softly to himself

and cutting his initials into the edge of

the bench. The air was breathless, and

the sunshine lay so hot on the marshes

that it seemed to draw up in a visible

steam a briny incense which mingled

with the spicy smell of the red cedars.

Absorbed in reverie, he failed to notice

how the scattered clouds that had been

passing across the sky all the afternoon

were being gradually reinforced by big

fluffy cumuli rolling up from the north,

until a rumble overhead and the rustle

of a shower in the trees aroused him.

In the centre of the grounds was an

ancient summer-house standing amidst

a maze of flower-beds intersected by

gravel-walks. This was the nearest shel

ter, and, as the rain began to patter smart

ly, Putnam pocketed his knife, turned up

his coat-collar and ran for it. Arrived at

the garden-house, he found there a group

of three persons, driven to harborfrom dif

ferent parts of the cemetery. The show

er increased to a storm, the lattices were

lashed by the rain and a steady stream

poured from the eaves. The althaea

and snowberry bushes in the flower

pots, and even the stunted box-edges

along the paths, swayed in the wind. It

grew quite dark in the summer-house,

shaded by two or three old hemlocks,

and it was only by the lightning-flashes

that Putnam could make out the features

of the little company of refugees. They

stood in the middle of the building, to

avoid the sheets of rain blown in at the

doors in gusts, huddling around a pump

that was raised on a narrow stone plat

form—-not unlike the daughters of Priam
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-terrupted in digging a grave.

form around the pump hardly gave stand- ‘

clustered about the great altar in the

penetralia: Preecipites atra ceu tempes

tate columbae.

They consisted of a young girl, an el

derly woman with a trowel and watering

pot, and a workman in overalls, who car

ried a spade and had perhaps been in

The plat

ing room for a fourth. Putnam according

ly took his seat on a tool -chest near one

of the entrances, and, while the soft spray

blew through the lattices over his face and

clothes, he watched the effect of the light

ning-flashes on the tossing, dripping trees

of the cemetery-grounds.

Soon a shout was heard and down one

of the gravel-walks, now a miniature river,

rushed a Newfoundland dog, followed by

a second man in overalls. Both reached

shelter soaked and lively. The dog dis

tributed the contents of his fur over our

party by the pump, nosed inquiringly

about, and then subsided into a corner.

Second laborer exchanged a few words

with first laborer, and melted into the

general silence. The slight flurry caused

by their arrival was only momentary,

while outside the storm rose higher and

inside it grew still darker. Now and

then some one said something in a low

tone, addressed rather to himself than to

the others, and lost in the noise of the

thunder and rain.

But in spite of the silence there seemed

to grow up out of the situation a feeling

of intimacy between the members of the .

little community in the summer-house.

The need of shelter—one of the prim

itive needs of humanity—had brought

them naturally together and shut them

up "in a tumultuous privacy of storm."

In a few minutes, when the shower should

leave off, their paths would again diverge,

but for the time being they were inmates

and held a household relation to one an

other.

And so it came to pass that when it

began to grow lighter and the rain stop- '

ped, and the sun glanced out again on

the reeking earth and saturated foliage,

conversation grew general.

"Gracious sakes!" said the woman 1

with the trowel and watering-pot as she l

glanced along the windmg canals that

led out from the summer-house—"jest

see the water in them walks!"

"Gol ! 'tis awful!" murmured the Irish

man with the spade. "There'll be a fut

of water in the grave, and the ould mon

to be buried the morning!" .

"Ah, they had a right to put off the

funeral," said the other workman, "and

not be giving the poor corp his death of

cold."

" 'Tis warrum enough there where the

ould mon's gone, but 'tis cold working for

a poor lad like mesilf in the bottom of a

wet grave. Go1! 'tis likea dreen." With

that he shouldered his spade and waded

reluctantly away. \

Second laborer paused to light his dhu

deen, and then disappeared in the oppo

site direction, his Newfoundland taking

quite naturally to the deepest puddles in

their course.

"Hath this fellow no feeling of his

business ?" asked Putnam, rising and

sauntering up to the pump.' The ques

tion was meant more for the younger

than the elder of the two women, but the

former paid no heed to it, and the latter,

by way of answer, merely glanced at him

suspiciously and said " H'm !" She was

unlocking the tool-chest on which he had

been sitting, and now raised the lid, stow

ed away her trowel and watering-pot,

locked the chest again and put the key

in her pocket, with the remark, "I guess

I hain't got any more use for a sprinkle

pot to-day."

" It is rather de trop," said Putnam.

The old woman looked at him still

more distrustfully, and then, drawing up

her skirts, showed to his great astonish

ment a pair of india-rubber boots, in

which she stumped away through the

water and the mud, leaving in the latter

colossal tracks which speedily became as

pond-holes in the shallower bed of the

stream. The younger woman stood at

the door, gathering her dress about her

ankles and gazing irresolutely at these

frightful z/esligia which gauged all too

accurately the depth of the mud and the

' surface-water above it.

"They look like the fossil bird-tracks

in the Connecticut Valley sandstone,"
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said Putnam, following the direction of

her eyes.

These were very large and black. She

turned them slowly on the speaker, a tall

ish young fellow with a face expressive

chiefly of a good-natured audacity and

an alertness for whatever in the way of

amusement might come within range.

Her look rested on him indif'erently,

and then turned back to the wet gravel.

Putnam studied for a moment the back

of her head and her figure, which was

girlishly slender and clad in gray. " How

extraordinary," he resumed, "that she

should happen to have rubber boots on!"

" She keeps them in the tool-chest.

The cemetery-man gives her a key,"

she replied after a pause, and as if re

luctantly. Her voice was very low and '

she had the air of talking to herself.

''Isn't that a rather queer place for a

wardrobe? I wonder if she keeps any

thing else there besides the boots and

the trowel and the ' sprinkle-pot' ?"

"I believe she has an umbrella and

some flower-seeds."

" Now, if she only had a Swedish cook

ing-box and a patent camp-lounge," said

Putnam laughing, " she could keep house

here in regular style."

"She spends a great deal of time here:

her children are all here, she told me."

"Well, it's an odd taste to live in a l

burying-ground, but one might do worse

perhaps. There's nothing like getting

accustomed gradually to what you've got

to come to. And then if one must select

a cemetery for a residence, this isn't a

bad choice.

quaint old ways they have about it ? At

sunset the sexton rings a big bell that

hangs in the arch over the gateway:

he told me he had done it every day

for twenty years. It's not done, I be

lieve, on the principle of firing a sunset

gun, but to let people walking in the

grounds know the gate is to be shut.

There's a high stone wall, you know,

and somebody might get shut in all ,

night. Think of having to spend the

night here!"

"I have spent the night here often,"

she answered, again in an absent voice

and as if murmuring to herself.

' ground is still very wet.

Have you noticed what

" You have?" exclaimed Putnam. "Oh,

you slept in the tool-chest, I suppose, on

the old lady's shake-.(lown."

She was silent, and he began to have

a weird suspicion that she had spoken in

earnest. "This is getting interesting," he

said to himself; and then aloud, "You

must have seen queer sights. Of course,

when the clock struck twelve all the

ghosts popped out and sat on their re

spective tombstones. The ghosts in this

cemetery must be awfully old fellows. It

doesn't look as if they had buried any

one here for a hundred and thirty-five

years. I've often thought it would be a

' good idea to inscribe Cb;np!” over the

. gate, as they do on a Paris omnibus."

"You speak very lightly of the dead,"

said the young girl in a tone of displeas

ure and looking directly at him.

Putnam felt badly snubbed. He was

about to attempt an explanation, but her

manner indicated that she considered

the conversation at an end. She gath

ered up her skirts and prepared to leave

1 the summer-house. The water had soak

ed away somewhat into the gravel.

"Excuse me," said Putnam, advancing

desperately and touching his hat, "but I

notice that your shoes are thin and the

I'm going right

over to High street, and if I can send you

a carriage or anything—"

"Thank you, no: I sha'n't need it ;"

and she stepped off hastily down the

walk.

Putnam looked after her till a winding

of the path took her out of sight, and

then started slowly homeward. "\Vhat

the deuce could she mean," he ponder

ed as he walked along, "about spending

the night in the cemetery ? Can she—no

she can't—be the gatekeeper's daughter

and live in the gate-house? Anyway,

she's mighty pretty."

His mother and his maiden aunt, who

with himself made up the entire house

hold, received him with small scoldings

and twitterings of anxiety. They felt

his wet clothes, prophesied a return of

his fever and forced him to go immedi

ately to bed, where they administered hot

drinks and toast soaked in scalded milk.

I-le lay awake at long time, somewhat
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fatigued and excited. In his feeble con

dition and in the monotony which his

life had assumed of late the trifling ex

perience of the afternoon took on the full

proportions of an adventure. He thought

it over again and again, but finally fell

asleep and slept soundly. He awoke

once, just at dawn, and lay looking

through his window at a rosy cloud which

reposed upon an infinite depth of sky,

motionless as if sculptured against the

'blue. A light morning wind stirred the

curtains and the scent of mignonette

floated in from the dewy garden. He

had that confused sense of anticipation

so common in moments between waking

and sleeping, when some new, pleasant

thing has happened, or is to happen on

the morrow, which the memory is too

drowsy to present distinctly.

pleasant, indistinct promise that auroral

cloud seemed somehow the omen or

symbol, and watching it he fell asleep

again. When he next awoke the sun

light of mid-forenoon was flooding the -

chamber, and he heard his mother's

voice below stairs as she sat at her

sewing.

In the afternoon he started on his

customary walk, and his feet led him

involuntarily to the cemetery. As he

traversed the path along the edge of the

hill he saw in one of the grave-lots the

heroine of his yesterday's encounter, and

a sudden light broke in on him : she was

a' mourner. And yet how happened it

that she wore no black? There was a

wooden railing round the enclosure, and

within it a single mound and a tombstone

of fresh marble.

on the grave. She was sitting in a low

wicker chair, her hands folded in her lap

and her eyes fixed vacantly on the west

ern hills.

of her face. It was of a brown paleness.

The air of hauteur given it by the purity

of the profile and the almost insolent

stare of the large black eyes was contra

ed only a profound apathy.

proached her eyes turned toward him,

but seemingly without recognition. Dif

fidence was not among Tom Putnam's

or this 1

A few cut flowers lay -

Putnam now took closer note >

failings: he felt drawn by an unconquer

able sympathy and attraction to speak to

her, even.at the risk of intruding upon

the sacredness of her grief.

"Excuse me, miss," he began, stop

ping in front of her, "but I want to apolo

gize for what I said yesterday about

about the cemetery. It must have seem

ed very heartless to you, but I didn't

know that you were in mourning when

I spoke as I did."

"I have forgotten what you said," she

answered.

"I am glad you have," said Putnam,

I rather fatuously. There seemed really

nothing further to say, but as he lingered

for a moment before turning away a per

verse recollection surprised him, and he

laughed out loud.

She cast a look of strong indignation

at him, and rose to her feet.

"Oh, I ask your pardon a thousand

times," he exclaimed reddening violent

ly. "Please don't think that I was laugh

ing at anything to do with you. The fact

is that last idiotic speech of mine remind

ed me of something that happened day

before yesterday. I've been sick, and I

met a friend on the street who said, ' I'm

glad you're better ;' and I answered, ' I'm

glad that you're glad that I'm better;'

and then he said, ' I'm glad that you're

glad that I'm glad that you're better'—

like the House that Jack Built, you know

—and it came over me all of a sudden

that the only way to continue our con

versation gracefully would be for you to

say, 'I'm glad that you're glad that I've

forgotten what you said yesterday.' "

She had listened impatiently to this

naive and somewhat incoherent explana

tion, and she now said, "I wish you would

go away. You see that I am alone here

and in trouble. I can't imagine what mo

tive you can have for annoying me in this

way," her eyes filling with angry tears.

Putnam was too much pained by the

| vehemence of her language to attempt

dicted by the sweet, irresolute curves of '

the mouth. At present her look express- '

As he ap- '

any immediate reply. His first impulse

was to bow and retire without more words.

But a pertinacity which formed one of his

strongest though perhaps least amiable

, traits countermanded his impulse, and he

said gravely, "Certainly, I will go at once,
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but in justice to myselfl must first assure

you that I didn't mean to intrude upon

you or annoy you in any way."

She sank down into her chair and

averted her face.

"You say," he continued, "that you

are in trouble, and I beg you to believe

that I respect your affliction, and that

when I spoke to you just now it was sim

ply to ask pardon for having hurt your

feelings yesterday, without meaning to,

by my light mention of the dead. I've

been too near death's door myself lately

to joke about it." He paused, but she

remained silent. " I'm going away now,"

he said softly. "Won't you say that you

excuse me, and that you haven't any hard

feelings toward me ?"

"Yes, oh yes," she answered wearily:

"I have no feelings. Please go away."

Putnam raised his hat respectfully, and

went off down the pathway. On reach

ing the little gate-house he sat down to

rest on a bench before the door. The

gatekeeper was standing on the threshold

in his shirt-sleeves, smoking a pipe. "A

nice day after the rain, sir," he began.

"Yes, it is."

"Have you any folks here, sir ?"

" No, no one. But I come here some

times for a stroll."

"Yes, I've seen you about. \Vell, it's

a nice, quiet place for a walk, but the

grounds ain't kep' up quite the shape they

used to be: there ain't so much occasion

for it. Seems as though the buryin' busi

ness was dull, like pretty much every

thing else now-a-days."

"Yes, that's so," replied Putnam ab

sently.

The gatekeeper spat reflectively upon

the centre of the doorstep, and resumed :

"There's some that comes here quite

reg'lar, but they mostly have folks here.

There's old Mrs. Lyon comes very steady,

and there's young Miss Pinckney: she's

one of the most reg'lar."

"Is that the young lady in gray, with

black eyes ?"

"That's she."

"\Vho is she in mourning for ?"

"Well, she ain't exactly in mourning.

I guess, from what they say, she hain't

got the money for black bunnets and

. of her sight for a time.

dresses, poor gal! But it's her brother

that's buried here—last April. He was

in the hospital learning the doctor's busi

ness when he was took down."

"In the hospital? Was he from the

South, do you know ?"

"Well, that I can't say: like enough

he was."

"Did you say that she is poor ?"

" So they was telling me at the funeral.

It was a mighty poor funeral too—not

more'n a couple of hacks. But you can't

tell much from that, with the fashions

now-a-days: some of the richest folks

buries private like. You don't see no

such funerals now as they had ten years

back. I've seen fifty kerridges to onst

a-comin' in that gate," waving his pipe

impressively toward that piece of archi

tecture, "and that was when kerridge

hire was half again as high as it is now.

She must have spent a goodly sum in

green-house flowers, though: fresh b6

quets 'most every day she keeps a-fetch

m'."

"Well, good-day," said Putnam, start

ing off.

"Good-day, sir."

Putnam had himself just completed his

studies at the medical college when at

tacked by fever, and he now recalled

somewhat vaguely a student of the name

of Pinckney, and remembered to have

heard that he was a Southerner. The

gatekeeper's story increased the interest

which he was beginning to feel in his

new acquaintance, and he resolved to

follow up his inauspicious beginnings to

a better issue. He knew that great del

icacy would be needed in making further

approaches, and so decided to keep out

In the course of

the next few days he ascertained, by vis

its to the cemetery and talks with the

keeper, that she now seldom visited her

brother's grave in the forenoon, although

during the first month after his death she

had spent all her days and some of her

nights beside it.

"I hadn't the heart, sir, to turn her out

at sundown, accordin' to the regulations;

so I'd leave the gate kinder half on the

jar, and she'd slip out when she had a

mind to."
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Putnam read the inscription on the

tombstone, which ran as follows: "To

the Memory of Henry Pinckney. Born

October 29th, 1852. Died April 27th,

187—;" and under this the text, "If thou

have borne him hence, tell me where

thou hast laid him." He noticed with

a sudden twinge of pity that the flowers

on the grave, though freshly picked ev

ery day, were wild-flowers—mostly the

common field varieties, with now and

then a rarer blossom from wood or

swamp, and now and then a garden

flower. He gathered from this that the

sister's purse was running low, and that

she spent her mornings in collecting

flowers outside the city. His imagina

tion dwelt tenderly upon her slim, young

figure and mourning face passing through

far-away fields and along the margins

of lonely creeks in search of some new

bloom which grudging Nature might yield

her for her sorrowful needs. Meanwhile

he determined that the shrine of her de

votion snould not want richer offerings.

There was a hot-house on the way from

his home to the cemetery, and he now

stopped there occasionally of a morning

and bought a few roses to lay upon the

mound. This continued for a fortnight.

He noticed that his offerings were left

to wither undisturbed, though the little

bunches of field flowers were daily re

newed as before.

In spite of the funereal nature of his

occupation his spirits in these days were

extraordinarily high. His life, so lately

escaped from the shadows of death, seem

ed to enjoy a rejuvenescence and to put

forth fresh blossoms in the summer air.

As he sat under the cedars and listened

to the buzzing of the flies that frequented

the shade, the unending sound grew to

be an assurance of earthly immortality.

His new lease of existence prolonged

itself into a fee simple, and even in pres

ence of the monuments of decay his fu

ture, filled with bright hazy dreams, melt

ed softly into eternity. But one morning

as he approached the little grave-lot with

his accustomed offerings he looked up

and saw the young girl standing before

him. Her eyes were fixed on the flowers

in his hand. He colored guiltily and

VoL. XXVI.—3r

stood still, like a boy caught robbing

an orchard. She looked both surprised"

and embarrassed, but said at once, "If

you are the gentleman who has been put

ting flowers on my brother's grave, I thank

you for his sake, but—"

She paused, and he broke in : "I ought

to explain, Miss Pinckney,»that I have a

better right than you think, perhaps, to

bring these flowers here: I was a fellow

student with your brother in the medical

school."

Her expression changed immediately.

"Oh, did you know my brother ?" she

asked eagerly.

He felt like a wretched hypocrite as he

answered, "Yes, I knew him, though not

intimately exactly. But I took—l take

—a very strong interest in him."

"Every one loved Henry who knew

him," she said, "but his class have all

been graduated and gone away, and he

made few friends, because he was so shy.

No one comes near him now but me."

He was silent. She walked to the grave,

and he followed, and they stood there with

out speaking. It did not seem to occur

to her to ask why he had not mentioned

her brother at their former interview. She

was evidently of an unsuspecting nature,

or else all other impressions were forgot

ten and absorbed in the one thought of

her bereavement. After a glance at her

Putnam ventured to lay his roses rever

ently upon the mound. She held in her

hand a few wild-flowers just gathered.

These she kissed, and dropped them also

on the grave. He understood the mean

ing of her gesture and was deeply moved.

"Poor little, dull-colored things!" she

said, looking down at them.

"They are a thousand times more beau

tiful than mine," he exclaimed passion

ately. "I am ashamed of those heartless

affairs: anybody can buy them."

"Oh no: my brother was very fond of

roses. Perhaps you remember his taste

for them?" she inquired innocently.

"I—I don't think he ever alluded to

them. The atmosphere of the medical

college was not very zesthetic, you know."

"At first I used to bring green-house

flowers," she continued, without much

heeding his answer, "but lately I haven't
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been able to afford them except on Sun

days. Sundays I bring white ones from

the green-house."

She had seated herself in her wicker

chair, and Putnam, after a moment's hesi

tation, sat down on the low railing near

her. He observed among the wild plants

that she had gathered the mottled leaves

and waxy blossoms of the pipsissewa and

its cousin the shinleaf.

"You have been a long way to get some

of those," he said: "that pipsissewa grows

in hemlock woods, and the nearest are

several miles from here."

"I don't know their names. I found

them in a wood where I used to walk

sometimes with my brother. He knew

all their names. I went there very early

this morning, when the dew was on

them."

Flowers that have on them the cold

dews of the night are strewings fittest for

graves,‘ " said Putnam in an undertone.

Her face had assumed its usual absent

expression, and she seemed busy with

some memory and unconscious of his

presence. He recalled the latter to her

by rising and saying, "I will bid you

good-morning now, but I hope you will

let me come and sit here sometimes if it

doesn't disturb you. I have been very

sick myself lately: Iwas near dying of

the typhoid fever. I think it does me

good to come here."

"Did you have the typhoid? My broth

er died of the typhoid."

"May I come sometimes?"

"You may come if you wish to visit

Henry. But please don't bring any more

of those expensive flowers. I suppose it

is selfish in me, but I can't bear to have

any of his friends do more for him than

I can."

"I won't bring any more, of course, if

I it troubles you, and I thank you very much

for letting me come. Good-morning, Miss

Pinckney." He bowed and walked away.

Putnam availed himself discreetly of

the permission given. He came occa

sionally of an afternoon, and sat for an

hour at a time. Usually she said little.

Her silence appeared to proceed not from

reserve, but from dejection. Sometimes

she spoke of her brother. Putnam learn

ed that he had been her only near rela

tive. Their parents had died in her child

hood, and she had come North with her

brother when he entered the medical

school. From something that she once

said Putnam inferred that her brother had

owned an annuity which died with him,

and that she had been left with little or

nothing. They had few acquaintances

in the North, almost none in the city.

An aunt in the South had offered her a

home, and she was going there in the

fall. She looked forward with dread to

the time of her departure.

" It will be so cruel," she said, " to leave

my poor boy all alone here among stran

gers, and I never away from him before."

" Don't think of it now," he answered,

'and when you are gone I will come here

often and see to everything."

Her bereavement had evidently be

numbed all her faculties and left her

with a slight hold on life. She had no

hopes or wishes for the future. In al

luding to her brother she confused her

tenses, speaking of him sometimes in the

past, and sometimes in the present as of

one still alive. Putnam felt that in a girl

of her age this mood was too unnatural

to last, and he reckoned not unreason

ably on the reaction that must come when

her youth began again to assert its rights.

He was now thoroughly in love, and as

he sat watching her beautiful abstracted

face he found it hard to keep back some

expression of tenderness. Often, too, it

was difficult for him to tone down his

spirits to the proper pitch of respectful

sympathy with her grief. His existence

was golden with new-found life and hope:

into the shadow that covered hers he could

not enter. He could only endeavor to

draw her out into the sunshine once more.

One day the two were sitting, as usual,

in silence or speaking but rarely. It was

a day in the very core of summer, and

the life of Nature was at its flood. The

shadows of the trees rested so heavy and

motionless on the grass that they appear

ed lo sink into it and weigh it down like

palpable substances.

"I feel," said Putnam suddenly, "as

though I should live for ever."

"Did you ever doubt it ?" she asked.

a
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"Oh, I mean here—z'a' bas—in the

body. I can't conceive of death or of a

spiritual existence on such a day as this."

"There is nothing here to live for," she

said wearily. Presently she added, "This

hot glare makes me sick: I wish those

men would stop hammering on the bridge.

I wish I could die and get away into the

dark." -

Putnam paused before replying. He

had never heard her speak so impatient

ly. Was the revulsion coming ? Was

she growing tired of sorrow? After a

minute he said, "Ah, you don't know

what it is to be a convalescent and lie for

months in a darkened room listening to

the hand-organ man and the scissors

grinder, and the fellow that goes through

the street hallooing ' Cash paid for rags!'

It's like having a new body to get the use

of your limbs again and come out into

the sunshine."

"Were you very sick?" she inquired

with some show of interest.

He remembered with some mortifica

tion that he had told her so once or twice

before. She had apparently forgotten it.

" Yes, I nearly died."

"Vl/ere you glad to recover?"

" Well, I can't remember that I had any

feelings in particular when I first struck

the up-track. It was hard work fighting

for life, and I don't think I cared much

one way or the other. But when I got

well enough to sit up it began to grow in

teresting. I used to sit at the window in

a very infantile frame of mind and watch

everything that went by. It wasn't a very

rowdy life, as the prisoner in solitary con

finement said to Dickens. We live in a

back street, where there's not much pass

ing. The advent of the baker's cart used

to be the chief excitement. It was paint

ed red and yellow, and he baked very

nice leaf-cookies. My mother would hang

a napkin in the door-knocker when she

wanted him to stop; and as I couldn't see

the knocker from my window, I used to

.nake bets with Dummy as to whether the

wagon would stop or not."

"Your mother is living, then?"

"Yes; my father died when I was a

boy."

She asked no further questions, but a

few minutes after rose and said, "I think

I will go now. Good-evening."

He had never before outstayed her. He

looked at his watch and found that it was

only half-past four.

"I hope," he began anxiously, "that

you are not feeling sick: you spoke just

now of being oppressed by the heat. Ex

cuse me for staying so long."

"Oh no," she answered, " I'm not

sick. I reckon I need alittle rest. Good

evening."

Putnam lingered after she was gone.

He found his way to his old bench under

the cedars and sat there for a while. He

had not occupied this seat since his first

meeting with Miss Pinckney in the sum

mer-house, and the initials which he had

whittled on its edge impressed him as be

i longing to some bygone stage of his his

tory. This was the first time that she had

I questioned him about himself. His sym

pathy had won her confidence, but she

had treated him hitherto in an imperson

al way, as something tributary to her broth

er's memory, like the tombstone or the

flowers on his grave. The suspicion that

he was seeking her for her own sake had

not, so far as Putnam could discover, ever

entered her thoughts.

But in the course of their next few in

terviews there came a change in her be

havior. The simplicity and unconscious

ness of her sorrow had become compli

cated with some other feeling. He caught

’ her looking at him narrowly once or twice,

and when he looked hard at her there was

visible in her manner a soft agitation

something which in a girl of more san

guine complexion might have been in

terpreted as a blush. She sometimes

suffered herself to be coaxed a little way

into talking of things remote from the

subject of her sorrow. Occasionally she

questioned Putnam shyly about himself,

, and he needed but slight encouragement

to wax confidential. She listened quietly

‘ to his experiences, and even smiled now

and then at something that he said. His

1 heart beat high with triumph: he fancied

' that he was leading her slowly up out of

the Valley of the Shadow of Death.

But the upward path was a steep one.

She had many sudden relapses and
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changes of mood. Putnam divined that

she felt her grief loosening its tight hold on

her and slipping away, and that she clung

to it as a consecrated thing with a morbid

fear of losing it altogether. There were

days when her demeanor betokened a

passionate self-reproach, as though she

accused herself secretly of wronging her

brother and profaning his tomb in allow

ing more cheerful thoughts to blunt the

edge of her bereavement. He remarked

also that her eyes were often red from

weeping. There sometimes mingled with

her remorse a plain resentment toward

himself. At such times she would hard

ly speak to him, and the slightest gayety

or even cheerfulness on his part was re

ceived as downright heartlessness. He

made a practice, therefore, of withdraw

ing at once whenever he found her in this

frame of mind. -

One day they had been sitting long to

gether. She had appeared unusually con

tent, but had spoken little. The struggle

in her heart had perhaps worn itself out

for the present, and she had yielded to

the warm current of life and hope which

was bearing her back into the sunshine.

Suddenly the elderly woman who had

formed one of the company in the sum

mer-house on the day of the thunder

storm passed along the walk with her

trowel and watering-pot. She nodded to

Miss Pinckney, and then, pausing oppo

site the pair, glanced sharply from one to

the other, smiled significantly and passed

on. This trifling incident aroused Put

nam's companion from her reverie: she

looked at him with a troubled expression

and said, "Do you think you ought to

come here so much ?"

"Why not?"

"I don't know. How well did you

know my brother Henry?"

"If I didn't know him so very inti

mately when he was living, I feel that I

know him well now from all that you have

told me about him. And, if you will par

don my saying so, I feel that I know his

sister a little too, and have some title to

her acquaintance."

"You have been very kind, and I am

grateful for it, but perhaps you ought not

to come so much."

"I'm sorry if I have come too much,"

rejoined Putnam bitterly, "but I shall not

come much more. I am going away soon.

The doctor says I am not getting along

fast enough and must have change of air.

He has ordered me to the mountains."

There was silence for a few minutes.

He was looking moodily down at the

turf, pulling a blade of grass now and

then, biting it and throwing it away.

"I thank you very much for your sym

pathy and kindness," she said at length,

rising from her chair; "and I hope you

will recover very fast in the mountains.

Good-bye."

She extended her hand, which Putnam

took and held. It was trembling percep

tibly. "Wait a moment," he said. " Be

fore I go I should like to show some little

mark of respect to your brother's mem

ory. Won't you meet me at the green

house to-morrow morning—say about

nine o'clock—and select a few flowers?

They will be your flowers, you know—

your offering."

"Yes," she answered, "I will; and I

thank you again for him."

The next morning at the appointed

hour Putnam descended the steps into the

green-house. The gardener had just wa

tered the plants. A rich steam exhaled

from the earth and clouded all the glass,

and the moist air was heavy with the

breath of heliotropes and roses. A num

ber of butterflies were flying about, and

at the end of a many-colored perspective

of leaves and blossoms Putnam saw Miss

Pinckney hovering around a collection

of tropical orchids. The gardener had

passed on into an adjoining hot-house,

and no sound broke the quiet but the

dripping of water in a tank of aquatic

plants. The fans of the palms and the

long fronds of the tree-ferns hung as still

as in some painting of an Indian isle.

She greeted him with a smile and held

out her hand to him. The beauty of the

morning and of the place had wrought in

her a gentle intoxication, and the mourn

ful nature of her errand was for the mo

ment forgotten. " Isn't it delicious here ?"

she exclaimed: "I think I should like to

live in a green-house and grow like a

plant."
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"A little of that kind of thing would

do you no end of good," he replied—"a

little concentrated sunshine and bright

colors and the smell of the fresh earth,

you know. If you were my patient, I

would make you take a course of it. I'd

say you wanted more vegetable tissue,

and prescribe a green-house for six

months. I've no doubt this man here

would take you. A young-lady appren

tice would be quite an attractive feature.

You could pull off dead leaves and strike

graceful attitudes, training up vines, like

the gardener's daughter in Tennyson."

" What are those gorgeous things?" she

asked, pointing to a row of orchids hung

on nails along the wall.

"Those are epiphytic orchids—air

plants, you know: they require no earth

for their roots: they live on the air."

"Like a chameleon ?"

"Like a chameleon."

I-Ie took down from its nail one of the

little wooden slabs, and showed her the

roots coiled about it, with the eluster of

bulbs. The flower was snow-white and

shaped like a butterfly. The fringe of

the lip was of a delicate rose-pink, and

at the base of it were two spots of rich

maroon, each with a central spot of the

most vivid orange. Every color was as

pronounced as though it were the only

one.

"What a daring combination!" she

cried. "If a lady should dress in all

those colors she'd be thought vulgar,

but somehow it doesn't seem vulgar in

a flower."

She turned the blossom over and look

ed at the under side of the petals. "Those

orange spots show right through the leaf,"

she went on, "as if they were painted and

the paint laid on thick."

"Do you know," said Putnam, "that

what you've just said gives me a good

deal of encouragement?"

" Encouragement? How ?"

"Well, it's the first really feminine

thing— At least—no, I don't mean

that. But it makes me think that you

are more like other girls."

His explanation was interrupted by the

entrance of the gardener.

" Will you select some of those orchids,

please—if you like them, that is?" asked

Putnam.

A shade passed over her face. " They

are too gay for his—for Henry," she an

swered.

"Try to tolerate a little brightness to

day," he pleaded in a low voice. "You

must dedicate this morning to me: it's

the last, you know."

"I will take a few of them if you wish

it, but not this one. I will take that little

white one and that large purple one."

The gardener reached down the va

rieties which she pointed out, and they

passed along the alley to select other

flowers. She chose a number of white

roses, dark-shaded fuchsias and English

violets, and then they left the place.

Her expression had grown thoughtful,

though not precisely sad. They walked

slowly up the long shady street leading

to the cemetery.

"I am dropping some of the flowers,"

she said, stopping: "will you carry these

double fuchsias a minute, please, while I

fasten the others?"

He took them and laughed. "Now,

if this were in a novel," he said, "what

a neat 'opportunity for me to say, ' May I

not always carry your double fuchsias ?' "

She looked at him quickly, and her

brown cheek blushed rosy red, but she

started on without making any reply and

walked faster.

"She takes,” he said to himself. But

he saw the cemetery-gate at the end of

the street. " I must make this walk last

longer," he thought. Accordingly, he

invented several cunning devices to pro

long it, stopping now and then to point

out something worth noting in the hand

some grounds which lined the street.

And so they sauntered along, she ap

pearing to have forgotten the speech

which had embarrassed her, or at least

she did not resent it. They paused in

front of a well-kept lawn, and he drew

her attention to the turf. "It's almost

as dark as the evergreens," he said.

"Yes," she answered, "it's so green

that it's almost blue."

"What do you suppose makes the bees

gather round that croquet-stake so?"

"I reckon they take the bright colors
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on it for flowers," she answered, with a

certain quaintness of fancy which he had

often remarked in her.

As they stood there leaning against the

fence a party of school-girls came along

with their satchels and spelling-books.

They giggled and stared as they passed

the fence, and one of them, a handsome,

long-legged, bold-faced thing, said aloud,

"Oh my! Look at me and my fancy

beau a-takin' a walk!"

Putnam glanced at his companion,

who colored nervously and looked away.

"Saucy little giglets!" he laughed. "Did

you hear what she said?"

"Yes," almost inaudibly.

"I hope it didn't annoy you ?"

"It was very rude," walking on.

"Well, I rather like naughty school

girls: they are amusing creatures. I/Vhen

I was a very small boy I was sent to a

girls' school, and I used to study their

ways. They always had crumbs in their

apron-pockets; they used to write on a

slate, ' Tommy is a good boy,' and hold it

up for me to see when the teacher wasn't

looking; they borrowed my geography at

recess and painted all the pictures ver

milion and yellow." He paused, but

she said nothing, and he continued, talk

ing against time, "There was one piece

of chewing-gum] in that school which cir

culated from mouth to mouth. It had

been originally spruce gum, I believe,

but it was masticated beyond recognition:

the parent tree wouldn't have known her

child. One day I found it hidden away

on a window-sill behind the shutter. It

was flesh-colored and dented all over

with the marks of sharp little teeth. I

kept that chewing-gum for a week, and

the school was like a cow that's lost her

cud."

As Putnam completed these reminis

cences they entered the cemetery-gate,

and the shadow of its arch seemed to fall

across the young g1'rl's soul. The bashful

color had faded from her cheek and the

animation from her eye. Her face wore a

troubled expression: she walked slowly

and looked about at the gravestones.

Putnam stopped talking abruptly, but

presently said, "You have not asked me

for your fuchsias."

She stood still and held out her hand

for them. .

"I thought you might be meaning to

let me keep them." said Putnam. His

heart beat fast and his voice trembled as

he continued: " Perhaps you thought that

what I said a while ago was said in joke,

but I mean it in real earnest."

"Mean what?" she asked faintly.

"Don't you know what I mean?" he

said, coming nearer and taking her hand.

"Shall I tell you, darling?"

"Oh, please don't! Oh, I think I know.

Not here—not now. Give me the flow

ers," she said, disengaging her hand,

"and I will put them on Henry's grave."

He handed them to her and said, "I

won't go on now if it troubles you; but

tell me first—I am going away to-mor

row, and sha'n't be back till October—

shall I find you here then, and may‘

speak then ?"

"I shall be here till winter."

"And may I speak then ?”

"Yes."

"And will you listen?"

"Yes." '

"Then I can wait."

They moved on again along the cem

etery-walks. Putnam felt an exultation

that he could not suppress. In spite of

her language, her face and the tone of

her voice had betrayed her. He knew

that she cared for him. But in the blind

ness of his joy he failed to notice an in

creasing agitation in her manner, which

foretold the approach of some painful

crisis of feeling. Her conflicting emo

tions, long pent up, were now in most

delicate equilibrium. The slightest shock

might throw them out of balance. Put

nam's nature, though generous and at bot

tom sympathetic, lacked the fineness of

insight needed to interpret the situation.

Like many men of robust and heedless

temperament, he was more used to bend

others' moods to his own than to enter

fully into theirs. His way of approach

ing the subject had been unfortunate, be

ginning as he had with ajest. The sequel

was destined to be still more unlucky.

They had reached a part of the ceme

tery which was not divided into lots, but

formed a sort of burial commons for the
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behoof of the poor. It was used mainly

by Germans, and the graves were princi

pally those of children.

were wooden, painted white, with inscrip

tions in black or gilt lettering. Humble

edgings of white pebbles or shells, part

ly embedded in the earth, bordered some

of the graves : artificial flowers, tinsel

crosses, hearts and other such fantastic

decorations lay upon the mounds. Put

nam's companion paused with an expres

sion of pity before one of these uncouth

sepulchres, a little heap of turf which

covered the body of a " span-long babe."

"Now, isn't that airt Deutsc/z ?" began

Putnam, whom the gods had made mad.

" Is that glass affair let into the tombstone a

looking-glass or a portrait of the deceased

—like that 'statoot of a deceased infant'

that Holmes tells about? , Even our an

cestral cherub and willow tree are better

than that, or even the inevitable sick lamb

and broken lily."

"The people are poor," she murmured.

"They do the same sort of thing when

they're rich. It's the national Ge.V¢'/mmck

to stick little tawdry fribbles all over the

face of Nature."

"Poor little baby !" she said gently.

"It's a rather old baby by this time,"

rejoined Putnam, pointing out the date

on the wooden slab—" Eighteen fifty

one: it would be older than I now if it

had kept on."

Her eyes fell upon the inscription, and

she read it aloud. "Hier ruht in Gott

Heinrich Frantz, Geb. Mai 13, I851.

Gest. August 4, I852. Wir hoffen auf

Wiedersehen." She repeated the last

words softly over to herself.

"Are those white things cobblestones,

or what ?" continued Putnam perversely,

indicating the border which quaintly en

circled the little mound. "As I live," he

exclaimed, "they are door-knobs!" and

he poked one of them out of the ground

with the end of his cane.

"Stop !" she cried vehemently: "how

can you do that?"

He dropped his cane and looked at

her in wonder. She burst into tears and

turned away. " You think I am a heart

less brute?" he cried remorsefully, has

tening after her.

The headstones .

' spirits."

" Oh, go away, please—go away and

leave me alone. I am going to my broth

er: I want to be alone."

She hurried on, and he paused irreso

lute. "Miss Pinckney !" he called after

her, but she made no response. His in

stinct, now aroused too late, told him that

he had better leave her alone for the

present. So he' picked up his walking

stick and turned reluctantly homeward.

He cursed himself mentally as he re

traced the paths along which they had

walked together a few moments before.

"I'm a fool," he said to himself: "I've

gone and upset it all. Couldn't I see

that she was feeling badly? I suppose

I imagined that I was funny, and she

thought I was an insensible brute. This

comes of giving way to my infernal high

At the same time a shade of

resentment mingled with his self-re

proaches. "Why can't she be a little

more cheerful and like other girls, and

make some allowance for a fellow?"

he asked. "Her brother wasn't every

body else's brother. It's downright mor

bid, this obstinate woe of hers. Other

people have lost friends and got over

it."

On the morrow he was to start for the

mountains. He visited the cemetery in

the morning, but Miss Pinckney was not

there. He did not know her address, nor

could the gatekeeper inform him ; and in

the afternoon he set out on his journey

with many misgivings. ~

It was early October when Putnam re

turned to the city. He went at once to

the cemetery, but on reaching the grave

his heart sank at the sight of a bunch of

withered flowers which must have lain

many days upon the mound. The blos

soms were black and the stalks brittle and

dry. " Can she have changed her mind

and gone South already?" he asked him

self.

There was a new sexton in the gate

house, who could tell him nothing about

her. He wandered through the grounds,

looking for the old woman with the wa

tering-pot, but the season had grown cold,

and she had probably ceased her garden

ing operations for the year. He continued

his walk beyond the marshes. The woods
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had grown rusty and the sandy pastures

outside the city were ringing with the

incessant creak of grasshoppers, which

rose in clouds under his feet as he brush

ed through the thin grass. The blue-curl

and the life-everlasting distilled their pun

gent aroma in the autumn sunshine. A

feeling of change and forlornness weigh

ed upon his spirit. As with Thomas of

Ercildoune, whom the Queen of Faery

carried away into Eildon Hill, the short

period of his absence seemed seven years

long. An old English song came into

his head :

Winter wakeneth all my care,

Now these leaves waxeth bare :

Oft in cometh into my thought,

Of this worldes joy how it goeth a.U to naught.

Soon after arriving at the hills he had'

written to Miss Pinckney a long letter of

explanations and avowals; but he did not

know the number of her lodgings, or,

oddly enough, even her Christian name,

and the letter had been returned to him

unopened. The next month was one of

the unhappiest in Putnam's life. On re

turning to the city, thoroughly restore.d in

health, he had opened an office, but he

found it impossible to devote himself qui

etly to the duties of his profession. He

visited the cemetery at all hours, but with

out success. He took to wandering about

in remote quarters and back streets of the

town, and eyed sharply every female fig

ure that passed him in the twilight, espe

cially if it walked quickly or wore a veil.

He slept little at night, and grew restless

and irritable. He had never confided

this experience even to his mother: it

seemed to him something apart.

One afternoon toward the middle of

November he was returning homeward

weary and dejected from a walk in the

suburbs. His way led across an unen

closed outskirt of the town which served

as a common to the poor people of the

neighborhood. It was traversed by a

score of footpaths, and frequented by

goats, and by ducks that dabbled in the

puddles of rain-water collected in the

hollows. Halfway across this open tract

stood what had formerly been an old

fashioned country-house, now converted

into a soap-boiling establishment. Around

this was a clump of old pine trees, the

remnant of a grove which had once flour

ished in the sandy soil. There was some

thing in the desolation of the place that

flattered Putnam's mood, and he stopped

to take it in. The air was dusk, but embers

of an angry sunset burned low in the

west. A cold wind made a sound in the

pine-tops like the beating of surf on a

distant shore. A flock of little winter

birds flew suddenly up from the ground

into one of the trees, like a flight of gray

leaves whirled up by a gust. As Putnam

turned to look at them he saw, against

the strip of sunset along the horizon, the

slim figure of a girl walking rapidly toward

the opposite side of the common. His

heart gave a great leap, and he started

after her on a run. At a corner of the

open ground the figure vanished, nor

could Putnam decide into which of two

or three small streets she had turned.

He ran down one and up another, but

met no one except a few laborers coming

home from work, and finally gave up the

quest. But this momentary glimpse pro

duced in him a new excitement. He felt

sure that he had not been mistaken: he

knew the swift, graceful step, the slight

form bending in the wind. He fancied

that he had even recognized the poise and

shape of the little head. He imagined,

too, that he had not been unobserved,

and that she had some reason for avoid

ing him. For a week or more he haunt

ed the vicinity of the common, but with

out result. December was already draw

ing to an end when he received the fol

lowing note:

"DEAR MR. PUTNAM: You must for

give me for running away from you the

other evening: I am right—am I not ?—in

supposing that you saw and recognized

me. It was rude in me not to wait for

you, but I had not courage to talk with

any one just then. Perhaps I should

have seen you before at the cemetery

if you still walk there—but I have been

sick and have not been there for a long

time. I was only out for the first time

when I saw you last Friday. My aunt

has sent for me, and I am going South

in a few days. I shall leave directions
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to have this posted to you as soon as I

am gone.

" I promised to be here when you came

back, and I write this to thank you for

your kind interest in me and to explain

why I go away without seeingyou again.

I think that I know what you wanted to

ask me that day that we went to the green

house, and perhaps under happier cir

cumstances I could have given you the

answer which you wished. But I have

seen so much sorrow, and I am of such

agloomy disposition, that I am not fit for

cheerful society, and I know you would

regret your choice.

" I shall think very often and very grate

fully of you, and shall not forget the

words on that little German baby's grave

stone. Good-bye.

"IMOGEN Prxcxuer."

Putnam felt stunned and benumbed

on first reading this letter. Then he

read it over mechanically two or three

times. The date was a month old, but

the postmark showed that it had just been

mailed. She must have postponed her

departure somewhat after writing it, or

the person with whom it had been left

had neglected to post it till now. He felt

a sudden oppression and need of air,

and taking his hat left the house. It was

evening, and the first snow of the season

lay deep on the ground. Anger and grief

divided his heart. "It's too bad! too

bad!" he murmured, with tears in his

eyes: "she might have given me one

chance to speak. She hasn't been fair

to me. What's the matter with her, any

how ? She has brooded and brooded till

she is downright melancholy-mad ;" and

then, with a revulsion of feeling, "My

poor darling girl! Here she has been,

sick and all alone, sitting day after day in

that cursed graveyard. I ought never to

have gone to the mountains: I ought to

have stayed. I might have known how

it would turn out. Well, it's all over now,

I suppose."

He had taken, half unconsciously, the

direction of the cemetery, and now found

himself at the entrance. The gate was

locked, but he climbed over the wall and

waded through the snow to the spot where

he had sat with her so many summer

afternoons. The wicker chair was buried

out of sight in a drift. A scarcely-visible

undulation in the white level marked the

position of the mound, and the headstone

had a snow-‘cap. The cedars stood black

in the dim moonlight, and the icy coat

ing of their boughs rattled like candel

abra. He stood a few moments near the

railing, and then tore the letter into frag

ments and threw them on the snow.

"There! good-bye, good-bye !" he said

bitterly as the wind carried them skating

away over the crust.

But what was that? The moon cast a

shadow of Henry Pinckney's headstone

on the snow, but what was that other and

similar shadow beyond it? Putnam had

been standing edgewise to the slab: he

shifted his position now and saw a second

stone and a second mound side by side

with the first. An awful faintness and

trembling seized him as he approached it

and bent his head close down to the mar

ble. The jagged shadows of the cedar

branches played across the surface, but

by the uncertain light he could read the

name "Imogen Pinckney," and below it

the inscription, "Wir hoffen auf Wieder

sehen." HENRY A. Buns.
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" OU'RE wanted at 248, andthey said

go quick. It's Brita, I shouldn't

wonder. Lord pity her, but it's a wild

night to go out! Seems like as if the

Lord would have hard work to find any

body, with the rain an' sleet pourin' an'

drivin' so't you can't see a foot before

your face. But He will."

"Yes, He will," the doctor's quiet voice

answered. " Poor little Brita! I am glad

her trouble is -almost over. Will you

come? Remember how dreadful the

place is."

"More so for me than for you?"

"Surely, for I have been in the midst

of such for twenty years, and among

them all have never known a worse den

than that in which these poor souls are

stranded. If l could only see a way out

for them !"

The doctor had not been idle as she

spoke, and stood ready now in thick gray

waterproof and close bonnet, her face a

shade graver than its always steady,

gentle calm. Jerry followed, his badge of

deputy sheriff hastily put on, for the alley

was one of the worst in the Fourth Ward,

and, well as she was known through its

length and breadth, here the bravest

might shrink from going unattended.

Out into the night, the wild wind and

'beating rain seeming best accompani

ments to the brutal revelry in the dance

houses and "bucket-shops" all about.

Here, one heard the cracked and dis

cordant sounds from the squeaking fid

dles or clarionets of the dance-music,

and there, were shouts and oaths and

the crash of glass as a drunken fight went

on, undisturbed by policeman and watch

ed with only a languid interest by the

crowd of heavy drinkers. Up Cherry

street, past staggering men, and wo

men with the indescribable voice that

once heard is never forgotten, all, seem

ingly regardless of the storm, laughing

aloud or shrieking as a sudden gust

whirled them on. Then the alley, dark

and noisome, the tall tenement -houses

rising on either side, a wall of pestilence

and misery, shutting in only a little deep

er misery, a little surer pestilence, to be

faced as it might be.

"It's hell on earth," said Jerry as we

passed up the stairs, dark and broken,

pausing a moment as the sound of a scuf

fle and a woman's shrill scream came

from one of the rooms. "Do you won

der there's murder, an' worse than mur

der, done in these holes ? Oh, what

would I give to tumble them, the whole

crop of the devil's own homes, straight

into the river!"

" Hush," the doctor said. " Sta'y, Jerry,

a few minutes. You may be wanted, but

there is not room for all in there."

As she spoke the door had opened, and

a tall, gaunt woman in the distinctive

Swedish dress stood before us and mute

ly pointed us in. It was hard to distin

guish anything in the dim light of a flick

ering tallow candle placed in a corner to

screen it from the wind, which whistled

through cracks and forced the rain through

the broken roof. On a pile of rags lay

three children, sleeping soundly. By the

table sat a heavy figure, the face bowed

and hidden in the arms folded upon it,

and on the wretched bed lay the wasted

figure of the girl whose life was passing

in the storm.

"Poor little Brita!" I said again, for

as the doctor bent over her and took her

hand the eyes opened and a faint smile

came to the sweet, child-like face. Long

braids of fair hair lay on the pillow, the

eyes were blue and clear, and the face,

wearing now the strange gray shadow of

death, held a delicate beauty still, that

with health and color would have made

one turn to look at it again wherever en

countered. The mother stood silent and

despairing at the foot of the bed. The

motionless figure at the table did not stir.

There was no fire or sign of comfort in
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the naked room, and but the scantiest of

covering on the bed. I

The girl looked up faintly and put out

her hand. "Pray," she said in a whisper

—"pray for the mother;" but even as

she spoke she gasped, half rose, then fell

back, and was gone, the look of entreaty

still in the eyes. The doctor closed them

gently, the poor eyes that would never

need to beg for help any more, and then

the mother, still silent, came softly and

touched the girl's face, sinking down then

by the side of the bed and stroking the

dead hands as if to bring back life.

The man had risen too and came slow

ly to her side. "I thank God she iss gone

away from all trouble," he said, "but oh,

my doctor, it iss so hard!"

"Hard !" the woman echoed and rose.

"I will not hear of God: I hate God.

There iss no God, but only a deftil, who

does all he vill. Brita iss gone,.and Lars

and little Jan. Now it must be de oders,

and den I know vat you call God vill

laugh. He vill say, 'Ah, now I haf dem

all. De fool fader and de fool moder, dey

may live.' " '

"Brita! poor Brita!" the man said soft

ly, and added some words in his own

tongue. She pushed him away, then

burst into wild weeping and sank down

on the floor.

" He will be her best comforter," the

doctor said. "'We will go now, and I

will see them all to-morrow. That mon

ey will get the coffin," she added as she

laid a bill on the table and then went

softly out, "but the coffin would not have

been' needed if help could have come

three months ago."

"I thought it was some drunken home,"

I said, "but that man can never have

gone very far wrong. He has a noble

head."

"No, it is only hard times," she an

swered. "Go again, and you will learn

the whole story, unless you choose to

hear it from me."

"No," I said as we stood under the

shelter of the still unfinished Franklin

Square Station on the elevated road, "I I'

will hear it for myself if I can."

The time came sooner than I thought.

A month later I went up the dark stairs,

whose treacherous places I had learned

to know, and found the room empty of

all signs of occupation, though the bed

and table still stood there.

"They're gone," a voice called from

below. "They've come into luck, Pat

says, but I don't know. Anyhow, they

turned out o' here yesterday, an' left the

things there for whoever 'd be wantin'

'em."

"Bad 'cess to the furriner !" said an

other voice as I passed down. " Comin'

here wid his set-up ways, an' schornin' a

bit of dhrink !" I

"An' if ye'd take patthern of him yer

self—" the woman's voice began, and

was silenced by a push back into her

room and the loud slam of the door.

"They have come to better times sure

ly," thejanitor said as I asked their where

abouts at the mission, "an' here's their

new number. It's a quiet, decent place,

an' he'll have a better soon."

After Cherry and Roosevelt and Water

streets, Madison street seems another

Fifth Avenue. The old New Yorker

knows it as the once stately and decor

ous abode of old Dutch families, a few

of whom still cling to the ancient homes,

but most of these are now cheap boarding

houses and tenements, while here and

there a new genuine tenement-house is

sandwiched between the tiled roofs and

dormer-windows which still hold sugges

tions of former better days. The more

respectable class of 'longshoremen find

quarters here, and some of the mission

people, who, well-to-do enough to seek

quieter homes, choose to be as near as

possible to the work waiting for them,

and for more like them, in that nest of

evil and outrage and slime, the Fourth

Vt'ard.

Brita's head was bowed on the table

as I went in, and Jan's face was sorrow

ful as he looked toward her. " It iss not

so alvay," he said. "She hass made it

all so good, and now she dinks of Brita,

dat vill not see it, and she say still, 'God

iss hard to take her avay.' "

" How is it, Jan? Did work come all

at once?"

"No, and yet yes.

my lady ?"

Shall I say it all,
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"Surely, Jan, if you have time."

" It iss de last day I vill be here in my

home all day," he began, drawing one of

the children between his knees and hold

ing its hands fondly. "But see on de vall I

It iss dat hass done some vork for me."

I looked to where he pointed. On the

wall, near the small looking-glass, hung

a round cap with hanging fox's tail—such

a cap as the half-bloods of our north-west

ern forests wear, and the peasants of the

European North as well.

Jan smiled as he saw my puzzled look.

"It iss vy I say I vill tell it all," he went

on in his grave, steady voice. "Ven I

see dat it iss to see de North. For, see,

it vas not alvays I am in de city. No.

It iss true I am many years in Stockholm,

but I am not Swede: I am Finn—yes,

true Finn—and know my own tongue

vell, and dat iss vat some Finns vill nef

er do. I haf learn to read Swedish, for I

must. Our own tongue iss not for us, but

I learn it, and Brita dere, she know it too.

Brita iss of Helsingfors, and I am of de

country far out, but I come dere vid fur,

for I hunt many months each year. Den

I know Brita, and ve marry, and I must

stay in de city, and I am strong; and

first I am porter, but soon dey know I

read and can be drusted, and it iss china

dat I must put in boxes all day, and I

know soon how to touch it so as it nefer

break.

"But dere is not money. My Brita iss

born, and little Jan, and I dink alvay,

'I must haf home vere dey may know

more;' and all de days it iss America

dat dey say iss home for all, and much

money—so much no man can be hun

gry, and vork iss for all. Brita iss ready,

and soon ve come, and all de children

glad. Yes, dere are six, and good chil

dren dat lofe us, and I say efery day,

' Oh, my God, but you are so good! and

my life lofes you, for so much good I

haf.' Brita too iss happy. She vork

hard, but ve do not care, and ve dink,

'Soon ve can rest a little, for it iss not

so hard dere as here;' and ve sail to

America.

"But, my lady, how iss it it vas all so

bad? For vork iss not. It iss true I haf

a little in de beginning. It iss three year

ago. I know some English I haf learn

in sailing once to England, for de Finns

go eferyvere to sail. I am not helpless

so, and I am large and strong, and soon

I go to de many, many china-stores—so

many, I say, dat can nefer be to vant

vork—and in one dey take me. But it

iss not much money, dough I dink it so,

for it iss alvay de rent—so much, and vc

are strange and dey cheat us. And ven

I am troubled most, and dink to ask for

more, den quick it iss dat I haf none.

De place iss failed—dat iss vat iss tell

me—and I go home to Brita to say vat

shall to do? I could dig, I vould go far

off, but I haf not money; but I say, ' Ven

I get plenty it shall be ve go to vere earth

shall gif us to eat, and not starve us as

here.' For soon it iss little to eat, and

it iss dat ve sell clothes and such as ve

must. I get vork—a little on de docks.

I unload, and see men dat can steal all

day from coffee-bags and much sugar,

and soon time iss come dat ve are hun

gry, and men say, 'Steal too. It's hard

times, and you /zaf to steal.'

" Oh, dere iss one day! It iss here now.

My little Jan iss dead, and Carl so sick,

and all dat he must be vidout enough

to eat, and my Brita vill get a dollar and

a half a veek to sew—alvays sew and

she is pale and coughs. I pray, 'O God,

you know I vill not do wrong, but vat

shall I do? Show me how, for I am

afraid.' But it vas all dark. I cannot

go home, for I haf not money. I can

not vork but one, maybe two, times a

veek. And alvays I see my own kun

gvyl I dink I could kill myself; but

dat helps not, and I go avay, oh, efery

vere about New York, and beg for vork.

And den eferyverc it iss said, ' He is a

lramp,‘ and alvays dey tell me, ' No, ve

gif not to tramps. Go to vere you came

from.' I say, 'I am not tramps. My

children are hungry. Gif me vork: I

vant to eat for dem—not money, but to

eat if you vill. Gif me a little vork.'

"I am dirty: Brita iss not dere to haf

me clean. I vash as I can, in vater any

vere, but I sleep on de ground. I eat not

often. I am vild truly, I know, and soon

peoples are afraid. Den, my lady, I haf

no more faith. I say, 'God, you haf for
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gotten me : you haf forgotten vat you l

promise. It may be God iss not anyvere.'

So I come back, and I find dat my little

Brita iss sick—so sick she cannot vork—

and Brita my vife, she sew all she can,

but it iss not enough. I go on de docks

once more. 'No vork! no vork !' It iss

de vord eferyvere. And one day, all de

day long, ve haf nothing—no fire, noth

ing to eat, and dere iss no more anything

to pawn, and I say, 'At last I vill steal, for

vat else shall be to do ?' And I go out

- and down to de dock, for I know a boat

going out in de night, and I say, 'I too

vill go.' But I go down Vater street. I

know it not much, for first my home iss

on de odder side, but ve are so poor at

last ve are in Cherry street, and den vere

you see us first. But den I am just come,

and I go by de mission and hear all sing,

and I say, 'I vill stay a minute and listen,

for soon nefer again shall I sit vid any

dat sing and pray and haf to do vid

God.' So I go in, and listen not much

till soon one man stands up, an' he say,

'Friends, I came first from prison, and I

meant not efer to do more vat vould take

me dere again. But dere iss no vork,

even ven I look all day, and I am hun

gry; and den I dink to steal again. I

vait, because perhaps vork come, but at

night I go out and say, "I know my old

ground. Dere's plenty ready to velcome

me if I'm a mind to join 'em." And

den, as I go, one says to me, "Come in

here ;" and I come in and not care, till I

hear many tell vat dey vere, and I say,

"I vill vait a leetle longer: I cannot steal

now." And now vork has come, and if

God help me I shall never steal again.'

"Istood up den. I said loud, 'I haf

nefer steal. I belief in God, but now

how shall I? My heart's dearest, dey

starve, dey die before me. Dere iss no

vork, dere iss no help. If I steal not,

how shall I do ?' I vas crying: I could

not see. Then Jerry came. 'You shall

nefer starve,' he said. 'Stay honest, for

God z11']! care for you, and ve'll all pray

Him to keep you so.'

"And so, when meeting iss done, dey

go vid me to see, and dere iss food and

all dey can. Dey are God's angels to

me and to mine.

"But, my lady, you know: you haf

seen my little Brita. And efery day I

look at her and see her going avay, so

fast, so fast, and my heart breaks, for she

is first of all. And den she iss gone,

and still vork is not. You haf seen us.

All de days dey say, 'Dere vill come

vork soon,' but it comes not efer. And

one morning I look in de chest to see if

one thing may still be to pawn, and dere

iss only my cap dat I keep—not to vear,

no, but only to remember. And I sit,

and it iss on my hand, and I hold de

fox's tail, and again I am in Finland,

and I sée de foxes run on de ice, and I

know vell dis one dat I hold de tail.

Den quick I haf a thought. I look for

a stick all about: dere iss but a little one

for de fire, and no knife, but I get a

knife from a man dat iss at de odder

room, and I cut it and tie it. I vill not

tell Brita vat I do, but soon I haf de tail

vid a handle, and I put it inside my coat,

and go to a store vere iss a man I haf seen

dat vill make many things, and money

sometimes.

"'Ha, Jan,' he said ven I show it,

'dis iss a notion! I'll gif you ten dollar

for dat notion.'

"' No,' I say. 'If you say ten dollar I

know it vorth more, for I know vat you

can do. But let it be more, and I may

sell it.'

"Den he talk. Dere is risk, he say,

and he must spend much money, but he

say it vill lake. Oh, I know dat vord,

and ven he has talked so much at last he

say he vill write a paper and gif me one

hundred dollar, and make me a foreman

ven he shall make dem. For he says,

'It iss vat all ladies vill vant—so soft to

make clean in de beautiful cabinets, and

de china on de vall so as dey hang it in

great houses. Vid its handle for stiff

ness, den de soft tail vill go eferyvere

and nefer break. It iss a duster, and

best of all duster too, for nothing can

efer break.'

"So now he hass rooms—dree rooms

—and many people are to take dem, and

to-morrow I go to show how one must

hold all de tails, and dere is vork, all I

can do; and ven money iss come I dink

to go avay, but not soon, for I must help
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some dat haf no help. But oh, I dink

of de little ones, and of Brita dat iss

gone; and de moder she cannot haf rest,

for all day she say, 'Vy must it be dey

are gone, ven now iss plenty ?'—'My

God, it iss your vill. And not fery long,

and you vill make us a home vid her.'

It iss all right, my lady."

Jan lingers still in his last quarters.

The mission holds him fast, and his

grave, steady face is known to many a

poor wretch just out of prison—many a

tramp who has returned despairing of

work and been helped to it by this man,

himself a workman, but with a sympathy

never failing for any sad soul struggling

toward a better life or lost in the despair

of waiting. Their name is legion, and

their rescue must come from just such

workers—men who have suffered and

know its meaning. Men of this stamp

'» substantial aid that it demands.

hold the key to a regeneration of the

masses, such as organized charities are

powerless to etlect; and already some

who believe in this fact are seeking to

make their work easier and to give the

The

poor are the best missionaries to the

poor, and he who has gone hungry,

suffered every pang of poverty and

known sharpest temptation to sin can

best speak words that will save men

and women entering on the same path.

. To this end Jan lives—as truly a priest '

l to the people as if hands laid upon him

had consecrated him to the work, but

all unconscious what power it holds to

the on-lookers, and only sure of the one

word, the mission watchword—"Inas

much as ye have done it unto one of

the least of these, ye have done it unto

Me." HELEN CAMPBELL.

UNDER THE GRASSES.

\ HAT do you hide, O grasses! say, '

Among your tangles green and high?

"Warm-hearted violets for May,

And rocking daisies for July."

What burden do you keep beneath

Your knotted green, that none may see?

"The prophecy of life and death,

A hint, a touch, a mystery."

What hope and passion should I find

If I should pierce your meshes through?

"A clover blossoming in the wind,

A wandering harebell budded blue."

Dom READ GOODALE.
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HE Idler was hopelessly becalmed

off Thomas‘s Point. Not a ripple

could be seen down the Chesapeake,

and the locusts and pines along the

shore were shuddering uncomfortably

with the heat of a July afternoon, hid

den halfway to their tops in the summer

haze. What was to be done? Five

miles from home in a large sloop yacht

filled with strangers from the North, the

crew left behind to be out of the way,

and every one thoroughly convinced

that his neighbor was horribly bored!

Thornton gave the tiller a vicious

shove, as if that would wake the yacht

up, and glared forward along the row

of parasols protecting fair faces from

the sun and of hats cocked over noses

that were screwed up with feelings too

deep for words, and more intense than

those produced by heat, he thought. By

five o'clock we had sung every song that

ever was written, and flirtatious were be

coming desperate. Mollie Brogden, com

fortably lodged against the mast, was

dropping her blue parasol lower and

lower over one of the New York men

as their conversation grew more and

more intense with the heat, and Mrs.

Brogden was becoming really alarmed.

The situation was maddening! Noth

- ing on board to eat; soft-shell crabs and

the best bill of fare of a Southern kit

chen ordered at home for seven o'clock;

a couple of fiddlers coming from "the

Swamp" at nine; and Cousin Susan,

the cook, even then promising little

Stump Neal "all de bonyclzibzi he cu'd

stow ef he'd jest friz dis yar cream fo'

de new missis."

"It is too provoking for anything!" the

new missis whispered to Thornton, as he

stopped by his wife's side for an instant

and moved on to consult with some of

the married men who were smoking in

luxuriant carelessness forward. Very

little consolation he got there. Ellis

from Annapolis said he had known

calms last two days, and sundry forci

ble remarks were made when it was dis

covered that the last cigars were then in

our mouths. This was the last straw.

Thornton felt furious with every one,

and muttered dark wishes that ante-war

power might be restored to him over the

person of Uncle Brian when we got home

—if we ever did—as he reflected that

that ancient African had guaranteed a

breeze.

Mollie Brogden smiled lazily at him

as Donaldson fanned her slowly, and

waited until Thornton should pass, so

that the talk which was leading up to

the inscription of a clever piece of po

etry on her fan might be continued.

" By the way, Donaldson," as a sud

den inspiration seemed to strike Thorn

ton, "did you ever hear anything more

of Kitty after I left you at Christmas?"

The sweetness of that piece of poetry

on the fan was never revealed. The

blue parasol went up with a jump, and

a look assured Donaldson that certain'

words had better have been left unsaid

that afternoon if "Kitty" should not be

satisfactorily explained. I felt sorry for

him, for every one caught at the idea

of something new, and the thought of

an explanation to the whole of that boat

load, keen for all sorts of badinage,

would have tempted me overboard, I

am sure. However, Donaldson smiled

very composedly, and said he believed

the family were still in Texas, although

he had heard nothing more than Thorn

ton already knew of thei history.

Well, that simply made matters worse:

Texas and Kitty were suggestive enough

for anything, and I caught a whisper

from Miss Brogden that seemed to im

ply that she doubted whether he had

really been so inconsolable for last sum

mer's diversions as he had tried to make

her believe. That settled him, for I knew

he had come down to Thornton's ex

pressly to see her, and he assured us it

was a very small story, but if we cared

to hear it perhaps the breeze would come
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meanwhile, and he would try to give the

facts exactly as they had come to his

knowledge.

" We were a few hours out from Liver

pool," he began, "and the smoking-room

of the Russia was pretty well filled with

all sorts of men, none of whom of course

felt much at home yet, but who were

gradually being shaken together by the

civilizing influence of tobacco and the

occasional lurches that the cross-chop of

the Channel was favoring us with. I was

sitting near the door with a man from

Boston whom I found on board returning

from a wedding-trip, and who, I discov

ered, had taken orders since leaving Har

vard, where I had known him slightly as

a bookish sort of fellow and not very

agreeable; but as I was alone and his

wife was quite pretty, I was glad to meet

him.

" Well, we were running over old times,

without paying much attention to the

guide-book talk that was being poured

out round us, when somebody laid a

hand on my shoulder and one of the

most attractive voices I ever heard asked

'if there was room for a stranger from

Texas?' This formal announcement of

himself by a newcomer made a little lull

in the conversation, but my friend made

room for him in our corner, and he qui

etly enveloped himself in smoke for the

rest of the evening.

" He was not inattentive, though, to the

drift of our talk, for when Hamilton men

tioned having been at the Pan-Anglican,

and spoke of the effect such conventions

should produce, the Texan's cigar came

out of his mouth and his blue eyes grew

deeper in their sockets as he interrupted

us with the remark: 'The conventions

of all the Bible-men in the world would

not have made La Junta any better if it

had not been for Kitty. You know what

Junta was before she came?' he contin

ued, seeing us look a little surprised

'nothing but cards and drink, and —

worse; and now '—and he laid his hand

on his hip as if from habit—'now we

have no trouble there any more.'

"The odduess of the expression ' Bible

men,‘ I remember, struck me at the time,

but Hamilton made some explanatory re

ply, for the quiet force of the soft voice

had a certain persuasiveness about it with

out the aid of his gesture, although the

smoke was so thick that we could not see

whether he carried the instruments of his

country or not.

"Standing by the aft wheel-house, I

found the Texan the next morning throw

ing biscuits to the gulls and gazing wist

fully seaward.

"'Your first visit to Europe ?' I said,

steadying myself by the rail.

'“ Yes, but I would give all last year's

herd if I had never come, for Kitty is ill.

I have travelled night and day since the

telegram reached me, but La Junta is so

far away I am afraid I shall be too late.'

"I wish I could give you an idea of his

manner: it was more like that of a per

son who had just learned the language

and was afraid of making mistakes, so

hesitated before each word, giving ev

ery syllable its full value. He explain

ed this simply enough afterward—that

Kitty had broken him of swearing by

making him think before he spoke."

"But you haven't told us who Kitty

was," interrupted the blue parasol. " \Vas

she light or dark ?"—"his wife ?"—" he

wouldn't have dared !"—"a Texan wife?"

and Mrs. Brogden looked very grave

at the possibilities the flying questions

aroused.

"No, she wasn't his wife; only the

Yankee schoolmistress of La Junta. I

never saw her. She must have been

an angel, though, from his description;

so I will leave the details for your ac

quaintance hereafter, Miss Brogden ;"

which outrageous flattery was received

with contemptuous silence.

"She lived at Junta, and would canter

over on Saturdays to Trocalara, the Tex

an's ranch, to teach his herdsmen's fam

ilies. His partner, Parker, and he had a

large cattle-ranch not far from the Mex

ican frontier, and Kitty could not have

lived on a bed of roses, I fancy. Raids,

stampedes and other border pleasantries

were constantly occurring. I remem

ber we thought him too gentle at first

to have really hailed from the Plains;

but one night, when Hamilton remon

strated with a man who, I believe, had
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allowed himself to get in that state de

scribed by the sailors as 'three sheets in

the wind, and the fourth fluttering,‘ and

was met with rather an uncivil reply, the

Texan shut the offender up like a jack

knife with his heavy grip and the intima

tion that ' he proposed to settle the Bible

man's scores.'

" He grew quite intimate with Hamil

ton and me, and proved a delightful com

panion. He would quote readily from

many of the later poets, and knew whole

pages of Milton and Shakespeare by

heart. Kitty had taught him these, he

said, after she married Parker and came

to live with him.

"'She made us read history-books

first,' he said—' many, many volumes—

but we soon got to like them better than

anything else. The poetry s/ze read to

us; and so we never went to the shows

in Junta after she came. Kitty has a

good husband, as fine a fellow as ever

lassoed a steer, but she is too pure for

Junta. Parker loves her, and I love her

too, but both of us do not make up for

her Eastern comforts. And so last year,

as we made a good herd and there were

no raids to speak of, I came to New York

to get a few luxuries for her. She wrote

me then to go to Paris and see the Ex

position; so I went because I thought

she knew best, and that if I had seen

the world a little I should be nearer to

her, and it would not be quite so hard

for her out there. And now she is ill,

and—I am here!'

"He turned impatiently away to ask

the quartermaster what we were doing

by the last log. The speed appeared to

satisfy him, for he sat quietly down again

and told us how it was that Kitty had

come to live with them.

"' For two years, you know '—assum

ing that we did know—' she spent Sat

urdays at Trocalara, teaching our people

how to read and write. They were very

rough at first—we all are out there—-and

did not care much; but she interested

them, and brought picture-books for the

little ones, and by and by she said she

would come out on Sunday and we

should have church !' with a triumphant

look at Hamilton and his Pan-Anglican

Vo|.. XXVI.—3:

attendance. 'Yes, we had had a priest

there before, but he was shot in a row at

Bowler's Paradise, and no one cared to

apply for a new one.

Kitty came up to the ranch the first

Sunday, and asked us to come with her.

We refused at first, but after a while,

when we heard the singing, we went

down to the quarters, and found her

sitting under one of the trees with all

the young ones clustered round her; and

we waited there and listened until we

began to feel very sorry that we had

played so late at Bowler's the night

before.

"'But Parker had been in luck, and

he swore he would get her as fine a

piano as could be brought from the

States (he was a half-Mexican by birth)

if she would sing like that for us at the

ranch.

"'She stood up then, with all the

young ones looking on in amazement,

the light and shade playing over her

through the cool, dark leaves, and, turn

ing her large gray eyes full on Parker's

face, said she would if we would promise

never to go to Bowler's again.

"'I think Parker expected her to re

fuse to come altogether, because we had

no women there, and we had heard the

people in Junta talking of . her quiet,

modest ways. But no, she never thought

of herself: she only thought of the nights

at Bowler's, and wanted to save us from

the end she had seen often enough in

two years in Junta. At any rate, the

piano came, and Parker had it sent as a

sort of halfway measure to her house in

Junta, where she and her mother lived,

and we were as welcome as the light

there always.

"‘You have no idea of her music.

They told me at concerts in Paris that

I was hearing the finest musicians in

Europe, but they were not like Kitty.

They played for our money—Kitty play

ed for our pleasure: it makes so much

difference,‘ he added as his fingers

drummed an accompaniment to the air

he whistled.

'“ One night Parker and I were sitting

in a corner at Bowler's when we heard

a Greaser—a Mexican, you know—that
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Parker had refused to play poker with

the night before ask who the sefiorita

was that had taken the spirit out of

Parker.

"'We both started forward instantly,

but as the man was evidently ignorant

of our presence. Parker checked me

with a fierce look in his eyes that show

ed that the spirit of his former days

would be very apt to put a different end

ing on the conversation if it continued

in that tone.

"“'Kitty," came the reply, as if that

settled the matter.

" ' " Kitty? Ah, your American names

are so strange! Kitty ! But she is beau

tiful, is this Kitty ! I met her in the Gulch

road this afternoon this side of Trocalara.

Caramba! how she can ride! The Par

ker has good taste: I drink to my future

acquaintance with her."

"‘As he raised the glass to his lips

Parker stood behind his chair and whis

pered, "If you drink that liquor, by God

it will be the last drop that shall ever

pass your lips!"

"'The next morning they sold the

Mexican's horse and traps to pay for

burying him and for the damage done,

and Parker lay in bed at Kitty's with

that in his side you would not have

cared to see.

"'Kitty never knew why he fought,

and never even looked a reproach. It

was not much—I had seen him cut

much worse in the stockyard at home

but somehow he did not get well. The

weeks slipped by, and each time I called

Kitty would say he was a little better,

i and a little better, and oh yes, he would

be back next week; but next week came

so often without Parker that at last, when

the time came for changing pastures, I

went with the herd and left him still at

Junta.

"'I would willingly have taken his

place, look you, if I had known the re

sult, but perhaps the other way was the

best, after all; for now Kitty has two

men to serve her,' he added medita

tively.

"‘ When I got back to Junta in Octo

ber, Parker was quite recovered, I found

out at the ranch, but was in town that

evening, so I went quietly into Kitty's

house to surprise them. As I crossed

the hall I heard Parker's voice. Could

I have mistaken the house? was it really

his voice I heard? Yes: he was telling

Kitty how he had broken the three-year

old colt to side-saddle, so when she came

to Trocalara she must give up her old

pony. I knew then why Kitty had kept

him there so long: he had lost his reason

and she wished to keep me from know

ing it!

"‘But no. I stood still and listened,

and heard him tell her how he had al

ways loved her, apparently going over

an old story to her. My God! I would

as soon have told the Virgin I loved her!

And then I heard her voice. "When I

am your wife—" she began.

"'It all flashed on me in an instant

then. I slipped noiselessly out, and if

they heard "Odd Trick's " gallop on the

turf it was not because his hoofs lingered

too long there.

"' I can't remember how I passed that

night. The revelation had been so sud

den that the words seemed to be written

in my heart and to be carried through

every vein with each beat. "\Vhen I am

your wife—" VVhat would the result be?

Our Kitty was to be his wife? Could I

still stay at the ranch? "When I am

your wife—" and I loved her!

The next day I went into Junta and

saw them both. I told Parker how the

herd stood, and how the shooting had

been in the mountains, but I never had

the courage to look at her.

"' After a while she went to the piano

and played " Home :" then she came

and sat down by me and said, "I have

told Parker I will go home with him: I

will try to be a sister to you."

"'1 believe I only stared at .her, and

then wrung Parker's hand and went

out.

"‘ He married her the next month, and

—and—Trocalara has been heaven ever

since.

"'I never knew what a Christian was

before she came: you know we have no

faith in Texas in things we can't draw a

bead on. But when she read me the

story of the Scribes and Pharisees and
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Christ I felt ashamed to be like those Flat

heads and Greasers in the New Testa

ment who did not believe in him; and

now I feel sure of knowing some one in

heaven, for Kitty has promised to find

me there.'

"I forget a great many of the incidents

he told us," Donaldson went on in the

quiet that was almost equal to the calm

around us; " and I dare say it would bore

you to listen. But he certainly was the

most extraordinary man I ever met. I

can't do justice to his expressions, for

they lack his soft voice and curious hesi

tation. I wish we had him here, though."

"Did you never hear of him again?"

some one asked.

"Yes. When we reached New York

I found him standing in his old place by

the aft wheel-house in a dazed sort of

way, with apparently no intention of go

ing ashore; so I asked him what hotel

he intended to stop at. His only answer

was to hand me a letter dated some days

before:

A GREAT

HERE are so few of them! The

next generation will hardly under

stand how great were some of the lately

vanished kings and queens of the lyric

drama. We who have passed middle

age, who have heard Lablache, and

Tamberlik, and Jenny Lind, and Viar

dot Garcia, and Alboni, and Giuglini in

their prime, and Grisi, Mario, Sontag

and Persiani with voices but a little the

worse for wear, can sadly contrast the

vocal glories of the past with those of

the present. Who are the great singers

of to-day? Two or three prime donne

and as many baritones. There is not a

single basso living to suggest Lablache,

not a tenor to revive the triumphs of

Rubini, Mario, Giuglini or the subject

of the present article.

Gustave Roger, the celebrated French

" ' JUNTA, Texas.

"'Kitty died last night. It is a boy,

and is named after you—her last wish.

"'PARKER.'

That was all the letter said, but as I

looked at his white face and burning

eyes I saw it was what he had feared.

"As I bade him good-night at the hotel

that evening he asked me, ' Do you really

feel sure that I could find her—there ?'

"'Yes: she said so, did she not ?' I

replied.

"' I will try,' he said simply.

"The next morning they found him

with a bullet-hole in his temple. He had

gone to find Kitty."

"Heads!" said Thornton as the boom

swung over and the swirl from the Idler's

bow told us the wind had come. As I

changed my place I caught Miss Brog

den's eye, and felt satisfied that Donald

son was forgiven.

LAWRENCE BUCKLEY.

SINGER.

tenor, who so long reigned a king at the

Grand Opéra of Paris, was a born Paris

ian. He was of gentle blood, his uncle

being Baron Roger, who was a member

of the Chamber of Deputies in the days

of Louis Philippe. He was born in 1815,

and was originally destined for the legal

profession. But the boy's destiny was

the stage. It is on record that, being

sent to a provincial town where there

was no theatre to complete his studies,

he got up a representation on his own

account, playing the principal r6les in

three comedies. The notary in whose

office he had been placed was present

on the occasion, and warmly applauded

the young actor, but the next day sent

his refractory pupil back to Paris. Fi

nally, Roger's relatives decided that his

vocation for the stage was stronger than
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their powers of combating it, and they

placed him at the Conservatoire. He

remained there for one year only, at the

end of which time he carried off two first

prizes—one for singing and the other for

declamation.

And here a curious fact must be re

marked. Side by side with the great

lyric or dramatic celebrities that have

won their first renown at the cmzrours of

the Conservatoire there is always some

other pupil of immense promise, who

does as well as, if not better than, the

future star at the moment of the compe

tition, but who afterward disappears into

the mists of mediocrity or of oblivion.

Thus, in the year in which the elder Co

quelin obtained his prize the public loud

ly protested against the award of the jury,

declaring that the most gifted pupil of the

class was a certain M. Malard, who now

holds a third-rate position on the boards

of the Gymnase. When Delaunay, the

accomplished leading actor of the Co

médie Francaise, left the Conservatoire,

it was with a second prize only: the first

was carried off by M. Blaisot, who now

plays the "second old men " at the Gym

nase. So with Roger as first prize was

associated one Flavio Ping, a tall, hand

some young man with a superb voice.

So far as physical advantages were con

cerned, he was better fitted for a theatri

cal career than was the future creator of

John of Leyden, as Roger was not tall

and had a tendency to embonpoint. M.

Ping, however, went to Italy, accepted

engagements at the opera-houses of

Rome, Naples and Milan, sang there

with success for a few years, lost his

voice, and finally disappeared.

In 1838, Roger made his début at the

Opéra Comique in L'Eclair, by Auber.

His success was immediate and com

plete. He remained at that theatre for

some years, his favorite character being

George Brown in La Dame Blanc/m.

But his greatest triumphs at this period

were those which awaited him in the

great opera-houses of London, where

he sang the leading tenor roles in the

operas of Bellini and Donizetti. In his

recently-published diary he gives some

interesting details respecting Jenny Lind,

then at the height of her fame and the

very zenith of her powers. His first im

pression, after hearing her in }V0rma, was

one of disappointment. It was in June,

I847. The great tenor thus records his

impressions of the great prima donna:

"She is well enough in Casta Diva—that

invocation to the moon suits her dreamy

Teutonic nature—but the fury of the lov

ing woman, the deserted mother— No,

no! a thousand times no!" But the next

season he goes to hear her in Lucia, and

at once the verdict is reversed. " She is

one of the greatest artists it has ever been

my lot to hear," he writes. "Her voice,

though charming in the upper notes, is

unfortunately a little weak in the middle

register; but what intelligence and in

vention ! She imitates no one, she stud

ies unceasingly, both the dramatic situ

ation and the musical phrase, and her

ornamentation is of a novelty and ele

gance that reconcile me to that style of

execution. I do not love roulades, I

must confess, though I may learn to do

so later. Jenny Lind does one thing ad

mirably : during the malediction, instead

of clinging to her lover as all the other

Lucias never fail to do till the act is

ended, as soon as Edgar throws her

from him she remains motionless: she

is a statue. A livid smile contracts her

features, her haggard eyes are fixed on

the table where she signed the fatal con

tract, and when the curtain falls one sees

that madness has already seized upon

her."

During this season in London, Roger,

while singing at the Ancient Concerts,

saw in the audience one evening the duke

of Wellington, and thus writes of the

event: "I had Wellington before me. I

heard the voice that commanded the

troops at VVaterloo. I looked into the

eyes that saw the back of the emperor.

I cannot express the rage that seized upon

me at beholding him. To sing to and

give pleasure to that man whom I would

fain annihilate !—him, and his past, and

his country! As a Frenchman I hate

him, but I am forced also to admire

him."

The next year Roger, while fulfilling

an engagement in London, was request
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ed to sing at a garden-féte given, under

the patronage of the queen, at Fulham,

for the benefit of the poor. After the

concert Roger, leaning against an acacia,

was watching the departure of the royal

carriages. "Lavandy came to me," he

writes, "and said in a whisper, ' Do you

know who is at the other side of this

tree ?'

"' No.'

"I turned round, and saw a man with

an aquiline nose and blue eyes, whose

deep yet gloomy gaze was fixed upon

the splendors of royalty. ' Who is it ?' I

asked of Lavandy.

"'Louis Bonaparte.'

"He had just been elected member of

the Chamber of Deputies. As his name

appeared to be dangerous, he had been

requested to take a vacation, and he had

returned to London, where he had for

merly lived. I am glad that I saw him:

he may be somebody some day."

It was in April of the previous year

(1847) that Roger went to a concert,

where he records how he heard a comic

opera called T/ze Alan/e, by Offenbach

and Déforges: "A little inexperience,

but some charming things. Offenbach

is a fellow who will go far if the doors

of the Opéra Comique are not closed

against him: he has the gift of melody

and the perseverance of a demon." It

is rather curious to note, in connection

with this prophecy, that the doors of the

Opéra Comique, which were closed against

Offenbach after the failure of his Vert

Verl some years before the war, are to

be reopened to him next season, his

Conter de 1-lqfi'man having proved the

"Open, sesame !" to those long-barred

portals. I

But to return to Roger's reminiscences

of Jenny Lind, which are, after all, the

most interesting for music-loving readers.

We find him writing in July, 1848: "I

have again been to see Jenny Lind in

Lucia. She is indeed a great, a sublime

artist, in whom are united inspiration and

industry."

It was during this season that he con

cluded an engagement with the English

impresario Mitchell to become the tenor

of the travelling opera-troupe in which

I

Jenny Lind was to be the prima donna,

and which was to undertake a tour

through Scotland, Ireland and the pro

vincial towns of England. "I am de

lighted," he writes: "I shall now be

able to study near at hand this singu

lar woman, whom Paris has never pos

sessed, but whose reputation, fostered at

first in Germany under the auspices of

Meyerbeer, has attained in England such

proportions that upon her arrival in a

certain city the bells were rung and the

archbishop went out to meet her and to

invite her to his house. She is a noble

hearted creature, and her munificence is

royal : she founds hospitals and colleges.

In her blue eyes glows the flame of ge

nius. Deprived of her voice, she would

still be a remarkable woman. Believ

ing in herself, she is full of daring, and

achieves great things because she never

troubles herself about the critics. She

lives the life of a saint: one would say

that she imagines herself sent by God to

make the happiness of humanity by the

religion of art. Thus she remains cold

and chaste in private life, never permit

ting her heart to become inflamed by the

ardent passions wherewith she glows upon

the stage. She told me that she could

never comprehend the lapse from virtue

of Mademoiselle R ,a woman of such

lofty talent: 'To fail thus in what was

due to one's self!"'

It is pleasing to note how Roger's ad

miration for this great artist extinguishes

all the usual petty jealousy of a fellow

singer. He writes thus frankly respect

ing a concert which they gave during

their tour at Birmingham: " It was a bril

liant success, but the final triumph was

borne off by Jenny Lind, who fairly car

ried the audience away with her Swedish

melodies, the effect of which is really re

markable. She has a strength of voice

in the upper notes that is vast and sur

prising: without screaming she produces

echoes, the loud and soft notes being al

most simultaneous. In the artist's green

room she is kind and courteous without

being either mirthful or expansive. More

over, she is indefatigable, which is a pre

cious quality for the manager. She never

stays at the same hotel with the rest of
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the troupe, which is a rather imperial pro

ceeding; but it is better so : we are more

at our ease. She lives her own concen

trated life like some old wine that never

sees the light excepting on great occa

sions. I have at last found in Jenny

Lind a partner who understands me. On

the stage she becomes animated; her

hands clasp mine with energy, and the

thrill of dramatic fervor possesses her

whole being: she becomes thoroughly

identified with her part, and yet she nev

er permits herself to be so carried away

as to cease to be entirely mistress of her

voice."

Roger gives us some brief glimpses of

Jenny Lind in private life—her love of

dancing, of which she seems to have

been as passionately fond as was Fanny

Kemble in her youth, and her delight in

horseback riding. He gives a comical

account of an improvised ball, in which

he figured as the prima donna's partner,

on board of the steamboat going from

Dublin to Holyhead: "Unfortunately, our

orchestra fell off one by one; the music

finally ceased; and when we stopped

waltzing and cast an uneasy glance

around us, we beheld all our musicians,

their chests pressed against the railings,

their arms extended toward the ocean,

in the pitiable attitude of Punch when

knocked down by the policeman." Some

days later, during a performance of La

Fille du Regiment at Brighton, in the last

act, while the orchestra was playing the

prelude to the final rondo, "Jenny Lind

said to me in a whisper, ' Listen well to

this song, Roger, for these are the last

notes of mine that you will hear in any

theatre.' "

The next day a farewell ball, to which

a supper succeeded, was given by the

manager at the Bedford Hotel to cele

brate the conclusion and brilliant success

of the tour: " That dear Jenny drew from

her finger a ring set with a diamond of

the’ finest water, and presented it to me

with the words, 'May every sparkle of

this stone, Roger, recall to you one of

my wishes for your happiness !' In this

phrase there was all the woman and a

tinge of the Swede."

The next day he takes a final ride with

the prima donna and Madame Lablache.

"I was very sad," he writes: "the idea of

ending this happy day has spoiled my

pleasure. How well she looks on horse

back, with her great blue eyes and her

loosened fair hair! And why does she

quit the stage? Is she tired of doing

good? As long as she has been an artist

she has lived the life of a saint. They

tell me of a bishop who has put certain

scruples into her head. May I-Ieaven be

his judge!

" I know that in Paris people say, ' Why

does she not come here to eonsecrate her

reputation? She is afraid, doubtless, of

comparisons and recollections.' No, no!

she has nothing to fear. She preserves

in her heart of hearts, doubtless, some

resentment for the indifference—to call

it no more—wherewith the last manager

of the Opera received her advances for

a hearing when her fresh young talent

had just left the hands of Manuel Garcia.

But since then Meyerbeer has composed

operas for her; Germany, Sweden, Eng

land have set the seal upon her reputa

tion: we can add nothing to it. As to

homage, what could we give her ? Wher

ever she goes, as soon as she arrives in

a city its chief personages hasten to meet

her; when she leaves the theatre five or

six hundred persons await her exit with

lighted torches; every leaf that falls from

her laurel-wreaths is quarrelled over;

crowds escort her to her hotel; and se

enades are organized under her windo

At Paris, when once the curtain fal

emotion is over, the artist no lon

ists. A serenade! Who ever w such

a thing outside of the Barber o Smullcf

It is in bad taste to do anything singular.

As to escorting a prima donna home,

Malibran could find her way alone very

well."

Roger returned to Paris, recording as he

did so the fact that he was by no means

overjoyed at finding himself at home:

"And why? I cannot tell. Perhaps I

regret the life of excitement, those great

theatres, the audiences that changed every

day, the struggle of the singer with new

parlzfions, the boundless admiration I

experienced for that strange being, that

compound of goodness and coldness, of
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egotism and benevolence, whom one

might not perhaps love, but whom it is

impossible to forget."

The next prominent event in the great

tenor's career was his creation of the

character of John of Leyden in Mey

erbeer's Prop/zéte. There is something

very charming in the naive delight and

enthusiasm with which he speaks of this,

the crowning glory of his life. Contrary

to the usual theory respecting the pro

duction of a great dramatic effect, he

declares that the grand scene between

the prophet and Fides in the third act,

where John of Leyden, by the sheer

force of intonation of voice and play of

feature, forces his mother to retract her

recognition of him and to fall at his feet,

was created, so to speak, by Madame

Viardot and himself on the inspiration

of the moment and without any prelimi

nary conference or arrangement. How

wonderful this fine dramatic situation ap

peared when interpreted by these two

great artists, I, who had the delight of

seeing them both, can well remember.

To this day it forms one of the great tra

ditions of the French lyric stage.

In the month of July, 1859, just ten

years after that crowning triumph, Roger

one day, being then at his country-seat,

took his gun and went out to shoot

pheasants: an hour later he was brought

back to the house with his right arm hor

ribly shattered by the accidental dis

charge of his gun. His first action

after having the wound dressed was to

sing. "My voice is all right," he re

marked to his wife: "there is no harm

done." Unfortunately, the bones we're

so shattered that amputation was judged

necessary. That accident brought Rog

er's operatic career to a close. Notwith

standing the perfection of the mechan

ical arm that replaced the missing limb,

he was oppressed by the consciousness

of a physical defect. He imagined that

the public ridiculed him, and that the

critics only spared him out of pity. He

retired from the stage, and devoted him

self to teaching, his amiable character

and great artistic renown gaining him

hosts of pupils. In the autumn of 1879

the kindly, blameless life came to a

close.

A devoted husband, a generous and

unselfish comrade in his profession even

to his immediate rivals, and a true and

faithful friend, he left behind him a rec

ord that shows a singular blending of

simple domestic virtues with great artistic

qualities, the union adorning a theatrical

career which was one series of dazzling

triumphs. Lucv H. Hoorea.

OUR MONTHLY GOSSIP.

CONSERVATORY LIFE IN BOSTON.

UR aspiring young friend from the

rural districts who comes to Boston,

the great musical centre, for the art-train

ing she cannot enjoy at home, is full of

enthusiasm as she crosses the threshold

of that teeming hive, the New England

Conservatory of Music. The conflicting

din of organs, pianos and violins, of bal

lad, scale and operetta, though discordant

to the actual ear, have a harmony which

is not lost to her spiritual sense. It is a

choral greeting to the new recruit, who

gathers in a moment all the moral sup

port humanity derives from sympathy

and companionship in a common pur

pose. Devoutly praying that this in

spiration may not ooze out at her fin

gers‘ ends, she goes into the director's

sanctum to be examined. This trial has

pictured itself to her active imagination

for weeks past. Of course he will ask

her to play one of her pieces, perhaps

several. Has she not, ever since her

plans for coming to the Conservatory

were matured, been engaged in care
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fully training, manipulating, her battle

horse for this critical experiment? As

the door of that little room closes upon

her her knees begin to tremble. But

how easy and reassuring is the director's

manner! He requests her to be seated

at the piano. Will she be able to re

member a note at all? That is now the

question. Her musical memory is for

the nonce obliterated. He may have an

intuition of this, for he says quietly,

"Now play me a scale and a five-finger

exercise." Cecilia does this mechanical

ly, and feels encouraged. Now for the

piece, the battle-horse, to be brought out

and shown off. She waits quietly a min

ute. But he asks for nothing more. Her

mere touch expresses to his practised ear

her probable grade of acquirement, and

he assigns her to the instructor he deems

best suited to test her abilities and clas

sify her in accordance with them.

In a day or two she finds herself in

regular working order, one of a class of

four. "And am I only to have fifteen

minutes for my lesson," she asks her

self, "when I always had an hour from

the professor at Woodville ?" She knows

that recitation is the cream of the lesson.

In the actual rendering of her task she

can, in justice to her companions, con

sume but a quarter of the allotted hour,

but she soon discovers that she is to a

great extent a participant in Misses

A , B— and C——'s cream. Af

ter the master's correction of her own

performance, to see and hear the same

study played by others with more or

less excellence—to compare their faults

with her own —is perhaps of greater

benefit to her, while in this eminently

receptive frame, than a mere personal

repetition would be. The horizon is

broader: she gets more light on the

work in hand.

"And now," she asks of her teacher,

"how much would you advise, how much

do you wish, me to practise?"

He smiles: memory reverts to his own

six hours at Leipsic or Stuttgart, but"milk

for babes :" "Certainly not less than two

hours a day under any circumstances or

obstacles, if you care to learn at all. If

you have fair health, and neither oner

ous household duties nor educational de

mands upon your time outside of music,

let me earnestly recommend you to prac

tise four hours. Less than this cannot

show the desired result."

The new pupil accepts the maximum

of four hours' daily practice. "I should

be ashamed to give less," she generous

ly confides to herself and her room-mate :

"it is but a small proportion, after all, of

the twenty-four."

But this is not all. There are exercises

at the Conservatory apart from her spe

cial lessons which are too valuable to a

broad musical education to be neglected

—the instruction in harmony, sight read

ing, the art of teaching, analyses of com

positions, as well as lectures and concerts.

One of the Conservatory exercises strikes

her as being alike novel and edifying.

This is called "Questions and Answers."

A box in one of the halls receives anon

ymous questions from the pupils from

day to day, and once a week a professor

of the requisite enlightenment to satisfy

the miscellaneous curiosity of six or seven

hundred minds devotes a full hour to the

purpose. These questions are presumed

to relate solely to musical topics, and the

custom was instituted for the relief of

timid yet earnest inquirers. A motley

crew, however, frequently avail them

selves of the masquerade privilege to

steal in uninvited. Cecilia illustrates

these fantastic ramifications of the young

idea for the benefit of friends in the inte

rior. She jots down some of these ques

tions and their answers in her note-book:

"How does a polka differ from a schot

tisch ?"—"A schottisch is a lazy polka.

A polka is the worst thing in the world :

the next worst is a schottisch. A schot

tisch is so lazy, so slow, that a fire would

hardly kindle with it."

" In preparing to play a piece in public

should one practise it up to the last mo

ment ?"—"Try it and see: you will soon

decide in the negative. Lay it aside

some time before if you would avoid

nervousness."

" What would you give as a first piano

lesson to a young lady who had never

taken a lesson before ?"—" Make her get

the piano-stool at exactly the right height
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and place: then ensure a good position

of her hands and easy motion of the

fingers. Let her practise this for three

days."

" How far advanced ought a person to be

in music to begin to teach Teaching

involves three things: first, a knowledge

of something on the part of the teacher;

second, a corresponding ignorance on the

part of the learner; third, the ability to

impart this knowledge. These conditions

fulfilled might sometimes allow a person

to begin to teach with advantage at a very

early age and with a very moderate range

of acquirements, though, as every in

structor knows, his earlier methods were

very different from his later ones. The

difficulty with young teachers in general

is that they try to teach too much at once,

like the young minister who preached all

he knew in his first sermon. Never in

troduce more than two principles in any

one lesson, and as a rule but one."

" Is a mazourka as bad as a polka ?"—

" No. I think it is not morally so bad as

a polka: it has somewhat the grace of

the waltz."

"Who is the best music-teacher in

Boston ?"—"As there are twenty-five

hundred persons teaching music in and

about this city, and seventy-five regular

teachers at this Conservatory alone, both

ignorance and delicacy on my part should

forbid a definite reply. It were well to re

member Paris, the apple of discord and

the Trojan war."

"1s Mr. A— (a young professor at

the Conservatory, voted attractive by the

feminine pupils in general) married ?"—

"This being Leap Year, a personal in

vestigation of the subject might be more

satisfactory and effectual than a public

decision of this point."

At the expiration of her first term Ce

cilia realizes that her condition is one of

constant growth: quickening influences

are in the air. She came to Boston to

learn music : she is also learning life.

She perceives, moreover, that in her mu

sical progress the aesthetic part of her

nature has not been permitted to keep in '

advance of technique. Heretofore she

was ever gratifying herselfand her friends

by undertaking new and more elaborate

pieces, not one of which ever became

other than a mere superficial possession.

Now her taste is inexorably commanded

to wait for her muscles: the discipline has

been useful to her. After a few more

such winters she will return to Woodville

a teacher, herself become a quickening

influence to others. Musical thought will

be truer, will find a more adequate ex

pression, in her vicinity. She will act as

a reflector, sending forth rays of light into

dark corners farther than she can follow

them.

And this is the motive, the mission, of

the conservatory system in'this country,

inasmuch as organized is more potent

than individual effort to elevate our na

tional taste, to prepare the way for the

future artist, that he may be born under

the right conditions, his divine gift fos

tered and directed to become worthy of

its exalted destiny. Already centuries

old in Europe, the conservatory is a young

thing of comparatively limited experience

on our soil. It was introduced here twen

ty-five years ago by Eben Tourjée. He

had longed and vainly sought for the ad

vantages to perfect his own talent, and

resolved while a mere boy that those of

like tastes who came after him should not

have to contend with the obstacles he

had fought—that instruction should be

brought within the reach of all by a col

lege of music similar to those in Europe,

embracing the best elements, attaining

the most satisfactory results at the least

possible cost to the student. This proj

ect, for a youth without capital, depend

ent upon his abilities for his personal sup

port, was regarded even by sympathetic

friends as visionary. But nothing pro

gressive is accepted as a mere optimistic

vision by the predestined reformer. Re

mote Huguenot and immediate Yankee

ancestry is perhaps a good combination

for pioneer material. However this may

be, his efforts were crystallized, shaped,

sooner than most schemes of such mag

nitude. Continuing his classes in piano,

organ and voice for a year or two with

successful energy, Mr. Tourjée found in

I859 the desired opportunity for his ex

periment. The principal of a seminary

in East Greenwich, Rhode Island, accord
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ed him the use of his building, and more

students presented themselves ultimate

ly than could be accommodated on the

grounds of the institution. After a visit

to Europe for the purpose of examining

the celebrated German, French and Ital

ian schools, Mr. Tourjée returned, and,

fired with new zeal, started in I864 a

chartered conservatory at Providence.

This proved eminently successful. But

Boston was the ideal site: talent gravi

tates toward large cities, and Boston's

acknowledged "love of the first rate"

would be the best surety for a lofty stand

ard and approximate fulfilment. In I867,

under a charter from the State, he finally

transplanted his school to this metropolis

under the name of the New England

Conservatory of Music, which it retains

to the present date. It has, with cha

racteristic American rapidity, become the

largest music-school in the world, having

within fifteen years instructed over twenty

thousand pupils: in a single term it fre

quently numbers between eight and nine

hundred. It has a connection with Bos

ton University, the only one in the coun

try where music is placed on the same

basis with other intellectual pursuits, and

the faculty numbers some of the most re

nowned artists and composers in the land.

Eben Tourjée was appointed dean of the

College of Music in the University, with

the title of Mus. Doctor.

The New England Conservatory de

serves this special mention as the parent

school in America, and it has been prompt

ly and ably followed by the establishment

of others in most of our large cities.

F. D.

CONDITION OF THE PEOPLE IN THE

WEST OF IRELAND.

[THE following extract from a private

letter just received from Ireland gives a

glimpse of the state of affairs in that

country which may interest our readers,

as indicating, better than any mere par

tisan statements or newspaper reports,

the solid grounds that exist for appre

hension in regard to impending disturb

ances :]

"I have just returned from a tour in

the west of Ireland, and I wish Icould

describe the horrors I have seen—such

abject misery and such demoralization

as you, no doubt, never came in contact

with in your life. The scenery of Con

nemara beats Killarney in beauty and

the Rhine in extent and magnificence,

but no tourist could face the hotels: the

dirt, the incompetence, the abominable

ness of every kind are awful. As these

people were two hundred years ago, so

they are now—ignorant, squalid savages,

half naked, living on potatoes such as a

Yankee pig would scorn, speaking only

their barbarous native tongue, lying and

thieving through terror and want, with

their children growing up in hopeless

squalor. Very few savages lead such

lives, while few people are so oppressed

and harassed by the pains and penal

ties of civilization. For they are chin

deep in debt. I saw promissory notes

five and six times renewed, with the

landlord, away on the Continent, threat

ening eviction. The selfishness of the

landlords is too revolting. They live in

England or on the Continent, and con

fine their duties in life to giving receipts

for their rent. Imagine the whole prod

uct of the land, in a country destitute of

manufactures and commerce, remitted to

England, and the utmost farthing of rent

exacted from these wretches, no matter

what the season is, a valuation of fifty

shillings, for example, paying a rent of

seven pounds—three hundred per cent.!

Some great catastrophe is imminent. Not

a gun is left in the gunsmiths‘ shops in

Dublin, and I am told that shiploads are

brought in from America weekly. The

people are perfectly right in resisting evic

tion, but Parliament ought to interpose.

We must get rid of the landlords, and

we must establish compulsory education.

Then the priests will go like smoke be

fore the wind. Free trade is another

cause of the troubles. That is one of

the most specious humbugs extant, and

has ruined the Irish farmers. It may be

all right in principle, but now and here

it is simply mischievous. Professor —,

who is a member of the new Land Com

mission, went round with me in Conne

mara, and implored me to write up the

state of the district; but before anything

‘_.'
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can be published and reach the English

ear the autumn rent-day will have come,

and the gale will be at its height."

HIGH JINKS ON THE UPPER MISSISSIPPI.

To {In Editor of Li)/r'ncott’: Magazine .

IT is a remarkable historical fact that

the latest visitor to the Upper Mississippi

has always felt it his duty to assail the

good faith of every previous traveller.

Beltrami (1823) attacked Pike (1806);

Schoolcraft (1832) fleshed his pen in

Beltrami; Allen, who accompanied

Schoolcraft, afterward became his en

emy and branded him as a geograph

ical quack; Nicollet (I836) arraigned

both Schoolcraft and Allen for incom

petency; and so on. And now, at this

late day, in a mild way tradition repeats

itself. Your great original geographer,

Mr. Siegfried, concluded his two essays

on the "High Mississippi" by saying,

"Beyond reasonable doubt our party is

the only one that ever pushed its way by

boat up the entire course of the farther

most Mississippi. Beyond any question

ours were the first wooden boats that

ever traversed these waters." Then,

after a slap at poor Schoolcraft, he de

clares that although I claimed the entire

trip in my canoe five years ago, my guide

and others told him that my Dolly Var

den never was above Brainerd, and I/at

my porlages abm/e were frequent. Ex

cept that, by implication, he questions

my veracity, I would not have taken any

notice of the feat on which he prides him

self. To the general reader the word

" Brainerd" conveys no idea further than

the one which the author adroitly tries to

convey (without saying so), that I did not

travel the entire Upper Mississippi: his

use of the word " High" is another trick

to cover a very small job, as I shall here

after show. But the fact is, that Mr. Sieg

fried has discovered a mare's nest. By

stating one fact which has never been

disguised, and repeating an allegation

which is absolutely false, he would dis

pose utterly of the very trip that made

his journey so easy of accomplishment.

I laid out for myself just one task and

no more: I started in May, 1872, for the

sources of the Mississippi. thence to de

scend the entire river. After days of in

quiry and two trips over the Northern

Pacific Railroad, I decided upon a route

to Itasca Lake which no white man had

ever traversed. I made an entirely suc

cessful journey, marking out the White

Earth route so clearly that any child

could follow it thereafter. VVhat feat is

there to go over ground which I de

scribed so explicitly as follows?—First

stage, to White Earth; second stage, to

the Twin Lakes; third stage, across the

prairie to the Wild Rice River; fourth

stage, up that stream to the Lake of the

Spirit Isle; and fifth stage, of halfa day,

by the Ah-she-wa-wa-see-ta-gen portage,

to the Mississippi, at a point twenty-six

miles north of Itasca. The same after

noon and the following day, energetical

ly employed, will suffice to put anybody

at the sources of "the Father of Rivers."

Anybody could take a tissue-paper boat

to Itasca after I872. Had I had a pre

decessor over this route to Itasca, as Mr.

Siegfried had, and could I have travelled

as he did with a roll of newspaper letters

telling me where to stop and when, how

to go and where, I should have been the

first to acknowledge my indebtedness to

the man who showed me the way. Why

did not Mr. S. take Nicollet's or School

craft's route, or seek a new one? Sim

ply for the reason that my itinerary was

so clearly laid down that the journey be

came merely a Cook's excursion. I had

built and took with me to Minnesota a

paper boat for the descent of the river,

but I have never made any secret of the

fact that I bought another one (a twin in

name and fitted with the appliances of

the New York craft) for the tramp of

seventy miles through the wilderness

from the railroad to the sources. In

this I merely followed the example fre

quently set by Mr. MacGregor, who is

the father of canoeing, and the advice

of George A. Morrison, government

storekeeper at White Earth, the Hon.

Dr. Day, United States Indian commis

sioner, and other gentlemen of equal

prominence. Neither of these gentle

men had been over the ground, but

they represented the country as awful

in the extreme. I acquainted every
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body who asked with my decision, and,

were it desirable to involve others in this

matter, could name fifty persons to whom

every detail of this initial stage of my

trip has been explained. Not a particle

of accurate information regarding the

road, the number of days required or

the distance could be obtained. It was

not possible I/zen to contract for forty-one

dollars to be landed on the Mississippi!

Mr. Siegfried might have seen at every

camping-ground and meal-station along

the route the blazed trees bearing the

deeply-cut Greek "delta," which seven

years' precedence cannot have effaced.

His descriptions and mine are identical

throughout: therefore, he has either not

been over the course at all (which I do

not insinuate) or he only proves the ac

curacy of my reports. He disposes of

my fourteen hundred and seventy-one

miles of canoeing on the Mississippi be

cause, forsooth! I did not make a small

part of it in a craft to suit his liking. He

claims that his was the first wooden boat

that ever pushed up to Itasca. This is

something that I don't know anything

about: several parties have been there

since 1832. What will he do with the

claimant of the first sheet-iron boat?

Mr. Siegfried's allegation that Imade

frequent portages is grossly and ma

liciously false. That honor belongs to

him, as a few facts will show. In giving

the guide as his authority he is most il

logical, for in his first article (on three

separate pages) he wholly discredits this

same man. Again, some information:

there are five portages above Aitkin, as

follows: first, into the western gulf of

Lake Cass, saving six miles; second, Lit

tle Winnipeg Lake into a stream leading

to the Ball Club Lake (missing the great

tributary Leech Lake River); third, at

White Oak Point, below the Eagle's Nest

Savannah; fourth, Pokegama Falls, a car

ry of two hundred yards on the left bank

(a necessity); and fifth, a cut-off above

Swan River, saving six miles. This last

was the only portage (except the falls)

made by my party, and was availed of

to reach good camping-ground before

dark. Indeed, as to portaging I must

yield the palm to my vainglorious suc

cessor. Behold his record! He jumped

twenty-six miles in the Ball Club Lake

portage, and was still unhappy because

he could not ride from the landing below

Pokegama to Aitkin (one hundred and fif

ty miles; see p. 288) on the small steam

boat that sometimes runs to the lumber

camp. Reaching Muddy River (now Ait

kin), in the language of a free pass, he

boarded "the splendid railway " for—Min

neapolis!—thus again skipping two hun

dred and forty-four miles of the river at one

bound, and escaping the French Rapids,

Little Falls, Pike, Wautab and Sauk Rap

ids, while I was foolish enough to paddle

down to Anoka (as near as I cared to go

to St. Anthony's Falls). Thence I port

aged to Minnehaha Creek, as he did

another strange coincidence—whence, by

daily stages, I descended to Alton, seven

hundred and seventy-five miles, where I

took steamer for St. Louis, New Orleans,

and, finally, New York. Mr. Siegfried,

on the contrary, in a distance of six hun

dred and ninety-six miles from the sources

to St. Anthony (Nicollet's official meas

urement; see U 5. Senate Doe.2j7, Twen

ty-sixth Congress, 2d Session, Appendix),

jumped exactly two hundred and sixty

miles, or about two-fifths of his whole

journey ! Some of that water, too, which

he so conveniently escaped is very un

pleasant, even dangerous, especially Pike

Rapids, into which I was drawn unawares,

and had to run through at considerable

risk to my boat.

I am, sir, yours,

J. CHAMBERS,

T/ze Crnn rf I/zc Dotly Varden.

PmLAnm.P’-HA, August :1, 188o.

FATE OF AN OLD COMPANION OF

NAPOLEON Ill.

L'1ndépendant, published at Boulogne,

gives some interesting details about a per

sonage that played an important role in

the history of the last emperor of the

French, and has not had much cause to

be proud of the gratitude of his patron.

This personage was the famous tame

eagle that accompanied Prince Louis in

his ridiculous expedition to Boulogne, and

which was taught to swoop down upon

the head of the pretender—a glorious
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omen to those who did not know that the

attraction was a piece of salted pork!

This unfortunate eagle was captured at

the same time as his master, but while

the latter was shut up at I-lam, the eagle

was sent to the slaughter-house at Bou

logne, where he lived many years—an

improvement in his fate, says L'1ndé

pflZd{lnt, since his diet of salt pork was

replaced by one of fresh meat. In 1855,

Napoleon III. went to Boulogne to review

the troops destined for the Crimea and

to receive the queen of England. While

there some one in his suite spoke to him

of this bird, telling him that it was alive

and where it was to be found. But the

emperor refused to see his old companion,

or even grant him a life-pension in the

Paris Jardin des Plantes. The old eagle

ended his days in the slaughter-house,

and to-day he figures, artistically laxz'll'er

matized, in one of the glass cases of the

museum of Boulogne—immortal as his

master, despite the reverses of fortune.

I

LITERATURE

L'Art: revue hehdomadaire illustrée. Sixi

eme année, Tome II. New York:VV. Bouton.

Nowhere but in Paris could the resources,

the technical knowledge and perfect com

mand of all the appliances of bookmaking be

found to sustain such a publication as L 'Art.

In six years it has not abated by one tittle

the perfection with which it first burst upon

the world. Its standard is as high, its sub

jects are as inexhaustible, as ever. We hear

now and then of a decline in French art:

the great artists who carried it to the high

water mark of modern times have all, or

nearly all, passed away, but there is certain

ly no sign ofa vacuum. The activity of pro

duction is as great as ever, the interest in art

as vital. L'/{rt draws its material from past

as well as present; the work of older artists

is kept alive in its pages by the most perfect

reproductions; and in its special department

of black and white there is advancement ra

A NATURAL BAROMETER.

EVERYBODY has admired the delicate

and ingenious work of the spider, every

body has watched her movements as she

spins her wonderful web, but all do not

know that she is the most reliable weath

er-prophet in the world. Before a wind

storm she shortens the threads that sus

pend her web, and leaves them in this

state as long as the weather remains un

settled. When she lengthens these threads

count on fine weather, and in proportion

to their length will be its duration. When

a spider rests inactive it is a sign of rain:

if she works during a rain, be sure it will

soon clear up and remain clear for some

time. The spider, it is said, changes her

web every twenty-four hohrs, and the part

of the day she chooses to do this is al

ways significant. If it occurs a little be

fore sunset, the night will be fine and

clear. Hence the old French proverb:

"Araignée du soir, espoir." M. H.

OF THE DAY.

ther than decline. The importance of such

a publication to the interests of art through

out the world is incalculable. It absorbs the

best thought and production of the day. Its

high standard and breadth of scope render it

impossible for any particular clique to pre

dominate in its pages, while its independent

tone and encouragement of individual talent

make it a powerful counteracting influence to

the conventionalism which forms the chief

danger to art in a country where technical

rules have become official laws. In fact,

L'Art has constituted itself a government of

the opposition. It has its Prix de Florence

for the education in Italy of promising young

sculptors—its galleries in the Avenue de

l'Opéra, which are used for the purpose of

"independent" exhibitions or for the dis

play of work by one or another artist. It

examines and reports the progress of art all

over the world, rousing the latent Parisian

curiosity as to the achievements of foreign
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artists, and, what is of more importance (to

us at least), it shows the world what is being

done and said and thought in the art-circles

of Paris. The perusal of its comprehensive

index alone will give the reader a clear out

line of the state of art in Russia, Japan, Per

sia and Algeria, as well as in the better

known countries. Such a work is not for

the delight of one people alone: it comes

home to art-lovers everywhere.

The principal art-event of last spring was

the Demidofi“ sale. About half the etchings

in the volume before us are reproductions of

pictures in that collection. M. Flameng has

forgotten all the perplexities and intricacies

of the nineteenth century to render the placid

graciousness of a beauty whose portrait was

painted in the eighteenth by Drouais. M.

Trimolet has etched in a Dutch manner a

landscape of Hobbema in the Louvre, but

M. Gaucherel translates a Ruysdael from the

Detnidoff collection into an exquisite delicacy

and airiness of line which is the language of

etching in its most modern expression. A

Demidoff Rembrandt, a Lucrezia, reproduced

by the needle of M. Koepping, is an example

of the naiveté of an art which gave itself no

thought for archaeology. Lucrezia is a simple

Dutch maiden in the full-sleeved, straight

bodied Flemish costume. , I-Ier innocent,

childish face tells of real grief, but not of a

tragic history. It is interesting to compare

the type with that of Raphael's Lucrezia,

with its clinging classic drapery and coun

tenance moulded on that of a tragic mask.

The most striking etching in this volume

is that of M. Edm. Remus, after a portrait

in this year's Salon. The name of the paint

er, Van der Bos, is Flemish, but if his picture

had any qualities not distinctively French

the genius of the etcher has swept them away.

The conception, the character, the pose would

all pass for a work of the most advanced

French school. Its qualities belong to Paris

and to-day. A young woman of a somewhat

hard, positive type, neither beautiful nor in

tellectual, but chic to her finger-tips, jauntily

dressed—hat with curling feathers, elbow

sleeves, long gloves—standing in an erect

and completely unaffected attitude,—that is

the subject. The execution is simply superb.

Every line is strong and efi'ective: the mod

elling, the poise of the figure and the breadth

of the shadows in dry point, are masterly.

The Salon articles, five in number, are from

the pen of M. Ph. Burty, the most radical,

incisive and original writer on the stall'

champion of the Impressionists, bitter enemy

of the Academics and warm admirer of any

fresh, sincere and individual talent. In his

short review of the work of American artists

in the Salon his sympathies are frankly with

those who have ranged themselves under un

official leadership in their adopted city. He

has warm eulogy both for Mr. Sargent and

Mr. Picknell, refusing to believe that the ex

cellence of the latter is due in any way to

his instruction at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts.

M. Burty concludes the notice of American

pictures with a " Hurrah pour la jeune école

Américaine! hurrah!” which will be grate

fully responded to by those of us who are

proud of our growing school.

The " Silhouettes d'Artistes contempo

rains” are continued in two papers on De

Nittis, accompanied by some exquisite re

productions of etchings by that artist; and

there are a couple of articles of great interest

by M. Véron on Ribot, illustrated by fac-sim

iles of the powerful work of one whom M.

Véron uuhesitatingly ranks among the greatest

name9in modern French art. There is both

literary and artistic interest in the engravings

after pen-and-ink sketches made by Victor

Hugo, showing that the poet is able to throw

his personality and wonderful imagination

into an art which he did not practise till

pretty late in life, and then simply as a rec

reation and without attempting to master its

technique. Victor Hugo is stamped as plain

ly upon these drawings—made, not by line

and rule. but by following up the ideas sug

gested by the direction of a blot of ink—as

on the pages of his most deliberate works.

In offering homage to the poet L'Art does

not depart from its line, which embraces art

in its manifold forms. The newest products

of the stage are discussed as well as those

of the studios, and contemporary literature

is reflected in more ways than one in its

pages.

Mrs. Beauchamp Brown. (Second No-Name

Series.) Boston: Roberts Brothers.

Were this story as good as its name or

half as good as some of the undeniably

clever things it contains, it might be ac

cepted as a very fair book of its kind. It

was written with the evident intention of

saying brilliant and witty things; but this

brilliance and wit sometimes miss their ef

fect, as, for instance, on the very first page,

-Q-1;' I
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where Dick Steele’s famous compliment is

bestowed upon Lady Mary Wortley Montagu

instead of the Lady Elizabeth Hastings. We

might mention other thwarted attempts, which

give much the same jar to our sensibilities as

when some one thinks to afford us pleasure

by singing a favorite air out of tune. The

facility with which the characters are trans

ported from the ends of the earth to meet at

a place called Plum Island surpasses any

trick in legerdemain. Unless we had read

it here we should never have believed that

life on the coast of Maine could be so excit

ing, so cosmopolitan in its scope, so thrilling

in its incidents. There is ajumble of nota

bilities—leaders of Boston and \tVashing-ton

society, a Jesuit Father, an English peer, a

brilliant diplomatist on the point of setting

out on a foreign mission, a Circe the magic

of whose voice and eyes is responsible for

most of the mischief which goes on, Angli

can priests, a college professor, collegiates,

at least one raving maniac, beautiful young

girls and representative Yankee men and

women. From this company, most of whom

conduct themselves in manner which fails to

prepossess us, Mrs. Beauchamp Brown alone

emerges with a distinct identity. IIer zeal

ous adherence to herself, her unconscious

ness of weakness or defect even in the most

rashly-chosen part, are good points. The

writer allows her to express herself without

too elaborate canvassing of her character

and motives. When the Fifth Avenue Hotel

is burning the great lady is amazed at such

behavior, and shrieks peremptory orders to

have the fire put out z'mmediately. When

she reaches Plum Island, and is transferred

from the steamboat to the skiff which is to

carry her ashore, she is "angrily scared at

the seething waters and the grinning rocks.”

"'Man! thisthing is full of water: my feet

are almost in it!' shrieked Mrs. Beauchamp

Brown as the gundalow lurched and heaved

shoreward.

" The White man looked over his shoul

der, and slowly wrinkled his leathern cheeks

into an encouraging smile. ' Like ter near

killed a woggin,‘ replied he sententiously.

'Will be ashore in a brace of shakes.' "

The Yankees are all capitally done, and

the "local color” is excellent. There is not

much to be said for the other characters in

the book. Margaret, who is supposed to be

irresistible, raises surprise if not disgust.

Her conversation is crude and infelicitous,

1 her conduct excessively ill-bred. Indeed,

‘ for a company of so-called elegant people,

the talk and doings are singularly bald and

crude. Even the Jesuit Father seems to

have a dull perception about nice points

of good behavior, and we have a doubt

which amounts to an active suspicion as to

the reality of the writer’s experience of Jes

uitical casuistry and social wiles. Certainly,

Father Williams fails to make us understand

how his order could have ever been con

sidered dangerous. It seems a pity that the

author should have tried such a wide survey

of human nature. Her talent does not carry

her into melodrama, to say nothing of trag

edy, but there are many evidences in her

book of very fair powers in the way of light

comedy.

Studies in German Literature. By Bayard

Taylor. With an Introduction by George

H. Boker.—Critical Essays and Literary

Notes. By Bayard Taylor. New York:

G. I'. Putnam's Sons.

It would be impossible to name a better

representative of American men of letters,

if there be such a class, than the late Bayard

Taylor. We have ‘a few writers, easily count

ed, who are distinctively poets, novelists or

essayists; but the common ambition is to unite

these titles and add a few others—to enjoy,

in fact, a free range over the whole field of

literature, exclusive only of the most arid or

least attractive portions. Taylo1-'s versatil

ity exceeded that of all his competitors: he

attempted a greater variety of tasks than any

of them, and he failed in none. And his

writings, while so diverse, have a distinct

and pervading flavor. Though he travelled

so extensively, imbibed so deeply of foreign

literature, and wrote so much on foreign

themes, his tone of thought and sentiment

not only remained thoroughly American, but

was always suggestive of his early life and

surroundings, his quiet Pennsylvania home

and its sober influences. Ilis pictures of

these are not the least noteworthy portion

of what he has given to the world, but in all

his productions the same spirit is visible—not

flashing and impulsive, but habituated to just

conceptions and exact performance; not to

be startled or dazed by novelties, but capable

of measuring and assimilating whatever best

suited it. On the whole, his nature, while re

taining its individuality and poise, was rather

a highly receptive than a strongly original one.
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Its growth was a steady accretion of know

ledge, ideas, experiences and aptitudes, with

out the exhibition of that power which in

minds of a rarer order reacts upon impres

sions with a transforming influence. There

is more appearance of freedom, of sponta

neousness—paradoxical as this may seem

in his translation of Faust than in any of his

other performances, while deliberate, con

scientious workmanship is a leading charac

teristic of all, not excepting the short notices

of books reprinted from the New York Tri

bune in one of the volumes now before us.

The matter of both these volumes is chiefly

critical, and the characterizations of men as

well as of books are always discriminating,

generally just, often happily expressed, but

seldom vivid. The articles on Riickert,

Thackeray and Weimar, which deal chiefly

with personal reminiscences, are especial

ly pleasant reading; but the lectures on

Goethe, however well they may have served

their immediate purpose, contain little that

called for preservation, being neither pro

found nor stimulating. VVhile, however,

these volumes may add nothing to their au

thor's reputation, they are no unworthy me

morials of a laborious, well-spent and happy

life, of anature as kindly as it was earnest

and sincere, and of talents that had neither

been buried nor misapplied. We find in a

short paper on Lord Houghton the remark

that "there is an important difference be

tween the impression which a man makes

who has avowedly done the utmost of which

he is capable, and that which springs from

the exercise of genuine gifts not so stimu

lated to their highest development.” It can

not be doubted that the former description is

that which would apply to Taylor himself,

and probably with more force than to almost

any of his contemporaries.

The American Art Review, Nos. 8 and 9.

Boston: Estes & Lauriat.

These two numbers of the Art Rm/z'0u

contain some critical writing ofa really high

order in a couple of papers by Mrs. M. G.

Van Rensselaer, entitled " Artist and Ama

teur.” They present an earnest plea for the

pursuit of culture for its own sake in this

country. Taking " culture ” in the true sense

of the word, as the opening and development

of all the faculties, a positive and electric not '

a negative and apathetic force, Mrs. Van

Rensselaer points out that it is not the natural

birthright of a select few, but is to be won

by none without hard endeavor. The en

deavor, the intelligence and, to a certain ex

tent, the desire for culture, already exist here,

but are constantly misapplied, and this, as

Mrs. Van Rensselaer aims to prove, through

a misconception of the relative positions of

artist and amateur. All instruction is direct

ed toward execution, which is the artist's

province, instead of understanding and ap

preciation, which are the gifts of culture.

The effort to make the execution keep pace

with the teaching confines the latter, for the

majority of learners, to the lowest mechanical

rules, leaving intellectual cultivation altogeth

er to artists. Mrs. Van Rensselaer argues

that the time and money spent by young

ladies of slender talent in learning to paint

pottery would, if given to study of the prin

ciples of technique and of the history and

aims of art, leave them with more trained

perceptions, an intelligent delight in works

of art and a wider intellectual range. She

does not confine the application of her ideas

to painting, but extends it to other arts, mak

ing the aim in music the substitution of ap

preciative listeners for mediocre performers.

Another interesting article, which the two

numbers before us divide between them, is

one on Elihu Vedder by Mr'. W. H. Bishop.

It does not force any very definite conclusions

upon the reader, but it gives him some idea

of the career of this much talked-of painter,

and is finely illustrated with an etching of

T/e Sea-Serpmt by Mr. Shofl, an unusual

ly strong full-page engraving of T/e Sleeyfing

Girt by Mr. Linton, and a very tender and

beautiful little cut by Mr. Kruell of The Ve

netiian fllodrt.

Boo/5s Raez"1/ed.

The History of the Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire. By Edward Gibbon.

With Notes by Dean Milman, M. Guizot

and Dr. \-'Villiam Smith. 6vols. New

York: Harper & Brothers.

Health and Healthy Homes. By George

Wilson, M. A., M. D. With Notes and

Additions by ]. G. Richardson, M. D.

Philadelphia: Presley Blakiston.

A Model Superintendent: A Sketch of the

Life, Character and Methods of Work of

Henry P. Haven. By H. Clay Trumbull.

New York: Harper & Brothers.

Monsieur Lecoq. From the French of Emile

Gaboriau. Boston: Estes & Lauriat.
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HOUSE OF A MOQUI CHIEF.

T was about seventy years before our

English race gained a foothold on the

eastern coast of America that, far away

in the West, the seeds of another form

of Eastern civilization began to fall upon

ground which now belongs to our nation

al territory. In the wilderness near the

western border of New Mexico there

stands a great crag, torn into curious

shapes by the wear of ages, bearing on

its summit a ruined fortress of a forgot

ten people and on its side hieroglyphic

writing which no one can decipher. The

same smooth sandstone surface which

invited the picture-writing of the ancients

has also tempted later passers-by to per
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petuate their names. A long series of

inscriptions in Spanish, begun before the

first English had landed at Jamestown,

tells how explorers, conquerors, govern

ment emissaries and missionaries of the

Cross, passing that way, paused to leave

their names on the enduring rock. That

imperishable monument bears record to

all time that this remotest region of our

country, the last which the new life of

the nineteenth century penetrates, was

the first point to be touched by Euro

pean civilization, if we except one old

Florida fort. It is three hundred and

forty years since the Spaniards entered

New Mexico. There, almost at the cen

tre of the continent, in the valleys of the

Rio Grande and Colorado, the old Span

ish life has remained, as unprogressive

as a Chinese province, continuing to the

middle of this century a kind of modified

feudal system. But this old declining

civilization of the South-west is new in

comparison with that which the Spanish

conquerors found existing in the country

when they entered it. A remnant of that

old half-civilized life lingers still, almost

unchanged by contact with white men, in

the seven citadels of the .\/loquis perched

on the high mesas of Arizona, while in

the Pueblo villages of New Mexico we

find it more affected by the Spanish in

fluence.

The attraction which drew the conque

rors of Mexico forty-five days‘ journey

away into the North was the fame which

had reached them of the Seven Cities of

Cibola (the buffalo), great in wealth and

population, lying in the valley of the Rio

de Zufii. To the grief of the invaders,

they found not cities, but rather villages

of peaceful agricultural people dwelling

in great pueblos three and four stories

high, and they searched in vain for the

rumored stores of gold. At that time the

pueblos held a large population skilled ,

in many arts of civilization. They culti

vated large tracts of ground, wove fabrics

of cotton and produced ornate pottery.

Their stone-masonry was admirable. But

even three hundred years ago it seems

that the people were but a remnant of

what they had once been. Even then

the conquerors wondered at the many

ruins which indicated a decline from for

mer greatness. The people have not now

the same degree of skill in their native

arts which the race once had, and it is

probable that when the Spaniards came

and found them declining in numbers

the old handicrafts were already on the

wane.

In a remote age the ancestors of these

Pueblo tribes, or a race of kindred habits,

filled most of that vast region which is

drained by the Colorado River and its

affiuents, and spread beyond into the val

ley of the Rio Grande. The explorers of

a great extent of country in Utah, Arizona,

New Mexico and Colorado have found ev

erywhere evidences of the wide distribu

tion and wonderful industry of that an

cient people. On the low land which they

used to till lie the remains of their vil

lages—rectangular buildings of enormous

dimensions and large circular estufas, or

halls for council and worship. On the

sides of the savage cliffs that wall in or

overarch the cafions are scattered in ev

ery crevice and wrinkle those strange and

picturesque ruins which give us the name

" Cliff-dwellers " to distinguish this long

forgotten people. And on commanding

points, seen far away down the cafions or

across the mesas, stand the solitary watch

towers where sentinels might signal to

the villagers below on the approach of

Northern barbarians.

It is only a few years since Mr. John Rus

kin rejected a suggestion that he should

visit the United States, urging among oth

er reasons that it would be impossible for

him to exist even for a short time in a

country where there are no old castles.

We Americans were disposed to resent

this slap at our country, and not a few

newspaper editors relieved their minds

by intimating that we could get along

quite comfortably without old castles and

without Mr. Ruskin. But, after all, it is

a consolation for our national pride to

know that the fault is not in our country,

but in Mr. Ruskin's ignorance of Amer

ican archwology. We have old castles

without number in the Western Territo

ries—ruined fortifications and dwellings

of an unknown antiquity, perhaps as old

as \Varwick or Bangor, as irnpregnable as
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the highest cliff-built castle of the Rhine,

as grand in situation as the Drachenfels

or Dover Castle.

Only the more eastern part of the great

domain held by that ancient people has

yet been examined thoroughly with ref

erence to its antiquities. Within the last

decade Mr. W. H. Jackson of the United

States Geological Survey has brought to

notice, by his admirable photographs and

descriptions, the remains in the cliffs and

cafions of South-western Colorado and

the adjacent region. Thirty years ago

Lieutenant Simpson described the ruined

pueblos of New Mexico. But in regard

to the ruins farther west, seen by Major

Powell in his headlong course down the

Colorado River, and the innumerable

remains of cities, fortresses and canals

mentioned by visitors to Arizona, but lit

tle careful investigation has been made.

I believe that few richer fields for an an

GUALPI. .

tiquary can be found in the world than

this south -western region of our own

country. I cannot doubt that a thorough

comparative examination ofthese remains

would throw a new light upon the rela

tionship between the ancient and modern

civilized tribes, and upon their connection

with their far more Civilized Aztec neigh

bors of the South. As yet, hardly an at

tempt at excavation has been made in

the Colorado Valley.

There is no other district which em

braces in so small a compass so great a

number and variety of the Cliff-dwellers'

ruined works as theicafion of the Little

Rio Mancos* in South-western Color

ado. The stream rises in a spur of the

San Juan Mountains, near the remote

mining-camp called Parrott City. Flow

ing southward for a few miles through an

open valley, it is soon enclosed between

the walls of a profound cafion which cuts

for nearly thirty miles through a table

*In studying the ruins of the Mancos and neigh

boring cafions I have made constant use of the

reports of explorations by Mr. W. H. Jackson and

Mr. W. H. Holmes in Buttetirmqt' U S. Geotag. and

Geogra1/z. Sur1/ey, Second Series, No. 1, and Annua1'

Reporl of the same survey for 1876.
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land called the Mesa Verde. The cafion

is wide enough to permit the old inhab

itants to plant their crops along the

stream, and the cliffs rising on either

side to a height of two thousand feet are

so curiously broken and grooved and

shelving, from the decay of the soft hori

zontal strata and the projection of the

harder, as to offer remarkable facilities

for building fortified houses hard of ap

proach and easy of defence. Therefore

the whole length of the cafion is filled

with ruins, and for fifteen miles beyond

it to the borders of New Mexico, where

the river meets the Rio San Juan, the

valley bears many traces of the ancient

occupation. The scenery of the cafion

is wild and imposing in the highest de

gree. In the dry Colorado air there are

few lichens or weather-stains to dull the

brightness of the strata to the universal

hoariness of moister climates: the vertical

cliffs, standing above long slopes of de

bris, are colored with the brilliant tints

of freshly-quarried stone. A gay ribbon

of green follows the course of the rivulet

winding down through the caflon till it

is lost to sight in the vista of crags.

The utter silence and solitude of the wil

derness reigns through the valley. It is

not occupied by any savage tribe, and

only a few white men within the last few

years have passed through it and told of

its wonders; and yet its whole length is

but one series of houses and temples that

were forsaken centuries ago. I can hard

ly imagine a more exciting tour of explo

ration than that which Mr. Jackson's party

made on first entering this cafion in 1874.

Above the entrance of the cafion the

evidences of pre-historic life begin. On

the bottom-land, concealed by shrubbery,

are the half-obliterated outlines of square

and circular buildings. The houses were

of large size, and were plainly no tempo

rary dwelling-places, for an accumulation

of decorated pottery fills the ground about

them, indicating long occupation. No

doubt they were built of adobe—masses

of hard clay dried in the sun—which the

wear of ages has reduced to smoothly

rounded mounds. For some miles down

the cafion remains of this sort occur at

short intervals, and at one point there

stands a wall built of squared sandstone

blocks. Along the ledges of the cliffs on

the right bits of ruinous masonry are de

tected here and there, but for a time there

is nothing to excite close attention. At

last a watchful eye is arrested by a more

interesting object perched at a tremendous

height on the western wall of the cafion.

It is a house built upon a shelf of rock

between the precipices, but, standing sev

en hundred feet above the stream and

differing not at all in color from the crags

about it, only the sharpest eyesight can

detect the unusual form of the building

and the windows marking the two stories.

The climb up to the house-platform is

slow and fatiguing, but the trouble is re

paid by a sight of one of the most curi

ous ruins on this continent. Before the

door of the house, part of the ledge has

been reserved for a little esplanade, and

to make it broader three small abutments

of stone, which once supported a floor,

are built on the sloping edge of the rock.

Beyond this the house is entered by a

small aperture which served as a door.

It is the best specimen of a Cliff-dweller's

house that remains to our time. The walls

are admirably built of squared Stones laid

in a hard white mortar. The house is

divided into two stories of three rooms

each. Behind it a semicircular cistern

nearly as high as the house is built against

the side of it, and a ladder is arranged

for descending from an upper window to

the water-level. The floor of the second

story was supported by substantial cedar

-timbers, but only fragments of them re

main. The roof, too, has entirely disap

peared, but the canopy of natural rock

overhanging serves to keep out the weath

er. The front rooms in both stories are

the largest and are most carefully finish

ed. Perhaps they were the parlor and

"best bedroom " of some pre- historic

housewife. They are plastered through

out with fine smooth mortar, and even in

that remote age the mania for household

decoration had a beginning: floor, walls

and ceiling were colored a deep red, sur

rounded by a broad border of white.

The same cliff on which this house

stands has on its side many other ruins

—some half destroyed by gradual decay,
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some crushed by falling rocks, none so

perfect as the one described; but all are

crowded into the strangest unapproach

able crevices of the cafion-wall, like the

crannies which swallows choose to hold

their nests, far removed from the pos

sibility of depredation. Some are so ut

terly inaccessible that the explorers, with

all their enthusiasm and activity, have

never been able to reach them. How

any beings not endowed with wings could

live at such points it is hard to conceive :

it makes one suspicious that the Cliff

dwellers had not quite outgrown the

habits of monkey ancestors.

As the cafion widens with the descent

RUINS IN THE CANON OF THE MANCUS.

of the stream, the ruins in the western

wall increase in number. One fearful

cliff a thousand feet in height is chinked

all over its face with tiny houses of one

room each, but only a few of them can

be detected with the naked eye. One,

which was reached by an explorer at the

peril of his life, stands intact: ceiling and

floor are of the natural rock, and the wall

is built in a neat curve conforming to the

shape of the ledge.

A mile farther down the stream there

is a most interesting group of houses.

Eight hundred feet above the valley

there is a shelf in the cliff sixty feet in

length that is quite covered by a house.

The building contains four large rooms,

a circular sacred apartment and smaller

rooms of irregular shape. It was called

by its discoverers "The House of the

Sixteen Windows." Behind this house

the cliff-side rises smooth and perpen

dicular thirty feet, but it can be scaled

by an ancient stairway cut into it which

ascends to a still higher ledge. The

stairs lead to the very door of another
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house filling a niche a hundred and

twenty feet long. A great canopy of

solid rock overarches the little fortress,

reaching far forward beyond the front

wall, while from below it is absolutely

unapproachable except by the one dif

ficult stairway of niches cut in the rock.

In time of war it must have been im

pregnable. These dwellings have given

more ideas about their interior furnishing

than any of the others. Among the ac

cumulated rubbish were found corn and

beans stored away. In the lower house

were two large water-jars of corrugated

pottery standing on a floor covered with

neatly-woven rush matting. In a house

not far above were found a bin of char

red corn, and a polished hatchet of stone

made with remarkable skill.

From this point onward both the val

ley and the cliffs are filled with the traces

of a numerous population, every mile of

travel bringing many fresh ones into sight.

Among the cliff-houses there is of neces

sity a variety in form and size as great as

the differences of the caves and crevices

that hold them; but among the buildings

of the low ground there is more uniform

ity, not only in this cafion, but in all the

valleys of the region. Most of them may

be classed as aggregated dwellings or

pueblos with rectangular rooms, round

watch-towers and large circular build

ings. To these must be added a few

which seem to have been built only for

defence. The straight walls have gene

rally fallen, except the parts supported

by an angle of a building; but, as usual

in old masonry, the circular walls have

much better resisted decay. .

About midway down the cafion the

curved wall of a large ruin rises above

the thicket. It is a building of very cu

rious design. The outer wall was an ex

act circle of heavy masonry a hundred

and thirty feet in circumference. With

in, there is another circular wall, concen

tric with the outer, enclosing one round

room with a diameter of twenty feet. The

annular space between the two walls was

divided by partitions into ten small apart

ments. Other buildings of the same type

occur in this region, some of much larger

size and with triple walls. Even in this

one, which is comparatively well pre

served, the original height is uncertain,

though the ruin still stands about fifteen

feet high. The vast quantity of débris

about some of them indicates that they

were of no insignificant height, and their

perfect symmetry of form, the careful fin

ish of the masonry, the large dimensions

and great solidity, made them the most

imposing architectural works of that an

cient people. I find no reason to doubt

that they were their temples, and the

presumption is very strong that they

were temples for sun-worship. The oc

currence of a circular room in connec

tion with nearly every group of buildings

is of special interest, as seeming to link

the Cliff-dwellers to the modern Pueblo

tribes in their religious customs.

Most striking and picturesque of all

the ruins are the round watch-towers.

On commanding points in the valley,

and on the highest pinnacles of the

cliffs overlooking the surface of the

mesa, they occur with a frequency which

is almost pathetic as an indication of the

life of eternal vigilance which was led

by that old race through the years, per

haps centuries, of exterminating warfare

which the savage red men from the North

waged upon them. To us the suffering

of frontier families at the hands of the

same bloodthirsty savages is heartrend

ing. What was it to those who saw year

by year their whole race's life withering

away, crushed by those wild tribes F

Near the lower end of the cafion stands

one of the most perfect of these towers,

rising sixteen feet above the mound on

which it is built. lt was once attached

to an oblong stone building which seems

to have been a strongly-fortified house..

The rectangular walls, as usual, are pros

trate, and have left the tower standing as

solitary and picturesque and as full of

mystery as the round-towers of Ireland.

After the stream breaks from its long

confinement out into the open plain of

the San Juan Valley the traces of old life

are still abundant, but they present no

features very different from those above.

At the cafion's mouth an Indian trail

strikes away toward the north-west. It

passes a remarkable group of ruins at a
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spot called Aztec Springs, and continues

to the McElmo, the next arrqya, or dry

stream-bed, west of the Rio Mancos.

Aztec Springs no longer deserve the

name, for within a short time the last

trace of water has disappeared from the

spot, showing that the slow drying up of

the great South-west country, which has

been going forward for ages, and which

starved out the old inhabitants, is still

progressing. In the dry season there is

no water within many miles of this spot,

though it is strewn with the remains of

stone buildings covering several acres

i-,-_,

Many other great structures of this re

gion, which seem to be coeval with these,

are situated many miles away from any

perennial water, and the time which has

elapsed since those sites were suitable for

large farming-towns must be counted by

centuries. In this group are two large

quadrangular buildings with walls still

fifteen feet high, two of the circular es

tufas, besides a multitude of half-distin

guishable walls of dwellings. It is the

largest group of ruins in Colorado. ,

Not many miles beyond these so-called

springs the trail leads into the dry bed of

 

CIRCULAR RUIN IN THE CAQON OF THE MANCOS.

and indicating a large population of in

dustrious people who must have lived by

agriculture. Until a long comparative

study has been made of all the remains

of this race it is mere guesswork to esti

mate the age of the ruins ; but when the

prostrate condition of these walls is com

pared with the state in which the Chaco

ruins of New Mexico are found, and when

we consider that the latter have no doubt

been deserted for at least three hundred

and fifty years, it is reasonable to sup

pose an age of a thousand years for

these massive walls at Aztec Springs.

 
m_

the McElmo near its head, and another

long succession of antiquities is entered

upon, but to enumerate them further would

be tedious, for the ruins of the Mancos are

good representatives of all those which

are found along the courses of the Ani

mas, La Plata, McElmo, Montezuma,

Chelley and other tributary valleys of

the San Juan. Nevertheless, there are

a few buildings here and there of some

unusual interest which cannot be passed

by without mention. On the verge of a

little side-cafion of the McElmo there is

a curious instance of the keen ingenuity
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of this people in taking every advantage

of the fantastic, castle-like shapes which

Nature has formed out of the cafion-walls.

High on the edge of the mesa appears

the ragged outline of a ruinous watch

tower sharply drawn against the clear,

unvarying blue of the sky. It seems to

be a tower of unusual height, but a closer

view shows it to be half of Nature's build

ing. A tall fragment of rock, torn from

its bed, has rolled down the slope to the

edge of the steep descent. This rock the

old builders have chosen to crown with a

little round tower where a sentinel, guard

ing the village behind him from stealthy

attacks, could command a wide sweep of

country. The same thing on a larger scale

is found at another point where the dry

McElmo meets with the drier Hoven

weep—a tributary without tribute. In

this position stands an enormous rock

nearly cubical in shape. Its high sides

make it a natural fortress strong against

an enemy without artillery, and to its

natural strength the Cliff-dwellers have

added a battlement of masonry. But

among all the ruined strongholds of the

region that which is called the Legendary

Rock hasapre-eminentintereston account

of the Moqui romance or tradition which

clings to it. The rock is a grand and soli

tary crag standing on a plateau of sand

stone from which the soil is washed away.

It is far from water: a garrison must have

been dependent wholly on the very pre

carious rain-supply. About it runs an

outer rampart of stone, and on the rock

itself is built a fortress. It is several

years since an aged member of the Mo

qui tribe first confided to a white man

versed in his language the legend of this

rock. It has been widely published, and

considered of much significance. The

Moqui patriarch related how his people

in the old time were many. Their tribe

dwelt in the North-east. One year they

were visited by strangers from the North,

who came peaceably at first, but came

again another year, and year by year en

croached and grew more warlike. At

last the Northern strangers gained the

mastery and drove them from their

homes. In a long, slow struggle the Mo

qui forefathers gradually lost their ground,

till at last they made one final, desperate

fight for their old homes at the fortress

of the Legendary Rock, They conquered

their besiegers, but with such fearful car

nage that the rocks bear still the stains

of the blood-streams that flowed in that

battle, and the remnant of the besieged

were glad to make an unmolested retreat

to the mesas of Arizona, where they dwell

to this day.

The story is an interesting one, and

has been honored by the explorers with

a place in their government report, for it

shows a belief among the Moquis that

those old builders were their kinsmen.

But, considering the fact that the first

Spanish discoverers found the Moqui

tribe ip nearly the same condition as we

see it now, and that this story there

fore must have been handed down for at

least three hundred years among an un

lettered people, I am as much disposed

to distrust the other details of it as I am

to doubt that the red iron -stains in the

rock were caused by the blood of their

ancestors.

In the neighboring Montezuma Cafion,

just beyond the State border, there are

some remains built after an unusual man

ner with stones of great size. One build

ing of many rooms, nearly covering a little

solitary mesa, is constructed of huge stone

blocks not unlike the pre-historic masonry

of Southern Europe. In the same dis

trict there is a ruined line of fortification

from which the smaller stones have fallen

away and are crumbling to dust, leaving

only certain enormous upright stones

standing. They rise to a height of sev

en feet above the soil, and the lower part

is buried to a considerable depth. Their

resemblance to the hoary Druidical stones

of Carnac and Stonehenge is striking, and

there is nothing in their appearance to in

dicate that they belong to a much later

age than those primeval monuments of

Europe.

All the certain knowledge that we have

of the history and manners of the Cliff

dwellers may be very briefly told, for

there is no written record of their exist

ence except their own rude picture-wri

ting cut or painted on the cafion-walls,

and it is not likely that those hieroglyph
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,ics will ever be deciphered. But much

may be inferred from their evident .kin

ship to the Moquis of our time; and the

resemblance of the ancient architecture

and ceramics to the arts as they are still

practised in the degenerate pueblos of

Arizona gives us many intimations in re

gard to the habits of the Cliff-dwellers.

It was centuries ago—how long a time

no one will ever know—when that old

race was strong and numerous, filling the

great region from the Rio Grande to the

 

can hardly be doubted. They were of

peaceful habits and lived by agriculture,

having under cultivation many thousands

of acres in the rich river-bottoms, which

they knew well how to irrigate from

streams swollen in summer by the melt

ing snows of the high mountain-ranges.

We read of their dry canals in Arizona,

so deep that a mounted horseman can

hide in them. We know that they raised

crops of corn and beans, and in the south

cotton, which they skilfully wove. That

they had commercial dealings across their

whole country is shown by the quantity

of shell-ornaments brought from the Pa

cific coast which are found in their Col

orado dwellings. They did not under

stand the working of metals, but their

implements of stone are of most excel

lent workmanship. Their weapons in

Colorado of the West, and from the San

Juan Mountains far down into Northern

Mexico. They must have numbered many

hundreds of thousands, perhaps millions.

It is not probable that they were combined

under one government or that they were

even closely leagued together, but that

they were essentially one in blood and

language is strongly indicated by the

similarity of their remains. That they

were sympathetic in a common hostility

to the dangerous savage tribes about them

dicate the practice of hunting, and while

the race was still numerous their forts and

their sharp obsidian arrows made easy

their resistance to the wandering savage

hordes.

I believe that no instance can be cited

of a people still in their Stone Age who

have surpassed that old race in the ma

son's art: indeed, I doubt if any such

people has even approached their skill

in that respect. The difficulty of con

structing a great work of well-squared,

hammer-dressed stones is enormously in

creased if the masons must work only

with stone implements. Imagine the in

finite, toilsome patience of a people who

in such a way could rear the ancient Pue

blo Bonito of New Mexico, five hundred

and forty feet long, three hundred and

fourteen wide and four stories high! In
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one wall of a neighboring building of

stone less carefully dressed it is estimated

that there were originally no less than

thirty million pieces, which were trans

ported, fashioned and laid by men with

out a beast of burden or a trowel, chisel

or hammer of metal.

Nothing marks more strikingly the vast

advance which these people had made

from the condition of their savage neigh

bors than their evident efforts not only for

household comfort, but even for the beau

tifying of their homes. I have referred

to the rush-carpeted floor of the " House

of the Sixteen Windows" and the deco

rated walls of the two-story house on the

Mancos; but they, like other semicivilized

peoples, found the first expression for their

love of the beautiful in the ceramic art.

The variety of graceful forms and deco

rations found in their pottery is endless.

In some regions the country for miles is

strewn with the fragments of their earth

enware. The ware is usually pale gray

shading to white: the decoration is in

black or red, often in the angular designs

commonly called "Greek patterns." The

Moquis of our time produce a handsome

ware closely resembling that of the an

cient people.— But the old cliff-painters

and the modern potters often sacrificed

beauty to a passion for producing the

most wildly-grotesque forms. There is a

certain general resemblance, which often

strikes me forcibly, but which is almost in

definable, between the ceramic and sculp

tured forms of the Mississippi Mound

builders, the Pueblo tribes and the an

cient Mexicans. The resemblance seems

to lie partly in a certain capacity which

those peoples possessed in common of

producing the most frightfully-grotesque

forms ever evolved by the human imag

ination—forms plainly intended to suggest

living beings, yet not at all transgressing

the injunction against "anything that is in

the heaven above, or that is in the earth

beneath, or that is in the waters under the

earth." The resemblance seems to me

very significant.

At the time of the Spanish conquest the

Pueblo tribes were worshippers of the sun

and fire, like all the races of this conti

nent which were above barbarism. To

day, even in those pueblos where a cor

rupted form of the Roman faith is accept

ed, there are traces of the old sun-wor

ship mingled with it, and in all pueblos

there are large circular rooms called es

tufas reserved for councils and for wor

ship. The invariable appearance of cs

tufas among the ruined towns, and even

on the ledges of- the cliffs, shows what

sacredness was attached to the circular

room, which perhaps was symbolic of

the sun's orb: it indicates a unity of re

ligious faith between the ancients and

moderns.

The priest who chronicled the events

of the first expedition to New Mexico was

impressed with the great ruined towns

which they saw even before crossing the

desert of Arizona. There is good rea

son to believe that the cliff-dwellings, the

last retreats of a persecuted people, were

abandoned before that time. But how

could a people so numerous, intelligent

and civilized fall a prey to stupid, roving

savages? The wild tribes never could

have won the fight against their more

quick-witted neighbors if the ancients

had not begun their own destruction.

The story which they have left record

ed on the face of the country is of this

sort. At some very remote time they

began agriculture in the valleys of the

South-west. They found the rainfall of

the region too limited for farming with

out irrigation, but the whole country was

intersected by streams fed through sum

mer by the snows of the mountain-tops

and the abundant springs of the wooded

slopes and uplands. Thus their crops

were watered and yielded increase with

a regularity unknown to farmers who

must look to the summer rainfall for

success. The people prospered, multi

plied and spread over a wide country.

In every green valley rose their great

common dwellings and circular temples.

By superior numbers and intelligence

they were strong against their enemies.

But the spreading population required a

great wood-supply. The finest of the

trees were felled for timbering their

houses, and whole forests were swept

away to give them fuel and perhaps to

feed perpetual sacred fires. The coun
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try was all too little watered at the best,

and the mountain-sides, once stripped of

their covering, oftentimes dried up and

no new growth of trees appeared. Old

men began to observe that the streams

did not maintain their even flow through

the whole year as when they were young,

and lamented the good old times when

there was no lack of water for irrigation.

The streams began to be swollen with

disastrous floods in spring and winter,

and to dwindle away alarmingly in sum

 

mer. So through centuries the gradual

destruction of the wood brought ever

increasing drought, and drought led in

its train famine, disease and wholesale

death. The people were decimated and

discouraged, and on the northern fron

tier began to be at the mercy of savage

raiders. They fled from their pleasant

valley-homes to hide in caves and dens

of the earth, and built the cliff-dwellings.

There a remnant lingered in unceasing

fear of the foes who coveted the fruits of

auras IN MONTEZUMA cafiou.

their toil; but even from these refuges

they were driven ages ago. Where they

used to build villages and cultivate fields

are now barren gulches where two or

three times a year a resistless flood rushes

down from the mountains that can no

longer retain their moisture. Thus end

ed their national suicide.

lt was a strange ignorance that led

them to their own destruction, was it

not? Yet we as a nation from Maine

to California are recklessly working the

same ruin. Ws are stripping our moun

tains a hundred times more rapidly than

they, but who cares whether the forests

are restored?

As a child I played and bathed in a

pretty tumbling brook among the Litch

field hills, and wondered that so small a

stream but fifty years before had given

power to all the mills now ruined on its

banks. Twenty years more have passed,

and now in the heat of summer there is

hardly water for a child to bathe. The

hills are stripped, the stream has dwin

dled, but the spring floods tear through

the valley like a deluge. Even the larger

streams that still turn the mill-wheels and

make the wealth of Connecticut are not

the trusty servants that they once were.

In summer they grow weak and must be

supplemented with steam, and at times

they rise in fury and carry destruction be

fore them. lt is the beginning of woes,

but our Atlantic slope with its heavy rain

fall cannot easily be changed to a desert.

In the far West it is different. Colorado.

Nevada and California, with a less regular

rainfall and with greater floods and small

er streams, would soon find the desert en
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croaching on the habitable land. But in i

these very States the waste of timber is

most extravagant. Mining-camps and

cities devour the woods about them, and

in every dry summer many hundred

square miles are burned by the reckless

ness of Indians and white men. Where

the Californian mountains have been

cleared, the browsing millions of sheep

keep down all new growth, and, bring

 

ing great wealth in our age, they threaten

to impoverish posterity.

The dreary experiment has been tried

by the ancient races of both continents.

Why should we repeat it? The question

should command the earnest attention of

State and national governments. In our.

own land already one old race has wrought

its own destruction in this same way.

ALFRED TERRY BACON.

BUDDHIST RELIC-CASKET.

HE study of the industrial arts of

India, if the warnings of learned

Orientalists are to be of any avail, is not

a matter to be rashly undertaken. All

Indian art must be viewed in reference

to Indian religion. Forms, materials and

tolors have meanings that can only be

caught by familiar acquaintance with a

symbolism both intricate and obscure.

Little decorative touches that to the un

taught Western eye are introduced mere

ly to give an artistic finish to an involved

design, or to give room for bringing in

the bit of color demanded by the sense

of harmony, have all a meaning not

necessarily connected with art. While

in the West the problems of art are dealt

with by men whose eyes are bent on art

alone, the Oriental artist solves these

problems while keeping his eyes fixed

upon religion. The maturity of Indian

religious life was reached several cen

turies before our era began : it then took

a form which it still retains. There is no

secular life from which it can be distin

guished. \Vhen a domestic utensil is ex

amined, the first question to be answered

is, What religious meaning attaches to it?
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This is an appalling fact, for it means that

the arts of India cannot be appreciated

as the Hindus appreciate them until we

have mastered an accumulation of myth

ological and legendary lore such as pos

sibly no other country has amassed.

To appreciate the full extent of a task

that already seems to hang like a shadow

over the whole of what yet remains of

one's life. it may be pointed out that the

Vedas form only one of four groups of

sacred writings, that there are four Vedas,

and that each one of the four consists of

four parts. Then there are Upa-Vedas,

HINDU WOMAN REELING SILK.

Ved-Angas and Upangas; and under the

last-named fall the epics of the Rama

yana, of ninety-six thousand lines, and

the /Ila/ab/mrala, of two hundred and

twenty thousand long lines, not to men

tion others. These are mere glimpses

into a vista long and dark, and it seems

a little odd that one should be called upon

to go through so much in order to appre

ciate a specimen of carving from Viza

gapatam, an inlaid table-top from Agra,

a box of Cashmere lacquer or a panel of

carved sandal-wood from Canara. The

fact is, that the matter may be looked

at from another point of view—that

taken up by those who decline to see

anything in a painting but canvas and T

paint—who care for nothing in the shape

of sentiment or story, but have a single

eye to art. In this way the beauty and

harmony of Oriental coloring, the delicacy

and wonderful finish in all manner of

carvings, the skill displayed in inlaying

and chasing—in a word, all the points

of industrial art in lndia—may be both

enjoyed and understood without a refer

ence to the Puranas or the Code of Manu,

or without the observer's being able to

enumerate the avatars of Vishnu. The

inquirer is thus borne up against the de-

terrent influence of specialists, with the

plaintive notes of whose voice he has be

come in all probability elsewhere familiar.

lt is the same voice, to all intents and
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purposes, that haunts the graves of Egypt,

the ruins of Rhagm, the tombs of Etruria

and Magna Graecia, the workshops of

King-teh-chin and the mounds of Pach

acamac. It is heard, in short, all round

the world, and its burden is ever the

same: "Understand the religion of a

people before peering into their arts."

The obvious answer comes: Life is short

and art is long: if to art religion be pre

fixed, all knowledge of art is at an end.

It would be pleasant, no doubt, to tell at

a glance what legend or myth is repre

sented on a Greek vase, but meantime

we can admire the form. It would be

equally pleasant to be able to interpret

the painting on a Chinese historical vase,

but meantime we can admire the colors.

So with Egypt, Persia and Peru: it will

be well for the many to get at the in

dustrial secrets of these countries if they

never obtain even a glimpse of the un

derlying religious idea of the craftsman.

It is merely thrown out as a suggestion

by the way, and without any intention

of belittling the importance of studying

the superstitions and philosophies of the

world or of aiming at something more

than a strictly industrial view of indus

trial art, that so much attention may be

bestowed upon religions as the sources

of ideas as to obscure the form and man

ner of their expression in art. Possibly

the formation of an Indian museum at

South Kensington may be productive of

a longing desire to become acquainted.

with Rama and the lovely Sita, the strong

Arjuna and the beauteous Draupadi ; but

it is hardly likely that this was the ob

ject of its formation or that it will lead

to the acquisition of any more abstruse

knowledge than such as comprises the

weaving of rich textures, the blending of

gay colors, or the industrial arts of da

mascening, carving and working in gold

and silver and precious stones. In what

has here to be said, at all events, only

such references will be made to religion

and legend as are absolutely necessary

to a general understanding of the con

ditions under which Indian art has de

veloped, and of the forms under which

it is most frequently seen.

The Indian Museum—or rather the

' collection forming the Indian section of

the South Kensington Museum—is of

very recent formation. It may be said

to have grown without developing. Its

nucleus was formed in the days of the

East India Company, and was stored in

a little museum in Leadenhall street.

There it long remained, and one of its

chief attractions was Tippoo's tiger, now

occupying a place of honor near the mu

sical instruments, to which it bears some

kind of a relation. The "tiger" is a

wooden animal of ferocious aspect rep

resented in the act of tearing a prostrate

Iiuropean soldier dressed in the military

red coat and wearing a broad-brimmed

felt hat of decidedly civil make. It was

taken at the fall of Seringapatam, and

was probably made by some European

artificer for the delectation of the Tippoo

Sultan. If not symbolical it was undoubt

edly suggestive of pleasant thoughts to

Tippoo, although as a musical instrument

it could never have been much of a

success. To tickle the sultan's ear the

tiger when wound up emitted startling

roars and groans, while its victim feebly

moaned. But on a certain festive occa

sion after the "tiger" was brought to

England the winding-up was unfortunate

ly overdone, and long afterward the sol

dier stoically declined to moan. The odd

musical toy has been brightened up to

suit its new home, and its internal con

struction has also received proper atten

tion to such. purpose that the roaring can

be reduced to something like method by

merely passingthe hand over a keyboard,

and the resuscitated struggling red-coat

moans as lustily as he did in the palmy

days at Seringapatam.

Such is the instrument which play

ed an important part in the Leadenhall

Street Museum. \Vhen the East India

Company passed away and the British

government assumed the direct control

of India, the tiger and all the other cu

riosities were sent first to Fife House, and

thence to the India Office. The latter

step was possibly taken on the advice

of some utilitarian who wished to bring

within reach of the ofticials an oppor

tunity of acquiring some knowledge of

India. Any such object was frustrated.
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to interest the public

The director and curator were the only

individuals known to visit the collection.

It was then sent to South Kensington and

placed in a temporary building, but still

nobody looked in upon the tiger and the

jade, the carvings and Bidri-work. They

were still under the control of the India

Office, and at length

became a burden

to it. Their failure

naturally led to a de

sire to transfer the re

sponsibility of guar

dianship. This is

not to be wondered

at. The collection

had, as has already

been pointed out,

merely grown in

bulk. It was promis

cuous in the worst

sense. It consisted

of a fortuitous con

course of articles ta

ken in war or bought

upon no ostensible

system in peace. To

these old Indian of

ficers occasionally

made testamentary

additions of things

picked up in their

travels or acquired

by inheritance or

otherwise. Inter

national exhibitions

have always been

good for museums.

The unsalable is oft

en valuable, and ex

hibitions have been

a source from which

sington was flourishing. Its offer of a

transfer was at first declined, but the au

thorities at the India Office would take

no refusal. Their object was at once

to get rid of the collection and of the

cost of maintaining it, and at the same

time to preserve its representative cha

W
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the Indian collection

has reaped many solid benefits. Thus

the accumulation increased in bulk and

intrinsic value, but practically it still

continued valueless. It was neither ar

ranged nor inventoried. It continued to

illustrate little more than the manner of

its accumulation. Very naturally, the In

dia Otiice in looking for relief from a use

less burden turned first to the Science and

Art Department under which South Ken

racter and such individual identity as it

possessed. They ultimately succeeded

in both respects, though their success was

not perfect. A part, including the col

lections of economic botany of wild In

dian silk and lac, went to Kew. The

zoological collection is in the hands of

the trustees of the British Museum, and

will eventually take its place in the new

Natural History Museum at South Ken
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sington. To the British Museum have

gone the Indian Buddhist sculptures, but

casts of these may hereafter be placed

in the Indian Museum: certainly, in i

view of the influence of architectural 1

decoration upon industrial art, they seem

necessary to its completeness. All else

was on the first of January last handed

over to the Science and Art Department,

and came under the management and

control of Sir Philip Cunliffe-Owen, K.

E. M. G., C. B. and director at South

Kensington. It was characteristic of Sir

Philip that he should undertake to have

within six months a collection arranged

and ready for public inspection which had

not for twenty years been seen in any

thing like order. It had never before

been catalogued, and had never before

been so placed that it could be seen in

telligently or at one view. The first thing

to be done was the drawing up of an in

ventory. This work occupied six weeks,

and on its completion the discovery was

made that the collection was altogether

inadequate to its purpose. It represented

neither the arts nor the industries of In

dia, and gave a very disjointed view of

the resources of that country. The work,

however, went on. Sir Philip used all

his influence, both personal and official,

to supplement defective departments. He

made purchases and applied for loans.

Her Majesty, the prince of Wales and

the duke of Edinburgh made selections

from their magnificent collections, and

others were not slow to follow their ex

ample. The result was that in his race

against time Sir Philip won by more than

a month, making allowance for what has

yet to be done with the contributions still

being made. Few other men could have

won a victory so complete with such ap

parent ease, because there are not many

who could have imbued contributors with

similar confidence or so thoroughly in

spired an entire department with his

own spirit of energy and well-regulated

activity. A word or two may be said

of his career.

His father was Charles Cunliffe-Owen,

a captain in the royal navy, and at the

age of twelve Philip entered the same

service. He served for five years in the i

Mediterranean and the West lndies, and

at seventeen was obliged by ill health to

retire, but taking with him the habits a

naval career was well calculated to en

gender or develop of promptitude and

decision. After a rest of a few years he

was appointed to the Science and Art

Dep“artment, and gradually won the no

tice and confidence of his superiors. He

was quick of apprehension, prompt in

action and accurate in execution. Sir

Henry Cole recognized these qualities in

him, and entrusted him with the post of

one of the superintendents of the Paris

Exhibition of 1855. A few years took

him upward through the rank of deputy

general superintendent of South Ken

sington Museum to that of assistant di

rector in 1860. At subsequent interna

tional exhibitions he filled various offices

as follows: at London, in 1862, director

of the foreign sections; at Paris, in 1867,

assistant executive commissioner; -at Vi

enna, in 1873, secretary to the royal Brit

ish commission; at Philadelphia, in 1876,

executive commissioner; and at Paris, in

1878, secretary of the royal British com

mission. Meanwhile, in 1873, he was

created a Companion of the Bath, and

was advanced to the directorship of the

South Kensington and Bethnal Green

Museums on its becoming vacant by the

retirement of Sir Henry Cole. In 1878

he received the honor of knighthood.

A good linguist and possessing rare tact

and wonderful executive ability, Sir Philip

has succeeded where many of his coun

trymen fail—namely, in making a favor

able impression upon foreigners. Pre

possessing in appearance and manner,

he can dash through business at a speed

calculated to astonish men of less energy

and of a lower vitality, and he does it,

moreover, without the faintest taint of the

brusquerie which almost as a rule bristles

all over the less capable official. Red

tape he abhors, and is as easy of access

as a republican. He transacts his busi

ness as it arises, knows nothing of ar

rears, keeps nobody waiting, rises early,

works incessantly, drinks nothing strong

er than tea, has no office-hours and no

rules—making both subservient to the

business in hand, instead of following
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the example of the greater part of the

world in fitting business to rule and time

—and is only a little forgetful of social

engagements. Such is the man to whom

more than any other the credit is due of

India's being first fairly if not fully rep

Qflfl -1; - pp / .
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resented in Europe by a museum con- ceived from a walk through the galleries

taining specimens of all its native arts and from ahurried view of the sculptures,

and industries. textile fabrics, arms, pottery, jewelry, fur

Certain general impressions will be re- niture, lacquer and metal-work. Forms,
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combinations and decorative styles will

catch the eye which seem not new, but

merely changed from something seen

elsewhere, as the ear will catch a well

known melody running through a pro

fusion of intricate variations. The alter

native questions occur: 1s India the home

of all the arts ? or, Has it no original art?

In one place stands a small table of

Cashmere lacquer in which a great part

of the decoration is surely Chinese: a

small gold cup has a sculpturesque deco

ration as surely Greek. Here is a coffee

pot of Mongolian type, and a parcel-gilt

vase of Greek: there are gold dishes after

the Saracenic, inlaid-work decidedly Per

sian, and mosaic-work most certainly

Florentine.

It is long since the connoisseur of In

dian art awakened from the dream that

India has been an isolated country. The

fact is, that it lies in the way of all com

merce between the far East and the West,

and that it can be, and has been, ap

proached as easily from land as from the

sea. It has a long legendary history, but

a comparatively short real history. The

immigration of the Aryan race is said to

have taken place about B. C. 331o1, but

from that period until the rise of Buddh

ism, in the sixth century )3. C., there is

nothing to guide us but legend. Putting

aside what may have been learned of In

dia by the Greeks from the troops from

the Panjab and Afghanistan which swell

ed the gigantic army of Xerxes, Alex

ander's invasion of India (B. c. 327) may

be said to have really opened the way to

the acquisition by the Greeks of some

thing like an exact though partial know

ledge of the country pronounced by He

rodotus the wealthiest and most populous

in the world. In truth, the writings of

Greeks who accompanied Alexander, and

of Chinese pilgrims, and some temple

inscriptions, constitute the basis of Indian

history. The commerce of India at a

very early period extended far and wide.

Arrian, an Alexandrian merchant of the

second century, mentions the muslins of

the Ganges, cloths of all sorts, colored

shawls and sashes, purple goods, gold

embroidery, lac, steel, jewels, perfumes

and spices. How long this trade had 1 dia from Cashmere to Ceylon.

been going on we cannot say. It was,

however, encouraged by the Ptolemies,

who established a port on the Red Sea

and organized a system of conveyance

by means of caravans to the Nile, and

so to Alexandria. In this way Indian

manufactures reached Europe, while the

Persians were at the same time carrying

on an extensive trade in the same mate

rials. The Indians further contributed to

the advance of commerce by becoming

road-builders, and thus bringing the

manufacturing places along the valley

of the Ganges into connection with the

Panjab in the north-west and with ports

and trading-stations in the west and south.

Thus, Egypt and Assyria were brought

into commercial intercourse with the east

ern tract of the valley of the Ganges—

that lying between the modern Allahabad

and Calcutta. That commerce spread in

other directions there can be no doubt.

Within three centuries of the foundation

of Buddhism it had penetrated to Ceylon,

and reached Tibet and China in the first

century of our era. Let us look at one

stupendous fact as indicative of interna

tional intercourse with lndia—name1y,

that Buddhism, which has all but disap

peared from the land of its birth, is at the

present moment the religion of about five

hundred millions of human beings occu

pying the continent of Asia from the Cas

pian to the Pacific, from Tartary to China

and Japan. '

Leaving both religion and commerce

aside—the latter of which might have

been brought down to the opening of

maritime intercourse between Europe

and the far East by way of the Cape—

there have yet to be taken into consid

eration the several invasions of Ipdia,

which afford yet another possible expla

nation of the manner in which its arts

may have been affected by contact with

foreigners.

There were many schisms among the

Buddhists between the sixth and third

centuries before our era, but in power

their community grew year by year.

Asoka brought all Northern India un

der his power, and, becoming a good

Buddhist, sent missionaries all over In

After his
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death India was for some centuries under

the lndo-Scythians, until the fourth cen

tury of our era. From that time Buddh

ism declined rapidly. The Brahmans

were ever its enemies, and toward the

eighth century began to push northward

from the retreats they had sought when

Brahmanism, a thousand years before,

had given way to Buddhism. About

the same time began the Arab invasions

which ultimately led to the establishment

of Mohammedan rule. This was the be

ginning of about twelve hundred years

of war. The Arabs came first in A. D.

664, and again in 711. The Turkomans

entered the Panjab in 976, and the Af

ghan dynasties of Mahmud of Gazni and

Mohammed of Ghor followed in the tenth

and twelfth centuries. The third Afghan

dynasty established its rule at Delhi in

the thirteenth century. With this centu

ry we approach the conquests of Chingis

I SHIELD DAMASCENED IN GOLD; PANJAB.

Khan in Central Asia and of Hulaku

Khan, and then in rapid succession came

the Mohammedan incursions into the

Dekkan and the Mongolian subjugation

of India, which was begun in 1298, car

ried on by Tamerlane in 1398, and com

pleted in 1526 by Sultan Baber. The

Mogul period ended with the British con

quests of 18o3 and l817.

If the rise and fall of these various

tides of commerce and war are followed,

it will be seen that not only has India

not been an isolated country, but, on the

contrary, through a hundred channels it

has held communication with the world

beyond the Himalayas. Its art has no

doubt been affected by such intercourse.

The effect of architectural forms upon

the decorations made use of in industrial

art has already been referred to; and

when we find that the Buddhists acquired

a knowledge of the use of stone in build
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ing from the Greeks and Persians, we at

once see why Doctor Leitner's collection of

fragments of sculpture from Peshawur in

the north of the Panjab, and now in the

NATIVE GOLD JEWELRY OF POONA, BOMBAY.

museum, should be called Graeco-Buddh

istic. Indian architecture is based upon

Greek, and the influence of the latter last

ed so long that Mr. Fergusson, who has

made a special study of Hindu temples,

says that he could not find anywhere in

Cashmere the slightest trace of the brack

eted capital of the Hindus, but that the

Doric or quasi-Doric column is found all

along the valley in temples dating from

the eighth to the twelfth century. Doc

tor Birdwood, again, has succeeded in

tracing the inlaid wood-work or mar

quetry of India from Shiraz in Persia to

Sindh, Bombay and Surat. Further, the

mosaic-work of Agra is of Florentine ex

traction, having been introduced by Aus

tin de Bordeaux in the seventeenth cen

lury, and recently revived.

Let these examples suffice to show that

India did not originate all the arts it now

practises. Unfortunately, all that has

been borrowed by it has not been to its

advantage—such as the

Dutch black-wood carving at

Bombay—and it is scarcely

possible that Anglo-Indian

art will add anything to the

Iaurels won by the workmen

of the same presidency. It

is moreover to be feared that

the machine-made dry goods

of England, the French pat

terns of Cashmere, the intro

duction ofmachinery, the ab

sorption of hand-weavers by

factories, and, above all oth

er things, the establishment

of art-schools, may ultimate

ly break down the barriers

which for two thousand years

and more have, in spite of

war, commerce and the in

troduction of new arts, pre

served in the work of the art

craftsmen oflndia an element

essentially indigenous.

Many conservative agen

cies were no doubt at work

in preserving to Indian art a

distinctively national charac

ter. Amongst these the re

ligious epics and the Code

of Mann come first. Of the

former, those already referred to, the

Ramayana and the Ma/zab/zarala, show

what the art and life of the Hindus were

between the fifth and the third centuries

before Christ. The Code gave them a

form which they preserve to-day in at

least all essential respects. The arts

have been handed down from father to

son for countless generations, and tradi

tional skill has reached its high perfection

chiefly by the village-system of the Code.

The centre of the political interest of the

Hindu is his own village. In our sense

of the word he has no country, but he

has a village home, and his loyalty is

absorbed by the administrators of that

home's affairs. He is unmoved either

by conquest or commerce. His life has

crystallized into a certain form. It is the
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which form the low irregular street there

are two or three looms at work in blue

and scarlet and gold, the frames hanging

between the acacia trees, the yellow flow

ers of which drop fast on the webs as

they are being woven. In the streets the

brass- and copper-smiths are hammering

away at their pots and pans; and farther

down. in the veranda of the rich man's

 

life his forefathers led, and it is the life

his children will lead. His village is to

all intents and purposes an independent

community. This is the account of a

traveller: "Outside the entrance, on an

exposed rise of ground, the hereditary

potter sits by his wheel moulding the

swift-revolving clay by the natural curves

At the back of the housesof his hands.
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house, is the jeweller working rupees and

gold mohrs into fair jewelry—gold and

silver ear-rings and round tires like the

moon, bracelets and nose-rings and tab

lets, and tinkling ornaments for the feet

—taking his designs from the fruits and

flowers around him or from the tradition

al forms represented in the paintings and

carvings of the great temple which rises

above the groves of mangoes and palms

at the end of the street above the lotus

covered village-tank." By and by the

work-day closes with feasting and music

and the songs chosen from the religious

epics. In the morning the same routine

begins again : the same sounds are heard,

the same sights seen, the same pleasures

indulged in. It is the life of the Code

and of the great epics—a happy, content

ed, frugal and, in a sense, cultured life.

based upon a religion which gave it ex

pression and form long before our era

began, and fenced it in from the influ

ences of external change. All its con

querors have succumbed to the social and

religious life of India. They came and
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found themselves within a magic circle.

All that they brought of art was Indian

ized. A new art meant nothing more

than a new illustration of Hindu religion.

We have seen the craftsmen at work, and

the fountain of their inspiration is not far

to seek when we are told that the stories

of the Ramayana and the Ma/zab/zarala

are told nightly all over India to listening

millions. Let us suppose the village-fes

tival is approaching its close. Then "a

reverend Brahman steps upon the scene

with the familiarbundle of inscribed palm

leaves in his hands, and, sitting down and

opening them one by one upon his lap,

slow and lowly begins his antique chant,

and late into the starry night holds his

hearers, young and old, spellbound by

the story of the pure loves of Rama and

Sita, or of Draupadi who too dearly loved

the bright Arjuna, and the doom of the

froward sons of Dhritarashtra."

Can we wonder, then, that from these

legends of the heroic age are taken fig

ures for the sculptor, scenes for the carver

and the graver, and subjects for the jew

eller and the worker in ivory? Religion

is thus the greater conservator of Indian

art as it appeared in its earlier forms, and

reduces into conformity with it all that

comes from abroad.

Further agencies toward the same end

are the caste-system, in the large cities

trade-guilds—or, as we would call them,

trades unions—and, finally, hereditary

offices in both village and city. Under

the village-system artisans may be said

to have undergone successive genera

tions of training, and the result is that

in a country where manufaclure means,

literally, "making by hand," any object

of industrial art represents the develop

ment of hereditary skill. His craftsman

ship is the father's richest legacy to his

son.

One point more deserves consideration.

In America and Europe nearly everything

is done by machinery: in India nearly

everything is made by hand. Whatever

is done, therefore, is the expression of a

thought; and that art in the East is not

trammelled by tradition may be inferred

not less from the variety of its produc

tions than from the Indianizing process

to which foreign arts are subjected. The

hand leaves almost unconsciously the

impress of the workman's individuality.

There is room there for patronage to lead

to superexcellence. The saving of time

and rapidity of output are not important

objects when a prince lends his encour

agement to art and his influence to its

elevation. In the East—in China, in

Persia and in India—artisans have work

ed directly under the imperial power. All

that was asked of them was good work.

In India offices of this kind were, in the

imperial workshop as in the villages,

hereditary; and without trouble about

subsistence, without a thought of time,

without limit in expense—without, in

short, one disturbing element—the art

workers labored only for their art and for

the approval of their king or chief. In

the museum is a rug of silk woven by

deft fingers which have for possibly three

centuries been still. Four hundred knots

occupy every square inch, and the size of

the rug leads to the total of three and a half

millions of knots, between every two of

which the pattern demanded a change

in the treadles of the loom. We turn

from this to a bowl of jade beautifully

engraved upon which were expended the

labors of three generations of workers in

the employ of the emperors of Delhi. It

is in this way the best work of all kinds

is produced to-day. Spinning, weaving

and embroidering are, moreover, prac

tised all over the country in the homes

of the rich and in the dwellings of the

poor. "Every house in India," says

Doctor Birdwood, "is a nursery of the

beautiful." The words are suggestive.

They imply that correct taste is best form

ed by practice. We who have lectures on

decorative art and technological schools

live in too fast an age ever to rival the

industrial art of India, and shall in our

hurry do well if we arrive at something

like an understanding appreciation of the

works of the villagers of Hindostan.

The general attributes of Indian art as

displayed in the museum are richness of

decoration, great manipulative skill, good

taste, brilliancy, harmony of color, in

tricacy of decorative forms, and the due

subserviency of both color and design to
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decorative effect. Nearly all these qual

ities are illustrated by the textile fabrics,

the dresses and turbans, the horse and

elephant caparisons, the carpets and the

rich canopies of the howdahs. These

are the tissues that spread the fame of

It is not knownIndia on every side.

how long it has possessed the art of weav

ing. Possibly it originated in the Valley

of Roses or by the banks of the sacred

Ganges. The weaving of silk India ap

pears to have borrowed from China, but

when or how it first wove silk we cannot

tell, any more than we can tell when first

0
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it wove its marvellous gold brocades or

gauzy muslins. It was weaving cotton

in times beyond the realm of history, and

continues weaving it to-day all over the

Panjab, Sindh, Rajputana, Oudh, Bengal,

the Central Provinces, in Assam, Bombay

and Madras. The prince of Wales obtain

ed a few pieces of the famous muslin of

Dacca, requiring about six yards to weigh

an ounce. Of this kind one was called

s/za&nam, or "dew of the evening," be

cause if laid upon the grass it became

undistinguishable from the dew; anoth

er was called bqft/zm1/a, or "woven air;" a

third was called abrawan, or "running

water," because when placed in water it

became invisible. Even the prince's

pieces weigh nearly twice as much as the

older tissues. Indian lace in gold or sil

ver, cotton or silk, is in texture and design
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fans a beautiful embroidery of shining

green beetle-wings and gold. As to the

carpets, they are as a rule satisfying to

the eye and possess a general simplicity

 

of design blended with rich

ness of color. In all the

more brilliant textile fabrics

of India warmth is secured

without violence ofcontrast;

and one fact it will be well

for Western manufacturers

to study—namely, that flo

ral or animal decoration is

invariably flat.

In furniture the Hindus

do not follow the prevailing

American rule : with them,

the less furniture the better.

There are, however, speci

mens from Bombay of their

works upon forms supplied

by Europe—as, for exam

ple, two sofas and a high

backed chair, the backs of

which are so perforated that

they seem as cool and light

as cane. Asideboard from

Bombay has its top and pan

els so perforated that one

wonders how long a time it

took to weave the endless

flower-stems of the design

and to carve the fruits and

flowers and the griffin-like

monsters that support the

upper shelf. Some of the

heavy, deep-cut flower

stands are less pleasing.

On the other hand, a dark

wood stand from Ahmed

abad is carved in a fine,

close and perforated pat

tern which is altogether ap

propriate and admirable.

It seems to have been

the highest representative of that most

beautiful fabric. The brocades are glories

of color and rich with glittering flowers

of gold, and the embroidery on velvet, '

'/t'<'#'‘l.’ 4, ''7
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silk, wool or cotton is both pleasing and

rich. The museum contains several ex

amples of the gorgeous embroideries of

the Dekkan, and we find in one or

two of the costumes and some of the

made in parts. The bot

tom or stand is solid and

deeply cut in twining

snakes and leaves: to this

is fastened the lowest section, hollow and

perforated in a floral design; above this

is another of a different design; a third

section supports the vase and cover, which

are also perforated. The work through
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out is elaborate and exquisite. A good

deal of the furniture and many of the

tables, trays and boxes or coffers are va

riously lacquered and colored, but when

color is used lavishly it is never inharmo

nious. Ivory is frequently employed in

conjunction with ebony, and the effect is

often striking. The carving of ivory is

practised in many parts of India, and the

Berhampore stately state-barges with their

rowers all in position, and the elephants

with howdahs on their finely-modelled

backs, are all that need be mentioned,

though there are numberless objects that

come from Bombay carved in low relief

or perforated. Even after the small ivories

and the larger chess-tables, cots and pa

lanquins in which ivory is employed, the

sandal-wood carving is amongst the most

attractive in the museum. There is a mod

el of a doorway from Ahmedabad cut af

ter a microscopic pattern, and all around

are designs, some mythological and oth

ers purely naturalistic. The low-relief

foliated ornamentation of Bombay seems

more attractive than the mythological de

signs of Canara and Mysore, or than the

mixed foliated and mythological designs

of Ahmedabad, possibly because the

Western mind finds less to sympathize

with in the figures of the Hindu Pan

theon than in the exuberant wealth of In

dia's gorgeous flowers and shady groves.

There are many carvings in horn and

tortoise-shell from Vizagapatam and Bel-  

gaum; pots, vases, bowls and bottles in

marble of various colors, solid, mottled

and variegated; in soapstone, flowers, and

notably a model of a tomb, in which the

most minute details are reproduced; and

specimens of the original Florentine in

laid marble-work of Agra. In the latter

we find white marble inlaid after various '

designs with agate, chalcedony, topaz,

jasper, garnet, lapis-lazuli, coral, crystal,

carnelian, and even with pearls, tur

quoises, amethysts and sapphires. It

demands judgment in the selection of

the stones, skill in their handling and

taste in their arrangement in order to be

what may worthily be called artistic. It

is ever too easy to perpetrate the gross

est crimes against good taste in the richest

materials, and it is the crowning glory of

the industrial art of India that mere rich

ness of effect is never sought at the ex

pense of taste.

Lac is used in an endless variety of

ways—from making lacquered walking

| .  o ‘__
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sticks, boxes, toys and bangles to brace

lets and beads. The best work is found

in house-decoration and furniture. In

the case of some of the Sindh boxes the

decorative design is worked out by cov

ering the box with successive layers of
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variously-colored lacquer and then cut

ting away the pattern to the depth re

quired by the color-treatment. Some

times metal rings appear to be let into

incisions, and again the decoratioq con

sists exclusively of surface-painting in

bright colors. The latter is found upon

the papie-r-Inéc/zé of Cashmere, which

ranks with the best lac-work of India.

We pass the pottery, merely noting the

beauty of the colors, and especially of the

turquoise-blue, and the graceful simplicity

of some of the early forms, the trappings

and caparisons, and glance round the

magnificent collection of arms, from the

rough robbers‘ clubs bound with serrated

iron to the finest chain -mail and rifles

inlaid with gold. From Sindh comes

a flintlock gun having the barrel inlaid

and plated with gold at the muzzle and

breech, and bearing an inscription inlaid

in gold. Round the muzzle are set nine

uncut rubies, and an emerald forms the

"sight." The stock is rosewood, curved

and expanding at the butt, enriched with

mounts of chased gold, and attached

to the barrel by three perforated and

chased gold bands. In some cases the

woodwork is almost obscured by the gold

ornaments. On all sides are weapons

richly chased and damascened in gold.

Weapons are there of the steel that Per

sia, and even Damascus, never equalled,

and they come, as to a masquerade of

the dread weapons of war, with handles

of crystal, of jade set with rubies and

emeralds, of gold and green enamel set

all over with table diamonds, and sheath

ed in green velvet scabbards gleaming

with diamonds and fitted with cap, band

and chape of green-enamelled gold.

Ifthis people carried such arms, what

must their jewelry be? An answer is

found in the museum. We again find

jade set with emeralds and rubies. From

Trichinopoly are gold chains of the snake

pattern so finely wrought that the scales

are almost invisible, and the chain dou

bles like thread, or chains and bracelets

of rose open-work, most minute and beau

tiful. From Madras and Delhi comes

granulated gold made into ear-drops or

set as bosses in open-work. About ev

erything there is a lightness as far re

moved as possible from Western ideas of

handsome solidity and valuable weight.

In the museum a model stands for the

purpose of showing how the woman of

India wears jewelry. She has not only

"rings on her fingers and bells on her

toes," but in nose and ears, on her hand,

dropping over her bosom, round her arms

and waist, and loading her ankles, are

stringed gems and hoops of gold.

Akin to the jewelry is the gold and

silver plate. The cup, or Buddhist relic

casket, already mentioned, is interest

ing as being one of the oldest examples

found in India, and its age, about two

thousand years, only tells how much

India art-work in the precious metals

has been destroyed or lost. There are

many excellent examples of the parcel

gilt work of Cashmere, and one shrine

screen of silver, pierced and repoussée,

is exceptionally fine in design and treat

ment. There are tinned brass vessels

with incised decorations, sculptured ves

sels of brass, brass incrusted with cop

per and copper incrusted with silver,

but which can be called the baser and

which the richer metals when all assume

shapes of such wondrous beauty as the

lolas and sarais, and are decorated with

designs so pleasing and with a skill so

perfect with damascened work, incrusta

tions or enamel? The metal excipient is

forgotten in the art. The enamelled huku

stand in the illustration belongs to the

best Mogul period of transparent enamel

ling, and is painted in green and blue

enamels. At Jaipur red, blue' and green

enamels are laid upon pure gold, and the

richness and brilliancy of the result have

raised the enamels of that place to the

first rank among those of all the East.

Here our round of inspection may

close, and as the doors shut behind us

a remarkable fact presents itself: that

in no branch of industrial art, either in

metal-work, weaving or carving, can the

science of Europe cope with the plodding

industry of the East.

JENNIE J. YOUNG.
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ADAM AND EVE.

CHAPTER XXXlIl.

HILE the small party of soldiers

were employed in attracting the

attention of the inhabitants to the mean

ingless parade of taking down the offer

of reward and replacing it by the an

nouncement of discovery, the larger por

tion of their company had already en

tered Uncle Zebedee's house and seized

upon Jerrem, their object being to avoid

any defence on the part of the neighbors,

which Adam, with a view of preventing

further search being made in the house,

had assured them .was certain to take

place unless they could find a means of

very speedily effecting their purpose. Al

though little disposed to be influenced by

any of his suggestions, the force of this

one was greatly strengthened by the ne

cessity of dividing themselves into two

parties, one of which must take Adam on,

while the other returned to Polperro to

seize the prisoner. And this they man

aged with such promptitude that in less

than ten minutes they had entered the

house and had dragged out Jerrem, who,

half stupefied, was pinioned and march

ed off before he was sufficiently aroused

to thoroughly comprehend or realize his

situation.

The tattoo of the drums announced to

the men on the quay that the capture was

effected, and the party, hurrying off by

the \Varren, hadjoined their comrades, al

ready half up Talland lane, before those

who had been spectators of one calamity

could exchange their evil tidings with

those who had witnessed the other.

Yes, Jerrem was gone—led off to

disgrace, maybe to death, through the

treachery of his shipmate, his comrade,

his—all but in blood—brother. What

would come next? Ghastly fears crowd

ed in upon all present. Vengeance grew

rank, hatred spread out on all sides : the

earth thirsted for his blood, and the air

was thick with curses showered on his

name. Even Joan turned relentless and

flung pity from her heart; while old

Zebedee, stung to,the quick by the odi

um brought upon his name, disowned

Adam for his son and took God to wit

ness that so long as life remained every

farthing he possessed should be spent in

saving Jerrem.

At early dawn of the next day, Joan,

at the instance of her uncle and in com

pany with several trusty friends, set off

first for Liskeard, and then, if need be,

to get on to Plymouth or to Bodmin, at

one of which places Jerrem, they said,

was certain to be tried. Bodmin jail

and Plymouth clink had both been fa

miliar in days gone by to many who still

lived to tell their tales and give their

experience, and schemes were already

abroad to put the larger boats on wheels,

so that, if Bodmin were selected, convey

ances might be supplied by which the

mass of the people could be transported

there and see fair play dealt out to their

comrade.

But days went by without Joan com

ing back, and Eve, who was left behind

to look after Uncle Zebedee, had to sit

and listen to the terrible outpourings of

wrath against his son to which the old

man gave vent in the presence of his

neighbors, and see the more heartrending

desolation of spirit which bowed him to

the ground when no strange eye was

near to witness his weight of woe.

So entirely had the chain of circum

stances overpowered Eve that this climax

of disaster seemed to have sealed up the

flow of her emotions, and listening to and

looking at the tears, exclamations, sighs

and groans with which the excitable,

sympathetic Cornish folk expressed their

anguish and their indignation, she asked

herself, "Had all feeling left her? Did

she no longer care what happened to

herself or anybody around her? VVas it

nothing to her that her life was, as it

were, at an end, her future blighted, her

hopes dead, her lover disgraced, reviled,

disowned and denounced by his own

father and his own family?" Any way,
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she could find no tears to bewail her sad

fate in, no sighs to relieve her burdened

heart, no groans to ease her desolate

spirit: all was chaos, over which two

dark shadows moved—the spectral forms

of herself and Adam.’

"Uncle, what do you think's become

of him? where can he have gone to?"

Eve asked one night as, no longer afraid

of his neighbors seeing him, the old man

tore off the armor under which in their 1

presence he concealed every softer feel

mg.

"To bottom o' sae, clane gone out o'

the warld, I hope, where I wishes I was

too," groaned Zebedee. "Awh! to think

e'er a boy o' mine should ha' sarved us

so !—that he us counted ‘bove all other

flesh and blood should ha' bin the whiles

carryin' ‘bout the heart of a fausse Judas

in his body !"

"Perhaps he was mad," said Eve, drop

ping her voice in terror of the suggestion.

"Lord send I could see un ravin' !"

cried Zebedee. "Why," he added, his

voice breaking under the pictured joy,

"I'd thraw mysel' 'pon un and hug un

to me close, though he tored out my heart

'pon the spot for 't. Naw, lass, naw," he

sighed, "he ain't mad: 'tis the devil has

seazed hold on un somehow : that's what's

brought un to this."

" Didn't he say nothing that seems now

as if he'd told you that night what he

meant to do ?" urged Eve.

"Naw, nothin'.”

"And you didn't say anything to him,

did you ?"

"Iss, there 'tis: that's what sticks by

me and shaws me plain the vengeance

that was in un, 'cos I tawld un that us

was tryin' to dale double, so as to man

age for Jerrem to stale away."

"You didn't tell him about the soldier?"

faltered Eve. " No, you couldn't, because

you didn't know anything about it your

self, did you?"

"Iss, I did. Jerrem tawld—he allays

tawld me everythin', Jerrem did—andl

ups and tells Adam."

An icy grip seized Eve by the heart.

"Oh, uncle!" she groaned, "could it be

because of that—that he thought about

me ?"

"What damon's in the maid now?"

cried the old man, starting to his feet and

standing before her with clenched hands

and quivering limbs. "Do 'ee give heed

to what 'tis you'm sayin' of? Doan't 'ee

knaw that if I thought that 'twas you was

the cause of it I'd scat out yer brains on

the planchin' where you'm standing to ?"

Eve shrank back in terror, while Zeb

edee, after a minute's pause, his outburst

ended, sank down into his former de

spondent attitude, muttering, "There I

there ! let be I let be! Awh, I wander

what 'tis a keepin' o' Joan so? Things

is all bottom side upmost when her's out

o' hailin'-distance."

But two days more passed before Joan

returned, bringing with her the startling

intelligence that, instead of Bodmin or

Plymouth, Jerrem was to be tried in Lon

don, to which place report said Adam had

already been removed. But, though every

one thirsted for news, beyond the bare

facts Joan had little with which to satisfy

them : she had failed in her endeavor to

see Jerrem, of whose present whereabouts

even no one could speak with certainty;

she could learn no positive tidings of Ad

am, neither had she been able to ascer

tain any trustworthy account of the be

trayal, only that it was in every one's

mouth that Adam had done it, and had

meant to do it from the first moment he

found that the shot fired against his will

would bring them all to trouble. Mr.

Macey, the lawyer at Fowey, who had

always managed Uncle Zebedee's money

business, had said 'twas a terrible job of

it, and though he couldn't take it himself

he'd see 'twas carried through by some

body sharper at such work than he was;

and he'd sent Uncle Zebedee word that

not a stone should be left unturned or a

guinea unspent while hope was left that

Jerrem's life might be saved ; but he also

sent a solemn warning to him and to all

the Lottery's crew to keep quiet and out

of sight until 'twas seen whether they

. meant to carry their vengeance further,

or whether Jerrem's life alone would

serve to content them.

"Wa-al," sighed Zebedee, who had

listened eagerly to the whole of Joan's

details and patiently to old Mr. Macey's
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friendly warning, "they'm fair words and

kindly spoken, and, so far as they goes,

I'll bide by 'em. But hark 'ee here, Joan:

if the warst comes to warst, mind this

though they strings me up with un and

we swings together, I'll stand yet wance

more face to face with Jerrem afore he

dies."

"And that you shall," said Joan ; "and

so will I too, for while in life us cherished

un, so while life lasts us '11 never desert

un."

"And as for t' other wan," said the

stricken old man, his wrinkled face grow

ing pinched and sharp, "may the wound

that he's planted in my heart rankle and

fester in his own ! May he live to know

the want o' they he's cast hisself off from,

and die a stranger in a furrin land, and

be buried where none who knawed un

here can point to the grave that holds

un !"

"Uncle!" cried Eve, thrusting her fin

gers into her ears to keep out these ter

rible words from falling on them—"un

cle !" But Joan's upraised hand warned

her to keep silent, and turning she saw

that a sudden change had fallen upon

Zebedee: his features had relaxed, his

stretched eyelids were half closed over

his glazed eyes, his head drooped low

and was sunk down upon his breast.

For some minutes the two girls stood

anxiously gazing at him, until Joan, ter

rified by the ashen pallor which had

blanched his usually ruddy cheeks, ven

tured to speak, and at length succeeded

in so far rousing him that he allowed him

self to be persuaded to go to bed, and the

two girls were left alone.

"You're wanting to run up to your

mother's, Joan, ain't you?" said Eve.

" I'll sit and watch Uncle Zebedee while

you're gone."

"No, never mind for to-night," said

Joan wearily.

"Then let me go," said Eve: " 'twon't

take me any time, and I want a breath of

fresh air ;" and she rose from her seat as

she spoke.

But Joan intercepted. "No, now sit

down," she said hurriedly: "there ain't

no call for neither to go; 'sides which,

'tis too late. I don't wan't 'ee to go

wanderin' ‘bout in the dark: you'm too

much given to goin' out by yourself. It

won't do now: 'tain't safe, you knaw."

Eve stared: "Not safe, Joan? Why

not?"

"Well, now, I'd rather you didn't.

Sit down now, like a dear."

Eve sat down, but, her curiosity awa

kened by Joan's agitated, nervous man

ner, she said, "Joan, what is it? I'm

sure you've heard something. Tell me,

what makes you say we oughtn't to go

out by ourselves, eh?"

Joan hesitated. "I wonder," she said,

"whether I'd best tell 'ee or not ? It may

be nothin' but a passel 0' mazed talk,

only I wouldn't have a finger o' harm

laid 'pen 'ee for warlds."

" Why, what is it, Joan?"

"Well, my dear, you see, I've see'd

Jonathan. Through Adam's tellin' he

was tooked off too and lodged in Ply

mouth clink; but findin' they couldn't

make un spake a word 0' sense, when

they carr'd Adam away they left Jona

than bide; and there he is, and there I

hopes he'll stay."

"You do? What for?" asked Eve,

amazed.

"Why, 'cos o' you, Eve. Iss," she

said, answering her look of surprise,

"he's for all the world like anybody

ravin' mad agen you."

"Against me? But why against me ?"

" He will have that you'm the cause of

it all," said Joan; "and 't seems now he

let out to Adam ‘bout the letter that Jer

rem writ and he broffed, and then he

drove un further mad by a passel o' lies

he's somehow got tagged on t' it—that

you'd ha' told the sergeant, and through

that he dropped a bit o' paper, tellin' of

it all, into the rendevoos winder; for,

seemin', that was how they got scent o'

the Lottery's landin'."

"And Adam believed him ?" gasped

Eve.

"He must have," sobbed Joan; and

then I reckon somethin' he see'd or

heerd that night finished un."

"Oh, Joan!" cried Eve, flinging her

self down and burying her head on

Joan's lap.

"Iss: don't it seem as if us all must
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have some hand in tightenin' the rope

that's round that poor saw1's neck?"

"And Adam could believe that I would

betray them—would betray him?" and,

clasping her hands, Eve looked up as if

making an appeal to some unseen pres

ence—"him," she said, "for whom I

would have given my life—for whom,"

she cried, breaking down, "oh, Joan, I

would give my life now!"

"Iss, I know you would," said Joan,

hugging her close to her. "Why, haven't

I called un everything bad before 'ee, o'

purpose 'cos I should see 'ee flare up agen

me for doin' it? and haven't I blessed 'ee

in my heart for stickin' to un through thick

and thin? Awh, Eve, my dear, don't 'ee

judge me hard for keeping all to Jerrem's

side. 'Tain't only love for Jerrem makes

me do it, but that Adam sha'n't never be

fouled by havin' the stain o' blood restin'

'pon un. If 'twas only for that I'd spend

my last breath to save Jerrem from hang

in .

"They think they'll try to hang him?"

said Eve in a faltering voice.

" Iss, for certain they'll try ; and, though

I didn't say so to uncle, all Mr. Macey

fears is that wan life won't content 'em,

neither."

" Could Adam have known that ?" whis

pered Eve.

"He knawed 'twas death to whoever

was took, and a free pardon to whoever

told on 'em, or else why didn't he take

and knock him on the head hisself?

Jonathan says," she added after a min

ute's pause, "that when he'd told un

'bout you he sprung on un like a tiger

and shook un like a rat; and after,

when it comed to 'bout the letter, he

roared out like a bull belvin', and then

fell flat down 'pon his face like one

struck for death."

"Oh, why, why did Jerrem send that

letter?" moaned Eve, wringing her

hands in desperation.

"Iss, why indeed?" said Joan.

"Though that could have had nothin'

to do with the findin's out, that I can

see; for, if 'twas the last word I spoked,

I could take an oath to never havin'

quitted a word 'bout it to a single livin'

sawl; and as to you meetin' the ser

geant, why, you never stirred from this,

did 'ee ?—Let's see: what did us do that

day?" she added, trying to recall the

past events; while Eve, sensible of hav

ing concealed her meeting with Reuben

May, averted her face so that Joan might

not perceive its terrible pallor.

Over and over again had Eve endeav

ored to screw up her courage to tell Joan

of this meeting, since which one misfor

tune after another had crowded so thick

ly upon them as to make each endeavor

seem inopportune. For days after the

interview she had every now and again

been seized with terror lest Reuben

should make his appearance, and great

was her relief when, as time went on,

she began to be released from this anx

iety. But no suspicion that he could in

any way have been connected with the

betrayal had ever entered her mind until

now, when, as Joan spoke of her being

the supposed betrayer, a sudden dart of

terror seemed to strike her. Was it pos

sible? Could she have said anything that

Reuben had laid hold of against them?

For an instant Eve wrestled with the

doubt and tried to crush it, but so viv

idly did it rise up before her that at any

cost she felt it must be set at rest, and

seizing Joan's hand she blurted out,

"Joan, there's one thing I've never told

you of—that the day we expected them

all back, after Jerrem's letter had come,

I went out for a bit by Talland way, and

there, just down before you come to the

Warren stile, I met—"

"Not he! No, doan't 'ee tell me you

see'd the sergeant!" cried Joan, forcing

her hands up to Eve's mouth as if to

keep back the words.

"The sergeant? no !" said Eve indig

nantly; "but the young man I told you

of from London—Reuben May."

"Reuben May, Eve? Why, howev

er did he come down 'long this ways?

What broffed un here, eh?"

"He was coming to see me," said Eve.

"He had come in Capen Triggs's vessel

because of something he'd heard about

us, and the minute he saw me he began

about uncle and Adam, calling them both

thieves and robbers, and I can't tell

what."
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"But that wouldn't make 'ee tell un

nothin' ‘bout their landin' ?" said Joan.

"No: I feel sure I never mentioned

that. I told him they were expected

home, because I feared he'd want to

come that night and see you all; but

then we fell to quarrelling again, and

parted in such anger that I said I hoped

never to see his face again."

"But whatever made 'ee keep it to

yourself and never spake of it till now ?"

said Joan, turning her eyes upon Eve

with a look of anxious scrutiny.

"I never meant to keep it from you,

Joan," said Eve earnestly; "and only

that your mother and Mrs. Climo and

the rest were here, I should have told

you the minute I got back: then, when

they were gone, I said, 'I'll tell her as

soon as we come down from the cliff ;'

but what happened there put everything

else out of my head for that night, and

since then, though I've had it on my lips

to say twenty times, something has always

come up to hinder me from speaking."

"I'd a made sure you'd never cast

eyes on any man outside the place,”

said Joan, perplexed by this new open

ing-out of difficulties.

"I wish now, more than ever, that it

had never happened," sighed Eve. "Still,

Joan, the more I think of it the more cer

tain I feel that Reuben May had no hand

in it, unless it could be that anybody

might have watched us together. That's

not impossible, although I never met a

single soul, coming or going."

Joan made no comment : for a minute

she seemed to struggle and debate with

her thoughts ; then, suddenly looking up,

she said, "Eve, you'll have to go back

home to wance: it 'ull never do to have

'ee stayin' here now."

"But why, Joan? I-Ias what I have

told you made you think ill of me ? Don't

you believe that I am speaking the truth

when I say that what kept me silent were

the bitter words that Reuben May spoke?

Imeant to tell you of it, because I had

spoken of him to you before, but I could

never have told Adam that one I had

counted as my greatest friend had called

him a thief over whose head the gallows

was dangling ;" and at the remembrance

of how near those words seemed now to

the truth Eve burst into a passion of

tears.

" Now, don't 'ee go for to cry like that,"

exclaimed Joan, dashing away the drops

which were blinding her own eyes.

"Whatever 'tis, I loves 'ee too well to

think harm of 'ee for it; and whether

'twas he or some other man, t' mischief 's

done now and can't be set straight agen.

But, Eve, us mustn't let more harm come

to us if we can hinder it; and I tawld 'ee

that I didn't like the angry words and the

manin' looks o' Jonathan, and he gived

two or three twists o' hisself while he was

spakin' that made me turn as cold as

death, and 't seemed as if I couldn't

draw my eyes away from the glarin'

roll he was lookin' about un with."

"Oh, I'm not afraid of Jonathan," said

Eve, trying to brave down the tremor of

nervous fear which was creeping through

her—"a poor half-witted creature, who

says one thing this minute and forgets

all about it the next."

"Awh, my dear, don't 'ee sneer at

Jonathan," said Joan reprovingly: "he's

a bitter foe, I'll warn 'ee. And when,"

she added, dropping her voice to a whis

per, "he talks of maidens who loves to

stand gazin' 'pon the sea growin' dizzy

and fallin' in, and o' folks bein' 'ticed

fro' their homes and never comin' back

'longs agen, 'tis time to steer clear of un,

Eve, for there's devilry in his words and

mischief broodin' in his mind."

"Why, Joan," gasped Eve, "surely he

wouldn't-——you don't think he'd murder

me ?" and as the words came trembling

out her very lips turned white with horror.

" I wouldn't like to lave 'ee in his way,"

faltered Joan.

"But he'd be afraid, wouldn't he ?"

"Wa-al, if so be he could get free to

tell his story there's no knawin' what

might come of it. I had to dale double

with un as it was, and manage so that

neither wan but me got in to see un ; and

'fore he gets set free altogether, Eve, you

must put miles atween you and they who,

when they'd listened to his story, would

awnly be too quick to shut their eyes to

what they wasn't axed to take part in."

"Of course, in that case," said Eve,
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"'tis best I should go back by myself

again to London."

And as the words came slowly drag

ging forth, the narrow street, the obscured

sky, the stifling air weighed down upon

her, and crushed her with a sense of

gloom unknown before when her thirst

for freedom was but a want unsatisfied.

Her whole being revolted against the

cruel exchange: her nature cried out in

protest, but in vain.

The more they discussed the point the

more convinced they both became that

there was no other possible alternative;

and the money for her journey being '

supplied by Uncle Zebedee, under pre

tence of accompanying Jochabed Giles

in one of her stolen visits to Plymouth

Eve set off late one afternoon, intending

to rest by the way, and get on the next

day to Plymouth, whence she would take

coach to London.

There was to be no leavetaking, for no

one must know that she was going away.

So, with only a nod of good-bye to Uncle

Zebedee and a moment's desperate cling

ing to Joan, Eve left the house, and in

silent sadness followed Jochabed down

the street, past the Warren, and away

along by the cliff-path until they came to

the jutting point which, once past, shuts

out all view of Polperro from beyond.

Here Eve paused, and motioning Joch

abed to go on she turned and bade her

eyes gaze round upon the scene and look

their last farewell.

The sun, which all day long had shone

hot and fierce, had run its course and

sunk to rest, leaving its trail of glory to

tip the hills above and be reflected down

in crimson glow upon the sea below. The

mist of heat which all day long had hung

over the land, though rolled away from

there, still floated in filmy clouds before

the harbor's mouth, veiling the little haven

and casting broad shadows on the rugged

cliffs, up whose steep sides the white-faced

houses clung, higher and higher still, till

they were lost amid the tangle of the ridge

which crowns the valley's sides.

Like an echo awakened by some tune

ful strain which jars on the ear and smites

the heart because the voice which gave

it melody is still and hushed for ever,

the sunset calm of that peaceful scene

jarred on the misery of her who stood

stricken and desolate. Involuntarily she

shut her eyes, that through them at least

her heart should be no longer pierced;

and when she opened them again a mist

of gathering tears obscured her view and

blotted out the prospect from her sight.

Then, slowly turning, Eve went her way,

knowing that while this life should last the

face of that fair portion of earth would

never meet her eyes again.

CHAPTER XXXIV.

REUBEN MAY had been but a short

time back in London when one evening,

as he was closing the shutters of his small

shop, a boy presented himself, saying he

was the landlady's nephew at Knight's

Passage, and had been sent by her to ask

Mr. May for some of the things he was

taking care of for Eve Pascal.

"Why, what does she want them for?"

asked Reuben curtly.

"She wants them for Eve Pascal her

self," said the boy. "Eve Pascal has

come back again: she came back this

morning, only she hadn't got any one to

send till now."

"All right," said Reuben, returning to

his shutter-closing and then proceeding

to fasten the door: "I'll go round and

speak to her myself."

"Then you won't want me ?" said the

boy, not sorry to be released by his stern

looking companion.

"No: you can go your own way," re

plied Reuben, already several paces in

advance, and walking with such rapid

strides that a few minutes brought him

to the house which had been the scene

of all the romance his life had ever

known.

"Oh, Mr. May!" but, paying no heed

to the landlady's voice and without a

pause, Reuben ran up the different

flights of stairs, knocked at the door,

opened it, and found himself at once in

the presence of Eve: "Eve!"

"Reuben!"

And then silence, each looking at the

other, wondering what could have
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wrought such a change; for the bodily

fatigue and mental anxiety undergone

by Reuben had told as heavily on his

appearance as the sorrow Eve had en

dured had told on hers, although the

absence of original comeliness made the

alteration in him less generally notice

able.

"Have you been ill, Eve?" and as he

put the question a wild thought sprang

up that perhaps her suffering had been

on his account, and, stirred by this

prompting, Reuben took her hand in

his and looked with tender anxiety into

her face.

"No," she said, quietly withdrawing

her hand, "I have not been ill. Have

you? You look very ill."

"Oh, that's on account of my having

walked most of the way back here from

Plymouth: it's a stiffish tramp, you know,

and took the little flesh I had off my

bones."

Eve paused for an instant, as if trying

to repress the over-haste of her ques

tion: then she said, while her face was

half turned away, "Did you go straight

on to Plymouth after I saw you?"

"I got to Plymouth before daylight the

next morning. I was forced to rest a bit

here and there on the way, as I'd come

the same ground once before that day;

but the night was fine; so, as I didn't

care about stopping anywheres, I stump

ed on without waiting to see Triggs even

—made a message do for him—and start

ed off on my journey."

"Then you never went near Looe at

all?" Eve exclaimed with eagerness.

"Ah !" replied Reuben, evading a di

rect reply by a little laugh, under which

he heralded his answer, "you may be

sure I didn't stop to inquire the names

of all the places I passed through: I was

in too hot haste to turn my back on them

for anything of that sort."

"Oh, thank God!" said Eve; and at

the words 'her whole mind and body

seemed to relax from the strain imposed

on them by the suspicion that in some

indistinct way on her had rested the

blame of the betrayal.

"'Thank God'?" repeated Reuben

sharply. "Thank God for what ?"

Vor..XXVI.—35

"For not making me the betrayer of

those who put their trust in me.”

Reuben's face turned crimson, but so

engrossed was Eve by her own satisfac

tion that his sudden confusion was lost

upon her, and she continued: "I may

as well tell you, Reuben, that a terrible

trouble has fallen upon me and mine

since I parted with you. That very

night some one played us false and be

trayed the Lottery into the hands of the

revenue."

"I can't see what else was to be ex

pected," said Reuben stolidly: "when

men run their necks into a noose they

may be pretty sure of some day finding

the knot drawn tight."

"I was so afraid that you might have

laid hold on anything I said to you, and

had been led in any way to tell it against

them," sighed Eve, paying no heed to the

taunt with which Reuben had hoped to

sting her.

"And supposing I had," 'he said,

"oughtn't you to thank me for doing it?

Don't tell me, Eve "—and he threw into

his tone a mixture of contempt and bit

terness—"that you've come to take it as

a trial that those you talk of belonging to

are forced into taking to honest ways."

"Those I belong to have been hunted

down like dogs,” she cried. "A price has

been set upon their lives, and one of

them has been dragged away up here

that they may try and hang him if they

can."

"What?" exclaimed Reuben, starting

to his feet—"hang him? Who are they

going to hang? What can they hang

him for? Is it your cousin, Adam Pas

cal, you're talking of?"

" No: Iwish it was," said Eve, her face

quivering with the emotion the relation

of these details stirred within her; "but,

though 'twas in fair fight, 'twas Jerrem

shot the man."

"Shot what man ?" gasped Reuben.

"The revenue-man. The Lottery was

lying still, waiting for the tide to come up,

when the boats crept up behind them in

the dark; and if it hadn't been for Adam

not one among their crew would have

lived to tell the tale, but by his word he

kept his own men quiet—all but Jerrem,
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who fired his gun, and down the revenue

man fell, dead."

Reuben stifled the exclamation which

rose to his lips, and Eve, to whose days

of pent-up misery the repetition of these

woes seemed to bring relief, continued:

"At first all blamed Adam and praised

Jerrem, but almost at once the soldiers

came, and they'd only barely time to hide

away from them. Adam went to the mill,

and was there a week and more; and

then some one told him that 'twas I was

the cause of their being betrayed; and it

drove him so mad with jealousy and rage

that he told of the place where Jerrem was

hid; and the next day the soldiers came

again, dragged Jerrem out and carried

him away. And now, though uncle

spends every guinea he has got, 'tis al

most sure that through Adam's word Jer

rem will be hanged; for they say they've

brought them both to London, and that

they're lodged in Newgate jail."

Up to this time Reuben's eyes seemed

riveted upon Eve's face, but as she paused

he bent his head and sunk it down upon

the table near—a movement that at any

former time would naturally have awa

kened some surprise, but now Eve had

grown so familiar with the aspect of sor

row that she regarded all visible emotion

as an outburst of the certain sympathy

to be expected from her hearers. "Now

you know why it is, Reuben," she con

tinued, "that I feel so glad that you had

no hand in anything of this; for you must

overlook the anger that I showed at that

time. I've been sorry for it often since,

and feared you'd count me over-bold for

talking as I did. Not that I'm changed,

Reuben, nor think one bit the less of

Adam for what's happened. No; and

though all the world should turn their

tbacl-cs on him, I'd stand by his side; and

to prove it I must find him out and tell

him that, in spite of all they've told him,

in heart and tongue I've never been un

true to him." And, filled with the desire

of seeing the man she loved, Eve clasp

ed her hands and sat trying to revolve

her plans, while Reuben commenced

pacing the little room with a troubled

air.

Suddenly bringing himself to a stand

before Eve, he said, "Eve, be sure your

sin will find you out."

"No, Reuben—no;" and she put up

her hand as if to avert the continuance

of any homily: "'tis of no good talking

like that. Sorrow has sealed up my heart

against taking condemnation or comfort

from anything of that sort."

''It isn't of you I'm thinking," he ex

claimed. "Oh," he cried, giving vent to

his pent-up feelings, "down into what a

pitfall a minute's evil passion may fling

a man! To think that I, while I was

crying vengeance against others, was

drawing down the wrath of God upon

my own head, stamping myself with

the brand of Cain, and doing the devil's

work by sending men to death with all

their sins still heavy on their souls!"

"Reuben, what is it you mean?" and

seizing hold of him with both her hands,

Eve gazed into his face.

"That the thought you had was true,"

he said, "and that 'twas me who dropped

the paper in that told them where the

Lottery would be found ;" and a tremor

ran through Reuben's frame: his pulses

for a moment quickened, and then grew

faint and seemed to die away ; while Eve

uttered neither word nor sound: her eyes

drooped, her hold relaxed, and tottering

she sank back into the seat behind her,

and there sat motionless and still as one

carved out of stone.

The abandonment of hope, the unut

terable despair of face and form, so un

like anything which Reuben had ever

seen in Eve, touched him as no reproaches

could have done. That depth of misery

which words can neither describe nor ex

press pierced his inmost soul and added

to the stings with which conscience was

already smiting him. Not for the act of

betrayal, for had there been no Eve to

prompt him Reuben would have looked

upon it as an act ofjustice that he should

aid the law against men who set order

and government at defiance, and though

each man on board had met his death

Reuben would have held his conscience

free of any tittle of reproach ; but' equita

ble and unyielding to himself as well as

to others, he full well knew that when he

wrote the words which sealed the Lot
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tery's fate justice was clean gone out of

his mind. He neither knew nor cared

what might become of the men whose

safety he betrayed: the whole rancor of

his hate was turned against his rival;

and the paper he flung into the ren

dezvous window was as much a blow

aimed at Adam as if he had dealt him

a thrust and had stabbed him in the

dark.

"Eve," he said, "words are but poor

things at a time like this, and if I spoke

from now till never I couldn't make you

see by them the misery I feel; but if

you'll trust me this far, I swear by Him

who sees us both and knows our hearts

that no stone shall be unturned, no thing

undone. I'll walk London over, and

neither rest day nor night till I find out

Adam Pascal and his comrade and tell

them the whole truth. And when I say

this," he added, his face working with

emotion, " don't'fancy 'tis because of love

of you, Eve: I know that, come what

may, we never can be nothing more than

friends now; but oh—" and he held out

his hands toward her—"let's at least be

that, Eve: let me help you to set your

self clear with the man who, be he what

he may, it seems you've given all your

heart to; and you—you help me to rid

myself of the thought that I've led into

sin and hurried on to death fellow-crea

tures whose godless lives l'd now give

my own to save. Together, if we set our

minds to work, there's no knowing what

we mayn't do yet. Warrants have been

quashed and pardons given when men

have reached the very gallows' foot; and

as for getting in, why Mr. Osborne knows

Newgate prison, every inch, from going

there with old Silas Told when he was

living, and he'll do anything for me ; so

there'll be no fear about that. And you

know me, Eve: you know how when I'm

set upon a thing I strain my utmost nerve

to get it done ;" and, pausing, he stood

watching with mingled hope and fear the

effect of his words—first, the flush of

spreading color, then the quivering mouth

and eyes, and finally the rush of tears

which lifted up and cleared away that

stone-like gloom.

A ray of hope seemed once more

near, and catching at the feeblest chance

of being brought again face to face with

Adam, Eve, unable to speak, stretched

out her hand, which Reuben took, grasp

ed it almost to pain, then let it go, and

with it every hope of love that lingered

still for Eve.

The rest of the time was spent in ex

planations of the various incidents re

lating to the all-engrossing event, the

details which bore upon it, the circum

stances which surrounded it, until, from

following out all these into their differ

ent channels, Reuben began to have a

clearer conception of the men, their cha

racters, their individual virtues and col

lective failings, growing interested in

them almost against his will. The hour

was late before he recollected that until

he reached his home he could hardly

settle his plans so as to secure an en

trance into the prison on the following

day. Bidding Eve good-night, he left

the house and walked away, only stop

ping at the turn of the street to step

into the road and cast his wistful gaze

up to the window of the room which to

him now was as the tomb of his dead

love.

An ordinary workingman standing in

an obscure street is not a figure to arouse

much interest, and Reuben's stolid face

gave little index to the varied emotions

which surged within his troubled heart.

He was able to return the gruff "Good

night!" the watchman gave, and the old

man, passing on, went wondering as to

the cause of such anxious survey on

Reuben's part. For as he stood his

thoughts ran here and there, and by the

magic of their power showed to his view

the long-gone joys of other days. He

watched the struggling birth of love.

scorched himself in its flame, and felt

by turns the tortures and delights its

presence gives to those who live on hope

alone: then sadly saw it fade from out

his sight, sicken and faint almost to

death, and yet it did not die until by

that one action he had robbed it of life

and killed it evermore. Yes, love was

dead, and love was Eve; and for Reu

ben May the Eve he had loved so fond

ly lived no longer.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

DURING the time which had elapsed

since the night on which Eve Pascal

and Reuben May renewed their bond

of friendship many an anxious incident

had occurred to test its value and ce

ment its strength.

Jerremand Adam were familiar names

to Reuben now, and the men who bore

them were often before his eyes and con

stantly in his thoughts. Prepared as Reu

ben had been for undergoing much awk

wardness in delivering himself of the tale

he had to tell, he found he had greatly

underrated the pain and humiliation he

actually felt when, through the interest

of his friend, he found himself within

the walls of Newgate and in the pres

ence of Adam. Reuben was no coward,

yet it needed all the strength of his strict

ly-disciplined mind to open up and lay

bare before a rival's eyes those wounds

which love had made and time had had

no space to heal. He shrank from pla

cing in front of Adam the picture of him

self and Eve as they had stood in the

days when, Adam all unknown, the bal

ance of a happy future seemed trembling

still within the hand of Fate; and he

paused from time to time as he spoke,

hoping some word or sign would make

his task more easy; but Adam never

spoke or turned aside his eyes, and

under that fixed gaze Reuben was forced

to tell his tale out to the end, constrain

ing his pride to give out word for word

what Eve had said in Adam's praise, and

searing the green memory of his love by

making his lips repeat those vows which

she had told him bound her to another.

At length the task was ended, the jeal

ous rage, the mad revenge, was all con

fessed; and satisfied that, whatever guilt

it might please Adam to lay to his charge,

he had at least shown that Eve was free

from any shadow ofstain, Reuben paused,

and the two so strangely linked stood

looking at each other with envy, jeal

ousy, distrust clouding their minds, while

a chord of sympathy drew them together

as they recognized a similitude in their

actions which made each self-abase

ment uttered find an echo in its listen

er's breast. Proud, stern, unyielding to

emotion as both these men had lived, it

was not in them to take comfort in the

shifts and excuses weaker natures find:

the hearts that had refused pity for their

neighbors would not entreat it because

they themselves now stood in need. As

they had judged their fellows so they ar

raigned themselves, and thus unwittingly

rendered the first atonement man is called

upon to make.

The sight of Adam's strong, powerful

form shaken and bowed down by the re

morse he strove in vain to control moved

Reuben strangely. The haggard pallor

of his striking face, the sunken eyes, the

untasted food, the unslept-in bed,—each

told its tale of misery and woe, and open

ed out to Reuben a depth of despair his

own experience hitherto had furnished

him with no gauge to measure. What

if with no further warning he fetched up

Eve to Adam's aid? The thought would

bear no hesitation : a thousand jealous

"Noes ” battled with the suggestion, but

Reuben's better self resolved to have its

way, and, seizing the opportunity of Ad

am's head being bent down in his arms,

Reuben went swiftly out and along down

to the keeper's room, where Eve had been

left impatiently awaiting his return.

Although the grating of the hinge

roused Adam, he neither stirred nor

moved until, satisfied by the unbroken

silence that Reuben had left him to him

self, he ventured to raise his head. VVhere

could he go? where hide himself from

human gaze E‘ And as the thought of all

his shame came crowding to his mind he

started up and wildly stared around, and

then around again, seeing each time the

walls, which looked so near, draw nearer

still. No hope! no hope! Here he must

live until the hourwhen those who brought

him here would drag him forth to swear

away his comrade's life. O God! how

helpless he felt! and as he let himself

drop down each limb gave way and nerve

less fell, as if Dejection claimed him for

her own. The time had been when Adam's

mind was racked by thoughts of what

lay in the hearts of those he had left be

hind: their pictured hatred and contempt

stung him to madness; the words they

would say, the curses they were uttering.
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seemed ever ringing in his ears. But

Reuben's tale had for the time swept this

away and filled its place with dark re

morse for what he had done to Jerrem.

True, Reuben had shown that Jerrem's

hand had wrought his own and their de

struction, butwhat of that ? Adam through

him had wreaked his vengeance on them

all—had, Judas-like, delivered them to

death : henceforth, branded and dis

graced, he must be an outcast or a wan

'derer. As this fallen spectre of himself

rose up and flitted in his sight a cry of

wild despair burst forth, wrenched from

the depths of his proud heart——a cry which

some one near sent echoing back; and

as it came his hands were caught, and

Pity seemed to stretch her arms and fold

him to her breast.

Was it a nightmare he was waking

from—some hideous dream in which our

bodies slumber while our fancies live a

lifetime? Would this vision of Eve (for

Eve it was who knelt close by his side,

her arms around his neck) melt away

and fade as many a one of her had done

before? She calls him love—her love,

the husband of her heart. What! he, this

guilty outcast—can he be this to any one,

and most of all to Eve?

A finger's touch seemed laid upon the

veil which hitherto had shut out hope

from Adam's view, and as it shrivelled

up and rolled away the light revealed that

Mercy still sat throned on high, and bow

ing down his head on Eve's neck he let

his stricken soul take comfort in the

thought.

But while Adam was thus cast down

under suffering, sorrow had taken but a

slight hold on Jerrem, who, after the first

shock produced by the horrors of a place

then branded as "the darkest seat of woe

this side of hell," gradually regained his

old elasticity, and was soon ready to treat,

laugh and drink with all who came near

him. His merry jokes, his quaint sea

songs, the free handling he gave to his

plentiful supply of money,—all served to

ensure his popularity, so that, instead of

the man sunk under misery and despair

whom Reuben, after leaving Adam, had

girded himself up to encounter, he came

upon Jerrem rollicking and gay, a prime

favorite with all the authorities, and a

choice spirit amid the crew of tried and

untried prisoners who in those days crowd

ed together in the foul wards of Newgate.

Fresh from the sight of Adam's dark

remorse, filled with compunction at the

thought of all the ills their joint passions

had hurled on Jerrem's head, Reuben had

invested Jerrem with a sense of wrong,

to make reparation for which he had come

prepared to offer whatever sacrifice he

should demand. To find the man for

whom all this feeling had been conjured

up reckless and unconcerned, casting

oaths against his ill-luck one moment

and cutting jokes at his possible fate the

next, jarred upon Reuben terribly, and

made him at once decide that it would

be worse than useless to urge upon him

any necessity for taking thought for his

soul when he was so utterly reckless as

to what would become of his body. The

story Reuben had to tell of himself and

Eve, the betrayal, and the suspicions it

had aroused against Eve in Adam, mere

ly affected Jerrem as a matter for surprise

and curiosity. He seemed pleased to

hear that Eve was close at hand, but still

expressed no wish to see her. He talked

about Adam, and with a painful absence

of all malice told Reuben to say to him

that he'd best lay it thick on his back, so

that thejudge andjury would let the other

chaps go free. The circumstance of be

ing brought to London to be tried seemed

to afford him immense satisfaction—a

thing, he said, that hadn't happened for

sixty years and more, since old swung

for it; and then he fell to wondering how

soon that might be his fate, and if so how

many from Polperro would make the

stretch to come so far. He'd promise

them it shouldn't be for nothing: he'd

show the Cornishmen that he could cut

his capers game. Only one subject seem

ed able to sober or subdue his reckless

spirit, and this was any mention of Joan

or Uncle Zebedee: to them the poor soul

seemed to cling with all the love his na

ture could command. And when Reu

ben, instructed by Eve, told him how

stricken down the old man lay, and far

ther on promised to write for him all the
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messages he wished to send to Joan, a

heart of wax seemed given to his keeping,

in which it now must be his care to mould

the little good there yet was time to teach.

And so it happened that in all his future

visits—and every hour that Reuben had

to spare was given up to Jerrem—Joan

was the theme that threaded all their dis

course, and by her power Jerrem's soft

heart and softer nature became to Reuben

as an open page, wherein he read of ac

tions in which good and had were so mix

ed up and jumbled that in the very midst

of his reproof and condemnation Reuben

was often forced to stand abashed before

some act of generous pity which found

no echo in his former life. And out of

this humility, which grew in strength,

there sprang forth greater merits than

from all the weary efforts he made at

working out his own atonement; for Reu

ben, like Adam, had been over-satisfied

about his own rectitude, and took pride

in the knowledge that if ever he had com

mitted a wrong he had acknowledged it

freely and expiated it to the uttermost

farthing; while Jerrem, for the first time

in his life brought to see guilt in what he

had counted pleasure, scarce dared to

listen to a hope of mercy for himself,

but rather craved Reuben to beg it for the

many who had been thoughtless sharers

in his folly. His ruling desire was to see

Joan once more, and no sooner was he

told that the admiralty session had begun

and that his day of trial, although not

fixed, was near at hand, than he begged

Reuben to write and ask Joan to delay

her promised visit no longer; and this

Reuben did, adding on his own account

that, from what the lawyer said, it would

be best she came at once by the coach

which would reach London on the fol

lowing Thursday week, on which day

Reuben would be waiting to receive her.

Now, at the onset of this disaster had

such a letter reached Polperro not a man

in the place but, short of knowing it would

cost his life, would have risked all else to

go to London, and if Jerrem was to die

give him courage by mustering round

their comrade at the last. But the down

pour of disaster had cowed these daring

spirits, and the men who had not known

what fear meant so long as success was

secure now trembled and gave way un

der the superstitious certainty that Ill

luck was following them and Misfortune

had marked them for her own. Their

energies paralyzed, they succumbed to

what they looked upon as Fate, and in

most cases were seized without a strug

gle and led off to the nearest prisons

without an effort on their own part

toward resistance.

The money over which, from the

small scope for spending it, they had

seemed so lavish and reckless, when

needed forlawyers and counsel and

bribes went but a small way; and

though they made a common purse of

all their hoards, not a day passed with

out some house being stripped of the

substance which adorned it, so that

money might be got for the husband,

the son, the brothers who had brought

these treasures home. The women, on

their knees, pressed on the farmers‘ wives

their chintzes, their lace, their gaudy stock

of jewelry, and when this market failed

toiled along to Liskeard, Plymouth and

Launceston, carrying their china, silver

plate and bowls in the hope of finding

somebody to buy them.

With a revenue cutter—often two

always in sight, landing parties of king's

men, who, recalling ugly thoughts of the

hated press-gang, roamed hither and

thither, ready to seize any one who hap

pened to show his face; with half the

husbands, sons and brothers in Ply

mouth clink or Bodmin jail, and the rest

skulking in farm-houses or lying hidden

in the secret places; with plenty vanish

ing and poverty drawing nigh,—the past

circumstances which had led to this des

olation were swallowed up in the present

misery it had entailed upon them; and

though every one now knew the whole

story as it stood—how that through Jer

rem writing to Eve she had had it in her

power to tell Reuben May, her former

lover, who, led on by jealousy, had be

trayed them to the revenue-men—so

familiar had Reuben's good services to

Jerrem become known that it was taken

as only one more of his many friendly

actions that he should write to Joan, urg

.—Q-,
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ing her to come to London without de

lay, and promising to meet her and see

that she was taken care of. If any among

them thought that Joan would go prob

ably to Eve's home, they made no men

tion ofit, for Eve's name was by a tacit un

derstanding banished from their mouths,

and the memory of her lay as a seal to

that dark sepulchre wherein, with bitter

scorn and hate, Adam lay buried.

There was no question now of Uncle

Zebedee going, for the confinement, the

excitement and the degradation had been

too much for the old man, whose free and

happy life had never known trouble or

restraint, and his mind had gradually

weakened under the burden imposed

upon it; so that now, except when some

unexpected incident roused the flickering

flame of memory, the past few months

were blotted from his mind, and in com

pany with Jonathan—who, broken down

by ill-usage and turned out of prison to

die, had managed to crawl back to the

friends he knew he should find shelter

with—he roamed about harmless and

contented, always watching for the Lot

tery's return, and promising, when she

did come back, that he would give them

all a fling such as Polperro had not seen

for many a day.

It was an easy matter to cheat him

now, and when, herjourney all arranged,

Joan stepped into the boat which was to

take her round to Plymouth and left old

Zebedee standing on the shore, raising

his thin cracked voice to fetch her ear with

cheery messages for Jerrem and for Ad

am, whom she was going to meet, her

cup of bitterness seemed to overflow.

T/ze Aut/mr of "Dorot)ly Fox."
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\ E are but beginning to understand

what this America of ours is to do

for the Old World. If we consider it un

der the figure of a vast steamship jour

neying to the relief of the mother nations,

surely the beef and the flour, the cot

ton and the corn, even the inventions,

with which it is freighted, form the least

portion of its immeasurable cargo of sup

plies. Now, imagining our republic to

be such a vessel, if Alaska be the stern

and Florida the prow turned toward the

other hemisphere for the peaceful conquest

thereof, then must New York on the left

hand and Texas upon the right be, in the

days to come, the great paddle-wheels

which shall drive it onward—New York

not more so in a commercial than Texas

in an agricultural sense. But it is with

Texas only that we have here to do, and

this in order to detail certain things hith

erto unpublished which may not be with

out their use to the Humes and Motleys,

the Froudes and Macaulays, of our nation

in the wonderful future.

It is well to bear in mind from the out

set that Texas is by far the largest of the

States. To get even an idea of this, place

within its boundaries New England, New

York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,

Ohio and Pennsylvania: even then you

must pack into the crevices between these

two or three granite boulders each of the

size of Massachusetts to make a solid ter

ritory as large as Texas. As to that, how

ever, Alaska is vast, and so is Sahara.

If you set out upon a journey south and

south-westward, beginning at the Poto

mac, and visit every Southern State in its

order upon the map, you will find—and

that almost immediately upon your arri

val in Texas—that you have reached that

State of them all which surpasses the oth

ers as much in prosperity as it does in di

mensions. Near as Texas is to the equa

tor, the oxygen of its abnormal growth is

perceived by the newcomer in almost his

first breath. There is a combination of

causes for this. The Puritan who landed

on Plymouth Rock gave character to, and
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transmitted himself down, the after ages

of New England history; and the same

is true of the influence of the Connecticut

Austin who in 1820 began the settlement

of Texas. The lapse of two centuries

may have given a more earthward direc

tion to the old energy, but the energy itself

is there ; and, somehow, the character and

lrstory of this larger New England of the

West have been along the same line.

Everything has helped forward the pros

perity of the State. General health, mod

erate taxation, fertility of soil, astonish

ing diversity of product, cheap and rapid

construction of railroads along lines both

of latitude and longitude, immeasurable

reserves of alternate sections of land held

sacred for education,—these are some of

the causes which are attracting an immi

gration of about a hundred thousand a

year to a realm scrvast that the two mil

lions already there seem but pioneers of

the coming hosts.

But that which strikes the stranger

most is the seemingly small proportion

of negroes to whites in comparison with

other Southern States; and this is be

coming more marked every year. In

one thing the population seems to be

unanimous, and that is that Texas shall

remain, vast as it is, one undivided State,

a recent legislature having set apart three

millions of acres toward the construction

of a new capitol at Austin which shall be

worthy of that one of the United States

which is also, and in itself, an empire so

much larger than Germany that to bring

the balance to a level you must cast into

the scale with it Jamaica, Holland, Den

mark, Belgium and Greece. There is

the momentum as of its enormous bulk

in the prosperity of Texas; and not a

man of us, however wide awake he is,

but is a Rip Van Winkle as to what it is

coming to be.

But all this is said in order to some

thing else. Heaven knows that the his

tory of Texas was romantic enough during

the era of the mysterious Aztec, then of

the Frenchman, the Spaniard, the Mexi

can, and after that of the original and

unadulterated Texan of the battles of '36,

and yet there is a page, unprinted hither

to, of its annals, in connection with the

Confederacy, which is, in some senses, the

most interesting of all. To appreciate it

one must remember that, unlike any other

State, Texas was once a republic which

had won its independence with its own

sword. Of its own free will it deliberate

ly abdicated its nationality as such to be

come one of the United States. When

the fever of Secession set in, of all the

Southern States it was, on account both

of its size and strategic location, the most

important. An anecdote in regard to Mr.

Lincoln may illustrate this. One of the

early settlers of Texas was a gentleman

whom I will designate as Mr. S—.

There is hardly a citizen of the State but

will know who is meant, so long and

thoroughly has he been recognized over

its broad domain for his indomitable en

ergy, sagacity and magnificent success,

as well as for an integrity and high sense

of honor unimpeached by any. Except

as he was compelled by the very qualities

of his clear-headed character to be a

Union man during the rebellion, Mr.

S has never meddled in politics,

and no man stands higher to-day in the

estimation of the best men in Texas than

he. As a Union man he was obliged to

absent himself from the State during the

war, and was in Washington in 1864. As

soon as Mr. Lincoln knew of his arrival

he sent for him, and held three different

interviews with him in regard to Texas.

During these conversations the President

dwelt at length and with the utmost en

ergy upon the necessity, in a military

sense, of Texas to the Federal cause.

"If we held Texas," he said, " we should

not only outflank the Confederacy by land,

but by water also ;" and he developed the

statement in all its details. "Go back,"

he entreated Mr. S , " and say to your

State that if it will return to the Union the

slaves will not be interfered wit ."

"But the Emancipation Proclamation

has been issued," Mr. S——- exclaimed.

" No matter for that. We will consent

to any plan for gradual emancipation the

Texans will make," replied the President:

"they may arrange for it not to go into

effect for forty years to come if they will

but return. We will fix it to suit them.

One thing is certain," he went on: "even
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if the Confederacy should succeed with

the other Southern States, we will never

give up Texas. With it we can fence in

the Confederacy, and whatever befalls we

can never let Texas go—never !"

After much further conversation the

President led Mr. S—— to the window

and pointed to the trees. " Do you see,"

he said, " how the buds upon those boughs

are swelling as they yield to the coming

spring and summer? So is it in regard

to the matters of which we are speaking:

there is a Power mightier than we which,

inevitable, irresistible, is dealing with

them. Upon that Power we also can

afford to wait. But we will never give

up Texas, Mr. S : never!"

Let it be added here, as casting light

upon the characteristics of Texas, that it

was never conquered by the Federal

forces. Although attacked often and

from almost every quarter, it invariably

repelled the assault. When it succumbed

at last it was from within, and not as the

result of any victory achieved by Federal

troops upon its own soil. But all this is

merely to show that, superior in many

respects to every other Southern State,

the case of Texas was unique in almost

every point of view; and this is stated

with reference to what is now to follow.

When the rebellion began, General

Sam Houston, who had been president

of Texas when it was a republic, was

governor of the State. In common with

the overwhelming majority of the people,

Houston was utterly hostile to Secession.

With them he knew too well what Texas

had been and how it had come into the

Union. There was a certain grand in

ertia of the great State which resisted the

noisy efforts of South Carolina to drag it

out, as a stately ship resists, of itself and

although its crew be passive, the attempts

of a little tug to tow it along. Not one

fourth of the people of the State voted,

when the test came, for Secession, and

no man opposed it more determinedly

than did its governor. If, like Texas

among the States, he towered among

men, almost a giant in stature and

breadth of person, like Texas also he

was peculiar every way. It required

men of marked individuality to settle

the country, to wrest it from Mexico, to

erect it into a republic; and no Texan

was more emphatically "himself and no

body else" than was the ponderous chief

magistrate. Manifold stories illustrative

of this are still afloat there: let one suffice,

even if it shows also the weakness of the

man. One morning when he was presi

dent of the republic the envoy from France

called to confer with him upon an affair

of critical importance. The executive

mansion was but a log-cabin boarding

house at the time, and the only thing to

be done was for the portly president to

promenade up and down the long porch

in front of the building, the envoy, who

was the most polished and nervous of

Frenchmen, walking by.his side. But a

small nurse-girl was engaged in drawing

a screaming baby upon the porch in a

roughly-constructedchild'swagon. When

he passed it the president said, with the

politeness which always characterized him

when anything female was in question,

"VVill you be so kind as to roll your

charge somewhere else?" The nurse

merely stared at him, and continued to

drag the squalling infant up and down

upon the squeaking wheels, the president

and the envoy conferring together as well

as they could as they walked. " My young

friend," the former remonstrated at last as

he halted before the girl, "I will esteem

it a singular favor if you will go else

where." But it was little the nurse cared

for the affairs of empires, and she paid

no attention to the request. It so chanced

that when the rival occupants of the porch

passed each other the next time it was op

posite the steep steps leading down into

the yard, the Frenchman being upon that

side. As the president came upon the

rolling nuisance, now noisier than before,

he whirled about. "I had rather," he

shouted to the astonished girl, his face

ablaze, his arms extended, "meet all hell

in harness, and be dragged down the

streets of the New Jerusalem by wild

horses, than meet your horrible cart!"

and, glancing around for his companion,

he saw that in the violence of his explo

sion he had hurled the represented maj

esty of France down the steps and into

the dirt.
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He was an older man when Jeff Davis

came along trundling /z1's species of nui

sance upon their common path, but he

was no milder in his denunciation. Morn

ing, noon and night, in public addresses

and in private conversation, he left no

shadow of doubt in the mind of any as

to his opinion of Secession and its certain

result. "Texas and the Federal govern

ment are like two noble mastiffs," he told

the people from the steps of the Capitol

at Austin in the earliest days of the rebel

lion, "and these miserable politicians are

like little curs snapping and snarling about

them to provoke them to fight. \Vhen

the mastiffs are launched at last into

bloody battle these wretched curs, hold

-ing themselves-carefully out of danger,

will circle about the big dogs which are

tearing each other to pieces, with their

shrill bow-wow-wows." And the writer

remembers how well the old hero imitated

as he said it, and with more accuracy than

dignity, the vicious feebleness of the quer

ulous spaniels.

Nor was the governor backward in do

ing also what he could to save his State

from the coming chaos. A well-known

and efficient lawyer of Texas hastened

to Washington and had an audience with

President Buchanan at the very outset of

things, commissioned, doubtless, to do so

by General Houston. "Relieve the olficer

now in command of that department,"

he urged upon Buchanan, "and appoint

Houston in his place. Do that, do it at

once, and we can assure you that you

need have no fear of seeing Texas se

cede." The poor President shrank aghast

from the proposition. \-'Ve know how cler

ical in appearance Mr. Buchanan was,

especially in the spotless whiteness of

his ample necktie. "When I mentioned

Houston to him," the lawyer said after

ward, "he turned as pale as his cravat."

What was to be done? Governor

Houston demanded it of himself as he

sat and whittled shingles in his easy

chair at the executive office in the base

ment of the Capitol. General Twiggs

was in command of the United States

troops in that department, and they com

prised one-fourth of the entire army then

at the disposal of the Federal govern

ment. There were one hundred and

twenty-one commissioned officers then

in Texas—three thousand troops in thir

teen forts and ten camps, including sev

en companies of the Third Infantry. At

the general's head-quarters in San An

tonio were fifty-five thousand dollars in

cash,pand thirty-five thousand stand of

arms and seventy cannon within reach,

with horses, mules, ammunition, wagons,

tents, in abundance. In other words,

General Twiggs, with a disciplined army

and military stores of the value of over

three millions of dollars, was available

for resistance to Secession. But what

about the officer in command? When

General Twiggs shortly before had gone

on leave of absence to Georgia, he had

left Robert E. Lee in charge, remarking

even at that early date, "If Old Hickory

were President he could hold things."

But Twiggs had returned, and Lee had

left Texas, saying, "I am going to Vir

ginia to turn planter. There will be at

least one soldier the less to do the fight

ing." Could the governor rely upon Gen

eral Twiggs? Captain R. M. Potter of

the army, then in Texas, assures the wri

ter that Twiggs did it merely as a ruse

and to save time, but the governor had

received tidings from him two months be

fore that he could rely upon him. As it

was, the United States troops were scat

tered six hundred miles along the fron

tier, and something must be done, secret

Iy and instantly. Governor Houston knew

that he could count upon many thousand

volunteers. And not upon men mere

ly as Union men: throughout the State

were multitudes of those whose devotion

to Houston was more almost of a relig

ious nature than a matter of politics.

These "Houston men " would have ral

lied to him rifle in hand, more or less

indifferent to the cause he espoused, so

that if there was to be a fight, and Hous

ton was to command, he could have had

plenty of soldiers, whoever and whatever

was to be fought for or against.

And so the old governor sat awaiting

events, a King Canute upon the seashore,

and the ocean already lapping his feet.

Almost every one of the many papers of

Texas was ablaze with the prairie-fires of
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Secession.

being rapidly organized into companies,

ladies were making and presenting ban

ners, editors, recruits, haranguing poli

ticians rushing into the affair as purely

from sentimental considerations, and

with as little sound consideration, as the

youngest and most frivolous of the ex

cited beauties who were decking out lov

ers and brothers to their death. But the

Secession convention assembled at Aus

tin: how could the governor prevent it?

Resisting the importunitics of inflamed,

remonstrating, exasperated, vituperative,

threatening men, the old man sat in the

executive department silently whittling

away, a cypress shingle in one hand, a

jack-knife in the other. The swarming

politicians could not but revere and be

afraid of him. Was he not "Old Sam,"

"the hero of San Jacinto"? He had

been president of the republic, United

States Senator, possible President of the

United States. He was, as has been

said, a very large man, of commanding

aspect, and he threw his whole weight,

so to speak, into his detestation and

denunciation of Jeff Davis and all his

crew.

As he sat and whittled he could not

but hear the uproar in the legislative hall

overhead in which the convention was

assembled: the vehement applause of

clapping hands and stamping feet reach

ed his ears, even if he could not hear the

eloquence which had aroused it. So far,

he had fired blank shot only from behind

his entrenchments, but he outnumbered

—and all knew it—in his one person,

and ten times over, the throngs of brave

but mistaken men discussing and rushing

through grandiloquent resolutions above,

not a man of whom but was thinking all

along of the governor down stairs as of a

sort of legitimate Guy Fawkes who might

at any moment blow their noisy parlia

ment to the moon. "What do you think

Old Sam will do?" That was the ques

tion of the day with them beyond every

other. Alas! that was the conundrum

which the governor, ponder as he might,

was so far unable to answer. He had

conquered and driven out the Mexicans;

had sent the Texan soldiers home with

Everywhere the men were I the one charge, "Go and plant corn;"

had seen Texas grow into a republic un

der his care; had rejoiced when he had

helped place it in the Union. Now the

imperial State was in the act of being

hurled into what he confidently regard

ed as the most causeless of catastrophes;

but what could he do ? That was the su

preme question. "What can I do to pre

vent it? What ought I to do, to-day and

before it is too late ?"

Early one morning a man entered the

executive office, locked the door behind

him and walked up to the pondering gov

ernor, his felt hat in his hand. It was

not his name, but I will content myself

with calling him Jack Jones. You would

not have looked at him a second time

had you passed him in the street, for he

was merely a tall, pallid-faced, pigeon

chested, stoop-shouldered victim, appar

ently, of consumption, and as mild as

could be desired in tone and manner.

Governor Houston knew him well, how

ever—knew him so well that he gave

him a cordial reception and listened to

him to the end as his visitor proceeded

to unfold his plans. They were exceed

ingly simple, and in substance this: "I

hate these scoundrels of the convention

as much as you do, governor, and you

know it, and you know me! I have got

eight hundred men of the same stripe

up in Burnet county. We have plenty of

guns and ammunition, and are more than

ready. We can save Texas. Only say

the word, governor, and we will clean

out the convention in twenty-four hours.

What do you say?"

The governor debated with himself as

he sat. Suppose he consented. There

would be a fight, possibly a bloody mas

sacre. Might not the Secessionists call

another convention to meet at Galveston,

Houston, somewhere else? In any case,

war, civil war in its worst form, would

follow. Hat in hand, the messenger

waited for his answer. "Thank you, but

not quite yet," the governor said. "Go

back to Burnet county and hold your

men in readiness. When I send for you

come, and come quick."

There was no time to be lost. "But

these men : how am I to feed them when
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they come ?" the chief magistrate asked

of himself.

"About two months before the passage

of the Secession ordinance," said the Mr.

S— to whom allusion has already been

made, and in reluctant answer to the

questioning of the writer, "General Hous

ton, Mrs. Houston and some of their chil

dren drove out to my house in the coun

try near Austin, ostensibly upon a friend

ly visit. General Houston and myself

took seats on the porch, while the ladies

retired to the parlor. After some of the

usual small-talk, the general remarked

of the roses then in bloom, 'I see you

have a beautiful garden: let us take a

walk among them.' We did so, but soon

took our seats in the arbor. There, after

pledging me to secrecy, he said, ' Although

Mr. Lincoln is not yet inaugurated, he

has sent a Mr. Lander to me as an agent

to assure me of all the aid I need the day

he takes office if I can but hold the State

until then. General Twiggs,‘ the gov

ernor added, 'has agreed to do what he

can to help me. I have eight hundred

men waiting to come at a word. Volun

teers will pour in. I am sure that I can,

with the aid of General Twiggs, hold

Texas against any force the Confederacy

can send. But my men must be supplied

with powder and lead, and must be fed.

Above all,‘ added the governor, 'they

must have plenty of coffee. Can you

undertake the task? I am not going to

rob the State treasury, but I pledge you

my honor as governor that you shall be

paid in the end. Abundant assurances

have been made me from Washington

that the money will be on hand as soon

as Lincoln is inaugurated, and no appro

priation will be necessary from the State.'

"The next day," continued Mr. S—

in narrating the facts to me, "I saw the

governor in his office. Locking himself

with me into an inner apartment, we dis

cussed the whole matter, and I agreed to

supply five hundred thousand rations, and

as many more as possible, the governor

insisting again and again upon there be

ing, whatever else might be lacking, an

abundance of coffee. For these rations

I was to be paid at the rate of thirty cents

each, and transportation. The governor

then wrote out the contract, spelling out

every word aloud, according to his habit,

as he did so. I hastened away with the

contract duly signed, and, going down

to Houston and Galveston, I purchased

two hundred and fifty-seven sacks of Rio

coffee to begin with—all Icould find—

and enough percussion-caps, bacon, rice

and flour to meet the emergency impend

ing. Meanwhile, I could not but laugh

at what seemed to me the puerile efforts

at fortification going on in Galveston ;"

and my friend paused, as he told me the

story yesterday, to unroll and put into my

hand the commission given him by the

governor as quartermaster-general upon

his staff with the rank of colonel.

" In two weeks," continued Mr. S—,,

"I was back again, but the instant the

governor had locked me with him into

his inner office he turned-to me with rage

in his face. 'Sir,‘ he said to me in a

manner and tone of voice which I can

never forget, ' Twiggs is a traitor !' Then

he sank into a chair, the tears trickling

down his heroic countenance, and sobbed

like a child. He then clenched his fist

and smote the table with what seemed

to be a suppressed curse, long and deep.

After he had somewhat recovered he re

peated to me the message Captain Smith

had brought him from Twiggs. It was

in such cautious language as to the gen

eral's isolation and want of instructions

from VVashington that I suggested to Gov

ernor Houston that possibly he misunder

stood General Twiggs. 'No, sir,' the

governor exclaimed, again smiting the

table with his huge fist, 'there can be

no mistake. Twiggs is a traitor! Vi-'e

are to have a fearful civil war;' and he

appealed to God for wisdom and protec

tion in a manner which touched me to

the heart. In a few weeks thereafter,"

added Mr. S—, " the ordinance of Se

cession was passed, and Twiggs surren

dered everything to a stageload of politi

cians and a preconcerted show. of a few

men improvised as soldiers whom a cor

poral's guard of loyal men could have

easily dispersed if there had been any

one to give orders. About a year after

this an ex-governor of Texas and an ar

dent Secessionist whispered to me in the
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street, ' Take my advice and destroy that

contract with General Houston.' How it

had become known that there was such a

contract is and for ever will be a mystery

to me. But the pity of the whole thing

was that Governor Houston was not the

man he had once been—was too old."

Mr. S was perhaps the largest

merchant at the capital, but the choicest

of his merchandise just then was seven

tons of rifle-powder. This was seized

ere long by the Confederate authorities.

When Mr. S— protested against it and

refused Confederate money in payment,

the State treasurer hastened to give him

his price for the powder in silver thalers

which happened to be rusting in the

vaults. Would the Federal authorities

have been as complaisant toward a man

in their midst known to be a rebel and

who refused greenbacks? Surely, as in

the hesitation already alluded to ofTwiggs

and Lee, while the feelings of the leaders

were fired their judgment must to the last

have remained but half convinced as to

the justice, and therefore ultimate success,

of the Confederate cause. Gallant as, in

most instances, they were, they would

have struck more unhesitatingly, more

vigorously, more victoriously, had every

man been able to put his entire self, brain

and conscience as well as heart, into the

blow.

It was extremely little of themselves

that the Union men of Texas invested

in their show of obedience to Secession

when that was required of them at last.

How well the writer recalls the rueful as

pect of a body of these who, to save them

selves from worse things, had been organ

ized into a military company! They com

prised some of the best citizens of Austin,

but Falstaff himself did not have, mor

ally speaking, as forlorn a set of recruits

when they formed into dismal lines under

the trees of Court-house Square. Every

man had his weapons, but they dis

pensed with music: gladly would they

have marched and countermarched with

out a flag also.

ardent in the cause of Secession who,

unasked and with malicious haste, con- ,

structed a particularly large and gorgeous

Confederate flag for them. If it was pre

But there were ladies '

sented with enthusiasm, it was received

by the dolorous warriors in sepulchral si

lence, and the wheelings hither and thith

er of the ununiformed heroes thereafter

were more funereal, if possible, than be

fore. The one spark of hope in every

bosom was that in some way Governor

Houston or somebody else might sud

denly employ them against the flag, more

hateful to them than Fluellen's leek, which

they were constrained for the time to flaunt.

"Never mind, men," a certain Mr. O

in their ranks whispered to them as they

sadly trudged along—"never you mind.

Some day we may prove to be the mun'

lage around which a Federal army will

rally."

It so happened that the writer was about

this time at the house of Captain White

ly, a noble-hearted officer of the army

who remained true to the Union. It was

in San Antonio, and one morning Gen

eral Twiggs drove up in his carriage and

entered the parlor. He was a large and

unwieldy man, with an exceedingly red

face, and he sat for a time in sombre si

lence. "Whitely," he said at last, "what

can I do? The Southern people hate the

North as Comanches do the whites, and

the North returns the compliment. Five

times have I written to General Scott, and

not a word of instructions has he sent me.

What can I do ?"

Ignorant as the wflter was of such mat

ters, he easily conjectured, what Twiggs

must have well known, that all' despatches

to and fro were intercepted. "Ah! what

an opportunity!" he thought as he looked

at the hesitating man—"what an oppor

tunity for you to act on your own respon

sibility! You may become, if you do, as

one of the immortals."

"You are my superior officer," was the

only reply of Captain Whitely, who knew

what Twiggs had already determined to

do, himself in consequence thereof soon

after a prisoner of war.

And so in a few days Governor Hous

ton's fears were realized. Everything was

surrendered to the Confederacy. As

Twiggs rode through the streets of San

Antonio with his disgraced army, many

of them weeping as they went, in such'

triumphal procession as Rome never knew
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in its worst degradation, it was not for ' to himself. "A

nothing that San Antonio had given a

large majority against Secession. An old

watchmaker known by everybody shout

ed as Twiggs went by, "Hurrah for Gen

eral Hull!" But the people did not rec

ognize the name of the man who in oth- 1

er days had dishonored America by his

surrender. They should know what was

meant. Mounting upon a goods box, his

white hair upon the breeze, and in a voice- I

heard by all, the aged patriot shouted,

"Three cheers for Benedict Arnold!"

In due time, as we know, the name of

Twiggs was struck from the Army List as ,

a coward and traito1‘, nor did he make a

new name for himself in the Confederate

ranks. The paymaster did not hand over

the military chest to the new authorities.

Vi/'as there not the half conviction as to '

Secession in this also? He placed it upon '

' days, the central figure of them all is thatthe porch of his house, and let them take

it instead. I know not how true it is, but

it is said that Davis could not be induced

afterward to give employment to this man,

whose name has slipped into oblivion from .

my memory also.

Somehow, there is always a flash of

farce even in the agony of the darkest

tragedy.

stores he demanded that somebody should

receipt to him for the three millions of

United States property which he gave up.

Three small politicians stepped eagerly

forward and signed the document. But

Twiggs was not content. "I must have

a more responsible name," he said. And

so a Mr. M—, the wealthiest man in

San Antonio, was brought in, and, "as

a mere matter of form" he was told, he

attached his name beneath that of the

others.

Mr. M

troubled streets of San Antonio, he was

observed to stop and soliloquize aloud.

"A— has signed that paper," he said

When Twiggs surrendered his 1

Afterward the possible import of l

what he had done began to dawn upon 1

One day, as he walked the '

? Yes, he is worth

about one thousand dollars. B-, he

signed it, and he couldn't raise over three

thousand to save his life. C— ? Heav

ens! he is not worth one cent! Three

millions of dollars! Good Lord! and I

am responsible for it all!" and, slapping

his hand upon his forehead, he rushed

away to digest the thing in private.

The hurly-burly is hushed into silence

now. Good men and bad, gallant but

mistaken heroes, and those who faltered

not in the fiercest blowing of the terrible

storm — the whole period has come and

gone. Like the sudden "northers" pe

culiar to Texas, the tempest broke upon it

and passed away, leaving its imperial ex

' panse all the greener and more fruitful,

as if enriched by the blood of so many

of its noblest sons. But for my part, as

l look back into the darkness of those

of the old governor sitting in his chairin the

basement of the Capitol, the tumultuous

convention in session overhead, sorrow

fully meditating what it were best to do.

As he sat a day came when the officer

' of the gathering up stairs summoned the

old man three times to come forward and

take the oath of allegiance, as governor,

to the Confederacy. I remember as yes

terday the call thrice repeated—"Sam

Houston! Sam Houston! Sam Houston !"

but the man sat silent, immovable, in his

chair below, whittling steadily on. The

pert lieutenant-governor stepped at last

with brisk willingness upon the platform,

and was sworn in to an official nothing

ness in Houston's place. Very early next

' morning, when the old man went as usual

to his office, he found his seat occupied

by his smirk successor, and there was

nothing for him to do but to abandon his

last hope of help from any quarter and

retire. Withdrawing to his plantation, he

died before the war ended, a Union man

still. WILLIAM M. BAKER.
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THE MISTAKES OF TWO PEOPLE.

T seemed an extraordinary chance

which brought those two people to

gether upon that dirty little Neapolitan

steamer. But then any incident of our

human lives, divorced from the chain of

cause and effect that has been forging

since the world began, would seem an ex

traordinary chance, just as this did, which

really was not extraordinary at all.

For the lady had been busy all winter

in Rome copying in the Borghese Gal

lery, and it was not until she had found

herself almost alone among the deserted

rooms, whence all her companions of the

year had fled before fear of the fever, that

she had also sought some place where she

could paint, and rest from painting when

she would, the remainder of the summer.

This and a second-class railway-ticket

were what had brought her to Naples,

where she had driven to the Mole and

embarked upon the little steamer just

five minutes before the gentleman, who

had come from Rome in a first-class

carriage, also stepped upon it.

His appearance there, just upon that

day of all days, might be called stran

ger than hers. For, really, there was no

reason whatever for his being there that

sleepy midsummer day. Indeed, reason

had nothing whatever to do with it. It was

brought about by something quite remote

from reason—by an indescribable long

ing, which was perhaps, however, as un

yielding a link in the chain of cause and

effect—or of destiny, let us say—as any

more visible and tangible one.

These two people were not entirely

strangers to each other. Fifteen years

before they had spent a summer together

in an old farm-house far away beyond

where the sun would set this evening be

hind old Roman Baia. That farm-house

was wonderfully picturesque, although

picturesqueness had been none of its

original builder's intention. It had been

a sort of manor-house, built by a blond

and robust English family in memory of

the Elizabethan mansion in which, fa

ther and son and son's son, they had

thriven and decayed across the sea.

Generations had come and gone since

then. The Tudor gables and overhang

ing stories, like the Tudor nose in West

minster Abbey, had felt the tooth of time.

The nose is imperious still, although its

royal end is broken off, and it points

heavenward with its regal pride not in

the least abated with its proportions.

Unlike the Tudor nose, the Tudor gables

had weakened, and sunk and bulged in

all sorts of picturesquely-pusillanimous

lines and curves under a soft veil of moss.

The house had become a medley of

quaint humps and protuberances, hud

dled together without rhyme or reason

by the taste or needs of each succeed

ing heir. But, flooded and dashed with

blooming, radiant neglect, throttled with

many-fingered vines, the gray centre of

a rainbow of wild brier, syringa, holly

hocks and sunflowers, it was a delight

to artistic eyes.

" It's only 'cos pa's enjoyed such pore

health for long back, and we bein' all

girls, that the ole place looks so like

creation," would always say one of the

"girls," thus apologetic of the dilapida

tion and decay which were the chief

means of the family's support. For nev

er an artist passed that way that he did

not stay his steps and beg to be shelter

ed by that quaint old roof for at least a

day or two. And when, gone hence, the

strolling artist would sing of the idyllic

nook he had found in a crescent of hills

by the sea, where heaven came down to

earth and board was but two dollars a

week, others of his kind would be sure

to be lured by echo of his strain to the

same spot.

Thus every summer for three years the

house had been full of boarders. lts

owners gained thus the means to live

during all the year, and also were able

to secure a reservoir of gossip and tittie

tattle from which to draw refreshing

streams during all the arid days between
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October's late dahlias and the earliest

roses of June.

The two people upon the Neapolitan

steamer had met for the first time in the

great dining-room one noon of June. It

was at a farmer's dinner of beef, potatoes

and dandelion-greens, finished with a

sort of machicolated decoration of square

pieces of rhubarb pie set beside each plate

in saucers—nicked saucers, whereon indi

gomandarins floated airily over sky-blue

hills on their pious way from one indigo

pagoda to another. Dancing vines at

the open windows spread quaint, shifting

embroidery over the coarse tablecloth,

yellow walls and unpainted floor. The

drowsy hum of bees was heard above

the iron clatter of knives and forks.

Sweet incense of myriad rose-censers

floated above the vulgar odors of the

meal, and the open doorway with its

flat white doorstone was a picture-frame

sculptured in foliage and bloom around

a foreground of wild garden, of black

sea-weed and sea-shell, roughened rocks,

and then a borderless stretch of blue glit

tering sea and sky. There were half a

dozen men and women around the table,

who chanced at the moment the new

boarder appeared to be elevating half a

dozen noses in the air before the alka

line fumes of the hot biscuits.

She was rather a pretty little thing, with

blue eyes, a collar all awry, and the head

less, leafless stalks of what had once been

red roses standing up valiantly in her

brown hair.

"What a flutter-budget!" he thought

as he saw by the swift, birdlike motion

of' her head that indeed flowers must

needs have more than flower-like frames

to remain long undecapitated amid all

that breeziness.

And indeed "flutter-budget" was not

amiss as a descriptive word for her who

sang oftener than she spoke, because it

was her nature to, and who danced more

naturally than she walked, because God

had made her so.

It was rather ridiculous to think of her

painting pictures. One could scarcely

imagine her doing anything that required

a moment's repose, and therefore was not

unnatural the remark whispered by the

monochromatic Miss Grey into the ear

of the water-colored Miss Bray as the

newcomer floated to her seat: " S/ie

paint! Mmnph! I wouldn't trust her

to paint a yellow dog!"

Miss Grey, by the by, didn't paint:

she only taught Art in five lessons at

seventy-five cents a lesson.

But the monochromatic maiden was

right. Annie Deane would have made

a queer mess of painting a yellow dog.

But if one chose to give her an order for a

flower-piece, then would be seen how she

rivalled the pearly finish of Nature—how

she gathered the rare tints, the marvellous

transparencies and shadows, the breath

broken dewiness, almost even the fra

grance of field and garden favorites,

upon her paper. Thus in time even the

yellow-dog sceptic was brought to realize

that there are artistic triumphs even for

one who quails and cowers before the

ochreous canine.

"Shall I help you to some more of the

greens?" were his first words to her, see

ing her indigo mandarins loom up dimly

from her nearly empty plate.

"No, thank you, but I will trouble you

for the vinegar," were her first words to

him.

There was nothing novel or suggestive

in this, was there? ls there often any

thing novel or suggestive in the first greet

ings we exchange as we float upon the sea

of life with those who hereafter will cause

our wreck or share it?

These two people, He and She, became

great friends that summer. Her fresh,

blithe nature was pleasant to him, al

though, it may be confessed, its manifes

tations were sometimes confusing. He

was of rather elephantine temperament,

as he was also heroic of stature and hand

some. He was so unswift of speech and

motion that she could dance around him

a dozen times before he could say "Jack

Robinson ;" which, by the way, he never

did say. She often got sadly in the way

of his slow, conscientious sketching from

Nature, but he did not complain, for she

was pleasant, he thought, to look upon,

even though his palette dried and the

cloud-shadow on hill and sea floated miles

away while he did so.
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It was not a sentimental relation that

grew up between them. How could it

be when everybody said there was "no

sentiment in Ben Shaw, or even in his

pictures"? They were never known to

raise any clamor concerning their "kin

ship of souls" and all the usual senti

mental etcetera. They liked each other,

and took "solid comfort " in the compan

ionship that made that summer's sketch

ing so much pleasanter than had sketch

ing ever been for either of them before.

That was all.

It was not very long before he very

naturally took the place of teacher and

she of pupil, for it was an open secret

that she aspired to higher art than still

life, while he, although not six months

her senior, had been longer a student

than she. Simpletons that they both

were, they grappled audaciously with

the purple, gold-filtered, ever-elusive and

brooding mystery of the distant hills, and

struggled with the infinite suggestiveness

of the great, awful sea. They came home

every night from both grapple and strug

gle with canvases as expressive of the

mighty influences they had labored with

as a child's fairy-tale hints at the divine

splendor of mystery of the book of Rev

elation, and sat down to their supper of

cold beef and doughnuts believing they

feasted on ambrosia and nectar, and

lived as divinely as were those not Mas

sachusetts but Thessalian hills. How in

solent is youth, and how foolish, to us

who have outlived it!

Uusymmetrical as this friendship was

—that is, so dwarfed on the sentimental

side—there was one of those two silly

mortals who thus fooled themselves with

the fancy that this was Olympus and their

green apple-sauce honey of I-lymettus who

would not have changed places with the

divinest divinity of all the immortal host.

As one moon after another waxed baby

faced and then pined away to a wan shad

ow the friends became more inseparable

than ever. And, behold! seeing these

things, all the masculine boarders and

the "girls" of the manor-house looked

at each other obliquely with an expres

sion that consorts best with paganism

and pig- tails, while the lady - boarders
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smiled with that exasperating significance

which when given to one's own affairs

makes one yearn for the smiler's scalp.

But in spite of these oblique glances

and significant smiles, in spite of every

thing indicative of the contrary, they were

not an atom in love with each other.

Unless they both of them fibbed!

Which young people in their circum

stances were never known to do.

Nevertheless, one day Annie De'ane

was sitting in an embrasured window

writing, school-girl fashion, upon an

atlas in her lap. She wore a blue ging

ham dress in the style of a loose blouse.

The skirt was short, and had no scru

ples about revealing two nicely-booted

feet crossed one over the other, the toe

of one pointing to the zenith, the other

toward the coast of Europe. This was

her sketching-costume, and she had not

found time to change it for the more con

ventional one in which she usually took

tea, as she was hurrying to finish a letter

in time for the butcher, who would soon

pass by on his return from Mansfield, to

take to the post-office at Baysville.

The room was spacious, and tried its

best to be gloomy. The canopied bed

against the wall was hung with funereal

drapery, and reminded one somehow

of a Cinque-cento tomb. When an oc

cupant was extended there the resem

blance could not but be dolorously stri

king. A tremendous old chest of draw

ers opposite, mighty among furniture as

Goliath among men, hung its brass rings

massively downward; and I was forcibly

reminded of that chest of drawers the

other day when l saw how the sainted

dead of imperial Rome were packed away

in the Catacombs of St. Calixtus. Imag

ine a chest of drawers which gives an im

pression that upon pulling its brass rings

one will see, not dainty garments frothy

with lace and ruffles, but a spectacle of

rich animal mould and white holy bones!

There were one or two dignified old chairs

—judicial, majestic chairs,which evidently

imagined that they impressed the vulgar

radicals of this New World with the idea

that in their own country they had been

thrones or something of that sort. It was

a most dignified and impressive room in
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spite of its rag carpet, its cane-seated

rockers, camp-stools, books, the sketches

pinned upon the walls, flowers, and all

the odds and ends of feminine finery that

betrayed the levity of its modern habit.

That is, perhaps one might better say it'

would have been dignified and impres

sive had one ever been able to see it oth

erwise than as merely an architectural

background, like the chairs behind Gio

vatlni Bellini's gracious Madonnas, to

the pretty picture of youth and content

writing there by the seaward window.

Everybody always spoke of Annie Deane

as "little," although she was five feet four

in her stockings. Everybody always ran

away with the impression—and treated her

accordingly—that she was very young,

although she had seen every day of twen

ty-five years. "I was born young, and

have never learned much of anything

since," she would laughingly say when

somebody had called her "child" and

advised her about her manners.

She was a child spiritually, and it cer

tainly seemed as if she would never be

spiritually grown up. Her father had

died at sixty, so springy of step, so airy

of movement, so jaunty, so natty, so nice

in his No. 3 gaiters and his nobby hats,

that to see him ten paces off one would

have sworn he had not twenty years upon

his canary-bird head. Annie was like

him, and her head swung and swayed,

fluttered and tiptilted on its graceful neck,

as much as his had done as a young ca

nary-bird's ways are like an old one's.

"Ef the air of that girl ain't enough to

make a hoss larf!" said, with edifying

perseverance, the youngest and burnt

umberest of the burnt-umber maidens

with whom they boarded.

Miss Roberta Editha was sentimental

and thirty-five. She pressed a vision of

'beauty to her virginal breast. Years be

fore she had cut from some illustrated

paper a very pretty picture representing

some strolling actor who played Hamlet

and Claude Melnotte upon the boards of

rural theatres. It had miraculously large

eyes, a small mouth with downward

curves, and flat rings of hair upon its

pallid brow. Its air was generally cank

ered and worm-eaten, but Miss Roberta

("Old Bob,” some of the graceless artists

called her behind her back) interpreted

that air as expressive of a soul which

found this life of too rank and coarse a

flavor for its daily food. She had cut out

this woodcut, and had worn it for years

in a massive heirloom locket around her

long, brown neck.

It was the Ideal of her Yearning Soul.

"Never till I meet a Being like this will

I give my heart," she had said, now these

many years. Once she thought she had

met that Being: it was the natty clerk

who sold her calico and clothes-pins at

Mansfield. But when that mercenary

I-lylas married a Baysville widow with

money she wept a while, and then saw

clearly through her tears that the de

ceiver looked not in the least like a Being,

but only like a very commonplace man.

Once again it was an artist who had

boarded with them a summer, and whose

red hair fell over his rosy brow in a man

ner that indicated a possible Being. But

it turned out that this artist yvas married

and the father of a thriving family; where

upon he too faded out of Roberta Editha's

ideal world into the prosaic region where

are not Beings, but only men and women.

After that it was several artists, all of

whom in turn had died, under some

blight, out from the thoughts of the burnt

umber maiden. Latterly she had been

bending soulful eyes upon Ben Shaw,

sure that at last in his lineaments she

could trace the adored image. Ben's

eyes were neither miraculously large nor

superlatively dark: neither had he a small

mouth with downward curves. He was

blond and robust, inclined to be rather

high - colored, especially after dinner,

which proved his digestion defective or

that appetite outran it; but, setting such

little discrepancies aside, she was sure

her Ideal was there.

But while Roberta Editha described

Annie Deane's airy manners in such un

flattering terms, it is more than probable

that Ben Shaw would be saying to the

latter at that very moment, "Never lose

your youthful nature, and always preserve

your young ways, Annie: they are your

greatest charm." For this was a habit

with Ben Shaw.
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She was smiling and bridling now as

she wrote by the seaward window, al

though she must have known that noth

ing could see her save that turquoise cres

cent of sea, the blue arch of the sky

and the swaying rose-globes and leaves

that shadowed her paper. She could not

even dip her pen into the ink like any

body else, but must needs poise over it

for a breezy instant, just as a humming

bird flutters over honeyed flowers.

She had just written these words:

"Truly, mamma dear, he has never said

a word of love to me, and yet, strange as

it may seem, I am as sure that he loves

me as—"

A voice called up from the southern

wood thicket under her window, where

somebody, rubicund with stooping, was

picking burdock-burrs from off his trou

sers' legs, "Miss Deane, will you go with

me to see the sunset from Castle Rock?

We can be home in time for supper."

When the butcher rattled by in com

pany with a staring calf's head and quiv

ering pig's liver, nobody hailed him from

the Tudor mansion. Roberta Editha was

kneading bread on top of a flour-barrel

in the buttery; Ethelberta was picking

over currants on the back doorstep; and

Miss Bray stood a little way off toward

the lichen-grown stone wall blocking in

her Antignone wailing over Polynices.

Miss Bray had chosen the elder and

more commonplace Ethelberta for her

suggestion of a position, rather than the I

younger and more poetic Roberta Editha,

for the simple reason that the former's atti

tude over her currants was more sugges

tive of an heroic corpse on her knees and

less of a chastised infant than Roberta's

would be under any circumstances.

Rowena, the eldest of the "girls," was

busy at that moment, if the truth must be

told, in looking to see if any of the board

ers had carelessly left bureau-drawers or

writing-desks unlocked. The boarders

were all absent upon hill or shore, the .

invalid father slept in his chair, the moth

er in Baysville cemetery, and the Tudor

mansion was still.

On a monster rock a mile or more away

two figures made silhouettes against the

jewelled sunset.

"Annie," said one of the figures, "I

did not wish to make a sensation by tell

ing it first at the supper-table, and I want

your congratulations before any others.

I have sold my Esmeralda. I go to Bos

ton to-morrow, and shall sail for Europe

next week."

Her sight was darkened, her heart stood

still. Life seemed to die out of her with

one horrible pang. Nevertheless, in an

instant her head tiptilted, and she twitter

ed her congratulations as airily as if the

whole universe had burst into a sudden

marvel of bloom and beauty and she

were the first humming-bird born into it.

"Always keep your young nature and

preserve your young ways, Annie," he

said admiringly: "they are your greatest

charm."

Then they turned and walked supper

ward together.

The Neapolitan steamer was greasy

and smelled of garlic and bitumen. The

red-shirted sailors were singing "Santa

Lucia" from high and low, and a stalwart

contadina was accompanying them with

her tambourine down in the third-class

place. Very few passengers were scat

tered about the deck, and the general

speech was of the Blue Grotto. Evident

ly, of the first-class passengers only two

were making more than an excursion

from Naples, the excursionists intending

to return with the steamer after a peep

into the famous cave.

One of these two persons was rather

a remarkable-looking lady. She wore a

jaunty hat many years too young for the

face: it did not shade. Her coquettish

jacket and short skirt made her from a

distance—a very long one—seem like a

girl of eighteen. She wore her hair in a

girlish braid—alas, woefully faded! She

was airy of motion and coquettish of ges

ture, evidently one of those sad women

who, burying their heads from the sight

of the passing years, fancy that Time for

gets to touch them.

The other person was a handsome gen

tleman of more than forty. The Hype

rion curls had been thicker on his brow

than now, and his shadow more slender,

but it by no means follows that he was
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as bald as Caesar or as bulky as the Bel

videre Torso. He was dressed in elegant

travelling costume, and, as well-dressed

men must be, with coat evidently of Lon

don make and trousers Parisian.

As he dropped a handsome travelling

satchel on the coal-flecked seat beside the

lady's color-box he chanced to meet her

eye. It was a curious meeting of eyes

that had last met so differently. He had

only time to commune with his secret

soul, "What a larky old girl!" when a

look of half -startled recognition came

into his face.

It was reflected in hers, and a hum

ming-bird tremor passed over her.

"Was this not formerly Miss Deane?"

he asked.

" It is Miss Deane, Mr. Shaw," twitter

ed the lady, with head tiptilted like a

frosted flower.

Alas ! what a tyrant is that power which

makes and moulds us like potter's clay

to her own patterns, whether of glory or

shame, and whom we call Nature !—a ty

rant which forms us into that which we

would cry and pray not to be were there

any ear to be moved by our beseeching.

Alas, poor Annie! It was not her fault

that Nature took a canary-bird for her

model. And it is the fault of none of

us that the graces of our youth become

grotesquenesses with our forties.

"Who would ever have dreamed of

our meeting here? And to think you are

still Miss Deane !" he exclaimed with ob

tuseness pre-eminently masculine. "But

you are very pale: does the motion of

the steamer make you ill?"

Nearer and nearer came the opalescent

isle, drawn like a jewelled chariot by '

thousands of blue coursers with foaming

mouths.

After fifteen minutes or so of vague

reminiscences and comparisons of expe

riences of travel the gentleman seemed

to fall into a brown study and to become

almost rudely oblivious of his compan

ion's presence. His eyes were riveted

upon the island with a strange intensity.

Could the airy little old maid by his side

have heard the beating of the heart in

that broad bachelor bosom, she would

have been astonished, as would almost

anybody else, to hear its sentimental

music. "At last, after all these cruel

years!" was its refrain.

Cruelty was evidently a discipline that

did not impoverish his physical system.

Upon the beach was a scene of uproar

and confusion. Brown-faced peasant

girls, with dark eyes like wild sylvan

creatures, thrust wilted flowers into the

travellers‘ hands and clamored for soldz'.

Fisher-boys, almost as naked as bronze

cupids, yelled offers to guide anybody and

everybody up the heights to the village.

Bright-shirted and barelegged boatmen,

with Indian locks and huge gold crescents

in their ears, bellowed to each other, while

weatherbeaten crones screamed till they

were hoarse that here were the saddled

donkeys on which 1' s{gnorz' could ride.

Mr. Shaw assisted Miss Deane—whom,

until he saw her nearly pulled in pieces

between two donkey-women, he had quite

forgotten—upon one of the most docile

looking of the animals.

She mounted with such thistledown

sprightliness that she nearly went over

the saddle and down on the other side.

He looked astonished as she fluttered

above his hat, and then—forgot her.

If any one find this portly bachelor dis

courteous and basely recreant to certain

of the best memories of his manhood,

let that one stop a moment and think.

This frisky lady, who always seemed car

rying on a most desperate flirtation with

some invisible adorer, was certainly not

the Annie of his summer in the Tudor

mansion. She was spiritually not a day

older than Annie, but her face was very

much older; and what, after all, is the

same soul to us if the casket is strange?

What is a young face grown old to us

who knew its youth and have not seen

its changing? Moreover, that perennial

youth of hers, touching and sad as it may

possibly seem when thought about, would

have been the object ofyour ridicule could

you have seen it face to face.

Much as we may prate of natures ever

young, there is no more melancholy sight

in the world than soul and body that miss

I step with each other in this heavy and

I forced march called Life. Why should

I we seek to keep our hearts young, we who
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must die? For unto youth or youthful

ness what is death but darkness and night

at noonday?

Then another thing to excuse Mr.

Shaw's apparent neglect: he was ap

proaching a crisis of his own life, and

what are the convulsions of a universe

compared to those quicker heart-beats

which we call Crises in our little lives?

After assisting Miss Deane he mounted

another donkey, and rode, not exactly

like paladin of old, but like a portly and

absent-minded modern tourist, silently

by her side up the steep path, whither

their luggage followed them upon the

heads of women.

Between their donkeys strode a bare

legged woman in a ragged petticoat. She

was bronzed and wrinkled, with straggling

hair thrust through with a silver arrow,

and coarse brown chemise falling widely

open over an unlovely neck and breast.

She uttered many a strident yell, accent

uated by heavy thwacks of her club upon

her donkeys‘ flanks. She was dirty, wild

eyed and hideous. It were as difficult to

imagine her comely and young as to be

lieve this little dried-up old girl had not

been a flirting old maid from her cradle.

Ah, but Nature is cruel to woman!

Freshness and beauty of flesh are hers,

not that she may rejoice in her own

beauty and freshness, but that she may

become the mother of men. Bearing

children, in the bearing dies one beauty

and charm after another, just as trees

die, leaf by leaf, which have enriched

the world by their allotted harvests.

Childless, her beauty and freshness die

of her unfruitfulness, while Nature's pet

offspring, man, waxes strong and proud

years after all her leaves have fallen.

Look at these three people: the hand

some and robust bachelor was the oldest

of them all.

"What a capital model she would

make for an Erinnys hunting Orestes

to his fate!" thought Miss Deane.

She was bumping up and down in her

saddle like a rubber ball. Nevertheless,

in the pauses ofthose bumps she had time

enough to grow very angry at something

she saw. She turned a regular Spitzen

berg red as she detected the searching,

passionate gaze her companion bent upon

every pretty islander they met. She saw

the black-eyed girl with a huge bundle of

fagots on her head, the brown-eyed one

with immense building-timbers pressing

down her curly locks, the blue-eyed one

with copper water-jar gleaming goldenly

over her dagger-thrust braids, smile sig

nificantly after coquettishly returning his

gaze.

They are not so guileless as one might

think, those picturesque, brown-skinned

island-girls. Too many foreign artists

have come this way, and too many

strong-limbed, full-chested girls have

become first their models, then mothers

of their children, and then their wedded

wives, not now-a-days to look upon every

gazing forestiere as a possible husband,

or at least lover.

Yet is it true that not one of them

dreamed of the feeling beneath that im

maculately-laundried shirt-bosom as the

wearer turned away from them, one girl

after another. Why should they, for

sooth? Had not even Ben Shaw's own

friends always declared there was no sen

timent in him, or even in his pictures?

At one of her donkeys' stumbles over

the lava-stones the driver yelled so hor

ribly in Miss Deane's ears that that lady's

discomfort puckered her face up like a

frozen apple.

Mr. Shaw saw it. "By Jove!" he re

marked to his donkey, who laid back its

ears and pretended to understand Eng

lish, "I must have been very veally ever

to find that face pretty! But there's one

thing sure: she has taken on a thousand

girlish airs and graces with every year

she has lived since then."

Poor Annie! Not an air or a grace

had she more than fifteen years before.

And how was she to know that she was

too old for a girl's ways, she who had

never ceased to be a girl to become wife

and mother?

Quoth Mr. Shaw to the driver, "My

good woman, if you will drive these

beasts with less noise it will be better

for your hmna mam:z'a."

The "good woman" stared. She had

done a good deal of staring since they

left the beach far down below. Her eyes
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in this moment looked out fiercer than

ever from the bed of wrinkles folded

about them by many a tropical sun and

scorching sirocco. "Has the signor ever

been upon the island before?" she ask

ed a moment later.

"Si, madre mia: I was here one sum

mer several years ago. I lived in yon

der palm-shaded house facing toward

Sicily. I painted pictures here. After

ward I went away to my own country."

Then he added, with melancholy intona

tion, half under his breath, "I ought to

have returned long ago: I have come

only to-day."

Miss Deane was looking over the tops

of lava-walls that narrowed in their climb

ing way. She saw pale-green vineyards

changing color and trembling in the sea

air like a maiden under her lover's first

kiss. Gloomy stone-pines guarded the

hills like eternal sentinels. Through dim

gray-green olive-thickets houses that

seemed of alabaster shimmered and

shone in the sunshine.

They had now climbed so high up the

orange- and lemon-flecked sides of the

island that Vesuvius yonder seemed to

sink low and slumberously upon the

bosom of the radiant bay, while Naples

across the little stretch of sea showed

vaguely white in the golden distance,

scarcely more real than a city sculptured

in snow beneath an August sun. Up

from vineyard and thicket, down from

the village and the cactus-pencilled

heights beyond, came the long-drawn,

melancholy wail which is the islander's

song at his labor, but which is weird and

mournful enough to be the swan-song of

a parting soul to its mate.

She was aroused from her artistic

dreaminess by the croaking of a voice

broken by years of vociferous yellings:

"Dio mio! si: you painted Antonia Pi

sano. Yes, yes, I remember. You paint

ed her over on yonder cliff, from whence

she watched the barca of her lover Giu

seppe gone fishing for coral over on the

African coast. You called the picture

Good-bye, SweeI/eart. Si, I remember.

You were handsomer than you are now,

and your shoulders were not so broad.

There were patches all over your vel

veteen blouse, and you remained here

after all the other foreign artists were

gone, because the money came not with

which you must pay Giaccomo for the

macaroni you had eaten for months, and

the barber Angelo in the piazza for the

canvases and colors you had used in

painting Antonia all the months of that

summer. Si, si, I remember."

The handsome bachelor looked dis

tressed at the coarsely-vivid realism with

which the woman pictured that most idyl

lic summer of his life.

Miss Deane considerately pretended

not to have heard, and kept her blue

eyes vaguely set in the direction of the

dread volcano dreaming in the arms of

the bay. But she had mistaken the cause

ofher countryman's embarrassment. And

who would not have done so, believing as

all the world does that romance and ro

bustness mate not together?

"Yes, I was very poor in those days.

Many and many a dinner did I go with

out, that I might buy a new kerchief for

Antonia or send to Naples for another

string of beads for her neck. Those

patches betrayed only half my poverty,

for nobody knew that I put them there

myself to save the few soldi a seamstress

would demand, that I might give Antonia

another festa and worship her wild grace

as she danced the tarantella and rattled

her castanets upon the moonlighted roof

of some fisher-friend's house."

He seemed to address Miss Deane, for

he spoke in English. She, in common

politeness, could not do less than say,

"Indeed! And who was Antonia?"

"She is the loveliest creature on the

island, and as good as she is beautiful.

She came as straight from the heart of

Nature as a flower or a bird's song.

Neither poetry nor painting could ever

grasp the freshness of her wild sweet

ness: one must see her to know the ab

ject poverty of their highest efforts."

To hear such adolescent rubbish from

middle-aged lips what sensible mortal

would not have giggled in his sleeve?

Strangely enough, it was the donkey

woman who proved her good sense and

surprised them both not only by laughing

discordantly aloud, but by speaking in
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very broken but intelligible English : "Si,

si, I remember. And why have you come

back to the island, signor ?"

Actually, the bachelor blushed. " To

marry Antonia," he said as bashfully as

if he weighed one hundred instead of two

hundred and twenty pounds, "and to re

main on this savagely-beautiful isle all the

rest of my life."

This he had said in Italian. But he

continued, half musingly, in his mother

tongue : "I could not take her away with

me I/mu, even though I loved her with all

my heart and she was willing to share

my poverty. I had not the heart to see

her pine and pale in narrow city streets.

I knew that she was a wild flower that

would lose fragrance and beauty, would

die, if transplanted from its native soil.

I went away to earn money enough that

I might come back and live with my

darling where only she could live at her

best. I have worked hard for her in all

these years. I know I ought to have

come sooner, but it insensibly grew a

habit with me each year to wait yet

one year more, that I might come to

her a little richer. But I have come at

last. I have sent her letters and presents

each year, and she has written me often

through some amanuensis, for she cannot

write herself; and I am come to her able

to say truly that she is the only woman I

ever loved, or ever imagined myself to

have loved, in all my life."

How little that man dreamed who heard

him say this—that one heard him who for

fifteen long years had guarded in the

purest crystal of her memory the belief,

"though all things fade and die, and even

he forget me, yet mmc he loved me " ! This

to her, the faded, slight little old maid,

thumping up and down on her donkey

like a Neapolitan girl's fist on her tam

bourine, whose crystal-guarded treasure

turned to dust before her eyes, and who

knew thus for the first time that it was

but a spurious treasure she had guarded

since that summer by the sea!

She seemed somehow much smaller

and paler, more faded and wrinkled, than

before, when the donkey-woman laughed

again. That unlovely creature said, with

witch-like laughter, "You told Antonia

that you loved her better than Giuseppe

ever could—that you would marry her

and make her a signora who should wear

a gold ring and have shoes for every day.

You went away saying that you would

come back when you had sold your pic

tures. You have not come back until

to-day, and you come back to laugh at

poor Antonia for being such a fool as to

believe a foreign signor would tell the

truth to an island-girl."

She gave a thundering thwack upon

the donkeys‘ flanks as the party rushed

across the tiny lava-paved piazza where

all the island was gathered to see the new

arrivals pass on through a dusky-arched

street to the albergo-door.

The cook, chambermaid, landlord, fac

chino and landlady rushed to bid the trav

ellers welcome in island fashion. The land

lord was barefooted; the landlady was the

fruitful bough from which hung an apple

shaped infant; the cook, chambermaid

and facchino were each armed with the

insignia of their different professions—

stewpan, broom and blacking-brush.

Returning their salutations, the gen

tleman and lady descended from their

steeds. Mr. Shaw turned to pay the

donkey-woman for her services.

And, behold! she lifted up once more

that hoarse, broken voice to croak with

frightful glee, "Make it a good buona

mancia, Signor Ben, for the sake of old

times. It was Giuseppe who answered

your letters : I am Antonia his wife, mo

ther of his ten children. It should be a

good, a brave buona mancia that I did

not wait for you—not thirteen years, not

even six months, only till Giuseppe came

home from his coral-fishing."

Till her dying day the little old maid

will never forget the look that settled

upon his face after the first paralyzed

moment in which he realized .the wo

man's meaning. It was such a look

that she hastily averted her eyes and

tremblingly followed the chambermaid

up the wide stone stairs.

She never saw him afterward, for he

left the island that same evening. But

she heard of him only last summer. He

has married a sprightly girl of eighteen,

and has some renown in his own country
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—that of being the heaviest eater, sleeper,

talker and sitter of the Lotus Club.

As his friends always said, he has no

sentiment, even in his pictures.

As for Miss Deane, she is no older

now than then. The volatile drops in

her blood eflervesce as of old, and her

flirtation is as desperate with that invis

ible adorer as if she were twenty instead

of—more.

But it is true that sometimes, at long

intervals, she takes a bit of yellow paper

from a secret place, and her spectacles

grow dim (she wears them only in pri

vate) as she reads, in a feminine hand

that seems to skip and chipper all over

the page, "Truly, mamma dear, he has

never said a word of love to me, and yet,

strange as it may seem, I am as sure that

he loves me as—" Then she usually

giggles, in queer, mirthless fashion, as

she chirrups, "What a ridiculous little

goosie l was!" before she folds the pa

per away for another long repose, read

justs her coquettish but scanty frizzes,

and goes down stairs again to her invis

ible adorer and her perpetual flirtation.

And nobody hears the wail in her fool

ish old-young heart as she goes: "Ah,

why might it not have been ?"

Alas! why not?

For then she might have been less live

ly, and he less dead, both grown side by

side into richer, fuller, sweeter ripeness for

the great harvester whom we call Death.

l\lARGARET BERT1-IA Wmonr.

LIMOGES, AND ITS PORCELAIN.

HE traveller who, leaving Paris by

express at Io A. M., reaches the Or

leans dépot at Limoges at six in the even

ing, will see spacious boulevards, impos

ing buildings and a general air of stateli

ness and pretension, recalling the me

tropolis he left behind him in the morn

ing. I-lis omnibus will whisk him through

streets crowded with promenaders, a pic

turesque panorama of well-dressed peo

ple, with a generous sprinkling of the

light-blue jackets of the chasseurs, the

gleaming helmets of the dragoons, the

red kepis of the infantry, the broad

brimmed hats and sable mantles of the

priesthood and the red-and-orange head

kerchiefs of the working-women. If it be

late in the season and the days are short,

he will see at every turn cafés ablaze with

light, and the wide sidewalks before them

lined with tables at which, cool as it may

be, crowds of loungers are seated sipping

bier, absinthe or eau sucrée. But, look

ing up the dingy side-streets, here and

there he may detect, by the lines of flick

ering, straggling gas-lights, glimpses of

another Limoges — glimpses of steep

streets ending in stairways; of narrow

and darkened passages where the op

posite buildings nod to each other from

across the street until they all but touch;

of courts where curious little enshrined

images of the Madonna and the saints

look down from niches in the corners,

and where heads are peeping out from

every window to catch a whiff of even

ing air; and of sombre alleys, each light

ed by a single lamp suspended midway,

under the uncertain rays of which swarms

of children and dogs are vying to awaken

the loudest echoes.

A great conflagration devastated Lim

oges in 1865, but it proved to that city

what our political economists would have

us believe the national debt has been to

the United States—a blessing in disguise.

Incident to the rebuilding of the burnt

quarter a spirit of general renovation

seems to have crept over the minds of

the city fathers, and from that time to

the present the work of tearing down old

buildings and widening or straightening

narrow or crooked streets has been push

ed forward to such a degree that were
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some Limousin Rip Van Winkle, after a

twenty years‘ slumber in the adjacent

mountains, to happen in suddenly upon

the haunts of his childhood, he would

open his eyes as wide as did his Knicker

bocker/namesake. But there are some

things that no amount of outlay or en

gineering can accomplish; and though

many costly improvements have been

made in modernizing Limoges and bring

ing it up to a realizing sense of its dig

nity as the great porcelain-manufactur

ing city of Europe, there are yet within its

walls some streets so crooked that noth

ing short of total demolition will ever

straighten them, and others so steep and

rocky that enough nitro-glycerine to

shake down a hundred neighboring

houses would have to be employed to

level them. So it has come to be ac

knowledged that, with all the good-will

in the world for putting on modern airs,

there are tumble-down, straggling, rick

ety relics of the past in Limoges which

no amount of municipal resolutions or

appropriations—nothing, in fact, but an

earthquake—can ever remove. Every

lover of the antique and quaint will fer

vently pray that no such disaster may

ever come to efface the curious reminders

of a time gone by.

For they are the pages upon which suc

cessive centuries have left their imprints.

Here, for instance, is a street called the

Rue du Consulat. By a happy coinci

dence, the United States consular office

fronts upon it, but let not the patriotic

American flatter himself that the street

thence derives its name. Here lived one

of the Roman proconsuls, and here stood

the building in which the governors of

the city, formerly known as "consuls,"

held their sessions. In this simple fact

we discover a suggestion of the impress

left by the domination of the Romans.

But on their heels, in turn, came the Visi

goths; then Clovis, who made Limoges

one of his first conquests; and then the

Saracens, who barely set foot on the soil

ere Charles Martel's victory at Poitiers

compelled them to leave. Some frag

mentary bands, however, remained in

the province, and one of them founded

the néighboring city of Eymontiers,

where buildings of Arabic architecture

are still standing.

The Moors, sui-ging northward from

Spain, have left their impress in these

fertile valleys that border the Vienne—

an impress everywhere visible in the olive

complexions and the costumes of the peo

ple, and audible in their language. The

ethnologist is astonished at discovering so

far to the North all the characteristics of

a Spanish population. On fair-days, when

the peasantry from a wide circuit are gath

ered on the Champ de Foires, one hears

spoken a dialect incomprehensible to ordi

nary Frenchmen. It is a patois, a rolling,

mellifluous brogue, much resembling the

Gascon or the tongue spoken in the

Basque provinces among the Pyrenees.

Nor are the country-people the sole mo

nopolists of this singular accent: the talk

of most of the town-people is more or

less tinctured with it. It is to the pure

French what a good sweet Irish brogue

is to the pure English. It is "Gascon "

—and, after all, that is the only word that

describes it—and you hear it spoken at

every corner in Limoges, just as you meet

everywhere swarthy faces, lustrous black

eyes, raven hair and a marked dominance

of the Southern type.

Limoges has had many masters.

Charlemagne made a present of it to

his son, Louis le Débonnaire. On another

occasion, though the place is nearly two

hundred miles inland, the Norman pirates

came marching in and sacked it utterly.

Louis the Stammerer, Carloman and

Eudes were each in turn here crowned

king of Aquitaine, and the last in 876

established the line of viscounts of Lim

oges, the last of whom, Henry of Na

varre, reunited the domain to the crown

of France. These viscounts inhabited

from the thirteenth century the castle of

Chalusset, about ten miles distant from

the city. Its ruins are still interesting,

and are a favorite resort for pleasure

parties. But still more frequently visit

ed are the ruins of the castle of Chalus

or Chabrol, where Richard Cmur de

Lion fell in 1199. A railway-ride of

an hour to Bussiizre-Galand, and an

other hour by stage, bring the visitor

there. The very spot on which Richard
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fell is pointed out, and even at this late

day it is proposed to erect there a monu

ment bearing this inscription:

ANNO nomrcr 1199,

mc

TELUM LEMOGIlE OCCIDIT LEONEM

ANGLIIE.

After Richard's death Limoges kept on

changing masters as before. In I 3 5 5, Ed

ward the Black Prince unfurled the Brit

ish flag from its battlements, but Bishop

Jean de Crose, in whose charge he had

left it, delivered it over to the king of

France. Edward returned in wrath, re

captured it and put many of the inhab

itants to the sword. Under Charles VII.

Limoges became permanently a French

city, retaining its peculiar form of local

government by twelve consuls, which con

stituted it a sort of independent republic.

As Jeanne d'Albret, mother of Henry of

Navarre, was viscountess of Limoges, it

was impossible that the surrounding prov

ince should escape being drawn into the

wars of religion. At Roche l'Abeille, a

few miles south of the city, is the battle

field where Admiral Coligny's Protestant

army met and defeated the royal forces

under the duke of Anjou. But with the

accession of Henry IV. came a new order

of things, and the visit of that monarch

in I6o5 opened an era of industry, pros

perity and peace.

To this day the butchers of Limoges

have good cause to remember Henry's

visit. That chivalrous but improvident

ruler was always pecuniarily embarrass

ed, and never, it appears, more so than

on that October day when, preceded by

the flower of the military, magistracy and

ecclesiastical dignitaries of the province,

he rode in through the gorgeous gateway

surmounted by a colossal figure of the

giant Limovex, the traditional founder

of the city, which held a silver key in the

right hand and a heart in the left, by

way of tendering to His Majesty the sub

mission and affections of the city. The

butchers' guild was at that period noto

riously prosperous and wealthy. A hap

py conceit entered the royal mind. For

and in consideration of a handsome sum

of money and so many horses he offered

to accord them in perpetuity the right of

heading the escort whenever thereafter

royalty should enter the city. The butch

ers took up the offer, paid the cash, pro

duced the required number of horses,

and in return received a charter and priv

ileges which they have jealously guarded

to this day. In 181o, when the duc de

Berri, and in 1844, when the duc de

Montpensier, visited Limoges, the butch

ers, with their white flag bearing a green

cross, led the van in the processions that

escorted them. The butchers form a lit

tle community, living all to themselves in

the heart of the city, and intermarrying

to such a degree that only five or six sur

names are to be found among the eighty

odd families composing them. In the

crooked, narrow little street, only two

blocks long, which they inhabit—it is

called the Rue des Boucheries—there

are none but meat-shops, and the names

"Cibeau," "Malvolin" and one or two

others predominate on the signs over the

doorways. In this babel of patronymics

nicknames become necessary to distin

guish one from another, and accordingly

we find one man known as "atias Louis

XVIlI.," another as "atias the Captain,"

and so on through a variety of amusing

sobriquets. These butchers are richer

to-day, if anything, than they were in

Henry's time, and there is no impecu

nious monarch to levy on them now.

They have their own place of worship

too, a little chapel dedicated to St. Au

relien, and standing modestly aside in a

court at the foot of their narrow street.

It is scarcely larger than the vestibule

of an ordinary church, and its exterior

is as plain as that of any country barn.

But step quietly in, and as soon as your

eyes are accustomed to the gloom look

about you. What a surprise! Frescoes,

stained glass, paintings, statuary, tapes

tries and vessels of gold and silver are

crowded together with lavish profusenesi

in that little sanctuary. A monolith cross

dating from the fifteenth century stands

just outside the portal, bearing exquisite

ly-carved representations of Christ, the

Virgin and the apostles—a gem of sculp

ture rearing itselfunexpectedly in the midst

of a muddy and squalid neighborhood.
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The history of Limoges, like that of

most European cities, is closely inte'r

woven with that of its churches. St. Mi

chael of the Lions, familiarly known as

the Church of the Boule d'Or from a

large gilded ball which adorns its taper

ing spire, stands upon one of the highest

points in the city. About its base, in the

niches between its projecting abutments,

cobblers and dealers in old clothes and

bric-a.-brac have, with the sanction of

time, reared unopposed their rickety

shanties, so that the church-walls, with

their ancient carvings and quaint de

signs, seem to spring up incongruously

out of a medley of combustible rubbish.

On the steps at the main doorway, in

careless disorder, are to be seen the three

life-size stone lions which gave the church

its name. They date from the twelfth cen

tury, and are so worn by time that only

the outlines of their features are still dis

cernible. St. Michael's spire, which is

one hundred and sixty-five feet high and

ascended by an iron ladder on the exte

rior, was completed in 1383. The interior

of the church is richly adorned, though

somewhat defaced during the Revolution

ary days of '93, when it was reared into a

temple of Reason and witnessed many

a saturnalian orgy, during one of which

one of its finest windows was broken to

fragments.

But it is at the cathedral that the Rev

olution has left most plainly visible to

future generations the marks of its icon

oclastic hammers and chisels. To reach

it from St. Michael's we must thread our

way across the town from the heights to

the plateau overlooking the river, where,

in the heart of the ancient quarter known

as "the Cité," stands the grand old ca

thedral of St. Etienne. Its cornerstone

was laid June 1, I273, though two other

churches and a Roman temple to Jupiter

had previously stood on the same site.

Successive bishops have pushed it to

ward completion, but it was only in 1847

that a complete restoration of the edifice

was begun. Monsigneur Duquesnay, the

present bishop, has raised a subscription

of halfa million of francs for that purpose.

The tower, one hundred and eighty-six

feet high, when viewed from any point

in the environs looms up a conspicuous

object in the picture. Within, the church

is remarkable for the boldness of its

vaults and arches and the elegance of

its workmanship. Numerous works of

the Middle Ages and the Renaissance—

among which are six bas-reliefs repre

senting the Labors of Hercules—adorn

the walls. These classical works the

Revolutionists spared: it was only upon

the ecclesiastical sculptures that they

sought to wreak their hate. In the chan

cel the remains of three bishops—Ray

nard de la Porte (1325), Bernard Brun

(1349) and Jean de Langeac (I54-J) re

pose beneath stone mausoleums, the last

of which contains fourteen has-reliefs of

the Visions of the Apocalypse. These

mausoleums too are sadly defaced: the

full-length stone figures of the deceased

prelates which lie recumbent on top of

their respective tombs are minus noses

and hands.

But to the antiquarian the most inter

esting feature of the cathedral is that por

tion of its foundation which formed a part

of the Roman basilica that stood on this

site. It was transformed from a temple

of Jupiter to a Christian church by St.

Martial, a contemporary of the apostles,

sent hither from Rome to preach the gos

pel to the Gentile Lemovices. St. Mar

tial is honored to this day as the patron

saint of Limoges. When he died some

pious priests formed a brotherhood to pre

serve his tomb, and at that tomb have

since knelt Popes Urban II. and Clem

ent V., Edward of England, Blanche of

Castile, Henry IV., Louis VII., XI. and

XIII. of France, and many great lords

and princes, who, it must be remember

ed, had to journey hither in days when

no palace-coaches and lightning mail

trains were at their disposal. Railroads

have put a heavy discount on the ancient

pilgrimage business.

In the tenth century a terrible plague,

known as the ma! rles anhnts, swept off

forty thousand Limousins in a few weeks.

The survivors, hopeless save of divine

intervention, prayed that St. Martial's re

mains might be brought from the tomb

where they had been reposing for nearly

a thousand years and exposed to public

I
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view. All the relics of other saints that

could be collected in the neighborhood

were brought into Limoges, as if to form

a cortége of honor to the remains of the

patron saint of Aquitaine. Upon a hill

in the environs, now known as the Mont

de la Joie, the sacred fossils of the de

parted just were held up that all might

gaze upon them and be healed. By what

particular process the manifestation of

these osseous fragments of defunct eccle

siastics resulted in a banishment of the

pestilence one finds it difficult to explain,

save on general principles of faith and

Professor Tyndall's prayer-test. Never

theless, history records that the plague

was stayed. A chapel was erected upon

the hilltop, which is now tunnelled by a

railroad, and from that day the public

display of these saintly relics, at intervals

of every seven years, has become an

established ceremonial known as the

Festival of the Ostension. It is cele

brated on Thursday of Mid-Lent by a

procession conducted with great pomp

and ceremony. The flag of the brother-

hood of St. Martial, an immense white

banner with a red cross, is first blessed

by the bishop, after which, followed by a

numerous cortége, it is borne through the

city to the sound of music and an inces

sant fusillade of musket1y. It is then

hoisted to the summit of the spire of St.

Michael, which forms the repository of

St. Martial's remains.

The procession itself is a curious and

motley spectacle. So great is the emula

tion in the preparation of costumes that

many families are accustomed to buy the

materials and begin the work two years

in advance. In the ranks are to be seen

represented all the saints both of the Old

and New Testament, the seven Maccabei,

and the entire Passion, including our Sa

viour, the Virgin Mary and the apostles.

Twenty-four angels carry the instruments

of the Passion. "We participated in this

festival in 182o," writes the late Abbé

Tesier, "and can recall the tears, and

even indignation, of the multitude when

the personage representing Our Lord fell

under the weight of an immense cross."

On the same occasion four thousand pu

pils of the College of St. Mary marched

in line, representing the prophets, mar

tyrs, confessors and virgins. After them

came long lines of soldiers fantastically

clad in the military costumes of the Mid

dle Ages, and equipped with crossbows,

matchlock arquebuses and all varieties

of ancient weapons, which had been

handed down in families from genera

tion to generation to be used on these oc

casions. There were in line, too, all the

rulers and magistrates of the province,

and scores of religious orders and broth

erhoods to which successive centuries of

Romanism had given birth. Chief among

these latter are the Penitents, a curious fra

ternity which merits more than a passing

mention.

Though dating from the thirteenth cen

tury in France, it was not until 1598 that

the order made its appearancein Limoges.

It gained ground there so rapidly, how

ever, that in 1789 but one other city,

Marseilles, contained a greater number

of lodges. Each lodge, to obtain its

charter, had to bind itself to rebuild some

ruined church, name some special mis

sion of good it was to accomplish and

choose some special color for its costume.

Thus at Limoges we find Black, Blue,

Gray, White, Purple, Violet and Dead

Leaf Penitents, each charged with some

special benevolent function, such as set

tling disputes between alienated members

of one family, escorting the condemned

to the scaffold and holding the crucifix

to their lips, relieving imprisoned debt

ors, and so on. People of all ages and

conditions flocked to their ranks. A unan

imous election was required to obtain ad

mission. The order grew so wealthy and

powerful that at times it even dared to

oppose the authority of the Church itself.

The annual procession on Holy Thursday

called out the entire population. It took

place at nightfall, the brethren marching

disguised and barefoot through the streets,

holding lighted tapers and lanterns sus

pended from long poles, carrying a cross

covered with crape at their head, and

chanting a dirge as they went. But by

and by trouble arose, and the Penitents

found themselves in hot water. In 1742

a malefactor whom they escorted to the

scaffold managed to escape, through the
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aid, it was believed, of the throng of dis

guised Penitents about him. Hencefor

ward their interference in executions was

forbidden. The Revolution dealt what

was practically a deathblow to the order,

for, though revived in 1804, it provoked

ridicule as out of keeping with modern

ideas. The Ostension procession of 1862

saw the six surviving lodges parade to

gether for the last time. The events of

I870—7X finished the work of diso'rgan

ization, and to-day the costumes and or

naments of the Penitents Noirs—who, it

seems, had survived all the others—re

main as curiosities in the possession of

the last treasurer of the lodge.

The stranger at Limoges is perforce an

early riser. He is aroused from his slum

bers at daybreak by a furious reveille of

drum and bugle from the numerous bar

racks about the city, and from that time

on bugle-practice and drum-practice hold

high revel, until the despairing visitor is

obliged, in sheer self- defence, to rise,

dress and stroll out to see where all the

racket comes from. He will understand

it when he learns that of the seventy

thousand people in the city about him,

ten thousand are soldiers. If he would

gain some idea of the number and extent

of the nzsernes in which this good-sized

army is quartered—in fact, if he would

have a view of the whole city just awa

kening to its daily life—let him stroll up

through one or another of the steep streets

leading to the Place d'Orsay, a hilltop

park crowned with forest trees and over

looking all Limoges. There was once a

Roman arena on this spot, but its mem

ory now lives only in the name of an ad

jacent street. If the morning be clear

the view from this point is superb. Let

the spectator turn where he may, he looks

over densely-crowded housetops toward

a vast amphitheatre of surrounding hills

dotted with chateaux and farms, and en

closing the circular valley or basin in the

centre of which, upon a knoll, stands the

city itself. About him the busy hum of

toil is already audible. Scores of tall

chimneys puffing out smoke and flames

mark the numerous porcelain-factories

scattered here and there through the city's

limits. Close at hand the tapering spire

of St. Michael's, and beyond it that of

St. Pierre, stand out in clear relief against

the morning sky, while farther in the dis

tance the cathedral looms up grand and

shapely among the morning shadows ris

ing from the river at its base.

By this time the shops are opened, ev

erybody is stirring, and the visitor may

as well take a stroll over to the market

place. On his way he will pass the Palais

de Justice on the Place d'Aisne and the

military club-house on the Rue Darnay,

both of them elegant-structures; he will

traverse a quarter where the names on the

signs and the noses on the shopkeepers‘

faces give an emphatic answer, so far as

Limoges is concerned, to the time-hon

ored query, "Where, oh where, are the

Hebrew children?" he will pass through

the fashionable shopping-region, where

great dry-goods stores, dedicated "Au

Louvre," "A la Ville de Paris," etc.,

glare at him with their enormous plate

glass panes and a wealth of fabrics with

in; he will remark a surprising predom

inance of pastry-shops and drug-stores,

though it need not necessarily be inferred

that one is the complement of the other:

in some streets he will find the sidewalks

wide and well laid, in others they are

rough and painful, tapering off to noth

ing alongside the base of some project

ing building. If he asks a question of

the shopkeepers in the doorways, they

answer him pleasantly and politely; if

he scan the faces of passers-by, he finds

them bright, hopeful and good-natured.

Groups of neatly-dressed, bareheaded

working-girls go chatting by: men in

blouses and slouch hats, carrying tin din

ner-pails, hurry past. Vellum-faced old

women crying vegetables in the shrillest

-of voices; here and there a guard of sol

diers following a forage-wagon piled high

with loaves of bread two feet long; milk

men's wagons, bakers‘ wagons, and an

occasional patient donkey toiling up-hill

with a stout country dame and a load of

cabbages in the cart behind him; sedate

housewives hurrying homeward, followed

by little bonnes with laden baskets on their

arms,—all tell the observer that he is in

the neighborhood of the market.

VVhat a babel of confusion it is, this
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motley gathering of fruit- and vegetable

women, seated in long rows of impro

vised stalls along the paved slope, en

closed on all sides by tall buildings,

which forms the market-place! They

all wear red-and-yellow headkerchiefs,

and are chattering away for dear life. It

is a recognized principle in their code to

ask any price they think they can get for

their wares, but for all that living is not

costly at Limoges. Good beef and mut

ton sell at eighteen cents a pound, and

articles of c/zarcuterzk, such as ham, sau

sage, pdtés arid galantine, are sold in

great quantities. Vegetables of all kinds

are plentiful and cheap, and in the sea

son there is an abundance of pears, ap

ples, grapes and figs. In the autumn,

too, thousands of bushels of a giant spe

cies of chestnut are gathered and sold

or shipped to other markets. Mush

rooms as large round as a dinner-plate

are sold by weight, and women and

children can be seen munching them

as they would crusts of bread. Wine

is poor and high-priced, for the Limou

sin is not a vine-growing province, and

with the recellt rise in price the poorer

classes have to forego the daily litre of

1/in ronge which their compatriots in the

neighboring Charente still consider indis

pensable to their health and happiness.

Looking at these market-people about

him, the observer can easily see that

they are not habitual wine-drinkers.

They take a little cider, a little beer,

but wine only now and then. Simpli

city and frugality of diet, in fact, mark

the habits of all the people, rich and

poor, of the province. A cup of coffee

on rising, a plate of soup at nine, a sub

stantial meal at midday, and another

plate of soup between six and eight in

the evening, make up the bill of fare

for the day.

The hotels, however, keep up the Pa

risian hours for meals, and as breakfast

does not come until eleven o'clock, it

would be well for our visitor to devote

his remaining morning hours to the fa

mous Ceramic Museum, which is not far

from the Place d'Orsay, and which con

tains the finest collection of faience and

porcelains in the world excepting that at

the Louvre. All the principal European

countries are here found represented by

specimens of their wares, but the United

States, alas! is conspicuous by its ab

sence, notwithstanding the fact that last

year a notice was generally published

throughout the American press advising

our porcelain -makers that samples, if

sent by them to the United States con

sular agent at Limoges, would be exhib

ited in the museum side by side with

the rest. In connection with the es

tablishment a free school for drawing

and porcelain-decoration has been in

augurated by the city, and with such

success that it numbers six hundred

and fifty pupils of both sexes and all

ranks of society.

After his morning stroll our visitor to

Limoges will doubtless breakfast well.

At either the Boule d'Or, the Richelieu

or La Paix he cannot fail to do so, pro

vided he furnish the appetite. There are

other hotels, some of them rejoicing in

such fanciful names as "The Golden

Chariot" or "The Silver Eagle," but the

three first named are those that the arriv

ing stranger generally hears screamed in

his cars by the runners at the railway

dépot. The prices at either ofthem, vary

ing from a dollar and a half to two dol

lars per day, seem ridiculously cheap to

an American, for the bill of fare embraces

an elaborate array of courses at the table

d'hote, and wine is included. Carriage

hire, too, is remarkably reasonable: for

a five-franc piece one can hire for the

best part of the afternoon either a one

horse coupé or a two-horse barouche

with a liveried driver. Tell the coach

man to drive you out of town anywhere

to get a good view of the city. He will

touch his hat, crack his whip, and away

you go. He will probably take you past

the statue .of Marshal Jourdan, the Cercle

de l'Union-—a splendidly-appointed pri

vate club—and so down through the Cité

to the Boulevard Pont Neuf, leading to

the bridge of the same name. The view

up and down the river as you cross is ex

tremely picturesque, the banks ascending

in steep declivities on either side. Above

is the ancient bridge of St. Etienne, and

below is the equally ancient bridge of St.
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Martial, each, like the Pont Neuf, leading

to its faubourg beyond the river. Under

the shade of the shapely poplars lining the

placid current hundreds of laundresses

are to be seen kneeling in little wooden

boxes at the water's edge, each having

before her a smooth flat stone on which

she scrubs, kneads and pounds some

body's family linen. The roadway up

through the faubourg is dirty and tedi

ous: unkempt children are playing in the

street and ill~bred dogs run out to bark

as you pass. But beyond are the love

liest of rural scenes—long, shaded road

ways where, through the closely-aligned

trees, one looks down upon the city and

the river spread like a picture beneath:

here and there, standing back from the

roadside and embowered in foliage, are

ancestral chilteaux, seeming to care very

little for the common world about them.

The farms are models of agricultural

industry and neatness. Prosperity and

thrift are written in large letters all over

the cultivated fields and well-cared-for

pastures that meet the eye at every turn.

Men and women are working together

among the grain or in the hay-meadows.

A turn in the road brings us to Panazol, a

little hamlet with not over twenty houses,

yet with a vine-clad toy of a church, and

a little shed, New England like, adjoin

ing it, for the convenience of the farmers

who come here to mass on Sundays. Be

fore the doors peasant-women sit working

at their looms, and bright-faced matrons

sit knitting in the windows. The village

streets are grass-grown and still, and but

for an occasional old woman, with an

immense broad-brimmed straw hat on

her head and a load of fagots on her

back, our carriage might dash at break

neck speed through Panazol without fear

ofinjuring any one.

Within a radius of a few miles there

are a dozen pleasant points for afternoon

drives—Rochechouart, with its historic

chzlteau; St. Yrieix, a bright and pretty

town, with a church that has a history;

St. Léonard, with its famous church, an

exact model of St. Sepulchre at Jerusa

lem; the abbaye of Solignac, where St.

Eloi worked as a silversmith; and Aix,

farther down on the Vienne, where you

can drive down for dinner, and then re

turn home along the river-bank by moon

light. Either one of these trips would

prove interesting: your gorgeous driver

is very communicative, and tells you all

about the owners of this place and that,

what their family pedigrees are, whom

they married, how much they are worth

and how much they paid per hectare for

the property.

There is a fair theatre where one can

hear L2 Petit Duc, Les Cloc/zes or some

other popular opera sung three times a

week. One sees very few elaborately

dressed ladies in the audiences, for the city,

being an industrial one and with a large

majority of its population given to their

daily labor for support, is not much wed

ded to fashion : it is practical rather than

worldly. The constant round of dinners,

soirées, balls and receptions which cha

racterizes French high life in many and

even smaller cities is lacking here. The

wealthier people, as a rule, are the por

Celain-manufacturers, who live in a quiet,

substantial, sensible way, eschewing the

follies and fatigues of fashionable exist

ence. Full half of the population de

pends, directly or indirectly, on the por

celain industry for its support. It was

only a hundred and thirty years ago that

this industry had its birth. For centuries

before that, it is true, Limoges had been

famous through all Europe for its enam

els. Bernard Palissy was a citizen of

Limoges, and Léonard Limousin was ap

pointed "enamel-painter in ordinary" to

King Francis I. It is possible that this

art was brought here from Italy by some

Venetian merchants, who in 977 built up

a portion of what is now the Faubourg

St. Martial and established an extensive

trade in fabrics and spices with the Le

vant. But it was not until 1765 that

Doctor Darnay, a surgeon of Limoges,

discovered near the neighboring village

of St. Yrieix the inexhaustible quarries

of kaolin which were destined to become

a source of wealth and employment for

all the surrounding population. Like

most discoverers, he failed to realize any

substantial benefits. A Bordeaux druggist,

one De Villaret, managed to secure a pat

ent in advance of him, and poor Darnay,
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defeated in a suit for damages, had to con

tent himself with the posthumous honor

of having a street named after him in the

city which has most profited by his dis

covery.

In 1772 the first porcelain-factory was

established at Limoges by Messrs. Mas

sier, Fourneyra & Grellet fréres, under

the protection of the wise and liberal in

tendant Turgot. It is the decoration of

the porcelain that gives it its value as

well as its charm. Its manufacture is

comparatively easy and simple. The

kaolin, a dry, whitish-yellow clay, is first

taken in lumps from the quarry and car

ried to one or another of the numerous

mills lining the Vienne, where it is ground

fine and reduced to a liquid paste closely

resembling bread-dough. In this shape

it is carried in sacks to the factory, where,

having been again worked over to secure

fineness and pliability, it is ready for the

moulder's or the turner's hands. Noth

ing can exceed the deftness and skill with

which, under the magic touch of the ex

perienced workman, shapeless lumps of

this prepared clay are fashioned into cups,

dishes, vases and every conceivable form

of the most delicate pottery. It is so

quickly done, too ! One handy operative

can make two hundred cups a day.. Once

moulded into shape, the piece of pottery

is dipped into liquid enamel which gives

it hardness and brilliancy. lt receives too

the stamp of the manufacturer. It is then

placed in what is called a gazelte to be

put into the oven to bake. The gazette

is composed of a pair of deep earthen

saucers fitting tightly together and form

ing a circular box. varying in dimensions

according to the sizes of the objects to be

baked. The greater part of those in use

are little larger than an ordinary soup

plate. in this gazette the piece of por

celain is hermetically sealed up, and then

it goes into the oven with thousands of

other gazettes, until the great circular fur

nace, twenty feet in diameter and two

stories high, is packed full from side to

side and from bottom to top. Then the

doors are closed, the fires are lit, and for

a period varying from thirty-four to fifty

hours the baking process goes on at a

temperature of thirty-two hundred de

grees Fahrenheit. Even after the fires

are extinguished the heat in the furnace

continues intense, and twelve hours more

must elapse before it subsides sufficiently

to permit the workmen to enter, remove

and open the gazettes, take out the por

celains, which are now hard and brilliant,

and send them to the artists for decora

tion. There are in all some seventy of

these ovens in Limoges, with an average

capacity of six thousand pieces. As most

of them are kept going night and day,

the reader can form some idea of the

amount daily manufactured.

But thus far we have only followed the

process through its homelier stages. The

decorative work, yet to come, is the most

delicate as it is the most interesting. But

not every piece of porcelain that comes

out of the oven reaches the decorator's

hands. Of every hundred pieces baked,

an average of twenty-five are thrown

out as inferior, and the remaining seven

ty-five are divided or sorted out into four

grades, known as second choice, choice,

élite and special, in the average propor

tion of thirty, twenty-five, fifteen and five

to each class respectively. The special

is employed only for very rich decora

tions; élite is recommended for bestse

lection; the choice is for ordinary usage;

and the second choice is of such fair

quality as to be pronounced less imper

fect than the best porcelain sent from

China and Japan, and specially recom

mended as the most economical pottery.

The price of decoration varies according

to the selection of porcelain to which it

is applied. Thus, for instance, the lower

grades of artists are employed upon the

second-choice porcelain, while the best

painters and decorators work upon the

élite: the special is only given to artists

of the most exceptional merit. The va

rious artists, painters and decorators, are

paid salaries which, according to the

French standard, are considered munif

icent, though they sound small enough to

American ears. Much of the decorating,

such as flowers, birds. vines, etc., is done

by laying the paper designs upon the por

celain and painting over them. The gild

ing is more laborious, and enormous quan

tities of pure gold-leaf are used. The
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gold, once laid on, can only become per

manently part and parcel of the porcelain

by being subjected to an additional six

hours' baking at a temperature of eight

hundred degrees Réaumur.

Not less important is the decoration of

faience-ware, which varies infinitely ac

cording to the desired effect. Haviland

& Co., who may be taken as a standard,

classify their faiences into six groups—viz.

cream faiences, which are thus named

from their color, and which are decorated

with paintings under the enamel or with

translucid enamels; enamelled paintings,

possessing all the tone, richness and va

riety of oil-paintings; grand-fire fresco

paintings, or exact representations of wall

frescoes, and especially adapted for pan

els or architectural ornaments; gilt en

amels, reproducing Chinese lac-paintings

or vases of precious stones; Limoges en

amels, very similar to the ancient enam

els of Léonard Limousin; and sculptured

faiences, painted either under the enam

el or in grand-fire frescoes: the figures

alone are never painted in these latter.

Each piece of sculptured faience is the

model itself, signed by the artist: not one of

them is ever reproduced by moulding. In

the museum connected with the Haviland

works are to be seen some remarkably

fine specimens of their faience-wares.

The Havilands, themselves Americans,

who by their enterprise and integrity re

. flect credit upon their country, have done

much to popularize the love for ceramics

in the New World, and the head of the

house, Mr. Charles Haviland, was worth

ily decorated with the ribbon of the Legion

of Honor at the close of the Paris Expo

sition. The firm has recently completed

the manufacture of an elaborate dinner

service for the White House at Wash

ington, based upon designs by a well

known American artist. Long may that

service grace the board of the first mag

istrate of our nation as a souvenir and

symbol of the two great republics of the

world—as a substantial evidence of what

French resources, combined with Ameri

can industry, have produced from the

rough and shapeless clods of clay which

so many preceding centuries have passed

by unnoticed! GEORGE L. CATLIN.

THREE ROSES.

" H, shall it be a red rose, a red rose, a red rose,

A deep-tinted red rose?" said she.

"In the sunny garden-closes

How they burn, the dark-red roses!

How they lift their glowing cups to me!

"Oh, shall it be a blush rose, a blush rose, a blush rose,

A dewy, dainty blush rose?" said she.

"At its heart a flush so tender,

With a veiled and softened splendor,

How it droops its languid head toward me!

"Oh, shall it be a white rose, a white rose, a white rose,

A fair and shining white rose?" said she.

"With its pale cheek tinted faintly,

Like a vestal pure and saintly,

Lo! it lights its silver lamp for me."

- VQL..XXVI.—37

JULIA C. R. Dorm.
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" HE play, the play's the thing !"—not

whereby, as moody Hamlet hath

it, to catch the conscience of the king,

but as a possible means of emancipation

from the galling and unprofitable condi

tions of a literary career. A book which

embodies months of research, the refined

outcome of scholarly labor and reflective

observation, may secure a definite and

honorable place for its author, but it is

not likely to yield as much in a pecuni

ary way as the salary of a good clerk.

Even a successful novel which strikes

the popular fancy and circulates through

many editions is only a matter of a few

hundred dollars. We look over the whole

field of bookmaking and periodical-wri

ting without discovering one practitioner

of average ability, any man with every

requisite but genius itself, who, though

diligent and adaptative to circumstances,

can find in the general work of his pro

fession the income of an average doctor

or lawyer. There is a veteran whom we

are reminded of, each of whose books

has had a sale of more than five thou

sand copies, while some of them have

exceeded fifty thousand—which is nearly

forty-nine times more than many volumes

reach—and we know that he, with this

exceptional success and by the industry

of a lifetime, has not accumulated the

smallest fortune, though he has been fer

tile and has lived within five thousand

dollars a year. The ground is over

crowded, the struggle for place is ex

hausting, and the man who is wholly

dependent on his profession for bread

and butter finds himself elbowed and

pushed against, not only by competitors

of his own class, but also by many to

whom literature is a recreation, a source

of distinction, or collateral to some other

business, and not the obdurate necessity

it is to him.

The literary gift is too often a faculty

which exists by itself, and is not conjoin

ed with versatility. Weary though he

may be, the author has no alternative,

and must drag along in his profession,

feeling that he were better out of it, and

yet that he is useless for anything else.

His future is held in the Acherontic

depths of his ink-pot, and all he is ca

pable of winning is in solution there.

He thinks of the theatre in his despair,

and may find comfort in the reflection that

one substantially -successful play brings

its author more money than a poet or his

torian receives for all the masterpieces of

his life. Harry Esmond mentions with

pride somewhere in his history that a play

of his writing had the honor of being rep

resented two orthree times; and in the col

onel's day dramatic literature was scarce

ly more profitable than other kinds of

writing. Now, however, a new play, pro

duced at a metropolitan theatre with the

elaborate mounting and excellent acting

that are customary, is considered a pos

itive failure if it is withdrawn at the end

of a month, and it is not unusual to see

two or three pieces filling the whole sea

son. The metropolitan successes are also

wanted by managers in other cities; and

from one manuscript, about one-third the

length of an ordinary novelette, the au

thor may derive twenty thousand dollars

or more in two or three years.

The play holds out the one possibility

of a fortune which literature without tran

scendent genius offers, and though the

chances of winning are known to be few,

the prize is so splendid that it is tried for

by men of every intellectual calibre. The

poet, the essayist, the novelist, the news

paper editor, the newspaper critic and the

newspaper reporter, the scholar and the

airy raconteur, have all written something

for the theatre, and visions of the auditor

ium filled with a well-dressed, perfumed,

smiling throng, of the lights, the applause

and the excitement, have given speed to

their pens. Beyond its profitableness the

drama has another and powerful fascina

tion for its author. Presupposing that it is

competently acted and mounted with the

exquisite taste and completeness of detail
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that we see at such theatres as the Union

Square in New York, the manuscript is

touched as by a magician's wand and

from a collocation of words becomes a

living, visible world, and a beatific, al

most deifying, consciousness of creation

fills the author as he contemplates the

embodied offspring of his brain.

The poet, the essayist and the others

have written their plays, inspired and ac

celerated by dreams of a sweeter success

than they have known before, and if the

reader should ask what has become of

them we might answer by begging him

to consult the theatrical records and find

out how many new plays by American

authors have been produced during the

past ten years. The end, if not the his

tory, of nearly all of them is the same.

They have been received by the man

agers with a degree of attention measured

and varied according to the positions and

influences of the persons submitting them.

Some of the authors have written to the

atres praying for a hearing, and have wait

ed in vain for an answer; others have

succeeded in getting their manuscripts

into some manager's hands, and have

been promised a decision which has been

put off from month to month, until at the

end of a year or so they have been glad

to recover their work, though it has not

been read; a few have had their plays

accepted, and are only sanguine at the

beginning of each season to become dis

heartened before its close as this or that

success of London or Paris has occupied

the theatre and deferred the production

of their own work, which is effectually

entombed in an office-safe: these live on

wearily, ever in sight of a desired object

to which they never come nearer; and,

finally, there are a limited number who,

impatient of the delays or rejected at

houses where alone production would be

worth while, have withdrawn their plays

and given them to secondary managers

or "stars"—a course fatal to both pe

cuniary and artistic success.

After many vicissitudes all the manu

scripts usually come home to their pa

rents, who do not repeat their experi

ments, but, looking back on their dead

ambition, shake their heads with an air

of great sagacity when play-writing is

mentioned and point ominously to a pile

of leaves in some corner of their desks.

Years ago, when we told a literary veteran

who had written tragedies and other trifles

for the Bowery in its palmy days that we

were engaged upon a drama of our own,

he vehemently protested against the

folly. "Don't do it!" he cried. "They

will tear your heart out," referring to the

managers, who certainly deserve small

credit for the way they treat the literary

men who submit work to them. Never

theless, in all the leading theatres there

is in some part of the building an office,

usually undiscoverable by the uninitiated,

where plays are actually read and some

times accepted. It is a small apartment

guarded by an attendant, who instinctive

ly knows to whom the manager is "at

home " and to whom he is not—who has

a welcoming smile for the critic of the

big newspaper and an impatient shrug of

disparagement for the author who calls

for the twentieth time to see if his play

has been read. There is a bunch of pro

grammes hanging from a nail in the wall,

and there are proofs of lithographic win

dow-sheets and posters strewn upon the

desks and chairs. The newspapers are

filed, and copies of the latest editions are

so profuse that the effect is more journal

istic than theatrical. But the conversa

tion is assiduously " professional," and

there is a somewhat unusual familiarity

of address among the persons present,

who call one another by their Christian

names. Sometimes an actor or actress

attached to the theatre looks in, or a play

wright who is in favor, or a provincial man

ager, or a fashionable "man about town"

who in some occult way has obtained the

entrée of the managerial sanctum. It

strikes one that for an overburdened busi

ness-man the manager is very affable and

patient. This is only during his moments

of leisure, however, and when a play

has to be discussed, the characters to be

"cast " or engagements to be made none

but members of the staft' are admitted.

Not more than a dozen original plays

by Americans have been produced at the

three principal theatres of New York dur

ing the last six years. The most notable
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of these have been Pique, by Mr. Augus

tin Daly, who was his own manager;

T/ze Banker's Daug/zter, by Mr. Bron

son Howard in collaboration with Mr.

A. R. Cazauran, the former an experi

enced playwright, and the latter assistant

manager of the theatre at which it was

produced ; Tbe False Friend, by Mr. Ed

gar Fawcett, an established literary man;

and Consczknce, in collaboration, by Mr.

A. E. Lancaster, a critic of distinction. It

is worth observation that in each instance

the author was in some measure intimate

withthetheatreandpossessedsomeknow

ledge of stage-effect, the requirements and

exigences of the companies for which he

was writing. Literary ability alone will

not make an acting play, even when it is

wedded to the constructive faculty and

dramatic instinct; and we often see a

novelist whose characters are forcibly

contrasted and whose climaxes are thrill

ing failing in stage-work, because he

makes the fatal mistake of supposing

that it can be done by the same methods

as his stories. In a novel the author may

be explanatory and analytical, telling

how, why and wherefore, while in the

play he must be concise, suggestive and

synthetical, making his characters de

fine themselves by emotion and action

rather than by words.

What we have said, perhaps, shows

how many things a candidate for dra

matic honors requires to succeed. He

must have literary ability of course, and

not only must he have a nervous style,

but he must be able to invent a plot of

sustained interest and strong situations,

and possess the faculty of prevising the

effect what he is writing will have when

seen by an audience under very different

circumstances and in very different sur

roundings from those of his study.

But neither the difficulties nor the lim

itations of the market frighten away the

aspirants. One theatre receives more

than two hundred manuscripts a year,

some from persons of education and

literary training, from whom acceptable

work might come, but many of them

from men and women who are wholly

disqualified for any sort of literature by

the completeness of their ignorance.

Border dramas, with five or six scenes

to an act, are submitted to establishments

where only elegant comedies and emo

tional dramas are produced, each with

one scene to the act; high-flown tragedies

in blank verse come begging at the doors

of the theatre where airy musical pieces

are a staple; and plays with all parts

subordinated to that of a "star" are sent

in to houses which depend on their stock

companies and the carefully-balanced

distribution of characters. It is not alone

orthography and syntax that many of the

people who write plays are deficient in:

they lack the simple common sense which

directs the man with chickens for sale to

the poulterer and the farmer with pota

toes to the grocer's. Perhaps this is why

the manager makes a wry face when a

new play by an unknown hand is men

tioned to him. Such a mass of imprac

ticable stuff is submitted to him that he

loses heart and faith in turning it over.

But generally it is turned over, and if

among all the chat? one grain of wheat

is found there is rejoicing, and the au

thor finds himself elect.

The reader is usually a member of the

executive staff of the theatre, who selects

from all the manuscripts sent in those

that are at all feasible, which are then

read by the manager or assistant man

ager, and either rejected or held for fu

ture consideration. A few strong situa

tions, a novel character or a brilliant piece

of dialogue, though set in unequal sur

roundings, will often delay the final judg

ment, for the manager is as apprehensive

of throwing away a good thing as of ac

cepting a poor one, and if he sees a gleam

of power he is reluctant to decide upon

it without cogitation. He mentally re

volves the question to see it from every

point, and wonders if after some "fixing

up" the play might not prosper. Should

it prosper, it would be much more profit

able to him than to the author: should it

fail, it would involve a loss of several

thousand dollars and injure the reputa

tion of his theatre. While he is debating

the matter, which is a serious one to him,

a piece may be filling his house and he

may have already selected the play to

follow it. He looks over the new work
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at his leisure, and invites the criticism of I are for the better.

his principal assistants; he considers its '

feasibility in reference to the peculiarities

of his company, and if there are parts

which his actors cannot fill he inquires

whether others are disengaged who could

fill them; he considers it in reference to

the scenic capacity of his house, and the

very size of his auditorium has some in

fluence upon him, for what tells on a

small stage often fails on a larger one.

He is cautious, and dismisses the subject

for a few weeks, perhaps to think it over

again at odd moments—at his club, over

his dinner, in his coupé or at his office.

Meanwhile the play is lying on his desk

or in the safe, and an outraged author is

consuming himself with disappointment

and bitterness, demanding an answer

from day to day and being put off so

often that at last he insults the mana

ger and reclaims his manuscript.

But, supposing that the author is pa

tient and lets the matter take its neces

sarily tedious course, and that finally the

manager accepts the play and signs a

contract for its production, it may still be

months or years before an opening can

be found for it. At some time or other a

date is fixed for it, however: it is under

lined in the bills and mentioned to the

critics, and the practical work of building

up the acting drama from the manuscript

is now begun. One of the staff revises the

stage-directions and marks the exits and

entrances of the characters, having a dia

gram of the stage with its various doors

before him; and when he is finished all

the "business," on the technical com

pleteness of which the author, especial

ly if he is callow, has probably flattered

himself, is cut out. The phrases which

are prolix or redundant are dropped, and

a character may be swept out of exist

ence by the stroke of a pencil or a new

one added, a comedy-scene written in to

relieve the gloom of some serious busi

ness, or an element of pathos introduced

where the shadows are not deep enough.

it is a fearful ordeal for the author, but

the prospect of having the curtain lift

ed upon his work buoys him through it,

and he discreetly keeps his temper,

though unconvinced that all the changes

We are speaking of

a tyro. When the playwright is a veteran

l his stage-directions are likely to be valu

able, though few plays reach the public

unaltered; and in some instances the

suggestions of an inexperienced man

are serviceable.

The revised manuscript is then given

to the copyist, a subordinate actor usual

ly, who replicates it, and alternates each

page of writing with a blank leaf, for a

purpose to be explained anon. The cast

is meanwhile exercising the brains of the

manager. Which member of his com

pany will best suit this part? and which

that? As in the choice of a piece, the

soundness of his judgment is put to a

severe test, and that verisimilitude and

identity between the actor and his imper

sonation wherein art has its fulfilment

are only attained by a critical perspicu

ity which places him on a much higher

plane than the mere commercial purvey

or of amusements. His opinion of the

most effective distribution of parts will

probably not be shared by the actors

themselves if each member of the com

pany has not a great opportunity allotted

to him; which of course is impossible.

The vanity of human nature is inordi

nately developed in the bosom of the

player, who loves to linger on the stage

and to be central and preponderant. A

popular leading-man is not easily re

placed, and when he feels that he is

more or less indispensable he is apt to

be as arrogant as he is vain, and be

grudge his associates the attention or ap

plause of the audience for a moment.

Even the withdrawal of a minor person

is felt in a company whose members have

been drilled together for some months

and whose abilities are harmoniously bal

anced. But the manager is firm and at

the same time conciliatory: he is like a

patient father with wayward children,

whom he controls by mild arts when

despotic commands would be ignored or

combated.

The cast being decided upon, two more

gentlemen are introduced into the man

agerial council: one is the scene-painter

and the other the "property-man." "I

want for the first act," says the manager
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to the painter, " a scene in the diamond

fields of South Africa; for the second,

the exterior of an Elizabethan house;

for the third, a handsome library; and

for the fourth, a conservatory. The dia

mond-fields must be shown as at even

ing, the house and the library must be

characteristic of the home of an old and

prosperous family, and the conservatory

must be as fine a ' set' as you can paint."

After listening to these instructions the

painter submits a number of plates from

which he thinks he may gather a defin

ite idea of the exact requirements of the

play : a picture from the Illustrated Lon

don /t"mi/s or the Gm}?/zz'c may give a

suggestion of what is wanted for the

scene at the diamond-fields; the illus

trations of a work on the baronial homes

of England may include such a library

and exterior as would suit; and perhaps

for the conservatory he submits a hasty

water-color drawing of his own or a de

sign from some book on architecture.

"That's the thing," says the manager,

pointing to selections from these, and he

picks out the plates which fit his idea of

what the scenes should be; and the artist

gives him an estimate of the cost of pro

duction, specifying the quantities of lum

ber, canvas and paint that will be re

quired to build up a diamond-gully, the

Elizabethan mansion and the conserva

tory. Perhaps the estimate is too large,

and is reduced, but the management is

apt to be over-generous rather than stint

ing, and more probably the artist is in

structed to prepare his models with few

limitations as to cost.

Now the property-man is consulted.

The rocks that will lie about the stage in

the diamond-field scene, the cataract in

the background, the implements of the

miners, the tents and the wagons, the

furniture in the library-scene and all

the appurtenances of the conservatory,

are to be made or procured by him and

disposed of on the stage before the per

formance begins. The rocks are to be

of papier-maché, and the cataract is to

be simulated by a revolving drum of tin

sel or glass beads with a strong light upon

it. It is his business to construct them

and the artist's to paint them. Every ar

ticle used on the stage is in the proper

ty-man's charge. The crowns of kings,

the cross of Richelieu, the whip of Tony

Lumpkin, the bleached forehead of Yor

ick, the bell which the victorious hero

strikes before having the discomfited vil

lain shown to the door, and the fat purse

with its crackling bank-notes and jingling

coin which the honest but virtuous clerk

refuses in the face of temptation,—all be

long to the property-man's department.

The demands on his ingenuity and re

search take him into every kind of shop

in every quarter of the city. He has deal

ings with ironmongers, milliners, uphol

sterers and merchants of curios. The

magnificent and costly suite of carved

oak in the library-scene, which is not

veneer but substantial furniture, and the

most trivial objects—a handbag or a hat

rack, perhaps a baby for some "side

splitting" farce, whatever the play calls

for—he must secure and put, night after

night, in the exact place which the stage

directions have prescribed. Each new

play requires, of course, some new ar

ticles, and the accumulated stock is

uniquely various from which the accou

trements of princes and potentates, beg

gars and nobles, soldiers and lackeys,

priests and highwaymen, the riotously

anachronistic material of a fancy-dress

ball, may be gathered.

The scene-painter is provided at the

preliminary consultation with a "scene

plot," wherein the exits and entrances,

the doors, windows and other openings

necessary in the action of the play, are

specified: at the same time a "property

plot" is handed to the property-man, enu

merating the articles involved in the ac

tion; and we cannot betterillustrate the di

versified character which the latter some

times have than by quoting from the plot

of 1'}'cn(/z Flals, which was produced in

New York last season. In the first act

the property-man is required to provide

a double step-ladder, a long low trunk,

a lady's hatbox with a hat in it, a cane

and an umbrella, a very large basket

filled with china and crockery, a Sara

toga trunk, a bundle of clothes tied up

in a sheet, upholsterers‘ tools, a roll of

carpet and "the portrait of a female with
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a hole through the eye." For the same

act he also has to provide "a crash of

wood and a noise outside," a‘ very large

bouquet for Mariette, two vials for Val

lay, a law-book for Bonnay, a comb and

curling-iron for Martin, a switch of hair

and a box of pills. Among the properties

required in the second act are two pianos,

objects of 1/irtzk, a broom for the Baroness,

tongs and a tray for Vallay, a photo al

bum, two small combs for Riffardini the

tenor, a feather- duster, French bank

notes and two Catalan knives for the

Marquis. The third act requires large

blue spectacles for Pluchard, a paper

cap for the painter, paint-brushes and

paint- can, a newspaper for Billardo,

"crockery to break," plenty of writing

materials and money for Billardo; while

the fourth act, the scene of which is the

parlor of the tenor, requires bric-i1-brac,

a hand-glass on the table, musical parts,

newspapers, a tuning-fork, a wig and

beard, a whip for the Marquis, and sev

eral wreaths of laurel. As we have said,

each article has an appointed place in

which it must be put by the property

man, and we all know the embarrassing

consequences of any negligence of his,

as when the leading actor sits at a table

to sign away his birthright and can find

neither the pen nor the ink which the

property-plot calls for.

One other person has to be considered

in mounting the play, and that is the ma

chinist, who builds up the framework of

the scene and constructs the mechanical

appurtenances, such as the flight of steps

down the rocks in the diamond-gully, the

galleries in the library, the balustrade in

the conservatory, and all the doors and

windows. The artist, the property-man,

and the machinist are together the archi

tects of the drama, and when they have

been fully instructed—when the artist has

his plot, the property-man his, and the

machinist his, which is the same as that

of the painter, and when the painter's

models have been approved by the man

ager—the actors are called to hear the

play read. A word in parenthesis is ne

cessary here as to what the scene-paint

er's models are, for the term is mislead

ing. He has a small stage, upon which

he paints and sets each scene exactly as

it is to appear on the larger one, except

that it is on the reduced scale of half an

inch or less to the foot of actual space;

and the miniature, which is called a

model, serves to guide him in his work

and to give the manager a preliminary

glimpse of what the finished scene will

be.

Somewhere against the wall in that

mysterious precinct which in other days

attracted the wits and gallants of the

hour, who met and exchanged familiar

ities with the players that were not always

sweet, and which in this better epoch is

reserved for the use of the persons for

whom it is intended,—somewhere in the

"green-room," where the actors gossip,

or put the finishing touch to the rouge

and pencillings on their faces, or adjust

their costumes, or rehearse their parts

while waiting to be summoned before

the audience, there hangs a board or a

glass case in which the official notices of

the management are exhibited; and one

day a written slip is pinned or pasted in

it which contains these words: "Com

pany called for A Lawe Excuse at to

A. M. Monday," A Lame En-use being

the supposititious name of the new play.

There have been rumors of "something

underlined" among the actors already,

and when the call is made the nature of

the work, who of the company will be

required in it, what parts there are, and

the probabilities of success, are discuss

ed with much volubility. Should the au

thor be a beginner whose connections

with the stage have hitherto been imper

sonal, and who yet has had that desire

to affiliate with its practitioners which be

longs to adolescence and inexperience,

he now has an opportunity to acquaint

himself with as many as he will care

about knowing. One introduction puts

him on affable terms with a crowd of

"professionals" connected and uncon

nected with the theatre at which his play

is to be produced, and before long he is

en camarade with various little cliques that

gather around the small tables of bier

saloons, cafés and club-houses after the

atre hours. Between the first call and

the reading particularly he is sought and
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questioned as to the characteristics of his

play. The leading lady, who is pretty

and cultivated, sends him an invitation

to call upon her, and receives him with

flattering attentions when he appears.

The leading man invites him to a nice

little dinner. He has cocktails with the

low comedian, lunch with the "eccentric

comedy lead " and oysters (late at night

perhaps) with the soubrette. His unpro

fessional acquaintances should also be

mentioned, for they take many pains to

be remembered. Young Potter, who is

athirst for notoriety, and who, with mal

edictions in his contemptible little heart

and fulsome compliments at his tongue's

end, will cringe before any man who hap

pens to have the public by the ear, trusts

that our author is not offended by any

thing he has written in the obscure little

paper with which he is connected. Blud

geon, who is such a hypocrite that his un

usually large nose is like a partition-wall

between the smiles that he shows and the

scowls that he conceals, slaps the au

thor on the back and with effusive good

will congratulates him, and declares that

nobody could be worthier of success,

though in reality Bludgeon detests him,

believes the management is going to the

dogs, and is already endeavoring to in

vent biting phrases for his criticism. The

potentialities of the new playwright bring

him innumerable offers of services and

pledges of cordiality. If he is not wise

the promise of success will intoxicate him

by its fumes before the cup that contains

the fruition reaches his lips, and it may

be well for him if he is not over-confident,

for the draught may prove bitter enough.

On the morning appointed the com

pany assemble in the green-room, saun

tering in with unbusiness-like irregularity

and addressing one another with that fa

miliarity of which we have before spoken.

There is a good deal of banter and some

scolding. The author grasps each mem

ber of the company by the hand as they

enter: he is pleading and ingratiating in

his manner, and after some delay he sits

at a small table and begins to read his

manuscript, or if he is too nervous the

manager or the assistant manager reads

it, and he scans the faces of the actors

with a touching desire to find some re

sponsive thrill as his best points are reach

ed and passed. A faint smile of the low

comedian as a grotesque line is read, a

murmur of the leading lady at some cli

macteric phrase of the heroine's, or an

ejaculated measure of applause from the

leading man over some strong emotion

in the principal part, yields gladness to

him—he foresees how much stronger they

will be spoken in character with dramatic

enunciation—and as the lines which he

has thought effective fall unnoticed a

gloomy apprehension possesses him. At

the end of the reading there is an inter

change of civilities, a private chat between

the manager and the author, and the lit

tle green-room, which has the mildewed

appearance of a lodging-house parlor

from which the sun is shut out like a con

spirator, is left to the ghosts that float in

the empty spaces of a theatre during the

daytime.

Soon afterward the cast is announced,

and then the unreasonable desire to be

central and preponderant, to fill the play

with himself, that affects the best of ac

tors as well as the poorest, leads to a

turmoil which is only quieted by the di

plomacy which is indispensable in hold

ing together the jealous elements of a

stock company, wherein pre-eminence in

individual branches must be subordinate

to the maintenance of a general excel

lence. At the same time that the cast is

announced each actor is provided with

his part and the cues which precede each

of his speeches, copied from the manu

script. The first rehearsal is "with parts"

—that is to say, the company are allowed

to read the lines from the copies given to

them—and while this is in progress the

manager has the complete play with the

alternate blank pages before him, upon

which he writes whatever alterations seem

desirable; and already, though none of

the accessories are used, the preliminary

exercise, so to speak, shows that some

speeches which have seemed striking in

the reading do not "go " well when spo

ken by the actor. This rehearsal "with

parts" is amusingly incongruous to the

spectator. The leading actor reads in an

ordinary conversational tone, " My heart
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is filled with a hatred which checks my

utterance, and though you see me now

penniless, trodden upon and in these

rags, Fate may have in store for me that

which will make you humble before me ;"

while, instead of being at all impover

ished or threadbare the leading actor

is dressed in a fashionable walking-suit

and has every appearance of prosperity.

Again, the leading lady sits with coni

plete indifference in a chair and swings

her parasol and chats with her neighbor

while one of the gentlemen opposite to

her reads a declaration of love in a sing

song voice from a roll of paper in his

hand. Another member of the company

has the lines, "Here for centuries the

Mordaunts have lived the simple and

honorable lives of English country gen

tlemen ; here they have been born; here

' they have died; and among them all not

one of them has ever done aught mean

or base. Here, in this grand old hall,

a reputation has been built which the

proudest of nobles might envy ;" and

should the spectator, following the wave

of the actor's hand, look for the hall to

which the speech refers, he would only

discover the stage before him, with no

scene set upon it, with the wings and the

"flats" stacked up at the rear, the com

pany gathered in the centre, and a few

gas-jets paled by the rays of daylight

issuing from a yellowish window. The

heroine at another point, wandering, as

the lines suppose, about the ample gar

dens of the Elizabethan house at twi

light, bids her lover come and hear the

soft echoes of the cuckoo, but it is only

the knocking of the machinist's hammer

and the voices of the property-man and

the scene-painter, who are working in the

"flies" high above the proscenium, that

are audible, and not the whistle of a bird.

The incongruity which amuses the stran

ger to the theatrical arcana is unnoticed

by the actors, whose profession is made

up of anomalies.

When a play has been actually re

hearsed and all the arrangements have

been made for painting the scenery and

procuring the properties for it, the man

ager is not likely to abandon it: his self

interest commits him to it, and the au

thor may usually feel assured that at

last his work will be seen by the public.

But so difficult is it to judge from the

reading of the manuscript what the effect

will be when the lines are distributed and

spoken by many different voices that

more than once an experienced manager

has found to his cost, at a second or third

rehearsal, that some play which has gone

thus far in preparation will not do. The

author is very much to be pitied in such

a case: the disappointment is not an

ordinary one. The first rehearsal of A

Lame Excuse confirms the manager's

favorable opinion of it, however, and a

few days later another is called "without

parts ;" that is, the actors are expected

to have learned what they have to say.

The rehearsals are then continued from

time to time, and at each something is

added in gesture, tone or movement

which strengthens the representation.

The toil, perseverance and discipline

which are entailed cannot be imagined

by one who has not traced the progress

of a new play at such a theatre as the

Union Square. Whenever it seems that

the most has not been made of a line or

a situation it is repeated again and again.

The "business" is gradually improved,

and the author sees the company work

ing with greater fluency at each of the

twenty or more rehearsals which are giv

en. Somewhere about the eighteenth re

hearsal a demand is made upon the art

ist, and he promises to have the scenery

ready in a few days.

The date of production is now an

nounced: the actors don their costumes,

and the manager becomes nervous and

excitable. On the first night a brilliant

crowd fills the theatre to the doors. There

is a murmur of interest and curiosity.

The curtain is lifted, and, seated in a

small box invisible from the auditorium,

but overlooking the whole stage, are the

manager and the author, both of whom

are overwrought with excitement. A

member of the staff is seated in the or

chestra, where he can survey the house

and observe how the audience is affect

ed. At the end of the first act this useful

person announces a success to the man

ager, who has already been reassured by
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the applause. Through the second act

the applause is louder, and when the third

act is ended there is a spontaneous call for

the author, who, flushed and happy, steps

before the footlights. And here we will

HOW SHE KEPT HER VOW:

T was a long and arduous journey

that lay before her: unknown diffi

culties and adventures were to be en

countered, but urgent family considera

tions forced Helen Gerard to leave her

home in the South, and her brother who

was engaged in the service of the Con

federacy, and to make her way through

the enemy's lines to New York. She

left Mobile on the evening-train for Me

ridian, Mississippi, after taking an affect

ing farewell of her brother, whom she

never spoke to again. As they stood on

the platform of the railway-station, wait

ing for the hour of departure, she vowed

at his earnest solicitation, and out of the

depth of her affection, that never, under

any possible circumstances, would she be

induced to take the oath of allegiance to

the Federal government.

It was three o'clock in the morning

when the train reached Meridian, and

Miss Gerard was guided by the feeble

light of a smoky lantern to a dilapidated

inn miscalled an hotel. She was shown

to an apartment the darkness of which

was scarcely relieved by a smouldering

pine-brand in the fireplace. a mere flick

ering, expiring glimmer. Forlorn and ex

hausted, Helen hastily threw off part of

her clothing and crept into a spacious

bed ; which she had scarcely done when

the room was left in total darkness. The

boisterous breakfast-bell awoke her in the

gray of an October morning, and at the

same time aroused her to the horrified

consciousness that she had a bedfellow.

Be it said, to the credit of the house, that

it was a woman, as Helen was immedi

ately assured by the voice of the stran

leave him, trusting that this night relieves

him of some literary drudgery, and that

Bludgeon and Potter and better critics

will treat him kindly and fairly.

WILLIAM H. RIDEING.

A NARRATIVE OF FACTS.

ger inquiring whether Miss Gerard was

to leave on an early train. Hastily catch

ing her breath, Helen replied, " Yes."

"Then you cannot make your toilet

and take your breakfast too quickly,"

said the woman.

Springing to her feet and hastily ad

justing the rich masses of curls that rip

pled over her shoulders to her waist, Miss

Gerard was able to catch the morning

train to Jackson, Mississippi, crossing

Pearl River on a pontoon-bridge. In a

nondescript vehicle between a carriage

and a cart she climbed the sandy hill on

which Jackson is situated, and was soon

established in a moderately good board

ing-house. Both here and elsewhere

during her journey she bore herself in

such manner as to convey little idea of

her actual circumstances, partly to elude

any suspicion that she carried conceal

ed on her person four bags of gold to

defray the expenses of her journey to

New York.

On the morning of the sixth day Mr.

Firth, the guide whom Miss Gerard's

brother had sent to pilot her through

the lines, arrived at Jackson. He was

a Scotchman by birth, although long a

resident in the South, and was between

fifty and sixty years of age: his beard

and locks were sprinkled with gray ; un

der bushy eyebrows his keen eyes flashed

with intelligence and indicated decision

and reserve; but the gravity of his fea

tures showed the imprint of perpetual

sadness. Heavily built and athletic, he

was withal a handsome and very notice

able man. At this time Mr. Firth was

in the secret service of President Davis,
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but exactly in what department Helen

could not learn.

Giving her his hand with a hearty, hon

est grasp, Mr. Firth announced himself

to Miss Gerard as the guide her broth

er had appointed by telegraph to con

duct her to the Mississippi. He request

ed her to have her small trunk ready to

forward at once by army transportation,

stating that she would find it at the des

tined point on the river, and that as soon

as she herself was ready they would start.

In less than an hour she was prepared,

and seating herself in a low, old-fashion

ed country vehicle drawn by one horse,

they soon left Jackson in the distance.

All that day they journeyed through

rough, untrodden forests. Often they

were forced to ford streams which came

up to the box of the wagon and obliged

the travellers to lift their feet on the seat

to escape a ducking. Between one and

two in the morning they reached Ray

mond, and found a hospitable welcome

in the house of a Mr. Moore on the edge

of the town.

Although the hour was so unseason

able, a warm supper was at once pre

pared for the weary travellers. On the

following morning Mr. Firth informed

Helen that he should leave her in those

quarters for four days while he went away

on business of the secret service. But

instead of four days, three weeks had

passed before he returned. Early on

the morning following his arrival they

were up and prepared to start, provided

by their hospitable friends with lunches

of cornbread and meat stowed in the

pouches of the saddles, as for the future

they were to journey on horseback; and

Miss Gerard was also furnished with a

black skirt of Mrs. Moore's remodelled

into a riding-habit. With eyes swim

ming in tears Helen bade farewell to

those who, though strangers, had wel

comed her as a friend, and with down

cast heads, under the rays of the hot

morning sun, the travellers rode away,

prepared to penetrate the tangled forests

of Mississippi. But first they crossed the

clearing memorable as the battlefield of

Raymond, fought over when General

Grant was making his march on Vicks

burg. The traces of the conflict that

terminated so sadly for the Confederate

States were still everywhere visible, and

the trees showed abundant signs of the

hailstorm of war which had swept over

them. Little thought Helen as she rode

over those trampled fields that her fate

was mysteriously linked with one who

had bravely borne himself in that battle,

and whose face she had not yet seen,

while here it was that, unknown to her,

his destiny first crossed her life.

During the daytime the travellers made

their way through the forests by compass,

ignoringroads and paths and avoiding

all traces of civilization. Helen now

found it of inestimable service to her

that from childhood she had been a thor

oughly-accomplished and enthusiastic

horsewoman. As they forced their way

through the densely-woven brake and

underwood, shreds of her riding-habit

were left on the logs, trees and under

brush which they were compelled to jump,

until actually nothing was left of it but

the binding and the pocket; and her un

der-dress being now too short to protect

her ankles, she soon saw her stockings

dashed with blood from the rude scratches

made by the merciless twigs and thorns.

Hunger and thirst at last overtook the

travellers, but before they could find a

clear brook out of which to drink it was

three o'clock in the afternoon. After

feeding the horses and resting an hour

they journeyed on till midnight, when,

wellnigh exhausted, they halted in the

gleam of a pale moon under a venerable

oak tree on the brow of a hill at whose

foot murmured a stream lazily waiting to

be their lavatory at daybreak.

A dwelling of some sort was indistinct

ly visible in the distance, and the guide,-

to sound the character of the inmates,

proceeded thither on the plea of asking

for a match. But their manner was so

distant and inhospitable that his suspi

cions were aroused, and be deemed it

advisable to camp out for the night un

der the shelter of the oak tree. With

Mr. Firth's army-cloak so adjusted as to

serve her both for covering and pillow,

Helen slept without waking until dawn,

while her faithful guide kept half an eye
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open and slept but little. At daybreak

they bathed their faces in the creek and

breakfasted on the mossy banks, while

the horses champed their oats under the

breezy oak.

The travellers now followed a course

at right angles to that of the preceding

days, heading directly for the Mississippi

River. But when noon-time arrived, and,

halffamished, they looked to their pouches

for refreshment, they found only a gaping

emptiness, which compelled them to stop

at the first house and buy some pones

and raw bacon. Helen was obliged to

eat even this frugal and not wholly pal

atable fare in the saddle, for Mr. Firth

urged the necessity of unremitting travel,

having a certain point in the plan he had

laid out which must be reached that night.

This was a sparse, uncanny settlement of

two or three shanties occupied by a dis

reputable set of squatters who bore a very

bad name. The most important dwelling

was a wayside dram-shop, called, in lo

cal vernacular, a " coffee-house." Before

alighting Mr. Firth cautioned Miss Ge

rard to look well to the door of her cham

ber, to nerve her courage, and on no ac

count to enter into conversation with any

of the inmates. At the same time he

handed her one of his revolvers to lay

under her pillow.

Passing at once through a dusky, noi

some hall and up a steep flight of stairs

under the guidance of a heavily-bearded

ruffian whose appearance boded no good,

Helen reached the room she was to occu

py. It was separated from the adjoining

apartment only by a partition of thin

boards full of seams and cracks. But

she was too much fatigued by the exhaust

ing ride of two days to lie awake long

'worrying over possible dangers, and,

throwing herself on the rough pallet in

her clothing, she -was soon fast asleep.

She was summoned at dawn by her trusty

guide, who was so impressed with the

dangerous character of the house that he

would not allow her to eat before mount

ing, or even to be seen by the men who

were tarrying there. Leading her at once

to the stable, he hastily saddled the horses

and urged her away while the gray light

was still so faint they could hardly dis

tinguish one object from another. Helen

took a scanty breakfast in the saddle—

a meagre preparation for the perils and

hardships that must be encountered be

fore another sun should set. At the next

settlement fresh horses were procured,

and a man engaged to return to Ray

mond with the jaded steeds they had rid

den thus far. They were informed that

several miles in advance there had been

' a great freshet which had swollen all the

streams and made them wellnigh impas

sable. But time was pressing, and, find

ing that Miss Gerard was willing to face

i the rushing waters, the guide decided to

go on.

After fifteen miles of hard riding they

found themselves on the edge of a wide

stream dangerously swollen and rushing

by with great turbulence, shooting roots

and branches of dislodged trees along

its seething current. But this was no

time for hesitation or dismay. Hugging

her horse's neck and laying herself length

wise along his back, the heroic girl urged

him into the stream and gave him the

rein. The horses swam gallantly, and suc

ceeded in making a landing on the other

side far below where they had plunged in.

Struck by rushing logs, sometimes almost

hurled from her precarious seat, Helen

preserved her presence of mind, nor was

she disheartened by the thrilling peril she

had escaped, but with the same fortitude

guided her horse across several other

dangerous streams before night.

Twilight found the travellers entering

the plantation of Mr. Clayton, a domain

so vast in extent that several miles had

yet to be traversed in the gloom of star

light before the mansion was reached.

On alighting Helen expected to pass only

one night, or at most a day and a night,

enjoying the warm welcome of these kind

people, but was told, to her dismay, that

the freshets had so swollen the streams

that further advance would be impossible

for some days. Finding that delay would

be disadvantageous to the service upon

which he was engaged, Mr. Firth an

nounced to Miss Gerard that he must

reluctantly leave her there, but would

return for her when the fords became

more passable. Being a man of action,
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no sooner had he informed her of his

determination on the following afternoon

than he ordered his horse to be saddled

and led up. To Helen's surprise, her

horse was also brought to the house sad

dled and bridled, and Mr. Firth grace

fully invited her to accompany him a

short distance —a proposal which she

gladly accepted, because it was not with

out a slight regret that she felt that the

only one in the neighborhood in whom

she could confide was about to leave her

among total strangers.

In a moment Miss Gerard had donned

her riding-habit and was ready to mount.

But on reaching the portico her guide

strangely lingered, and showed a hesita

tion altogether unusual in his ordinarily

abrupt though courteous manner. Taking

her hand in both of his, he looked down

into her eyes with a meaning which spoke

more than words. Then for the first time

Helen realized with a shock that burned

her cheeks and made her tremble that he

who had been her guide through such va

rying scenes for weeks past now craved

the boon of filling the same calling for

her through life.

With a few tenderly-spoken words Mr.

Firth made known the love that had been

aroused in his bosom by the steadfast

heroism of the beautiful girl whom it had

been his lot to learn to appreciate under

such peculiar circumstances. Helen was

quite overcome by the singular and alto

gether unforeseen turn which affairs had

so suddenly taken, while she was at a loss

to know what action of hers might have

led him to mistake expressions of grat

itude for utterances of a love which she

did not feel ; and difficult indeed .was

her present task, requiring even more

than the usual tact which so rarely failed

her in critical moments, to explain the

delicate distinction between love and es

teem. After making her real sentiments

known, Miss Gerard, fearing further to

wound the feelings of a man for whom

she entertained so high a respect, con

sented to ride a short distance with him,

and with the golden light of the setting

sun glinting among the trees they were

soon in the forest once more.

On the way Mr. Firth explained the

cause of his habitual melancholy, giving

her certain details of a tragical career

which are now buried with him in the

grave where he has lain for these twelve

years past. When they had reached a

spot some five miles distant from the

house where two roads met and divided,

"Here we part," Mr. Firth said; and

Helen watched his receding form in the

golden haze of the setting sun as he pass

ed from her sight for ever.

Miss Gerard returned alone to linger

among strangers, upon whose hospitality

she must be dependent until the floods

should subside and a favorable occasion

present itself for her to proceed on her

journey. These excellent people treat

ed the fair girl so singularly 'entrusted

to their care less as a guest than as a

member of the family: they lent her all

the clothing she required and took her

out daily on their hunting-parties. But,

pleasantly as the time seemed to pass,

she was impatient for the opportunity to

continue her journey, and at last it oc

curred in the week after the New Year.

A proposition was made to her by the

widowed sister of Judge Clayton, whose

husband had died suddenly in New Or

leans, leaving his affairs in such a con

dition that her presence was required in

that city. It was suggested to Helen that

if she would chaperon the mother, daugh

ter and little son across the lines they

would provide the mules and vehicle

necessary for the journey. She adopted

the plan without hesitation, little think

ing when she did so that she was accept

ing troubles greater than any she had yet

braved.

Everything was speedily arranged for

departure on the following morning. A

plain country-wagon with board seats,

drawn by two mules driven by a negro,

held the Clayton family of three, while

Helen accompanied them in the saddle.

They passed over roads of the roughest

description, in parts almost impassable

on account of the recent storms, but Hel

en often shortened the distance when they

came to a curve in the road by urging

her fleet horse by a short cut across the

fields.

Much fatigued, the party lodged com
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fortably that night with an acquaintance

of the Claytons. Similar hardships the

following day brought our travellers at

noon to the banks of the Bayou River,

opposite Port Gibson. The bridge had

been burned by the Confederates on the

approach of Grant's army, and a few

small wherries now offered the only avail

able means for crossing to the town. So

small, indeed, were these boats that the

wagon had to be taken apart in order to

be ferried over, the body being placed in

one boat, the wheels in another and a

mule in a third. And thus, one by one,

women and child, driver, mules and

wagon, were taken across. Here once

more Miss Gerard came into unconscious

contact with one already alluded to whose

future was mysteriously interwoven with

hers.

Within five miles of Rodney, Helen,

happening to precede the wagon, was

suddenly confronted by a scout who criQi,

"Halt! Whither ?" She responded, " To

Rodney," and with rare presence of mind

added the ambiguous language of her old

guide, Mr. Firth, in the hope of repeating

the password, which in reality was un

known to her; and before the scout had

time to interrogate her further she asked

him in whose command he was, if there

was any news, and trusted that he would

be 1/zlgzlant in his duties. At once he re

spectfully touched his hat and turned to

halt the party in the wagon, which was

now just coming up. Helen, turning in

the saddle, cried out to Mrs. Clayton,

"Mother, I'm glad to see you safe thus

far on our journey, as we are within sight

of Rodney." Completely deceived by

this ruse, the scout permitted them to

pass on without further parley. In an

other hour the party stood on the brow

of the steep bluff overlooking Rodney,

up whose slope the climbing roofs of that

city are built, and Helen for the first time

gazed on the waters of the Mississippi.

The following morning she went to the

bank of the river and, sentinel-like, await

ed the welcome appearance of a gunboat.

Soon she was rewarded by discovering

one approaching. Vigorously waving her

handkerchief, she had the gratification of

seeing her signal recognized. A small

boat was lowered, and in charge of an

officer in Federal uniform was rowed to

ward the young girl on the shore. After

the usual salutations Helen made her

wishes known, and was awaiting the

officer's reply when she was most unex

pectedly interrupted by the voice of Mrs.

Clayton, who had come behind her un

observed, and now, with unmeasured

volubility, detailed all her grievances to

the officer, whether domestic or other

wise, adding a long tirade of abuse, and

even attributing the loss of her husband,

who had died peacefully in his bed, to

Federal interference.

When the old lady stopped to take

breath the officer, astounded at such

impudence and folly on the part of one

who was looking to him for assistance,

said, "Ladies, I cannot do anything for

you," and ordered the crew to row back

to the gunboat. In silence Miss Gerard

and her companion walked back to the

hotel. Silence was judicious in a strange

place in time of war, and so Helen gave

no expression to her indignant feelings

until they had reached their apartment.

She then locked the door, and, quietly

laying aside her hat and gloves, seated

herself on a trunk. Thoroughly aroused,

she opened her batteries on Mrs. Clayton,

assuring her in forcible terms that a repe

tition of such unseasonable loquacity dur

ing their journey would cost her her lib

erty. She turned to the daughter and

made an appeal to her for aid in the

matter. At that moment a tap at the door

was heard, and she turned her wrath to

smiles, for on opening the door her long

lost trunk stood before her. How or

whence it came she was not able to learn,

but its welcome appearance was like the

magic apparition in a fairy-tale.

Many days were passed on the river

bank watching vainly for a steamboat.

Helen decided that a dormer-window in

the attic of the hotel would be a better

point of observation, and with field-glass

in hand spent many weary days before

she saw the smoke of a steamer puffing

down the river. \Vhile it was making

the bend in the river our anxious heroine

hastened to the bank and once more

floated her white handkerchief in the air.
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In her simple dress of homespun and

palmetto hat she was indeed an object

to gratify the eye of an artist or a poet.

The signal was seen, and this time the

gunboat herself bore down and came

alongside the bank. After the plank had

been thrown out an officer steppedon shore

and inquired what was wanted. Helen

replied, "A New Yorker desires to re

turn to her home after an absence of some

years. Family matters alone make it im

perative she should do so."

"Are you alone?" he asked.

" No: Judge Clayton's widow and fam

ily accompany me to New Orleans. I

wish from your captain transportation

for us all to that point."

" I will speak to the commanding officer:

wait for me here," he replied.

"One moment," exclaimed Helen:

"what is the name of your commander?

and where from ?"

"Captain Belknap of New York," he

answered.

In another moment the officer returned

with orders to escort Miss Gerard on board.

She was led into the presence of a gen

tleman six feet tall and of herculean

frame, with light hair, blue eyes and a

face that wore an expression as gentle as

that of a woman. Glancing at the lady

from head to foot, Captain Belknap ask

ed how so young and interesting a wo

man could be so far from her mother.

"A sister's love carried me away, and

a daughter's love takes me back," she

replied.

"Are you travelling with the baggage

of a Saratoga belle?" he asked.

"No. Such might be the case ifl were

the belle. My baggage consists of two

trunks for four persons."

"1 fear, my young miss, I can render

you no assistance," he said. Then en

sued a silence which carried despair to

her heart. "I might consent to take you,"

he resumed, "but the taking of a Con

federate family is another matter."

"Unless they can accompany me I re

fuse any such offer," said Helen.

She turned to leave him, when he said,

looking at his watch at the same time,

"In fifteen minutes my plank will be

taken in and my boat headed up the riv

er: ifyou and your friends are here with

in that time I will take you on board."

With a hearty "Thank you," I—Ielen

fairly ran from his presence, down the

plank and through the streets up to the

hotel with the fleetness of a gazelle. On

the way she encountered a wheelbarrow

drawn by a decrepit old negro. Accost

ing him hastily, she exclaimed, "Here,

uncle: I'll give you five dollars for the

use of your wheelbarrow for ten minutes,"

and, snatching the handles out of his

grasp, left him to follow as best he could,

for she far outran him. Rushing into

Mrs. Clayton's room, in a few hurried

words she gave the news. She had kept

her own trunk in readiness for departure

at a moment's notice, and had advised

the Claytons to do the same—advice

they had taken care to neglect, as she

now discovered to her dismay. While

Miss Adele gathered the loose articles

about the room and jammed them into

their trunk, Helen seized the street-gar

ments of the mother and hurriedly threw

them on the old lady. By this time the

negro had arrived, breathless with as

tonishment.

" Here, uncle," exclaimed Miss Gerard:

"catch hold of the other handle of this

trunk while I take this one—and you,

my friends, follow ;" and in the next in

stant she was wheeling the barrow and

both trunks through the streets in the

van of the party, watched by a gaping

crowd, with the dogs barking at her

heels and the old man bringing up the

rear.

As they reached the bank the whistle

of the steamer was blown for departure.

While the crew hastily carried the trunks

on board the negro hove in sight. Hel

en waved the five-dollar Confederate note

over her head, which made the old fel

low quicken his tottering steps, and he

tumbled ahead as if in.the last effbrts of

Nature, his short gray hair blowing like

an aureole around his head.

After Miss Gerard and Mrs. Clayton

had introduced each other to the captain

he courteously invited them to lay aside

their bonnets and make themselves as

comfortable as his limited accommoda

tions would allow. When he left them
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to give some orders on deck Helen took

advantage of his absence to admonish

the old lady to maintain a discreet con

trol over her tongue. When the captain

returned he found Helen looking at the

pictures hanging on the panels. Coming

to her side, he kindly explained some of

them which represented scenes in his life,

and by the frank courtesy of his manner

soon relieved her of whatever fears she

might have had as to the treatment they

were to receive on board a United States

ship of war.

While they were thus engaged a wait

er spread the table for supper, and, sin

gular as it may seem for one of her social

position, Helen questioned in her mind

whether a place would be assigned to her

at the captain's table or elsewhere; but

those were times of war, and the heavy

pressure of the mailed hand of the North

on the South made the people of the lat

ter section imagine that discourtesy to

ward ladies would characterize the con

duct of Northern sailors and soldiers.

Hence, Miss Gerard, as she cast furtive

glances toward the table, could not help

questioning whether the four additional

covers were for the officers or for herself

and her companions. Meeting the eyes

of Mrs. Clayton, Helen perceived the old

lady was also revolving similar thoughts

in her mind. Could it be that enemies

would be permitted to eat with so high

a functionary?

Their suspense was soon relieved by

supper being announced. Captain Bel

knap gallantly invited Miss Gerard to

preside as his z/is-¢i-z/z's, Mrs. Clayton

being seated on his right and the daughter

and son on his left. A delicate meal on

white china and silver gave zest to the

appetite of our heroine, while her mind

reverted to the dry bread and raw bacon

she had so recently eaten in the saddle,

not without a relish.

Four delightful days passed rapidly

while they glided over the waters of the

Mississippi. Then, as the gunboat was

patrolling to and fro, watching the banks

of the river, our party had to be trans

ferred to a packet bound for New Orleans,

and were told to be in readiness, as one

was only three miles distant.

"The packet is alongside, ladies: are

you ready?" inquired Captain Belknap,

coming into the cabin. "I see you are,"

he added, and turning to Miss Gerard,

"You remain while I escort the others on

board." And she was left standing in a

dazed condition, listening to the footsteps

passing away as in funeral procession to

her further hopes, wondering what new

skeleton she was now to encounter. Could

there be a conspiracy against her liberty

concealed under this semblance of hos

pitality? and would her companions thus

selfishly abandon her without so much as

an adieu ?

These gloomy forebodings were not

lessened when Captain Belknap return

ed to her side and with an authoritative

voice requested Miss Gerard to show him

every letter or document she might have

about her person, for he had already

searched her trunk and found none, and

the presumption was she must have them

concealed in her dress. Without a word

she handed him a package of unsealed

letters from her pocket. He opened one

and a bit of tape dropped to the floor.

Picking it up, he commenced reading the

letter, but before finishing it replaced the

tape and opened another, when a Qua

ker-colored scrap of silk, the size of a

dollar-bill, pasted at one end to the pa

per, met his scrutiny. Lifting the other

end of the silk, he glanced over the first

few lines of a closely-filled sheet of fools

cap and impatiently exclaimed, "Are all

these letters of the same character—dress

patterns and waist-ornaments ?"

Helen answered, " No doubt, although

I have not read them."

Returning her the letters, he said, "I

shall be compelled to detain you, while

I have given your friends a pass to their

destination."

Tears fell fast from her eyes as she

turned them from his gaze and realized

her helplessness and the futility of all

she had thus far endured. For the first

time her courage failed her. After an in

terval of several moments she looked up

and discovered the packet still alongside;

which astonishing fact caused her to in

quire why it lingered.

Evidently, Captain Belknap thought
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this circumstance would have evaded even

her keen observation. Laying his hand

gently on her shoulder and looking kind

ly into her tear-streaming eyes, he said

with a quiet laugh, " I'm only joking with

you, and yet in my dreary sailor life the

past four days have been too happy for

me willingly to part with you."

"Please let me go! please let me go !"

she pleaded.

"Why, certainly," he replied, "though

I shall miss you more than you can ever

know. Forgive me for this joke and let

us part friends."

Wiping away the tears, which had given

place to smiles, she laid both her hands

in his and said, "I will not only forgive,

but bless you for your kindness."

Drawing her hand into his arm, the

captain took her on board the packet

and. gave her a pass to New Orleans.

The passage down the river occupied

several days, the boat touching at only

a few points. The little party from Rod

ney, still under the direction of Miss Ge

rard, who never relaxed the discipline of

her authority, were chiefly dependent on

each other for society: for obvious rea

sons she was reluctant to form acquaint

ances on board, and so great was her

vigilance that whenever Mrs. Clayton's

voice became too animated or her lan

guage of a nature to attract suspicion she

would pinch her arm with a severity that

could not be mistaken.

One evening the purser, Mr. Anderson,

came to Miss Gerard with a book in his

hand. After introducing himself he re

marked that he had with him a most en

tertaining novel, and it had occurred to

him that perhaps she would like to read

it. Naturally, after passing through so

many ordeals, Helen asked herself, " Now,

what can this man want ?" However, she

replied without hesitation, "With pleas

ure: after a couple of days, when I have

read it, I wish you would come to the

cabin and I will return it to you ;" and

again she said to herself, " In this way I

shall see more of this man and learn his

motive." At a later day she discover

ed that he was from New Orleans, a

paroled Confederate prisoner who knew

of the Claytons. How he became an
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ally at a critical moment will presently

appear.

Helen found the book sufficiently inter

esting to divert her thoughts from dwell

ing on the further perplexities which she

knew were yet to come to vex her soul

and perhaps hinder her journey. Re

tiring to her state-room on the following

morning after breakfast, she had again

become absorbed in the pages of the

novel when she was startled by a loud,

authoritative voice in the cabin. Curi

ous to know who it could be, she opened

the state-room door, and a glance reveal

ed a new danger. She saw an officer

in Federal uniform and with a conspicu

ously large military moustache about to

seat himself at the centre-table, at the

same time spreading a large book before

him. She perceived that the hour had

arrived which was to put to the test all her

courage and ingenuity. Unnoticed, she

stepped back and locked the door, and

climbing up to the highest berth quietly

awaited events. Nervously turning the

leaves of her novel, she noticed some

words written with a pencil on the fly

leaf. With eager eyes she read, "Should

you need a friend call on me," signed

"Purser," and dated on the previous day.

At that instant she was shocked by hear

ing Mrs. Clayton's loud voice in the cabin.

Putting her face close to the lattice over

the door of the state-room, she saw the

portly Southern dame, who up to this hour

had stoutly affirmed that nm/er would she

take the horrid oath of allegiance to

the wicked Yankee government, stand

ing by the table with her right hand up

lifted and deliberately repeating the words

dictated by the officer. Few people have

a conception of what an exquisite instru

ment of torture was invented when the

famous " iron-clad oath," as it was called,

was devised for unrepentant rebels. To

refuse it was to abridge liberty and priv

ilege, while to take and keep it was to

abandon a cause bred into the bone and

sinew of the Southerner.

Descending softly but in all haste, Hel

en unlocked the door, and then climbing

back to the berth again she drew her form

out to its full length and carefully cover

ed herself with the bed-clothing, smooth
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ing out the wrinkles and entirely con

cealing herself. Scarcely had she com

pleted this arrangement when the door

was opened, and she recognized the voice

of the colored chamber-maid inquiring if

any one was in the state-room who had

not yet taken the oath. Fortunately, she

did not enter the room for the purpose of

making a close inspection. Aware that

the woman would return, Helen, as soon.

as the door was closed, lost no time in

getting down from the upper to the lower

berth and taking an easy position with

the open book in her hand, in order that

she might be seen on the next visit. No

sooner had she done this than the cham

bermaid again peered through the door,

and seeing Miss Gerard inquired if she

had taken the oath.

With a yawn Helen answered, "Aunty,

that matter has all been attended to."

"All right, honey;" and the negress

left, satisfied with having thoroughly done

her duty. In another moment the Federal

functionary, with the great book under

his arm, departed, evincing evident grat

ification at having performed his duty.

One great danger had been successful

ly avoided by Helen, but another was not

far distant before she could be permitted

to land, of which she was forcibly re

minded when Mr. Anderson came that

evening for his book. She rose to meet

him, in order that they might not be over

heard. When she handed the book to

him he said in an undertone, "Are you

furnished with the necessary documents

to go ashore, as in a few hours we shall

be in New Orleans?"

Avoiding a direct answer, Helen re

plied, "I do need a friend."

He answered, "Rely upon me, and

when going ashore cling closely to my

side."

She gave a searching look at his face,

and instinctively divining that she might

hazard herself in his power, replied,

"Many thanks: I will do so," and re

turned to her seat, not without a vague

uneasiness, however.

The spires of New Orleans appeared

gleaming in the rising sun of the follow

ing morning, and the steamboat, with all

her freight of hopes and fears, glided up

to the levee. Each holding in his hand

the official permit to leave, the passengers

pressed into the gangway, where two offi

cers with crossed swords barred the pas

sage and carefully examined every pa

per. The Claytons, having taken the

oath, went through without difficulty,

while Helen hastened forward to Mr.

Anderson, whom she found waiting for

her in the gangway. l-Ie motioned to

her to pass in advance of him. VVhen

she came to the crossed swords he cried,

"Let this lady, my sister, pass." The

swords separated like magic, and with a

fast-throbbing heart she stepped on shore,

and in another moment was seated in

a carriage with her companions. She

alighted at the City Hotel, where she

parted with the Claytons.

Once more entirely alone in a strange

city, Helen considered the next step to

be taken in her eventful journey. The

following morning, the 4th of February,

she proceeded to the agency of the steam- '

er Morning Star, advertised to sail on the

8th, and purchased a ticket, but was in

formed that she must procure a pass from

the provost-marshal before attempting to

go on board the steamship. The pass

could only be obtained in person. Here

was indeed a difficulty, but she soon de

cided to confront the danger boldly, and

trust to unforeseen circumstances to sug

gest some way of extricating herself.

Without delay our heroine reached Ca

rondelet street. Ascending to the second

story of a conspicuous building where

the marshal's office was located, she be

came one of a crowd impatiently press

ing for an audience and separated by an

iron railing from the functionary who pre

sided over the scene. While awaiting her

chance she had an opportunity carefully

to study his handsome features, and quick

ly discerned him to be a man of action

and decision. His keen, dark-gray eye

—that gray so often mistaken for black

—also cautioned her to beware.

It was soon apparent that he had sin

gled out the attractive young lady from

the motley crowd as one who merited un

usual attention, for he ordered his clerk

to open the gate and admit her within the

official domain. As she entered the mar
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shal signalled to her to take a seat at his

side, while he continued signing passes.

But Helen was conscious that he was

furtively observing her quite as much as

the paper on which he was writing.

Suddenly he turned and inquired of

her, " To what place do you wish a

pass ?"

"To New York," she answered.

"Have you taken the oath?" he asked

again.

"Not yet," she said: "I should like to

do so unobserved."

Folding and placing a large folio under

his arm, the officer said, "Follow me to

my private office, where I will administer

it." So saying, he led the way up another

flight of stairs to a spacious room. Spread

ing the registry of oaths on the table, he

bade her be seated.

"Never in the presence of a Yankee

officer," she exclaimed.

"Well, as you please," he said impa

tiently : "now hold up your right hand."

" Nor will I take the oath ofallegiance,"

she added with an emphasis and audacity

that made him start.

"VVhat ?" he exclaimed. "Who are

you? and where did you come from?"

In a few brief words Miss Gerard told

her story.

"And after this you presume to ask a

pass of me !" said the officer; and, put

ting his pen behind his ear and springing

impetuously to his feet, he led her by one

hand to the window, while with his other

he pointed to a gloomy-looking brick

building plainly in sight, and sternly

said, "Do you see that parish prison?"

"I do."

"Wcll, I shall have to put you there

unless you consent to take the oath of

allegiance."

Thinking to mollify his wrath, Helen

replied in a winning tone, as only a wo

man can, "I shall not object to prison if

you will be my jailer"—words that had

a prophetic import, as the event proved.

To conceal his feelings, for while she

aroused his anger this fascinatingly per

verse girl also strangely attracted him,

the marshal said, "I shall leave you here

for a few moments to consider the mat- I

ter," and suddenly left the room, but he

took the precaution to lock the door, tak

ing the key with him.

Her eye caught sight of some books

and photograph-albums on the table.

Taking up one of the latter and turning

over the leaves at random, her heart

stood pulseless for a moment when she

saw the photograph of her own brother;

and now she was impatient for Captain

McDowell, the provost-marshal, to return

and explain to her this singular posses

sion. The unexpected sight of a face

she loved more than her own life was

enough in this critical situation: not for

worlds would she be untrue to the vow

she had given him, whatever might be

the result of such firmness; and she

trembled with these violent emotions

while she rose and walked the floor.

After two hours' imprisonment Miss

Gerard heard the key turn in the door,

and the captain entered. He asked at

what hotel she was staying and what hour

she dined.

"The City Hote1—at five o'clock," she

replied.

"I beg your pardon for keeping you

here so long," he said. "You may go

now, and I will be there at that hour to

dine with you."

' Gladly did she avail herself of the per

mission, saying to herself, "At dinner I

will learn how he came to have broth

er's picture;" and she was stimulated

in the idea of entertaining the hand

some officer by the thought that she

was to show courtesy to one who was

perhaps her brother's friend, and might

therefore prove himself an assistant on

her way home.

Helen paid unusual attention to her

toilette on this occasion. All weapons

are lawful in war, and none are more

conclusive than those fair woman em

ploys to the confusion of the peace of

the masculine mind. Scarcely were her

preparations for the campaign completed

when Captain McDowell was announced.

She descended into the parlor to meet

him, full of eagerness to learn about the

picture, but she controlled her curiosity

until dinner was over and they were seat

ed in the parlor. She was then informed

that her brother had been a paroled pris
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oner under the charge of Captain Mc

Dowell until exchanged. A friendship

had sprung up between them, and when

parting they had exchanged photographs.

The captain assured her of his pleasure

at meeting with the sister of one he so

highly regarded, and that he was ready

to assist her out of her present predica

ment in every way consistent with his

official duties. He left her with the prom

ise of dining with her on the day of sail

ing and of seeing her on board.

The hour of departure found Miss Ge

rard at the wharf with Captain McDow

ell at her side. When they reached the

plank leading to the steamer's deck the

provost-marshal's authoritative voice to

the officers detailed there with crossed

swords was a sufficient open sesame to

enable Helen to walk quietly on board.

After they were in the cabin the gallant

captain lingered at her side until he ob

tained from her a promise to correspond

with him. Strange inconsistency! one

may say of our fair girl, but not singular

in a woman, that after such fidelity to the

cause of the South, and bound by such

an inflexible vow to her brother, which

she never verbally broke, she was at that

very hour actually touched by a tender

ness for one who was doing all in his

power to overthrow the Confederacy, and

had proved his earnestness on many a

hard-fought field, especially at Raymond

and Fort Gibson, where they had already

trodden the same path without being

aware of each other's existence. But

this very inconsistency is, after all, the

strongest proof that politics holds a sec

ondary place in the heart of woman, and

that love is always the first necessity of

her being.

Helen, after such various and hazard

ous adventures, found herself once more

in her native city, New York. Many so

licitous and finally tender letters passed

between the captain and Miss Gerard,

but when the formal proposal of mar

riage was made she placed the missive

in her father's hands.

"Daughter, is your heart in this?" he

asked.

"Yes," was her modest reply; and the

next steamer carried a joint letter from

father and daughter extending a cordial

invitation to Captain McDowell to make

them a visit. In the following autumn

one of October's fairest days saw Helen

the bride of the olficer in blue coat and

brass buttons. S. G. W. BENJAMIN.

HEINRICH HEINE.

OMEWHAT more than twenty years

have elapsed since Heine's death.

Had he lived to the present time he would

have been little past the age of eighty,

and there are many of his contemporaries

and associates who are still alive. Though

an exceptionally isolated figure in the

world of letters, he serves to connect us

in a great measure with the heroic age

of German literature; and not in point of

time only, but by the nature of his work,

which exhibits certain elements of the

Goethe - and - Schiller period, combined

with others of the school of "Young Ger

many," so called. This, at least, is the

position always assigned him ; and the

following pages may not be uninteresting

in showing to some extent, and by means

of a few of the more striking points of his

character and genius, how far he really

occupies this place in literature.

How came Heinrich Heine to be a

product of German soil at all ? is the first

question which naturally arises in regard

to him—that " son of the Revolution," as

he somewhere styles himself, who made

France his adopted country for nearly

half his life; with his ardent sympathy

for French ideas; with his wonderful wit,

which laid presumptuous claim to the man
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tle of Voltaire and Aristophanes; with

such rapid and facile powers of expres

sion for his thought as makes even Low

ell, who greatly amuses himself at the

expense of German composition in gen

eral, admit that "Heine can be airily

light in German;" with his intense be

lief in the progressive spirit of his own

time, and his intense hatred of its accom

panying advance of utilitarianism and

philistinism? Even the poet's laurel, the

closest tie that bound him to his own

people, he would have been willing to

lay aside. "I do not know," he writes,

"if I fairly deserve to have my grave

adorned with the poet's laurel. Poetry,

however much I loved her, was always

but a sacred plaything to me, or a con

secrated means to divine ends. I have

never laid much stress on the poet's

fame, and care little if my songs get

praise or blame. But ye may lay'a

sword upon my coffin, for I was a brave

soldier in the War of Liberation for hu

manity." And yet, in spite of it all, by

his culture, by his sentiment and by his

real sympathies, Heine belonged to the

land of his birth rather than to the land

of his adoption.

But there is one circumstance which

must be regarded at the very outset in

treating of him—a circumstance of race,

which colors more deeply than any other

his intellectual as well as his worldly ca

reer, and leaves its mark on almost ev

erything that comes from his hand : Heine

was a Jew, possessing certain indelible

characteristics of his race. This we must

never forget, for Heine himself never for

got it. His Jewish origin was always a

mingled source of bitterness and pride.

His deification of the chosen people and

the pitiless mockery which he bestows on

them would be hard to reconcile in an

other. He gloried in what their past

could show, but spared no words of ridi

cule and scorn for the days of their weak

ness and infirmity: he became unfaithful

to their traditions, and was baptized a

Christian in order to obtain a university

degree; and yet he never escaped what

he himself calls "the ineradicable Jew in

him."

To be a Jew in Germany in the early

part of the present century meant, if not

actual physical persecution, a political

and social one of the cruelest kind for

all whose intellectual and spiritual ne

cessities carried them beyond the barriers

imposed by legislation and by society. It

is true that in Berlin there had gathered

a brilliant circle of cultivated Israelites

who had risen to the highest intellectual

attainments; but they were excluded, as

well as their less-enlightened brethren,

from all national existence, and even from

all the learned professions except that of

medicine. They had formed what was

called a "Society for the Promotion of

Culture and Progress among the Jews,"

in which Heine himself was at one time

much interested, but after his baptism he

seems to have mingled as little as possible

with his own people.

Heine's conversion to Christianity—

or rather his baptism, for the word "con

version" cannot be applied to the renun

ciation of one form of religious dogma

and the adoption of another for purely

material ends—has been the cause of

more controversy than any other incident

of his life, and has always been used as a

main stronghold and point of attack by

his enemies. There is not much defence

to offer for the act, for Heine, in spite of

a Voltairean scorn of dogma and creed,

possessed a deep tinge of religious feel

ing, and that he felt keenly the humilia

tion of his position—to use no harsher

term—can be seen by the following ex

pression regarding it. " Is it not foolish ?"

he writes to a friend. "I am no sooner

baptized than I am cried down as a Jew:

I am now hated by Jew and Christian

alike." And again, in speaking of an

other converted Jew who is engaged in

preaching his newly-acquired doctrine:

"If he does this from conviction, he is a

fool : if he does it from hypocritical mo

tives, he is worse. I shall not cease to

love Gans, but I confess I had far rather

have learned instead of this that he had

stolen silver spoons. That you, dear

Moser," he continues, Hshould think as

Gans does I cannot believe, although

assured. I should be very sorry if my

own baptism should appear to you in any

favorable light. I assure you if the laws
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permitted the stealing of silver spoons I

should not have been baptized." The

jest has its pathos as well as its wit, for

Heine's pecuniary prospects were always

precarious, and the fatal baptism, which

only brought upon him the pity and con

tempt of his friends and doubled the in

sults of his enemies, defeated its own

ends and contributed nothing to his ma

terial needs.

Heine's personal history is unusually

obscure. An interesting and valuable

Life of him has been written by Herr

Adolph Stroeltmann, but the author's ma

terials are avowedly scanty, and the Heine

memoirs, which have long been watched

for with hungry eyes by the critics and bi

ographers, are still withheld from publica

tion by members of the family, with the

prospect that they will never be given to

the public. He was born at Diisseldorf

on the Rhine December 13, 1799. "On

my cradle," he writes, "fell the last moon

beams of the eighteenth century and the

first morning-glow of the nineteenth "—

words not a little significant of the life

long sense within him of the genius of a

bygone age and the spiritof a coming

one. His boyhood was passed during

the time of Napoleon's supremacy in

the Rhine provinces, and among other

changes wrought under French jurisdic

tion was the establishment by imperial

decree of certain state schools called

"lyceums," at one of which Heine re

ceived the greater part of his school-edu

cation. The town was garrisoned by

French troops, and here it was that the

boy became acquainted with the old

French drummer whom he afterward

commemorates so charmingly in the

sketch of his childhoodknown as the

"Buch Le Grand." These early influ

ences must certainly have been at the

root of that passion for French ideas

and French manners which characterized

his later years, just as'his boyish vis

ions of the Great Emperor as he passed

through Dtisseldorf never quite lost their

enchantment in after life, and long blind

ed him to the real meaning of Bona

partism.

Twice he saw Napoleon—once in I81 I,

and again in the following year—and his

impressions are worth recording, especial

ly as they are given in his most charac

teristic manner: " What were my feelings

when I saw him with my own favor

ed cyes!—himself, hosannah! the em

peror! It was in the avenue of the court

garden at Dijsseldorf. As I pushed my

way among the gaping people I thought

of his battles and his deeds; and yetl

thought at the same time of the police

regulations against riding through the

avenue on pain of a five-thaler fine, and

the emperor rode quietly through the

avenue and no policeman stopped him.

Never will his image vanish from my

memory. I shall always see him high

upon his steed, with those eternal eyes

in his marble imperial face looking down

with the calmness of Fate on the guards

defiling by. He was sending them to

Russia, and the old grenadiers looked

up to him in such awful devotion, such

deeply-conscious sympathy, such pride

of death !—

Te, Caesar, morituri salutant!

Sometimes a secret doubt creeps over me

whether I have really seen him, whether

we really were his associates; and then

it seems to me as if his image, snatched

from the meagre frame of the present,

melts ever more proudly and more im

periously into the twilight of the past.

His name already sounds like a voice

from the ancient world, and as antique

and heroic as the names of Alexander

and Caesar." Even to Heine, Napoleon

was the representative of the great prin

ciples of the Revolution: moreover, he as

sumed at one time the role of liberator

of the Jews by conferring on them civil

and political rights, while in his armies

positions of the highest distinction, de

pendent only on personal merit, awaited

them. But this too ardent hero-worship

did not last. "Take me not, dear reader,

I pray, for an unconditional Bonapartist,"

he says sorrowfully on the battle-field of

Marengo. "My homage does not touch

the actions but the genius of the man,

whether his name be Alexander or Czesar

or Napoleon. I did love him uncondi

tionally until the Eighteenth Brumaire:

then he betrayed liberty." And again,
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later: "It is true, it is a thousand times

true, that Napoleon was an enemy of

freedom, a crowned despot of selfish

ness:" "he could deal with men and

personal interests, not with ideas; and

that was his greatest fault and the reason

of his fall." "At bottom he is nothing

but a brilliant fact, the meaning of which

is still half a secret."

Among' Heine's home-influences dur

ing his childhood that of his mother stands

most prominent for good, and he never

speaks of her but with reverence and

affection. Of the character of his father

very little is known. Harry, as the boy

was originally named, was destined for a

business career, as his parents were un

able to send him to the university, and

he was placed for this purpose in a bank

er's office in Frankfort. The situation

was exceedingly distasteful to him, and

he left it at the end of two weeks. An

other attempt was made to establish him

in the banking-business at Hamburg un

der the charge of a millionaire uncle, one

of Hamburg's most worthy and respect

able citizens, who plays an important part

in the earlier part of Heine's career. Here

he remained about two years, but with

little better result than before. His Ham

burg life seems to have been a failure in

almost every sense. He got into trouble

with certain of his uncle's relations, fell

in love with one of his cousins, who short

ly after married a more successful rival,

and chafed under the dreary monotony

which a business life offered to his sus

ceptible temperament; until finally his

uncle, seeing that he was in every way

unfitted for his occupation, determined

to send him to the University of Bonn,

under the condition that he should fit

himself for the legal profession. Thus

Heine was pledged, as it were, from the

first to his conversion—a fact all the more

remarkable as Solomon Heine, the uncle,

was a sturdy adherent of the Jewish faith

himself.

The next five years were passed, with

certain intervals, at the universities of

Bonn, Gtittingen and Berlin, and the

elder Heine must have watched with

some natural concern the career of his

the course of study marked out for him,

and turned his attention mainly to Ori

ental and medizeval literature, history,

philology and other congenial pursuits,

quite to the detriment of his professional

studies. It was during the years of his

university life that he appeared before

the world as an author. His first vol

ume of poems was published in 1821,

soon followed by the two tragedies of

Ratclgfik and Almanzar—deservedly the

least popular of all his works—and the

first volume of the Reisebz'/rt'cr. Never

were the writings of an unknown author

greeted with a speedier recognition, and

he stepped at once into the full sunshine

of his fame. Nevertheless, fame alone

without its more substantial benefits could

not free him from a pecuniary depend

ence on his uncle which was often as hu

miliating as it was indispensable. "Had

the stupid boy learned anything," replied

the latter once when congratulated upon

his distinguished nephew, "he would not

need to write books;" and these words

betray an abundant source for those wea

risome and ceaseless misunderstandings

between uncle and nephew which only

ceased with the former's death, and in

dicate perhaps one reason for the un

happy temper of the young author's

genius.

There is but one theme in nearly all

the early poems of Heine, and more par

ticularly in those of the Lyrisc/ms Inter

mezzo. The sorrows of an unhappy love

are sung with a passion and a fervor such

as one finds only in the higher forms of

poetry. He adopted for his verse the old

mediaeval ballad-metre, preserving in a

wonderful degree the limpid simplicity of

the original, and infusing into it, as into

all that comes from his pen, the modern

sentiment and spirit. He calls upon all

external Nature to share his sufferings,

and invests every natural object with an

intense personal interest which belongs

only to that people whose egoism has out

lived centuries of obliterating influences.

The following songs, although they are

very familiar ones, illustrate particularly

well the characteristics just mentioned.

I give them in the original, as they suf

wilful protégé, who pursued anything but I fer unusually by translation:
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Und wiissten’s die Blumen die kleinen,

“fie tief verwundet mein Herz,

Sic wiirden mit mir wcinen,

Zu heilen meinen Schmcrz.

Und wi.i.ssten’s die Nachtigallen,

Wie ich so traurig und ltrank,

Sic hiessen friihlich erschallen

Erquickenden Gesang.

Und wiissten sie meine Vl'ehe,

Die goldenen Sternelein,

Sie kiimen nus ihrcr Hiihe,

Und sprichen Trust mir cin.

Die alle k6nnen’s nicht wissen,

Nur cine kennt mein Schmerz :

Sie hat ja selbst zerrissen,

Zcrrissen mir das Herz.

Or—

Wnrum sind denn die Rosen so blass,

O sprich, mein Lieb, warum?

\Varum sind denn im griinen Gras

Die blauen Vcilchen so stumm?

Warum singt denn mil so kliiglichem Laut

Die Lerche in dcr Lnft?

Warum steigt denn aus dem Balsamkraut

Hervor ein Lmchenduft!

Warum scheint denn die Sonn' auf die Au

So kalt und verdrieulich herab?

Warum ist denn die Erde so grau

Und Bde wie ein Grab?

Warum bin ich selbst so krank und so triib,

Mein liehes Licbchen? Sprich l

O sprich, mein herzallerlichstes Lieb,

Warum verliessest du mich?

Heine could never write in any of the

classic metres, and an amusing anec

dote is related by Maximilian Heine,

the younger brother of the poet, of an

attempt once made by the latter at hex

ameter verse. This brother, Max, was at

the time in one of the upper classes of

the Gymnasium, and, pluming himself

greatly on his own proficiency in the com

position of hexameters, urged the young

poet to try his skill in the same direction.

Heine complied, and came in due time

to read to his brother the result of his

efforts. Hardly had he reached the third

line when Max broke forth impatiently:

"For Heaven's sake, dear brother, this

hexameter has but five feet!" and he

pompously scanned the verse. When

convinced of his error Heinrich petulant

ly tore the paper into bits, exclaiming,

"Shoemaker, stick to your last !" and

nothing more was heard about hexame

ters until two days later, when Max was

awakened early one morning to find his

brother at his bedside. "Ah, dear Max,"

he began with a piteous air, "what a

fearful night have I passed! Only think!

Directly after midnight, just as I had gone

to sleep, I felt a mountain's weight upon

me: the unhappy hexameter had come

limping on five feet to my bedside, de

manding of me, in terrible tones and

with the most fearful threats, its sixth

foot. Shylock could not have insisted

more obstinately upon his pound of flesh.

It appealed to its primeval classic right,

and left me with the most frightful men

aces, only on condition that I never again

in my whole life would meddle with a

hexameter."

The time of Heine's entrance in the.

field of literature was no unfavorable

one for an individual genius like his

own. The so-called Classic and Ro

mantic schools of Germany had each

in its own direction reached the ultimate

limits of its development. Schiller was

dead, Goethe was at work upon the sec

ond part of Faust and the I/I/'ert¢'ist/ic/ze

Dz'1/an, while such of the Romantic writers

as were left had penetrated far into the

realms of medizeval mysticism to bring

to the light only wild and distorted forms

of imagery and the most extravagant cre

ations of morbid fancy. In Heine, who

could sing of love and moonlight and

nightingales with the best of them, they

thought they had found a new champion

to revive their now declining glory, little

dreaming that ten years later, in his fa

mous essay on the Romantic school, he

was destined to deal their cause its death

blow and disperse for ever the lingering

mists and spectres of German Roman

ticism. Nevertheless, all I-Ieine's ear

lier writings, prose as well as verse, show

very clearly the influence of the school.

"I am tired of this guerrilla warfare,"

he writes in I83o, "and long for rest.

What an irony of fate, that I, who would

rest so gladly on the pillow of a quiet,

contemplative inner life—that I should

be destined to scourge my poor fellow

countrymen from their comfortable exist

ence and stir them into activity—I, who

like best to watch the passing clouds, to

invent (rrkliigc/n) metrical magic, to

hearken to the secrets of the spirits of

the elements and absorb myself in the
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wonder-world of old tales,—I must edit

political annals, preach the topics of the

time, stir up the passions!" A little later

comes the news of the Revolution in Paris,

and all these vague romantic longings

have vanished into air, melted away by

the beams of the July sun.

These tendencies may have first roused

the determined hostility with which the '

followers of Goethe greeted the new poet

and indignantly repelled the claims of

his friends for his succession to Goethe's

lyric muse.

no love lost between the great Goethe

himself and his younger contemporary.

Goethe simply ignored Heine, and the

certain home-thrusts on his most vulner

able side. He made a pilgrimage to Wei

mar in 1824 on his return from the famous

Harz journey, but he is exceedingly ret

icent on the subject, and the following

humorous account from the Romantisc/zc

Sc/ule is almost the only one to be had '

of the visit. "His form," he writes, "was

harmonious, clear, joyous, nobIy-propor

tioned, and Greek art could be studied in

him as in an antique: his eyes were at

rest like those of a god. It is generally

the distinguishing mark of the gods that

their gaze is steadfast, and their eyes do

not wander in uncertainty hither and

thither. Napoleon's eyes had this pe

culiarity also, and therefore I am con

vinced that he was a god. Goethe's eyes

were as divine in his advanced age as in

his youth. Time had covered his head

with snow, but it could not bend it. He

bore it ever proud and high, and when he

reached forth his hand, it was as if he

would prescribe to the stars their course

in the heavens. There are those who

profess to have observed the cold lines

of egotism about his mouth, but these

lines belong also to the immortal gods,

and above all to the Father of the gods,

the great Jupiter, with whom I have al

ready compared Goethe. In truth, when

I visited him in Weimar and stood be

fore him, I glanced involuntarily aside

to see if the eagle and the thunderbolts

were at hand. I came very near ad

There was, at all events '

ticed that he understood German I told

him in German that the plums on the

road between Weimar and Jena tasted

very good. I had pondered in so many

long winter nights over all the lofty and

' profound things I should say to Goethe

' if I should ever see him, and when at

last I saw him I told him that the Sax

on plums tasted very good; and Goethe

, smiled with the same lips that had once

kissed the fair Leda, Europa, Danie,

Semele, and so many other princesses

or even ordinary nymphs."—" My soul is

shaken," he cries elsewhere, "and my

eye burns, and that is an unfavorable

| condition for a writer, who should control

latter, though he could not reciprocate in '

this way, did not spare his mighty rival '

his material and remain beautifully ob

jective (/ziZbSc/z objc/{'ti1/ bleibm soll), as

the Art School requires and as Goethe

has done. He has become eighty years

old by it," he adds with incomparable

irony, " and minister, and well-to-do

(guo/zl/zalmm' Poor German people!

this is thy greatest man !" To all this

there is a keenly personal edge, but the

real gulf between the two lies deeper

than wounded vanity on the one side

and possible jealousy on the other, and

is as wide and impassable as Heine's own

distinction between the Hellenic and the

Judaic views of life. Heine, vitally ab

sorbed in all the questions that the pres

ent brought, and in the very heat and

stress of its conflicts, watched the "Great

Pagan" in the fulncss of his years crys

tallizing his life's experience in beau

tiful and polished, but ever more and

more lifeless, forms of verse, striving to

ward pure Hellenism, as Goethe's follow

ers called his imitation of classic forms,

‘ withdrawn from all the social and political

problems of the day far into the realms

of scientific research; and he cried out

impatiently about coldness, indifference

to the true interests of mankind—com

pared Goethe's creations to the Greek

statues in the Louvre, with no humanity

in them, but only divinity and stone.

But Goethe, with his theory of color, with

his botany, anatomy, osteology and the

rest, had caught a spark from what was

to be the genius of a future generation,

and this Heine was not prophet enough

dressing him in Greek, but when I no- l to see.
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The time, we have said, was favora

ble for Heine's entrance into literature: it

was anything but favorable for the role

which he began almost at once to play—

that of political and social agitator. The

political atmosphere of Germany during

the years that preceded the July Revo

lution was stifling in the extreme. The

famous War of Liberation had freed the

people from the grasp of Napoleon, but

seemed only to have increased the weight

of home despotism: the press was sub

jected to searching government investiga

tion, and as a result all political opinions

were suppressed in the daily journals,

which in lieu of politics supplied little

else but theatrical and musical gossip.

This was no condition of things for Heine,

who could never move in prescribed paths

in any direction, and who had to submit

to seeing his work scarred and mutilated

by the red pencil of the censorship; and

he began to look toward France as a land

of refuge in case of accident, as it were,

until finally, after the July Revolution,

the Rhine became a Jordan and Paris a

New Jerusalem to his longing eyes, and

he emigrated thither, to the land of free

dom and "good cheer," to return but

once again to his native country. There

is no real evidence of his exile being a

compulsory one, but under such circum

stances his life at home must have been

at best a precarious one. According to

his own delightfully humorous account,

he had learned from an old councillor at

Berlin who had passed many years at the

forlkess of Spandau how unpleasant it

was to wear chains in winter. If they

had only warmed our chains for us a lit

tle they would not have made.such an

unpleasant impression: they ought, too,

to have had the forethought to have

them perfumed with essence of roses and

laurel, as they do in this country.' I ask

ed my councillor if he often had oysters

at Spandau. He said, ' No : Spandau

was too far from the sea. Meat,' he

said, 'was quite rare there too, and there

was no other kind of fowl than the flies

which fell into the soup.' And so, asl

really needed recreation, and Spandau

was too far from the sea for oysters, and

the Spandau fowl-broth did not tempt me

especially, and the Prussian chains were

very cold in winter and quite detrimental

to my health, I resolved to journey to

Paris, and there, in the fatherland of

champagne and the Marseillaise, to drink

'the one and to hear the other sung."

Few particulars of Heine's Parisian life

are known, notwithstanding that during

its earlier period he reached the zenith

of his fame and popularity, and lived, ac

cording to his own statement, like a god

—a life to end, alas! only too soon. He

set himself during these years to the task

of bringing about a mutual understand

ing between the French and the German

people, and with this end in view he wrote

his famous essays on the Romantiic Sc/zool

and Religion and P/n'/osop/zyin Germany,

and sent to the AugsburgAl/gemeine Zeit

ung those letters on the politics and art of

the day which give one of the most bril

liant and vivid pictures in existence of

Paris under the "Citizen "monarchy. Well

for Heine if those bright Parisian days

had lasted ! He was overtaken only too

soon by a fate as terrible as any that mar

tyr was ever called upon to endure. His

nervous organization had always been

an exceedingly sensitive one, and he had

long suffered from severe and frequent

headaches. During the latter part of his

life in Paris his health gradually declined,

until in I848 he received his deathblow in

a stroke of paralysis which left him al

most blind, crippled and helpless, and

subject to frequent attacks of intense

physical agony—a blow which did not

kill him, however, for eight years. His

patience—nay, his heroism—through all

his lingering torture was the testimony

of every one who was a witness of his

sufferings; and, what was more wonder

ful, he retained the powers of his mind

in undiminished vigor to the very end.

He died in February, 1856, poor as he

had almost always lived, and almost in

obscurity, for the world had withdrawn

from the spectacle of so much suffering,

and only a few friends remained to him

to the last.

Such a death is terribly sad, but its he

roism has all the pathos and nobility of

real tragedy, and atones in more than

full measure for a life that was not al
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ways heroic. Can it atone as well for a

literary name that was not wholly untar

nished? Nothing can quite justify certain

literary sins which Heine at times com

mitted, but when such offences are noted

down it is best to let them go. Heine's

life was certainly one of unremitting war

fare—one long record of personal attacks

on his enemies, of broils with his critics,

of unblushing license of speech, of un

daunted adherence to the ideas for which

he lived and wrote—one long cry of pro

test against the outward conditions of

life and society as he found them, which

rings in those strange minor tones of feel

ing that are the keynote of his genius,

rising sometimes to an almost childish

petulance, and sinking again into chords

of the truest pathos. Where is his place

and what was his achievement it is very

hard to say. He was one of those fig

ures which arise here and there in the

history of literature—of men intensely

penetrated with the spirit of the age in

which they live, who 'are alike bitterly

impatient of its follies and its conserva

tism. They cannot see far into the fu

ture, they cannot always estimate the

past: their genius is not universal, but

it has always something of the vitality

of present interest about it, and is sub

ject in no common degree to the errors

of contemporary judgment. Byron was

another such figure, and, though his ge

nius had almost nothing in common with

Heine's, the ideas for which they fought

were very nearly the same—ideas which

were the outgrowth of the Revolution,

by which they sought to stem the tide of

reactionary feeling that set in so strong

ly from every direction, in religion and

politics as well as in literature, during

the early part of our own century. Their

method of fighting, too, was the same,

for they both used their own persons as

weapons in their cause; but where By

ron's egotism becomes dreary and op

pressive, Heine's awakens that vivid feel

ing of interest which comes usually with

personal intercourse alone. He uses him

self, along with and as a part of his ma

terial, in such a way that his very egotism

lends to his writings the greater part of

their force and originality, and becomes

one of the most potent instruments of his

irony and wit.

Heine chose for himself the sword of

the soldier rather than the poet's laurel,

but he chose to fight alone, and the nine

teenth century is not the age nor its so

ciety the field for single-handed combat:

That he seems to have felt this himself,

one of his latest poems from the Roman

rero will show. I give it in Lord Hough

ton's admirable translation : it is called

ENFANT PERDU.

In Freedom’s war of" Thirty Years " and more

A lonely outpost have I held in vain,

With no triumphant hope or prize in store,

Without a thought to see my home again.

I watched both day and night: I could not sleep

Like my well-tented comrades far behind,

Though near enough to let their snoring keep

A friend awake if e'er to doze inclined.

And thus, when solitude my spirits shook,

Or fear—for all but fools know fear sometimes

To rouse myself and them I piped, and took

A gay revenge in all my wanton rhymes.

Yes, there I stood, my musket always ready,

And when some sneaking rascal showed his head

My eye was vigilant, my aim was steady,

And gave his brains an extra dose of lead.

But war and justice have far dilferent laws,

And worthless acLs are often done right well :

The rascals' shots were better than their cause,

And I was hit—and hit again, and lell!

That outpost is abandoned: while the one

Lies in the dust, the rest in troops depart.

Unconquered, I have done what could be done,

With sword unbroken and with broken heart.

This little poem represents rather pathet

ically, and in a certain sense the limita

tions of, Heine's genius; for it is impos

sible not to feel that his genius never

found its highest expression-—that con

fined within a narrower channel its force

would have been irresistible where now

it is only brilliantly dispersive. It seems

as if literature in its proper sense had lost

something by Heine's personal enlistment

in all the conflicts of his day—as if the

man of ideas had tried to approach too

closely and too curiously to the realities

of life, and had only succeeded in bring

ing into glaring prominence the irrecon

cilable nature of the forces at work in the

world and in ourselves; and never was

reconcilement less possible between the

real and the ideal than at the time of

which we speak. This is the meaning

of the I/Veltsc/uner:: and the nmladie du
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siécle of which we hear so much, and I a spontaneity about them, and only be

everything seemed to conspire to render

Heine its chief representative.

But a negative judgment is not enough

for a final estimate of Heinrich Heine.

Much of his service to literature and to

mankind was of a very positive character.

As a man of letters he created a prose style

unequalled in clearness and brilliancy by

anything previously known in German lit

erature—Goethe's prose is ponderous in

comparison—and its influence will be felt

long after certain of its mannerisms have

passed into oblivion. His wit is destined

to immortality by reason of the serious

purpose that underlies it. It has a spon

taneity which no wit exercised merely for

its own ends can ever have. Those who

call Heine frivolous and a mocker, sim

ply because he can jest at serious things,

can only know him very superficially or

else must be ignorant of the real part

which humor has to play in the world.

Perhaps there never was a writer who

shook himself so free of all convention

alities of style. His very mannerisms—

and his writings abound in them—have

come affectations in the innumerable

imitations which cluster around all his

literary productions. This is his service

to literature: his service to posterity was

as great. He did some goodly service

in the "War of Liberation of humanity,"

if in no other way, by setting the ex

ample of a man who could speak un

flinchingly for principles at a time when

such utterance was not easy.

It will not be possible to follow up these

general statements with any further ex

amination of Heine's life or his writings.

It has been the present purpose to indi

cate only in the broadest outlines the

scope and general character of the man

and his work, and leave to the reader to

prove the truth of what has been said by

his own investigation. There is no single

literary figure that is better worth the task

of study than Heine, and to sum up brief

ly what this article has been mainly de

signed to show, we must pronounce him

if not one of the greatest, at least one of

the most original, figures in all literature.

A. PARKER.

DAWN.

\/
HAT was thy dream, sweet Morning? for, behold!

Thine eyes are heavy with the balm of night,

And, like reluctant lilies, to the light

The languid lids of lethargy unfold.

Vt/'as it the tale of Yesterday retold—

An echo wakened from the western height,

\\/'here the warm glow of sunset dalliance bright

Grew, with the pulse of waning passion, cold?

Or was it some heraldic vision grand

Of legends that forgotten ages keep

In twilight, where the sundering shoals of day

Vex the dim sails, unpiloted, of sleep,

Till, one by one, the freighting fancies gay,

Like bubbles, vanish on the treacherous strand?

Jomv B. TABB.
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MRS. MARCELLUS.

BY A GUEST AT HER SATURDAYS.

LL the celebrated creatures whom

Fate or the lecture-committee chance

to bring to our town profess themselves

amazed that Mrs. Marcellus should con

tinue to make this little-celebrated locality

her home. The comment has a double

import, containing at once a compliment

and the reverse. If therein be conveyed

an intimation that Hurville as a place of

residence is devoid of those varied oppor

tunities for self-improvement, gayety and

aesthetic culture which render existence

in the great centres so diversified and so

charming, or even should the insinuation

go so far as to clearly express the indubi

table fact that it is a crude, ragged little

town, with a few staring red brick busi

ness-houses fronting each other on the

muddy or dusty or frozen main street

(according to the season), and a nu

merous colony of wooden cottages dot

ted around "promiscuous" as an outer

fringe—nay, should Hurville even be

apostrophized as a " hole." as it was once

by a lecturer who came during the mud

reign and failed to draw a house,—why,

even the most enthusiastic Hurvillian

need take no offence. But whatever the

town may be, think what our fellow

townswoman, Mrs. Marcellus, is! One

of the greatest favorites our lecture-com

mittee secures for us each year, a dra

matic reader with a stentorian voice and

a fine frenzy rolling around loose in his

eye, expressed the whole thing in what

I may call a Shakespearian nutshell by

a happy paraphrase of the great bard.

" It was not," said Mr. Blankenhoff, "that

people appreciated Hurville less, but Mrs.

Marcellus more." That settled it.

I have been very frank, as you see.

about Hurville, because, although many '

of our business-men, in a sort of small

beer of local patriotism, insist upon tak

ing up the utterly untenable position

that Hurville is the only "live town " in

the country outside of New York and

Chicago, I am unable to recognize this

astonishing vitality myself, and I always

say that if Hurville is "live," I should

like to know what something dead looks

like, acts like, and especially buys and

sells like. The commerce of the place

has been completely stagnant for sev

eral years, and in I-lurville, if ever any

where, is it a mystery to one half the

world how the other half lives. I believe

both halves would now be one complete

and thoroughly defunct whole were it not

that the vital spark is kept alive in both

sections by Mrs. Marcellus. Her posi

tion in a community so provincial, and

in many respects so narrow-minded, as

that of our little place, has always been

an exceedingly singular one; yet she was

lifted to the throne of leadership of our

choicest circle on her arrival, and has

wielded the sceptre uninterruptedly ever

since, without the slightest breath of dis

affection having arisen among her court

iers. When she first came to Hurville,

fifteen years ago, she was a young widow

of thirty, very handsome, very travelled,

very cultured, very stylish and passably

rich. She is all this yet, and much more

that is good and lovable as well. On the

left-hand side of the account there is noth

ing to make a blur except that she is now

a motherly lady of forty-five, instead of

being, as she was when she first came,

just on the last step of the stairs where

girlhood shuts the door in a woman's

face finally—at thirty.

Her coming to Hurville was rather

odd, and at first she had not the slight

est intention of remaining. Her object

in visiting the place was to negotiate the

sale of the residence she now occupies,

the best house in the town yet, and fifteen

years ago considered a very imposing

mansion—so much so that when the

railroad came the heavy men of the

community insisted on the track being

laid in such a way that passengers in

side the cars could get a full view of

the Marcellus house as they whizzed
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by. The house was built for the father

of Mrs. Marcellus‘s husband, a sharp old

fellow who came to the town when the

general impression prevailed that Hur

ville was going to make Chicago shut up

shop, and ultimately to see the grass grow

in what are still very thriving thorough

fares of the city of New York. Old Mar

cellus made all the money out of Hur

ville that the town will afford for the next

half century at least, and died in the

shanty he had always lived in just as the

builders were putting the last touch on

that elegant mansion, which was sup

posed to be but the first of a series of

princely residences which when com

pleted would make Fifth Avenue and

Walnut street wonder what they were

begun for if thus so early they were

done for by the wealth and enterprise

of Hurville. Old Marcellus's son never

came to I-lurville. He was educated

abroad, and married this lady, a young

New Yorker, at her home. He was in

poor health and died in Paris, leaving

his wife a good deal of property, includ

ing this house, and two little daughters

to take care of.

She stayed a few weeks at the hotel

of those days, a most comfortable one

for, though the building was of frame

and the furniture old and shabby, trav

ellers often say that the meals were bet

ter and the bed-linen cleaner and better

aired than in the present imposing Dépot

Hotel—and finding no one willing or able

to buy the Marcellus house at anything

like its value, she one day astonished ev

erybody by saying that the house was

now withdrawn from sale and that she

was going to live in it herself. Vtlhat a

sensation occurred when her furniture

arrived! She had brought over all her

elegant belongings from Paris, those be

ing days when household effects which

had been in use by Americans abroad

for a year were passed free of duty at '

the custpm-house. Even now you can

scarcely find in any community a house

more beautifully furnished than Mrs. Mar

cellus's. She still uses the things she

brought from France, and never allows

her head to be turned by any vagaries

respecting house-decoration. Her pale

yellow satin drawing-room furniture is

charming, a real reminiscence of Marie

Antoinette's at the Little Trianon at Ver

sailles. Bronzes and marbles of chaste

and beautiful subjects, water-colors and

oil-paintings signed by noted names, fresh

flowers in lovely abundance at all sea

sons of the year,—oh, it is a rare home

of beauty and culture! And the best of

it is, as Mrs. Marcellus often tells us at

her pleasant dinner-parties or her cozy

Saturday evenings, that by living in Hur

ville she can enjoy this agreeable and

ladylike mode of existence, can do what

we know she does for the poor, can sub

. scribe to all periodicals of the day in any

way worthy, can entertain her friends often

—to their great delight, all loudly exclaim

—without being haunted by the slightest

shadow of anxiety regarding her income.

If she had continued to live in New York

she would by this time probably be bank

rupt, for a similar manner of living in

that costly city would be a dozen times

more expensive than it is in Hurville.

As it is, she even lays up money; and

when her daughters both married, as they

did on the same day five years ago, Mrs.

Marcellus astonished all the wedding

participants by announcing to them the

1 growth of a plum to the credit of each

which she had planted and preserved for

them in the hothouse of an old reliable

banker's safe in Boston.

I have mentioned Mrs. Marcellus‘s Sat

urday evenings. They are the sole means

of intellectual exchange Hurville pos

sesses. In fact, without them our men

tal condition must have degenerated long

ere this into something analogous to that

of the cabbage, for most of us are too

poor to take trips to the cities to brush

up our brains, and we have no public or

private library worthy the name in the

place. Of late even our lecture-course

—which used to be renowned as one of

the most successful in the country, for a

small town—has dwindled down almost

to nothing, the hard times affecting this

as everything else. No, not everything:

hard times make no difference in Mrs.

Marcellus‘s Saturdays, thank the pow

ers ! Every Saturday evening we gather

around that yellow satin furniture, inspect
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once more those oft-inspected pictures

(always discovering new beauties in

them), try to air a little art-jargon con

cerning the statuettes and bric-a-brac,

look over the last new periodicals, sniff

the flowers and say "How swect!"—the

women always asking how she keeps

them with the gas, and Mrs. Marcellus

always answering that she doesn't: she

has them changed. At nine o'clock tea

and etceteras are served up. The fine

tea-service of rarest old blue Nankin is

laid out upon a tablecloth of daintiest

linen deeply embroidered with blue of

a corresponding shade. Tea-cakes and

pfi.tés whose ingredients are to be found

in no cookery-book whatever greet the

delighted and unexpectant palate. With

her white, shapely, graceful hands Mrs.

Marcellus tenders us these luscious lol

lipops and again and again refills the

steaming bowl. At eleven o'clock pre

cisely the neat and pretty maid, who al

ways wears a white cap, brings in Mrs.

Marcellus‘s small bedroom lamp; and

this means good-night to visitors. These

evenings are the pride and comfort of

the town, and it is a point of honor with

those of us who know we are welcome

to attend every Saturday without inter

mission. VVhenever the gathering chances

to be small you may be sure that the cause

of it is to be found in a weather-condition

when to say "raining cats and dogs,"

"blowing great guns" or "snowing like

Siberia" is to use a comparison quite

feeble and inexpressive. But even on

such occasions a few gentlemen always

contrive to drop in. They are sent by

their wives when these cannot come, and

they always find Mrs. Marcellus her ami

able, reposeful self, whom no chances of

temperature can affect.

On a particularly stormy and disagree

able Saturday of the past winter I hesi

tated long about making my usual call.

Not that I did not want to go, nor that I

cared much for the weather, but it seem

ed to me impossible that on such a night

Mrs. Marcellus should take the trouble to

light her gas-jets (always supplemented

by a large, softly-beaming oil-lamp for

the centre-table) or ignite the splendid

roaring fire of wood and coal mingled

I which, burning redly in a deep, low,

richly-colored grate of brass and steel,

gives in winter the finishing-touch of

comfort and home-likeness to that de

licious yellow satin drawing-room. In

summer the grate is entirely removed,

and the vacant space is filled with flow

ering plants, tastefully framed by the

hanging mantelpiece valance above and

long, narrow, gracefully-draped curtains

at the sides, which take away all look

of bareness from that central point of in

terest in every apartment, the fireplace.

Yet the prospect of spending in my own

cheerless room and quite alone the only

evening of the week on which circum

stances permit me to sit up at all late

was scarcely flattering. I have to be at

the store every morning before eight, and

therefore on every night but Saturdayl

retire at an hour of a primitive earliness

only equalled by that prevailing in well

regulated nurseries. On Sunday morn

ings I am able to sleep rather late, but

pay for the privilege by the enforced jux

taposition of the heavy breakfast sausage

with the tough dinner roast beef, my land

lady, in a fit of the contraries, always

advancing dinner many hours on the

day when of all others it should be very

much retarded, and would be if the di

gestive apparatus of the American peo

ple had any rights which the landlady

of the period were bound to respect.

But these details have small bearing

on the story I am relating. To resume-.

, Driven out, in spite of the stormy weath

er, by the cheerlessness of my room, I

hastened on the Saturday evening in

question to seek the warm and comfort

ing shelter of Mrs. Marcellus‘s abode.

All was as serene within that model

home as if the raging elements them

selves had been subdued by the grand

white hands of Mrs. Marcellus, and at

, her order had been stuffed with eider

down and covered with yellow satin by

a Paris upholsterer. How soothing to

the rasped nerves was this interior—

the crackling fire, the lights, the flowers,

the soft rays from the lamp falling on the

gray silk dress and the lace headdress

of Mrs. Marcellus as she sat at the solid,

large round centre-table with a basket of
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gay-colored embroidery-silks before her!

Besides myself there were five visitors,

all gentlemen of course, and most of

them individuals who are not much given

to loquacity. The lack of conversation

was somewhat marked. Still, no one felt

any obligation to keep the ball of small

talk rolling. Mrs. Marcellus says that

when people come to see her she wants

them to converse or to keep silent as the

spirit moves. The wings of silence brood

ed over this gathering again and again,

yet no one felt guilty. There were many

pleasant and home-like sounds—the tin

tinnabulation of the tea-spoons and sugar

tongs, the pricking of the needle through

the stiff linen, the whirl of a book-leaf,

the laying down of card upon card in

the game of solitaire which some one

was playing, the bloodless execution of

a paper-knife cutting apart the sheets of

a newly-arrived magazine, the rustling

of the Saturday's local paper, delivered

just at dusk and not opened till now, the

fresh ink made doubly pungent in the

warm atmosphere till it yielded to the

pressure of the summer-like temperature

and dried up—like the rest of us.

" It is odd," said Henry L. Thompkins

at length, closing a novel which he had

been reading by slow instalments at Mrs.

Marcellus's Saturdays for the last year at

least, and whose finis he had now reach

ed, "that so many authors write love

stories."

" \Vhy shouldn't they," said Mrs. Mar

cellus, "when so many readers like to

peruse them?"

"Who likes to peruse them?"

"Why, you do, I should think, else

you would have laid down that book long

ago. You've been perfectly absorbed in

it : there have been chapters which made

your color come and go with their excit

ing interest. I've watched you ;" and she

shook her needle at him accusingly.

, Iscarcely remember how it was that

when upon this the conversation became

animated it instantly drifted into love-sto

ries and love-affairs and jiltings and heart

breakings, and all the rest of it. Every

body had something to say which he fan

cied had never before been said about the

tender passion; and suddenly a proposi

tion fell from the lips of Mrs. Marcellus

which certainly took the company by sur

prise. She said that she wished, just for cu

riosity's sake, every one present would tell

her about the last love-affair he had had.

It would really be fun: she wished they

would. Objections and modest declin

ings were unanimous at first, of course,

but our hostess insisted; and finally this

conditional agreement was decided upon:

that her desire should be acceded to, pro

vided Mrs. Marcellus would relate her

own experience in this line and tell the

company the particulars of /wr last love

affair. She instantly consented, though

I thought I detected a flying blush tinge

her cheek at the rush of recollections

brought about by the proposal.

The first autobiographer was Henry L.

Thompkins himself. Mr. Thompkins is

the principal banker of our place, and,

from the almost dead level of Hurvillian

impecuniosity, he is considered to be a

man of colossal fortune. He is very

well off in respect to wealth, and has

been a widower for many years. In the

grief and loneliness which engulfed him

at the loss of his wife, he told us, he had

sought solace in the warm affections of

his sister, a widow lady with a large num

ber of sons, and had recklessly adopted

her boys and promised to be a father to

them—an engagement which had placed

him in such a position toward a lot of

young spendthrifts that by actual experi

ence he was now fully qualified to per

form the part of the testy old uncle of

Sheridan's plays, whose principal duty

in life is to shake a stick in his nephew's

face and exclaim, "Zounds! you young

rascal!" or "Egad! you young dog!"

But instead of one scapegrace nephew

he had half a dozen to bleed him. Dur

ing one of his visits to his sister, who

lived in the West, he found there, also on

a visit, a young lady who made a marked

impression upon him. She was rather

good-looking, kind, sensible and quiet

in her ways. For her sake he lengthened

his visit: every day her influence over

him became stronger. On the .final Sab

bath of his stay it happened that of all

the household he and she alone were able

to attend service. The sermon had a dis
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tinct bearing on the sanctity of wedded

life. As they walked home he resolved

to sound her feelings on the subject of

marriage. He began by sayi-ng that he

was glad to see she was a friend of his

family, because that empowered him to

ask her this question: VVould she like to

become a member of it? She blushed,

bit her lip and said, as Heaven was her

judge, she would, but she had no fortune

of her own, and she had seen too much

of married life in poverty to dare to enter

it under those circumstances. "Poverty!"

exclaimed Mr. Thompkins: "you need

have no fear of that. I will see that you

have every comfort—indeed, every lux

ury." The girl was so startled she stood

still in the street and gazed at him, tears

flooding her handsome eyes. "Oh, Mr.

Thompkins," she murmured, "you are

the best man in the world, and I thank

you from the bottom of my heart. But

I have felt from the first moment how

really noble and generous you are; and

it was only last evening I told Edward,

when he took me to the Minstrels, that I

believed if he'd muster up courage to ask

his uncle for money enough to set him

up in business, and tell him he wanted

to marry and settle down, that you would

do it." The only thing consoling about

the affair was, that the girl never sus

pected anything. She married his eldest

nephew, whom he has since set up in

business three consecutive times (three

consecutive failures following), and the

couple are now rearing a plentiful crop

of grand - nephews, who, though still

young, have already developed to per

fection the paternal eye for searching out

the main chance, and invariably expect

—nay, obstreperously claim—a full line

of costly presents at Christmas, New

Year's, Thanksgiving and all the anni

versaries of everybody's birthday, wed

ding and demise.

Vi/e were very glad that Mr. Thompkins

so framed the concluding sentence of his

story as to allow us to laugh. We knew

very well, from the character of the sec

ond speaker, that we should require all

our store of thrills and shivers for his re

cital. He was a long, thin, red-headed

man named McLaughlin, who by perse

VUL. XX\"l.—39

verance had absorbed the most of the

leather and findings trade of Hurville

and round about, but was always talking

of the brilliant and exciting early days

of his career, when, fired by a story he

had read of the dangers and pleasures

of life before the mast, he resolved to run

away, and did run away, to sea. His

love-story was a wild and inconsequent

recital, with staccato stops, of an adven

ture he had when he was a sailor and his

vessel lay in one of the ports of India

for some weeks—at Calcutta, I think.

Anyhow, there were tiger-skins mixed

up in it, and elephants' tusks, and long,

moist, horrible serpents trailing after peo

ple, and a house where his lady-love lived

which was provided with traps and secret

panels in the walls and other such trifles;

and the lady-love was a native woman

who desired to renounce the faith of her

people for him, but was interfered with

by a cochineal-colored father of a very

unpleasant sort, who rampaged around

twirling the lance he used in pig-sticking,

and often finishing off his enemies with

a poisoned creese, such as you read about.

Of course there was nothing left for Me

Laughlin but to fight a duel with this un

reasonable parent—a duel which sudden

ly became contagious, the whole popula

tion of Calcutta joining in it; the fore

seen conclusion of the terrific narrative

being of course that everybody was kill

ed except McLaughlin. No one dared

even to smile at this sanguinary catas

trophe, for McLaughlin was really a fiery

tempered fellow, and on more than one

occasion had been known to back his

opinions by inserting his hand under his

right coat-tail to find an additional ar

gument wherewith to enforce a similarity

of political views. Nevertheless, our host

ess slyly asked if it could be possible that

the native lady who had wished to relin

quish the faith of her cochineal-colored

fathers was the amiable—and she might

have said, the essentially pale and milk

and-watery—lady who was known to

the community as Mrs. McLaughlin, and

who would have been, save for the storm,

"one of ours" to-night. Mac said, Of

course not; but what was the use of sit

ting down to talk about the jogtrot events
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of these later years, during which destiny l matter from the strategic point of view

and leather had bound him, as it were, to

Hurville? He thought we wanted ro

mance while we Were about it.

No. 3 was our military man, an ex

brigadier-general who still wears the Kos

suth hat of his grade, and who holds, to

the satisfaction of all, the berth of post

master at I-Iurville. Like most amateur

army-officers, the general thinks that as

regards military tactics he is a very Na

poleon, and he has so impressed this

opinion on Hurville that we know full

well, though the country at large may

not, exactly what brigadier-general it was

by whom the stamping out of the rebel

lion was principally performed. In the

various engagements which have taken

place between the armies of Europe dur

ing the last decade none have had so

satisfactory a termination as they might

had our postmaster-general (if I may so

compound him) been in command of the

field. The French, forinstance: it seems

a great pity that that brilliant people should

not have put themselves in communica

tion with Hurville, if only by wire, at the

time of the disastrous Prussian war. There

was our general, every Saturday evening

at Mrs. Marcellus‘s, winning the most

stupendous victories for them on a large

map of the seat of war, with little flags

mounted on pins stuck all over it; and

it was really exciting to see how the gen

eral caused the Prussian standard to re

treat at Sedan, the tri-color advancing in

triumph at the head of an overwhelming

body of troops rushing upon the enemy

en masse, hemming him in on all sides,

while the stirring tones of an imaginary

brass band entoned the glorious Mar

seillaise, its clarion cry proclaiming once

again to tout le mom]e that les enfan/s

de la patrie had won another victo

ry for la grande nation. "lllarc/zonsl

marc/zons! tum-ti-tum—and victory or

death!" Oh dear! what a surprise it

was to us all when the cable-despatch

came announcing a very different termi

nation to the fray at Sedan ! At first we

were incredulous. The brigadier clap

ped his hand to his head, seized the pa

per, ran with it into a corner and turned

his back on us, that he might study the

undisturbed by uninformed comment.

When he returned he said he saw quite

clearly how it was: the French had fail

ed to advance their left flank—lhe de

spatches showed it—and there was the

fatal error. The despatches also showed

quite clearly that the French had no left

flank to advance, nor right either, not to

speak of any rear; but the general said

he couldn't help that—they should have

advanced their left flank: that was the

only really soldier-like thing for them to

do. When armies meet on the battle-field

they should almost always (I think he

said) advance their left flank. Again

(to hasten to recent events), here were

these puerile, unspeakable, unutterable

heathens, the Turks. Vile as their moral

status was, their military advantages were

such that had they had among their pa

chas one man who possessed the slight

est glimmering of a conception of the art

of war they would not only have held

Stamboul, but they would have advanced '

their left flank right into the heart of Rus

sia and set the Crescent flag to flying from

the tops of the palaces on the banks of

the Neva.

Naturally, knowing his bellicose pro

clivities, we were fully prepared to hear

that the general's love-affair was intimate

ly connected with the war-period ; for Mrs.

Marcellus herself proposed that the gen

eral should follow Mr. McLaughlin's ex

ample and relate, not his last love-affair

necessarily, but his most romantic one.

Everybody present respected the active,

self-helpful wife of the postmaster too

much to desire, even for a joke, that the

fine sentiments which drew such a wo

man into marriage should be made the

theme of a story told by a fireside for the

beguilement of a winter's evening. So

the general started by saying that prior

to courting and wedding his dear wife he

had been led into an affair of the heart:

with a contrite spirit he confessed that

that affair was one which might have had

the most fatal consequences. Luckily,

his eyes were opened in time. But had

circumstances been otherwise, had the

government at Washington known the

brink on which he stood, he who was
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now honored by his country's confidence

to the extent of the postmastership of the

town of Hurville might instead be figuring

in the reprobatory annals of the republic's

history along with Benedict Arnold and

Major André. The conviction instantly

spread among the listeners that we were

now to learn that the general himself on

some important occasion had failed to

advance his left flank: if so, we should

have him on the hip in future—the left

hip, of course. But the dreadful episode

occurred, it seemed, not on the battle-field,

but during the leisure hours when noth

ing was astir in camp. lt was no ques

tion of infantry, cavalry or artillery, but

the old, old story of a pair of brown eyes.

"She " was a Southern girl; they met by

chance; he ordered her to walk under

the flag; she smiled at him as she did

so; stolen interviews followed; she swore

to renounce her allegiance to the "Lost

Cause" and accompany him to the North.

Deceived by her promises, he told her

when, how and at what time the corps

was to strike tents and leave the locality

—secret information. On the night prior

to the morning they had fixed upon to go

the order to march was countermanded,

and the general hastened to his lady-love

to tell her the change of plans. Think

ing to give her a lover's surprise, he crept

up to the veranda of her house on tip

toe and noiselessly peered into the par

lor where his enchantress was wont to sit

swinging away the heavy hours in the

sweet dalliance of a rocking-chair. To

his surprise, he found she was not alone:

a Confederate officer stood by her side,

his arm encircling her taper waist, his lips

ever and anon tasting the honey that

dwelt on hers. In intervals between

these caresses the treacherous beauty

poured into her lover's ear all she had

gleaned about the change of base of the

army from her too credulous brigadier.

A movement made the next day by the

Confederates showed they had formed

designs in accordance with the informa

tion the girl impmted, but the Unionist

plan having been altered the consequence

was in no degree disastrous to our troops.

The termination of this story found the

listeners all very silent. No one seemed

Q

to know what comment to make. From

the pained expression of the brigadier's

face it was evident that he still looked

upon the experience as one which but

for an accident might have brought dan

ger to the country and shame and dis

grace to himself. Mrs. Marcellus said,

as usual, just the right word. She as

sured the general that she could not see

in what way he had swerved from his

duty as a loyal soldier in the affair, since

the lady had won his confidence by the

false assertion that she desired to renew

her allegiance to the flag.

The editor now had the floor. The

editor is of course the oracle of the com

munity, and his newspaper, in the opin

ion of the entire population of Hurville

—including himself—is an organ which

for real power and earnest writing ex

ceeds any of the monster dailies of the

large cities, whose fame, stupidly enough,

extends the length and breadth of the

land, while the Hun/ille Ga::ctte blushes

unseen, claiming only an average circu

lation of two thousand; and some say

this is an exaggerated figure. The edi

tor's story was of course thoroughly cha

racteristic—editorial, so to speak—the

recital going straight to the point at issue

without redundant phraseology or extra

neous matter of any kind : it was, in fact,

a report, as epigrammatic as a six-lined

local paragraph, boiled down to the ut

most limit of concentrated fact-essence.

Yet the gist of the story greatly surprised

us. He had become interested in an

anonymous female contributor of love

poems sent every week to a newspaper

he was then editing in the West. At

length, by dint of perseverance, he had

unveiled the incognita of the poetess, in

time won her affections, and finally mar

ried her. The general impression was

that this must refer to a former wife, of

whom we had never heard, for every one

knew the editor's better half to be a dili

gent housekeeper, patient mother, a cease

less sewing-machinist, a walking encyclo

pzedia of cookery-recipes, and the least

literary woman of our set. Poetry she

never read, and she had even been

known to sneer at rhymesters, especially

those of her own sex, who, she averred,
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might find some better and more profit

able way of passing their time than scrib

bling nonsense. Yet this change of views,

the editor now assured us, was due solely

to the influence of time and a very large

and uncommonly obstreperous family of

boys.

The next speaker was the head of the

firm of E. T. Perkins & Co., dry-goods

merchants of the Perkins Block. An ex

tremely religious though not a bigoted

man, generous, good-natured and jovial,

everybody likes him, and we all looked

forward with pleasure to hearing his sto

ry. He seemed to have difficulty at first

in remembering anything sufficiently un

usual in its incidents to interest us; for,

as he said, we all knew that he had mar

ried Mrs. Perkins when he was a clerk

in the dry-goods store of her late father,

and had succeeded to the business on

his death, his wife giving great impetus to

trade by her own extravagance in dress,

which spread like a contagion among the

other ladies of the town, who until then

had been mostly satisfied with nice cali

coes and cheap merinos. As for love

affairs, continued Mr. Perkins, if he had

ever had any before he met Mrs. Perkins

he couldn't remember them; but in a

frzknn’/y way a curious kind of thing had

happened to him many years ago in New

York, when he was in the white-goods

department of one of the big wholesale

houses. He was a very young man, not

twenty-one, and trying hard to do right

amid the trials and temptations of the

great city. He was a church-member,

and in aid of the funds of the church to

which he belonged he had taken one

winter a subscription to a course of lec

tures to be delivered in some hall down

town which has now disappeared Seats

were reserved for ticket-holders; and so

it happened that he found himself twice

a week seated next a lady and her hus

band to whom he had been previously

introduced by a friend after service one

Sunday evening, but with whom he had

had till then but a bowing acquaintance. '

Now they fell to chatting of course. He

considered the lady very handsome,

though older than himself—about thirty

perhaps. She was of a full figure—might

even have been called stout—with rosy

. cheeks, pouting lips, laughing black eyes.

glossy hair, and a gay, pleasant manner

that was very attractive. Her husband

was very much the senior of his wife,

and was cross, ugly, lame and asthmatic.

Sometimes he would leave the hall in the

middle of a lecture and go and sit outside

in the cold till it was over, when he would

join his wife, grumbling at everything in

general and her in particular. During

these absences Mr. Perkins and the lady

had time to exchange many of their views

on various subjects, which were found to

be very much in accord. In brief, the

acquaintance was so pleasant that young

Perkins, at the last lecture of the course

(the husband having stepped out), made

bold to hint that he would be glad to have

it continue, and would be happy to call,

if agreeable. To his surprise, the lady

whispered a few hurried words in his ear

of a startling character. Her husband

was exceedingly jealous—utterly without

cause, of course—and the idea of a young

gentleman calling at the house in a friend

ly way was one that was not to be enter

tained for an instant. This was a state

of things such as young Perkins had nev

er dreamed possible except in the exag

gerated and wearisome pages of long

winded novels and unreadable poems in

cantos. He immediately exalted himself

into a hero of romance, nor was the sen

sation diminished when he felt the folds

of a bit of note-paper slipped between his

fingers as he shook hands with the lady

at parting. When he returned home he

made himself acquainted with the con

tents of the mysterious billetdoux, and the

sentiment of adventure was heightened

when he read therein a request which the

lady must have written previously to com

ing to the lecture-hall, since it was in ink.

She desired, she said, to bid him adieu

before parting for e1/er, and as it was

impossible for her to do that at her own

home, on account of sometbz'ug, she had

asked a friend of hers to let her see him

at /wr house. The call must be made at

rather an mmsual hour—half-past six in

the morning. She was going to see a de

parting friend to the bo0t, and she would

stop in Hudson street on her way back.
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Now, what was more natural, continued

Mr. Perkins, for a foolish young fellow to

do than to go to the place on the day

appointed? The hour was rather un

usual, and the morning being' bitterly

cold the experience was anything but

pleasant. The friend's house proved to

be in a very disagreeable neighborhood,

and the parlor into which he was ushered

was a small, musty room, with a dirty car

pet on the floor, and otherwise furnished

with a few cane-seat chairs and a rickety

marble-topped centre-table, the place be

ing rendered still more uninviting by a

sheet-iron stove which belched forth vol

umes of smoke from the unwilling begin

nings of a rebellious fire that had just

been kindled in it. Mr. Perkins sat down

in the cheerless apartment, and waited

long, half numbed with cold. Having

left his home so early, he was breakfast

less, and that fact did not render his con

dition any the more comfortable. The

romance of the adventure oozed out of

him from every pore in an almost per

ceptible stream. The absurdity of the

situation became every moment more

painfully apparent, when at length in

walked the lady. But could this indeed

be she? Why, she was completely

changed. Instead of the gay, bright,

trim, rosy, laughing, sparkling-eyed lady

of the evenings, he beheld a stout, untidy,

sallow-complexioned, faded-out woman

of forty. She was old enough to be his

mother—old enough to be ashamed of

herself. Never was a youth's foolish il

lusion more quickly dispelled. He took

her proffered hand listlessly, and de

clined the invitation to reseat himself,

pleading the necessity for getting to the

store at once. His exit must have been

farcical in its abruptness. The mostjeal

ous husband in the world could have

found no occasion for complaint in such

conduct, unless indeed he had changed

his views and objected to his wife being

treated so cavalierly. The lady's billet

doux had indeed possessed the essential

element of truth, as opposed to the fiction

of poetry: they bade each other adieu

before parting for e1/er.

There may be little enough humor in

this story, given thus barely, but Mr.

Perkins's droll tone of voice and the

mirthful twinkle in his eye kept us in

peals of laughter while he related the

adventure. The history gained an add

ed zest from the frankness of the narra

tor, for it proved once again how little the

gold of his nature was cheapened by the

dross of an assumed ultra-holiness, which

more than anything else is repulsive to

young people when coming from a re

ligious Mentor. "Was you ever a little

girl ?" asks the pranksome Miss Lotta in

one of her nursery-rhyme plays of a par

ticularly cross and crabbed old grenadier

of an aunt. A similar question was nev

er propounded to Mr. Perkins. No boy

in Hurville—even the copper-toed ruf

fians of the editor's wife—entertains any

doubts of the unadulterated boyishness,

at some remote period, of Mr. Perkins.

I-lis pious monitions and enthusiastic es

says to lead the boys in the path of a

noble manho'od lose nothing from the

knowledge.

It was now the turn of Mrs. Marcellus

to speak. VVe peremptorily bade her un

fold herself, as did Hamlet the Ghost.

She smiled and craved a minute's grace

in which to serve us all anew fresh jor

ums of the fragrant Kyshow Congou—a

tea unparalleled which she imports her

self direct from Oxford Circus in famed

London Town—and when the incense of

the fragrant brew rose on the ambient

air of the yellow satin drawing-room our

hostess desired us to rattle our teaspoons

and clatter our cups and saucers with a

will, as she thought, she said, that a little

confusion would enable her to get through

the recital with more courage. In spite

of this request, the most unobtrusive mice

could scarcely have been more noiseless

than we as we listened to her narrative,

not a word of which escaped our attentive

ears.

"You know," began Mrs. Marcellus,

"that it is now five years since the double

wedding of my two darling daughters,

parting from whom was such a dreadful

cross for me to bear. Every mother

knows how sharp a pang it gives to

transfer to another, almost a stranger—a'

man whose very existence six months or

a year before was unknown to us—the
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treasured being whose smiles and tears

have been since babyhood her mother's

rain and sunshine. Ah me! if mothers

suffer in this way at the marriage of one

daughter, think how doubly great must

the trial have been to me when I was

called upon to relinquish both my girls

at once—to see them both go away on

the train, joyous and happy with the men

of their choice, while nothing was left for

me but to come back here into the empty

house and begin a new plan of existence

with the vivifying and soul-sustaining ele

ment of constant and ever-present love

left out! I don't think any one in Hur

ville had the slightest glimmering of an

idea of what I suffered."

Mr. Perkins, who sat next her, shook

her hand in testimony of the appreciation

of all Hurville of her kindness in never

once remitting (in spite of her private

feelings) the pleasant social gatherings

which were so prized by the community ;

and all present gave audible assent to

the unanimity of opinion on this head.

" You know that some two months be

fore the double wedding I took my daugh

ters to New York for the purpose of com

pleting the purchases I considered neces

sary to furnish each with a suitable trous

seau. Much had been bought here at Mr.

Perkins's nice store, almost all the under

clothing which was so much admired by

their Boston friends when the girls arrived

at their husbands‘ homes was made here

by the neat fingers of our Hurville seam

stresses, but there were a few things for

which the New York style was necessary,

or at least so the girls thought, and that

was the same thing. We were in New

York about ten days, and though every

moment, except when we were asleep,

was absorbed by the intricate duties of

our shopping, my sense of approaching

loneliness grew deeper and sadder, until

it became so overwhelming that in spite

of my effbrts to conceal it from them I

feared my daughters would observe my

melancholy, and that it would cast a

gloom over the last joyous days of their

maidenhood. But they were too full of

spirits and excitement to notice it, and

attributed whatever was unusual in my

manner to the exceptional fatigue of the

occasion. Finally, our task seemed fin

ished, and we started for home laden with

purchases, leaving a number of unfinish

ed orders, which were to be sent us by

express when completed. \.Ve got to the

dépot rather late, and I found a long line

of people standing before me at the tick

et-office window. I was almost at the tail

of an elongated serpent of humanity

which wriggled forward with despairing

slowness, and after standing a while I

impatiently left the ranks and went to

where my daughters were sitting. 'We

shall never get all that baggage checked

in time,' I said: ' I'm afraid we can't get

off by this train.' At that moment a

young gentleman who was awaiting his

turn, and was only the second or third

person from the window, leaned toward

us and said to me, ' I'll get your tickets

for you if you'll allow me. How many?

Three ?'—'Yes,' I answered: 'three for

Hurville, please,' offering him the money.

' Never mind that now: wait till I bring

you the tickets ;' and I saw him pay for

them out of his well-stuffed wallet. Of

course I refunded, with many thanks, as

soon as he brought the tickets, which he

did in a minute or two, and I then hur

ried away to check the baggage, while

the girls went on the train to secure seats

together and get the conductor to let us

face each other.

"We had a pleasant day for our jour

ney, but the train was uncomfortably

crowded. A succession of way-passen

gers, one after another, absorbed our va

cant seat, and prevented the girls from

indulging in that exchange of secret, and

in general highly-laughable, confidences

with which young people pf their age

are always bubbling over. Some of these

local passengers were not very pleasant

company, being frequently encumbered

with market-baskets which were not only

in everybody's way, but proclaimed by

unmistakable odors the nature of their

contents. Seeing that it Was impossible

for us to retain the fourth seat, and hav

ing learned from the conductor that there

was no room in the parlor-car, it was

really a great relief, as a certainty of

escape from unpleasant companionship,

when the same young gentleman who
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had kindly helped me at the ticket-office

came up and asked if we had any ob

jection to his sitting there, as he had

given up two seats in succession to ladies,

and had been standing the most of the

time since we left New York. Of course

we assented, and for the first time I ex

amined our fellow-traveller minutely. He

was very good-looking—a blond, a style

of coloring that I have always particular

ly admired in a man when it does not

degenerate into effeminacy, as it cer

tainly did not in this instance. In figure

he was tall and slender, with the erect

and graceful carriage of the accomplish

ed soldier, not the awkward stiffness of

the recruit. His eyes were a deep, rich

blue, almost violet—eyes that in them

selves would have been sufficient to

make a woman's reputation for beauty:

his long silken moustache shaded from

blond to golden red, and was parted

fanlike over his vermilion lips, fragrant

and glowing with youth and health. His

manners were essentially those of distin

guished society, and his well-cut gray

travelling-suit, his superlatively fine linen,

his tiny gold watch-chain with a valuable

pearl set in the slide, his fresh gloves, his

dark-blue necktie carelessly twisted in a

sailor's knot, his fine shoes fitting every

curve of his aristocratic foot and covered

by neat cloth gaiters buttoned at the side,

his elegant travelling-rug rolled in a pair

of Russia-leather straps, his stylish um

brella, his fine handkerchief embroider

ed evidently in Paris in quite a new way

—a fac-simile of a seal in red wax, with

a monogram and crest standing out upon

it—above all, his silver-fitted travelling

bag, even finer than those we had priced

at Tiffany's for one hundred and fifty

dollars each,—all gave evidence of a po

sition of something more than ease in

regard to money; while his beautifully

white teeth, his exactly-parted hair, his

scrupulously-tended hands, all spoke of

that extreme care of the person which

unmistakably indicates the habit of con

tact with people of dignity and good

breeding. Remember, friends, I did not

judge my new friend from the point of

view, naturally restricted, of Hurville. I

looked at him from the summits of the

forty centuries of civilization of the Eu

ropean capitals, and I at once adjudged

him to be a man of the world and a gen

tleman.

"Of course we fell into conversation,

and his tone of thought and mode of ex

pression fully coincided with the elevated

character of his appearance. He was

English by descent, he told us, but Amer

ican by birth. His reading had evident

ly been extensive, and his comments on

every subject that arose showed that an

original as well as a scholarly mind had

been brought to bear upon it. Yet never

was he so absorbed in the discussion as

to neglect any of those attentions which

are so agreeable, even so necessary, to

ladies while travelling. His politeness

was constantly on the alert, and his quick

eye detected wants even before they were

fully felt, much less spoken of.

" His journey might or might not be so

long as ours. He had taken his ticket

for a place he named, a small station in

Pennsylvania, where his father's horses

and carriage would be waiting to drive

him to the town where their home was,

a bustling lumber-centre back among the

Alleghanies some twenty miles off the

railway. His father was the owner of

an immense tract of timber-land there, a

property which had come into his hands

many years ago in England as an offset

to a very bad debt incurred by some

scamp who had inherited it, but had nev

er seen it and knew not whether it was

valueless or the reverse. For thirty years

his father had paid taxes on these un

promising forest-lands, and then sudden

ly there was a rush of enterprise in that

direction and the property became a for

tune. The timber was of the finest and

the demand for it unlimited. He was

his father's business-representative in the

cities, and had been to Europe also, where

he had visited their English relations,

who were very high-toned and all that,

but not quite so well off now as those

of the family who were in the plebeian

bustle of successful trade-enterprise in

America—to wit, his father and himself.

If the coachman and team were at the

station when we arrived (we were to take

supper there), he should go home with
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him: if the man and horses were nol

there, he should find a telegram from

his father, in which case he was to go

on to Pittsburg, and would see us at

breakfast in the morning at the place

where we changed cars for Hurville.

" In the course of conversation I men

tioned to him the peculiar and interest

mg circumstance which had called us to

New York, the girls both blushing and

ejaculating in a duet, 'Oh don't, mam

ma I' But I know so well the heart of

youth, both male and female, that I did

not think it right to expose this young

man to a misconception in regard to the

position of my girls, more especially as

ever since he had joined us he had sat

and gazed at the seat which I occupied

with my younger daughter with a look

in his eyes which betrayed the secret of

an inward and sudden yearning which

was almost pain. To my surprise, the

announcement of the approaching wed

ding of both my girls produced no espe

cial effect upon him. He seemed inter

ested, and indulged in a little graceful

badinage; but this was what struck me

as so strange: every time he spoke to

the girls he was smiling and gay and

joking, but every time he turned his eyes

on me his expression of face, his whole

manner, changed. His gaze became

riveted on my features, and his soulful

eyes lingered there with a fixity that

abashed and disconcerted me. Icould

not understand it. Why did he look at

me so? Years had passed since last that

sort of gaze had been fastened upon my

face, for it was a gaze which unmistaka

bly says, 'You have made an impres

sion upon me which I cannot resist: ev

erything about you is pleasing to me.'

Try as I would to avoid this look, turn

my head as I might to escape the gaze

of those bewitching eyes—even when I

closed my own and feigned sleep—still I

felt their tender rays upon me, and never

once did I find it otherwise.

"It is this point of the story, friends,

where I feel confession so difficult. You

who have known me for fifteen years,

pursuing unswervingly the prosaic path

of duty, will find it dilficult to understand

the power of the impression this stranger

made upon my poor heart, widowed in

its prime and at that moment about to

be further robbed of all it had to love

and cherish. All the years during which

Ihad employed the most rigid rules of

subjection over myself seemed to vanish

like a mist. Every moment I felt more

and more strongly a belief that this new

born passion was sincere, and knew that

if it should really prove so the time when

it would meet with full and grateful re

turn on my part would not be far distant.

"So wore on the daylight hours. Dusk

came early, and after the lamps were lit '

first one and then the other of my girls

wrapped herself in her shawl, and cud

dling together on one seat with the head

of each on the other's shoulders, they

both dropped asleep. He and I were

now sitting side by side. For a long

time neither spoke. I persistently stared

out of the window at the flying landscape,

almost invisible now in the increasing

darkness; but I could feel, though I did

not even glance at him, that he had turn

ed in his seat, his elbow resting on the

back of it, his cheek on his hand and

his eyes on me. At length he bent over

toward me, and in so low a tone of voice

that the girls could scarce have heard it

had they been awake he whispered, ' Vi"ill

you permit me to say a few words to you ?'

"‘ I have no objection,‘ I answered

coldly—'always with the proviso that

what you have to say to me is some

thing which it will be no derogation of

my dignity as a mother of grown daugh

ters to hear.'

"'Could you, madam, for a moment

believe me Capable of saying anything

unworthy you, unworthy myself ?' he

exclaimed reproachfully. 'Oh no: I do

not think I have given you any cause to

believe me other than a gentleman. I

am not in search of a love-affair, believe

me, nor have I hitherto been considered

as at all of an impressionable nature. I

am perhaps not quite so young as I look,

and certainly the opportunity of meeting

beautiful and fascinating women has not

been lacking to me. I know scores of

such, and still I have borne hitherto an

unoccupied heart. Now, I— But I am

tongue-tied: I fear to give offence. I
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know very well you would not let me

tell you that you have inspired in me

one of those passions which, born in

an instant, often shape a whole destiny

—that I love you as fondly as a man

ever loved a woman. No, no, do not

stop me. I say that I do not make such

assertions, because I know you would

not allow me; but there is one thing I

will make bold to do—one favor I must

crave at your hands. Will you grant it ?'

"' \Vhat is it ?'

"' This : that you will let me count my

selfamong your friends. Give me that

foothold, and something I feel here in

my innermost heart tells me that by it I

may lift myself to a niche in yours which

no other man now fills. Let time try the

sincerity of what I say. All I ask of you

is that if I ever come to Hurville (as I

surely shall if I'm alive), you will allow

me to call upon you merely as a friend:

I ask no more.'

"' Are you sincere in this wish?'

"'As Heaven is my judge, I am. In

less than an hour this train will arrive at

the station where, in all probability, we

shall have to part. I cannot endure to

think that in a formal shake of the hand

at a railway-dépot you and I are going to

separate, never perhaps to meet in this

world again. Both of us have made

plenty of such impromptu acquaintances

before now, and have seen the end of

them approach with the utmost indiffer

ence, and never given another thought

to these chance friendships of a passing

hour. But I feel in my innermost heart

that this meeting between you and me

was brought about by the hand of Provi

dence itself, and for a purpose that we at

this early stage of our knowledge of each

other cannot divine. I will not, I cannot,

see it fade away. Will you give me leave

to come and see you at Hurville ?'

"' With pleasure,' I replied.

" He sprang to my side as I assented,

pressing against me so closely that I with

drew myself hastily lest it should become

an open embrace. Yet even as l repulsed

him he smiled fondly on me and said in

a tender voice, 'Thank you, my friend:

this is all I ask. I shall soon see you

again, and I warn you I shall see you

often. I am willing to take my chances

for the future. Time will try me.'

" ' Come, come !' I answered: 'these

hints and insinuations are mere folly. It

would be disingenuous in me to pretend

not to understand them; but let them

stop here: let us banish all nonsense. I

am older than yourself by some years,

and when you become better acquainted

with me you will find that there is noth

ing in the least extraordinary about me.

I am simply a middle-aged, might even

be called an old, woman, wrapped up in

a pleasant but very unromantic set of

friends, and with all the love of my na

ture buried in the grave of a dead past,

except what survives in the persons of

those two sizable young ladies who sit

nodding opposite.'

Every word you say,‘ he said, again

drawing near to me in an affectionate

way, 'but confirms the impression you

first made upon me. I think you are a

woman of the noblest nature, the sound

est sense, the warmest heart, I ever met.

I admire you as much, as deeply, as I re

spect you. But this you must permit me

to say: you are doing yourself a great in

justice by laying out for yourself a love

less future. You will feel the heart-void

very powerfully when your daughters

leave you. You are not an old woman,

even in years, while in appearance you

are not even middle-aged : no one would

dream of your being the mother of these

young ladies. Now, is it right in a wo

man so exceptionally endowed with af

fections as you are to say you will never

love again? Leave the future to take

care of itself: you do not know what it

has in store for you.'

"With that he pressed my hand, and

I pressed his in return, and then drew

away from him, and, covering my face

with my veil, nestled, half frightened,

half joyous, into the window-corner.

The emotion he had caused me filled

my eyes with tears, yet whether I shed

them in happiness or sorrow I could not

tell. There was the dead love, the girl

hood's sweet dream so cruelly finished,

my long conviction that on this earth

never again would the delicious oneness

of wedded life be mine. Could it really
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be that I had inspired in the bosom of

this thoughtful young man the sentiments

which lead to the devotion of one soul to

another? Even as I questioned thus my

inner self I raised my veil, and meeting

the fixed gaze of those lovely eyes they

smiled an assent, and I sank back, trem

bling in the ecstasy of'my new-found

joy.

"We arrived at the supper-station,

and with his usual gentlemanly care our

friend helped us from the car and escort

ed us into the supper-room. He seated

us at a table, and turning down a chair

for himself he whispered in my ear, ' I'll

go now and see if there is a despatch for

me. If there is I shall just have time to

jump on the Western-bound train. That

is it, there: it is only waiting for this con

nection. If there is no despatch and my

father's man is here, I will come back

and have supper with you before start

ing home. In any case I'll see you soon

in Hurville.'

"I was too agitated to partake of food.

I tried to sip some scalding tea, but could

not, and rising from the table told the

girls to pay for the supper when they had

finished: they would find me outside on

the platform. I heard the whistle of the

departing westward train, and as its pon

derous weight thundered over the gleam

ing rails I saw that he was in it, kneeling

on a seat and peering anxiously out, try

ing, no doubt, to get a parting glimpse of

me. Just as he was whirled away I saw

the flutter of a handkerchief, and knew

that at the last instant he had recognized

me where I stood.

V\'here's our friend ?' said one of the

girls, who had now finished supper and

come out. 'I thought he was going to

have supper: he turned down a chair.'

"' He left on the Western-bound train,‘

I answered.

'"I suppose he got the despatch he ex

pected and hadn't time to come in and

say good-bye.'

"It was the first time a secret had ever

come between me and my daughters. I

felt distressed, and even guilty.

"‘Girls,' said I when we were again

seated in the train, 'what did you think

of our travelling-companion ?'

"My elder girl thought he was a per

fect gentleman, evidently rich, very well

bred, very handsome, and, strange to

say with all this, a scholar. She had no

doubt he moved in the best society wher

ever he went.

"My younger girl's impression was

quite different. In spite of all he had

told us about his wealthy father and his

lumber-forests, she said she didn't be

lieve but what if the truth were known

he would be discovered to be a New

York drummer in the button business

or perhaps a Western nian in the ham

trade.

"'-\\'ell, my dears, I am going to tell

you something about him that will sur

prise you. He is not what you have

said, Minnie, nor what you have said,

Jennie, nor what he himself said: he is

simply nothing more nor less than a

pickpocket l'

"The girls were first horrified, then

they laughed: the farce of a thing is

very apparent to heedless youth. No

doubt the other youthful individual was

laughing at the farcicality now. As for

me, I could scarcely see the joke. The

matter was not so serious as it might

have been, however, for the bulk of my

money was stitched in the bosom of my

dress; but I had kept out about four hun

dred dollars to pay for a set of silver

ware which was not ready at the last mo

ment, and that money my friend had

seen in my pocket-book when I paid

him for the tickets. I discovered the

loss at the supper-table almost the in

stant he left my chair, and my rising

and going outside was the natural im

pulse to stop a thief. I knew now only

too well when the transfer had taken

place: it was at that blissful moment

when this new pattern of a Romeo had

pressed up to the side of his silly and

elderly Juliet in a tender half embrace.

The youthful philosopher was quite right

in saying I did not know what the future

had in store for me: I had not the re

motest conception that in less than an

hour it would disclose to my dull mind

that I had met a pickpocket in the guise

and with the apparent feelings of a gen

tleman—not to say a lover."
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The termination of this recital natu

rally drew forth comment. Henry L.

Thompkins said he really thought bet

ter of his nephews now: at least, they nev

er picked pockets. McLaughlin startled

the company by declaring that he had

met this very man some thirty-five years

ago when he was lying off the Bahama

Islands—he was sure of it: and even an

exact computation, which showed con

clusively that the individual in question

could not have been born then, was not

sutiicient to shake him in his belief. Mr.

Perkins observed that he hoped the young

man might meet Christian influences, and

so reform: it was a pity he could not have

had Mrs. Marcellus‘s Christian friendship,

for it might have been his salvation. The

brigadier's conclusion was that the whole

plan was a scheme of deep revenge which

had a much broader basis than the mere

purloining of a pocket-book. It was the

old story of national hatred on the part

of England. This man was of English

derivation : that he was an American

born was no matter—was, in fact, most

probably untrue. But Englishmen could

not bear, even after the lapse of a cen

tury, to think that this grand empire was

not under the control of the British crown.

The military facts connected with the war

of the Revolution had been so galling:

Washington's masterly strategyin always

advancing his left flank had proved, as it

ever must, the utter annihilation of the

redcoats, and had occasioned a series of

defeats hard then and now for the proud

spirited British nation to bear. Depend

upon it, this pocket had been picked in

a spirit of international revenge. When

Cornwallis—

Here the editor advanced /zz's left flank

unexpectedly by asking Mrs. Marcellus

if he might put the story in print: the

fellow should really be hunted down, if

possible, even at this late hour, and

brought to punishment. But our hostess

would not consent to this, and motioned

to me with a smile to begin my con

fession. But just at that moment the

good-night lamp was brought in, and

never since then have stories been in

order at Mrs. Marcellus‘s Saturdays.

Ouve LOGAN.

AUTOMATISM.

'l'WO PAPERS.—I.

NEW-BORN babe has been defined

as a lump of possibilities: it is a mass

of rudiments, the unfolding of which con

stitutes its growth. Butprotoplasm, which,

unlike the babe, is a structureless sub

stance, of undefined form and apparent

ly void, is the basis of all life, and con

tains within itself the germs of an infinite

development. The microscopist sees in

it only a transparent mass, the chemist so

many atoms of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen

and nitrogen. But while seemingly the

same in its chemical constitution, it dif

fers immeasurably in its properties—al

ways distinguished, however, by the soul

of unrest that is within it, by its never

ceasing, self-sustained and self-generated

movements. Protoplasm makes the sa

liva which moistens the morsel of bread;

protoplasm bides its time in the new-laid

egg; protoplasm weaves the tissue of the

most highly endowed brain: its agency,

in short, is visible in all the meanest and

the supremest acts of life. No difference

can be detected between its highest and

its lowest forms. Yet difference must

exist. The most primitive forms of life

consist of simple specks of protoplasm,

mere masses of organic slime, in which

the particles enjoy all the life-functions

share and share alike. As the babe de

velops into the man, so in ascending the

scale of life, from the protoplasm of the

infusorial amoeba to that of a Newton's
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brain, it is step by step along a constant

development and separating of dormant

powers. There is nothing in the man

that was not in rudiment in the babe,

and so also does the amoeba in its mi

croscopiospeck represent the life-power

of a universe.

In the separation of the protoplasm

for various specific duties very early is a

part of it set aside to constitute a so-call

ed nervous system. The simplest form

of this system occurs in the sac-like in

fusoria known as ascidians. This ner

vous apparatus is composed of a gray

ish central mass and certain white fibres

which radiate from this mass to the outer

surface of the sac that constitutes the l

body of the ascidian. The central mass

contains much of very active protoplasm :

it is for the ascidian the chief source of

all nervous power and action, and is the

simplest form of a so-called "nerve-cen

tre." In the higher forms of life the

nerve-centre is very complex, but is real

ly formed by superadding small centres,

like to the single central nerve-mass of

the ascidian, one above the other, and

binding them together with innumera

ble threads of white matter. The white

threads seen in the ascidian are the earl

iest expressions of the white cords of the

higher animals which every one knows

as nerves. It is the function or ofhce of

the gray nerve-centre to originate waves

of nervous influence, whilst to the white

threads is given the duty of conducting

such waves or impulses. The two parts

may be well compared to the cells and

the conducting wires of a galvanic bat

tery. There are always at least two sets

of the nerve-threads or conductors—one

leading from the surface of the body to

the nerve-centre, and the other from the

centre to the exterior of the organism.

Those fibres which start from the sur

face carry impulses to the centre, and are

known by the scientist as afferent nerves:

in the higher animals they conduct to the

centres of consciousness impulses which

give rise to sensations; hence they'are oft

en known as sensory nerves. The nerve

threads which carry impulses away from

the centre to the outer regions of the body

are known as efferent nerves, because

through them motion is produced as mo

tor nerves.

To the primitive organic slime, which

is the lowest form of life, consciousness

can hardly come. The ascidian with its

distinct though simple nervous system is

a different and much higher being. In its

microscopic world some floating particle

touches it roughly : the ever-sensitive end

of the afferent nerve thrills; the vibrations

pass along the nerve-fibres to the central

nerve-mass and provoke it into action:

forthwith it sends down the efferent nerve

a strong impulse which travels out until it

reaches a mass of contractile tissue known

as a muscle and causes it to shorten. In

the ascidian, however, the limits of nerve

life are very narrow—no eye to see, no

ear to hear, no separation of one kind of

sensatiori from another, if indeed there

be sensation at all, for we do not know

whether the ascidian lives like the plant,

to itself unknown, or whether it enjoys

a twilight of semi-consciousness, feeling

dimly its own existence and that of sur

rounding objects. The movements which

it makes do not seem to emanate from

consciousness, but always to originate in

the contact of some foreign body with

the exterior of its organism. The central

mass of nervous protoplasm appears nev

er to flash of its own volition nervous en

ergy to the muscle, but only when aroused

by an impulse from without. All move

ments seem to be r¢flex—that is, produced

by an impulse passing up from the sur

face along the afferent nerve to the cen

tral mass, and thrown or reflected back,

as it were, along the motor nerve to the

muscle. .

Such simple reflex movements occur

in all, even the highest, animals as the

most primitive expressions of nervous

energy. The exigences of lives fuller

than that of the ascidian demand, how

ever, other movements, whose complex

ity is continually increasing as the scale

of life is traversed. Keeping pace with

this elevation of function is a progressive

setting apart of certain parts of the ner

vous system for certain purposes. In

other words, as function or office be

comes more complicated and more sep

arate and particular, so also does the an
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atomy or structure of the nervous sys

tem. The whole nerve-life of the ascid

ian dwells in one cell or central point

and a few fibres: that of the man is di

vided up between some millions of sim

ilar cells and fibres, each set aside for the

performance of only one act or class of

actions. Special powers everywhere re

quire special structure. From the ner

vous system of the ascidian to that of

man is a transition like that from the

universal workman of a barbarous so

ciety to the complex factory of modern

civilization, in which one man does only

one little thing, but does this perfectly.

The general structure of the nervous

system in all vertebrates from the frog

to the man may be thus described: The

cerebral hemispheres, or upper brain, a

large double central nerve-mass which

has no distinct nerves; the lower brain,

which is also situated within the cranium,

but below the cerebral hemispheres, and

is provided with afferent and efferent

nerves; and a spinal mm/, which springs

out of the lower brain and has an abun

dant supply of nerves connecting it with

all parts of the body.

Of these great central nerve-tracts the

spinal marrow is the simplest in construc

tion. It is the "silver cord" of the old

Hebrew poet, and owes its whitish ap

pearance to the innumerable nerve-like

tibres which run up and down or across

to bind all parts of the cord together or

to pass out from it into the nerves. In

the central portions of the spinal marrow

is a continuous tract of gray matter which

is composed of an infinitude of protoplas

mic masses closely resembling the cen

tral nerve-mass of the ascidian. This

gray matter is indeed a series of such

nerve-centres, each capable of discharg

ing energy precisely as the central nerve

mass of the polyp does. The white fibres

are the conductors of impulses: during

life they are continually occupied in car

rying messages to and fro between'dif

ferent portions of the spinal gray matter,

or up and down—that is, to and from the

brain.

In order to study the functions of the

spinal cord the physiologist takes a frog

from the ditch and with one sweep of a

sharp knife beheads it, or, what is the

same thing, severs the spinal cord just

as it enters the skull. No pain is pro

duced, or at most a momentary pang.

The spinal cord is thus isolated from the

two brains, and all conscious sensibility

is lost. The heart continues to beat, and

life may go on for hours, but all the mus

cles are relaxed and the whole body is

without feeling. Hang the creature up,

and the long legs dangle passive and

motionless. Bring, however, a cup of

strong vinegar slowly upward from be

neath the leg, and the moment the irri

tating liquid touches the toes the foot is

drawn up. The parallel of this experi

ment may be repeated in the hospital

ward. Cross the dangling, insensitive

legs of that man whose back has been

broken by some one of the murderous

engines of modern civilization, and strike

it smartly just below the knee with the

edge of the hand, when out flies the leg;

or as the patient lies in bed tickle the

soles of his feet and see how they are

drawn up, although all sensibility has

vanished. Such movements as these in

the frog or in the man are evidently sim

ilar to the wrigglings caused in the ascid

ian by the contact of an external bit of

matter. They are, in a word, reflex: to

produce them an impulse has travelled

up the sensory or afferent nerves to the

gray matter of the spinal cord, and has

been reflected back along the efferent

or motor nerves to the muscles.

It is possible that in the ascidian the

impulse which causes a reflex movement

may be dimly perceived, and therefore

awaken some sort of consciousness, but

the man whose spinal cord is broken by

accident or disease feels nothing below

the injury, even if his feet be burnt to a

crisp. It is plain that any faculty of con

sciousness which existed in the central

nerve-mass of the polyp has been taken

away from the spinal cord of the verte

brate, to be concentrated and perfected

within the skull; or, in other words, that

in the man, and also in the frog, con

sciousness and ordinary reflex move

ments have been separated, the one per

taining to the higher, the other to the

lower, nerve-centres.
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These unconscious reflex movements

are in man of prime importance and

frequency. The machinery of conscious

movement is far more complex than that

of reflex action, and every new cog-wheel,

so to speak, involves a loss of time as well

as of motion. Most of us do not appre

ciate the period of time between the will

ing and the making of a movement, yet

the astronomer has to take note of it,

and, finding that it varies in individuals,

allows for the "personal equation" of

the observer. Vt'e all recognize that one

man is slower than another—1'. e. that

his physical machinery of thinking and

doing moves more slowly than does that

of his fellow. Every sportsman must

have paralleled a little personal expe

rience of my own. Last fall I shot at a

flying quail between which and myself

at the time of firing a sturdy oak tree

raised its trunk. The bird was put up,

aimed at, and the impulse sent by the

will to the trigger-finger: before the im

pulse reached the finger l distinctly rec

ognized that the bird had dodged behind

the tree, but the countermand sent by

the conscious will to the finger could

not overtake the first order, and so, in

defiance of my wishes, the gun was dis

charged.

There are many processes necessary

to comfortable human life for which con

sciousness is far too slow in its ope

rations. Had the eye to wait for con

scious perception the dust which whirls

in the air would soon blind it; but, as

Nature has arranged the mechanism,

when the speck approaches the eye the

lid shuts instantly through a reflex act,

even though the man be unconscious or

sight has been lost. It will be noticed

that in this movement of the eyelid a

purpose is served: it is as though the

man perceived the speck and willed to

close the lid in order to protect the eye.

An action done to serve an apparent end

is spoken of by the physiologist as "pur

posive." It would seem at first that such

an action implies consciousness, but it

has just been shown that this—in regard

to the eye, at least—is not the case, and

before this paper is ended it will be dem

onstrated that adaptation for a useful

end is no proof that an action is directed

by consciousness. '

If, instead of putting the feet of the pre

pared frog spoken of a few paragraphs

back in acidulated water, we drop the

irritant upon the thigh, the correspond

ing foot is raised at once and bent up

ward so .as to brush off the acid. If the

foot has been cut off, the bleeding stump

will still be bent upward, and if it be too

short to reach the irritated spot, then the

other foot will be raised and a deter

mined effort be made to remove the

offending liquid. All these movements

certainly look as though the frog felt the

acid and endeavored to get rid of it.

Not so, however. Drop this same frog

into water which is gradually heated.

The batrachian does not try to get out,

but sits motionless until he is boiled.

Surely, if he felt the drop of vinegar on

his foot, much more would he feel the

boiling water bathing his whole surface.

Curiously enough, if the acid be put

upon the leg of the frog while in the

water, the movements will be the same

as if he were on the table.

These experiments and the experiences

of daily life clearly show the truth of the

assertion recently made, that the fact that

an action has a purpose does not prove

its connection with consciousness. If

Evolution be correct, there is no diffi

culty in explaining the doings of the be

headed frog. It is a law governing ner

vous function that every time an action

is repeated the tendency to repeat the

action is increased, until at last habit be

comes a governing law, and under cer

tain circumstances actions, at first wilful,

become unconscious. The first earth

born batrachian, perhaps, felt during the

first hour of his existence some irritant

on his leg and scratched it away. The

next hour the process was again gone

through, and so on until the frog was

gathered to his fathers. His children

found themselves a little more disposed

to scratch than was their progenitor; and

at last, so well accustomed did the spinal

cord become to move the feet when the

irritant touched the leg that the motions

were carried out without waiting for the

will to command, and the particular re
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flex movements which astonish the late

born human philosopher became a fixed

habit.

In such movements as have been de

scribed are to be found the simplest form.

of automatzlmz, the term being used to

express the doing of actions which are

performed for an end, but in which con

sciousness plays no part.

Having studied the spinal marrow, the

physiologist, leaving this untouched, cuts

off the upper brain of the frog, leaving

the lower brain in union with the spinal

cord, and unharmed. A frog so muti

lated, sitting upon a leaf or tuft of grass

in a swamp, would be apt to be passed

unnoticed as anything extraordinary. He

sits perfectly still when approached, but

touch him and he leaps off vigorously.

If an obstacle be in the way, he does not

strike it, but springs above, below or to

one side as circumstances may favor. If

dropped into the water, he swims as well

as ever, and if the water be gradually

heated, he soon endeavors to get out.

If, as he sits upon a board, the latter

be quietly and not too suddenly moved,

he does not jump away, but continually

shifts his position, so as to maintain the

centre of gravity in its proper place and

to keep the normal erect posture. Stroke

the back of the frog gently and he croaks

responsively, as if the titillation called

back pleasant memories of caresses re

ceived in some lover's tussock-bower.

The answer to the stroking is so certain

that, as suggested by Goltz, a chorus of

brainless frogs might be obtained whose

batrachian voices would delight the nerves

of old Aristophanes with a triumphal burst

of Bre1{'M'e/téx ! koti.t' ! koda: !

Many other things will the brained frog

do—almost enough to convince a super

ficial observer that the cerebral hemi

spheres are a luxurious superfluity to the

physical and mental well-being of the

average inhabitant of the swamp. But

no. A little watching shows that for

this seemingly intelligent creature past,

present and future are alike blotted out.

Let the frog alone and it sits motion

less, buried not in the profundity of its

thoughts, but in the abyss of its thought

lessness. In the midst of abundance it

starves—not, like Tantalus, because itcan

not gratify its desires, but because it has

no desires to gratify. It feels no hunger,

or if it feels hunger seeks no food. A

perfect automaton, it moves when touch

ed, it croaks when stroked, it answers to

a multitude of external irritations, but

when untouched and left to itself it is as

a lifeless clod until the sun dries it up

and the winds blow it away.

The fish whose cerebral hemispheres or

upper brain has been taken away has,

like the frog, all conscious perception

blotted out, but, unlike the frog, it is in

perpetual motion. Stopping not for food,

it rushes through the water, avoiding ob

stacles, but never ceasing its mad race

until muscle-power or nerve-force fails

because of excessive use and lack of

nourishment.

The cerebral hemispheres can also

readily be removed from birds. The

pigeon so mutilated presents phenomena

similar to those offered by the frog. He

remains perfectly quiet, balancing him

self readily on his perch, but with droop

ing eyes and sunken head, motionless so

long as undisturbed. Move his perch,

and he struggles to maintain equilibrium ;

fire a pistol near him, and he starts, only

to fall back at once into his apathy ; ap

proach him in the dark with a bright

light, and he gazes at the candle with a

fixed stare, and sotrietimes follows its

movements with his head ; strike at him

from the front, and he will draw back;

pinch his toes, and he moves. It is there

fore plain that he in a certain sense sees,

hears and feels. Yet when perishing

with hunger he never pecks at the corn

which he sees placed before him, and if

left alone dies. If, however, the food be

placed in his mouth he swallows it eager

ly, and by care can be kept alive for an

indefinite period.

Removal of the cerebrum has been re

peatedly practised also upon the rabbit

and the guinea-pig. The mutilated rab

bit sits motionless whilst undisturbed,

starves in the midst of plenty, cries out

with its peculiar pathetic scream when

pinched, draws back when ammonia is

put to its nostrils; in a word sees, hears,

feels in the same sense as does the pigeon,
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and, like the pigeon, undisturbed remains

passive until death. Tread, however, ,

upon the rabbit's foot, and perhaps with '

a little scream it darts forward in a furi- l

ous race. Once started, it, like the brain- ,

ed fish, does not stop until exhausted or .

until it has dashed its head against some ,

obstruction, for, unlike the mutilated fish,

it does not have the power of avoiding

obstacles.

Such are the phenomena which in the ,

various species of animals follow the re

moval of the true brain. Many of the

acts are seemingly so purposive, and '

certainly so complicated, as to suggest

that they must be conscious. It has,

however, been shown that the fact thatan act is apparently purposive and com

plicated does not prove that it originates

in consciousness, and certainly in -the

brainless animal the past, present and

future have been blotted out. There is

absolutely no conscious memory, else

the needed food would be taken when

offered and spontaneous movements

would occur. It is hard to conceive of

consciousness without memory, and it is

certain that no purposive act can be di

rected by consciousness when memory

does not exist in any degree or form. If

all memory be lost, though conscious

ness be preserved, that consciousness

would not have the knowledge which

should enable an animal to perform a

complicated purposive act; nor could it

acquire knowledge by experience, be

cause each movement would be forgot

ten as fast as produced. The phenom

ena exhibited by the brainless animals

must therefore rest upon some other basis

than consciousness. The first point to

be observed in looking for this basis is

that movements never occur so long as

there is no external irritation. The frog,

the pigeon, the rabbit, all maintain the

same absolute repose unless the impulse

comes from without. The fish is a seem

ing, but not a real, exception to this rule.

The frog, the pigeon, the rabbit, all are

quiet on the land, because their surface

is not irritated: the fish in the water

rushes forward, because the play of the

liquid is all the time irritating the exte

rior of the body. Throw the frog into

1 matic.

the water, and it is seized with the mad

ness of the fish; toss the pigeon in the

I air, and it dashes forward; set the rabbit

once in motion, and its course also is a

headlong fury. Placed under parallel

conditions, these various animals exhibit

parallel phenomena, and remain quiet

unless disturbed by surface-irritations.

The facts show that for action in the ani

' mal whose upper brain has been removed

some external irritation must generate the

impulse, which travels upward to a nerve

centre, and then brings into activity cer

tain masses of nervous tissue (ganglia),

which, thus aroused, send impulses out

to the various muscles without the inter

vention of consciousness. Movements

generated in this way are rq/Ynr or auto

In brainless* animals the reflex

actions are not different in their essence,

but only in their degree, from those per

formed in the frog with a cut spine; or,

in other words, the acts originating in the

lower brain are reflex and similar to those

arising in the spinal cord, only more com

plicated and more apparently purposive.

The complexity of the reflex move

ments which are produced through the

lower brain indicates a corresponding

complexity in the apparatus concerned.

In accordance with this, we. find that

whilst only one kind of nerves capable

of carrying impulses from the surface to

the nerve-centres enters the spinal cord,

to the lower brain pass not less than five

distinct varieties of afferent nerves, which

carry impulses of as many different cha

racters to the centres. Contact is neces

- sary to arouse reflex movements through

the spinal cord. The effect of a pistol

report upon a brainless animal demon

strates, however, that its nerve of hear

ing is capable of carrying to the middle

brain an impulse which stirs that centre

to action. The brainless pigeon follows

with its head the lighted candle: its nerve

of sight is therefore capable of taking part

in the creation of a reflex movement. The

same bird will eat largely when appro

priate food is placed in its mouth—an

indication that the nerve of taste is also

active. In a word, to the middle brain

* The term 6rm'nIe:r is here applied to animals

whose upper brain has been removed.
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the nerves of sight, of hearing, of tasting,

of smelling, as well as those of common

sensibility, bear impulses which find their

appropriate nerve-centres and give origin

to complicated reflex movements. Partly

in the number and variety of the afferent

nerves, and partly in the number and va

riety of the nerve-centres crowded into

the lower brain, lie the causes of the

great intricacy of the automatic move

ments which originate in this region.

Of all the acts performed by the brain

less frog, fish, bird or mammal, the most

difficult to understand are those connect

ed with standing, jumping, swimming,

walking, flying, running, etc.; or, in oth

er words, with equilibration, or the func

tion of maintaining the equilibrium. Why

does the brainless frog, the automaton,

shift his position as the board upon which

he sits is slowly tilted? There are appa

rently no new contacts of the skin: the

motion is so quiet, so gentle, that it would

seem as if there was nothing to produce

irritation of the surface of the body so as

to cause reflex acts. If it be true, as is

asserted by some observers, that taking

off the skin of the legs of the frog (a pro

cedure which causes no pain, as the frog

has no consciousness) prevents his shift

ing himself to maintain his equilibrium

when his resting-place is moved, it is

plain that the surface-irritations which

cause the reflex alterations of position in

the brainless frog originate in the skin of

the legs and through the sense of touch.

There are, however, certain facts which

indicate that the impulses under discus

sion are not of so simple a character.

Before inquiring into these facts it

should be observed that there is no

movement which the uninjured frog ever

performs to restore his equilibrium that

the brained frog does not also make with

equal promptness. Lay it on its back,

on its head, twist its legs into unnatural

positions, fix it as you may, so soon as

released this unconscious automaton re

stores itself to its sitting posture. This

being the case, it is plain that all the ma

chinery of equilibration must be present

in the mutilated frog, and must therefore

be situated in the lower brain and its de

pendencies; and, further, that when the
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uninjured frog consciously attempts to

maintain the erect position or to alter the

gait, it simply calls into action the ma

chinery provided for it in the lower re

gions of the nervous system. What is

true of the frog is also true of the man;

and the question naturally arises, What

is the character of this machinery which

the conscious will employs? This appa

ratus consists of two parts: first, certain

exterior parts which are affected by dis

turbances of the equilibrium, and which

when thus excited send up impulses to

the lower brain; second, certain nerve

centres which when aroused by impulses

derived from the external parts send back

in a reflex manner impulses to the vari

ous muscles, which by their contraction

produce motion or rectify the mistakes

of position.

equilibration: sight also has much to do

with it. There is a disease of the spinal

cord known as locomotor ataxia which

destroys the sense of touch in the legs.

A person suffering from this disorder is

said to be ataxic. When a completely

ataxic man puts his feet upon the pave

ment he feels nothing. Under these cir

cumstances the man is unable to walk

with his eyes shut. Even if the ataxia

be not complete and some sense of feel

ing remain, the gait becomes so uncer

tain that progression is impossible. The

pavement feels nearer or farther off than

it is, and the result reminds one of his

experiences in going up stairs in the dark

and stepping out at the top in the belief

that another step exists. Long before sen

sation is completely paralyzed the power

of walking in the dark is entirely lost by

the ataxic; for, indeed, the man, who has

still as much muscular power as ever in

his legs, may be unable to walk under

any circumstances or even to stand un

aided by a cane. The movements are

vigorous, but uncontrollable: the legs fly

about in all directions, refusing to obey

at all the most strenuous efforts of the

will.

The loss of the sense of touch in the

skin is not, however, the sole or even

chief reason that the ataxic man cannot

walk. I once saw a patient who could

march very well by night or by day, al

Touch has much to do with.
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though the skin of his legs was so dead

that a live coal would scarcely awaken

it. The sense that is wanting in loco

motor ataxia is that form of general sen

sibility which is known as the muscular

sense,- that is, that sense or feeling which

tells the lower brain exactly how much a

muscle is contracted, and when to urge it

more, when to let it relax. This is evi

dently a guiding sense, of whose action

we are barely conscious, but of whose

existence there is no doubt. We do not

feel a muscle contract ordinarily, but we

do so when attention is directed to a mus

cle at work. Thus we judge of the weight

of a body by the amount of force which

our muscles must put forth to lift it. Any

one can satisfy himself by a very simple

experiment that the judgment of weight is

not founded upon pressure on the skin.

Lay the hand upon the table, place the

heavy body upon it and try to judge of

the weight. Again, whenever we en

deavor to estimate accurately how heavy

a body is, we raise it again and again

into the air, evidently that we may feel

the muscles contract again and again,

and by repeated efforts judge how much

of force they put forth.

The phenomena of ataxia are of great

importance as corroborating the experi

mental proofs spoken of a few pages back,

which show that walking is automatic and

not simply performed by a conscious pow

er of the will. Thus the ataxic may be

able to walk with his eyes open, when he

cannot even balance himself erect with

his eyes shut. If the conscious will really

did by a direct effort produce walking, it

should be able to control the movements

by itself, and the ataxic man should be

able to walk although impulses from the

exterior of the body no longer reached

his lower brain. The man who turns a

cog-wheel himself is independent of ex

ternal power, but the man who directs a

clockwork moved by a spring can only

push back the stop and release the spring:

if the spring be broken he is powerless.

The impulses from the exterior are the

springs of locomotion, and all the will

can do is to withdraw the checks and

call the machinery of walking into ac

tion. When the external impulses are

no longer transmitted to the lower brain

walking becomes impossible.

As already shown, general sensibility,

including in the term the sense of touch

and the muscular sense, is of prime im

portance in equilibration, but it is un

questionable that the nerves of the other

senses carry to the nerve-centre impulses

from the external parts of the body which

are necessary to the highest development

of the function. The partially ataxic man

can walk with his eyes open, although he

does not feel the floor, because sight re

places touch. The blind man, certain

ly, cannot balance himself so well as he

whose eyes are perfect. We all know

that the sight of a yawning abyss or the

gazing upon whirling objects is prone to

produce giddiness.

Some experiments made by the Eng

lish physiologist Crum Browne show that

there must be guiding impulses which

are connected with equilibration besides

those already discussed. The observer

mentioned found that ifa blindfolded man

lies on a table with a movable top placed

upon a central pivot, he can judge in re

gard to the movements lateral or vertical,

even if they be made so carefully and

slowly that the man is perfectly quiescent.

The subject under experiment is almost

always able to decide correctly not only

the direction of the motion, but also the

angle through which the motion has ex

tended. It is possible that the guiding

impulses under these circumstances origi

nate in all parts of the body. Thus, when

we lie with the head downward we are

at once sensible of a feeling of fulness

or pressure due to the gravitation of the

blood and other liquids of the body to

ward the head. Position undoubtedly

affects the gravitation of liquids in all

parts of the body: the man whose forces

are reduced by a low fever gets a conges

tion of the back of the lungs if he lies too

long upon his back. It may be that this

flow of fluids toward any unusually de

pendent part of the body makes anim

pression upon the nerves of touch, which

pass through all parts of the organism,

and that in this way peripheral impulses

are generated which reach the lower brain.

On the other hand, the extreme deli
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cacy of perception of movement which

some persons evince when laid upon the

table-top would seem to require a more

delicate apparatus than that just spoken

of; and there are many facts which point

to a peculiar structure in the inner ear as

having connection with equilibration. if

in the frog the disk back of the eye be

wounded deep enough to affect the nerve

of hearing, the creature falls upon one

side, entirely deprived of its power of

balancing itself. Perfectly similar phe

nomena are seen not only in the mam

mals operated upon by the physiologist,

but also in human beings, in whom

wounds of the nerve of hearing, as well

as ruptures of blood-vessels in the inner

ear, produce a peculiar vertigo, with stag

gering and loss of power which have been

mistaken for apoplexy. Some years since

there was under my professional care a

man who had been shot in the face, the

bullet passing backward toward the inner

ear. In this case there was complete loss

of hearing on the injured side, and a pe

culiar giddiness, with staggering gait sim

ilar to that which follows hzemorrhage into

the inner ear. The bullet had certainly

penetrated into the aural region, and the

vertigo was evidently like the deafness

due to an injury of the inner ear. In the

inner ear of all animals are the so-called

semz'cz'nru!ar canals, which are provided

with membranous walls, and are filled

with liquid. At the end of each of these

canals is an enlargement known as an

am_/fiulla, upon which is a delicate ex

pansion of nerve - tissue derived from

the nerve of hearing. These semicir

cular canals are so placed that every

motion of the head must produce disturb

ance of the liquid contents of at least one

of them, and consequently alterations of

pressure on the nervous tissue in the am

pulla. The structure and peculiar arrange

ment of these canals and their contents

suggest very naturally that they have

some other function than that of aiding

in hearing, and that they are in some

way connected with equilibration—that

they are, as it were, the spirit-levels of

the body, and that by the shifting of their

contents impulses are constantly sent up

to the lower brain to direct it in the main

tenance of position. This suggestion is

confirmed by the results of experiment:

in the pigeon and in some mammals the

canals can be readily reached and di

vided. Such injuries to them are follow

ed by great disturbance of the motor

function of the animal, the nature of

the disturbance being chiefly dependent

on the seat and character of the injury.

Repeated somersaults backward or for

ward, bizarre contortions, spinning around

worthy of a whirling dervish, loss of the

power of balancing on a moving perch or

board, staggering gait,—these and other

similar phenomena mark the disturbance

of equilibration produced by wounds of

the semicircular canals.

The balancing of the body which occurs

even in standing, much more that of walk

ing, running or flying, is the result of a

very complicated series of movements,

numerous muscles antagonizing one an

other by regulated contraction, so that

just the right position may be secured. '

To preserve the equilibrium innumerable

unfelt impulses are continually passing

from the eyes, from the semicircular

canals, from the various muscles em

ployed, up to the nerve-centres in the

lower brain, where they are, as it were,

assorted and reflected back as co-ordi

nated or arranged impulses to all parts

of the muscular system, and produce

just such contractions as are required for

the purposes of equilibration and locomo

tion. Vi/hen a child is learning to walk

it is simply educating this intricate ma

chinery and developing its latent powers.

Very much as the will of man aids a set

ter in developing the natural instinct to

hunt, so does the child's will direct, check

and in every way assist the complicated

and delicate machinery which presides

over locomotion. Perhaps a better com

parison is to be found in the drill-sergeant

training and educating his squad of men,

who at first are utterly unable to obey his

will, but who by his reiterated efforts are

finally so trained that they move as one

piece in strict obedience to his word or

go through complicated manoeuvres with

out command. No wonder the child re

quires so many days of effort to get all its

delicate machinery of walking, running,
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etc. so trained that it works smoothly and

without conscious effort of the will. But

as the training becomes more complete,

the lower brain becomes more and more

independent of the conscious will which

resides in the upper brain or cerebrum,

until at last the automatic action is so

perfect that walking without conscious

ness is possible. Very many of my read

ers have no doubt in their younger days,

when hard pressed with a lesson, walked

to school studying as they went, their at

tention riveted on the book, their feet car

rying them alongthe well-known pathway.

Under such circumstances consciousness

does not direct progression. Walking in

the sleep is only one step beyond this.

In the days of Antietam a friend of the

writer's, worn out with the forced march

ing, whilst on guard as a sentinel, erect

and soldier-like in posture, slept until the

dark lantern of the relief officer appalled

him with its sudden flash. Once after a

' long tramp I myself, laden with a heavy

pack, nearing home, trudged in the un

consciousness of sleep along the oft-trod

den road. In the cavalry raids around

Richmond during our late war it was not

very unusual for men and beasts to be

come so exhausted that both would go to

sleep on the homeward night-march when

they were straining all their powers to es

cape. The whole regiment asleep, horses

staggering along in loose order, men sway

ing to and fro in their saddles, when there

was a sharp turn in the road it was neces

sary to post sentinels to waken the pass

ing ranks, which otherwise in the uncon

sciousness of sleep would have contin

ued right on into bush or brake. ln

deed, in one instance that came to my

notice a horse with an officer on his

back did in this way walk over a pre- .

cipice some twenty feet high.

With the knowledge which we have

acquired the feats of somnambulists are

stripped of all mystery. The various ac

counts of these sleep-walkers vary in re

gard to the eyes being open or shut, and

no doubt the fact also varies, the wanderer

sometimes going about with open, some

times with shut, eyes. In either case the

sleeper passes from place to place because

the automatic apparatus of locomotion is

set in action by a dream, and is perfectly

able to perform its function unaided by

consciousness. I think it will be found

that difficult somnambulistic feats are per

formed with the eyes open, or, in other

words, with every unconscious sense in

fullest activity. Most of us have read of,

if not witnessed, the perilous walkings of

somnambulists over housetops and in dif

ficult places, and wondered that a man

in his sleep should be able to pass such

narrow ledges with safety. The fact is,

that often in these cases the walker es

capes because he is asleep. The delicate

automatic mechanism presided over by

the lower brain when well trained per

forms its function with marvellous accu

racy, while often in times of danger it

is baffied by consciousness: fear seizes

on its centres and paralyzes their efforts;

giddiness whirls it into a fatal slip; con

scious will hesitates in its selections and

is lost. In the somnambulist all attempt

at direction by the will is laid aside, and

the clockwork moves along undisturbed,

carrying its possessor through deadly

peril that sickens him the next day as

he looks upon the place over which he

has passed and hears the story of his

nocturnal wanderings.

Wa1king is only one of the numerous

acts of life, and there are various other

automatic actions, commonly mistaken

for conscious and wilful, which originate

in the lower brain. Enough has, how

ever, been said to illustrate the way in

which the lower nervous system works,

and some of the more important of these

automatic acts not now spoken of will

naturally be brought into the foreground

in another article, in which it is proposed

to discuss automatism in the higher man

ifestations of passion and thought.

H. C. Wooo, M. D.
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A SERMON TO LITERARY ASPIRANTS.

KNOW ofno brighter, sprightlier, more

sensible and energetic young woman

than my fair cousin Sue, who having re

cently graduated at an eminent female

college, is universally regarded by her fair

companions as a miracle of learning. Sue

has several times filled the poet's corner

of the county newspaper of late, and the

other day read a poem before her maid

en friends which they unanimously pro

nounced good enough for the ;

whereupon Sue concluded the matter by

furbishing up her rhymes and sending

them to the editor of that popular maga

zine. Presently they came back to her

enclosed in that ugly bit of printed paper

with which every reader who has had

any literary aspirations whatever is ac

quainted, in which the editor "regrets"

that owing to the pressure on his columns,

etc., he cannot "make the enclosed ar

ticle available." Sue came to me with

the printed paper in her hand, looking

more disturbed than I had ever seen

her.

"Cousin," said she, "you are a favorite

with the editors: can't you teach me how

to succeed with the flinty-hearted crea

tures? l've spent more time at school

than you; my teachers assured me that

I had literary talent, and ought to im

prove it; I take the greatest pains with

my poems, and yet they always come

back to me with only these printed re

grets."

I took paper and poem and read both.

"Sue," said I at length, "I want one of

those long after-dinner talks that we used

to have before you went to college; and

if I probe a little deep, as I used to, you

must remember that it is the ' galled jade '

that winces."

Not long before I had been in the den

of the managing editor of one of the great

metropolitan dailies, and the conversation

had turned on the mass of unavailable

communications that flooded his office

on the arrival of every mail. "What is

the proportion of accepted to rejected

manuscripts?" I inquired.—"One in a

hundred," he replied, and continued:

" It is strange what crude ideas people

have as to the needs and capacities

of a daily journal. For instance, in

this pile of 'unavailables' are poems,

sketches, love - stories, theological dis

quisitions, scientific treatises, book—re

views, political squibs, biographies and

essays on civil and social reform—not

one rising above commonplace, and the

majority the veriest trash imaginable;

and this is sent to us in the face of the

fact, which ought to be apparent to all,

that we have a regular corps of trained

writers and correspondents."—"And who

are the producers of all this matter ?" was

my next query.—" Well," said he, "an ed

itor who is harassed by them three hun

dred days in the year soon gets to classify

them correctly, I think. There are three

great classes. First, the dilettante scrib

blers, young men and young women of

elegant leisure, who think literary distinc

tion ' very nice,' and plunge into authdr

ship for a little pleasant excitement or in

the hope of winning fame. There are

often glimpses of talent in the productions

of this class, and with hard work they

might succeed; but they only skim the

surface, and the result is that their work

doesn't reach even the respectable. The

second class are those who without special

talent embark in literature, expecting to

make a living by it. The third class I

pity: it consists of those who have some

literary talent and a desire to improve it,

but who lack the gift of expression or the

constructive faculty, or some other requi

site, and are simply incapable of produ

cing anything worth putting in print. It

is this class of incompetents that put the

greatest strain on an editor's sensibilities,

for their articles are almost, but never

quite, available. If I could reach these

literary aspirants I would whisper in their

ears that modern journalism is an organ

ized, elaborated profession, and that every
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conductor of a better-class journal, wheth

er newspaper or magazine, has a corps

of trained writers at command who to

literary talent add the experience of

years, and whose contributions are gen

erally satisfactory. Yet it by no means

follows that first-class articles from out

side correspondents are neglected: on the

contrary, it is because an occasional nug

get is found that readers are employed to

examine their miscellaneous correspond

ence. There now!" he added, laughing

ly, "I have given you some points for a

sermon to the scribbling public, and as

you have plenty of leisure you ought real

ly to improve the opportunity."

I told all this to Sue, adding, "I am'

no sermonizer—not, at least, since my

lamentable failure at the obsequies of

poor old Tabby—but I feel in the mood

for a few plain, honest words on this

topic this evening, and only wish I had

a larger circle of hearers. I shall not

take up any of the points mentioned

by my friend the editor, for he has ex

hausted the subject: he has told you why

many fail. I wonder if you have any

idea what it costs the successful writers

to win, because if you have not I have a

friend who is entitled to be placed in this

category, and I should like you to know

what it cost him to attain his present po

sition. He was eighteen when he discov

ered an aptitude for literary work by pub

lishing a sketch in the village newspaper,

and he was twenty-nine before he suc

ceeded in gaining the slightest public rec

ognition. These eleven years he spent

in study, travel, close observation and

literary labor, writing home letters to

provincial newspapers whose editors pub

lished them readily enough, but forgot to

send the author either money or thanks;

and when he knocked at the door of the

paying journals, as he did occasionally

during these years, he was dismissed with

the same politeness and complacency that

you complain of. All this time, remem

ber, he was living the life of a recluse,

shunning general society and almost an

anchorite as regards the sex: at the same

time he was well aware that his friends,

who were all engaged in the general

scramble for wealth, regarded him pity

ingly as a man of a chimerical turn of

mind, who, despite their efforts, would

continue to the end in the profitless pur

suit of a phantom. Notwithstanding, he

held to his purpose with a tenacity of will

worthy of the old Scotch Covenanter from

whom he descended. l-lis final success,

he has often declared, was owing to a

lucky chance. When twenty-nine years

of age he wrote a book, and succeeded

in finding subscribers enough among

those interested in his specialty to pub

lish the work. There was evidence of

talent in it which somehow attracted

the attention of an editor in Massachu

setts, conductor of a high-toned liter

ary journal there, who wrote it up, and

was followed shortly after by a New York

editor of equal standing: this aided little

in selling the book, but it gave him lit

erary standing—a coign of vantage but

little appreciated by young writers. Our

friend next Wrote a sketch half romantic,

half historical, and armed with it gained

a hearing from the editor who had favor

ably revicwed his book, and who in turn

introduced him to the managing editor

of his journal. This gentleman was in

duced by the author's representations to

read the manuscript himself, was pleased

with it and inserted it in his columns, to

gether with many others of similar cha

racter; and as they were unique both in

subject and style they were widely copied

and commented upon, and placed the

young author in the high-road to success.

"Now, Sue, it is possible that with

equal exertion of will, perseverance and

endurance you may win equal success;

but suppose you do, will it pay? I grant

there is no joy greater than that of the

literary neophyte when his work first ob

tains recognition in quarters where rec

ognition is worth something; but this is

pretty nearly all there is to be gained in

authorship. Ease, position and wealth

are to be left behind when one embarks

in it in earnest. I question if there can

be found a civilized people that takes less

interest in literature and literary workers

than do Americans. Congress, that in

tensely practical body, has persistently

refused to protect or encourage them,

reasoning, evidently, that while the au
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thor may be a pleasing and graceful or

nament to the kingly power, he is a use

less appendage to a republic. Again, it

is not for the interest of a publisher to

encourage American authors, whom he

must pay for their work, for he has the

cream of English literature at his com

mand without money and without price.

As to the American public, it doesn't

read books. It prides itself on being

well read, I know, and it is in magazines

and newspapers, but the figures in our

publishers' offices prove incontestably

that of our fifty millions of people be

tween one and two thousand only are

regular buyers of books. Forty years

ago the case was different: then wealthy

men bought books, as they now buy pic

tures, to encourage American art, and the

genial sun of their patronage called out

such men as Bryant, Cooper, Irving and

Hawthorne. But under the changed con

ditions of our times what writers have

risen up to fill their places? Brilliant

magazinists, versatile journalists, skilled

producers of the lightest of light literature

for summer-resort consumption, I grant,

but few distinctive names; for one might

as well expect roses to bloom in January

as a true national literature to grow and

bloom under the blight of universal ne

glect and indifference.

"But I am carrying my generalizations

too far: it is my purpose rather to narrate

for your benefit some cases of individual

hardships on the part of authors that

have come under my own observation.

My friend, the accomplished magazinist

of whom I spoke, wins the wage of a

grocery clerk; and as nothing could in

duce him to leave his profession—it is

his life—he will continue to eat the bread

of poverty all his days. I know authors

who have fared far worse than this—who

would be glad to exchange all the fame

their books have brought them for money

to meet the obligations incurred in their

publication. I have a friend who was not

a tyro in authorship when he came up to

New York with a newly-completed book

seeking a publisher. He first gave his

manuscript to a leading publishing-firm,

which, after keeping it three weeks for

inspection, informed him in the politest

' manner that their reader did not advise

them to undertake the publication. He

then sought another publisher equally

eminent, who in due time consented to

take the book on the following terms:

He would publish it, give it the benefit

of the firm's imprint and push its sale

through the trade for a certain commis

sion, the author to pay the entire cost of

the stereotype-plates when delivered, and

also the cost of printing and binding the

first edition. The publisher admitted the

hardship to authors of this plan, but de

clared that since the decline of the book

trade it had been almost universally pur

sued by publishers as a means of ensuring

themselves against loss. But, as it hap

pened, my friend succeeded in making

better terms with another publisher. In

the course of their conversation the latter

remarked that he could offset the author's

experience with a much severer one, and

proceeded to relate the following incident,

which he declared to be strictly true: Not

long ago a well-known lady writer made

arrangements with a large New York pub

lishing-house to publish a book for her.

In return for the firm's name on the title

page she agreed to pay the entire cost of

the plates and of the first edition of two

thousand copies, and the usual per cent.

commission for introducing the book, and

in addition not to call for any settlement

of accounts until the entire edition was

exhausted. She did this the more readily

as she supposed that the books would be

sold in two or three months at the far

thest. Time flew on, the book-trade was

dull, and the last half of the second year

was approaching ere fifteen hundred cop

, ies had been sold. She was in urgent need

of the money, and to obtain it sent a buyer

into the market who bought for her the re

maining five hundred copies, paying the

publisher his commission on them: in this

way she secured payment for the entire

edition.

"In these instances I have only hinted

at the hardships endured by authors. I

mention them not to excite your sym

pathy for the guild—although none are

more deserving of it—but to show you

plainly some of the lions in the way of

the literary aspirant; and I regret that I
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have not in my audience the ten thou

sand brave, capable young men and wo

men in our country who are looking for

ward to a literary career—some in the

hope of winning distinction, and some as

a profession to be used in bread-winning.

Certainly, nothing will justify man or wo

man in embarking in it but the possession

of the true afifalus, the rich gift of imag

ination, constructive power and expres

sion which we call literary genius."

Happy is the preacher who sees the

seed he sows fall into good ground! Not

many days after our talk, happening to

glance into the parlor, I saw Sue in sus

picious proximity to Fred Alston, the

young bank-cashier, and only last night

she blushingly announced her engage

ment to him, assuring me that she was

content to shine in a literary way only

in the home-circle. Fred is a good fel

low, besides being desperately in love

with her, and, as he hasn't a particle of

literary talent himself, will set all the

more store by Sue's. C. B. T.

PEOPLE'S HOUSES: A DIALOGUE.

MR5. PHILIP IWARRHAM.

Mus. I-'RANK BRvRRLY.

PHILIP MARKHAM.

FRANK BRVRRLY.

Frank Bm/erly. Now that I have a

house of my own to furnish, I find that

I have a strong reaction of taste in fa

vor of the things I was used to as a boy.

It is all very well to go into other peo

ple's rooms and see fantasies in sage

and olive-greens and peacock-blues—to

admire stained floors and French Turkey

rugs, tiles and dadoes, decorated curtains

and portieres (which latter invention, by

the way, I call a mere nuisance, always

in the way, letting in draughts and depri

ving you of the comfort of closed doors).

So I tell Ethel that for my part I don't

want any of these things.

Mrs. Be1/erly. What Frank really wants

he does not know himself: he is simply

too bigoted and old-fashioned to move

with the new currents, but all the time

has nothing better to propose. We have

bought the house, and have gone twice

to look at it. I know exactly what would

suit me. I should like to have it done

up with inlaid floors and wainscotings—

tiles in the fire-places, with brass fenders

and andirons. The dining-room should

be in oak and brown and gold—Queen

Anne's style—the parlors in blue and

olives, and the bedrooms in chintzes.

Mrs. Alark/zam. That would be per

fectly lovely. One may always be cer

tain of your taste, Ethel.

P/1'/z}fi 1llark/mm. I confess I don't see

any marvellous display of taste in fur

nishing rooms like everybody else's.

Airs. B. But the general styles now-a

days are so thoroughly artistic!

P/iilz) III. I suppose they are. I shall

be very glad, however, when this ever

lasting refrain of artistic household fur

nishing is done with, and people settle

down into their surroundings and really

get to living. Then, after a little wear

and tear, one may find comfort in these

new houses: everything is too fine at

present. Now, the other night at Greg

ory's dinner I sat with my back to the

fine Eastlake fireplace and was scorch

ed by the blazing wood-fire. I suggested

to the servant that he should put a screen

behind me: you know the house is full

of Japanese screens. On my word, had

I proposed burning the house down

Mrs. Gregory could hardly have made

more of it. She told everybody, as the

most delicious joke, that Mr. Markham

wanted to put one of her exquisite silk

hand-embroidered Japanese screens be

fore the fire! Of course I grinned and

made light of it, but I was roasted alive

and made almost ill.—Now, that would

just suit you, Ethel, to have a fine house

and then begrudge the use of it to people.

Alrs. 1?. But the idea of spoiling one

of those lovely screens in that way!

P/u'/ip. \Vhat were they made for, any

way ?

Mrs. B. For decoration.

Frank B. I go into very few houses

which suggest actual living. The draw

ing-rooms are Fairyland to look at, but

might as well be a show suite in uphol

sterers‘ shops. I had a pride and pleas

ure in my mother's house which had

nothing to do with the furniture: its

charm and elegance linger in my mem

ory like a perfume. There was no room

which did not contain a low chair be

longing to my mother, with a work-table
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and work-basket beside it. She always

sat, a living presence, in either parlor,

dining-room or library. I heard her

once tell a lady-friend, "I always stay

down stairs and arrange my occupations

here, that I may be within reach of my

husband and sons." You need not doubt

but what the first impulse of any one of

us on entering the house was to seek her.

We were often all grouped about her at

once. When I go into the lifeless, dreary

houses of most women, I am amazed that

they do not cultivate this habit of my

mother's.

lllrs. M. There is a good deal in what

you say. A set of rooms has quite a dif

ferent air when the mistress habitually

sits there. When I am making visits I

have a sort of reluctance to ring the bell

at houses where I feel certain of being

forced to wait twenty minutes in a dim,

empty parlor.

Mrs. B. But then a lady should be

ready to receive her guests promptly.

Alrs. M. Of course she should, but, all

the same, she never is ready save on her

regular reception-days. She sits up stairs

in her own room, and it seems absurd to

wear a nice dress when she is not certain

that anybody will come. She slips, nat

urally, into her wrapper in order to en

joy her fire and easy-chair, then when

the bell rings has a hurried toilette to

make.

Alrs. B. I shall make a point of sitting

in my parlor.

Alrs. A/I. Those delicately-furnished

rooms grow shabby and faded very soon

when lighted and used freely.

Frank B. You see we come back to

my notion that in order to live elegantly

one must have a house furnished in a

certain solid, old-fashioned way.

P/zz'/ip M. Exactly. Nothing is more

inelegant than being over-fine. True

elegance consists in the fitting of our

surroundings to our needs. There is no

elegance in extravagant furniture, which

must claim the first place in one's thoughts

and forbid real comfort and ease. I don't

spend many days at home in the course

of the year, but when I am in the house

Jenny has a bad time of it, and actually l

suffers for her chairs and sofa. I like to

"glorify the room," as Sidney Smith used

to say. I will have light everywhere; I

will have the good of my furniture: if

the fire is too hot to bear, I will put a

screen in front of it; if the screen is too

fine, it is direct impertinence to me: I

consider myself more precious than the

screen.

Frank B. Speaking of Sidney Smith,

he had good views respecting household

comfort. Every guest in his house was

formally introduced to a particular easy

chair, table and reading-lamp in the par

lor, and informed that said chair, table

and lamp were to be sacred to his or her

individual use so long as he or she re

mained.

P/1z'/ip Al Now, that was a man's

idea. Men are the only judges of what

is pleasant and convenient in a house:

women know nothing whatever about it.

/llrs. .41. (sarcastically). Oh dear! no!

—nothing at all!

P/rt1tib /M Women always want to

save in essentials that they may waste

in non-essentials. If a woman orders

a dinner—that is, unless she has had

a long and valuable experience under

some sensible man's directions—she will

stint you in everything except entrées

and dessert.

1llrs.1l! For shame! Women are so

lectured, so tutored, about extravagance,

- that they feel the necessity of making

their money go as far as it can. Most

of us experience a positive sense of guilt

when we assume a masculine preroga

tive and insist upon having the best of

things.

P/Iilz'/) A!. Indeed!

ited experience goes—

Mrs. M. It is all very well to be sar

castic about us poor women, when you

know all the time that you are dependent

upon us for everything that makes a house

pretty and cheerful. You men know just

one thing about furniture—how to spoil

it; and one thing about meals—how to

eat them. As to knowing how to live,

that is wholly a feminine accomplish

ment.

Frank B. I quite agree with you, dear

Mrs. Markham, but then how few people

do live!

So far as my lim
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Mrs. Al My instinct tells me what you

mean—that there is either vacuity or an

air of bustle and haste about our lives;

that we waste our strength upon what is

not worth having when it is attained; '

that we are never satisfied with to-day,

but are always longing for the morrow;

that we surround ourselves with beautiful

things, but fail to get the worth of them

in improved ideas and culture.

Frank B. Precisely. L. W.

SEEING IS BELIEVING.

THERE is a prevalent impression that

Spiritualism is on the decline, but proof

to the contrary exists in the fact that no

class of books commands such rapid and

extensive sales as those which narrate

Spiritualistic experiences and discuss

Spiritualistic phenomena. Mr. Howell's

last novel is one of the many instances

of such popularity. To any one who can

remember back about thirty years T/m

(,’zzdz'sco1/ered Cmmtry revives vanished

impressions, renews old problems and

brings up portraits of fervid enthusiasts

of every age, all bent on getting an an

swer to the unanswerable. That was the

time when all over the country a favorite

social amusement was for a company to

sit about a table of lightweight in a dusky

room, each with his or her fingers lightly

pressed upon the board and just suft'icient

ly touching their neighbor to form a con

necting link. In this position the "spirits"

were patiently waited for: known as they

were to be inconsistent, capricious and

elusive, their eccentricities were regarded

as sacred. The least sound which dis

turbed the stillness was interpreted as a

message from the other world: any in

clination to rock on the part of the table

gave evidence that the company was sur

rounded by invisible but powerful spirit

ual forces. Sometimes everybody waited

in vain: the spirits might be invoked from

their vasty depths, but would not come.

Again, the faithful believers in the group

were the victims of an outrageous hoax

on the part of some one of the circle who

could creak joints or tip tables. But there

would come times when patient waiting

and intense belief were rewarded—when

tables walked, when floor, ceiling and

furniture all resounded to startling raps.

Then came the opportunity to leap the

gulf from time into eternity—to measure

distance and compare finite with infinite

knowledge.

"Mr. A ," the medium would ob

serve, "there is a spirit who wishes to

communicate with you."

Mr. A— would be thrilled with a sort

of ghastly gladness. The angelic visitant

was anxious to define his personality by

the aid of the Spiritual alphabet, and

"TIME TURNS THE TABLES."

TEN years ago, when she was ten,

I used to tease and scold her :

I liked her, and she loved me then,

A boy some five years older.

I liked her: she would fetch my book,

Bring lunch to stream or thicket—

\Vould oil my gun or bait my hook,

And field for hours at cncket.

She'd mend my cap or find my whip

Ahl but boys' hearts are stony !

I liked her rather less than " Gyp,"

And far less than my pony.

She loved me then, though Heaven knows why;

Small wonder had she hated:

For scores of dolls she had to cry

Whom I decapitated.

I tore her frocks, I pulled her hair,

Called " red " the sheen upon it:

Out fishing I would even dare

Catch tadpoles in her bonnet.

Well, now I expiate my crime:

The Nemesis ol fables

Came after years. To-day old Time

On me has turned the tables.

I'm twenty-five: she’s twenty now,

Dark-eyed, pink-checked and bonny :

The curls are golden round her brow;

She smiles and calls me " johnny."

Ofyore I used her Christian name,

But now, through fate or malice,

\\"hen she is by my lips can't frame

Five letters to make " Alice."

1, who could joke with her and tease,

Stand silent now before her;

Dumb through the very wish to please

A speechless, shy adorer.

Or ifshe turns to me to speak

I'm danled by her graces:

The hot blood rushes to my check;

I stammer commonplaees.

She’s kind and cool: ah, Heaven knows how

I wish she blushed and fnltered:

She likes me, and I love her now.

Dear I dear! how things have altered!

__\
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turned out to be Mr. A 's father. In

life he had signed his name William C.

A——, but after suffering the great change

the middle initial had been altered into H.

But what matter? Such trifling. inaccura

cies were not counted.

"Miss S—," the medium would say,

"I see a spiritual form standing by you."

"Is it my mother?" miss would cry, the

tears gushing to her eyes.

"I think it is. She is dressed in gray

silk, with lace about her throat. Her

hair is dark, and she wears some sort

of ornament among the braids."

"Are you sure the hair is dark?" cries

Miss S—, almost in hysterics. "My dear

mother's hair was quite light, a beautiful

golden."

"I see more clearly now," the medium

would reply: "the hair is golden."

" A little gray on top?"

"Yes, a little."

"Oh, my mother!" Miss S would

shriek, gazing beyond vision to find her.

There was much to disappoint—much,

in our experience at least, even to disgust

—the seeker after truth in these séances.

Still, in spite of a general easy method

of pronouncing it all humbug, there were

things which could not be explained. A

light table might be tipped by visible

hands if two people agreed, but how

could a dining-table, so heavy that a

servant could not move it alone, con

trive to rise a foot from the floor, and

then, when pressed downward with all

the strength of which three stout men

were capable, remain there, poised in

air?

But the strangest manifestations were

cheapened by the gross impositions of

some ofthe professional mediums. I dis

tinctly remember the advent of a noted

Spiritualist from Hartford who was to

conduct a séance in a house where I was

staying. He looked about the parlor with

a critical air.

"I don't see the right kind of a table

here," he said to his host.

"I supposed any table would do."

"Far from it," was the reply. "The

spirits require to be absolutely suited in

all minor details before they will appear."

In order to suit these fastidious visitants

from the other world all the light tables in

the house were produced.

"This will do," said the medium, choos

ing one; and, sitting down and placing his

hands upon it, he rocked it violently to and

fro. "This will do," he said. He did not

find it necessary to explain why he needed

a table which his lightest touch could con

trol. I distinctly recall the séance which

followed. There was a small, rather pret

ty, lady present, with long curls on each

side qf her pale face. She averred that

she was always accompanied by at least

three spirits: they were in the habit of

clustering like stars over her head. She

also confided to us the grisly fact that when

she retired to rest at night the headboard

of her bed actually resounded with knock

ings. Sometimes she was even prevented

from going to sleep, and was forced to ex

postulate with her visitors, who, when im

plored to be quiet, would come to her pil

low, press it gently, and then subside.

I also remember a noted medium of

that day, a Mr. B , who went from

place to place accompanied by his daugh

ter Virginia, a girl of nineteen, and, as I

recall her, possessing remarkable beauty.

Unlike Mr. Howell's hero, Mr. B—was

something of a charlatan. He boasted of

his powers as a magnetizer, and would not

admit defeat even in the face of failure.

His daughter was his favorite subject,

but, unlike Egeria, had no distinct pow

ers of her own. I have frequently heard

Mr. B—— say that he could call his

daughter from no matter what distance.

At such times he merely uttered her name

and half closed his eyes. As soon as she

could traverse the distance between her

and her father Virginia was certain to en

ter, already in a magnetic sleep. Almost

every one having first or last witnessed

the phenomenon of magnetism, it is not

worth while to dwell upon it.

I had a friend by the name of Abbey

whose condition during the five years be

fore his death interested even while it re

pelled me. He had even as a boy been

excessively delicate in health, and in man

hood he broke down under the pressure of

excessive mental labor. Could a medium

or magnetizer have got hold of him his

hallucinations or clairvoyant powers might
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have been made a source of considerable

profit. He was calling in my study one

day when one of his trances came on. He

had been exceedingly anxious to get out

of town by the three-o'clock train, and

this necessity pursued him even into his

unconscious state. He lay on my lounge

facing a bookcase and a window whose

shade was pulled down. At his back,

and quite at the other end of the room,

was a small clock on the mantel, with a

face so indistinct that I was obliged to

get up and peer directly into it in order

to find out what time it was.

While I was sitting by the poor fellow

he began to moan and mutter. "I must

get away," said he, "or I cannot take the

three-o'clock train. It is already twenty

minutes past twelve."

I took my watch from my pocket. It

was twenty minutes past twelve. But how

did he know it? He had been lying be

fore me with his eyes closed and his ears

apparently impervious to sound for about

two hours. Twenty-five minutes later he

remarked, " It is a quarter to one." He

kept along with the time, and when three

o'clock came was in a state of wild de

lirium over his loss of the train. Had

he looked at his watch every other mo

ment for the past three hours he could

not have kept a more accurate account

of the time.

I saw him frequently in these trances,

which sometimes lasted two days. I have

held before his closed eyes a succession

of photographic portraits, each of which

he has recognized without seeing, utter

ing the name of the person. Once I laid

down the pile beside him, and his hands,

which always had a trick of feebly wan

dering, sought the pictures. I waited to

see what he would do. He was at the

time deeply infatuated with a young lady

whose carte-de-visite I had shown him.

By some inscrutable instinct he contrived

to select it from the others. His face

lighted up when he held it, and as long

as I permitted his hand to close upon it

he wore an expression of rapture. When

I took it away he seemed to suffer a vio

lent shock.

I could now and then, when he was in

this state, arouse his mind and persuade

him to take an imaginary walk. At such

times be frequently startled me, used as

I had become to his phenomenal powers

of vision, by seeing something which was

actually taking place half a mile away.

Once he said, "There is the water: I see

six sails. What is it they are doing on

the tower of Mr. B—'s house? 0/z .''

o/z .1 o/z !''—here he became violently agi

tated —" 2‘/ze scajolrizhg is g2"1/z'ng way !

T/zerz is a man falling !" At that very

moment the scaffolding on the tower of

Mr. B-—-'s house did give way and a

man did fall—without injury, however.

Abbey was ardently attached to his

mother, and during her final illness was

in terrible distress of mind. Toward the

last, worn out with anxiety and watching,

he lay down on a couch in the sick room.

and at once went into one of his trances.

This was at nine o'clock in the evening.

The rest ofthe family, whisperingtogether,

declared that the sick woman, although

unconscious, was better. .

"She will die," muttered Abbey, who

was apparently far out of hearing, "at

twenty-five minutes to four."

His mother did die at twenty-five min

utes to four the next morning.

A thousand curious circumstances con

nected with poor Abbey are fresh in my

memory, but I refrain from giving more.

Although he was under the care of sev

eral of our best physicians, he was never

long free from his malady. Strange to

say, it never affected his general health.

He died finally, not from any disease,

but quite by accident. A. T.
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LITERATURE OF THE DAY.

Byron. By John Nichol. (English-Men-oi

Letters Series.) New York: Harper 81.

Brothers.

"The quiet, uneventful life of a man of

letters” is a phrase not infrequently used,

generally by way of excuse for some dull

biography. It is doubtful, however, whether

the life of the poet, the novelist, or even the

scholar, is not apt to be quite as varied and

full of incident as those of men whose call

ings are considered more active and adven

turous, while the interest that attaches to the

relation of it is almost certain to be more

personal and concentrated. The career of

the statesman or the warrior is commonly

merged in the events of his time; that of the

discoverer or the inventor furnishes matter

for a chapter in the history of scientific prog

ress; the mere "man of the world" is one

of the least important figures in the shifting

scenes and disconnected pictures of which

his recollections may supply the only me

morial. But the man of genius whose wri

tings we have studied with a constant sense

of the influence of mind upon mind—his

mind upon ours, stirring our emotions, quick

ening our thoughts, enlarging our conceptions

—becomes in his biography a subject for close

investigation and analysis, in which every fact

is significant, actions and impressions have

equal importance, efforts and achievements,

success and failure, are viewed as the direct

outcome of character and intellect, all events

have a common centre, and the world’s affairs

are noted only in reference to the individual,

whether, like Rousseau, he has given them a

strong impulse, or, like Dante, has been the

victim of their turbulence, or, like Goethe,

has stood apart in the attitude of contem

plation. The office of such men is to reveal

the needs and aspirations of humanity; their

voices rise above the general din in musical

plaint or exultation ; their utterances lead us

to examine and understand ourselves; and

hence their lives, even when outwardly tran

quil, cannot fail, if fully and rightly portray

ed, to enchain our sympathies. But it is the

exception, rather than the rule, when genius

is linked with an apparently serene or com

monplace existence. It is the fashion now

a-days to deride the notion that a man of

genius is almost necessarily deficient in pru

dence, and consequently little fitted to steer

his way securely amid the ordinary perils of

life. Nevertheless, the fact remains that in

the great majority of cases the most highly

gifted natures appeal as strongly to our pity

or tolerance as to our admiration, that under

similar circumstances their errors and mis

fortunes have been greater or more frequent

than those of commoner natures, that with

them the "inward storm and outward strife”

in which the great lesson of life—" das

schwer-verstandene \\"ort”—is learned—

Von der Gewalt.die alle Wesen bindet

Befreit der Mensch sich der sich l.Iberwindet—

are not lighter, but more severe and destruc

tive, than with others. And in cases where

there has been a conjumtion of high intellect

and a fiery temperament with outward condi

tions equally remote from those of ordinary

life, the biographer is provided with mate

rials which the novelist would not dare to

grapple with, and which the tragic writer

would scarcely need to mix with any strong

er element of his art.

That Byron's was one of these rare cases

no one will be inclined to deny. His genius,

if not of the highest order, was marvellously

brilliant and fertile, and almost unparalleled

in the potency of its charm. His nature was

chaotic, his position full of incongruities, his

fame an eruption, his career meteoric. " No

one ever lived,” remarks Mr. Nichol, " who

in the same space more thoroughly ran the

gauntlet of existence.” And all the expe

riences of his life, all the contrasts in his

character and his intellect—his nobleness

and his haseness, his sincerity and his aden

tations, his giant power and his puerile weak

ness—are reflected and exhibited in his works

with a directness and completeness that do

not belong to the self-mirrorings of any other

writer, not excepting Rousseau. Never has

there been a great poet who was less of an

artist; never one who could so little trans

mute an experience or embody a thought as

to give it a universal significance; never one -

whose productions, however diversified in

form, have an equal sameness in theme and

tone, or present themselves so palpably as

fragments of an autobiography. We follow
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him in his travels, we are witnesses of his I of words to thought, which is of the very es

thinly-veiled adventures, we find his cravings

and caprices, his piercing mockeries and

fantastic imaginings, in the Selims and Con

rads, the Manfreds and Cains. the Harolds

and Juans, whose forms he assumes as the

disguises of a masquerade, we receive the

outpourings of his confidence in every mood

and on every topic—we gaze, in short, inces

santly into the inmost recesses and watch all

the wild and wayward movements of a heart

that is never at rest and that never shrinks

from exposure—and, if strongly impression

able, we yield to the spell, accept the magic,

echo the cry, undergo the same sensations,

and identify ourselves with the being that

has taken possession of us by this strange

and violent egotism. One thing more must

be remembered in accounting for the inten

sity of Byron's influence on his contempo

raries, the wideness of its diffusion and the

suddenness of its decline: this personality,

which seems at once so peculiar and so self

engrossed, is nevgtheless the child of an

epoch, itself full of agitations and contra

dictions, feverish and tumultuous yet wear

ied and disgusted with its past excesses, ar

dent and aspiring yet scornful of its ideals,

lavish of its energies yet unable to concen

trate them, in revolt against conventional

and outworn forms, but powerless to create

fit ones for the inrushing life that seems, for

lack of them, to spend its force in vain. Had

Byron's been a loftier, clearer, calmer spirit,

it would not have so well represented the

age or impressed it so strongly: its sway

would have been less transitory, but not so

absolute.

Happily, the period of fascination and that

of the inevitable reaction are now both past,

and we can examine the phenomenon that

was once thought so transcendent and after

ward so trivial and delusive with an unbias

sed judgment. To the question whether the

magic that riveted the gaze and enthralled

the minds of so many and diverse observers

was real or false, we find the reply easy, that

it was both. It seems to us difficult to dis

pute the dictum of Mr. Carlyle, that "no

genuine productive thought was ever reveal

ed by Byron to mankind.” It is just as un

. deniable, as Mr. Nichol freely allows, that

his gift of expression, with its almost match

less sweep and facility, never embraces that

exquisite phraseology, that suggestive and

untranslatable diction, that perfect marriage

sence of poetry. Furthermore, no writer not

palpably imitative ever betrayed in such a

degree the influence of his great contempo

raries, or culled more unsparingly from books

to enrich his own compositions. His total

lack of the dramatic faculty is admitted on

all hands. It would seem impossible, there

fore, to assign him a place in the creative or

der of minds, or to rank him, as some conti

nental crities still do, with the great masters

of poetry. Judged by the strictest tests and

soundest canons, one is in doubt whether he

should be reckoned as a poet: with the Ro

mans he would have been one, no doubt, but

scarcely with the Greeks. But if not a son

of heaven, he is a chief among the Sons of

earth. His intellect is of the keenest, his

wit of the sharpest, his passion of the strong

est. Every scene, every event, every thought,

every feeling, strikes him with electric force

and is reproduced with the vividness and

intensity of the original impression. His

imagery has the effect of physical sensations.

His descriptions do not merely represent or

suggest, but steep us in the emotions of "a

living presence.H The sea and the moun

tains, the night and the storm, the "dewy

morn,” the "hush of eve,” the " light of

setting suns,” the battle-field and the ship

wreck, the chamber of death, the desert and

the ruin, the rage of fierce passions, the calm

ness of despair, stamp themselves upon the

reader’s brain, and linger like the haunting

efi‘igies of personal experiences. Scrutiny re

veals innumerable flaws, reflection discloses

a want that makes the whole fabric seem lit

tle better than phantasmal; but we never lose

the sense of an abounding life, of a vigor that

cannot be repressed and a splendor that can

not be dimmed, of a genius always ripening,

though condemned by its very nature to per

petual immaturity.

\\'e have left ourselves little space to speak

of Mr. Nichol's execution of a not too easy

task. With matter so abundant his restric

tions in regard to treatment could not but

press hardly upon him. Too often he is

compelled to summarize baldly or to rely

upon the reader’s previous familiarity with

details. But subject to the qualifications

arising from the conditions imposed upon

him, his performance may be pronounced

satisfactory and successful. The arrange

ment is sl.tilful, the story is well told, and

the criticism, if somewhat deficient in def
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initeness and force, shows both sympathy

and comprehension and steers with tolerable

directness between the extremes of praise and

censure. Opposing judgments are quoted or

referred to with needless iteration, and some

times, as in the case of Carlyle and Goethe,

with an exaggerated emphasis and a mis

apprehension of the relative points of view.

It would be easy to take exception also to

particular judgments or the manner in which

they are expressed. When we are told, in

allusion to Cain, that " Lord Byron has else

where exhibited more versatility, fancy and

richness of illustration, but nowhere else has

he so nearly 'struck the stars,‘ ” we cannot

but demur to the substitution of a borrowed

rhetorical phrase for the more literal state

ment which the preceding limitations lead us

to expect. When we find it said of the Vir

ion of .7m1gr/unt that " every line that does

not rom'/ul'se wii/z /aug/zter stings or lashes,"

and of the Lelter !o tle Editor ofMt Brilish

Rr1/iru that " no more laughter-compelling

composition exists,” we can only infer that

Mr. Nichol's iisible muscles are much more

flexible than those of most people. But what

ever its faults or shortcomings, this volume,

as well from the deep interest of the subject

as the ability with which it is handled, is one

of the most agreeable, and can hardly fail to

be one of the most widely read, of the series

to which it belongs.

' Four Centuries of English Letters. Edited and

arranged by VV. Baptiste Scoones. New

York: Harper & Brothers.

It is hard to decide what may not be done

by a clever littérateur with tolerable success

in these days of hasty condensations and pic

turesque generalizations. An age of material

ism has its advantages. If it cannot enjoy the

inspiration of a distinct and vital idea to shape

its own consciousness and give life and origi

nality to its own achievements, it has a good

chance to study with curious pains the meth

ods and processes of all preceding epochs.

There is, to be sure, something pathetic in

our wealth of opportunity—something defeat

ing, even impoverishing, in the very facility

with which we set to work to extract the

juices and essences from the dry bones of

history.

Mr. Scoones must have enjoyed the labors

which have their result in the book now be

fore us. It has always seemed to us a pleas

ant task—worth the carrying out by a man of

wealth and leisure—to select a library which

should contain all the published letters of the

world. The editor of this collection is no

doubt familiar with such a library, and his

aim has been to help others to his own

sources of pleasure. He has given a fair

selection of English letters, not attempting

to classify them except by historical periods,

which do not, however, always present them

in Yegular sequence. This sort of book is

supposed to suit the modern mind, which is

understood to aim at the mastery of a little

of everything. It is an attractive notion that

since nobody now-a-days has time to read all

the letters of a single writer, it is a capital

thing to read a single letter of every writer.

Yet the true significance of a book like this

can only be felt by one who has studied the

literature of letters familiarly and lovingly.

To the student of history the mere turning

of its pages brings an influx of thoughts and

memories, half of pain, half of delight. In

the confused medley the keynote of many a

strange, melancholy strain is struck. The

history of the world is a very sad one, and

never seems more sad than when the relies

of all the ages are thus jumbled together.

Even what was in itself light-hearted and

joyous becomes half tragical, because it be

longs to the strange old story. Such a book,

to be understood and cared about, must be

read more through the imagination than

through the eyes. John Dudley's letter from

the Tower on the eve of his execution calls

up all the passionate, painful, terrible history

of one of the world’s cruelest times and mir

rors it anew for us. Yet it is not the duke of

Northumberland’s fate which makes ourhearts

shudder and our eyes moisten, but something

that comes more nearly home to us.

Regarding the discrimination shown in the

selection of the letters, there must be natural

ly as many opinions as there are lovers of let

ters. The reader turns to find the epistles

he likes best, and missing them decides that

much of what was most worthy has been

omitted. It would seem as if Horace Wal

pole’s letters might have been more careful

ly selected; Charles Lamlfs have apparently

been taken haphazard, without any accurate

idea of their true valuation; and as for Keats's,

those everybody ought to know and love him

for have been left out altogether.

But unsubstantial things like letters, of

which the charm is so delicate and elusive,

stand less for what they are absolutely than
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for what they have come to mean for us.

Sharply contrasted as now when bound up

in a single volume, it becomes an interesting

literary study to compare the style of one

writer with that of another. Some of the

"elegant letter-writers” seem barren pre

tenders enough when their vague, imposing,

but patchwork sets of phrases are set side by

side with the genuine outcome of real thought

and feeling. Some very famous names are

appended to tolerably indifferent effusions.

It is very easy to decide whom we should

have chosen for familiar correspondents.

They are, after all, few, and first of all our

choice would have been Cowper.

Pencilled Fly-Leaves: A Book of Essays in

Town and Country. By John James Piatt.

Cincinnati: Robert Clarke & Co.

Mr. Piatt has written a pleasant series of

essays on a capital list of subjects. He makes

a sort of confession in the title of his book,

and in his preface besides, of their being in

spired by his favorite authors. They may

originally have filled a particular column in

some joumal,and in such a case were certain

to have been turned to by its readers with an

expectation of pleasure which they never fail

ed to answer. It is the fashion with critics

to make mention more or less slightingly of

detached pieces bound up in book-fornt. But,

after all, how else should we have had Lamb

and Hazlitt? And such essays, from their

enforced brevity, are apt to contain a fresh

ness and spirit often lacking in more ambi

tious papers, where, with the same amount of

actual material, three times the space must be

filled. Mr. Piatt is a poet, and sees the poetic

side of every-day things. He is, besides, a

genial optimist, and finds in the disagree

ables of life—for instance, going to bed

in a cold room—a delightful experience:

"But blessed and thrice blessed is he for

whom hardy choice or a most beneficent—

even when least smiling—Fortune has made

his bed and smoothed his pillow in a cold

room! He sleeps in Abraham’s bosom all

the year, indeed. To him are given, night

by night, such new sensations as those for

which kings might throw away their foolish

kingdoms. He conquers his Paradise at one

shuddering although faithful leap, and the

gentle tropies over the feathers and under

the coverlets breathe their tenderest influ

ences to confirm its enjoyments.”

The last paper, "How the Bishop Built

his College in the Woods,” is the most inter

esting in the book, giving the history of Ken

yon College. It is not probably generally

known through what privations and struggles

Bishop Chase carried his hope and his reso

lution to found a college in Ohio, nor how

he gained his victory at last. Both the semi

nary and its site were named after munificent

English patrons who came to the good bish

op's aid when American friends turned from

him. The episode of his runaway slave,

Jack, the effect his emancipation had upon

the fortunes of his master’s beloved enter

prise, is a curious one. We may add that

Bishop Bedell, who now presides over the

diocese of Ohio, has made Kenyon College

one of the most interesting religious institu

tions in the United States.
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some TO THE JUl1GE'5.

HE day might have graced the month

of June, so balmy was the air, so

warmly shone the sun from a cloudless

sky. But the snow-covered mountain

range whose base we were skirting, the

leafless cottonwoods fringing the Fon

taine qui Bouille and the sombre plains

that stretched away to the eastern hori

zon told a different story. It was'on one

of those days elsewhere so rare, but so

common in Colorado, when a summer

sky smiles upon a wintry landscape, that

we entered a town in whose history are

to be found greater contrasts than even

those afforded by earth and sky. To

day Pueblo is a thriving and aggressive

city, peopled with its quota of that great

pioneer army which is carrying civiliza

tion over the length and breadth of our

land. Three hundred and forty years

ago, as legend hath it, Coronado here

stopped his northward march, and on

the spot where Pueblo now stands es

tablished the farthermost outpost of New

' Spain.

The average traveller who journeys

westward from the Missouri River imag

ines that he is coming to a new country.

"The New West" is a favorite term with

the agents of land-companies and the

Entered aceording to Act of Congress, in the year 1880, by J. B' LIPPINCOTT 8: Co., in the Office of the

Librarian of Congress, at Washington.
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writers of alluring railway-guides. These

enterprising advocates sometimes indulge

in flights of rhetoric that scorn the tram

mels of grammar and dictionary. Wit

ness the following impassioned utterances

concerning the lands of a certain West

ern railroad: "They comprise a section

of country whose possibilities are simply

infinitesimal, and whose developments

will be revealed in glorious realization

through the horoscope of the near fu

ture." This verbal architect builded

wiser than he knew, for what more fit

ting word could the imagination suggest

wherewith to crown the possibilities of

alkali wastes and barren, sun-scorched

plains ?

A considerable part of the New West

of to-day was explored by the Spaniards

more than three centuries ago.

the English had landed at Plymouth

Rock or made a settlement at James

town they had penetrated to the Rocky

Mountains and given to peak and riv

er their characteristic names. Southern

Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona have

been the theatres wherein were enacted

deeds of daring and bravery perhaps un

surpassed by any people and any age;

and that, too, centuries before they be

came a part of our American Union. The

whole country is strewn over with the

ruins of a civilization in comparison with

which our own of to-day seems feeble.

And he who journeys across the Plains

till he reaches the Sangre del Cristo

Mountains or the blue Sierra Mojadas

enters a land made famous by the ex

ploits of Coronado, De Vaca and per

haps of the great Montezuma himself.

In the year 154o, Francisco Vasquez

de Coronado was sent by the Spanish

viceroy of Mexico to explore the regions

to the north. Those mountain-peaks,

dim and shadowy in the distance and

seeming to recede as they were approach

ed, had ever been an alluring sight to

the gold-seeking Spaniards. But the

coveted treasure did not reveal itself to

their cursory search; and though they

doubtless pushed as far north as the Ar

kansas River, they returned to the cap

ital from what they considered an unsuc

cessful expedition. The way was opened,

Before ,

however, and in 1595 the Spaniards came

to what is now the Territory of New Mex

ico and founded the city of Santa Fé.

They had found, for the most part, a

settled country, the inhabitants living in

densely-populated villages, or pueblos,

and evincing a rather high degree of civ

ilization. Their dwellings of mud bricks,

or adobes, were all built upon a single

plan, and consisted of a square or rect

angular fort-like structure enclosing an

open space. Herds of sheep and goats

grazed upon the hillsides, while the bot

tom-lands were planted with corn and

barley. Thus lived and flourished the

Pueblo Indians, a race the origin of

which lies in obscurity, but connected

with which are many legends of absorb

ing interest. All their traditions point to

Montezuma as the founder and leader of

their race, and likewise to their descent

from the Aztecs. But their glory depart

ed with the coming of Cortez, and their

Spanish conquerors treated them as an

inferior race. Revolting against their op

pressors in 168o, they were reconquered

thirteen years later, though subsequently

allowed greater liberty. By the treaty of

Guadalupe-Hidalgo in 1848 they became

citizens of the United States. From one

extreme of government to another has

drifted this remnant of a stately race, till

now at last it finds itself safely sheltered

in the arms of our great republic.

Such is the romantic history of a por

tion of our so-called "New West ;" but

it was with a view of ascertaining some

facts concerning occurrences of more

recent date, as well as of seeing some of

the actors therein, that we paid a visit to

Pueblo. We found it a rather odd mix

ture of the old and the new, the adobe

and the "dug-out" looking across the

street upon the imposing structure of

brick or the often gaudily-painted frame

cottage. It looked as though it might

have been indulging in a Rip Van Win

kle sleep, except that the duration might

have been a century or two. High mesas

with gracefully rounded and convoluted

sides almost entirely surround it, and

rising above their floor-like tops, and

in fine contrast with their sombre brown

tints, appear the blue outlines of the dis
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tant mountains. Pike's

Peak, fifty miles to the

north, and the Spanish

Peaks, the Wawatoyas,

ninety to the south, are

sublime objects ofwhich

the eye never grows

weary; while the Sier

ra Mojadas bank up the

western horizon with a

fro w n i n g mountain

wall. A notch in the

distant range, forty

miles to the north-west.

indicates the place

where the Arkansas

River breaks through

the barriers that would

impede its s e a w ar d

course, forming per

haps the grandest cafion

to be found in all this

mighty 'mountain - wil

derness. Truly a stri

king picture was that

on which Coronado and

his mail-clad warriors

gazed.

A motley throng com

pose thc inhabitants of

Pueblo. The dark-hued

Mexican, his round face

shaded by the inevitable

sombrero, figures con

spicuously. But if you

value his favor and your

future peace of mind

have a care how you

allude to his national

ity. He is a Spaniard,

you should know — a

pure Castilian whose

ancestor was some old

hidalgo with as long an

array of n ames and

titles as has the Czar of

All the Russias himself.

Though he now lives

in a forsaken-looking

adobe hut with dirt floor

and roof of sticks and

turf that serves only to

defile the raindrops that

trickle through its many
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gaps—though his sallow wife and ill'

favored children huddle round him or

cook the scanty meal upon the mud oven

in a corner of the room—he is yet a

Spaniard, and glories in it. The tall,

raw-boned man, straight as a young cot

tonwood, whose long black hair floats

out from beneath his hat as he rides into

town from his ranch down the river, may

be a half-breed who has figured in a score

of lndian fights, and enjoys the proud dis

tinction of having killed his man. There

is the hungry-looking prospector, waiting

with ill-disguised impatience till he can

"cross the Range" and follow again, as

he has done year after year, the exciting

chase after the ever-receding mirage

the visions of fabulous wealth always go

ing to be, but never quite, attained. The

time-honored symbol of Hope must, we

think, give place to a more forcible rep

resentation furnished by the peculiar ge

nius of our times ; for is not our modern

Rocky-Mountain prospector the complete

embodiment of that sublime grace? His

is a hope that even reverses the proverb,

for no amount of deferring is able to make

him heartsick, but rather seems to spur

him on to more earnest endeavor. Has

he toiled the summer long, endured ev

ery privation, encountered inconceivable

perils, only to find himself at its close

poorer than when he began ? Reluctant

ly he leaves the mountain-side where

the drifting snows have begun to gather,

but seemingly as light-hearted as when

he came, for his unshaken hope bridges

the winter and feeds upon the limitless

possibilities of the future. Full of won

derful stories are these same hope-sus

tained prospectors—tales that are bright

with the glitter of silver and gold. Not

a single one of them who has not discov

ered "leads" of wonderful richness or

"placers" where the sands were yellow

with gold; but by some mischance the

prize always slipped out of his grasp,

and left him poor in all but hope. And

in truth so fascinating becomes the occu

pation that men who in other respects

seem cool and phlegmatic will desert an

almost assured success to join the horde

rushing toward some unexplored district,

impelled by the ever-flying rumors of un

told wealth just brought to light. The

golden goalthis season is the great Gun

nison Country; and soon trains of burrm',

packed with pick and shovel, tent and

provisions, will be climbing the Range.

Pueblo has likewise its business-men,

its men of to-day, who manage its banks,

who buy and sell and get gain as they

might do in any well-ordered city, though,

truth to tell, there are very few of them

who do not sooner or later catch the pre

vailing infection—a part of whose assets

is not represented by some "prospect"

away up in the mountains or frisking

about the Plains in herds of cattle and

sheep. But perhaps the most curiously

original character in all the town is Judge

Allen A. Bradford, of whose wonderful

memory the following good story is told :

Years ago he,'.with a party of officers, was

at the house of Colonel Boone, down the

river. While engaged in playing "pitch

trump," of which the judge was very fond

—and in fact the only game of cards with

which he was acquainted—a messenger

rushed in announcing that a lady had

fallen from her horse and was doubtless

much injured. The players left their

cards and ran to render assistance, and

the game thus broken up was not re

sumed. Some two years later the same

parties found themselves together again,

and " pitch-trump " was proposed. To the

astonishment of all, the judge informed

them how the 'score stood when they had

so hurriedly left the game, and with the

utmost gravity insisted that it be contin

ued from that point!

On a bright sunny morning we sought

out the judge's office, only to learn that

he had not yet for the day exchanged the

pleasures of rural life across the Fontaine

for less romantic devotions at the shrine

of the stern goddess. Later we were in

formed, upon what seemed credible au

thority, that upon the morning in ques

tion he was intending to sow oats. Though

cold March still claimed the calendar, and

hence such action on the part of the judge

might seem like forcing the season, yet re

flections upon his advanced years caused

us to suppress the rising thought that per

haps some allusions to wild oats might

have been intended. Hence we looked
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forward to a rare treat—judicial dignity

unbending itself in pastoral pursuits, as

in the case of some Roman magistrate.

" A little better'n a mile " was the answer

to our interrogatory as to how far the

judge's ranch might be from town; but

having upon many former occasions ta- '

ken the dimensions of a Colorado mile,

we declined the suggestion to walk and

sought some mode of conveyance. There

chanced to be one right at hand, stand

ing patiently by the wayside and presided

over by an ancient colored gentleman.

The coach had been a fine one in its '

day, but that was long since past, and

now its dashboard, bent out at an angle

of forty-five degrees, the faded trimmings

and the rusty, stately occupant of the box

formed a complete and harmonious pic- '

ture of past grandeur seldom seen in the

Far West.

chos, a bay and a white, completed this

unique equipage, in which we climbed

the nmsa and then descended into the

valley of the Fontaine. The sable driver

was disposed to be communicative, and

ventured various opinions upon current

topics. He had been through the war,

and came West fourteen years ago.

"You have had quite an adventurous

life," we remarked.

"Why, sah," he returned, " if the his

tory ob my life was wrote up it would be '

wuth ten thousand dollars."

While regarding the valuation as some

what high, we yet regretted our inability to

profit by this unexpected though prom

ising business-opportunity, and soon our

attention was diverted by a glimpse of

the judge's adobe, and that person him

self standing by his carriage and await

ing our by no means rapid approach. He

Two dubious-looking bron- '

to dispense justice in places and under

circumstances as various as could well

be imagined. Born in Maine in 1815,

l he has lived successively in Missouri,

1 Iowa, Nebraska and Colorado, and held

' almost every position open to the pro

was about to go to town, and the oats I

were being sown by an individual of the

same nationality as our driver, to whom

the latter addressed such encouraging

remarks as "Git right 'long dere now

and sow dat oats. Don't stand roostin'

on de fence all day, like as you had the ,

consumshing. You look powerful weak.

Guess mebbe I'd better come over dere

and show you how."

Judge Bradford's career has been a V

chequered one, and it has fallen to his lot

fession of the law. From the supreme

rm: woou.

bench of Colorado he was twice called

to represent the Territory as delegate to

Congress. In I852, when he was judge

of the Sixth Judicial District of Iowa, his

eccentricities of character seem to have

reached their full development. He ex

hibited that supreme disregard for dress

and the various social amenities which

not infrequently betray the superior mind.

Never were his clothes known to fit, be

ing invariably too large or too small, too

short or too long. As to his hair, the ex

ternal evidences were of a character to

disprove the rumor that he had a brush

and comb, while the stubby beard fre

I quently remained undisturbed upon the

judicial chin for several weeks at a time.

The atrocious story is even told that

once upon a time, when half shaven, he

chanced to pick up a newspaper, became
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absorbed in its contents, forgot to com

plete his task, and went to court in this

most absurdly unsymmetrical condition.

But, despite these personal eccentricities,

a more honest or capable judge has rare

ly been called upon to vindicate the maj

esty of the law. Upon the bench none

could detect a flaw in his assumption of

that dignity so intimately associated in

all minds with the judiciary, but, the er

mine once laid aside for the day, he was

as jolly and mirthful as any of his fron

tier companions. Judge Bradford was

no advocate, but by the action of a phe

nomenal memory his large head was

stored so full of law as to emphasize, to

those who knew him, the curious dispro

portion between its size and that of his

legs and feet. These latter were of such

peculiarly modest dimensions as to call

to mind G0ldsmith's well-known lines,

though in this case we must, of necessity,

picture admiring frontiersmen standing

round while

Still the wonder grew

That two small feet could carry all he knew.

The judge's mind is of the encyclopae

dical type, and facts and dates are his

especial "strong holt." But his counte

nance fails to ratify the inward structure

when, pausing from a recital, he gazes

upon your reception of the knowledge

conveyed with a kindly smile—a most in

nocent smile that acts as a strong disposer

to belief. Whether it has been a simple

tale of the early days enlivened with rec

ollections of pitch-trump and other social

joys, or whether the performances of sav

age Indians and treacherous half- breeds

send a chill through the listener, it is all

the same : at its close the judge's amiable

features wear the same belief-compelling

smile. Under its influence we sit for hours

while our entertainer ranges through the

stores of his memory, pulling out much

that is dust-covered and ancient, but

quickly renovated for our use by his

ready imagination and occasional wit.

With a feeling. akin to reverence we

listen—a reverence due to one who had

turned his face toward the Rocky Moun

tains before Colorado had a name, who

had made the perilous journey across the

great Plains behind a bull-team, and who

has since been associated with everything

concerned in the welfare and progress of

what has now become this great Centen

nial State, toward which all eyes are turn

ing. Not without its dark days to him has

passed this pioneer life, and none were

more filled with discouragement than

those during which he represented the

Territory in Congress. He describes the

position as one of peculiar difficu1ty—on

one hand the clamors of a people for aid

and recognition in their rapid develop

ment of the country, while on the other,

to meet them, he found himself a mere

beggar at the doors of Congressional

mercy and grace, voteless and hence

powerless. Truly, in the light of his ex

perience, the olfice of Territorial delegate

is no sinecure.

No one has more closely observed the

course of events in the Far West than

Judge Bradford, and his opinions on

some disputed points are very decided

and equally clear. Many have wonder

ed that Pueblo, which had the advantage

of first settlement, had long been a ren

dezvous of trappers and frontier traders,

and lay upon the only road to the then

so-called Pike's Peak mines, that aid the

Arkansas Cafion—that this outpost, situ

ated thus at the very gateway of the Far

VVest, should have remained compara

tively unimportant, while Denver grew

with such astonishing rapidity. But, in

the judge's opinion, it was the war of the

rebellion that turned the scale in favor

of the Queen City. The first emigrants

had come through Missouri and up the

Arkansas, their natural route, and as

naturally conducting to Pueblo. But

when Missouri and South-eastern Kan

sas became the scenes of guerrilla war

fare the emigrant who would safely con

vey himself and family across the prai

ries must seek a more northern parallel.

Hence, Pueblo received a check from

which it is only now recovering, and

Denver an impetus whose ultimate lim

its no man can foresee.

Many strange things were done in the

olden time. When the Plains lndians

had gathered together their forces for the

purpose of persistently harassing the set

tlement, the Mountain Utes, then the allies
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of the whites, offered their services to

help repel the common enemy. Peti

tions went up to the governor and Leg

islature to accept the proffered services,

but they were steadily refused. Our

long-headed judge gives the reason:

The administration was under the control

of men who were feeding Uncle Sam's

troops with corn at thirteen cents per

pound, and other staples in proportion,

and the Indian volunteers promised a

too speedy ending of such a profitable

warfare.

Thus eventfully has passed the life of
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Judge Bradford. During his threescore

and-five years he has moved almost across

a continent, never content unless he was

on the frontier. Long may he live to

ride in his light coverless wagon in the

smile of bright Colorado sunshine, hon

ored by all who know him, and affording

his friends the enjoyment of his rare good

presence!

Thirty years ago this whole Rocky

Mountain region, now appropriated by

an enterprising and progressive people,

contained, besides the native Indians

and the Mexicans in the south, only a
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OLD ADOBE FORT.

few trappers and frontier traders, most

of them in the employ of the American

Fur Company. These were the fearless

and intrepid pioneers who so far from

fleeing danger seemed rather to court

it. Accounts of their adventures—now

a struggle with a wounded bear, again

the threatened perils of starvation when

lost in some mountain-fastness—have

long simultaneously terrified and fasci

nated both young and old. We all have

pictured their dress—the coat or cloak, '

often an odd combination of several va

rieties of skins pieced together, with fur

side in; breeches sometimes of the same

material, but oftener of coarse duck or

corduroy; and the slouched hat, under

whose broad brim whatever of the face

that was not concealed by a shaggy, un

kempt beard shone out red from exposure

to sun and weather. The American Fur

Company had dotted the country with

forts, which served the double purpose

of storehouses for the valuables collected

and of places where the employés could

barricade themselves against the too-often

troublesome savages. For such a pur

pose, though not actually by the Fur

Company, was built the old adobe fort

' the ruins of which are still to be seen

on the banks of the Arkansas at Pueblo.

How old it may have been no one seems

to know, but certain it is that for long

years, and in the earliest times, it was a
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favorite rendezvous. Here was always

to be found a jolly good party to pass

away the long winter evenings with song

and story. Here Kit Carson often stop

ped to rest from his many perilous expe

ditions, enjoying, together with Fremont

and other noted Rocky-Mountain ex

plorers, the hospitalities of the old fort.

Many times were its soft walls indented

by the arrows of besieging Indians, but

its bloodiest tragedy was enacted in 18 54,

when the Utes surprised the sleeping com

pany and savagely massacred all.

While these events were transpiring at

the old fort a party of Mexicans had jour

neyed from the south, crossed the Arkan

sas River and formed a settlement on the

east side of the Fontaine.

istically squalid and miserable place it

was, with the dwellings—they scarce de

served the name of houses—built in the

side of the bluffs very much as animals

might burrow in the ground. Part dug

out and part adobe were those wretched

h abitations, and the shed-like parts which

projected from the hill were composed of

all conceivable and inconceivable kinds

of rubbish. Sticks, stones, bits of old

iron, worn-out mattings and gunny-sacks

entered more or less into the construction

of these dens, all stuck together with the

inevitable adobe mud. The settlement

extended some distance along the side of

the bluff, and the sloping plain in front

was dignified as the plaza. Perhaps the

dark-hued immigrants expected a large

town to spring from these unpromising

beginnings, and their plaza to take on

eventually all the importance which a

place so named ever deserves in the Span

ish and Mexican mind. But the Pike's

Peak excitement, originating in 1852 with

.the finding of gold by a party of Chero

kee Indians, and reaching its culmination

in 1859, brought a far different class of

people to our Rocky-Mountain outpost,

and a civilization was inaugurated which

speedily compelled the ancient Mexican

methods to go by the board. Thus, Fon

taine was soon absorbed by the rising

town of Pueblo, though the ancient dug

outs still picturesquely dot the hillside,

inhabited by much the same idle and

vagabond class from which the prosper

A character- i

ous ranchman soon learns to guard his

hen-roost.

The growth of any of our Far Western

towns presents a curious study. In these

' latter days it frequently requires but a few

months, or even weeks, to give some new

one a fair start upon its prosperous way.

' Sometimes a mineral vein, sometimes the

temporary " end of the track" of a length

ening railway, forms the nucleus, and

around it are first seen the tents of the

advance-guard. Before many weeks have

, elapsed some enterprising individual has

succeeded, in the face of infinite toil and

expense, in bringing a sawmill into camp.

Soon it is buzzing away on the neighbor

ing hillside, and the rough pine boards

and slabs are growing into houses of all

curious sizes and shapes, irregularly lin

ing the main street. Delightfully free

from conventionality are matters in these

new towns. Former notions of things go

for naught. Values are in a highly-dis

turbed state, and you will probably be

charged more for the privilege of .sleep

ing somewhere on the floor than for all

the refined elegancies of the Fifth Av

enue. The board-walks along the street,

where they exist at all, plainly typify this

absence of a well-defined dead level or

zero-point in the popular sentiment; for

the various sections are built each upon

the same eccentric plan that obtains in

the corresponding house. The result is

an irregular succession of steps equally

irregular, with enough literal jumping-off

places to relieve any possible monotony

attending the promenade. If the growth

of the town seems to continue satisfactory,

its houses—at least those. in or near its

central portions—begin gradually to pass

through the next stage in their develop

ment. During this interesting period,

which might be called their chrysalid

state, they are twisted and turned, some

times sawn asunder, parts lopped off

here and applied elsewhere, and all those

radical changes made which would utter

ly destroy anything possessed of protean

possibilities inferior to those of the com

mon Western frame house. But, as a

final result of this treatment and some

small additions of new material, at last

, emerges the shapely and often artistic
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cottage, resplendent in paint, and bear

ing small resemblance to the slab-built

barn which forms its framework. If the

sometime camp becomes a city—if Au

raria grows into a Denver and Fontaine

develops into Pueblo—the frame houses

will sooner or later share a common fate,

that of being mounted on wheels or roll

ers for a journey suburbward, to make

room for the substantial

blocks of brick or stone.

By this curious process

of evolution do most of

our Western towns rap

idly acquire more or

less of a metropolitan

appearance.

Pueblo, while not a

representative Western

town in these respects,

yet in its early days

presented some curi

ous combinations,

most of them growing

out of the heteroge

neous human mixture

that attempted to form

a settlement. The fa

mous Green - Russell

party, on its way from

Georgia to the Pike's

Peak country, had

passed through Mis

souri and Kansas in

1858, and there found

an element ripe for any

daring and adventu

rous deeds in unknown

lands. Many of the

border desperadoes,

then engaged in that hard-fought pre

lude to the civil war, found it desirable

and expedient to leave a place where

their violent deeds became too well

known; and these, together with others

who hoped to find in a new country re

lief from the anarchy which reigned at

home, fell into the wake of the pioneers.

Pueblo received its full share of Kansas

outlaws about this time, and, what with

those it already contained, even a modi

cum of peace seemed out of the question.

Here, for instance, was found living with

the Mexicans by the plaza a quarrelsome

fellow named Juan TrujilloI better known

by the sobriquet of Juan Chiquito or "Lit

tle John," which his diminutive stature

had earned for him. This worthy is rep

resented as a constant disturber of the

peace, and he met the tragic fate which

his reckless life had invited. From be

ing a trusted friend he had incurred the

enmity of a noted character named Char

MEXlCAN INTERIOR,

ley Antobees, than whom, perhaps, no

one has had a more varied frontier ex

perience. Coming to the Rocky Moun

tains in 1836 in the employ of the Amer

ican Fur Company, he has since served

as hunter, trapper, Indian-fighter, guide

to several United States exploring expe

ditions, and spy in the Mexican war as

well as in the war of the rebellion. Anto

bees still lives on the outskirts of Pueblo,

and his scarred and bronzed face, framed

by flowing locks of jet-black hair, is fa

miliar to all. The frame that has endured

so much is now bent, and health is at last
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broken, and about a year since an effort

was made by Judge Bradford and others

to secure him a pension. But twenty

years back he was in his full vigor and

able to maintain his own against all odds.

Whether or not it is true we cannot say,

but certain it is that he is credited with

causing the death of Juan Chiquito. An

Indian called " Chickey " actually did the

deed, lying in ambush for his victim.

Perhaps few were sorry at the Mexican's

sudden taking off, and in a country where

Judge Lynch alone executes the laws the

whole transaction was no doubt regarded

as eminently proper.

Among those who came to Pueblo with

the influx of 1858 were two brothers from

Ohio, Josiah and Stephen Smith. Stal

wart young men were these, of a differ

ent type from the Kansans and Missou

rians, yet not of the sort to be imposed

upon. They were crack rifle-shots, and

even then held decided opinions on the

Indian question—opinions which subse

quent experiences have served to empha

size, but not change. And what with

constant troubles with the savages, as

well as with the scarcely less intractable

Kansans, their first years in the Far West

could not be called altogether pleasant.

Many a time have their lives been in

danger from bands of outlaw immigrants,

who, dissatisfied with not finding gold

lying about as they had expected, sought

to revenge themselves upon the settlers,

whom they considered in fault for having

led the way. Their personal bravery went

far toward bringing to a close this reign

of terror and transforming the lawless

settlement into a permanent and pros

perous town. Still in the prime of life,

they look back with pleasure over their

most hazardous experiences, for time has

softened the dangers and cast over them

the glow of romance. And while none

are more familiar with everything con

cerning the early history of Pueblo, it is

equally true that none are more ready to

gratify an appreciative listener, and the

writer is indebted for much that follows

to their inimitable recitals.

About the first work of any note under

taken in connection with the new town

was the building of a bridge across the

Arkansas. This was accomplished in

186o, when a charter was obtained from

Kansas and a structure of six spans

thrown across the river. It was a toll

bridge, and every crossing team put at

least one dollar into the pockets of its

owners. But trouble soon overtook the

management. While one of the pro

prietors was in New Mexico, building a

mill for Maxwell upon his famous estate,

the other was so unfortunate as to kill

three men, and was obliged, as Steph

Smith felicitously expressed it, to "skip

out." Thus the bridge passed into other

hands, where it remained till it was part

ly washed away in 1863. The following

little matter of history connected with its

palmy days will be best given in the nar

rator's own words: "We had a black

smith who misused his wife. The citizens

took him down to the bridge, tied a rope

around his body and threw him into the

river. They kept up their lick until they

nearly drowned the poor cuss, then whis

pered to him to be good to his wife or his

time would be short. He took the hint,

used his wife well, and everything was

lovely. That was the first cold-water

cure in Pueblo, and ,I ain't sure but the

last." This incident serves to illustrate

the inherent character of American gal

lantry, for, however wild or in most re

spects uncivilized men may appear to

become under the influence of frontier

life, instances are rare in which women

are not treated with all the honor and

respect due them. Indeed, I have some

times thought that the general sentiment

concerning woman is more refined and

reverential among the bronzed pioneers

at the outposts than under the influence

of a higher civilization.

The Arkansas, ever changing its wind

ing course after the manner of prairie

rivers, has long since shifted its bed some

distance to the south, leaving only a por

tion of the old bridge to span what in

high water becomes an arm of the river,

but which ordinarily serves to convey the

water from a neighboring mill. We lean

upon its guard-rail while fancy is busy

with the past. We picture the prairie

schooners winding around the mesas and

through the gap: soon they have come
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to the grove by the river-bank ; the horses

are picketed and the camp-fire is blazing ;

brown children play in the sand while their

parents lie stretched out in the shadow of

the wagons. They left civilization on the

banks of the Missouri more than a month

ago, and their eyes are still turned toward

those grand old mountain-ranges in the

west over which the declining sun is

 

 

name of "Ute," is seen near the bridge.

Here bronchos, mules and bu:ros are

fitted with massive shoes by this frontier

Vulcan and sent rejoicing upon their

winding and rocky ways. Our sleepy

gaze follows along Santa Fé Avenue, and

the eye sees little that is suggestive of a

modern Western town. But soon comes

noisily along a one-horse street-car, which

asserts its just claims to popular notice

,in consequence of its composing a full

half of a system scarce a fortnight old

by filling the air with direful screeches as

each curve is laboriously described. And

later, when the magnificent overland train,

twenty-six hours from Kansas City, steams

proudly up to the station, fancy can no

longer be indulged. The old has become

new. The great Plains have been bridged,

OLD BRIDGE.

now pouring its transfiguring sheen. The

brightness dazzles the eyes, and the Mex

ican who rides by on a scarce manage

able broncho with nose high in air might

be old Juan Chiquito bent upon some

murderous errand. But no: the rider has

stopped the animal, and is soliciting the

peaceful offices of a blacksmith, whose

curious little shop, bearing the suggestive

and the outposts of but a decade ago be

come the suburbs of to-day.

Doubtless Old Si Smith now and then

indulges in reveries somewhat similar,

but his retrospections would be of a mi

nute and personal character. To warm

up the average frontiersman, however—

and Old Si is no exception — into a style

at once luminous and emphatic and em

bellished with all the richness of the bor

der dialect, it is only necessary to suggest

the Indian topic. However phlegmati

cally he may reel off his yarns, glowing

though they be with exciting adventure,

it is the red~skins that cause his eyes to

flash and his rhetoric to become fervid

and impressive. To him the Indian is

the embodiment of all that is supremely

vile, and hence merits his unmitigated
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hatred. Killing Indians is his most de

lightful occupation, and the next in order

is talking about it. His contempt for

government methods is unbounded, and

the popular Eastern sentiment he holds

in almost equal esteem. The Smith bro

thers have had a varied experience in

frontier affairs, in which the Indian has

played a prominent part. They hold the

Western views, but with less prejudice

than is generally found. They argue the

case with a degree of fairness, and many

of their opinions and deductions are nov

el and equally just. Said Stephen Smith

to the writer: "We've got this thing re

duced right down to vulgar fractions,

and the Utes have got to go. The min

eral lands are worth more to us than

the Indians are "—this with a suggestive

shrug—"and if the government don't re

move them from the reserves, why, we'll

have to do it ourselves. There's a great

fuss been made about the whites going

on the Indian reserves; and what did

it all amount to? Maybe fifty or sixty

prospectors, all told, have got over the

lines, dug a few holes and hurt nobody.

But I suppose the Indians always stay

where they ought tot I guess not. Some

of them are off their reserves half the

time, and they go off to murder and kill.

Do they ever get punished for that? Not

much, except when folks do it on their

own account. But let a white man get

found on the Indian reserves and there's

a great howl. I want a rule that will

work both ways, and I don't give much

for a government that isn't able to pro

tect me on the Indian reserves the same

as anywhere else. Some years ago In

dian troubles were reported at Washing

ton, and Sherman was sent out to inves

tigate.

coming, and all were on their good be

havior. They knew where their blankets

and ponies and provisions came from. ‘

Consequently, Sherman reported every

thing peaceful: he hadn't seen anybody

killed. That's about the kind of infor

mation they get in the East on the In

dian question.

"Misused? Yes, the Indians have

been misused, badly misused. I know

that. But who have I/uy misused? This

Of course they heard he was ,

whole country is covered with ruins, and

they all go to show that it has been in

habited by a highly-civilized race of peo

ple. And what has become of them ? I

believe the Indians cleaned them out

long years ago; and now their turn has

come. I find it's a law of Nature "—and

here the narrator's tone grew more reve

rent as if touching upon a higher theme

—"that the weak go to the wall. It's a

hard law, but I don't see any way out of

it. The old Aztecs had to go under, and

the Indians will have to follow suit."

Whatever humanitarians and archae

ologists may conclude concerning these

opinions, they are nevertheless exten

sively held in the Far West. The fron

tiersman, who sees the Indian only in his

native savagery, who has found it neces

sary to employ a considerable part of his

time in keeping out of range of poisoned

arrows, and who must needs be always

upon the alert lest his family fall a prey

to Indian treachery, cannot be expected

to hold any ultra - humanitarian views

upon the subject. He has not been

brought in contact with the several par

tially-civilized tribes, in whose advance

ment many see possibilities for the whole

race. He cannot understand why the

government allows the Indians to roam

over enormous tracts of land, rich in min

erals they will never extract and contain

ing agricultural possibilities they will nev

er seek to realize. His plan would be to

have only the same governmental care

exercised over the red man as is now

enjoyed by the white, and then look to

the law of the survival of the fittest to

furnish a solution of the problem. The

case seems so clear and the arguments

so potent that he looks for some outside

reasons for their failure, and very nat

urally thinks he discovers them in gov

ernmental quarters. "There's too many

people living off this Indian business for.

it to be wound up yet a while." Thus

does a representative man at the outposts

express the sentiment of no inconsider

able class.

Next to the Indian himself, the fron

tiersman holds in slight esteem the sol

diers who are sent for the protection

of the border. The objects of his su
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preme hatred still often ' I I
merit his good opinion I:

for their bravery and

fighting qualities, but

upon raw Eastern re

cruits and West-Point

fledglings he lo o k s

with mild disdain. Hav

ing learned the lndian

methods by many hard

knocks, he doubtless

fails to exercise proper

charity toward those

whose experiences have

been less extended;

and added to this may

be a lurking jealousy

which, however, would

be stoutly disclaimed—

because the blue uni

form is gaining honors

and experience more

easily and under con

ditions more favorable

than were possible with

him in the early days.

"They be about the

greenest set!" said an

old Indian -fighter to

whom this subject was

broached, "and the

sight of an lnjun jest

about scares 'em to

death at first. I never

saw any of 'em I was

afraid of if I only had

any sort of a show.

Why, back in '59 I un

dertook to take a young

man back to the States,

and we started off in

a buggy——a buggy, do

you mind. VVhen we

got down the Arkansas

a piece we heard the

red-skins was pretty

thick, but we went right

on, except keeping more

ofa lookout, you know.

But along in the after

noon we saw fifteen or

twenty coming for us,

and we got ready to

give 'em a reception.

'on\.'uo"io:>'o'ni3n_|'anxmv3.-iVJ.N\-'§
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We had a hard chase, but at last they got

pretty sick of the way I handled my rifle,

and concluded to let us alone for a while.

They kept watch of us, though, and meant

to get square with us that night. Well,

we travelled till dark, stopped just long

enough to build a big fire, and then lit

out. When those Injuns came for us

that night we were some other place,

and they lost their grip on that little

scalping-bee. They didn't trouble us

any more, that's sure. And when we

got to the next post there were nigh a

hundred teams, six stages and two com

panies of soldiers, all shivering for fear

of the lnjuns. It rather took the wind

out of 'em to see us come in with that

buggy, and they didn't want to believe

we had come through. But, like the

man's mother-in-law, we were t/zere,

and they couldn't get out of it. And, sir,

maybe you won't believe me, but those

soldiers offered me sewnty-fi1/e dollars

to go back with them! That's the sort

of an outfit the government sends to

protect us!"

We have had frequent occasion since

our frontier experiences began to ponder

the untrammelled opulence of this West

ern word, ouffit. From the Mississippi

to the Pacific its expansive possibilities

are momentarily being tested. There

is nothing that lives, breathes or grows,

nothing known to the arts or investigated

by the sciences—nothing, in short, com

ing within the range of the Western per

ception—that cannot with more or less

appropriateness be termed an "outfit."

A dismal broncho turned adrift in mid

winter to browse on the short stubble of

the Plains is an "outfit," and so likewise

is the dashing equipage that includes a

shining phaeton and richly-caparisoned

span. Perhaps by no single method can

so comprehensive an idea of the term in

question be obtained in a short time, and

the proper qualifying adjectives correctly

determined, as by simply preparing for a

camping-expedition. The horse-trader

with whom you have negotiated for a pair

of horses or mules congratulates you upon

the acquisition of a "boss outfit." VVhen

your wagon has been purchased and the

mules are duly harnessed in place, you

are further induced to believe that you

have a "way-up outfit," though, obvious

ly, this should now be understood to pos

sess a dual significance which did not be

fore obtain, since the wagon represents a

component part. The hardware clerk dis

plays a tent and recommends a fly as

forming a desirable addition to an even

otherwise "swell outfit." The grocer

provides you with what he modestly

terms a "first-class outfit," albeit his

cans of fruits, vegetables and meats are

for the delectation of the inner man.

Frying-pans and dutch-ovens, camp

stools and trout-scales, receive the same

designation. And now comes the crown

ing triumph of this versatile term, as well

as a happy illustration of what might be

called its agglutinative and assimilating

powers ; for when horses and wagon have

received theirload oftentand equipments,

and father, mother and the babies have

filled up every available space, this whole

establishment, this omnium gaI/mrum of

outfits, becomes neither more nor less than

an "outfit."

The last five years have witnessed a

wonderful material progress in the Far

West. The mineral wealth discovered

in Colorado and New Mexico has caused

a great westward-flowing tide to set in.

The nation seems to be possessed of a

desire to reclaim the waste places and

to explore the unknown. Cities that were

founded by "fifty-niners," and after a

decade seemed to reach the limits of

their growth, have started on a new ca

reer. And for none of these does the

outlook seem brighter than in the case

of the city of Pueblo, the old outpost

whose early history we have attempted

to sketch. Its growth has all along been

a gradual one, and its improvements have

kept pace with this healthy advance. lts

public schools, like those of all Far West

ern towns which the writer has visited,

are model institutions and an honor to

the commonwealth. A handsome brick

court-house, situated on high ground, is an

ornament to the city, and differs widely

from that in which Judge Bradford held

court eighteen years ago—the first held

in the Territory, and that, too, under mil

itary protection. Pueblo's wealth is large
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ly derived from the stock-raising business,

the surrounding country being well adapt

ed to cattle and sheep. The ranc/zeros

ride the Plains the year round, and the

cattle flourish upon the food which Na

ture provides—in the summer the fresh

grass, and in' the winter the same con

verted into hay which has been cured

upon the ground. An important railway

centre is Pueblo, and iron highways ra

diate from it to the four cardinal points.

These advantages of location should pro

cure it a large share of the flood of pros

perity that is sweeping over the State. But

enterprises are now in progress which can

not fail to add materially to its importance

as a factor in the development of the
country. On the highest lift of the mesa ' I’

south of the town, and in a most com

manding position, it has been decided to

tlemen in charge of the constructions,

their visitor and two kegs of nails com

1 prised this precious load. The day was

' cloudless and fine, albeit a Colorado

' "zephyr" was blowing, and the party,

'I with perhaps the single exception of the

, horse, felt in fine spirits. The jolly su

perintendent, who both in face and mien

locate a blast-furnace which shall have ' ' " ' ‘I

no neighbor within a radius of five hun

dred miles. With iron ore of finest qual

ity easily accessible in the neighboring '

mountains, and coal-fields of unlimit

ed extent likewise within easy reach, the

production of iron in the Rocky Moun

tains has only waited for the growth of

a demand. This the advancement and

prosperity of the State have now well

assured. Many kindred industries will

spring up around the furnace, the Bes

semer steel-works and the rail-mills that

are now projected; and a few years will

suffice to transform the level mesa, upon

which for untold centuries the cactus and

the yucca-lily have bloomed undisturbed,

into a thriving manufacturing city whose

pulse shall be the throb of steam through

iron arms. The onlooking mountains,

that have seen strange sights about this

old outpost, are to see a still stranger—

the ushering-in of a new civilization which

now begins its march into the land of the

Aztecs.

Perhaps these thoughts were occupying

our minds as we climbed the bluffs for

a visit to this incipient Pittsburg. The

equipage did no credit to the financial

status of the iron company, as it consist

ed of a superannuated express-wagon

drawn by a dyspeptic white horse which

the boy who officiated as driver found

no difficulty in restraining. Two gen

OLD SI SMITH.

reminded one of the typical German no

bleman, was overflowing with story, joke

and witty repartee. The site of the works

was reached in the course of time. Ex

cavations were in progress for the blast

furnace and accessory buildings, and de

veloped a strange formation. The entire

mesa seems built up of boulders packed

together with a sort of alkali clay, dry

and hard as stone, and looking, as our

dz'stz'ngué guide remarked, as though not

a drop of water had penetrated five feet

i from the surface since the time of the

Flood. Two blast-furnaces, each with a

' capacity of five hundred tons, will be

speedily built, to be followed by rail
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mills, a Bessemer steel-plant and all the

accessories of vast iron- and steel-works.

With the patronage of several thousand

miles of railway already assured, and its

duplication in the near future apparently

beyond doubt, the success of this daring

frontier enterprise seems far removed

from the domain of conjecture.

All this was glowingly set forth by the

courtly superintendent, who, though but

three months in the country, is already

at heart a Coloradan. That there are

some things about frontier life which he

likes better than others he is free to ad

mit. Among the few matters he would

' have otherwise he gives the first place to

the tough "range" or"snow-fed" beef

upon which the dwellers in this favored

land must needs subsist. "I heard a

story once," said he, "about a young

man, a tenderfoot, who, after long won

dering what made the beef so fearfully

tough, at length arrived at the solution,

as he thought, and that quite by accident.

He was riding out with a friend, an old

resident, when they chanced to come

upon a bunch of cattle. The young

man's attention seemed to be attracted,

and as the idea began to dawn upon him

he faced his companion, and, pointing

to an animal which bore the brand " B.

C. 45," savagely exclaimed, ' Look there!

How can you expect those antediluvians

to be anything but tough? Why don't

you kill your cattle before they get two

or three times as old as Methuselah ?' "

VVe took a long ride that afternoon

under a peerless sky, with blue moun

tain-ranges on one hand, whose ridges,

covered with snow, seemed like folds of

satin, and on the other the great billowy

Plains, bare and brown and smooth as

a carpet. The white horse, relieved of

the kegs of nails, really performed prod

igies of travel, all the more appreciated

because unexpected. A stone-quarry for '

which we were searching was not found,

but a teamster was, who, while every

thing solemnly stood still and waited, and

amid the agonies of an indescribable stut

ter, finally managed to enlighten us some

what as to its whereabouts. These ad

ventures served to put us in excellent

humor, so that when the road was found

barricaded by a barbed wire fence, it only

served to give one of the party an oppor

tunity to air his views upon the subject—

to argue, in fact, that the barbed wire

fence had been an important factor in

building up the agricultural greatness of

the West. "For what inducements," he

exclaims, "does the top rail of such a

fence offer to the contemplative farmer?

None, sir! His traditional laziness has

been broken up, and great material pros

perity is the result."

VVhatever causes have operated to pro

duce the effect, certain it is that the West

is eminently prosperous to-day. Every

where are seen growth, enterprise and an

aggressiveness that stops at no obstacles.

Immigration is pouring into Colorado

alone at the rate of several thousands

per week. The government lands are

being rapidly taken up, and the stable

industries of stock-raising and farming

correspondingly extended. Manufac

turing, too, is acquiring a foothold, and

many of the necessaries of life, which

now must be obtained in the East, will

soon be produced at home. The moun

tains' are revealing untold treasures of

silver and gold, and the possibilities which

may lie hid in the yet unexplored regions

act as a stimulus to crowds of hopeful

prospectors. But while Colorado is re

ceiving her full share of the influx, a tide

seems to be setting in toward the old em

pire of the Aztecs, and flowing through

, the natural gateway, our old Rocky-Moun

tain outpost. It is beginning to be found

out that the legends of fabulous wealth

which have come down to us from the

olden time have much of truth in them,

and mines that were worked successive

ly by Franciscan monks, Pueblo Indians,

Jesuit priests and Mexicans, and had suf

fered filling up and obliteration with every

change of proprietorship, are now being

reopened; and that, too, under a new dis

pensation which will ensure prosperity

to the enterprise. Spaniard and priest

have long since abandoned their claim

to the rich possessions, and their doubt

ful sway, ever upon the verge of revolu

tion and offering no incentive to enter

prise, has given place to one of a differ

ent character. Under the protection of
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beneficent and fostering laws this oldest

portion of our Union may now be expect

ed to reveal its wealth of resources to en

ergy and intelligent labor. And it may

confidently be predicted that American

enterprise will not halt till it has built up

the waste places of our land, and in this

case literally made the desert to blossom

as the rose. Thus gloriously does our

new civilization reclaim the errors of the

past, building upon ancient ruins the en

lightened institutions of to-day, and graft

ing fresh vigor upon effete races and na

tionalities. And now, at last, the Span

ish Peaks, those mighty ancient sentinels

whose twin spires, like eyes, have watch

ed the slow rise and fall of stately but

tottering dynasties in the long ago, are

to look out upon a different scene—a

new race come in the might of its free

dom and with almost the glory of a con

quering host to redeem a waiting land

from the outcome of centuries of ava

ricious and bigoted misrule, and even

from the thraldom of decay.

GEORGE Rex BUCKMAN.

 

LOST.

LOST my treasures one by one,

Those joys the world holds dear:

Smiling I said, "To-morrow's sun

\Vill bring us better cheer."

For faith and love were one. Glad faith !

All loss is naught save loss of faith.

My truant joys come trooping back,

And trooping friends no less;

But tears fall fast to meet the lack

Of dearer happiness.

For faith and love are two.

'Tis loss indeed, the loss of faith.

VOL. XXVI.—4:\

Sad faith !

MARY B. Donor':.
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ADAM AND EVE.

CHAPTER XXXVI.

ROM the day on which Adam knew

that the date of Jerrem's trial was

fixed all the hope which the sight of Eve

had rekindled was again completely ex

tinguished, and, refusing every attempt

at consolation, he threw himself into an

abyss ofdespair a hundred-fold more dark

and bitter than before. The thought that

he, captain and leader as he had been,

should stand in court confronted by his

comrades and neighbors (for Adam, ig

norant of the disasters which had over

taken them, believed half Polperro to be

on their way to London), and there swear

away Jerrem's life and turn informer, was

something too terrible to be dwelt on with

even outward tranquillity, and, abandon

ing everythingr which had hitherto sus

tained him, he gave himself up to all the

terrors of remorse and despair. It was

in vain for Reuben to reason or for Eve

to plead: so long as they could suggest

no means by which this dreaded ordeal

could be averted Adam was deaf to all

hope of consolation. There was but one

subject which interested him, and only

on one subject could he be got to speak,

and that was the chances there still re

mained of Jerrem's life being spared;

and to furnish him with some food for

this hope, Eve began to loiter at the

gates, talk to the warders and the turn

keys, and mingle with the many groups

who on some business or pretext were al

ways assembled about the yard or stood

idling,r in the various passages with which

the prison was intersected.

One morning it came to her mind,

How would it be for Adam to escape,

and so not be there to prove the accu

sation he had made of Jerrem having

shot the man ? \Vith scarce more thought

than she had bestowed on many another

passing suggestion which seemed for the

moment practical and solid, but as she

turned it round lost shape and floated into

air, Eve made the suggestion, and to her

surprise found it seized on by Adam as

an inspiration. Why, he'd risk all so

that he escaped being set face to face

with Jerrem and his former mates.

am had but to be assured the strain would

not be more than Eve's strength could

bear before he had adopted with joy her

bare suggestion, clothed it with possibil

ity, and by it seemed to regain all his past

energy. Could he but get away and Jer

rem's life be spared, all hope of happi

ness would not be over. In some of

those distant lands to which people were

then beginning to go life might begin

afresh. And as his thoughts found ut

terance in speech he held out his hand

to Eve, and in it she laid her own ; and

Adam needed nothing more to tell him

that whither he went there Eve too would

go. There was no need for vows and

protestations now between these two, for,

though to each the other's heart lay bare,

a word of love scarce ever crossed their

lips. Life seemed too sad and time too

precious to be whiled away in pleasant

speeches, and often when together, bur

dened by the weight of all they had to

say, yet could not talk about, the two

would sit for hours and neither speak a

word. But with this proposition of escape

a new channel was given to them, and

as they discussed their different plans the

dreadful shadow which at times had hung

between them was rolled away and lifted

out of sight.

Inspired by the prospect of action, of

doing something, Adam roused himself

to master all the difficulties: his old fore

sight and caution began to revive, and

the project, which had on. one day look

ed like a desperate extremity, grew by

the end of a week into a well-arranged

plan whose success seemed more than

possible. Filled with anxiety for Eve,

Reuben gave no hearty sanction to the

experiment: besides which, he felt cer

tain that now neither Adam's absence

nor presence would in any way affect

Jerrem's fate; added to which, if the

matter was detected it might go hard

Ad- ,
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with Adam himself. But his arguments

proved nothing to Eve, who, confident

of success, only demanded from him

the promise of secrecy; after which,

she thought, as some questions might be

put to him, the less he knew the less he

would have to conceal.

Although a prisoner, inasmuch as lib

erty was denied to him, Adam was in no

way subjected to that strict surveillance

to which those who had broken the law

were supposed to be submitted. It was

of his own free will that he disregarded

the various privileges which lay open to

him : others in his place would have fre

quented the passages, hung about the

yards and grown familiar with the tap,

where spirits were openly bought and

sold. Money could do much in those

days of lax discipline, and the man who

could pay and could give need have very

few wants unsatisfied. But Adam's only

desire was to be left undisturbed and

alone; and as this entailed no undue

amount of trouble after their first curios

ity had been satisfied, it was not thought

necessary to deny him this privilege.

From constantly going in and out, most

of the officials inside the prison knew

Eve, while to but very few was Adam's

face familiar; and it was on this fact,

aided by the knowledge that through

favor of a gratuity friends were frequent

ly permitted to outstay their usual hour,

that most of their hopes rested. Each

day she came Eve brought some portion

of the disguise which was to be adopted;

and then, having learnt from Reuben

that the Mary Jane had arrived and was

lying at the wharf unloading, not know

ing what better to do, they decided that

she should go to Captain Triggs and

ask him, in case Adam could get away,

whether he woiild let him come on board

his vessel and give him shelter there be

low.

"Wa-al, no," said Triggs, "I woan't

do that, 'cos they as I'se got here might

smell un out; but l'll tell 'ee what: I

knaws a chap as has in many ways bin

beholden to me 'fore now, and I reckon if

I gives un the cue he'll do thejob for 'ee."

" But do you think he's to be trusted@"

Eve asked.

"Wa-al, that rests on how small a part

you'm foaced to tell un of," said Triggs,

"and how much you makes it warth his

while. I'm blamed if I'd go bail for un

myself, but that won't be no odds agen'

Adam's goin': 'tis just the place for he.

'T 'ud niver do to car'y a pitch-pot down

and set un in the midst o' they who

couldn't bide his stink."

"And the crew?" said Eve, wincing

under Captain Triggs‘s figurative lan

guage.

"Awh, the crew's right enuf—a set o'

gashly, smudge-faced raskils that's near

half Maltee and t' other Lascar Injuns.

Any jail-bird that flies their way 'ull find

they's all of a feather. But here," he

added, puzzled by the event: "how's

this that you'm still mixed up with Adam

so? I thought 'twas all 'long o' you and

Reuben May that the Lottery's landin'

got blowed about?"

Eve shook her head. "Be sure," she

said, "'twas never in me to do Adam

any harm."

"And you'm goin' to stick to un now

through thick and thin ? 'Twill niver do

for un, ye knaw, to set his foot on Corn

ish ground agen."

"He knows that," said Eve; "and if

he gets away we shall be married and

go across the seas to some new part,

where no one can tell what brought us

from our home."

Triggs gave a significant nod. " Lord!"

he exclaimed, "but that's a poor lookout

for such a bowerly maid as you be!

Wouldn't it be better for 'ee to stick by

yer friends 'bout here than—"

"I haven't got any friends," interrupt

ed Eve promptly, "excepting it's Adam

and Joan and Uncle Zebedee."

"Ah, poor old Zebedee !" sighed

Triggs: "'tis all dickey with he. The

day I started I see Sammy Tucker to

Fowey, and he was tellin' that th' ole

chap was gone reg'lar tottlin' -like, and

can't tell thickee fra that; and as for

Joan I-locken, he says you wouldn't

knaw her for the same. And they's

tooked poor foolish Jonathan, as is more

mazed than iver, to live with 'em; and

Mrs. Tucker, as used to haggle with

everybody so, tends on 'em all hand
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and foot, and her's given up praichin'

'bout religion and that, and 's turned

quite neighborly, and, so long as her

can save her daughter, thinks nothin's

too hot nor too heavy."

"Dear Joan!" sighed Eve: "she's

started by the coach on her way up

here now."

"Whether she hath or no !" exclaimed

Triggs in surprise. "Then take my word

they's heerd that Jerrem's to be hanged,

and Joan's comin' up to be all ready to

hand for 't."

"No, not that," groaned Eve, for at

the mere mention of the word the vague

dread seemed to shape itself into a cer

tainty. "Oh, Captain Triggs, don't say

that if Adam gets off you don't think

Jerrem's life will be spared."

"Wa-al, my poor maid, us must hope

so," said the compassionate captain;

"but 'tis the warst o' they doin's that

sooner or later th' endin, of 'em must

come. 'Twould never do to let 'em

prosper allays," he added with impres

sive certainty, "or where 'ud be the use

0' parsons praichin' up 'bout heaven and

hell? Why, now, us likes good liquor

cheap to Fowey, and wance 'pon a time

us had it too, but that ha'n't bin for twen

ty year. Our day's gone by, and so 'ull

theirs be now; and th' excise 'ull come,

and revenoos 'ull settle down, and folks

be foaced to take to lousterin' for the bit

o' bread they ates, and live quiet and

paceable, as good neighbors should. So

try and take heart; and if so be that

Adam can give they Bailey chaps the

go-by, tell un to come 'longs here, and

us 'ull be odds with any o' they that

happens to be follerin' to his heels."

Charmed with this friendly promise,

Eve said "Good-bye," leaving the cap

tain puzzled with speculations on women

and the many curious contradictions which

seem to influence their actions; while, the

hour being now too late to return to the

prison, she took her way to her own

room, thinking it best to begin the prep

arations which in case of Adam's escape

and any sudden departure it would be ne

cessary to have completed.

Perhaps it was her interview with Cap

tain Triggs, the sight of the wharf and

the ships, which took her thoughts back

and made them bridge the gulf which

divided her past life from her present

self. Could the girl she saw in that shad

owy past—headstrong, confident, impa

tient of suffering and unsympathetic with

sorrow—be this same Eve who walked

along with all hope and thought of self

merged in another's happiness and wel

fare ? Where was the vanity, where were

the tricks and coquetries, passports to that

ideal existence after which in the old

days she had so thirsted? Trampled out

of sight and choked beneath the fair

blossoms of a higher life, which, as in

many a human nature, had needed sor

row, humiliation and a great watering of

tears before there could spring forth the

flowers for a fruit which should one day

ripen into great perfection.

No wonder, then, that she should be

shaken by a doubt of her own identity;

and having reached her room she paused

upon the threshold and looked around

as if to satisfy herself by all those silent

witnesses which made it truth. There

was the chair in which she had so often

sat plying her needle with such tardy

grace while her impatient thoughts did

battle with the humdrum, narrow life she

led. How she had beat against the fate

which seemed to promise naught but that

dull round of commonplace events in

which her early years had passed away !

How as a gall and fret had come the

thought of Reuben's proffered love, be

cause it shadowed forth the level of re

spectable routine, the life she then most

dreaded! To be courted and sought

after, to call forth love, jealousy and de

spair, to be looked up to, thought well

of, praised, admired,—these were the de

lights she had craved and these the long

ings she had had granted. And a sigh

from the depths of that chastened heart

rendered the bitter tribute paid by all to

satiated vanity and outlived desire. The

dingy walls, the ill-assorted furniture (her

mother's pride in which had sometimes

vexed her, sometimes made her laugh)

now looked like childhood's friends,

whose faces stamp themselves upon our

inmost hearts. The light no longer seem

ed obscure, the room no longer gloomy,
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for each thing in it now was flooded by

the tender light of memory—that won

drous gift to man which those who only

sail along life's summer sea can never

know in all the heights and depths re

vealed to storm-tossed hearts.

"What! you've come back?" a voice

said in her ear; and looking round Eve

saw it was Reuben, who had entered un

perceived. "There's nothing fresh gone

wrong ?" he asked.

"No, nothing ;" but the sad smile she

tried to give him welcome with was so

akin to tears that Reuben's face assumed

a look of doubt. "'Tis only that I'm

thinking how I'm changed from what I

was," said Eve. "Why, once I couldn't

bear this room and all the things about

it; but now— Oh, Reuben, my heart

seems like to break because perhaps 'twill

soon now come to saying good-bye to all

of it for ever."

Reuben winced: "You're fixed to go,

then ?"

" Yes, where Adam goes I shall go too:

don't you think I should? What else is

left for me to do?"

"You feel, then, you'd be happy—off

with him—away from all and—everybody

else ?"

"Happy! Should I be happy to know

he'd gone alone—happy to know I'd driv

en him away to some place where I

wouldn't go myself?" and Eve paused,

shaking her head before she added, " If

he can make another start in life—try

and begin again—"

"You ought to help him to it," said

Reuben promptly: "that's very plain to

see. Oh, Eve, do you mind the times

when you and me have talked of what

we'd like to do—how, never satisfied with

what went on around, we wanted to be

altogether such as some of those we'd

heard and read about? The way seems

almost opened up to you, but what shall

I do when all this is over and you are

gone away? I can't go back and stick

to trade again, working for nothing more

but putting victuals in myself."

For a moment Eve did not speak:

then, with a sudden movement, she turn

ed, saying to Reuben, "There's some

thing that before our lives are at any mo

ment parted I've wanted to say to you,

Reuben. 'Tis that until now, this time

while we've been all together here, I've

never known what your worth is—what

you would be to any one who'd got the

heart to value what you'd give. Of late

it has often seemed that I should think

but very small of one who'd had the

chance of your liking and yet didn't

know the proper value of such good

ness."

Reuben gave a look of disavowal, and

Eve continued, adding with a little hesi

tation, "You mustn't think it strange in

me for saying this. I couldn't tell you

if you didn't know how everything lies

between Adam and myself; but ever

since this trouble's come about all my

thoughts seem changed, and people look

quite different now to what they did be

fore; and, most of all, I've learnt to

know the friend I've got, and always

had, in yea, Reuben."

Reuben did not answer for a moment.

He seemed struggling to keep back some

thing he was yet prompted to speak of.

"Eve," he said at length, "don't think

that I've not made mistakes, and great

ones too. When first 1fought to battle

down my leaning toward you, why was

it? Not because of doubting that 'twould

ever be returned, but 'cos I held myself

too good a chap in all my thoughts and

ways to be taken up with such a butter

fly concern as I took you to be. I'd

never have believed then that you'd have

acted as I've seen you act. thought

that love with you meant who could give

you the finest clothes to wear and let you

rule the roast the easiest; but you have

shown me that you are made of better

woman's stuff than that. And, after all,

a man thinks better of himself for mount

ing high than stooping to pick up what

can be had for asking any day."

" No, no, Reuben: your good opinion

is more than I deserve," said Eve, her

memory stinging her with past recollec

tions. " If you want to see a dear, kind

hearted, unselfish girl, wait until Joan

comes. I do so hope that you will take to

her! I think you will, after what you've

been to Jerrem and to Adam. I want

you and Joan to like each other."
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"I don't think there's much fear of

that," said Reuben. "Jerrem's spoke so

freely about Joan that I seem to know

her before ever having seen her. Let me

see: her mind was at one time set on

Adam, wasn't it ?"

"I think that she was very fond of Ad

am," said Eve, coloring: "and, so far as

that goes, I don't know that there is any

difference now. I'm sure she'd lay her

life down if it would do him good."

"Poor soul!" sighed Reuben, drawn

by a friendly feeling to sympathize with

Joan's unlucky love. " Her cup's been

full, and no mistake, of late."

"Did Jerrem seem to feel it much that

Uncle Zebedee 'd been took so strange?"

asked Eve.

"I didn't tell him more than I could

help," said Reuben. "As much as pos

sible I made it out to him that for the old

man to come to London wouldn't be safe,

and the fear of that seemed to pacify him

at once."

"I haven't spoken of it to Adam yet,"

said Eve. "He hasn't asked about his

coming, so I thought I'd leave the telling

till another time. His mind seems set on

nothing but getting off, and by it setting

Jerrem free."

But Reuben made no rejoinder to the

questioning tone of Eve's words, and

after a few minutes' pause he waived the

subject by reverting to the description

which Eve had given of Joan, so that, in

case he had to meet her alone, he might

recognize her without difficulty. Eve re

peated the description, dwelling with lov

ing preciseness on the various features

and points by which Joan might be

known; and then Reuben, having some

work to do, got up to say good-bye.

" Good-bye," said Eve, holding out her

hand—"good-bye. Every time I say it

now I seem to wonder if 'tis to be good

bye indeed."

"Why, no: in any way, you'd wait

until the trial was over?"

"Yes, I forgot: of course we should."

"Well, then, do you think I'd let you

go without a word ? Ah, Eve, no I What

ever others are, nobody's yet pushed you

from your place, nor ever will so long as

my life lasts."

CHAPTER XXXVI].

AT length the dreaded day was over,

the trial was at an end, and, in spite of

every effort made, Jerrem condemned to

die. The hopes raised by the knowledge

of Adam's escape seemed crowned with

success when, to the court's dismay, it

was announced that the prisoner's ac

cuser could not be produced: he had

mysteriously disappeared the evening be

fore, and in spite of a most vigorous search

was nowhere to be found. But, with minds

already resolved to make this hardened

smuggler's fate a warning and example

to all such as should henceforth dare the

law, one of the cutter's crew, wrought

upon by the fear lest Jerrem should es

cape and baffie the vengeance they had

vowed to take, was got to swear that Jer

rem was the man who fired the fatal shot;

and though it was shown that the night

was dark and recognition next to impos

sible, this evidence was held conclusive

to prove the crime, and nothing now re

mained but to condemn the culprit. The

judge's words came slowly forth, making

the stoutest there shrink back and let that

arrow from the bow of death glance by

and set its mark on him upon whose face

the crowd now turned to gaze.

" Can it be that he is stunned? or is he

hardened ?"

For Jerrem stands all unmoved and

calm while, dulled by the sound of rush

ing waters, the words the judge has said

come booming back and back again. A

sickly tremor creeps through every limb

and makes it nerveless; a sense of grow

ing weight presses the flesh down as a

burden on the fainting spirit; one instant

a thousand faces, crowding close, keep

out the air; the next, they have all re

ceded out of sight back into misty space,

and he is left alone, with all around faded

and grown confused and all beneath him

slipping and giving way. Suddenly a

sound rouses him back to life: a voice

has smote his ear and cleaved his inmost

soul; and lifting his head his eyes are

met by sight of Joan, who with a piercing

shriek has fallen back, deathlike and pale,

in Reuben's outstretched arms.

Then Jerrem knows that hope is past

and he must die, and in one flash his fate,
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in all its misery and shame, stands out

before him, and reeling he totters, to sink

down senseless and be carried off to that

dismal cell allotted to those condemned

to death; while Reuben, as best he can,

manages to get Joan out of court and

into the open air, where she gradually

comes back to life again and is able to

listen to such poor comfort as Reuben's

sad heart can find to give her. For by

reason of those eventful circumstances

which serve to cement friendships by sud

denly overthrowing the barriers time must

otherwise gradually wear away, Reuben

May and Joan Hocken have (in the week

which has intervened between her arrival

and this day of trial) become more inti

mate and thoroughly acquainted than if

in an ordinary way they had known each

other for years. A stranger in a large

city, with not one familiar face to greet

her, who does not know the terrible feel

ing of desolation which made poor Joan

hurry through the crowded streets, shrink

ing away from their hustle and throng

toward Reuben, the one person she had

to turn to for sympathy, advice, assist

ance and consolation? With that spirit

of perfect trust which her own large heart

gave her the certain assurance of receiv

ing, Joan placed implicit reliance in all

Reuben said and did; and seeing this,

and receiving an inward satisfaction from

the sight, Reuben involuntarily slipped

into a familiarity of speech and manner

very opposed to the stiff reserve he usual

ly maintained toward strangers.

Ten days were given before the day on

which Jerrem was to die, and during this

time, through the various interests raised

in his behalf, no restriction was put upon

the intercourse between him and his

friends; so that, abandoning everything

for the poor soul's welfare, Reuben, Joan

and Jerrem spent hour after hour in the

closest intercourse. Happily, in times of

great extremity the power of realizing our

exact situation is mostly denied to us;

and in the case of Joan and Jerrem, al

though surrounded by the terrors and with

in the outposts of that dreaded end, it was

nothing unfrequent to hear a sudden peal

of laughter, which often would have as

sudden an end in a great burst of tears.

To point to hopes and joys beyond the

grave when every thought is centred and

fixed on this life's interests and keen anx

ieties is but a fruitless, vain endeavor;

and.Reuben had to try and rest content

ed in the assurance of Jerrem's perfect

forgiveness and good-will to all who had

shown him any malice or ill-feeling—to

draw some satisfaction from the unself

ish love he showed to Joan and the deep

gratitude he now expressed to Uncle Zeb

edee.

What would become of them? he often

asked when some word of Joan's reveal

ed the altered aspect of their affairs ; and

then, overcome by the helplessness of

their forlorn condition, he would entreat

Reuben to stand by them—not to forget

Joan, not to forsake her. And Reuben,

strangely moved by sight of this poor gid

~dy nature's overwrought emotion, would

try to calm him with the ready assurance

that while he lived Joan should never

want a friend, and, touched by his words,

the two would clasp his hands together,

telling each other of all the kindness he

had showed them, praying God would

pay him back in blessings for his good

ness. Nor were theirs the only lips which

spoke of gratitude to Reuben May: his

name had now become familiar to many

who through his means were kept from

being ignorant of the sad fate which

awaited their boon companion, their

prime favorite, the once madcap, rollick

ing Jerrem—the last one, as Joan often

told Reuben, whom any in Polperro would

have fixed on for evil to pursue or mis

fortune to overtake, and about whom all

declared there must have been "a hitch

in the block somewheres, as Fate never

intended that ill-luck should pitch upon

Jerrem." The repetition of their aston

ishment, their indignation and their sym

pathy afforded the poor fellow the most

visible satisfaction, harassed as he was

becoming by one dread which entirely

swallowed up the thought and fear of

death. This ghastly terror was the then

usual consignment of a body after death

to the surgeons for dissection; and the

uncontrollable trepidation which would

take possession of him each time this

hideous recollection forced itself upon
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him, although unaccountable to Reuben,

was most painful for him to witness. What

difference could it make what became of

one's body after death? Reuben would

ask himself, puzzled to fathom that won

derful tenderness which some natures feel

for the flesh which embodies their attrac

tions. But Jerrem had felt a passing love

for his own dear body: vanity of it had

been his ruling passion, its comeliness his

great glory—so much so that even now a

positive satisfaction would have been his

could he have pictured himself outstretch

ed and lifeless, with lookers-on moved to

compassion by the dead grace of his win

some face and slender limbs. Joan, too,

was caught by the same infection. Not

to lie whole and decent in one's coffin!

Oh, it was an indignity too terrible for

contemplation ; and every time they were

away from Jerrem she would beset Reu

ben with entreaties and questions as to

what could be done to avoid the catas

trophe.

The one plan he knew of had been

tried—and tried, too, with repeated suc

cess—and this was the engaging of a

superior force to wrest the body from

the surgeon's crew, a set of sturdy mis

creants with whom to do battle a con

siderable mob was needed; but, with

money grown very scarce and time so

short, the thing could not be managed,

and Reuben tried to tell Joan of its im

possibility while they two were walking

to a place in which it had been agreed

they should find some one with a mes

sage from Eve, who, together with Adam,

was in hiding on board the vessel Cap

tain Triggs had spoken of. But instead

of the messenger Eve herself arrived,

having ventured this much with the

hope of hearing something that would

lessen Adam's despair and grief at learn

ing the fate of Jerrem.

"Ah, poor sawl !" sighed Joan as Eve

ended her dismal account of Adam's sad

condition : " 'tis only what I feared to hear

of. But tell un, Eve, to lay it to his heart

that Jerrem's forgived un every bit, and

don't know what it is to hold a grudge to

Adam; and if I speak of un, he says,

'Why, doan't I know it ain't through he,

but 'cos o' my own headstrong ways and

' him.

they sneaks o' revenoo-chaps ?' who false

ly swored away his blessed life."

"Does he seem to dread it much?"

asked Eve, the sickly fears which filled

her heart echoed in each whispered

word.

"Not t/zat he don't," said Joan, lifting

her hand significantly to her throat: " 'tis

after. Oh, Eve," she gasped, "ain't it too

awful to think of their cuttin' up his poor

dead body into bits? Call theyselves

doctors!" she burst out—"the gashly lot!

I'll never let wan o' their name come

nighst to me agen."

"Oh, Reuben," gasped Eve, "is it so?

Can nothing be done ?"

Reuben shook his head.

"Nothing now," said Joan—"for want

o' money, too, mostly, Eve; and the

guineas I've a-wasted! Oh, how the

sight o' every one rises and chinks in

judgment 'gainst my cars!"

"If we'd got the money," said Reuben

soothingly, "there isn't time. All should

be settled by to-morrow night; and if

some one this minute brought the where

withal I haven't one 'pon whom I dare

to lay my hand to ask to undertake the

job."

"Then 'tis no use harpin' 'pon it any

more," said Joan ; while Eve gave a sigh,

concurring in what she said, both of them

knowing well that if Reuben gave it up

the thing must be hopeless indeed.

Here was another stab for Adam's

wounded senses, and with a heavy heart

and step Eve took her way back to him,

while Reuben and Joan continued to

thread the streets which took them by

a circuitous road home to Knight's Pas

sage.

But no sooner had Eve told Adam of

this fresh burden laid on poor Jerrem

than a new hope seemed to animate

Something was still to be done:

there yet remained an atonement which,

though it cost him his life, he could strive

to make to Jerrem. Throwing aside the

fear of detection which had hitherto kept

him skulking within the little vessel, he

set off that night to find the Mary Jane,

and, regardless of the terrible shame

which had filled him at the bare thought

of confronting Triggs or any of his crew,
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he cast himselfupon their mercy, beseech

ing them as men, and Cornishmen, to do

this much for their brother-sailor in his

sad need and last extremity; and his ap

peal and the nature of it had so touched

these quickly-stirred hearts that, forgetful

of the contempt and scorn with which, in

the light of an informer, they had hith

erto viewed Adam, they had one and all

sworn to aid him to their utmost strength,

and to bring to the rescue certain others

of whom they knew, by whose help and

assistance success would be more prob

able. Therefore it was that, two days be

fore the morning of his sentenced death,

Eve was able to put into Reuben's hand

a scrap of paper on which was written

Adam's vow to Jerrem that, though his

own life paid the forfeit for it, Jerrem's

body should be rescued and saved.

Present as Jerrem's fears had been to

Reuben's eyes and to his mind, until he

saw the transport of agitated joy which

this assurance gave to Jerrem he had

never grasped a tithe of the terrible

dread which during the last few days

had taken such complete hold of the

poor fellow's inmost thoughts. Now, as

he read again and again the words which

Adam had written, a torrent of tears burst

forth from his eyes: in an ecstasy of re

lief he caught Joan to his heart, wrung

Reuben's hand, and from that moment

began to gradually compose himself into

a state of greater ease and seeming tran

quillity. Confident, through the unbroken

trust of years, that Adam's promise, once

given, might be implicitly relied on, Jer

rem needed no further assurance than

these few written words to satisfy him

that every human effort would be made

on his behalf; and the knowledge of

this, and that old comrades would be

near, waiting to unite their strength for his

body's rescue, was in itself a balm and

consolation. He grew quite loquacious

about the crestfallen authorities, the sur

prise of the crowd and the disappoint

ment of the ruffianly mob deprived of

their certain prey; while the two who

listened sat with a tightening grip upon

their hearts, for when these things should

come to be the life of him who spoke

them would have passed away, and the

' immortal soul have flown from out that

perishable husk on which his last vain

thoughts were still being centred.

Poor Joan ! The time had yet to come

when she would spend herself with many

a sad regret and sharp upbraiding that

this and that had not been said and

done; but now, her spirit swallowed up

in desolation and sunk beneath the bur

den of despair, she sat all silent close by

Jerrem's side, covering his hands with

many a mute caress, yet never daring to

lift up her eyes to look into his face with

out a burst of grief sweeping across to

shake her like a reed. Jerrem could eat

and drink, but Joan's lips never tasted

food. A fever seemed to burn within

and fill her with its restless torment: the

beatings of her throbbing heart turned her

first hot, then cold, as each pulse said

the time to part was hurrying to its end.

By Jerrem's wish, Joan was not told

that on the morning of his death to Reu

ben alone admittance to him had been

granted: therefore when the eve of that

morrow came, and the time to say fare

well actually arrived, the girl was spared

the knowledge that this parting was more

than the shadow of that last good-bye

which so soon would have to be said for

ever. Still, the sudden change in Jer

rem's face pierced her afresh and broke

down that last barrier of control over a

grief she could subdue no longer. In

vain the turnkeys warned them that time

was up and Joan must go. Reuben en

treated too that they should say good

bye: the two but clung together in more

desperate necessity, until Reuben, see

ing that further force would be required,

stepped forward, and stretching out his

hand found it caught at by Jerrem and

held at once with Joan's, while in words

from which all strength of tone seemed

to die away Jerrem whispered, " Reuben,

if ever it could come to pass that when

I'm gone you and she might find it some

day in your minds to stand together—

one—say 'twas the thing he wished for

most before he went." Then, with a

feeble effort to push her into Reuben's

arms, he caught her back, and straining

her close to his heart again cried out,

"Oh, Joan, but death comes bitter when
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it means good-bye to such as you !" An

other cry, a closer strain, then Jerrem's

arms relax; his hold gives way, and Joan

falls staggering back; the door is opened

—shut; the struggle is past, and ere their

sad voices can come echoing back Jerrem

and Joan have looked their last in life.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

WHEN Reuben found that to be a wit

ness of Jerrem's death Joan must take her

stand among the lawless mob who made

holiday of such sad scenes as this, his

decision was that the idea was untenable.

Jerrem too had a strong desire that Joan

should not see him die; and although

his avoidance of anything that directly

touched upon that dreaded moment had

kept him from openly naming his wishes,

the hints dropped satisfied Reuben that

the knowledge of her absence would be

a matter of relief to him. But how get

Joan to listen to his scruples when her

whole mind was set on keeping by Jer

rem's side until hope was past and life

was over?

"Couldn't 'ee get her to take sommat

that her wouldn't sleep off till 'twas late?"

Jerrem had said after Reuben had told

him that the next morning he must come

alone; and the suggestion made was

seized on at once by Reuben, who, un

der pretence of getting something to

steady her shaken nerves, procured from

the apothecary near a simple draught,

which Joan in good faith swallowed.

And then, Reuben having promised in

case she fell asleep to awaken her at

the appointed hour, the poor soul, worn

out by sorrow and fatigue, threw her

self down, dressed as she was, upon the

bed, and soon was in a heavy sleep, from

which she did not rouse until well into

the following day, when some one mov

ing in the room made her start up. For

a moment she seemed dazed: then, rub

bing her eyes as if to clear away those

happy visions which had come to her in

sleep, she gazed about until Reuben, who

had at first drawn back, came forward to

speak to her. "Why, Reuben," she cried,

"how's this? Have I been dreamin', or

what? The daylight's come, and, see,

the sun!"

And here she stopped, her parched

mouth half unclosed, as fears came crowd

ing thick upon her mind, choking her fur

ther utterance. One look at Reuben's

face had told the tale; and though she

' did not speak again, the ashen hue that

overspread and drove all color from her

cheeks proclaimed to him that she had

guessed the truth.

"'Twas best, my dear," he said, "that

you should sleep while he went to his

rest."

But the unlooked-for shock had been too

great a strain on body and mind, alike

overtaxed and weak, and, falling back,

Joan lay for hours as one unconscious

and devoid of life. And Reuben sat

silent by her side, paying no heed as

hour by hour went by, till night had

come and all around was dark: then

some one came softly up the stairs and

crept into the room, and Eve's whisper

ed "Reuben !" broke the spell.

Yes, all had gone well. The body,

rescued and safe, was now placed with

in a house near to the churchyard in

which Eve's mother lay: there it was to

be buried. And there, the next day, the

commonplace event of one among many

funerals being over, the four thus linked

by fate were brought together, and Ad

am and Joan again stood face to face.

Heightened by the disguise which in or

der to avoid detection he was obliged to

adopt, the alteration in Adam was so

complete that Joan stood aghast before

this seeming stranger, while a fresh smart

came into Adam's open wounds as he

gazed upon the changed face of the once

comely Joan.

A terrible barrier—such as, until felt,

they had never dreaded—seemed to have

sprung up to separate and divide these

two. Involuntarily they shrank at each

other's touch and quailed beneath each

other's gaze, while each turned with a

feeling of relief to him and to her who

now constituted their individual refuge

and support. Yes, strange as it seemed

to Adam and unaccountable to Joan, r/ze

clung to Reuben, /zc to Eve, before whom

each could be natural and unrestrained,
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while between their present selves a great

gulf had opened out which naught but

time or distance could bridge over.

So Adam went back to his hiding-place,

Reuben to his shop, and Joan and Eve '

to the old home in Knight's Passage, as

much lost amid the crowd of thronged

London as if they had already taken

refuge in that far-off land which had now

become the goal of Adam's thoughts and |

Eve, too, fearing some ‘

fresh disaster, was equally anxious for '

their departure, and most of Reuben's '

spare time was swallowed up in making '

A passage ,

keen desires.

the necessary arrangements.

in his name for himself and his wife was

secured in a ship about to start. At the

last moment this passage was to be trans

ferred to Adam and Eve, whose marriage

would take place a day or two before the

vessel sailed. The transactions on which

the successful fulfilment of these various

events depended were mostly conducted

by Reuben, aided by the counsels of Mr.

Osborne and the assistance of Captain

Triggs, whose good-fellowship, no longer

withheld, made him a valuable coadjutor.

Fortunately, Triggs‘s vessel, through

some detention of its cargo, had remain

ed in London for an unusually long time,

and now, when it did sail, Joan was to

take passage in it back to Polperro.

"Awh, Reuben, my dear," sighed Joan

one evening as, Eve having gone to see

Adam, the two walked out toward the

little spot where Jerrem lay, and as they

went discussed Joan's near departure, " I

wish to goodness you'd pack up yer alls

and come 'longs to Polperro home with

me: 't 'ud be ever so much better than

stayin' to this gashly London, where there

ain't a blow o' air that's fresh to draw your

breath in."

"Why, nonsense!" said Reuben : "you

wouldn't have me if I'd come."

"How not have 'ee ?" exclaimed Joan.

"Why, if so be I thought you'd come I'd

never stir from where I be until I got the

promise of it."

"But there wouldn't be nothin' for me

to do,” said Reuben.

"Why, iss there would—oceans," re

turned Joan. "Laws ! I knaws clocks by

scores as hasn't gone for twenty year and

more. Us has got two ourselves, that wan

won't strike and t' other you can't make

tick."

Reuben smiled: then, growing more

serious, he said, "But do you know, Joan,

that yours isn't the first head it's entered

into about going down home with you?

I've had a mind toward it myself many

times of late."

"Why, then, do come to wance," said

Joan excitedly; "for so long as they leaves

me the house there'll be a home with me

and Uncle Zebedee, and I'll go bail for

the welcome you'll get gived 'ee there."

Reuben was silent, and Joan, attrib

uting this to some hesitation over the

plan, threw further weight into her argu

ment by saying, "There's the chapel too,

Reuben. Only to think o' the sight o'

good you could do praichin' to 'em and

that! for, though it didn't seem to make

no odds before, I reckons there's not a

few that wants, like me, to be told o'

some place where they treats folks bet

ter than they does down here below."

"Joan," said Reuben after a pause,

speaking out of his own thoughts and

paying no heed to the words she had

been saying, "you know all about Eve

and me, don't you?"

Joan nodded her head.

"How I've felt about her, so that I be

lieve the hold she's got on me no one on

earth will ever push her off from."

"Awh, poor sawl !" sighed Joan compas

sionately: "I've often had a feelin' for

what you'd to bear, and for this reason

too—that I knaws myself what 'tis to be

ousted from the heart you'm cravin' to

call yer own."

"Why, yes, of course," said Reuben

briskly: "you were set down for Adam

once, weren't you?"

"Awh, and there's they to Polperro—

mother amongst 'em, too—who'll tell 'ee

now that if Eve had never shawed her

face inside the place Adam 'ud ha' had

me, after all. But there! all that's past

and gone long ago."

There was another pause, which Reu

ben broke by saying suddenly, "Joan,

should you take it very out of place if I

was to ask you whether after a bit you

could marry me? I dare say now such
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a thought never entered your head be

fore." '

"Well, iss it has," said Joan; "and o'

late, ever since that blessed dear spoke

they words he did, I've often fell to won

derin' if so be 't 'ud ever come to pass.

Not, mind, that I should ha' bin put out

if 't had so happened that you'd never

axed me, like, but still I thought some

. times as how you might, and then agen

I says, ' Why should he, though ?' "

"There's many a reason why 1should

ask you, Joan," said Reuben, smiling at

her unconscious frankness, "though very

few why you should consent to take a

man whose love another woman has

flung away."

"Awh, so far as that goes, the both of

us is takin' what's another's orts, you

knaw," smiled Joan.

"Then is it agreed?"

stretching out his hand.

"Iss, so far as I goes 'tis, with all my

heart." Then as she took his hand a

change came to her April face, and look

ing at him through her swimming eyes

she said, "And very grateful too I'm to

'ee, Reuben, for I don't knaw by neither

another wan who'd take up with a poor

heart-broke maid like me, and they she's

looked to all her life disgraced by others

and theyselves."

Reuben pressed the hand that Joan

had given to him, and drawing it through

his arm the two walked on in silence, pon

dering over the unlooked-for ending to

the strange events they both had lately

passed through. Joan's heart was full

asked Reuben,

of a contentment which made her think, .

" I-low pleased Adam will be! and won't

mother be glad ! and Uncle Zebedee 'ull

have somebody to look to now and keep

poor Jonathan straight and put things a

bit in order ;" while Reuben, bewildered

by the thoughts which crowded to his

mind, semed unable to disentangle them.

Could it be possible that he, Reuben May,

was going down to live at Polperro, a

place whose very name he had once

taught himself to abominate ?—that he

could be willingly casting his lot amid

a people whom he had but lately brand

ed as thieves, outcasts, reprobates? In

voluntarily his eyes turned toward Joan,

and a nimbus in which perfect charity

was intertwined with great love and sin

gleness of heart seemed to float about

her head and shed its radiance on her

face ; and its sight was to Reuben as the

first touch of love, for he was smitten

with a sense of his own unworthiness,

and, though he did not speak, he asked

that a like spirit to that which filled Joan

might rest upon himself.

That evening Eve was told the news

which Joan and Reuben had to tell, and

as she listened the mixed emotions which

swelled within her perplexed her not a

little, for even while feeling that the two

wishes she most desired—Joan cared for

and Reuben made happy—were thus ful

filled, her heart seemed weighted with a

fresh disaster: another wrench had come

to part her from that life soon to be noth

ing but a lesson and a memory. And

Adam, when he was told, although the

words he said were honest words and

true, and truly he did rejoice, there yet

within him lay a sadness born of regret

at rendering up that love so freely given

to him, now to be garnered for another's

use; and henceforth every word that

Reuben spoke, each promise that he

gave, though all drawn forth by Adam's

own requests, stuck every one a separate

thorn within his heart, sore with the

' thought of being an outcast from the

birthplace that he loved and cut off

from those whose faces now he yearn

ed to look upon.

No vision opened up to Adam's view

the prosperous life the future held in

store—no still small voice then whis

pered in his ear that out of this sorrow

was to come the grace which made suc

cess sit well on him and Eve; and

though, as years went by and inter

course became more rare, their now

keen interest in Polperro and its people

was swallowed up amid the many claims

a busy life laid on them both, each no

ble action done, each good deed wrought,

by Adam, and by Eve too, bore on it the

unseen impress of that sore chastening

through which they now were passing.

Out of the savings which from time to

time Adam had placed with Mr. Macey

enough was found to pay the passage
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money out and keep them from being

pushed by any pressing want on land

mg.

Already, at the nearest church, Adam

and Eve had been married, and nothing

now remained but to get on board the

vessel, which had already dropped down

the river and was to sail the following

morning. Triggs had volunteered to

put them and their possessions safely on

board, and Reuben and Joan, with Eve's

small personal belongings, were to meet

them at the steps, close by which the

Mary Jane's boat would be found wait

ing. The time had come when Adam

could lay aside his disguise and appear

in much the same trim he usually did

when at Polperro.

Joan was the first to spy him drawing

near, and holding out both her hands

to greet the welcome change she cried,

" Thank the Lord for lettin' me see un his

ownselfwance more !—Awh, Adam ! awh,

my dear! 't seems as if 1 could spake to

'ee now and know 'ee for the same agen.

—Look to un, Reuben! you don't won

der now what made us all so proud of

un at home."

Reuben smiled, but Adam shook his

head: the desolation of this sad farewell

robbed him of every other power but that

of draining to the dregs its bitterness.

During the whole of that long day Eve

and he had hardly said one word, each

racked with thoughts to which no speech

gave utterance. Mechanically each ask

ed about the things the other one had

brought, and seemed to find relief in

feigning much anxiety about their safety,

until Triggs, fearing they might outstay

their time, gave them a hint it would not

do to linger long; and, with a view to

their leavetaking being unconstrained,

he volunteered to take the few remain

ing things down to the boat and stow

them safely away, adding that when they

should hear his whistle given it would

be the signal that they must start without

delay.

The spot they had fixed on for the

starting-place was one but little used

and well removed from all the bustle of

a more frequented landing. A water

man lounged here and there, but seeing

the party was another's fare vouchsafed

to them no further interest. The ragged

mud-imps stayed their noisy pranks to

scrutinize the country build of Triggs‘s

boat, leaving the four, unnoticed, to stand

apart and see each in the other's face the

reflection of that misery which filled his

own.

Parting for ever! no hopes, no expec

tations, no looking forward, nothing to

whisper"We shall meet again " ! "Good

bye for ever" was written on each face

and echoed in each heart. Words could

not soothe that suffering which turned this

common sorrow into an individual tor

ture, which each must bear unaided and

alone; and so they stood silent and with

outward calm, knowing that on that brink

of woe the quiver of an eye might over

throw their all but lost control.

The sun was sinking fast; the gather

ing mists of eventide were rising to shad

ow all around; the toil of day was draw

ing to its close; labor was past, repose

was near at hand ; its spirit seemed to

hover around and breathe its calm upon

those worn, tried souls. Suddenly a shrill

whistle sounds upon their ears and breaks

the spell: the women start and throw their

arms around each other's necks. Adam

stretches his hand out, and Reuben grasps

it in his own.

"Reuben, good-bye. God deal with

you as you shall deal with those you're

going among!"

"Adam, be true to her, and I'll be true

to those you leave behind."

"Joan!" and Adam's voice sounds hard

and strained, and then a choking comes

into his throat, and, though he wants to

tell her what he feels, to ask her to for

give all he has made her suffer, he can

not speak a word. Vainly he strives, but

not a sound will come; and these two,

whose lives, so grown together, are now

to be rent asunder, stand stricken and

dumb, looking from out their eyes that

last farewell which their poor quivering

lips refuse to utter.

"God bless and keep you, Eve !" Reu

ben's voice is saying as, taking her hands

within his own, he holds them to his heart

and for a moment lets them rest there.—

"Oh, friends," he says, "there is a land
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where partings never come: upon that

shore may we four meet again!"

Then for a moment all their hands are

clasped and held as in a vice, and then

they turn, and two are gone and two are

left behind.

And now the two on land stand with

their eyes strained on the boat, which

slowly fades away into the vapory mist

which lies beyond: then Reuben turns

and takes Joan by the hand, and silently

the two go back together, while Adam

and Eve draw near the ship which is to

take them to that far-off shore to which

Hope's torch, rekindled, now is point

mg.

Good-bye is said to Triggs, the boat

pushes oH, and the two left standing side

by side watch it away until it seems a

speck, which suddenly is swallowed up

and disappears from sight. Then Adam

puts his arm round Eve, and as they draw

closer together from out their lips come

sighing forth the whispered words, " Fare

well! farewell!"

T/te AuI/or qf "Dorot/y Fax."

OUR GRANDFATI-IERS' TEMPLES.

F on the fourteenth day of May, 1607,

when the Rev. Robert Hunt celebra

 

there had suddenly sprung up at James

town the pillars and arches of a fully

equipped cathedral, whose stones had

remained to tell us of the days when

, they first enshrined the worship of the

I earliest colonists, our most ancient Chris

' tian church would still be less than three

hundred years old—a hopelessly modern

structure in comparison with many an

abbey and cathedral of England and

the Continent.

In a comparative sense, we look in

vain for old churches in a new country,

THE OLD SOUTH, BOSTON.

ted the first sacramental service of the

Church of England on American soil,

' for in our architecture, if nowhere else,

we are still a land of yesterday, where

age seems venerable only when we re

fuse to look beyond the ocean, and where

even a short two hundred years have

taken away the larger share of such per

ishable ecclesiastical monuments as we

once had. Our grandfathers' temples,

whether they stood on the banks of the

James River or on the colder shores of

Massachusetts Bay, were built cheaply for

a scanty population: their material was

usually wood, sometimes unshapen logs,

and their sites, chosen before the people

and the country had become fitted to

each other, were afterward often needed

for other uses. So long as London tears

down historic churches, even in the pres

ent days of fashionable devotion to the
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old and the quaint, and so long as the

Rome of i88o is still in danger from van

dal hands, we need only be surprised that

the list of existing American churches of

former days is so long and so honorable

as it is. If we have no York Minster or

St. Alban's Abbey or Canterbury Cathe

dral, we may still turn to an Old South,

a St. Paul's and a Christ Church. It is

something, after all, to be able to count

our most famous old churches on the

fingers of both hands, and then to enu

merate by tens those other temples whose

legacy from bygone times is scarcely less

rich.

The American churches of the seven

teenth and eighteenth centuries were plain

structures, unpretending without and un

adorned within; and this for other rea

sons than the poverty of the community,

the lack of the best building-materials,

,and the absence both of architects and

of artistic tastes. It was a simple ritual

which most of them were to house, and
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the absence of an ornate service demand

ed the absence of ornamentation, which

would be meaningless because it would

symbolize nothing. The influence of the

Puritans in Massachusetts, the Baptists

in Rhode Island, the Dutch Reformed in

New York, the Lutherans and Presbyte

rians in the Middle and Southern colonies,

and the Friends in Pennsylvania, what

ever their denominational differences, was

a unit in favor of the utmost simplicity

consistent with decency and order; and

though there was a difference between

Congregational churches like the Old '

South in Boston and the Friends' meet

ing-houses in Philadelphia, the difference

was far less marked than that existing

between the new and old buildings of

the Old South society, which the modern

tourist may compare at his leisure in the

Boston of to-day. Even the Episcopa

lians shared, or deferred to, the prevail

ing spirit of the time: they put no cross

upon their Christ Church in Cambridge,

nearly a hundred and thirty years after

the settlement of the place, lest they

should offend the tastes of their neigh

bors. The Methodists, the " Christians,"

the Swedenborgians, the Unitarians and

the Universalists were not yet, and the

Moravians were a small and little-un

derstood body in Eastern Pennsylvania.
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Nearly all the colonists, of whatever

name, brought from Europe a conscien

tious love of religious simplicity and un

pretentiousness: for the most part, the

English-speaking settlers were dissenters

from the Church which owned all the

splendid architectural monuments of the

country whence they came; and it was

not strange that out of their religious

‘l
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LIHRISI' CHURCH, BOSTON.

thought grew churches that symbolized

the sturdy qualities of a faith which, right

or wrong, had to endure exile and pov

erty and privation—privation not only

from social wealth, but from the rich store

of ecclesiastical traditions which had ac

cumulated for centuries in cathedral choirs

and abbey cloisters.

Therefore, the typical New England

meeting-house of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries may perhaps be

taken as the best original example of

what America has to show in the way

of church-building. To be sure, its cost

was modest, its material was perishable

wood, its architectural design was often

a curious medley of old ideas and new

uses, and even its few ornaments were

 

likely to be devoid of the beauty their

designers fancied that they possessed.

But it was, at any rate, an honest em

bodiment of a sincere idea—the idea of

"freedom to worship God;" and it was

adapted to the uses which it was design

ed to serve. It stood upon a hill, a square

box with square windows cut in its sides

—grim without and grim within, save as

the mellowing seasons toned

down its ruder aspects, and

green grass and waving boughs

framed it as if it were a picture.

Within, the high pulpit, sur

mounted by a sounding-board,

towered over the square-back

ed pews, facing a congregation

kept orderly by stern tithing

man and sterner tradition.

There was at first neither or

gan nor stove nor clock. The

shivering congregation warm

ed itself as best it might by the

aid of foot-stoves; the parson

timed his sermon by an hour

glass; and in the singing-seats

the fiddle and the bass-viol

formed the sole link (and an

unconscious one) between the

simple song-service of the Pu

ritan meeting-house and the

orchestral accompaniments to

the high masses of European

cathedrals. The men still sat

at the end of the pew—a cus

tom which had grown up in

the days when they went to the meeting

house gun in hand, not knowing when

they should be hastily summoned forth

to fight the Indians. In the earliest days

the drum was the martial summons to

worship, but soon European bells sent

forth their milder call. Behind the meet

ing-houses were the horse-sheds for the

use of distant comers—a species of eccle

I siastical edifice still adorning the greater

number of American country churches,

and not likely to disappear for many a

year to come.

In the elder day there was no such dif

ference as now between city and country

churches, for the limitations of money

and material bore upon both more even

ly. But with growing wealth and the
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choice of permanent locations for build

ing came brick and stone; English archi

tects received orders; and the prevailing

revival led by Sir Christopher Wren and

his followers dotted the Northern colonies

with more pretentious churches, boasting

spires not wholly unlike those which were

then piercing London skies. With cost

lier churches of permanent material there

came also the English fashion of burial

in churchyards and chancel- vaults, and

mural tablets and horizontal tombstones

were laid into the mortar which has been

permitted, in not a few cases, to preserve

them for our own eyes.

But our oldest churches, as a rule,

have been made more notable by the

political events with which they have

been associated than by the honorable

interments that have taken place beneath

ST. MICHAEUS, MARBLEHEAD, MASSACHUSETTS.

their shadow. Their connection with the

living has endeared them to our mem

ories more than their relations to the

dead. Not because it is Boston's West

minster Abbey or Temple Church has

the Old South been permitted to come

down to us as the best example of the

Congregational meeting-houses of the

eighteenth century, but because of the

Revolutionary episodes of which it was

the scene, and which are commemorated

in the stone tablet upon its front. The

Old South Church, built in 1729, belong

Voc. XXVI.—43

ed to the common class of brick struc

tures which replaced wooden ones; for,

like Solomon's temple, its predecessor

had been built of cedar sixty years be

fore. The convenient location of the

Old South and the capaciousness of its

interior brought to it the colonial meet

ings which preceded the Revolution, and

especially that famous gathering of De

cember 13, 1773, whence marched the

disguised patriots to destroy the taxed

tea in Boston harbor. The convenient

access and spacious audience-room of
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the old church also led to its occupancy

as a riding-school for British cavalry in

1775. Even now, in the quiet days fol

lowing the recent excitement attending

its escape from fire and from sale and

demolition, the ancient church still finds

occasional use as a place for lectures

and public gatherings. Its chequered

days within the past decade have at least

served to make its appearance and its

part in colonial history more familiar to us,

and have done something to save other

churches from the destruction which might

have overtaken them.

As the Old South stands as the brick

and-mortar enshrinement of the best Pu

ritan thought of the eighteenth century,

so King's Chapel in Boston, built twen

ty-five years later, represents the state

lier social customs and the more conser

vative political opinions of the early New

England Episcopalians. Its predecessor,

of wood, was the first building of the

Church of England in New England.

The present King's Chapel, with its som

bre granite walls and its gently-lighted

interior, suggests to the mind an impres

sion of independence of time rather than

of age. One reads on the walls, to be

sure, such high-sounding old names as

Vassall and Shirley and Abthorp, and

on a tomb in the old graveyard near by

one sees the inscriptions commemorating

Governor John Winthrop of Massachu

setts and his son John, governor of Con

necticut. But King's Chapel seems the

home of churchly peace and gracious

content; so that, as we sit within its

quaint three-sided pews, it is hard to re

member the stormy scenes in which it

has had part. Its Tory congregation, al

most to a man, fled from its walls when

the British general, Gage, evacuated Bos

ton; the sterner worshippers of the Old

South occupied its Anglican pews for a

time; and later it was the 'scene of a the

ological movement which caused, in 1785,

the first Episcopal church in New Eng

land—or rather its remnant—to become

the first Unitarian society in America.

In Salem street, Boston, left almost

alone at the extreme north end of the

city, is Christ Church, built in 1723. Its

tower contains the oldest chime of bells in

America, and from it, according to some

antiquarians, was hung the lantern which

on April 18, 1775, announced to the wait

ing Paul Revere, and through him to the

Middlesex patriots in all the surrounding

country, that General Gage had despatch

ed eight hundred men to seize and destroy

the military stores gathered at Concord by

the Massachusetts Committees of Safety

and Supplies. Thus opened the Revolu

tionary war, for the battles at Lexington

and Concord took place only the next

day.

The white-spired building at the cor

ner of Park and Tremont streets, Bos~

ton, known as the Park Street Church, is

hardly so old as its extended fame would

lead one to suppose, for it dates no far

ther back than the first quarter of the

present century. lts position as the cen

tral point of the great theological con

troversies of 182o in the Congregational

churches of Eastern Massachusetts has

made it almost as familiar as the "Say

brook Platform." The meeting-house

was built at the time when the greater

part of the Boston churches were mod

ifying their creeds, and when the Old

South itself would have changed its de

nominational relations but for the vote

of a State official, cast to break a tie.

Its inelegance and rawness are excused

in part by its evident solidity and sin

cerity of appearance. In its shadow rest

Faneuil, Revere, Samuel Adams and

John Hancock.

Boston has other churches which, like

the Park Street, are neither ancient nor

modern, the Hollis Street Church and

the First Church in Roxbury being good

examples. New England has hardly a

better specimen ofthe old-fashioned meet

ing-house on a hill than this old weather

beaten wooden First Church in Roxbury,

the home of a parish to which John Eliot,

the apostle to the Indians, once minister

ed. Another quaint memorial of the old

colonial days survives in the current

name, "Meeting-house Hill," of a part

of the annexed Dorchester district of

Boston.

St. Paul's Church, on Boston Common,

was the first attempt of the Episcopalians

of the city, after the loss of King's Chapel,
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s1'. PAU1/S CHAPEL, NEW YORK.

to build atemple of imposing appearance.

Controversies theological and architec

tural rose with its walls, and young Ed

ward Everett, if report is to be credited,

was the author of a tract, still in circula

tion, in which its design and its principles
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formed the text for a criticism on the re

ligion to whose furtherance it was devoted.

Standing as it does next the United States

court-house, the uses of the two buildings

seem to have been confused in the build

ers' minds; for there is something eccle

siastical in the appearance of the hall of

justice, which was originally a Masonic

temple, and somethingjudicial in the face

of the church.

In Cambridge, three miles from Boston,

the eighteenth-century Episcopalians not

only possessed a church, but also dis

played to unwilling eyes a veritable

" Bishop's Palace " —the stately house

of the Rev. East Apthorp, "missionary

to New England " and reputed candidate

for the bishopric of that region. Mr. Ap

thorp was rich and influential, but his so

cial and ecclesiastical lot was not an easy

one, and he soon returned to England

discouraged, leaving his "palace " to

come down to the view of our own eyes,

which find in it nothing more dangerous

to republican institutions than is to be

discovered in a hundred other of the

three-story wooden houses which used

so to abound in Massachusetts. Christ

Church, Cambridge, in which the bish

op in posse used to minister, and which

stands opposite Harvard College, was de

signed by the architect of King's Chapel,

and has always been praised for a certain

shapely beauty of proportion. For the

last twenty years it has boasted the only

chime of bells in Cambridge, whose quiet

shades of a Sunday evening have been

sweetly stirred by the music struck from

them by the hands of a worthy successor

of the mediaeval bell-ringers, to whom

bells are books, and who can tell the

story of every ounce of bell-metal within

twenty miles of his tower. It was of this

church, with its Unitarian neighbor just

across the ancient churchyard where so

many old Harvard and colonial worthies

sleep, that Holmes wrote:

Like sentinel and mm, they keep

Their vigil on the green:

One seems to guard, and one to weep,

The dead that lie between.

The suburbs of Boston are not poor in

churches of the eighteenth, or even of the

seventeenth, century. The oldest church

4

in New England—the oldest, indeed,

in the Northern States—still standing

in Salem, was built in 1634, and its

low walls and tiny-paned windows have

shaken under the eloquence of Roger

Williams. It has not been used for re

ligious purposes since 1672. In New

buryport is one ofthe American churches,

once many but now few, in which George

Whitefield preached, and beneath it the

great preacher lies buried. A curious

little reminder of St. Paul's, London, is

found here in the shape of a whispering

gallery. Another landmark is the ven

erable meeting-house of the Unitarian

society in Hingham, popularly known

as the "Old Ship." Built in 1681, it was

a Congregational place of worship for

nearly a century and a half. Its sturdi

ness and rude beauty form a striking

illustration of the lasting quality of good,

sound wooden beams as material for the

sanctuary. Preparations have already

been undertaken for celebrating the sec

ond centennial of the ancient building.

Nearly as old, and still more picturesque

with its quaint roof, its venerable hanging

chandelier of brass, its sober old reredos

and its age-hallowed communion-service,

is St. Michael's, Marblehead, built in 1714,

where faithful rectors have endeavored to

reach six generations of the fishermen and

aristocracy of the rocky old port. The

antiquarian who has seen these old tem

ples and asks for others on the New Eng

land coast will turn with scarcely less in

terest to St. John's, Portsmouth; the for

saken Trinity Church, Wickford, Rhode

Island, built in 17o6; or Trinity, New

port, where Bishop Berkeley used to

preach. In Newport, indeed, one may

also speculate beneath the Old Mill on

the fanciful theory that the curious little

structure was a baptistery long before

the days of Columbus—the most ancient

Christian temple on this side the sea.

It is not uncommon to find compara

tively new American churches to which

their surroundings or their sober material

or their quiet architecture have given a

somewhat exaggerated appearance of age.

Such is the case with the curious row of

three churches—the North and Centre

Congregational and Trinity Episcopal—
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standing side by side on the New Haven

green in a fashion unknown elsewhere

in our own country. Any one of these

three churches looks quite as old as that

shapely memorial of pre-Revolutionary

days, St. Paul's Chapel, New York, built

in 1766 in the prevailing fashion of the

London churches. As with St. Paul's,

there was also no marked appearance

of antiquity in the North Dutch Church,

New York, removed in recent years. The

poor old Middle Dutch Church in the

same city, with its ignoble modern addi

tions and its swarm of busy tenants, would

 

OLD SWEDES' CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA.

have looked old if it could have done so,

but for modern New Yorkers it has no

more venerable memory, in its disfigure

ment and disguise, than that furnished

by its use, for a time, as the city post

office.

New York is poor in old buildings, and

especially poor in old churches. Besides

St. Paul's, the comparatively modern St.

John's Chapel and the John Street Meth

odist Church, it really has nothing to show

to the tourist in search of ancient places

of worship. The vicinity can boast a

few colonial temples —the quaint old

Dutch church at Tarrytown, dear to the

readers of Irving; the Tennent Church

on the battle-ground of Monmouth, New

Jersey, with its blood-stains of wounded

British soldiers; and a charmingly plain

little Friends' meeting-house, no bigger

than a small parlor, near Squan, New

Jersey. being the most strikingly attract

ive. In Newark one notes the deep-set

windows and solid stone walls of the old

First Presbyterian Church, and the quiet

plainness of Trinity Episcopal Church,

which looks like Boston's King's Chapel,

with the addition of a white wooden spire.

Philadelphia is richer than any other

American city in buildings of the seven

teenth and eighteenth centuries. On the

older streets it is a frequent sight to see

quaint little houses of imported English

brick modestly laid in alternate red and

black, curiously like the latest modern

fashion. The ample room for growth

possessed by this widespreading city has

saved many an ancient house for pres

ent use as dwelling or store. One is not

surprised, therefore, to find on the old

streets near the Delaware three churches

of weather-stained brick which seem try

ing to make the piety of an elder age

useful to the worshippers of to-day. All
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three ofthese churches—Gloria Dei, Christ

and St. Peter's—now have their chief

work among the poor people whom one

always finds in a business quarter near

the river-front, but each attracts, by its

old-time associations and its modern mis

sionary spirit, a goodly circle of attend

ants from the western parts of the city.

Gloria Dei Church, the oldest of the three,

was built in 17o0 by Swedish Lutherans

on the spot where the Swedish predeces

sors of the Friends had located their for

tified log church twenty-three years ear

lier. Its bell and communion-service and

some of its ornamental woodwork were

presented by the king of Sweden. It is

surrounded by the usual graveyard, in

which lies Alexander Wilson, the lover

and biographer of birds, who asked to

be buried here, in a "silent, shady place,

where the birds will be apt to come and

sing over my grave." - The Old Swedes'

Church retained its Lutheran connection

until recent years, when it became an

Episcopal parish.

Christ Church and St. Peter's were

formerly united in one parochial govern

ment, and to the two parishes ministered

William White, the first Church-of-Eng

land minister in Pennsylvania, the friend

and pastor of Washington, the chaplain

of Congress and one of the first two

bishops of the American Church. 'The

present structure of Christ Church was

begun in 1727, but not finished for some

years. The parish is older, dating from

I695. Queen Anne gave it a communion

servicein 17o8. ' In 1754 came from Eng

land its still-used chime of bells, which

were laboriously transferred during the

Revolution to Allentown, Pennsylvania,

lest they should fall into British hands

and be melted up for cannon. At Christ

Church a pew was regularly occupied by

Washington during his frequent residence

in Philadelphia; and here have been seat

ed Patrick Henry, Benjamin Franklin,

James Madison and many another pa

triot, besides Cornwallis, Howe, André

and others on the English side. Around

and beneath the church are many graves

covered by weather-worn stones, and on

the walls of the interior there are a num

ber of mural tablets.

St. Peter's Church was begun in I758,

and completed three years later. In quiet

graciousness of appearance it is like an

other Christ Church, and its interior ar

rangements are still more quaint, the chan

cel being at the eastern end of the church,

while the pulpit and lectern are at the

western. In the adjoining churchyard is

a monument to Commodore Decatur.

One cannot find in all America sweet

er and quainter memorials of a gentle

past—memorials still consecrated to the

gracious work of the present — than

the churches and other denominational

houses in the old Moravian towns of

Pennsylvania. At Bethlehem, as one

stands in the little three-sided court on

Church street and looks up at the heavy

walls, the tiny dormer windows and the

odd—shaped belfry which mark the " Sin

gle Sisters' House" and its wings, one

may well fancy one's self, as a travelled

visitor has said, in Quebec or Upper Aus

tria. Still more quaint and quiet is Wil

low Square, behind this curious house,

where, beneath drooping willow-boughs,

one finds one's self beside the door of the

old German chapel, with the little dead

house, the boys' school and the great

and comparatively modern Moravian

church near by. Through VVillow Square

leads the path to the burying-ground,

where lie, beneath tall trees, long rows

of neatly-kept graves, each covered with

a plain flat stone, the men and the women

lying on either side of the broad central

path. Several of the ancient Moravian

buildings date from the middle of the

last century. The Widows‘ House stands

opposite the Single Sisters' Range, and

across the street from the large church is

the Moravian Seminary for Young Ladies,

established in 1749, and by far the oldest

girls' school in the United States.

It was in 1778 that the Single Sisters

gave to Pulaski that banner of crimson

silk which is commemorated in Longfel

low's well-known "Hymn of the Mora

vian Nuns at Bethlehem." The poem,

however, written in the author's early

youth, and preserved for its rare beauty

of language and fine choice of subject,

rather than for its historical accuracy, has

done much to perpetuate a wrong idea
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of the Moravian spirit and ritual. Mr.

Longfellow writes in his first stanza

When the dying flame of day

Through the chancel shot its ray,

Far the glimmering tapers shed

Faint light on the cowléd head,

And the censer burning swung,

When before the altar hung

That proud banner, which, with care,

Had been consecrated there;

And the nuns' sweet hymn was heard the while,

Sung low in the dim, mysterious aisle.

But the Moravians know nothing of

chancels, tapers, cowled heads, censers,

THE MORAVIAN CEMETERY,

Congregational prayer-meeting ora Meth

odist " love-feast."

Beside the deep and silent waters of

the James River in Virginia, undisturbed

by any sound save the flight of birds and

the rustle of leaves, stands all that is left

of the first church building erected by

Englishmen in America. A good part

of the tower remains, the arched door

ways being still intact, and it seems a

pitiable misfortune that the honestly-laid

bricks of the venerable building could

' altars or nuns. Their faith has always

been the simplest Protestantism, their

churches are precisely such as Meth

odists or Baptists use, and their ritual

is plainer than that of the most "evan

gelical" Episcopal parish. Their "sin

gle sisters‘ houses," "widows‘ houses"

and "single brethren's houses"—the

last long disused—are simply arrange

ments for social convenience or co-ope

rative housekeeping. Mr. Longfellow's

poetic description applies to the Moravian

ceremonial no more accurately than to a

BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA.

not have come down to our day. But,

as it is, this ancient square block of brick

forms our one pre-eminent American ruin.

Nothing could be a more solemn monu

ment of the past than the lonely tower,

surrounded by thick branches and under

brush and looking down upon the few

crumbling gravestones still left at its base.

Jamestown, long abandoned as a village,

has now become an island, the action of

the waters having at last denied it the

remaining solace of connection with the
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mainland of the Old Dominion, of whose

broad acres it was once the chief town

and the seat of government—the fore

runner of all that came to America at

the hands of English settlers.

In the slumberous old city of Williams

burg, three miles from Jamestown, stands

the Bruton parish church, two hundred

and two years old, and still the home of

a parish of sixty communicants. Built

of brick, with small-paned windows and

wooden tower, its walls have listened to

the eloquence of the learned presidents

of the neighboring William and Mary

College, and its floor has been honored

by the stately tread of many a colonial

governor, member of the legislature or

Revolutionary patriot; for Williamsburg

was the capital and centre of Virginia

until the end of the eighteenth century,

and shared whatever Virginia possessed

of political or personal renown. Wash

ington, of course, was more than once

an attendant at Bruton Church, and so

were Jefferson and Patrick Henry and an

honorable host. In the church and in

the chapel of William and Mary College

—which the ambitious colonists used to

think a little Westminster Abbey—was

the religious home of a good share of

what was stateliest or most honorable

in the early colonial life of the South.

Other old churches still dot the Vir

ginia soil—St. John's, Richmond; Pohick

Church, Westmoreland county; Christ

Church, Lancaster county; St. Anne's,

Isle of Wight county. Their antiquities,

and those of other ancient sanctuaries of

the Old Dominion, have been painstak

ingly set forth by Bishop Meade and other

zealous chroniclers, and their attractive

ness is increased, in most cases—as at

Jamestown—by the loneliness of their

surroundings. Another old church, left

in the midst of sweet country sights and

gentle country sounds, is St. James's,

Goose Creek, South Carolina. St. Mi

chael's and St. Philip's at Charleston in the

same State have heard the roar of hostile

cannon, but have come forth unscathed.

The demolished Brattle Street Church in

Boston was not the only one of our sa

cred edifices to be wounded by cannon

balls, for the exigences of the fight more

[Dac.

than once, during the Revolution and the

civil war. brought flame and destruction

within the altar-rails of churches North

and South.

The growth of the Roman Catholic

Church in America has been so recent

that it can show but few historical land

marks. The time-honored cathedral at

St. Augustine, Florida, and the magnif

icent ruin of the San José Mission near

San Antonio, Texas, and one or two

weather-stained little chapels in the

North-west, are nearly all the churches

that bring to us the story of the priestly

work of the Roman ecclesiastics during

the colonial days.

We have no State Church, and the

different Presidents have made a wide

variety of choice in selecting their places

of worship in VVashington. St. John's,

just opposite the VVhite House, has been

the convenient Sunday home of some of

them : others have followed their convic

tions in Methodist, Presbyterian, Unita

rian and other churches. But the city

of VVashington is itself too young to be

able to boast any very ancient associa

tions in its churches, and few of its tem

ples have been permitted to record the

names of famous occupants during a

series of years. Our whole country, in

deed, is a land of many denominations

and a somewhat wandering population;

and older cities than Washington have

found one church famous for one event

in its history, and another for another,

rather than, in any single building, a

series of notable occurrences running

through the centuries. The nearest ap

proach to the record of a succession of

worthies occupying the same church

seats year after year is to be found in

the chronicles of our oldest college-chap

els, as, for instance, at Dartmouth, where

the building containing the still-used chap

el dates from 1786. But though poverty

, and custom unite in making our colleges

conservative, their growth in numbers de

mands, from time to time, new and more

generous accommodations for public wor

ship; and so the little buildings of an

earlier day are either torn down or kept

for other and more ignoble uses, like

Holden Chapel at Harvard. This quaint
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little structure was built in 1744, and is

now used for recitation-rooms, but at one

period in its career it served as the work

shop of the college Carpenter.

In the years since our grandfathers

built their places of worship we have

seen strange changes in American church

buildings—changes in material, location

and adaptation to ritual uses. We have

had a revival of pagan temple-building

in wood and stucco ; we have seen Gothic

cathedrals copied for the simplest Prot

estant uses, until humorists have sug

gested that congregations might find it

cheaper to change their religion than

their unsuitable new churches; we have

ranged from four plain brick walls to vast

and costly piles of marble or greenstone;

we have constructed great audience-rooms

for Sunday-school uses alone, and have

RUINS OF THE OLD CHURCH-TOWER, JAMIBTOVVN, VIRGINIA.

equipped the sanctuary with all culinary

attachments ; we have built parish-houses

whose comfort the best-kept medizeval

monk might envy, and we have put up

evangelistic tabernacles only to find the

most noted evangelists preferring to work

in regular church edifices rather than in

places of easy resort by the thoughtless

crowd of wonder-seekers. But not all

these doings have been foolish or mis

taken: some of them have been most

hopeful signs, and the next century will

find excellent work in the church-build

ing of our day. The Gothic and Queen

Anne revivals, at their best, have pro

moted even more than the old-time hon

esty in the use of sound and sincere build

ing-material ; and not a few of our new

er churches prove that our ecclesiastical

architects have something more to show

than experiments in fanciful "revivals"

that are such only in name. We shall

continue to do well so long as we worth

ily perpetuate the best material lesson

taught by our grandfathers' temples—

the lesson of downright honesty of con

struction and of a union between the

spirit of worship and its local habitation.

CHARLES F. RICHARDSON.
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WILL DEMOCRACY TOLERATE A PERMANENT CLASS OF NATIONAL

OFFICE-HOLDERS?

T is no doubt a public misfortune that

so much of that thoughtful patriotism

which, both on account of its culture and

its independence, must always be valu

able to the country, should have been

wasted, for some time past, upon what

are apparently narrow and unpractical,

if not radically unsound, propositions of

reform in the civil service. There is un

questionably need of reform in that direc

tion: it would be too much to presume

that in the generally imperfect state of

man his methods of civil government

would attain perfection; but it must be

questioned whether the subject has been

approached from the right direction and

upon the side of the popular sympathy

and understanding. At this time propo

sitions of civil-service reform have not

even the recognition, much less the com

prehension, of the mass of the people.

Their importance, their limitations, their

possibilities, have never been demonstra

ted : no commanding intellectual author

ity has ever taken up the subject and

worked it out before the eyes of the peo

ple as a problem of our national politics.

It remains a question of the closet, a

merely speculative proposition as to the

science of government.

What, then, are the metes and bounds

of this reform? How much is demand

ed? How much is practicable?

Not attempting a full answer to all of

these questions, and intending no dog

matic treatment of any, let us give them

a brief consideration from the point of

view afforded by the democratic system

upon which the whole political fabric of

the United States is established. \Ve are

-to look at our civil-service reform from

that side. Whatever in it may be feasi

ble, that much must be a work in accord

with the popular feeling. lt may be set

down at the outset, as the first principle

of the problem, that any practicable plan

of organizing the public service of the

United States must not only be founded

upon the general consent of the people,

but must also have, in its actual opera

tion, their continual, easy and direct par

ticipation. Any scheme, no matterby what

thoughtful patriot suggested, no matter

upon what model shaped, no matter from

what experience of other countries de

duced, which does not possess these es

sential features can never be worth the

serious attention of any one who expects

to accomplish practical and enduring re

sults.

(Possibly this may seem dogmatic, to

begin with; but if we agree to treat the

question as one in democratic politics,

the principle stated becomes perfectly

apparent.) '

It must be fair, then, and for the pur

poses of this article not premature, to

point out that the measure which is es

pecially known as "civil-service reform,"

and which has been occasionally recog

nized in the party platforms along with

other generalities, is one whose essence

is t/ze creation of a permancnt rfi¢e

/mlding rlass. Substantially, this is what

it amounts to. A man looking forward

to a place in the public service is to re

gard it as a life occupation, the same as

if he should study for a professional ca

reer or learn a mechanical trade. Once

in office, after a "competitive examina

tion " or otherwise, he will expect to stay

in: he will hold, as the Federal judges

do, by a life-tenure, "during good be

havior." This is now substantially the

system of Great Britain, which, in the

judgment of Mr. Dorman B. Eaton, is

so much better than our own as to ac

tually reduce the rate of criminality in

that country, and which, he declares,

only political baseness can prevent us

from imitating. A change of administra

tion there, Mr. Eaton adds, only affects

a few scores of persons occupying the

highest positions: the great mass of the

officials live and die in their places, in

different to the fluctuation of parliament
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ary majorities or the rise and fall of

ministries.

We must ask ourselves does this system V.

accord with American democracy?

A little more than half a century has

passed since John Quincy Adams, unques

tionably the best trained and most expe

rienced American administrator who ever

sat in the Presidency, undertook to estab- '

lish in the United States almost precise

ly the same system as that which Great

Britain now has. Admission to the places

was not, it is true, by means of compet

itive examination, but the feature—the

essential feature—of permanent tenure

was present in his plan. Mr. Adams took

the government from Mr. Monroe with

out considering any change needful: his

Cabinet advisers even included three of

those who had been in the Cabinet of

his predecessor, and these he retained to

the end, though at least one of the three,

he thought, had ceased to be either friend

ly or faithful to him. Retaining the old

officers, and reappointing them if their

commissions expired, selecting new ones,

in the comparatively rare cases of death,

resignation or ascertained delinquency,

upon considerations chiefly relating to

their personal capabilities for the vacant

places, Mr. Adams was patiently and

faithfully engaged during the four years

of his Presidency in establishing almost

the precise reform of the national service

which has been in recent times so stren

uously urged upon us as the one great

need of the nation—the administrative

purification which, if effectually perform

ed, would prove that our system of gov

ernment was fit to continue in existence.

Mr. Adams‘s plan did, indeed, seem ex

cellent. It commanded the respect of

honest but busy citizens absorbed in their

private affairs and desirous that the gov

ernment might be fixed, once for all, in

settled grooves, so that its functions would

proceed like the steady progress of the

seasons. It was an attempt to run the

government, as has been sometimes said,

"on business principles." The President

was to proceed, and did proceed, as if he

had in charge some great estate which he

was to manage and direct as a faithful

and exact trustee. This, no one can

deny, had the superficial look of most

admirable administration.

But President Adams had left out of

account largely what we are compelled

to sedulously consider—public opinion.

He had acquired most of his experience

abroad, and his principal service at home,

as Secretary of State, had been in a re

markably quiet time, when party move

ments were neither ebbing nor flowing,

so that he had forgotten how strong

and vigorous the democratic feeling' was

amongst the population of these States.

This is a forgetfulness to which all men

are liable who long occupy official po

sition, and who seldom have to submit

themselves to that severe and rude com

petitive examination which the plan of

popular elections establishes. Unfortu

nately for him, he was not responsible to

a court of chancery for the management

of his trust, but to a tribunal composed

of a multitude of judges. His accounts

were to be passed upon not by one learn

ed and conservative auditor guided by

familiar precedents and rules of law, but

a great, tumultuous popular assembly,

which would approve or disapprove by

a majority vote. When, therefore, it ap

peared to the people that he was forming

a body of permanent office-holders—was

recruiting a civil army to occupy in per

petuity the offices which they, the mass,

had created and were taxed to pay for

the fierce, and in many respects scandal

ous, partisan assault which Jackson rep

resented, if he did not direct, gathered

overwhelming force. It seemed to the

popular view that a narrow, an exclusive,

an aristocratic system was being formed.

The President appeared to be, while hon

estly and carefully preserving their trust

from waste or loss, committing it to a

control independent of them—an official

body which, having a permanent tenure,

would be altogether indifferent to their

varying desires. Such a scheme of gov

ernment was therefore no more than an

attempt to stand the pyramid on its apex:

Mr. Adams‘s administration, supported

chiefly by those whose aspirations were

for an honest and capable bureaucracy,

and who could not or would not face the

rude questionings of democracy, ended
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with his first four years, and went out in

such a whirlwind of partisan opposition

as brought in, by reaction, the infamous

"spoils system" that at the end of half

a century we are but partially recovered

from.

To designate more particularly the great

fact which had been disregarded in this

notable experiment of fifty years ago, and

which is apparently not sufficiently con

sidered in the measures of reform that

have been more recently pressed upon

us, we may declare that the government

of the United States is, as yet, the direct

outcome of what may be called I/e po

/itiml actz'"uitj/ of I/zc ;mple. \Vhether

or not, having read history, we must an

ticipate a time here when the many, weary

of preserving their own liberties, will re

sign their power to a few, it is certain that

no such inclination yet appears. The

government is the product of the public

mind and will when these are moved with

reference to the subject. It is created

freshly at short intervals, and the man

ner of the creation is seldom languid or

careless, but usually earnest, intense and

heated. Upon this point there has no

doubt been much misapprehension. As l

it has happened—perhaps rather oddly

—that those of our thoughtful patriots

whose warnings and appeals have reach

ed public notice have had their experi

ences mostly in city life, surrounded by

the peculiar conditions which exist there,

the conclusions they have drawn in some

respects are applicable only to their own

surroundings. They have discovered per

sons who had forgotten or did not believe

that liberty could be bought only with the

one currency of eternal vigilance, and

coupled with these others who were too

busy to attend to the active processes

by which the government is from time to

time renewed; and they have concluded,

with fatal inaccuracy of judgment, that

this exceptional disposition of a small

number of persons was a type of the

whole population. Nothing could be

more absurdly untrue. Outside of a

very limited circle no such political fa- .

tigue exists. The people generally are

deeply interested in public affairs and

willing to attend to their own public

duties. Their concern in regard to meas

ures, methods and candidates is seldom

laid aside. The political ad)‘1/z'ty to which

we have called attention thus at some

length is earnest, persistent and exacting.

It will be useful for the reformer of the

civil service to give some study to the

manifestations of this activity. He will

find it one of the most marked and cha

racteristic features in the life of the Amer

If he will take the pains

to examine the civil organization of the

country, he will find that its roots run to

every stratum of society. The number

of persons interested in politics, not as

a speculative subject, but as a practical

and personal one, is wonderfully great.

Thus, in most of the States there exists

that modification of the ancient Saxon

system of local action by "hundreds "—

the township organization. This alone car

ries a healthy political movement into the

farthest nook and corner of the body pol

itic : every citizen of common sense may

well be consulted in this primary activity,

and every household may be interested

in the question whether its results are

good or bad. But besides this, simple

and slightly compensated as are the po

sitions belonging to the township, there

are in every community many willing to

fill them. To be a supervisor of the

roads,* to be township constable and

collector of the taxes, to audit the town

ship accounts, to be a member of the

school board, to be a justice of the peace,

is an inclination—it may be a desire

entertained by many citizens; and if the

ambition may seem to be a narrow one,

its modesty does not make it unworthy

or discreditable. But these men alone,

active in the politics of townships, form

a surprising array. If we consider that

in Pennsylvania there are sixty-seven

counties, with an average of say forty

townships in each, here are twenty-six

hundred and eighty townships, having

each not less than ten officials, and mak

ing nearly twenty-seven thousand per

sons actually on duty at one time in a

' ican people.

* I use here the olficial nomenclature of Pennsyl

vania: by whatever title the local olficials are known

in the various States, the general fact is of course the

' same in all.
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single State in this fundamental branch

of the service. And if we estimate that

besides those who are in office at least

two persons are inclined and willing, if

not actually desirous, to occupy the place

now filled by each one—a very moderate

calculation—we multiply twenty-six thou

sand eight hundred by three,and have over

eighty thousand persons whose minds are

quick and active in local politics on this

one account. But we may proceed further.

There are the cities and boroughs, their

official business more complex and labo

rious, and in most cases receiving much

higher compensation. The competition

for these is in many instances very great:

in the case of large cities we need not

waste words in elaborating the fact. It is

difficult to estimate the number ofpersons

to whom the municipal corporations give

place and pay compensation in the State

of PennsylvaniaI but five thousand is not

an extravagant surmise, while it would

be equally reasonable to presume that

for each place occupied at least three

others would be willing to fill it, so that

on this account we may make a total of

twenty thousand. But there are also the

county offices. Besides the judicial posi

tions, altogether honorable, held by long

terms of election and receiving liberal

compensation, there are in each county

an average of fifteen other officials, mak

ing in the State, in round numbers, one

thousand. These, again, may be multi

plied by four: there are certainly three

waiting aspirants for each place. But

ascend now to the State system, with its

several executive departments, the legis

lature, the charitable and penal institu

tions and the appointments in the gift

of the governor. Great and small, these

may reach one thousand (the Legislature

alone, with its officers and etnployés, ac

counts for over three hundred), and cer

tainly there are at least five persons look

ing toward each of the several places.

Upon such an estimate, then, of the

political activities of one State we have

such a showing as this:

Citizens politically active as to townships, . 8o,o0o

" " " cities and boroughs, 2o,ooo

" ‘. H
counties, 4,0o0

" " " the State, . 5,o0o

Making a total of . . 109,o0o

Some allowance should be made, no

doubt, for persons whose inclinations for

position cover all the different fields—

who may be said to be watching several

holes. But we have not considered how

many citizens of Pennsylvania are in

clined to national positions—the Presi

dency, seats in Congress or some of the

numerous places in the general service

of the Federal government. These two

classes, it is probable, would offset each

other.

Subtracting, however, the odd thou

sands from the total stated, we may fix

at one hundred thousand the number of

citizens in the one State who, by reason

of occupying some position of public duty

or of being inclined to fill one, are act

ively interested in the subject of politics.

This is almost exactly one-seventh of the

whole number of voters in the State: it

presents the fact that in every group of

seven citizens there is one, presumably

of more than the average in capacity and

intelligence, whose mind is quick and sen

sitive to every question affecting political

organization. We are brought thus to the

same point which we reached by an ob~

servation of the township system—the

fact that every part of society is perme

ated by the general political circulation.

It is like the human organism: nerves

and blood-vessels extend, with size and

capacity proportioned for their work, to

the most remote extremity, and the whole

is alive.

Let us, however, guard strictly, at this

point, against a possible misconception.

It is not to be understood that these one

hundred thousand citizens are simply

"ofi‘ice-seekers," using the ordinary and

offensive sense of the term. The activity

in affairs which we describe is distinct

from a sordid desire to grab the emolu

ments of office. The vast majority of

the places, including all those in the

townships—which, with the aspirants to

them, make four-fifths of the whole—are

either without any pay at all or have an

amount so small as to be beneath our

consideration. But a small part of the

offices which we have enumerated carry

emoluments sufficient to furnish a living

for the most economical incumbent. The
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inspiration of the political interest evi

denced by this one-seventh part of the

citizenship is not an unworthy one at all:

on the contrary, it is that essential demo

cratic inclination without which our form

of government must quickly stagnate.

It would be foolish to say that no selfish

motive enters into this tremendous mani

festation of energy and effort (until hu

manity assumes a higher form the moving

power of the mercenary principle must

be very great), but it is fair and it is ac

curate to ascribe to the men in affairs a

much loftier and more honorable impulse

—the aspiration to share in the conduct

of their own government, the unwilling

ness to be ignored or excluded in the ad

ministration of what is universally de

nominated a common trust. That they

enjoy, if they do not covet, such pecu

niary advantage as their places bring is

reasonable, but it is true, to their credit,

that they do appreciate more than this

the honor that attaches to the public sta

tion and the pleasure which may be ex

perienced in the discharge of its con

spicuous duties.

Let us presume that even this imperfect

study of the political activities of a single

State may present some conception of

the tremendous force and energy that go

to the making, year by year, of the va

rious branches of our government. Cer

tainly, any student of this field may ac

cept with respect the admonition that

there is no languor, no fatigue, no feeling

of genteel disgust with politics, in what '

has thus been presented him. If, then,

his plan of reorganization for the civil

service is intended to be set up without

consulting the popular inclination, or pos

sibly even in opposition to it, he may well

stand hesitant as to his likelihood of suc

cess. The question may confront him at

once: Is the organization of a permanent

olficial class in the administration of the

general government likely to accord with

the desires of the people ? And we may

add, Is it consistent with the general cha

racter of our form of government? Is it

not attended by conclusive objections?

It is not the purpose of this article to

attempt answering these questions fully.

We do not propose to throw ourselves

across the path of those undoubtedly sin

cere, and probably wise, students of this

subject who have arrived at the positive

conclusion that to establish a permanent

tenure for the great body of the national

office-holders, and to appoint to vacancies

among them upon the tests of a competi

tive or other examination, is the panacea

for all our public disorders, the regenera

tive process which will lift our whole sys

tem into a higher and purer atmosphere.

We do not say that these gentlemen may

not be right, but we are willing to exam

ine the subject.

Upon viewing, then, the tremendous

popular activity in local and State affairs

—and we must reflect that there is "more

politics to the square foot" in some of

the newer States than there is in Penn

sylvania—the inquiry is natural whether

this stops short of all national politics.

Certainly it does not. The offices in the

general government, though their import

ance and their influence are usually over

estimated, are a great object of attention

with the whole country. The vehement

democratic movement toward them that

marked the time of Jackson is still ap

parent, though it proceeds with diminish

ed force and is regulated and tempered

by the strong protest which has been

made against the scandals of the "spoils

system," and against the theory that gov

ernment by parties must be a continual

struggle for plunder. It is noticeable that

no administration has ever really attempt

ed the formation of an irremovable body

of officials. No party has ever yet ex

plicitly declared itself in favor of such

a policy. No actual leader of any party,

bearing the responsibility of its success

or failure in the elections, has ever yet

sincerely and persistently advocated the

measure. None wish to undertake so

tremendous a task. He would indeed

be a powerful orator who could carry a

popular gathering with him in favor of

the proposition that hereafter the holding

of office was to be made more exclusive

—that the people were to put away from

themselves, by a renunciation of their

own powers, the expectancy of occupy

' ing a great part of the public places.

Rare as may be the persuasive ability of
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case where

the true stump-orator, and serene as his

confidence may be in his powers, there

would be but few volunteers to enter a

campaign upon such a platform as that.

It would be a forlorn hope indeed.

The view of the people undoubtedly

is (I) that the public places are common

property; (2) that any one may aspire to

fill them ; and ( 3) that the elevation to them

is properly the direct or nearly direct re

sult of election. The elective principle

is democratic. It has been, since the

beginning of the government, steadily

consuming all other methods of making

public officers. In most States the ap

pointing power of the governor, which

years ago was usually large, has been

stripped to the uttermost. It is thirty

years in Pennsylvania since even the ju

diciary became elective by the people.

And in those States—of which Delaware

furnishes an example—where most of the

county officers are still the appointees of

the governor, the tendency to control his

action by a display of the popular wish

—such an array of petitions, etc. as

amounts to a polling of votes—is un

mistakable. The governor is moved, ob

viously, by the people. And if to some

this general tendency toward the elective

idea seems dangerous, it must be answer

ed that it is not really so if the people are

in fact capable of self-government. Con

ceding this as the foundation of our sys

tem, we cannot, at this point and that,

expect to interpose a guardianship over

their expression.

To the permanency of tenure it is that

we have given, and expect will generally

be given, most attention. This is the es

sence of the proposed " reform." The

manner of selecting new appointees is

of no great consequence if the vacancies

are to occur so seldom as must be the

incumbents hold for life.

Whether the new recruits come in upon

the certificates of a board of examiners,

such as the British Civil-Service Com

mission, or upon the scrutiny of the Ex

ecutive and his advisers, as now, is a

consideration of minor importance. It

is the idea of an official class, an order

of office-holders, which appears to throw

itself across the path of the democratic

activity which we have attempted to de

scribe. This is the point of conflict—if

any. We might, it is true, take many

measures to ensure the colorless and

harmless character of the system. Up

to a recent time the government clerks

in England were deprived of the suffrage.

in order that they might be perfectly indif

ferent to politics. It is probable that in

time our own officials would lose the or

dinary instincts of a democratic citizen

ship, and would regard with coldness, if

not contempt, the activities that lead to a

renewal of the government. But how

ever smoothly they might move in the

pursuance of their clerical routine, how

ever faultless they might become in their

round of prescribed duties, would they

not still obstruct the public purpose?

Would not even this emasculate order

of placemen, standing apart a sacrificed

though favored class, still present them

selves as unpardonable offenders ? When

it should be discovered that they claimed

the possession in perpetuity of the offices

in the national government, and had or

ganized themselves as a standing army

of placemen, can it be believed that they

would not be swept aside by the same

iconoclastic onset which ended the Ad

ams administration?

We do not pause here to represent the

apparent inconsistency of desiring to de

citizenize a large number of intelligent

members of the community, or the risk

of creating a class in the republic forbid

den to take any active interest in the re

newals of its organization, or the impolicy

of diminishing the force and courage of

the popular will in its grapple with the

problem of self-government; but all these

comments may suggest themselves.

Popular expectancy, it may fairly be

declared, follows all the stations of pub

lic life with a jealous if not an eager eye.

There is abundant evidence of this in the

county and township systems. Taking,

for example, the administration of county

affairs in any of the States, it will be

found that the officers, by a rule that

seems generally satisfactory, hold during

short terms, and are seldom re-elected

immediately to the same place. The rule

is rotation—giving a large number of per
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sons their "turn "—and changes are regu

larly made. A man disappointed this

year for a particular place waits until the

time comes to fill it again, and in many

counties, other things being about equal,

the fact that he has waited patiently and

now presents the oldest claim governs

the selection. The antipathy to one who

seeks to hold on to his place beyond the

ordinary term—the dislike for a grabber

who desires more than is usually assign

ed—is a perfectly well-known feature in

politics. The county system of Pennsyl

vania will afford abundant proof of the

statements here made: the terms of the

officers, who are all elective, do not aver

age more than four years, even including

such court-officials as the clerks and pro

thonotaries, whose duties are in some par

ticulars technical and difficult, requiring

an acquaintance with the forms of legal

procedure. But it is further true that in the

States where county officers are appointed

by the governor no protracted tenure re

sults. On the contrary, the pressure upon

him of the public expectation seldom per

mits the reappointment ofan olficer whose

commission is expiring.

Vi/ith this rule of change, primary as

its application is, and within the direct

comprehension and control of the people,

there does not appear to be any general

discontent. It is accepted, so far as we

can discover, as a just and proper sys

tem by which an equality of claims upon

the common favor is maintained. It is

reasonable to presume, therefore, that

amongst a people fairly acquainted with

their own business, and possessing a fair

education both of the schools and of ex

perience in life, many persons in every

community are competent to serve as its

ofticials. At any rate, in the midst of

these usages we discover no demand that

the terms of office be made permanent,

and that the place-holders be put beyond

the reach of a removal. There is no ap

parent realization that such a "reform"

is demanded; and if it be difficult, as

has been stated, to awaken popular en

thusiasm in behalf of a permanent ten

ure in the national civil service, there

seems to be nothing in the rules of pri

mary politics to help smooth the way.

It may be asked now whether it is not

almost certainly true that some sound

principle lies in the methods which an

intelligent community, unrestrained by

ancient conventional ideas or repressive

systems of law, applies to its own political

organization. Is not this instinctive demo

cratic plan an essential principle of a gov

ernment founded upon equal rights? 1s

it not a law of C/mnge 'lIJ/zit'/I c/mraclcr

izes I/ze £1'?/z'/ serr//'a: of a [lL'I7Io[7'a[)', and

not a law If Permanence ?

We can hardly doubt that the facts

which have been stated concerning the

disposition of the people toward the offices

in their government are capable of a phil

osophical explanation; and as they pro

ceed with 'evident freedom and natural

ness from the very bosom of communi

ties accustomed to independent thought

and action, the conclusion is irresistible

that this is the temper and the tendency

of a free government. Startling as it may

be to propose change rather than per

manency in the civil service, that may

prove to be best adapted to our wants.

Consciously or not, such a rule has

been established by the people them

selves; and while it has scarcely found

a formal presentation, much less had

careful examination and argument, there

can be little doubt that such a principle,

substantially as we have described, lies

close to the hearts of the people. The

right of election, the idea that public

officers should be elective, and the ex

pectation that there will be a rotation of

duties and honors, are popular principles

which are unmistakable.

Apart from the consideration that what

ever is fundamental in popular govern

ment, whatever tends to the preservation

of individual freedom and equality of

rights, must be a safe principle, there

could be much said from the most prac

tical stand-point in favor of rotation in

office. All human experience proves

the usefulness of change. Rest is the

next thing to rust. In physics things

without motion are usually things with

out life; and in government it is the bu

reaus least disturbed by change that are

most stagnated and most circumlocutory.

The apparent misfortune of having men
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experienced in public affairs make way,

at intervals, for others of less experience

is itself greatly exaggerated. There are

facts so important in compensation that

the assumed evil becomes one of very

moderate proportions. For it will be

seen upon careful observation that no

important function of the government,

not even in the national service, calls

for a character or qualification—some

times, but rarely, for any sort of special

or technical skill—which is not being

continually formed and trained either in

the movements of private life and busi

ness experience or in the political schools

which are furnished by the State, the

county and the township. The functions

of the government are substantially the

guardianship of the 'same interests for

which the State, the county, the town

ship and the individual exercise concern.

Government has lost its mystery: even

diplomacy has somewhat changed from

lying and chicanery to common-sense

dealing. The qualities that are required

in the government—industry, economy,

integrity, knowledge of men and affairs

—are precisely those which are of value

to every individual citizen, and which

are taught day by day everywhere—to

the lads in school and college and to the

men in their occupations of life. Such

qualities a community fit to govern itself

must abundantly possess. There is noth

ing occult in the science of government.

The administration in behalf of the peo

ple of the organization which they have

ordered is nothing foreign to their own

knowledge. They have ceased to con

sider themselves unfit for self-rule: they

no longer think of calling in from other

worlds a different order of beings to gov

ern them.

We may accept without fear principles

which seem startling, but which are proved

to be rooted in democratic ground, so long

as we have faith in the democratic sys

tem itself. There is no road open for

the doubter and questioner of popular

rights but that which leads back to aban

doned ground. We may proceed, then,

with an attempt to explain the philoso

phy of the rule of Change. Shall it not

be stated thus:

VOL. XXVI.—44

77zat, due rrgard bez'n.gr /za0’ to t/ze pre

ser1/ation qfsz'mp/z'uzty and ('eonozn)/— or

bidding I/us t/ze needless inrrease of ty’

fices and cxpmses—z't is t/z01 lrm' I/zal I/ze

adiw parlzkzlzfiatz'mz by Me largrest num

ber of persons in t/zc pr¢u'tz'r'¢zl admz'nz's

Iration qf I/m'r mun .grm/ernznenl is an

object /zzjgr/z/y to be desz'red in ermy dem

oeratic repubtic.

The government must be the highest

school of affairs. Shall it be declared that

to study there and to have its diploma is

not desirable for all? Is it not perfectly

evident that the more who can learn to

actually discharge the duties belonging

to their own social organization, the bet

ter for them and the better for it?

All these propositions necessarily im- .

ply the existence of an intelligent and

patriotic people, at least of such a ma

jority. So always does every plan of

popular government. Whatever of dis

appointment presents itself to the author

of any scheme of"reform," upon finding

that he has constructed a system which

is ridden down by the political activity

of the people, he must blame the plan

upon which our fabric is built. If he is

chagrined to find that his z'/nperium in

z'mperio is not practicable, and that noth

ing can make here a power stronger than

the source of power, he must solace his

hurt feelings with the reflection that the

system was never adapted to his contri

vance, and that our fathers, when in the

beginning they resolved to establish a

government by the people, gave consent

thereby to all the apparent risks and in

conveniences of having the people con

tinually minding their own affairs.

With a just comprehension of the dem

ocratic forces that give motion and life to

the governmental system of the United

States, and of the manner in which they

affect the public service in all its depart

ments, the wise advocate of reform must

approach his work. His patriotism and

thoughtfulness are both necessary. To

proceed against the democratic law is not

practicable: to establish a new system

which is inconsistent with the abundant

vitality and conscious strength of that al

ready established is a futile proposition

indeed.
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HIRTY-THREE years ago—that is,

shortly before Christmas, 1847 —I

went over to Paris to pass a few weeks

with my family. The great railway

schemes of the two previous years in

England had broken down a good many

men in our office—draughtsmen, survey

ors and so on. Iwonder if the present

public recollects those days, when the

Times brought out double supplements

to accommodate the advertisements of

railroads, when King Hudson was as

much a potentate as Queen Victoria,

when Brunel and Stephenson were au

tocrats, and when everybody saw a sud

den chance of getting rich by shares or

damages? Those days were the begin

ning of that period of prosperity of which

the recent "hard times" were the reaction.

Then twenty guineas a night for office

work was sometimes paid to youngsters

not yet out of their teens. In the great

offices the young men worked all day and

the alternate nights to get plans ready for

Parliament, sustained by strong coffee al

ways on the tap, till some of them went

mad with the excitement and the strain.

I had worked hard both in the field

and office during the closing months of

1847, but I broke down at last, and was

sent to recover my health under the care

of my family. That family consisted of

my father—a half-pay English officer—

my mother and three sisters, then living

au troz'sz'E/ne in the Rue Neuve de Berri,

not far from the newly-erected Russian

church, and the windows of the apparle

mcnt commanded a side view down the

Champs Elysées. I only needed rest and

recreation, both of which my adoring fam

ily eagerly provided me. My sisters were

three lively, simple-hearted, honest Eng

lish girls, who had a large acquaintance

in Paris, and took great pride and pleas

ure in introducing to it their only brother.

We were not only invited to our embassy

and on visiting terms with all the English

Colony (that colony whose annals at that

period are written in T/zc Ad1/enlures of

P/1ilzjfl, and to which Thackeray's mother

and nearest relatives, like ourselves, be

longed), but we were, in virtue of some

American connections, admitted to the

American embassy on the footing of

semi - Americans.

We enjoyed our American friends

greatly. I formed the opinion then,

which I retain now, that cultivated

Americans, the top-skimming of the so

cial cream, are some of the most charm

ing people to be met with in cultivated

society. To all that constitutes "nice

people" everywhere they join a souppon

of wild flavor which gives them individ

uality. They are to society what their

own wild turkeys and canvasbacks are

to the menu.

One of my sisters, Amy, the eldest,

had been ill that winter, and was not

equal tojoining in the gayeties that the

others enjoyed. I-Ier principal amuse

ment was walking in the Gardens of

Monceaux, a private domain of King

Louis Philippe in the Batignolles, a quiet,

humdrum spot, where she could set her

foot upon green turf and gravel. The

streets of Paris, the Boulevards, and the

Champs Elysées were too attractive to a

pleasure-seeker like myself to allow me

to content myself with the pale attractions

of Monceaux, but I went there with my

sister once or twice, because French eti

quette forbade her walking even in these

quiet garden-paths alone.

One day it was proposed by her that

we should go again. 1 could not, in

common humanity, refuse, and so con

sented. Poor Amy "put on her things,"

as our girls called it, and we descended

to the porte-cochere, intending to engage

the first passing citadine. As we stepped

into the street, however, a gay carriage

with high-stepping gray horses, a chas.

seur with knife and feathers, and a coach

man in a modest livery on a hammer

cloth resplendent with yellow fringes

and embroideries, drew up at our door:

a pretty hand was laid upon the portiere
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and a voice cried, "Amy! Amy! I was

coming for you."

" My brother—l\'Iiss Leare," said Amy.

Miss Leare bowed to me gracefully and

motioned to her chasseur to open the car

riage-door. "Get in," she said. "I have

the carriage for two hours: what shall we

do with it? Mamma is at the dentist's.—

Amy, I thought you would enjoy a drive,

and so I came for you."

I helped Amy in, and was making my

bow when Miss Leare stopped me. "Come

too," she said cordially: "Amy's brother

surely need not be taboo. Shall we drive

to the Bois ?"

"I was going to Monceaux," said Amy.

"Would it be quite the thing for us to

drive alone to the Bois ?"

" Oh-h-h !" said Miss Leare, prolonging

her breath upon the vocative.—" You see,"

she added, turning to me, "I am so un

prepared by previous training that I shall

never become an fait in French propri

eties. Indeed, I hold them in great rever

ence, but they seem to be for ever hedging

me in; nor can I understand the mean

ing of half of them. In America I was

guided by plain right and wrong.—\Vhy

shall we not outrage etiquette, Amy, by

' going alone,‘ as you call it, to Monceaux?

Is it that the place is so stiff and solemn

and out of the way that we may walk

there without a chaperon ? I should

have thought seclusion made a place

more dangerous, allowing that there be

any danger at all.—ln America, Mr.

Farquhar, your escort would be enough

for us, and the fact that Amy is your sis

ter would give a sort of double security

to your protection."

"Oh, dear Miss Leare—" began Amy.

"I-Iermie, Amy—Hermione, which is

English and American for Tasso's Er

minia. — Do you like my name, Mr.

Farquhar? We have strange names in

America, English people are pleased to

say.—Victor!" she went on, calling to

the chasseur without pausing for any re

ply, "stop at some place where they sell

candy. Mr. Farquhar will get out and

buy us some."

Obediently to her order, we stopped at

a confectioner's. I was directed to put

my hand into the carriage-pocket, where

.
.
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I should find some "loose change," kept

there for candy and the hurdy-gurdy

boys. Then I was directed to go into

the "store" and choose a pound of all

sorts of "mixed candy."

I had not more than made myself in

telligible to a young person behind the

counter when the carriage-door was open

ed and both the girls came in, Miss Her

mione declaring that she knew I should

be embarrassed by the multitude of

"sweeties," and that I should need their

experience to know what I was about.

With dawdling, laughing and good

comradeship we chose our bonbons, and

getting back into the barouche we pro

ceeded to crunch them as we drove on

to Monceaux. It was like being children

over again, with a slight sense of being

out of bounds. I had never seen con

fectionery eaten wholesale in that fash

ion. Such bonbons were expensive, too.

Trained in the personal economy of Eng

lish middle-class life, it would never have

occurred to me to buy several francs'

worth of sugar-plums and to eat them by

the handful. But as the fair American

sat before me, smiling, laughing, petting

Amy and saying fascinating imperti

nences to myself, I thought I had never

seen so bewitching a creature. Her frame,

though smife and admirably proportion

ed, gave me an idea of vigor and strength

not commonly associated at that time with

the girls of America. Her complexion,

too, was healthy: she was not so highly

colored as an English country girl, but

her skin was bright and clear. Her face

was a perfect oval, her hair glossy and

dark, her eyes expressive hazel. Her

points were all good : her ears, her hands,

her feet, her upper lip and nostrils showed

blood, and the daintiness and taste of her

rich dress seemed to denote her good taste

and fine breeding. My sisters could not

tie their bonnet-strings as she tied hers,

nor were their dresses anything like hers

in freshness, fit or daintiness of trimming.

We alighted at last at old Monceaux,

and walked about its solemn alleys.

Sometimes Miss Leare talked sense, and

talked it well. Those were exciting days

in Paris. It was February, 1848, and a

great crisis was nearer at hand in politics
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than we suspected; besides which there

had been several events in private life

which had increased the general excite

ment of the period—notably the murder

of Marshal Sebastiani's daughter, the

poor duchesse de Praslin. Hermione

could talk of these things with great

spirit, but sometimes relapsed into her

grown-up childishness. She talked, too,

with animation of the freedom and hap

piness of her American girlhood. My

sister Amy had always taken life au

grand sérz'mx,- Ellen was a little too

prompt to flirt with officers and gay

young men, and needed repression;

Laetitia went in for book-learning, and

measured every one by what she called

their "educational opportunities." My

sisters were as different as possible from

this butterfly creature, who seemed to sip

interest and amusement out of everything.

At the end of two hours we drove back

to Mrs. Leare's hotel, which was opposite

our own apartment in the Rue Neuve de

Berri, the hotel that a few weeks later was

occupied by Prince Jerome. Here Her

mione insisted upon our coming in while

the carriage drove to the dentist's for her

mother.

The reception-rooms in Mrs. Leare's

hotel were very showy. They were filled

with buhl and knick-knacks gathered on

all parts of the Continent, and lavishly

displayed, not always in good keeping.

A little sister, Claribel, came running up

to us when we entered, and clung fond

ly to Hermione, who sat down at the

Erard grand piano and sang to us, with

out suggestion, a gay little French song.

She was taking lessons, Amy afterward

told me, of the master most in vogue in

Paris and of all others the most expen

sive. Amy, who could sing well herself,

disparaged Hermione's voice to me, and

sighed as she thought of the waste of

those inestimable lessons.

Then Miss Hermione lifted the top of

an ormolu box on the chimney-piece of

a boudoir and showed Amy and me, un

der the rose as it were, some cigarettes,

with a laugh. "Mamma's," she said:

"she has a faiblcsse that way."

"Oh, Hermione! you don't ?" cried

Amy.

"No, 1don't," said Hermione more

gravely.

I was so 'amused by her, so fascinated,

so completely at my ease with her, that

I could have stayed on without taking

note of time had not Amy remembered

that it was our dinner-hour. We took

our leave, and met Mrs. Leare on the

staircase ascending to her apartment.

She greeted Amy with as much effusion

as was compatible with her ideas of fash

ion, and said she was "right glad" to

hear we had been passing the morning

with Hermione.

"I wish you would come very often. I

like her to see English girls : you do her

so much good, Amy.—.\'lr. Farquhar,

we shall hope to see you often too. I

have a little reception here every Sun

day evening."

With that she continued her course up

stairs, and we descended to the porte

cochere.

She was a faded woman, "dressed to

death," as Amy phrased it, and none of

my people had a good word for her.

"The Leares are rolling in riches, I

believe," remarked my father, "and an

American who is rich has no hereditary

obligations to absorb his wealth, so that

it becomes all' spending-money,' as Miss

Hermione says. The head of the fam

ily—King Leare I call him—stays at

home in some sort of a counting-room

in New York and makes money, giving

Mrs. Leare and Miss Hermione earte

blanc/M to spend it on any follies they

please. I never heard anything exactly

wrong concerning Mrs. Leare, but she

does not seem to me the woman to be

trusted with that very nice young daugh

ter. I feel great pity for Miss Leare."

"Miss Leare has plenty of sense and

character," said my mother: "I do not

think her mother's queer surroundings

seem to affect her in any way. She

moves among the Frenchmen, Poles and

Italians of her mother's court like that

lady Shakespeare—or was it Spenser ?—

wrote about among the fauns and satyrs.

With all her American freedom she avoids

improprieties by instinct. I have no fears

for her future if she marries the right

man.
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"Indeed, mamma," said Amy, "I wish

she would keep more strictly within the

limit of the proprieties. She- makes me

nervous all the time we are together."

"My dear, you never heard her breathe

a really unbecoming word or saw her do

an immodest thing?" said my mother in

terrogatively.

"Oh no, of course not," said Amy.

"They say Mrs. Leare wants to marry

her to that Neapolitan marquis who is so

often there," put in Ellen. "On 071, she

will have a dot of two millions of francs,

or, as they call it, half a million of dollars."

"Such a rumor," I broke in, rather an

noyed by this turn in the conversation,

"may well buy her the right to be a

marchioness if she will."

"Indeed it won't, then," said Ellen

sharply, "for she thinks Americans

should not ' fix ' themselves permanently

abroad. She says she means to marry

one of her own folks, as she calls her

countrymen."

"She knows an infinite variety of

things, and has had all kinds of mas

ters," sighed Lzetitia: "she speaks all

the languages in Europe. I believe

Americans have a peculiar facility for

pronunciation, like the Russians, and

she learned at her school in America

philosophy, rhetoric, logic, Latin, alge

bra, chemistry."

"I wonder she should be so sweet a

woman," said my father. "She seems a

good girl—I never took her for a learned

one—but her mother is a fool, and I should

think her father must be that or worse. I

wonder what he can be like? It seems

to an Englishman so strange that a man

should stay at home alone for years, and

suffer his wife and family to travel all

over the Continent without protection."

Though my father, mother and sisters

declined the Sunday invitation of Mrs.

Leare, I went to her reception. The

guests were nearly all Italians, Poles,

Spaniards or Frenchmen. There was

no Englishman present but myself, and

only one or two Americans. I felt at

once how out of place my mother, the

country matron, and my father, ce re

spertable c/zkllarrt', would have been in

such a circle. But Mrs. Leare's guests

were not the jrunesse dorée nor the du

bious nobility I had expected to meet in

her salon. The Frenchmen among them

were all men whose names were familiar

in French political circles—men of revo

lutionary tendencies and of advanced

opinions. I afterward discovered they

had taken advantage of Mrs. Leare's

desire to be the head of a salon to use

'her rooms as a convenient rendezvous.

It was safe ground on which to simmer

their revolutionary cauldron. It was

seething and bubbling that night, al

though neither the Leares nor myself

were aware of what was brewing. The

talk was all about the Banquets, espe

cially the impending reform banquet in

the Rue Chaillot. The gentlemen pres

ent were not exactly conspirators: they

were for the most part political reformers,

who, being cut off from the usual modes

of expressing themselves through a rec

ognized parliamentary opposition or by

the medium of petition, had devised a

system of political banquets, some fifty

of which had already beeri held in the

departments, and they were now engaged

in getting one up in Paris in the Twelfth

arrondissement. '

At that time, in a population of thirty

five millions, there were but a quarter

of a million of French voters, and as in

France all places (from that of a railroad

guard to a seat on the bench) were dis

posed of by the government, it was very

easy for ministers to control the legisla

ture. A reform, really needed in the

franchise, was the object proposed to

themselves by the original heads of the

Revolution of 1848, though when they

had set their ball in motion they could

neither control it nor keep up with it as

it rolled downward.

The prevalent idea in Mrs. Leare's

salon was that the banquet of the Rue

Chaillot would go off quietly, that the

prefect of police would protest, and that

the affair would then pass into the law

courts, where it would remain until all

interest in the subject had passed away.

One was sensible, however, that there was

a general feeling of excitement in the at

mosphere. Paris swarmed with troops,

evidently under stricter discipline than
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faces interrogatively and read the daily

papers with an anxious air.

Though I did not at the time fully ap

preciate what I saw, I was struck by the

business-like character of the men about

me. The guests, I thought, took very lit

tle notice of the lady of the house. I did

not then suspect that they were using

her hospitality for their own purposes,

and that they felt secure in her total in

capacity to understand what they were

doing. She, meantime, intent on filling

her reception-rooms with celebrities and

titled persons, was charmed to have col

lected so many distinguished men around

her. .

Hermione appeared bewildered, un

comfortable and restless, like a spectator

on the edge of a great crowd. "There

are too many strangers here to-night,"

she said: "mamma and I do not know

one half of them. They have been

brought here by their friends. To have

a salon is mamma's ambition, but this is

not my idea of it. I feel as if we were out

of place among these men, who talk to

each other and hardly notice us at all."

We sat together and exchanged our

thoughts in whispers. It was one of

those crowds that create a solitude for

lovers. Not that we talked sentiment or

that we were lovers. We conversed about

the excitements of the day—of the Leste

affair, in which the king and the king's

ministry were accused of protecting dis

honesty ; of the Beauvallon and D'Equi

villey duel and the Praslin murder, in

connection with both of which the royal

family and the ministry were popularly

accused of protecting criminals—and at

last the conversation strayed away from

France to I-Iermione's own girlhood. She

told me of her happy country home in

Maryland with her grandmother, and

sighed. I asked her if she was going

to the English ball to be given on

Wednesday night at the beautiful Jar

din d'I-Iiver in the Champs Elysées.

"I suppose so," she replied, "but I

don't care for large assemblies: I feel

afraid of the men I meet. I wish your

mother could chaperon me: it would be

much nicer to be with her than with my

People looked into each other's ' own. Mammaunderstands nothing about

looking after me; she wants to have a

good time herself, and I am only in her

way. Do you know, Mr. Farquhar, I

have a theory that when women have

missed anything they ought to have en

joyed in early life, they always want to

go back and pick it up. Mamma had

no pleasures in her youth, no attentions,

no gayety. If I am to be chaperoned, I

like the real thing. If I were at home

in Maryland, where my father came from,

I should need no one to protect me: you

could take me to the ball."

" I, Miss Hermione?"

"Yes, you. You would call for me,

and wait till I was ready to come down.

Then you and I would go alone," she

added, enjoying my look of incredulity.

"It is the custom: no harm could come

of it," she added. "VVe would walk to

our ball."

"No harm in the case that you have

supposed, but in some other cases—"

"You suppose a good deal," she inter

rupted. "You suppose agirl without self

rcspect or good sense, and perhaps a man

without honor. Here, of course, thing

cannot be like that. Society seems founded

upon different ideas from those prevalent

with us about men and women. 15/ere, I

admit, a girl finds comfort and protection

and ease of mind in a good chaperon.

Yet it seemed strange to me to put on

leading-strings when I came out here: I

had been used to take care of myself for

so many years."

"Why, Miss Leare," I said, laughing,

"you cannot have been many years in

society."

"I am twenty," she said frankly,

"and we came to Europe about three

years ago. But before that time I had

been in company a good deal. Not in

the city, for I was not 'out,‘ but in the

hotels at Newport, at the Springs and in

the country. In America one has but to

do what one knows is kind and right, and

no one will think evil: here one may do,

without suspecting it, so many compro

mising things."

"Does the instinct that you speak of

to be kind and right always guide Llll

young American lady?"
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"I suppose so—so far as I know. It

must. She walks by it, and sets her feet

down firmly. Here I feel all the time as if

I were walking among traps blindfolded."

The ball of the Jardin d'Hiver in the

Champs Elysées was a superb success.

The immense glass-house was fitted up

for dancing, and all went merry as a

marriage-bell, with a crater about to open

under our feet, as at the duchess of Rich

mond's ball at Brussels.

Miss Leare was there, but quiet and

dignified. There was not the smallest

touch of vulgarity about her. The coarse

readiness to accept publicity which dis

tinguishes the underbred woman, wheth

er in England or America, the desire to

show off a foreign emancipation from what

appear ridiculous French rules, were not

in her.

Yet she might have amused herself as

she liked with complete impunity, for

Mrs. Leare appeared to leave her entire

ly alone. I danced with her as often as

she would permit me, and my heart was

no longer in my own possession when I

put her into her carriage about dawn.

Two or three days after I called, but

the ladies were not in, so that except at

church at the Hotel Marboeuf on Sunday

morning I saw nothing of Miss Hermione.

Monday, February 21st, was sunny and

bright. The public excitement was such

that an unusual number of workingmen

were keeping their St. Crispin. The sol

diers, however, were confined to their

quarters: not a uniform was to be seen

abroad. Our night had been disturbed

by the continuous rumble of carts and

carriages. '

"Is it a fine day -for the banquet?" I

heard Amy say as our maid opened her

windows on Tuesday morning.

"There is to be no banquet," was the

answer. "Voyez donc the proclamation

posted on the door of the barrack at the

corner of the Rue Chaillot."

I sprang from my bed and looked out

of my window. A strange change had

taken place in the teeming little caserne

at the corner. Instead of the usual groups

of well-behaved boy-soldiers in rough

uniforms, the barrack looked deserted,

and its lower windows had been closed

up to their top panes with bags of hay

and mattresses. Not a soldier, not even

a sentry, was to be seen.

I dressed myself and went out to col

lect news. The carts that had disturbed

us during the night had been not only

employed in removing all preparations

for the banquet, but in taking every loose

paving-stone out of the way. I found the

Place de la Madeleine full of people, all

looking up at the house of Odillon Bar

rot, asking "What next?" and "What

shall we do?" Odillon Barret was the

hero of the moment—literally, If ti/ze mo

ment. In forty-eight hours from that time

his name had faded from the page of

history. In the Place de la Concorde

there was more excitement, for threats

were being made to cross the bridge and

to insult the Chambers. The Pont de

l'Institut, notwithstanding the efforts of

the garde municipale or mounted police,

was greatly crowded. A party of dra

goons, on sorrel ponies barely fourteen

hands high, rode up and began to clear

the bridge, but gently and gradually.

The crowd was retiring as fast as its

numbers would permit, when some of

the municipal guard rode through the

ranks of the dragoons and set them

selves, with ill-judged roughness, to ac

celerate the operation. The crowd grew

angry, and stones began to be thrown at

the guard and soldiers.

Growing anxious for the women I had

left in the Rue Neuve de Berri, I return

ed home by side-streets. A crowd had

collected on the Champs Elysées about

thirty yards from the corner of our street,

and was forming a barricade. All were

shouting, all gesticulating. Citadines at

full speed were driving out of reach of

requisition; horses were going off disen

cumbered of their vehicles ; the driver of

a remise was seated astride his animal,

the long flaps of his driving-coat cover

ing it from neck to tail; a noble elm was

being hewn down by hatchets and even

common knives. An omnibus, the re

mise, a few barrels and dining-tables, a

dozen yards of pa1/é torn up by eager

hands, a sent:y-box, some benches and

the tree, formed the barricade. Gamim

and blouses worked at it. The respect
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ables looked on and did not trouble the

workers. Suddenly there was a general

stampede among them. A squadron

of about fifty dragoons charged up the

Champs Elysées. One old peasant-wo

man in a scanty yellow-and-black skirt,

which she twitched above her knees, led

the retreat. But soon they stopped and

'turned again, while the dragoons rode

slowly back, breathing their horses. No

body was angry, for nobody had been

hurt, but they were frightened enough.

At this moment, stealing from a porte

cocherc where she had taken refuge dur

ing the fright and sau1/e qui pn./I, came

a figure wrapped in dark drapery. Could

it be possible? Hermione Leare! In a

motnent I was at her side. She was very

pale and breathless, and she was glad to

take my arm. "What brings you here?"

I whispered.

" Our servants have all run away: they

think mamma is compromised. Victor,

our chasseur, broke open mamma's sec

retary and took his wages. She is almost

beside herself. She wanted to send a

letter to the post, and as it is steamer

day I thought papa had better know that

thus far nothing has happened to us.

There was nobody to take the letter: I

said I would put it in the box in the Rue

Ponthieu."

"And did you post it ?"

"No: I could not get to the Rue Pon

thieu. They were firing down the street,

and now I dare not."

"Trust it to me, Miss Leare, and prom

ise me to send for me if you have any

more such errands. You must never run

such risks again."

"I have to be the man of the family,"

she answered, almost with an apologetic

arr.

" Do not say that again. I shall come

over three times a day while this thing

lasts to see if you have any commissions."

She smiled and pressed my hand as

she turned into her own porte-cochere.

Frightened servants and their friends

were in the porter's lodge, who gazed

after her with exclamations as she went

up the common stair.

The remainder of that day passed with

very little fighting. Up to that time it

had been a riot apropos of a change of

ministry, but in the night the secret so

cieties met and flung aside the previous

question.

When we awoke on Wednesday morn

ing, February 23d, we were struck by the

strange quiet of the streets. No provis

ions entered Paris through the barrier,

no vehicles nor venders of small wares.

The absolute silence, save when " Mourir

pour la Patrie" sounded hoarsely in the

distance, was as strange as it was unex

pected. I had always connected an in

surrection with noise. It was rumored

that Guizot the Unpopular had been dis

missed, and that Count Molé, a man of

half measures, had been called.to the

king's councils. The affair looked to

me as if it were going to die out for want

of fuel. But I was mistaken: the blouses,

who had not had one gun to a hundred

the day before, had been all night arming

themselves by domiciliary requisitions.

The national guard was not believed to

be firm.

The night before, an hour after I had

parted with Miss Hermione, I had made

an attempt to see her and Mrs. Leare,

without any success. Not even bribery

would induce the concierge to let me in.

His orders were peremptory: "Pas z01

seul, monszi-ur, personne"—madame re

ceived nobody.

Early on Wednesday morning I again

presented myself: the ladies were not

visible. Later in the day I called again,

and was again refused. But several times

Amy had seen Hermione at a window,

and they had made signs across the street

to one another. I began to understand

that Mrs. Leare was overwhelmed by the

responsibility she had incurred in open

ing her salon to men whom she now per

ceived to have been conspirators, and

that she was obstinately determined not

to compromise herself further by giving

admittance to any one.

Our bonne had been able to ascertain

from the concierge of the Leare house

that madame was hysterical, and could

hardly be controlled by mademoiselle.

I was in the streets till five o'clock

on Wednesday, when, concluding all was

over, I came home, intending to make
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another effort to see the Leares, and if

possible to take Miss Hermione, with

Ellen and Laetitia, to view the débris of

the two days' fight—to let them get their

first glimpse of real war in the Place de

la Concorde, where a regiment was litter

ing down its horses for the night, and

a peep into the closed gardens of the

Tuileries.

When I got up to our rooms I found

my sisters at a window overlooking the

courtyard of Mrs. Leare's hotel, and they

all cried out with one voice, " Mrs. Leare's

carriage is just ready to drive away."

I looked. A travelling-equipage stood

in the courtyard. On it the concierge

was hoisting trunks, and into it was being

heaped a promiscuous variety of knick

knackery and wearing apparel. A coun

try postilion—who, but for his dirt, would

have looked more like a character in a

comedy than a real live, serviceable post

boy—was standing in carpet slippers

(having divested himself of his boots of

office) harnessing three undersized gray

Normandy mares to an elegant travelling

carriage.

Hermione herself, Claribel her little

sister, Mrs. Leare and the old colored

nurse got quickly in. Mrs. Leare was

in tears, with her head mulfled in a yard

or two of green barége, then the distinct

ive mark of a travelling American wo

man. The child's-nurse had long gold

ear-drops and a head-dress of red ban

danna. There was not a man of any

kind with them except the postilion. The

concierge opened the gates of the court

yard.

"Stop! stop!" I cried, and rushed

down our own staircase and out of our

front door.

As I ran past their entrance a woman

put a paper into my hand. I had no

time to glance at it, for the carriage had

already turned into the Rue Ponthieu.

For some distance I ran after it, encoun

tering at every step excited groups of

people, some of whom seemed to me in

search of mischief, while some had ap

parently come out to gather news. There

were no other carriages in the streets, and

that alone enabled me to track the one I

was in chase of, for everybody I met had

noticed which way it had turned. It

wound its way most deviously through

by-streets to avoid those in which paving

stones had been torn up or barricades

been formed, and the postilion made

all possible speed, fearing the carriage

might be seized and detached from his

horses. But the day's work was finished

and the disorders of the night were not

begun.

Forced at last to slacken my speed and

to take breath, I glanced at the paper that

I still held in my hand. It contained a

few words from Hermione: "Thank you

for all the kindness you have tried to

show us, dear sir. My mother has heard

that all the English in Paris are to be

massacred at midnight by the mob, and

directs me to give you notice, which is

the reason I address this note to you and

not to Amy. Mamma is afraid of being

mistaken for an Englishwoman. We have

secured post-horses and are setting out

for Argenteuil, where we shall take the

railway. Again, thank you: your kind

ness will not be forgotten by H. LEARt-:."

This note reassured me. Ino longer

endeavored to overtake the carriage, but

I pushed my way as fast as possible be

yond the nearest barrier. Once outside

the wall of Paris, I was in the Banlieu,

that zone of rascality whose inhabitants

are all suspected by the police and live

under the ban. Of course on such a

gala-day of lawlessness this hive was

all astir. At a village I passed through I

tried to hire a conveyance to Argenteuil.

I also tried to get some railway informa

tion, but nobody could tell me anything

and all were ravenous for news. I se

cured, however, without losing too much

time, a seat with a stout young country

man who drove a little country cart with

a powerful gray horse, and was going in

the direction I wanted to travel.

"What will be the result of this affair ?"

I said to him when he had got his beast

into a steady trot.

I-le shrugged his shoulders. A French

workingman has a far larger vocabulary

at his command than the English laborer.

" Bon Dieu !" he exclaimed: "who knows

what will come of it? A land without a

master is no civilized land. We shall
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fall back into barbarism. \Vhat there is

certain is, that we shall all be ruined."

At length, to my great relief, we saw

a carriage before us; and we drove into

the railway-station at the same moment

as the Leares.

Before the ladies could alight I was

beside the window of their carriage.

"You here, Mr. Farquhar ?" cried Her

mione. " How good of you! You can

not guess the relief. Help me to get them

out, these helpless ones."

We lifted Mrs. Leare on to the platform

of the railway, weeping and trembling.

The old colored nurse could not speak

French, and seemed to think her only

duty was to hold the hand of little Cla

tress placed her. All looked to Hermi

one. She carried a canvas bag of five

franc pieces and paid right and left. I

tried to interfere, as she was giving the

postilion an exorbitant sum.

"No, hush!" she whispered: "we can

afford to pay, but in our situation we can

not afford to dispute."

She then dcputed me to see after the

"baggage," as she called the luggage of

the party, and went with her mother into

the glass cage that the French call a

salle lfattente at :l railway-station.

We had come from the seat of war,

and every one crowded around us asking

for news. I had little to tell, but replied

that I believed the affair was nearly over.

I did not foresee that two hours later a

procession roaring "Mourir pour la Pa

trie " under the windows of the Hotel des

Affaires lltrangeres would'be fired into

by accident, and that the émeute of Feb

ruary, 1848, would be converted into a

revolution.

It was nine o'clock in the evening.

The lamps were lighted in the station.

The night was cloudy, but far ofi‘ on the

horizon we could see a gleam of radiance,

marking the locality of the great city.

After an hour of very anxious waiting,

during which Mrs. Leare was beside her

self with nervous agitation, the locked

doors of our prison were flung open and

we were permitted to seat ourselves in a

railway-carriage.

Hermione's tender devotion to her

mother, the old servant and the child

was beautiful to witness. Now that Mrs.

Leare was helpless on her daughter's

hands, they seemed to have found their

natural relations. Hermione said few

words to me, but a glance now and then

thanked me for being with them. The

train started. For about three miles all

went on well, although we travelled cau

tiously, fearing obstructions. Suddenly

the speed of our train was checked, and

there was a cry of consternation as we

rounded a sharp curve. The bridge over

. the Seine at its third bend was ablaze be

fore us!

All the men upon the train sprang out

. upon the track as soon as the carriage

ribel and to stand where her young mis- ' doors were opened, and in a few mo

ments we were surrounded by ruffians

refusing to let us go on.

Back the train!" cried the railroad

official in charge.

No, they were not willing to let us go

back to Paris. Conspirators against the

people might be making their escape.

They had set fire to the bridge, they said,

to prevent the train from passing over.

It must remain where it was. If we pas

sengers desired to return to Paris, we must

walk there.

"Walk?" I exclaimed: " it is ten miles!

Women—delicate ladies—children !"

My remonstrance was drowned in the

confusion. Suddenly the party of women

under my charge stood at my elbow : Mrs.

Leare was leaning on Hermione's arm;

Mammy Christine and Claribel cowered

close and held her by her drapery.

"Make no remonstrances," she said

in a low voice: "let us not excite atten

tion. An Englishman never knows when

not to complain: an American accepts

his fate more quietly. These people

mean to sack the train. We had better

get away as soon as possible."

" But how ?“ I cried.

"I can walk. We must find some

means of transporting mamma, Mam

my Chris and Clary."

As Hermione said this she turned to

an official and questioned him upon the

subject. He thought that there was a lit

tle cart and horse which might be hired

at a neighboring cottage.
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"Let us go and see about it, Mr. Far

quhar," said Hermione.

"I will."

"No: I put greater trust in my own

powers of persuasion.—Mammy dear,

take good care of mamma: we shall be

back directly."

Her we was very sweet to me, and I

shared her mistrust of my French and

my diplomacy.

The glare of the burning bridge lighted

our steps: the air was full of falling flakes

of tire. The cottage was a quarter of a

mile off. Hermione refused my arm, but,

holding her skirts daintily, stepped brave

ly at my side. She exhibited no bash

fulness, no excitement, no confusion, no

fear: she was simply bent on business.

We reached the peasant's farmyard. He

and his family were outside the house.

We like to say a Frenchman has no word

for /zozne. But the conclusion that the

man of Anglo-Saxon birth deduces from

this lack in his vocabulary is false: no

man cares more for the domicile that

shelters him. Hermione made her re

quest with sweet persuasiveness. I saw

at once it would have been refused if I

had made it, but to herthey made excuses.

The old horse, they said, was very old,

the old cart was broken.

"Let me look at it," said Hermione.

At this they led us into an outhouse, where

she assisted me to make a careful inspec

tion. I might have rejected the old trap

at once, but she offered a few suggestions,

which she told me in an aside were the

fruit of her experiences in Maryland and

Virginia, and the cart was pronounced

safe enough to be driven slowly with a

light load.

A half-grown son of the house was put

in charge of it. Hermione suggested he I

should bring the family clothes-line in

case of a breakdown, and prevailed upon

the farmer's wife to put in plenty of fresh

straw, a blanket and a pillow. She made

a bargain, less extravagant than I expect

ed, with the peasant proprietor, promis- '

ing, however, a very handsome pourboz're

to his son in the event of our good for

tune. The farmer stipulated, in his turn,

that cart, horse and lad were not to pass

the barrier, that the boy should walk at .

the horse's head, and that the cart was

to contain only two women and little

Claribel.

It was harnessed up immediately. Her

mione and I followed it on foot back to

the little band of travellers waiting beside

the railway.

" Can we not get some of your trunks

out ?" I said to her.

"No," she answered: "leave them to

their fate. I dare not overload the cart,

and I doubt whether those men with hun

gry eyes would let us take them. Mam

ma," she whispered, " has her diamonds."

"You will get into the cart, Miss Leare ?"

I said as I saw her motioning to the old

colored woman to take the place beside

her mother.

"No indeed," she replied: "our con

tract stipulated only for mamma, Mam

my and Clary: Mammy is crippled with

rheumatism. If you have no objection I

will walk with you."

" Objection ? No. But it is ten miles."

"A long stretch," she said with a half

sigh, "but I am young, strong, and ex

citement counts for something: besides,

there is no remedy. We must consider

them."

There had been about fifteen other

persons on the train. A dozen of these,

finding we were going to walk back to

Paris, proposed to join us. The night

was growing dark, and we pushed on.

There was no woman afoot but Hermi

one. "Madame" they called her, evi

dently taking her for my wife, but by no

word or smile did she notice the blunder.

After a while she accepted my arm, draw

ing up her skirts by means of loops or

pins. We had one lantern among us,

and from time to time its glare permitted

me to see her dainty feet growing heavy

with mud and travel.

It was not what could be called a lov

ers' walk, tramping in the dark through

mud and water, on a French country

road, at a cart's tail, and hardly a word

was exchanged between us; yet had it

not been for fears about her safety it

would have been the most delightful ex

pedition I had ever known.

From time to time Mrs. Leare and the

old nurse in the cart complained of their
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bones. Hermione was always ready with

encouragement, but she said little else to

any one. She appeared to be reserving

all her energies to assist her physical en

durance and to strengthen her for her

task of taking care of the others.

I had always seen my sisters and other

girls protected, sheltered, cared for: it

gave me a sharp pang to see this beauti

ful and dainty creature totally unthought

of by those dependent on her. Nor did

Mrs. Leare seem to feel any anxiety about

my comradeship with her daughter. I

could fully appreciate Hermione's re

mark about her chaperonage being very

unsatisfactory.

Every now and then we passed through

villages along whose straggling streets the

population was aswarm, eager for news

and wondering at our muddy procession.

In one of the villages I suggested stop

ping, but Mrs. Leare was now as frantic to

get home again as she had been to get

away. She said, and truly, that it had

been a wild plan to start from Paris—

that if she had seen me and had heard

that I thought the émeute was at an end

and that the report about the English was

untrue, she should never have left her

apartment. She had been frightened out

of her senses by some men en blouse who

had made their way into her rooms and

had carried off her pistol and a little

Turkish dagger. Victor's theft of his

own wages had upset her. She had in

sisted upon setting out. Hermione had

got post-horses somehow: Hermione

ought never to have let her come away.

About three in the morning we reach

ed a larger village than we had hitherto

passed. The inhabitants had been ap

prised of the events in the Rue Neuve

des Capucines before the ministry of the

Affaires Etrangeres, and the revolution

ary element had increased in audacity.

A crowd of turbulent-looking working

men dressed in blouses, armed with mus

kets, old sabres and all kinds of miscel

laneous weapons, stopped our way. Some

seized the head of the old horse, some

gathered round the cart and lifted lan

terns into the faces of the ladies. The

French workman is a much more ath

letic man than the French soldier. I

own to a sensation of deadly terror for

a moment when I saw the ladies in the

midst of a lawless rabble whose brawny

arms were bared as if prepared for butch

ery of any kind. Far off, too, a low rat

tle of distant musketry warned us that

the tumult in Paris was renewed.

"Mourir pour la Patric " appeared to

come from every throat, and many of

the crowd were the worse for liquor. In

deed, these patriots had rendezvoused at a

cabaret at the entrance of the village, and

swarmed from its tables to intercept us.

The ladies, they insisted, must alight and

be examined. Mammy Chris was drawn

out of the cart, looking as if her face had

been rubbed in ashes: Mrs. Leare was

nervously excited, Hermione went up

to her, supported her and drew her bag

of diamonds out of her hand. I took

Claribel in my arms.

"Vos passeports," they demanded.

"Here are our American passports,"

said Hermione: "we are Americans."

"Yes, Americans, republicans!" cried

Mrs. Leare: "we fraternize with all re

publicans in France."

"Aristos," said a man between his

teeth, glancing at her dress and at that

of Hermione.

" What does he say?" cried Mrs. Leare,

who did not catch the word.

"Hush, mother!" said Hermione.

"But what did he say?" she shrieked.

"Tell me at once: do not keep it from

me."

Hermione replied (unwilling to use

the word "aristocrat") by an American

idiom: " He said we belonged to the

Upper Ten."

"But we don't! Oh, Hermie, your fa

ther belongs to a good family in Mary

land, but my grandfather made shoes.

I was quite poor when he married me.

I was only sixteen."

" What you say ?" said a railroad-hand

who knew a little English. "You say

you are not some aristos ?"

"No, sir," said 1: "these ladies claim

to be Americans and republicans."

"Vive la République !" cried the man.

" Vive la République !" quickly echoed

Hermione.

"C'est bien! c'est bien!" cried anoth
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er, raising his lantern to her blanched

and beautiful face.

"You will let us all pass, monsieur ?"

she said persuasively: "you will even

be our escort a little way. We will pay

handsomely for your protection."

Before he could answer her two or

three fellows, more drunk than the rest,

burst out with a proposition: "She says

they are not aristos, but republicans. Let

her prove it. She cannot, if she be a true

republican, refuse to kiss her fellow-pa

triots."

Istarted and was about to knock the

rascal down with the bag of diamonds.

But Hermione laid a restraining hand

upon my arm. "Gentlemen," she said

in clear tones and perfect French, "it is

quite true that we are Americans and re

publicans. We wish you well, and if it

be for the good of France to be free un

der a republican form of government, no

one can wish her prosperity more than

ourselves. But in our free country, mes

sieurs, a woman is held free to give her

kiss to whom she will, and according

to our custom she gives it only to her

betrothed or to her husband." Here

stooping she picked up a little boy who

had worked himself into the forefront of

the crowd, and before I knew what she

was about to do she had lifted him upon

the cart beside her. She looked a mo

ment steadily at the men around her,

holding the boy's hand in both her own,

then turning toward him and pressing

her lips upon his face, she said, "Mes

sieurs, I kiss your representative: I can

not embrace a multitude ;" and placed a

piece of money in the gamin's hand.

For a moment there was some doubt

what view the crowd might take of this,

but her beauty, her fearlessness, and,

above all, the awe inspiyed by her wo

manliness, prevailed. They' shouted

"Vive la République!"

"With all my heart," replied Her

mione. "Now shout for me, gentlemen:

Vive la République des 1’:me Unis!"

They were completely won. A French

crowd is never dangerous or unmanage

able till it has tasted blood, and besides

it has—or at least in those days it used

sible with a little tact to appeal success

fully.

The opposition to our progress came to

an end. Mrs. Leare and old Mammy were

helped back into the cart, and a man of

fered them some wine. They brought

some also to Hermione. I pressed her

to drink it, which she did to their good

health, and giving back the glass placed

in it a napoleon. "Do me the favor,

messieurs," she said, "to drink your next

toast to our American republic."

Cheers rose for her. There was no

longer any talk of detaining us: the old

horse was urged forward. Hermione

took my arm. We marched on, escort

ed by the rabble. At the end of the vil

lage-street they all gave us an unsteady

cheer and turned back to their wine

tables. Hermione proceeded in silence

a little farther. Then I felt her slipping

from my arm, and was just in time to

catch her. '

Without compunction I requested Mam

my Chris to get out of the cart and put

her young lady in her place, pillowing

her head as carefully as I could on my

own coat, and proceeding in my shirt

sleeves.

We were then not half a mile from the

Banlieu, which we passed without ad

venture, much to my surprise, its inhab

itants having taken advantage of the

confusion to pour into Paris and infest

its richer quarters.

The ladies were obliged to get out at

the barrier and to send back the cart to

its proprietor. Again I had the happiness

of supporting Hermione while I carried

little Claribel, and Mrs. Leare and Mam

my walked on ahead.

"I feel humiliated," I said, "that the

whole burden of those dreadful moments

should have fallen upon you."

"And to avoid that feeling you were

ready to knock down a drunken blouse

in English style ?" she said, smiling. "No,

Mr. Farquhar, nothing but the power that

a woman finds in her own womanhood

could have brought us through safely.

Those men had all had mothers, and

each man had some sort of womanly

ideal. I could not have managed a crowd

to have—senIz'ments, to which it was pos- - of 1§oz'ssardes, but, thank Heaven, there
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is yet a chord that a woman may strike

in the hearts of men."

The dawn of Thursday, February 24,

1848, was breaking at the eastward when

I arrived with Mrs. Leare, Hermione, the

nurse and child at their own apartment.

I went up stairs with them. All was cold

and cheerless in the rooms. There were

no servants. Mrs.'Leare sat down; the

old nurse bemoaned her rheumatism and

her aching bones; Hermione, with the

assistance of the concierge's wife, light

ed a fire, made some tea and waited on her

mother.

For several days afterward she was

very ill. She knew nothing of passing

events—of the king's flight, of the tri

umphal and victorious processions that

passed up the Champs Elysées, of the

sudden impossibility of procuring sup

plies of change, and of the consequent

difficulty of paying household bills with

billels de mille francs without gold or

silver.

Each day I went several times to make

inquiries, and twice I saw Mrs. Leare in

bed, but Hermione was invisible.

My father, an honorable British officer

of the old school, perceived how things

were with me. " My son," he said one

day, "there are two courses open to you.

You have nothing but your profession.

Your education and the premium on your

admittance to the office of the great man

for whom you work have been my pro

vision for you: the little property I have

to leave must support your sisters. You

cannot under such circumstances address

Miss Leare. You must either go back at

once to your work in England and forget

this episode, or you may go out to Amer

ica and see her father. You can tell him

you have nothing on which to support

his daughter, and ask if he will give you

leave to address the young lady. No son

of mine, situated like yourself, shall offer

himself in any other way to an heiress

whose father is three thousand miles

away, and who is supposed to have two

millions of francs for her dowry."

I saw he was right, but, forlorn as the

hope was of any appeal to Mr. Leare, I

would not relinquish it. I resolved to go

out to America and see him, and wrote

to England to secure letters of introduc

tion to the chief engineers in the United

States and Canada. Meantime, my father

proposed that we should go together and

call upon Mrs. and Miss Leare.

Hermione received us in the boudoir,

looking like a bruised lily: her mother

came in afterward.

"We are going right straight home,"

she said, "the moment we can get money

to get away. I have written to Mr. Leare

that he must find some means to send

me some."

"I am glad to hear you say this, ma

dame," Said my father. "My son has

just made up his mind to go out to Amer

ica and seek employment on one of your

railways."

Hermione looked up with a question

in her eyes: so did her mother.

"Why, Mr. Farquhar, that will suit us

exactly," cried Mrs. Leare.—" Hermione,

won't it be lovely if Mr. Farquhar takes

care of us on the voyage ?—You will en

gage your passage—won't you ?—in the

same steamer as we do ?—No one was

ever so good a squire of dames as your

son, Captain Farquhar. Hermione and I

shall never forget our obligations to him."

"No, madame," said my father; and

he got up and walked to the fireplace,

where in his embarrassment he laid his

hand upon the ornamented box which

held the cigarettes of the fast lady.

She rose up too and went hastily to

ward him, anxious he should not surprise

her little frailty.

"The truth is, madame," whispered

my father, who never could restrain his

tongue from any kindly indiscretion, "the

poor fellow is suffering too much from

the attractions of Miss Leare. He has

nothing but his profession, and I tell him

he must not dare to address her in her

father's absence."

"My dear captain, what does that mat

ter? And I believe Hermione would

have him too," said her mother.

"Disparity of mean's—" began my

father.

"Oh, no matter," interrupted Mrs.

Leare: "her father always told her just

to please herself. Mr. Farquhar is an

Englishman and of good family. He
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has his profession to keep him out of

mischief, and Hermie will more than

pay her own expenses. Indeed, I dare

not go home without a gentleman to

look after us on the passage: my nerves

have been too shattered, and I never

again shall trust a courier. Do let your

son go back with us," she implored per

suasively; and added, as she saw that

he still hesitated, "Besides, what rich

man in America knows how long he

may be rich? 'Spend your money and

enjoy yourself' has always been my

motto."

Thus urged, what could my father do

but suppose that Mrs. Leare knew Mr.

Leare's views better than he did? He

no longer held out on the point of honor.

In twenty-four hours Hermione and I

were engaged to be married.

During the voyage to New York I

THE AUTHORS

O doubt it will surprise some theatre

goers who are not special students

of, the stage to be told that the authors

of Froufrou are the authors also of the

Grande Duc/wsse de Gérolsteih and of

La Belle Héléne, of Carmen and of Le'

Pelit Duc. There are a few, I know,

who think that Froufrou was written

by the fertile and ingenious M. Victorien

Sardou, and who, without thinking, credit

M. Jacques Offenbach with the composi

tion of the words as well as the music of

the Grande Duc/zesse,' and as for Car

men, is it not an Itialzim opera, and is

not the book, like the music, the work

of some Italian? As a matter of fact,

all these plays, unlike as they are to each

other, and not only these, but many more

-Y—not a few of them fairly well known

to the American play-goer—are due to

the collaboration of M. Henri Meilhat;

and M. Ludovic I-Ialévy.

Born in 1832, M. Henri Meilhac, like

M. Emile Zola, dealt in books before he

learned to understand her father's cha

racter, and when he met us on the wharf

I was no longer afraid of him.

Hermione's choice in marriage seemed

to be wholly left to herself. Mr. Leare

told me, when I had that formidable talk

with 'him dreaded by all aspirants to the

hand ofa man's daughter, that Hermione

had too much good sense, self -respect

and womanliness to give herself away to

a man unworthy of her. "That she can

love you, sir," he said, "is sufficient rec

ommendation."

That it might be sufficient in my case

I hoped with all my soul, but felt, as

Hermione had expressed it early in our

acquaintance, that society in America

must be founded upon very different

opinions than our own in regard to the

relations of men and women.

E. W. LATIMER.

OF "FROUFROU."

began to make them. He soon gave up

trade forjournalism, and contributed with

pen and pencil to the comic .'7oumalpollr

Rire. He began as a dramatist in 1855

with a two-act play at the Palais Royal

Theatre: like the first pieces of Scribe

and of M. Sardou, and of so many more

who have afterward abundantly succeed

ed on the stage, this play of M. Meilhac's

was a failure; and so also was his next,

likewise in two acts. But in 1856 the

Sarabande du Cardinal, a delightful lit

tle comedy in one act, met with favor at

the Gymnase. It was followed by two or

three other comediettas equally clever.

In 1859, M. Meilhac made his first at

tempt at a comedy in five acts, but the

P¢'ti!./ils de lllascarille had not the good

fortune of his ancestor. In 1860, for the

first time, he was assisted by M. Ludovic

Halévy, and in the twenty years since

then their names have been linked to

gcther on the title-pages of two score or

more plays of all kinds—drama, comedy,
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farce, opera, operetta and ballet. M.

Meilhac's new partner was the nephew

of the Halévy who is best known out of

France as the composer ofthe Yewess, and

he was the son of M. Léon Halévy, poet,

philosopher and playwright. Two years

younger than M. Henri Meilhac, M.

Ludovic Halévy held a place in the

French civil service until X858, when he

resigned to devote his whole time, in

stead of his spare time, to the theatre.

As the son of a dramatist and the neph

ew of a popular composer, he had easy

access to the stage. He began as the li

brettist-in-ordinary to M. Offenbach, for

whom he wrote Ba-la-clan in I855, and

'later the C/mnson de Forlunio, the Pont

des Soupirs and Orp/zée aux Enflrs.

The first very successful play which MM.

Meilhac arid Halévy wrote together was

a book for M. Offenbach ; and it was pos

sibly the good fortune of this operetta

which finally affirmed the partnership.

Before the triumph of the Belle flélfine

in 1864. the collaboration had been tenta

tive, as it were : after that it was as though

the articles had been definitely ratified—

not that either of the parties has not now

and then indulged in outside speculations,

trying a play alone or with an outsider,

but this was without prejudice to the per

manent partnership.

This kind of literary union, the long

continued conjunction of two kindred

spirits, is better understood amongst us

than the indiscrirriinate collaboration

which marks the dramatic career of M.

Eugene Labiche, for instance. Both

kinds were usual enough on the Eng

lish stage in the days of Elizabeth, but

we can recall the ever-memorable ex

ample of Beaumont and Fletcher, while

we forget the chance associations of Mars

ton, Dekker, Chapman and Ben Jonson.

And in contemporary literature we have

before us the French tales of MM. Erck

mann-Chatrian and the English novels

of Messrs. Besant and Rice. The fact

that such a union endures is proof that

it is advantageous. A long-lasting col

laboration like this of MM. Meilhac and

Halévy must neéds be the result of a

strong sympathy and a sharp contrast

of character, as well as of the possession

by one of literary qualities which supple

ment those of the other.

One of the first things noticed by an

American student of French dramatic lit

erature is that the chief Parisian critics

generally refer to the joint work of these

two writers as the plays of M. Meilhac,

leaving M. Halévy altogether in the

shade. At first this seems a curious in

justice, but the reason is not far to seek.

It is not that M. Halévy is some two years

the junior of M. Meilhac: it lies in the

quality of their respective abilities. M.

Meilhac has the more masculine style.

and so the literary progeny of the couple

bear rather his name than his associate's.

M. Meilhac has the strength of marked

individuality, he has a style of his own,

one can tell his touch ; while M. Halévy

is merely a clever French dramatist of

the more conventional pattern. This we

detect by considering the plays which

each has put forth alone and unaided

by the other. In reading one of M.

Meilhac's works we should feel no doubt

as to the author, while M. I-lalévy's clev

er pictures of Parisian society, wanting in

personal distinctiveness, would impress

us simply as a product of the " Modern

French School."

Before finally joining with M. Halévy,

M. Meilhac wrote two comedies in five

acts of high aim and skilful execution,

and two other five-act pieces have been

written by MM. Meilhac and Halévy to

gether. The Verlu de Célz'mEne and the

Patz7 fils de Mascarz'/le are by the elder

partner—Fmmy Lear and Froufmu are

the work of the firm. Yet in these last

two it is difficult to see any trace of M.

Halévy's handiwork. Allowing for the

growth of M. Meilhac's intellect during

the eight or ten years which intervened

between the work alone and the work

with his associate, and allowing for the

improvement in the mechanism of play

making, I see no reason why M. Meilhac

might not have written Fanny Lear and

Fr0ufrou substantially as they are had

he never met M. Halévy. But it is in

conceivable that M. Halévy alone could

have attained so high an elevation or

have gained so full a comic force. Per

haps, however, M. Halévy deserves credit
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for the better technical construction of | est.

the later plays: merely in their mech

anism the first three acts of Fron /-ou are

marvellously skilful. And perhaps, also,

his is a certain softening humor, which

is the cause that the two later plays, writ

ten by both partners, are not so hard in

their brilliance as the two earlier com

edies, the work of M. Meilhac alone.

It may seem something like a discus

sion of infinitesimals, but I think M.

Halévy's co-operation has given M.

Meilhac's plays a fuller ethical richness.

To the younger writer is due a simple

but direct irony, as well as a lightsome

and laughing desire to point a moral

when occasion serves. Certainly, I shall

not hold up a play written to please the

public of the Palais Royal, or even of the

Gymnase, as a model of all the virtues.

Nor need it be, on the other hand, an

embodiment of all the cardinal sins. The

frequenters of the Palais Royal Theatre

are not babes; young people of either

sex are not taken there; only the eman

cipated gain admittance; and to the sea

soned sinners who haunt theatres of this

type these plays by MM. Meilhac and

Halévy are harmless. Indeed, I do not

recall any play of theirs which could hurt

anyonecapableofunderstandingit. Most

of their plays are not to be recommend

ed to ignorant innocence or to fragile

virtue. They are not meant for young

men and maidens. They are not wholly

free from the taint which is to be detect

ed in nearly all French fiction. The

mark of the beast is set on not a little

of the work done by the strongest men

in France. M. Meilhac is too clean and

too clever ever to delve in indecency

from mere wantonness: he has no liking

for vice, but his virtue sits easily on him,

and though he is sound on the main

question, he looks upon the vagaries of

others with a gentle eye. M. Halévy, it

seems to me, is made of somewhat stern

er stuff. He raises a warning voice now

and then—in Fanny Lear, for instance,

the moral is pointed explicitly—and even

where there is no moral tagged to the

fable, he who has eyes to see and ears

to hear can find " a terrible example" in

almost any of these plays, even the light

VOL. XXVI.—45

For the congregation to which it

was delivered there is a sermon in Toto

, c/wz Tata, perhaps the piece in which,

above all others, the Muse seems Gallic

and é1g“rzllarde. That is a touch of real

truth, and so of a true morality, where

Tata, the fashionable courtesan, leaning

over her stairs as Toto the school-boy

bears off her elderly lover, and laughing

at him, cries out, "Toi, mon petit homme,

je te repincerai dans quatre ou cinq ans !"

And a cold and cutting stroke it is a little

earlier in the same little comedy where

Toto, left alone in Tata's parlor, negli

gently turns over her basket of visiting

cards and sees "names which he knew

because he had learnt them by heart in

his history of France." Still, in spite of

this truth and morality, I do not advise

the reading of Toto c/zez Tala in young

ladies' seminaries. Young ladies in Paris

do not go to hear Madame Chaumont,

for whom Toto was written, nor is the

Variétés, where it was played, a place

where a girl can take her mother.

It was at the Variétés in December,

1864., that the Belle115'lEvze was produced:

this was the first of halfa score of plays

written by MM. Meilhac and Halévy for

which M. Jacques Offenbach composed

the music. Chief among these are Barbe

bleue, the Grande Duc/zesse de Gérolslein,

the Brrlgands and Péric/zole. When we

recall the fact that these five operas

are the most widely known, the most

popular and by far the best of M. Offen

bach's works, there is no need to dwell

on his indebtedness to MM. Meilhac and

Halévy, or to point out how important a

thing the quality of the opera-book is to

the composer of the score. These earlier

librettos were admirably made: they are

models ofwhat a comic opera-book should

be. I cannot well imagine a better bit of

work of its kind than the Bellc f/élivte or

the Grande Duc/esse. Tried by the triple

test of plot, characters and dialogue, they

are nowhere wanting. Since MM. Meilhac

and l-lalévy have ceased writing for M.

Offenbach they have done two books for

M. Charles Lecoq—the Petit Duc and the

Grande Demoiselle. These are rather light

comic operas than true opéras-[ou es, but

if there is an elevation in the style of the
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music, there is an emphatic falling off

in the quality of the words. From the

Grande Duc/usse to the Petit Du6 is a

great descent: the former was a genuine

play, complete and self-contained—the

latter is a careless trifle, a mere outline

sketch for the composer to fill up. The

story—akin in subject to Mr. Tom Tay

lor's fine historical drama Clancarly—is

pretty, but there is no trace of the true

poetry which made the farewell letter of

Périchole so touching, or of the true com

ic force which projected Général Boum.

Carmen, which, like Péric/zole, owes the

suggestion of its plot and characters to

Prosper Mérimée, is little more than the

task-work of the two well-trained play

makers: it was sufficient for its purpose,

no more and no less.

Of all the opera-books of MM. Meilhac

and Halévy, that one is easily first and

foremost which has for its heroine the

Helen of Troy whom Marlowe's Faustus

declared

Fairer than the evening air,

Clad in the beauty of a thousand stars.

In the Belle Héline we see the higher wit

of M. Meilhac. M. Halévy had been at

the same college with him, and they had

pored together over the same legends of

old time, but working without M. Meilhac

on 017fi!zée aux Enfers, M. Halévy show

ed his inferiority, for 0/7fi/zée is the old

fashioned anachronistic skit on antiquity

—funny if you will, but with a fun often

labored, not to say forced —the fun of

physical incongruity and exaggeration.

But in the Belle fféléne the fun, easy

and flowing, is of a very high quality,

and it has root in mental, not physical,

incongruity. Here indeed is the humor

ous touchstone of a whole system of gov

ernment and of theology. And, allowing

for the variations made with comic in

tent, it is altogether Creek in spirit—so

Greek, in fact, that I doubt whether any

one who has not given his days and

nights to the study of Homer and of the

tragedians, and who has not thus taken

in by the pores the subtle essence of

Hellenic life and literature, can truly ap

preciate this French farce. Planché's

Golden Fleece is in the same vein, but

the ore is not as rich. Frere's Lows

qf Me Triang/es and some of his Anti

.7acobz'n writing are perhaps as good in

quality, but the subjects are inferior and

temporary. Scarron's vulgar burlesques

and the cheap parodies of many contem

porary English play-makers are not to be

mentioned in the same breath with this

scholarly fooling. There is something

in the French genius akin to the Greek,

and here was a Gallic wit who could turn

a Hellenic love-tale inside out, and wring

the uttermost drop of fun from it without

recourse to the devices of the booth at the

fair, the false nose and the simulation of

needless ugliness. The French play,

comic as it was, did not suggest hysteria

or epilepsy, and it was not so lacking in

grace that we could not recall the original

story without a shudder. There is no shat

tering ofan ideal, and one cannot reproach

the authors of the Belle Héléne with what

Theophrastus Such calls "debasing the

moral currency, lowering the value of

every inspiring fact and tradition."

Surpassed only by the Belle lfélinc is

the Grande Duc/zerse (le (firolstein. It

is nearly fifteen years since all the world

went to Paris to see an Exposition Uni

verselle and to gaze at the "sabre de mon

pére," and since a Russian emperor, go

ing to hear the operetta, said to have been

suggested by the freak of a Russian em

press, sat incognito in one stage-box of

the little Variétés Theatre, and glancing

up saw a Russian grand duke in the oth

er. It is nearly fifteen years since the

tiny army of Her Grand - ducal High

ness took New York by storm, and since

American audience after audience hum

med its love for the military and walked

from the French Theatre along Four

teenth street to Delmonico's to supper,

sabring the waiters there with the ven

erated weapon of her sire. The French

Theatre is no more, and Delmonico's is

no longer at that Fourteenth-street corner,

and Her Highness Mademoiselle Tostée

is dead, and M. Offenbach's sprightly

tunes have had the fate of all over-pop

ular airs, and are forgotten now. 01':

sont les nexjges d'antan ?

It has been said that the authors re

gretted having written the Grande Du

c/zesse, because the irony of history soon
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made a joke on Teutonic powers and

principalities seem like unpatriotic sa

tire. Certainly, they had no reason to be

ashamed of the literary quality of their

work: in its class it yields only to its

predecessor. There is no single figure

as fine as Calchas—Général Boum is a

coarser outline—but how humorous and

how firm is the drawing of Prince Paul

and Baron Grog! And Her Highness

herself may be thought a clevercr sketch

of youthful femininity than even the Hel

lenic Helen. It is hard tojudge the play

now. Custom has worn its freshness and

made it too familiar: we know it too well

to criticise it clearly. Besides, the actors

have now overlaid the action with over

much "business." But in spite of these

difficulties the merits of the piece are

sufficiently obvious: its constructive skill

can be remarked ; the first act, for exam

ple, is one of the best bits of exposition

on the modern French stage.

Besides these plays for music, and be

sides the more important five-act come

dies to be considered later, MM. Meilhac

and Halévy are the authors of thirty or

forty comic dramas—as they are called

on the English stage—or farce-comedies

in one, two, three, four, and even five

acts, ranging in aim from the gentle

satire of sentimentality in La Veu1/e to

the outspoken farce of the Réi/ei/Ion.

Among the best of the longer of these

comic plays are Tricoc/ze et Cacolet and

La Boule. Both were written for the

Palais Royal, and they are models of

the new dramatic species which came

into existence at that theatre about twen

ty years ago, as M. Francisque Sarcey

recently reminded us in his interesting

article on the Palais Royal in TIn: ./'Vz'm

teent/z Cuz/ury. This new style of comic

play may be termed realistic farce—real

istic, because it starts from every-day life

and the most matter-of-fact conditions;

and farce, because it uses its exact facts

only to further its fantasy and extrava

gance. Consider La Boule. Its first act

is a model of accurate observation; it

is a transcript from life; it is an inside

view of a commonplace French house

hold which incompatibility of temper

has made unsupportable. And then take

the following acts and see how on this

foundation of fact, and screened by an

outward semblance of realism, there is

erected the most laughable superstruc

ture of fantastic farce. I remember hear

ing one of the two great comedians of

the Thézitre Francais, M. Coquelin, praise

a comic actor of the Variétés whom we

had lately seen in a rather cheap and

flimsy farce, because he combined "la

vérité la plus absolue avec la fantasie la

plus pure." And this is the merit of La

Boulc: its mosthumorousinventions have

their roots in the truth.

Better even than La Banle is Tricoc/ze

et Cacolet, which is the name of a firm

of private detectives whose exploits and

devices surpass those imagined by Poe

in America, by Wilkie Collins in Eng

land, and by Gaboriau in France. The

manifold disguises and impersonations

of the two partners when seeking to out

wit each other are as well-motived and

as fertile in comic effect as any of the

attempts of Crispin or of some other of

Regnard's interchangeable valets. Is not

even the Légataz're (1’rrz'wrsel, Regnard's

masterpiece, overrated? To me it is nei

ther higher comedy nor more provocative

of laughter than either La Boule or Tri

coc/e et Cacolel,- and the modern plays, as

I have said, are based on a study of life

as it is, while the figures of the older

comedies are frankly conventional. No

where in Regnard is there a situation

equal in comic power to that in the final

act of the Ré1/ez7lon—a situation Moliere

would have been glad to treat.

Especially to be commended in Trz'

coc/e et Cacolet is the satire of the hys

terical sentimentality and of the forced

emotions born of luxury and idleness.

The parody of the amorous intrigue

which is the staple of so many French

plays is as wholesome as it is exhilarat

ing. Absurdity is a deadly shower-bath to

sentimentalism. The method of Meilhac

and Halévy in sketching this couple is

not unlike that employed by Mr. W. S.

Gilbert in II. M. S. Pinafore and The

Pirates qf Penzance. Especially to be

noted is the same perfectly serious push

ing of the dramatic commonplaces to an

absurd conclusion. There is the same
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kind of humor too, and the same girding

at the stock tricks of stage-craft—in H.

M. S. Fina/i)n' at the swapping of chil

dren in the cradle, and in Tricoc/ze el

Cacolet at the "portrait de ma more"

which has drawn so many tears in mod

ern melodrama. But MM. Meilhac and

Halévy, having made one success, did

not further attempt the same kind of

pleasantry—wiser in this than Mr. Gil

bert, who seems to find it hard to write

anything else.

As in the C/uiteau d Toto MM. Meilhac

and Halévy had made a modern perver

sion of Dame Blanc/ze, so in La Czlgale

did they dress up afresh the story of the

Fi/le du Régivu-nt. As the poet asks—

Ah, World of ours, are you so gray,

And weary, World, of spinning,

That you repeat the tales to-day

You told at the beginning!

For lo! the same old myths that made

The early stage-successes

Still hold the boards, and still are played

With new effects and dress.

I have cited La Czlgale, not because it is

averygood play—for it is not—butbecause

it showsthe present carelessness of French

dramatists in regard to dramatic construc

tion. La Czlgale is a very clever bit of

work, but it has the slightest of plots, and

this made out of old cloth ; and the situa

tions, in so far as there are any, follow

each other as best they may. It is not

really a play: it is a mere sketch touch

ed up with Parisianisms, "local hits" and

the wit of the moment. This substitution

of an off-hand sketch for a full-sized pic

ture can better be borne in a little one

act play than in a more ambitious work

in three or four acts.

And of one-act plays Meilhac and

Halévy have written a score or more—

delightful little genre pictures, like the

Eté de Saint -Alartin, simple pastels,

like Toto c/zez Tala, and vigorous carica

tures, like the P/mtograp/ze or the Bré

silien. The Frenchman invented the

ruffle, says Emerson: the Englishman

added the shirt. These little dramatic

trifles are French ruffles. In the begin

ning of his theatrical career M. Meilhac

did little comedies like the Sarabande

and the Aulograp/ze, in the Scribe form

ula—dramatized anecdotes, but fresher

in wit and livelier in fancy than Scribe's.

This early work was far more regular

than we find in some of his latest, bright

as these are : the P;-tz't H6te1, for instance,

and Lo1ollc are etchings, as it were, instan

taneous hoto ra hs of certain as ects,
P g P P

of life in the city by the Seine or stray

paragraphs of the latest news from Paris.

It is perhaps not too much to say that

Meilhac and Halévy are seen at their

best in these one-act plays. They hit

better with a single-barrel than with a

revolver. In their five-act plays, whether

serious like Fanny Lear or comic like La

Vtk Pariszknne, the interest is scattered,

and we have a series of episodes rather

than a single story. Just as the egg of

the jelly-fish is girt by circles which tight

en slowly until the ovoid form is cut into

disks of independent life, so if the four

intermissions of some of Meilhac and

Halévy's full-sized plays were but a little

longer and wider and deeper they would

divide the piece into five separate plays,

any one of which could fairly hope for

success by itself. I have heard that the

Ro1" Candaule was originally an act of

La Bou/e, and the P/zotogra/>/zr seems as

though it had dropped from La Vie Pun'

sienne by mistake. In M. l\leilhac's earl

ier five-act plays, the Vcrtu de Ce'lz'm2-ne

and the P:-lit flls de Marcarille, there is

great power of conception, a real grip on

character, but the main action is clogged

with tardy incidents, and so the momen

tum is lost. In these comedies the influ

ence of the new school of Alexandre Du

mas fils is plainly visible. And the in

clination toward the strong, not to say

violent, emotions which Dumas and An

gier had imported into comedy is still

more evident in Fanny Lear, the first five

act comedy which Meilhac and I-Ialévy

wrote together, and which was brought

out in 1868. The final situation is one of

truth and immense effectiveness, and there

is great vigor in the creation of character.

The decrepit old rake, the Marquis de

Noriolis, feeble in his folly and wander

ing in helplessness, but irresistible when

aroused, is a striking figure; and still

more striking is the portrait of his wife,

now the Marquise de Noriolis, but once

Fanny Lear the adventuress—a woman
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who has youth, beauty, wealth, every

thing before her, if it were not for the

shame which is behind her: gay and

witty, and even good-humored, she is in

flexible when she is determined; hers is

a velvet manner and an iron will. The

name of Fanny Lear may sound familiar

to some readers because it was given to

an American adventuress in Russia by a

grand-ducal admirer.

After Fanny Lear came Froufrou, the

lineal successor of 77te Stranger as the

current masterpiece of the lachrymatory

drama. Nothing so tear-compelling as

the final act of Froufrou had been seen

on the stage for half a century or more.

The death of Froufrou was a watery sight,

and for any chance to weep we are many

of us grateful. And yet it was a German,

born in' the land of Charlotte and Wer

ther,—it was Heine who remarked on the

oddity of praising the "dramatic poet who

possesses the art of drawing tears—a talent

which he has in common with the mean

est onion." It is noteworthy that it was

by way of Germany that English tragedy

exerted its singular influence on French

comedy. Attracted by the homely power

of pieces like The Gamester and 7am

S/mn', Diderot in France and Lessing in

Germany attempted the tragédie bour

geaise, but the right of the "tradesmen's

tragedies "—as Goldsmith called them

to exist at all was questioned until Kotze

bue's pathetic power and theatrical skill

captured nearly every stage in Europe.

In France the bastard offspring of Eng

lish tragedy and German drama gave

birth to an equally illegitimate ronzédzk

larnmyante. And so it happens that while

comedy in English literature, resulting

from the clash of character, is always on

the brink of farce, comedy in French lit

erature may be tinged with passion until

it almost turns to tragedy. In France the

word "comedy" is elastic and covers a

multitude of sins: it includes the laugh

ing Boule and the tearful Frou mu : in

fact, the French Melpomene is a sort of

_'}'eanm: qui pleure et Yeonne gnu' rit.

So it happens that Fnngfrou is a com

edy. And indeed the first three acts

are comedy of a very high order, full of

wit and rich in character. I mentioned

T/ze Strangrr a few lines back, and the

contrast of the two plays shows how much

lighter and more delicate French art is.

The humor to be found in 77ze Stranger

is, to say the least, Teutonic; and Ger

man humor is like the simple Italian

wines: it will not stand export. And in

The Stranger there is really no charac

ter, no insight into human nature. Alis

ant/zro;$y and Re]$c/ttdn£t', as Kotzebue

called his play (77c Slranger was Sher

idan's title for the English translation he

revised for his own theatre), are loud

sounding words when we capitalize them,

but they do not deceive us now: we see

that the play itself is mostly stalking sen

tentiousness, mawkishly overladen with

gush. But in Froqfrou there is wit of

the latest Parisian kind, and there are

characters—people whom we might meet

and whom we may remember. Brigard,

for one, the reprobate old gentleman, liv

ing even in his old age in that Bohemia

which has Paris for its capital, and dye

ing his few locks because he feels him

self unworthy to wear gray hair,—Brigard

is a portrait from life. The Baron de

Cambri is less individual, and-I confess

I cannot quite stomach a gentleman who

is willing to discuss the problem of his

wife's virtue with a chance adorer. But

the cold Baronne herself is no common

place person. And Louise, the elder

daughter of Froufrou, the one who had

chosen the better part and had kept it by

much self-sacrifice,—she is a true woman.

Best, better even than Brigard, is Gilberte,

nicknamed " Froufrou " from the rustling

of her silks as she skips and scampers

airily around. Froufrou, when all is said,

is a real creation, a revelation of Parisian

femininity, a living thing, breathing the

breath of life and tripping along lightly

on her own little feet. Marrying a re

served yet deeply-devoted husband be

cause her sister bid her; taking into her

home that sister, who had sacrificed her

own love for the husband; seeing this

sister straighten the household which she

in her heedless seeking for idle amuse

ment had not governed, then beginning

to feel herself in danger and aware of a

growing jealousy, senseless though it be,

of the sister who has so innocently sup
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planted her by her hearth, and even with

her child; making one effort to regain

her place, and failing, as was inevitable,

—poor Froufrou takes the fatal plunge

which will for ever and at once separate

her from what was hers before. VVhat a

fine scene is that at the end of the third

act, in which Froufrou has worked her

self almost to a frenzy, and, hopeless in

her jealousy, gives up all to her sister

and rushes from the house to the lover

she scarcely cares for! And how admi

rably does all that has gone before lead

up to it! These first three acts are a

wonder of constructive art. Of the rest

of the play it is hard to speak so highly.

The change is rather sudden from the

study of character in the first part to the

demand in the last that if you have tears

you must prepare to shed them now. The

brightness is quenched in gloom and de

spair. Of a verity, frivolity may be fatal,

and death may follow a liking for private

theatricals and the other empty amuse

ments of fashion; but is it worth while to

break a butterfly on the wheel and to put

a humming-bird to the question ? To say

what fate shall be meted out to the wo

man taken in adultery is always a hard

task for the dramatist. Here the erring

and erratic heroine comes home to be

forgiven and to die, and so after the fresh

and unforced painting ofmodern Parisian

life we have a finish full of conventional

pathos. \Vell, death redeems all, and,

as Pascal says, "the last act is always

tragedy, whatever fine comedy there may

have been in the rest of life. We must

all die alone."

J. BRANDER MATTHEWS.

' THE KING'S GIFTS.

YRUS the king in royal mood

Portioned his gifts as seemed him good:

To Artabasus, proud to hold

The priceless boon, a cup of gold—

A rare-wrought thing: its jewelled brim

Haloed a nectar sweet to him.

No flavor fine it seemed to miss;

But when the king stooped down, a kiss

To leave upon Chrysantas‘ lips,

The jewels paled in dull eclipse

' To Artabasus: hard and cold

And empty grew the cup of gold.

"Better, O Sire, than mine," cried he,

"I deem Chrysantas‘ gift to be."

Yet the wise king his courtiers knew,

And unto each had given his due.

To all who watch and all who wait

The king will come, or soon or late.

Choose well: thy secret wish is known,

And thou shalt surely have thine own—

A golden cup thy poor wealth's sign,

Or on thy lips Love's seal divine.

EMILY A. BRADDOCK.
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BAUBIE VVISHART.

" HAVE taken you at your word, you

see, Miss Mackenzie. You told me

not to give alms in the street, and to

bring the begging children to you. So

here is one now."

Thus introduced, the begging child

was pushed forward into the room by

the speaker, a lady who was holding

her by one shoulder.

She was a stunted, slim creature, that

might have been any age from nine to

fourteen, barefooted and bareheaded,

and wearing a Rob Roy tartan frock.

She entered in a sidelong way that was

at once timid and confidently independ

ent, and stared all round her with a pair

of large brown eyes. She did not seem

to be in the least frightened, and when

released by her guardian stood at ease

comfortably on one foot, tucking the oth

er away out of sight among the not too

voluminous folds of her frock.

It was close on twelve o'clock of a

March day in the poor sewing-women's

workroom in Drummond street. The av

erage number of women of the usual sort

were collected together—a depressed and

silent gathering. It seemed as if the bit

ter east wind had dulled and chilled them

into a grayer monotony of look than

usual, so that they might be in harmo

ny with the general aspect which things

without had assumed at its grim bidding.

A score or so of wan faces looked up for

a minute, but the child, after all, had

nothing in her appearance that was cal

culated to repay attention, and the lady

was known to them all. So "white seam "

reasserted its old authority without much

delay.

Miss Mackenzie laid down the scissors

which she had been using on a bit of

coarse cotton, and advanced in reply to

the address of the newcomer. "How do

you do? and where did you pick up this

creature?" she asked. looking curiously

at the importation.

" Near .George IV. Bridge, on this side

of it, and I just took hold of her and

brought her off to you at once. I don't

believe "—this was said sotto 1/o¢'e—" that

she has a particle of clothing on her but

that frock."

"Very likely.—What is your name,

my child?"

"Baubie Wishart, mem." She spoke

in an apologetic tone, glancing down at

her feet, the one off duty being lowered

for the purpose of inspection, which over‘

she hoisted the foot again immediately

into the recesses of the Rob Roy tartan.

_. "Have you a father and mother?"

"Yes, mem."

"VVhat does your father do ?"

Baubie Wishart glanced down again

in thought for an instant, then raised her

eyes for the first time directly to her ques

tioner's face: "He used to be a Christy

man, but he canna be that any longer,

sae he goes wi' boords."

"Why cannot he be a Christy man

any longer?"

Down came the foot once more, and

this time took up its position permanent

ly beside the other: "Because mother

drinks awTu', an' pawned the banjo for

drink." This family history was related

in the most matter-of-fact, natural way.

"And does your father drink too ?" ask

ed Miss Mackenzie after a short pause.

Baubie Wishart's eyes wandered all

round the room, ahd with one toe she

swept up a little mass of dust before she

answered in a voice every tone of which

spoke unwilling truthfulness, "Just whiles

—Saturday nichts."

" Is /ze kind to you?"

"Ay," looking up quickly, "excep' just

whiles when he's fou—Saturday nichts,

ye ken—and then he beats me; but he's

rale kind when he's sober."

"Were you ever at school ?"

" No, mem," with a shake of the head

that seemed to convey that she had some

thing else, and probably better, to do.

"Did you ever hear of God ?" asked

the lady who had brought her.

"Ay, mem," answered Baubie quite
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readily: "it's a kind of a bad word I

hear in the streets."

"How old are you ?" asked both ladies

simultaneously.

"Thirteen past," replied Baubie, with

a promptness that made her listeners

smile, suggesting as it did the thought

that the question had been put to her

before, and that Baubie knew well the

import of her answer.

She grew more communicative now.

She could not read, but, all the same,

she knew two songs which she sang in

the streets—"Before the Battle" and

1' After the Battle ;" and, carried away

by the thought of her own powers, she

actually began to give proof of her as

sertion by reciting one of them there

and then. This, however, was stopped

at once. "Can knit too," she added

then.

"Who taught you to knit?"

" Don' know. Wis at a Sunday-schuil

too."

"Oh, you were? And what did you

learn there ?"

Baubie Wishart looked puzzled, con

sulted her toes in vain, and then finally

gave it up.

"I should like to do something for

her," observed her first friend: "it is

time this street-singing came to an

end.”

"She is intelligent, clearly," said Miss

Mackenzie, looking curiously at the child,

whose appearance and bearing rather

puzzled her. There was not a particle

of the professional street-singer about

Baubie Wishart, the child of that species

being generally clean-washed, or at least

soapy, of face, with lank, smooth-combed

and greasy hair; and usually, too, with

a smug, sanctimonious air of meriting

a better fate. Baubie Wishart presented

none of these characteristics: her face

was simply filthy; her hair was a red

brown, loosened tangle that reminded one

painfully of oakum in its first stage. And

she looked as if she deserved a whipping,

and defied it too. She was just a female

arab—an arab plus an accomplishment

—bright, quick and inconsequent as a

sparrow, and reeking of the streets and

gutters, which had been her nursery.

"Yes," continued the good lady, "I

must look after her."

"Poor little atom ! I suppose you will

find out where the parents live, and send

the school-board officer to them. That is

the usual thing, is it not? I must go,

Miss Mackenzie. Good-bye for to-day.

And do tell me what you settle for her."

Miss Mackenzie promised, and her

friend took her departure.

"Go and sit by the fire, Baubie Wish

art, for a little, and then I shall be ready

to talk to you."

Nothing loath apparently, Baubie es-\

tablished herself at the end of the fender,

and from that coign of vantage watched

the on-goings about her with the stoicism

of a red Indian. She showed no symp

tom of wonder at anything, and listened

to the disquisitions of Miss Mackenzie

and the matron as to the proper adjust

ment of parts—"bias," "straights," "ga

thers," "fells," "gussets " and "seams,"

a whole new language as it unrolled its

complexities before her—with compla

cent indifference.

At last, all the web of cotton being cut

up, the time came to go. Miss Mackenzie

buttoned up her sealskin coat, and pull

ing on a pair of warm gloves beckoned

Baubie, who rose with alacrity : " Where

do your father and mother live?"

"Kennedy's Lodgings, in the Gress

market, mem."

"I know the place," observed Miss

Mackenzie, to whom, indeed, most of

these haunts were familiar. "Take me

there now, Baubie."

They set out together. Baubie trotted

in front, turning her head, dog-fashion,

at every corner to see if she were follow

ed. They reached the Grassmarket at

last, and close to the corner of the West

Bow found an entry with the whitewashed

inscription above it, "Kennedy's Lodg

ings." Baubie glanced round to see if

her friend was near, then vanished up

ward from her sight. Miss Mackenzie

kilted her dress and began the ascent of

the stairs, the steps of which, hollowed

out as they were by the tread of centu

ries of human feet, afforded a not too

safe footing.

Arrived at the third floor, she found
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Baubie waiting for her, breathless and

panting.

" It's here," she said—" the big kitchen,

mem."

Along, narrow passage lay before them,

off which doors opened on all sides. Pre

cipitating herself at one of these doors,

Baubie Wishart, who could barely reach

the latch, pushed it open, giving egress to

a confusion of noises, which seemed to

float above a smell of cooking, in which

smell herrings and onions contended for

the mastery.

It was a very large room, low-ceiling

ed, but well enough lighted by a couple

of windows, which looked into a close

behind. The walls had been whitewash

ed once upon a time, but the whitewash

was almost lost to view under the deco

rations with which it was overlaid. These

consisted of pictures cut out of the illus

trated weekly papers or milliners‘ books.

All sorts of subjects were represented:

fashion-plates hung side by side with

popular preachers and statesmen, race

horses and Roman Catholic saints; red

and white-draped Madonnas elbowed the

"full-dress " heroines of the penny week

lies. It was a curious gallery, and a good

many of the works of art had the merit

of being antique. Generations of flies

had emblazoned their deeds of prowess

on the papers: streaks of candle-grease

bore witness to the inquiring turn of mind,

attracted by the letter-press, or the artistic

proclivities of Kennedy's lodgers. It was

about two, the dinner - hour probably,

which accounted for the presence of so

many people in the room. Most, but not

all, seemed to be of the wandering class.

They were variously employed. Some

were sitting on the truckle-beds that ran

round the walls ; one or two were knitting

or sewing; a cripple was mending bas

kets in one of the windows; and about

the fire a group were collected superin

tending the operations which produced,

though not unaided, the odors with which

the room was reeking.

Miss Mackenzie stood for a few min

utes, unnoticed apparently, looking about

her at the motley crowd. Baubie on en

tering the room had raised herself for a

second on tiptoe to look into a distant

corner, and then, remarking to herself,

half audibly, "His boords is gone," sub

sided, and contented herself with watch

ing Miss Mackenzie's movements.

There seemed to be no one to do the

honors. The inmates all looked at each

other for a moment hesitatingly, then

resumed their various occupations. A

young woman, a sickly, livid-faced crea

ture, rose from her place behind the door,

and, advancing with a halting step, said

to Miss Mackenzie, "Mistress Kennedy's

no' in, an' Wishart's oot wi's boords."

"I wanted to see him about this child,

who was found begging in the streets to

day."

Miss Mackenzie looked curiously at the

woman, wondering if she could belong

in any way to the Wishart family. She

was a miserable object, seemingly in the

last stage of consumption.

"Eh, mem," she answered hurriedly,

and drawing nearer, "ye're a guid leddy,

I ken, an' tak' t' lassie away oot o' this.

The mither's an awfu' wuman : tak' her

away wi' ye, or she'll sune be as bad.

She'll be like mysel' and the rest o' them

here."

"I will, I will," Miss Mackenzie said,

shocked and startled, recoiling before

the spirit-reeking breath of this warning

spectre. "I will, I will," she repeated

hastily. There was no use remaining

any longer. She went out, beckoning to

Baubie, who was busy rummaging about

a bed at the top of the room.

Baubie had bethought her that it was

time to take her father his dinner. So

she slipped over to that corner of the big

kitchen which was allotted to the Wish

art family and possessed herself of a piece

of a loaf which was hidden away there.

As she passed by the fire she profited by

the momentary abstraction of the people

who were cooking to snap up and make

her own a brace of unconsidered trifles

in the shape of onions which were ly

ing near them. These, with the piece of

bread, she concealed on her person, and

then returned to Miss Mackenzie, who was

now in the passage.

"Baubie," said that lady, "I will send

some one here about you. Now, don't

let me hear of your singing in the streets
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or begging again. You will get into trou

ble if you do.H

She was descending the stairs as she

spoke, and she turned round when she

had reached the entry: "You know the

police will take you, Baubie." .

"Yes, mem," answered Baubie, dul

impressed.

"Well, now, I am going home. Stay:

are you hungry?"

Without waiting for her answer, Miss

Mackenzie entered a tiny shop close by,

purchased a mutton-pie and handed it to

Baubie Wishart, who received it with won

dering reverence. Miss Mackenzie took

her way home westward up the Grass

market. She turned round before leav

ing it by way of King's Stables, and

caught sight of Baubie's frock by the

entry of Kennedy's Lodgings—a tiny

morsel of color against the shadow of

the huge gray houses. She thought of

the big kitchen and its occupants, and

the face and words of the poor girl, and

promised herself that she would send the

school-board officer to Kennedy's Lodg

ings that very night.

Baubie waited till her friend was well

out of sight: then she hid her mutton

pie in the same place with the onions and

the piece of bread, and started up the

Grassmarket in her turn. She stopped

at the first shop she passed and bought a

pennyworth of cheese. Then she made

her way to the Lothian road, and looked

up and down it anxiously in search of

the walking advertisement-man. He was

not there, so she directed her course to

ward Princes street, and after promenad

ing it as far east as the Mound, she turn

ed up into George street, and caught

sight of her father walking along slowly

by the curbstone. It was not long be

fore she overtook him.

"Od, lassie, I wis thinkin' lang," he

began wearily as soon as he realized her

apparition. Baubie did not wait for him

to finish: with a peremptory nod she

signified her will, and he turned round

and followed her a little way down Han

over street. Then Baubie Selected a flight

of steps leading to a basement store, and

throwing him a look of command flit

ted down and seated herself at the bot

tom. It was sheltered from the cold wind

and not too much overlooked. Wish

art shifted the boards from about his

shoulders, and, following her, laid them

against the wall at the side of the base

ment-steps, and sat down heavily be

side her. He was a sickly-looking man.

sandy-haired, with a depressed and shifty

expression of face—not vicious, but weak

and vacillating. Baubie seemed to have

the upper hand altogether: every gesture

showed it. She opened the paper that

was wrapped about her fragment of rank

yellow cheese, laid it down on the step

between them, and then produced, in

their order of precedence, the pie, the

onions and the bread.

"Wha gied ye that?" asked Wishart,

gazing at the mutton-pie.

"A leddy," replied Baubie, concisely.

"An' they ?" pointing to the onions.

A nod was all the answer, for Baubie,

who was hungry, was busy breaking the

piece of loaf. Wishart with great care

divided the pie without spilling much

more than half its gravy, and began on

his half of it and the biggest onion simul

taneously. Baubie ate up her share of

pie, declined cheese, and attacked her

onion and a great piece of crust. The

crust was very tough, and after the mut

ton-pie rather dry and tasteless, and she

laid it down presently in her lap, and after

a few minutes‘ passive silence began:

"That," nodding at the cheese, or what

was left of it rather, "wis all I got—ae

penny. The leddy took me up till a

hoose, an' anither ane that wis there came

doon hame and gaed in ben, an' wis speir

in' for ye, an' says she'll gie me till the

polis for singin' an' askin' money in t'

streets, an' wants you to gie me till her

to pit in schuil."

She stopped and fixed her eyes on him,

watching the effect of her words. Wish

art laid down his bread and cheese and

stared back at her. It seemed to take

some time for his brain to realize all the

meaning of her pregnant speech.

"Ay," he said after a while, and with

an effort, "I maun tak' ye to Glasgae. to

yer aunt. Ye'll be pit in schuil if yer

caught."

"I'll no bide," observed Baubie, finish
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ing off her onion with a grimace. The

raw onion was indeed strong and hot,

even for Baubie's not too epicurean pal

ate, but it had been got for nothing

a circumstance from which it derived a

flavor which many people more dainty

than Baubie Wishart find to be extreme

ly appetizing.

"Bide!" echoed her father: "they'll

mak' ye bide. Gin I had only the banjo

agen !" sighed the whilom Christy man,

getting up and preparing to adjust the

- boards once more.

The last crumb ofthe loaf was done, and

Baubie, refreshed, got up too. "When'll

ye be hame ?" she questioned abruptly

when they had reached the top of the

steps.

"Seven. Gae way hame wi' ye, lassie,

noo. Ye didna see /zer?" he questioned

as he walked off.

"Na," replied Baubie, standing still and

looking about her as if to choose which

way she should take.

He sighed deeply, and moved off slow

ly on his way back to his post, with the

listless, hopeless air that seems to belong

to the members of his calling.

Baubie obeyed her parent's commands

in so far as that she did go home, but as

she took Punch and Judy in her course

up the Mound, and diverged as far as

a football match in the Meadows, it was

nearly seven before Kennedy's Lodgings

saw her again.

The following morning, shortly after

breakfast, Miss Mackenzie's butler in

formed her that there was a child who

wanted to speak with her in the hall. On

going down she found Baubie Wishart on

the mat.

"Where is your father? and why did

he not come with you ?" asked Miss Mac

kenzie, puzzled. '

"He thoucht shame to come an' speak

wi' a fine leddy like you." This excuse,

plausible enough, was uttered in a low

voice and with downcast eyes, but hard

ly was it pronounced when she burst out

rapidly and breathlessly into what was

clearly the main object of her visit: " But

please, mem, he says he'll gie me to you

if ye'll gie him the three shillin's to tak'

the banjo oot o' the pawn."

This candid proposal took Miss Mac

kenzie's breath away. To become the

owner of Baubie Wishart, even at so

low a price, seemed to her rather a hea

thenish proceeding, with a flavorofillegal

ity about it to boot. There was a vacan

cy at the home for little girls which might

be made available for the little wretch

without the necessity of any preliminary

of this kind; and it did not occur to her

that it was a matter of any moment wheth

er Mr. Wishart continued to exercise the

role of "sandwich-man" or returned to

his normal profession of banjo-player.

Baubie was to be got hold of in any

case. With the muttered adjuration of

the wretched girl in Kennedy's Lodgings

echoing in her ears, Miss Mackenzie de

termined that she should be left no longer

than could be helped in that company.

How earnest and matter of fact she

was in delivering her extraordinary er

rand! thought Miss Mackenzie to her

self, meeting the eager gaze of Baubie

Wishart's eyes, looking out from be

neath her tangle of hair like those of a

Skye terrier.

"I will speak to your father myself,

Baubie—tell him so—to-morrow, per

haps: tell him I mean to settle about

you myself. Now go."

The least possible flicker of disappoint

ment passed over Baubie's face. The

tangled head drooped for an instant,

then she bobbed by way of adieu and

vanished.

That day and the next passed before

Miss Mackenzie found it possible to pay

her long-promised visit to Mr. Wishart,

and when, about eleven in the forenoon,

she once more entered the big kitchen

in Kennedy's Lodgings, she was greeted

with the startling intelligence that'the

whole Wishart family were in prison.

The room was as full as before. Six

women were sitting in the middle of the

floor teasing out an old hair mattress.

There was the same odor of cooking,

early as it was, and the same medley of

noises, but the people were different. The

basket-making cripple was gone, and in

his place by the window sat a big Irish

beggar-woman, who was keeping up a

conversation with some one (a compatriot
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evidently) in a window of the close be

hind.

The mistress of the house came for

ward. She was a decent-looking little

woman, but had rather a hard face, ex

pressive of care and anxiety. On rec

ognizing her visitor she curtsied: "The

Wisharts, mem? Yes, they're a' in jail."

"All in jail?" echoed Miss Mackenzie.

" Will you come outside and speak to me?

There are so many people—"

"Eh yes, mem: I'm sure ye fin' the

room closs. Eh yes, mem, the Wisharts

are a' in the lock-up."

They were standing outside in the pas

sage, and Mrs. Kennedy held the door

closed by the latch, which she kept firm

ly grasped in her hand. It struck Miss

Mackenzie as being an odd way to secure

privacy for a privileged communication,

to fasten the door of their room upon

those inside. lt was expressive, however.

"Ye see, mem," began the landlady,

" Wishart's no a very bad man—jist weak

in the heid like—but's wife is jist some

thing awfu', an' I could not let her bide

in a decent lodging-house. \Ve hae to

dra' the line somewhere, and I dra' it

low enough, but she wis far below that.

Eh, she's jist terrible! Vtlishart has a

sister in Glasgae verra weel to do, an' I

h'ard him say he'd gie the lassie to her

if it wer na for the wife. The day the

school-board gentleman wis here she

came back: she'd been away, ye ken,

and she said she'd become a t'otaller, an'

so I sed she micht stay; but, ye see, when

nicht came on she an' Wishart gaed out

thegither, an' jist to celebrate their bein'

frien's again she an' him gaed intil a

public, an' she got uproarious drunk, an'

the polis took her up. Wishart wis no

sae 'bad, sae they let him come hame;

but, ye see, he had tasted the drink, an'

wanted mair, an' he hadna ony money.

Ye see, he'd promised the gentleman who

came here that he widna send Baubie

oot to sing again. But he did send her

oot then to sing for money for him, an'

the polis had been put to watch her, an'

saw her beg, an' took her up to the office,

an' came back here for Wishart. An'

so before the day was dune they were

a' lockit up thegither."

Such was the story related to Miss

Mackenzie. What was to be done with

Baubie now? It was hardly fair that she

should be sent to a reformatory among

criminal children. She had committed

no crime, and there was that empty bed

at the home for little girls. She deter

mined to attend the sheriff-court on

Monday morning and ask to be given

the custody of Baubie.

When Monday morning came, ten

o'clock saw Miss Mackenzie established

in a seat immediately below the sheriff's

high bench. The VVisharts were among

the first batch tried, and made their ap

pearance from a side-door. Mrs. Wish

art came first, stepping along with a reso

lute, brazen bearing that contrasted with

her husband's timid, shuffling gait. She

was a gypsy-looking woman, with wan

dering, defiant black eyes, and her red

face had the sign-manual of vice stamp

ed upon it. After her came Baubie, a

red-tartan-covered mite, shrinking back

and keeping as close to her father as she

could. Baubie had favored her mother

as to complexion: that was plain. The

top of her rough head and her wild brown

eyes were just visible over the panel as

she stared round her, taking in with com

posure and astuteness everything that was

going on. She was the most self-possess

ed of her party, for under Mrs. Vi'ishart's

active brazenness there could easily be

seen fear and a certain measure of re

morse hiding themselves; and Vi"ishart

seemed to be but one remove from im

becility.

The charges were read with a running

commentary of bad language from Mrs.

Wishart as her offences were detailed;

Wishart blinked in a helpless, pathetic

way; Baubie, who seemed to consider

herself as associated with him alone in

the charge, assumed an air of indiffer

ence and sucked her thumb, meantime

watching Miss Mackenzie furtively. She

felt puzzled to account for her presence

there, but it never entered her head to

connect that fact with herself in any

way.

"Guilty or not guilty ?" asked the sheriff

clerk.

" There's a kin' lady in coort," stam
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mered Wishart, "an' she kens a' aboot

it."

"Guilty or not guilty?" reiterated the

clerk: "this is not the time to speak."

"She kens it a', an' she wis to tak' the

lassie."

"Guilty or not guilty? You must plead,

and you can say what you like afterward."

Wishart stopped, not without an ap

pealing look at the kind lady, and plead

ed guilty meekly. A policeman with a

scratched face and one hand plastered up

testified to the extravagances Mrs. Wish

art had committed on the strength of her

conversion to teetotal principles.

Baubie heard it all impassively, her

face only betraying anything like keen

interest while the police-officer was de

tailing his injuries. Three months' im

prisonment was the sentence on Marga

ret Mactear or Wishart. Then Wishart's

sentence was pronounced—sixty days.

He and Baubie drew nearer to each

other, Wishart with a despairing, help

less look. Baubie's eyes looked like

those of a hare taken in a gin. Not one

word had been said about her. She was

not to go with her father. What was to

become of her? She was not long left

in doubt as to her fate.

"I will take the child, sheriff," said

Miss Mackenzie eagerly and anxiously.

"I came here purposely to offer her a

home in the refuge."

"Policeman, hand over the child to

this lady at once," said the sheriff.

"Nothing could be better, Miss Macken

zie. It is very good of you to volunteer

to take charge of her."

Mrs. Wishart disappeared with a part

ing volley of blasphemy; her husband,

casting, as he went, a wistful look at Miss

Mackenzie, shambled fecklessly after the

partner of his joys and sorrows; and the

child remained alone behind. The po

liceman took her by an arm and drew

her forward to make room for a fresh

consignment of wickedness from the cells

at the side. Baubie breathed a short sigh

as the door closed upon her parents, shook

back her hair, and looked up at Miss Mac

kenzie, as if to announce her readiness

and good-will. Not one vestige of her

internal mental attitude could be gather

ed from her sun- and wind-beaten little

countenance. There was no rebellious

ness, neither was there guilt. One would

almost have thought she had been told

beforehand what was to happen, so cool

and collected was she.

"Now, Baubie, I am going to take you

home. Come, child."

Pleased with her success, Miss Mac

kenzie, so speaking, took the little waif's

hand and led her out of the police-court

into the High street. She hardly dared

to conjecture that it was Baubie Wishart's

first visit to that place, but as she stood

on the entrance-steps and shook out her

skirts with a sense of relief, she breathed

a sincere hope that it might be the child's

last.

A cab was waiting. Baubie, to her in

tense delight and no less astonishment,

was requested to occupy the front seat.

Miss Mackenzie gave the driver his or

der and got in, facing the red tartan

bundle.

"Were you ever in a cab before?" ask

ed Miss Mackenzie.

"Na, niver," replied Baubie in a rapt

tone and without looking at her question

er, so intent was she on staring out of the

windows, between both of which she di

vided her attention impartially.

They were driving down the Mound,

and the outlook, usually so far-reaching

from that vantage-ground, was bounded

by a thick sea-fog that the east wind was

carrying up from the Forth and dispen

sing with lavish hands on all sides. The

buildings had a grim, black look, as if a

premature old age had come upon them,

and the black pinnacles of the Monu

ment stood out sharply defined in clear

cut, harsh distinctness against the floating

gray background. There were not many

people stirring in the streets. It was a

depressing atmosphere, and Miss Mac

kenzie observed before long that Baubie

either seemed to have become influenced

by it or that the novelty of the cab-ride

had worn off completely. They cross

ed the Water of Leith, worn to a mere

brown thread owing to the long drought,

by Stockbridge street bridge, and a few

yards from it found themselves before

a gray stone house separated from the
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street by a grass-plot surrounded by a

stone wall: inside the wall grew chestnut

and poplar trees, which in summer must

have shaded the place agreeably, but

which this day, in the cold gray mist,

seemed almost funereal in their gloomy

blackness. The gate was opened from

within the wall as soon as Miss Macken

zie rang, and she and Baubie walked up

the little flagged path together. As the

gate clanged to behind them Baubie

looked back involuntarily and sighed.

"Don't fear, lassie," said her guide:

"they will be very kind to you here.

And it will be just a good home for

you."

It may be questioned whether this

promise of a good home awoke any

pleasing associations or carried with it

any definite meaning to Baubie Wish

art's mind. She glanced up as if to

show that she understood, but her eyes

turned then and rested on the square

front ofthe little old-fashioned gray house

with its six staring windows and its front

circumscribed by the wall and the black

poplars and naked chestnuts, and she

choked down another sigh.

" Now, Mrs. Duncan," Miss Mackenzie

was saying to a comfortably-dressed elder

ly woman, "here's your new girl, Baubie

VVishart."

"Eh, ye've been successful then, Miss

Mackenzie ?"

"Oh dear, yes: the sheriff made no

objection. And now, Mrs. Duncan, I

hope she will be a good girl and give

you no trouble.—Come here, Baubie,

and promise me to do everything you

are told and obey Mrs. Duncan in ev

erything."

"Yes, mem," answered Baubie rever

ently, almost solemnly.

There seemed to be no necessity for

further exhortation. Baubie's demeanor

promised everything that was hoped for

or wanted, and, perfectly contented, Miss

Mackenzie turned her attention to the

minor details of wardrobe, etc.: "That

frock is good enough if it were washed.

She must get shoes and stockings; and

then underwear, too, of some sort will be

wanted."

"That will it," responded the matron ;

"but I had better send her at once to get

a bath." '

A big girl was summoned from a back

room and desired to get ready a tub. lt

was the ceremony customary at the re

ception of a neophyte—customary, and

in general very necessary too.

Baubie's countenance fell lower still

on hearing this, and she blinked both

eyes deprecatingly. Nevertheless, when

the big girl—whom they called Kate

returned, bringing with her a warm whiff

of steam and soap, she trotted after her

obediently and silently.

After a while the door opened, and

Kate's yellow head appeared. " Speak

with ye, mem ?" she said. "I hae her

washen noo, but what for claes ?"

"Eh yes.—Miss Mackenzie, we can't

put her back into those dirty clothes."

"Oh no.—I'll come and look at her

clothes, Kate." As she spoke Miss Mac

kenzie rose and followed the matron and

Kate into a sort of kitchen or laundry.

In the middle of the floor was a tub

containing Miss Wishart mid-deep in

soapsuds. Her thick hair was all soak

ing, and clung fast to her head: dripping

locks hung down over her eyes, which

looked out through the tangle patient and

suffering. She glanced up quickly as Miss

Mackenzie came in, and then resigned

herself passively into Kate's hands, who

with a piece of flannel had resumed the

scrubbing process.

Miss Mackenzie was thinking to her

self that it was possibly Baubie Wishart's

first experience of the kind, when she

observed the child wince as if she were

hurt.

"It's yon as hurts her," said Kate,

calling the matron's attention to some

thing on the child's shoulders. They

both stooped and saw a long blue-and

red mark—a bruise all across her back.

Nor was this the only evidence of ill

treatment: other bruises, and even scars,

were to be seen on the lean little body.

" Puir thing !" said the matron in a low

tone, sympathizingly.

"Baubie, who gave you that bruise?"

asked Miss Mackenzie.

No answer from Baubie, who seemed

to be absorbed in watching the drops run
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ning off the end of her little red nose,

which played the part of a gargoyle to

the rest of her face.

Miss Mackenzie repeated the question,

sternly almost: "Baubie Wishart, I insist

upon knowing who gave you that bruise."

"A didna gie't to mysel', mem," was

the answer from the figure in the soap

suds. There was a half sob in the voice

as of terror, and her manner had all the

appearance of ingenuousness.

The matron and Miss Mackenzie look

ed at each other significantly, and agreed

tacitly that there was no use in pushing

the question.

"Od !" said Kate, who had paused in

the act of taking a warm towel from the

fireplace to listen, " a‘body kens ye didna

gie it till yoursel', lassie."

"Where are her clothes?" said the ma

tron. "Oh,here. Yon frock'sgood'enough

if it was washed; but, losh me! just look

at these for clothes!" She was exhibit

ing some indescribable rags as she spoke.

"Kate," said Miss Mackenzie, "dress

her in the lassie Grant's clothes: they are

the most likely to fit her. Don't lose time:

I want to see her again before I go."

Kate fished up her charge, all smoking,

from the soapsuds and rubbed her down

before the fire. Then the tangled wet hair

was parted evenly and smoothed into

dark locks on either side of her face.

Raiment clean, but the coarsest of the

coarse, was found for her. A brown

wincey dress surmounted all. Shoes

and stockings came last of all, probably

in the order of importance assigned to

them by Kate.

From the arm-chair of the matron's

sitting-room Miss Mackenzie surveyed

her charge with satisfaction. Baubie

looked subdued, contented, perhaps

grateful, and was decidedly uncomfort

able. Every vestige of the picturesque

was gone, obliterated'clean by soap and

water, and Kate's hair-comb, a broken

toothed weapon that had come off sec

ond best in its periodic conflicts with

her own barley-mow, had disposed for

ever of the wild, curly tangle of hair.

Her eyes had red rims to them, caused

by superfluous soap and water, and in its

present barked condition, when all the

dirt was gone, Baubie's face had rather

an interesting, wistful expression. She

seemed not to stand very steadily in her

boots, which were much too big for her.

Miss Mackenzie surveyed her with great

satisfaction. The brown wincey and the

coarse apron seemed to her the neophyte's

robe, betokening Baubie's conversion

from arab nomadism to respectability

and from a vagabond trade to decorous

industry.

"Now, Baubie, you can knit: I mean

to give you needles and worsted to knit

yourself stockings. Won't that be nice?

I am sure you never knitted stockings

for yourself before."

"Yes, mem," replied Baubie, shuffling

her feet.

"Now, what bed is she to get, Mrs.

Duncan? Let us go up stairs and see

the dormitory."

"I thought I would put her in the room

with Kate: I changed the small bed in

there. If you will just step up stairs,

Miss Mackenzie?"

The party reached the dormitory by a

narrow wooden staircase, the whiteness

of which testified to the scrubbing pow

ers of Kate's red arms and those of her

compeers. All the windows were open,

and the east wind came in at its will, nip

pingly cold if airy. They passed through

a large, low-ceilinged room into a smaller

one, in which were only four beds: a

small iron stretcher beside the window

was pointed out as Baubie's. Miss Mac

kenzie turned down the red-knitted cov

erlet and looked at the blankets. They

were perfectly clean, like everything else,

and, like everything else too, very coarse

and very well worn.

"This will do very nicely.—Baubie,

this is to be your bed."

Baubie, fresh from the lock-up and

Kennedy's Lodgings, might have been

expected to show some trace of her sense

of comparison, but not a vestige of ex

pression crossed her face: she looked

up in civil acknowledgment of having

heard: that was all.

"I shall look in again in the course of

a week," announced Miss Mackenzie.—

"Good-bye, Baubie: do everything Mrs.

Duncan tells you."
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With this valedictory Miss Mackenzie

left the matron, and Kate attended her

down stairs ; and Baubie was at last

alone.

She remained standing stock-still when

they left her by the bedside—when the

door, shut by Kate, who went out last,

hid them from her view. She listened

in a stupid kind of way to the feet tramp

ing on the bare boards of the outer dor

mitory and down the stairs: then all was

still, and Baubie Wishart, clean, clothed

and separated from her father for the first

time in her life, was left alone to consider

how she liked "school." She felt cold

and strange and lonely, and for about

three minutes' space she abandoned her

self without reserve to the sensation. Then

the heavy shoes troubled her, and in a

fit of anger and impatience she suddenly

began to unlace one. Some far-off sound

startled her, and with a furtive, timorous

look at the door she fastened it up again.

No one came, but instead of returning to

the boot she sprang to the window, and,

mounting the narrow sill, prepared to sur

vey the domain that lay below it. There

was not much to see. The window look

ed out on the back green, which was very

much like the front, save that there was

no flagged walk. A few stunted poplars

ran round the walls: the grass was trod

den nearly all off, and from wall to wall

were stretched cords from which fluttered

a motley collection of linen hung out to

dry. There was no looking out of it.

Baubie craned her adventurous small

neck in all directions. One side of the

back green was overlooked by a tene

ment-house; the other was guarded by

the poplars and a low stone wall ; at the

bottom was a dilapidated outhouse. The

sky overhead was all dull gray: a form

less gray sea-mist hurried across it, driven

by the east wind, which found time as

well to fill, as it passed, all the fluttering

garments on the line and swell them into

ridiculous travesties of the bodies they

belonged to, tossing them the while with

high mockery into all manner of weird

contortions.

Baubie looked at them curiously, and

wondered to herself how much they would

all pawn for— considerably more than

three shillings no doubt. She established

that fact to her own satisfaction ere long,

although she was no great arithmetician,

and she sighed as she built and demol

ished an air-castle in her own mind.

Though there was but little attraction for

her in the room, she was about to leave

the window when her eye fell on a large

black cat crouched on the wall, employ

ed in surveillance of the linen or stalk

ing sparrows or in deadly ambush for a

hated rival. Meeting Baubie's glance,

he sat up and stared at her suspiciously

with a pair of round yellow, unwinking

orbs.

"Ki! ki! ki!" breathed Baubie dis

creetly. She felt lonely, and the cat look

ed a comfortable big creature, and be

longed to the house doubtless, for he

stared at her with an interested, question

ing look. Presently he moved. She re

peated her invitation, whereon the cat

slowly rose to his feet, humped his back

and yawned, then deliberately turned

quite round, facing the other way, and

resumed his watchful attitude, his tail

tucked in and his ears folded back close,

as if to give the cold wind as little pur

chase as possible. Baubie felt snubbed

and lonely, and drawing back from the

window she sat down on the edge of her

bed to wait events.

Accustomed as she was to excitement,

the experiences of the last few days were

of a nature to affect even stronger nerves

than hers, and the unwonted bodily sen

sations caused by the bath and change

of garments seemed to intensify her

consciousness of novelty and restraint.

There was another not very pleasant

sensation too, of which she herself had

not taken account, although it was pres

ent and made itself felt keenly enough.

It was her strange sense of desolation

and grief at the parting from her father.

Baubie herself would have been greatly

puzzled had any person designated her

feelings by these names. There were

many things in that philosophy of the

gutter in which Baubie Wishart was

steeped to the lips undreamt of by her.

What she knew she knew thoroughly,

but there was much with which most

children, even of her age and class in
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life, are, it is to be hoped, familiar, of

which Baubie Wishart was utterly igno

rant. Her circumstances were different

from theirs—fortunately for them; and

amongst the poor, as with their betters,

various conditions breed various dispo

sitions. Baubie was an outer barbarian

and savage in comparison with some

children, although they perhaps went

barefooted also; but, like a savage too,

she would have grown fat where they

would have starved. And this she knew

well.

Kate's yellow head, appearing at the

door to summon her to dinner, put an

end to her gloomy reverie. And with

this, her first meal, began Baubie's ac

quaintance with the household of which

she was to form an integral portion from

that hour.

They gave her no housework to do.

Mrs. Duncan, whom a very cursory ex

amination satisfied as to the benighted

ignorance of this latest addition to her

flock, determined that Baubie should

learn to read, write and sew as expedi

tiously as might be. In order that she

might benefit by example, she was made

to sit by the lassie Grant, the child whose

clothes had been lent to her, and her

education began forthwith.

It was tame work to Baubie, who did

not love sitting still: "white seam" was

a vexation of spirit, and her knitting, in

which she had beforehand believed her

self an adept, was found fault with. The

lassie Grant, as was pointed out to her,

could knit more evenly and possessed a

superior method of "turning the heel."

Baubie Wishart listened with outward

calmness and seeming acquiescence to

the comparison instituted between her

self and her neighbor. inwardly, how

ever, she raged. What about knitting?

Anybody could knit. She would like to

see the lassie Grant earn two shillings

of a Saturday night singing in the High

street or the Lawnmarket. Baubie forgot

in her flush of triumphant recollection

that there had always been somebody to

take the two shillings from her, and beat

her and accuse her of malversation and

embezzlement into the bargain. Artist

like, she remembered her triumphs only:

Voc. XXVl.—46

she could earn two shillings by her brace

of songs, and for a minute, as she revel

led in this 'proud consciousness, her face

lost its demure, watchful expression, and

the old independent, confident bearing

reappeared. Baubie forgot also in her

present well-nourished condition the nev

er-failing sensation of hunger that had

gone hand in hand with these departed

glories. But even if she had remember

ed every circumstance of her former life,

and the privations and sufferings, she

would still have pined for its freedom.

The consequence of her being well fed

was simply that her mind was freed from

what is, after all, the besetting occupation

of creatures like her, and was therefore

at liberty to bestow its undivided atten

tion upon the restraints and irksomeness

of this new order of things. Her gypsy

blood began to stir in her: the charm of

her old vagabond habits asserted itself

under the wincey frock and clean apron.

To be commended for knitting and sew

ing was no distinction worth talking about.

\Vhat was it compared with standingwhere

the full glare of the blazing windows of

some public-house fell upon the Rob Roy

tartan, with an admiring audience gath

ered round and bawbees and commenda

tions flying thick? She never thought

then, any more than now, of the cold

wind or the day-long hunger. It was no

wonder that under the influence of these

cherished recollections "white seam" did

not progress and the knitting never attain

ed to the finished evenness of the lassie

Grant's performance.

None the less, although she made no

honest effort to equal this model proposed

for her example, did Baubie feel jealous

and aggrieved. Her nature recognized

other possibilities of expression and other

fields of excellence beyond those afford

ed by the above-mentioned useful arts,

and she brooded over her arbitrary and

forcedly inferior position with all the in

tensity of a naturally masterful and pas

sionate nature. It was all the more un

bearable because she had no real cause

of complaint: had she been oppressed

or ill-treated in the slightest degree, or

had anybody else been unduly favored,

there would have been a pretext for an
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outbreak or a shadow of a reason for her

discontent. But it was not so. The ma

tron dispensed even-handed justice and

motherly kindness impartially all round.

And if the lassie Grant's excellences were

somewhat obtrusively contrasted with

Baubie's shortcomings, it was because,

the two children being of the same age,

Mrs. Duncan hoped to rouse thereby a

spark of emulation in Baubie. Neither

was there any pharisaical self-exaltation

on the part of the rival. She was a sandy

haired little girl, an orphan who had been

three years in the refuge, and who in her

own mind rather deprecated as unfair any

comparison drawn between herself and

the newly-caught Baubie.

Day followed day quietly, and Baubie

had been just a week in the refuge, when

Miss Mackenzie, faithful to her promise,

called to inquire how her protégée was

getting on.

The matron gave her rather a good

character of Baubie. "She's just no trou

ble—a quiet-like child. She knows just

nothing, but I've set her beside the lassie

Grant, and I don't doubt but she'll do

well yet; but she is some dull," she

added.

"Are you happy, Baubie ?" asked Miss

Mackenzie. "Will you try and learn ev

erything like 'Lisbeth Grant? See how

well she sews, and she is no older than

you."

" Ay, mem," responded Baubie, meek

ly and without looking up. She was still

wearing 'Lisbeth Grant's frock and apron,

and the garments gave her that odd look

of their real owner which clothes so often

have the power of conveying. Baubie's

slim figure had caught the flat-backed,

square-shoulder form of her little neigh

bor, and her face, between the smooth

laid bands of her hair, seemed to have

assumed the same gravely-respectable

air. The disingenuous roving eye was

there all the time, could they but have

noted it, and gave the lie to her compress

ed lips and studied pose. '

That same day the Rob Roy tartan

frock made its appearance from the wash,

brighter as to hue, but somewhat smaller

and shrunken in size, as was the nature

of its material for one reason, and for

I
| another because it had parted, in com

mon with its owner when subjected to the

same process, with a great deal of ex

traneous matter. Baubie saw her familiar

garb again with joy, and put it on with

keen satisfaction.

That same night, when the girls were

going to bed—whether the'inspiration still

lingered, in spite of soapsuds, about the

red frock, and was by it imparted to its

owner, or whether it was merely the

prompting of that demon of self-asser

tion that had been tormenting her of

late—Baubie Wishart volunteered a song,

and, heedless of consequences, struck up

one of the two which formed her stock

in trade.

The unfamiliar sounds had not long

disturbed the quiet of the house when

the matron and Kate, open-eyed with

wonder, hastened up to know what was

the meaning of this departure from the

regular order of things. Baubie heard

their approach, and only sang the louder.

She had a good and by no means un

musical voice, which the rest had rather

improved; and by the time the author

ities arrived on the scene there was an

audience gathered round the daring Bau

bie, who, with shoes and stockings offand

the Rob Roy tartan half unfastened, was

standing by her bed, singing at the pitch

of her voice. The words could be heard

down the stairs:

Harkl I hear the bugles sounding: 'tis the signal for

the fight.

Now, may God protect us, mother, as He ever does

the right.

"Baubie Wishart," cried the astonish

ed mistress, "what do you mean?"

The singer was just at the close of a

verse:

Hear the battle-cry of Freedom ! how it swells upon

the air!

Yes, we'll rally round the standard or we'll perish

nobly there.

She finished it off deliberately, and turn

ed her bright eyes and flushed face to

ward the speaker.

"Who gave you leave, Baubie Wish

art," went on the angry matron, "to

make yon noise? You ought to think

shame of such conduct, singing your

good-for-nothing street-songs like a tink
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ler. One would think ye would feel glad

never to hear of such things again. Let

me have no more of this, do ye hear? I

just wonder what Miss Mackenzie would

say to ye !—Kate, stop here till they are

all bedded and turn off yon gas." -

Long before the gas was extinguished

Baubie had retired into darkness beneath

the bed-clothes, rage and mortification

swelling her small heart. Good-for-noth

ing street-songs! Tinkler! Mrs. Dun

can's scornful epithets rang in her ears

and cut her to the quick. She lay awake,

trembling with' anger and indignation,

until long after Kate had followed the

younger fry to rest, and their regular

breathing, which her ears listened for

till they caught it from every bed, warned

her that the weary occupants were safe

' ly asleep: then she sat up in bed. The

moonlight was streaming into the room

through the uncurtained window, and lit

up her tumbled head and hot face. After

a cautious pause she stepped out on the

floor and went round the foot of her bed

to the window. She knelt down on the

floor, as if she were in search of some

thing, and began feeling with her hand

on the lower part of the shutter. Then,

close to the floor, and in a place where

they were likely to escape detection, she

marked clearly and distinctly eight deep,

short scratches in an even line on the

yellow-painted woodwork. She ran her

fingers over them until she could feel

each scratch distinctly. Eight! She

counted them thrice to make sure, then

jumped back into bed, and in a few min

utes was as fast asleep as her neighbors.

The days wore into weeks, and the

weeks had soon made a month, and

time, as it went, left Baubie more de

mure, quieter and more diligent—dili

gent apparently at least, for the knitting,

though it advanced, showed no sign of

correspondingimprovement, and the rest

of her work was simply scamped. March

had given way to April, and the late Ed

inburgh spring at last began to give signs

of its approach. The chestnuts showed

brown glistening tips to their branch-ends,

and their black trunks became covered

with an emerald-colored mildew; the

rod-like branches of the poplars turned

a pale whitish-green and began to knot

and swell; the Water of Leith overflow-

ed, and ran bubbling and mud-colored

under the bridge; and the grass by its

banks, and even that in the front green

of the refuge, showed here and there a

red-eyed daisy. The days grew longer

and longer, and of a mild evening the

thrush's note was to be heard above the

brawling of the stream from the thickets

of Dean Terrace Gardens.

Baubie Wishart waited passively. Ev

ery day saw her more docile and demure,

and every day saw a new scratch added

to her tally on the window-shutter behind

her bed.

May came, and the days climbed with

longer strides to their goal, now close;

on reaching which they return slowly

and unwillingly, butjust as surely; and

to her joy, about the third week in May,

Baubie Wishart counted one warm, clear

night fifty-nine scratches on the shutter.

Fifty-nine! She knew the number well

without counting them.

Whether she slept or watched that

night is not known, but the next morn

ing at four saw Baubie make a hasty

and rather more simple toilette than

usual, insomuch as she forgot to wash

herself, brush her hair or put on her

shoes and stockings. Barefooted and

bareheaded, much as she had come, she

went. She stole noiselessly as a shadow

through the outer dormitory, passing the

rows of sleepers with bated breath, and

not without a parting glance of triumph

at the bed where her rival, Elizabeth

Grant, was curled up. Down the wood

en stair, her bare feet waking no echoes,

glided Baubie, and into the school-room,

which looked out on the front green. She

opened the window easily, hoisted her

self on the sill, crept through and let her

self drop on the grass below. To scram

ble up the trunk of one of the chestnuts

and swing herselfover the wall was quick

ly done, and then she was once more on

the flagged path of the street, and the

world lay before her.

As she stood for one moment, breath

less with her haste and excitement, she

was startled by the sudden apparition of

the house cat, who was on his way home
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as surreptitiously as she was on hers

abroad. He had one bloody ear and a

scratched nose, and stared at her as he

passed: then, probably in the hope of

finding an open door after her, he jump

ed over the wall hurriedly. Baubie was

seized with a sudden panic lest the cat

should waken some one in the house,

and she took to her heels and ran until

she reached the bridge. The morning

sun was just beginning to touch the tall

tops of the houses, and the little valley

through which the Water of Leith ran

lay still in a kind of clear grayish light,

in -which the pale tender hues of the

young leaves and the flowering trees

were all the more vividly beautiful. The

stream was low, and it hurried along over

its stony bed, as if it too were running

away, and in as great a hurry to be free

of all restraints as truant Baubie Wish

art, whose red frock was now climbing

the hilly gray street beyond.

She could hear, as she strained herself

to listen for pursuing voices, the rustle

and murmur of the water with an odd

distinctness as it rose upon the still air

of the summer morning.

Not a creature was to be seen as she

made her way eastward, shaping her

course for Princes street, and peering,

with a gruesome fear of the school-board

officer, round every corner. That early

bird, however, was not so keenly on the

alert as she gave him the credit of being,

and she reached her goal unchallenged

after coasting along in parallel lines with

it for some time.

The long beautiful line of Princes street

was untenanted as the Rob Roy tartan

tacked cautiously round the corner of

St. David street and took a hasty look

up and down before venturing forth.

The far-reaching pale red beams of

the morning sun had just touched and

kindled as with a flame the summit of

the Rock, and the windows of the Castle

caught and flashed back the greeting in

a dozen ruddy reflections. The gardens

below lay partly veiled in a clear trans

parent mist, faintly blue, that hovered

above the trees and crept up the banks,

and over which the grand outlines of

the Rock towered as it lifted its head

majestically into the gold halo that lay

beyond.

Not a sound or stir, even the sparrows

were barely awake, as Baubie darted

along. Fixing her eye on that portion

of the High School which is visible from

Princes street, she pushed along at a

pace that was almost a run, and a brief

space saw her draw up and fall exhaust

ed on the steps that lead up to the Calton

Hill.

Right before her was the jail-gate.

The child's feet, unused now for some

time to such hardships, were hot and

bruised, for she had not stopped to pick

her footing in her hasty course, and she

was so out of breath and heated that it

seemed to her as if she would never get

cool or her heart cease fluttering as if it

would choke her. She shrank discreet

ly against the stone wall at her side, and

i there for three long hours she remained

crouched, watching and waiting for the

hour to chime when the grim black gate

opposite would open.

The last tinge of crimson and purple

had faded before the golden glories of

the day as the sun climbed higher and

higher in the serene blue sky. The red

cliffs of Salisbury Crags glared with a

hot lustre above the green slopes of the

hill, and in the white dust of the high

road a million tiny stars seemed to spar

kle and twinkle most invitingly to Bau

bie's eyes. The birds had long been

awake and busy in the bushes above

her head, and from where she sat she

could see, in the distant glitter of Princes

street, all the stir of the newly-raised

day.

It was a long vigil, and her fear and

impatience made it seem doubly longer.

At last the clock began to chime eight,

and before it was half done the wicket in

the great door opened with a noisy clang

after a preliminary rattle.

First came a boy, who cast an anxious

look round him, then set off at a run;

next a young woman, for whom another

was waiting just out of sight down the

road; last of all (there were only three

released), Baubie, whose heart was be

ginning to beat fast again with anxiety,

saw the familiar, well-known figure sham
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ble forth and look up and down the road

in a helpless, undecided way. The next

moment the wicket had clapped to again.

Wishart glanced back at it, sighed once

or twice, and blinked his eyes as though

the sunlight were too strong for them.

Baubie, scarce breathing, watched him

as a cat watches just before she springs.

After a second of hesitation he began

to move cityward, obeying some sheep

like instinct which impelled him to follow

those who had gone on before. Baubie

saw this, and, just waiting to let him get

well under way and settle into his gait,

she gathered herself up and sprang across

the road upon him with the suddenness

and rapidity of a flash.

He fairly staggered with surprise. There

she was, exactly as he had left her, dusty,

barefooted and bareheaded. The wind

had tossed up her hair, which indeed was

only too obedient to its will, and it clus

tered all the more wildly about her face

because of having been cropped to the

regulation length of the refuge.

"Lassie, is‘t you?" he ejaculated, lost

in astonishment. Then, realizing the fact,

he gave expression to his feeling by grin

ning in a convulsive kind of way and

clapping her once or twice on the shoul

der next him. "Od! I niver! Didna

the leddy——"

Baubie cut him short. "Sed I widna

bide," she observed curtly and signif

icantly.

Gestures and looks convey, among peo

ple like the Wisharts, far more meaning

than words, and Baubie's father perfectly

understood from the manner and tone of

her pregnant remark that she had run

away from school, and had severed the

connection between herself and the " kind

leddy," and that in consequence the sit

uation was highly risky for both. They

remained standing still for a moment,

looking at each other. The boy and the

woman were already out of sight, and

the white, dusty high-road seemed all

their own domain.

Wishart shuffled with his feet once

more, and looked in the direction of

Princes street, and then at Baubie in

quiringly. It was for her, as usual, to de

cide. Baubie had been his Providence

for as long as he had memory for—no

great length of time. He was conjectur

ing in his own mind vaguely whether his

Providence had, by any chance, got the

desiderated three shillings necessary for

the redemption of the banjo hidden away

in the Rob Roy tartan. He would not

have been surprised had it been so, and

he would have asked no questions.

Seeing that her eyes followed the direc

tion of his with a forbidding frown, he

said tentatively, "Ye didn'—didna—"

" What?" snapped Baubie crossly: she

divined his meaning exactly. "Come

awa' wi' ye !" she ordered, facing right

round countryward.

"We'll gae awa' til Glasgae, Baubie,

eh? l'm thinkin' to yer auntie's. S/ze"

—with a gesture of his head backward

at the prison—"will no' be oot this

month; sae she'll niver need to ken,

eh ?"

Baubie nodded. He only spoke her

own thoughts, and he knew it.

The first turn to the right past the

High School brought them out on the

road before Holyrood, which lay grim

and black under the sun-bathed steeps

of Arthur's Seat. On by the Grange and

all round the south-eastern portion of the

city this odd couple took their way. It

was a long round, but safety made it

necessary. At last, between Corstor

phine's wooded slopes and the steeper

rise of the Pentlands, they struck into

the Glasgow road. In the same order

as before they pursued their journey,

Baubie leading as of old, now and again

vouchsafing a word over her shoulder to

her obedient follower, until the dim haze

of the horizon received into itself the two

quaint figures, and Baubie Wishart and

the Rob Roy tartan faded together out

of sight.

T/ze Aut/mr of "F/fiters, Talters and

Me Counsellor."
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" T is remarkable what attention has

been attracted all over the country

by the recent experiments with Edison's

inventions," observed my friend the trav

eller as our host turned a fuller flow of

gas in the chandelier. "Even in the lit

tle villages out West, of only one bank

and not one good hotel, the topics which

last spring generally excited most interest

in all circles were Edison's electric light

and Bell's telephone."

"Very likely," replied our host, an el

derly gentleman of fortune. " If we had

such impure gas as is found in many of

the villages and small cities not so very

far West, I'd never light a burner in my

library again. As it is, I do so very rare

ly. The products of gas-combustion act

on the bindings until firm calf drops in

pieces, and even law-sheep loses its co

herency, as the argument of the oppos

ing counsel does when your own lawyer

begins to talk." I

"The effect on the upholstery and metal

lic ornaments is asbad as upon the books,"

added our hostess. " This room will have

to be refurnished in the spring—all on'

account of the changes in color both of

the paper and the silk and cotton fabrics;

and the bronze dressing on those statu

ettes is softening, so that there are lines

and spots of rust all over them."

"Perhaps, my dear, they would have

suffered equally from the atmosphere

without gas," replied the old gentleman,

looking at his wife over his glasses.

"Our friend here has a hundred thou

sand more in gas stock than he had a

year ago, and I suspect that he is still a

bear in the market," said his neighbor

a chemist, who had just dropped in.

"Ifl lose I shall lay it to your advice."

"You did well to buy—if you sell at

once," said the traveller, who was inter

ested in the electric light to some un

known extent: "gas stock will finally

have to go down."

"When the sun shines in the night, not

before," asserted a young accountant from

ITS CONSEQUENCES.

the gas-works who had been holding a

private talk with the daughter of the house

at the other corner of the room.

"Gas companies can manufacture at

less cost than formerly," said the chemist.

"But yet gas has gone up again lately.

You may thank the electric-light boom

for the temporary respite you have had

from poor gas at high prices."

"Yes: some of the companies put gas

. down lower than they could manufacture

it, in order to hold their customers at a

time when people almost believed that

Edison's light would prove a success."

"But it was a success. It proved an

excellent light, displayed a neat lamp, and

gave no ill effects upon either the atmo

sphere or the eyes; and the perfect car

bons showed a surprising endurance. The

only difficulty is that the invenfion is not

yet perfected so as to go immediately into

use. '

"But the lower part of the glasses be

comes dark with deposited carbon," re

turned the chemist. "If carbons could

be made to last long enough to render

the lamps cheap, this smoking of the

globes would set a limit at which the

lamps would cease to be presentable;

and the cleaning, and the exhausting of

air again, are difficult and expensive."

"That remains to be proved. But coal

is sure to grow dearer."

"That isn't likely within a century.

Besides, by the fault of the consumer

gas-light costs now one-third more than

it should for the same light. The best

English authorities state this to be the

case in Great Britain, and I have no

question that such is the fact here."

"How would you remedy the evil of

waste ?"

" By the use of economical burners and

of governors to regulate the flow of gas."

" That is very easily said. What is the

name of your economical burner?"

"1 am not an advocate of any special

burner, but of all that are constructed on

right principles."
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"There are many kinds of burners.

Do you not have some classification for

them ?" inquired the young lady, who

was fresh from Wellesley.

"The usual forms of the burner," re

plied the chemist—"or, more properly,

the forms of the tip—are the fishtail, the

batwing and the argand. In the first the

gas issues through two holes which come

together at the top, so that the two jets

of gas impinge and form a flat flame; in

the batwing the gas issues in a thin sheet

through a slit in a hollow knob; while in

the argand the gas enters a short cylinder

or broad ring, escaping thence through

numerous holes at the upper edge. There

are many varieties of each of these, dif

fering in the construction of the part be

low the tip. The argand has long been

the favorite burner for the table and desk.

Its advantages are a strong, steady light,

but, as you know, it is apt to.smoke at

every slight increase in the pressure of

the gas, though there are recent improved

forms in which this fault is in a meas

ure corrected. A properly-made argand

burner will give a light equal to three

whole candles (spermaceti, of the stand

ard size and quality) for every foot of

gas burned. Of the argand burners,

Guise's shadowless argand has been con

sidered the best, but of late years Sugg's

Letheby burner has carried off the palm.

Wood's burner has been a favorite, as,

being a fishtail, it could be used with a

short chimney, which gives the flame

steadiness. By the arms on the chimney

frame the flame is broadened at the bot

tom, with a smaller dark space at the

base than in any other flat-flame burner.

It is so constructed that the quantity of

gas passing is regulated by turning a tap

in the lower part of the burner, which

changes the size of the orifice in the tube.

Ten years ago this burner, with a regula

tor at the meter, was generally thought

to be the most economical contrivance

possible. It is now little used. Yet either

the batwing or the fishtail tip can be

used in any common burner except the

argand. The old brass and iron tips are

mostly superseded by those of "lava,"

being liable to an early change of the

orifice from incrustation and rust. In

the flat-flame burners there are differences

in the internal arrangement. Perhaps our

young gas-manufacturer here can tell us

what is now the most approved burner."

The young man confessed that he had

specimens of the best kinds of flat-flame

burners in his pocket. He quickly brought

from his overcoat in the hall a small pa-'

per parcel from which he produced sev

eral bright little brass tubes, explaining

that he carried them because somebody

was always inquiring about the best kind

of burner. "These save talk," said he.

With a small wrench he removed one

of the old burners, and the several kinds

were successively tested in its place.

Some gave a better light, but it was ob

jected that they might consume more

gas. Whereupon the chemist tore a strip

from his well-worn handkerchief, and,

having damped it, wound the ribbon

several times around the top of the old

burner (which had been replaced), leav

ing the orifice uncovered. The new

burner was screwed down over this,

making a gas-tight connection. "There,"

said he, "we have a gauge. The new

burner will receive the same amount of

gas that the old one consumed—no

more, no less—but the current is slight

ly checked."

The burner gave the same amount of

light as before, so far as the eye could

perceive.

" In the combustion of gas for heating

purposes," continued the chemist, "seek

the burnerwith free, rapid delivery through

small holes. For light you want some

thing different. Suppose you send a cur

rent of gas up into this sewing-thimble:

it can find an exit only by turning back

ward. Then suppose it escapes from the

thimble only to enter a larger cavity above

it, whence it must issue through a burner

tip with an orifice of the usual size. The

current, you perceive, is twice completely

broken. lt will be seen that only the

expansive force of the gas, together with

its buoyancy, acts upon the jets, instead

of a direct current. Now, it will always

be found that the burner which best car

ries out the principles just illustrated—

other points being equal—will give more

light with a less quantity of gas than any
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other. This also exhibits the chief prin

ciple of most of the governors or regu

lators.

"You will observe that this checking

of the current is attained in various ways

in different burners," continued the chem

ist as he unscrewed and dissected the

'samples before him. " In some it is done

by a perforated metal disk in the orifice;

in others, by a bit of wool, which checks

slightly a slow current, and by the pres

sure of a strong one becomes compacted

and forms a more effective obstacle. In

most cases, however, it soon becomes

solid with condensed matters from the

gas. Another form of check is a small

cap having perpendicular slits at the

sides. The cylinder of the cap, being

smaller than the orifice of the burner,

screws down into it; the openings being

shortened or lengthened according as the

cylinder is screwed up or down. One

objection to this is the trouble required

in regulating. Here is another burner,

in which the orifice ends in a cap whose

sides, near the bottom, are pierced with

four pin-holes directed downward. This

reverses the direction of the current of

gas, which then escapes through the pin

holes downward into a chamber, then

turns upward along its sides to the tip,

on entering which it again turns. Each

burner is able to consume economically

a flow of gas peculiar to itself, which -can

be ascertained by a minute's experiment,

and then regulated by the tap in the pipe.

But this requires much care, and is apt to

be neglected. A very small tap in the

burner (as in the Wood and Ellis burn

ers), which can be adjusted so as to re

quire no further attention, seems the best

method of effecting this graduation."

The chemist now pulled a manuscript

from his pocket and read from it as fol

lows: "The quantity of light decreases

with disproportionate rapidity by reduced

consumption; for, as experiments have

shown, when consuming only two feet

per hour, eighty-five per cent. of the

gas is lost; with two and a half feet the

loss is sixty per cent.; and with three

and a half feet it is thirty-four per cent.

of that derived from the gas when burn

ing the full quantity for which the burn

er is constructed. In some experiments

made upon this matter under the direc

tion of referees appointed by the London

Board of Trade the loss at the other ex

treme is given. They report: 'Instead

of the gas giving increased light as the

rate of consumption is increased, it will

be seen that in e1/ery case there is a point

beyond which the lzlgltldeereases relative

ly to the proportion of gas consumed.

In every case, too, this point lies far be

low the maximum of gas-consumption,

observing the turning-points in the case

of the different burners.' Again, every

burner has a certain amount of gas which

it will consume to the greatest advantage

as to both light and economy; which in

a completely-regulated burner is quickly

found, and the delivery fixed by the small

tap. When the gas is issuing from the

burner at so low a pressure that the flame

is just on the point of smoking, the maxi

mum effect for the quantity of gas con

sumed in that particular burner is attain

ed, because in that case the quantity and

intensity of the light are most advantage

ously balanced. For the same reason,

the burner best suited for light is one in

which the jet-openings are proportionate

ly large, so as to prevent as much as pos

sible too great contact with the air in the

lower part of the flame. In case the air

currents disturb the light, it is necessary

to turn on a stronger flow, which secures

steadiness, but sets economy at naught."

" It would be a good thing," said the

young fellow, interrupting him, "if some

person would invent a burner that should

heat the gas before its discharge. We

could then get a perfect combustion of

the carbon, and so greater brilliancy and

economy."

"That is a very common error. Mr.

Leslie's burner was designed on that very

theory: the result was contrary to expec

tation."

"What was the form of the burner?"

inquired our host.

" Leslie's burner is a form of the ar

gand. The gas, instead of issuing from

holes pierced in a solid ring, is conducted

to the flame in separate small tubes up

ward of an inch long. Twenty-eight of

these tubes are inserted in a ring two
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inches in diameter, and converge to one

inch at the ends, where the gas escapes.

These tubes become hot very quickly

when the gas is lighted, and it issues at

a high temperature. Here is the result

of a test made by Mr. Clegg, and given

on page 344 of his valuable work on coal

gas:

COM.\lON ARGAND, FIFTEEN HOLES.

Consumption per hour in cubic feet:

6 feet, light = 174 standard candles.

5 .. .. =13.6‘ .. "

LESI.IE'S BURNER, 'l'WENTY-EIGHT HOLFS.

6 feet, light = 14.73 standard candles.

5 u .. = "38 " "

" In experimenting with common burn

ers, argand and others, it is found that,

if the aperture in the tip is too small for

the orifice in the body of the burner, the

escaping gas is too highly heated and is

consumed too quickly. So with Leslie's

burner in an increased degree. Theories

brought to the test of experiment are oft

en disappointing."

The chemist now proceeded to illus

trate his harangue with the argand upon

the table, which he lighted and turned

on full, without replacing the chimney.

The dull-red flame streamed up to a

height of eight inches or more, waving

and smoking slightly. He now turned

down the gas and replaced the chim

ney, then set the tap at the same angle

as before. "Here," said he, "we have a

flame barely four inches high—of bril

liant white—which gives more light than

the taller flame did. The cause of the

shortening of the flame is the more rapid

combustion of the gas, owing to the in

creased draught or air-supply in the chim

ney. From the greater intensity of this

flame a much larger quantity of light is

produced than by the longer flame. If

too tall a chimney is used, the flame is

shortened still more and its brilliancy in

creased, but not to a degree sulficient to

compensate for the diminished surface.

The light, you are doubtless aware, comes

from the incandescence of the carbon,

heated by the union of the hydrogen of

the gas with a portion of the oxygen of

the air."

The chemist now read from his manu

script again: "Carburetted hydrogen of

i

i
l

a passably good quality requires two vol

umes of pure oxygen for its complete

combustion and conversion into carbonic

acid and water. Atmospheric air con

tains, in its pure state, about twenty per

cent. of oxygen; therefore, one cubic

foot of gas requires for its perfect com

bustion ten cubic feet of air. If less be

admitted to the flame, a quantity of free

carbon will escape, and be deposited in

the form of black smoke. If an excess

of air be admitted, we shall find that the

quantity of nitrogen accompanying this

excess has a tendency to extinguish the

flame, while it takes no part in the elec

tive affinity constantly going on between

the other el'ements—namely, hydrogen,

oxygen and the vapor of carbon.

"Again," said he, turning down the

gas, "if the flame be reduced to a con

sumption of two feet per hour, its light

will be equal to that of one candle only;

but on raising the chimney, thus, about

half an inch from the gallery or support

the light is greatly increased, or by sim

ply placing a disk on top of the chimney

the light is increased ninefold; both of

which effects seem to result from a di

minished current of air, while at the

same time there is an ample supply.

Lastly, with the ordinary glass moon

globe so generally used in dwellings with

the fishtail burner little difference can be

perceived between the light given from

the flame by four feet and that from six

feet of gas per hour, in consequence of

the strong current of air passing up

through the globe; but if the top of the

glass be enclosed by a tale cover having

an orifice in the centre about an inch

in diameter, then the conditions of the

burner are completely changed. The

light is greatly increased, because the

highest economical advantage is then

approached." *

"Smoke from the aperture and lamp

black on the cover must result from such

’ In some tests given in Richards' Treatire rm Co41

Gas (p. 293) the following results were shown:

Obstruction of light by

A clear glass globe, about in per cent.

An engraved " " " 24 "

Obscured all over " " " 4o "

Opal " " " 6o "

Painted " " " 64 "
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an arrangement," objected the old gen

tleman.

."There need be very little of either,"

responded the chemist. "From some

burners there is little light without smoke.

A smoky flame may arise from too much

carbon, but the gas companies in this

part of the country are not apt to make

their product too rich; and such a con

dition is not likely to occur except with

vapor-gas when warm weather quickly

succeeds to a cold spell in the winter sea

son. The consumer's immediate remedy

in any case is to use a smaller tip with

the fishtail and batwing burners, and a

taller chimney with the argand; which

devices will give a quicker movement to

the gas in one case and to the air in the

other. The smoking, however, may be

caused by carbonic acid, which checks

combustion. There is always more or

less of this in gas, arising from a partial

combustion in the retorts when charging

them with coal or while withdrawing the

exhausted charge. But it is only by ex

cessively slow and careless work that this

can happen to a serious extent. Only an

expert can tell when this condition exists,

though if the symptoms do not yield to

manipulations of the chimney and tap, it

may be suspected. There is no effective

remedy for this adulteration which can be

applied by the consumer except a vigor

ous complaint against the company which

supplies the stuff.

"There remains one burner or lamp to

be mentioned, contrived with special ref

erence to health," he continued—"the

ventilating standard lamp of Doctor Far

aday, used in the House.of Lords. In

this there is an outer glass by which

the vitiated air passes away through the

pipe communicating with the external air.

The lamp is interesting, but there is a

question whether there is any practical

advantage in its use. Rutter's ventilating

lamp is of different form, having a globe

instead of an outer cylinder, the gas and

air coming in from above. Some of the

best dwellings now being erected in the

vicinity of New York are provided with

tin pipes leading from the burners to the

open air. In some the pipe receives the

foul air from an open metallic or mineral

shade over the burner; others have a

larger pipe enclosing the gas-pipe for

ventilation, the tops of the two pipes (in

cluding the burner) being enclosed by a

globe pierced with holes for fresh air.

There is said to result a good ventilation,

with economy of gas, an increased steadi

ness of the flame and power of light. A

better arrangement is a third pipe enclos

ing the gas-pipe and enclosed in the ven

tilating-pipe, opening to the air, instead

of the holes in the globe, which in this

case should be air-tight. This plan is

said to have reached its perfection when

the three pipes are filled with wire gauze

to some extent. This, being heated by

the escape of hot gases in the ventilating

pipe, sends both the air and the gas to

the flame already highly heated. The

result is said to be admirable as regards

ventilation, steadiness and power of the

light and economy of gas.

"With these lamps the pressure of the

gas-current is of great importance; and

1 now turn to that subject. It is a gen

eral complaint in buildings whose rooms

are high that the flow of gas on the lower

floor is deficient, while on the upper floors

there is a greater supply than is necessary.

This inconvenience arises from the upper

stories being subjected to less atmospheric

pressure than the lower, every rise of ten

feet making a difference in the pressure

of about one-tenth of an inch of water;

and, consequently, a column of gas ac

quires that amount of pressure addition

al. The following table, recording an ex

periment of Mr. Richards, will show the

result in respect to light:

Gas issuing from the burner at a pressure of

llo inch of water gave the light of 12 candles.

150 II II II 'l II '1 ll 6 ll

18 II It II II II II II I ll

18 " " " " no appreciable light.

Suppose a building of six floors is sup

plied from the gas-mains at a pressure

of six-tenths, and that the difference of >

altitude between the highest and lowest

light is equal to fifty feet: the gas in the

highest or sixth floor will issue from the

burners at a pressure of eleven-tenths;

the fifth floor, at ten-tenths; and so on.

In order to secure an entirely equable

flow and economical light a regulator is
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necessary on each floor above the first. 1

The gas companies are frequently obliged

to supply mills at a much greater pres

sure than is stated above as necessary,

in order that the ground floors may have

sufficient light."

" How about incorrect meters?"

the traveller.

"Little need be said of them, as they

fall within the domain of the companies

and the public inspector of gas. Under

favorable conditions gas-meters will re

main in order for ten years or more; and

when they become defective they as often

favor the consumer, probably, as they do

the gas company. Their defects do not

often occasion inconvenience; and when

they once get out of order they run so

wild that their condition is soon detected, I

when the errors in previous bills should be

corrected by estimate of other seasons."

"You haven't mentioned the apparatus

(carburetters) for increasing the richness

of the gas, which can be applied by the

consumer upon his own premises," said

the old gentleman.

"There is little need. The burners

should be adjusted to the quality of gas I

furnished. If there were any real gain

in this method of enrichment, the gas

companies are the parties who could

make the most of it: indeed, many of

them do to such an extent as can be

made profitable. But whenever the tem

perature of the atmosphere falls, the mat- i

ter added to the gas is deposited in the

pipes, sometimes choking them entirely

at the angles. No: arrange your burn

ers and regulators to suit the gas that is

furnished, demand of the company that

it fulfil the law and the contract in regard

to the quality of the gas, and give all gas

improving machines the go-by. *

"Light having, perhaps, been suffi

ciently considered for the present needs,

we have now to note the effects of the

combustion of gas upon the atmosphere,

and through this upon the furnishing of

rooms and the health of the persons 1.iv

asked

* There is a recent method of adding earbon to the

gas which is not liable to the objection of clogging

the pipes. By a small apparatus a stick of naphtha

line is attached 1o the burner so as to he slowly va

porized. It is not yet in the hands of dealers in gas

fixtures.

ing therein," said the chemist, again

taking up his manuscript. "The usual

products from the combustion of com

mon illuminating gas are carbonic acid,

sulphuric acid, ammonia and water-va

por. Every burner consuming five cubic

feet of gas per hour spoils as much air as

two full-grown men: it is therefore evi

dent that the air of a room thus lighted

would soon become vitiated if an ample

supply of fresh air were not frequently

admitted.

"Remember," said he, looking up from

the paper, "that nearly the same effects

proceed from the combustion of candles

and lamps of every kind when a suf

ficient number of these are burned to

give an equal amount oflight. Carbonic

acid is easily got rid of, for the rooms

where gas is burned usually have suffi

cient ventilation near the floor by means

of a register, or even the slight apertures

under the doors—together with their fre

quent opening—to carry off the small

quantity emitted by one or two burners.

But there are other gases which must

have vent at the upper part of the room,

while fresh air should be admitted to sup

ply the place of that which is chemically

changed."

Returning to his manuscript, he con

tinued: "The burners which give the

least light, burning instead with a low,

blue flame, form the most carbonic acid

and free the most nitrogen. Such are

all the burners for heat rather than light.

But the formation of sulphuric acid gas

may be the same in each. In the yellow

flame the carbon particles escape to dark

en the light colors of the room, not being

heated sufficiently to combine with the

oxygen. This product of the combustion

of gas (free carbon) might be regarded

as rather wholesome than otherwise (as

its nature is that of an absorbent) were

it not the worst kind of dust to breathe—

in fact, clogging the lungs to suffocatio'n.

In vapor gas—made at low heat—the

carbon is in a large degree only mechan

ically mixed with the hydrogen, and is

liable, especially in cold weather, to be

deposited in the pipes. This leaves only

a very poor, thin gas, mainly hydrogen,

which burns with a pale blue flame, as
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seen in cold spells in winter. High heats

and short charges in the retorts of the

manufactory give a purer gas and a larger

production. Gas made at high heat will

reach the consumer in any weather very

nearly as rich as when it leaves the gas

holder; for, thus made, the hydrogen

and carbon are chemically combined,

instead of the hydrogen merely bearing

a quantity of carbon-vapor mechanically

mixed and liable to deposit with every

reduction of temperature. To relieve

the atmosphere of the gases and vapors

proceeding from combustion is, of course,

the purpose of ventilation. The sulphuric

acid gas and ammonia will be largely in

combination with the water-vapor, which

also proceeds from combustion, so that

all will be got rid of together. The va

porization of libraries to counteract the

excessive dryness (or drying, rather)

which causes leather bindings to shrink

and to break at the joints, would be of

doubtful utility, since it might only serve

to carry into the porous leather still more

of the gases just mentioned. The action

of both sulphuric acid and ammonia is,

undoubtedly, to destroy the fibre of leath-'

er, so that it crumbles to meal or falls

apart in flakes.

"In a very interesting paper read by

Professor William R. Nichols of the Mas

sachusetts Institute of Technology before

the American Association of Science at

its Saratoga meeting in 1879, the results

of many analyses of leather bindings

were given, showing the presence of the

above-named substances in old bindings

in many times greater quantity than in

new. Still, their presence did not prove

them to be the cause of the decay; and

Professor Nichols proposes to ascertain

the fact by experiments requiring some

years for demonstration.

"In the hope of deciding the question

with reasonable certainty at once, I have

made careful examinations of the books

in the three largest libraries of Boston

and Cambridge, each differing from the

others in age and atmosphere. The bind

ings of the volumes examined bore their

own record in dates and ownership, by

which the conditions of their atmosphere

in respect to gas and (approximately) to

heat were made known for periods vary

ing from current time to over two hun

dred years. In the Public Library the

combined influences of gas, heat and

effluvium have wrought upon the leather

until many covers were ready to drop to

pieces at a touch. The binding showed

no more shrinkage than in the other

libraries, but in proportion to the time

the books had been upon the shelves the

decay of the leather was about the same

as in the Athenaeum. I am informed that

many of the most decayed have from

time to time been rebound, so that a full

comparison cannot be made between this

and the others. In the Athenaeum less

gas has been used, and there is very little

eff1uvium, but the mealy texture of the

leather is general among the older ten

ants of the shelves. Numbers of vol

umes in the galleries were losing their

backs, which were more or less broken

off at the joints from the shrinkage and

brittleness of the leather. The plan has

been proposed of introducing the vapor

of water to counteract the effects of dry

ness upon the bindings. In this library the

atmosphere has the usual humidity of that

out of doors, being warmed by bringing

the outer air in over pipes conveying hot

water, while the other libraries have the

higher heat of steam-pipes. If, therefore,

its atmosphere differs from that of the

I other libraries in respect to moisture,

I the variation is in the direction of greater

- humidity, without any corresponding ef

fect on the preservation of bindings. In

fact, proper ventilation and low shelves

seem to be the true remedies for these

evils, or, rather, the. best means of ame

lioration, since there is no complete anti

dote to the decay common to all mate

rial things. The last condition involves

the disuse of galleries and of rooms upon

more than one flat, unless the atmosphere

in the upper portions of the lower rooms

be shut off from the higher, as it should

be. Another precaution which might be

taken with advantage is to use the higher

shelves for cloth bindings.

" In the Harvard College Library no

gas has ever been used, nor any other ar

tificial illuminator to much extent. Nei

l ther had any large number of the volumes
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been exposed to the products of gas-com

bustion, except for a brieftime before they

were placed here. The bindings in this

library showed very little crumbling, but

many covers were breaking at the joints

from the shrinking which arises from ex

cessive dryness. In common with many

other substances, leather yields moisture

to the air much more readily than it re

ceives it from that medium. Cloth bind

ings showed no decay at all here—very

little in any of the libraries, except in the

loss of color. It should be stated that

the volumes which I examined at Har

vard College were generally older than

those inspected in the other libraries.

There are parchment bindings in each

of the libraries hundreds of years old,

apparently just as perfect in texture as

when first placed upon the shelves of the

original owner. The parchment was often

worn through at the angles, but there was

no breakage from shrinking, the material

having been shrunken as much as pos

sible when prepared from the skin. At

Harvard College I examinedan emboss

ed calf binding stretched on wooden sides

which was above a hundred years old.

It was in almost perfect preservation, and

not much shrunken. This volume, being

very large, was on a shelf next the ground

floor—a position which it had probably

held ever since the erection of the

building.

"Professor Nichols does not mention

morocco in his tables of analyses. In

deed, morocco was so little used for

bookbindings until within about thirty

years that it affords a less ample field for

investigation than any other of the leath

ers now in common use. My attention

was therefore directed specially to this

material, of which I found some speci

.mens having a record of nearly fifty

years. My observation was, that in all

the libraries these were less affected by

decay, in proportion to their age, than

other leathers. In Harvard College Li

brary the best Turkey morocco, with forty

years of exposure, showed no injury ex

cept from chafing. The outer integument

was often worn away, exposing the tex

ture of the skin, which was still of strong

fibre. In the Athenaeum, on the contrary,

many of the moroccos showed the same

decay as the calf, russia and sheep. There

was, however, a wide difference in the

condition of moroccos of the same age

—some showing as much decay as the

calf, while others had scarcely any of the

disintegration common to the older calf

bindings. The same might, indeed, be

said of all leathers, those taimed by the

quick modern methods, with much more

acid than is used in old processes, in which

time is a large factor, showing always a

more rapid deterioration. But, the meth

ods being the same, morocco, the oiliest

of the common leathers and the one hav

ing the firmest cuticle, endures the best.

"The order of endurance of leather

(as observed by librarians) against atmo

spheric effects is as follows, descending

from the first to the last in order: Parch

ment, light-colored morocco, sheep, rus

sia, calf. Cloth wears out quickly by use,

but appears—the linen especially—to be

affected by the atmosphere only in loss

of color. These observations all refer to

the ordinary humidity of the air in fre

quented rooms.

" This, then, is the result of my in

quiries: I found the shrinking and break

ing resulting from heat much the same in

all the libraries, but most in that where

the heating is from the outer air brought

in over hot-water pipes, the two other

libraries examined being warmed by

steam-pipes having a higher tempera

ture. I found the mealy structure—or in

stead thereof flakiness—to prevail most

in the Athenzeum, next in the Public Li

brary: in the latter, however, many vol

umes have been rebound, thus raising

the average of condition. In the Har

vard College Library no gas—in fact, lit

tle if any artificial light—is used, and here,

too, the mealy structure and dis ntegra

tion are mostly absent. I conclude, there

fore, from these limited observations, that

heat is responsible for a large part of the

damage to leather bindings, its effects be

ing evidently supplemented and hastened

by gas-combustion.

"The ventilating lamps before de-l

scribed, though rather cumbrous to eyes

accustomed to the small and simple ap

paratus commonly used, might prove val
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uable in rooms containing fabrics liable '

to be injured by the gases from open

burners."

As the chemist concluded his reading

the traveller remarked to the somewhat

weary listeners, "You now see the vast

amount of study and care required to

use gas with economy and safety. I

could not have argued the cause of a

new, clean, gasless and vaporless light

like electricity any better myself."

"It will be found," responded the

chemist, "that there are more troubles

and dangers connected with the electric

light—besides the larger expense—than

are thought of now."

"That is so!" ejaculated the young

fellow. ,

"At any rate," said the old gentleman,

' gas stock won't go lower for twenty years

than it has been this winter."

"You are all wedded to your idols,"

was the final protest of the traveller.

"I wish I was," murmured the young

fellow, with a side-glance at his fair neigh

bor, who immediately removed to another

part of the room.

GEORGE J. VARNEY.

‘

THE "AIlAE' AEF(lME/VA IN SHAKESPEARE.

HEN we examine the vocabulary

of Shakespeare, what first strikes

us is its copiousness. His characters are

countless, and each one speaks his own

dialect. His little fishes never talk like

whales, nor do his whales talk like little

fishes. Those curious in such matters

have detected in his works quotations

from seven foreign tongues, and those

from Latin alone amount to one hun

dred and thirty-two.

Our first impression, that the Shake

spearian variety of words is multitudi

nous, is confirmed by statistics. Mrs.

Cowden Clarke has counted those words

one by one, and ascertained their sum to

be not less than fifteen thousand. The

total vocabulary of Milton's poetical re

mains is no more than eight thousand,

and that of Homer, including the bjmzns

as well as both Iliadand Odyssey, is about

nine thousand. In the English Bible the

different words are reckoned by Mr. G.

P. Marsh in his lectures on the English

language at rather fewer than six thou

sand. Those in the Greek Testament I

have learned by actual count to be not

far from five thousand five hundred.

Some German writers on Greek gram

mar maintain that they could teach Plato

and Demosthenes useful lessons concern

ing Greek moods and tenses, even as the

ancient Athenians, according to the fable

of Pheedrus, contended that they under

stood squealing better than a pig. How

ever this may be, any one of us to-day,

thanks to the Concordance of Mrs. Clarke

and the Lexicon of Alexander Schmidt,

may know much in regard to Shake

speare's use of language which Shake

speare himself cannot have known. One

particular as to which he must have been

ignorant, while we may have knowledge,

is concerning his employment of terms

denominated deaf lsyvilisva.

The phrase &':af ls7li,u.=.va—literally,

once spokon—may be traced back, I think,

to the Alexandrian grammarians, centu

ries before our era, who invented it to de

scribe those words which they observed

to occur once, and only once, in any au

thor or literature. It is so convenient an

expression for statistical commentators

on the Bible, and on the classics as well,

that they will not willingly let it die.

The list of tYr.-/l5 lsyri,u.sva—-that is,

words used once and only om-e—in Shake

speare is surprisingly long. It embraces

a greater multitude than any man can

easily number. Nevertheless, I have

counted those beginning with two letters.

The result is that the o1f:a;' ).sr'i/1.=".a with
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initial a are 364, and those with initial m

are 310. There is no reason, that I know

of, to suppose the census with these initials

to be proportionally larger than that with

other letters. If it is not, then the words

occurring only once in all Shakespeare

cannot be less than five thousand, and

they are probably a still greater legion.

The number I have culled from one

hundred and forty-six pages of Schmidt

is 674. At this rate the total on the four

teen hundred and nine pages of the en

tire Lexicon would foot up 65o4. It is

possible, then, that Shakespeare discard

ed, after once trying them, more differ

ent words than fill and enrich the whole

English Bible. The old grammarians tell

us that a certain part of speech was called

supine, because it was very seldom need

ed, and therefore almost always lying on

its back—z'. e. in Latin, su;‘1z'uus. The su

pines of Shakespeare outnumber the em

ployés of most authors.

The array of Shakespearian tiinaf Aspi

/rsaa appears still vaster if we compare it

with expressions of the same nature in the

Scriptures and in Homer. In the Eng

lish Bible words with the initials a and

m used once only are 132 to 674 with

the same initials in Shakespeare. The

scriptural once-onlys would be more than

twice as many as we find them were they

as frequent in proportion to their total vo

cabulary as his are.

The Homeric deaf d£r4i,/ts'/(1 with in

itial m are 78, but were they as numerous

in proportion to Homer's whole world of

words as Shakespeare's are, they would

run up to 186; that is, to more than twice

as many as their actual number.

In the Greek New Testament I have

enumerated 63 d'rra.':' ls;/0'lJ.sva beginning

with the letter m—a larger number than

you would expect, for it is as large as

that in both English Testaments begin

' ning with that same letter, which is also

exactly 63. It indicates a wider range

of expression in the authors of the Greek

original than in their English translators.

The 310 Shakespearian words with in

itial m used oucc on/y I have also com

pared with the whole verbal inventory of

our language so far as it begins with that

letter. They make up one-fifth almost

of that entire stock, which musters in

\Vebster only 1641 words. You will at

once inquire, "What is the nalure of

‘ these rejected Shakespearian vocables,

which he seems to have ‘viewed as milk

that would hear no more than one skim

ming ?"

The percentage of rlassical words

among them is great—greater indeed

than in the body of Shakespeare's wri

tings. According to the analysis of

Weisse, in an average hundred of Shake

spearian words one-third are classical and

two-thirds Saxon. But then all the clas

sical elements have inherent meaning,

while half of the Saxon have none. Vile

may hence infer that of the significant

words in Shakespeare one-half are of

classical derivation. Now, of the rfwaf

)-5rd/1.81/a with initial a, I call 262 words

out of 364 classical, and with initial m.

152 out of 31o; that is, 4|4 out of 674, or

about four-sevenths of the whole Shake

spearian host beginning with those two

letters. In doubtful cases I have con

sidered those words only as classical the

first etymology of which in Webster is

from a classical or Romance root. In

the biblical words used once only the

classical portion is enormous—namely,

not less than sixty-nine per cent.—while

the classical percentage in Shakespearian

words of the same class is no more than

sixty-one.

Among the 674 a and m Shakespearian

words occurring once only the proportion '

of words now obsolete is unexpectedly

small. Of 310 such words with initial

/n, only one-sixth, or 51 at the utmost,

are now disused, either in sense or even

in form. Of this half-hundred a few are

used in Shakespeare, but not at present,

as verbs; thus, to maculate, to miracle,

to mud, to mz'st, to mz'sc/zz2_)", to moral—

also merr/mna'[zed and musicked. An

other class now wellnigh unknown are

miqfiroud, nukdread, Inap/wry, mansion

ry, mal;/buds, mastzrdom, misters/zip,

mis!rasss/1'p.

Then there are slight variants from

our modern orthography or meanings, as

mained for maimed, mar,{'mrm for marks

man, make for mate, makeless for mate

less, mirable, men/aillaus, mess for mass,
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manalin, mz'nz'1'z'n, mcyny for many, mo

menlarry for momentary, moraler, moun

taincr, misgrafiilzg, mi.mnI/ropos, mott

for motto, to mutine, mz"nutely for every

minute.

None seem wholly dead words except

the following eighteen: To mammoc//,

tear; mcll, meddle; mose, mourn; mic/m-,

truant; momc, fool; mallec/zo, mischief;

mound, basket; marcantant, merchant;

mun, sound of wind; mure, wall; mea

cock, henpecked; mop, grin; militarist,

soldier; murrion, affected with murrain;

/nammcrin.gr, hesitating ; mounlant, raised

up; mcred, only; man-entered, grown

up.

About one-tenth of the remaining t§':af

leyélism with initial 1/1 are descriptive

compounds. Among them are the follow

ing adjectives: lllaiden-tongucd, nmz'den

widowed, man-entered (before noted as

obsolete), many-/zeaded, marble-breastul,

marble-conslant, marble- /zcartcd, mar

row-eating, mean-aliparellcd, merc/mnt

marring, mercy- lacking, mirl/z - ma1/ing,

mm/z'ng-delz'cate, 1no£/l'-1u¢1tcr, mon'-/za1'

ing, morlal - breat/zing, morlal - /z'1/ing,

morlal- slaring, motley - minded, mozmr

eatm, moss-grown, mouI/-fillz'n.g, mout/'l

made, muddy-mettled, momenlar:y-swgft,

maid-pa.le. From this list, which is near

ly complete, it is evident that such com

pounds as may be multiplied at will form

but a small fraction of the words that are

used once only by Shakespeare.

The words used once only by Shake

speare are often so beautiful and poetical

that we wonder how they could fail to be

his favorites again and again. They are

jewels that might hang twenty years be

fore our eyes, yet never lose their lustre.

Why were they never shown but once?

They remind me of the exquisite crystal

bowl from which I saw a Jewess and her

bridegroom drink in Prague, and which

was then dashed in pieces on the floor

of the synagogue, or of the Chigi por

celain painted by Raphael, which as

soon as it had been once removed from

the Farnesina table was thrown into the

Tiber. To what purpose was this waste?

Why should they be used up with once

using? Specimens of this sort, which all

poets but Shakespeare would have pa

raded as pets many a time, are multi

farious. Among a hundred others never

used but once, we have magical, mirl/z

ful, mz.'g/ztful, mz'rl/t-mom'ng, moonbeams,

moss-grown, mundane, motto, matin, mu

ral, 1n1lltz']loticnt, mourning1y, nmjest:'cal

ly, nmrbled, marlyrn1, melli/l'uous, moun

lainous, meandcr, magni/icence, magna

nimity, moclvzble, //terrz'ness, 1nasterdom,

mastrrpiece, monarc/zize, menaces, mar

rowless.

Again, a majority of Shakespearian

5:05 }.s;’I;/ieva being familiar to us as

household words, it seems impossible

that he who had tried them once should

have need of them no more. Instances

—all with initial m—are as follows: me

c/zanics, mac/zine, maxim, mission, flmdc,

monastie, mars/1, magni./y, nmlcontmt,

majority, manly, malleable, malignancy,

maritimr, manna, manslaug/zter, master

ly, market-day-folks, maid-price, mealy,

meckly, merczfull , merc/mnt-like, mcmo

rial, mercenary, mention, mcmorandums,

mcrcurial, metropolit, miserably, mz'm1

./ul, meridian, medal, mclap/ysics, min

islration, mimic, misapply, z/zzlggo1'ern

ment, misquote, mi:constructz'on, mons

lrously, monste'r-like, monstro.¢1'ty, mula

ble, moneyed, monopoly, morlise, morlised,

munimentr, to moderate, and moI/er-'wit.

These words, and five thousand more

equally excellent, which have remained

part of the language of the English-speak

ing world for three centuries since Shake

speare, and will no doubt continue to be

long to it for ever, we are apt to declare

he should have worn in their newest

gloss, not cast aside so soon. \Vhy was

he as shy of repeating any one of them

even once as Hudibras was of showing

his wit ?—

Who bore it about,

As ifafraid to wear it out

Except on holidays or so,

As men their best apparel do.

This question, why a full third of Shake

speare's verbal riches was never brought

to light more than once, is probably one

which nobody can at present answer even

to his own satisfaction. Yet the phenom

enon is so remarkable that every one will

try after his own fashion to account for

it. My own attempt at a provisional ex
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planation I will present in the latter part

of this paper.

Let us first, however, notice another

question concerning the ti',—:a5 ls;/ti/reva

namely, that which respects their orzlgz'n.

Where did they come from ? how far did

Shakespeare make them? and how far

were they ready to his hand? No ap

proach to answering this inquiry can

be made for some years. Yet as to this

matter let us rejoice that the unique dic

tionary of the British Philological Society

is now near publication. This work, slow

Iy elaborated by thousands of co-workers

in many devious walks of study on both

sides of the Atlantic, aims to exhibit the

first appearance in a book of every Eng

lish word. In regard to the great bulk

of Shakespeare's diction it will enable us

ten years hence to determine how much

of it was known to literature before him,

and how much of it he himself gathered

or gleaned in highways and byways, or

caused to ratnify and effloresce from

Saxon or classical roots and trunks, thus

"endowing his purposes with words to

make them known." Meantime, we are

left to conjectures. As of his own coin

age I should set down such vocables as

I/mllc)/-z/u'na'ed, mirt/z-nto1/ing, mockable,

marblrd, mar(yred, zner?/z'ness, marrow

less, mzjgr/z;‘/ul, mullzlfiotent, masterdonz,

monarc/u'ze, etc. etc.

But, however much of his linguistic

treasury Shakespeare shall be proved to

have inherited ready-made —whatever

scraps he may have stolen at the feast

of languages—it is clear that he was an

imperial creator of language, and lived

while his mother-tongue was still plastic.

Having a mint of phrases in his own

brain, well might he speak with the con

tempt he does of those "fools who for a

tricksy word defy the matter;" that is,

slight or disregard it. He never needed

to do that. Words were "correspondent

to his command, and, Ariel-like, did his

spiriting gently."

In a thousand cases, however, Shake

speare cannot have rejected words through

fear lest he should repeat them. It has

taken three centuries for the world to

ferret out his ai':a-E lsré/zsva: can we

believe that he knew them all himself?

VOL. XXVI.—47

Unless he were the Providence which

numbers all hairs of the head, he had

not got the start of the majestic world so

far as that, however myriad-minded we

may consider him. An instinct which

would have rendered him aware of each

and every individual of five thousand

that he had employed once only would

be as inconceivable as that of Falstaff,

which made him discern the heir-appar

ent in Prince Hal when disguised as a

highwayman. In short, Shakespeare

could not be conscious of all the words

he had once used, more than Brigham

Young could recognize all the wives he

had once wedded.

In the absence of other theories con

cerning the reasons for Shakespeare's

¢i':af lsy6,u.sva being so abundant, I

throw out a suggestion of my own till

a better one shall supplant it.

Shakespeare's forte lay in characteriza

tion, and that endlessly diversified. But

when he sketched each several character

it seems that he was never content till he

had either found or fabricated the aptest

words possible for representing its form

and pressure most true to life. No two

characters being identical in any particu

lar more than two faces are, no two de

scriptions, as drawn by his genius, could

repeat many of the selfsame character

izing words. Each of his vocables thus

became like each of the seven thousand

constituents of a locomotive, which fits

the one niche it was ordained to fill, but

everywhere else is out of place, and even

dislamted. The more numerous his ethi

cal differentiations, the more his language

was differentiated.

His personages were as multifarious as

have been portrayed by the whole band

of Italian painters; but, as a wizard in

words, he resembled the magician in

mosaic, who can delineate in stone every

feature of those portraits because he can

discriminate and imitate shades of color

more numberless than even Shake

speare's words.

It is hard to believe that the Shake

spearian characters were born, like

Athene from the brain of Zeus, in pano

plied perfection. They grew. The play

of Troilus was a dozen years in growth.
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According to the best commentators,

"Shakespeare, after having sketched out

a play on the fashion of his youthful taste

and skill, returned in after years to en

large it, remodel it, and enrich it with

the matured fruits of years of observation

and reflection. L01/e's Lal1arLost first ap

peared in print with the annunciation that

it was 'newly corrected and augmented,'

and Cymbetine was an entire rzfad/m-nto

of an early dramatic attempt, showing

not only matured fulness of thought, but

laboring intensity of compressed expres

sion." So speaks Verplanck, and his

utterance is endorsed by Richard Grant

White.

Such being the facts, it is clear that

Shakespeare treated his dramas as Guido

did the C/mpalra, which he would not let

leave his studio till ten years after the

non-artistic world deemed that portrait

fully finished. Meantime, the painter in

moments of inspiration was pencilling his

canvas with curious touches, each approx

imating nearer his ideal. So the poet

sought to find out acceptable words, or

what he terms "an army of good words."

He poured his new wine into new bottles,

and never was at rest till he had arrayed

his ideas in that fitness of phrase which

comes only by fits.

Had he survived fifty years longer, I

suppose he would to the last have been

perfecting his phrases, as we read in Di

onysius of Halicarnassus that Plato up to

the age of eighty-one was "combing and

curling, and weaving and unweaving, his

writings after a variety of fashions." Pos

sibly, the great dramatist would at last

have corrected one of his couplets as a

modern commentator has done for him,

so that it would stand,

Find tea1/es on trees, .\-toms in the running brooks,

Sermons in boo/lzr, and att in everything.

To speak seriously with a writer in the

Encyclojtmlz'a Brfla1znz'ca : " His manner

in diction was progressive, and this prog

ress has been deemed so clearly trace

able-in his plays that it can enable us to

determine their chronological sequence."

The result is, that while other authors

satiate and soon tire us, Shakespeare's

speech for ever "breathes an indescri

bable freshness."

Age eannot wither

Nor custom stale his infinite variety.

In the last line I have quoted there is a

é'1ra_'‘' lsyélrs-/nu, but it is a word which I

think you would hardly guess. It is the

last word—1/ariely.

On every average page of Shakespeare

you are greeted and gladdened by at least

five words that you never saw before in

his writings, and that you never will see

again, speaking once and then for ever

holding their peace—each not only rare,

but a nonsuch—five gems just shown,

then snatched away. Each page is stud

ded with five stars, each as unique as the

century-flower, and, like the night-bloom

ing cereus, "the perfume and supplianee

of a minute"—z}0sa 1/arz'etat¢_' rutriora.

The mind of Shakespeare was bodied

forth as Montezuma was apparelled,

whose costume, however gorgeous, was

never twice the same. Hence the Shake

spearian style is fresh as morning dew

and changeful as evening clouds, so that

we remain for ever doubtful in relation

to his manner and his matter, which of

them owes the greater debt to the other.

The Shakespearian plots are analogous

to the grouping of Raphael, the charac

ters to the drawing of Michael Angelo,

but the word-painting superadds the col

oring of Titian. Accordingly, in study

ing Shakespeare's diction I should long

ago have said, if I could, what I read in

Arthur Helps, where he treats of a per

fect style—that "there is a sense of felicity

about it, declaring it to be the product of

a happy moment, so that you-feel it will

not happen again to that man who writes

the sentence, nor to any other of the sons

of men, to say the like thing so choicely,

tersely, mellifluously and completely."

In the central court of the Neapolitan

Museum I saw grape-clusters, mouldings,

volutes, fingers and antique fragments of

all sorts wrought in rarest marble, lying

scattered on the pavement, exposed to

sun and rain, cast down the wrong side

up, and as it were thrown away, as when

the stones of the Jewish sanctuary were

poured out in every street. Nothing re

veals the sculptural opulence of Italy like

this apparent wastefulness. It seems to

proclaim that Italy can affbrd to make
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nothing of what would elsewhere be

judged worthy of shrines. We say to

ourselves, "If such be the things she

throws away, what must be her jew

els ?" A similar feeling rises in me

while exploring Shakespeare's prodi

gality in ti'1ra5 ).s;~il¢sva. His excheq

uer appears more exhaustless than the

Bank of England.

JAMES D. BUTLER.

AN EPISODE OF SPANISH CHIVALRY.

ON QUIJOTE'S readers are aware

of the enormous popularity of the

romances of chivalry, but they are apt

to imagine that these represent a purely

ideal state of things. This is undoubted

ly the case as far as knight-errantry is

concerned, but certain distinctive habits

and customs of chivalry prevailed in

Spain and elsewhere long after the feudal

system and the earlier and original form

of chivalry had passed away. One of

the most curious instances of this sur

vival of chivalry occurred in Spain in

the first half of the fifteenth century, and

after commanding the admiration of Eu

rope furnished Don Quijote with an ad

mirable argument for the existence of

Amadis of Gaul and his long line of suc

cessors. The worthy knight had been

temporarily released from his confine

ment in the Enchanted Cage, and had

begun his celebrated reply to the canon's

statement that there had never been such

persons as Amadis and the other knights

errant, nor the absurd adventures with

which the romances of chivalry abound.

Don Quijote's answer is a marvellous

mixture of sense and nonsense: the

creations of the romancer's brain are

placed side by side with the Cid, Juan

de Merlo and Gutierre Quijada, whose

names were household words in Spain:

"Let them deny also that Don Fernan

do de Guerara went to seek adventures

in Germany, where he did combat with

Messer George, knight of the household

of the duke of Austria. Let them say

that the jousts of Suero de Quifiones,

him of the Pass, were a jest."

It is to these jousts, as one of the most

characteristic episodes of the reign of

John II. and of the times, that we wish

to call attention.*

On the evening of Friday, the 1st of

January, I434, while the king and his

court were at Medina del Campo and

engaged in the rejoicings customary on

the first day of the New Year, Suero de

Quifiones and nine knights clad in white

entered the saloon, and, coming before

the throne, kissed thehands and feet of

the king, and presented him through their

herald with a petition of which the follow

ing is the substance:

" It isjust and reasonable for those who

are in confinement or deprived of their

freedom to desire liberty; and since I,

your vassal and subject, have long been

in durance to a certain lady—in witness

whereof I bear this chain about my neck

every Thursday—'now, therefore, mighty

sovereign, I have agreed upon my ran

som, which is three hundred lances bro

ken by myself and these knights, as shall

more clearly hereafter appear—three with

every knight or gentleman (counting as

broken the lance which. draws blood)

who shall come to a certain place this

year; to wit, fifteen days before and fif

teen days after the festival of the apos

tle St. James, unless my ransom shall be

completed before the day last mentioned.

The place shall be on the highway to

Santiago, and I hereby testify to all

strange knights and gentlemen that they

" Our narrative is drawn from the Libro det Parra

llonrru-o, liqt'endi:!'a por e1 exeetente eabatlero Suere

de Qru'i.onc:, eo/itm/o a'e "/l Ifbro rznhjgvm de mmw

por Fr. .'7mm de t'ilmda, Rdl'g/osp de ta ordm de

San Franeiseo. Scgumtl1 ed/lion. Madrid, 1783, in

the Cro'nz'z'ru espaflotar, vol. v.
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will there be provided with armor, horses

and weapons. And be it known to every

honorable lady who may pass the afore

said way that if she do not provide a

knight or gentleman to do combat for

her, she shall lose her right-hand glove.

All the above saving two things—that

neither Your Majesty nor the constable

Don Alvaro de Luna is to enter the lists."

After the reading of this petition the

king took counsel with his court and

granted it, for which Quifiones humbly

thanked him, and then he and his com

panions retired to disarm themselves, re

turning shortly after in dresses more be

fitting a festal occasion.

After the dancing the regulations for

the jousts, consisting of twenty-two chap

ters, were publicly read. In addition to

the declarations in the petition, it is pro

vided that in case two or more knights

should come to ransom the glove of any

lady, the first knight only will be received,

and no one can ransom more than one

glove. In the seventh chapter Quifiones

offers a diamond to the first knight who

appears to do combat for one of three

ladies to be named by him, among whom

shall not be the one whose captive he is.

No knight coming to the Pass of Honor

shall select the defender with whom to

joust, nor shall he know the name of his

adversary until the combat is finished;

but any one after breaking three lances

may challenge by name any one of the de

fenders, who, if time permits, will break

another lance with him. If any knight

desires to joust without some portion of

his armor named by Quifiones, his re

quest shall be granted if reason and time

permit. No knight will be admitted to

the lists until he declare his name and

country. If any one is injured, " as is

wont to happen in jousts," he shall be

treated as though he were Quifiones him

self, and no one in the future shall ever

be held responsible for any advantage or

victory he may have gained over any of

the defenders of the Pass. No one going

as a pilgrim to Santiago by the direct

road shall be hindered by Quifiones un

less he approach the aforesaid bridge of

Orbigo (which was somewhat distant from

the highway). In case, however, any

knight, having left the main road, shall

come to the Pass, he shall not be permit

ted to depart until he has entered the lists

or left in pledge a piece of his armor or

right spur, with the promise never to

wear that piece or spur until he shall

have been in some deed of arms as dan-,

gerous as the Pass of Honor. Quifiones

further pledges himself to pay all ex

penses incurred by those who shall

come to the Pass.

Any knight who, after having broken

one or two lances, shall refuse to con

tinue, shall lose his armor or right spur

as though he had declined to enter the

lists. No defender shall be obliged to

joust a second time with any one who

had been disabled for a day in any pre

vious encounter.

The twenty-first chapter provides for

the appointment of two knights, "caba

lleros atzttgrztos é pfodndo3 en armas e'

dzjgvms defé," and two heralds, all of

whom shall swear solemnly to do just

ice to all who come to the Pass, and

who shall decide all questions which

may arise.

The last chapter provides "that if the

lady whose I [Quifiones] am shall pass

that way, she shall not lose her glove,

and no one but myself shall do combat

for her, for no one in the world could

do it so truly as I."

When the preceding provisions had

been read, Quifiones gave to the king

at-arms a letter signed and sealed, which

invited to the Pass all knights so dis

posed, granting safe conduct to those of

other kingdoms, and declaring the cause

of said trial of arms. Copies of the above

letter were also given to other heralds,

who were provided with everything ne

cessary for long journeys, and in the six

months that intervened before the day

fixed for the jousts the matter hadt been

proclaimed throughout all Christendom.I

Meanwhile, Quifiones provided horses

and arms and everything necessary for

"such an important enterprise."

In the kingdom of Leon, about ten

miles east of Astorga and on the high

way from that city to the capital, is the

bridge of Orbigo. Suero de Quifiones

did not select Orbigo with reference to
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convenience of access from the Castiles,

but because it must be passed by pil

grims to Santiago; and that year (1434)

was especially sacred to the saint, whose

festival, on the 25th of July, has always

been celebrated with great pomp. The

Spaniards having been forbidden to go

to Jerusalem as crusaders, and being

too much occupied at home with the

Moors to make such a long pilgrimage,

wisely substituted Santiago, where the

remains of St. James, the patron of

Spain, is supposed to rest. His body is

said to have floated in a stone coffin from

Joppa to Padron (thirteen miles below

Santiago) in seven days, and for nearly

eight centuries lay forgotten in a cave,

but was at length miraculously brought

to light by mysterious flames hovering

over its resting-place, and in 829 was

removed to Santiago. In 846 the saint

made his appearance at the celebrated

battle of Clavijo, where he slew sixty

thousand Moors, and was rewarded by

a grant of a bushel of grain from every

acre in Spain. His shrine was a favor

ite resort for pilgrims from all Christen

dom until after the Reformation, and the

saint retained his bushel of grain (the

annual value of which had reached the

large sum of one million dollars) until

1835.

It was near the highway, in a pleasant

grove, that Quifiones erected the lists, a

hundred and forty-six paces long and

surrounded by a palisade of the height

of a lance, with various stands for the

judges and spectators. At the opposite

ends of the lists were entrances—one for

the defenders of the Pass—and there were

hung the arms and banners of Quifiones,

as well as at the other entrance, which

was reserved for the knights who should

come to make trial of their arms. In

order that no one might mistake the way,

a marble king-at-arms was erected near

the bridge, with the right arm extended

and the inscription, "To the Pass."

The final arrangements were not con

cluded until the loth of July, the first day

of the jousts. Twenty-two tents had been

erected for the accommodation of those

engaged in the enterprise as well as for

mere spectators, and Quifiones had pro

vided all necessary servants and artisans,

among whom are mentioned kings-at

arms, heralds, trumpeters and other mu

sicians, notaries, armorers, blacksmiths,

surgeons, physicians, carpenters, lance

makers, tailors, embroiderers, etc. In

the midst of the tents was erected a

wooden dining-hall, hung with rich

French cloth and provided with two

tables—one for Quifiones and the knights

who came to the Pass, and the other for

those who honored the jousts with their

presence. A curious fact not to be omit

ted is that the king sent one of his private

secretaries to prepare daily accounts of

what happened at the Pass, which were

transmitted by relays to Segovia (where

he was engaged in hunting), so that he

should receive them within twenty-four

hours.

On Saturday, the 1oth of July, 1434,

all the arrangements having been com

pleted, the heralds proceeded to the en

trance of the lists and announced to

Quifiones that three knights were at the

bridge of Orbigo who had come to make

trial of their arms—one a German, Messer

Arnoldo de la Floresta Bermeja of the

marquisate of Brandenburg, "about twen

ty-seven years old, blond and well-dress

ed ;" the others two brothers from Va

lencia, by name Juan and Per Fabla.

Quifiones was greatly delighted at their

coming, and sent the heralds to invite

them to take up their quarters with him,

which they did, and were received with

honor at the entrance of the lists in the

presence of the judges. It being Satur

day, the jousting was deferred until the

following Monday, and the spurs of the

three knights were hung up in the judges'

stand as a sort of pledge, to be restored

to their owners when they were ready to

enter the lists.

The next morning the trumpets sound

ed, and Quifiones and his nine compan

ions heard mass in the church of St.

John at Orbigo, and took possession of

the lists in the following fashion: First

came the musicians with drums and

Moorish fifes, preceded by the judge,

Pero Barba. Then followed two large

and beautiful horses drawing a cart fill

ed with lances of various sizes pointed
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with Milan steel. The cart was covered

with blue and green trappings embroid

ered with bay trees and flowers, and on

every tree was the figure of a parrot. The

driver of this singular conveyance was a

dwarf. Next came Quifiones on a pow

erful horse with blue trappings, on which

were worked his device and a chain, with

the motto ll ./aul delz'&erer.* He was

dressed in a quilted jacket of olive vel

vet brocade embroidered in green, with a

cloak of blue velvet, breeches of scarlet

cloth and a tall cap of the same color.

He wore wheel-spurs of the Italian fash

ion richly gilt, and carried a drawn sword,

also gilt. On his right arm, near the shoul

der, was richly embroidered his device in

gold two fingers broad, and around it in

blue letters,

Si a vous ne plait de avoyr me sure,

Certes ie dis,

Que ie suis,

Sans Venture.f

With Quifiones were his nine companions

in scarlet velvet and blue cloaks bearing

Quifiones‘ device and chain, and the trap

pings of their horses blue, with the same

device and motto. Near Quifiones were

many knights on foot, some of whom led

his horse to do him honor. Three pages

magnificently attired and mounted closed

the procession, which entered the lists,

and after passing around it twice halted

before the judges‘ stand, and Quifones

exhorted the judges to decide impartially

all that should happen, giving equal just

ice to all, and especially to defend the

strangers in case they should be attack

ed on account of having wounded any

of the defenders of the Pass.

The next day, Monday, at dawn the

drums beat the reveille, and the judges,

with the heralds, notaries and kings-at

arms, took their places in their stands.

The nine defenders meanwhile heard

mass in alarge tent which served as a

private chapel for Quifiones, and where

mass was said thrice daily at his expense

by some Dominicans. After the defend

ers were armed they sent for the judges

‘ In modern French, Ilfaut déti1/rer—-" It is ne

cessary to release," relerring to the chain worn by

Quiftones.

1' " If it does not please you to show,moderation,

I say, in truth, that I am unfortunate."

to inspect their weapons and armor. The

German knight, Arnoldo, had a disabled

hand, but he declared he would rather

die than refrain from jousting. His arms

and horse were approved, although the

latter was superior to that of Quifiones.

The judges had provided a body of arm

ed soldiers whose duty it was to see that

all had fair play in the field, and had a

pile oflances ofvarious sizes placed where

each knight could select one to suit him.

Quifiones and the German now enter

ed the lists, accompanied by their friends

and with "much music." The judges

commanded that no one should dare to

speak aloud or give advice or make

any sign to any one in the lists, no mat

ter what happened, under penalty of hav

ing the tongue cut out for speaking and

a hand cut off for making signs; and

they also forbade any knight to enter the

lists with more than two servants, one

mounted and the other on foot. The

spur taken from the German the previous

Saturday was now restored to him, and

the trumpets sounded a charge, while the

heralds and kings-at-arms cried Lcgeres

allér ! legeres allérl éfair son deber.

The two knights charged instantly,

lance in rest, and Quifiones encounterel

his antagonist in the guard of his lance,

and his weapon glanced off and touched

him in the armor of his right hand and

tore it off, and his lance broke in the

middle. The German encountered him

in the armor of the left arm, tore it off

and carried a piece of the border without

breaking his lance. In the second course

Quifiones encountered the German in the

top of his plastron, without piercing it,

and the lance came out under his arm

pit, whereupon all thought he was wound

ed, for on receiving the shock he exclaim

ed Olas! and his right vantbrace was

torn off, but the lance was not broken.

The German encountered Quifiones in

the front of his helmet, breaking his

lance two palms from the iron. In the

third course Quifiones encountered the

German in the guard of his left gauntlet,

and passed through it, and the head of

the lance stuck in the rim without break

ing, and the German failed to encounter.

In the fourth course Quifiones encounter
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ed the German in the armor of his left

arm without breaking his lance, and the

German failed to encounter. In the next

course both failed to encounter, but in

the sixth Quifiones encountered the Ger

man in the joint of his left vantbrace,

and the iron passed half through with

out hreaking, while the shaft broke in the

middle, and the German failed to en

counter. After this last course they went

to the judges‘ stand, where their joust

ing was pronounced finished, since they

had broken three lances between them.

Quifiones invited the German to supper,

and both were accompanied to their quar

ters by music, and Quifiones disarmed

himself in public.

The two Valencian knights did not de

lay to challenge Quifiones, since he had

remained uninjured; and, as they had

the right to .demand horses and arms,

they chose those which Quifones had

used in the last joust. The chronicler

adds: "It seems to me that they did not

ask it so much for their honor as for the

safety of their skins." The judges de

cided that Quifiones was not bound to

give his own armor, as there were other

suits as good : nevertheless, he complied,

and sent in addition four horses to choose

from. He was also anxious to joust with

them, but Lope de Estufiiga refused to

yield his place, and cited the chapter of

the regulations which provided that no one

should single out his adversary. Quifiones

offered him a very tine horse and a gold

chain worth three hundred doubloons, but

Estufiiga answered that he would not yield

his turn although he were offered a city.

At vespers Estufiiga and Juan Fabla

were armed and the judges examined

their arms, and although Fabla had the

better horse, they let it pass. At the sound

of the trumpet Estufiiga entered the lists

magnificently attired, and attended by

two pages in armor bearing a drawn

sword and a lance. Juan Fabla followed

immediately, and at the given signal they

attacked each other lance in rest. Fabla

encountered Estufiiga in the left arm,

tearing off his armor, but neither of them

broke his lance. In the four following

courses they failed to encounter. In the

sixth Fabla encountered his adversary in

the breastplate, breaking his lance in the

middle, and the head remained sticking

in the armor. They encountered in the

seventh course, and Estufiiga's servant,

who was in the lists, cried out, "At him !

at him !" The judges commanded his

tongue to be cut out, but at the intercession

of those present the sentence was com

muted to thirty blows and imprisonment.

They failed to encounter in the eighth

course, but in the ninth Estufiiga broke

his lance on Fabla's left arm: the latter

failed to encounter, and received a great

reverse. After this they ran nine courses

without encountering, but in the nineteenth

Estufiiga met Fabla in the plastron, and

his lance slipped off on to his helmet, but

did not break, although it pierced the

plastron and the iron remained sticking

in it. By this time it had grown so dark

that the judges could not distinguish the

good from the bad encounters, and for

this reason they decided that the combat

was finished the same as though three

lances had been broken. Estufiiga in

vited Fabla to sup with Quifiones, "and

at table there were many knights, and

after supper they danced."

That same day there arrived at the

Pass nine knights from Aragon, who

swore that they were gentlemen without

reproach. Their spurs were taken from

them, according to the established cus

tom, and hung up in the judges' stand

until they should enter the lists.

The succeeding combats were but repe

titions, with trifling variations, of those

just described. From dawn, when the

trumpet sounded for battle, until the

evening grew so dark that the judges

could not distinguish the combatants, the

defenders maintained the Pass against all

corners with bravery and honor.

The third day there passed near Orbigo

two ladies, and the judges sent the king

at-arms and the herald to ascertain wheth

er they were of noble birth and provided

with knights to represent them in the lists

and win them a passage through Orbigo,

and also to request them to give up their

right-hand gloves. The ladies answered

that they were noble and were on a pil

grimage to Santiago; their names were

Leonora and Guiomar de la Vega; the
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former was married and accompanied by

her husband; the latter was a widow.

The king-at-arms then requested their

gloves to be kept as a pledge until some

knight should ransom them. Frances

Davio, an Aragonese knight, immedi

ately offered to do combat for the ladies.

The husband of Dofia Leonora said that

he had not heard of this adventure, and

was unprepared to attempt it then, but

if the ladies were allowed to retain their

gloves, as soon as he had accomplished

his pilgrimage he would return and enter

the lists for them. The gloves, however,

were retained and hung in the judges‘

stand. The matter caused some discus

sion, and finally the judges decided that

the gloves should not be kept, for fear it

should seem that the defenders of the

Pass were interfering with pilgrims, and

also on account of Juan de la Vega's

chivalrous response. So the gloves were

sent on to Astorga to be delivered to

their owners, and Juan de la Vega was

absolved from all obligation to ransom

them, "and there was strife among many

knights as to who should do battle for the

sisters."

On the 16th of July, Frances Davio

jousted with Lope de Estufiiga, and when

the trial of arms was ended with great

honor to both, Davio swore aloud, so that

many knights heard him, "that never in

the future would he have a love-affair

with a nun, for up to that time he had

loved one, and it was for her sake that

he had come to the Pass; and any one

who had known it could have challenged

him as an evil-doer, and he could not

have defended himself." Whereat De

lena, the notary and compiler of the

original record of the Pass, exclaims,

"To which I say that if he had had any

Christian nobleness, or even the natural

shame which leads every one to conceal

his faults, he would not have made pub

lic such a sacrilegious scandal, so dishon

orable to the religious order and so in

jurious to Christ."

The same day the king-at-arms and

herald announced to Quifiones that a

gentleman named Vasco de Barrionuevo,

servant of Ruy Diaz de Mendoza, mayor

domo of the king, had come to make trial

of his arms, but as he was not a knight

he prayed Quifiones to confer that honor

on him. Quifiones consented, and com

manded him to wait at the entrance of

the lists, whither he and the nine defend

ers went on foot accompanied by a great

crowd. Quifiones asked Vasco if he de

sired to become a knight, and on his

answering in the affirmative he drew his

gilt sword and said, " Sir, do you promise

to keep and guard all the things apper

taining to the noble order of chivalry,

and to die rather than fail in any one of

them ?" He swore that he would do so,

and Quifiones, striking him on the hel

'met with his naked sw-ord, said, "God

make thee a good knight and aid thee

to live and act as every good knight

should do!" After this ceremony the

new knight entered the lists with Pedro

de los Rios, and they ran seven courses

and broke three lances.

On the festival of St. James (July 25th)

Quifiones enteredthe lists without three

of the principal pieces of his armor—

namely, the visor of his helmet, the left

vantbrace and breastplate— and said,

"Knights and judges of this Passo Hon

roso, inasmuch as I announced through

Monreal, the king's herald, that on St.

James‘s Day there would be in this place

three knights, each without a piece of his

armor, and each ready to run two courses

with every knight who should present

himself that day, know, therefore, that l,

Suero de Quifiones, alone am those three

knights, and am prepared to accomplish

what I proclaimed." The judges after a

short deliberation answered that they had

no authority to permit him to risk his life

in manifest opposition to the regulations

which he had sworn to obey, and declared

him under arrest, and forbade all joust

ing that day, as it was Sunday and the

festival of St. James. Quifiones felt

greatly grieved at their decision, and told

them that "in the service of his lady he

had gone into battle against the Moors

in the kingdom of Granada with his right

arm bared, and God had preserved him,

and would do so now." The judges,

however, were inflexible and refused to

hear him.

The last day of July, late in the after
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noon, there arrived at the Pass a gentle

man named Pedro de Torrecilla, a re

tainer or squire of Alfonso de Deza, but no

one was willing to joust with him, on the

ground that he was not an hidalgo. The

generous Lope de Estufiiga, hearing this,

offered to dub him a knight, but Torre

cilla thanked him and said he could not

afford to sustain in becoming manner the

honor of chivalry, but he would make

good the fact that he was an hidalgo.

Lope de Estufiiga was so much pleased

by this discreet answer that he believed

him truly of gentle blood, and to do him

honor entered the lists with him. It was,

however, so late that they had only time

to run three courses, and then the judges

pronounced their joust finished. Torre

cilla esteemed so highly the fact that so

renowned a knight as Lope de Estufiiga

should have condescended to enter the

lists with him that he swore it was the

greatest honor he had ever received in

his life, and he offered him his services.

Estufiiga thanked him, and alfirmed that

he felt as much honored by having joust

ed with him as though he had been an

emperor.*

A few days after the above events an

incident occurred which shows how con

tagious the example of Quifiones and his

followers was, and to what amusing imi

tations it led. A Lombard trumpeter made

his appearance at the Pass, and said that

he had been to Santiago on a pilgrimage.

and while there had heard that there was

at the Passo Honroso a trumpeter of the

king of Castile named Dalmao, very cele

brated in his line, and he had gone thirty

leagues out of his way in order to have a

trial of skill with him; and he offered to

stake a good trumpet against one of Dal

mao's. The latter took the Lombard's

trumpet and blew so loud and skilfully

that the ltalian, in spite of all his efforts,

was obliged to confess himselfconquered,

and gave up his trumpet.

*Prosper Mériméc, in a note to his Hi:tory of

Pvter !he Cruet (London, 1849, vol. i., p. 35), says,

referring to the above episode, " I do not think that

at that period an example of similar condescension

could be found anywhere except in Spain. A century

later the ehew/atier rans peur ot sans r:/raclre, the

valiant Bayard, refused lo mount a breach in com

pany with lansquenets."

So far, the encounters, if not entirely

bloodless, had not been attended by any

fatal accident. The defenders had all

been wounded, more or less severely:

once Quifiones concealed the fact until

the end of the joust in which his antago

nist had been badly hurt, and it was only

when the knights were disarmed that it

was discovered that Quifiones was bleed

ing profusely. On another occasion his

helmet was pierced by his adversary's

lance, the fragment of which he strove in

vain to withdraw. All believed him mor

tally wounded, buthe cried, " It is nothing!

it is nothing! Quifiones! Quifiones !" and

continued as though nothing had occur

red. After three encounters the judges

descended from their stands and made

him remove his helmet to see whether he

was wounded. When it was found that

he was not, "every one thought that

God had miraculously delivered him."

Quifiones was also wounded in his en

counter with Juan de Merlo, and again

concealed the fact until the end of the

combat, when he asked the judges to

i excuse him from jousting further that day,

as his right hand, which he had previous

ly sprained, was again dislocated, and

caused him terrible suffering; and well

it might, for the flesh was lacerated and

the whole arm seemed paralyzed.

The wounds received the 28th of July

were, unfortunately, sufficiently healed

by the 6th of August to enable him to

enter the lists with the unhappy Esberte

de Claramonte, an Aragonese. "Would

to God," exclaims the chronicler, " he had

never come here!" In the ninth encoun

ter Quifiones‘ lance entered his antago

nist's left eye and penetrated the brain.

The luckless knight broke his lance in

the ground, was lifted from his saddle by

the force of the blow, and fell dead with

out uttering a word; "and his face seem

ed like the face of one who had been

dead two hours." The Aragonese and

Catalans present bcwailed his death loud

ly, and Quifiones was grieved in his soul

at such a great misfortune. Every pos

sible honor was shown the dead knight,

and the welfare of his soul was not for

gotten. Master Anton, Quifiones‘ con

I fessor, and the other priests were sent
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his wounds) entered the lists in the same

manner and order as on the first day,

and halting before the judges Quifiones

addressed them as follows: " It is known

to Your I-Ionors how I presented myself

here thirty days ago with these compan

ions, and the cause of my so doing was

to terminate the captivity in which until

this moment I was to a very virtuous

lady, in token of which I have worn this

iron collar continually every Thursday.

The condition of my ransom was, as you

know, three hundred lances broken or

guarding this Pass thirty days, awaiting

knights and gentlemen who should free

me from said captivity; and whereas I

believe, honorable sirs, that l have ful

filled everything according to the terms

set down at the beginning, I therefore beg

you will command me to remove this iron

collar in testimony of my liberty."

The judges answered briefly as follows:

"Virtuous gentleman and knight, after

hearing your declaration, which seems

just and true, we hereby declare your

enterprise completed and your ransom

paid; and be it known to all present that

of the three hundred lances mentioned

in the agreement but few remain yet to

be broken, and these would not have

remained unbroken had it not been for

lack of adversaries. We therefore com

mand the king-at- arms and the herald

to remove the collar from your neck and

declare you from this time henceforth free

from your enterprise and ransom."

The king-at-arms and the herald then

descended from the stand, and in the pres

ence of the notaries with due solemnity

took the collar from Quifiones‘ neck in

fulfilment of the judges‘ command.

During the thirty days' jousting sixty

eight knights had entered the lists: of

these, one, Messer Arnoldo de la Flo

resta Bermeja (Arnold von Rothwald ?),

was a German; one an Italian, Messer

Luis de Aversa; one Breton,I three Va

lencians, one Portuguese, thirteen Ara

gonese, four Catalans, and the remaining

for to administer the sacraments, and

Quifiones begged them to chant the Re

sflmsorium* over the body, as was cus

tomary in the Church, and do in all re

spects as though he himself were the

dead man. The priest replied that the

Church did not consider as sons those who

died in such exercises, for they could not

be performed without mortal sin, neither

did she intercede for their souls; in proof

whereof he referred to the canonical law, '

cap. de Torneamentzlr.'i" However, at the

earnest request of Quifiones, Messer An

ton went with a letter to the bishop of

Astorga to ask leave to bury Claramonte

in holy ground, Quifiones promising if it

were granted to take the dead knight to

Leon and bury him in his own family

chapel. Meanwhile, they bore the body

to the hermitage of Santa Catalina, near

the bridge of Orbigo, and there it remain

ed until night, when Messer Anton re

turned without the desired license; so

they buried Claramonte in unconsecrated

ground near the hermitage, with all pos

sible honor and amid the tears of the as

sembled knights. This mournful event

does not seem, however, to have made

a very deep impression, for that same

afternoon the jousting was continued.

The remaining days were marked by

no unusual occurrence: several were se

riously but not fatally wounded, and one

by one the defenders of the Pass were

disabled ; so that when the 9th of August,

the last day of the jousts, arrived, Sancho

de Ravenal was the only one of the ten

defenders who was able to enter the lists.

He maintained the Pass that day against

two knights, and then the jousts were

declared ended. When the decision was

known there was great rejoicing and

blowing of trumpets, and the lists were

illuminated with torches. The judges

returned the spurs which still hung in

the stand to the owners who through

lack of time had not been able tojoust.

Quifiones and eight of his companions

(Lope de Aller was confined to his bed by

* Beginning, " Libcra me, Domine, de morte a:ter

na," etc.

1' The Church as early as "31 (Council of Rheims)

endeavored to prevent these dangerous amusements

by denying burial in consecrated ground with funeral

rites to those who were killed in tournaments.

x Puymaigre explains this almost total absence of

Frenchmen by the fact that in 1434 the wars between

Charles VII. and the English were being waged.

The English pilgrims to Santiago (the large number

of whom we have previously mentioned) were prob

ably non-combatants.
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forty-four were from the Castiles and other

parts of Spain. The number of courses

run was seven hundred and twenty-sev

en, and one hundred and sixty-six lances

were broken.

Quifiones was afterward killed by Gu

tierre Quijada, one of the knights whe

took part in the Passo Honroso, and with

whom he seems to have had some kind

of a feud. Quifiones‘ sword may still be

seen at Madrid in the Royal Armory,

| No. 1917. T. F. CRANE.

AUTOMATISM.

CONCLUDING PAPER.

FEW months ago, walking along

Fifteenth street, I came up behind

a friend and said, "Good-morning." No

answer. " Good-morning, sir," a little

louder.—"Oh, excuse me: I did not hear

you the first time."—" How then did you

know that I had spoken twice?" My

friend was nonplussed, but what had hap

pened was this: on my first speaking the

impulse of the voice had fallen upon his

ear and started a nerve-wave which had

struggledupas farasthelowerapparatus at

the base of the brain, and, passing through

this, had probably even reached the high

er nerve-centres in the surface of the cer

ebrum, near to which consciousness re

sides, but not in sufficient force to arouse

consciousness. When, however, the at

tention was excited by my second address,

it perceived the first faint impulse which

had been registered upon the protoplasm

of the nerve - centres, although unfelt.

Probably most of my readers have had

a similar experience. A word spoken,

but not consciously heard, has a moment

afterward been detected by an effort as

distinctly conscious as that made by the

man who is attempting to decipher some

old faint manuscript. This incident and

its explanation will serve to illustrate the

relation which seems to exist between

consciousness and sensation, and also

between consciousness and the general

mental actions.

It will perhaps render our thinking

more accurate if we attempt to get a

clear idea just here as to what conscious

ness is and what it is not. Various defi

nitions of the term have been given, but

the simplest and truest seems to be that

it is a knowledge of the present existence

of self, and perhaps also of surrounding

objects, although it is conceivable that a

conscious person might be shut off from

all contact with the external world by

abolition of the senses. Consciousness

is certainly not what the philosopher and

the theologian call the Ego, or the person

ality of the individual. A blow on the

head puts an end for the time being to

consciousness, but not to the man's per

sonality. Neither is consciousness the

same as the sense of personal identity,

although it is closely connected with it.

The conviction of a man that he is the

same person through the manifold

changes which occur in him as the suc

cessive years go on is evidently based

on consciousness and memory. This is

well illustrated by some very curious cases

in which the sense or knowledge of per

sonal identity has been completely lost.

Not long ago an instance of such com

plete loss was recorded by Doctor He

water (/fospital Gazelte, November,

1879). The gentleman who was the

subject of this loss found himself stand

ing upon the dépot-platform in Belaire

City, Ohio, utterly ignorant of who he

was or where he came from or where he

I was going to. He had a little money in

his pocket, and in his hand a small port

manteau which contained a pair of scis

sors and a change of linen. He was well

dressed, and on stating at the nearest

hotel his strange condition and asking
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for a bed, was received as a guest. In

the evening he went out and attended a

temperance lecture. Excited by the elo

quence of the speaker, he was seized with

an uncontrollable impulse, rushed from

the room and began to smash with a

club the windows of a neighboring tav

ern. The roughs ran out of the saloon

and beat him very badly, breaking his

arm: this brought him to the police-sta

tion, and thence to the hospital. For

months every effort was made to identify

him, but at the date of reporting without

avail. He was known in the hospital as

"Ralph," that name having been found

on his underclothing. His knowledge

upon all subjects unconnected with his

identity is correct: his mental powers are

good, and he has shown himself expert at

figures and with a pen. For a long time it

was thought that he was feigning, but ev

ery one about him was finally convinced

that he is what he says he is—namely,

a man without knowledge of his person

al identity. This curious case, which is

by no means unparalleled in the annals

of psychological medicine, shows how

distinct memory is from consciousness.

Memory of the past was in Ralph entire

ly abolished so far as concerned his own

personality, but consciousness was per

fect, and the results of previous mental

training remained, as is shown by his use

of figures. It was as though there was

a dislocation between consciousness and

the memory of self.

The distinctness of consciousness from

memory is also shown by dreams. Events

which have passed are often recalled dur

ing the unconsciousness of sleep. The

curious although common carrying of the

memory of a dream over from the un

consciousness of sleep to the conscious

ness of waking movements further illus

trates the complete distinction between the

two cerebral functions.

If memory, then, be not part of con

sciousness, what is its nature? There is

a law governing nervous actions both in

health and disease which is known as

that of habitual action. The curious re

flex movements made by the frog when

acid is put upon its foot, as detailed in

my last paper, were explained by-this

law. The spinal cord, after having fre

quently performed a certain act under

the stimulus of conscious sensation, be

comes so accustomed to perform that act

that it does it when the oft-felt peripheral

impulse comes again to it, although the

cerebral functions and consciousness are

suspended. A nerve-centre, even of the

lowest kind, once moulded by repeated

acts, retains their impression—z'. I. re

members them. Learning to walk is, as

was shown in the last paper, training the

memory of the lower nerve-centres at the

base of the brain until at last they direct

the movements of walking without aid

from consciousness. The musician studies

a piece of music. At first the notes are

struck in obedience to a conscious act of

the will founded upon a conscious recog

nition of the printed type. By and by

the piece is so well known that it is play

ed even when the attention is directed to

some other subject; that is, the act of

playing has been repeated until the lower

nerve-centres, which preside over the

movements of the fingers during the

playing, have been so impressed that

when once the impulses are started they

flow on uninterruptedly until the whole

set has been gone through and the piece

of music is finished. This is the result of

memory of the lower nerve-centres. At

first, the child reads only by a distinct

conscious effort of memory, recalling

painfully each word. After a time the

words become so impressed upon the

lower nerve-centres that we may read on

when our attention is directed to some

other thing. Thus, often we read aloud

and are unconscious of what we have

read, precisely as the compositor habit

ually sets up pages of manuscript with

out the faintest idea of what it is all about.

This law of habitual action applies not

only to the lower nerve-centres in their

healthy condition, but with equal force

in disease. lt is notorious that one of

the great difficulties in the cure of epi

lepsy is the habit which is acquired by

the nerve-centres of having at intervals

attacks of convulsive discharge of nerve

force. Some years since l saw in con

sultation a case which well illustrates this

point. A boy was struck in the head with
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a brick, and dropped unconscious. On

coming to he was seized with an epilep

tic convulsion. These convulsions con

tinually recurred for many months be

fore I saw him. He never went two

hours without them, and had usually

from thirty to forty a day—some, it is

true, very slight, but others very severe.

Medicines had no influence over him,

and with the idea that there might be a

point 'of irritation in the wound itself

causing the epilepsy, the scar was taken

out. The result was that the seizures

were the same day reduced very much

in frequency, and in a short time be

came amenable to treatment, so that

finally complete recovery occurred. He

had, however, probably fifty convulsions

in all after the removal of the scar before

this result was achieved. Undoubtedly,

in this case the point of irritation was re

moved by the operation. The cause of

the convulsions having been taken away,

they should have stopped at once. But

here the law of habitual action asserted

itself, and it was necessary to overcome

the remembrance of the disease by the

nerve-centres. It is plain that the higher

nerve-centre remembers the idea or fact

because it is impressed by ideas and facts,

precisely as the lower spinal nerve-cen

tres in the frog remember irritations and

movements which have impressed them.

The faculty of memory resides in all

'nerve-centres: the nature of that which

is remembered depends upon the func

tion of the individual centre. A nerve

cell which thinks remembers thought—a

nerve-cell which causes motion remem

bers motion.

The so-called cases of double consci

ousness are perfectly simple in their ex

planation when the true nature of mem

ory is borne in mind. In these cases the

subject seems to lead a double life. The

attacks usually come on suddenly. In .

the first attack all memory of the past is '

lost. The person is as an untaught child,

and is forced to begin re-education. In

some of these cases this second education

has gone on for weeks, and advanced per

haps beyond the stage of reading, when

suddenly the patient passes back to his

original condition, losing now all memory

of events which had occurred and all the

knowledge acquired in what may be call

ed his second state, but regaining all that

he had originally possessed. Weeks or

months afterward the second state reoc

curs, the individual now forgetting all

memory of the first or natural condition.

It is usually found that events happening

and knowledge acquired during the first

attack of what we have called the second

state are remembered in subsequent re

turns, so that the second education can

be taken up at the point at which it was

lost, and progress be made. This alter

nation of conditions has in some instances

gone on for years, the patient living, as it

were, two lives at broken intervals. This

condition, usually called double consci

ousness, is not double consciousness at

all, but, if the term may be allowed, dou

ble memory. It is evidently allied in its

nature to the loss of the sense of personal

identity. Certain phenomena of remem

brance seen frequently in exhausting dis

eases, and especially in old age, show the

permanence of impressions made upon

the higher nerve-centres, and are also

very similar in their nature to this so

called double consciousness. Not long

since a very aged lady of Philadelphia,

who was at the point of death, began to

talk in an unknown tongue, soon losing

entirely her power of expressing herself in

English. No one could for a time make

out the language she was speaking, but

it was finally found to be Portuguese;

and in tracing the history of the octoge

narian it was discovered that until four or

five years of age she had been brought

up in Rio Janeiro, where Portuguese is

spoken. There is little difference between

the nature of such a case and that of the

so-called double consciousness, both in

. volving the forgetting of that which has

been known for years.

There is a curious mental condition

sometimes produced by large doses of

hasheesh which might be termed double

consciousness more correctly than the

state to which the name is usually ap

plied. I once took an enormous dose

of this substance. After suffering from

a series of symptoms which it is not

necessary here to detail, I was seized
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with a horrible undefined fear, as of im

pending death, and began at the same

time to have marked periods when all

connection seemed to be severed between

the external world and myself. During

these periods I was unconscious in so far

that I was oblivious of all external ob

jects, but on coming out of one it was

not a blank, dreamless void upon which

I looked back, a mere empty space, but

rather a period of active but aimless life,

full, not of connected thought, but of dis

jointed images. The mind, freed from

the ordinary laws of association, passed,

as it were, with lightning-like rapidity

from one idea to another. The duration

of these attacks was but a few seconds,

but to me they seemed endless. Although

I was perfectly conscious during the in

termissions between the paroxysms, all

power of measuring time was lost: sec

onds appeared to be hours—minutes grew

to days—hours stretched out to infinity.

I would look at my watch, and then after

an hour or two, as I thought, would look

again and find that scarcely a minute

had elapsed. The minute-hand appear

ed motionless, as though graven in the

face itself: the laggard second-hand

moved so slowly that it seemed a hope

less task to watch it during its whole in

finite round of a minute, and-I always

gave up in despair before the sixty sec

onds had elapsed. When my mind was

most lucid there was a distinct duplex

action in regard to the duration of time.

I would think to myself, "It has been so

long since a certain event!"—an hour,

for example, since the doctor was sum

moned—but Reason would say, "No, it

has been only a few minutes: your

thoughts and feelings are caused by the

hasheesh." Nevertheless, I was not able

to shake off, even for a moment, this

sense of the almost indefinite prolonga

tion of time. Gradually the periods of

unconsciousness became longer and more

frequent, and the oppressive feeling of

impending death more intense. It was

like a horrible nightmare: each success

ive paroxysm was felt to be the longest I

had suffered. As I came out of it a voice

seemed constantly saying, "You are get

ting worse; your paroxysms are growing

longer and deeper; they will overmaster

you; you will die." A sense of personal

antagonism between my will-power and

myself, as affected by the drug, grew very

strong. I felt as though my only chance

was to struggle against these paroxysms

—that I must constantly arouse myself by

an effort of will; and that effort was made

with infinite toil and pain. It seemed to

me as if some evil spirit had the control

of the whole of me except the will, and

was in determined conflict with that, the

last citadel of my being. Once or twice

during a paroxysm I felt myself mount

ing upward, expanding, dilating, dissolv

ing into the wide confines of space, over

whelmed by a horrible, unutterable de

spair. Then by a tremendous effbrt I

seemed to break loose and to start up

with the shuddering thought, "Next time

you will not be able to throw this off; and

what then ?" The sense of double con

sciousness which I had to some extent is

often, under the action of hasheesh, much

more distinct. I have known patients to

whom it seemed that they themselves sit

ting upon the chair were in continual con

versation with a second self standing in

front of them. The explanation of this

curious condition is a dilficult one. It is

possible that the two sides of the brain,

which are accustomed in health to work

as one organ, are disjoined by the poison,

so that one half of the brain thinks and

acts in opposition to the other half.

From what has already been said it is

plain that memory is entirely distinct from

consciousness, and that it is in a certain

sense automatic, or at least an attribute

of all nerve-centres. If this be so, it

would seem probable, a ;‘m'or-z', that other

intellectual acts are also distinct from con

sciousness. For present purposes the ac

tivities of the cerebrum may be divided

'into the emotional and the more strictly

speaking intellectual acts. A little thought

will, I think, convince any of my readers

that emotions are as purely automatic as

the movements of the frog's hind leg.

The Irishman who said that he was real

ly a brave man, although he had a cow

ardly pair of legs which always ran away

with him, was far from speaking absurd

ly. It is plain that passion is something
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entirely beyond the conscious will, be- I to the repressive action of the higher will.

cause it is continually excited from with

out, and because we are unable to pro

duce it by a mere effort of the will with

out some external cause. The common

phrase, " He is working himself up into

a passion," indicates a perception of the

fact that consciousness sometimes em

ploys memories, thoughts, associations,

etc. to arouse the lower nerve-centres

that are connected with the emotion of

anger. It is so also with various other

emotions. The soldier who habitually

faces death in the foremost rank of the

battle, and yet shrinks in mortal fear or

antipathy from a mouse, is not an un

known spectacle. It is clear that his fear

of the little animal is based not upon rea

son, but upon an uncontrollable sensitive

ness in his nervous system acquired by

inheritance or otherwise. It does not fol

low from this that conscious will is not

able to affect emotion. As already point

ed out, it can arouse emotion by using the

proper means, and it undoubtedly can,

to a greater or less extent, directly sub

due emotion. The law of inhibition, as

it is called by the physiologist, dominates

the whole nervous system. Almost every

nerve-centre has above it a higher centre

whose function it is directly to repress or

subdue the activity of the lower centre.

A familiar instance of this is seen in the

action of the heart: there are certain

nerve-centres which when excited lessen

the rate of the heart's beat, and are even

able to stop it altogether. The relation

of the will-power to the emotions is di-

rectly inhibitory. The will is able to re

press the activity of those centres which

preside over anger. In the man with red

hair these centres may be very active and

the will-power weak ; hence the inhibitory

influence of the will is slight and the man

gets angry easily. In the phlegmatic tem

perament the anger-centres are slow to

action, the will-power strong, and the man

is thrown off his balance with difficulty.

It is well known that power grows with

exercise, and when we habitually use the

will in controlling the emotional centres

its power continually increases. The man

learning self-control is simply drilling the

lower emotional centres into obedience

Without further demonstration, it is clear

that emotion is distinct from conscious

will, and is automatic in the sense in

which the term has been used in this

article.

Imagination also is plainly distinct from

consciousness. It acts during sleep. Oft

en, indeed. it runs riot during the slum

bers of the night, but at times it works

with an automatic regularity exceeding

its powers during the waking moments.

It is also true that judgment is exercised

in sleep, and that reason sometimes ex

erts its best efforts in that state. But not

only do the iritellectual acts go on with

out consciousness during sleep, but also

while we are awake. Some years since

Iwas engaged in working upon a book

requiring a good deal of thought. Very

frequently I would be unable to solve

certain problems, but leaving them would

find a day or two afterward, on taking

pen in hand, that the solution traced it

self without effort on the paper clearly

and logically. During the sleeping hours,

or during the waking hours of a busy

professional life, the brain had, without

my consciousness, been solving the diffi

culties. This experience is by no means

a peculiar one. Many scientific workers

have borne testimony to a similar habit

of the cerebrum. The late Sir W. Row

an Hamilton, the discoverer of the math

ematical method known as that of the

quaternions, states that his mind sudden

ly solved that problem after long work

when he was thinking of something else.

He says in one place: "To-morrow will

be the fifteenth birthday of the quater

nions. They started into life or light

full grown on the 16th of October, 1843,

as I was walking with Lady Hamilton

to Dublin and came up to Brougham

Bridge; that is to say, I then and there

felt the galvanic circle of thought closed,

and the sparks which fell from it were

the fundamental equations between l, :7

and K, exactly as l have used them ever

since. I felt the problem to have been

at that moment solved—an intellectual

want relieved which had haunted me for

at least fifteen years before." Mr. Ap

polo, a distinguished scientific inventor,
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stated in the Proceedings of the Royal l

Society that it was his habit to get the

bearings and facts of a case during the

day and go to bed, and wake the next

morning with the problem solved. If

the problem was a difficult one he al

ways passed a restless night. Examples

might be multiplied. Sir Benjamin Bro

die, speaking of his own mental action,

states that when he was unable to pro

ceed further in some investigation he was

accustomed to let the matter drop. Then

"after an interval of time, without any

addition to my stock ofknowledge, I have

found the obscurity and confusion in which

the subject was originally enveloped to

have cleared away. The facts have seem

ed all to settle themselves in their right

places, and their mutual relations to have

become apparent, although I hztve not

been sensible of having made any dis

tinct effort for that purpose."

Not only is there such a thing, then, as

unconscious thought, but it is probable

that the best thinking is rarely, if ever,

done under the influence of conscious

ness. The poet creates his work when

the inspiration is on him and he is for

getful of himself and the world. Con

sciousness may aid in pruning and pol

ishing, but in creating it often interferes

with, rather than helps, the cerebral ac

tion. I think any one of my readers who

has done any literary or scientific writing

will agree that his or her best work is

performed when self and surrounding

objects have disappeared from thought

and consciousness scarcely exists more

than it does in a dream. Sometimes the

individual is conscious of the flow of an

undercurrent of mental action, although

this does not rise to the level of distinct

recognition. Oliver Wendell Holmes

speaks of a business-man of Boston who,

whilst considering a very important ques

tion, was conscious of an action going on

in his brain so unusual and painful as to

excite his apprehension that he was threat

ened with palsy; but after some hours

his perplexity was all at once cleared up

by the natural solution of the problem

which was troubling him, worked out, as

he believed, in the obscure and restless

interval. "Jumping to a conclusion," a

process to which the female sex is said

to be especially prone, is often due to

unconscious cerebration, the reasoning

being so rapid that the consciousness

cannot follow the successive steps. It

is related that Lord Mansfield once gave

the advice to a younger friend newly ap

pointed to a colonial judgeship, "Never

give reasons for your decisions. Your

judgments will very probably be right,»

but your reasons will almost certainly be

wrong." The brain of the young judge

evidently worked unconsciously with ac-'

curacy, but was unable to trace the steps

along which it really travelled.

We are not left to the unaided study

of our mental processes for proof that

the human brain is a mechanism. In

the laboratory of Professor Goltz in Stras

burg I saw a terrier from which he had

removed, by repeated experiments, all

the surface of the brain, thereby reducing

the animal to a simple automaton. Look

ed at while lying in his stall, he seemed

at first in no wise different from other

dogs: he took food when offered to him,

was fat, sleek and very quiet. \Vhen l

approached him he took no notice of me,

but when the assistant caught him by the

tail he instantly became the embodiment

of fury. He had not sulficient perceptive

power to recognize the point of assault.

so that his keeper, standing behind him,

was not in danger. With flashing eyes

and hair all erect the dog howled and

barked furiously, incessantly snapping

and biting, first on this side and then on

that, tearing with his fore legs and in

every way manifesting rage. When his

tail was dropped by the attendant and

his head touched, the storm at once sub

sided, the fury was turned into calm, and

the animal, a few seconds before so rage

ful, was purring like a cat and stretching

out its head for caresses. This curious

process could be repeated indefinitely.

Take hold of his tail, and instantly the

storm broke out afresh : pat his head, and

all was tenderness. It was possible to

play at will with the passions of the ani

mal by the slightest touches.

During the Franco-German contest a

French soldier was struck in the head

with a bullet and left on the field for
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dead, but subsequently showed sufficient

life to cause him to be carried to the hos

pital, where he finally recovered his gen

eral health, but remained in a mental

state very similar to that of Professor

Goltz's dog. As he walked about the

rooms and corridors of the soldiers‘ home

in Paris he appeared to the stranger like

an ordinary man, unless it were in his

apathetic manner. When his comrades

were called to the dinner-table he follow

ed, sat down with them, and, the food

being placed upon his plate and a knife

and fork in his hands, would commence

to eat. That this was not done in obedi

ence to thought or knowledge was shown

by the fact that his dinner could be at

once interrupted by awakening a new

train of feeling by a new external im

pulse. Put .a crooked stick resembling

a gun into his hand, and at once the

man was seized with a rage comparable

to that produced in the Strasburg dog by

taking hold of his tail. The fury of con

flict was on him: with a loud yell he

would recommence the skirmish in which

he had been wounded, and, crying to his

comrades, would make a rush at the sup

posed assailant. Take the stick out of his

hand, and at once his apathy would set

tle upon him; give him a knife and fork,

and, whether at the table or elsewhere,

he would make the motions of eating;

hand him a spade, and he would begin

to dig. lt is plain that the impulse pro

duced by seeing his comrades move to

the dining-room started the chain of au

tomatic movements which resulted in

his seating himself at the table. The

weapon called into new life the well

known acts of the battle-field. The spade

brought back the day when, innocent of

blood, he cultivated the vineyards of sun

ny France.

In both the dog and the man just spo

ken of the control of the will over the

emotions and mental acts was evidently

lost, and the mental functions were per

formed only in obedience to impulses

from without—z'. e. were automatic. The

human brain is a complex and very del

icate mechanism, so uniform in its ac

tions, so marvellous in its creation, that

it is able to measure the rapidity of its

VoL. XXVl.—48

own processes. There are scarcely two

brains which work exactly with the same

rapidity and ease. One man thinks fast

er than another man for reasons as pure

ly physical as those which give to one

man a faster gait than that of another.

Those who move quickly are apt to think

quickly, the whole nervous system per

forming its processes with rapidity. This

is not, however, always the case, as it is

possible for the brain to be differently

constructed, so far as concerns its rapid

ity of action, from the spinal cord of the

same individual. Our power of measur

ing time without instruments is probably

based upon the cerebral system of each

individual being accustomed to move at a

uniform rate. Experience has taught the

brain that it thinks so many thoughts or

does so much work in sucha length of

time, and it judges that so much time

has elapsed when it has done so much

work. The extraordinary sense of pro

longation of time which occurs in the in

toxication produced by hasheesh is prob

ably due to the fact that under the influ

' ence of the drug the brain works very

much faster than it habitually does. Hav

ing produced a multitude of images or

thoughts in a moment, the organ judges

that a corresponding amount of time has

elapsed. Persons are occasionally seen

who have the power of waking at any

desired time: going to bed at ten o'clock,

they will rouse themselves at four, five

or six in the morning, as they have made

up their minds to do the previous night.

The explanation of this curious faculty

seems to be that in these persons the

brain-functions go on with so much reg

ularity during sleep that the brain is en

abled to judge, though unconsciously,

when the time fixed upon has arrived,

and by an unconscious effort to recall

consciousness.

Of course the subject of automatism

might have been discussed at far greater

length than is allowable in the limits of

two magazine articles, but sufficient has

probably been said to show the strong

current of modern physiological psychol

ogy toward proving that all ordinary men

tal actions, except the exercise of the con

scious will, are purely physical, produced
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by an instrument which works in a meth

od not different from that in which the

glands of the mouth secrete saliva and

the tubules of the stomach gastric juice.

Some of my readers may say this is

pure materialism, or at least leads to

materialism. No inquirer who pauses

to think how his investigation is going

to affect his religious belief is worthy to

be called scientific. The scientist, right

ly so called, is a searcher after truth, what

ever may be the results of the discovery of

the truth. Modern science, however, has

not proved the truth of materialism. It

has shown that the human organism is a

wonderful machine, but when we come

to the further question as to whether this

machine is inhabited by an immortal

principle which rules it and directs it, or

whether it simply runs itself, science has

not, and probably cannot, give a definite

answer. It has reached its limit of in

quiry, and is unable to cross the chasm

that lies beyond. There are men who

believe that there is nothing in the body

save the body itself, and that when that

dies all perishes: there are others, like

the writer, who believe that they feel in

their mental processes a something which

they call "will," which governs and di

rects the actions of the machine, and

which, although very largely influenced

by external surroundings, is capable of

rising above the impulses from with

out, leading them to believe in the ex

istence of more than flesh—of soul and

God. The materialist, so far as nat

ural science is concerned, stands upon

logical ground, but no less logical is

the foundation of him who believes in

human free-will and immortality. The

decision as to the correctness of the be

liefs of the materialist or of the theist

must be reached by other data than

those of natural science.

H. C. Woon, M. D.

OUR MONTHLY GOSSIP.

CIVIL-SERVICE REFORM AND DEMO

CRATIC IDEAS.

A MOVEMENT which appeals not to

the emotions, but to the intellect—

whose advocates aim at enlightening the

public mind and convincing it of the truth

of some new or disregarded principle, and

the necessity of enforcing it—needs above

all things open and active opposition, both

as a stimulant to its supporters and as a

means of arousing general attention. It

has been very unfortunate for our Civil

Service Reformers that they have never

been able to provoke discussion. They

have had the field of argument all to

themselves. Their repeated challenges

have been received only with silent re

spect, scornful indifference, or expres

sions of encouragement still more de

pressing. Those whose hostility they

were prepared to encounter have been

the readiest to acknowledge the truth of

their propositions—considered as pure

abstractions—and have even invited them

to apply their system—in conjunction with

that which it seeks to supplant. Mean

while, the popular interest has been kept

busily absorbed by issues of a different

nature; and the Reformers, snubbed in

quarters where they had confidently

counted on aid, and hustled from the

arena in which they had fondly imag

ined they were to play a prominent part

and exert a decisive influence, are now,

it is announced, about to devote their en

ergies to the quiet propagation of their

views by means of tracts and other pub

lications, abstaining from any appearance

in the domain of actual politics either as

a distinct party or as an organized body
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of independent voters appealing to the

hopes and fears of existing parties, and

ready to co-operate with one or the other

according to the inducements offered for

their support.

We heartily wish them success in this

new enterprise, and it is as a contribu

tion to their efforts that we publish in this

number of the Magazine an article which,

so far as our observation extends, is the

first direct argumentative attack upon

their doctrines and open defence of the

system they have assailed. We shall not

undertake to anticipate their reply, but

shall content ourselves with pointing out,

on the principle offas est ab /zoste docen',

what they may learn from this attack, and

especially what hints may be derived from

it in regard to the proper objective point

of their-proposed operations. Hitherto,

if we mistake not, they have been led to

suppose that the only obstacles in their

way are the interested antagonism of the

"politicians " and the ignorant apathy of

the great mass of the people, and it is be

cause they have found themselves pow

erless to make head against the tactics

of the former class that they intend to

confine themselves henceforth to the work

of awakingand enlightening the latter.

There is always danger, however, when

we are expounding our pet theories to a

group of silent listeners, of ignoring their

state of mind in regard to the subject

matter and mistaking the impression pro

duced by our eloquence. George Bor

row tells us that when preaching in

Rommany to a congregation of Gypsies

he felt highly flattered by the patient at

tention of his hearers, till he happened to

notice that they all had their eyes fixed

in a diabolical squint. Something of the

same kind would, we fear, be the effect

on a large number of persons of well

meant expositions of the English civil

service reform and its admirable results.

Nor will any appeals to the moral sense

excite an indignation at the workings of

our present system sufficiently deep and

general to demand its overthrow. Civil

service reform had a far easier task in

England than it has here, and forces at

its back which are here actively or inert

ly opposed to it. There the system of

patronage was intimately connected with

oligarchical rule; official positions were

not so much monopolized by a victorious

party as by a privileged class; the gov

ernment of the day had little interest in

maintaining the system, the bulk of the

nation had a direct interest in upsetting

it, and its downfall was a natural result

of the growth of popular power and the

decline of aristocracy. Our system, how

ever similar in its character and effects,

had no such origin; it does not belong

to some peculiar institution which we are

seeking to get rid of: on the contrary, it

has its roots in certain conceptions of the

nature of government and popular free

dom—of the relations between a people

and those who administer its aHairs—

which are all but universally current

among us.

It is this last point which is clearly and

forcibly presented in the article of our

contributor, and which it will behoove

the Reformers not to overlook. Noth

ing is more characteristic of the Amer

ican mind, in reference to political ideas,

than its strong conservatism. This fact,

which has often puzzled foreign observers

accustomed to connect democracy with

innovating tendencies and violent fluctu

ations, is yet easily explained. Though

ours is a new country, its system of gov

ernment is really older than that of almost

any other civilized country. In the cen

tury during which it has existed intact

and without any material modification the

institutions of most other nations have

undergone a complete change, in some

cases of form and structure, in others

of theory and essence. Even England,

which boasts of the stability of its govern

ment and its immunity from the storms

that have overturned so many thrones

and disorganized so many states, has ex

perienced a fundamental, though gradual

and peaceable, revolution. There, as else

where, the centre of power has changed,

the chain of tradition has been broken,

and new conceptions of the functions of

government and its relations to the gov

erned have taken the place ofthe old ones.

But in America nothing of this kind has

occurred: the "old order" has not pass

ed away, nor have its foundations under
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gone the least change; the municipal and

colonial institutions under which we first

exercised the right of self- government,

and the Constitution which gave us our

national baptism, are still the fountain

of all our political ideas; and our party

struggles are not waged about new prin

ciples or animated by new watchwords,

but are fenced and guided by the max

ims transmitted by the founders of the

republic. This is our strength and our

safeguard against wild experiments, but

it is also an impediment to every sugges

tion of improvement. It binds us to the

letter oftradition, leads us to confound the

accidental with the essential, and gives to

certain notions and certain words a po

tency which must be described as an an

achronism. We still use the language

of the Revolutionary epoch, recognize no

perils but those against which our ances

tors had to guard, and put faith in the

efficacy of methods that have no long

er an object, and of phrases that have

lost their original significance. Because

George III. distributed offices at his pleas

ure as rewards, and bound the holders

to party services in conformity with his

will, the sovereign people is to do the

same. "Rotation in office" having been

the means in the eighteenth century of

dispelling political stagnation and check

ing jobbery and corruption, it is still the

only process for correcting abuses and

getting the public service properly per

formed. The prime duty of all good

citizens is to emulate the incessant polit

ical activity of their patriotic forefathers,

and it is owing solely to a too general

neglect of this duty that ballot-stuffing

and machine-running, and all the other

evils unknown in early days and in

primitive communities, have come into

existence and gained sway throughout

the land. These and similar views, ac

cording to our observation, characterize

what we may without disrespect, and

without confining the remark to the ru

ral districts, term the provincial mind,

and wherever they exist the ideas of

the Civil-Service Reformers are not only

not understood or treated as visionary,

but are regarded with aversion and dis

trust as foreign, monstrous and incon

sistent with popular freedom and re

publican government.

AN UNFINISHED PAGE OF HISTORY.

I CAN easily understand why educated

Americans cross the Atlantic every year

in shoals in search of the picturesque;

and I can understand, too, all that they

say of the relief which ivied ruins and

cathedrals and galleries, or any other re

minders of past ages, give to their eyes,

oppressed so long by our interminable

rows of store-box houses, our pasteboard

villas, the magnificence of our railway

accommodations for Ladies and Gents,

and all the general gaseous glitter which

betrays how young and how rich we are.

But I cannot understand why it is that

their eyes, thus trained, should fail to see

the exceptional picturesqueness ofhuman

life in this country. The live man is sure

ly always more dramatic and suggestive

than a house or a costume, provided we

have eyes to interpret him; and this

people, as no other, are made up of the

moving, active deposits and results of

world-old civilizations and experiments

in living.

Outwardly, if you choose, the country

is like one of the pretentious houses of

its rich citizens—new, smug, complacent

ly commonplace—but within, like the

house again, it is filled with rare bits

gathered out of every age and country

and jumbled together in utter confusion.

If you ride down Seventh street in a

horse-car, you are in a psychological

curio-shop. On one side, very likely, is

a Russian Jew just from the Steppes; on

the other, a negro with centuries of hea

thendom and slavery hinting themselves

in lip and eye; the driver is a Fenian,

with the blood of the Phmnicians in his

veins; in front of you is a gentleman

with the unmistakable Huguenot nose

and chin; while an almond-eyed pagan,

disguised behind moustache and. eye

glasses, courteously takes your fare and

drops it for you in the Slawson box.

Nowhere do all the elements of Tragedy

and Comedy play so strange a part as

on the dead-level of this American stage.

It is because it is so dead a level that we

fail to see the part they play—because
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"furious Goth and fiery Hun" meet, not

on the battle-field, but in the horse-car,

dropping their cents together in a Slaw

son box.

For example, as to the tragedy.

I met at dinner not long ago a lady

who was introduced to me under a French

name, but whose clear olive complexion,

erect carriage and singular repose of

manner would indicate her rather to be

a Spaniard. She wore a red rose in the

coils of her jetty hair, and another fas

tened the black lace of her corsage. Her

eyes, which were slow, dark and bril

liant, always rested on you an instant

before she spoke with that fearless can

dor which is not found in the eyes of a

member of any race that has ever been

enslaved. I was told that her rank was

high among her own people, and in her

movements and voice there were that

quiet simplicity and total lack of self

consciousness which always belong either

to a man or woman of the highest breed

ing, or to one whose purpose in life is so

noble as to lift him above all considera

tions of self. Although a foreigner, she

spoke English with more purity than most

of the Americans at the table, but with a

marked and frequent recurrence of for

cible but half-forgotten old idioms ; which

was due, as I learned afterward, to her

having had no book of English literature

to study for several years but Shake

speare. I observed that she spoke but

seldom, and to but one person at a time;

but when she did, her casual talk was the

brimming over of a mind of great origin

al force as yet full and unspent. She was,

besides, a keen observer who had studied

much, but seen more.

This lady, in a word, was one who

would deserve recognition by the best

men and women in any country; and

she received it here, as many of the

readers of Lz;flpz'm'ott, who will recognize

my description, will remember. She was

caressed and féted by literary and social

celebrities in \Vashington and New York;

Boston made much of her; Longfellow

and Holmes made verses in her honor;

prying reporters gave accounts of her

singular charm and beauty to the pub

lie in the daily papers.

She was accompanied by two of the

men of her family. They did not speak

English, but they were men of strong

practical sense and business capacity,

with the odd combination in their cha

racter of that exaggerated perception of

honorable dealing which we are accus

tomed to call chivalric. They had, too,

a grave dignity and composure of bear

ing which would have befitted Spanish

hidalgos, and beside which our pert, so

ciable American manner and slangy talk

were sadly belittled. These men (for I

had a reason in making particular in

quiries concerning them) were in private

life loyal friends, good citizens, affection

ate husbands and fathers—in a word,

Christian men, honest from the marrow

to the outside.

Now to the strange part of my story,

revolting enough to our republican ears.

This lady and her people, in the country

to which they belong, are held in a sub

jection to which that of the Russian serf

was comparative freedom. They are held

legally as the slaves not of individuals,

but of the government, which has abso

lute power over their persons, lives and

property. Its manner of exercising that

power is, however, peculiar. They are

compelled to live within certain enclo

sures. Each enclosure is ruled by aman

of the dominant race, usually of the low

er class, who, as a rule, gains the place

by bribing the officer of government who

has charge of these people. The author

ity of this man within the limits of the

enclosure is literally as autocratic as that

of the Russian czar. He distributes the

rations intended by the government for

the support of these people, or such part

of them as he thinks fit, retaining what

ever amount he chooses for himself.

There is nothing to restrain him in these

robberies. In consequence, the funds

set aside by the government for the sup

port of its wretched dependants are stolen

so constantly by the officers at the capital

and the petty tyrants of the separate en

closures that the miserable creatures al

most yearly starve and freeze to death

from want. Their resource would be, of

course, as they are in a eivilized country,

to work at trades, to farm, etc. But this
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is not permitted to them. Another petty

officer is appointed in each enclosure to

barter goods for the game or peltry which

they bring in or crops that they manage

to raise. He fixes his own price for both

his goods and theirs, and cheats them by

wholesale at his leisure. There is no

appeal: they are absolutely forbidden to

trade with any other person. The men of

my friend's family—educated men and

shrewd in business as any merchant of

Philadelphia—when at home were liable

to imprisonment and a fine of five hun

dred dollars if they bought from or sold

to any other person than this one man.

They are, too, taught no trade or profes

sion. Each enclosure has its appointed

blacksmith,carpenter,etc.ofthedominant

class, who, naturally, will not share their

profits by teaching their trade to the others.

Within the enclosures my friend and

her people, no matter how enlightened

or refined they may be, are herded, and

under the same rules, as so many ani

mals. They cannot leave the enclosure

without passes. such as were granted to

our slaves before the war when they

wished to go outside of the plantation.

This woman, when seated at President

Hayes‘s table, the equal in mind and

breeding of any of her companions, was,

by the laws of her country, a runaway,

legally liable to be haled by the police

back to her enclosure, and shot if she

resisted. She and her people are abso

lutely unprotected by any law. It is in

deed the only case, so far as I know, in

any Christian country, in which a single

class are so set aside, unprotected by any

law. When our slaves were killed or

tortured by inhuman masters, there was

at least some show of justice for them.

The white murderer went through some

form of trial and punishment. The slave,

though a chattel, was still a human being.

But these people are not recognized by

the law as human beings. They cannot

buy nor sell; they cannot hold property:

if with their own hands they build a

house and gather about them the com

forts of civilization and the wife and chil

dren to which the po'orest negro, the most

barbarous sa e, has a right, any man

of the domidg class can, without vio- I

lating any law, take possession of the

house, ravage the wife and thrust the

children out to starve. The wrong-doer

is subject to no penalty. The victim

has no right of appeal to the courts.

Hence such outrages are naturally of

daily occurrence. Not only are they

perpetrated on individuals, but frequent

ly there is a raid made upon the whole of

the inmates of one enclosure—whenever,

in fact, the people in the neighborhood

fancy they would like to take possession

of their land. The kinsmen of my friend,

with their clan numbering some seven

hundred souls—-a peaceable, industrious

Christian community, livingon land which

had belonged to their ancestors for cen

turies—were swept off of it a few years

ago at the whim of two of their rulers:

their houses and poor little belongings

were all left behind, and they were driven

a thousand miles into a sterile, malarious

region where nearly half of their num

ber died. The story of their sufferings,

their homesickness and their despair on

the outward journey, and of how still

later some thirty of them returned on

foot, carrying the bones of those who

had died to lay them in their old homes,

is one of the most dramatic pages in his

tory. De Quincey's "Flight of a Tartar

Clan" does not equal it in pathos or as

a story of heroism and endurance. At

the end of their homeward journey, when

almost within sight of their homes, the

heroic little band were seized by order

of the ruler of their enclosure and com

mitted to prison. The tribe are still in

the malarious swamps to which they were

exiled. Strangers hold their farms and

the houses which they built with their

own hands.

The anomalous condition of a people

legally ranking as animals, and not hu

man beings, would naturally produce un

pleasant consequences when they are

criminally the aggressors. When they

steal or kill they cannot be tried, sent to

jail or hung as if they were human in

the eye' of the law. The ruler of each

enclosure is granted arbitrary power in

such cases to punish at his discretion.

He is judge, jury, and often executioner.

He has a control over the lives of these
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people more absolute than that of any

Christian monarch over his subjects. If

he thinks proper to shoot the offender, he

can call upon the regular army of the

country to sustain him. If the individual

offender escapes, the whole of the in

mates of the enclosure are held respon

sible, and men, women and children are

slaughtered by wholesale and without

mercy.

My readers understand my little fable

by this time. It is no fable, but a dis

graceful truth.

The government under which a people

—many of whom are educated, enlight

ened Christian gentlemen—are denied

the legal rights of human beings and all

protection of law is not the absolute

despotism of Siam or Russia, but the

United States, the republic which pro

claims itself the refuge for the oppressed

of all nations—the one spot on earth

where every man is entitled alike to life,

liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

The only people in the world to whom it

denies these rights are not its quondam

slaves, not pagans, not runaway convicts,

not the offscourings of any nation however

degraded, but the original owners of the

country.

The legal disability under which the

Indian is held is as much of an outrage

on human rights, and as bald a contra

diction of the doctrines on which our re

public is based, as negro slavery was.

R. H. D.

A LITTLE IRELAND IN AMERICA.

THE humorous side of life was never

more vividly brought before me than

while living a few years ago in the vi

cinity of an Irish settlement in one of

the suburbs of New York. What we call

"characters " were to be found in every

cottage—the commonplace was the ex

ception. Indeed, I do not remember that

it existed at all in "The Lane," as this 1o

cality was called.

Perhaps among the inhabitants of The

Lane none more deserved distinction than

Mary Magovern. The grandmother of

a numerous family, she united all the

masculine and feminine virtues. About

the stif’, spotless and colossal frill of her ,

cap curled wreaths of smoke from her

stout dhudeen as she sat before the door

blacking the small boots of her grand

children, stopping from time to time to

remove the pipe from her mouth, that she

might deliver in her full bass voice a per

emptory order to the large yellow dog

that lay at her feet. It was usually on

the occasion of a carriage passing, when

the dog would growl and rise. Very

quickly out came the pipe, and imme

diately followed the words, "Danger, lay

by thim intintions ;" and the pipe was

used as an indicator for the next move

ment—namely, to patiently lie down

again upon the ground.

Mary Magovern kept a drinking-shop

behind the living—rooms of her cottage,

and the immense prestige she had in

The Lane must have had some founda

tion in the power which this thriving

business gave her, many of her neigh

bors being under the obligation of debt

to her.

Mike Quinlan would have been her

most frequent visitor had it not been for

the ever-open eye of Mrs. Quinlan, which

caused her husband to seek his delights

by stealth at a village a mile away. Mike

was an elderly and handsome man, but

his wits had ebbed out as the contents of

the wine-cup flowed in, and the beauty

that had won so remarkable a person as

Mrs. Quinlan in its first glow was some

what marred. He was the owner of a

small cart and a mule, and those who

had stones or earth to move usually re

membered to employ poor Mike. But

it was on foot, as a more inconspicuous

method of eluding the watchfulness of

Mrs. Quinlan, that Mike slipped away to

the neighboring village of an afternoon,

and it was on foot that I one night saw

Mrs. Quinlan going over the same road

with an invincible determination in her

countenance and a small birch rod in

her hand. Mrs. Quinlan was somewhat

younger than her lord and master: she

had a clear, bright-blue eye, a roseate

color in her little slender face, and gray

hair tidily smoothed back beneath the

dainty ruffles of her cap, about which a

black ribbon was tied. ‘he wore short

petticoats and low shoes, and as she
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walked briskly along she smoothed her

apron with the disengaged hand, as if,

the balance of the family respectability

having so wholly fallen upon her own

shoulders, she would not disturb it by

permitting a disorderly wrinkle. Half

an hour later she passed again over the

road, her face turned homeward and

wearing an even greater austerity, the

birch rod grasped firmly in her hand,

and her worser half preceding her with

a foolish smile upon his lips, half of con

cession, half of pride in the power to

which he stooped.

Another of Mrs. Magovern's occasion

al visitors was Old Haley, who had reg

ular employment upon our own place.

Like Mike Quinlan, he rejoiced in a wife

who was an ornament to her sex—a most

respectable, handsome and intelligent

woman, though education had done lit

tle to sharpen her wits or widen her ex

perience. She could tell a one- from a

five-dollar bill, as her husband would

proudly inform you, and she could cook

a dinner, do up a skirt or a frilled cap,

keep a house or tend a sick friend, as well

as any woman in the land. " Maggie's a

janeous!" her husband would remark

with a look of intense admiration.

One evening Mrs. Haley made her ap

pearance at our house, asking for an au

dience of my mother. The object was

to inform her—these sympathetic people

like to be advised in all their affairs—

that being in need of various household

supplies she proposed on the following

day to go to the city and purchase them

at the Washington Market.

"I suppose you have been to the city be

fore, Mrs. Haley?" remarked my mother.

" I have not, ma'am," said Mrs. Haley.

"Had you not better take some friend

with you who has been there before, lest

you should get lost?"

"Faith, I had, ma'zrm: I had a right

to have moor sinse an' think o' that."

So Mrs. Haley departed, returning again

in company with MaryMagovern : " Here's

Mary Magovern, ma'am: she's goin' along

wid me."

"Ah, that's very well.—You know the

city, Mary ? you've been there ?"

"I have not, ma'atn."

"Why, what, then, is the use of your

going with Mrs. Haley?"

"We'll make a shtrict inquiry, ma'am."

The next morning they started, and at

four o'clock Old Haley came in much

anxiety of mind to seek comfort of my

mother: "Maggie's not come, ma'am.

Faith, I'm throubled, for the city is a

quare place."

When it grew late Haley returned again

and again, in ever-increasing anxiety, to

be reassured. At last, when the family

were retiring to bed, came Mrs. Haley

and Mrs. Magovern to report their ar

rival. In spite of the lateness of the

hour my mother received them, and in

spite of their wearied and worn faces

administered a gentle rebuke for the

anxiety that Mrs. Haley had caused her

spouse.

"Well, indade it's no wonder he was

throubled," said Mrs. Haley, "an' it's a

wonder we got here at all. We got

nothing at the V\/ashington Market, for

we couldn't find it at all: I think they

tuk it away to VVashington. It was in

the mornin' airly that we got to the city,

ma'am, an' there was a koind of a carr,

an' a gintleman up on the top of it, an'

anuther gintleman at the dure of it, wid

the dure in his hand, an' be sez, sez he,

'(lit in-, ladies,' sez he.—' We're goin' to

the Washington Market, sur,‘ sez I.—

'That's where I'll take yez, ladies,' sez

he. 'Pay yer fares, ladies.' An' we got

in, ma'am, an' wint up to the top of the

city, an' paid tin cints, the both of us.

An' there was a great many ladies an'

gintlemen got in an' done the same,

ma'am, an' some got out one place an'

some another. An' whin we got up to

the top of the city, ' Mrs. Magovern,‘ sez

I, 'this isn't the Washington Market,‘ sez

I.—' It is not, Mrs. Haley,' sez she.—

'We'll git out, Mrs. Magovern,‘ sez I.

—'\Ve will, Mrs. Haley,' sez she. An'

thin, ma'am, there was a small bit of a

howl in the carr, and it was through the

howl the ladies an' gintlemen would cry

out to the gintleman on the top o' the

carr, and he'd put his face down forninst

it an' spake wid thim; an' I cried up

through the howl to him, an' sez I, ' Me

an' Mrs. Magovern will git out, sur,‘ sez
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I, 'for this isn't the Washington Market

at all.'—‘ It is not, ma'am,‘ sez he, 'but

that's where I'll take yez,‘ sez he. 'Sit

down, ladies,' sez he, 'and pay me the

money,' sez he. 'I had a great many

paple to lave,' sez he. An' indade he

had, ma'am. An' we paid the money

agin, an' we wint down to the bottom o'

the city. 'This is not the Washington

Market, Mrs. Magovern,‘ sez I.—' It is '

not, Mrs. Haley,' sez she.—‘We'll git

out, Mrs. Magovern,' sez I.—' We will,

Mrs. Haley,' sez she. Thin came the

gintleman that first had the dure in his

hand. 'What's the matther, ladies ?' sez

he.—‘ This isn't the Washington Market,

sur,' sez I.—' It is not, ma'am,‘ sez he,

'but the city is a great place,' sez he,

'an' it's not aisy to go everywhere at

wonst,‘ sez he; 'an' if yez will have pa

tience,‘ sez he, 'ye'll git there,‘ sez he.

' Git in, ladies,' sez he, ' an' pay yer fares.'

Wid all the houses there's in the city,

an' all the sthrates there's in it, faith, it

was no good at all to thry to foind our

way alone; but thim wur false paple—

they niver took us to the Washington

Market at all; an' it was all the day we

wint up to the top o' the city and down

to 'the bottom o' the city, and spinding

our money at it. An' sez I, ' Mrs. Ma

govern, it would be better for us if we

wint home,' sez I.—' It would, Mrs. Haley,'

sez she; an' we come down to the boat,

an' it was two hours agin befoor the boat

would go, an' thin we come home; an'

it's toired we are, an' it's an' awful place,

the city is."

Haley's statements could seldom be

relied on, but his untruthfulness was

never a matter of self-interest, but rath

er of amiability. He desired to tell you

whatever you desired to know, and to

tell it as you would like to hear it, even

ill facts were so perverse as to be con

trary.

One day I wanted to do an errand in

the village, and called for the horse and

carriage. Haley brought them to the door.

As I took the reins I remembered that it

was noon and the horse's dinner-time:

"Did the horse have his dinner, Haley?"

" I just gave it to him, ma'am; and an

ilegint dinner he had."

"Why did you feed him just when I

was about to drive him ?"

"Oh, well, it's not much he got."

" He should have had nothing." .

"Faith, me lady, I ownly showed it to

him."

There were no more respectable peo

ple in The Lane than John Godfrey and

his family. His pretty little wife with an

anxious face tenderly watched over an

ever—increasing family of daughters, till

on one most providential occasion the

expected girl turned out to be a boy, and

I went with my sisters to congratulate the

happy mother. "What will you name

the little fellow, Mrs. Godfrey?" I asked,

sympathetically.

The poor woman looked up with a

smile, saying weakly, "John Pathrick,

miss—John afther the father, an' Path

rick afther the saint."

The following year the same unexpect

ed luck brought another boy, and again

we young girls, being much at leisure,

carried our congratulations: "What will

be the name of this little boy, Mrs. God

frey ?"

" Pathrick John, miss—Pathrick afther

the saint, an' John afther the father."

A confused sense of having heard that

sentence before came over me. "Why,

Mrs. Godfrey," I said, "was not that the

name of your last child?"

"To be shure, miss. Why would I

be trating one betther than the other?"

A member of this same family, upon

receiving a blow with a stone in the eye,

left her somewhat overcrowded paternal

home for the quieter protection of her

widowed aunt, Mrs. King, and one day

my sister and myself knocked at Mrs.

King's door to inquire about the state

of the injured organ.

"Troth, miss, it's very bad," said Mrs.

King.

"What do you do for it, Mrs. King?"

"Do ?" said Mrs. King, suddenly ap

plying the corner of her apron to her

overflowing eyes—"l)o ?" she continued

in a broken voice. "I've been crying

these three days."

" But what do you do to make it better ?"

Mrs. King took heart, folded her arms,

i and thus applied herselfto the setting forth
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of her humane exertions: "In comes

Mistress Magovern, an', 'Mrs. King,' sez

she, 'put rar bafesteak to the choild's

oye;' an' that minit, ma'am, the rar

bafesteak wint to it. Thin comes Mrs.

Haley. ' Is it rar bafesteak ye'd be put

ting to it, Mrs. King ?' sez she. 'Biling

clothes, Mrs. King,' sez she. That minit,

ma'am, the rar bafesteak come aff an'

the biling clothes wint to it. In comes

Mrs. Quinlan. 'Will ye be destryin' the

choild's oye intirely, Mrs. King?' sez she.

' Cowld ice, Mrs. King.' An' that minit,

ma'am, the biling clothes come aff an'

the cowld ice wint to it. Oh, I do be do

in' iverything anybody do tell me."

It was a memorable sight to see the

Gunning twins wandering down The

Lane hand in hand when their maternal

relative had gone out washing for the day

and taken the door-key with her. "Thim

lads is big enough to take care of thim

silves," she would remark, though "the

lads" were not yet capable of coherent

speech. No doubt they wandered into

some neighbor's at meal-time and re

ceived a willingly-given potato or a drink

of milk. They seemed happy enough,

and their funny, ugly little faces were de

faced by no tears. They grew in time

old enough to explain their position to

inquiring passers-by and to pick up and

eat an amazing quantity of green apples.

A lady passing one day stopped and re

monstrated with one of them. "Barney,"

she said, "it will make you ill if you eat

those green apples."—"I do be always

atln' of them, ma'am," replied Barney,

stolidly.

Perhaps it may have been the green

apples, but from whatever cause Barney

fell ill, and all that the doctor prescribed

made him no better. " It's no matther,

sur," said Mrs. Gunning one morning:

"yer needn't come ag'in. I'lljust go an'

ask Mrs. —" (my mother).

The next morning the doctor, meeting

my mother, laughingly remarked that it

was very plain that they couldn't prac

tise in the same district: he had just met

Mrs. Gunning, who informed him that

"what Mrs. gave her the night be

foor done the choild a power of good."

The day preceding our departure from

the place my sister and I passed through

The Lane, and received the most ami

able farewells, accompanied with bless

ings, and even tears. The figure I best

remember is that of Mrs. Regan, who,

bursting out from her doorway, stood in

our path, and, dissolving in tears, sobbed

out, "Faith, I'm sorry yez be goin'. I

don't know what I'll do at all widout

yez ;" and, seizing my sister's hand, gave

her this unique recommendation: "Ye

were always passing by mannerly—niver

sassy nor impidint, nor nothing."

The Lane has changed to-day. A

Chinese grocer has, l hear, set up a shop

in its midst. Some of its most noted

characters have passed away, and the

younger generation have taken on hab

its more American than those of their

predecessors. M. R. O.

A CHILD'S AUTOBIOCRAPH Y.

A QUAINT and charming volume, which

has fallen in our way, is Little C'/zarlz2's

Lie, "the autobiography of a child be

tween six and seven years of age, written

with his own hand and without any assist

ance whatever." It was at the urgent re

quest of the gentleman who acted as editor,

Rev. W. R. Clark—thus rescuing an'in

imitable little work from comparative ob

livion—that the parents of the youthful

author reluctantly consented to the pub

lication of this curious delineation of

child-life. From the date of his birth

(1833), Charlie must have written his

work some forty years ago. How long

he was engaged in its composition is not

stated, but from the internal evidence

yielded by the spelling and the handwri

ting (for the work is lithographed in exact

imitation of the manuscript) we should

infer that it occupied two or three years,

the handwriting of the first seven chap

ters being in imitation of ordinary print

ing, while the remaining chapters appear

in an ordinary schoolboy's hand. We

may add that it is copiously illustrated

by himself, and that the illustrations are

worth their weight in gold, supplement

ing as they do, in a superfluously exact

and curiously quaint manner, this most

unique work.

He starts with this account of himself:
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"My name is Charles John Young, and

I was born in Amfort, a pretty village in

Hampshire, 1833 in July, that pleasant

time when the birds sing merrily and

flowers bloom sweetly. My father and

mother are the kindest in the world, and

I love them dearly and both alike. I

shall give a description of them by and

by. In the mean time I shall just say

that my papa is a clergyman."

The earlier chapters describe the va

rious migrations of the family from one

parish to another, and from them we have

no difficulty in recognizing in "papa"

the Rev. Julian Young, who possessed

no small share of the talents that dis

tinguished /nir father, the celebrated tra

gedian, Charles Young, and which seem

to have been transmitted to our author,

who, .we understand, has honorably served

his country in Her Majesty's army. From

his earliest years Charlie seems to have

been strongly influenced by religious feel

ings. His creed was a bright and trust

ful one, a realization of God's presence

and of the need of speaking to Him as

to one who could always hear and help.

When he was about three years old, we

are told in the editor's interesting preface,

he was often heard offering up little peti

tions for the supply of his child-like wants.

Once, when his nurse left him to fetch

some more milk, his father overheard

him saying, "O God, please let there be

enough milk in the jug for me to have

some more, for Jesus Christ's sake.

Amen." Many quaint little religious re

flections and scriptural allusions are in

terspersed throughout the book. In one

place he declares that "without papa and

mamma the garden would be to me what

the wilderness was to John the Baptist ;"

while again he offers up a pathetic prayer

for a baby-brother; and throughout we

are struck by the fact that his religion

was pre-eminently one of love. Charlie's

educational advantages were of the no

blest and best, home-training largely pre

dominating. In the ninth chapter he re

fers in a simple matter-of-fact way to his

early studies: " Mamma devotes her time

in teaching me and in reading instructive

books with me. Papa tells me about the

productions of the earth, rivers, moun

tains, valleys, mines, and, most wonder

ful of all, the formation of the human

body." Further on we read: "Nothing

of any great importance occurred now

for some time. My life was spent quiet

ly in the country, as the child of a Wilt

shire clergyman ought, mamma devoting

her time in teaching me, and my daily

play going on the same, till at last papa

and mamma took me to the splendid capi

tal of England." However much thisbril

liant transition may have dazzled him, he

still prefers his quiet country home, argu

ing thus: "As to living there [in Lon

don], I should not like it. The reason

why—because its noisy riots in the streets

suit not my mood like the tranquil streams

and the waving trees I love in England's

country. . . . 'Tis true—oh, how true!

—in the poetic words of Mr. Shake

speare, 'Man made the town, God made

the country.' "

Despite the stilted style and absurdly

pompous descriptions, with an occasional

terrible breakdown, Charlie's love of Na

ture, and especially of the animal crea

tion, seems to have been most genuine.

He speaks of "the wide ocean which

when angry roars and dashes over the

beach, but when calm crabs are seen

crawling on the shore and the sun shines

bright over the waves," and of "the bil

lows rolling over each other and foaming

over the rough stones," with an apparent

ly real enthusiasm. The softer emotions

of his nature were engrossed in this way,

as we infer from the negative evidence

afforded by his autobiography that he

reached his seventh year without any

experience of the tender passion.

His physiological ideas in the specu

lations regarding the origin of a baby

brother are nai'vely expressed : "One day

I was told that a baby was born [this was

when he was three years and a half old],

and upon going into mamma's bedroom

I saw a red baby lying in an arm-chair

wrapped in swaddling-clothes. It puz

zled me very much to think how he came

into the world: it was mysterious, very,

and I cannot make it out now. My first

thought was, that he must have had airy

wings, and after he had come they had

disappeared. My second thought was
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that he was so very little as to be able to

come through the keyhole, and increased

rapidly in size, just as it says in the Bible

that a grain of mustard-seed springs to

be so large a tree that the fowls of the air

can roost upon it."

In his sixth year Charlie evinced poetic

tendencies. We have in one of his poems

a description of his grandpapa, "a vener

able old gentleman with dark eyes, gray

hair, noble features, and altogether very

generous aspect." Here is "a song ap

propriate to him :"

Oh, venerable is our old ancestor

Cloud on his brow,

Lightning in his eyes,

His gray hair streaming in the wind.

To children ever kind,

To merit never blind,—

Oh, such is our old ancestor,

With hair that streameth wild.

At the head of this poem is a picture of

the old ancestor, consisting of a hat, a

head, a walking-stick, one arm and two

legs, one of which—whether the right or

left is doubtful, as their origin is conceal

ed by the aforesaid arm—is much longer

than the other, and walking in a contrary

direction. The most wonderful feature

of this sketch is the "hair streaming in

the wind," the distance from the poll to

the end of the flowing locks being longer

than the longest leg.

VVe cannot conclude without an extract

describing a "dreadful accident" which

happened to our youthful author; "per

haps," as he solemnly says, "for a pun

ishment of my sins, or to show me that

Death stands ready at the door to snatch

my life away:" "One night papa had

been conjuring a penny, and I thought I

should like to conjure; so I took a round

brass thing with a verse out of the Bible

upon it that I brought into bed with me.

I thought it went down papa's throat, so

1put it down my throat, and I was pretty

near choked. I called my nurse, who

was in the next room. She fetched up

papa, and then my nurse brought the

basin. Papa beat my back, and I was

sick. Lo! I/zere 1£/as I/ze £oz01ter ! Papa

said, 'Good God!' and my nurse faint

ed, but soon recovered. Don't you think

papa was very clever when he beat my

back ? Papa then had a long talk after

ward with me about it—a very serious

one."

The above pathetic story is accurately

illustrated, but we especially regret that

we cannot transfer to these pages some

of the marvellous delineations of the ani

mals in the Clifton Zoological Garden.

M. S. D.

WANTED—A R EAL GAINSBOROUGI-I.

I AM an unmarried man of twenty-four.

After that confession it is hardly necessary

to add that I am in the habit of thinking

a great deal about a person not yet em

bodied into actual existence—z'. e. my

future wife. I have not yet met her—

she is a purely ideal being—but at the

same time I so often have a vivid con

ception of her looks, her air, her walk,

her tones even, that she seems to be

present. My misery is that I cannot find

her in real life.

No one need fancy that I am an imag

inative man: quite the contrary is the

fact. I am a lawyer, and have an office

in Bond street. Every morning at eight

o'clock I take the Sixth Avenue horse

cars and ride down to Fourteenth street.

I have a fancy for walking the rest of the

way, and toward evening I saunter back

homeward along Broadway and Union

Square.

Prosaic as these journeys may seem,

they are nevertheless the inspiration of

my hopes, the feeders of my visions. It

is at such times that I enjoy my glimpses

of the lady I long to meet. I jostle

gentle creatures at every step: feminine

shapes and feminine tones are on every

side presented to eyes and ears. I trust

nobody will be prejudiced against me

when I confess that I see the fair one of

my dreams in the shop-windows. Once

having seen her, I become immeasurably

happy, and go on dreaming about her

until we meet again. It may seem a

curious admission, but this beautiful al

though impalpable being is suggested by

the charming dresses, hats and bonnets

displayed on the milliners‘ blocks. None

of our artists can paint po1traits now-a

days: Art seems to have withdrawn her

gifts from them and endowed the dress

makers and milliners instead.
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It was at first difficult for me to decide

on the personality of my beloved. My

earliest fancy was for a blond: at least

the dress was of pale blue silk with a

profusion of lace trimmings. Her hat

was of straw faced with azure velvet, and

the crown surrounded by a long plume,

also of ciel blue. I knew by heart the

features of this fair young creature, in

visible although she was to others. They

seemed to belong more to a flower than to

a face: her eyes were large and blue, full

of appealing love; her hair was of course

golden; her smile was angelic; and her

whole expression was one of sweetness

and goodness. She was my first dream :

little although she belonged to actual life,

she used to trip about by my side and

sit with me in my room at home. Sud

denly, however, I became enamored of a

different creature, and mydream changed.

I began to think of my lovely blond re

gretfully as of a beautiful creature too

good for earth who died young. It is the

habit of the shopkeepers to change the

figures in their windows, and one morn

ing I fell in love with quite a different

creature. She wore when I first saw her

a long dress of black silk and velvet

sparkling with jet; over her shoulders

was thrown carelessly a mantle of crearn

colored cloth; on her head was a plush

haf—what they call a Gainsborough

trimmed with a long graceful plume, also

of cream-color. Although only her back

was toward me, I knew by instinct ex

actly what her face was. She was dark

of course, with a low broad forehead,

about which clustered little short curls;

her eyes were superb, at once laughing

and melancholy; her features suggested

rather pride than softness; but her smile

was enchanting, open, sunny, like a

burst of light from behind a cloud. Noth

ing could be more real than this vision.

At first the discovery of this magnificent

ly-endowed woman rendered me happy:

I used to walk past the shop half a dozen

times a day to look at her. Her costumes

varied, but they always suggested the

same dark but brilliant lineaments, the

same graceful movements, the same pe

culiarly lovely tones. She often looked

back at me over her shoulder, but had

an air of evading me. All at once, with

surprise and delight, I remembered that

she might be found in actual existence,

in real flesh and blood. Ideserted the

image for a week in the hope of finding

the reality. I paced Fifth Avenue; I

went to the dry-goods stores; I attend

ed the theatres. Often I seemed to see

her before me—the picturesque hat, the

long plume, the rich mantle and dress.

At such moments while I pressed for

ward my heart beat. When the cheek

turned toward me and the eyes lighted

up with surprise at my disappointed stare,

it was easy enough to see that I had made

a mistake. There was the hat, the cloak,

the bewitching little frippiness of lace and

net and ribbon about the bust. She had,

however, copied the masterpiece without

investing herself with its soul: her face

was vague and characterless, her whole

personality void of that eloquent woman

liness which had so wrought upon me.

This experience was so many times re

peated that I was frightfully tormented by

it. The familiar dress seemed to reveal

with appalling truthfulness the lack of

those qualities of heart and soul which I

demanded. Those lovely, picturesque

outlines suggest not only rounded cheeks

colored with girlish bloom, but something

more; and the graceful draping is not a

meaningless husk.

I have gone back to my shop-window

image. She never disappoints me. She

is as beautiful, as magnificently endow

ed, as full of fascinating life and spirit,

as ever. I sometimes think, unless I

find her actual prototype, of buying that

Gainsborough hat, that cloth mantle and

velvet dress, and hanging them up in my

room. V. N.
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History of the English People. By John

Richard Green. New York: Harper &

Brothers.

Most readers interested in English history

have long felt the need of such a work as

this, in which the results of recent research

among original sources and of the critical

examination of earlier labors are gathered up

and summarized in a narrative at once clear

and concise, free from disquisition, minute

ness of detail and elaborate descriptions,

without being meagre or superficial, devoid

of suggestiveness or of animation. In call

ing his work a 1lz'stiory qf I/e Engl1's/L 1/! -

ple, Mr. Green has not undertaken to deviate

from the beaten track, devoting his attention

to social development and leaving political

affairs in the background. What he has evi

dently had in view is the fact that English

history is in a special sense that of the rise

and growth of free institutions, exhibiting at

every stage the mutual influence or combined

action of different classes, permeated even

when the Crown or the aristocracy was most

powerful by a popular spirit, and contrasting

in this respect with that of France and Spain,

in which during many centuries the mass of

the people lost instead of gaining ground,

representative bodies analogous to the Eng

lish Parliament were deprived of their rights

or swept out of existence, and liberty was

sacrificed to national consolidation and uni

ty. Whence this difference came need hard

ly be pointed out. The Angles, Saxons and

Jutes were neither freer nor more enterpris

ing than the Franks and other Teutonic fam

ilies; but the fortune which carried them to

Britain saved them from inheriting any on

erous share of the great legacy of the Roman

Empire—with the task of absorbing and

transmitting its language and civilization—

secured them against the risk of being either

merged in a more numerous race or sub

merged by a new influx, and thus preserved

an identity and continuity which link their

latest achievements with their earliest ex

ploits, and stamp their whole career with

the same character.

With such a subject, Mr. Green has had

no difhculty in so marking its divisions as to

concentrate attention on successive epochs

without dropping the thread that runs through

the whole. The earlier portions of his work

are naturally the most instructive and the

fullest of interest. The last volume, indeed,

which covers the ground from the Revolu

tion to the battle of Waterloo, besides inclu

ding the index to the whole work, gives far

too rapid a survey of momentous and famil

iar events to afford profit or satisfaction. One

feels that, while the style retains its fluency,

the tone has lost its warmth, and that much

of the writing must have been perfunctory:

the reading, at all events, cannot but be so.

But scarcely any one, however well acquaint

ed with the ground, can follow without pleas

ure and an enlargement of view Mr. Green’s

account of" Early England,” " England un

der Foreign Kings,” " The Charter" and

" The Parliament" - (from 13o7 to l46l),

which form the subjects of the first four

books ;' while the next four, occupying the

second and third volumes, and entitled " The

Monarchy,” "The Reformation," " Puritan

England ” and " The Revolution,” are mark

ed by a grasp of thought, a fine sense of pro

portion, a thorough knowledge and well-bal

anced judgment of men and events, and not

unfrequently a dramatic force, which sustain

the interest throughout, and'which make them

a valuable addition, and sometimes a neces

sary corrective, to the fuller and more bril

liant narratives in which the same periods

and subjects have been separately treated.

Mr. Green does not appear to have gone

deeply into the study of original sources, but

it is only in his incidental treatment of con

tinental history that his deficiencies in this

respect become palpable. Here he is often

inaccurate, and even when his facts are cor

rect his mode of stating them shows that he

is not master of the whole field, and has lit

tle appreciation of mingled motives and at

tendant circumstances. Such a sentence as

this: "The restoration of the towns on the

Somme to Burgundy, the cession of Norman

dy to the king's brother, Francis, the hostil

ity of Brittany, not only detached the whole

western coast from the hold of Lewis, but

forced its possessors to look for aid to the

English king who lay in their rear,” could

not have been written with any clear ideas
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of either the political or the geographical

relations of the places mentioned. \'Vhat is

meant by the "western coast”? Not, cer

tainly, the towns on the Somme, which lie

in the north-east, nor Normandy, which has

indeed a western coast of its own, but cannot

be said to form part of the western coast of

France. Nor does Brittany include " the

1o/zole western coast,” or even the larger por

tion of it, while it could not have been "de

tached from the hold of Lewis,” inasmuch as

he had never held it. As little will that re

mark apply to the other provinces on the west

ern coast, as these were still in his possession.

Who are meant, therefore, by the " posses

sors " of this misty coast, and why the Eng

lish king is said to have lain "in their rear,”

can only be conjectured. It is a small blun

der that the French king’s brother is called

" Francis" instead of Charles, since we must

not suspect Mr. Green of confounding him

with the duke of Brittany, who bore the for

mer name. But the whole passage, in con

nection with what follows it, indicates that

the author has mixed up the state of affairs

at two very close, but very distinct, conjunc

tures. Many similar instances of defective

knowledge might be cited, nor are they con

fined to this early period. The remark, in

regard to Charles of Austria (the emperor

Charles V.), that " the madness of his moth

er left him umt /mir of Castille ” is nonsense:

he was her heir in any case, while through

her madness he became nominally joint, and

virtually sole, ruler of the kingdom. His

son Philip had not been "twice a widower”

when he married Mary of England, and the

assertion that " he owed his victory at Grave

lines mainly to the opportune arrival of ten

English ships of war” is patriotic, but fool

ish. That " Catholicism alone united the

burgher of the Netherlands to the noble of

Castille, or Milanese and Neapolitan to the

Aztec of Mexico and Peru,” would be an in

comprehensible statement even if Peru had

been inhabited by the Aztees. Such errors,

however, cannot seriously impair the value

of Mr. Green’s work. Its merits, as regards

both matter and form, are solid and varied.

The scale on which it was planned adapts it

admirably to the gap which it was intended

to fill, and, except in the latter portions, its

comparative brevity of treatment excludes

neither important facts nor modifying views.

No shorter work could give the reader any

to English history, and no longer work is

needed to make him fully acquainted with

its essential features.

White Wings: A Yachting Romance. By

William Black. New York: Harper &

Brothers.—Roy and Viola. By Mrs. For

rester. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott &

Co.—The \Vellfields. By Jessie Fother

gill. (Leisure-Hour Series.) New York:

Holt & Co.—Troublesome Daughters. By

L. B. Walford. (Leisure-Hour Series.)

New York: Holt & Co.—Brigitta. By

Berthold Auerbach. (Leisure-Hour Se

ries.) New York: Holt & Co.

There is a time appointed to read novels

—a time which belongs, like that of other

good things, to youth, when the real and the

ideal merge into each other, and even the most

practical beliefs turn upon the notion that the

world was created for ourselves, and that the

general system of things is bound to furnish

circumstances and incidents which shall flat

ter our unsatisfied desires. It seems a pity

that it should not fall to the lot of the critic

to write down his impression of new books

at this epoch, when he is most fitted to enjoy

them. When romance and other delights

have blankly vanished—"gone glimmering

through the dreams of things that were”—

he is scarcely fitted to trust the worth of his

own impressions. Reading from mere idle

curiosity or with critical intentions, and

reading with delight, with eager absorption

in the story and an eager desire to know

how it turns out, are two different matters.

The loss of this capacity for enjoyment of

the every-day novel is not a subject for self

gratulation, coming as it does from our own

absence of imagination and from narrowing

instead of increasing powers. That period

of our existence when we could read any

thing which oflered should be looked back

upon with a feeling of purely admiring regret,

and in our efforts to master the novel of to

day we should endeavor to bring back the

glory and the sweetness of the early dream.

It is not so very long ago that Mr. William

Black's novels began to charm us. He did

not take Fame at a single leap, but wooed

her patiently, and suffered many a repulse.

His first book, 1an ,- or, Alarriage, was prob

ably the very worst novel ever written by a

man who was finally to make a great success.

The .Daug/zier of llet/t achieved this result,

and T/2c Strange Admntures of a P/meton,

adequate knowledge or conceptions in regard 1 A Prz'nres.t of Tim]e and illar/eod of Dan
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deepened, one by one, the witchery the first

threw over us. The author's power was es

pecially shown in investing his maidens with

glamour and piquancy: Coquette and Sheila

led their captives away from the suffocating

dusts and the burning heats of life. Then

his backgrounds were so well chosen—those

mysterious reaches of the far northern seas,

the slow twilights over the heaving ocean,

the swift dawns, the storms and the light

nings, and the glad blue skies. Even the

music of the bagpipes inspired lamentations

only less sweet than notes of joy. Mr. Black

still has lovely girls; his yachts still pitch

and roll and scud over the tossed and misty

Hebridean seas; there are the same magical

splendors of air and sky and water and

shores; the wail of the pibroch is heard as

of yore—

Dunvegan ! oh, Dunvegan l

Why, then, is it that his last book fails to do

more than arouse dim memories of some

previous enjoyment? Why are his violets

without perfume? Why is his music va

cant of the old melodies?

In Roy and Viola, on the contrary, Mrs.

Forrester is seen at her best, and has given

us a book of lively interest. The situation

'in some respects suggests that of Dam?! Dr

rondrz : D'Arcy is a sort of Grandcourt cheap

ened and made popular, acting out his in

stincts of tyranny and brutality with more

ostentation and less good taste. What is

subtly indicated by George Eliot is given

with profuse effect by the present writer.

Viola, if not a Gwendolen, is yet an unloving

wife. Sir Douglas Roy plays a somewhat

difficult role—-that of friend to the husband

and undeclared lover to the wife—without

losing our respect. He is in many ways a

successful hero, and acts his part without

either insipidity or priggishness. A genial

optimist like Mrs. Forrester, as her old read

ers may well believe, sacrifices to a hopelessly

unhappy marriage no lot which interests us.

Disagreeable husbands die at an auspicious

moment, and everybody is finally made hap

py in his or her own way, which includes the

possession of plenty of money. The conver

sations are piquant, and the interest of the

story is well kept up.

TIt lVe//fit/¢/'s is a fallingofi' from 1/ro6afl'on,

which in its turn was a distinct falling-off

from Miss Fothergill's initial story, 7/c First

Viatin. The characters are dim, intangible,

remote, possessing no reality even at the out

set, and as they progress becoming even more

estranged from our belief and sympathy.

Jerome is too feeble to arouse even our re

sentment, which we mildly expend on Sara

instead for displaying grief for so poor a

creature. \‘'hen an author publishes one

successful book, it should be a matter of

serious thought whether it is not worth while

to make such a triumph the crowning event

of his or her destiny, lest Fate should have

in reserve the tedious trials which await those

who are compelled to hear that their sun has

set.

Mrs. ‘\"alford's last book has, in a measure,

retrieved a certain reputation for interest which

her Cmlsins had lost. In TrortblesomrDatl.g/z

ters, however, one looks in vain for the ful

filment of the promise of Mr. Srnit!z and her

delightful Van: A Surmner Rolnanu.

In BI'l:{TI.l!H we find enough of Auerbach's

charm to like the story, simple as it is. It

recalls his greater books only by the fidelity

of the tone and the clearness of the pictures.

Xander is well drawn, and the tragedy of

his life. portrayed as it is by those few strong

touches which reveal the real artist, is pro

foundly impressive.
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DICK CHEVELEY.

His Adventures and Misadventures. By W. H. G. Kingston, author of " The Two

Supercargoes,” " Snow Shoes and Canoes," etc. Square 12mo. With numerous

full-page Illustrations. Extra cloth. $1.5o.

" The book is full of pluck, and it will do boys good to read it.”—Bos'roN ‘\n\'Extls-RR.

"In common with all his works it is pervaded by a thoroughly manly, hearty morality, and

evil sense of the WOl'd."—PHlLAI)!ILl'lllA 'I'i>rvs.

FEET AND WINGS;

Or, Hours with Beasts and Birds with Uncle Herbert. Profusely Illustrated. 4to.

Illuminated boards. $r.25.

This is the first of a series of books, full of instruction and entertainmeot.just far enough ad

vanced to meet the wants and taste of the many thousand admirers of Uncle Herbert who have for

many years been so much pleased with his series of books, of which the " Prattler" was the first.

ASGARD AND THE GODS.

Tales and Traditions of the Norsemen. Told for Boys and Girls. Adapted from the

work of Dr. W. Wéigner, by M. W. Macdowell, and edited by W. S. Anson.

With numerous Illustrations. 8vo. Extra cloth. $2.5o.

THE YOUNGSTER.

By Cousin Daisy, editor of " Picture Alphabet.” Illustrations by Miss Greenaway and

others. 42o. Boards. 75 cents.

This book is especially ada ted to the youngest children. It is fully illustrated, and its short

stories in poetry and prose, eac of which Is illustrated, are full of entertainment,

THE STORY OF A DOG;

Or, The Adventures of Pixie the Terrier. By N. D'Anvers. With 21 Illustrations,

by R. H. Moore. Engraved by J. D. Cooper. Square rzmo. Boards. Illumin

ated covers. $1.oo.

An intensely interesting book for children.

AFTERNOON TEA.

Rhymes for Children. With Original Illustrations by J. G. Sowerby and H. H. Em

merson. Printed in the highest style of color printing. 64 pages, each page illus

trated. Small 4to. Picture boards. $2.5o.

THE BOYS' AND GIRLS' FIRST STORY BOOK.

With numerous Illustrations. Small 4to. Very neatly bound in cloth, black, silver,

and gold. $1.5o.

THE MERRY NURSERY.

A Collection of Pictures, Stories, and Poems. Small folio. Bound in cloth gilt, black

and illuminated covers. $2.oo.

THE CHILD'S ZOOLOGICAL GARDEN.

With 20o Illustrations. Small folio. Bound in cloth gilt, black and illuminated

covers. $2.oo.

CHEERILY, CHEERILY,

And other Stories. "A Merry Heart," and other Stories; "Lucy Gray,” and other

Stories; " The Raccoon," and other Stories. Edited by Uncle Herbert; for boys

and girls ; selected from the " Budget.” Boards, with golden illuminated covers.

Each 5o cents.

THE ROBBER KITTEN,

And other Stories. Including " Reynard the Fox” and "Precocious Piggy.” Fully

Illustrated by drawings of Kolbach, Bennett, and others. Small 4to. Boards.

Illuminated covers. 5o cents.
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*3 For sale by all Booksellers, or will be sent by mail, postage prepaid, on

reOeipt of the price by

J. B. LIPPINCOTT- Gt CO, PUBLISHERS,

while sufficiently exciting to satisfy any reasonable boy it is not by any means sensational in the

3LISHER

715 and 717 Market St., Philadelphia.Philad°|Fi



JOSEPH GILLO'1‘T’S STEEL PENS

GRATEFUL~ COMFORTING.

IEPPSSl
( BREAKFAST) 1

cocoa"
"By a thorough knowledge of the natural

laws which govern the operations of digestion

and nutrition, and by a careful application of l

the fine properties of well-selected cocoa, Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with a

delicately flavored beverage which may save

us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the

‘ judicious use of such articles of diet, that a

constitution may be gradually built up until

strong enough to resist every tendency to dis

ease. Hundreds of subtle maladies are float'

ing around us, ready to attack wherever there

is a weak point. We may escape many a fatal

shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with

' pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”

The Civil Szr-vice Gazette.

i

. Sold only in nit}; 1.-6-lb. and lb., labelled re.

& Col’; M_detmmGnpeCmmTmnr.-xoothn tlaunnkel

‘ such light. flaky, hot breads. or luxurious pastry n be cnen by

l

tllyitpeptles without fear of the ills reuullingfion heavy lndlgesdhlo

on .

HOMGBOPATHIC CHEMISTS,

Sold only in cans. by all Grocers.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER Co_,New Yorkl"~>D0N, ENG. '
_

A STUBBOHN /mu HARASSING

Cough lhal will nol yield lo ordinary reme

 

dies, moy be lhoroughly eured by Dr. Joyne 1s

Expeoloranl, o mdsl effeclive remedy for all Bronchial

and Pulmonary Disorders.

'THE GEM OF THE SEASON.

T. B. READ'S GREAT POEM,

DRIFTING.

ELEGANTLY AND PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED.

Small 4to. Bound in Cloth, Full Gilt. $1.50. Canvas, with Russia Trimmings,

Hand-Painted. $3.50. Turkey Morocco Antique. $4.00.

FOR’A\BYOLLL_OOO1O_.ROH,‘’s.llEDSTATE’.

*** For sale by all Booksellers, or will be sent by mail, postage prepaid, on receipt of price by

J. B. LIPPINCOTT 8:. CO., Publishers, Philadelphia.

AMERICAN BRANCH OF HOUSE,

91 JOHN s'r., NEW ‘YORK.

.H)IBH T>.' HOE, SOLE AGENT. JOSEPH GILLOTT .o sozv .
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